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196. Huling's superb (plum) and the potaloe of

South America, 191. Notices the Washington

plum—list of rare fruit trees, 2(i 1. List of his

catalogues, £05. On the diseases of pear trees, 212.

Notice of some very fine pear trees for sale by, 237.

Communication on strawberries, 243. Description

of the Chinese chrysanthemum, with a list of 43
varieties, £52. E.xtract from his treatise on hor-

ticulture, describing several varieties of cherries,

260. Notices of large fruits, 208. Describes se-

veral kinds of grapes, 276, 284. On the Isabella

grape and the wine made from it, 294. Notice*
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the rosa grevillii, and other varieties of roses, 301.

Extract from his Treatise on Horticulture, 308.

Describes the astrapaia wallichi, imported by him,

316. On the proper selection of grapes for a vine-

yard, 221. On the Isabella grape, 32=.. His re-

marks on Ihe different families of mulberry, 3-18.

Directions for the culture of slrawberriesj large

addition of grapes to his establishment from the

Luxembourg garden, 356. Describes ten lands of

cherries, 363. Wants seed of the Italian grass,

313. Describes the Greville rose—on Uie scupper-

nong grape as a native, 391.

PROCRASTINATION, evils of, 136.

PROTECTING SYSTEM, on the effects of, upon the

agricultural interest, by S. W. Pomeroy, 401.

PRUNING vines, in September, advantageous, 165.

PULSE, should be felt in both wrists, 120. I

PUMPKINS, large growth of, 313.

QUERIES, agricultural and horticultural, by a jToung

Backwoods Farmer, 10.
|

QUIN.AR, seed of, received by the editor, fron| F. S.

Cooke, 408.
j

QUINCY, Hon. Josiah, on the process of ohtainijigsalt

by evaporation, 115.

R.
RAIL ROADS, annual expense of keeping, in En|land,

24. Advantage of, over canals, 32. Hints on mak-
ing, by Joseph Kersey, 11. Description of the

Mauch Chunk, in Pennsylvania, 94. Abstract of a

plan of one for carrying the mail, with an estimate

of the cost, &c. (illustrated with an engraving,) by
Robert Mills, 125. An acrouiit of a newly invent-

ed carriage, by Richard P. Morgan, 118. On the

construction of, with timber, (with a cut,) by Ro-
bert Mills, 141. Interesting letter on the subject

of, from lieut. col. S. H. Long, to P. E. Thomas,
with explanatory tables, 155. Description of one
at Leeds, (England,) 229. Liverpool, Birming-

ham, and Manchester, 309. Proposed one from
Cayuga lake to the Susquehanna, 316, 317. On the

advantages of one between Baltimore and Wash-
ington, 334. Proposed one from the Chesapeake
to the Delaware, 400. Observations on the man-
ner of adapting, to a reciprocal commerce, with a

table of inclinations, by col. S. H. Long, 280—11-

lu.-itrations of do. 294. Progress of the Liverpool

and Manchester, 413.

'B.^LTIMORE AND OHIO, remarks on, by the

editor, 23. Sketch of the proceedmgs of the citi-

zens of Baltimore, and report of the committee,

with remarks by the editor, 45, 54,61, 68, 84. List

of directors, 48. Report of the committee appoint-

ed to visit the Mauch Chunk and Quincy roads, 109.

Proceedings of the citizens of Ross county, Ohio,

relative to the extension of, 118. On the advan-

tages of continuing it to Dayton, Ohio, (from the

Scioto Gazette.) 133. Correspondence between
the Scioto (Ohio,) committee, and the president

and directors, on the subject of extending, 173.

First annual report, 238. Memorial to the presi-

dent and directors, from the citizens of Kanawha
covtnty, Va. with accompanying documents, 244,

253, 262, 269. Report of the board of Engineers,

Nov. 6, 1821—notice of the company to receive

proposals for materials, 217. Letter from col. S.

H Long to P. E. Thomas, with a table of inclina-

tions, 280. Illustrations of col. Long's statement,

294. Survey of Fall's road and Patapsco route, 30 1

.

Progress of the surveys in Frederick county, 333.

Report of the engineers, Jan. 12, 1828, 374. Let-

ter from W. H. Denny, on the advantages of mak-
ing it to Pittsburg, 389. Subscription of the state

of Maryland, 413.

BALTIMORE AND SUSQUEHANNA, report
and proceedings, in relation to, 341, 349, 356, 364.

Memorial to the legislature of Pennsylvania, from
the citizens of Baltimore, 405.

RAPE, advantages and manner of cultivation, 291. Its

cultivation and produce in seed, and value as green
food for neat cattle and sheep, by J. H. Powel, 306.

RECIPES, for scouring party-coloured woollen, as car-
pets, hearth-rugs, &c.— to stain lealher gloves—to

raise the nap on cloth—to dye cotton a buB'colour

—

to cure the toolhe ache— for indigestion or sour
stomach, 1. To make family, currant and elder
wines—to stain wood black—to make nankin dye,

OL. IX.

16. To cure the gravel—for the bite of a rattle-
snake—for burns, 48. To make bread without
yeast—to make blackberry syrup—to make leather
water-proof, 11. Indian cure for the bite of snake,
81. Sure method of curing gravel walks, 88. For
rat catching—to preserve meat in summer—to
preserve game in hot weather—to sweeten meat,
fish, &c. that is tainted— to remove the taste of tur-
nips from milk or butter, li2. To keep moths,
beetles, &o. from clothes—to preserve currants,
136. To preserve cheese from mites—to preserve
grain from mice—cure for the ring worm, 152. To
make tomato ketchup— to remove spots of grease,
pitch, or oil, from woollen clothes— to keep plums,
peaches, &c. fresh through the year, 191. To in-

crease the quantity and quality of cream, 192. For
a sore throat—cure for the fever and ague, 199.

To cook shad a-la-mode de francois— to cure corns,
215. To make rice jelly—to keep plums, peaches,
&c. fresh throughout tbe year—preparation of
blacking, 232. To make savory lamb or veal, mut-
ton, beefsteak, and ham pies, 246. Cement wash,
weather-proof, for brick or stDne work—for burns
—damp walls—Roman cement—to preserve pota-
toes from frost, 288. To make a Norfolk dump-
ling, 302. For curing and cooking pickled fish

—

to cure bacon—to improve the flavour of cider, 328.
to destroy rats— to make a marrow pudding

—

a
Yorkshire pudding—a boiled plum pudding—to

stop bleeding at the nose—to cure the ear-ache,
344. To destroy rats—lor pickling beef, 383.
Cure for the bite of a rattlesnake, 384. Cure for
deafness—to make hens lay in the winter season

—

horse chesnut dye— to clean mouldings of carriages,
392. How to act in case of clothes taking fire

—

precaution against drowning— to recover persons
apparently dead from being struck with lightning

—

to destroy rats—to kill bugs—to cure corns, 399.

To destroy insects, 413.

REINDEER, fleetness of, 112.

RENSSELAER SCHOOL, of Troy, N. Y. sketch of the

plan of exercises at, 313.

RICE, letter from F. H. Smith, describing a machine
for planting, invented by him, 139. Notice of a
machine fur separating the grain from the husks,
152. Rough, notice of the agricultural society of
South Carolina on the prolits of the new trade of,

233. Culture of, injurious to the health of a city,

243. Tlireshed by Pope's threshing machine, 345.
MILLS, report of the committee appointed bj

the South Carolina Agricultural Society on the
subject of, 233.

ROBERTSON, John, on '.he importance of liquid ma-
nure in horticulture, and the peculiar advantages
of soot, as an ingredient for that purpose, 15.

ROLLER, on the uses and value of, by J. Lowell, 2H.
ROSA CENTIFOLIA, 196.

•GREVILLII, or China rose, description of 44,
300, 397.

ROSE, Cherokee, succeeds in Mississippi, 215.

ROTATION of crops, 11,49,51,66,61. Inquires as to

the advantage of a certain, by a Young Farmer,
220.

ROWAND, C. E. description of his non-descript hedge,
26. Approves of F. H. Smith's plough, 83.

RUTA BAGA, successful cultivation of, by J. Buel, 45.

Great crop of, in Richmond county, Va. 220.

RYE, great height of some stalks, 101. Large product
of, 130. Notice of some found below the surface
of the earth, 308. Directions for sowing in win-
ter, 204.

R. W. on potato husbandry, (with a cut,) 363.

s.

SALT, inquiry respecting the process, &c. of obtaining

from sea-water, 16. Very useful in preserving
bees from worms, &c., 53. Useful in destroying

thistles, 14. As a manure, 116. Process of pro-

curing, by evaporation, by the Hon. Josiah Quin-
cy, 115. Benefits of, to cattle, when freely given,

119. Total failure of, as a manure, 193. Proper-

ty of, 210.

S. B., on the advantages of slave-labour in cotton

manufactories, 241.

SEABROOK, Whilemarsh B., his report on the cause?

which contribute to the production of fine Sea Is-

land cotton, 129, 131, 145.

SEEDS, germination of, 61. Germinating principles

of, 191.

and PLANTS, foreign, circiUar from tbe sacra-
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lary of the treasury, in relation to the introduction

of, with directions for packing up and transmit-

6H\RPLESS, Dr. John T., of Philadelphia, valuable

essay by, on the cultivation of silk, 100, 101, 116,

126.

SHEEP excellent qualitv of the imported Southdown,

3. Method of liaising, as pursued by Joseph Ker-

acy S. Large flock of Merino, for sale, by Dr.

Rowan, 16. Letter on, by Thomas Jefferson, 43.

Disorder in, ivith directions for curing it, 43. On

the value of the Southdown, hy Joseph Kersey, 14.

<ln the culture and management of, addressed to

the farmers in New-York and New England, by

Woolstapler, 92. Hints on the management of,

100. R. Parkinson's receipt for the cure of foot

rot.' Mode of making the unction to destroy ticks

on, 101. Diseases of, IG4. On yolk in the wool

of, 119. Great sale of rams in Brighton, Mass.,

195. Number cf, in England and Wales, 210.

Remarks on the Knglish, Spanish and .Saxony, 229.

Letter from W. R. Dickinson, on the quality of his

flocks, 284. Large number of, in Dutchess coun-

ty, N. V. Advantages of raising, 314. Number
of, in the United States, 321, 356.

SHELBY, A. B., on the growth of hemp, in Tennessee,

62.

Smi^IDS, S. B., advertises valuable lands in Alabama,
for sale, 152.

SILK, valuable essay on the cultivation of, by Dr. John
T. Sharpless, of Philadelphia, 100, 101, 116, 124.

Its extensive culture recommended, 133. On the

cultivation of, and the management of the silk-

worm, by Gideon B Smith, 164. Sketch of the

Rise, progress, and extent of the manufacture of

in Great Britain, 119. Quantity of raw and
thrown, imported into Great Britain, 1825 6, with
the amount of duties, &c., 196. Early cuUivatioa

of, 205. Remarks on the culture of, from the

N. Y. Times, 231. Eniplnynient of paupers in

North Carolina, in the cultivation of, 261. Pros-

pects of, in Connecticut, 364. Process of cultivat-

ing in Ohio, from the common red mulberry, by
Calvin Morrell, with samples, 380.

SILK-WORMS, Chinese and Italian compared, 133.

Great number of, spinning at the garden of Joshua
Pierce, near Geor:;etown. Particulars respecting
their first discovery, 140. Introduction of, in

Washita, Lou., U9. Remarks on, by Felix Pas-
calis, 155. On the management of, by Gideon B.
Smith, 164. Eggs for sale by Gideon B. Smith, 296,
315. Interesting history of, by Dr. Felix Pascalis,

anticipated, 301. Treatise on rearing, by Count
Von Haggi, sent to H. of R. of the U. S., 316.

SINCLAIR, Robert, on the time and method of saving,
getting out, and cleaning clover and orchard grass
seed, 396.

SLAVE-LABOUR, querie; re -peeling, by the Editor,
224. On the emplcyin&nt of, in the manufacture
of coarse cottrii fabrics, &c., 225, 235, 241, 249,
260, 290, 208, 3,11, 353, 410.

SLIPPERY ELM, bark of, recommended as a substi-
tute for tobacco, 321.

SMITH, F. H., letter from, to the Editor, describing
the non-descript hedge, invented by Mr. Rowan, 26.

Certificates in favour of his cotton planter, 21,
83, 139. Description of his rice planter, 139.
His reply to a "Southern Planter," on the subject
of the cultivator, 224.

SMITH, Gideon B., on silk and silk-worms, 164. Of-
fers eggs of the silk-worm for sale, 296.

SMUT in Wheat, curious experiments on the subject,
by Dr.Pew—with remarks by J. B., 251.

SOIL, uses of, to vegetables, 65.

SOILS, essay on, and the advantages of chemically
analyzing them, by John Young, 289.

SOOT, peculiar advantages of, in liquid manure, 15.
SPADE HUSBANDRY, advantages of, 215.
SPIDER'S THREAD, curious particulars respecting

«5.
"

SPINNING, fine, 340.

SPORTING OLIO, notice of Velocipede. Cure for the
distemper in dogs. Trotting match. "Henry" to
stand at Union course, 6. List of celebrated En-
glish racers, 15. Duck and game shooting. Au-
thentic pedigree of Clocklast, 15. Fox Hunting in
the District of Columbia, 22; do. in Maryland; do.
in Epsom, Eng. Trottingmatch. Carrier pigeons.
Death of John Jennings, 23. Stag-hounds. His-
tory, pedigree, &c., of the old Tartar mare, 31.

Gallant fox-chase, 46. Bull-baiting on the sab-

bath, in Cadiz. Trotting. Old Florizel, inquiries,

41. Remarks on fishing. Angling song, 55. Er-

ror corrected in regard to Monsieur Tonson—his

pedigree. Norfolk races, notice; do. Richmond
races. Cure for cough in horses, 56 Sale of Mr.
Bodenham's stud. Tree-hill races, 10. Stallions

advertised to stand in England, 11. Directions

for building stables. Treatment of a horse on a

journey, 19. Cause of, and cure for lost appetite

in horses, 80. Sale of the Duke of York's stud,

86. Error corrected in the account of a fox-hunt.

Cure for the mash, silfasts, and saddle-galls.

Quantity of game killed at Lord Plymouth's (Eng.)
in six days, 81. Canton races, notice, 95. Pedi-

gree of Sir Solomon, 96. On training horses for

the turf, 103. Match race in Charleston, IO4.

Nultaway races. Remarks on the pedigree of Sir

Archie. Angling, 111. Trotting m:itch in New
York. Race—no race. Hunting in New Hamp-
shire, 119. Remarks on the qualities and uses of

gunpowder, 123 Account of the introduction of
the Godolphin Arabian into England, 134, 115.

Pedigree of blooded horses, wanted. Authentic
pedigree of Sir Archie. Cure for the botls in

horses. Great hunt, 143. Further remarks ;oii

tliB Godolphin Arabian, 151. Description of Sir

Archie, 160. Remarks on gun-barrels, 166. Pedi-

grees wanted by "iMcllish," 115. Pedigrees of
Oscar, Jr., Marshal Duroc, the Bedford mare, 182.

Blooded horses—pedigree of Maria; of Roman,
190; of Slim; Pennsylvania Farmer; Amer. Dray-
horse; Don Carlos; Sampson; Liberty; Tanner,
Young Spot, 198. On stables, 199. Comparative
merit of flint and percussion guns, 206. Pedigrees
of Trimmer, Chatham, Brilliant, Atlas, Stirling,

and Badger, 201. Venitian, Lamplighter and Fay-
ette. South American horsemanship. War upon
the vermin, 214. Leopard hunting in Africa, 222.

Pedigrees of Lindsay's Arabian, and African, 223.
To give a horse an appetite. Authentic pedigrees
of Old Florizel, and Slender, 230. Pedigree of
Y'oatig Florizel. Preservation of dead game, 231,

Pedigrees of Phenix, Magnetic Needle, Partner
and Juba. Curious disease in dogs, inquiry as to

the cure, 239. Canton races, 246, 255, Broad-
rock do., 246; Newmarket and Long island do.,

241. Trotting match at Long island, 241; New-
markei fall do. Pedigrees of the Bay Colt; Bel-
videre; Jim Crack, and Traveller, 265. Heath's
Childers, Cub, Belmont, and Expedition. Wash-
ington Jockey Club races. Recipe for the mange,
or itch in dogs, 263. Norfolk races. Remarks on
the eye and hoof of the horse, 211. Amendment
to the pedigree of Primrose. Pedigree of Cincin-
natus, and Alderman, 218. List of races run in
the fall of 1821. Belfield races Deer hunting in

New Jersey. Death of Piper, 281. In.structions

to young sportsmen. Pedigree of Old Dove, and
Sir Harry, 295. Pedigree of Tippoo Sultan, 296.
On feeding, exercising, and grooming horses. Er-
ror corrected in pedigree of Maria. Challenge
by A. B. Shelby, to run his colt for $5000, 302.
Pedigree and performances of Citizen, Tiger hunt
in India. Remedy for the contagious glanders in
horses, 310. Notice of American Eclipse to stand
in Virginia, 311. Pedigrees of Sir Archie and Po-
tomac. Proposeil races at Tree-hill. Notice of
an Eagle killed in Pennsylvania, 318. Lines on
the war-horse Bavieca. Wild game, 326. Hunt-
ing in England, 321. Fox-hunting, 33.5. Impor-
tation of horses recommended, 330. The Berke-
ley hounds—gallant chase with the bald-faced
stag. Heroic conduct of a youth. Partridge tak-
ing, 343. Horse portrait. Lines to my dog, 344.
Shooting match at partridges. Veterinary notices,
351. Mode of raising blooded horses, by W. E.
Brodnaxe. .Admeasurement of American Eclipse.
On driving horses, 359. On blooded horses, by an
".Advocate for the blood horse," with extracts
from Lawrenee, S6S. Fox hunting in Maryland.
-Antiquity of tandem driving, 315. Hunting by
the Baltimore and Potomac packs. Rules to choose
a race-horse by his external appearance, 332. Pe-
digree and performances ol Pacolet and Monsieur
Tonson, 390. Trotting match in Canada, 391.
Pedigree and performances of "Lath" and Collec-
tor, 398. Novel undertaking. On cutting out
haws or hoocks. Produce of a pointer bitch. To
preserve gun-barrels from rust, occasioned by salt

water—to colour gun-barrels, S99. Pedigree of
Flag-of-Truce. Blooded horses in Tennessee.
Description, pedigree and performances of Vir-
ginian, 406-1. Fox-hunting in New Jersey. De-
scription and pedigree of Timoleon, 414. Obitu-
ary of importrd stallions. Importation of stallions.
Pedigree of Tartar, 415.

STABLER, Thos. P., his method of preserving peach-
trees from destruction by the worm, 29.

STABLES, proper directions for building, 79.
ST.\HL, the chemist, notice of, 151.

STOMACH FU.VIP, an American invention, S56; fur-
ther remarks on, by W. Darby, 219. Prevention of
starvation by the use of, 303.

STONES, easy method of splitting, 219.
STRAWBERRIES, communication on, by Wm. Prince,

243. Directions for their culture, by do. 356.
SUGAR, successfully cultivated in Florida, 268. In

New South Wales, 316. Culture of, more profita-
ble than cotton, 331. History of, 415.

SULLY, Henry, M. D., economical method of keeping
horses, 321.

SUM \CH, .Sicily, cultivated by W. Prince, 53.

SUN-FLOWER, annual, cultivation of, recommeoded,
256.

SWALLOWS, surmises on, 320.

SWAMP LAND in New York, letter from William
Thompson, Esq., to S. De Witt, on the method of
reclaiming, 106.

SWEET POTATO, on the saccharum of, by Rob't Hare,
M. D., 150.

T.
TALLAHASSEE, description of, by Hon. George Wal-

ton. 303.

TAPl.A, inquiries respecting, 391.

TAR, new and economical preparation of, as a cover-
ing for houses, 319.

T. B. M. readings of the seventh volume of the Ame-
rican Farmer, 403.

TE.A, cultivation of, in China, 112. To improve the
flavour of, 261. Culture of, in Brazil, 340.

TELEGRAPHS in France, remarks on, by the editor,

199, 200.

TESTAMENTS, Old and New, dissection of, 95.

THISTLES, how to destroy with salt, 14. Another
method, 210.

THO.VIAS, A. G. Esq. on female education, 102, 110,
118.

THOMPSON, William, on reclaiming swamp land in

New Y'ork, 106.

THRESHING MACHINE, Pope's, successfully used in

threshing rice, 345.

TIMBER, remarks on seasoning, by N. Webster, 45.
TOBACCO, remarks on the quality of the Ohio, 12, 88.

Auction in Baltimore for the sale of, 80. Differ-

ence in the qualities of Maryland and Ohio, 141.

On the cultivation of, by Frederick Oronokoe, 153,
162. Queries to F. Oronokoe, on curing, by an
Appomatox Planter, with his reply, 195. Large
quantities of Ohio sent to eastern markets, 304.
Memoir on the cultivation of Spanish segar, by
George J. F. Clarke, Esq. 331.

TRANSPLANTING instruments, description of, with a
cut, 212.

TRAVELLING, instances of rapid, 206, 304.

TREES, kinds of, grown by the farmers in Italy, 1.

Remarks on felling, by N. 13. How to transplant,

53. Composition for the cure of diseases, &c. in

all kinds of fruit and forest, by W. Forsyth, 15.

Directions for the care of ornamental, 16. Notices
of large ones. 111. Effects of light on—direction
of the branches of hollow, 331.

TUCKAHOE, on protecting duties, &c. 330.

TURNIPS, how to raise among corn, 59. Remarks on
the cultivation of, 139. Farmers should save the
seed themselves, 119. Large ones, 316, 362. Ex-
periments in the culture of, 394.

TUSCARORA, on new manufactures and protecting
duties, 312.

u.
UPSHUR, .Arthur, on the products and advantages of

the Eastern Shore of Virginia, 362.

VEGET.ABLES, to increase the number, improve the
quality and increase the magnitude of particular

parts of— to form new varieties of, to propagat*



and preserve from degeneracy approved kinds of,

9. On the preservation of, for luture use—distri-

bution of, 10. Uses of the soil to, 65.

VEGET.\TION OF PL\NTS, inaugural dissertation on,

by Samuel S. Griffin, A. B. of Virginia, 113, 122-

VINE, cultivation of the, in Pennsylvania, Maryland,

&c 22. Should be cultivated in Tennessee and

Alabama, 68. Pruning of in September, advan-

tageous, 165 Memorial of N Herberaont, to the

senate of South Carolina, on the cultivation of,

wiih report of the committee on the subject, 332,

333. Josiah Lockhart's progress in the cultivation

of, 388.

VINEG\R, manufacture of, 166 Whiskey, an excel-

lent substitute for, in pickling, 94.

w.
WATER, boring for, at Albany, 45. Do. at Mobile,

proposed—notice of a self-acting machine for rais-

ing, invented by A. & G. Bradley—another by John

M Cooper, 182.

W. D letter from, giving an account of several seeds

sent him, 405.

WEATHER, remarks on the state of, in Virginia, 383.

WEBSTER, N. on seasoi.ing timber, 45.

WEEDING should be enforced by law, 210.

WEEVIL, to prevent the effects of, 164

WELD PL^NT, its value as a dye—mode of cultivat-

ing it, by HopsoD, 7S. Succeeds ia tbe Ucited
States, 189.
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WHEAT, prospect for in Maryland, 64. Observations

on the rare ripe, by R H. Goldsborough, 99. Great

heights of, 101. Inquiry respecting the white, 164.

How to prevent the destruction of by the weevil,

164. On turning to cheat, remarks in favour of

the rare ripe, by A. P. 210. Curious experiments

on the subject of smut in, with remarks on, by J.

B. 251. Prices of, in Europe and America, in 1827,

313

WHEEL, multiplied spindle, invented by W.R McCall,

description of, 140.

WHISKEY, used in lieu of vinegar, for preserving cu-

cumbers, 94. Recipe for rectifying and distilling,

wanted, 383.

WHITNER, Phineas, of Mass. valuable experiment by,

lie.

WILLIS, John, on raising plums, prunes and nectarines,

44. Sends specimens of fine fruits and wine to the

editor,

WILSON, George, (of N. C.) queries to Thomas Mas-

sey, on machinery, &c. 308. Answered by Davis

& Gartner, and "T."382.

WIND, employment of, in land transportation, 151.

WINDOW SASH, remarks on, by Thomas W. Grif-

fith, 167.

WINE, domestic, manufacture of in Ohi>, 44. Direc-

tions for making, from cherries, currants. &c. by

Joseph Cooper, 109. Remarks on the quality made

from the "Boauoke oi Scupperaoog" gr»pe, 133.

VOL. IK'.

On the manufacture of, from wild grapes, by John
Adlum, 261. Superior quality made from the Isa-
bella grape, by William Prince, 294. Made by J,
Fields, in Tennessee, 397. Notice of some made
by N. Herbemont, 404.

WOAD. on the cultivation of, by J. Atherstone, 193.
Cultivation of in Europe, by J. H. Powell, 193.

WOOL, on the culture and management of, by Wool-
stapler, 92. Letters from W. R. Dickinson, Gorham
Parsons and James Sykes, Esq. on the quality of
season in Wiltshire, England, 200. Excellent pro-
duct of in Maine, 252. Large amount paid for
American, in Boston, 315. Manufacture of, in the
United States, 327 Report on the establishment
of manufactories, made to the legislature of North
Carolina, 347, 353.

YOLK, in the wool of sheep, 179.

YOUNG, Arthur, his experiments in agriculture, with
remarks by J. Buel, 361, 370, 386, 394, 409.

YOUNG, John, on soils, and the advantages of chemi-
cally analyzing them, 289.

Z.
ZOOLOGY, systematic, on the language, nomenclature,

description, and clasificatiOD of animals, 166, 194t

302, 209, U6t 236.



AMERICAN FARMER.
"0 fortunatos nimuim sua si bona noiint
"Agricolas." Vmt;.
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AGRICULTURX:.

THE AGRICULTl'RE OF iMODERN ITALY.
The implements and operations of ap-ictdtxtre in

Lonibardy are both very imperfect. The. plough is

of very rude contrivance, ivith a handle thirteen

or fourteen feef loiiK. It is drawn by t»vo o.xen

without a driver or reins, the ploughman using; a

lona; light rod or goad. The names given to the

different parts of the plough are corruptions or va-

riations of the Roman terms. Corn is generally

beaten out by a wheel or large fluted cylinder,

which is turned in a circular track, somewhat in the

manner of a bark-mill in England.
The cattle of Piedmont are, in some cases, fed

with extraordinary care. They are lied up in stalls;

then bled once or twice; cieaned and rubbed with
oil; afterwards combed and brushed twice a day
Their food in summer is clover, or other green
herbage; in winter a mixture of elm leaves, clover
hay, and pulverized walnut cake, over which boil-

ing water is poured, and br;in and salt added.

—

Where grains (potititre,) can be procured, they are
also given. In a short time the cattle cast their

hair, grow smooth, round, (at, and so improved as

to double their value to the butcher.

The daines on the plain of the Po, near Lodi, pro
duce the Parmesan cheese. The peculiar qualities
of this cheese depend more on the manner of mak
ing than on any thing else. The cows are a mixed
breed, belween the red Hungarian, or Siviss c. v,

and those of Lombardy. The chief peculiarity in

their deeding is, that they are allowed to eat four

or five hours in the twenty four; all the rest of the

time they are stalled and get hay. Both their pas-

ture and hay are chiefly from irrigated lands. The
cheeses are made entirely from skimmed milk; half

of that which has stood si.\teen or seventeen hours,
and half of which has stood only six hours. The milk
is heated and coagulated in a cauldron, placed in a
very ingenious fire-place, being an inverted semi-
cone in brick work, well adapted tor preserving
heafand the usi of wood as fuel, \^'ithout being
taken out of the cauldron, the curd is broken very
small by an implement, consisting of a stick with
cross wires; it is again heated, or rather scalded,
till the curd, now a deposition from the whey, has
attained a considerable degree ol firmness; it is

then taken out. drained, salted, and pressed, and in
fiarly days is fit to put in the cheese loft. The pe-
culiar properties of this cheese seem to depend on
the mode of scalding the curd; though the d.iiryists

pretend that it also depends on the mode of feeding I

the cows. Where one farmer has not enough of
cows to carry on the process himself, it is common
for two or more to joui and keep a partnership ac-
count, as in Switzerland.
Ammig the trees gi-own by the farmer, the mulber-

ry predominates, and is pollarded' once or oftener
every _\ear (or the silk worm. The tree is common
in the hedge rows, and in rows along with vines
parallel to broad ridges. The vine is generally cul-
tivated; trained or rather hung on mulberry, maple,
or flowering ash pollards, or climbing up tall elms,

* To pollard, is to cut off the limbs. This is ilone to
procure the leaves, in preference to picking or stripping
them from the branches.
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or in the hedges, or against willow poles or rude
espalier rails. The olive is not very common, but

is planted in schistous declivities in warm situations;

apple, pear, and greengage plums are common.
The poplars supply leaves for feeding heifers,

rods which are sold for making espaliers for vines,

and spray for fuel. Every now and then u few are

cut down for timber, as at twenty years they are

found to be too large for the situation. The top of
the ash and maple is used for fuel; the timber for

implements of husbandry. The mulberry is pol-

larded every other year for the leaves, which are

stripped off for the silk worms, and the spray used
as fuel. The produce of raw silk is one of the

most important in Tuscany, and is almost the only
article the farmer of the plains has to exchange for

money. He has vvine also, it is true; but that,

Ihounh produced in abundance, is of so wretched a

quality, compared with that of the hillsj that it

brings hut little.

Maize is sown in drills, and forms a superb crop
in appearance, and no less important, constituting

the principal food of the lower classes in every part

of Italy, where the chestnut does not abound
When the male flowers of the maize begin to fade,

they are cut oft' by degrees, so as not to injure the

swelling grain; the leaves are also cut off about that

time, cattle being remarkably fond of them. In the

plain of Bologna, hemp, flax, and beans, enter into

the rotation.

Cattle in the plains are kept constantly in close
warm houses, and fed w ith weeds, leaves, or what-
ever can he got. The oxen in Tuscany are all dove
coloured; even those which are imported from other
states, are said to change their coat here. They
are guided in the team by reins fixed to rings which
are inserted in their nostrils; sometimes tvvo hooks,
jointed like pincers, are used for the same purpose.
In general, only one crop in four is raised for the
food of cattle, so that these are not numerous; it

may thus appear that manure would be scarce, but
the Tuscan farmers are as assiduous in preserving
every particle both of human and animal manure
as the Flemings.

The cidlitre of the mountains of Tuscany consists
of the harvesting of chestnuts, the management of
live stock, and of forests. The chestnut trees. Sis-

mondi is of opinion, have been originally planted,
but they now receive no other care than that of re-

placing a worn out tree by a young one, and cutting
out (lead wood, which is done more for the sake of
fuel than any thing else. The fruit is gathered in

November, after it drops on the turf: it is eaten
cither in its natural state, or it is ground into meal
and prepared as flour. Such as are to be ;;round,
are first kiln dried; next, the chestnuls are put into
small bags, which hold half a bushel each, and these
are beat against the ground till the outer husk is re-
moved; they are then tiiken out, the outer husks
separated, and the chestnuts replaced, and beat as
before till the inner husk comes off; they are then
cleaned in the wind, and sent to a . orn mill to be
ground. The flour they produce has no bran, and
is mild and sweet, and keeps well. Lands covered
with chestnuts are valued not by their extent, but
by the niimber of sacks of fruit annually produced
Chestnut flour is chiefly used in the form of por-
ridge or pudding. In the coffee houses of Lucca,
Peseta, and Pistoia, pates, muffins, tarts, and other

.ulicles are made of it, and are considered deli
cale.

Hie maremmcs of Rome, CoTly leagues in extent,
are divided only into a few hundred estates, and let to

not more than eighty farmers. These farmers grow
corn, and pasture oxen of their own; and in winter
they graze the wandering flocks of the mountains
of Tuscany and other states at so much a head.
'I'he corn grown is chiefly wheat, which is reaped
by peasants from the mountains, some of whom also
stay and assist in sowing the succeeding crop;
whence, the whole disappear; and the maremmes
remain a deseit with a few men, whom Chateau-
vieux designates as '-half savages, who run over
these solitudes like Tartars, armed with long lances
and covered with coarse woollens and untanned
skins." The lance they use in hunting down the
oxen when any are to be caught for the butcher,
or to break-in for labour; and the clothing alluded
to has been recommended by the medical men of
Rome, as the most likely to resist the attacks of the
mulaiia, (bad air,) or pestilence.

The agricultural implemmts and operations differ
little from those of other parts of Italy. The
plough, or araire of Rome, is a rude implement,
with a broad flat share, on the hinder end of whicli
the ploughman stands; and thus drawn ahns, hi.s

weight makes a deeper furrow. Two strips of w ooil
(the bince auris of Virgil,) about eighteen inches
long, are oflen attached to the share, diverging a
little from each other, and these serve to lav open
the furrow like our mould board. In the operation
of propa;;aling the vine, cuttings are planted in
trenches (bur feet deep, into which stones have been
previously thrown, for the alleged [jiirpose of en-
couraging moisture about the roots. The same
mode was practised in Virgil's time. The common
Roman cart is supposed to have been originally de-
signed by the celebrated Michael Angelo, in his
quality of engineer and wheeler.—.CuoHa/o«i. ^Sce
Lasteijrin, Col dcs Mah. i^-e.

)

The farm of Campo Morto, (field of death,) in-

cludes the whole property of St. Peter's church in

Rome, which is supported from its sole revenue.
This vast estate is situated in the Pontine marshes,
and the following outline of its management is

taken from a letter of Chalcauvieux, written in Ju-
ly, 1813:-

Thc farmery, ilw only buil.ling on an estate of
many thousand acres, consists of a central building
and two wing-S •''? ground floor of the central part
consists of an immense kitchen and five large rooms,
the latter without windows, and unfurnished. The
first story consists of six rooms, used as corn cham-
bers, wrth the exception of one, which was furnish-
ed, and served to lodge the principal ofiicers. The
two wings contained large vaulted stables, with hay
lofts over. One female lived In the house, in order
to cook for the officers or upper servants, whose
wives and families live in the towns, as do those of
the shepherds. There was no garden, or any ap-
[learance of neatness or cleanliness, and not a fence
or a hedje, and scarcely a tree on the whole farm.

The fattorc, or steward, was an educated man,
and a citizen of Rome, where his family lived; he
and all the other officers, and even shepherds, al-
ways went ont mounted and armed.

The reapers were at work in a distant part of the
estate, when Chatcauvicux went over it: they were
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an inimrnsp liand, lannei) as in the order ol lialile,

and guaidcd by Iwclvt cliid's or overseers on horse-

back, with lances in their hands. These reapers

had lately arrived from the mountain*; half were

men and the rest women. "They were bathed in

sweat; the s\m was intolerable; the men were good

figures, but the women were Irighlfnl. They had

been some days from the mountains, and the foul

air had begun to attack them. Two only had yet

taken the fever; but they told me, from that time a

great nmnber would be seized every day, and that

by the end of harvest the troop would be reduced

at lea^l one half What, then. 1 said, becomes ol

these unhappy creature*? They give them a mor-

sel of bread, and send them back. But whither do

thev Ko? They take the way to the mountains;

some remain on the road, some die, but others ar-

rive, suffering under misery and inanition, to come
again the followlui!; year."

2'/ic corn is threshid fifteen days after being cut:

the grain is trodden out under the feet of horses,

eleani d and carried to Home. The straw was Ibr-

inerly sutlVred to be dispersed by the wind; hut it

is now collected in heaps at regular distances over

the countrvj and ;ilvvays on eminences: there it lies

ready to be burned on the approach of "those

elouils of sjras.shoi.i.ers which oiten devastate 'he

whole of this country."

The live slocU of the farm consisted of a hundred

working oxen; several liundreds of wild cows and

bulls kept for breeding, and for the sale of their

calves and heifers; two thousand swine, which are

falted by nuts and acorns in the forests belonging

to the estate; a hundred horses for the use of the

herdsmen. There were four thousand sheep on the

low grounds, and six hundred and eighty thousand

on the mountains belonging to the estate. Ol' the

latter, eighty thousand belonged to the Negrelli

breed, whose woo! it was intended to have manufac-

tured into the dresses of all the mendicant monks
in Italy, and into the great coals of the shepherds:

the rest were of the Pouille breed, which produces

a white wool, but only on the upper part of the

body. As mutton is not good, and but lillle eaten

in Italy, they kill most of the tup lambs as soon as

they arc born, and milk the ewes to make cheese

The temporary Hocks had not arrived when Cha-
teauvieux was at Campo Morto, the fields not being

then cleared of their crops.

The farmer of this extensive domain is M Truc-i,

who pays a rent for it of i-2,00i) piastres, (4950;.*)

This, said M. Trucci to Chaleauvieux, supposes
an extent of three thousand rulibi, or six thousand

acres, of culturahle land. I have nearly as much
that is not fit for the plough, and it is there my pigs

and my cows f)rincipally feed. My three thousand

rubbi are divided into nearly nine equal parts ol

three hundred and thirty rubbi each: one of these

is in fillow, another in corn, and the seven others

in pasture. On the two thousand three hundred
rubbi, which remain in grass, I support four thou-

sand sheep, four hundred hor.ses, two hundreil oxen,

and [ reserve a portion for hav. In the macchie
• bushy places, woody wastes,) I have seven hundred
cows, and sometimes nearly two thousand pigs.

"My expenses are limited to payin;; the rent of

the farm, to purchasing bread for the workmen, and
to the entire maintenance of my army of shepherds,

superiutendants, and the fattore; to paying for the

ivork of the day-labourers, of the liarvest men. &c.

and, in short, to the expense of moving the (locks,

and to what, in lar;ce farms, is called extra charges,

the amount of which is always very high- There
mu*t also be deducted from the gross profits of the

ilock about one tenth, which belongs, in different

proportions, to my chiefs and to my shepherds, be

cause 1 support this tenth at ray expense. We have

also, in this mode of culture, to sustain great losses

on our cattle; notwithstanding which. 1 niu:-t ac

knowledge that our farming is profitable."

Of annual profit, "1 average about five thousand

piastres, besi<les five per cent, on the capital of

mv fiocks. You see, then, that the lands in the

Campagna of Rome,* so despised, and in such a

state ofvvildness, let at the rate of eighteen francs

(fifteen shillings,) the Paris acre: there is an im-

mense quantity in France, which does not let for

so much. They would, doubtlessly, let for njore if

they >vere divided and peopled, but not in the pro

portion supposed, for the secret in large farm* con

sists in their economy; and nothing on the subject

of agricultural profit is so deceptive as the appear-

ance they [iresent to our view, for the profit deiiends

solely on the amount of the economical c mbina-

tions, and not on the richness of the productions

displayed to the eye."

—

Letters on Italy, S,-c.
\

AGR1CULTUR.\L SCIENCE.
JlgricuUitre as influenced by Geographical Circum-!

stances.

The culture required for both plants and animal

depends materially on climate. It is not easy fo

person who has never been out of Britain lo con
ceive a just idea of the aquatic culture even d' Ita

ly or Spain. In these countries, though most crops

whether of grain or roots, require wateriuK. yel(

some in the rainj' season may be obtained in the

usual way, as melons in Italy and onions in Spain;

But in Arabia, Persia and India no culture can be\

undertaken without water, excepting in the upper
regions of mountains. The fundamental process of

culture in these countries is, lo prepare the surface

for the reception of water, and its circulation in

trenches and Kut'ers, and to procure the water by

raising it from wells or rivers by machinery. Where-
ver the surface cannot be irrigated, no regular cul

turc need be attempted, or corn crop expected.

Nature, in such situations, produces periodical crops

of annual succulents or bulbous "-ooted plants; and
man might, ])erhap«, to a certain extent, turn this

circumstance of climate to account, by changing

the sorts of annual bulbs, Stc. from such as are use-

less, to such as arc useful. The onion or edible

crocus or cyperus might, perhaps, be substituted

fur the ixia of the Cape; and the sesamum, or some
rapid annual, ("urnishing useful seeds or herbage, for

numerous annua! weeds, and the cochineal cactus

for the shewy but useless Mesembryanthemums and

Stapelias of the African wastes. These, however,

are only suggestions.

Culture in the JS'orlh of Europe depends, for the

most part, more on draining l.uids of their super

lluons water, than on artificial supplies of that ele

ment. When irrigation is applied, it is limited en

tirely to grass lands; and that not for the purpose

of supplying such lands with moisture, but for sti

mulating by manure held in solution by the water,

and for increasing or maintaining heat. Tiie great

est care is requisite to prevent this mode of water
ing from proving more injurious than usefUl; but

lillle danger results from the apjilication of water

in hot countries, and there it is valuable by mode-
rating rather than increasing the temperature of

the soil. Water in the north of Europe is generally

supplied in more than sufficient quantity by the at

iiiosphere; ami therefore one great object of tiie

cultivator is to keep the soil thoroughly drained by

surface gutters and subterraneous conductors; to

keep it pulverized for the moisture to pass through.

til.918 dollars.

an<l the riiols to extend themselves; well stocked
with manure to supply nourishment; freed from
weeds, to prevent any of this nourishment from bc»
ing wasted; and to admit the light, air, and weather
to the useful pl-inls. In the hot countries keeping
the soil tree from weeds, is generally a duty easily

performed, and often rendered unnecessary; for

whenever water is withheld, even in the;souihof
Spain, every living thing is burned up with drought.
It is remarkable, that in the most northerly parts of
Europe and America, the same effect, especially as

to fibrous rooted perennials, is produced by cold;

and in Russia and New England, where there is

scarcely any spring, the agriculturist has only to

plough once, and sow in the same way as in the

iiot valleys of the south of Spain, and South Ame-
rica, where vegetation is equally rapid from th-- ac-

cession of moisture, as it is in the cold plains of

Russia from the influence of the sun during the

long days of a northern summer. In hot countries

putrescent manures are not altogether neglected, but

they are much less necessary than in cold countries,

and can be done without where there is abundance
ol water; there water, intense heat, and light, a
consequent moist atmosphere, and a wellutfverized

soil, supply every thing necessary for luxuriitht re-

gelation.
,

Hence it is that asrriculture, considered geos:raphi-

calbj. admits of two g^mnd divisions, that of the coM|
climates, which may be called agriculture by druj^
ing and manures: and that of the hot climates,

which may be called agriculture by irrigation. To
the former belongs the greater part of Europe, the

north of Asia, the north of America, and part of

the Australasian isles; to the latter, Egypt, Persia,

lndi;i, China, Africa, and great of the south of Ame-
rica, and part of Australasia. As intermediate be-

tween agricidlurc by luaterina;, and agriculture by
drainins;, may be mentioned that mixed cidture by
malering and nuimtrin^ which prevails in the south

of Kiance, Spain and Italyj- an<l as opposed lo the
aquatic culture of the torrid zone may t)c placed the
rural economy of the arctic circle, which, from the

prevalence of cold and ice, precludes all culture of
the soil, a<lmils little else than the growth of mosses
and lichens, and is therefore limited to fishery and
the chase.

These Icmliag divisions of culture are by no means
so ubsohite its to be determinable by degrees of lati-

tude, so much depending on physical circumstances;

as elevation, soil, aspect. i.-!and. or continent. &c.;

but as an approximation which may impress some
general ideas in the mind of the practical agriiSlltu-

risl. we subinit the following:

Tlie agriculture of irrigation may be considered

as extinding thirty-five degrees on each side of the

equ itor.

The agriculture of mamires and irrigation, from
the thirty-fifth to the forty fifth degree north and
siiudi of the equ itor.

The agriculture if draining and mamtres, from
lliH forty lillh degree, north and south of the equa-

tor, lo the sixty seventh degree, or arctic circle.

Tlie,arts ifjisliing and hunting, as the only means
uf subsistence, froiii the sixty seventh degree, or

arctic circle, to the pole

—

[Loudon's Ene. njf Agric.

* Ciimpagna of Rome. la the zenith of lioman power
this district of country was in a high state of cnlliva-

lion, covered with cities, villages and villas, and sus-

tained an immense p;)pulati-iii. Ignorance and indo-

lence have produceil the direful contrast Nature has

withdrawn none of Iwr bounties. The curse which lunv

rests upon the m:remmes of Koine, have been generated
by the crimes and follies of man.

BARLEY.
Mni Skinner,—As you seein de.sirous to intro-

duce Barley, to the Maryland farmers, as a niW
agricultural staple, with a view to aid you in the

laudable design, I send you some brief remarks up-

on the cultivation of that grain.

The soil for barley should be such as will grow
good turnips or other green crops, including clo-

vers, and which embrace the varieties of loams and
samis that are not wet, or fert/ dry and poor. In-

deed, 1 have taken my crojis, and they have been

pretty good, from my lightest turnip soils. Barley

cannot be cultivated to advantage upon stiff, heavy
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and wet sr'uiids. or on such as ;ire of a cold and li^

nacious quality. This crop occupies the ;;rouml liui

about three ruonths and it is only in a dry, light

mellow soil, that its roots can extend with sullicient

facility, and supply the food necessary to bring the

grain to rapid and perfect maturity.

Previmis crnp. Crops that precede this grain,

should be such as leave the ground mellow, and free

from weeds; and for this reason hoed crops are to

be |)referred, such as turnips, potatoes, peas, beans,

&c. Small grains should not precede it: they im

poverish the soil, leave it foul, and besides, it is

contravening' one of the most salutary maxims ol

husbandrv, to grow two dry crops in succession. It

may follow clover; but if the soil is heavy, the ley

should be ploughed in autumn. B.irley is success

fully sown upon fallows in England, i,not summer,

but autumn fallows,) and is sown sometimes after

wheat; but ui the latter case turnips are pulled and

previously fed upun the stubble—a practice which

I think is not likely to obtain here. 1 have gener

ally sown barley after ruta bas» or potatoes, these

crops having received a good dressing of long yard

or stable manure.
J\lainiie should not be applied to the barley, but

to the preceding crop. The short period that this

grain occupies the ground, does not afford time for

the manure to decompose and yield its food to the

plants; and if applied in excess, it causes a too rank

vegetation, and the straw lodges before the grain

is matured. Where a fallow or clover ley is cm
ployed, and ploughed in autumn, dung may be pre-

viously applied and ploughed under.

Preparation of the ground. Where barley fol

lows a root or hoed crop, one ploughing will gen-

erally suffice: but in all cases a complete pulveriza-

tion of the soil is necessary; and to efl'ect this a

roller is often of material benefit. If sown upon
grass leys, ploughed in autumn, the spring plough

ing should be shallow, so as to leave the sod re

versed. But the preferable way may be to harroiv

the fallow, plough in the seed, with a light furrow,

and smooth off with the harrow.

The seed and sowing. Loudon enumerates six

species and sub species of the barley. The kinds

uniformly cultivated here are the two, lour ami six

rowed sprin;;', (hordetim vuigare, and h. disliclwii.)

Thin skinned, pale, plump seed, should be selcrled.

] sow as soon as the ground is suliioiently dry in

spring The young grain is not hurt by the ordi

nary frosts of the latter part of April and May 1

sow from six to eight pecks per acre, according to

the richness of the soil and the forwanliiess ol the

.season: the poorest ground and the latest so\Miig

requiring the most seed. In England the coiunion

quantity of seed is from eight to sixteen pecks—
Our climate beinijmuch warmer than that of (.ireat

Britain, barley and other grains tiller belter with

us, :ind consequently we require less seed. W'c
uniformly sow broadcast, generally on lli-j fresh

furrow, and harrow in both ways; and those who
have a roller, use it in the finishing operation. It

gives a smooth surface, breaks do«n the lumps,
brings the earth in contact with the seed, and if

grass seeds have been sown, its use is doubly bene
iicial. 1 stcrp my seed twenty-four hours in a weak
solution of nitre, the crude kind of which costs me
only eight cents per pound, by the quantity, from
the analysis and observations of Grisentluv;iite,

there is reason to bf lieve that this salt is peculi.irly

btneficial to the barley crop, the grain yielding il

on analysis, I have made no comparative experi

menls, but I think this sleep serviceable I iiave

applied to this grain, as a lop dressing, with singu-

lar success, the poivdered dung of pigeons und
dunghill fowls, at the rate of twenty to thirty bush-
els the acre.

The crop admits of no after culture when sown
broadcast. Yet the application of the rollei , vshcn
the plants arc two or three inches liigh, is no doubt

^.ihit.iry, especially if there has been no considers
lile rains. Rolling gives a salutary compression to

the soil, which in the s|)ring is apt to be loose and
porous, and full of cracks, by the alternation of
freezing and thawing, or of wet and dry weather;
it destroys many insects; and, above all, it partial-

ly buries the crowns of the plants, and induces a
multiplication of seed stalks. I can recommend the
(iractice from experience. When ^rass seeds are
sovvn with barley, the luxuriance of the youns grass
sometimes chokes the grain, robs it of nutriment,
and sensibly diiuinishes the product. To obviate
this evil, if has been recommended to sow the grass
•-eeds after the barley has come up. and to cover
ihcm with a light harrow and the roller; and it is

said, and I think ^Uh truth, that this operation will

not materially injure the grain. In dry seasons,

the crop is sometimes attacked by worms, while
yoting. In this case the roller should be applied,

and sufficient weight added, to require the draught
(jf two or three cattle.

Time and methnd of harvesting. When the soil

is rich, and the season propitious, this grain is very
liable to lodge. If this happens after it has blos-

somed, no material injury is sustained in the pro-
duct. If before, the crop is greatly diminished.

—

This shows the danger to be apprehended from
making the soil too rich, and of applying l>esh ma-
nure. Barley is known to be ripe by the disap-

pearance of the reddish cast on the ear, or what
the English farmers term red roun, by the ears be-

Kinning to droop and bend themselves round against
the stems, and by the stalks becoming brittle and
uf a yellowish colour. This is the particular period
for cutting, as if suffered to stand longer, the heads
break off, and the grain wastes, with the slightest

liiuch. And it may be cut with the cradle, sickle

or scythe, according to circumstances. If it stands
straight, and is not too heavy, the cradle is to be
preferred; if heavy, or lodged, the sickle or scythe.
But, as the grain is yet soft, and the straw contains
much moisture when it ousht to be cut, it should
be suffered to become well dried in the swathe be
fore it is bo'ind in sheave-, or carried to the barn
ur slack. If cut iMtl, the cradle or sickle, it is

bound in sheaves; but the more common practice
is to cut the crop wiih the scythe, rake the ground,
and load it wiih the bailey fork.

B.irley improves for malting by lying till Octo-
ber before it is threshed; tliough it is often thresh-
ed immediately from the liejd." The great dirtiiiulty

in preparing it for maikct is to lid it of the awns.
I Ins may be d.ne with Hails afltr it has pass-
ed once llirougii the fanning mill. And where
it is in great quantilies.it may be spread from four
to six inches upon the barn iioor, and trodden with
horses.

Produce and profits. The averag;c product in

F;nnlai,d is slated by Don.ddson at thirty-two bush-
els per acre. The product in JNew York varies
!rum hflecn to seventy bushels, according to season
and soil; and I think the average is somewhat short
of that of Great Britain. Compared with wheat,
its product is as two or two and a half to one; com-
pared with oats, about equal, pioi ided ihe soil is

.idapted to this grain. It is, however, to be re-

membered, that neither wheat nor oats arc adapted
to a barley soil; the lirst requiring a more stirt and
tenacious, and the latter a more cold and moist lo-

cation. The average price of barley is at least two
thirds that of wheat. Supposing wheat then to be
J,l.l-i the bushel, and the product 15 buslirls per
acre, and barley to be 76 cents, and the (iroduct of
an acre 30 bushels, and the expense of cultivation
equal, the profits of the barley imII be nearly as three
to two compared to wheat. Barley, besides, is a
less precarious crop, is subjc cl to fewer diseases,
and has fewer insect enemies to encounter than
"beat. J. BUEL.
Albany, March 8, 1S27.

LIVE STOCK.
Wtstctiester, id mo., 2d, 185!7.

Esteemed Friekd,
I am at present confined to my room, and have

been for three months past, laboiirins under a dis-
ease of the lungs or breast, occasioned by the rup.
lure of a blood vessel, which renders my stay here
very doubtful But I seem to have recovered some,
and I thought that, perhaps. I could not spend my
time more usefully, than to impart (through the me-
dium of lliy paper,) to my brother farmers, some
information which I have obtained in regard to
live stock.

I have been in the practice of keeping \viiat are
called the Dishley sheep, and have found them so
tender in the lambing season, with all the care I
could give Ihem night and day, that I concluded the?
were not the sheep for me;" although I very much
wished to retain their fine forms, if it were possible
to improve their constitution, which would require
an age, attended with loss, because they have been
rendered tender by the nice nursing they have had
for years.

In looking round, I found that my friend John
Hare Powel had imported some Southdowns, which
(as the saying is,) filled my eye full; and 1 at once
concluded, that if they proved to be hardy and of
good constitution, our farmers could not be better
suited.

Last fall my friend J. H Powel was so very obli"
ing as to lend one of his fine imported Southdowli
rams, to tup a kw ewes that I had; also giving me
the privilege of permitting some of my neighbours
to put some of their ewes to him, on paying me.
something for my time. The ram was very much
admired, and there were a number of my neigh-
bours embraced the opportunity At this time the
lambs are dropping:, and I am told by several that
they never had stronger or belter lambs. 'I'he far-
mers supposed that he would weigh at least two
hundred pounds, although but in common condi-
tion.

The Southdowns have fine forms, clean heads
and necks, wide breast, fine shoulder, round body,
good loin, straight back, full thigh, and good twis'l;
th' ir wool aboi^t equal to tths Merino.and has a'

liUle the appearance of Merino on Ihcir back; their
legs and faces uniformly of a very dark colour'; their
bellies covered with wool. They are very easy to
keep in good order, their neck and breast clear of
any dewlap or loose skin; and in my opinion are
completely calculated for those who wish to obtain
a fine lleece and a first rale carcass for the market.

With much respect, thy friend.

To J. .S. Skikaek. JOSEPH KERSEY

SHEEP.
fralclusler, 3d mo., 3d, 1827.

EsTEEMEO Friend,
Observing in thy paper of the 16ai,No. 48, vol.

viii., some inquiries respcclini; sheep, by a plain far-
mer, I was willing to give him what lilde informa-
tion I could on the subject. iMy father owned a
farm of 113 acres of limestone land; durin" the
war wc caught the sheep fever that became so pre-
valent in this state; changed our plan of fcedin"
cattle to that of keeping sheej). AVe purchased one
hundred and twenty common ewes, for which we
paid an average of two dollars and fifty cents per
head; and two younjtfull bred Merino rams, at thir-
ty dollars each. This was done in the fall of the
year.

There was eighty-four acres of cleared land, in-
eludin:; orchard, garden and other conveniences; i(

was divided iiilo ten acre lots, as near as seemed to
soil the fencing. Our (iractice was to plant one of
those lots with Indian corn, sow one with oats and
barley, and another in whe;it and rye, in rotation,
as here mcntioneil, first ploughing up the sod for
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Indian corn; llie next season sowed oats, and in the

fall season, wlicn the ground was cleared, put all

the manure on it that "c could scrape together;

sowed it nilh wheat, made it smooth, and then

sowed timothy seed; and early in the spring sowed

clover seed.

Thus we had about thirty acres of pasture land

to keep the stock until after harvest, and twenty

acres to mow, which averaged about a ton and an

half to the acre.

In addition to this stock we had five working

horses, five milch cows and ten hogs.

We gave the sheep hay principally through the

winter, excepting when 1 covered their yard with

M-heat or oat straw, which kept them well for a day

and an half I littered them whenever their yard

became damp, so as to promote health and keep

their wool clean. I gave them once a day about

half a gill of oats or corn, or oats and com mixed,

until two weeks before the lambs began to drop;

then I increa.'scd it gradually, until it had arrived at

three times that quantity. I managed so the first

year that the lambs began to come about the 20lh

of February, which that year proved too early, as

ivc had very colu weather after that time, and se-

veral of them were frozen to death, although their

shed was good. At this time the greatest care was

necessary, requiring attention night and day.

raised about one hundred and ton lambs, and as

soon as they began to eat, I prepared an apartment,

so that they could pass through, leaving the ewes

behind, where I fed them willi corn meal and oats;

which was of great service to them; and at any

time when the weather was suitable, all that were

able to travel, young and old, were taken to the field

intended that spring for coin, and brought in, in

the evening.

That year ive sheared better than six hundred

pounds o"f wool, for which we obtained one dollar

per pound in the rough. When the lambs were old

enough to take from the ewes, we sold the ewes for

Ihree'dollars per head, and had a fine stock of half

bloods on hand, about one half ewes and the other

wethers; so that our prospect for lambs the next

year was not as great by one half.

In the course of this season the price of wool

and sheep went down to nothing; so that we fed

our half bloods for the butcher and broke the whole

iilan up at once; which would not have been the

•ase if our manufactures had been supported at

that time. The lambs sold, at one year old, at two

dollars per head.

If the above will be of any service to a plain far-

mer, or others, it is at their service.

From thy friend,

JOSEPH KERSEY.
To J. S. Skinner.

mode of cultivating them, is very much behind that

of the other branches of practical agriculture.

"Rye grass {Lolium perennc,) was, till lately, the

only species employed for making artificial pastures:

it was indebted, most probably, for this distinction,

to its property of ripening an abundance of good

seed, and its ready growth in most kinds of soil.

"The first mention," says Mr. Sinclair, "that I

find made of ray grass in early books on husbandry,

is in 'The Mystery of Husbandry, Discovered and

Laid Open, by j" Worlidge, 1681.' There is no

account of any other species of perennial grass

being cultivated, till about forty years since, when

estimate of its real value: it may be a very profita-

ble plant for permanent pasture, though not for the
alternate husbandry; and it may be more valuable
for hay than for permanent pasture. For instance,

the meadow fox-tail (Mopecxints prateims,) is an
early, productive, and nutritive grass, but requires
a longer period to arrive at perfection from seed
than two years: it is, therefore, comparatively, unfit

for the alternate husbandry, though highly valuable
for permanent pasture. The meadow cat's-tail

(Phleum pratense,) is remarkable for its weighty
produce of culms, which are more nutritive than
those of any other grass, but the after-math is very

meadow cat's-tail' (Phleum pratense,) was partially inconsiderable; it is, in consequence, a most valua-
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ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
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t,'x(i'0c(5 frnm G. Sindnir's Horlm Gramineus—with

occasionai nutes and observations, by a Correspon

denl.

The following extracts from George Sinclair's

valuable work, entitled "Hortus Guamineus Wo-
oURKENsis; or an account of the Results of Expe-

liments on the Produce and Nutritive qualities ol

difierent Grasses, and other Plants, used as the food

of the more valuable Domestic Animals,' (publish

cd in 18-25,) are submitted for the columns of the

American Farmer—together with a few occasional

remarks; under an impression that they will be in

teresting to many readers of that paper.

"Distinguisheil agriculturists and farmers agree

in opinion, that the knowledge of the comparative

merits and value of all the different species and va

recommended for cultivation; and lately the culture

of cock's-foot.t {Dactylis glomerata,) has been con-

siderably extended, so as to supersede the use of

rye-grass in some districts, through the successful

practice and recommendation of Mr. Coke, of Nor-

folk."

'•Grass," says Professor Martyn, "vulgarly forms

one single idea; and a husbandman, when he is

looking over his enclosure, does not dream that

there are upwards of three hundred species of grass,

of which thirty or forty may be at present under

his eye. They have scarcely had a name, besides

the general one, till within these twenty years; and

the few particular names that have been given them
are far from having obtained general use; so that

we may fairly assert, that the knowledge of this

most common and useful tribe of plants is yet in

its infancy."J Botanists have ascertained, that

there arc 133 distinct species and varieties of grass,

natives of Great Britain: every one of these species

diflfers, in a less or greater degree, from all others,

n the qualities which alone render them of value to

the farmer: comparatively speaking, some grasses

are of no value to him, whilst others constitute the

foundation of his riches, as they are the stafl' of

life to the most valuable domestic animals. Now,
though the numerous species and varieties of grasses

differ so widely from each other in value, yet the

similarity which pervades their whole structure is

too great to afford any cert.iin marks of distinction,

without having recourse to particular rules, made
from a consideration of those parts of their struc

ture which are not subject to vary from culture or

change of situation. J he botanical or discriminat

ing characters, of which these rules consist, are

often minute, and sometimes perplexing even to

professed botanists: to those, therefore, who have

made botany no part of their study, the number
and difference of value of all the species and varie

ties of grass will appear comparatively small, and

the necessity and importance of a jiarticular selec-

tion proportionally little. The natural consequence

resulting from this is the want of seed, which the

farmer might select from the most valuable kinds

and employ the means of cultivating these, exclu-

sive of the less valuable or useless.

"Grasses have been recommended by persons

who had formed their judgment of their merits on

imperfect trials—which has caused disappointment,

and discouraged many from farther endeavours at

improvement. Conclusions that are drawn from

the results of single or minute experiments, with-

out accurately ascertaining the nature or qualities

of the soils upon which they are made, will be

found often fallacious, and, even in the latter in-

stance, can only stand for single facts, which may
lead to other trials, but cannot furnish sufticient

grounds for a general recommendation. Nor should

a grass be too hastily rejected; the results of one
trial only will be found insufficient to form a true

ble grass for hay, but requires to be combined with
other species of grass, whose produce consists prin-

cipally of latter-math, to render its culture so pro-
fitable, as it doubtless is, for hay. Cock's foot

{Dactylis glomerata,) SLtrives soon at perfection; it

is early, and abundantly productive of nutritive fo-

liage throughout the season; its culms, or stalks,

however, are but little nutritive: it is, therefore,

most profitable for the alternate husbandry, or per-

manent pasture, where culms are less necessary.

Under these different relations, therefore, a grass

should be considered, before it be absolutely re-

jected, or indiscriminately recommended. But al-

lovving that the different grasses were easily distin-

guished from each other with certainty, and that

farmers were in possession of the respective seeds,

yet the length of time it would require to prove the
relative value of any considerable number of them,
by the usual mode of making experiments for this

purpose, with the heavy expense attending on
failures, would discourage almost any individual

from an undertaking which, however beneficial the

results might ultimately prove to the community at

large, would be attended with a great and certain

expense for an uncertain return.

"The works of Linnsus, Smith, Stillingfleet,

Hudson, Curtis, Martyn, and many others, have
been productive of much good, in calling the atten-

tion of agriculturists to a more particular examina-
tion of the comparative merits of the different

grasses, and in affording the means of distinguish-

ing the different species and varieties with more
certainty.

"The valuable labours of the agricultural socie-

ties of Great Britain, of the Board of Agriculture
ol Stuttgart, and the patriotic exertions of eminent
individuals in the same cause, have raised a spirit

of inquiry, which cannot faii to produce the most
beneficial effects in this important branch of prac-
tical agriculture."

(
To be continued.)

"Called Timothy in the United .States.

t Better known, in this country, by the n.ime of Orcli-

ard Grass.

J.Martyn's Letters on the Elements of Botany. I,et-

rieties of grasses, and, consequently, of the best ter xiii.

NOTICES OP PERNICIOUS AND UNPRO-
FITABLE PLANTS,

Which infest the Farms in Chester county, Penn.

(Continued from page -112, vol. viii.)

No. 4.

HeXANDRIA.—MONOGYNIA.

Mium vineale. Common, or field garlic. Crow
garlic.

This foreigner is extensively naturalized, and
very obnoxious to the farmer; notwithstanding, it

affords an early, and perhaps a salutary pasture for

stock, in the spring. Where it is abundant, it not

only spoils the taste of milk, butter and cheese, but

when mixed with wheat, injures the quality of the

flour, and renders the manufacture of it difficult.

Our best farmers, however, have got the plant in

pretty good subjection, by the improvement of their

land, and a judicious practice of the alternate hus-

bandry.

Ornithogalum umbellatum. Ten o'clock. Star of

Bethlehem.
This is a vile intruder upon our farms, in many

places; having been brought from Europe to our
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gardens, and permitted to escape from thence to

the fields, through ncghgence, or an ignorance of

its character. Its roots are wonderfully tenacious

of life, and propagate by lateral bulbs with great

rapidity. Where it once gets possession, it seems

to monopolize the soil completely, in the early part

of the season—though after the leaves die, a crop

of grass, or grain, will succeed it, and do better

than could have been expected. Salt has been

sown on it, while the leaves were green, to induce

cattle to eat it; but they are not fond of it. Some

farmers have ploughed up the bulbs in autumn, and

turned sheep on, to cat them during the winter:

but all these attempts to get rid of the plant have

hitherto failed. Trench ploughing, it is understood,

has been proposed by Judge Peters; but whether it

has been tried, or found to be an eligible practice,

I am not informed. An effectual and practicable

mode of extirpating this pest, would constitute a

mo.'it acceptable article of information to many
fannprs.

Juncm effusus. Common rush. Soft rush.

This occurs chiefly in lew, moist grounds, form-

ing tufts, or tussocks, as they are termed; and as it

is a plant of no value, it becomes a nuisance, which

neat farmers are careful to abate, by cutting out

the tufls. Ploughing and cropping are an effectual

remedy, where the ground will permit.

Hexandria.—Trigtnja.

Veratrum viride. Hellebore. Indian poke^

An unprofitable plant, and frequent in low, wet
meadows; but there is no difficulty in subduin

Rumex erispus Sour dock. Curled dock.

This is an unsightly and troublesome plant, in

our meadows and cultivated fields, in which it has

been introduced from Europe. It requires consi

derable perseverance to keep it in subjection; and
unless it be so kept, it gives to a farm a very sloven-

ly appearance. The radicle leaves are cooked for

"greens," in the spring of the year.

Rumex obtusifulius. Bitter dock. Broad-leaved

dock.

Another troublesome and obnoxious foreign weed;
but it does not appear to propagate, or spread so

rapidly, as the sour dock It is to be got rid of in

the ^;^me manner— i. e. by carefully eradicating the

plants before the seeds are perfected.

Rumex acctosdla. Sheep sorrel. Field sorrel.

This, also, is believed to be a foreigner; and al

though a small plant, it is frequentU in such abun-
dance as to be a nuisance. Its presence is gene
rally considered as evidence of an excess ol acid

in the soil; and he application of alkaline earths,

particularly lime, has been found to be a good re-

medy.
OctaNDRIA.—MONOGYNIA.

QSnothera. EveningTree Primrose. Night Wil-
low-herb. Sun-drops.

Two or three species of this genus are frequent
in our fields, and are altogether worthless to the
farmer. They have not, however, attracted any
particular attention.

OcTtNDRlA—TrIGTNIA.

Folyc;onvm aviculare. Knot-grass.
P. imnctalum Water pepper. Arse-smart.
P. h'emisytvanicuni. Pennsylvania knot weed.
Thes^ three species of polygonum are all, more

or less troublesome, as weeds, in gardens, lots. Sec.

and require attention to keep them in subjection.
The /-•. punclalum is more common in moist situa-
tions, and is a liishly acrid plant.

Polygonum sagittatum.

P. arifolium.

These two species are known by the name of
Tear thumb, and abound in swampy meadows,
along ditches, &c. They are worthless and trou
blesome, and arc to be got tid of by drainiii" and
culture.

(To he conlinucd.)

(From the Petersburg Intilligencer, .March IC.)

COTTON TRADE.
Wc have been favoured by a commercial friend,

with the perusal of a circular receivetl by the last

packet from Liverpool, containing much valuable

information relative to the most important staple of

our country, from which we abstract the following

SUPPLY AKD CONSUMPTION.

The import of Cotton into Great Britain, Bales.

in 1826, »vas, . . . 530,381

Stock on hand 31st December, 1825, . 415.959

HOB.TXC1TZiTir&X:.

Makes the supply in 1826,
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A MODEL.
Tlic followins; female character is translated from

the French. Iloivever his;hly coloured the portrait

may Hppear, It is not without a livin;; original.

"It is her happiness to he ignorant of all that the

world calls pleasure; her glory is to live in the du-
ties of a \vil>. and mother: and she consecrates her
days to the practice of social virtues. Occupied in

the government of her family, she reigns over her
husband by complaisance; over her children hy
mildness; over her dome^lics hy goodness Her
house is the residence of religious sentiments, of
filial piety, of conjugal love, of maternal tendrrness
of order, peace, sweet sleep, and good health.—
Economical and studious, she prevents want, and
dissipates the evil passions; the indigent who pre
sent themselves arc never repulsed; the licentiou;

avoid her presence. She has a character of reserve
and dignity, that makes her respected; of indulgence
and sensibility, that makes her loved; of prudence
and firmness, that makes her esteemed. She dif
fuses around her a mild warmth, a pure light, which
vivifj' and iiluniine all that encircle her.

"Happy the man who possesses such a wife, and
can justly appreciate her worth; happy the child

ren who are nurtured hy her care, and modelled by
her counsel; happy the domestics who wait her
commands, and enjo}' her benevolence; and happy
the society which holds in its bosom a being worthy
of a better world."

SFOS.TXSa'C OIiIO.

HYACINTHS.
During this month (Ma;ch) the choice kind of

hyacinths should be carefully protected from severe
frost, for if it is permitted to penelrale so far as the
bulbs, especially about the lime the plants begin to

appear above ground, il will produce a singular ef-

fect by causing some of them to discharge Ihcir
stems or blossoms; but if at this time the roots be-
come entirely frozen they are in dani^er of bein>»

destroyed, or at least, materially injured. In the
beginning of April they will commence opening; it

will then be necessary to screen the finer kinds from
the scorching power of the sun, which otherwise
would destroyer tarnish their brilliancy of hue. It

is necessary to support the stems as they advance
in height: for this purpose sn:all sticks or wires
painted green should be forced into the earth im-
mediately behind the buUis, to which the stems
sliould be rather loosely lied with small pieces ol'

worsted as soon as they beKin to bend; this opera
tion must be repeated as they advance in height.
for it is impossible to do it at once sufficiently to

answer the continued purpose. As soon as the
greater part of the bed appears in colour, an awn
ing should be erected over it to keep out the sou
and rain. A bed of hyacinths never requires to be
watered at any period, the rains that happen pre-
viously to their colour appearing, is more than suf
ficieut for them during the remaining season.

CARxNATIONS.
About the middle of this month (March) carna-

tions should be potted;—the pols should be ten
inches wide at the top, five inches at the bottom
If the plants have been wintered, one plant in each
pot only can be provided for in a size much smaller
than the above, which are calculated for three.

DOUBLE DAISIES.
These beautiful little (lowerinx plants may, about

the end of this month, be taken from their winter
repositories, and planted for edgings, in shady bor-
ders. The roots may now be separated for increase,
as every shoot of them, if snapped ofl', will root
freely.

DISTEMPER IN DOGS.
[^Interesting to Sportsmen —Having under-

stood that a very eminent surgeon of a neighbour
ing city, an amateur and an excellent judge of
horses and dogs, had saved the lives of young dogs
in the last st^ige of distemper, by administering
lunduiium, so opposite in its ellects as we supposed
to the aperient remedies usually given; we wrote
to ask the particulars.

All who are fond of field sports, know how many
valuable dogs have been lost by that deadly disease.
The following is an extract from the answer we

received, ami for which, in the name of all who are.
as we profess to be, fond of good dogs, we return
him thanks. Should it save the life of one valua-
ble animal that might otherwise sink into an untime
ly grave without having contributed the services
and amusements for which each peculiar raoi? is de
signed by Providence, we shall be amply gratified.]

Dear Siii, Philacletpliia, March 8, 1827.

The horso T'elocipcde'' was imported, I have un-
derstood, by JVlr Patrullo, merchant of this place,
in 1817 or 18, from Laguayra, where he cost be-
tween four and five hundred dollars. For three or
four years he covered in Jersey, and became cele-
brated for the size, form and speed of his colts, all

of w hich are said to he very fast trotters and pacers.
I am told that no horse, during the last twenty
years, has been seen in this neighbourhood, at ail

approaching in speed to Velocipede; such as he pos-
sessed, at least, four or five years ago
For the last two or three years I have amused

myself in raising Nenfoundland pups. The first

litters were almost all destroyed by worms and dis
temper, nntwithslandmg the early exhibition of ,.ll

the usual and most powerful remedies. Several
fine pups, a few months ago, were apparently re
duced to the last extremity, being worn to skeletons,
their eyes sunk, and turned in upon their betids, &c.
To relieve them of pain, and in fact to smooth Iheit

passage (o the grave, I gave to each a large tea-

spoonl'ul of laudanum, mixed with a table-spoon-
ful of water. Two or three hours afterwards, in

stead of finding them dead, they were remarkably
changed for the bellcr, and the next day discharged
several masses of worms, some of which were coil-

ed up like a ball. From that period the amendment
w.is surprisingly rapiil, and soon followed by per
feet recovery 'i'wo of the same pups, now six

months old, were yesterday attacked in a similar
manner, with drowsiness, sickness of stomach, dis

charge of worms by tiie mouth. To day 1 gave to

each two tea spoonsful of laudanum in a little \va

ter. In less than an hour they became sprightly
ami took food eagerly. Distem|ier. I am convinced,
is often cauised by worms, as well as by indigesti-

ble matter in the stomach and bowels. In such
cases, /o»i sttrc, (he laudanum. If timely adminis-
tered, will prove almost to a certainty a cure. To
several of my friends, possessing valuable setters

and pointers, I have mentioned the remedy, and
have received from them decided testimony in its

favour.

TROTIING MATCH.
Mr. Courtenay's great match to drive three miles

in harness, in hi minutes, for 200 sovereigns, took
place on Wednesday morning. September 12, from
Hounslow heath, opposite the Powder mills, to Bed
font lancj a measured three miles. Mr. Courten ly

drove as follows: The first mile in 4 min. 3 seconds,
(having once to back the wheels through breaking
into a gallop;) the second, in 3 min 35 sec; and lU"
third, in 3 min ."iS sec—winning the match, tolera-
bly easy, 44 seconds under the given time.

* A covering horse now owned hy N. Martin, of Tal-
bot county, Md.

HSNRY.
It will be seen, by an advertisement in to-day's

paper, that Henry, (he celebrated competitor of
Eclipse, takes his station, for (he en.suing season, al
Snedeker's tavern, near (he Union Course, Long
Island. From possessing so large a portion of the
Sir Archy blood, being a double Diomed, (sired by
Archy. his dam a Diomed mare,) he is well ralcu-

'

lated to cross with our northern stock, particularly
with the produce of Messenger, Duroc, and his old
friend Eclipse, who, we learn, has located himself
ill Mechlenburg county, on the borders of North
Carolina, at or near the place where Henry was
bred. [jy Ym-h j,aj>c):

IMEZSC'SI.X.AWEOUS.

FLANNEL.
The following observations on the use of (lannel

as an article of clothing, appear at the end of Dr.
John Armstrong's paper on Pulmonary Consump-
tion, published a fe^v years ago in London. We
know them to be accurately true from personal ex-
perience. _ [Boslon Med. liiid.

When flannel is worn next the skin. Dr. Barlow
remarks, it is almost invariably the practice to keep
it on by night .s well as by day. This is not only
unnecessary, but injurious. The chief advantag'e
of using a flannel dress next the skin results, not
from the actual wariulh imparted or retained, an
efTect which might be obtained to an equal extent
by an increase of outward clothing; but from the
uniforinity of temperature thus insured to so large
a portion of the surface of the body, and the ten-
dency which this has to keep the highly important,
hut too much neglected functions of the skin, in an
active and healtliy condition. During the day the
frequent, and oftentimes sudden vicissitudes of our
climate, are sucli as to render the efTects of flannel
in preserving an equality of temperature most va-
luable But at night, and during sleep, we are sub-
ject to no such vicissitude; consequently the same
necessity for the use of flannel does not then exist.
But while the use of flannel at night thus appe.irs (o
be unnecessary, there are several eonsiderati.jns
which show it to be injurious. These considcrati.uis
regard both the condition of (he body and o( the
flannel itself. Whatever the ^vants of'the body for
warmth during the night may be, they are in gene-
ral fully supplied by the bed clothes in ordimry
use. The body requires no extraordinary warmth
during slec|); on the contrary, there is at such limes
e\en a tendency to an increase of the natural
warmlh. Wiien to this natural tendency the heat
caused by flannel worn next the skin is superadded,
the efl'ect is to keep the skir in a slate of considera-
ble excitement, and to induce perspiration more or
less profuse. These effects are not calculated to
prepare the body for enduring the vicissitudes cf
the ensuing day, but rather to render it more sus-
ceptible of injury Again, contiuu"S Dr. B triow,
the property which renders woollen cloth so emi-
nently suited to the purjioses in view, is that of its

being a slow conductor of heat 'J'his property is

directly |)roportion.i(c to its dryness; and is greatly
impaired by its imbibing humidity of any kwid. A
flannel dress, however, that Is worn n<'xt the skin
throughout the night, becomes so charged with per-
spiration, that its power of conducting heat is there-
by greatly increased, and its preservative effects

proportionahly diminished Here then is a twofold
injury resulting from the prevailing practice of con-
tiimlng the flannel dress during sleep; namely, a
diminution of (he preservative jiowers of the flan-

nel, and an increased susceptibilily of the skin. By
laying aside the flannel dress on going to bed. and
substituting one of coar.*e calico, the body is kept
In that temperature during the night, which fits it
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for ciicoiintPiini:; Hie vicissitiidos of llic lollouin:;

dav, '^liil*- the !4:(niiel is preserved from the diten-

oratins; rfl'.rls of the nisiitly perspiration, and is

resumed in the mornini; in a state which eoiitri-

butes both to cnmforl and protection. A diffienlty,

Dr. B;irlovv subjoins, is experienced with most pco

pie who have aecilslomed themselves to the uiijhtly

use of flannel, in indncin? them to alter the habit.

Fear of takin;;c.old creates one i;reat obstacle; and

disinelinalion to the feelins of cold experienced at

the moment of changing the danncl for the calico

nicht dress, especially in winter seasons, is another.

Confidence in the medical advis -r. h.iwcver, is suf-

ficiiMit to overcome the first, and a very little expe-

rience to remove the latter; for after a very few

trials the proposed change is found to prove a de-

cided gain, even on the score of sensation, and the

gratification derived from resumins; a dry and c in

forlable flannel in the mornins;, together with ih'-

sensible increase of its utility durinis the day, are

found to compensate amply the slight unpleasant

ness attending the momentary exposure of the pre-

ceding night.

Dr Barlow justly observes, that in many in

stances, the best interests of n:ankind, whether we

consider their physical or moral welfare, are inflii

cncerl by circumstances which the world is pie .sed

to deem trivial; but the above suggestions on cloth

ing will not be regarded as such by those who can

appreciab^ the importance of the subject to which

they relate, or the talents of the individual from

whom they proceeded. These suggestions, indeid,

of Dr. Barlow, relate to the prevention of disense

in general, but to that of phthisis* in particular,

the pathology! of which I have proved to be close-

ly conncctcii witli the skin; and to show hoiv the

state of this organ may inlluence the cure of this

disease, it is worth merilioning, that I recently re-

ceived, from a respectable correspondent, an ac-

count of two cases resembling phthisis, which were
arrested; tht one by an attack of pemplii^us.j and
the other by that of small pox.

THE FAMILY RECORD.
In a little book, appropriited for the purpose,

should be recorded the birih of each infant, with his

weight, and any peculiarity of structure or condition.

Once a year, on a fixed d.iy. the height and
weight of each child shjuld be noted, with the an-
nual changes in his progress, reliting to his aiquire

mcnts, general state, and character, physical and
moral, and whatever else may be worth knowing in

future life.

In this history should be recorded the time and
the manner in which each individual may have
passed through any of the diseases which we have
once only, as chincough. measles, conpock, &c.; so
that, whenever one of the family is to leave home,
he may not be in doubt in regard to any of these
complaints

This information would prevent any painful ap
prehension where there is no danger, and any un-
conscioiHness of danger where it really existed.
This record, which is easily kept, if continued to

manhood, would furnish a complete natural history
of eiich member of the domestic community, and
misjht be of great value to the parent, the physi-
cian, or guardian in the management of individuals
under Iheir cure

I have for a number of years kept such a record,
and always find it more and more curious and inte-
resting, and already perceive that it is becoming
useful.

l^/j

"

• PlUhhia, consunipiion; phthisis pulmonalis, nulmona-
O' consumption.

t Pathology, the doctrine of diseases.
t
/Viii^/i^,„_ a fever attifinlcd with the eruption of

Tesiclcs about the size of alinonUs. filled with vcilowisli
water or serum, and which subside in 3 or 4 days.

Anecdote.
The following curious circumstance happened at

llloiran. in Cornwall, Eng, A poor man of the nan.c
of Blight had twelve geese and a gander, which
were fattening lor sale at Kedrulh fair on Tluirs
day. lie stiw them on Monday evening: they were
in prime condition, and in the jiride of his heart he
Was calciil.iting the handsome sum he should re

ceive for them. Alas! little did he imagine that he
was then bestowing his last "look of love." When
he went to revisit their domicile on the morning,
the geese were gone:

"liiiie!— like traces from the deep

—

(iuiic!—like spectres grasped in sleep."

He stood like one bewildered—recalled the remem-
brnce of Iheir beauty and their fatness, and the
still more touching recollection of the grains he had
given them—and again gazed on the happy spot
where he had last beheld them; but 'they were not,'

and nothing was before him but the blackness of
desolaliuiji And as one living thing in a solitude
makes it \et more gloomy, so was the misery of the
scene heightened by the presence of the solitary,

bereaved gander, around whose neck was fastened
a small hug. in which the owner found a shilling,

and a slip oi' paper, containing, not a pound note,
but the following exquisite stanza:

"Mr. Bliiiht, Mr. Blight,

We wish you good night,

For we cannot slay any longer;
We have bought all jour geese.
At a penny a-piccc,

And left the amount with the gander."

RBCXrSS.

FOR SCOURING PARTY COLOURED WOOLLEN, AS CAR-
PETS, HEARTH-RUGS, i<iC.

It is customary with those engaged in the scour-
in;; trade to have a large scouring board; the nar-
rowest part of the carpet is first pulled on the table,

and, according to the colours that are in the carpet,
cither gall or soap must be used, and sometimes
both. Carpets are generally drawn across a table,

or scouring board, and a piece of soap is rubbed
on every spot of grease or dirt. If the soap is very
haril, it is customary to have a bowl of hot water
hy your side to dip it into. The carpet must first

be well beaten btfoie it is brought to the scouring
board; after all llie spots have been soaped, lay the
part which was first soaped, upon or across the ta-

ble: then take a hard brush dipped in boiling water,
and holding the brush by the middle, with the arm
extended in front of the body, so as to have your
lull strength, rul) tiie spots until the dirt is extract-
ed. This i> to be continued all over the carpet till

the dirt is out. If the carpet should be very dirty,

a solution of soap, as for blankets, must be put into
your scouring tub, with hot water; then put in your
carpet, and beat it out; afterwards rinse it in as
many difierent clean waters as it may retjuire In
the hist rinsing wat' r put a table spoonful of oil of
vitriol; it will brighten the colours, and make the
carpet look clear, especially where reds and greens
are in it.

TO STAIN LEATHER GLOVES, TO RESEMBLE THE
YORK T\N, LIMERICK DYE, &,C.

These difierent pleasing hues of yellow, brown,
or tan coIouj , are readily imparted to leather gloves
by tlie following simple process:—Steep safiion in

boiling; hot soft water for about twelve hours; then,
havinn slightly sewed u[) the tops of the gloves, to

prevent the dye from staining the insides, wet them
over with a sponge or soft I.rush dipped into the
lirjuiil. The quantity of sallron, as iveil as of water,
will if course depend on how much dye may be
warned; and their relative proportions, on the liepth
of colour reqijirid A coiiinion teacup will contain
sufficient in quantity for a single pair of gloves.

TO KAISf; TIIK NAP ON CLOTH.
When woollens are worn thread-bare, as is gene-

rally the case in the elbows, ciiflTs, sleeves, &,c. of
men's coats, the coat, &.c. mn.st be soaked in cold
water for half an hour: then taken out of the water
and put on a board, and the threadbare parts of
the cloth nibbed with a half-worn hatters' card,
filled with floiks, or with a prickly thistle, until a
sufficient nap is raised. When this is done, hang
your coat, SiC. up to dry, and with a hard brush lay
the nap the right way. This is the method which
is pursued by the dealers in old clothes.

TO DYE COTTON A EUFF COLOUR.

Let the twist or yarn be boiled in pure water, to
cleanse it; then wring it, run it through a dilute so-

lution of iron in the vegetable acid, which printers
call iron liquot; wring, and run it through lime wa-
tor, to raise it; wring it again, and run it through a
solution of starch and water; then wring it once
more, and dry, wind, warp, and weave it for use.

TOOTH ACHE.
A remedy for this most painful aflfection, which

has succeeded in ninety- five of a hundred cases, is

alum reduced to an impalpable powder 2 drachms,
ititroim xpirit of ether 1 drachms, mixed and applied
to the tooth.

At a recent meeting of the London Medical So-
ciety. Dr. Blake staled that the extraction of the
tooth was no longer necessary, as he was enabled
to cure the most desperate cases of tooth-ache (un-
less the disease was connected with rheumatism) by
the application of this remedy.

FOR INDIGESTION, OR SOUR STOMACH,

Given to the Editor of the Jimeriean Farmer by an ex-

perienced Physician.

1 oz. of carbonic of soda, and I oz. pulverized
Colombo; dissolved in a pint and a half of boiling
water;—take a spoonful after eating, as occasion
may require.

Baltimore, Friday, March i3, 1827.

^i^lARYLAND CoTTON—In a Way which leaves
no room to question the fact, we are informed that
cotton, produced on a considerable scale, on the
farm of Doctor Muse, of Dorchester county, yield.s
one third of \ts weight in clean cotton—whereas it is

understooil that onefmirlh is the usual proportion
which cotton, when cleaned, bears to what it weighs
when in the seed.

VV^e are further told. Iiy a gentleman from North-
ampton county, E. S., Virginia, that cotton is getting
to be one of their chief slapl-s, and that a neiu'hhour
of his made from 30 acres, last year, 800 dollars'
worth of cotton, when sold at 11 cents per pound.

g->RiNALDo.—A very splendid specimen of the
English turf horse, and a prime sou of .Sir Archy,
may now be seen at the stables of the Fountain Inn,
Light street. He will bear the strictest examination,
and is. throughout, of a stock inferior to none in this

or any other country; he is for .sale, or to be let for
the season. Enquire of the Editor.

^^•ToB.icco — Nothing done, nor any change in

regard to tobacco during the past week, worthy of
being particularly noted.

COSIXiXEaCIAZ. RECORD.

Liverpool Markets, Feb 10.

There has been a ;ood demand for Cotton this week
at l-S per Ih. Iccline from the extreme prices of the
last The Uplands hroiighi similar prices to what had
liccn doing by nrivale. There lias been a good deiijaud

.or cotton to-day, and 2000 bags have been sold at steady
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prices. Tlie private sales comprise 130 Sea Island at

114 to 15d, witli 50 stained at 6^ to Sid; 5950 Boweds,

61 to -Jd, including 10 at 8d; 410 Orleans, 8 to 8id;

1250 Mobile, 6 5-8 to 7id; 520 Pernambuco, 9 7-S to

lOid; 600 Maranham, 9 to S\d; 950 Baliia, 8J to 9id;
SlOMina (Nciva,)8 3-8d; 120 Para, 8 l-8d; lOoCarllia-

gena, 6i to 6 3-Sd; 130 Demararas, 8 to 9d; 730 Egyp-
tian, Vt to S^d; 1 10 Surat, 5 5-8 to 5 7-Sil; and 56 Ben-
gal atsd. .\nd there were disposed of by auction yes-

terday i'120 Bowed, at 6| to ^ l-8d; 3S0 Demarara, 7J
to 9id; 30 Barbadocs 7id; and 290 Bengal at 5d—mak-
ing the total sales of the week U8S0 bags.

About TOO bbls. Carolina Tar have been taken at 13s

6d to 14s; and 600 bbls. old Turpentine of good quality

at 13s per cwt.

.'hhes—Thc sales arc about 100 bbls. Montreal Pot at

26s; Si' bbls. Pearl at ils; 140 bbls. New York Pot, for

export -'6s 6d to 2"3; and 50 bbls. New York Pearl at

Hi 6d per cwt.

Indigo, rather more inquiry for.

The business in Hides is confined to 500 Neiv York
salted cow and ox, at 4 3-8d per II).

The demand for Tobacco continues steady.

Flaxseed, ihe sales are lOOn hhds old Du ch at 60s,

and a small lot of New York at 6,s per lihd.

Quercilron Bark, 160 hhds. Philadelphia, have been
taken at 133 per cwt beside; some small parcels of in-

ferior at 9s hd to lOs.

PRICES OF GIDEON DAVIS'S PATENT
PLOUGH,

.ijjul Us Jippenda<!;es.

12 inch, or three Horse Plough, with wrought share and
coulter, . . . . 5I6

Do. without coulter, . . . 14

Extra share, |3.—Extra shoe, or heel, 50 cents.

10 inch, or two Horse Plough, with wrought shart and
coulter, . . . . §14

Do without coulter, . . .12
Extra share, '^i.bO.—Extra shoe, 37^ els.

10 inch, or two horse Plough, with cast share and coul-
ter, .... §12

Do. without coulter, . . .10
Extra shares, or po'mls, heavy, 56} cts.— light, SO

cents—shoe, 374 cts.

9 inch, a large one-horse, or Poney Plough, well
adapted to the use of two poneys, or a
pair of mules, with wrought share and
coulter, . . . . «ill

Do. without coulter, . . . 9 50

Extra share, JJ—and shoe, 25 cents.

9 inch, or Poney Plough, with cast share and coul-

ter, . . . .
;J9 60

Do. without coulter, . . . *;S

Extra shares, or poinfs, heavy, 44 cents.—liglit, 37i
cts.—shoes, 25 cents.

S inch, or one-horse Plough, with wrought share and
coulter, . . . . $S 60

Do. without coulter, ... 7

Extra share, $1.60—shoe, 18;} cents.

8 inch, do. with cast share and coulter, . JJ" 60
Do. without coulter, .' . .6
Extra shares, or points. 31 J—do. shoes, iSJ. cts.

1 inch, a small Seed Plough, at . . §5 60
Extra shares, 31^—and shoes, 18J cts.

Substratum Plough, at ... §8
Extra shovel plates, 75 cts.

Cast iron Shovel Plough, at . . . §4
Extra shovel, 75 cts.—Leg irons, 60 cts.

GIDEON DAVIS.

S^AH the above described Ploughs are kept con-
stantly on hand, for sale, by the subscriber, at bis ma-
nufactory, made of the best materials, and in the best
manner.

Also, best ca»t steel Axes and other Implements, as
usual. JONATHAN S. EASTMAN,

jVo. 36, Pratt-sl.. Halt.

March 16, 1827. (Opposite the United Hotel.

j

COMMISSION AGENCY,
FOB THE SALE OF DOMESTIC TRODUCE.

Baltimore, March 22, 1827.

We beg leave to inform certain honourable members
of the Agricultural Society, (and the public in general,)
in conformity with a communic.ition in the American
Farmer of December last, signed "Ricliard," that wt
tiave been for some time in the Commission Agency, for

the sale of Domestic Produce; and will most gladly serve

those gentlemen, and all others, on the Eastern, or

Western Shore, or elsewhere, who may commit their

business to our care. Our office may be found on Light-

street wharf. No. 13, up stairs, over the store of Messrs.

Haywood. We are willing to attend to the whole agen-

cy of that highly esteemed Society, as well the small,

as the more valuable part of their business, provided we
are favoured with both; and do pledge ourselves to use

our best efforts to give general satisfaction. Should any
live stock be committed to our care, we shall endeavour
to have them attended to, agreeably to directions, and
include all that is suggested by the note of "/Jic/iai-d,"

together with the purchase of whatever may be wanted
by our friends.

f^We are able to give the best reference in relation

to ourselves, as to capacity, integrity, correctni-ss,

honour, &c., but deem it only necessary to refer you to

the Editor of the Farmer.
Your obed't serv'ts,

LtlWlS SUTTON &, JAS. BISCOE.
[The Editor states with pleasure, that he has long

known the first named of the above gentlemen, and
hereby testifies his entire confidence in the honour and
punctuality with which any business "ill be executed
that may be committed to their care.]

PRICES OF STOCKS.

{Reported fur the American Fanner.)

Merryman & UiTTiNGS, Slock and xcbange Brokers.

Bullimore, MarcliiS, i8i7.

BANK STOCKS. p„r iinlue. present price.

U. States' Bank Stock, per share, luu 118.00'
Bank of Maryland, do. 300 228. uOf
Bank of Baltimore, do. 300 343.Ooj
Union Bank of Maryland, do. '5 75.0 '-j

Mechanics' Bank, 9 9.60t
Franklin Bai.k, 20 25 87t
Commercial and Farmers' Bank, . 20 26.50t
Farmers' and Merchants' Dank, . . 50 55.60
City Bank 16 s.sof
Marine Bank, '

. 25 27.75t
Farmers' Bank of Maryland, . . so 53.00t

CITY STOCKS.

Corporation 6 per cent, redeema- ) ,.„ ,,, -.,

ble after 1K36,
I

'"" ULOOf

Do. 5 per cent, redeemable in I83J, 100 102.001
Penitentiary 5 per cent, stock, I

(none m market,
)

Museum, 8 per cent, (no demand.)
Masonic Hall, 6 piir cent. . . . 100 par and int.

Annuities, or Ground Rents, . . 6 to 10 per ct.

ROAD STOCKS.
Reister's Town, . . (div. off,) 20 10.00*
York, do. 20 7.0''i*

Frederick, .... do. 20 11.00*
Washington and Baltimore, ... 50 30.00
Baltimore Water Company, (div. off,) 50 92.00
Union Manuf. Co. Stock, per share, 50 14.60
Gas Stock, 100 133.U0
Temascaltepec Mining Co's, pr. sh. 600 800.00'
Havre de Grace furnpike 6 per cts. jwr and int.

V. states' stock.
Six per cent. 18 13, . . (div. off,) 100 101.00

, 1814, ... do. 100 102.01.

, 1815, . . do. 100 103.00*
Three per cent. ... do. 100 82.00f
Four and half per cent. do 100 102.25
Five per cent do. 100 107.00

Those marked thus « for sale, and thus t wanted—by
Merryman & Gittings.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
The Agriculture of modern Italy—Agriculture as in-

fluenced by geographical circumstances—On the cul-
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No. I, Extracts from G. Sinclair's Hortus Gramineus,
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AaRXCULTUZLZ;.

SCIENCE OF AGRICULTURE.
Origitt and Principles of Culture a.i derived from the

Study of Vegetables.

The. final object of all the sciences is their appH
cation to purposes subservient to the ii'ants and desires

of men. The study of the vegetahle kingdom is

one of the most important in this point of riew, as

directly subservient to the arts which supply food,

clothing, and medicine; and indirectly to those

which supply houses, machines for conveying us hy
land, or by water, and in short almost every comfort
and luxury. Without (he aid of the vegetahle
kingdom, few mineral bodies would be employed in

the arts, and the great majority of animals, whether
used by man as labourers, or as food, could not live

Agriiullure and gardening are the two arts w hicli

embrace the whole business of cultivating vegeta-
bles, for whatever purpose they are applied by civi

lized man. Their fundamental principles as arts
of culture are the same; they are for the most part
suggested by nature, and explained by vegetable
chemistry and physiology; and most of them have
been put in practice by man for an unUnown length
of time, without much reference to principles. All
that is necessary, therefore, foi effecting this branch
of culture, is to imitate the habitation, and to pro-
pagate. This is, or ought to be the case, wherever
plants are grown for medical or botanical purposes,
as in herb and botanic gardens. Nature is here
imitated as exactly as pos.sible, and the result is,

productions resembling, as near as possible, those
of nature.

TV) increase the number and improve the qiialities of
plants, it is necessary to facilitate their mode of nu-
trition by removing all obstacles to the progress of
the plant. These obstacles may either exist under
or above the surface; and hence the origin of drain
jng, clearing from surface incumbrances, and Ih-
various operations, as digging, ploughing, &c. (or
pulverizing the soil. Nature suggests this in acci
dental rii))tures of the surface, broken banks, the
alluvial depositions from overflowing rivers, and the
earth thrown u() by underground animals. Many
of the vegetables within the influence of such acci
dents arp destroyed, but such as remain are ameli
orated in quality, and the reason is, their food is

increased, because their roots, being enabled to
take a more extensive range, more is brought with-
in their reach.

It is necessary, or at least advantageous, to supply
food artificially; and hence the origm of manuring.
All organized matters are capable of being con-
verted into the food of plants; but the best manure
for ameliorating the quality, and yet retaining (he
peculiar chemical properties of plants, must neces-
sarily he decayed plants of their own species It is
true that phjnts do not differ greatlv in their prima-
ry principles, and that a supply ot" any description
of putrescent manure will cause all plants to thrive,
ilut some plants, as wheat, contain peculiar sub-
stances, (as gluten and phosphate of lime,) and
some manures, as those of animals, or decayed
wheat containing the same substances, must ne
cessarily be a beftpr food or manure for such plants
ilinuringis an obvious imitation of nature, every
wh. re observable by (he decaying herbage of lur-
baceous plants, or the fallen leaves of trees, rottin-
into dust or vegetable mould about their roots- md
by (he elifct of the dung left by pasturing or oilier
animals °

^melioration of climate is farther advanfa"-eous
in improving the qualities of vegetables, by increas-
ing or diminishing its temperature, according to the
nature of the plant; unless, indeed, it is situated in
a climate which experience and observation show to

And It IS more easily saturated with moisture, inthe form of (lew, always loaded witli nutriment, from
the decomposing animal and vegetable matter upon tlie
earth s surface. It is more permeable to light and heat

• »•: """ " experience an.l observation show to 7h
'''''"S ""'*'";<• f'om 'he subsoil, and accelerate

be exactly suited to its nature. Hence (he ori-in h ^'i''"'! r""
""^ '^".'"^ '"°'" ""^ S'«"'"^"™P' Stirring

ilrips of plantation; of sloping surfaces or banks, to
receive more directly or indirectly the rays of the
sun; of rows, drills, and ridges, placed north anil
south in preference to east and west, in order that
'he sun may shine on both sides of the row, drill.

»r ridge, or on the soil between rows and drills
•very day in the year; of soils better calculated to
ibsorb and retain heat; walls lully exposed to the
iouth, or to the north; of training or spreading out
he branches of trees on these walls; of hot walls;
Lif hot beds; and filially, of all the variety of hot
houses. Nature suggests this part of culture, by
presenting, in every country, different degrees of
shelter, shade, and surface, and in every zone dif-

ferent climates.

3'/ie regulation of moisture is the next point de
manding attention; for when the soil is pulverized.
It is more easily dried by the penetration of the
air;* when an increase of food is supplied, the me-
dium through which that food is taken up by the
plant should be increased; and when the tempera-
tare is increased, evaporation becomes greater
Hence the origin of watering by surface or subter
rineous irrigation, manual supplies to the root,
showering over the leaves, steaming the surround-
ing atmosphere, &.c. This is only td imitate the
dews and showers, streams and floods of nalun';
id it is to be regretted that the imitation is in most
luntries attended with so much labour, and re-

qiires so much nicety in the arrangement of the
neans, and judgment in the application of the wa
hr, that it is but very partially applied by man in
eiery part of the world, excepting perhaps a small
district of Italy. But moisture may be excessive;
and on certain soils at certain seasons, and on cer-
tain producdons at particular periods of their pro
gress, it may be necessary to carry off a great part
of the natural moisture, rather than let it sink into
the earth, or draw it off where it has sunk in and
injuriously accumulated, or prevent its falling on
the crop at all; and hence the origin of surface-
drainage by ridges, and of under-draining by cover-
ed conduits, or gutters; and of awnings and other
covers to keep off' the rain or dews from ripe fruits,
seeds, or rare flowers.

The regulation of light is the remaining point.
Light sometimes requires to be excluded, and some-
times to be increased, in order to improve (he quali-
ties of vegetables; and hence the origin of thinnin"
the leaves which overshadow fruits and flowers, the
practice of shading cuttings, seeds, &.c , and the
practice of blanching. The latter practice is de
rived from accidents observable among vegetables
in a wild state, and its influence on their quality is
physiologically accounted for by the obstruction of'„; . .^ ' . .1 .•' ""=""'""'''"00 01 suns, guing, or rattier continuing pecubarperspiration, and the prevention of the chemical when formed by nature, as in propa.Mtin
chanires effected hv i» It nr, ihu «.,;^o„„;„ .^_ •. _ / ,. ..

" l""lJ'V'm

four inches in di.iineter; productions wliicli may, in

some respects be considered as diseased.'

To increase the number, improve the quality, and
incrcaie the magnitude nf particular parts of vegeta-
bles. It is necessary, in this case, to remove such
parts of the vegetables as are not wanted, as the
blooms of bulbous or tuberous rooted plants, when
the bulbs are to be increased, and (he contrary; (he
water-shoots and leaf buds of fruit tree; the'tlowcr
stems of tobacco; the male flowers and barren run
ners of the cuciimis trib--, &c. Hence the import-
ant operations of (iruning, ringing, cutting off large
roots, and other practices for improving fruits and
throwing trees into a bearing state. At first sight
these practices do not appear to be copied from na-
ture; but, independently of accidents by fire, alrea-
dy mentioned, which both prune and manure, and
of fruit bearing trees, say thorns or oaks, partially
blown out by (he roo(s, or washed out of (he soil
by torrents, which always hear better afterwards,
why may not the necessity that man was under, in
a primitive state of society, of cutting or breaking
ort' branches of trees, to form huts, fences or fires.

and the consequent vigorous shoots produced from
the-parts where (he amputation look place, or the
larger f^ruit on that part of the tree which remaine J,
have given the tirst idea of pruning, cutting off
roots, &c. It may be said that this is not nature,
but art; but man, though an improving animal, is

in a state of nature, and all his practices, in
every sti.ge of civilization, are as natural to him as
those of the other animals are to (hem. Cottages
and palaces are as much natural objects as The
nests of birds, or (he burrows of quadrupeds; and
all the laws and institutions by which social man is

guided in his morals and politics, are no more arti-
ficial than (he insdnct which congregates sheep and
cattle in flocks and herds, and guides thera in their
choice of pasturage and shelter

To form new varieties of vegetables, as well as of
flowers and useful plants of every description, it is
necessary lo lake advantage of their sexual dif-
ferences, and to operate in a manner analogous to
crossing the breed in animals. Hence the origin of
new sorts of fruits, grains, legumes, and roots.
Even this practice is but an imitation of what takes
place in nature by the agency of bees and other in-
sects, and the wind; alflhe difference is, that man
operates with a particular end in view, and selects
individuals possessing the particular properties
which he wishes to perpetuate or improve. New
varieties, or rather subvirieties, are formed by al-
tering the habits of [liants; by dwarfing throuHi
want of nourishment: variegating by arenacious

or rather continuing peculiar habits

changes effected by light on the epidermis.
Increasing the masniludc of vegetables, without re-

ference to their quality, is to he'obtained by an in-
creased supply of all (he ingredients of food, distri-
buted in such a body of well pulverized soil as the
roots can reach to; of heat and moisture; of a par-
tial exclusion of the direct rays of the sun, so as to
moderate perspiration; and of wind, so as to pre-
vent sudden desiccation. But experience alone can
determine what plants are best suiied for (his, and
to what extent the practice can be carried. Na
ture gives the hint in the occasional luxuriance of
plants accidentally placed in favourable circum
stances, and man adopts it, and improving on it,
produces cabbages and turnips of half a cwl • ap-
ples of one pound and a half; and cabba-e-roses of

, , ., „ from
monstrosities—ta.scu-uli of shoots, weeping shoots,
shoots with peculiar leaves, flowers, frui(, &.c.

To propagate and preserve from degeneracy ap-
proved varieties of vegetables, it is in general ne-

•The predominant r.agc for large animals, large fleec-'
es, large truit, and large vegetables, is founded on the
mistaken notion, that the extrinsic appearance is a
foir indication of intrinsic value; whereas the latter is
often 111 an inver.sc ratio to the former; or at all events
perlection is found in a medium between the two ex-
tremes. -.Ve must learn to regard excellence more and
magnitude less. The error, in regard to animals is
amply shown in an extract which 1 shall send you, "on
improving the breed of animals." As it regards fruit
the richest and most highly flavoured, are found amon''
the medium or small sized varieties; such as the green
gage and St. Catharine plums, the Sciklc and spice
pears, the Newtown, Golden and Downton pippins, 6:c.
and accurate analysis has shown, that nutiiiiuus matter
IS found in the s«ia« kidney potato in double the pro.
portK.n that it is in the tar^e ox-noble tuber. This in-
latuation of corisidering magnitude and merit synoiiy-

is. has had a paiticular deleterious cllect upon the
population aud politics of liiu great state of New York.

J. B.
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cessary to li .ve rcodiirsc to the ditTereiii muiles ol

propagatinp; by extension. Thus choice apples anil

tree (Vuils could not be perpetuated by sonins their

seeds, H-hich experience li;is shewn would produce

j)ro»;eny more or less different from the parent, but

they are pres-rved and multiplied by fcrafling;

other?, as the pine apple, by cutllngs or suckers;

choice carnations, by layers; potatoes, by cultinsis

of the tubers, &c. But approved varieties of an

iiuals are in general multiplied and preserved by

seleetins; seeds from the finest specimens, and pay

ini; particular attention to supply suitable culture

Approved varieties of corns and legumes, no less

than of other aimiial plants, such as garden flowers,

can only be with certainty presi rved by propagat-

ing by cuttings or layers, which is an absolute pro-

longation of the individual; but as this would be too

tedious and laborious for the general [lurposes both

of agiicullure and gardening, all thai can be done

is to select seeds from the best specimens. This

part of culture is the farthest removed from nature;

yet there .-.re, notwithstanding, examples of the for-

tuitous graft; o( accidental layers; and of natural

cuttings, as when leaves, or detached portions of

plants (as of the cardamine hirsuta,) drop and taUe

root.

The presenation of vegetables for future use is ef-

fected by destroying or rendering dormant the prin-

ciple of life, and by warding off as far as practica-

ble, the progre.=iS of chemical decomposition. When
vegetables or fruits are gathered for use or preser-

vation, the air of the atmosphere which surrounds

them is continually depriving them of carbon, and

forming the carbonic acid gas. The water they

contain, by its softening qualities, weakens the affi-

nity of their elements; and heat produces the same

effect by dilating their parts, and promoting the de-

composing effects both of air and water. Hence,

drying in the sun or in ovens, is one of the most

obvious modes of preserving vegetablefi for use, as

food, or for other purposes; but not for growth, if

the drying processes is carried so far as to destroy

the principle of life in seeds, roots, or sections of

the shoots of ligneous plants. Potatoes, turnips,

and other esculent roots, may be preserved from

autumn till the following summer, by drying them

in the sun, and burying them in perfectly dry soil,

which shall be at the same time at a temperature

1)Ut a few degrees above the freezing point. Corn

may be preserved for many years, by first drying it

thoroughly in the sun, and then burying it in dry

cool pits, and closing these so as effectually to ex-

clude the atmospheric air. In a short time the air

within is changed to carbonic acid gas, in which no

animal will live, and in which, without an addition

of oxygen or atmospheric air, no plant or seed will

vegetate. The corn is thus preserved from decom-

position, from insects, vermin, and from vegetation

in a far more effectual manner than it can be in a

granary. In this way the Romans preserved their

corn in chambers hewn out of dry rock; the Moors

in the sides of hills; the Chinese, at the present time,

in deep pits, in dry soil; and the aboriginal nations

of Africa, as we have seen, in earthen vessels her-

metically sealed. (Lasteyrie des fusses proprts a la

Coiiscrvatio)i des Grains. Chaplal Cliimit applique,

a VAgricuUure, torn, ii ch. 10.) I'he origin ol' the-^e

practices are all obvious imitations of what acci-

dentally takes place in nature, from the withered

grassy tressocU to the hedgehog's winter store;

and hence the origin of herb, seed, fruit, and root

looms and cellars, and packing plants and seeds for

scndin.r to a distance.

3Vie xchole of the arts of vegetable culture, is but a

varied development of the above fundauieutal prac

tices, all founded in nature, and for the most part

rationally and satisfactorily explained on chemical

and physiological principles. Hence the great ne-

cessity of the study of botany to the cultivator, not

as including mere nomenclature and classific In

but in that extended signilication in which we ii.

here endeavoured, proportionately to our limitejl

space, to present the study of the vegetable king

dom. Those who would enter more minutely in!

the subject, will have recourse to the excellent woi

of Keith, from whom we have quoted at sue

length; to Sir J. E. Smiths Introduction; and to tl

elementary works of Wildenow and De Candollel

[ Loudon^s Encyc. of ^'Igric

AGRICULTURAL AND HORTICULTURA!
QUiiRlES.

J. S. Skivner, Esq. Back-iooods, March 10, 1S27.J

Sir—With your permission I would solicii some

of your numerous readers and correspondents, t«

grant me the favour of an answer, through the me
dium of your paper, to the following queries:

What proportion of nutriment is lust by (eei-

ing cattle with whole grain; or, what is the differ-

ence between ground and unground grain, as jm

1 flic lent food? When grain passes through catjie

whole, how much of its nutriment has been assib-

ilated?
_

1

What are the relative proportions of nutrimiit

contained in timothy hay, rye straw, oat straw, atd

wheat straw: say one cwt. of each? '

What proportion of the strength of manure is list

by its fermenting in the open air on the surface of

the earth: and what is the best way to manige

barn-yard manure in order to derive the great !st

possible benefit from it?

Will stone fruit succeed by grafting on conge iai

stocks? Will buds, taken from scions cut at Ihe

usual season of cutting scions for grafting, and ire-

served until the bark starts from the wood of'the

stock to be budded, succeed in growing? The
bud in this case being cut off the scion in connec-

tion with a thin slip of the wood, and so inserted.

One of your correspondents has mentioned in a

former number of your paper, that he succeeded

with the apple and pear on the plan above suggest-

ed. But the question with regard to stone fruit, re

mains undecided. I intend this season to try the

experiment; and 1 hope others will do the same. If

it should succeed, it will be a matter of some im-

portance to Ihe horticulturist; as on this plan scions

will bear transportation at a season of the year

when they will be less liable to injury from delay,

than they are at the common time of budding.

It has been said by some body, that the peach

srafled on the rose, will grow, and that it will pro-

iluce a shrub bearing roses, instead of peaches. If

this has been proved by experiment, 1 should be

pleased to know someihing of its authenticity. It

certainly would be a very beautiful shrub.

In matters both of utility and taste, your corres-

pondents generally, seem to be conversant: and

what is certainly equally honourable and liberal,

they seem to be disposed to communicate for the

good of others. A desire to receive inlbrmation

upon subjects in which I am but a noviciate, has

induced me to suggest the above queries. If any

person who combines practice with theory, will

answer them, I shall be his indebted humble servant.

A Youtio Back-woods Farmer.

a "leal poition of them being auieiilaceous. Plants

indigenous to polar and mountainous regions are

gencrHlly low, with small compressed leaves; but
with flowers large in proportion. Plants indigenou.=

to New Holland are dislint,uishable for small and
dry leaves. Ihal have often a shrivelled appearance.

In .\rabia they are low and dwarfish; in the Archi-

pelago they are generally shrubby and furnished

with prickles; while in the Canary islands many
plants, which in other countries are merely herbs,

assume the port of shrubs and trees. The shrub-
bery plants of the Cape of Good Hope and Neiv
Holland exhibit a striking similarity, as also the
shrubs and trees of the northern parts of Asia and
America, which may be exemplified in the plata-

nus orientalis of the former, and in platanus occi-

dentalis of the latter, as well as in fagus sylvatica

and fagus latifolia, or acer cappadocium and acer
saccharinum; and yet the herbs and undershrubs of
the two countries do not in the least correspond.

"A tissue of fibres," Humboldt observes, "more or
less loose—vegetable colours more or less vivid, ac-

cording to the chemical mixture of their elements,

and the force of the solar rays, are some of the

causes which impress on the vegetables of each
zone their characteristic feature."

TIte culinary vegetables of our gardens, compared
with the same species in their wild state, afford

striking proofs of the influence of culture on both
the magnitude and qualities of plants. Nothing in

regard to magnitude is more remarkable than in the

case of the Brassica tribe; and nothing, in respect

to quality, exceeds the change effected on the cele-

ry and carrot.

The influence of culture on fruits is not less re-

markable. The peach, in its wild state in Media,
is poisonous, but cultivated in the plains of Ispahan
and Egypt, it becomes one of the most delicious of
fruits. The effect of culture on the apple, pear,

cherry, plum, and other fruits, is nearly as remark-
able; for noi only the fruit and leaves, but the gen-
eral habits of the tree, are altered in these and
other species.

WMi respect to the application of the purchasable
Flora o/ZJiitem, including species and varieties, we
ubmit the following as only a rude outline, the sub-
ject not admitting of perfect accuracy from the
ever-varying number of varieties:

DISTRIBUTION OF VEGETABLES.
The native countries of plants may often be disco

vered by their features, in the same manner as thi

national distinctions which are observable in tb<

looks and colour of mankind, and which are etVect

ed chiefly by climate. Asiatic plants are remark

able for their superior beauty; African plants for

their thick and succulent leaves, as in the case of

Ihe cacti; and American plants for the length and

.imoothness of their leaves, and for a sort of singu

larity in the shape of the flower and fruit. The
the limited sense in vrhich the term is often taken I flowers of European plants are but rarely beautiful.

Varieties of Fruit trees, atid fruit-bearing plants—for
sale in British nurseries.

Si,.
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Florist's Flotoen, used in JloricuUwt.

Bulbcus9(Med Plants
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Decandria.— Pentagvnia.

^i^-ostcmma githago. Cockle. Corncockle.

This foreis;n weed is a gooii deal troublesome in

our wheat aiid rye fields, to which it is chiefly con-

lined; but it is not understood that any one has yet

charsed either wheat, or rye, with the mal practice

of chano;in<; into cockle! When permitted to fjrow

in considerable quantities among wheat, the black

seeds of this plant injure the appearance and qua-

lity of the flour. It is to be kept out by careful

weeding, when in bloom, at which time it is most

readily detected.

Decandria.—Decagynia.

Phytolacca decandra. Poke. Poke-berry bush.

Pigeon berry.

This plant sometimes requires the interference of

the farmer, to keep it in check, but it is not very

troublesome, as it usually grows along fences, or

about old stumps. The young shoots, in the spring

of the year, afford a tolerable substitute for aspara-

gus, at table.

ICOSANDRIA.— PoI.YGYNIA.

liosa corymbosa Swamp rose.

This is quite a nuisance in many low grounds,

wliich have been neglected; but careful grubbing,

and culture with the plough, will soon convert such

grounds into clean, valuable meadows.

TUtbvs viltosus. Common biiar. Black- berry bush.

AllbongI] this, and (he following species of rubus,

aflTord a pleasant fruit, yet neat farmers are careful

tb keep lliem all in subjection. The common briar

is a troublesome and annoying plant, requiring con-

stant and persevering attention to keep it out of

our lields. It is usually cut olV near the ground, in

the latter part of summer.

Rubus occidentatis- Wild raspberry. Thimble-

berry.

This species is usually pretty much confined to

fence rows and ditch banks; and is by no means so

troublesome as the common briar.

Ruhvs tiivialis. Dew-berry. Running briar

This is a very annoying plant in old neglected

fields, :is the ankles of the ploughman, and others

who traverse them, will bear witness. It is also c.t-

Iremely difficult to eradicate completely, and re-

quires much care and perseverance to eflect it.

PvtriilUla canadeiuis. Cinquelbil.

A plant of no value, ami very abundant in poor

old fields, but not at all difficult to get rid of In

truth, it is.rarely to be met with on the lands of a

good, thrifty farmer. I should not ask more con

elusive evidence against a nnn , pretending to be a

farmer, than to see his fields over-run with Indian

grass and cinquefoil.

POLYANDBIA.—MoNOGYKlA.

PortuJaca oleracea. Purslane.

Said to be indigenous on the plains of the Mis-

sou, i, but probably not in this region. It is chiefly

confined to gardens, and cultivated lots, where it is

rather troublesome, as a weed. It is sometimes

used as • fiot herb.

PoLYANDRIA. Di-PeNTACYNIA.

Hyjiencxnn perforatum. Saint John's wort.

Thi"; is a vile, troublesome weed in our pastures,

iolioduced from Europe. It often causes scabby

sores on horses and horned cattle, where it comes
.1 contact yrith them—particularly those which are

i,'/ate, or have while feet and noses. The dew,

which collects on the plant, apfiears to be poisonous

.-, this way. 1 have seen the backs of white cows

I'jveed with sores, v. hcrever the bushy ends of

';t e;r tails had been applied, after dragging through

Ihi Si. John's wort It requires much persevering

;<ttentioii to keep this plant in subjection. Cutting

it with a scythe, or pulliMg it up by the roots whilst

in blo^on:!, vvilt probably be found the most cffec-

viil mod&of subduing it.

{ To Oe conllnued.)

ON THE SELECTION OF SEED CORN.
[

Dear Sir, Jf'afce Forest, JV. C, Jan. 15, 1821.
|

I have endeavoured, in conformity to your re-i

quest, to find the communication I some years ago

made to the newspapers, of Joseph Cooper's method

of selecting seed corn; but in vain, though I have

searched several files of papers, and a series of al-

manacks, in which I remember to have seen it. I(

was my intention, upon this failure, to have furnish,

ed you with what my memory retained of the in-

formation Mr. Cooper gave me, but it has somehow

been delayed to this time, when happening to see

in the 2d volume of the American Farmer, a letter

from John Taylor, of Caroline, to George W. Jef-

freys, recommending a mode of selection that was

pointedly condemned by Mr. Cooper's, I have been

reminded of what I owe to one who has laid the

whole agricultural community under so many obli-

gations. As these conflicting opinions are sustain-

ed by perhaps equal authority, it appears to me

now, as it may have done to you before , Utat it is

important both should be known, in order that the

fact, now held doubtful, may be subjected to further

e.xptriment, and settled by other and uniform testi-

mony.
In a tour to the north, about the year 1810,1

paid a visit to the celebrated New Jersey fanner,

Jo.seph Cooper, who then resided on the banks of

the Delaware, opposite to Philadelphia. In a wa|k

over his fields,! remarked what I thought the grekt

proportion of ears of corn to the stalks on which thfy

grew; and asked Mr. C. if my impression was cdr-

rect— if his corn was not unusually prolific? He

answered me in the aflirmative, and proceeded to

inform me how it had attained that quality. It vfas

owing to his selecting for seed the ears from stalks

which produced two or more each, while the corn

was standing in the field. He illustrated the effects

of his peculiar mode of selection by an anecdote

A Judge Pennington {I think that was the name,)

had made the same observation that 1 had, and

asked for some of his prolific sort of corn for seed

Mr. Cooper supplied him. After a few years, the

Judge applied for more, saying the seed had de

generated and quite run out, and though at first

unusually productive, it was now no better than

corn of the common sort. Mr. C. asked if he had

observed his injunctions as to the method of saving

seed. He said he remembered none; but his me-

thod had been, when the corn lay in a heap, to se-

lect the largest and fairest ears. Mr C. assured

him that this was the worst selection he could have

made, for these large and fair ears were produced

singly upon a stalk, and would infallibly produce

stalks bearing no more, and of course an inferior

crop. The Judge was once more furnished with

seed, upon a promise to select in the prescribed

manner, and no complaints were afterwards made

of its degeneracy.

What the estimated advantage of Mr. Cooper's

mode of selection was, 1 do not exactly recollect; I

only remember the impression that it was more mo
derate than I had expected, considering the impor-

tance he seemed to attach to it. I think he might

have calculated, that in the many years be had pur-

sued the plan, his crops had from this cause been

improved about 12 or 15 per cent.

If what 1 recollect of Mr. Cooper's practice and

opinions shall appear adapted to promote rational

and successful inquiry, or to the establishment of a

useful fact, you are at liberty to make such use of

this as you may think proper; and 1 shall be grafi

lied that I have been able, in this imperfect manner,

and at this protracted period, to furnish an accep-

table answer to your inquiry.

With great respect,

I am
Your obedient servant,

J. S. SiiiiiHER,Es<i. CALVIN JONES.

THE CULTIVATION OF THE FCtfATO.
(."^romthe Christian Statesman.)

This valuable vegetable is a native of North-
America. It was discovered by Sir Walter Ra-
leigh,* in the latter part of the 16fh century, near
the Blue Ridge, in Virginia. In its native state, the
size of the root did not exceed one inch in diame-
ter. It is chiefly owing to the potato that the popu-
lation of Ireland, has increased within the last two
hundred years from 4,000,0(10 to nearly 8,000,000.
The Liverpool and London Irish potato is proba-
bly the best in the world. In its native soil, the
United States, it has not been cultivated with that

care to which it is entitled by its importance. The
following experiment, made on the grounds near
Caldenham Academy, last summer, may afford

some useful hints to the gardener and farmer.—The
ground which, in its state of nature, was a light soil,

about one inch in depth, on a bed of yellow clay,

mixed with small pebbles had been under cultiva-

tion for three years. During that time, it had but

one light dressing of barn-yard manure.
In the fall of 1825, barn-yard manure was laid on

the ground in heaps, which, when spread in the

spring of 1826, was about two inches in depth. In
the fitter part of March, this coating of manure
was ploughed down. On the lith of April, (the

moon in the wane.t) the ground was dug with the
spade to the depth of about 14 inche.s. It was then

raked smooth.—The plat thus prepared was 45
feet long and ten feet wide. Four trenches were
then made with a spade, two feet apart, and about
the depth of the furrow in which farmers usually

plant corn. In these trenches barn-yard manure
was laid about three inches in depth. A potato,

known in Orange, by the name of the Black Pota-

to, was laid on the manure, the pieces about five

inches apart. The potatoes used for planting were
large, and each one cut in four or five pieces. The
ground was then raked level, covering the potato
about three inches in depth.

About the end of April, the ground was frozen

one inch deep. About the middle of May the tops
were one foot high, when the ground was hoed up
to them, about four inches The season in May
and the first of June was unusually dry. The plat

was slightly watered a few times, in the evening.

The ground was carefully weeded.
On the 29(h of June, the largest of the young

potatoes, were the size of a hen's egg. On the 28th,

about two quarts of them were taken to New York,
in the expectation that they would be earlier than
the new potatoes in that market But it was found
that young potatoes had made their appearance in

the New-York market, about the 20th of June. Had
the planting been ten days sooner, and the plants

carefully watered, there can hardly be a doubt that

they might have been in New-York market before

those cultivated in the gardens around the city.

The potatoes by these furrows, furnished abun-

dantly the dinner table of a large family for more
than a month. The Black Potato is mealy and
finely flavoured, and of more rapid growth than any
potato known to us It is cultivated very success-

fully by Mr. Robert Lowers, a farmer of this coun-

ty, from whom those planted on the Academy
grounds were procured.

All this labour might be performed with the large

patent plough and two yoke of oxen, except the

covering, wbieh must be done with the rake or hoe.

We are inclined to believe, from some experiments

made in England, that a top dressing of manure,

laid on immediately after the potato was covered,

would have improved the crop. Sir John Kirby,

of Ipswich, raised 400 bushels of^otatocs off an

acre.

*He introduced it into Ireland, 1586.

t Perhaps the moon has an influence on vegetation.
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ON MILCH COVVS.-BY T. PICKERING.

In order to encourage the procuring and propa-

vvation of improved breeds of cattle, slieep. and

swine, tlie Trustees of tbe State Society of Agri-

culture have instituted an annual show of these an-

imal.*, and given premiums for those deemed the

best. I view it as a valuable institution. But, with

<rreat deference I would inquire, whether giving re

wards for the biggest and ihefaltest is the best mode

of obtaining the most vaktahk breeds. Bakewell, the

English celebrated breeder of cattle, sheep, and

swine, exercised his genius to produce such as were

excellent ir, form, of sufficient size, which yielded

the greatest quantity of meat on the most valuable

joints, and would grow and fatten on the smallest

quantities of food. These circumstances will, F con-

ceive, merit the attention of the Society, should it

hereafter have means of bestowing premiums of

this sort. In the fattening of cattle and sheep, there is

a point to be attained at which their flesh will be of

the best quality, and most valuable to the consumer.

Is not all beyond this a was'e of time and expense?

The quality of cows is highly interesting to the

farmer who makes butter and cheese. Some yield

little of either, although giving much milk. And
Dr. Anderson mentions an instance of one cow from

whose milk no butter could he made. She was pur-

chased of a farmer who kept a large dairy, by a

person who had no other cow, and thus the dis-

covery was made.—Thrown into the general mass,

her milk had been useless, and her keeping a

dead loss to the farmer.—Hence the Doctor ju-

diciously recommends the setting, in a separ

ate pan, the milk of every cow, to ascertain its

quality; that such as give meagre milk may be fiit-

tened and sent to the slaughter house.—This expe-

riment will assist the farmer in selecting the cows
most proper to be the parents of his future stock.

Cows which, in equal time, make fatter calves than

others may be presumed to give richer milk, or

greater quantities of a good quality; and the calves

of such cows may be raised with a lair prospect of

obtaining an improved breed

I had often seen descriptive marks for a good

COW; some appearing rational, others fanciful. 1

once asked an observing neighbour, what marks
determined his choice. "I look" said he, "'to the bag

—if that be large, and the teats far apart, I am sa

tis6ed." I was struck with this answer. A cow's

base consists of four lobes, or dugs.

If these were large, the entire bag will be large,

and the teats far asunder After the famous Oakes
cow had obtained the premium at the Cattle show
of 18IG, I went purposely to see her. On approach
ing near enough, I looked to her bag and teals.

These were further asunder than those of .my cow
I had ever seen; and her bag, of course, was of an
exiraordinary size. But her milk was uncommoriiy
rich. Mr. Oakes told me the veal of her calves had
always been unusually fat. Mr. Oakes not bein;;

a farmer, had not raised any of them. Probably
tbe like disposition to fatten (depending, doubtless,
as well on the offspring, as on the dams) has
thrown into the butcher s hands many fine calves

and lambs which ought to have been saved as the
surest means of obtaining the most valuable slock
Bakewell's wonderlul improvements in live stock
were cITected by his always selecting and keeping
the best of breeders.

Rapid Groielh of the Plane Tree, or Button Wood.

Samuel W. Pomeroy, Esq. has sent to the ufHce
of (he New-England Farmer, a block, cut from a

sprout ol' a slump of Button wood, which is l7i
inches in circumference, and was part of a trunk or
stem 3iJ feet high The same stump produced 10
more sprouts of nearly the same dimensions, all the
growth of nine vcars!

MAPLE SUGAR MANUFACTORY.
(From the New York Statesman.)

Messrs. Editors,— While passing through the

western part ol this state, I heard of an extensive

sugar establishment at Bloomfield, Ontario county,

and fn.m curiosity merely, 1 was induced to visit it.

Having lieen but little acquainted with the inaiui

facturing of maple sugar, and that only on a small

scale, 1 had always considered this part of husband

ry not of sufficient consequence to pay the cost.

But tins establishment, combining, in so great a

degree, convenience, neatness and despatch, quite

removed my prejudices, and convinced me that this

business may be made both pleasant and profitable.

To convince your city readers that maple sugar is

not always made, as Billy Kirby, of Pioneer memo-
ry made his, and to shew them a specimen of west-

ern enterprise, I will give you a particular descrip-

tion of the establishment.

It is situated on a handsome elevation in the most

beautiful part of this interesting town, compiising

an area of forty or fifty acres, on which are about

two thousand large and thrifty maples. The trees

are bored with small augers, and the sap caught in

buckets containing from 1-2 to 16 quarts, suspended

from the spout by a wire, in such a manner as not

to need taking oft' to empty. The manner of ga-

thering appeared both easy and expeditious. It is

done by a h^rse attached to a sled, on which is a

two barrel cask; the horse goes without leading, in

roads at convenient distances, through the works,

while one man tills the cask. The place where the

sap is boiled, is a frame building of the size of a

small farm house, and situated on a side hill so as

to be somewhat similar to a three story building.

The sap is drawn on a level with the chamber or

third story, and emptied into a trough. It is carried

from this by tubes to large cisterns in the second

story, and drawn from them into boilers in the low-

er story These boilers are two sheet iron pans si-

milar to those used for manufacturing salt, nine feet

long and three wide, containing nine barrels each.

They are shallow, and evaporate tbe watery parti-

cles very fast. The fire only has access to the bot-

tom of them; of course there is no danger of burn-

ing After the sap is boiled to a thick syrup, it is

drawn ofl' into tubes to settle. It is then boiled to

sugar in a cauldron, and put in casks to drain. Spe-

cimens of the drained sugar were shown me, almost

as white as loaf sugar. Four men will make two
tans ol sugar in a good season, and as easy as they

could make half a ton in the common way.

There are places all over the country where the

business might be carried on with equal i'acility; and
had the owners the enterprise of Mr. Adams, the

proprietor of this establishment, our cities might be

supplied with this necessary article of a quality su-

pcuor to that imp rted from the VV. Indies. S. N.

ON FELLING TREES.
(Krom the Georgetown Columbian.)

Mr. Editor,— I observed in the last Columbian,
an extract from Poulson, in which it is related that

a man came to his death by the (all of a tree, and
the trees being chopped all round, and the conse-

quent uncertain direction of its fall are given as the

cause of the accident. I will barely suggest that

the direction in which a large tree will fall, is fre-

quently uncertain, whether it be chopped on every
side, or only two sides. 1 have frequently seen trees

fall, even when cut on two sides only, in directions

quite opposite to the sides that were cut; and if the

tree be a little bent in the opposite direction, and
the wood be brittle, such as old oak, &c. it will al-

most always happen.

Fellers of timber should observe three things, and

there will be no danger of accidents, whether they

chop all around, or on two sides, or only on one
side. The first is, to examine the tree before llicy

liegin to cut, and mark well towards what side the

top and higher parts of it lean. Let them be sure

to chop on that side, and there is a physical certain-

ty, that it will fall in th.it direction; the centre of
gravity being without the stump or base will infalli-

bly drag it that way. The second thing t'> be ob-

served, is the direclion and strength of the wind; if

the tree be pretty tall, and lean but a little or be
straight, and the wind be moderately .strong, they
must always cut on the side opposite to the wind,
for it will fall that way.

For example, if the wind blow from the North,
the tree will fall to the South. If the tree be straight

and the weather calm, and the tree be cut on two
sides, and the incision on one side be lower and
deeper than that on the other, it will fall on that side.

If the incision be made at the same height and
equally deep, the free will fall in one of the two
directions, but it will be doubtful which.

The third and most important thing to be observ-

ed is, for the cutter never to leave the tree until he
sees it falling and has noted well the direclion. He
has then only to retire a few paces in the opposite

direction, and he will be perfectly safe. When he
judges that it is nearly time for the tree to fall, he
should olten cast his eye to the top of it, for the

motion there becomes visible long before it does in

the trunk. Having perceived which way the tree

is falling, he should, I say, recede from it to the dis-

tance of about 15 or -20 feet, always directly oppo-
site to the way it is going, never to one side of it,

for it may happen that the butt will bound off to one
or the other side.

If you think, Mr Editor, that these remarks may
possibly be of any utility, and perhaps prevent some
poor fellow from being crushed to death by the

work of his own hands; they are at the service of
your readers. Yours, &c. N.

COCKROACHES.
Mr. Skinner, Cliarlottt co. Va. Feb. li, 1827.

Having seen a plan proposed some time since in

the Farmer for driving the Cockroach from books,

furniture, &c. by the use of spirits of turpentine, for

the benefit of those infested with them, I propose

the foUowins plan, the success of which 1 have iully

tested. Take an ounce vial and put in sweet oil or

soap suds, to the depth of an inch, and set the vial

against the books, shelves, or places infested, so as

to facilitate their getting in. They will readily go

into the vial, and are unable to return, as the oil or

suds renders it impossible for them to climb up the

sides of the vial. 1 tried this plan in a closet very

much infested, and in a few weeks the vial was fill-

ed within an inch of the neck; 1 emptied it, and in

a few days there was not one to be found in the clo-

set. If you consider this worthy of publication, it

is at your service.

ZiASIES' DBFAR-XXVIESTT.

(From Hints for the Improvement of Early Education

and Nursery Discipline.)

Vanity and Affectation.

There are few defects which appear earlier than

vanity. Children delight in being noticed and ad-

mired, and it is therefore of importance, that amidst

all our aft'ectionate attentions to them, all our ef-

forts for their good and happiness, we guard against

nurturing their self-love, sell importance, and fond-

ness for admiration. Children ought to be the ob-

jects of our assiduous attention; we should be wil-

ling to give up our time, not only for the more se-

rious business of education, but to please, to amuse,

and to make tbem happy. This, however, may be

done without throwing back their attention on
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iheiiiseh es. We m.iy shew ihcm -r'.ery Uitulness.

wilhout (lalterinjr tlieir vanity; but here many peo-

ple are apt to mistake, their notice is bestowed in

so injudicious a manner. If, for instance, upon the

entrance of children into a room, a general whisper

of approbation go round the circle; if remarks are

made on their persons, their carriage, and their

manner; if their sayings are eagerly listened to

and repeated in their presence, the ill effect is in

evitable.

Praise and encouragement, judiciously and spar

ingly administered, will have effects very different

from (hose produced by the kind of notice here ob-

jected to. The one injures while it pleases, leading

the subjects of it to think of themselves, and ex-

citing a self complacency, which is very soon fol-

lowed by display: the other is a just reward of me
rit, and a stimulus to what is good. In bestowing

praise, however, even when most deserved, vve

should bear in mind the great importance of leading

our children to a habit of examining their- motives,

of doing right from a sense of duty, rather than

from the love of applause, or the desire of excelling

others. Whilst we stimulate to exertion, care must

at the same time be taken to uphold the beauty of

humility as the chief ornament of childhood; but

unless this, in some measure, exist in our own

hearts; unless we ourselves are influenced by that

meek and quiet spirit, which is in the sight of God
of great price, there is little hope that we shall suc-

ceed in our endeavour to foster it in others.

An excess of personal vanity is rarely to be over-

come by direct opposition, or positive restraint.

We shall be more likely to succeed in counteracting

such a disposition, by allowing to external appear-

ance its due value, its due shijre of attention— by

inculcating general moderation in every scllish gra-

ti6cation, and still more, by improving the tone of

mind, and raisins it to higher tastes and better ob-

jects. Dress should be treated as a matter of very

secondary importance; new and smart clothes ought

not to be offered as a reward fur good conduct; and

whether they are to be of one shape or another, this

colour or that, is never to be brought forward as an

affair of consequence. Too much restraint on this

subject, generally defer.ts its ow n end, and renders

dress, just what we should wish it not to be, an

objec-t of unnecessary thought and attention. The
desire to please, so strongly implanted in the heart,

must be allowed to have some \>Uy, and when kept

within due bounds, is not to be despised or treated

as a fault; while we strictly avoid all that is incor-

rect or extravasant, we should not, unnecessarily,

expose our children to the pain and awkwardness

of feeling themselves singular in manner and ap-

pearance.

Closely connected with vanity is affectation, to

which children are also extremely prone. Notliing

can be more delightful than the innocent prattle

and merriment of a child, when it tlows sii.iply

from the gaiety of his hearl; we should encourage

it and be merry with him; but if we have the weak-

ness, inay we not >ay the unkindness.to let him see

that he is an object of attention and admiration,

to put him upon shewing off his pretty ways for the

amusement of our friends, or allow it to be done lor

the laugh of the kitchen; we gain our object in-

deed; he is sprightly and talkntive, but no longer

because he is gay at heart, but because he longs to

be noticed and admired—and this is affectation.

Those who are accustoined to children will be able

quickly to discern affectation, not only in their

words and actions, but even in their looks, and

should always disappoint it

—

ultfuijs receive it with

coldness and disapprobation.

We shall succeed very imperfectly in securing our

children from vanity and affectation, unless we first

set a guard upon our own conduct; unless we our-

selves are acting from better motivrs thao the love

of admiration, or the desire of excelling others; un-

less our own manners are simple and natural; If it

be the main object of those who are engaged in

education, that themselves or their children Uiould

please and excel, a similar spirit ivill mostj likely

shew itself in the objects of their care. If we al-

low oui selves to speak in affected tones of voice;

fondling our children to excess, and using eitrava

gant expressions of aQection and admiration, a de
feet so i'requent amongst nurses, something aiiswer

ing to it will certainly appe .r in them; for we shall

find that they are wonderfully alive to sympathy
and imitation: quick in discerning what passes be-

fore them, especially if it regard themselves, and,
when we least ^uppose it, strongly affected by the

conduct and feeling of those around them.

Delicact.

On this subject there is little to be said, ftjr it is

only those who have refined and delicate feelings;

who shrink from all that is coarse or impute, and
who desire for themselves to be -wise unto that

which is good, and siniple concerning evil," who
can fully appreciate so invaliialile a spirit in their

children; or, who would know how to Kuafd it in

them as the choicest plant, though of the tebderest

growth. If children are tempted to commtt other

faults; if they are misled into other errors, tiiere is

great hope that the voice of conscience will be

heard, and bring them back to the path of duty;

but if the puriiy of the mind be sullied or lott, this

cannot be regained: the outward conduct Biay be

correct; but a beauty, a charm, a security! to all

(hat is gjod, is gone. The necessi y ol' eiving chil-

dren good principles is generally acknowledged, but

the importance of mspiring them with goiig tastes

is much oftener overlooked. A correct mojal taste

will not only prove an invaluable aid to religious

principle, but will be a sale-guard against the in-

roads of corruption, even when religion has but

too little intlucnce on the heart. Puri(y of charac-

ter is so li((le in unison with the spirit of the world,

that, unless carefully cherished and watched over,

vve cannot hope to retain it; and it is on this account

more than on any other, tliat coni|ranions for chil-

dren should be selected with the greatest care; that

unguarded intercourse with others is to be dreaded;

low company prohibited, and that peculiar discern

menl and discretion are necessary, in the choice of

those, to w hose care they are entrusted.

During the hrst ten years of life, it is generally

the case, with both boys and girls, that the charac-

ter is chietly formed by female influence; .ind how
well calculateu ow^hl that influence to prove, to lus-

ter the purity and innocence of childhood! It is

only to be lamented that women, both in the higher

and lower walks of lite, should endanger that relin

ed delicacy, so essential to their character, by eier

allowing thiniselves to treat what is impure, as a

subject of curiosity or amusement; by admitting

conversation which is not perlectly delicate; by

reading books of an impru|ier tendency, or by de-

vouring promiscuously the contents of our public

papers."

Even little children are sometimes inclined, in

their measure, to indelicate conversation, and ivill

indulge ill It, fur the amusement of each other, and
to excite a laugh; but in nothing has a license .jf

tongue a more corrupting effect; and any tendency

to indelicacy in words or actions, is one o( (he lew

things in children, wliich ought to be treated with

severity. An incorrect word, or an improper ttick,

in infancy, may, at the time, be amusing, as appear-

ing to spring fr. m childish playfulness and humour;
but here an object of no small importance is at

stake: we are (o manifest our disapprobation, both

towards the oflender. and those who nre amused at
his fault , and we must take care that our looks cor-
respond with our conduct; for a secret smile willmore
than counteract the effect of the severest reproof.
A great deal on the subject before us, will depend

on the nice principles, the correct propria ty, ana th&
constant watchfulness of a nurse; for it is by a strict

and minute attention to little things, that modest
and refined habits are lormed,and a disgust induc-
ed at all that is improper ;irid vulgar. A nurse can-
not he too much guarded in what she does or says
in the presence ol childien, nor must she fancy that
they are always infants, or less alive than herself to

what passes before them. At the same time, the
precautions taken should be perceived as little as
possible, for she will defeat her end, if she excite

curiosity, by giving the idea that there is something
to be concealed.

Diligence and regular employment are great safe-

Siiirds to purity, for it is the indolent and vacant
mind, that is the most susceptible of improper im
pressions.

When children ask embarrassing questions, we
are not to deceive them or resort to a falsehood,
that we may keep them in ignorance. If ive receive
such questions, willi an unmoved countenance, and
seeming indifference; without the least air of mys-
tery or concealment, and with no apparent awk-
wardness or confusion, we may answer (hem, with
truth, tb )UKh perhaps, only in part, without excit-

ing further curiosity, or improperly openins their

minds, and we may easily prevent their pursuing
the subject, by diverting their thousrhts to other ob-
iects. It is also to be remeii.bered, that there are
some things, which, it is safer for children to learn
from their parents, than from those who are less

judicious and less guarded; for. in many eases, it is

not so much the matter of fact, as an improper spi-

rit in conveying it, which is injurious to the mind.

sFo&xisre oi^io.

'^ Perhaps no arnuseineRl can be less suitable than this

for elder childrejj, or young people, especially girls; and
it is surprising that newspapers are so often entrusted

to them.

THE HEIGHT OF RACE HORSES.
[In the last volume, p. 286, we published a list of

celebrated English race horses, with a statement of

their height, names of their owners or breeaers,

and of their sires and dams. To that list we now
publish a supplement, having still chiefly in view
the folly of the prejudice, which leads those in

search of blooded horses, to consider great heiiiht

and size as indispensable, and to overlook other far

more important points, for the sake of what is of
comparatively little importance It will be seen,

that of the 75 celebrated horses whose n..mes are

here given, only three reached 15 hands, and but one

of them exceeded it.

In selecting an animal for breeding, especially (he

male, form and proportions are of far more import-

ance, andin the case of the stallion. particularly, bone
and sinew ous;ht to be much more regarded than

mere size; and an ounce of (he best blood, that gives

capacity to enduie privation and fatigue, is worth
niore than an inch of ill organized frame, or stones

weight of flesh. With good blood, a large flat bony

leg, stou{ arm, short back, strong loin, fine muzzle,

open nostril and tapering shoulder, running well into

the back, we should never require more than from

3 feet to 5 feet i, in a stallion, to get slock i"or any

use. What judue looks for strength or action in

the length of a liorse's lee,sf

The list of horses is followed by various items

from the January number of the Annals of Sport-

ing, which, if not altogether congenial with our

taste and pursuits, will serve, in some measure, to

shew the state of society, and the sorts of diver-

sions yet prevalent in our mother country. For our

own parts, since every bow requires to he some-

times unbent, and relixalion of some sort is essen-

tial to mental vigour and bodily health, we give de-
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ciiled pref. loiii'p (o such ;is is ncci-ssarily pnrMied in

the open field, "ilh notliin^ under the "canopy of

heaven" to conceal our actions—where, rt-iih gene-

rous and manly feelings,

.\rtmf, Colour, when foaled.

JEni;rnia.ch. 1764 .

Amaryllis, b. 176S

Amphion, ch. I7tj7

Athiunas, gr. 1758

Atom, br. 1765 .

Bad-er, ?r. 1753

B.'^iu Garpon, br. 1768

Cadenza, b. 1756

Chaffinch, br. 1768 .

Charity, ch 1764
Cicero, ch. |76l5

Clio, ch. 1768

Cobscar, b. 1769 .

Cremona, b. 1757

D:iviu, br. 1766
D-ninark, b. 17G4
Dido, b. 1760

Fdch, gr. 1761 .

Fish, h. 1766 .

Flash, b. 1761

Flimnap, b 1765 .

Fribble, b. 1756 .

Furiband, b. 1767 •

General, b. 1758
Ginger, ch. 1766
Gold6nch,ch 1767
Grissippo, gr. 1770 .

Haiiibletonian, b. 1767

Juliana, gr. 1767

Lady Thigh, b. 1763
Marske, br. 176-2 .

Mayduke. gr. 1766
Millord,bl. 1759
Milkmaid, ch. 1756
Milksop, bl. 1760
Miss Bell, gr. 1770
Miss Faigent, gr. 1769

Miss Peeper, ro. 1759
Mite, gr. f. 1762
Nannelte, b. 1761

Nautilus, gr. 176-2 .

Pacolet, gr 1763
Patriot, ch. 1757
Petit Maitre, b. 1766
Phocnia, b. 1762
Principessa,br. 1762
Rainbow, ch. 1766 .

Ruth, sr. 1760 .

Scrip, b. 1758 • ,

Signal, b. 1763 .

Silvertail, b. 1766 .

Skipjack, ch, 1756
Slim.ch. 1762 .

Snail, b. 1756
Snap, br. 1759 .

Starlins, b. 1765 •

Statesman, ch. 1753

Sulphur, gr. 1762

Tantrum, b. 1760 .

Tartar,
( ff'Udmaii's) h.

Tincy, gr. 1756
Trump, br. 1766
Tnig, gr. 1757
Twinger,b. 176-2

Tyrant, h. 1769
Verjuice, b 1764
Wa.^ip. b. I7i)2 .

We; sel. y. 1766
Whipsier, b. 1761 .

Youi.g Davy, hi: 1760
Young Spinner, gr. 1765
Zaoga, b. 1762 .

"Soon Ks .\urorn drives away the night

And edges eastern c!ouds wilh ro^y li^tit,

The licjlthy huntsman, wilh the cheerful liom,
Summons the dogs, and greets the dappled morn."]

(From the .\nnals of Sporting for January, 182".)

HEIGHT.
Sire. num.

Matchem , . Old Squirt m.
Ailolphus . . Cub m.
Matchem Music.
Aitilius . , Timoclea.
Damascus . . Crab m.
Babraham
Snap .

Cade
Matchem .

Ale ides

Driver

Julius Caesar

Bell's Arabian

Ad. in. Oifner or Breeder,

13 21 Mr. t'ornforth .

14 Oi Mr. Passman
15 Lord Bolingbroke

13 33 Mr. Egerton .

13 3* Sir F. Evelyn .

14 It Sir F. Evelyn
14 Oi Mr. Strode

14 -2^ Mr. Hale
14 Ot Lord Clermont .

14 li Mr. Jordan .

14 1 Mr. Bishop
14 03 Mr. Cross .

13 35 D. of Bolton .

13 3i Ld. Northumberland Regulus

14 Oi Mr. Yates
15 2 Mr Bell

13 3i Mr. Cornforfh

14 1 Lord Bolingbroke
14 04 Lord Ossory
14 Is Lord Grosvenor .

14 Sir J. Moore
14 Oi Mr Shal'to .

13 '2i Loid Clermont
14 U Mr. Quick .

14 0* Mr. Fetty place •

13 2} Mr. Pratt

14 Oi Duke of Ancaster
13 3J Captain O'Kelly .

13 3 Mr Walker
13 31 Mr. Strode . .

14 04 Mr. Fetty place. .

14 3i Mr. Pratt . .

14 21 Duke of Kingston
14 Oi Lord Casllehaven

Dainty Davy
Regulus
Changeling
Bajazet .

Bnlliant .

Bubrahani
South
Snip

Squirrel

Cartouch
Lofty .

Matchem
Chrysolite

Dainty Davy
Bell's Arabian
Merlin

Marske .

Emilius

Babraham
fiabrabam •

14 Oi Duke of Cumberland Crab
13 35 Mr. Bever
14 Mr TUbury
13 3i Mr.Alcock
13 U LonlOrford
14 Oi Mr Fenwick .

14 04 Lord Grosvenor
13 3* Lord Grosvenor
14 II Mr. VVentworth .

13 2i Lord Craven •

14 04 Mr. Fcnivick
14 li SirC. Bunbury
14 li Lord Sp. Hamilton
14 Oi Mr. Egerton .

14 OS Lord Gower .

14 Oi Mr. March
14 li Mr. Paterson
14 Oi Mr. Wtntworth
14 Oi Sir J. Pennington
14 01 Mr. Aldiidge .

14 Oi Mr. Latham .

14 Oi Mr. Cockayne
14 U Mr. Clifton .

Marske
Bosphorus
Regulus I

Captain
Matchem
Blank .

Blank
Regulus
Merlin

Matchem
Blank
Blank .

Regulus
The Gower Stall

Damascus
Careless .

Oroonoko
Lofty .

Dormouse
Snap
Babraham Blank
Sultan

14 li Duke of Cumberland Spectator

14 H Mr. Castle . Cripple .

1758 15 Sir J. Moore . . Tartar
13 33 Lord Portmore Skim
14 Mr. Pigof . . Damascus
14 Oi Mr. Cornforfh • Cade
13 3 Duke of Ancaster • Spectator
14 03 xMr. Gott . . Turf
14 Oi Mr. Helyar . . The Duke's Crab
13 3i Mr. Collins . Cub
14 Lord Chedworth . Squirrel
14 U .Mr Bailey . . Bl;,.,k

14 Oi Hon. J. S". Barry . Scaiupston Cade
14 x)i Mr. Smith Barry Young Cade
14 li Duke of Graflon • Panton's Arabian

Regulus m.
Miss Doe.
Cub ni.

Shepherd's Crab m.
Sappho.
Blank m.
Countess.

Traveller m.
Maria.

. Partner m.
Old Squirt m.

. sister to Regulus.
Cade m.
Starling m.
Cygnet m.
Regulus m.
Hdvves's Lady Thigh.

• Blacklegs m.
Regulus m.

• Cub m.
VVhiteneck.

Regulus m.
Tuting's Polly.

. Poppet.

Miss Cranbourne.
. Hutton's Spot m.

Second m.
. Spinner m.

Miss Cranbourne.
. Bajazet m.

Crab m.
• Traveller m.

Queen Mab.
. Starling m.

VVhiteneck.

. VVhiteneck.

Patriot m.
Cade m.
Duchess.

. Ciillen Arabian m.
Naylor.

. Tiniuclea.

Cadette.
• Gray Cade. .

Thais.

Tartar m.
Tipsey.

Creeping Molly.

Cade m.
Tipsey.

Goliah m.

< Devonshire ch.

1 Arabian m.
H. C. Childers m.
Miss Meredith.

Silvertail m.
Crab m.
Madam.
Gamesome.
Cremona,
sister to Sejanus.

sister to Amelia.
Medusa.
Grasshopper m.
Lass of the Mill.

, Spinner.

Bajazet m.

Duck Shooting.— C. Wanle, Esq of Southamp-
ton, has in his possesj-ion a most ingenious canoe
and large gun, for the purpose of shooting wild
fowl. The canoe is about tucnty-four feet long,
narrow, quite flat at the bottom, and, to use a sea
phrase, is very stilT, so that a person may easily
stand on her gunwhale without upsetting her; she
is completely decked fore and aft, and opens suffi-

ciently a-midships, to admit the gun and shooter
only, with streaks to let up and down in case of a
swell. Tlie how, or nose, and likewise the stern,
terminates in a very sharp point, firmly cased with
copper. The gun is well finished, with a first rate
cocking piece, and a beautiful stub-twist barrel, and
a flint lock, (the preference being given by the wild
fowl shooters to the flint over the percussion, by
reason of the birds suddenly rising at the flash, they
present a better mark for the range of the shot,")
and is shot from a swivel, to which is attached a
strong spring to receive the recoil that naturally
arises from the discharge of so large a gun, the bar-
rel being eight feet long, and weighing nearly se-
venty pounds. So ingeniously is the canoe built,
that she is scarcely perceptible at a short distance,
from being painted white, and her gunwhale scarce-
ly eight inches above the surface of the sea; and,
together with the gun, oars and man, it draws only
three inches of water.

Game Shooting.—A match between Mr. Wool-
ford, of Bedfont, and R. Jackson, Esq. came off on
Tuesday, Nov. 21, for 100 sovereigns, the former to
shoot in Oxfordshire, and the latter in Buckingham-
shire, with a leash of dogs each, who should bag
most head of game, and take the day, with a single-
barrel gun, confined to two ounces and a half of
shot. Mr. Jackson commenced operations in the
Burnham fields, three miles from Maidenhead-
bridge, and bagged as follows:—Fourteen brace of
birds, eleven brace of pheasants, and seven hares
total, fifty seven. Mr. Woolford shot towards High
Wycomb, and across the Oxford road, from seven
till half past four o'clock, and missed five times, but
did not fall into good shooting for the first three
hours. His bagging at five o'clock, was eleven brace
of partridges,'ten brace and a half of pheasants, and
nine hares—total, fifty-two; losing the match by
five. Mr. Woolford missed five shots, and lost by
not finding.

Authentic Pedigree of Clockfast.
The imported horse Chchfast was bred by Lord

Grosvenor, foaled in 1774, got by Gimcrack out of
Miss Ingram, by Reg^dus, (a son of Godolphin
./iraiiau)— grand dam. Miss Doc by Sedbury—Mias
Mayes by Bartlel's C/iiWers— Counsellor mare, &c.

Gimcrack was got by Cripple, a son of Gndolphin
Arabian, out o( Miss Elliot, by Griswood's Partner—
her dam Celia, by Partner; Bloody Buttocks—Grey-
hound—Brocklesby Betty.

E.xtracted from the General Stud Books, pa"-es
121 and 123, by WM HAXALL?
N. B. Gimcrack was the sire of Medley.
Petersburg, Fib. 'Zi, 1821.

ZKZISCEIiIiAirEOU-S.

WILD PIGEO.NS.
CiimpbfU's Stalion, Tenn. Dec. 28, 1S26.

Dear Sir—On Tuesday, 26th in.st we had a tol-
erable rain, previous to which we had scarcely any
frost, and the roads were as dry and firm as in .Vu-
gust. On the 26th. at nine o'clock,?, m. the rain
began to fall, and continued until yesterday at three
o'clock, A. M., when it cleared up with a wind from
the northwest, blowing a moderate gale. At about
eleven o'clock the wild pigeons began to pass in

great quantities, on their v?ay south. 'The wind
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was moderately hiEli, and very cold The objejct

of writing lliis is to ascertain if at (he same time the

pigeons commenced passing south, along the whole

line of the United States, or what part of it.

A Sdbsckiber.

ADVENT OF THE MARTINS.

These harbingers of spring, after having without

any outfit, performed the duties of their mission to

.South America, have sent on special messengers to

announce their return, and to take possession of

their old quarters. The whole corps may be soon

expected, as their avaiit cojiriers never precede the

main body more than a week. The usual time of

their return from their southern residence, is about

the 20th March; and when <hey come sooner, it is

to announce a great fruit year. Our horticultural

friends are therefore advised to prepare their bran-

dy casks and cordial jugs in due time, as there can

be no doubt of their having use for all they ever

had, and more besides. [Warrenton Rep.

^ Animal Longevity.—A correspondent of the

Daily Advertiser says, "There is now at Green-

wich village, town of Horse Neck, two Geese, both

of the age of S2 years—one is now sitting. They
have both laid regularly for 81 years. They now
belong to IMr. Jared Mead, and were hatched on

his father's place." [Curious would be the calcula-

tion to shew the number of their descendants, sup

posing each goose to have reared four pair per an-

num, and that none had fallen by the jaws of the

wily fox, nor the knife of the ruthless cook!

J

A sow belonging to Mr. P. Barslett, of Northamp

ton, had 3.5 piss at 3 litters in 13 months. Mne
teen were butchered in January and sold for $299 50;

nine were 15 months old, and ten 9 months old.

wine; and to every gallon of wine put half a pint of

elder syrup.

TO STAIN WOOD A FINE BLACK.

Drop a little oil of vitriol into a small quantity of

water, rub the same on your wood, then hold it to

the fire until it becomes a fine black; and, when

polished, it will be exceedingly beautiful.

TO MAKE NANKIN DYE.

Boil equal parts of arnotto and common potash

in water, till the whole is dissolved. This will

produce the pa!e rcddtsh 4»Jfso much in use, and

sold under the name of Nankin Dye.

'S'SCS I?AS;SIlSi£9

Baltimore, FRiD.iY, March 30. 1827.

MERINO SHEEP.
One or two hundred head for sale, price six dollars;

ewes three—rams and wethers Avith the fleeces on.
The greater part of them from the original imported
stork, the residue of domestic growth, and as near full

blood as can be obtained in that way.
Salnn, M.J., March 1827. THOMAS ROWAN.

BAIiTIXSOai: PRICES OVR&EX7T.

RSCIFE3.

AN EXCELLENT FAMILY WINE,

Maybe made of equal parts of red, white, and

black currants, ripe cherries, and raspberries, well

bruised, and mixed with soft water, in the propor-

tion of four pounds of fruit to one gallon of water

When strained and pressed, three pounds of njoist

sugar are to be added to each gallon of liquid. After

sta^nding open three days, during which it is to be

stirred frequently, and scummed as it may require,

it is to be put into a barrel, and left for a fortnight

to work, when a ninth part of brandy is to be added,

and the whole bunged down: and in two or three

years it will be rich and valuable.

CURRANT WINE.

Gather your currants on a fine dry day, when the

fruit is full ripe, steep them, put them in a large

pan. and bruise thim with a wooden pestle; lei

them stand in a pan or tub twenty (bur hours, to

ferment, then run it throuKh a hair sieve, and do

not let your hand touch the liquor; to every gallon

of this liquor, put two po mds and a half of white

sugar, stir it well together, and put it into your ves

sel. To every six gallons put in a quart of brandy,

and let it stand six weeks: if it is fine, bottle it; if

it is not, draw it off as dear as you can into another

vessel, or larse bottles, and in a fortnight bottle il

into smaller bottles.

ELDER WINE.

Pick the elder berries when full ripe; put them

into a stone jar. and set them in the oven, or a ket-

tle of boiling water, till the jar is hot through; then

take them out and strain them through a coarse

cloth, wringing the berries, and put the juices into

a clean kettle; to every quart of juice put a poimd

of line Lisbon sugar; let it boil, and skiiii it well;

when it is clear and fine, pour it into a jar; when

cold cover it close, and keep it till you make raisin

$>A PUBLIC LOSS,
Mark Anthony, the splendid son of SirArchy,

has gone from Maryland to Jersey, where there are

already engaged to him, seventy- five raarea, at jJ-iO

each.

The farmers of that state, know the value of such

horses—having levied annual contributions of many

thousand dollars on Maryland and other states, for

road and harness horses. How stranue, let us repeat,

to the farmers of Maryland, that jn this state, where

we learn and love to ride almost as soon as to walk,

so low an estimate should be put upon noble ani

nials that derive their high blood and faithful gener

ous qualities through a line of di.^tinguished ances

try unbroken for centuries! It is to this want of

discernment and of true economy, that it has be

come, of all things, one of the mo.st difficult to pro-

cure a first rate saddle or harness hoisi- for quicl.

travelling, bred and raised in the state ofMaryhmd

But the loss of Mark Anthony, may be repaired b}

the use of
RINALDO,

a capital son of Sir Archy, si.\ years old this spring,

fifteen and a half hands high, of a beautiful deep

bay colour, will be put up.>o his stands early nex:

week, at Ellicott's mills, and somewhere near the

Arsenal, on the Reisterstown road— particulars in

hand-bills and in the next number of this paper.

In the mean time il is staled with confidence, thai

no horse ever stood in Maryland, that would bear

a closer scrutiny of pedigree, figure and action. He

is proud of his ancestrv, and defies individual ex

amination. His sire, at ahout twenty-five years ol

age, is now covering in North Carolina, at »75—

and it is the opinion of John Randolph, of Roanoke,

Esq., that Rinaldo resembles Sir Archy in his best

points, and is free from some defects in Sir Archy's

symmetry.

§>A subscriber requests to know through the me-

dium of the American Farmer, what is the process

of obtaining Salt from sea water; by evaporation by

Ibe sun?— VVhal number of vats are used, and tlieir

size, and material and cost, and how lonn- the water

remains in each vat, and any other inlorniHtio!).

which any of our correspondents can give on the

.luhject.

81^ Large Carrot—line weig;hing, some time

after being pulled, 2 lb. 15 oz. and measuriiut!; eleven

inches in The circumference of the largest part, was

raised on the farm of Mr. W. H. Stump, at the head

of the bay.

5> A Good Hint.—The following lines from the

New Y'lk Enquirer, ought to be placed in large

letters on the door of the otfices of all editors and

public officers:

"Friend, whosoe'er you be

That come to visit me,

Make quick despatch, and go away,

Or labour with me, if you stay."

TOBACCO, sales are small.

Ohio in demand, 9 hogsheads, all stayed, were offered

on Monday to the highest bidder, $12 were bid. It was
bid in at $14, and sold at private sale at $14 50. Raised
by Mr Allen Corban, all on one field. Quality very fine.

Mr. Kirk, of St. Mary's county, had four hogsheads
sold yesterday, two ground leaf, at $6 and $S, two com-
mon crop at $5, another St Mary's ground leaf at $6 50,
and Mr. Cole, some common dark crop, at $3.50. The
estimate may be

Second as in quality, . . . $3 00 o 8 00
Common crop, . . . . 3 00 a 3 50

do red, . . . . 4 00 o 4 .'iO

Good red, 5 00 o 6 00
Fine red 7 00 « S 00
Yellow and red, . . . 7 00 a 10 00
Yellow, 10 0> a 15 00

Fine yellow, . . . . 16 00 a 30 iiO

Virginia fat, 6 00 o 8 DO
Rappahannock, ....
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FARMERS' SOCIETY OF BARNWELL DIS-

TRICT, S. CAROLINA.
Dear Sm, Charleston, S. C, JVob. 11, 1826.

I send by this day's mail Mr. Patterson's Address,

which you will obliKC our Society by having insert-

ed in the American Farmer.

With much respect,

I am your obed't serv't,

"JOHN S. BELLINGER.

AN ADDRESS
To the Farmers^ Society of Barnwell District—deli-

vered on the id of Jan. 1826, by Angus Patter-

son, a member of the Senate of this state, from
Bamicell District.

Gentlemen,
In obedience to a resolution of the last meeting,

I am now to discharge the duty thereby assigned to

me—a requisition with which I should comply with

much pleasure, could I think myself adequate to

the task. It is not to be expected that I can ad-

dress you on an occupation, which most of you have

studied and practised from youth, and of which I

have very little practical knowledge, without some
embarrassment. 1, however, consider it to be my
duty to lend my humble exertions towards advanc

ing the object of our association; and confiding in

your indulgence, I will proceed, conscious, never-

theless, that I have much to learn before I can with

propriety assume the office of an instructor.

What I have to say, is to be received rather as

bints and unattested propositions, than as the result

of experience, the only sure guide to asricuitural

knowledge. I trust, however, that some of the sug

gestions which I shall ofler, will not be entirely void

of utility, or uninteresting to the practical farmer
I will not trouble you with an historical sketch of

the progress of agriculture in different ages and iia

tions, or with abstract speculations on its antiquity,

dignity and importance, as is sometimes done on

iiimiUr occasions. I take leave, however, to re-

mark, that husbandry is supposed to be coeval wth
man himself, at least in a civilized state, and aas

been and must continue to be in all ages, the pri-

mary source of public as well as of individual uos-

perity. I will not attempt a dissertation on th; va-

rieties of earths and soils, or on the various tl«iories

of vegetation, which have been proniulgat(d and
advocated; for though some knowledge oi these

subjects, is indispensable to enliK,htened ani scien-

tific farming, the nature of this address roes not

allo»v me to do more, than barely to recjramend
them to your attention.

The improvement of the agriculture o' the dis-

trict being our principal object, it may net be ami>s
to advert, for a moment, to our natura resources
and advantages as planters and farmers LocaleJ
between the lower and upper country, we possess

advantages not enjoyed by either. t\ir lands arc
generally level, not liable to be soakid or washed
by rains, easily tilled, liberally remuntrating the ju
dicious cultivator, and cheap below (omparison.—
Our crops are less affected by the .icissitudes ol

the seasons, than those of many olhe- places. W
never experience those total failuris of crops, of
which we often read in the newspafers. Our dis-

trict is more healthy than the low,ind as healthy
Hs any part of the upper country, blow the vicini
ty of the mountains; in short, thee is no part ol

this state, or indeed of any other state, where the
poor roan who is dependent on his labour, can sup-
port and educale a family m more comfort and re-
spectability, or where the moderite capitalist can
invest his money with a view to panting, to greater
advantage, than in this District; md, as a proof of
this remark, the man cannot b« found, who has
cultivated the soil for any nuabef of vears, and
No. 3. —VOL. 9.

observed ordinary industry and economj', ivho, if

not wealthy, is nut in easy and comfortable circum-

stances.

The attention of the planter is first directed to

clearing and reducing his lands to a proper state for

cultivation. The usual method of performing this

work has to me appeared injudicious It ought
always to be borne in mind, that the only difference

between new land, and that which is old and worn
out, is, that the soil of the former contains a portion

of vegetable matter, which by repeated cultivation,

and the action of the sun and rains, is washed and
extracted from the latter. Too much use is gene-

rally made of fire; by burning the surface much ve

getable matter is destroyed, which, with little addi

tional labour, might be advantageously worked into

and made part of the soil. The mode which has

occurred to me as more judicious, would be to list

or plough in as much of the leaves and trash, as

may be found practicable; and to remove, heap up,

or bun only so much of the rubbish as cannot thus

be disfosed of According to this plan, the product

of the first year might not be as great, but I ven-

ture to say, that succeeding crops will be better

than 01 lands of the same quality, cleared by rak-

ing anl burning.

Aftff the land is cleared, enclosed and prepared

for tllage, the next consideration is the mode of

cultun; and on this subject, men eminent for their

knowlidge, and distinguished for their zeal in the

cause )f agriculture, differ. It is probable that the

advoc;tes of both the level and the ridge system,

are ri|ht to a certain extent, and that the propriety

of eitler depends, in a great measure, on local cir-

cumstaices. If my observation is to be relied on,

the riH;e culture is best adapted to our soil; but in

this, a; in every thing else relating to farming, mo-
deratioi is to be observed. I think it will be found

that tie ridges recommended in "„irator," are too

hi^fi to rucceed on the lands of this district. In no
part of our system of planting, is our practice more
faulty than in the culture of our crops. Our lands

are light and porous, requiring to be well, but not
frequently worked It has been remarked, and with

a great deal of truth, that more land has been in-

jured by the injudicious use of the plough, than by
all the other causes (and there are several,) put to-

gether.

To restore our lands when worn out—to retain

them in the state of fertilitv in which we found
them, and to improve them beyond their natural

condition, are subjects which require the ardent at-

tention of every planter. Can this be effected with

materials found on every plantation, within the

power of every planter, without resorting to extra-

neous expedients? I think it can. The importance
and efficacy of manure in restoring our impoverish-

ed fields, are admitted by all; yet how few of us

pay any attention to it in practice; and of the few
who do, how feeble and spiritless are their exer-

tions. Writers on this subject have recommended
a variety of manures, but unless marl, or some other
such substance should be hereafter discovered, we
must be dependent on animal and vegetable matter,

and it is certain that by a proper use of these agents
alone, our object may he accomplished. The quan-
tity of manure that may be accumulated in the

course of a year, without interfering materially with
the common operations of the plantation, is incon-

ceivable, except to those who have made the expe-
riment. The stalks of corn, the leaves and trash

found around our fences, and every description of

vegetable offal trodden by stock, and being partially

decomjiosed and slightly mixed with animal matter,

make manure peculiarly adapted to our crops.

—

Every man's judgment and ex|jericnce will readily

point out to him the time and mode of its applica-

tion.

For manure, however, we must principally rely

on our barn and stable yards, and the labour and

time spent in carting compost from these places, to

the dilferent parts of our ordinary sized plantation.'!,

will detract very much from its value. The quan
tity of land which we cultivate to the hand, and the
great extent of our plantations, render it impracti-
cable for us to derive that advantage from manur-
ing, which is experienced in places where farms are
small and compact. To remedy this inconvenience,
and as a substitute for manure, the enclosing sys-
tem has been introduced; a system remarkably suit-

ed to our district where lands are so cheap, and
are cleared and enclosed with so much facility.

—

The beneficial effect derived from permitting land
to rest, that is to say, to remain uncultivated and
not pastured on, every second or third year, and bv
carefully ploughing, or listing under, the natura'l

growth of weeds and grass, must have occurred to

everyone. There is not the least 'doubt on my
mind, but this plan, if adopted in time and steadily
pursued, will m itself be effectual. The crQdit of
first demonstrating the utility of this system, I be-
lieve, is due to the late John Taylor, of Virginia;
but notwithstanding all that has been said and prov-
ed by that enlightened agriculturist, confirmed by
our own experience and observation, the system has
not in practice been appreciated as highly as it de-
serves. The time will soon come, if it has not al-

ready arrived, when something must be done. The
old plan of clearing, exhausting and turning out
land will not answer much longer. When it is re-

collected, that on a moderate calculation, half of
our cultivated land aflbrds no clear profit, and that

it is doubtful whether a considerable portion de-
frays the expense of culture; it must be admitted,
that some plan of resuscitating our exhausted fields

must be resorted to; under these impressions, the
following suggestions are, with much deference,
submitted.

If the experierce of other countries can be relied

on, much advantage would result from a change of
crops, (I mean Irom cultivating different crops io

succession on the same land.) This is termed a
rotation of crops That in the production of one
crop, the land becomes better prepared for another
crop of a different nature, cannot, 1 apprehend, be
doubted. You have all observed, that corn grows
better after cotton, than if nothing had grown on
the land the preceding year; for the reason and
principles to which it is ascribed, I must refer you
to our library. It will there be seen that it has been
ascertained, that with a proper rotation, the same
land may be planted for years, and yet gradually

improve. This subject has as yet attracted but lit-

tle attention among our practical men, and I ana,

myself, without experience. I will, however, ven-

ture a few observations on the subject, which are

certainly well intended, and will, I doubt not, be

received for as much as they are worth.

The selertion ought to be made from such crops,

as are least injurious to the land, and at the same
time make an adequate return for the labour be-

stowed in the cultivation. It is only by comparing
the advantages of different crops for a series of

years, that wc can determine as to an eligible rota-

lion; and we should always remember, that the

condition of the land at the end of the course is to

be taken into consideration, as well as the value of

the product. ^Vere I to presume to recommend a
course to your attention, it would be the following.

When practicable, I would recommend the planta-

tions to be all in one enclosure, equally divided into

three fields by turning rows, which should be shift-

ed in the course of every rotation.

THE FIRST YEAR.

Field JVo. 1. In Indian corn.

2. In cotton, on three feet beds.

3. In oats.

In giving my views of the proper culture with

this rotation, I will begin with the
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SECOND VEAP..

Field Ao. Z— I v.ould plant in corn six feet one

u-ay, and from one to llirce feet the otlier way, ac-

cording to the slren^Ui of the land, on a small bed

made by running three deep furrows together, in

every other space between the cotton beds of the

last year, and crossing these and the old cotton beds

with a narrow shovel plough, to insure regularity,

and to open a place for the seed. W'hen the plants

are up two or three leaves, break up the lands with

a Yankee iron mould-board plough, in the direction

of the old cotton beds, and as deep as the soil will

admit, occasionally touching the subsoil without

turning much of it to the surface, throwing the

earth to the corn. When the grass begins to ap-

pear, hand hoe, drawing as much earth to the plants

as they will bear, and leaving as little grass on the

beds as possilile. At this working, the plants must

be thinned to one stalk in a place. As soon as

grass again appears, (which will not be before the

corn i.s livo I'ect high,) plough with a broad shovel

as shallow as possible, particularly the furrow on

the side next to the plants, sufficiently deep, how-

ever, to destroy the grass. After the lapse of fifteen

or twenty days, by which time the forward plants

will begin to tassel, hoe shallow, drawing the earth

from the alley towards the plant or top of the bed.

The culture of the crop is then finished; for if the

work is well done, the grass that may afterwards

appear, will do little or no injury. The ploughing

fhould be in one direction, by which tuo of the last

vear's cotton beds will be thrown into one corn bed,

making a bed of the most proper size and to great

advantage. Thus, with two ploughings, (one a

Tireaking up) and two hoeings, a belter crop will be

made, than can be made on land of the same quali-

fy, where corn has grown the preceding year, with

five ploughings and one or two hoeings in the usual

way. I admit, taking a single year, that more land

may be cultivated to the hand, and perhaps a little

more corn may be made, in the usual method of

ploughing and cross ploughing, but with much
more injury to the land, and at double the expense

of horses and provisions. I venture the assertion,

confident it will be confirmed by experience, that

the extensive corn crops which it is necessary for

MS in the present state of things to cultivate, cannot

be made to greater advantage, or with less labour

than after cotton, and in the way heie recommend
ed. This process, it is to be remarked, is intended

for our mediimi quality of upland. Where the

quality of the land requires a greater distance than

three and a half feet between the cotton beds, it

will be necessary to put a row of corn between each
of the last year's cotton beds, giving distance to the

plants in the row, according !o circumstances. In

that case, the corn lied is to be formed by plough-

ing one half of an old cotton bed, to each side of
the corn.

In FiddA'o 1—Plough in oats about the middle
of January, or as soon as the season will admit. I

recommend planting in the spring, rather than in

the fall, for several reasons. By planting in the

apring, there is time for the removal of tlie pre-

ceding corn crop, and, allhouijh there will be less

^rain than if planted in the fall; yet the stalk is

not so dry and hard, and the quantity greater, and
besides, the shorter the lime any crop is growing,
the less it exhausts the land. It is found that any
kind of small grain exhausts the land less when
planted in the K|)ring, than in the fall. 'I'his crop
being intended merelj" as an auxiliary to the corn

crop, ought to be melloratint; At (his time, I

know of no other that will bcllcr answer the jiurpose.

About the middle of September, ol the first year,

commence preparing Field JNo. 3, for cotton, by
listing, first running fiirroiv? across the field in the

direction, and at the distance you intend your IipHs

Into these iuriowa ail Ibc grass, weeds, and stubble

are to be drawn by the hoe, taking only so much ol

the surface soil, as will serve to retain together,

keep damp, and decompose the vegetable matter.

This work, as all other farming operations, ought

to be well done, and should be completed as early

as practicable. The bed for planting, is to be pre

pared by throwing up a furrow on each side of the

list. It may be objected, that by bedding on a fur-

row, the tap root will extend too deep, and conse-

quently the plant will not be so tall and luxuriant.

It is true, I believe, there will not be as much stalk

as when the root is obstructed by hard and unbro

ken earth, but on the other hand. I bi lieve it will

branch and form better, retain the leaves, forms and

pods better—better resist the effects of excessive

drought or wet, and will, finally, produce more cot-

ton. My observation, for experience I have none,

does not authorize me to say more on the iullure

of this crop, than merely to remark, that the beds

ought to be of a tolerable size, and formed/by the

two first workings, after which the plouglj ought

not to be used—ihat the subsequent tillage should

be as shallow and seldom as possible tu lestroy

grass and keep the crop clean, as well on ; 'count

of not injuring the lateral roots, as for the lenefil

of the soil—Ihat the culture should be contii led as

late as possible, both on account of the prese t, and

the succeeding crop.

As much of the benefit to be expected fr m the

course of crops here recommended, will be i jrived

from the vegetable matter, to be incorporate with

the soil, it must occur to every one, that fou fields

resting, one a full year, between the oat and ;otton

crops, would be an improvement, and that a ange-

raent is suggested as preferable, where the extent

of cleared land, and other circumstances wil admit

its introduction; always recollecting that tl» vege-

table matter should be carefully preserved bj listing

or ploughing. I

In addition to the three or four principti fields,

intended for the main crops, I would recommend
two lots or small fields, each containing about an

acre for every taskable hand on the plantation, se-

parately enclosed, and located conveniently to the

slablesand barn, to which the manure accumulated

in and about the stables and barn yard mijjht be

applied, and in which sweet potatoes, and such

other crops, as the judgment of the proprietor may
suggest, might be cultivated alternately.

Extra attention to live stock, if will be observed,

is not included In this system. This is not, nor is

it likely to be, for as;es to come, a grazing district.

Our present agricultural habits and staple products

must undergo an entire change before we can. vvilh

the least prospect of profit, bestow any extraordi-

nary attention or expense on this branch of domes-
tic economy. Dry cattle, above a year old, do

very well in ordinary seasons without feeding; every

planter should, hoivever, carefully preserve the

husks and stalks of his corn, as food for his cows,

during the winter. Only as many cattle should be

kept on a plantation, as can be supported in good

heart through the winter, on the ofl'al and least va-

luable parts of the crops

Many practices prevail among us, bearing direct

ly on the present and future prosperity of agricul-

ture, and to which, I would consider it my duty to

advert, did time permit. The practice of burning
woodlands in March or April, is, however, so sin-

gularly pernicious to our best interests, that it can
not be overlooked on this occasion. This absurd
custom prevails, and has prevailed throughout this

section of the st:ite, ever since its first settlement.

It must have been derived from the aborigines of

the country, and is consistent lithifs savage ori-

gin.—To atteiiipt to prove by argument, the evil

tendency of repeatedly burning our woods, would
lie idle, as its deleterious fflicls on the land, must
have been remarked by every person of the least

discernment. That by it, the early vegetation of

grass and weeds is promoted, is the reason, and the
only one, upon which its continuation is justified;
whilst it is admitted, that under this practice, the
range gradually declines, and if persisted in, will bo
finally destroyed. By keeping our woodlands rough,
the range for hogs, as well as the winter range for
cattle, is obviously improved, as is, also, the exter-
nal appearance of the land; and we are assured bv
persons of the best information and experience, that
the texture and quality of the soil is improved in
the same, or in a greater degree. Had the fire been
kept from our lands, for the last twenty or thirty
years, I hesitate not to say, that they would now be
of more than double their present value; even our
poor ridges would have been tolerable land. I am
aware that many respectable landholders excuse
the practice, but certainly for want of giving it the
attention which it deserves. Let me entreat you.
seriously to consider the subject, and should you
on reflection, agree with me as to the pernicious
tendency of this barbarous custom, to use your in-

fluence towards its removjil.

One of the principal circumstances which has
retarded the progress of agricultural improvement,
is the distrust, and sometimes the contempt with
which a great portion of practical planters and far-

mers have ever looked upon theuretical, or as it is

commonly called, book-Jfnowledge. To remove
this obstacle to improvement, is, 1 consider, one of
the chief objects ol this society; and on this point,

I cannot better express my 'sentiments, than by
adopting the language of an eminent writer. "It
is," says Sir Richard Steele, ''by the joint force
of men of different talent that useful purposes are
best accomplished; and a certain facility of inven-
tion in one, joined to the experience and practical
skill of another, may bring works to perfection,

which would be so far from growth, that they would
not so much as have had birth, but from the good
intelligence of persons of unlike abilities, whose
good will to each other united their endeavours;
it is certain that great and worthy works are every
day lost by the distance which is kept between men
from the very reason, which would make them seek
eabh other in their different ways of life and educa-
tion." To encourage, tlnrefore, a free intercourse
and interchange of o(iinions, between the praclic llv

wis*, and the theoretically learned, is one of the
mostusefiil results that can be expected from this

andw^nilar .issoeiations.

Tht very low estimation in which elementary
knowUdge on the subject ol agriculture, is general-
ly heldby practical men, is to be ascribed in a
great nnasure to the want of judgment, with which
must nii\i riduce to practice what ihey find in books-
No new \lieoiy or supposed improvement, however
plausible^ or apparently well tested, should be
adopted, ipxcept upon mature deliberation, and
upon a snill scale; nor should any rational theory
once ado|i^ed be abandoned or condemned, until

by repeatei'texperiments, it is found not to succeed;
for a prongs which has succeeded in one place,

and in one jpar, may not be successful in another
place, or evrt in the same place with different sea-

sons. In nopusiness or employment, whatever, is

the exercise of discretion, and a sound judgment
more requisitl, than in directing the various opera-
tions of agri.-jilture; yet it is certainly true, that

these operatiols should be conducted on fixed prin-

ciples, the praitice, however, must be varied and
modified according to existing circumstances; and
these are sometimes local and permanent, but often

general and ca^jal If the art of cultivating the

ground is reducible to certain principles, it is enti-

tled to rank as .! science. Science is defined to be
an art attained W precepts, or built on principles;

but as in all opeiitive sciences, for instance, as in

me iicine, so ill agriculture. althouKh bottomed on
immutable priiuinles, in practice, it is subjected to

infinite modifications; as the treatment of a disease
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must be modified according lo llie sta-e o( the dis-

temper, the constitution of the patient, the slate of

his system. &.c So a crop should be manae;ed ac-

cordin<' to the nature of the soil, its state of fertility,

seasons, climate, &c. A-riculture then is a science,

and as such it ought to be esteemed, taught, studied

and practised; and until that is the case, it can

never attain the perfection of which it is susceptible,

or that rank and dignity among the pursuits ol life,

to which it is justly enUtled.

SCIENCE OF xVGRICULTURE.

Of Improving the Breed of AiwiiaU.

By improvement qf a breed, is to be understood

the producing such an alteration in shape or de-

scription, as shall render the animal better fitted for

the labours he has to perform; better fitted for be-

coming fat; or for producing milk, wool, eggs, fea-

thers, or particular qualities of these. The funda-

mental principle of this amelioration is the proper

selection of parents. Two theories have obtained

notice on this subject, the one in favour of breeding

from individuals of the same parentage, called the

in and-in system, and the other in favour of breed-

in" from individuals of two different offsprings,

called the system of cross-breeding. As is usual in

such cases, neither theory is exclusively correct, at

least as far as respects agricultural improvement;

for, as will afterwards appear, the principles on

which a selection for breeding so as to improve the

carcass of the animal depends, will lead occasional-

ly to either mode.
That the breed of animals is improved by the Uirg-

est maies, is a very general opinion; but this opinion

is the reverse of the truth, and has done considera-

ble mischief. The great object of breeding, by

whatever mode, is the improvement of form, and

experience has proved that crossing has only suc-

ceeded in an eminent degree, in those instances in

which the females were larger than in the usual

proportion of females to males; and that it has gen

erally failed w+iere ihe miles were disproportional-

ly large. i^Culley's Introduction, ^-c.) The following

epitome of the science of breeding, is by the late

eminent surgeon, Henry Cline, who practised ite.\-

tensively on his own farm at Southgate,

The erteriwl form of domestic animals has been

much studied, and the proportions are well ascer-

tained. But the external form is an indication only

of internal structure. The principles of improving

it must, therefore, be founded on a knowledge of

the stnicliire and use of internal parts.

The lungs are of Ihe first importance. It is on

their size and soundm-ss that Ihe strength aid heallli

of animals principally depends. The power of con-

verting food into nourishment, is in proportion to

their size. An animal with large lungs •* capable

of converting a given quanlily of food into mure
nourishment than one with smaller lungs; and there

fore has a greater aptitude to fatten.

The chest, according to its p.xternal fo-m and size,

indicates the size of Ihe luntcs 'Ihe form of ihc

chest should approach to the figure of a cone, liav

ing its apex situated between the slioulders, and iu
base towards the loins. Its capacity appends on ils

form more than on Ihe exteiil of its circumfereiici';

ibr where the girth is equal in two an mals, one may
have much larger lungs than the odier. .\ circle

contains more than an ellipsis of equal circuiiifer-

«nce; and in proportion as the ellipsis deviates IVom
the circle it contains less. A deep -hesl, lliereloie,

is not capacious, unless it is prop'irlion ihly broad.
The pelvis is the cavity formed b)' the junclion of

the haunch bones with the bone of the ru'up. It is

essential that this cavity should be lar^e in the fe-

male, that she may be enabled to bring forth her
young with less difficully. Whsn this cavity is

small, the life of the mother and her offspring is

endangered. The size of the pelvis is chiefly indi

caled by Ihe width of the hips, and the breadth of

the waist, which is Ihe space between the thighs.

The breadth of Ihe loins is always in proportion to

that of the chest and pelvis.

ITic head should be small, by which Ihe birth is

facilitated. Ils sinalloe.^s aflb.'-ds other advantages,

ur.d generally indicates that Ihe animal is of a good
breed. Horns are useless to domestic animals, and
they are often a cause of accidents, it is not difli

cult lo breed animals without them. The breeders

of honied cattle and horned sheep, sustain a loss

more extensive than they may conceive; for it is not

the liorns alone, but also much bone in Ihe skulls of

such animals lo support their horns, for which the

bulchcr pays nothing; and besides this there is an

additional quantity of ligament and muscle in the

neck, which is of small value. The skull of a ram
with its horns, weighed five times more than a skull

which Has hornless. Both these skulls were taken

from s'.iL-ep of the same age, each being four years

old. The great difference in weight depended chief-

ly on the horns, for the lower jaws were nearly

equal; one weighing seven ounces, and the other

six ounces and three quarters; which proves that

the natural size of the head was the same in both,

independent of the horns and Ihe thickness of bone

which supports them. In horned animals the skull

is extr.-mely thick. In a hornless animal it is much
thinner, especially in that part wliere the horns

usuallj grow. To those who have reflected on the

subjec:. it may appear of little consequence whe-

ther sleep and cattle have horns; but on a mode-

rate cdculalion it will be found, Ihat the loss in

farming stock, and also in the diminution of animal

food, is very considerable, from the production of

horns ;nd their appendages. A mode of breeding

which vould prevent Ihe production of these, would

afford L considerable profit in an increase of meat,

wool, and other vaiuable parts.

Tlie length of the neck should be proportioned to

the height of the animal, that it may collect its food

with *-ise.

The muscles, and the tendons which are their ap-

pendages, should be large; by which an animal is

enabled to travel with greater facility.

The bones, when large, are commonly considered

an indication of strength; but strenslh does not de

pend on Ihe size of Ihe bones, but on that of Ihe

muscles. Many animals with large bones are iveak,

their muscles being small. Animals tUat have been

imperfectly nourished during growth, have their

bones disproportionately large. If such deficiency

of nourishment originated from a constitutional de-

fect, which is the most frequent cause, they remain
weak during lil'e. Large bones, therefore, generally

indicate an imperfection in the organs of nutrition.

To obtain the most improved Jorm, the two modes
of breeding described as the in and in and crossing

modes, have been practised. The first mode may
be the better practice, when a particular variety

approaches perfection in form; especially for those

who may not be acquainted with the principles on
nhich improvement depends. When Ihe male is

much larger than the female, the offspring is gene-

rally of an imperfect form. If the lemale be pro-

|iortiunalely larger than the male, Ihe offspring is of

an improved form. For instance, if a well formed
large ram be put to e\yes proportionately smaller,

Ihe lambs will not be so well shaped as their pa-

rents; lint if a small ram be put to larger ewes, the

lambs will be of an improved form. The proper

method of improvinK the form of animals, consists

III selecting a well formed female, proportionately

larger than Ihe male. The improvement dipends
on this principle, that the power of the female lo

.'lUpply her offspring with nourishment, is in pro

portion lo her size, and to Ihe power of nouri,<hing

herself from Ihe excellence of her conslitulion —
The size of the fostu.s is generally in proportion to

that of the male parent; and therefore, when the

lemale parent is disproportionately small, the quan-
tity of nourishment is deficient, and her offspring-

has all the disproportions of a starveling. But
when the female, from lier size and good constitu-

tion, is Tiiore than adcquite to the nourishment of

a foetus of a smaller male ihan herself, the growth
must be proportionately greater. The larger fe-

male has also a larger quanlily of milk, and her off

spring is more abundantly supplied with nourish-

ment after birth.

Abundant nourishment is necessary to produce the
most perfect formed animal, from the earliest pe-

riod of its existence until its growth is complete.
As already observed, the power to prepare the

greatest quantity of nourishment from a given

quantity of food, depends principally on Ihe mag-
nitude of the lungs, to which the organs of diires-

tion are subservient. To obtain animals with large

lungs, crossing is the most expeditious method; be
cause well formed females may be select'^d from a
variety of large size, to be put to a well formed
male of a variety that is rather smaller. By such
a mode of crossing, the lungs and heart become
proportionately larger, in consequence of a peculi-

arity in the circulation of the fcBlus, which causes a
larger proportion of the blood, under such circum-
stances, to be distributed to the lungs than to the
other parts of the body; and as the shape and size

of the chest depend upon that of the lungs, hence
arises that remarkably large chest, which is produc-
ed by crossing with females that are larger Ihan the

males. The practice, according lo this principle of

improvement, however, ought to be limited; for it

may be carried to such an extent, that llie bulk of
the body might be so disproportioned lo the size of

the liniljs, as to prevent Ihe animal from moving
with sufficient facility. In animals, where activity

is required, this practice should not be extended so

far as in those which are intended for the food ol*

man.
I'he characters qfonimah, or Ihe external appear-

ances by which Ibe raricties of the same species

are distinguisheJ,arc observed in the offspring; but

Ihosc of the male parent more frequently predomi-
nate. Thus, in the breeding of horned animals,

there are many varieties of sheep, and some of cat-

tle, which are hornless. If a hornless ram be put
to horned ewes, almost all the lambs will be horn-
less; partaking of the character of the male more
than of Ihe female parent. In some counties, as

Norfolk, Wiltshire, and Dorsetshire, most of Ihe

sheep have horns. In Norfolk the horns may be

got rid of, by crossing with Ryeland rams; which
ivould also improve the form of Ihe chest, and the

quality of the wool. In Wiltshire and Dorsetshire

the same improvements might be made, by crossing

the sheep with Southdown rams. An offspring

without horns, or rarely producing horns, might be

obtained from Ihe Di-ionshire callle, by crossing

with hornless bulls of the Galloway breed; which
would also improve the form of the chest, iu which
the Devon^hire cattle are often deficient.

Examples of the good effects of crossing may be

found in the improved breeds of horses and swine

in England. The great improvement of Ihe breed

of horses arose from crossing with Ihc diminutive

stallions. Barbs and Arabians; and the introduction

of Flanders mares into this country was the source

of improvement in the breed of cart horses. The
form of the swine has been greatly improved by
crossing with the small Chinese boar.

Exanijiles of the bad effects of crossing the breed

are more numerous. When it became the fashion

In London lo drive large bay horses, the farmers in

Yorkshire put their mares to much larger stallions

than usual, and thus did infinite mischief to their

breed, by producing a race of small chested, long

legged, large boned, worthle^s animals A simiUr

project w:s adopted in Normandy, to enlarge Ihe

breed of horses there, by the use of stallions from
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Holstein; and in consequence, the best breed of

horses in France would have been spoiled, had not

the farmers discovered their mistake in time, by ob-

serving the oB'spring much inferior in form to that

of the native stallions. Some graziers in the Isle

of Sheppy conceived that they could improve their

^•heep by large Lincolnshire rams; the produce of

nhich, however, was much inferior to the shape of

the carcass, and the quality of the \iooV, and the

flocks were greatly impaired by this attempt to im-

prove thera. Attempts to improve the animals of a

country by any plan of crossing, should be made
with tlie greatest caution; for by a mistaken prac-

tice, extensively pursued, irreparable mischief may
be done. In any country where a particular race

of animals has continued for centuries, it may be

presumed that tiieir constitution is adapted to the

ibod and climate.

llie pliancy of the animnl economy is such, that an

animal will gradually accommodate itself to great

vicissitudes in climate, and alterations in food; and

by degrees underso great changes in constitution;

but these changes can be effected only by degrees,

and may often require u great number of successive

generations for their accomplishment. It may be

proper to improve the form of a native race, but at

the same time it may be very injudicious to attempt

to enlarge their size; for the size of animals is com-
monly adapted to the soil and climate which they

inhabit. Where produce is nutritive and abundant

the animals are larse, having grown proportionally

%o the quantity of food which, for generations, they

have been accustomed to obtain. Where the pro-

duce is scant}-, the animals are small, being propor-

tioned to the quantity of food which they were able

to procure, (jf these contrasts, the sheep of Lin-

colnshire and of Wales are examples. The sheep of

I^incolnshire would starve on the mountains of

Wales.
Crossiner the hreed of animals may he attended with

had effects in various ways; and that even when
adopted in the beginning on a good principle: for

instance, suppose some larger ewes than those of

ihe native breed were taken to the mountains of

Wales, and put to the rams of that country; if these

foreign ewes were fed in proportion to their size,

their lambs would be of an improved form, and

larger in size than the native animals; but Ihe

males produced by this cross, though of a good

form, would be disproportionate in size to the na-

tive ewes; and, therefore, if permitted to mix with

ibem, would be productive of a starveling, ill form-

i>d progeny. Thus a cross, which at first was an
improvement, would, by giving occasion to a con-

trary cross, ultimately prejudice the breed. The
general mistake in crossing has arisen from an at-

tempt to increase the size of a native race of ani-

mals; being a fruitless effort to counteract the laws

of nature.

The Jlrahiun horses are, in general, the most per-

fect in the world; which, probably, has arisen from
great care in selection, and also from being un-

mixed with any variety of the same species; the

males, therefore, have never been disproportioned

in size to the females.

The native horses of India are small, but well pro
portioned, and good of their kind. With the in-

tention of increasing their size, the India company
have adopted the plan of sending large stallions to

India. If these stallions should be extensively used,

a disproportioned race roust be the result, and a va-

luable breed of horses may be irretrievably spoiled.

From theory, from practice, and from extensive

observation, the last more to be depended on than
either, "it is reasonable," Cline continues, "to form
this conclusion: it is wrong to enlarge a native breed
of animals, (or in proportion to their increase of
size, they become worse in form, less hardy, and
more liable to disease." ^ Comm. to the B. of Sg. vol.

iv. p. 446.)

The above opinions may be considered as support-

ed by the most eminent practical breeders, as Bake-

well, Culley, Somerville, Parry, and others; and by

most theorists, as Coventry, Darwin, Hunt, Young,

&c. T. A. Knight writes in the Communications to

the Board of Agriculture in favour of cross breed-

ing, as do Pitt and others in the County Surveys,

but mostly from very limited experience. Sir J. S.

Sebright, in a letter addressed to Sir Joseph Banks,

0)1 improvina: the hreed of domestic animals, 1809,

has taken the opposite side of the question; but the

meaning he attaches to the term breeding m-onrf-i»

is so limited, as to render it a very diflferent sort of

breeding from that practised by Messrs. Bakewell

and Culley, which has been generally so named,

and recommended by Cline and others, who favour,

rather than otherwise, the in-andin system. He
says, "Magnell's fox-hounds are quoted as hn in-

stance of the success of breeding in-and-is; but

upon speaking to that gentleman upon the sijbject,

I found that he did not attach the meaning'that I

do, to the term in and in. He said that he fr^uent

ly bred from the father and the daughter, aid the

mother and the son This is not what I consider as

breeding in-and-in; for the daughter is only lalf of

the same blood as the father, and will probali y par-

take, in a great degree, of the properties (f the

mother. Magnell sometimes bred from broth r and

sister; this is certainly what may be called . littk

close: but should they both be very good, ani
,
par-

ticularly, should the same defects not predoi linate

in both, but the perfections of the one pron ise to

correct in the produce the imperfections i T the

other, I do not think it objectionable: much I rther

than this the system of breeding from the sam( fami-

ly, cannot, in my opinion, be pursued with s fety."

(p. 10.) John Hunt, surgeon at Loughborc igb, a

friend of Bakewell and Darwin, in a reply t( Sir J.

S. Sebright's pamphlet, entitled Agricidturd Me-
moirs, SfC lSl'2, justly observes, that as Sif John
has given no definition of the term in andih, from
what may be gathered from the above extract, he

seems to have been as near as possible of the same
mind as Bakewell, whose practice it is on all sides

allowed, was "to put together those animals which

were most perfect in shape without regard to atfini-

ty in blood." This, in fact, is the general practice

in all the best breeding districts, and especially in

Leicestershire and Northumberland.
George Cidley, a Northumberland farmer of great

practice in breeding and feeding, in his Observations

on Live Slock, not only concurs in this principle as

far as respects quadrupeds, but considers it to hold

good in the feathered tribe, and, in short, in ani-

mals of every kind His conclusion is, "That of

all animals, of whatever kind, those which have the

smallest, cleanest, finest bones, are in general Ihe

best proportioned, and covered with the best and

finest grained meat." "1 believe," he adds, "they

are also the hardiest, healthiest, and most inclinable

to feed; able to bear the most fatigue while living,

and worth the most per lb. when dead." (Observa

tions, fyc. 222.)

Cross breeding, %mder judicious management, mij^ht

probably be often employed to correct the faults of

particular breeds, or to impart to Ihem new qua!

ties. "Were I," says Sir J. S. Sebright, "to define

w hat is called Ihe art of breeding, I should say, that

it consisted in the selection of males and fema
intended to breed together, in reference to each
other's merits and defects. It is not always by put

ting the best male to Ihe best female, that the best

produce will be obtained; for should they both h;ive

a tendency to the same defect, although in ever so

slight a degree, it will in general preponderate so

much in the produce, as to render it of lillle value.

A breed of animals may be said to be impioieil,

when any desired quality has been increased by
art, beyond what that quality was in the same breed,

in a state of nature; the swiftne»s of the race horse.

the propensity to fatten in cattle, and the fine wool
in sheep, are improvements which have been made
in particular varieties of the species to which those
animals belong. What has been produced by art

must be produced by the same means, for the most
improved breeds will soon return to a state of na-
ture, or perhaps defects will arise, which did not
exist when Ihe breed »vas in its natural state, unless
the greatest attention is paid to the selection of the
individuals who are to breed tosjether.

" fVe must observe the smallest tendency to imperfec-
tion in our stock, the moment it appears, so as to be
able to counteract it, before it becomes a defect; as

a rope dancer, to preserve his equilibrium, must
correct the balance, before it is gone too far, and
then not by such a motion as will incline it too

much to the opposite side The breeder's success

will depend entirely upon the degree in which he
may happen to possess this particular talent."

Bakewell and Culley say, "like begets like;" there-

fore breed from the best. Of this, says Sir J S.

Sebright, there can be no doubt, "but it is to be
proved how long the same family, bred in-and in,

will continue to be the best " Cross breeding ap-

pears, no doubt, more consonant to what takes

place in nature than breeding from very near rela-

tionship; and arguing from analogy, the result of
certain experiments made by T. A Knight, on the

vegetable kingdom, seems to justify us in conclud-

ng that occasional crossing may become not only

advantageous, but even necessary for the purpose of
correcting defects. Nevertheless, as the last men-
tioned writer and Cline observe, it can only be safe-

ly resorted to by skilful and experienced breeders.
[Louilon^s Enc. of ^Igrit,

FOR THE AMERICAN TARMEB.

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 3.

Extracts from G. Sinclair's Hortits Graminevs—with
occasional notes and observations, by a Correspon-
dcHt.

(Continued from page 11.)

"As every different soil produces grasses peculiar

to itself, and as no other kinds can be established

or cultivated upon it without first changing its na-

ture to resemble that which produced the kinds of
grasses we wish to introduce; it becomes a point of
the fiist importance, in making experiments on dif-

ferent species of this numerous family of plants,

and in stating the results, to determine with suffi-

cient accuracy the nature of the soil or different

soils employed, and to describe them accordingly.

It may here be unnecessary to state, that the basis

of every \mprovement in the cultivation of grasses

is, to sow the seeds of those species only which are
adapted tq the soil; or, to change the nature of un-
suitable so'Js to that which is fitted for the growth
of grasses Host desirable to be cultivated; and un-
less this important point is in the first place attend-

ed to fully, disappointment, rather than success,

may be expetted to follow the labours of the farmer.

In many instances, where experiments have been

made on the produce of plants, this very essential

point has been too much disregarded. It is to this

only we can lopk for a satisfactory reason to recon-

cile the discordance of results obtained from expe-

riments made on the same plant by different per-

sons equally eminent for agricultural knowledge.
From the same source, in a great measure, will be

found to procceij the difference of opinion respect-

ing the impoverkhing effects of different plants to

Ihe soil. It is viell known that, on certain soils,

some plants have greater impoverishing effects than

on others: and though the preparation of the land,

and quantity of manure applied, &c. should be Ihe

same in two cas s, yet a specific difference in the

nature of the soils will give different results as tt)

their produce and impoverishing effects.
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••The terms adopted to denote diflerent soils liave

been used without due precision; or rather, the

terms have had no definite idea affixed to them.

The term loam, for instance, is defined by one to be

a fat earth, or marl, and by others a mixture of

day, sand, and calcareous earth, without stating

the proportions. In general, on referring to books

on agriculture and gardening, we are directed to a

hazel loam, a brown loam, clayey loam, or to a

hungry sandy soil, bog soil, peat earth, garden

mould", &c.; but from the want of proper definition.^

of these terms, it is perplexing or nearly impracti-

cable, to determine which kind of soil is meant I

have examined above fifty kinds of soil and com-
posts, collected, with their local names, in different

parts of the country, and, in several instances, soils

of the same name were found to differ greatly in

their natural qualities

"The method of determining the natura of soils

by chemical analysis has been of late years so much
simplified by Sir Humphrey Davy, that it is now in

the power of every practical person to ascertain,

with comparative facility, the qualities of any kind
of soil, and consequently to describe the same
without any risk of being misunderstood, which be-

fore this was absolutely unavoidable

"All soils consist of sand of various degrees of
fineness, and impalpable earthy matter: when, there,

fore, the exact proportions in which these are com-
bined in a soil are known, with their general pro
pcrties, it shews directly to which class of soil it

belongs; whether to the loamy, clayey, calcareous,
sandy, peaty, &c.

"Sir Humphrey Davy, in his 'Elements of Agri
cultural Chemistry,' states the proportions of sand
and impalpable earthy matter, to which the terms
usually adopted should be limited. 'The term
sandy should never be applied to any soil that does
not at least contain seven-eighths of sand; sandy
soils that effervesce with acids, should be distin
guished by the name of calcareous sandy soil, to
distinguish them from those that are siliceous. The
term clayey should not be applied to any land that
contains less than one sixth of impalpable earthv
matter, not considerably effervescing with acids;
the vvord loam should be limited to soils containing
at least one-third of impalpable earthy matter. A
soil to be considered as peaty, ought to contain at

least one-half of vegetable matter.' These may
be considered as the generic characters of soils, and
determined by a very simple process—thst of wash-
ing the impalpable earthy matter of the soil from
the sandy portion, and by drying and sscertainiiis
their respective weights, when the application of an
acid shews whether it belongs to the calcareous or
siliceous kinds of soil.

"The results of all my observations in these ex-
periments on grasses, and likewise in the cultiva-
tion of a large collection of plants oi various kinds
of soil, tend to confirm the opinion, that the fitness
or unfitness of particular soils for pirticular plants,
depends, in a general sense, on the Jue proportions
of sand and impalpable earthy natter, of which
they consist. If writers, thereforr, on the compa-
rative produce of plants, whethei of the farm or
the garden, would only thus far dfscribe the nature
of the soils employed in their expeiments, the bene-
fit of it vvould be felt and duly appreciated by everv
practical person; but more so, by those who wisii
to repeat such experiments. Uut misconception
with respect to the nature of soils employed in ex-
perimcnls, must be effectually prevented by ascer-
taining the number and proportion of the consti-
tuent parts, because the smallest difference in the
natural qualities of soils is thereby detected. It

woul.i surely assist in raising t(ie art of agriculture
to the certainty of science, if. :n all experiments on
the comparative produce of plants, the intimate
nature of the soil, as well as the properties of the
sjbsoil, were accurately determined."

NOTICES OF PERNICIOUS AND UNPRO
FITABLE PLANTS,

fVhich infest the Farms in Chnsler county, Fenn.

(Continued from page 12.)

No. 6.

DiDVNAMIA.

—

GtMNOSPERMIA.

Verbena urticifolia. Vervain.
This is a worthless, and very common weed, in

all our pasture fields; but the attention of the far-

mer has not been directed to it, with a view to its

extirpation. It is, in fact, not a very pernicious
plant, although its abundance in pastures gives
them an unsightly appearance.

jYepeta cataria. Catmint. Cat nep.

A naturalized foreigner, pretty frequent in gar-
dens, along fence rows, &c., and sometimes straying
into the open pastures, where its presence is objec
tionable; but it is easily kept in subjection, with a
lillle care. Being a popular medicine, it is gene-
rally tolerated to some extent, about houses and
giirdens.

Leonurus cardiaca. Mother-wort.
This is an 'obnoxious foreign weed, totally worth-

less and unwelcome wherever it appears. It is

most frequent among rubbish, along fences, &c. and
miy be kept under with a little attention.

Lamium amplexicaule. Hen bit. Dead nettle.

A naturalized foreigner of no value, very com-
mon in gardens and cultivated lots, and requiring
the use of the hoe, or cultivator, occasionally; but
not a very difficult weed to keep in due subjection

DlDYNAMU.—ANGmSPERMlA.
Jlnth-rhinwn linaria. Toad flax. Ransted weed.

Devil's flax.

This foreigner is a vile nuisance on our farms;
and unless more pains be taken to subdue it, than
haie hitherto been, it promises to become a serious
injury to pasture fields. It is utterly worthless,
bsing rejected by all kinds of stock; and wherever
it prevails it takes almost exi;lusive possession of
the soil. It is by no means an easy matter to extir-
pate this weed; and nothing but vigilant and perse-
vering attention to prevent it from matui-ing seed,
will keep it in a tolerable degree of subjection.

TeTRADTNAMIA.—SiLICULOSA.

Thlaspi Bursa Pastoris. Shepherd's purse.
A foreign weed, extensively naturalized, and ra-

ther troublesome in gardens and grain fields. It
seems difficult to get rid of it.

Lepidium virginicum. Wild pepper-grass.
A plant of no value to the farmer, and pretty

abundant in yards and pasture lots; but it is not a
very important evil.

Camelina saliva, Torrey. Wild flax. Gold of
pleasure.

This is a foreigner, and is generally found grow-
ing among flax, or in wheat fields. It is sometimes
so abundant in flax crops as to be quite a nuisance.
Some worthy farmers are so afflicted with the infir-
mity of blind faith, as to believe that this plant is

nothing but transmuted flax. They imagine that
this vegetable alchymy is effected by sowing flax-
seed on grounds that have been subjected to the
action of fire: hence, instead of directing their at-
tention to procuring clean seed, they plod on in
patient resignation and ivonderment, at the suppos-
ed metamorphosis. This plant is deemed altoge-
ther worthless here, although it is said to be culti-
vated, in Germany, for the sake of the oil which its

seeds afford.

TetRADYNAMIA.—SlLIHUOSA.

Erysimum officinale. Hedge mustard.
A foreign weed, of no value to ihe agriculturist,

and frequent in gardens, lots, along fences, &.c. It

has not, however, becii found very troublesome, as
yet,

Monadelphia.—Pentandria.
Ijohclia inflala. Eye-bright Indian tobacco.
A common, worthless weed, in pasture fields.

The lactescent juice of the plant is very acrid,
when applied to the eye: hence one of its names.
As a weed, it has not been considered very import-
ant; and, consequently, no pains are taken to eradi-
cate if. One or two other species of lobelia occur
in our fields, equally valueless, but scarcely injurious.

Monadelphia.—Polyandria.
Sida abutilon. Indian mallow. De Witt weed.
A naturalized foreigner, of no value; very abun-

dant in lanes, about barn-yards, &c. and beginning
to be troublesome in cultivated lots. It is to be
kept down, like most other such nuisances, by care-
fully preventing it from maturing its seeds. The
S. spinosa, another species from abroad, equally
worthless, but smaller, and of less importance, is

becoming extensively naturahzed in similar situa-

tions.

M(dva rolundifolia. Running mallows.
This well known foreigner, though someivhat

medicinal, is so abimdantly naturalized in yards and
gardens, as to be considered, by the gardeners, a
source of "more plague than profit."

( To be continued.)

KVB.AL XSCOSfOMV.

SHAKERS' BARN.
Mr. Starr,— I hand you for the amusement and

information of the practical farmer, a description
which I have verbally received from a friend of mine
living in that vicinity, of a large barn, built the last

season, in the town of Hancock, Berkshire county,
(Massachusetts,) by the family of Shakers located
in that town. It is possible that in some points the
dimensions may be inaccurate; but you may rely

that they arc materially correct. Both the size and
form are probably unfit for any common purpose;
very few farmers would wish to collect so much
forage and manure, or have so much stock at one
place; but all who have any experience in the busi-

ness, will agree that there is much ingenuity and
convenience in the design, for a large establishment.
The barn is built on ground inclining southward-

ly, in a perfect circle, and is ninety feet in diameter,
or across it from side to side. The walls are stone,

i22 feet in height, of suitable thickness, and laid in

lime, or well pointed on each side. Round the barn,

on the inner side, are stables forming a circle, the
manger within, and suitable places over it to throw
the hay or feed down. The stable and manger oc-

cupy about 12 feet, and are 8 feet high; the stables

open to and from several different barn yards, in

order to make as many and such division of their

stock as they have thought proper. The covering
of the stables form the barn floo,', which also ex-
tends round the barn. There is but one large door-
way for entrance with teams and loads; this is from
the northern side, from an offset or causeway, eight

feet above the base, and of course fourteen feet be-

low the eaves. The cart or wagon that enters with
a load, makes the »vhole circuit of the floor, and af-

ter unloading, comes out at the same door; thus

eight or ten teams can occupy the floor at one time
in unloading, and not hinder each other. Within
this circle of the stables and barn floor, is an area

or bay, as it is usually calkd, which is filled with

hay, &.C. and must be over sixty feet in diameter.

This is pitched in and on from any side or place

most convenient, or where »vanted.

The roof comes to a point at the centre, and
sheds oir the rain all around, something similar to

an umbrella. It is supported from the inner circle

of the barn floor. The roof bosids are laid up and
down, which by a traverse sawing of the log, were
all brought to a point, and then shingled round in

the usual mode. [Middleton HentineU
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HOSLTICUIiTUILX:.

V INEYARDS.
Perhaps the cullivalion of the vine is carried on

to a greater extent in Pennsjlvania than in any

otlier state. In one county, we perceive it stated,

that there are twenty-seven vineyards, producing „ . . . . -
.

annually about 400 barrels of wine. Cuttincs of not only lU-bred, but unchrislian; and thdt this is,

the vines are sold at thirty dollars per thousand^ and especially, to be guarded against in their behaviour

gratilication of others, whicii is the foundation of

good manners. If, therefore, we are successful in

inspiring children with such a disposition, we secure

the most important means of rendering them pleas-

ing. We should endeavour early to infuse the

spirit of that precept—"Honour all men;" to teach

them that kindness and civility are due to all; that

a haughty, peremptory, or contemptuous manner is

to servants. Nor will young people, generally, be

tempted to treat with unkindness those, whose ser-

vices claim a return ol affection and giatitude, un-

less they are led to it by the example ol' otliei s.

It will, also, be necessary to guard children

against vulgar habits, against roughness of uiaiiner,

the cost of setting out an acre, including cutting

is about ^10. We hope this species of cultivation

will be extensively tried throughout the whole coun-

try, as nothing will tend so much to remove the

curse of drunkenness, with which, as a nation, we
are scourged, as tlie predominance of the use of _

wine over ardent spirits. It will be recollected, [as well as coarseness of mind; as loud lalking a

that at the late session of our legislature, a tract efi laughing, the use of violent exclamations and

500 acres of land in Wilkes' county, was given to' pressioiis, "shocking! terrible! monstrous!" &i

a native of France, who has located himself there, nor should they be allowed to continue their iidaj-

bv way of testing the suitableness of our climate luie language too long; the imperlect words arfd

for the growth of the vine. We wi>h him all the|brokou sentences oi an inlant, will be uuplcas^t

success which his enterprise deserves.

[Raleigh Reg.

THE VINE.
It is said that in the parts of France where wine

is made, one man will cultivate ten acres of vine-

yard, and that in this country twenty acres misht
be taken care of by one man. Experiments in Ma

and appear like afl'ectation, when used by ef

children; but this habit is often encouraged by tie

affected and babjish tones of voice in which thJir

attendants frequently address them. It is essentkl

to good breeding, that children be taught to exprels

themselves well, and to speak distinctly and gra

matically

As satire and ridicule are instruments, ill calcj

lated to be employed in education; so any tendei
;-yland prove that ten acres of vme^yard wiH yield a,

.j^^^^ dispositions in children themselves islo
nett profit of $31'i7 annual y A Milledgeville pa- L ^

,,^^. ^i^.^i^^, .^Uo, though hiddy am
'

per notices the formation of two large vmeyards in!
__^g_ j;^^,^^ ,^ ^^ discouraged; as being likely

induce an unpleiisant and improper turn of mi
the neighbourhood of that place. The climate of

Georgia is every way suitable to the cultivation of

the grape, and the experiment has been successfully

tried. The continued depreciation of cotton ren-

ders it more than ever necessary to seek for some
staple, which will reward the toil and return an in-

terest on the capital of the planter.

[Pelersbarg Intel.

ZNTH'SLNAI. ISfXF&OVEaSEXffT.

CAPE FEAR NAVIGATION COMPANY.
The Board for Internal Improvements met at

Good conduct at menls, is, with children, a tVir

criterion of good manners, and meals may be m;

use of, as favourable opportunities for inculeatiig

propriety of behaviour. Children should be tauaht

to sit down, and rise up (roui table, at the saiue

time; to wait, whilst others are served, without be-

traying eagerness or impatience; to avoid noist; and
conversation, and if Ihey are no longer confined to

the nursery, to be able to see delicacies, without

expecting or asking to partake of them. 'I'o know
when to be silent is more important to good man-
ners than is generally supposed. Speaking, when
it interrupts reading or conversation, and the habit

nothins; is it more true that "we are all a sort of
camelions, and. still, take a tincture from things
around us." On this account, as on every other, it

is of importance that children should witness no
vulgar habits in the nursery. and that the conversa-
tion between the nurses themselves should be guard-
ed and correct.

But here it must be remarked, that in our earnest-
ness to render our children pleasins;, and to improve
their manners, care will be required that we do not
rob them of their chief charm—the simplicity of
childhood; for how greatly are to be preferred even
an uncouthness of behaviour, and awkward shy-
ness, to any thing of premature forwardness, for-

mality or affectation

"Affectation is but lighting up a candle to our de-

fects, and thoush it has the laudable aim of pleas-

ing, always misses it."* We must also avoid work-
ing upon vanity to secure good manners, lest we
nurture that love of admiration which is apt, but

too soon, to take an overbearing possession of the

heart.

Oilier.—The general order of a nursery will be
greatly promoted by early rising; by regular hours
lor all the employments of the day, and by an at-

tention to this maxim,

"A place for every thing, and every thing in its place.'-'

Method and true order are attainments of a high-

er stamp than is generally supposed; for they are

not only useful in the lesser concerns of life, but

necessary to success in the most important objects:

it is by these that the powers and activity of the

mind arc turned to good account. "Method," as

Mrs. H. More says, "is the hinge of business, and
there is no method without order and punctuality."

"Method is important, as it gains time; it is like

packing things in a box; a good packer will get in

half as much more than a bad one."t

Fayetteville on Friday last, and the Cape FearNa-|of contradicting others, should be checked, as al

vigatinn Company held a meeting on the same day.
' (hat ill timed garrulity, so unpleasing in some chil

After finishing their business, on Saturday, the dpen, and v>hich, generally, springs from an unde
members of the former Board proceeded in the sirible self confidence and forwardness of char
steam boat Henrietta, down the river, in order to acter.

take a view of the river, and of the work carrying
1 JiJor is the person to be neglected in early life; fo:

on below Wilmington. Measures, we believe, "credit will spare children many awkward leelings a:

taken at this meeting for resuming the exertions of they grow up, if they are taught to walk and to

the Cape Fear Company to remove any obstruc- Icarry themselves well; to enter, leave a room, and
tions which may yet remain to a free naviijation to address others with ease and propriety. With
between Fayetteville and Wilmington; which being nianv, the acquirement of this external polish will

effected, the attention of the Company will then be prove a very slow work, and a subject of considera
given to the opening of the river above Fayetteville. ble difficulty; but if we see an amiable and obedient

[Raleigh Reg.
1 disposition, there is every reason to hope that rough-—^^—™^— ness of manner will be smoothed down by time and

the example of others. Parents ought not, there

fore, to allow themselves, from their own irritabili

ty and impatience, to render manner, as is the case

in so many families, the cause of daily vexation,

and of continual though fruitless complaints. W
mu^t receive with patience and good nature nun
berless little failures in those whose happiness it is

to think little of the effect they produce upon others;

nor is it by reprools and admonitions, showered
down upon the child, at the moment in which we
wish him to display his good manners, that we shal

effect our purpose; but by accustoming him to exer
else habitual kindness and civility towards his cohi
panions, and those with whom he lives. With all

oar care, however, we are not to expect that the
manners of children will be superior to those of the

LADIES' BEPAB.TlVEEia'X.

(From Hints for the Improvement of Early Education
and Nursery Discipline.)

Manners and Order.
Lockeconsidcrs that manner is the object of next

importance to religion and virtue, to be preferred
to learning, and it is evident that there is no pass
port so good in the world; nothing that adds so

great a lustre to virtue, or that so well brings into

daily use. more solid acquirements. "Good man-
ners are the blossom of good sense." and may it

not be added, of good feeling too? For if the law
of kindness be written in the heart, it will lead to

that disinterestedness in little as well as in great
things—that desire to oblige, and attention to the persons with whom they chiefly associate; for, in

SrORTIXVG OLIO.

EXTRACT—FROM A FRIEND TO THF. EDITOR.

Dear Sir, Washiiiglon, March ]n, )S2-.

The day I wnte last, it was determined to hunt
to-day; none, however, attended, except Capt. D, and
myself Soon alVr passing the causeway, the dogs
winded the trail o( a fox at the distance of fifty

yards, and went off in full cry to Piiieyhill; round
that, crossed the Alexandria road to Major Hun-
ter's; up the rivel bank to Wise's; recrossed the

Alexandria road at the brick bridge; went to Ar-
lington, Alexander'*, Chapman's woods, and back
to Arlington—where we met the dogs in the road

near which they had killed. In the last cast to re-

cover him. dead ori alive, we absolutely stumbled

on an unfortunate giey fox, who paid forfeit in fifty

minutes. Forfunatelj' it was a dog fox. The chase

after the red was uncommonly fast, and without a

loss of five seconds duration; indeed, the cry never

ceased. When we reai-hed Arlington, the young Ju-

no hounds (seven months old,) joined, and were uitk

the d.'irs when we foond them in the road. After

' Locke. t Cecil.
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the grey. I was greatly amused witl> them. Every
double they reached the pat'k.and it was hard run-

ning between them and old Rattler. Slim. CjEsar,

Rattler, Jr., Chaunter. Waddler, Tyro, Bolivar and
Eclipse, carried the chase. Spring was thrown out

in the double back from Chapman's woods, and she

ran wide, or skirted too much throughout the hunt.

Extraordinary Run.

The Baltimore pack was thrown off at day-light

beyond Potter's race course, last week. They soon
struck the vvarm trail of a moving fox, wl.ich prov
ed to be an old red one. The morning was uncom-
monly fine, and the dogs went off in the finest style,

running breast high and without a moment's check,
until he reached the shore below Mr. Gorsuch's
farm, where they run into him in thirty minutes!
The cry did not cease for a moment, and every dog
but one of eight couple was in at the death.
The same pack was taken down last week to

grey fox ground, on the Annapolis road. After a
trail of half an hour, they unkennelled an old grey
at 6; but owing to the badness of the morning and
the wilyness of the game, they did not kill until
near 9 o'clock.

A most extraordinary run was made by a red fox
last week in Montgomery county, before a pack of
dogs of high repute. He is estimated to have run
a distance of not less than eighty miles!—and was
not killed until late in the afternoon. This was try
ing to the mettle of the dogs; and it is reported
that the two leading dogs throughout the chase
belonged to worthy Friend Roger Brooke. As
they ran with ambition, and performed with success
in the line of service for which Providence obvious
ly designed them, they deserve to have (heir names
recorded, and to be more honoured, than the most
successful butcher of the human species in unprin-
cipled wars.

entered her house, and swallowed the child. Bui
lo! when the inquisitives made search, Reynard had
shifted from the cradle to a bed, uhere he lay snug
and concealed till the arrival of the hounds and
huntsmen at the cottage door; and when he found
the place loo hot to hold him, he bolted out of the
back window, ran for twenty minutes longer, to the
great amusement of all the country round, and the
hi-h gratification of the poultry yard /arniers, to
"hoin the caitiff had proved himself a pest for some
time past. He was ultimately taken, lifeless, in a
corn-loft, at Clay-hill, whither he had ascended by
a ladder of considerable height. They estimate
that the run could not be less than forty miles,
through a heavy country, that beat nearly all the
horses to a stand-still.

Harewood.
A party of gentlemen, going to enjoy the delight

ful hospitalities of Harewood. the Baltimore pack of
hounds was sent down for their entertainnieiit. The
party was at cover, and the dogs thrown off on
Wednesday and Thursday mornings, a hdle after
o a^m On each day a fox was unkennelled from
the iirst cover that was drawn, and went fff in fine
style. The first made a gallant run of tno hours,
and was killed in the field Yesterday bein"- a fine
morning and th.- stent rising breast hig;),(he do-s
ran without a loss, and killed in one hour and ten
minutes-and the parly got to town by 9 a. m. hi-h
ly gratified with their excursion, and wilh renovated
strength and spirits; each for his respective duties
and business.

"Ye cits, for the chase quit the joys of the town.And scorn the dull plcaM.re of sleepuig in down-
Uncertain your toil, .,r for honour or wealth

'

Ours still is repaid wiih contentment and health "

Trotting.
On Monday, December 4, the trotting match be-

tween Mr. Bullock's Spitfire and Captain Forres-
ter's Lancashire mare, to run twenty miles, 100 so-
vereigns a side, was decided, on the Staines road,
over a four-mile piece of ground. At startino-. the
mare made play, and kept the lead throuo'hout
closely followed at full speed, which left most of
the gallopers behind. At (he fourteenth mile, the
mare was passed by Spitfire, and in (he sixteenth
they were together; but the mare gained a little,
and her jockey, from superior speed, was enabled'
to ease her. He did not let her loose till near the
end of the race, and she won by about 150 yards
1 he time occupied by the winner in performin"- the
distance, was one hour and twelve minutes. °

Carrier-Pigeons.
Late in November, Mr. Walker, of Harrietsham,

despatched from (hat place six carrier-pigeons,
brought from London for the purpose of ascertain
ing the time they would occupv in flving to the me-
tropolis. They performed their flight as follows-
one in an hour und a half; one in one hour and ten
minutes; two in one hour; and tivo in fifly-eioht
minutes. The birds, when first released, did not
immediately take flight in the direction of London-
but alier ascending a considerable height, they flew
about for several minutes, as if reconnoitring

-

I he measured turnpike road distant from Harriet-sham lo London, IS forty miles; but measured on

.hST^^T"
"^ht line between the two places, is

about thirty four miles.

Decease of a Good One to go.
At Barham, lately, John Jennings, aged 98 Hewas postman from Ipswich to Neeoham and Slow-

market filty-two years; and then, for the thirteen
following years, he was postman lo Barham andCoddenham; for the last seventeen years he ha,i

!?.°. if"J'T w
'"^'«•'=»^'="i<'" For fifty-two years hewalked IS miles every week, making a total of

a..ove 440 010 miles; or seventeen times" the ci uh
01 ine globe.

23
.nerfcctly while and uncommonly mil.l. You will
ol course distribute the seed among those who wbe most likely to make a fair experiment, with anassurance, that if i, is desirable', more seed Imnle same quarter will be with gieat pleasure fur-
nisuen, Vours,

J. S. Skinner, Esq. s. W. POMEROY.

Baltimore, Friday, April 6, 1827.

(From the ..innals of Sporting for January, 1827.)
Fox CHASS.

Tuesday, the 19lh Dee. was a grand field day forthe Surrey h.iunds, when one of the largest do-foxes eve. seen, and pretty well known to the coun-
try all round, was unkennelled in Newton wood.

and'a hTr'".- ""^fr f r"'"' "" "' •"» hoursand a hall, brought back his pursuers to the samespot-all parties greatly distressed. Here betook

K ng, (he fo.s(er mother of many a Hide bra( and
[" ,f?",

'"""'y- ^^''""'"* ^"emony, (he wi v in

child w?"'' P°''""'r "/ '^' "=>^'<>' '" ^hich lay a

is face and dress and kept it alarmed by i,s pan

nXi ""«"P '" 'he old woman took awav to somrneighbours, whom she assured that a mad dngZd

EDITOBXAI. COaBESFOXTDZiZrCZ:.

White Onion Seed—from the Azores.
Dear Sir, BriglUon, Mass., March 26, 1827

J herewith send you a small bag of onion seed

law C. Vy^ Dabney, Esq.. U. States' consul for the
Azores. The onions of Fayal are esteemed supe
nor to those of Lisbon, and equal to those of Ala-
aeira; and as the former island is nearly in the same
parallel ol latitude with Baltimore, (hey may suc-
ceed in the vicinity of your city. In orOer to makethem bottom well and grow very large, (hey should
he sown very early and m a sheltered spot; and«hen a few inches high tiaiusplanted in rows. The
operation -.yill save once hand-weeding, and is atended with little more labour. By ihis method
iiicy gel them of vast size in (he Azores. They are

.

e^THE Baltimore RAiL-RoAD.-Some weekssince, we stated that we had never seen, on any oc-casion, a more cordial union of opinion and viewsupon any great enterprise, than appeared then toexist amongst our men of wealth and influence i„regard to the importance of an immediate and de-termined effort to connect this city with the westerncountry, by means of a r«,'/-,.o«/across the moun"
tains, to strike some point on the Ohio river Thatour impression then was well founded, has beenproved by the alacrity with which the sfoci habeen subscribed for_in so much so. that not morethan saven-(en(hs of a share, or seventy dollarsworth of s(ock falls to the lot of any oJe namerhe example of those who subscribed large amounts

""it" -"Jf
^°°^' "^^-^ '''•^' "Pf-ned, doubtless hadgreat influence in creating confidence in the pro-ject, and in increasing (he number of subscriberswas readily concluded (hat men, remarkable alltheir lives for sagacity and caution, as for intcrity

.n all (heir dealings;_were not now goina (o becarried away and lost in pursuing ig„e. /ah^i in themountains Hence (he stock i? said to be verymuch divided, and taken by io«« ^de subscriberwi hout any view to sheer speculation'
VVe cannot say that we are free from aonrehen

s.on that our fellow citizens have mlr T.ed thehffeuKies and (ne expense; bu( nobody can denythat the subject is worthy of the most earnest invests

vaT' The ' f'?
'" '^f,S--dof incalcua

value. Ihe next step will probably be to sendan experienced practical civTl engineer to Eng-land, to get plans, drawings, and data from worksof a similar character; and in every sla-e of thework Ihe utmost circumspection and^ economyShe exercised and every mch of ground w.ll be tl ooughly explored before it is broken In the meantime It will be judicious and politick for every citizen ,0 gather whatever information and fac f may
fall within his reach; and it will be well to Tbhsh through the newspapers whatever may appearohaveaiemit^ on the subject, whelhe/flvour
able, or the re,er>e. We are too prone on these oc-casion, seeing Ihe immense advantages Iha wouldresult from a successful completion of su h a wo ko undervalue dilBculties, and (o leap from p^emuesto conclusions wi(iiou( inspecting iai-.fullv, as weought to do, every hnk in Ihe cLin of .KionBut whether we regard (he confidence manifes(edby the pioinp( subscrip(i„n to the stock or (le iudicious and able hands into which Ihe direct on is"hkely to be consigned-nothiog can be more uspClous than the proceedings so far, and the uresent
prospects. As internal improvements tvne",one ol the standing lopicks of .hi., journal *mhe beginning, we shall publish the most s.ri.i

'
acts Iha present themselves, as connected with
this great undertaking. The following paper usommunicated by a friend_a distinguished adliberal citizen of Pennsylvania, as one piece of (heevidence on which his opinion is based, that thework IS impracticable. It is curious to mention, athe same lime, that this very document has sincebeen shewn to us by a very estimable gentleman!
one of our own citizens, amongst (he very first, anjmos active and intelligent promoters of the rail-
road, to shew how feasible it is!! And, in fact so
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far from being disrour;i;;ins, we understand from

the best source, thai (he annual expense per mile of

our Uimpikcs, is about four hundred dollars!

The Lehigh Company is constructing a rail-way,

to convey their coal from the mine to the river, a

distance of nine miles. Two miles of it are com-

pleted, and the whole is expected to be done by the

first of June. A correspondent of the Miner's Jour-

nal, who describes it, gives the several items, and

sets down the cost per mile at §1400—but that

estimate is for a wooden rail-way, laid upon a stone

foundation, where great local facilities exist.

Pliiladelphia, March 11, 1827.

To THE Editor of the Ajierican Fakmep.,

S(>,—The extracts from Mr. Hartley's letters are

important. The cost per annum of keeping a rail-

way of seven miles in repair, 981. sterling, should

deter us from an experiment where the material is

more costly. The location of the rail-way in regions

almost inaccessible, and where none reside capable

of making the repairs required. How would a

stationary engine, which should get out of order,

when it shall be located on the ridges of the Alle-

ghany, be repaired? What could be done to re-

store the broken machinery of a locomotive engine,

xvhich should call for such repair between the moun-

tains and the Ohio?

I beg you to receive this communication in the

spirit inwhich it is written. 1 love to see the ef-

forts of Baltimore for internal improvement, and

deplore their misdirection. I have no local feelings.

This day I strenuously supported the propriety of a

law to authorize a canal on the east side of the

Susquehanna to tide water. I desire canals, that

our country, all our country, may be improved, and

not that capitals may be swollen. I shall rejoice, if

Baltimore and Philadelphia shall double their popu-

lation as consequences of internal improvements;

but I shall rejoice more in the extended wealth and

population of those regions in the interior, which

will have by those improvements become connected

with our cities. Call on me freely for any informa-

tion in my power. Yours, &c.

[Extractfrom Jlugiisl 7, 1826.]

I cannot but think that in your country, )Penn-

sylvania) rail-ways must be much superior to ca-

nals, partly in consequence of the severity of your

winters, and the drought of your summers, provided

the rail-ways be so constructed as to be immoveable

by the frost, which is no diflicult matter to accom-

plish.

The rail-way from this city (Liverpool) to Man-

chester, a di,star.ce of about thirty-four miles, is

now in progress.

[Extract from JVovemhcr 1, 18-26.]

I have now to inform you that on applying to

the agent of a certain rail way, which has been

more extensively used than any other in this part of

the country, and who, perhaps, pays more attention

to his duties than most other men, informs me thus.

"I consider the annual expenditure upon our rail-

way rather high, and particularly in I8i5, which

was chiefly owing to the increased quantify of trade.

and the great advance in the price of iron rails.

The annual expense on six miles, on an average of

seven years with a trade of 100,000 tons per annum,

1819, . . . «. sCg. 419 l^ 9*

1820, .... 397 3

18-21, .... 258 1 24

18-22 376 14 3

1823, .... 005 15 10

1824, .... 703 9 4

1S25, .... 1355 9 34

The above is one of the first public rail-ways

which has been laid in this country, and has been

down I suppose about thirty or thirty-five years,

and is of cast iron on stone sleepers, viz. of the old

plan. You may rely upon this being a correct state-

ment; for the gentleman who furnished it to me, is

my particular friend, and is particular in accounts,

so as to ascertain (he wear and tear of all things

under his charge. Rail-ways, if properly construct-

ed, must unquestionably be better adapted gener-

ally to your climate than canals, and the system of

dead levels and inclined planes, of steep ascents, is

the best with fixed engines to draw up the wagons;

which engines should have a considerable excess of

power to be profitably employed in grinding corn,

SiC. SiC. in order that there should always be suffi-

cient power in motion to attach to wagons when-

ever they might arrive.

Maryland Agricultural Society.

I^The I'rustees of the Maryland A gricultliral

Society are notified, that their next meeting wil be

held on Thursday, the 12th inst., at the residmce

of S. W. Smith. A full meeting is now earnatly

called lor. Should indispensable business cause

the absence of any of the members, the propriety

of giving notice of that fiict is respectfully suggtst

ed.

BAXiTIXSO&i: PRZOBS CTTaREXTT.

RINALDO.—That noble specimen of a noble

race wf animals has returned to Talbot county, in

this state, the prospect of encouragement in this

vicinity not holding out sufficient mduccment to

retain him here. Most people will sooner fend

their mares to an old fielder, or to some gangling

brute without a single quality, but flesh and fat,

to recommend him, provided they can get their

services for #5, So they get a colt, they care

little about blood, bone, sinew, wind, or courage,

and will rear some vulgar animal, that when reared,

will not sell for as much as will pay for his keeping,

at the same expense that they could, by a fine

thorough bred horse, have a colt that, when grown,

would take them on the wings .if the wind with un-

lailing spirit, or sell in our streets for 8200. It is

but a few days since a friend of ours gave for a

gelding, just brought from New Jersey, $-250, and

twenty people would be glad to get him for that;

and why? because be was sired by Duroc, the sire

of Eclipse, and is conseqviently a first rate horse at

any work. Another owns a gelding, for which he

has refused J.350; and why? simply because, being

sired by a blooded horse you see it in every inch of

his skin, in every motion of his limbs. He will trot

you a mile in four minutes, and has travelled in har-

ness from JNew York to Philadelphia in a day, with

oet being touched in the wind!

Rinaldo is a splendid specimen of the Sir Archy
stock, and will stand at Easton and the Trappe in

Talbot county. Four years hence, and every man
who gets his stock will have cause to rejoice; those

who did not, to repent themselves. We never saw

a horse that would better bear examination, whe-

ther fat or lean, especially of good judges.

Tobacco—Inspected in the three State warehouses
last week, 418 hhds. There is no material change in
the tobacco market—some little is selling:; the prices
are about the same, and may bo quoted as last week.
Second as in quality,

!jf3
00 a 8 00—Common crop, 3 00

n 3 SO—Do. red, 4 00 a 4 50—Good red, 5 00 o b 00
Fine red, 7 00 a 8 00—Yellow and red, T 00 a 10 00
Yellow, 10 00 15 00—Fine yellow, 16 00 o SO 00—Vir-
ginia fat, 6 00 a 8 00—Rappahannock, 3 50
Flour—Inspected last week, 10,469 bbls. Baltimore;

Susquehanna do. 3140 bbls.; half bbls. 1233. We quote
Susquehanna at 5 00 a 5 12^—Baltimore, Howard street,

5 00 a 5 25—do. white family, 6 50 a 6 '5—Wheat, good,
1 00 a I 10—Corn, 46 a 4S—Rye, 75—Oats, 37^ a 42

—

Flaxseed, 75—Barley, 1 00 a 1 37^—Clover seed, red.

6 00 o 6 50, on the fall—Timothy seed, 3 50 o 4 00—
Herds' grass, 1 50 a 2 00—Millet, 75 a 1 00—Irish po-
tatoes, (seed,) 50 a 62—Corn meal, per cwt 1 25.

Whiskey, (in bbls.) $0 SSJ—do. (in hhds. 32—Plas-
ter, pr bbl 1 124 o 1 25—do. per ton, 3 75—Bacon, Bal-

timore hams, 9 00 a 10 00—do. hog round, 6 00 o 7 00

—

do. country, 5i—Butter, in kegs, No. 1 to 3, cwt. 8 00
15 00—Lard, do 8 50 a 10 00.

Cotton, Vii-ginia, asking <JI0 OOall 00—Upland, fair,

10 00 a 11 50—Louisiana, 11 OOa 14 00—Carolina, 10 00
o 11 00. Fisii—Herrings, per bbl. old, $-2 50 o 3 00

—

Markcrel, No. I, §6 25—do. No. 2, 5 25—-do. No. 3, 4 25

—Shad, per barrel, 6 00—do. do. trimmed, 5 50 a 6 00.

Feathers, per lb. 29 a 30.

Live Stock— Beef, good, on the hoof, §5 00 o 5 50

—

Hoi^s, good pork, 4 00 a 4 50—Lambs, 2 00—Mutton.
2 00 a 4 50—Veal, 3 00 a 5 00—Chickens, retail, 18* a
25—Eggs, per dozen, 10 o 12^ cts.

LEWIS SUTTON & Co.

P. S.—Owing to Mr. Biscoe's other engagements, he
is compelled to withdraw. The connection, however,
is equally suitable to serve the public. L. Suttov.

fhices of stocks.

l.sVg. 4116 11

Average cost per mile, I. st'g. 588 1 8
'

do per mile per annum 98 Si
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Mkrryman & GiTTiNGS, Stock and Kxchange Brokers-

BANK STOCKS. par value.

U. States' Bunk Stock, per share, 100
Bank of Maryland, do. 300
Bank of Baltimore, do. SOO
Union Bank of Maryland, do. 75

Mechanics' Bank ,, 9

Franklin Bank, 20
Commeicial and Farmers' Bank, . 20
Farmers' and Merchants' Bank, . . SO

City Bartf, IS

Marine Bank, . . (div. off,) . . 25

Farmers' Bank of Maryland, (div. olT) 50
Cnv STOCKS.

Corporation 6 per cent, redeema-
ble aftar 1S36,

Do. 5 per cent, redeemable in 1832, 100

Penitentiary 5 per cent, stock, ) ,„„
(none in market, J

Museum, 8 per cent, (no demand.)
Masonic Hall, 6 per cent. . .

Annuities, or Ground Rents, . .

ROAD STOCKS.

Rcister's Town, . . (div. off,) 20

York, do. 20

Frederick do. 20

Washington and Baltimore, ... 50

Baltimore Water Company, (div. off,) 60

Union Manuf Co. .Stock, per share, 50

Gas Stock, 100

Temascaltepcc Mining Co's, pr. sk. 600

Havre de Grace Turnpike G per cts.

U. states' STOCK.
(div. off,) 100

do. 100

do. 100

do. 100

do. 100 10

100

100

118.50*

228.00t
343.00
75.50

9.12

26 00
26.50
55.50

2.80f
27.00
51.50

111.001

102.001

103

par and int.

6 to 10 per ct.

9.00*

7.00*

B.OO*
30.00
85.00
M.50

133.00
800.00*

par and int.

Six per cent. l.StS

, 1S14,

Three per cent.

Four and half per cent

Fi , per cent do. 100

Those marked thus * for sale, and thus t wanted-

Merryman & Giltings.

101.00
102.00

103.00"

82.001

a 103.00
108.00

by

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Tov, corner

of St. Paul and Market-sts., where every description

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely executed.
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A.&&lC\iI,'x'XJi<Ii.

SCHOOLS FOR TEACHING AGRICULTURE,
Tlieoretically and Practically.

3. S. Skikner, Lsii.

Dear Sir,—In sending lo jou for publication in

the Farmer, the enclosed letters Iroin Mr. t'ellen-

berg and iMr. *V ooiiuridge, 1 trust no vanil^ wdl be

imijuted to nie, I'rom their IVequeiit application ol

the terms patriotic and philanthropic, lo the views 1

have suggested relative to new institutions lor edu-
cation in the United States.

My cl)icl motives in the suggestions and attempts

1 ha»e made on tiiis subject, have been, the educa-
tion of ni) particular laiuiiy, and the laaulies ol

those Iriends, wlio arc partial to institutions out ol

the atmosphere of large cities, for the education ol

their children; 1 therefore have no clami to the epi-

thets which these gentlemen have bestowed on my
feeble ellbrts

Individual feelings, wishes, and interests, are,

however, so necessarily connected with the general
etfects ol a well adapted system of education to the

agricultural iiileresS of the union, that it would be

impossible to obtain those gratihcations and bless-

ings which may be of selfish origin, but by the suc-

cess of plans which are of a social, and even a na-
tional character.

Mr. Fellenberg's system, as conducted at Hoffwyl
in Switzerland, has appeared lo me, from an actual
view of its operations and eflects, admirably adapt-
ed to the great lanaed and agricultural interests of
our country, and to the views of those who see in

the cultivation of their own farms, the real sources
of personal and permanent enjoyment, and of truly
patriotic pursuits.

It would appear to me as much a waste of time,
to prove, in detail, that a practical system of educa-
tion, adapted entiniy to rural life, could be most
siiciesslull> pursued in the country, as that such a I

system could nut be duly developed within (he wails
of a city or the precincts of a college.

The freedom of the fields, seems indispensable to

the formation in early lile of all the esseiidal habits
of the farmer, as well as to Ins acquisition at tnat

period ol liiose attachinents to his paiernal acres
Miiich are the surest pledt,e of their preservation to

bis posterity, and the most solid loundation ol his
attachment to his country.

All the earliest and must durable associations ol

the mind, are essentially dili'erent when formed by
man, on his own larm, or native fields, from those
which originate in the habits ot city lile; evin his
moral principles may be said to be diflVrent, in tncse
scents; or to be so dilierently directed in their pur-
suit, as to constitute eiilirnly diiferent characters,
and the best writers on education have insisted
most on the intluence of early associations, in aid oi
moral principles.

Yet, no education attainable in the United States,
is now adapted to the interests, or the iMchiialinns
<il those who are the proprietors, or the possessors
of the soil. Some of our systems tend to eniiiientc
in the learned professions, others are well adapted
to make mililaiy men, some also, of laie, point tu
improvement in the mechanic arts, and many pro-
fess to prepare lor classical and literary attaininents,
while agriculture, the employment of the greatesl
number of our citizens, has no where found in the
United States, a place of exclusive, or even of par-
ticular instruction, where the wealthy might secure
to their children their possessions, by the practical
knowledge which is necessary lo their preservation,
and where they would at the same time acquire Ihe
moral principles and the tastes which are essential
to their enjoyment.

This deficiency in the United States, it is the ob

•'^*^!^i. ^^f ^'" 'i'^""'"' «' 'Is founder) may be call-ea the b ellenberg system, to supply.
ISo. 4. —VtJL. 9.

Tlie gratt hasis uf the plan, is atrricidture, tauglit
thcoreticulty and practicuUy, in institutions in the
country, with all the concomitant branches of sci-
ence, which are useful m Us pursuit, as the business
ol hie, as well as all that conduces to make its paths
pleasant, to those whose resources are not derived
solely from their labour and industry.

Its further development is reserved for future
numbers.

Your most oh't serv't, A.M.
IVoihiugton, April 2, 1S27.

[Copy of a letter from Emanuel de Fellenberg to
Anthony Morris, Esq

]

,, „ „ tloffwyl, near Bern, Stoitzertand,
)My Dear Sir, January 10, 1Sl'7.
5

I regret greatly to learn, from your letter of the
•-3tli 01 October ult., that my reply to your first lett. r
has been lost 1 assure you, sir, that I am deeph-
impressed with the truth and importance of the ob-
servations whish you have addressed to me, and the
more so, as the solution ol the most interesting
|)roblem to humanity, appears to me to depend on
ine manner in which those observations may be re-
duced to practice in Pennsylvania.

It would atiord me peculiar happiness if I could
supply, (lom my institution, the prolessors and as-
sislmts which may be requisite there; but 1 have
Old; attaineil, by the etfbrts of thiriy 3 ears, and the
application of my whole fortune, one complete and
comected class of associates and assistants, such as
w a; requisite to realize my plans at HoSwyl; 1 have
alsi perleclly succeeded in establishing in diderent
parts ol Europe thirteen schools lor the labouring
daises, this success has sufficed to prove that my
plais are not Utopian, and that we may expect to
reuize Irom them Ihe results to which our views
are directed, as .soon as the true friends of humani-
ty shall determine to establish institutions propor-
lifned to the importance of the objects of their ef-
Ibrts.

At this time I am entirely alone in the practice ofmy theory, notwithstanding the colossal reputation
which It has pleased divine Providence that Hofi-
wyl has obtained.

My school lor the labouring classes amounts to
one hundred and tiventy-eight, which, thouc'h a
large number for my limited fortune, is small, on
the scale of utility for which it was designed.

I think, sir, that I have expressed to you verbal-
ly the great error I committed in relying too much
on (he favourable disjiositions and aid of my con-
temporaries, alter I should have proved to them the
practicability and eliiciency of my plans. The
proofs have been made and demonstrated, but my
contemporaries have possessed so little of really
practical plilaiilhiopy, that ,hey have remained sa
lisfied with the demonstration of the problem, with
out further attention to it, and consequently withou;
giviiis; to it Ihe extensive eUect and operation at
whicii I aimed.
Mr. William C. VVoodbridge, one of your coun-

trymen, has been in my institution three months; I

wish you to avail yourself of his information. He
IS a gentleman of the most excelienl character ii

ol Air. h. has led him to mention my name to youand leads me lo remark that I sympathize entireh'
in Ihe views and leelings expressed in your commu
nicacion to Mr. Fellenberg, which he was goodenough to shew me, and that I have resolved to de
vote the remnant of a constitution, greatly impaired
by previous eBoils in the promotion of education in
our country, in such way as Providence may indi-
cate on my return.

I was originally compelled to vi.sit Europe on ac-
count ol my health, hut have lost no opportunity ofgaming inlonnalion on this subject, which my health
and circumstances have allowed me. As you per-
ceive, I have passed three months at Holfwil. sole-
ly with this object in view, and have only to re-ret
that my pariial knowledge of the German lan-ua-e
rendered my m.eans of obstrvation imperfect', and
that this period (the utmost I could devote) was so
inadequate to the study of a system so great i„ ex-
tent and so complete in its minute arrangements

Should my limited means and health permit I
design to pass the next summer in Germany, and
the lollowmg winter in France and Great Britain inexamining the mslitutions of education, and it will
giv-e me great pleasure if I can promote your nobleand philanthropic views, either during my resi-
dence abroad, or on my return home. Should youlavour me with any communications in Europe I
beg you to addres them as indicated below, and I
shall on my return, receive letters throuKh my
Iriends, Professor Hare, of Philadelphia, or Profes
sur Sdhman, of Yale College.

I am induced, at the request of Fellenberg to
slate my views to you, and to suggest that the re-
tired situation of iioliwyl, is deemed by him essen-
tial to the success of his plan, and, therefore to in-
quire, whether Bristol is sufficiently secluded from
the influence of evil exami)les. and the corrupting
intercourse with village society.

"

i beg you to be assured of my entire devotion to
the great objects you have in view, and of my anx-
ious wishes lor your success, Uc.

Very respectfully, &.c.

^VM. C. WOODBRIDGE.
Jlaaress. in Europe,

William C. VVoodbridge,
Chez. B. Curtis & Co.

No. 29 Rue de Mail,

Paris.
or.

Care of Perkins & Heath,
No. 69 Fleet street,

London.

every essential requisite, and capable of being very
uselul III the accomplishment of your views; and I

beg you to be assured, sir, that notiiing in my power
will be omitted that may conduce to the advance
inent of intentions so laudable, philanthropic, and
patriotic.

EM.\NUEL DE FELLENBERG.

[Copy of a letter from Mr. William C. VVoodbridge
to Anthony Morris, Esq.)

Sir, Paris, Fibniary 5, 1827.
I have the honour to forward to you, thr u.in the

iiif(li,;:ii cl Mr iii-.)>\i., a letter commilted to my
charge by Mr. FcllenOerg of HoBwyl, the kindness

STUMBLING HORSES-IMPROVIDENT
FAR.MERS.

Mr. Suinni-R, Monlgoma-y county, J\Id., Feb. 1S27.

i have lately witnessed a dialogue between two of
my neighbours, with which I fell so much interest-
d that I cannot resist the temptation to give voii

the outlines, for publication, if you think proper.
It took place between a Mr Hojioful and a Mr. Cer-

Itainly, two farmers, as they rode along the road,
land originated from the circumstance of Mr. Hope-
ful's horse having fillen down with him, and his
rider's narrow escape front a broken neck.

Mr. Hopeful. Confound the horse. This is the
third lime he has been near killing me.

. air. Certainty. Well, Mr. Hopeful, I am asto-
nished that you should persist in riding Uim.

H. Bless your soul, man, what am I to do? I

own six horses, for which I have paid nearly as
many hundred dollars; there is only this and one
of my carriage horses that can make any headwaj
at travelling; and as for the carriage horse he evea
blunders in harness.

C. Well, sir, whal you are io do, I know not!
but I can tell you what I would be at pretty quickly.

H. Indeed, sir, I would be thankful for any in-
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formation tlKit would he likely to ena

procure a good saddle horse. That is to say, one

that could carry me safely and easily to mysell,

say fifty or sixty miles <n a day upon an emergen-

cy without being distressed. And if I could pos-

sibly procure him, I would cheerfully pay two hun-

dred dollars for another that could "he by the side

of the hounds" for a few hours. Would you ad

vertise for a horse of this description, sir?

C. No, sir. In that case you might possibly be im

posed upon by some jockey. You say you would give

a senerous and even a high price. Now, for the pre-

sent procure a three or (our year old colt or two,

that have come of mares that have performed well,

and that have for their sires such horses as are cer

tainly of the purest "blood" and the best stock.

Break these with care, and your present wants are

supplied at once. Then look out for a young mare

that as much can be said in favour of, and buy her

at almost any price rather than miss. You will

then have an oppurtunity of raising horses ol

the very first order, at comparatively a small ex-

H. I perceive, sir, that your plan is plaufible; but

it strikes me that there are great difficulties in the

way In the first place, there is not a single horse

ble me to I may be, notwithstanding it may seem a little para

in our county of the description you mention

and
C. One thing at a time, sir. You say there is no

such horse in the county. Do you mean by that,

that there is none in the state, or none in the coun-

ty? Where is Nathan LufFborough's horse R>b

Roy. Charles Stereti Ridgelys Mark Anthony,* and

ISlr -Skinner's Rinaldo?

H I have never seen either of them; are they

TCry fine horses, sir?

C. Of the very first order.

H Where were they raised? Can you tell me?

C. Yes. sir. They were all three raised by Mr.

John Randolph, of Roanoke; and if you will ex

amine a stud book that Mr. Skinner has in his pos

session, you will find that their stock is equal to

that of any horses in this, or any other country

And here you have lived and rode tumble down

horses, within a few hours' ride of two of them, and

have never seen either, and, in fact, know nothing

about them. Did you never hear of those horses.

doxical, I really think there is but little hope for

them. Yours, Stc. T R.

[* Note by the B'.ditor.—Mark Anthony has

been bought for jfloOO, and taken on behalf of a

spt, tied agricultural society, to New Jersey, where

there are already subscribed to him one hundred

mares at $20 each! Rinaldo has been sent back to

the Eastern Shore, it appearing, by the best advice

we could get, that in the neighbourhood of Balti

more he would, at !i>i5, stand no chance against the

§5 old fielders! Yet, of all things the most difficult

to find, and the most ready of sale, for at least $200,

is a first late saddle horse of stoutness and good

action!—such a horse a." Rob Roy, or Mark Antho-

ny, or Rinaldo, would be sure to give by a good

mare. Hence it is, that we in Maryland pay thou

sands of dollars every year into the pockets of the

sensible Jersey farmers for horses—not that wedo

not, on the score of economy, rear hor.ses; but be-

cause under our "penny wise, pound foolish" flrs-

tem, we send our mares to worthless, cold bldpd-

ed, cheap covering horses. Mark

Mr. Hopeful never saw, could not get

l.delphia without being gazed at as tl

be. 11 a lion in the streets; nor without gettins

the papers. Accordins,l.V. we find the Ibllowin;

tice in the National Gazette.

•' CommwiicatioH —h must afford the public glfeat

pleasure and satisfaction to observe the great ejsr

tions that have been lately made in the state of I ;w

Jersey and the state of Pennsylvania, to impr ve

the breed of that noble, elegant, and useful anit al,

the horse. For many years past, good horses hive

been scarce, and very difficult to be procured: jut

the zeal and exertions lately manifested by a niin

her of individuals to improve the breed of horts.

will remove the difficulty we have experienced, ilpd

enable ouj- citizens and others, al no distant peri

ess, cold uKpa-
Antbony, jiat

et through Ihi-

though he pd

Dear Sill, Cftar/eslon, S. C.,Ma,cli lo, 1827.

I am happy to inform you that my agricultural

machine has been here universally approved of.:—

The enclosed certificate, which 1 would thank you
to publish, roust, I think, cause it to be received

into general use. In Mr Rowand, I have met with

a warm and efficient friend. It is to his kind offices

that I am chiefly indebted for the facilities which
have been afforded me of introducing it to the pub-

lick notice, and for the favourable reception it has

met with. But he is ever ready to patronize any

tning that may tend to promote the cause of agri-

culture. From what I have seen on his plantation,

and learned from others, it may not be saying too

much to pronounce him one of the most intelligent

and enterprising agriculturists of this slate. To
him, are we indebted for what he modestly terms

the nondescript hedge; but which, in honour of its

enlightened inventor, should be transmiited to pos-

terity by the name of "the Rowand hedge." I, for

one, will give it no other. The beauty and value of

this can only be appreciated by those who have

seen it. It is now just getting into bloom. Mr.

Rowand has tastefully introduced among it a pecu-

liar species of yellow jessamine, with which the

w'oods abound, and also interspersed here and there

various coloured roses, which, combined with the

large white blossom of the nondescript, form altoge-

ther the most lovely sight that ever the eye beheld.

.\s a hedge alone, it is excelled by none. When
three years old, neither cow nor horse will attempt

to pass; and at five, hardly a sparrow can get

through. Although but a few years have elapsed

sini e the first slip was set out, yet Mr. Rowand has

already many miles ol it uj)on his plantation, and

he is still adding to it every year. I do not remem-
ber to have seen a pannel of fence upon the place.

Even his farm pen* are enclosed with it. He show-

ed me, also, the finest growth of oats I ever saw.

One lot contained fifteen acres, besides two others

H. Yes, sir, I have heard something of them, 1

think; but I always viewed the circumstance of

raising a fine horse as a thing pretiy much out of

my reach.

C. Well, now let me ask you a question, sir.

Suppose all others had done in this matter precisely

as you have—do you think that at this time there

would have been a dozen fine horses in the whole

H. Certainly not. Hut, sir, suppose youand Land

every one else who has it in his power to raiae colts

were, to put your plan into o[ieration, the whole

country would soon be overrun wilh

—

C. With what, sir, but first rate horses—the very

thing we want; and then a really fine horse would

cost no more than you now have to pay for an ordi-

nary one, for this very good reason, that it costs no

more, no not a cent more, to raise such a horse, as

you would now be willing to pay $'iOO for, than

iuch an one as just now went well nigh to cost you

your life. And then, my word for it, you would be

willing to stop and rest by the time your horse was

tired; and more than that, we should not so often

hear you say that you did not know whether your

dogs took the fox or not. Tight-Rein.

r. S. Now, Mr. Skinner, (between us two,) I

think it will not be doubled, but that there is a very

lar,?:e family of the Mr. Hopefuls, spread over the

whole state of Maryland; besides a respectable nuin-

iicr in some other places. I mean to apply the word

respectable to their numbers only, and not to their

standing as farmers. For., however Hopeful they

to procure fine horses for the saddle and harnei*; I ,^-,,, ^^ jg„ ga^h; all drilled in rows fill, en
and most sincerely do I hope that those persons en-

gaged in this laudable undertaking, will be reinune

rated for their praiseworthy exertions and trouble.

"These remarks were induced by seeing a horse

lately arrived in this city from the state of Mary-

land. He is one of the most beautiful horses that

has been seen here for many years; he passed

tnrough here on Saturday last on his way to Salem,

New Jersey. He was purchased for the use of the

Agricultural Society of the County of Salem He

was raised by the honourable John Randolph, of

Virginia; and for size, action, and perfect symme-

try, not exceeded by any horse I have ever seen—

his neck and head "have the beauty of the swan,

and when he is in motion, he has all the agility of

the fox He is a colt from the highly celebrated

horse. Sir Arci:y—and half brother to all ihe first

rate racing horses, such as Jvhii Richards, Betsy

Richards, Henry and others. As citizens of Phila-

delphia, we are much indebted to New Jersey for

most of the fine carriage horses we have. We
may, therefore, look forward in anticipation, a few

years, when our city will be supplied with that most

useful animal from the lower counties of that state;

and that they will possess more elegance of figure

and vio-our of action, than we have been accustom-

ed to see for some years back.

A Citizen of Philadelphia."

N. B. The communication from our friend in

Mont^-omery, was by some accident until now over-

looked.]

inches apart, and worked entirely with the hoe. I

understand that this is the only method practised

heie, the growth of grass and weeds being too ra-

pid to allow its being sowed broad cast While
they have the labour necessary for the drill culture,

they need not regret their mability to pursue our
slovenly melliod.

Bui what suiprises me most, is the little use made
here of the plough. A \ irginia planter would
scarcely believe ihat two are a full complement lor

a farm working 5C or 100 negroes; and that many
extensive plantatioi.s have none at all. I am told

that it is but a few yoars since they were introduc-

ed; for I will not speak of that wretched caricature

upon husbandry they call a shovel plough. One
great preventive to the use of the plough and har-

row, is the slovenly method practised here in clear-

ing land. When a planter undertakes to clear a
field, he thinks he has nothing to do but to fell the

trees, chop off the limbs and burn the brush—as lo

removing the stumps and trunks, it is what never

enters his mind. He knows very well that they will

rot, in time; but before this takes place, the soil is

worn out, and then more land must be cleared. I

passed several large fields that have been in con-

tinued cultivation TV)r twelve or fifteen years, which

1 might almost have crossed in any direction, by

stepping upon the stumps and trunks of trees which

had been felled in the clearing. Of course, nuthmg
but the hoe can be used here. It is to be hoped

that the example of such men as Mr. Hume, Mr.

Rowand, and some others 1 could mention, will

cause a better system to be pursued. There is but

one way to make amends for the present low prices

of produce; namely, by lessening Ihe expenses of

cultivation. There must be more work, with fewer

negroes. Some of them must give place to Ihe

mule, which costs less in the first instance, is at less

SMITH'S AGRICULTURAL MACHINE.
[The following letter, not written for publication,

contains so much of what is worthy of observation,

and a tribute so justly due to the intelligence and

puhlick spirit, and publick usefulness of some gen

tieraen named therein, that we will not suppress it.] [risk from sickness and casualties, and more cheaply
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fed; while at the same time he will do more work

than half a dozen. Therefore, the plough—the

plough—the plough.
^ ^ Yours. &c. F. H. SMITH.

Charleston, S. C, March 9, 1827.

We this day witnessed the trial of an agricultu-

ral implement for planting and cultivating cotton,

corn, rice, &,c. invented by Mr. Fram is H. Smith,

of Virginia, of which the following is our opinion.

Although the land upon which the experiment

was made was r.tther unfavourable for the purpose,

it being a hard trodden garden walk, none other

being convenient, it nevertheless at one draught,

threw up a list or ridge similar in every respect to

that made in the usual way by the plough with

three furrows For this operation we consider two

horses necessary. The list being thus formed, the

proper fixtures were then applied, and at one ope-

ration the trench was opened, the seed dropped at

regulsr distances, covered and rolled—and all much

belle}- than can be ilone Ly hand. It is equally well

adapted lor ei'hfr corn or cotton, ;ind may also be

used for drilling rice. It was shewn to our satis

faction, thut the quantity of seed to be passed at

once may be regulited at pleasure. The cultiva

tors were ihrn applied ^o as to cle<r awa} the grass

am! weeds IVomi both sides of the bed at once; and

by fixing thi-ui again as Itiey wvr- in the first, while

forming the li'-t, they are made lo hill the plant on

both sides at one draught In planting, one horse

is sulficient; but in the operations of wi'eding and

hilling, two are requisite to avoid treading down
the crop. A cylinder was alsn shewn , to be used

when drilling turnip or other small seeds, which, al-

though we did not see tried, we are convinced will

answer the purpose.

Being perfectly satisfied with its performance in

every respect, we do not hesil,Ue to recommend it

as a Mstlul labour saving machine, simple in its

construction, and ea-i!y repaii.^d It i,«. Iinvcver,

neressaiy previsns to its bei:ig used, that the land

be flnsh'd. or broken with the plougli, and that il

be free from stumps or other '.ihstrmtinn.s.

CHARLES £. RoVVAND,
Stcrt) auil Ticas So Ct- Ji^rie. So.

KnV\ 1). IJKOU N. Vor Sec.

JOHN R. MAI'HKVVES.
of Edi^to.

FREDK G. FRASER.

March 12.—Pursuant to an invitation from Mr.

Rowand, we this day attended at his plantation, to

witness an experiment with Mr Smith's agricultu

ral machine. It was put in operation upon a piece

of land that was planted in potatoes last year, hut

unprepared for this occasion. It threw up a list at

one draught similar to that made by the plough
with three furrows, and planted cotton, corn and
rice to our entire satisfaction.

JOS F OLFEAR,
F. TOUCHJiTOiNE

5:^These machines are made only by Sinclair Si

M'»>re, Baltimore, who are sole agents for the pa-
tentee—price S-J7 Those who plant the black seed
cotton, should state il in their orders, as in this case
a slight alteration is necessary in the construction,
to prevent passing too many seed at once; other-
wise they are always made adapted to the green
fleed.

recipe, by the use of which his cows aSTorded an
equal quantity and quality of milk during the winter

as during the summer;—"Take a bushel of potatoes,

break them whilst raw, place them in a barrel stand-

ing up, putting in successively a layer of potatoes

and a layer of bran, and a small quantity of yeast in

the middle of the mass, which is thus left to ferment
iluring a whole week, and when the vmous taste has
pervaded the whole nii.\ture, it is given to the cows
who eat it greedily."

WINTER FOOD FOR COWS.
M. Chabert, the director of the Veterinary school

at Alforf ,had a number of cows which yielded twelve
gallons of milk, every day; in his publication on the
subject, he observes that cows led in the winter upon
dry sub.stances, give less milk than those which are
kept upon a green diet, and aL<o that thpir artlk'loses
much of its quality, lie publisiieU the following

NOTICES OF PERNICIOUS AND UNPRO
FITABLE PLANTS,

fVhich infest the Farms in Chester county, Fenn.

(Continued from page ^I.)

No 7.

DiADELFHIA.—DErANDRIi.

Tiifolium nrveiise. Stone clover. Welsh clover.

A plant of no value, abimdanl in poir old fields;

but easily deposed by improving the land and in-

troducing other species of clover, or useful grasses.

SVNGENESIA.— AEftUALIS.

Leonlodmi taxncitm. Dandelion.
This foreigner is completely naturalized in all

our pastures, and upland uie.ioows. It is of no va
hie 10 the agriculturist; but is not so much of a
nuisance as to have attracted particular attention,

or induced any efforts to eradicate it.

Sonchus oleraceus. Sow thistle.

.\ worthless Ibreigner, liequent in gardens and
cijltivat>-d lots, and fquiring some attention to keep
II m subjection. This, and all other useless or in-

jurious plants, which produce seeils in great num
btrs, ougiit lo be destr.aed before tliey arrive at

maturity. One or two native species of sonchvs. ul

II) greater value than the foregoing, are frequt nt

,iong fence rows, &.c ; but th^y r.irely intrude into

0(11 n grounds, and are not troublesome.
Ftraonia uouiboraceii.iis. lion weed.
This is an obnoxious weed, especially in low

me id'iw gr"Unds. where negligent farmers are too
apt 10 let it lloiirish. A moderate degree of care in

cutting it out by the roots, will suffice to keep it

down. The F. prwatta, a larger spt- cies, but much
resembling the foregoing, is also frequent along
fences and the borders of thickets, and requins si'

milar treatment. The stems of both phtnls become
almost woody, when mature, and are injurious to
scythes.

Arctium lappa. Burdock.
A well known foreign weed, and quite a nuisance

where it is permitted to get ahead; but no neat far-

mer tolerates it, to any extent, on his premises. It

monopolizes much ground, and its burs are very
annoying, by adhering to clothing, and matting the
manes ot horses and fleeces of sheep. It should
be carefully cut up by the roots before the fruit is

forraed. The plant is often put in requisition, in

the popular practice of physic; but it is of no value
to the agriculturist.

Cnicus lanceolatus Common thistle.

A vile foreign intruder, flourishing best on our
richest land, where neglected. As il produces great
quantities of seed, which are widely disseminated
by means of the pappus, or seed-down, it ought to
be carefully extirpated before it blossoms. The
same remark applies to all the species of thistle;
and as they are biennials, they may all be subdued
by proper attention. The negligence of a single
farmer, in this respect, may prove a source of per-
petual annoyance to all his neighbours.

Cnicus discolor.

Cnicus odorulus.

These two species occur in pasture fields, the
former pretty frequently ; and both require the same
sort of attention as the common thistle.

Cnicus muticus.

This IS generally confined to low, moist grounds.

where it is pretty abundant, Il is equally worthlesg

with the other species, and requires the same treat

ment.
Cnictts altissimus.

This species of thistle is not quite so troublesome
the others, being mostly confined lo thickets and

fence rows, and not ».i formidably armed: but they

are all
; erfect nui-ances on a farm, and ought to be

hunted oii the premises.

The C/!!Cii3 arvensis, or Canada thistle, which i(

so annoying as lo have induced legislative enact-
ments against it, in NfW England, is happily un-
known to us, as yel: but there ought lo he a bright

look-out kept for its approaches.
Eupatorium perfohatum. Thorough stem. Bone-

set. Indian sage.

This plant posses>e3 valuable medicinal proper-

^s; but it has no value in an agricultural point of

view, and is often so abundant in low, moist iiiea-

loiv ground.s, as to he objectionable. The scvthc.

It the proper season, is perhaps the most eligible

instrument for keeping it in due subjection.

(To bf continued.)

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.
ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.

No, 4,

Extracts from G. Sinclair's Horlus Gramineus—with
occasional notes and observations, by a Correspon-
dent.

(Continued from p, 21.)

The following details are intended to shew the

nature of those soils which have been employed in

this series of expernuents on grasses.

1 . Poor SiliccDUS Sandy Soil.

400 grains deprived of its moisture, consisted of
Fine sand, chi'-fly siliceous . 337 grains

Carbjinate ol lime, or chalk . 2
Decomposing vegetable matter, de-

structible by fire ... 4
Silica, or the pure matter of the

earth of flints . . .32
Alumina, or the pure matter of clay 10
Oxnle of iron .... 5
Soluble matter, principally saline 3

Loss . 8

400

2. Siliceous Sandy Soil, or Hungry Sand.
) grains, deprived of moisture, gave of
Fine siliceous sand . . . 355 grains,
Carbonate of lime, or chalk . 4
Decomposing vegetable matter de-

structible by fire ... 6
Silica, or the pure matter of the

earth of flints . . . H
Alumina, or pure clay • . . 6
Oxide of iron .... 3
Soluble vegetable and saline matters 3

Loss 12

400
Obs. This soil, which was comparatively barreu

without the frequent application of large portions
of manure, and which had only a transient effect,

was permanently fertilized by the application of te-

nacious clay, (No. S.;

3. Heath Soil, or Black Siliceous Moor SoU.
400 grains, deprived of moisture, gave of

Fine sand, principally siliceous . 3I5graing.
Decomposing vegetable matter 65
Silica 9
Alumina, or the pure matter of clay 2
Oxide of iron .... 2
Solnlile matter, principally vegeta-

ble extract and common salt 6
Loss 1
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4 Rich Silicemis Soil, or Rich Sandy Soil.

400 grains, deprived of moisture, afforded of

Fine sand, chiefly siliceous and part-

ly calcareous • . . .298 srains.

Coarse gravel

Carbonate of lime, or chalk

Carbonate of magnesia •

Decomposing vegetable matter de-

structible by fire

Silica . • • • •

Alumina, or the matter of pure clay

Oxide of iron . . •

Soluble matter, consisting of vege-

table extract and phosphate of

lime
Loss

Carbonate of magnesia
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434.875 grains.

7.35

4.9

M475
7.35

3.675

30.75

5.956

18 4-278

9.7816
39.418

4.0876

0.0973

1 cubit iuch of potn- siliceous sandy soil, as before

stated, consists of

Fine sand . . . •

Decomposing vesretable matter

Carbonate of lime or chalk

Silica, or the earth of flints .

Alumina, or the matter of clay

Oxide of iron

Soluble vegetable and saline mat

tcrs . . • •

C;irbonate of magnesia.

\ enhic inch of the teuarimis clay, added to 29 of the

soil, alters the proportions in one cubic inch, to

Fine sand .... 4-i8 117 I grains.

Decomposins vegetable matter 7 5916

Carbonate of lime or chalk

Silica . . .

Alumina
Ovidr of iron .

Soluble saline matter .

Carbonate of magnesia .

The quantity of clay necessary to effect the

above alteration in an acre of the siliceous soil to

the depth of six inches, and the probable expense

attendin;; it, appear io be as follows:

One acre of land, six inches deep, contains

37.635.840 cubic inches. A cart-load, or one ton

ol clay, contains i 1 ,479 . 43 cubic inches; which, ap-

plied in the proportion of one part to 19, as above,

shews that 60 cart loads, or 745.81 cubic feet of

clay, are requisite to effect that change in its na

ture.

In ordinary cases, the expense of digging, filling,

and spreading the clay, is aSd per cart load; conse-

quently (he expense per acre would be eighteen

shillings and nine pence, exclusive of cartage. .Now

if the soil thus improved be compared with any ol

the preceding soils that are mentioned as titled for

the growth of the superior perennial grasses, it will

appear to be still very far from their natural compo-
sition, and proportionally less adapted to the growth

of these grasses. Even to bring it near to the na

ture of the sandy loam, (No. 6,) it would require

800 loads per acre: therefore, though this soil is

tinlit for the growth of the superior grasses, it is

capable of great improvement for the prpduc'tion of

grain or bulbous crops, by the application of clay

and calcareous matter; it will thereby require less

manure, and better sustain the eiTectsof a continu-

ance of dry weather.

The rich siliceous soil may have its nature

changed, to resemble that of the sandy loam, by the

application of two parts of clay to twenty nine of

soil, or 120 loads to the acre

The above facts and observations may likewise

shew, in some measure, one out of ra;iny of tl

very useful practical purposes to which the resul

of a chemical examination of soils may be made
subservient.

The subsoil is of as much importance in deter

mining the fitness or unfitness of a soil for the

growth of the superior grasses, as the nature of the

surface soil; and, indeed, when it is considered that

the latter may have its nature completely changed.
under favourable circumstances, with little (rouble

and at a moderate expense, while the nature of the

subsoil can only be partially corrected under any
circucnslances, it may therefore be said to be of the

first importance in this inquiry.

In the Ibllowing details of experiments, the na-

ture of the subsoil is therefore mentioned, and more
particularly in instances where one soil has been
cultivated on different subsoils.

The most productive old pasture lands consist of
soils of an intermediate quality as to moisture and
dryness, varying in the degree of fertility accordiiis;

to the manner of raanai;euient. or the frequency of
hay crops, and the ex<lu<^ion of lop dressing with
Eianure; but the grasses ivhich constitute their pro
dace are the same. Dry elevated soils, however

long they may have been under pasture and supe-

rior management, produce a different class of grass

es of inferior merits. The produce of peat bogs,

and of low wet soils likewise, lor the most part,

L'onsists of grasses which differ from those above

mentioned, in regard to value as well as botanical

distnictions. The respective merits and compara
live value, therefore, of the different grasses natn

ral to these particular situations, will probably be

more readily and conveniently seen, if every spe

cic's be considered under its own particular soil, and

compared with those that are naturally combined
with it. {I'o be continued.)

HORSICUIiTVRZ:.

GRAPES.
.Mb. Skinsee, Mwbern, ,.V. C., March, \S'Z1.

To "One of your Subscribers in Alabama," I say,

that the vine, from the grapes of which 60 gulluns

and upwards of wine were made, is ol the sort call-

ed about here the "Hickman grape," and at Roan
oke island the "Scuppernong grape." The grape
is white, has a thick skin, sweet juice, and as large

as 1 hog's eye. The vine is smooth, ith small

leaves. In our climate, latitude 35, and forty miles

from the sea, this grape ripens in September, and
eats well.

It is cultivated by the hand of nature. It is nei-

ther ploughed, hoed, nor pruned, but is left to the

vaginesof its own ramifications. All the assistance

it his derived from art, is its having been placed

andkept upon a scaffold, head higli from the earth,

conposed of forks stuck in the ground and crossed

witl fence rails. It resembles an uncombed head

lis ihade keeps down the weeds and gra-^s beneath

It, iiid it never fails to produce a large crop ol

IVut. It is propagated from a cutting, and is twelve

yeirs old; covers a space of earth fitly feet square.

I'lvenly-five ol them can be placed upon an acre,

and will jield gallons of wine.

The quality of wine will depend upon (he skill

of the vigneron. Upon this subject I am ignorant.

When my wine was first made it was sparkling and
agreeable, and must have resembled Champagne
Not understanding the treatment necessary tu per-

fect the vinous process, which I have since learned

is quite complicated, it has passed the vinous zest,

and is now too acid to be called good. Its colour

is amber.
The attempt to make this wine was my first es

say. Since, I have discovered that too litlle was
done to insure success. When 1 again touch the

subject, perhaps a more agreeable result may issue

Irom it.

We have, in our woods, an abundance of vines,

generally bearing grapes. I'heir pleasure is to

climb to the tops o. trees, as if to give their fruit

to the bird.s, in preference (o (he foxes. In clear-

ing our lands of ils (iniber, (here are annually de

stroyed vast numbers of them. I'hus they are dis

appearing, together with (he lorests In which they

grew. Il is probable that some friendly hand will

lescue them irom an entire destruction, by assem
blmg their varieties m a vineyard.

ed to communicale it for publication in the "Far-
mer," (should the Editor approve of it,) with the

view to induce others to make the trial, and with

the hope of its ultimate success. I shall simply

state the facts, as they have occurred immediately

under my own observation. Four years since, f

planted four peach trees in my garden; very near

them came up two volunteers; upon one of these I

budded six or seven different kinds. It of course

became an object of particular attention. In the

aulimin of 18-25, I took from the roots of these

trees a number of worms, and from this particular

tree there were nine taken. In the early part of

the succeeding summer they were again examined,

and with about the same result. Several of these

trees, by this time, were very much injured by
means of the fissures made in the bark during the

search, independent of what had been sustained by

the worms
The earth immediately surrounding the roots of

four of them was then removed, (among this num-
ber was the tree from which so many worms were
taken,) fur about the depth of IJ or 2 inches, and
the same in width. Thus making room for the ap-

plication of, say one quart of a composition made
up of equal parts of cow dung and clay, which
were mixed together with a little water, so as to

form a kind of mortar. This was carefully plas-

tered round such parts of the roots as were expos-

ed, and extended up the body, perh.ips two inches

above the surface of the ground. The earth which
had been removed, was (hen laid round i(, but not

elevateil above the surrounding surface. This com-
position soon became hard, and would occasionally

crack; but these were closed by the washing of a
rain. Thus these trees remained until a few days

since, when upon a close examination, it was found

that the four trees treated in this manner, had not

only entirely escaped any further injury, but the

wounds heretofore made had almost entirely healed,

and the bark exhibited a healthy appearance.

Not so with the other two; they were surrounded
with gum, and upon removing the earth from the

roots, the wounds did not appear to be healed, and
a number of worms were extracted.

Respectfully, thy friend,

J.S. Skinwer. THOS. p. STABLER'.

PEACH TREE.S.
Montgomery county, Md., 3d mo. 18, 1827.

Kespected Fkiknd,

So many plans have been recommended for pre-

serving our [leach trees from ileslrudion by the

rtoriii, and so many of them have laded to answer

Ihe purpose intended, thai, perhaps, he who recom

mends any thing new, need make no very sanguine

calculations upon its being generally used, at least

until well tested

But notwithstanding all this, such has been the

result of an experiment of aiiue, that 1 have resolv-

ON TRIMMING FRUIT TREES.
Westchester, 3d mo., IS, 1827.

Esteemed Friend,

My heahh seems at present rather flattering; that

being the case, I thought I would write a little for

the Farmer, thinking that probably my mite would

be acceptable; and, if not, it could only be rejected.

The time being nearly at hand for trin ming fruit

trees, I thought it would be acceptable to those

having it to do, to obtain nay little experience on the

subject, as it is possible for the greatest to learn

from the most insiirnificant.

Some years ago there came an old German to my
father's, just from Germany, wishing to obtain work
for a day or two, to help to bear his expense.- on
his jomiiey westward. He said our orchard was in

bad case, and wanted trimming, and he would like

to do it. He pulled off pieces of dead bark, and

shewed great quantities of insects' eggs that were

deposited there, which he said would hatch in (he

summer, and injure (he fruil; (ha( all this bark

should be (aken oil with an old sickle, or ilrawing

knife. We had trimmed it in the usual manner, hut

he found as much to do as though we had not lieen

in it, 1 lie cominiin nraclice is to take an axe or

hMlchct, and chop off the liiiib. perhaps one, two or

three inches from the main body or limb, leaving a

stump that must die and deciy Io the very heart

of the body or limb from uliich it grew. Our
German's instrument was the saw, with which he

would cut Ihe limbs and slum|is off as close to the

parent as possible, saying that the bark would grow
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over that summer. Kut 1 find that in order to have

it grow over, the trimming must not be done before

the sap has commenced running. If done in the

winter, the wound becomes dead and deepened be

lorp nature has furnished any supply for heahng it

The old man finished his work, made the trees looli

quite white and smooth; and the result has been

that the orchard has not been equalled by any in

the neisriibourhood, either for smoothness of fruit,

uniformity in bearing, or flavour of the fruit.

I remain, affectionately, thy friend.

To J. S. Skinnek. JOSEPH KERSEY.
P. S. If you wish to drive rats from your stable,

keep your sheep in it; if you wish them back again

keep your hogs in it.

If our milk maids would wish to save themselves

the trouble of stripping the cows after milking, let

them do as the calves or lambs do, viz: keep the

udder well shook up, and mix the rich milk that

floats on the top with the other, and let it all come
together. J- K.

GRAPES.
We have only room, at present, for a small notice

correcting an error which has been pretty general-

ly circulated, respecting the culture of the Grape

for the manufacture of American wines. Mr R.

Carr, in an article published in the Democratic

Press, observes: "Some time last summer the editors

of a Treiiton newspaper mentioned some wine,

made by me, and added, that it was made from the

Bland, or Powel, grape. I cannot imagine how this

inislake arose, but, the wine, which they noticed in

such flattering terms, was made entirely from the

Mcxander grape, and not from the Found grape as

there stated. The latter grape no doubt may prove

to be a valuable wine grape, south of Pennsylvania,

but here, like mo.*t of the foreign grapes attempted

to be cultivated, it does not ripen with stitticient

regularity to place any dependence on the crop,

—

whereas the Mexander grape rarely fails in yielding

good crops." Mr. C. also adds,

"At the time Mr Bartrara wrote the description

of our native grapes, he was of opinion that the BulL

or Bullet grape, as it is called in the southern

states, would prove the most valuable native grape

to be cultivated for wine, but subsequent observa

tion induced him to change this opinion, as I heard

liim remark to the late Bernard M'JVlahon, a short

time before the death of the latter gentleman, that

'he believed the Mexander grape to be the most

suitable for cultivation, in Pennsylvania, as a wine

grape.' To this M'Mahon replied, that 'from his

knowledge and observation of the European scrapes,

he felt satisfied, that if they vrould even stand our

climate, and bear well, still he would prefer the

Alexiiiider, as the best wine grape, and most to be

depended on.' To those »vho knew Mr M'Mahon
it would be unnecessary to say, that no person was
more competent to judo;c; (and we had good wine

from the Alexander grape, on the table at the time^

I mentioned tne preceding conversation to the late

Mr. Legaux, and he inforitieil me that he entirely

coincided in the opinion of the above gentleman, on
the good quality of llie Alexander grape. And Mr.
Adlum, in his valuable "Memoir on the cultivation

of the vine in Amerii-a,' says that he made a wine
Ironi this grape which is pronounced equal to the

best wine of France." Sat Ev. Post.

Grapes in Sicily.

In the neighbourhood of Termini they cultivate

above forty one varieties, the names of which are

given in L'Ape di Palermo for lS2i.

RVRAL BCOSrODS'S'.

XiA.SIES' DEFAKTIVCXSIVT.

(From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.)

How TO DESTROY CATERPILLARS IN AN ORCHARD.
Plant, according to its size, from one to four

plants of bird cherry, (Primus Padtts;) almost the
whole of the caterpillars and butterflies within one
hundred or two hundred yards, v.\\\ resort to that

plant. The appearance of the bird cherry will be
hideous, but the fruit trees will be safe.

—

A^ricul.
.Toyiyial nf Bavaria, April 18:25.

HAND MILLS—HORSE MILLS, &c.

[In publishing the following, and asking from our

correspondents any information which may be the

result of observation and experience, we take occa-

sion to mention that numerous inquiries have been

made of us in regard to a Horse mill, alleged to

have been put up on one of the estates of General

Van Rensellaer. To all inquiries of this kind, one

general answer may be given—that we put all we
know that is deemed worthy of communication, in

the Farmer. We keep back nothing; and whenour
patrons wish for information, we repeat, thatithe

better way is to frame queries as brief, and as much
to the [mint as possible, and .send them for publica-

tion in the Farmer. On the other hand, the inven-

tors of useful machines and implements, connected

with agriculture and rural economy, are once apain

invited to describe them, and their advantagef, in

the Farmer, without cost

—

alicaya staling the piice

,

and such proofs of \he\T practical utility as thejican

exhibit.]

Eglington, near Red Hook LandiK, )

Sir, Ouches 00,^". Y., Oct. 2^, SjC.
I

As I wish to save the trouble and avoid ihaloss

of time in sending my grain to a neigbbouringpill,

I am anxious to procure a machine for grinling

corn, oats, wheat, rye, &c. to Hhi>'h horse pufcer.

or that of a man, may be applii ble; «ill yoi] do
me the kindness, therefore, lo inform me ol the pest

kind of mill of this description, as well as the pice,

ami the place where it may be pjoeured? Whin I

was in New York, a few months ago, I saw a iiill

of this description which appe^ired to work eil-

tr'^mely well. It is called "Fo"kes' patent porta

ble foot and hand grain mill— the first division con

taining a corn sheiler, corn-grinder, and strau-cot

ler; the second division consisting of a fanning

mill." The latter is separable from the first divi

sion, although they may he attached and worked by

the same po.ver, either with the feet or hands, or

by both. The. price of this machine is ^50. Belore

purchasing it, however, I should like to have the

opinion of some one who had seen it in operation

lor some time; and if some of your agricultural

friends, who may have had the opportunity of form-

ing an opinion upon the subject, will give you the

information, you will do me a distinguished favour

by communicating it to me as soon as you possibly

can. You will oblige me by informing me of the

name of the best and cheanest threshing machine,
with which you may be acquainted.

PERPENDICULAR GRAIN MILL.
Dear Sir, Virginia, Oct. 28, 1826.

In your valuable journal of the 6th inst mention
is made of a perpendicular grain mill, now in opera
tion on the property of Gen Van Rensellaer near

Albany. Now. could you obtain and publish a

drawing of this mill, with such explanations as

would enable a common millwright to build thein,'

it would confer a favoui on many living where mills

and mill streams are scarce, particularly on a con-

stant reader, and
Your most obed't serv't, L.

[* 1 he mill is no doubt patented. We inquired of

Gen V. but he either knew little of it, or had iitlie (j

fiderice in it. It is most probable that the General, as

is his Mini/, has, without mueh regard to the cost of it,

allowed one to be put up, as ai, experiment, for buiiefit,

if any could be derived from it, to his tenauts and
neighbours ]

(From Hints for the Improvement of Early EducatioB
and Nursery Discipline.)

Authority and Obedience.

All who are engaged in bringing up childrea
must, necessarily, possess a certain share of aiuthor-

ity or power over them. This power, being the
chief instrument in education, it is to the injudicious

use which is made of it, that many of the prevalent
defects among children are to be ascribed. On t|ie

one hand, we may observe self-indulgence, insub-

ordination, and disobedience: on the other, a broken
and depressed spirit, one of the most serious and
least curable evils which ill-management, on the

part of those who govern, can occasion. The for-

mer, arising from a weak, indecisive, and irregular

exercise of authority; the latter, from coldness and
severity.

It Is our business to steer as clear as possible be-

tween these opposite evils— bearing in mind that it

is essential to the welfare of children to know liow

to obey, to submit their wills, and to bear a denial;

while at the same time, their minds should be left

Iree and vigorous, open to every innocent enjoy-
ment, and unfettered by the thraldom of fear. We
shall best unite these important advantages by an
aulliority, firm but affectionate, equally free from
peevishness or ill temper, and an excess of indul-

gence, regular and consistent, iiever unnecessarily

ailed into action, but, always, with effect; exercis-

ed with a simple view to the good nf those under
our care, according to the dictates of judgment,

from the piimiple of love; for the reproofs,

corrections, and restraints, which are necessarily

imposed U|ioii children, should spring from love, as

well as the encouragements and indulgencies which
He bestow upon tlum:

"Such authority, in shew.
When most severe, and inusfrinp all its force,

Is but the sraver countenance of love;

Whose favour, like the elo'ids of spring, may low'r.

And utter, now and ihen, an anful voice,

But has a blessi"g in its darkest frown,
Threat'ning, at once, and nourishing the plant."

Authoiity thus guarded, rouibii.ing in right pro-
portion, decision and mililness, will produce in the
subjects of ii. an invaluable union of happy freeduin

and ready obedience.

1 'ccision of character is essential to success in the

business of education. "Weakness in every form
tempts arrogance: when a firm decisive spirit is

recognised it is curious to see how the space clears

around a man, and leaves him room and freedom.
I have known several parents, both fathers and
mothers, whose management of their families has

answered this description, and has displayed a strik-

ing example of the facile complacency with which
a number of persons, of different ages and disposi-

tions, will yield to the decisions of a firm mind
acting on an equitable and enlightened system."*

But while we do justice to this great and most
effectual quality, it must never be forgotten that

decision, when uiitempered by affection, and un-

poised by a wise, considerate, generous estimate of

the rights of others, too quickly degenerates into

sternness and severit}'.

And is not authority, often converted Into an in-

strument of evil rather than of good, by being exert-

ed for self gratification, from temper, from impulse,

and sometimes from that love of rule which closely

borders upon tyranny?

What is more common, too, than a frequent,

weak, irritating exercise of power, whi-h teases the

child, and frets his temper, while it rarely com-
mands his obedience?

A nurse forbids a child to meddle with the peo

' Foster's Essay on Decision of Character.
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and ink nilh wim-h he is [jlajuii;. bul lit- i;n ' on,

as if deaf to her voice. She repeats her prolnlntion,

in a louder and more peevish tone, "Dont do so, 1

will tell vour papa, I shall punish you if you go on."

The child obeys, perhaps, for a minute, but having

often heard the like (hreats, and as rarely lound

them executed, he soon creeps lo tlie table, and

again lays hold of the forbidden obj( cts.

The nurse complains how unmanageable are her

children, little supposing that she herself is the

cause! . , , .

She should, in the first instance, with kindness

and decision, have told the child that she forbade

his playing with ink and pens, and therefore that it

must not be done. Should more be necessary, let

her add that, in case of his once ag..in transgress

ing, she shall be obliged to send him out of the

room, or to take him to his papa.

The absolute necessity of exec\iting these threats

has already been remarked.

Wlieu the child sees his attendant rise to do it

he will, very often, tlien nlent, and Ihen subtuit

promising to repeat his offence no more; but (his

should make no difference; it would be merely

adding to future trouble, and to future disobedi

ence. Our word, once passed, must not be broken.

Also, if a child be fretling, or crying, it will little

avail to say (hat he is naughty, and to order him,

many limes, to be still. Rather let him be told,

thil if. in live nnnutes, (for we should allow him

time to recover hiniself,) hf is no( perlectly quiet,

he must be removed from the table, or sriit into the

next room.

in such cases, it is of comparatively little use to

threaten punishment, s^enerally —we should always

stale l\\e particular privation nhich we mean to im
pose

It IS the result of experience that authority is to

be established, rather by actions than u'ords. What
is vulgarly called scolding, is altog.llier unnecessary;

the government of the tongue is therefore essential

to those engaged in the business ol education. In

mind and action we should be firm; in nuinner, mild

and quiet It is a common mistake to talk tuu

much, to make too much noise, in managing chil

dren. A multiplicity of words—complaints— en

couragements r. biikes threats but, nothing

done, nothing effected, when, probably, one decid

ed action would have accomplished the object

without further trouble.

For example; a child give.", way to temper and
passionate crying at his morning dressing.—The
nurse prolongs the evil and addstotne noise, by

her upbraidings and persuasions, which, at the mo-
ment of iri(atio]i, of course, .nail nothing, ishc

had better be silent at (he time, calmly pursuing
her usual course, and at breakfast, should her mis-
tress approve it, the offender may he deprived of
some little indulgence which the other children are
enjoying. Only let her take care to do this with
kindness, explaining the reason of her conduct, but
not upbraiding him with his fauil; assuring him ol

the pain it gnes her to deprive him of any gratifi-

cation, and of the pUasure she will feel, in bestow-
ing the same uj)on him, when his behaviour shall
deserve it. This mode of proceeding will effect
more, than an abundant repetition of mere admoni-
tions and rebukes.

So, also, if a child behave unusually well, or ob
tain some victory over himself, encouragement will
leave a more beneficial and more lasting impression,
if, instead of saying any thing to him at the time,
we take an early opportunity of bestowing some
favour upon him, reminding him of the cause of this
indulgence, and, then, expressing our approbation
of his conduct.
With children, a vigilant superintendence is re-

quired, but not a frequent interference.
The object of education, "is to preserve them

Irom evil, not from childishness."

We should, therefore, be very lenient to thusi-

errors, which are more "tlu' defects of the age than

of the individual," and which time, (here is little

doubt, will remove, reserving our authority to be

exercised with the more effect, on important occa
sioiis— such occasions, as bear upon fundamental
principles and moral habits.

Children must, and should be, children still, and
it i> our duty (o sympathize with (hem as such; to

impose upon (hem no unnecessary restraint, to sranf
them every harmless gratification, and, as far as

possible, to promote their truest enjovment, remem-
bering, that, although the day is often cloudy, vet

it is nier<:ifully ordered that the dawn of life should
be bright and happy, unless by mismanagement, it

be rendered otherwise.

It may, at first sight, appear inconsistent with
what has been ju^t said, strongly to recommend
IIimI the will be eff( etiially subjected in verj' early
cbildhood. This object must be obtained, if we
"oulil proceed in the business of edui-stion, with
comfort, or ensure (he welfare and happiness of our
children. A portion of stricter discipline may, for

a liiue, be required, but discipline, be it ever re-

meiviliered, is perfectly compatible with the tender-
e^t sympathy and the most affectionate kindness.
Many persons who allow themselves to treat chil

dren, during their earliest years, merely ;.3 play-
thiiiijs, humourinK their caprices, and sacrificing, to

present fancies, their future welfare, when the charm
of infancy is past, commence a system of restraint

and severity; and betray displeasure and irritability

at the very defects, of which (hey themselves h.ive

laid the foundation But if authority has been
thoroughly established in (he beginning of life, we
shall have i( the more in our power to grant liber'y

and indulgence, and to exercise a genial infiuence

over our children, when their feelings are ripeninic.

and when (heir affecdon and confidence (oward
(hfir parents are of increasing importanci-. Amidst
till various objects of education, (he cultivation of
cnjidential habits is too often overlooked even by
atieclionate and attentive parents. They are, per
haps, obeyed, respected, and beloved; but this is

not sufficient. If, in addition, a parent can be to

her children the familiar friend, the unreserved
confidant, the sympathizing partner in their jovs
and sorrows, hopes and disappointments, a hold on
the mind is obtained, which will continue when
authority ceases, and prove a safeguard through the
most critical period of life.

It is important, in (he management of children,
to make but few rules, and to be unalterably firm
in enforcing those which are made— to give no
needless commands— but to see that those given
are strictly obeyed We should also be cautious of
employing authority on occasions in which it is

likely lo be exerted in vain; or of commanding what
we cannot enforce. If, for example, we desire a

child to bring a book, and he refuse, we can clasp
the book in his hand, and oblige him to deliver it.

But if we have imprudently declared that he shall

not dine or ualk till he has repeated a poem, or
spoken a particular sentence, should he choose to

resist, we cannot compel him; and (his affords an
obstinate child the opportunity for obtaining a
victory over those to whom he ought to submit.
There are cases in which children, without any

ill intention, arc unable to obey; and in these, also,

tliey should not be commanded. Of this, personal
tricks are an example:—"My dear, don't bite your
nails," may be repealed a dozen (imes in the course
of a lesson; but such is the force of habit, (hat the

hand still, involuntarily finds its way to (he mouth
If we are determined to overcome the propensity,
it must be done by some external restraint, as by
fastening (he hand iu a glove, &,c.;

—

not by com-
mands, which, as they cannot be obeyed, serve only
to impair the habit of ready obedience.

It is the part of wisdom, as far as possible, so to

ixi rci^e .lUliiority, tliat it should be considered as
inviolable, never to be disobeyed or contemned with
impunity.

The restraint of the tongue, which has before

been mentioned as necessary (o those who educate,
is one of the most important habi(s (o be enforced
also upon children (hemselves, and is a great secur-

ity to proper submission under authority; forming
no small part of (hat self-subjec(ion, which is essen-

tial to (rue discipline. Impertinent and disrespect-

ful laiiffuage is not to be allowed; for this, once ad-
mitted, is the certain harbinger of actual insubordi-

nation, and a train of other evils.

SF0&TZI7O OLXO.

STAG HOUNDS.
Extract to the Editor—dated

Sir, Brooklyn, J^oi: \l,\82e.

I have not been unmindful of the stag hounds;
the result of inquiry is. that a full bred stag is not

to be found on this island. '^Long Island ) The only
hounds that have actually been known to be stags,

were owned by (he late General Coles; not one of

the pure blood remains. I'here are several crosses

upon the fox and British blood hound, distributed

here and (here upon (he island. Gen. C. proved,

by frequent experiments, that a cross on the blood

hound produced a better winded, larger and strong-

er animal than the stag, also of very superior voice;

and that a cross on the fox hound was larger and of

better bottom, and fully equal voice 1 learn from
young Coles, that in his frequent hunts, he has ne-

ver known the stag to run four hours ahead of

either of the crosses, and then the latlt-r would pass

and continue aheail, and fleet and in fine voice, for

full nine hours! These facts are worthy the atteo-

lion of your thorough sportsmen.

The Old Tartar Mare—Her Produce, &.C.

(From the .•\iinais of (sporting, for January, 1821.)

.Si>,—As you occasionally insert notices and anec-

dotes regarding our thorough breds, I have takea
the liberty of forwarding the history, pedigree, &c.
of the Old Tartar Mure. Should you deem it worth

a place in ilie Annals," it shall be followed by

others of the like sort.

Yours, &c. T. G.

Hyde- Park Corner, Dec 26, 18-20.

The Old Tartar Mure, foaled about 1751, was
bred by Mr. Leedes, who sold her to the Uuke of

Bohon. 6lie was got by Tartar, dam by Mogul;
grandam by Sweepstakes; great grandam (sister to

Sloven) by Bay Bolton—Curwen s Bay Barb—Old
Spot—While-legged Lowther Barb—the Vintner

mare.*
At the death of the Duke of Bolton she became

the properly of Peter Hammond, Esq who gave

her to the Kev. Mr. Lascelles, a Yorksliire gentle-

man; Mr L. some time after made a present of her

to a south country friend at Newmarket, who occa-

sionally used her as a hack, and bred several foals

from her by couiinoii stallions, before she was put

to Snip. This wonderful mare was disposed of,

after she was twenty years old, lor five guineas, (o a

man who sold her again for one guinea advance;

after which Mr. O'K.lly bought her for 100 gs. the

seller being highly elated with his good fortune. It

has been asserted that Mr. O Kelly cleared /.S0,000

by her produce after she came into his possession.

She was dam of
Whilenose, by Snip, . - - 1704

Bay filly, 'dam of Verlumnus, Boudrow,
and Ticklepitcher,) by Sweeper, - 1765

* This extraordinary mare ran in almost all parts of

the kingdom, and boat the very best horses in the north,

notwitlistaiidiiig she was a brood-niarc for years before
she was taken into Irjininar.
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Alaria, by Snap, - _ .

Antiochus, by Eclipse, - - -

Venus, (dam of Tn<r, Martha, Ida, Ve-

nom, and Vandal,) by Eclipse,

Jupiter, by Eclipse,

Ch. filly, (diim o( .luno, Crazy, and True-

man) by Eclipse, - - - -

Adonis, by Eclipse, - . -

Lilly of the V alley, (dam of Goose and
Mediocrily,) by Eclipse, - - -

Mercuiy, by Eclipse, - . -

Volunteer, by Eclipse, - - -

Bonnyface, (darn of Woodman,) by
Eclipse, -----

Queen Mab,* (dam of Oberon, Lngie

O'Buchan, Lethe, Strathspey. Remem-
hrancer, Wilcticrafl , Yorkstdrc, and
Cassio,) by Eclipse, . . -

She, also, produced a bay colt, by Snip;

filly, by Snap; and a filly, by Bosphorus, all

were foaled before she was put to Eclipse.

1768

177v!

1773
1774

1775
1776

1777
I77S
1780

178-2

1785
a ch.

which

MiscEiiZiArrEoxrs.

RAIL-ROADS.
The following fact relative to rail-roads is va-

luable. Goods from Liverpool to London, by wagon,
are charged lit. per ton, and delivered on (he sixth

day. By the canal, 41. per ton, delivered on the

eighth, twelfth and sixteenth day. By the van, 16/.

per ton, and delivered on the third day; and of so

much importance is despatch in many commercial
transactions, that the vans are often laden almost

to breaking down. By the rail road, 19i miles, cal-

culated at the Stockton and Darlington price of 2d.

per mile, a ton would only be \l. 12s. with certain

delivery on the second day. The superiority of
railway communication is thereby clearly demon
strated; for it combines all the requisites—safety,

expedition, and cheapness.

NATIONAL DEBT OF ENGLAND.
Bell's Weekly Messenger gives the following

count of the rise of the National Debt of Engl
At the Revolution, in I6H9, . . . /1.054

At the peace of Ryswick, 1697, . . 21,515
At the peace of Utrecht, 1714, . . 53,681
At the peace of Aixla-Chapelle, 1*53, 78,293
At the peace of Paris, in 1763, . . 183,259
At the peace of Versailles, after the

American War, in 1783, . . . 238,232
At the peace of Amiens, 1802, . . 490,752
Amount of the Debt in 1813, . . 600,000
Estimated amount, on the 5th of Jan.

1827, . , 900,000

ADOPTION.
There is a singular .system in France relative

to the adoption of children. A family who has
none, adopts as their own a fine child belonging
to a friend, or more generally to some poor person
(for the laws of population in the poor dill'er from
those in the rich;; the adoption is regularly regis-

tered by the civil authorities, and the child be
comes heir-at-law to the property of its new parents,
and cannot be disinherited by any subsequent ca-
price of the parties; they are bound to support it

suitable to their rank, and to do every thing due to
their offspring.

* It has been frequently asserted, that the old ma
was 36 years old when she foaled Qncm Mab; this,

however, is highly improbable; Tartar was in traiiiinj

in 1148 and 1749, and there is no record of any othe
of his get so early by several years, nor indeed of hi

having covered at all before he wa^ taken out of train-

ing altogether.

EDXTOaiiLZi COaRESPONDENCB.

U. stales'' stiip t'yan^, Oct. -9,

Uio de Janeiro.

1626.26. >

Dear Sik, Hio de Janeiro. ^
By a fast sailing brig, which departs from this

port in a few days, I avail myself of the opportunity

otfered to .<end you a pair of the carrier pigeo .s

and a pair of hogs, less destructive to vegetation

than those commonly known in America. You, as
myself, I presume, have it only in contemplation to

advance the agricultural interest of our country; in

doing so, I must ask of you the iavour, that in the

distribution of such articles as I may send you, as

the "American Farmer," you will select as the pre-

sentee he who will best promote ihe desired end.

A little friendly scolding from a countryman
abroad, I hope, will not be taken with bad feefing.

I must, therefore, say to you that you are a little

remiss in not placing in the hands of each naval

commander a little memorandum of such articles as

might be obtained. I am pretty sure that all feel as

i do, that Ihe agricultural and n«!ia/ interest of our
covimon country are one and the same.

I am now on the look out for some of the fea^er-

ed tribe, and by another opportunity you may ex-

pect such as I can obtain.

With best regards,

I am sincerely your friend,

J. D. ELLIO'I'.

[One of the pigeons died, and the people on bjard
the vessel took the same liberty with the sowthat
Pindar did with his peas, when ordered, by wap of

penance, to wear them in his shoes: they

—

btiltd

her. A variety of other things have been senl by
Capt. Elliot, for which he will be rememberel as

he deserves. Of the feathered tribe of Rio, there

is one fowl which, if this should reach any of pur
naval officers, we beg them to bring. It has bfen
mentioned to us by that enlightened friend to tbe

agricultural and general prosperity of America, Jtfr.

Rebello. It is tbe musical cock, so called from a
singular note which succeeds his crow In tlie.se

cases it should be borne in mind to send, as Capt.

Elliot has doue, pairs of whatever is thought to be

new and valuable. The boar he sent was black

with little hair, of short legs and compact form, anu
will produce a valuable stock crossed upon our

country breed. He has been presented to three

neighbouring farmers near Annapolis]

EXTRACT TO THE EDITOR D\TED
Sir, Kentuclsy, Feb. 1, 1827.

If I felt entirely at liberty, I nii;;ht call you to

a.ccount for not publishing my remarks on the pluiu

and curculio in 1825, nearly two years since.* All

that I see on the subject, is in I uL ~,p. 79, lliu

mus Say. I had much trouble to ascertain the de-

predator, and yet as much to learn its habits. These
1 forwarded yon, as also the enemy in proper person,

and here ended Ihe subject. No. 15, of the present

volume, says they do their mischief in the night; my
communication said they depredated at all hours of

the day. This 1 said from actual observation, and
all I did say was from personal e.>iperience. My
first letter in 1823 adverted to them. But enonth

^ih::i3 11^.^:^11 lisi^a

Balti.more, Friu.iy, Apkil 13, 1827.

S^A correspondent asks of any one acquainted
with the subject—the cost of covering with tin

plates, and the best mode ol doing it.

A Liverpool paper of the 24th was received by
the Euphrates, Capt. Smith, arrived at iNew York

[• They miisi have miscarried, or have been acci-
dentally mislaid.]

from Bangor. We learn from this paper that the
s df.s of cotton for the week up to the 23d of Feb-
ruary, amounted to about 9700 bags, generally at

the previous week's prices. The corn market re-
mained inactive.

The report of the death of the Duke of Cumber
land, was entirely false.

Mr. Huskisson was still unwell. The Speaker of
the House of Commons was suddenly taken ill on
Ihe '22d, wliile presiding in his place. The House
adjourned.

COTTON SEED, MILLET, AND SEED PO-
TATOES.

The subscribers offer lor sale, a quantity of Green
Cotton Seed, which is the kind found to answer best in
Maryland and Virginia, on account of its early maturi-
ty, where this kind of seed is successfully cultivated.

•MO bushels of very superior blue Potatoes, for seed
or table use.

In store, VVinan's much approved Patent self-sharp-

ening point Plough, assorted sizes—and other Ploughs,
Cultivators, Wheat Fans, Cotton Gins, Grain Cradles,
garden and field Tools and Seeds, such as Red and
Uhite Clover, Timothy, Herds' Grass, Lucerne, Cab-
iiage, Cauliliower, Onion, Radish, Lettuce, Peas, Beans,
and many other kinds which have been proved in our
hot-bed to grow. SINCLAIR & MOURE.

BAX.TXZSOaE PRXCBS CTTBREXTT.

{Reported for the ,'imerican Farmer, by Leicis Siitton Sf Co.)

Tobacco—Sales are small, but the prices are tolera-

bly uniform. No sales the last week worth particularly

designating, that we know of. The quantity inspected

at the three State warehouses last week, 270 hhds.

Second as in quality $3.00 a 8.00—Common crop, 3.00

a 3..iO—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—Good red, 6.00 a 6.00—
Fine red, 7.00 o 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10.00—
Vi-llow, 10.00 a 15.00—Fine yellow, 16.00 o 20.00—Vir-
ginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00-Rappahannock, 3.50.

Flour— Susquehanna J5.00o5.12^— Baltimore, How-
ard street, 5.00 a 5.25— do. white family, 6.25 o 6.60

—

Wheat, good Susquehanna 1.00 a 1.16

—

Corn, .48 a .50
—Rte, .75 a .80—Oats, .40 o .45—Flaxseed,. 75—Bar-
ley, 1.00 o 1.12^

—

Clover seed, red, 6 00 a 6.25

—

Timo-
thy seed, 4.00 a 4.50—Herds' Grass, 1.50 o 2 00—Mil-
let, 1.00 o '.26—Irish Potatoes, (seed,) .50 a .75

—

Corn Meal per cwt. 1.25

—

Whiskey, in bbl. .33 a .3SJ
—do. in hhd. .32

—

Plaster, per bbl. 1.12^ a 1.25—do.

per ton, 3.75

—

Bacon, liaiiimore hams, 9.00 a 10.00—do.

bos round, 6.00 a ^.00— do. country, .o|

—

Butter, best
fie'sli, .Sli a .37i—in kegs. No. 1 to ;(, cwt. S.OOo 15.00

—LAr.D,do 8.50(1 10.00— Cotton, Virginia, asking 10.00

11.00— Upland, fair, 10.00 a 11.50—Louisiana, 11.00 a

14.00—Carolina, 10.00 a 1 1.0- — Fisii, Herrings, pr bbl.

old, 2.50 (( 3.80—Mackerel, No. 1, 6.25—do. No. 2. 5.25

—do. No. 3, 4.25—Shad, per barrel, 6.00—do. do. trim-

med, 5.50 a 6.00

—

Feathers, per lb. .29 a .30

—

Live
Stock—Beef, good, on the liool', 5.00 a 5.50- Iloga, good
pork, 4.00 a 4.50— Lambs, .2 o .3— Mutton, .3 a .4—
Veal, .3 o .4—Chickens, retail, .18J a .25

—

Eggs, per
dozen, lU. a .IZ\.
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Aa^lZCUZil^UKZ}.

SCIENCE OF AGRICULTURE,
Of the general principles of rearing, managing and

fccdius. domestic Animals.

^s the aninuils iiicreuse in size and strength, they

should have abundance of air, exercise, und food,

according to (lieir natures, and whatever is attempt

ed by man in the way of taniinfl; or leafbinj;, should

be conducted on mild and conciliating (irinciples,

rather than on those of harshness and compulsion.

Caresses, or familiar treatment, should generally

be accompanied by small supplies of food, at least

at first, as an inducement to render the animal sub

missive to the ; altoruards habit will, even in the

infirior creation, render the familiarities of man
atcreeable to ihcm for their own sake; but even
then, to keep up this feeling, small portions of se-

lect food should frequently be employed as a re-

ward. By contrasting this method with that of

taming or teaching animals by fear or compulsion,

the advantages of the lormer mode will be evident.

Interest is the grand mover of animals, as well as

of man. In taming by fear, all the interest which
an animal has is the avoiding an evil; in taming by

caresses and food, it is the attainment of enjoyment.
The most extraordinary renults are recorded as

having been obtained by the mild mode with al-

most every species of animal on which it has been

tried: to this may be advantageously joined. In the

more powerful animals, hunger and fatigue. "The
breeder Bakcwell, Surgeon Hunt informs us, at an
advanced period of life, not only conquered a vi

cious restive horse, but, without the assistance of

either grooms or jockies, taught this horse to obey

I'ood, though it must be supplied in abundance,
ought not to be given to satiety. Intervals of rest-

ing and exercise must be allowed according to cir

cumstances. Even animals grazing on a rich pas-

lure have been found to feed faster when removed
from it once a day, and cither folded or put in an
inferior pasture for two or three hours. Stall-fed

cuttle and swine will have their flesh improved in

llavour by being turned out into a yard or field once
a day; and many find that they feed better, and
(iroiiuce better flavoured meat when kept loose un-
iler warm sheds or hatumi-ls, one or two in a divi-

sion, a practice now very general in JJerwiekshire.
Coarset food may he first given to feeding animals;
and as they acquire flesh, that which is of more so-

lid and substantial quality. In general it may be
observed, that if the digestive powers of the animal
are in a sound state, the more food he cats, the
sooner will the desired result be obtained; a very
moderate quantity beyond sufficiency constitutes
abundance; but by w ithliolding this additional quan-
tity, an animal, especially il young, may go on eat
iiig for several years, without ever attaining to fat-

ni-ss. Properly treated, a well fed ox, of moderate
size, will feed on a rich pasture in from four to si.x

months, and in stalls or covered pens, with green
(r steamed food in a shorter period.

In ijoung growing animals, the powers of diges-
tion are so great, that they require less rich food
l!ian such as are of mature age; for the same reason
ilso they require more exercise,, (f rich food is sup-
|ilied in liberal quantities, and exercise wiihheld,
(liseasrs are generated, the first of which may be
-xcessive fatness; growth is impeded by very rich
iood, for experience shows that the coarsest fed
annuals have uniformly the largest bones. Common

will sug-;;est the propiiety of preferring ahis verbal orders with as great attention as the most
accomplished animal that was e\er educated at j medium course between very rich ami very poor
Astley's school. Bakevvell was accustomed to say Inutriuient.

that his horse could do every think but .-peak. '1 hi

method which he todk to conquer this vicious ani

mal was never told, even to his own domestic^. H:
ordered his own saddle and bridle to be put o- '^li is capable of ati'ording (

horse, which at that time was thought to ue U"gu
,

••"-""
,1 ,1 A 4- a ifi«rnev o( tins is in general eflectei

vernable, when he was prepared Ic "^ .1'^
, . „

s--""-'"' rucuici

1 I 1 h<t 11^ une might "•"-" - .—- .-

two or three hundred miles; and, '"'"
', .,, '',

, .' , .u . . I »>d /he horse till he
be witness to the contest, he •«u "«'

r u...... --_-., -..-- ^, , L(jf^,,. bow far he
was hevond the reach of of*Pr'"' ',

,, . • u . th« u;reat business was
Walked, or in what manne- "»" -^

r u J 1- kpjv*u; but, when he re-
accoinphshcd, was neV ""^ ' '

,i .
ir 1- • -v He horse was as gentle as

turned frorn his jour.y. ^.^
_^^^^j ,^.^ ^^^_.^^-, ^^,,^^^

a lamb, and would
^,^>; ^^,^^, ^^e called irrational

on all occasion.s ^ .^ ^,_.^., ^hedicnce to the com
animals are ta^.-^^

^_,^,^_. ^^ j^ j_, ^,^^^^^, ,„^p„s,d

r\ u^^ctof rear;but Bakewell never made
to '^''

'"f ^ ,fiip or spur. When on horseback he
useofe.'ier

.^^„.|„„ „i^,j i„ his hand, which he

Mastication and cooking. Unless food be tho-
roughly deprived of its vegetative powers before it

enters the stomach, the whole nourishment which it

cannot be derived from it.
. ij aiiu otainB ui vcgeiaoies,

ted by mastication; but it re-
quires some care to accomplish it in the case of
grams. Hence the advantage of mixing corn given
to horses or cattle with cliafli or chopped straw; and
hence, it is supposed by seme, the intention of na-
ture, in the ln^linct which fowls have to swallow
small stones, is intended for the same object. But
the most effectual mode of destroying the living-
principle, is by the apphcation of heat; and if vege"
table Iood of every kind could be steamed or boiled
belore it was given to animals (at least in winter,
and lor lattening to slaughter, or feeding for edibf-
products.) it is rendered probable by analogy and
experiment, that much more aourishmeut would be
derived from it.

Salt, it appears, from various experiments, may
be advantageously given to most animals, in very
small quantities; it acts as a whet to the appetite,
promotes the secretion ol bile, and, in general, is

j%hp most use of wh-n on foot; he always rod.

'"•1.!;V./ifk '''in. '"'^'"^^ '"= '''eq"'-"">' ''^' ''« "P""

."^e horse's neck, and so great was his ob;ection to

snnr. thit he never wore them. It was lis opinion

th;-! all such animals might be conquers by gentle

means: and such was his knowledge of animal na-

ture that he seldom failed in his opinin, whether can it be considered as preventing or curing diseas'

\tU attention was direct<;d to the body c' the mind." es; unless perhaps in the case ol worms, lo which
^a-rl Mem p 127. »'l saline and bitter substances are known lo be in

^The purposes for vhi'h animals are ja or novruh juno is.

erf are for promoting iheir enlargeinet or growth; That degree of heat which is aborigine, or has by

for fiHin" them for lahour; for the urease ol cpr habit, and me breeding from successive gent-rations

tain animal products; or fur fattcng thrm f.r m a cold climate, become natural to animals, is ne-

$lau.rhter as human food. W e shaltonline our re- cessary lo iheir well being; and a somewhat increas

m:<rks to the last purpose as being '« 'nost impor ed degree in the cold months, or diminished degree
tant.and as necessarilv including jldi o what be- in such as are oppressively warm, is advantageous

Innss to the three others. In .ioii."ii». Hie lollow in the fattening process. Where a sufficient degree
ino-'pnints requirf to he attended : abundance ol of wanutii to promote the ordinary circulation of
proper fond, a proper degree of h'. and protection the blood is not produced by the natural climate, or

ao-ainst extremes of weather; g^ ""f. Water, mo- by exercise, it must be supplied by an artificial cli

(Jer.te exercise, tranquility, cleaOess, comlorl and mate. Houses and sheds are the oivioas resources

tretnes of weulher. Cold rains and nurlh-iiy winds
are highly injurious, by depriving the external sur-
face of the bo.dy of caloric more rapidly than it can
be supplied from within by respiration, and the ac-
tion of the stomach; and also by contractin;i the
pores of the skin, so as to impede circulation When
an animal happens to shed its covering, whether of
hair, wool, or feathers, at such inclement seasons,
the eflects on its general health are highly injurious.
The excessive heats of summer, by expanding all

the parts of the animal frame, occasions a degree of
1 issitude, and want of energy even in the stOiUarh
and intestines; and while the animal eats and digests
less food than usual, a greater waste than Usual
lakes place by perspiration. Nature has provided
trees, rocks, caverns, hills and ivaters, to moderate
these extremes of heat and weather, and man imi-
tates thcin by hovels, sheds, and other buildings, ac-
cording to particular circum.stanccs.

Good air and water it may seem unnecessary .to
insist on; but cattle and horses, and even poultry
pent up ill close buildings, where there are no faci-
lilies for a change of the atmosphere, often suffer on
this accoimt. A slight degree of fever is produced
at first, and after a time, when the habit of the ani-
mal becomes reconciled to such a state, a retarded
circulation, and general decay or diminution of the
vital energies lakes place.

Water ought to be soft and pure, as being a better
solvent than such as is hard and charged w ith eaitby
(larticles. Il ought lo be of a moderate tempera-
ture, under thai of the open air in hot weather, and
exceeding it in winter. Deep wells afford this dif-
ference. In particular cases, as in those animals in
a suckling stale, or niilked by man, warmed water
has been found advantageous. Meals, or other light
rich matters, are sometimes mixed with il; but it

does not clearly appear, excepting in the last case,
that liquid fool is so generally advantageous for
lattening animals, as that which being equally rich
is ^olid. Some judgment is requisite as to the time
nio^t proper for giving water to animals. In gene-
ral, it doe» not appear necessary to supply it iuime-
uiatcty after eating, lor animals in a natural st.ite,
or pasturing in a field, generally lie down after fill-
ing themselves, and after the "pro-ess of digestion
seems lo have gone on some time, they go in qu.st
of water. Perh,.p3 the immediate dilution of food,
after being taken into the stomach with water, mav,
at the same time, weaken the digestive powers, hj
diluting the gastric juice. At all events the free
use of water at any time, but especially during meals,
is found to weaken digestion in the human species!
As animals of every kind become reconciled to -uiv
habit, not ultimately injurious to health, perhaps
for housed anim.ds a stated quantity of wat.r, given
an hour, or an hour and a half after what may be
called their meals, may be the best ii.o le.

Stealth

No. 5,—vol.

Moderate exercise ought not to be dispensed with,
where the flavour of animal produce is any obiect;
it is known to promote circulation, perspiration"'and
digestion, and by consequence to invigorate the ap-

slead of a recreation. In some cases, as in feeding-
swine and poultry, fatness is hastened by promoting
sleep and preventing motion, rather than cncourag^
ing it; but such animals cannot be considered h.-al-
Ihy ki\; in fact their fatness is most commonly the
result of-disease.

Tranquility is an obvious requisite, for where the
passions of brutes are called into action, by what-
ever means, their influence on their bodies is often
as great as in Ihe human species. Hence Ihi- use
of castration, complete or partial s-paralion, shad-
ing from too much light, protection from insects,
dogs and other annoying animals, and from the loo
frequent intrusion of man.

h„,u f„p „ ;

.

J ,
- -I t''*"""'"'"' I!* favourable lo health, by promoling

Doth lor this purpose, and lor protection Irow m-
|
perspiraiion and circulation. Animals in a wild
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Farriery, tis (tjiiilkd to cnltle cmd sheep, is u de

pailinciit ol' meilioine in which peihiips^greater i"-

norhiice piev

Mate allen.1 to this part ol' their ecuno.ny them-

selves; hut in proportion as they are culUvatcU, or

brou-ht under the control of man, this becomes

out ol- their po»er;and to ensure their subscrnencv

to his wishes, man must supply by art, this as veil

as other parts o( cultuic. Combing and brushing

vf^ll fed cinle and cous is known to contribute ina-

i;Hally ,0 hcain.; tl-^ej --'j;»^ ^-q; -Jj
« --

, ;^,^-^^;^^^^ „,^,;;,,,, , ,,,,, ,,,,m. that country

''
'^'""""in h o tn^ ool requirt? to dry. surgeons should in their dUferent localities give in

en„in Ol iiui^ i. i
. ., ,. ^(ruclions to the empirical local practitioners in the

country, and to inti lligciit bailiiis; and that gentle

.,„ _ ,,._ than in any other.. The subject

as applied to horses has, since the estabhshnient of

veterinary schools in this country, and in France,

become bettor understood; but the pupils from these

establishments are so thinly scattered, tliat as Lau-

rence (veterinary surgeon, and author of a Trenlise

Itoni the .<-..„...- - .
,1 „ 1,

This often brini;s on colds, and aggniva cs the i-

ver complaint, so incident to these animals. Bath-

in" or sleeping the feet of stalled animals occasion-

ally in warm water would no doubt contribute to

their health; bathing swine two or three times a

veek in hot water, as in that used for boiling or

sleamin;.- food, has been found a real advantage.

Comfort. An animal may be well led, lodged,

and cleaned, wilhout bein- comfortable in every

respect- and in brutes, as well as men, want ol com-

fort operates on the digestive powers. If the sur-

face of a stall in- which an o.\, or a horse stands, de-

viaies much from a level, ha will be continually un-

easy; and be will be uneasy during night, if its sur-

face is rough, or if a proper bed of litter is not pre-

pared every evening for it to repose on. The form

of racks and mangers is often less commodious than

it mi-'ht be. A hay rack which [.rojects lorward is

bad- "because the animal in drawing out the hay is

teased with the hay seeds falling in its eyes or ears;

and this form, it may be added, is apt to cause the

breath of the animal to ascend through its lood,

\vhich must after a time render it nauseous. For

this reason hay should lie as short a time as possi-

ble in lofts, but when praciicable be given direct

from the rick. Poultry of different kinds are often

crowded together without any regard to the comfort

of the particular kinds by attending to their peculi-

arities, such as the web feet of the duck tribe, the

proper size of roosting sticks for the toed feet of the

other tribes. Even the crowing of the cock must

cause some degree of irritation, and consequently

impede health and fattening by disturbing the re-

nosc of quiet fowls, such as Ibe turkey or ?,--'—

Cious other instances will occur to a leQecting

lUst be a duty as agreeable as

men of property might have such a sense of their

(j\vn interest as 'to call in a surgeon in all cases of

the least dilViculty. All that we can here do

repeat our advice "of studying the art of prevention

rather than of cure; to suggest that, in general, an

analogy subsists between the coiibtitution and dis

eases of the humai and brute creation; to avoid

recipes and specific cures, rarely to bleed fiiiimals,

unless by regular advice; and to confine as much as

possible the operations of cow doctors and smiths

to giving warm drinks, gentle purges, and glysters,

which can seldom do any harm.
[Loudon^s Enc. of A;

wish, that, in the maturit\ of the university of Vir-

ginia, such a system .should be annexed to it.

1 am, very respectlullv, your ob't. scr'vt.

ANTHONY MORRIS.
Wasldngton, October ib, IS-'fj.

The Uev. Em.wcel FELLE-sBtnc,

.My Dear Sir,— .Since I had the pleasure of visit

ing your institution at HolVwyl, in ISItj, with a view

to the introduction of lis principles and practice in

the United States, various cB'orts have been made
for th.it purpose, which now seem nearer to be re-

alized, as every year more fully demonstrates their

utility, I inighl almost say, their necessity, to the

perniiinency of our republic, uhicli, without educa-

tion and virtue in the most numerous class of our

citizens (who are agriculturists) cannot probably

last long in any degree of purity.

The union of religious, moral, scientific and clas-

sical inslruclion, in iiisliiulious in the country, which

would combine uith the.sc branches of knowledge,

the lluoi-y and practice of agriculture and rural

economicUs, on ilie plan at Ilqfi'wyl, in one or more
of our states, is deemed by many of our most dis-

tinguished citizens, a great desideratum in the U.

States, uhere educalioti and agriculture are admit-

ted by all to be among the most essential sources of

prosperity and happiness, national and individual,

yet the introduction of such an establishment here,

I

however desirable, must probably depend for its en-

ire success, on the practicability of procuring from

SCHOOLS FOR TEACHING AGRICULTURE,
Tlieorelically and Practically.

[In the hurry of giving out to the printer, the ma-l|j^
^ ^ ^

terials for the last number, the following letters >>' Uiviizeiland, persons^prepared by education in your
their nature introductory, were overlooked—TheyLgj,|j,|jj^j._ (^r the several situations in which their

are now published for the sake of indicating more Lg,,^jj,j,j, ^^,j|l be required, particularly professors in

clearly the public spirited views of those who would
„||g departments of science and the arts, and assis-

introduce here, in this emphatically agricultural L^j^
(^ j|,^„^i^ jjjg ^y^ g^^go,. (/,-jj.;^jj„j ^yj/ie s,,/^,^

country, the system of useful instruction, which in
)^^.^ ij^jj^ department I consider almost as essen-

Europe has been so much admired, and which will
-j^] .,g djg pioper studies of the school, as a liberty

give immort-dl fame to its founder in Switzerland. "

V^arious and of salutary influence on the mind

and character are the sciences immediately con-

nected with the most successful practice of agricul

ture, and it cannot require any argument to prove

that he will be entitled to the appellation of a bc-

t"o UreTstTiblishnrentof institutions in and through-

out the country, where, at the least poss.be ex-

Ibundation is laid for health by developing]
•lind- and surely it must be a duty as agreeau e *=

^ foundation is laid lor licalin oy aeveiopuig

tis conducive to our own interest to P'o»iote as H_^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^.^^^ ^,^^ ^,1^^,^;^..^, po^^.^rs^ anj fo, ^^^^

it is conducive to «... -
„ ,

•
i

nuch as possible the comfort of those animals

srhose lives are shortly to be sacrihced lor ours.

Health. A good state of health will, in general

l,e the result olthe mode of feeding and treatment

intellectual faculties

—

servient and contribu-

success in the practice ol

which we have described; but in proportion as our
1,^_^^_^_^^^; ^^^ j^, i„ comfort and preserve their

ireatment.eitherof ourselves or other animals I'l -' .« ... ..-

refined and artificial, in the same proportion are Ihi

functions of nature liable to derangement or inter

runtion from atmospherical changes, and various

accidental causes. When this takes place recourse

.oust be had to art for rehef. 1 his is an obvious,

natural, and reasonable practice; though some con-

lend that as every disease is only an eliort of natuit

pincss, by the culture of th

both objects being made subservient and contribu

lory to the most certain su-
,

that calling by which succeeding generations ol this

iiity are to gain comfort and preserve thei-

independence; that is by ogricK/lwc and its va

rious processes, and the arts and trades immediate

Iv connected \vith it.
.

.

• How much more benefici.d to llm community ^__ ..>cu.„,e m
would be institutions, such as that at Hollw) 1, thm Nj^e first instance to visit your institution, (»nd oj^ers
those which foster the mtlitary passion and attract h„ gjvitzerland) where only, 1 have ever seen pi-k-

reby the glare of military display, so imposm- I. _„ ..:.. ,., ..., :
f .-^

endin:; to, and generally producing licentious ha-

bits in the boys of our country, distinguishes their

sports and exercises, from that display of liberal,

ya disciplined relaxation, so happily united in your

sykcm, by the introduction of agricultural labours,

nie^^'"''-al emiiloyments and gymnastic exercises.
^slKust be ^debted to your' formerly proflfered
kindness .^ the f-omotion of this plan, I will only
now st-dte toyou,

^.^t professors and assistants in
perhaps every \,rc^ch ^f instruction and discipline
adopted at Hoftwyl, dl ^ requisite in the intended
ins itutions here. 1 h. loc;,.,} ^f ,1,^, „^„ n^^.
larly m view, is m the suje ofoennsylvania, on the
larm of my son called L.UonV^,^,, „ej,r the bo-
rough of Rrislo

, on the r.v., Deware, anil dis-
tant twenty imles from PhilatelpK^ ,'„ ^„^-^^„,
wish to educate my grand^sons mthe c>^„,ry „here
the associations ol early life more direi^y (e,,d tn
virtuous habits, th;in in towns and citics,,^pd also
rcate attachments to rural pursuits, iLcitedme in

all times; than by their tendency to qualify young
lenu uiai «!> ^•^''j .-

, , 111 ail iiii'>--, •• -J ,. 1
'

, 1

(0 relieve the being from some evil, it ought to tje
^^^^^ j.^^ excelling in more uselul pursuits.]

left to itself To treat animals when in health ar- ..
.

.

lificially, and the moment when they become dis

.-ised to abandon them to nature, is a proposilioi

-o incongruous and absurd, that one would suppose

J. S. SKiNSicr., Es^. yf'ashinglon, March 17, 1827

Dear Sir,—Keeping steadily in view the plan of

gricultural institutions in the United States, simi^

o incuii^.u""= =. -,
„„r"M,aii lli'r to those of the Rev. Emanuel tcllenocrg at

t would be rejected by the ^O'"'"""
^f''^^°,"'^": ''i" near Berne, in Switzerland, and wishing

Uind. There are, however some solitary instances f^ '^^.^'^^''^/^^
,^ „ ,„d, to the introduction of si

ij^iz; s^f«ic;sr";rh; \;^^f:^:.^^ i. the umted state, to be kept

human species, as well as Us

rational professors, and men i

ed it to its intrinsic value. 1 .

quackery in -edu.n^; iind^unquestionaUy^ U.ere is jc..^
^.^

,pUd this opinion;
(;

^ -^l^^; ;' , UnU^is^^te, to be kept alive

rutre?':?;cti;y al o'lheiiimportance, 1 shall continue to send you

'in g era, rreliuc such inforn^ation of the P^^^^^/J^^^^^

tically coaibined, whalever is most desirabW,

system of education for the youth of America-^this
wish has inyeased since my return to the United
Slates, and k now the motive of my troubling you.
though uiy views extend beyond the education of
my own dcsccVianIs, and embrace a plan of very
extensive apifcalion, which, if happily realized,

will 1 trust bec\ne in some d^-gree national, and
ntinuance in the United States,
of liberty, virtue and science,
liiiiplicity and moderation, which
ppiness to make familiar to all

Switzerland.

iject of my inquiry is, whether
in all or any of the depart-

;ipline at Hotl'vvyl, could be
its vicinity, and at what sa-

conducive to

of those pr:nci|:

connected wilh

you have had I

classes of socie

The immedi
professors and as

ments of study an

ocured there, or

iary and compens;

Your reply will

ression
j

Very respe

his
I

fly oblige, dear sir,

your most ob't. serv't,

ANTHONY MOKHlS.
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ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No 5.

Bxlracts from G. Sinclmr's HotIus Graminciis—wilh

occasional notes and observations, hy a Correspon-

dmt.
(Contiimed from p. -^O.)

Of Grasses and other Plants ti'h'ck cmslilvtc the pro-

duce of the richest JVatural I'aslttres.

It has long been a prevaiiing opinion, that rich

pasture land, "hen once biolren up (or a course of

crops, cannot for a great Icnglh o(' lime be again

brous'it to so great a sward; and tliis opinion is

fonndrJ on the best grounds—on e.xperience. The
causes why those grasses, which constilute'this val-

uable sward, cannot be renewed in as great perfec-

tion after a few years removal from their natural

soil, must either be, tbat those plants require many
years to attain to tbat de^jree of prodiiclueness, or,

the soil has been too mucli deteriorated by the crop,

or course of grain crops, taken previous to renew-

ing the gr.isses; or, lastly, that the seeds of grasses

dili'ercnt from those which composed the valuable

sward, have been employed in their stead. VV'hclhcr

to one, or all of those points, the want of success is

to be imputed, it is of iiuportance to inquire.

Grasses, like all other vegetables,, possess a pecu-

liar tile, in which various period.s may be distinctly

marked. SOnie species of grass are annual, or ar-

rive to perfection in one year, and then die away:

as different species of bromc grass, fox-tail grass.

rye grass, oat- grass, &.c. Other species, in two or

three years attain to that degree of perfection whicli

th< y never exceed: as perennial rye-grass {Lolivm

Perenne,) rough meadow-grass (Poa trivialli,) mea-

dow cat's-tail grass [Phleiim pralense,) tall oak-like

soft-grass (Hb(c«sapc»nccii^,) round cock's-foot- grass,

{Dactylis ghmerata.) &.C.; and there are but few

grasses that require more than three years to bring

them to that state of produclivcness which tley

never exceed, if properly treated during that tine:

meadow fescue (Fcstuca prutcnsis,) meadow foxtail

{Alnpecvms prateiisis,) meadow barley (//oirfe,^..

pratense,) smooth meadow grass (Poa rmlensis,)

and meadow oat-grass {Avtna pratensis-i are of this

number. These facts, obtained /"rop- <lie results of

experiments and attentive obser'ation, made on

these grasses when cultivated ""1?'}'. and also when

combined with others, as i'
^'e'r natural placts ol

growth, offer sufficient p'^oh to decide tbat it is not

to the great length o't'i^e they require to arrive

at perfection that" 1*0 want of success, in attempts

to renew rich pastures, is to be imputed

On converlia'-''i'=''--''"'''"'o''"''S'^'""' first crops

are "-encrallv-^^ luxuria..* Were we to conclude,

from this cVcunistance, thaf the superior pustiire

"rasses rei"""^^ much licliersoi/ to produce tbein in

•pcrfccti'" 'Iwn what is rc(iuired for llie production

of o-rfin crops; and, consequently, *hat a course of

>vhi» crops, by lessening considerably this device of

fertility, would profiorlionally render the lam! less

fctted for the re-production of its former valuable

grasips, it would not be ju>(; becai.se it is evident

that this over-richness of the land for the first

crops of grain, does not arise sotly frcm tlmt ilc-

gr(e '/ nc/mcss in the soil whicl^ produced the su-

perior grasses in sucli uljiindioiij, but rather from

the accession of so large a qiintily of vegetable

matter, which is at once suppled to the land by

ploughing in the turf.
. „

Having met with no specificyinformation in any

agricultural works within my |i:ach, respecting the

change produced on the iiatur of rioh pasture land

by a course of grain crops, I iiadc several experi-

ments to supply the apparentdcfcct. 'I'he results of

one of these experiments ! my permitted to detail.

A space of two square y ds of rich ancient jjas-

ture land was dug to the iplh of the surfai-e soil,

which Was eight inches, ;'d removed to a plaee

more convenient for m;' n? 'be experiment, but

placed on a sulisoil, of the same nature as thaf on
which it was before incumbent. Three inches from
the bottom of the mass were first placed on the

subsoil, and the turf was then reversed on this, to

the depth of five inches: this moile was adopted, to

|)lace the ground under circumstances as similar as

possible to that of ploughing it five inches deep, in

the usual manner of breaking up pasture land.

The nature of the soil was now ascertained, by
taking up a portion of it to the full depth, only re

jecting the green living vegetable parts of the lurf

400 grains, freed from moisture and the plants of
grass, consisted ol"

—

Calcareous and siliceous sand, of dif-

ferent decrees of fineness - - - 10-2 grains.

Decomposing vegetable matter, and
particles of roots ------ 55

Carbonate of lime, or chalk - - - 160
Silica, or earth of flint ----- 50
Alumina, or pure matter of clay - 25
Oxide of iron -------- 4

Soluble vegclable matter, and sul-

phate of lime, or gypsum - - - 4
The soil was then cropped for five seasons alter-

nately, with— 1st, oats; '2d, potatoes; 3d, wheat; -lib,

carrots; and 5th, wheat; to the end that it might
sufl'er as much as could possibly happen, under or

dinary circumstances, by an impoverishing or inju-

dicious rotation of annual crops. Every trace of

the turf was by this time entirely lost in the gener-
al mass of the soil, ivhich was now examined, to

ascertain what change it had undergone by these

crops. It appeared to consist of

—

Calcareous and siliceous sand, near-

ly as before -------- lOO grains.

Decomposing vegetable matter, de-

structible by fire ------ 48
Carbonate of lime, or chalk, nearly

as before --------- 159
Silica, or earth of flint ----- 57
Alumina, or pure matter of cl.ay - 20
Oxide of iron ------- 5
Sol..bl» -.ogolablo nod oclino matter 8
The above details shew that very little, if any,

change had taken place in the constitution of the
soil, in respect of its earthy ingredients; but a very
considerable diminution of its decomposing vegeta-
ble and animal matters; particularly when it is con-
sidered how great an addition had been made to the
original proportion it contained of this constituent,
by the turf which was incorporated with the soil.

'Ihe finely-divided animal and vegetable matters
of soils are so intimately blended with the other con
stituenis, that manure, though applied in sufficient
qiiantily to supply its loss, requires considerable
time to bring its parts into that minute stale of divi-

sion in which it was found in the rich pasture
land on Ihe first examination before-mentioned. It

is evident the finely-divided vegetable matter of the
pasture land bad been supplied to it (as it is indeed
to all other pasture lands) by manure succes>ively ap-
[ilied to the surface, either by the cattle ivhich graz
ed upon if, or by top-dressing, and diVided and
carried into the soil by the effects of rain. That
this essential ingredient of the fertility of soils is

exhausted, even by the growth of the pasture
grasses, when the annual supply of manure is sus-
pi-nded, is shewn by daily experience; as in the
instance of mowing a pasture for several seasons
.-uccessivi'ly ivilhout any top (Iri'ssing, or depastur-
ing with cattle: the produce of grass is found to de-
crease annually, and if the practice is continued
long, it will require many years, under the best
nianagcnient, to restore the pasture to the same
produclive state it was in previous to the suspension
of its annual supply of surface manure. This like-

wi-e shews that pasture land arrives at a certain de-
sree of produclivi'ness. which it never exceeds but
at the expense of the quality of its produce; as the
surface becomes unequal, the grass rank, of a coarse

nature, and less grateful to cattle. In this cas*"

(which does sometimes happen) the grass it\ay be
brought back to its grateful and nutritive slafe, by-

stocking the pasture sufficiently with different cat-

tle in succession throughout the season; the insuf

ficiency of which seems to be the principle cause oi

the evil. But when such plants as knap- weed (Cc;;

tauten nigra different species of senecio, h'eracinri!

sonchus, cardutts. &c. that are of no value as food fci

cattle, have established themselves in these pa'

lures, from the neglect of foul hedges and roaci

sides, which abundantly supply the seeds of (hc'j

plants, or part of them, according to Ihe nature ol

the soils; the remedy of hard stocking and even
weeding will be found inadequate to extirpate these
unprofitable plants. But to return to the details of
the experiment.

The results of the last chemical examination of

the soil had shewn that it had lost a very considei

able portion of its decomposing vegetable and aiii

mal matters. To supply this deficiency in son;:

measure, manure was now for the first time applieil.

and, with the wheat stubble, dug in to the depth ol

six inches;* the surface was then made fine with a
rake, and sown with a mixture of grass-seeds, at

the rate of five bushels to the acre.

Fcstuca pratensis (meadow fescue) ^ilopecwiis p7a-
tensis (meadow foxtail) Dactylis glomerata (round
cock's-fbot,) Holcus avenaceus (tall oak-like soft

grass) P'icia sepium (creeping vetch,) LoUum pc-
ren7ic (rye grass,) /'/i?t«niprotc)i.?e meadow cat's

-

tail,) Cynosurus cristalus (crested dog's-tail) Avena
flavescens {yeWow oat,) ,/j!iC)ia;;ra(cHsis (meadow oat,"i

Fesluca dminscula (hard fescue,) Poa trivialis

.smooth stalked meadow-grass) Poa fertilis (fertile

meadow grass,) Poa nervata (nerved meadow grass,)

Trifolium medium (cow-clover,) Trfolium repen$

(Dutch, or white clover,) Agroslis stolonifera (sto-

loniferoiis bent, or florin,) and Agrostis palustris

(marsh bent.)

The seeds of the six first mentioned grasses be-

ing much larger than Ihe others, were fjrst mixed
and sown, and covered with the rake; the rest of
the seeds were mixed and sown, without any other
means of covering but that afforded by the roller,

which was liberally employed till the surface was
pcrfectlv level and consolidated. This was effected
on the 23d of August, 1S13.

The seeds of all these grasses vegetated before the
first week of October, except the seed of the Vicia
sepium, which did not vegetate till the autumn of the
succeeding year. Before the frost set in, these seed-
ling grasses had a top-dressing with compost of rot-

ten dung, lime, and vegetable mould laid on in a
fine and dry state, after which the ground was again
well rolled: in the month of February this opera-
tion was again repealed, when the ground was suffi-

ciently dry to admit of it. The plants sprang ear-
lier than those of Ihe old pasture: (a circumstance
common to young plants in general.) In April, the
weeds which had accompanied the top-dressing,

were carefully cleared away, and the rolling was
repeated, to keep the surface compact. The plants
grew vigorously till a continuance of unfavourable
weather in the end of June checked their growth.
In the first week of .July the produce was cut and
weighed; it amounted to one eighth more than the
produce of the ground in its original state, but
which had been fed off with sheep in the spring;

the aftermath of the seedling grasses, however,
weighed one fifth less than that of Ihe natural pas-
ture. A very slight top dressing was applied in

the month of November, and the whole was then
well rolled; this operation ivas continued at favour-

* The dung was buried to this depth, in order to sup-
ply ttie leading roots of the |ierennial grasses in Ihe en-
suing seasons, a circumstance n<it wanted in the same
degree lor (inmiai grain crops, whose roots du not pene-
trate so deep into the soil, and which greedily exhaust
manure, however gross.
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»ble o|)|>oitiinitits until April last (1815.) The grass

was cut and neij^lied in the first weeks of June and
August, and again in the middle of September; the

total weit;ht of these three crops exceeded that of

the old turf exactly in the proportion of nine to

ei»;ht.

Jt is therefore evident that the results of the two
modes of experimf-nt here adopted, perfectly agree
in confirniing the opinion, that a five years' course
of the more impoverishing annual crops may be
taken from land of the nature before described,
without unfitting it for the reproduction of the su-

perior natural grasses.

The first experiment, or that which ascertained
(he nature of the soil before and after undergoing
the impoverishing course of crops, proves, that the
Joss of decomposing animal and vegetable matter
is the principal injury it sustained, which it is evi-

deiit may be supplied by manure, though not in one
season. The actual experiment of sowing the
grasses on the soil thus cropped, and comparing
the produce with that vvhich it yielded in its natural
state, proves clearly, that after undergoing a course
of crops, it may be returned to grass, and afford a
produce more abundant than before*
The dilFerent grasses, and other plants which

tompose the produce of the richest natural pas-
tures, are in number twenty- six. From the spring
fill the end of autumn, there is not a month but
what constitutes the particular season of luxuriance
of one or more of these grasses: hence proceeds
the constant supply of rich succulent herbage
throughout the whole of the season; a circumstance
which but seldom or never happens in artificial

pastures, where the hf-rbage consists of two or three
plants only. If the best natural pastures be ex-
amined with care during various periods of the
season, the produce will be found to consist of the
following plants:

Jllopecurus pratensk, (meadow fox- tail.)

Dactylis glomerata. (round cock's-foot,)

Festtica pratensis, (meadow fescue,)

Phlctim pi'alense, (meadow cat's-tail,)

•Anlhoxaiithum odoratuin, (sweet-scented vernal
grass,)

Holms avenaceus, (tall oat-like soft-grass,) -

Viaa sepiiim, (creeping vetch,)

Loliiim peretme, (rye-grass,)

Brnmus arvensis, (field brome-grass,) frequent,
Pna annua,

i
annual meadow, or Suffulk-grass,)

Jlvcna pratensis, (meadow oat-grass,)
which aOord the principal grass in the spring, and
also a great part of the sunjmer produce.

tflveiia flavescciis, (yellow oat-grass,)
Hordeum pratense. (meadow barley.)
Cynosxtnis cristatus. (crested dog's-tail,)

Fesliica durkiscula. (hard fescue,)
Poa trivialis, (rough stalked meadow-grass.)
Poa prnteusis, (smooth-stalked meadow-grass,)
JRolcuslanalm. (woolly soft-grass.) sparingly,
Trijolimn pralense perenne (perennial red clover,)
Trifidimn rcpcns. (white, or Dutch clover,)
Lalhyrtts pratensis, (yellow vetch, or meadow la-

thyrus,)

Festuca glabra vel durimcula, (smooth fescue,)

—

which yield produce principally in summer and au-
tumn.

.ich'l'ca millefolivm, (yarrow,)

' The produce of the dilfcrent annual crops, grain,
and hiilhs, were all heavy, except that of the last crop
of wheat, which was very inferior, as might be expect-
ed 'I'he exact weight of each crop was not ascertain-
ed, as the experiment was not made with any view tn
obtain a knowledge of the comparative advantages or
disadvantages of permanent pasture and tillage land;
but merely fur the purpose above mentioned. How
much less a judicious rotalion of crops inight have
affected the soil, cannot at this moment be decided;
but it will he allowed that a more severe course of
crops could hardly have been adopted.

Agroslis stolonifera, (creeping bent, or fiorm,)
.flirrnslis palustris, (marsh bent-grass,)

Triticinn rcjjeds, (creeping wheat-grass, or couch,)
—which vegetate with most vigour in autumn.

Besides these, there are other plants that I have
invariably found in the richest natural pastures, as

Ranunculns acris, (butter-cups;) Plantam Imccolala,
(rib-grass, or ribwort plantain) and Rumex acetosa,

(sorrel-dock.) But of these, the rib-grass and but
'er-cups were by far the most common, the sorrel
dock being confined to particular spots. I have
been in the practice, for many years, of examining
these pastures at various periods of the season, but
I never could discover the smallest indii-ation of the
cattle (horses, cows, and sheep) having touched the

Rumex acetosa, or Ranunculus acris. except from the
apparent necessity caused by overstocking, or where
these plants were too numerous in the pasture to

admit of being wholly avoided by the mouths of the
animals.*

SYSTEMATIC FARMING.
"So what signifies wishing and hopnig for better times.'

we may make these times better, if we bestir our-
selves."

[The following extract from a letter to the Edi-
tor, may be better understood and appreciated, with
a little explanation.

The writer was brought up in town, vvith a clas-
sical education, and was bred to one of what are
termed the liberal 2n'f>fessions. From earliest life

he has been remarkable for a propensity which is

auspicious of success in every sort of business; and
in nothing more than in farming—where it is most
neglected. We mean the habit of setting things
down! To receive and to invest, to pay away
money, and to make entry thereof, is, with him,
as habitual as to eat at the call of hunger. Sums
however small, command with him attention as
minute and respectful as the largest. "Many a
little makes a mickle," "a small leak will sink a

great ship;" "always taking out of the meal tub and
never putting m;"—these are amongst his favourite

maxims of Poor Richard, all of which are at his

fingers -ends; and by observance whereof he has at-

tained that most delightful, we had like to have
said divine, of all earthly conditions,—a state of

conscious independence, and the power and dispo-

sition to combine genuine liberality, with the prac-

tice of true and sound economy.
But the publick use which we propose to make

of this extract from a friendly letter, is to hold it

up as one of the few cases where farms bought and
held, and cultivated in this way, yield a profit to

their owners; and to ascribe that result to the exact

calculating, systematic habits of its owner; and hence
to inculcate upon farmers, young and old, the indis-

pensable importance of industry and perseverance,
of reasoning, and of keeping precise accowits of
their out goings as well as of their incomings.
Who better qualified to keep the accounts of the

state, than he, who in keeping his own, and in au-

ditij)g others, has been equally and always accurate!

"Thou hast been faithful over a few things, I will

make thee ruler over many things."]

• \ very high authority observes, that in pastures
closely stocked in the beginning of summer, with either
horses or sheep, the stems of the butter-cups are not
suffered to rise; which indicate that these animals eat
this plant in its infant state; under the same circum-
stances sheep will keep down the sorrel-dock and
-sheep's-sorrel (Rumex ucrlosella.) It is also a just and
valuable observation, that these two last mentioned
plants indicate a soil surcharged with acids, requiring
lime or other calcareous manure to correct the evil and
improve the pasture. The yarrow Jlchillen mUlefolnm,\
in general mdicatci a siliceous soil; and the narrow-
leaved ptaniaifl, a light or sandy soil.—W. P. Taun-
ton, Esq,

DEAR bin, .Vi'-l, I8'7.

On the evening of the '29th of March, I beo-au to
cut green rye for my milch cows, about eighteen
inches high.* By the lime I get through it, it will
he two feet high where I began, when I shall have
cut it all the second time, my clover field for grazing
will be in full blossom. They then graze mitil 1st
Dec. when I begin to feed regularly in the barn yard,
not suffering them to go where grass or winter small
grain is designed to be grown next year. From the
1st Dec to the 10th or iOth February, they are fed
night and morning, a peck of pumpkins each, chop-
ped up with half an old scythe, the pumpkins pre-
served by being carefully put away on the 1st No-
vember in a fodder house, suitably located and co-
vered with husks To dry provender they have
free access at all times. When the pumpkins are
gone, white turnips and (hen ruta baga are given
them in the same quantity; and these last until the
rye (sown early in September for the purpose, on
strong ground, in a favourable situation for early
growth.) is high enough for cutting with the scythe.
The lot contains about an acre, is thickly sown, and
after being mown twice, is on the 15th June plant-
ed \vith pumpkins, heavily manured in the hill to
keep up its strength. I have two such lots, treated
alternately in this way; and the one so used last
year pioduced nie upwards of 2200 pumpkins.—
This lot is this spring cultivated in early corn,
spring potatoes, water melons, canteleups, cucum-
bers and cymlins, heavily manured in the hill or
drill—they being such crops as will ha.ve been used
by the 10th September, when it will be seeded ip
tye for soiling next year, to be followed by pump
kins. My dairy consists of eight cows, which, with
Such management, yield me (,50 a year each, in
milk sold at 25 cents per gallon, butter at from 25
to 37i cents per lb , veal at 6i cents per lb. &c.

I am now planting in corn the only fields of ray
fatal I have never before cultivated—and my sys-
tcih is for the first time in full operation. It'is the
fivi-.field system. Rotation— 1st. Wheat upon a

rlr'th!.
•^" ~^- ^"^ "P°" "'^ stubble, and uponuie laanure I can make upon the farm the year

th

before, or ^et elsewhere. Then, 3dly. Oats or ryeand clover^ „k Clover, to be cut for hay. Th.C over to be de^^^stured from the lOlh or 15th May
1 he whole farm is lY.., a^^.^lly producing crops ofgrain or grass, with ra^jd improvement of the'Ton

th a regu arity that k^p, ',he smallest hand on

eerv field ;'rilV'"°™''."-h«' '^ '" be done ine ery held at all times-and .in, very little labour
at any one time since the first cu.ivati^o.^ in prepar-ing for which I prevailed upon th.^ to ex^rMP"
selves to remove every im.,,ediment v, the oneiatinn
o the plough by taking 'up stonesV^ddeS""
tliem where they nV.ght be eonveniently-.adTr mfd..rp,nn.ng or building, and grubbing up trees orslumps for fire ',vood.

f uces or

Having thu^^s in three years got my fields ^leanand secured by good fencing, I can spare a h.nd
fro.n the operMions of the farm, to be in future de-
voted, with oc;asional assistance from the rest to
cultivating nea.l^., and beautifying the garden and
other grounds ai,o,jt the house.
My cows have g„od shelter in the winter; a dry

and comfortable j,ed, afforded by hauling all thi
corn-stalks into iy yard: and while eatfng their
pumpkins, turnips v,r rye, are confined in racks the
construction of wl^Vh, for eight, cost me only $3-
which keep them ftVim interrupting each other bv
fighting, and mto wVjch each puts her head volun-
tHMly, so soon as thA, notice the usual preparations
for feeding. t is fluently said, that pumpkins,
urn.ps,or cabbage, 4ve the butter an unpleasant
t..,. ,nH ...pM. h,„ ,A.

j^^^t experience has found
taste and smell; but

'We have recently tited a specimen of butler of
h,gh colour and dehcate \^ ^„^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^ ^
caws—so fed on green ryef
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that effect to be produced l>v isivinn each cow inoie

thuii half a bushel a day—th»t is lo say, by s'lvins:

her =0 much as will operate an unhealthy looseiie.ss

of the bowels, when only are such smell and taste

offensive. Half a bushel a dav of any such succu

lent food, is necessary and sutticient, lo enable them

to relish and digest, advantageously, a due propor-

tion of dry food—to make them feel well themselves

and to others, and to keep them giving rich milk

and in good quantity throu'j;hout the wint. r and

feeding season. Any considerable quantity more

I have found to be injurious to the aniiual, and

fhcrrfore to the milk. iM.

DOCTOR MUSE S ADDRESS.
[The followiiiij notice of Doctor Muse's Address

to the Agricultural Society of DorcJiesler county,

is taken from the last number of a scientific jour

nal, which, in F.urnpc, is considered as doing credit

to the United States—whdst in the United States,

we are sorry to s.iy, it has not, hitherto, been pa

tronized in any measure proportioned to its merits.]

(From Silliman's Journal of Science and ^r(s.)

Agriculture— Wheat.—Dr. Joseph E Muse, Pre-

sident of the Dorchester Agricultural .Socitty, Md.
in an address delivered before that body, JSov. 9,

18J6, states the opinion, that animal manures are

peculiarly necessary lor wheat crops, because glu-

ten, the characteristic proximate principle ol vvhcat,

contains nitrogen, which assimilates it to aninial

bodies. If. therefore, manures of animal origin ure

withheld, the soil becomes less adapted to the

production of wheat.

It is proposed by Dr. Muse, as an interesting in-

quiry, "What proportion of Kluten does wheat af-

ford in different parts of the United States?" He
su^ioses that this principle prevails most in the

wheat of the south. It would be interestins to

ascertain this fact by experiment.
Dr. Mu.-^e, speaking of the analysis of American

wheat, says, "From iOO parts of white flint wheat,
grown in Dorchester, Md. on a clayey soil, I obtain-

ed 30 parts of Klutcn. VVheat grown in nort/iern

Europe, is stated to yield only about 20 parts of

gluten in 100,"

Dr, Muse concludes, from his own experiments,

that cotton may be profitably raised in Maryland.
He recommends the introduction of the madder, or

vubia tinctorum, and a greater .attention to the fari-

naceous and saccharine roots—potatoes, beets, car-

rots, &c. From 100 parts of the beet he obtained

12 of saccharine matter; and from the carrot 10 of

saccharine and 4 of mucilaginous matter. His ad
dress contains many judicious and valuable remarks
relative to American agriculture.

HOB.TXCULXURI: .

CORINTHIAN GRAPE, OR ZANTE CUR
RANT.

J. S. Seikner, Es*. Brighton, 4lli Jipril, 1827.

Dear Sir,—As the attention of the public seems
to be directed to the culture of the vine, perhaps you
may deem it useful to offer to their notice a species
or variety called the grape of Corinth, that affords
the Corinthian raisins, coiumonly denominated
Zante currant, which it is probable may be cultiva-
ted in some sections of our country, to as much or
more profit for raisiiu, than other descriptions for
mine.

It is well known that the Corinthian raisin, or
Zante currant, occupies an important station among
the inj;rediints of those pleasant amalgams. Plum
Puddings and Minced Pie$. which the partaking of,
or absiairmig from, at certain festivals, were viewed
by many of our truly pious ancestors, according to
the lailh of their seed, as tests of (nlhodocy. Hap-

pily such doginas are vanishing before the Calluilic

ism of the age. As a number of patriotic farmers
are laudably engaged in breeding improved short

horns, Deuojw ami Hcrcfordi; our countrymen will

«oon be enabled to eat as good roast beef as John
Hull, and as we ought to follow the good examples
of our mother country, it is desirable t" have plum
puiidintrs in as jjieat perfection alsi'; but this the ac-
complished housewife will tell you is impracticable,
unless she can have at command a due porlion of
Corinthian raisins, and they are also said to be a

viry liccessary ingredient in the composition of that
inilispensable article, wedding cake, which will pro-
bably continue to be in brM demand, even should
the project for taxing b,:tchelors he "indefiniiely

(jostpiined," and when it is considered that all of this

species of fruit that is consumed in the world, is at

the |)resenl time the product of a few small inlands

in die liniansca, and almost the entire cmp engross-
ed liv British and Italian agents and factors—a small
purliun only reaching this country, usually highly
seasoned with gravel, it is evident that very little

can come in cnntact with the palates of our nume-
ron- and r.ipidly increasing population. It is, there
lore, a desideratum, that an abundant supply should
be produced do our own soil, free from heteroge-
iieciis substances. To promote the introduction
of liic plants and elicit experiments in the cultiva-
tion, I know of no one whose efficiency may be more
relied on, and to whom his fellow citizens will look
with so much hope and confidence, as to the Editor
of llie Jimcrican Farmer.

It IS doubtful whether a single plant of the true
Coiinlhian vine has ever been cultivated in the
United States. About thirty years ago, I was at

great pains to procure some from JWiples and Leg-
horn, but without effect; though 1 found no difficul-

ty in obtaining choice Italian varieties of grapes.

1 (hen .'ent an onler lo one of the most eminent
lun.'cyymcn in the neighbourhood of Lundon, but
nth no better success; and I am inclined to believe
it was not then cultivated in England, as Speechly,
who enumerates more than a hundred marked varie-
ties of the vine growing in the hut houses and vine-
ries belonging to the Duke of Portland, which he
had collected under the most favouraule circum-
stances from all parts of the world, makes no men-
tion of it.

The only account of the culture and manage-
ment of the Corinthian raisin that I have met with,
was published at the close of the last century, in a
work entitled a " Fi'eui of the Commerce of Greece,
by Fcli.x Beaujmir, late French Consul in that coun-
try." The memoir appears very circomstantial,
and from which I took copious minutes, merely for
my own information; hut as more than twenty-five
years have elapsed, I do not recollect that the ex-
tracts were literal, though I am sure they are cor-
rect in substance.

Wheeler, in his Travels in the Levant, has men-
tioned the Corinthian vine

—

Vilis Corinthiaca, or
eipyrena; a shrub that rises only from four to five

feet. Consequently, lower than other vines culti

vated in France or elsewhere, but is thicker, more
wooily, and puts forth more roots and a greater
number of shoots; its leaves are larger, more oh
luse, less indented, of a more delicate green at the
lop and paler at the bottom. It is denominated by
lAnnceus the small Corinthian grape—uva peussu mi
nima, or passula Corinthiaca. 'I'he berries are simi-

lar to those of the currant; they are first green, then
of a deep red, and when ripe of a dark purple, and
not unlike, in appearance, to those of the elder. It

is sweet lo the taste, but when fresh, has an agree-
able acidity. As it has fewer seeds, and is more
juicy than the common grape, it is admired by the
anuiteurs of fruit, w ho eat it by bunches and crush
the seeds between their teeth.

The first grapes of Corinth that appeared in the

great marls of Europe, were brought, at the begin-

ning ol the seveiilcentb ceiitiiry. from Ihe Gulf of
Corinth, and hence were called Corinthian rai'sins.
They were cullivated on all the hills about Corinth,
which, from the centre of the isthmus, slope gra-
dually towards the two seas, and on which, out of
all the ancient groves, there only remained, in 1793,
those fine clumps of cypress that sheltered Diogenes
while he was basking, in the finest sun that ever
shone, when Alexander came to disturb him.

M. Ueaujour had not been able to ascertain whe-
ther the Corinthian was a variety of the common
grape, or constituted a distinct species. One fact he
was sure of, that it was not indigenous in the Morea
No writer, before the l7th century, has mentioned
It; and from the researches he had made in Greece
and in the Ionian isles, it appeared that the Corin-
thian grape was introduced into the Morea from
-Naxia, (:ancient A~uxos,) about the year 1580; al-
though the plant was not to be found in that island
of the Archipelago when he resided in Greece It
had also disappeared from the country about Co-
rinth, although It was certainly culliVated there
when in possession of the Venetians. At the period
he wrote (179S.) the culture was confined to Ihe
territories of the Morea and the Ionian islands; but
he was of the opinion it might be introduced'with
success into other countries of the south of Europe.
He says the soil best adapted to this plant, is a dryi
light, Iriable and flinty; it does not like a moist,
close and heavy earth. The analysis which he made
on diderent soils, in various parts of the Morea.
gave from eight parts, fve of flinty earth, two and
an half of clay, and one half of calcareous earth.
The common vines in France, and most other coun-
tries, prefer a south-eastern aspect, and hills or
slopes; on the contrary, the Corinthian succeeds
best on plains, and open to the west. It prefers the
vicinity of the sea, and does not succeed on moun-
tains. The vineyards on the delightful banks of the
Alpheus were in a languishing state; which was at-
tributed to their being surrounded with mountains,
that intercepted the marine vapour: and what ren-
dered the conjecture probable, they succeeded bet-
ter on the neighbouring plains of the ancient Etis.
The management of the Corinthian does not dif-

fer essentially from that of the common vine; some
of Ihe processes, however, are rather peculiar, and
resemble those pointed out by Columella, 2000
years ago. The ground for a vineyard is prepared
in the fall, and the planting commences in Januury.
The field is laid out in squares of six feet; at the
intersection of each, two callings or slips, which
are preferred to layers, are deposited in a trench, a
foot and a half apart, in a sloping position from
each olher, with two eyes only above the surface.
The plants undergo a severe" pruning, and show
fruit the fourth year, but are not suffered to bear
many till tiie sevenlh.and do not arrive lo full
bearing till the twelfth year; and if well managed
will last more than a hundred years.

M. Beaujour was cu.tivating a vineyard at his
country retreat at Pella, with every prospect of
success; and was in hopes, in that way, to enrich
the country that produced ^7/eia)«/er-l-ohscrvin"-,

that if he did not eat all the grapes himself, or con-
vert them into raisins, he might at least have the
pleasure of seeing them taken away by the descen-
dants of Antiochus and Selcuciis, who certainly
could have no idea of the itout/e)/«//t/;<u/ie of their
ancestors, w hen they came in tatters and w ith naked
feet, to sport and play in his fields.

No manure was used in the Morea; but in Zante,
where the Corinthian vine is much better cullivaled,
manure is applied in trenches, as in France. 'J'he

husks of common grapes, and a mixture of salt and
ashes, had been used with great success. In some
vineyards props were used, but generally the vines
were sufiered to ramble and support each olher.

The crop begins to ripen about the first of Au-
gust, but the harvest is not completed till about the
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middle of Seplember. A floor U prepared in tlie

niicidle, or at (lie cxtremilies nf the vinejard, simi-
lar to the ancient threshing: floor, but in a sloping
direction, to permit the water that may fall, to run
ofi". and is formed with strons; loam, rammed hard,
and covered with a maslic, eonsistine; of liullock's

blood and oilier substances, which makes a firm var-
nish, and prevents any of (he earth from mixin;;
with tbe. fruit, which is ualhercd by ivomen and
children, brought to the floor in baskets, and laid
<in buneh by bunch over it, and turned every day
In fine weather, the rinsins are cured in eisht or ten
days; but in a wet season, are sometimes out (wen
ty or thirty days; and when the rains are heavy and
of long duration, the Katherin^ is much lessened in

Table, if not lost. When the fruit is siiftieiently

dry, it is separated from the stalUs by small rakes,
and being cleared from all extraneous substances,
conveyed to the magazine; the construction of which
is not unlike a modern liiiie-kitii. having an opening
at the top, into which the fruit i.s put, and a door
at the bottom, opened only at the time of sale.

—

The fruit being poured in above, is occasionally
rammed down, and with the pressure by its own
weight, a viscous liquor is emitted that unites the
whole mass so closely, that iron bars are used to

break it up to pack it in casks, and is then trod down
firm, in order to exclude the air.

The medium q'lantity of Corinthian raisins an-
nually produced in the Morea, viz: the districts of
Patras, (that port being the chief nunt for exporta-
tion,) the coasts of Achaia and iEiolia. with a few
other distrk'ts, including Missolon;;!, Has estimat-
ed about 30 years since, at ten miilians of pounds
weight, and the sales at ciu^ht millions; fire, parts of
which went to Great Britain, and the oihcr three
jirincipally to Holland and the north of Europe; and
were sold at a little more than three pence sterling
per lb. on board, free of all expenses and duties,
which were enormous, and often double the amount
of the first purchase; consequently did not leave
hut about a penny to the poor Greek cultivator, out
of which he had to satisfy a ra|)acious lanillord.

We may infer, however, that a small extent of vine-
yard must liave been productive of large quantities
of fruit, otherwise the cullivallon could not have
continued. The quantity of Corinthian raisins ex-
ported from tbe Ionian islands at the period alluded
(o, is not known, but probably much exceeded that
from the Morea.
M. Beaujour remarks, that Corinthian raisins

were not only an article of luxury in Great Britain,
but of economy, as be had been assured thai lliey
had been made use of in the distillation offuctilious
braiuhj, and for cleansing manufactures of ivool and
silk.

The terrible devastations with which a merciless
foe has of late years afihcted the .Morea, have pro-
bably extended to the Corinthinn vineyards; it may
be possible, however, that a few remain in those
districts still in possession of the Greeks; in which
case a favourable opportunity now occurs for ob-
taining jitoifs by the ships (bat are taking out sup-
plies for that distressed people. But if they cannot
be procured from thence, I apprehend no dilliculty
i;i obtaining them from the Ionian islands, especial"
iy through the medium of the oflicers of the navy
of the United States, who have shed additional lus-
tre on their characters, by an ardent zeal to benefit
their country, uniformly manilesled in their exer-
tions to introduce rare vegetable and animal pro-
ductions from foreign climes.
Owing <o the length of passage from Greece, and

the liroitted season proper for c»«n';/gs or taking up
/jlants, no dependence can be placed on tliem,'un-
less they are prepared to come in a grmcim; stale;
?.nd that method is not attended with the riitticulty
and risk generally supposed. I have had the olive,
the^g and vine so brought from Leghorn, that ar-
•rived, in flourishing condition, on board a vessel
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not exceeding l.'iOtons. /.niycrs of the vine may be
taken up at any season, without injury, if they are
planted directly in such soil as they were taken
from. The process is perfectly simple, and there
always can be found among the crew of an Ameri-
can ship, sailors who are able to perform all the
needful operations. Take a provision or (lour bar-
rel, and fill in about twelve or fourteen inches of
soil— in this plant as many vines as it will hold,
ivithout crowding loo much, and let the earth be
Hell settled about their roots by shaking and water-
ing; saw out two staves an inch above the surface
of the rarlh, on each side of the barrel, extending
to the chine hoops, to admit of a free circulation of
air; a netting should cover these apertures and the
head, to protect the plants. If holes are bored on
each side the bullae, to admit ropes to serve as han-
dles, it will add to the convenience of removal.—
The plants should be kept, when lieloiv, in the most
airy part of the ship and exposed io as much light
as possible, and broui^ht on to the quarter-deck
every day, when the weather will permit, or when
there is no danger of their being touched bv the
spray, or the/ortjji of the sea that may be wafted on
board by the wind. The plants should be watered
very sparingly, and never e.xposed to the direct rays
of a hot sun. The want of such precautions has
caused much disappointment; hut if the foregoing
directions are strictly followed, many delicate and
v,aluable exotics may be introduced from distant re-
gions.

There is one fact that should be strongly impress-
ed on the minds of onr rulers, and all who are soli-
citous to ameliorate the condition of their ftllow
citizens, by introducing productions of the vegeta-
ble kingdom from other quarters of the globe, with
the view of their becoming valuable staples, or in-
nocent luxuries. We are informed by the classical
historian Gibbon, that "the o/irc, in the western part
of the old world, was the companion as well as tkie

symbol of peace. Two centuries after the foiindl-
lion of Rome, both Italy and Africa were strangers
to that useful plant; it was naturalized in those
countries, and at length carried into the heart of
Spain and Gaul. The timid errors of the ancients
that it required a certain decree of heat, and could
only flourish in the neighbourhood of the sea, were
insensibly exploded by industry and experience."
When inquiring after the most suitable localities

for the successful cultivation of the Corinthian vine,
we first turn to Florida; and from the brief infor-
mation of the climate, soil and productions, obtain-
ed from a very able address by Col. James Gads-
den, delivered b-.forethe "Florida Institute of Agri-
culture, Science and Antiquities," at their first an-
niversary in January last, which I have just had the
pleasure to peruse, 1 feel persuaded that there can
be no reasonable doubt but the Corinthian raisin
will afford a very important and profitable staple
to that country. Spring frosts are the worst enemy
this vine has to contend with. It has often suffered
by them in the Morea, and will probably be the
greatest obstacle to its culUire in this country, in
situations not protected by the sea air, extending as
far north, perhaps, as latitude 39. But this daivi-er
may be easily guarded against by a simple coverui"
of mats or straw, for a lew nights. On the whale"
I think we may assume the position, that on a con-
genial soil, in any section of our country where the
fig or Muscat grape of Fronlignac will ripen, there
is strong encouragement to attempt the cultivation
ol the Corinthian raisin.

1 remain, dear sir.

Very cordially, yours,

_ „ „ ,
S. W. POMEROY.

P. S. Enclosed herewith are drawings of three
receptacles, of diflerent constructions, for coniey-
ing plants by sea, that were recommended by (hat
great benefactor to his species, the late Dr. .John
Coakley Lettsom, of London.

.f-rft.i^ .^i

"4^
3tiX&

^o 1— ilepresents the mside ol a box n 1 (lie

m II 11 I (I sKuii)^ the roots -1 pl„..ts s„ir.,....J

ed uilh earth ami moss, and tied with pack-
thread. Laths are placed lengthways and across,
to which the stems are fastened to keep them stea-
dy. The box should have an opening three inches
wide, the whole length of the front and at each end,
for the admission ol air.

[We are compelled to substitute a description of
iNos. 2 and 3, in lieu of the drawings.

IN'o. 2— Represents a cask, filled half way up with
suitable earth; and above that as many slaves taken
out, or open spaces left, as to give free access to
growing plants; three hoops at top, and a close lid,

on hinges to be shut down or left open, as occasion
may require.

No. 3—An oblong square box, with handles at.

each end, and fixed hoops turning over the top to

support a net work.]

FLORULA CESTRICA.
[In Doctor William Darlington's Appendi.x to his

Florula C'esfn'ca, containing a catalogue of the plants
which are cultivated in the vicinity of Westchester,
Pennsylvania, (and we may add to a great extent
througlwut the middle states) the followiiig, amongst
many other items, is worthy of being brought to the
particular notice of practical horticulturists.
The whole work is worthy of the high literary

and scientific reputation of the author, and reflects
credit on the sevei-.il arts employed in illustrating
and publishing it. T j tbe cultivators of botanical
science, this valuable work wdl commend itself]

Amvgdalus.— G'ch. P/. 846.
Jimys;dnlon, the Greek name of the Almond; whteb

belongs to tliis genus.
Dm PE roundish-oval, tomentose. Xut ovate, acute

reticulately si;lcate, and porous.
'

A. pEBSic.t. WMd. Serratures of the leaves aHjicute.i
flowers sessile, solitary; drupe carnose.

Vulgo.—Peach. Peach tree.

Ft. Beginning: of April. Fr. mat. Middle of August,
and after.

Hub. (jardens, orchards, &c. S to 1 2 feet high : flow-
ers reddish purple, or pale red. Js'at. Persia.

°

Ohs. This most delicious of ail our fruit is pretty
extensively culti%ated here, though few take suffi-
cient pains to procure and propagate the best iiarie-

lies. The tree, unfortunately, is short lived; chiefly
in consequence of the ravages of a worm at its

roots, against which every device hitherto essayed,
seems to be unavailin.g. There is, perhaps, no cer-
tain preservative, but a frequent and careful inspec-
tion of the roots, and a removal of the insect a
more correct knowledge of the habits of which is

very desirable.

It is proper, however, to mention, that an inge-
nious expedient was suggested, about three years
ago. by David Townsend, Esq. o( this borough,
which is now in prpeess of trial, and bids fair to
ansxvor a valuable purpose. The attempt has been
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repeatedly made to Insert the |)e-.ti-li on a plain

slock, on account of tlie roots of the ) ittcr being;

icss pulijcct to the ravages of the norm: but the

two tiees are so ilis>iraihir, that the peach does not

hrive well on a plum stock. It occurred to Mr.

Townsend, that as ihc apricnt appeared to be more

nciuly related to the peach, it would probably afford

a iii-.ii- congenial >tock. ArcordinB,ly , he inocculat-

.;J plu.n .stocks with apricot buds, (which take very

icudilv.) and as soon as the latter had j;rown sulii-

cientiv, say llie succeedio;;; year, he inserted peach

buds on the aprieot branches; thus making a sort of

thrce-stonj, or triple tree. The result has, so far,

been equal to his most sanguine e.xpectations. The
peach branches arc flourishing vigorously, and there

IS every prospect of the experiment succeeding

completclv. A very few years will test it fully; and

if it should answer present expectation, it will prove

to be a very important discovery. It would, per-

haps, answer the same purpose, to raise apricot

stocks at once, in which to insert the peach buds:

but as plum stocks are every where abundant, it

>vas found more convenient, and expeditious, to

resort to the foregoing method.

The iSectarine, a delicate variety of the peach,

with smoother fruit, is very little known, as )et, in

this vicinity; though it Las latterly been introduced.

ON GllAFTING.
Friend Skimner, y'irghna, April 6, 182T.

I observe in the Farmer of March oOlh, several

queries by "A Young Back-woods I'armer," to some
of which I will attempt an answer, viz: "Will stone
fruit succeed by graftinson congenial stocks? Will
buds, taken from scions cut at the usual season of
cutting scions for grafting, and preserved until the

bark starts from the wood of the stock to be budded,
succeed in growing?—the bud in this case being
taken olT the scion in connection with a thin slip of
wood, and so inserted."

1 was induced to make the experiment of budding
in this vpay, on the suggestion of one of your cor-
respondents from Indiana, and partially succeeded.
But 1 took out the slip of wood usually cut olT with
the bud, which 1 believe is indispensable. Of a
considerable number that I budded, 1 think one out
of six or eight lived. I made the experiment at

various times in the months of April and May. But
I do not think the plan of budding peach trees in

the spring, at all eligible, foi' this reason: It is ne-
fessarily some time before the bud can begin to
grow, which must then be forced by directing the
flow of sap to that point; and as the sap by this

time should be abundant, the consequence must be
highly injurious to the stock from the want of suf-
ficient foliage to prepare the sap for the nourish-
ment of the tree. If the bud be not forced, the
spring ofTers no advantage over fall budding. My
experience in grafting is not very extensive, but 1

have succeeded in every instance with peaches and
apricots. The stock I used, was the wild plum,
which I thought less liable to the ravages of the
•worm. A gardener, not far from me, told me he
fa^d grafted a large number, 1 think on the peach
stock, and that they were very thrifty. 1 imajjine
the only objection to grafting" is, that the wood of
the peach is very soft, which may render the tree
too weak at the junction of the two kinds. But I

would greatly prefer grafting; and if your corrcs
pondent concludes to try it, I would recommend
him to make use of such a composition as is de
»cribed in page 349, vol. 7th, of the American Far
mcr, by Judge Buel. p.

proved satisfactory. From seven vines of the Bhind,
planted five or six years, and trained on tall stakes,

I gathered last year an averaged cro[) of more than
one hundred bunches each. From one vine, some
years older, I bad four hundred bunches, ripeninu
in succession, from the 15th September until the
frost cau;;ht some of the latest, not fully ripe. I

am desirous of information on a point, which to me
aiipears important to the cultivator of a vineyard
for the production of wine. Do not tlie grapes of
the southern states ripen too early for good wine,
without the aid of sugar or brandy, to control the

fermenU-.lion? In a sketch of a journey by James
Cobbell, through some of the provinces of France,
he describes their rines as full of grapes, and with-

out leaves, in the beginnins of Js'ovember, then ga-
thering for wine. Could this be done in America,
I should have no doubts of success. I have seen
no forf ign grape that will hang so late in this coun-
try; nor do I know of any native grape of good
quality, except the Bland, that will hang fill that

time. In the luanufaoture of cider, we cannot
check the fermentation, unless the casks be placed

in the shade of buildings, and in the open air, be

fore the first of November. 'I'he great objection to

the Bl;ind trained on stakes in the field is, its exces
sive luxuriance of growth. The Elsinborout;h and
Orwicksburgh,or Schuylkill \Vliite,are both hardy
native kinds; but they ripen earlier than the Bland,
and are less vigorous in growth. I have tried many
(orelgri grapes, which, although they succeed in

sheltered situations in towns, cannot be relied on in

open fields, or even gardens in the country. They
grow well, and bear for two or three years; after

this, they burst or mildew in the hot moist weather
of August, and many of them peiish from the cold

of our winters, or some other defects of our climate.

I am anxious to obtain information of any native

grapes ripening so late, as to preclude the necessity

of using cither sugar or brandy in the manufacture
of wine. Could such a grape be obtained, many
vineyards would be planted in this and the neigh-

bouring states. May 1 ask the favour, from some
of your experienced and intelligent cultivators of
the vine, to mention the names of any late ripen

ing native grapes, fit for the production of sound
and well flavoured wine, which have come under
their notice; and where cuttings of them may be
had. C.

meditation and benevolence
rational beings, and preparinj;

women in their turns."

addressing them as

them to be men and

The good government of families leads (o the
comfort of communities, and the welfare of the
slate. Of every domestic circle, home, that scene
of purest and dearest joy, home is the empire of
woman. There she [jlaiis, directs, performs the
acknowledged source of dignity and felicity. Where
female virtue is most [lure, female sense most im-
proved, female deportment most correct, there is

most propriety of locial manners. The early years
of childhood, these most precious years of life and
opening reason, are confined to woman's superin

tendance, she therefore may be presumed to lay the

foundation of all the virtue, and all the wisdom that

enriches the world.

SPOB.2'ZSfO OIiIO.

LADIES' DEFAKTiaESrS?.

THE VINE.
Mb- SmuvBB, jVtio Jersoj, April 9, 1821.

I have been making experiments with several
tmds of our native grapes, which, thus far, have

The following picture of woman is taken from an
excellent essay published in a late number of the

tjuarterly Review, We would recommend it the

perusal of our fair country-women, who we feel dis-

posed to believe, sal fur the drawing.— In speaking
of those in the middle ranks of life, the writer ob-
serves:

—

"There we behold woman in all her glory: mil a.

doll to carry silks and jewels, a puppet to be danjcled

by coxcomb children, an idol for profane adoration;

reverenced to-day, discarded to-morrow: always
jusded out of the true place which nature and soci-

ety would assign her, by ser»suality or by contempt,
admired but not respected; desired but not esteem-
ed; ruling by fashion, not by affection; imparting
her weakness, not her constancy, to the sex which
she should exalt; the source and the mirror of vanitj

.

"We see her as a wife partaking the cares, and
cheering the anxiety of a husband; dividing his la-

bours by her domestic diligence, spreading cheer-

fulness around her; for his sake sharing in the decent
refinements of the world, without being vain of them;
phicing all her pride, all her joy, all her happiness in

the merited approbation of the man she honours.

—

As a mother, we find hec the affectionate, the ardent

instructress of the children she has tended from their

infancy; training them up to thought and virtue, to I J. S. Skinner, Esii.

BLOODED HORSES.
De.ir Sir, .IprilZ, 1S27.

I have experienced frequent disappointment, whea
upon the receipt of your interesting paper, it con-
tained no informstion of the various bred horses
which stand for the season. The Racing Calendar,
an annu.d English publication, furnishes the public

with concise information where to find every cele-

brated stallion. Thus: "King William by Herod,
out of Madcap, at Mr. Allen's, the Stag hounds,
Basingstoke, Hants; at one guinea a mare, 2». CtZ. the

groom—pasturage a week, 2s. 6d."

Now, sir, I will venture to engage for you, that a
short notice like the above, will be inserted by you
once in your paper, if postage is paid. But as the

public may wish to know the pedigree of Herod
and Madcap, I think diat no sportsmen would ob-
ject to paying you one dollar for one insertion of
their horses' pedigree; not, however, travelling (as

seems to be the present fashion,) through the pedi-

grees of every horse and mare the stud is connect-
ed with; but, after naming the sire and what got
by, then in the plainest straight forward manner,
tracing the dam through five or six mates of high
blood and reputation. Our poverty of invention

has rendered horse pedigrees extremely perplexing;

every blooded colt is called Eclipse, or Sir Archy,
or Florizel, &.c. &.c. as if it was impossible to find a
name to distinguish their colt from others, the only-

use of names. Examine the English stud book,

and it is rare to find two horses of the same name,
although many hundreds are therein recorded.

W'e have trees, shrubs and flowers, states, coun-

ties, towns, bays, rivers. &c.; and if none of these

can furnish a name for our untried pet, we have the

names of men and women. John Richards will be
forever better distinguished by his name, than if he

had been called Young Sir Archy, unless, as will

probably be the case, every fine colt of his get shall

be called John Richards.

You, as postmaster, know and must feel the great

inconvenience of giving to various places the same
name. I have observed that i'Jb post towns have
but 46 names. Your paper is circulated through-

out the Union, and I believe is open for noticing

every celebrated horse.

Permit me to offer one more remark. Every
owner of a well bred horse, and perhaps one of
good performance, thinks himself entitled to de-

mand the highest price for the season. This un-

tried horse may prove a very ivorlhless foal getter,

and I am fully of opinion, that no untried stallion

should stand at more than ten. dollars the season,

until he establishes a good character for the excel-

lence of his stock.

I am, sir.

Your obedient servant.
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GALUST FOX-CHASE.

On Wednesday, November 29, Mr. Wickstead's

hounds had a most capital run for twenty minutes,

breast liis;h, and in view nearly the whole time.

Reynard was killed in Doddington-park, the brush

being taken by a hero of Waterloo and the Peninsu

ia. Major Tomkinson, who can boast of having thir-

teen wounds— ball, bayonet, and sabre—all in front!

miSCBXiXiAIUSOUS.

^12^
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JJ^-THE NEXT CATTLE SHOW.
The season has arrived for drawing, a^ain, the

attention ol' the farmers of Maryland, to the next

Exhibition of Domestic Manufactures and Animals,

to Ijp held by the Maryland Ay;ricultural Society.

As nii^'ht be expected, it has been found impossible

to fix upon any season for holding these fair^, that

would by all be deemed the best. The Trustees of

thi- JSociety could not possibly feel any interest in

hoMins; (hem at one season more than another; the

subject has been repeatedly discussed, and it was
finally decided, by a vote nearly unanimous, that

the lall is to farmers, i>enerally. the most convenient

and acceptable time; and it has been determined,

aceordin.;ly, that the next sh:ill be held about the

last of October, or first of November next. Of
th"- exact time, due and ample notice will be here-

after given.

That the establishment of agricultural societies,

and ilieir annual exiiibilions, in Maryland and in

other states, have conduced to numerous and
great improvements, there can be no doubt. Tliis

result is visible in various forms and aspects

—

our cattle are of better form, and give more beef,

of belter quality, in shorter time. Hogs have been
in like manner improved. Farmers feel more pride

in the appearance and qualify of their horses,

though there is yet great deficiency in this respect.

A greater variety of vegetables are found on our
tables. The accumulation and use of manute is

more systematically attended to—orchards are bet-

ter kept—cider is more carefully made, and ttet of
fine quality much more plenty than formerly. House-
wives take pride in their dairies, and butler, put up
and brought to our market in the neatest style, is

far more abundant; though husbands run away with
both the proceeds and credit thereof The subject
ofartilicial grasses, too, is much belter understood
than it was twelve years ago. In short, the melio-
ration which h.ts been going on in the general pro-

cesses of Maryland agricullure, and the more eco-

iionjital aduplation and laboursa'^ing structure of
all our agricultural implements, though silent in

their progress, are of great extent and value in the
aggregate; and are the mors to be appreciated
when w- consider the great Jiscouragenicnts whifh
our farmers and planters h.tve had to encounter, in

a succession of low prices and calamitous seasons.
Another effect of agrici;itural exhibitions, to be \et
more gratelully contemplated, is fheir moial efiVct

on agricultural socitcy. 'I'lie vocation has risen in

publick esteem. AV'ell educated young men, instead
of flying from i(, as from a vulgar pursuit, lor the
employment of' mere brute force, are taking lo it,

as lo an honourable business, calling for (he exer-
cise o( economy, humanity, and various kinds of
knowledge. The very act of periodically meeting
tou'ether in large numbers, whilst if affords an op-
poi.imity of interchanging and exchanging (he
latest and best information, and the most iniproved
animals and other commodities, begets at the same
time a due sense of the superior consequence of
their class to the world at lar;;e— an esprit lUi corps
of salutary influence in ail its bearings.

Persuaded of the truth of thesrt views, we exhort
every farmer to ericouiage and foster these aiimiil
meetings and exhibitions, froni a sense of tii. Ir

general bearing on the character and success of Ins
pursuits, and the value of his property, even (liou;;li

he may not enter into compedtion for an) of ihe
premiums. That encouragement may be aii'orded
in various forms; by personal at(endancc—by as-
serdng (heir u(ility—by con(ribulions even of one
dollar towards the purchase of premiums; by send
ing small specimens anil parcels of any productions
of their farms remarkable for any desirable qu.ili
Ues; by exhibitinR fine animals, though not for nre-
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miiira; and by sending young men, and even boys,
who are intended for the plough, that they may
witness the concentration of what is most worthy
of regard, and behold (he manifesfations of respect
which the first men of the nation arc proud to pay
to (he first and most useful occupation of human
mind and labour. Assuredly a small amount, and
a day of time, cannot be devoted to a purpose mon-
useful, more entertaining—more patriotic—more
commendable!]

List of Premiums to be distributed in]>ii7,

TARMS.
For the Farm of not less than 100 acres,

which shall appear to have been culti-

vated, with the jtreatest economy and
nett profit, consistently with i(s perma-
nent improvemen(; reference being had
to its natural advantages as to soil, situ-

ation, &,c. ^50 00
For the second best Farm; particulars as

above, 30 00
CROPS.

For the best 10 contiguous acres of Wheat,
to be not less than 30 bushels per acre, 20 00

For the best 10 contiguous acres of Indian
Corn, yield not less than GO bushels per
acre, i5 00

For the best 10 contiguous acres of Rye,
yield not less than 30 bushels per acre, 12 00

For the best 5 contiguous acres ofHay, timo-
thy, clover, rye or orchard grass, or any
of the above mixed—weight to be ascer-
tained at least one month after cutting, 15 00

For the best 5 contiguous acres of Wheat,
yield not less than SO bushels per acre, 12 00

For the best 5 contiguous acres of Indian
Corn, yield not less than i30 bushels per
acre.

For the best 5 contiguous acres of Rye, yield
not less than 30 bushels per acre.

For the best 2 contiguous acres of Hay, as
above.

For the best crop of Tobacco, not less than
5 hogsheads, highest price.

For the second best crop of Tobacco, as
above.

To the person who shall raise the greatest
quantity of Seed Cotton in this state.

For the best acre of Potatoes, not less than
200 bushels.

To the proprietor of the Apple Orchard, con-
sisting of no( less (ban 200 (rers, which
shall evince the most judicious manage-
ment.

For the most successful experiment in water-
wre((ing, or otherwise preparing Flax or
Hemp; (he quanlity to be not less (ban
50 lbs. dressed—(he whole process to be
stated, and a sample to be produced,

HORSES AND MARES.
For the best thorough bred Stallion, pedi-

gree properly authenticated to be pro-
duced, and left with the Society for [lub-

licafion.

For (he best S(aIlion adapted to get stock
lor the saddle.

For the best Stallion adapted lo get slock
for quick draft.

For the best Stallion adapted to get stock
for slow draft.

For the best thorough bred brood Mare,
For the best brood Mare adapted (o the sad-

dle.

For the best brood Mare adapted to quick
draft.

For the best brood Mare adapted to slow
drnft,

Specimens of the stock of all the brood Mares
to be exhibited.

10
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10 00

10 00

10 00

6 00

liiPLF.MEKTS OF HUSEASDRY.

For tlie best wsricull.iral Miu-liine, that may

be consideieil new, and as deserving the

patronajjc of tbe Society, 10 00

FF.RMENTF.D Llill'ORS.

For tbe sample of tbe best Cider, tbe pure

juice of the apple,

For tbe sample of tbe best domestic Hiiie,

of tbe puie juice of tbe grape,

BUTTER AND CHEESE.

For tbe specimen of the best fresh Butter,

Foi tbe specimen of the best preserved But-

ter, 3 months old.

For the specimen of the best Cheese, made

in Maryland, » 00

PLOUfiHlNG.

For tbe best Ploughing by three horses or

For the best Ploughing by two horses, mules,

or oxen.

To each of the successful Ploughmen, $-2,

To tbe i)crson m the State of Maryland or

District of Columbia, who shall furnish

for publication in tbe American »<'armer,

tbe best account of the whole process

of raising Silk, ubich account shall be

founded on actual experiment witliin

said State or District, and shall be ac-

companied by a specimen of the Silk, 5 00

-jL^The Editors of papers in the State of Mary-

land and the District of Columbia, are respectfully

lequesled to copy tbe above.

Bv order of the Board of Trustees,

J. S. SKINNER, Cor. Sec.

10 00
4 00

APPLE ORCHARDS.
(From the People's Advocate.)

It is a pleasing thing to mc, to read the experi-

ments and observations of men in our own country,

on any thing that belongs to farming, and mine may

be so to others. I have been taking observations

and making some experiments on fruit trees, where

I now live, for forty years past. 1 shall give some

directions bow to manage an apple orchard.

When you are about to plant an ai)i.le orchard,

you may lay it out in the following manner: set a

stake at the corner of your orchard, and take your

course due south, or east, (as the case may be,) with

a chain or line of two poles long, and set up a stake

at every length for as many trees as you want to

plant in that course. Then take off at a right an-

gle by a compass or a square, and set up as many

stakes as you want rows in that direction, and so

also with the other two squares. Then take a

plough and run straight from stake to stake, and

cross it like for corn; then take a spade and dig a

hole at the cioss bis; enough to receive the roots of

the trees without bending them. Put in a httle soil

in tbe bottom of liie hole, before you set in the

tree, and set ihe tree so deep as all the roots will be

below plough deep. Give your tree a small lean to

the sun at I o'clock, and fill up the hole with good

soil, and \)ut some clay at top to keep it firm. By
giving tbe .ree this lean to the south, the top will

shade the body in the beat of the day, which will

be of great service to it in the dry weather of July

aiid August; and the high winds in the spring, after

great rains, will set the trees straight. If the tree

should lean the other «ay, the sun will be apt to

kill the bark on the upper .side. When you plant

your trees you sbt-uld tie broom sedge about them
\vi;h the twigs of willows, or white oak splits. This

will p'event the rabbits from eating the bark, and

hinder the sun from hurting them in tbe summer,
and assist their growth. If you do not work the

ground in corn, or cotton, you should plough your

rows of trees like corn, to keep the ground moist

about them, and it will make them grow the faster.

Vou should keep the caterpillars Irom eating the

blossoms and leaves. The caterpillars lay their

eggs in June, on the small branches on tbe outside

of ^tbe trees. Here they remain until March before

they hatch. The bunch of eggs is about three-

fourths of an inch long, along tbe limb, and about

one fourth ol' an inch thick around the limb. They

are covered with a black shining substance like var-

nishing, and are laid on the late growth. These knots

can be easiest seen when the leaves drop ofl'; and at

vour leisure in tbe winter you can pick Ihem off.

Whenever they hatch, they go up the limb and eat

while the sun is warm. In the evening they creep

down to some fork of a limb, where they make a

nest like the spider, and creep under the web when

it is cold or wet. And when it is warm they go to

eating; and when they have eaten all the leaves and

blossoms on that branch, they descend to another

fork; and so ascend new branches, until they eat all

up, or until they get to their full growth. Then

they scatter in every direction, and creep into some

close )ilace, where they wind themselves up in a

close silkworm form, where they remain until th^

are ready to go and lay their eggs. If they are not

killed before they make their web, the best way to

destroy them is, to take a stick or pole and roughen

it, and run it into the fork and twist the caterpillars

in their own web, and bring them down and mash

them. This must be done in the morning, before

they leave their nest; or in the evening, after they

return from the branches. This you must repeat

as often as you see them collect into the forks of

the trees. In this way 1 keep my orchard clear of

these devourers, excepting those trees that are verj

large.

There is another thing that is destructive to ap-

ple trees, which I call a cancer, for want of know-

ing what it should be called. It is a thing that

grows out of rotlen wood that has bark on. It

grows in great plenty on old post oak trees. The
out edge is sharp and hard in dry weather, but in

wet weather it is soft like a mushroom. This thing

starts from dead water sprouts at tbe root of the ap-

ple tree, and by some means enters in between the

bark and wood of the flourishing tree in the sum-

mer time, and on the north side of the tree. W'hen

it once gets a start, the sap of the tree makes it

grow rapidly, raises the bark from the tree, and

makes way for the thin edge to grow on between

the wood and the tree; and it will soon burst tbe

bark so that the brown sap will run out. By this

you will first discover the cancer, and in a fev

weeks it will grow clear round the tree, and so ki'

it without fail. When weeds or grain grow thick

about the roots of trees, they are the most subject

to be killed this way. When you first discover tbe

sap running out, you must take your knife and cut

all Ihe growth of the cancer clean off, with all the

bark; for if you leave a piece only as big as the

point of a lancet, it will grow, if the bark will slip

from the tree. I have taken a piece eight or ten

inches square off the north side of a tree, and the

tree would live a number of years alter. When
yoafind any of your trees die that grow on rich

soil, if you find that the bark is loose from the tree

ai tbe root, and rotten, be sure that it was a cancer

To prevent this, cut all your water sprouts close to

the tree. I have lost a number of my best trees,

before I found it out. The growth of the cancer

will be as thick as sole leather, and of a black co

lour, and of so firm a substance as to burst the bark

of large trees.

Amongst other things, you must not neglect to

take your gun in November and December, and

kill every sapsucker that you see cutting holes in

the bark of your trees to drink the sap; (or they

will destroy the tree at last, unless you destroy

them.

If you want to keep your peach trees alive, you

must take the trouole to take the grub worms out
of the roots of the trees, for they are in plenty in

every tree from one end of the year to the other.

Tluv enter in through the bark of the tree at the
surface of Ihe ground when they are no larger than
a grain of wtieat, and they sti;y and eat the outside
of tbe wood until Ihey are as big as one's little fin-

ger. Sometimes there will be a dozen of them in

one tree. When you go to hunt them, clear away
the earth from the root of the tree; take your knife

and rub off the gum which comes out of the hole

that they entered in; cut the bark through, and fol-

low the way they have taken. Sometimes they are

above, and sometimes below. It look me one whole
day to clean sixty trees last sjuing. Do not throw
back tbe dirt to the root, but let the water stand
about the root, for after the bark is opened the wa-
ter will kill them that it gets at, if you should not

find Ihem.

Tbe time to prune trees, is in the summer. At
the first sight of a water- sprout, or small limb grow-
ing where it should not, you must cut it close to

the tree. If this is done, the tree will soon grow
smooth over it; and never cut off a limb thicker

than your thumb. If you do, the tree will seldom
overgrow it.

These things I will hold to be true.

JAJMES HARRIS.
Yorf: District, S. C, Feb. I, 1827.

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 6.

Ext'acts from G. Sinclnir^s Hortus Gramineus—icilli

occasional notes and observations, by a Correspon-

dent.

(Continued from p. 36.)

We now propose to make some selections from
Mr. Sinclair's account of the grasses which have
latterly been cultivated in England, confining our-

selves, however, to such as are known in this coun-
try, or are supposed to merit the attention of the
farmers of the United States.

"ANTH0XA^THUM odoro.tum. Sweet-scented Ver-
nal-grass.

."Specific charatier: Panicle-spiked, ovate-oblong;
fiowers longer thaM their awns, on short partial

stalks, Sm. E. Fl. v. I p. 87.
" Obs.—Blossom double, the outer one entirely dif-

ferent from that of any other of the grasses, its

outside covered nearly to the top with stiff' brown
hairs lying flat. Stem, \nth two or three short

hairs and shining joints. Native of Britain.

"The proportional value wl.ic.h the grass of the

latter-math bears to that of the s^ed crop, is nearly

as 13 to 9; and the proportional value or nourish-

ment contained in tbe autumn grass, exceeds that

of the first grass of the spring, as 9 to 7.

"Sir H. Davy has shewn, that the nutritive mat-
tet of tbe grass at the time the seed is ripe, consists

of—mucilage, or starch, 4.3, saccharine matter 4,

and bitter extract and salt 3=50. The leaves, er

first growth of the spring, afforded me of mucilage

40, saccharine matter 1, bitter extractive 9=50.

—

Tbe bitter extractive is here much greater in the

leaves, than in the culms and leaves combined,

which is the case with all the grasses 1 have made
trial of, though in different proportions. This grass

constitutes a part of the herbage of pastures on

almost every kind of soil, though it only attains to

perfection in those that are deep and moist. The
chief property that gives merit to this grass is its

early growth, though, in this" respect, it is inferior

to several other species which are later in flower-

ing. It thrives best when combined with many
different species, and is therefore a true permanent

pa,sture grass. It does not appear to be particular-

ly liked by cattle, though eaten in pastures in com-

mon with others. Mr. Grant, of Leighton, laid

down a field of considerable e.\tent; one-half of
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which was sown with this girass and white clover,

the other halt" with meadow I'ox-lail and red clover.

The sheep would not touch the sweet-scented ver-

nal and white clover, but kept constantly on the

fox-tail grass, though the dwarfish nature of the

sweet-scented vernal had occasioned an unusual

degree of luxuriance of the white clover, with which

it was combined. This would indicate that it is

not, when single, or when combined wilh but two

or three diflerent species, very grateful to cattle.

The chemical examination of its nutritive matter,

shews that it does not abound in saccharine matter,

but chiefly in mucilage; and the insoluble extract

is in a greater proportion than in many other grass-

es. Its merits, however, in respect to early growth,

continuing to vegetate and throw up flowering

stalks till the end of autumn, and its hardy and

permanent nature, sufficiently uphold its claim to a

place in the composition of all permanent pastures.

The superior nutritive qualities of its latter-math

are a great recommendation for the purpose of

grazing, the stalks being of but little utility, as

they are generally left untouched by the cattle, pro-

vided there is a sufficiency of herbage.

"It is said (o give to new mown hay that delight-

ful smell which is peculiar to it; if it is not the sole

cause of that pleasant smell, it is certainly more
powerful when combined with the grasses which
compose hay. About the middle of April it comes
into flower, and the seed is ripe generally about the

first or second week of June."
This grass has become extensively naturalized in

the United States; but, it is believed, has been
rarely, if at all, cultivated. It is to this plant that

the following lines in Darwin's Botanic Garden, have
reference:

"Two gentle shepherds, and their sister-wives,'
With thee, Avthoxa! lead ambrosia! lives;

Where the wide hcatli in purple pride extends,
And seatter'd furze its golden lustre blends,
Closed in a green recess, unenvy'd lot!

The blue smoke rises from their turf-l)uilt cot;

Bosom'd in fragrance blush their infant train,

Eye the warm sun, or drink the silver .ain "

Lores ofllu FUinf-i, canto 1, i. 85.
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NOTICES OF PERMCroUS AND UNPRO-
FITABLE PLANTS,

IVkich infest the Farms in Chester- county, Venn.

(Continued from page -2'.)

No. 8.

SyNGENESIA.—SuPEBFLUA.

Gnaphalium polyceplialum. Life everlasting. Cud-
W'Ced.

This plant is very abundant in many of our fields,

and is of no value to the fanner; but it has not
been deemed of sufficient importance to require
any efl"orts to get rid of it. In truth, the greater
portion of merely worthless weeds are generally
expelled by judicious culture, and the introduction
of valuable plants.

Gnaphalium, plantagiimm. Plantain-leaved cud-
weed.

This worthless plant is almost constantly limited
to sterile knolls, or cold clayey banks; and can al-
ways be banished by improving the soil.

Chrijsanlhemum leucanthemwn. Ox-eye daisy.
White weed.

This foreigner is, perhaps, the vilest weed which
has yet invaded our farms: and it is spreading' ilself
in a manner calculated to e.xcite the serioiil con-
cern of reflecting agriculturists. It is a plant ivhich
IS generally refused by all kinds of stock; it takes
almost exclusive posse.ssion of the soil, is extremely
difficult to subdue, and produces seeds in great
abundance. Although there are some nei 'hhour-
hoods which are yet pretty clear of it, there'can be
little doubt that .t will ere long pervade the entire
country, unless resisted by the vigilant and active

co-operation of the whole agricultural community.
It IS in vain for one, or a few, to contend against
such a pest, whilst others supinely or negligently
permit it to flourish on their premises. The seeds
are constantly distributed in hay, or borne by rivu-
lets and freshets, to every farm which lies in their
course. Where the plant is not too generally ex-
t.nded over the farm, the best, and indeed the only
ellectual plan, hitherto ascertained for destroying
it, is to keep the soil under constant culture for se-
veral years. This method, however, is obviously
adapted to those cases only in which the evil is cir-
cumscribed within moderate limits.

Scnecio hieracifolius. Fire-weed. Groundsel.
A worthless weed, very common in new clear-

ings, and in and around spots which have been re-
cently fired; whence one of its common names.
It is not a difficult plant to keep under. The is'.

balsmnita:, another species, is frequent in moist
meadows, and equally valueless, but not trouble-
some.

Engeron strigosum. Flea-bane. Daisy.
A very common, worthless weed in pastures and

upland meadows. It is not, however, deemed so
important an evil as to attract much attention; and
it is a fortunate circumstance, for it would probably
be extremely difficult to extirpate.
Erigeron canudense. Canadian flea-bane. Horse-

weed. Hog-weed.
Another worthless and abundant weed, which, it

is said, has been carried from this country and has
disseminated ilself all over Europe—thus partiallv
repaying the old world, for the numerous vegetable
pests which it has transmitted to the new. No
other means are used, or can probably be used with
advantage, to keep down this weed, except the ju-
dicious practice of alternate husbandry, and cloth-
ing the soil with plants of value,

Solidago. Golden rod.

A few worthless species of this Aimily of plants
are abundant in many old fields; but they are chiefly
confined to such as are sterile, and are easily ex-
pelled by improving the quality of the soil,

Aster. Star-wort.

Several species of this genus abound in our fields,
so much so as to be a good deal of a nuisance.—
They are utterly destitute of value, in an agricul-
tural view; but how to get entirely rid of them,
seems not to be well understood.

Anthemis cotida. May- weed. Dog's fennel. Stink-
mg chamomile.

This is a vile, fetid little foreign weed, of no sort
of value, and a good deal troublesome in yards,
lanes, grass lots, &c. Considerable attention and
perseverance are requisite to keep it in proper sub-
jection. The A. aivemis, or field chamomile, ano-
ther worthless foreigner, occurs occasionally; but
it is by no means so annoying as the foregoing.

MR. JEFFERSON.—SHEEP.
The following letter from Mr. Jefferson has been

placed in our hands by one of our old citizens, to
whom it was addressed, and wc agree with him in
the opinion, that although Mr. J. in his life time re-
fused his permission to publish it, yet that it is due
lo his memory it should now be made pubhc, as
adding one more to the many proofs that the good
of his country was his constant study.

can be raised. Besides raising from the imported
ewe, 1 shall put as many of my own as the ram is

competent to; and as four crossings give the pure
breed, when that comes in, I shall make quick work
ol lurnishing one to every county. By those means
I hope to see my own stale entirely covered wilh
this valuable race, at no expense lo the farmers,
and the moderate one to me of mainlaining the
flock while doing if. In the mean lime I shall have
hall-blood rams the first year, three-fourth bloods
the second, and seven-eighths the Ihird, to give to
my friends. Any of these which would be accep-
table to you, you shall be welcome to, I shall keep
my flock under my own eye; I have been obliged to
do this for some time wilh my present race, keep-
ing a person constanlly following them, attended by
the Shepherd's dog I received from France, perfect-
ly trained to the business. They have now the be-
nefit of fine pastures as can be, the dog keeping
them from injuiing the grain in the same enclosure"
As Dr. T, had asked one of those dogs as well as
yourself a pair of the first litter, I have been constant-
ly on the watch for an opportunity of sending them
lo you, but I had none,

I salute you aflfectionately,

THOMAS JEt FERSON,

udy,

Monlicello, Miy 24, I8I0,
Dear Joseph— I have duly received your two

letters, of the 5th and 14th, and am thankful for
your aid in the safe delivery of our merinos. The
President, on their arrival, 'had notified me of it,

and that he would receive and forward mine to
Orange with his own; from thence I can get them
here in a day. As soon as I heard of their arrival,
1 made up my mind, instead of receiving thousands
of dollars a piece (or their offspring, to lay myself
out for furnishing my whole state gratis, by giving
a full-blooded ram to every county, as fast as they

DISORDER IN SHEEP.
[The following was written by a respectable mem-

ber of the New York Legislature.]

(From the Albany Daily Advertiser.)

Messrs. Editors— I observed in your paper of
Tuesday, ol last week, that a strange disease had
broken out among the sheep, in one'of the towns of
Oneida county. As the subject is one in which the
farmers of uur country are deeply interested, and as
a cure and preventative are both familiar to me. I

beg leave to suggest the following facts obtained
from experience in raising sheep. It is well known
to every farmer, that in the heat of summer, sheep
are troubled with a fly, of which Ihev are very fear-
ful, and on its approach will start and run, and at
the same time kec]) their heads near the ground.
This fly, known by the name of (he brown grub fly,
alights upon the end of the animal's noie, penetrates
the nostrils and deposits the eggs in the membranes
of the head, which forms the grubs, and usiiallv bv
the first of April, or between that and tlie first of
June, these grubs are large enough lo destroy Ihe
sheep; and Irequently several dozen of these grubs
are lo be found in the head of the sheep, of the size
and length mentioned. This accounts for the ori<>in
of the grub. 'I'he first expedient which I adopt Tor
a preventative, is to keep my sheep on dry and ele-
vated pasture land in summer, and by all means let
them range where they can have access lo dust, like
that of a dry road. Every farmer has observc.l that
sheep, when these flies are about them, will keep a
continual stamping with the feet, with their heads
near the ground, especially where it is dusty. This
dust IS inhaled at the nostrils, and produces a sneez-
ing, by which the (ly or eggs are thrown out. It is

a common remark, and experience ii:is demonstrat-
ed to every farmer, that low moist land doej not an-
swer the purpose for rearing sheep, and the reason
is obvious. As a cure for this disease, let every ftr-
mer in the fall, before winter sets in, look to his
flock, and he will discover that those sheep which
are likely to be afi"ected by the grub, are discharg-
ing a water-like substance at the nose; let him take
a goose-quill, or any other similar tube, or a com-
mon hand bellows, and blow dry Scotch snuU', or
dry pulver.zed salt up the nostrils of the sheep, and
it will destroy the grub or eggs, and render the
sheep sound and healthy. Tar mixed wilh the salt
when fed to the sheep, has performed Ihe same cure.
The facility with which these expedients may be

used, renders it worthy of a trial,

A FARMER.
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HOR'SICVXiTITKB.

ON PLUM TREES, PRUNES, AND NECTA
RINES.

Mr. Skinker,
There have recently been a number of gentlemen

asking me the cause why I have tine plums, prunes,

&c. in succession, the season through, anil their's

drop otr, or do not arrive to perfection; therefore

I have thought proper to give a brief sketch of my
practice and knowledge of those fruits for more

than twenty years, in your valuable work, which

appears to raise agriculture and horticulture more

in the United States than any other work 1 have

which succeeds. As those nisects, or at least the

most of them, can tly at times, they are liard to

destroy entirely; the smooth Hies damage the young

growth ol plum trees, &,c. which hurts the next

year's crop. They may be destroyed with salt wa-

ter, or driven from the tree; though I often take off

the twig and make short work of them.

JOHN WILLIS.

The best of our plums, prunes, &c. appear to

have come from the east, and a little north, and on

a fair trial 1 find some of them do not suit our cli

mate as well as others; therefore I have discarded

several sorts of them.

When a plum tree bears fine fruit a few years

and fails, 1 examine the tree well, and try to find

out the cause. If the tree is of considerable size

and will not hold its fruit, but drop it when small,

and is getting mossy, the remedy is to head il down

in May, and apply a hot com|iosition where you cut,

made of turpentine, tallow and becs'-wax, melted

together. The tree will make a fine growth the

same year, and appear to renew its age, and bear

more and finer fruit for many years than bclore. If

1 find the fruit on a tree grow large and fine at

first, and, instead of ripening, rot on the tree, then

the tree has too great an overfiow of gum, which is

sometimes caused by insects, not always; rich soil

and other things will do it. I bore holes i or i inch

in diameter, through the trunk of the tiee, and

plug them with seasoned wood; this should be done

in April. If it has no good efl'ect the first season, I

take up the tree by the roots in November, and

transplant il in a soil (if convenient,) not quite so

rich; and the next spring, when it begins to bud

out, (as I know there must be a deficiency of roots

from digging up,) I lop oS' some of its branches,

taking care to cut near an eye, or thriving branch,

and put composition hot, as above stated, and the

tree is almost certain to be crowned with the great-

est success. When I find the fruit much punctured

by the circulio and drop off full ol worms, I wash

the trunk and large limbs with my composition^

prepared to resist frost and in.sects, (see vol. — , p

, Am. Farmer,) and pour hot ley or hot soapsuds

of the soft soap, round the trees on the earth, as

those insects are there concealed; salt is also good

against them If the trees are not very young, I

pour the boiling ley or soap suds on and round the

roots and trunk. If it is very small, I would not

recommend the scalding so much, for fear of da

mage; but if three or four inches diameter in the

trunk, it wdl help it as a fine manure. When
chickens go amongst the trees, they often eat the

circulio and other insects that spoil the fruit; but

they do not half so much good as (be toad IVogs

—

these prey on those snjall bugs of every sort both

night and day, and should not be destroyed or drove

out of a_ fruit garden. 1 have made many experi

ments with mercury, prepared in different ways,

which had good effect, but it is expensive. The

late Col Robert Lloyd Nicols, a very respectable

gentleman in this county, of hiah standing, raised

fine fruit; be left a recipe in his own manuscript,

'which I have now,) it was told him by a French

gentleman, who destroyed the circulio by spreading

white linen cloths under the trees before sun-rise,

and then struck the trunk of the tree hard with the

pole of an axe or a maul, which caused the insects

to drop off, and he could then destroy them with

ease; but it is apt to damage the tree. 1 do not re-

commend it often. Some gentlemen, that have but

few trees, pave the earth with brick under them.

GARDENLN'G.
Little lime oUKht now to be lost in preparing new

and old gardens for early spring crops. .See that

the fences are in good order. Hogs and cattle soon

find out a faulty pannel, and will not fail to take ad-

vantage of it; and a whole season's work may be

destroyed for want of a few hours' work at the

fence.

Next to a good fence it is indispensibly necessary

to have a sulficiency of a suitable manure; without

this, in the soils of this country especially, labour is

vain. Wilhout a portion of well rotted stable dung,

lime is the most powerful and most suitible fertili-

zer of our soils, with which we are acquainted. If

the soil be moderately deep, a half bushel of slaefc

ed lime may be evenly spread over every 20 feel

square. If the soil be sodden and clayey, a model

rate coat of coal ashes, sand or the black coal dirtj

well known here, will be of signal benefit. Thjs

liming must not be repeated for several years. The!

life and sod of a garden, after it is well manured, is.

to have it well worked. If it is a new lot, let it bet

ploughed and cross ploughed, and well harrowed;]

if an old one, il ought to he dug at least two spadea

deep, if the soil w ill admit of it, and be well turned)

up and pulverised in the digging. It is an injurious

and slovi nly practice, too common here, to scratch'

over the surlace of the earth a few inches deep.

The consequence is, plants put forth their root^ and

very soon meet a hard unlertilized stratum, which

they cannot penetrate, and quickly become puny
and sickly from want of room and nourishment;

and being so near the surface of the earth, the least

drought kills them out-right It is then a subject ol'

wonder and surprise, what can be the matter,—and

ihe poor soil or climate, or both, has to bear all the

blame of the laziness or inattention of the garde-

ner.

It is all important to have the best seeds. The
fruits will assuredly partake of the nature of the

seeds. If you sow seeds ol poor unprufilable kinds,

your produce will be of the same description.

As we are writing for Ihe information of new be

ginn« rs, we shall be excused, enumerating some o

the plants and herbs which ought to find a place ii

e\ery kitchen g.irden.

Esculents.—Beans, Peas, Cabbage, Carrots, Po
tatoes, lieets. Turnips, Indian Corn, Tomatos
Squashes. Spinach, Parsnips, Onions, Leek.s Cu
cumbers, Nasturtion, Okra, Egg Plant, Cauliflow

er. Asparagus, Artichokes, Peppers, Horse Radish,

Scorz nera, &c.

tialads—Celery, Chives, Cress, Lettuce, Endive,

Mustard, Parsley, Radish, Shallot, &c.

//eris.—Anise, Basil, Coriander, Caraway, Cham
momile. Lavender, Marigold, Marjoram, Mint

Saije, Savory, Thyme, &c.

In addition to the ordinary garden fruits of Ap
pies, Peaches, Plums, Gooseberries, Currants, &r
Sec. we would especially recommend the cultivation

of the Grape. The vine will form a beautiful and

highly ornamented shade, and the fruit a deliciou;

dessert. Or if you have space and time to cultivati

it to a greater extent, you may save, besides abun

dance of fruit for the table, a glass of good wine for

yourself and a friend.

It is too generally supposed that the Grape is dif-

ficult to raise, and laborious to cultivate; neither of

these suppositions arc well founded. It may be rais-

ed and cultivated almost with as little expense of

money and labour as any other Iruil. After s( lect-

ing suitable kinds, but little skill and attention are
required. Our soil and climate is well adapted to

the purpose; in proof of this we need but remark the
abundance of wild grapes which flourish and bear
luxuriously in all quarters around us.—And here we
would observe that several kinds of these are well

worth cultivation. The large white fox grape, so

common here, is little inferior in sweetness and fla-

vour to some of the Ibreign cultivated grapes, and
has the advantage of being a native, and eongenial

to the soil and climate. The small chicken or win-
ter grape is another kind which makes a most deli-

cious preserve.

Gardening is too much neglected in this state. It

is considered, in the counliy, a petty concern, and
abandoned to the care of women and children. Wc
desire, if possible, to claim for this subject, suitable

attention. The produce of a garden will atlbrd a
family many comforts and luxuries; and what con-

tributes more to Ihe value and beauty of a house,

than a neat and productive garden? Cultivating a
garden is a healthy exercise for the sedentary, and
a pleasing recreation for the labourer. It leads to

industry, neatness, economy and good order. If

every dwelling bouse had a good garden attached

to il; it would, at least in our estimation, raise the

value of the state twenty-five per cent.

[Potlsville Journal.

ROSA GREVILLII, OR GREVILLE'S CHINA
ROSE.

[The enterprise and perseverance displayed by
Mr. Prince, is almost incredible. His establishment

does, in its way, much credit to our country.]

Roses.—Perhaps among all the astonishing pro-

ductions of the vegetable kingdom, there is not one
more remarkable than a rose recently introduced

into Europe and this country from China, and thus

descnlieil in Loudon's Gardener's Magazine, pub-
lished at London:

"Rtisa GTievillii, or Greville's China Rose.—The
shoot of this lose grew eighteen feet in a few weeks,
and is the most singular of the rose tribe that ever
careie under my oViservation. It nov. covers about
one hundred feet square, w ith more than a hundred
trusses of flowers—some of these have more than

fifty buds in a cluster, and the whole will average
about thirty in a truss; so that the amount of flow-

er buds is little less than three thousand But the

most astonishing curiosity is the variety of colours

produced on the buds at first opening—white, light-

blush, deeper blush, light red, darker-red, scarlet

and purple, all on the same clusters. This rose

;;rows in the manner of the Multiflora. but is easily

known by the leaf, which is much larger and more
rugose than the common Multiflora."

This rose has been mlioduced into the L^nited

States, and we are informed that about fifty plants

.ire Qow in the possession of Mr. Prince, of Long
island. Among other roses peculiarly beautiful and
of recent introduction, is the single white Multiflo-

ra, the double while evergreen Multiflora, or Bank-
siaii rose. The number of China roses at present

cultivated in the collections at Long island, exceed

ninety varieties; and of roses of all the ditterent

species, the number of varieties exceed six hun-

dred. [A: ¥. paper.

DOMESTIC WINS.
A farmer near' Dayton, Ohio, made last fall Ihirty

barrels of wine from the wild grape; one living near

G.rmanlown made 100 barrels. Most of this was

madeof middle sized blue grape, less than the Cape.

Here is a field of enterprise the most unbounded and

sure in profilable result. The native vine, when
cullivated, produces in increased abundance and

im[irovcs in flavour; market price. $15 per barrel.

[C'incin»ia((j Western Tiller.
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B.UB.AI> aco-«*>i»3.^.

ON SEASONING TIMBER.

(From Silliman's Journal of Science nnd .\rts.)

Mr fVebster's notice of the scasoniii:^- of Timhcr, and

of the acceleration if fValer IVIicels durmir the

night.

To THE Editor,
, r. i-

In November, 1625, I weis'ied a cleft ol green

oak wood, and laid it in my g;irrct. At tlie end id

a v.«r I iveiglied it again. Tlie weight was as fol-

low s:

When sreen, 6Ib. 10 oz.=oz, lOfi

Seasoned, 4 12oz.=oz. 76

Difterence, 1 14 oz. 30

Then, to ascertain what a ton would lose of

weisht in the same time and under like circum-

stances:

106 oz. : 30 oz. : :, 32,000 oz. : 3056 oz.=SG6 lbs

loss of a ton.

2000 lbs.—566= 1434 lbs.—the weight of a Ion of

green wood alter a year's seasoning.

1 need not observe that wood will not season well

until it is split. It is almost in vain to attempt to

season round wood covered with bark.

In the year 1799, I spent a ni^ht in making ob-

servations to ascertain whether the popular opinion

that mill wheels, driven by water, have an accele-

rated velocity, with the same head of water, during

the night, is well founded. By an article in a late,

number of the American Journal,! observe that Pro-

fessor Clea\cland has made obser>ations with a si

niilar view, which stem to disprove the results of

my observations. But 1 am not satisfied with his

experiment and observations. I question wJiether

the experiment can be fairly made, except on a

small stream, in a calm night, when no wind or

moving object disturbs the watei-; at the same time

great care must be taken to keep the water at the

same altitude, and the wheel with uniform friction.

But there is an important eircumslance in his case,

which must have rendered his experiment incom-

plete. This is, that he discontinued his observa

tions at twelve o'clock. But the greatest accelera-

tion of the wheel is not till the break of day. My
observations, made in 1799, were conducted with

great care, from sun set to sun-iise, and these gave

an acceleration of one-nmth— the wheel making IB

revolutions at sun-set, and 18 at day-break. See

my History of Pestilential Diseases, vol 2, p 29S.

Am. edit. N. WEliSTEli.
J\~ew Haven, A'ov. 1S26.

same specific gravity as the .Saratoga wat>T, and

holds in combination, soda, magnesia and lime. A

correct analysis cannot be obtained until the tubes

are inserted, and the water obtained pure, which

will probably be in a few days, though llic boring is

}et continued. The hydrogen still continues to is-

sue from the aperture, and on covering it for a lew

momenls with a cloth, and applying a (lame, it

burn* brilliantly.

As I have introduced you to a Brewery, I hope it

may nol he deemed obtrusive to state, that there is

uiiue ale brewed in Albany, than in any one, and

pri)bablv more than in any two towns, on the con-

lin-nl. There are five extensive establislmienis: one

of ^^hicll is aided by a twenty horse steam power,

and is capable of turning ott" 240 barrels of beer a

day. Others are but little inferior in extent. 'l"wo

ye.irs ago, there were 220,000 bushels of barley

mailed in this city, during the malting season, and

the qu.mlity this year probably exceeds 300,000.

Alhinv ale has a high reputation, and 1 understand

the immense quantity furnished at these establisli-

mcnls has a ready sale in the domestic and foreign

market. The barley is furnished by the farmers of

this county, and of a few counties west of it; and

the hops come principally from Madisbn and Onei

da. lioth these articles are becoming important

stabiles; and, in these hard times, contribute essen

tially to the agricultural profits of the country.

I am fearful the season is, and will be, unpropi-

tious to our winter grain. The great body of snow

which continues to cover the ground, has taken out

the frost pretty generally; «nd there is reason to fear

has smothered much of the grain. Should the snow

soon melt, and expose the crops, rendered tender by

the ample covering whicli has protected them, to

the searching influence of March winds; aud to the

alternations of freezing and thawing—there is rea-

son to a|)prehend serious injury.

1 continue the cul'i\ation of the ruta baga with

iniabated success. My ,Top of three acres last year

gave me from 15 to 1800 ijushels. They grew on

my lightest sand, and depreciated in quality as the

soil became moist or slifT. They were drilled on a

clover ley, and were of course a second crop.

Respectfully,

Your ob"t. serv't.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. J. BUEL.

BORING FOR WATER.
Extensive breweries in Jllhany—barley and hops con-

I^TIBA^Al, IZiXPROVESSSirffS.

sunied therein—cultivation of liiita bw^a. S)-

About the middle of May last, Messrs. Boyd and
M'Cullock, commenced boring for water, in their ...,,.^^ ^.^ , „„ —...,, -

extensive Brewery, in the south part of this city citizens of Baltinmre, on the 12lh February, lSi7
AVhen they had proceeded 70 or 80 feet, they came
to a slate rock, simil

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.
[Thoutfh we shall not have room to record in ex-

tcnso, all the documents which will be put forth in

the progress of the investigation which has been

commenced in regard to this great project; we hold

it to be our duty to give, from time (o time, a sketch

of the measures which may be taken in relation to

it, to serve as a history of tlie undertaking, whether
it be destined to succeed, or to miscarry. We com-
mence accordingly, now. with the meeting of the

• to that found at Saratoga anil

Ballston, and they have now reached the depth ol

500 feet, and are still in this rock. When the au-
ger had penetrated 130 feet, a current of hydrogen
gas (inllainmable air) was found to issue at the sur
lace, which readily ignited and burnt on applying a

flame to the orifice But what is most remarkable,
within a few days the water has risen within two
fei-t of the surface, and on tasting it. it is found very
similar to that of the Congress Spring, at S.iratoga.

1 examined it to-day. As it had been in a wooden
cask some hours, the carbonic acid gas, or fixed air,

had mostly escaped. It li..d the 11 ivour of Congress
water exposed for some time in a glass, and possess-
ed, I think, a stronger saline flavour. It has been
so far analyzed as to ascertain that it is of about the

nd we set apart a few columns for this sketch the

more cheerfully, as we hope the fads and illuslia

lions adduced by the committee, independently of

iheir application to this particular work, will throw
light upon the general subject that will be accepta-

ble to the general reader, and useful to those who
may be charged with entcrprizes of a similar cha-

r.icter, on wh.it<-ver scale, in other parts of our

widely extended country

The meeting was convened to consider of the

best means of "restoring to the city of Baltimore
the portion of the western trade which has lalrly

been diverted from it by the introduction of steam
navigiilion, and by other causes."

William Patterson, Esq. one of our old''St mer

of the meeting, and David Wiiirhcslcr, Esq secreta-

ry. Slany documents and statements were produced
at the meeting, to shew the advantage of R.\IL-

RoADS over turnpike roads or canals, for transpor-

tation of heavy articles of carriage. These docu-
ments were referred by the meeting to a committee,
with instructions to examine and report thereon to

a subsequent meeting.

'i'he committee so appointed consisted of-^P. E.
Thomas, Benjamin C. Howard, George Brown,
Talbot .Jone.s, Joseph W. Patterson, Evan Thomas,
and John V. L. McMahon.
X resolution was then proposed by the meeting;

to contribute each ten dollars, to be placed at the.

disposal of the committee, who were invested with

power to receive subscriptions from others. The
meeting then adjourned to convene again on the

Kith of February, 1827. A meeting was accordingly

held pursuant to said adjournment, when the com-
milii'.e appointed at the previous meeting presented

their Report. Of tiiis Report, we must content

ourselves with giving a brief outline. The promi-
nent points are these:

Tliat if Baltiiuure remain longer inactive, she
must yield to the more eflicient exertions of New
York and Philadelphia the little that remains to

her of the western trade. In regard to the Susque-
hanna, the committee despatch it by remarking,
that "The elfort now making to connect the tide

water of the Susquehanna by means of a canal na-

vigation with the eastern extremity of the Pennsyl-

vania State Canal, it is confidently hoped, by the

friends of that measure, will secure to us the as-

cending and descending trade of this noble river,

and perhaps will lead hereafter to a direct water
communication with the great northern lakes, with

whose tributary streams the Susquehanna inter-

locks. In completing this measure, we shall there-

fore do all that we are now called upon to execute

in reference to the river Susquehanna."
After setting out the I'act that Baltimore is nearer

than New York by 200 miles, and nearer than Phi-

ladelphia by 100 miles, to the navigable waters of

the west, the committee proceed to speak of the

various modes which have been devised lor inter-

communication between distant points.

"When Turnpike roads," say they, "were first

attempted in England, they were almost universal-

ly opposed by the great body of the people, a few
enterprising citizens however succeeded after a se-

vere struggle, in constructing them. The amount
of travelling was then so limited, that this means of

transportation was found abundantly suflicient for

all the exigencies of the then trade of that country;

in a little time however, so great was the increase

of commerce there, (and which increase in a great

measure resulted from the advantages these roads

afforded) that even the turnpikes in a short time

were found insufficient to accommodate the growing

trade of the country, and the substitution of canals

in the place of roads was the consequence, in every

situation w here the construction of ihein was prac-

ticable.

"It was soon ascertained, that in proportion to the

increased facilities atl'orded to trade by the canals

in England, was the increase of trade itself, until

even this means of communication was actually, ia

many of the more commercial parts of the country,

found insuiruient for the transportation required

"Rail roads had, upon a limited scale, been used

in several places in England and Wales for a num-
lier of years, and had, in every instance, been found

fully to answer the purposes required, as far as the

experiment had been made. The idea of applying

them upon a more extende.d scale, appears however

only recently to have been suggested in that coun-

try; but notwithstanding so little time has elapsed

since the attempt was first made, yet we find that so

ded Irive been the-ir advantages over turnpike
( hanfs, of sreat probity and large fortune, ami ,. , ^„ - - .. -.,

whig of the revolution, was appointed chairman
|
roads, and even over canals, that already 2000 miles
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oflliern are acUiallv conipleled or iu a U:\in of ra-

pid progress, in Great Britain, and that the experi-

ment of their construction has not in one case fail-

ed, nor has there been one instance in which they

have not fully answered the most sanguine expecta-

tions of their projectors. Indeed, so completely has

this improvement succeeded in England, that it is

the opinion of many judicious and practical men,

there, that these roads will, for heavy transportation,

supersede canals as cfl'cctually as canals have su-

perseded turnpike roads.

"We would just here remark, that the canal sys-

tem has many advantages in England which it does

not possess in this country.

"1st. The climate in England is so much milder

in winter than ours, that their canals, even as far

north as Liverpool, are seldom frozen, and then only

about a week in any winter, whereas they would be

often frozen up here for many weeks, and sometimes

for several months.

"2dly . From that country having been long open-

ed and cleared, the people there now know the mi-

nimum volume of their streams, and of course can

calculate exactly how far they can depend upon

these streams for a supply of water for their canals:

whereas, with us it is know n, that as (he country is

cleared, our streams are every year diminishing,

and no one can now pretend to say to what point of

declension they may yet go; but it has already been

ascertained that 30 or 40 years back, many of them
contained double the quantity of water they now do,

in the latter part of summer.
"Thirdly, the cllm.ite of England being above

the fiftieth degree of latitude, the people there have

nothing (o fear from the stagnation of water in their

canals, whereas (fur climate is at least four monllis

in the year a tropical one; and it is found by uni-

versal experience, that the exhalations I'rum a com-
mon mill race, renders the air unwholesome for a

considerable distance on both sides of it. There is

reason then to fear, (hat the same objection would

apply to the navigating a canal below the fortieth

degree of latitude, during the hot season of the

year, that is found to exist against navigating the

liver Mississippi to New Orleans. We say then, if

England, with these decided advantages, which she

undoubtedly possesses over us in favour of canal

navigation, is about to supersede her canals by the

construction of rail-roads, will it be wise in us to

exhaust our resources upon a system which is now
about to be abandoned in a country where the ex

periment of the two plans has been fairly and fully

made? There has yet in this country, been but

one rail-road constiucted and fui!y tested, and this

is only about three miles long; it cost «,11,000 per

mile; but if is alleged that, with the experience now
gained, a similar one could be constructed for about

one third less. V/e here refer to the Quincy rail-

road near Boston. It was erected as an experiment,

and as far as it has been tried, has fully answered
the expectations of the parties for whose use it was
made; not having been the least injured by the se-

vere frosts durint; the late winter.

"The slock of information upon the general sub-

ject of rail roads, now in possession of this com
Diittee, is admitted not to be very extensive, but

they have gleaned from the several publications

and reports which they have examined upon this

interesting subject, enough to leave no doubt upon
their minds, that these roads are far better adapted
to our situation and circumstances, than a canal

across the mountains would he: they therefore re-

commend that measures be taken to construct a dou-
ble rail-road between the city of Baltimore and some
suitable point on the Ohio river, by the most eligi-

ble and direct route, and that a charter to incorpo-

rate a company to execute this work be obtained
as early as possible; and in support of this opinion

they submit the following views and statements."
(To bt co^ithiueJ.;.

XiAI»IS:S' TilSSA.n'SZXIJiTS'S.

(From Hints for the Improvement of Early Education

and Nursery Discipline.)

Fearfulkess and Fortitude.

In various characters fear assumes various forms.

Some children who can brave an external danger

will sink depressed at a reproof or snesr. It is our

business to guard against the inroads of fear under

every shape; for it is an infirmity, if suffered to

gain the ascendancy, most enslaving to the mind,

and destructive of its strength and capability of en-

joyment. At the same time, it is an infirmity so

difficult to be overcome, and to which children are

so excessively prone, that it may be doubted whe-

ther, in any branch of education, more discretion

or more skill is required.

We have two objects to keep in view; the one,

to secure our children from all unnecessary and
imaginary fears—the other, to inspire them with

that strength of mind which may enable them to

meet, with patience and courage, the real and un-

avoidable evils of life.

For the lirst, there is no one who has contetnplat

ed the suffering occasioned, through life, by the

prevalence of needless fears, imaginary terrors, and
diseased nerves, but would most earnestly desire to

preserve their children from these evils. To this

end, they should be, as far as possible, guarded

against every thing likely to excite sudden alarm,

or to terrify the imagination. In very early child-

hood, they ought not to be startled, even at play, by

sudden noises or strange appearances. Ghoststo-

ries, extraordinary dreams, and all other gloomy

and mysterious tales, must on no account be named
in their presence: nor must they bear histories of

murders, robberies, sudden deaths, mad dogs, or

terrible diseases. If any such occurrences are the

subjects of general conversation, let them at least

be prohibited in the nursery. Nor is it of less im-

portance that we shotdd be c"autious of betraying

alarm at storms, a dread of the dark, or a fear and

disgust at animals. The stricter vigilance in these

respects is required, because, by a casual iiu.'iscre-

lion on our part, by leaving about an injudinous

hook, by o)ie alarming story, by once yielding our-

selves to an emotion of groundless terror, an im
pression may be made on the mind of a child that

will continue for years, and materially counteract

the effect of habitual watchfulness. How cruel,

then, purposely to excite false terrors in those under

our care: as by threatening them with "the black

man who comes for naughty children," with "gip-

sies," the "snake in the well." &c.! Not that chil-

dren will be long deceived; but when the black

man and dreadful monster shall have lost their jmw-

er, the efiect on the imagination—a liability to ner-

vous and undefined terrors will continue; and thus,

for the trifling consideration of sparing ourselves a
little present trouble, we entail upon those entrusted

to us, suffering, and an imbecility of mind, which
no subsequent efforts of their own may be able

wholly to overcome. We have reason to hope, that

the particular expedients here referred to ar

the present day, excluded from most nurseries; but

we may, perhaps, fall into similar errors, under a

more refined form—by exciting, for instance

apprehension of immediate judgments from heaven,

as the consequences of ill conduct. But it is to be
remembered, that the attempt to touch the con
science, or to enforce obedience, by terrifying tfte

imagination, is, under every form, to be reprobaii'd,

as altogether erroneous and highly inj\irious. This
mode of proceeding is, commonly, the resort of

weakness and inexperience; for authority establish-

ed on right principles, needs no such supports. Su-
perstitious fears of every kind arc thf more to be

dreaded, and earnestly guarded against, because s<j

peculiarly apt to mingle themselves with religion,

to discolour that which in its nature is full ol at-

traction, and which, if not disguised or distorted by
the imagination, would appear, as it is in truth, a
reasonable and joyful service.

Great care is required that children do not imbibe
terrific and gloomy ideas of death; nor should they
'iicautioiisty be taken to funerals, or allowed to see
a corpse. It is desirable to dwell on the joys of the

hteous in the presence of their heavenly Father,
freed from every pain and sorrow, rather than on the
tdte and burial of the body, a subject very likely

painfully to affect the imagination. On this point,

books are often injudicious. It may be well to men-
tion as an instance, the Lineson a Snow drop, in that

useful and pleasing little work, entitled, "Original
Poems." Here the poor little babe, doomed forever

to the pit hole, would leave a gloomy impression on
the mind of any child of quick feeling and imagi-
nation: it is therefore better to make a point of
cutting out such passages from a nursery library.

If children are naturally of a timid, nervous con-

stitution, or if, unfortunately, they have imbibed
those fears from what we should most wish to guard
them, much may be done towards restoring them
to a healthful tone of mind; but it must be effected

by more than common skill, and by measures the

most gentle and unperceived. Direct opposition,

upbraiding a child for his cowardice, accusing him
of fearing the dark, believing in ghosts, &c. will

but establish, or perhaps create, the very evils we
desire to counteract. If a child dread the dark, he
must on no account be forced into it, or left in bed
against his vill without a candle. We had better

appear neither to see his weakness, or consider it

of importance, and for a time silently to yield to it,

rather than to notice or oppose it; ;.t the same time

losing no opportunity of infusing a counteracting

principle. He may very soon be tempted to join

his bolder companions in a dark room at a game of
play, or to hunt for sugarplums, especially if his

mother or nurse will join in the sport, till he be-

come accustomed to it. Well chosen stories, with-

out any apparent reference lo himself, may be re-

lated to him, displaying the good effects of courage,
as opposed to the folly and ill consequence of cow-
ardice. As he advances in age and strength of
mind, he will be able to profit by some reasoning on
the subject. We may animate him to overcome
his fears by an exertion of his own, encouraging
him by rewards and approbation; but let the efforts

which he makes be wholly voluntary, and not by
constraint.

It is not uncommon, with the idea of removing
the groundless fears of children, to give Ihem his-

tories of strange, terrific, or perhaps, ehost-like ap-

pearances, to be in the sequel cleared up and ex-

plained away. But experience will convince us,

that this is a very mistaken system; for, in child-

hood, the imagination is quick and retentive, but

the reasoning powers slow and weak. The alarm-

ing image and nervous impression may continue,

whilst the subsequent explanation and practical in-

ference will most likely be forgotten.

There are few more fruitful sources of fearful-

ness than mystery: it is therefore a mistake to as-

sume an air of concealment toward children—to

speak in their presence by hints, or in a suppressed

voice, on subjects unsuited to them. We are apt,

also, to forget how many things are to them fearful

and mysterious, which experience has rendered to

us familiar and simple. In the course of conversa-

tion, and amidst the common occurrences of life,

many things will strike the mind, and even the

senses of a child as strange and alarming, merely

because he understands them but by halves; and

this not unfrequently arises from the thoughtless

manner in which we are apt to speak before chil-

dren of distressing circumstances, as of terrible

diseases and other calamities. Such impressions,

, when perceived, ought neither to be ridiculed, nor
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carvlessly ovfrlo.;|;eil. \Vc should eiulcavour lo

as'-ertain from what they proceed, and to slate Ihf.

subji^ct ill question in so simple and lamiliar a man-

ner as may strip it ol' its alarming character. To
succeed in this, it wili be necessary to cultivate that

quick penetration which readily understands the

looks and manners of children, a language which

often convej'S more than their words. 1 had. a

few weeks since, an example of this -vith a little

boy of Uiv oivn, about five years old. He was walk-

ing with me in the dusk of the evening; as we pass-

ed one corner of the garden, 1 found rey hand

squeezed more tightly, and an inclination to clins; to

my side, but nothing was said; in returning to the

same spot, this was again and again repealed. F was
certain it must arise from an emotion of fear, though

I could perceive nothing likely to produce it. 1

woui'd not, however, pass it over, and at length in-

duced noy little companion to confess,—"Mamma!
I think 1 see under that bush an animal with very
great ears!" I immediately approached the object,

gently persuading hira to follow me, when we found

to our amusement a large tin watering pot. and '-the

Tery great ears" converted into the spout and han-

dle. Had the squeeze of the hand been unheeded,
a fearful association with the dark, and with that

spot in the garden, would, there is little doubt, have
long continued. {To be continued.)

sTow.'siisa oiizo.

Description of Bull-baiting on the Sabbath, in
Cadiz—by an immjktal poet.

The lists are oped, the spacious area clear'd,

Thousands on thousands piled are seated round;
Long ere the first loud trumpet's note is heard.
No vacant space for lated ivight is found:
Here dons, grandees, but chiefly dames abound,
Skill'd in the ogle of a roguish eye.

Yet ever well inclin'd to heal the wound;
None through their cold disdain are doom'd to die.

As moon-struck bards complain, by Love's sad
archery.

Hush'd is the din of tongues—on gallant steeds.
With milk-white crest, gold spur, and light-poised

lance.

Four cavaliers prepare for venturous deeds.
And lowly bending to the lists advance;
Rich are their scarfs, their chargers featly prance:
If in the dangerous game they shine today.
The crowd's loud shout and ladies' lovely glance.
Best prize of better acts, they bear away.
And all that kings or chiefs e'er gain their toils repay.

In costly sheen and gaudy cloak array'd.
But all afoot, the light-limb'd Matadore
Stands in the centre, eager to invade
The lord of lowing herds; but not before
The ground, with cautious tread, is travers'd o'er.
Lest aught unseen should lurk to thwart his speed:
(lis arms a dart, he tights aloof, nor more
Can man achieve without the friendly steed.
Alas! too oft condemnd for him to bear and bleed,

i'hrice sounds the clarion; lo! the signal falls.
The den expands, and expectation mute
3apes round the silent circle's peopled walls.
Sounds with one lashing spring the mighty brute,
Knd, wildly staring, spurns, with sounding foot.
The sand, nor blindly rushes on his toe:

I
lere, there, he points his threatening front lo suit
iis first attack, wide waving to and fro
lis angry tail; red rolls his eye's ddated glow,

iudden he stops; his eye is fix'd: away,
Iway, thou heedless boy! prepare the spear:
^ow is thy time, to perish, or display
'he skdl that yet may check his mad career.

j

Vith well-timed croupe the nimble courser veer"
>n foams the bull, but not unscathed he goes;

SircMius from his flank (he crimson tomtit clear:

He ilies, he wheels, distracted with liis (hroes;
Dart follows dart; lance, laucc; loud bcllowings

speak his woes.

-Vgaiii he comes; nor dart nor lance avail.

Nor the wild plunging of the torlnred horse;
Thou^-h man and man's avengin:; arms assail.

Vain are his weapons, vainer is his !bicc.

One gallant steed is stretch'd a mangled corse;
Another, hideous sight! unseam'd appears.
His gory chest unveils life's panting source.
Though death struck still his feeble' frame he rears.

Staggering, but stemming all, his lord unharm'd he
bears.

Foil'd. bleeding, breathless, furious to the last,

Full in the centre stands the bull at bay,
'Mid wounds, and clinging darts, and lances brast.
And foes disabled in the brutal fray:

And now the Matadores around him play,
Shake the red cloak, and poise the ready brand:
Once more through all he bursts his thundering

ivay

—

Vain rage! the mantle quits the conynge hand.
Wraps his fierce eye—'tis past—he sinks upon the

sand!

Where his vast neck just mingles with the spine,
Sheathed in his form the deadly weapon lies.

lie slops—he slarls—disclaimnK' to decline:

blowly he falls, amidst triumphant cries.

Without a groan, without a struggle, dies.

The decorated ear appears—on high
The corse is piled—sweet sight for vulgar eyes
Four steeds that spurn the rein, as swift as shy,
Hurl Ihe dark bulk along, scarce seen in dashing

by-

Trotting.
In consequence of the performance of the horse,

owned by Mr. Randolph, over the Charleston Race
Course, (.50 miles in five hours) a sportsman of N.
York, named Jackson, pledges himself in the F.vcn-
ing Post, to produce a horse in all the month of
A()ril next, as may hereafter be agreed on, to trot

in harness, on the Petersburg course, over the same
distance, in less time, for the sum of ten thousand dol-

lars; or will trot his horse in harness, against the
horse of Mr. Randolph, the same distance for the
like sum—each horse lo carry weight to the amount
of one hundred and forty pounds, giving or taking
ten pounds.

Old Florizel.
$^To the Editor,—WiW you be so good as to in-

form me {il you can ascertain,) the lime of the death
of old Florizel, who was sired by Diomed?

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT BALTIMORE-MARCH 1827.

Days^At mil- Max-

45 45
39 47
32 43
31 47
30 46
36 43

42 57

35 62
47 60
43 57
36 59
47 52
49 50

36 41

50 47
34 53
52 51

48 52
46 50
34 51

32 50
41 69
48 59

— 57
48 70
48 69
54 57

37 51

53 51
41 64

Kw. strong; w.
WNW. N.

E. SE. strong
ESE. £.

NE

SSW. KW.

calm. sw.
NW. ......
NW. ••..••
sw. s.

WINDS
At 6 o'clKk, A. U.

NE.

NW. strong; nw.

rain

detached clouds, clea

clear

clear; hazy . • .

clear

cloudy; drizzle . .

broken clouds . .

clear

hazy
light clouds; clear

clear

cloudy ....
broken clouds; clea

NNw. strong

NNW. do. HW.
calm. s.
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nszscEiiXiAiffsous.

Farmers in this state stand in tlie same situation

with regard to raising silk, the urape, and fine hor-

ses, that the whole country did a lew j'ears ago

with respect to mannfaclures. The universal lan-

guage then was, oh it wont do, it is inipossihle for

us to manufacture, we are too young, it would ruin

us to undertake it. The same is now said about

silk, the grape, and other valuable branches ol' in

duslry; it'is even added by some, what do we want

to hear about these things, we know nothing ol'them;

this is the very reason "by farmers should want to

hear much about them, because they know nothing;

and because when they do know something, they

will want to hear more, and to !.arn more, until

they realize the great profits, which this knowledge

brink's to such as knoiv and do something with it.
°

[Cinclmatti IVestem Tiller.

^IHII^ IT^IsiME^lit

Baltimore, Friday, Apeil 27, 1827.

Indian and Bear.

The 3Jonlrc(tl Couraiit relates that an Indian

Sipiaw suckled a young bear, which she had cau^jht,

weaning her child for that purpose. The cub be-

came in a short time very fond of his nurse, and

would search her out amons the crowd. This would

seem to strengthen Dr. Franklin's opinion, that there

is no such thing as natural affection.

B.&IiTlA%Oai: PRICES CUARXIXl'T.

B.BCXFSS.

HONEY, A CURE FOB THE GRAVEL.

About 27 years ago (says a correspondent) I was

much afflicted with the gravel, and twice in serious

danger, from small stones lodging in the passage.

I met with a gentleman who had been in my situa-

tion, and had got rid of that severe disorder, by

sweetening his tea with half honey and half sugar.

I adopted this remedy, and found it eli'ectual.

Alter beins; fully clear of my disease about ten

years 1 declined taking honey, and in about three

months, I had a violent fit of my old complaint, I

then renewed my practice of taking honey in my
tea, and am now more than three score and ten, and

have not for the last 17 years, had the smallest

symptom of the gravel. I have recommended my
prescription to many of my acquaintance, and have

never known it fail. [London pap.

ANIMAL POISONS.

The following case of the bite of a rattlesnake,

is recorded by Ur. Thacher, in his Military Jour-

nal, p. 51, Cottons and Barnard's edition.

8oon after my arrival at Ticonderoga, a soldier

had the imprudence to seize a rattlesnake by its tail;

the reptile threw its head back, and struck its fangs

into the man's hand. In a few moments a swelling

conjmenced, attended with severe pain. It was not

more than half an hour, when his whole arm to his

bhoulder was swollen to twice its natural size, and

the skin became of a deep orange colour. His bo-

dy, on one side, soon became ailected in a similar

manner, and a nausea at his stomach ensued. The
poor man was greatly and justly alarmed; his situa

tion was very critical. Two medical men, beside

myself, were in close attendance for several hours.

Havinit procured a quantity of olive oil, we direct-

ed the patient to swallow it in large and repeated

do>es, till he had taken one quart; and at the same

time we rubbed into the afl'ected limb a very large

quantity of mercurial ointment. In about two hours

we had the satisfaction to perceive the favourable

effects of the remedies. The alarming symptoms
abated, the swelling and pain gradually subsided,

and in about forty-eight hours he was happily re-

stored to health.

REMEDY FOR BURNS.

Alittle spirit of turpentine applied to recent burns,

will mitigate the pain, if not wholly remove it.

^-Rail-Road.—The election for Directors of

the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-Road Company took

place on Monday last, and resulted in the choice ol

the following gentlemen: Charles Carroll, of Car-

roUtuii. milium Patterson, Robert Oliver, Mcxanctcr

Brown, haac M Kim, fP'm Lorman, George Htff

man, Philip K Thomas, Thomas Ellicott, John i>'.

Morris, Tulbol Jones, H'iltiam Stcuart.

Holcmoa Ettiug and Dr. P.Macaulay are appoint-

ed Directors on the part of the city ol Baltimore.

At a meeting on Tuesday of the Directors of the

Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road Company, Phi,. ir

E. Thomas, Esq. was unanimously elected Presi-

dent of the company.

(p^-THE Lunatic HospiTAL.-lt may be interesting

to some, but we would lain hope to very few of our

readers to know the terms ol admission to theLuna-

ticAsylum in the vicinity ol Ihiscily. Paii.ntsare re-

ceived and found in boarding, washiiii;, lodging, me-

dicine, attendance— in short, in every thing exce|il

clothes, (or^o per week. For medical skill, cleanliness,

care and comfort of every kind, and elevation ami

healthiness of situation, we are persuaded no esta-

blishment any vvhere can excel it. Where relatives

can overcome the natural but misplaced repugnance

which is felt at the idea of consigning near conne.\-

ions to such asylums, they may depend on their be-

ing much better taken care of there and provided

for, than can be done in any private family—real

humanity therefore dictates that this asylum should

be resorted to, when the parlies can atiord it. It is

to be lamented that every slate does not provide at

its own expense lor the care of such unfortunate

objects; especially where the means of their rela

tions are too limited to avail themselves of it.

lieported for the Jlmerican Farmer, by Leicis Sutton S,- Co.

Tobacco.—We think that the prices of common To-
bacco have improved a little—within the last few days
considerable business has been done in it; • buyers stem
more anxious to purchase. On Saturday last, some
common crop and second were sold at Jo and *>i, from
Anne .\rundel and Calvert counties; and Mr. William
Ueeder's crop, from St. Mary's, at 56 round—this wa."

2:ood red. At any rate, we think it is rather more brisk
and more sought after by the dealers. Inspected last

week, ending with Saturday, 3^0 hhds. Much more
coming in this week, cliicfly by water.
Second as in quality jJJ.O'i a 8 OO^Comraon crop, 3.00

a S.fiO—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—Good red, 5.00 o b.'JQ—

Kine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a IO.ijU—

Vellow, i'J.OO a 15.00—Fine yellow, 16.00 o 20.00—Vir-
ginia fat, G.OO a S.00— Rappahannock, 3.50

Flour— Susquehanna ^i.OO a b.\2h— Baltimore, How-
ard street, 5.0U a 5,25—do. white family, 6.00 a fi. '.5—

\VHf..\T, good, 1.00—CoRS, .46 a .47 —Rye, .75 a .SO—
iiAfS, .41 .45—Flaxseed, .75 87^—Barley, .00—

CLOVER seed, red, (unseas-onable) 3.50 o 4.00

—

Timothv
seed, 3.00—Herds' Grass, 3.50 a 4.50—.Millet, i.OO

a '.io—Irish Potatoes, (for seed.) .37^ a .50

—

iork

Meal, per cwt. 1.25

—

Whiskey, in bbls. .33 a .33^—

do. in hhds. .32

—

Plaster, per bbl. 1.12J a 1.25—do.

per ton, 3.75

—

B.acon, Baltimore hams, 9.00 a 10.00—do.

hog round, 6.00 a 7.00—do. country, .5J

—

Butter, best

fresh, .31.^ a .37*-in kegs, No. 1 to 3, cwt. 8.00 a 15.00

—Lard, do 8.50 o 10.00

—

Cotton, Virginia, selling, 9.60

10.00 a 11.00—Upland, fair, 10.00 a 10.50—Louisiana,

lO.uO—Carolina, 10.00 a 11.00

—

Fish, Herrings, per bbl.

2.25 n 2.50—Mackerel, No. I, 6.25—do. No. 2, 5.26

—do. No. 3, 4.25—Shad, per barrel, 6.00—do. do. trim-

med, 5.50 a 6.00—Feathers, per lb. .28 a .29—l.ivr.

Stock—Beef, good, on the hoof, 5.00 a 5.50—Hogs, good

pork, 4.00 a 4.50—Lamb, .2^ o .3—Mutton, .34 a A—
Veal, .3 a .3i.

SSLXOTES OF STOCKS.

^A sample of Cotton, of the crop of Dr. Muse/

President of the .Agricultural Society of Dorciiestei

county, mav be seen at the ottice of the Aimrican
Farmer. It is pronounced hy an experienced n;anu-

facturer to be equal to the best U|)lands.
1

Easton Cattle Show.—By the Board of Trus-

tees of the Maryland Agricultural Society fur the

Eastern Shore,

Resolved, That there be exhibited at Easton a Cjat-

tle Show and Fair of animals, agricultural imple

meiits and domestic inanulaclures. during ttie ensu-

ing Autumn; and that Thursday, Fridaij ami Satur

day, the first, second and third days of November,
be the days appointed for this purpose

RICHARD SPEiNCER, Sec'ryl

FOR SALE,
A Jack, selected in the interior of Mexico, andim-

ported by a gentleman knoivn to the Editor. '1 lie Jack

will be live years old this spring, not of uiuMiumoii

height, but very stoutly made, aud is inline cundiiion

for service. To save trouble on that point, the price i->

^400. For other particulars, inquire at the otlice of the

American Farmer. ,/,

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER. j'

List of I'rcmiuins to be distributed by the Maryfend
Agricultural society in 1827, and Editorial remarks

—

.\pple Orchards—On Grasses and other Plauis, No. 6,

continued—Notices of Pernicious Plants, eniitinued

—

On Merino Sheep, by Mr. .Iclferson—Disorder in Sheep
—On Plum Trees, Prunes and Nectarines—(iaidening

—Rosa Grevillii, or Greville's China Rose— Dciinestic

Wine— 101 Seasoning Timber—Boring lor Water, Brew-
eries, Barley, Hops, (s.c.—lieport ul Commitlee on the
Baltimore and Ohio liail-Koad, and Edil'rial remarks—
learfiilness and Fortitude—focdi/, Buil-baiting ii! Ca-
'liz — Meteorological i'tb-,ervaliuns for iMarch, lukin at

Baltimore—Indian and Bear—Recipes—Editorial.

(Reported for the Amtricnn Farmer.)

Merrtman &. GiTTi.NiCS, stock and tlxchangc Br

BA.\K STOCKS. par value, pveseh

V. states' Bank Stock, per share, 100 1

Bank of Maryland, do. 300

Bank of Baltimore, do. 300

V nion Bank of Maryland, do. 75

Meclfeiiics' Cank 9

Franlvlin Bank, . . (div. ofT,) 20

Com. and Fanners' Bank, (do.) 20
Farmers" and Merch'ts' Bank, (do.) 5,0

City Bank 15

Marine Baidc, . . (div. off,) . . 25

Farmers' liank of Maryland, (div. off) 5tf

CITY STOCKS.

Corporation 6 per cent, redeema- } ,qq
ble after 1536, (div. oH",) i

Do. 5 per cent, redeemable in 1832, 100

Penitentiary 5 per cent, stock,
( jgg

(none in market, j

Masonic Hall, 6 per cent. . . .100
.Annuities, or Ground Rents, . .

road stocks.

Reister's Town, . . (div. off,) 20

Vork, do. 20

Frederick, ... do. 20

Baltimore Water Company, (div. off,) 50

Washington and Baltimore, ... 50

Gas Stock, 'OO

Teniaocaltepec Mining Co's, pr. sh. 600

Havre de Grace Turnpike 6 ptr cts.

V. states' stock.

Six per cent. 1813, . •

1814, . .'

232.00!

313.00

"o.iOt

9.5^

25^0
ce.oo

51.50

2.S0

27. JU

30 a 52.00

llO.OOi

lOl.oO'

par (lint ni'-

6 to 10 per ct

Tlu-ee per cent. . •

lid half per cent.

(div. off,) 100

do. 100

do. 100

do. 100

do
do.

9.00'

^,,m'

9.00'

86.00

30 00

141) UO

8OO.I10'

par and inl

par and '"'

lo.'.Ol)

lOJ.UO'

62.50

lO.i.OO

107.00
100 102

Five per cent "<>
,
1™

,
,'"'-:,

Those marked thus * for sale, and thus t
wanted-ti;

Merryman & Gittings.

pThTted every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, h

JtJHN S. SKINNER, Editor. by John I). I oy, cornc

of St. Paul and Market-sts., where every descriptio.

of Book and Job Printing is bandsomclj execMtea.
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A&S.ICV£iXir».E.

De^r Sir J^'ortli Carolina.

You have frequen'-Ij- enriched the pages of tl

American Farmer "ith the proceedings of the Vi

ginia Aciicultural Socletj; I more particularly a

lude to Go! Taylor's essay on artiticia! grasses, ad

Mr. Marshall's excellent one on rotation of crop

The following essay on the fame important subjec

I must beg you to republish in the American Farrae

It was communicated to the Virginia Society f

Richmond, some time previous to Mr Marshall':

These two essays, taken together, embrace ever

suggestion or consideration belonging to the trul

interesting subject of a "rotation of crops."

J. S. Skinner, Es«, G. W. J,

ROTATION OF CROPS.
Of all agricultural subjects, this, perhaps, is thl

most important, and to a Virginian, the most dim
cult. Experience aftords us but little light upon th

Subject. The practice in Virgini-i, heretofore, haj

been to cultivate our lands more wilh a view to iml

mediate profit, than wilh an}' regard to the future

All the various soils in the country eastward of thj

mountains, have been used in the same way, ano
the same crops have been cultivated by all, withou
regard to the fitness of the soil, or to the situatioi

of the farm. Every thing that could be drawi
from it has been eagerly taken, without giving an]
thing in return, by ameliorating crops, manure o)

even rest. The lands have either borne, in succe4
sion, exhausting crops, or it has been as much ot

more injured by improper use of it in pasture, as (t

is falsely called

In fixing on a rotation, a farmer should ascertai
what crops are best suited to his farm, and in whai
sueeession such crops ought to follow each other, so^

as to make the greatest possible profit, consistently

not only «ilh i^eeping his land in good heart, but in

an improving condition. "A juHicious rotation o/

crops is the groundwork of general inipro'enKnl.

If a judicious sysiem be adopted and persevered in,

it cannot fail. No mode of execution ca' make up

for a defective one. The same crops •'hich under

one system, would be unprofitable an' injurious to

the land, under another rotation, »viti intervening

ameliorating crops, might not only N profitable, but

might promote i(s fertility." VVh:t I shall suggest

to the society upon this sub ject, wH be the result of

my own experience and obser'ation, assisted by
all iliat I have been able to deri/e from tlie English
and Scotch writers, making thf necessary allowance
for iliti'erence of climate, soil aid products. I have,
lililiout scruple, availed m'>self of their sugges-
tions, whenever they appeiV'ed rational, and more
particularly when they wie founded upin facts

pniperly vouched for. Irispcaking of the agricuN
lure of Great Britain, I cinnot deny myself the sa
i-l u-tion of expressing fly warmest admiration of
iIm- exalted merit and pitriotism of the distinguish
id (lien of that county, who have, by devrilin;;

their talents, lime ant' money, to agricultural piir-

suiis, brought that nost useful art to a perfectimi
unknown to their ancestors, or to the people of any
other country. Th.' Duke of Bedford, Mr. Young,
Lord Rallies, Mr. .\ndprson, .Sir .John Sinclair. Mr.
Coke, Lord .*>omn:7erville, and others, may have less

splendor attached to their characters; but 1 have
little doubt that Ihcy have been more usefully em
ployed than Mr Pitt, Lord Castlereagh, the Duke
of Wellington, or Lord Nelson. I trust the peciiie
of Virginia will not be less attentive to the improve-
ment of a country so deservedly dear to them.

I will consider, first, the principles on which ro-
tations ought to be arranged; next, the various
Sort.' of rotations which have been adopted in Vir-
ginia, for different periods of two, three, four, five.
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six, or seven years; and lastly, any miscellaneous
parliculars connected with this branch of inquiry.

It is not believed that the same land, without some
interval, will continue to yield the same plant to

advant;ige; there may be some exceptions, but they
can only occur where the land is the richest allu

vion soil, or is frequently and heavily manured. A
fanner should therelore avoid frequent repetitions

of the same articles in his rotation. The propriety

of adopling any particular rotation, must depend
on tlie climate; for it would be absurd to attempt
to make gourd seed coin and sweet potatoes in

Greenbrier; a hght sandy land should never he se-

lected for grass, nor cold, wet stiff land for corn: on
the situation of the farm in regard to markets, for

some articles will pay well in some situations that

would be unsaleable in others; and upon the condi

lion of the soil, whether fertile or exhausted. A
farnur cannot carry on his business unless he has

various kinds of crops upon his farm. If he had
nothiiis; but wheat and tobacco, he might not be

able to procure corn and hay. By having various

articles, he does not run so much risk, either in re-

gard t(j the season or the sale of his produce; and
i( he fails in one article, he may succeed in another
The crops should be so arranged tliat the labour of

ploughing for each, of sowing, weeding, &c. shall

proceed in a regular succession, and the labour or

busi.iess of the farm should not be too much crowd-
ed at any one season of the year, but that the crops

produced on the farm should be cultivated by the

same hands (except in harvest,; and the same
teams. Avoid as much as possible having two grain

crops in succession; but alternately to have giain

and grass crops. In this country, a deviation from
this rule must be admitted, so that small grain of

some kind must succeed corn; this is unavoidable,
i] but must not recur too frequently. To raise those
li crops most likely to be productive of manure, the
"' use ' f which cannot be dispensed with under any

r tation that can he devised. To arrange the crops
so as to keep the land in good condition and in-

creasing in fertility. Variations in the rotation will

be found necessary and expedient, as the condition
of the farm may alter Keeping these maxims in

view, the various systems that have been practised
in Virginia, shall now be considered.

Two years rotation.

When wheat was first made a crop for market in

that part of the state that had been previously de
voted to the culture of tobacco, the rotation was
corn and wheat alternately. It was soon found that
this course was too hard for the land, and that

wheat and corn in such rapid succession, gave pre
carious and scanty crops, and that even the river

bottoms could not bear such a scourge. I am satis-

fied that nothing short of manuring, very heavily,
the hair that is in corn, will justify the expectation
of either good crops, or preserving the fertility the

land might have possessed when this course com-
menced. The impracticability of doing that with
out summer food for cattle, and with no winter food
but what the olTal of the wheat and corn atfords,

must cause this rotation to be rejected at once. If

it was possible to insure a good crop of clover after

every crop of wheat, I beheve alternate crops of
wheat and clover could be made without injury to

the land; but the clover crop is too uncertain to be
relied upon for this. It is rare that clover succeeds
after a heavy crop of wheat, by which it is subject
to be smothered; it is likewise liable to be killed bv
frost and by severe droughts in its infant state, and
it is said that land tires of it as soon as of any crop.

T7i)ce years rotation.

Corn, wheat and pasture—this is the most com-
mon rotation practised in Virginia. Under this ro-
tation, as under the last, the lands have grown worse
yearly, as under that, most of the maxims upon
which judicious rotations are founded, are violated.

i'lipre is not a [iropir mixHire of ^rain am' ;;r -en

crops; the grain crops perpetually succeed each
other, and the proportion of land in grain is 'oo
great. If the farm were in good order when this-

rotation commenced, and the land regularly sown
with red clover when in wheat, and plastered the
spring when the clover was sown, and the plasfoi-

repeated the next year, and a suflicient stock kept
to convert all the offal of the corn and wheat into
manure, it is possible that the land would not be ra-
pidly injured. If this course were observed the
materials for making manure would be so abundant
there is no question it could be made in large riuan-
titles, the whole produce of the farm contributing
to it. Upon this plan much reliance must be placed
upon soiling, which the experience of many years
has taught me is a precarious dependence in this

climate. I am far from recommending this rota
tion except upon rich botton. land; but if it be pur
sued, I do recommend it upon the plan here siig

gested, with the addition of some provision of grass
land for early and midsummer pasture One twcllth
part of the most suitable land on the farm cannot
lie more beneficially employed than in this way. 1

consider cattle and hogs as an essential to every
farm, not only for the purpose of making the ma-
nure, necessary for the farm, but as the only means
of supplying the country with food from our own
resources. A farmer should buy nothing that he
can make or raise for the use of the farm. If,

where the three years rotation is practised, the
farm should be thrown into four divisions, and one
of them is kept in grass for pasture, and thronu
out of the rotation for several years, the land may
possibly improve in fertility, if there should he pros-

per exertions to make and apply manure.

Four years rotation

Admits of greater variety in the succession of
crops. The course most approved in the country
below the falls of the river, which is generally de-
nominated the torn rountry, from that grain being
considered the staple of that district, is corn, wheat,
and two years in clover. Its efl'ects 1 have had no
opportunity of judging of; it is recommended in
such strong terms by the President of our society,
that I can have no doubt of its advantages in that
tract of country which is belter adapted to corn
than to wheit. It gives a greater proportion of
com and less of wheat, than I have been accustom-
ed to make, or than it is advisalile to attempt in a
broken stony country, inconvenient to market, and
where manual labour does not abound. 'In the
tract of country above the falls, and below the Blue
Kidge, wheat is considered the staple. An increase
of the quantity of corn, is no compensation lor a
diminished crop of wheat. One fourth of a firm
in wheat, and that after corn, when the crop is al-
ways worse than after fallow, is not considered
enough. I once cultivated a plantation in a rota-
tion of four years. My course was corn, wheat,
clover, wheat; and the plantation evidently grew
worse. I sliould remark, that during that experi-
ment the fields were not pastured, nor was I very
successful Kith the clover crop, it having failed
more than once. Three crops of grain in four
years, are too many for any high land. If the plan-
tation had been laid ofl' in five fields, and one field

had been alternately thrown out of the course, as
suggested in the three yeai-s rotation, the benefit to

the land and to the stock from a portion of the land
being for a number of years in grass, would be at-
tained. So far as my experience or observation
goes, wheat may succeed clover with every pros-
pect of a good crop. Sir John Sinclair, however,
states it to be the opinion of many of the most in-

tcliigent and successful farmers in Scotland, that
clover land ought not to be sown in wheat. There
may be some difTcrencc in the climate or soil of the
two countries, that may make the diflference upon
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this sabject. Hoivever, it is proper that every ju-

dicious man should be on the look out, as our expe-

rience has not been such as to be conclusive. When
this rotation is practised, I would pasture moderate-

ly the clover field the last year it is in grass, in

every rotation where the land is to remain not more

than two years in grass, I am decidedly of opinion,

that clover seed should be sown on every crop of

wheat, at the rate of a bushel of clean seed to ten

acres. The cost of the seed is no consideration in

comparison with the value of the crop, or the im-

provement of the land from it. Many people be-

lieve, that after clover is once well taken, it is un-

necessary to sow again; land will sometimes re-seed

itself; but it will more frequently fail. The famous

Norfolk four years rotation, which has made that

line of the most productive counties in England, is

turnips, barley, clover, wheat; the land always ma-

nured for turnips, and the turnips fed oil' by sheep,

which is a dressing twice in four years.

Five years rotation.

This is the rotation practised by Mr. Wickham,
upon his highly cultivated and productive estate

upon James' river. Its success recommends it high-

ly on rich land. It has been in use for seventeen

years. During that time his crops have been the

best upon the river, and from what I hear, the ave-

rage of the last nine years is at least double the

first term. I have repeatedly seen his crops of

wheat and clover, from May to harvest, and I have

no hesitation in saying, that they are the best, taken

throughout, I ever saw. 1 have seen in other plan-

tations, lots and parts of fields that were equal to

his.; but I never saw entire fields under as good

crops either of wheat or clover. IJel'ore this land

came into his hands, it had been cropped in the

three years rotation. The succession of crops in

his rotation is, 1st, corn; 2d, wheat; 3il, clover; 4lh,

wheat; 5th, clover, t consider his expcrimerit as

establishing, conclusively, that by the free use of

plaster of Paris, and the proper exertions to make
and apply manure, that five years rotation may be

relied upon to give fine crops on lands in good heart,

and to keep the land in a state of regular and pro-

gressive improvement. Although the number of

acres that are in grain, by hiving six divisions in-

stead of five, would be fewer, I believe the quantity

made would not be lessened, and I am confident

the land would improve faster, with the advantage

of summer pasture for stock and the diminution of

labour in seeding only one-third of the farm, in-

stead of two-fifths, with the further advantage of

commencing whenever the extra field was to be

brought into the rotation, with a naked fallow;

which 1 fear will be found indispensable. From the

increase of strong perennial plants upon our Innds

since they have been less frequently than formerly

planted in corn, I suspect we shall be obliged to

resort to naked fallows once in six or seven years,

to keep them clean enough for wheat. For these

reasons I should prefer six divisions. The sixth

field I would use as it is proposed; the fourth and

fifth should be used in the two preceding rotations,

to be sown with a mixture of grass seed, for pas-

ture.

Six years rotation.

First, corn; 2d, wheat; 3d, clover; 'Ith, wheal;
5tb, clover; 6th, clover. This course of crops may
be practised to great advantage upon weak or worn
kinds. It may be varied thus: divide the arable

land of a farm into three fields, one of which for

corn and clover in equal parts; one in wheat, (half

corn and the other half fallow,) and one in clover.

Under this course one-sixth of the farm would be
in corn, one-third in wheat, and one-half in clover.

That part of the clover that is in the inclosure with
the corn, to be mowed for hay, and the produce of
'Ae field that is in clover, to be applied to the sup

port of stock in summer, by soiling and by being

pastured.

Seven years rotation.

First, corn; 2d, rye; 3d, clover; 4th, wheat; 5lh,

clover; 6th, wheat; 7th, clover. Perhaps as benefi-

ficial a rotation, with a view either to profit or im-

provement, would be— 1st, corn; 2d, rye, (the corn

and rye to be consumed on the fi-.rni;) 3d, clover;

4th, wheat; 5th, clover; 6th, wheal; 7th, pasture for

six years, on which I would sow green sward, orch-

ard, and herds'-grass, meadow oat, and red clover.

It will be remarked, that in this rotation, the last

crop in the course is wheat, and the first and se-

cond corn and rye, being three crops in succession.

It is supposed the land would be amply compensat-

ed for this by the entire crops of rye and corn being

consumed on the farm, and each field in its (urn

being in pasture six years. Where one-seventh of

the land is manured for corn, the produce of two-

fifths of the land that is in grain consumed upcii it,

and three-sevenths of the farm in grass, there can

be no doubt of produce and improvement sufficient

td satisfy any reasonable man. I am informed the

lands on the south branch of the Potomac, arejcul-

tivated in corn six, seven and eight years in suc;es-

sion; after which they are pastured as long, an I in

that time are supposed to be completely renovfted.

Of the foregoing rotations, I should prefer the

five years rotation for good laud; but think it w uld

be more perfect, if the farm was thrown into six

divisions, and one of them kept in grass the w lole

year round. For weak or tliin land, I should tlink

the change I have suggested indispensable. V'ith-

that variation, one half of the land would bi in

grain, and the other in grass.

To avoid repetition, I have purposely omitted

mentioning tobacco, not from a belief that its tul-

ture should be abandoned; on the contrary, 1 tlnnk

it will be long one of the best articles of produce

for a Virginia plantation: at any thing like the pre-

sent prices, it unquestionably is so. Persons dis-

tant from market, or those who can make toljacco

of the first quality, will probably find it their inte-

rest to contmue its culture (or a great length of

lime. If it is made upon new land, it does not

enter into the rotaiion of crops; it is used as a pre-

paration for other crops. If it is made upon old

land, it should be planted upon, the lands that in the

diflerent rotations I have given, are allowed lor

corn. It will be found an easier crop to the land

than corn, and will inrariably be succeeded by a

better crop of wheat.

(
To be continued in otir next.)

AGRICULTURAL INSTITUTE.
A brief sketch of tlic Jlgricullural Institute and Sys-

tem of Education, of llie Itev. Emannet de Fellen-

berg, at Hojfunjl, near Berne, in Switzerland.

Agricultural institutions, or seminaries in the coun-

try, for instruction in the theory and practice of

agriculture, and rural economicks, seem at first

view subjects of sufficient importance to claim the

attention of the agricultural community and landed

interests of the United States. And the utility of a

well adapted system oj" education for the children

of those who are included in this great community,
is not more obvious, than the acknowledged defi-

ciency in every state of the Union, of any such
system.

To transfer the theatre of education from the citj

to the country, and fo establish there, institutions]

embracing not only agriculture, but the whole cirl

cle of the arts and sciences, were the objects of th(

illustrious Fellenberg. Me considered cities as in

evitably tending to collections of much moral evil

and he endeavoured to lessen it, by employing th<

labour of their surplus population in his agricultu
ral establishments

The advantages of a change of the theatre of
Jucation from the city to the country, for those
estined to rural life and labours, or engaged in the
dvancemcnt of landed interests, seem obvious,
hile its more general extension admits much di-
",rsity of sentiment; but the mind of Fellenberg
mbraced the whole human family, in its views for
leir improvement, and the field of nature was the
jene he selected for his developments, not in vi-
ionary theories, nor in extensive and extravagant
ilans, but in plain and practical lessons of useful
nd well directed labour.

He made his farm a panoramick picture of rural
ife and manners, which were represented on it,

iich as he wished it to be in reality, through the
igilant superintendance of intelligent and benevo-
?nt men. From the turret of his" farm-house (and
is eye was considered as always there,) every field

vas visiljle, and every operation public. His agri-
ultural plans were accompanied by the proofs of *

heir practicability, and all the objects of his system
vere adapted to the purposes of real life.

They may be summarily said to have been

—

The improvement of his farm; the enjoyment of
he pleasures of its cultivation; the education on it,

if his own family, and of those entrusted to his
;are; the amelioration of the general morals of his

ountrymen, by the influence of early example; the
iccurity of their liberties by the acquisition in youth
f those principles and habits, which tend most to

reserve them; and, finally, to prove, that under a
iroper system of rural and domestic economy, in-

Justry, temperance and moderation, the profits of
abour woidd pay lor all the necessary expenses of
'he subsistence, the clothing, and ike education of
tlie labourers and would leave such a residue as
.vould sutfice for the support of age and infirmity.

These were the general objects proposed by his

Agricidtural Institute in the country, and his system
of education.

His individual character is intimately connected
with the success of his system. He is a Swiss by
Uith; of patrician, or noble rank, of an excellent
edtcatinii, of pious and benevolent principles, of a
most patbpt and most persevering disposition, and
blessed wilj ^ wife who assisted greatly in arrang-
ing and cotducting the domestis economy of his
family.

His resident and farm, called Hoffwyl, a few
mdes from the \own of Berne, in Switzerland, con-
sists of about 50) acres of land, all of which, with
a competent incone, he determined about the year
1800, to make suhiervient to his system of educa-
tion, the great basikof which was agriculture, but
which embraced in ^ts various branches, not only
all the sciences conrected with it—as chemistry,
mineralogy, natural hstory, &c. with distinguished
professors in each dcpi^tment, but also every prac-
tical operation included^n the science of rural eco-
nomicks. For these pVposes, Hofl'wyl may be
considered as a great girden,or pattern farm, in
which every thing most vauable in modern practice
is seen, and taught systematically and practically.
Every implement of agriculture is made on the
farm, and every mechanical ijperation rendered fa- .

miliar, by practice, to those ol his labouring classes,

10 whose intended destinatiom in life their use is

adapted.

Mathematicks, while studied From their elements
and principles, are at the same time explained in

their practical applications to architecture, the me-
chanick arts, surveying and measurement of heights
and distances, and all other useful objects.

The active duties of rural life, are the daily les-

sons of the scholars after the hours devoted to the-

ory and study. Each individual has his hortus sic-

cus, and is familiar with the history and uses of
every plant and flower of the fields and gardens.
The school of agriculture is, in fine, the farm itself,

where every department is exhibited in reality, such
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as it was in its nide and native stale in the suamf
and marshes; and as it is, after the best systems I'

draining and irrigation in meadows and lawns. I

The forest, tield, and fruit trees, also appear n

all their varieties, from their stale of nature to lie

highest cultivation; and the system of demoiistrk-

ingtbe best theories, by the evidence of the sensjs,

is carried to its greatest perfection. It is easy o

comprehend such a system, and to appreciate s

Taluc; but to detail every minute incident would e

tedious and useless, until some similar establishme t

shall be attempted in the United States.

The School of Industry, devoted to the childrti

of his neighbourhood, and to making and perfecti g
the implements of agriculture, is a favourite branh
of his institution. From it, have been supplied :o

other countries, the best farmers, overseers, agens,

servants adapted to rural life, and country laboijr-

ers—the want of all which in the United Statesiis

among the greatest discouragements in every agri-

cultural establishment. .
)

Every evening, are assembled in the hall of lis

farm house, all the scholars of this department, wjth

the mechanicks and the domesticks of the household,

when an account is given verbally of the duties p«r-

forraed by the several heads of divisions, or classJs;

and those of the succeeding day are directed ty

himself After which he delivers an exhortation br

prayer, invoking the blessings of Heaven, and !of

their country, on their labours. These high sourfles

of reward are, indeed, at all times inculcated ja

essential, and made familiar to every member jof

his family. The national songs are not omittediin

ihe evening recreations after supper; in which thtre

is always that combination of sound and scntimdnl
Tvhich is known to produce impressions as plffis

ing as powerful on the characters of the' S»^iss

peasants.
\

The dawn of every day finds Mr. Fellenberg'in

the same hall, with his scholars and domestics, a\l

dressing his daily prayers for their preservation, tu

the Supreme source, on whom they are thus early

taught to rely for all their blessings.

This sentiment of religion is a powerful prieciple

in the character of Mr F.; though he is not a rigid

sectarian, but has separate altars for the pupils of

the Greek church; the only conditio" insisted on by

the late Emperor Alexander, for tlose of his sub-

jects who were sent toHofTwyl fo' the benefit of its

instruction.

The particular divisions infj classes of the la

Ijourers, and the overseers alotted to each class,

are made with minute attenti'U to the characters of

the overseers, who participasC themselves in every

duty, and are ever present,Jay and niglU, with the

£ciiolars.

It is not supposed that my particular practices in

use at Hofl'wyl could be advantageously introduced

into the United States. It is only the inlroduetiun

of its airricultural insti/utc, and system of educiUwn,

to which toe look, in aid of our common country

schools. In most of the states, except New England,
and perhaps NewYc;rk,tlie schools are little betkr
than seminaries of idleness, vulgarity and vice, in

which children of both sexes contract early in life,

habits of every eril tendency, which will be ecu-

firmed to the present generation, and liansmittc<i to

the next in regular succession, as long as iLc pre-

sent systems continue.

In Pennsylvania, many, if not most of the cLil-

dren of the proprietors and possessors of the soil

receive their education at these common country
schools; from which cause, with few exceptions,
they are forever kept in subservient and suborJ
nate stations, or remain unqualified for the due pfr-

formaiice of those higher duties to which they are
sometimes called.

From the general character of tliese schools, are
excepted, those of the county of Philadclpkia, which
are conducted on principles of the most enlightened

philanthropy, under the auspices of intelligent and
disinterested men, who are an honour to their coun-
try; but even these, are yet deficient in that system,

of which it is the object, to prepare each individual

for those duties in life which it is his destiny to per-

form. As well might the sailor prepare himself by
labour on shore, for the management of a ship at

sea, as the farmer, tor the duties of a country life,

or the man of wealth and taste for the pleasures of

it, by a city education.

To those, therefore, who prefer practical lessons

of what human life only aflbrds, to the visions which
it vainly promises; the demonstration of the senses,

to delusive dreams; and the just weight in the scale

of civil and political society, which agriculture

claims as its right; to these, and to many others, the

system of Fellenberg appeals, with all the force of

hii long experience, and his illustrious example.
U'liskinslon, .Sprit iS, 1827. A. M.

GRISENTHWAITE—MANURES.
"Indocti disoant, amcnt memiuisse periti."

Ms. Skinner,

In the perusal of your last "American Farmer,"
I net with an extensive extract from "Loudon's
Encyclopajdia," on manures, by Mr Grisenthwaite,

containing much valual)le matter, in addition to the

discovery, purporting to have been made bv the

editors of the Encyclopaedia, that the exploration

and disclusure of the secrets of nature therein de
tniliid,and the theory thereon founded, are the right

fill property of Mr. Grisenthwaite, in virtue of his

invention and discovery: and in other parts of your
piper, and I presume on the same authority, I find

the delusive titling of "Grisenthwaite's new theory,^'

applied to the same subject.

On the threshold of this subject, I wish to be
distinctly understood, as not in the slightest man
ner intimating, asraiiist Mr. G. this otleiice; on the
contrary, the neatness and excellence of his compo-
sition are such, as wholly to preclude an unfavoura-
ble idea in regard to him: yet I do charge the cdi

tors of the Eiicyclopa:dia with the error of having
never learned, or having learned, of having not re-

membered, the history of the subject on which they
profess to be learned.

You will readily perceive, sir, that the exception
taken to the idea of noi'dly. attached to Mr. G"s
doctrine, is neither idle, nor unnecessary; inasmuch
as the correction of the error may be essential to

the Justification of those, who have unceremonious-
ly used the same facts, having obtained the same
learning, perhaps from the same authorities, which
have instructed Mr. G; and which have been pub-
lished to the world, more than half a century.
When useful facts are rccc/ii/y discovered, or new

conjectures entertained, and published, it becomes
the duty of those who may use them, to recognize
by reference, or otherwise, the fortunate inventor
or discoverer. AVhen the rusty hand of time has
dimmed the lustrous glitter, and abated the intensi-

ty of re-action upon the renowned author; when
half a century has enjoyed the contribution to

science, and acknowledged the proprietor, it be-
comes adopted by prescriptive right, as common
property, which all may participate of, but none ap-
propriate to himself; nor may his friends for him,
as in the case alluded to.

In the extract mentioned, which is placed imme-
diately precedent to my address to the "Dorchester
Agricultural Society;" are conlained certain physio-
logical sentiments, and facts, of a character agree-
ing with those staled in the address; but it will be
seen, by re.rerence to the address, at the lower part
of the second column, (as it is in the Farmer,)
where the suljject is introduced, that I do not ap-
propriate it; but anticipate, and specifically guard
against the idea of the facts or hypothesis originat-

ing with myself, and pronounce them to be "iccU

settled principles ifphysiology :" which acknowledge-
ment was fair anil candid; but, really, from their no-
torious antiquity, not due to decoruiii; and if editor--

and practical farmers had never learned, or their

memories failed them, the fault was theirs and not
mine, that they were erroneously ascribed.

This 7iew theory, and tliese new principles, which
by the bye, I am quite sure Mr. Grisenthwaite him-
self (if he wrote recently,) did not design to repre-
sent as new, informs us in substance, "that all crop-s

are not composed of the same elements; and that

neither are all manures; and that, necessarily, they
are not all equally adapted to each other; and that
upon the false supposition of their equal fitness, the
practices of husbandry have been, and still are, gene-
rally conducted; and further, that some vegetables,
and particularly the grain of wheat, though not the
straw, contain gluten and the elements of animal
matters; or in addition to oxygen, hydrogen and
carbon, they contain nitrogen, which cannot be
supplied by manures which contain none of it; also,

that the gluten of wheat is essential to the good
quality of flour."

These things are all true, and worthy of commu-
nication from Mr. Grisenthwaite, or from any one
else who knows them, because they are useful and
not generally known to practical farmers; yet it

will be manifest by the following references, and
many more which 1 could adduce, if necessary, that
they do not possess the chtiracter of novelty; and
that if Mr. G. is a modern writer, they cannot be
his property; and I do not believe were ever claim-
ed by him as such.

Erasmus Darwin, Pliito: p. 443, remarks, "the
chemical analogy which exists between some of the
mushroom tribe and animal matters, led Van Hum-
boldt to investigate their conducting powers of the
galvanic fluid; he found those fungi, which emit a
cadaverous smell, to be equally good conductors, as
ie(d animal substances."

Annals of Medicine for 1793, Edinb —Van Hum-
boldt asserts, "that by chemical analysis, they (cer-
tain vegetables.) approach to animal substances, as
they contain much azote (i. e, nitrogen,) and phos-
phorus."

M. B. G. Sage, Journal de Physique, Sept. 1794,
accuses the "fanners of some parts of France, of
collecting their wheat with many green weeds, and
pressing it in their barns, immediately after reaping
it, and by the consequent fermentation, the grain
will not grow; and that the gluten, or vegelo-animal
matter of the wheat, is destroyed; and it, on that
account, makes unwholesome bread." M. Sage
then gives the process to discover the presence, or
absence of gluten, which he justly remarks, "may
be interesting to the baker, as well as to the farmer
who may want it for seed wheal;" and it may not
be amiss to insert it. "Make a paste with flour and
water, then wash it wilh your hands under water,
which must be frequently changed, till it no longer
becomes discoloured; the substance remaining in

the hands, is the gluten; if the wheat be good, this

is elastic, and will contract, when drawn out; if the
grain had begun to heat, it is brittle; if the grain
has fermented, none of the gluten will be obtained."
These things were stated more than thirty years
ago, as appears by the references,

Darwin, who wrote (I think,) more than fifty

years ago on vegetable economy, remarked, "that
those vegetables which approach nearest to the na-

ture of animal bodies, arc most likely to supply
them wilh the most nutriment, such as the gluten of
wheal." Here is forcibly |)rcsenled the idea of re-

ciprocal fitness, founded in the identity of elements,

aiialogous to that of the application of anim(d ma-
nures for the nutriment of vcgeto-animaU; with
which I profess myself to have been familiarly ac-

quainted, from the period of my earliest studies

of this branch of science; and so, without doubt,

was the gentleman above alluded to.
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i^hent is su[."|)o'.e(l to iipprnach towards tlie coagu

lable lympli of aiiiinni lioilies."

The fact lliat peculiar substances, such as marie,

gypsum, iron, potassa, soda, silica, phosphates, &c.

&c. in addition to the coriHiuin elements of oxygen,

hydrogen, carbon .and nitrogen, are found in vege-

tables, was Unonn to Abererombie (vide Practical

Gardening.) even previous to the appearance of the

Elements of Chemical Agriculture of Sir H. Davy;

which latter, though not entitled to the credit of the

discovery, has the residuary credit of assigning to

these substances their true office in vegetation, upon

the rational, but not 7jptjc? principle, that the food of

plants, as well as of animals, must consist of «vhat

their analysis may indicate, whether nitrogen, silica,

or other substance-Si

That wheat, and some other plants, are vegeio-

animals, possessing the aiiunHi characteristic, nitro

"en; and that nanures which afford them food,

must of necessity possess similar and correspondent

matter, are not novelties in the physiological world

That Mr. G. has used these materials with judg

mcnt, neatness and perspicuity, will be universally

adiiiitted; but, that they or any of thcni, are his

discoveries, 1 have no reason, on the face of his

composition, to suppose he intended to suggest.

Yours, respectfully,

JOS. E. MUSE.
Camiriilse, Md , March 9, 1S27.

HEMP.
Dixon's Springs, 3Qtk March, 1827.

To the Editor of the National Banner,

Sir,— 1 am requested, by several of your readers

to have published in your useful journal, some ob

servations on the growing of hemp in our country

and having lately visited the upper part of Kentuc-

ky, for the purpose of obtaining information on the

subject, the result of my inquiries is as follows.

In the first place, have your ground well prepared

by compldely breaking it up, so as to have it clear

of all clods, and finely pulverized—the richer the

soil I he better—manured land is preferred. After

having your land prepared as above mentioned, sow

your seed between the 'iOth of March and the lOlh

of April—the sooner the better— five pecks to the

acre; if your soil is fertile, one bushel and a half is

better.

Commence pulling or cutting, as soon as the

hemp begins to turn yellow, and the leaves to drop,

and a falling of the farina fcECWidans takes place.

After pulling, let the hemp lie three or four days to

,ure— then take it up, and put it in small shocks,

twelve or fifteen bundles together— in which condi-

tion let it remain until thoroughly dry. Then put

it up in large stacks or ricks, and let it stand until

the 1st of November—after which, spread it to rot;

the time of rotting must depend very much on the

season: and the way to ascertain the fact of its be

ing sufficiently rotted, is to try it on brakes. This

is about the method pursued in Kentucky.

In Europe, the method somewhat varies. Jn Eng-
land and Russia, they do not commence sowing un-

til about the first of June. In England, they sow

about two bushels of seed to the acre—and, the

hemp grows in height from five to six feet, produc-

ing an average from 36 to 3s stone, equal to about

518 pounds—much less than the product of our

land, which it is generally admitted will yield about

1000 pounds per acre.

In the Encyclopedia Britannica, under the article

benip, the subjoined statement is given, which may
not be uninteresting to the reader, and grower of

hemp.
"After the hemp is pulled, it must be taken in

iarge handfuls, cutting off the roots, (though this

is not absolutely necessary:) the leaves, seed, and

lateral branches beiag dressed off with a wooden

>word or ripple. 11 is then to be made up into bun
(lies, twelve handfuls each, in order to be steeped,

like fiax, in water. This, or something similar, is

iibsolutely necessary, in order to separate the bark,

which is properly the hemp, from the woody part.

In Suffolk, this operation is called water-rotting;

but, sometimes a mere exposure to the air is substi-

tuted in its stead, turning the hemp frequently dur

ing the time of its exposure: this is called dew-rot-

ting: but the former method, (viz.) water-rotting is

universally pursued. Such hemp as is designed for

seed, is seldom water-rotted; dew-rol!ed hemp is

;;enerally stacked and covered during winter—in

January and February it is spread upon meadow-
land, and whitens with the frost and snow; though it

is much inferior to water-rotted, and fit for coaf'se

yarns only. The length of time required for ste«p

ing hemp is various, and a complete knowledgepf

it cannot be obtained but by practice. It is usu^l,

in some parts of England, to continue the immer-

sion four or five or six days. Standing water is pre-

ferred—and the same water will steep hemp three

times during the season—but the first has aUvajs

the best colour.
f

"In Russia, where the season is mild, the heiip

seed is sown about the 1st of June, old style; ach t-

wirtofseed 100 of which is equal to 73 quarttrs

Winchester measure, is sown on a piece of land, 10

fathoms by 50; the land is first ploughed and hir-

rowed, and about 200 single horse loads of duig

spread upon it, is left for six days, when it is ags n

ploughed, and the seed sown and harrowed in tlie

same day. In about four months the seed bcconifs

ripe; the hemp is then pulled up with the roots. If

it is allowed to remain too long in the ground, iti:

apt to become harsh. It is hound into bundles of

four handfuls each—then hung on sticks placed

horizontally, and allowed to remain so for two days.

It must then be put in water to rot, the clearer and

purer the w ater, the better will be the colour of th^

hemp; when the water is warm it will require three

weeks to rot it—but ifcold, as in running and spring

water, five weeks or longer may be necessary—and,

the fact of its being sufficiently rotten or not, is

then to be ascertained as above related, on the

brakes; and the trial must be repeated from time to

time, until the lint or husk separates, when the

hemp must be taken out, and suspended to dry, as

before directed.

'•On its being taken off the ground, the hemp is

made into two sorts, distinguished by the names of

spring and winter hemp—the former being dry, and

rather of a withered appearance—the latter more

moist, and of a fine brownish and green colour, con-

taining more of the vegetable oil, and therefore the

most apt to heat, though if not shipped at St. Peters-

burg, or Riga, before September, there is not much

risk of its heating any more on board the ships,

especially on a short voyage, as to England, and is

the best for cables. If it is intended that the hemp

be early ready for market, it is made into winter

hemp by the following process:—On being taken

cut ofthe water, it is left suspended in the open air for

about a fortnight, when it is put into a kiln fo

twenty-four hours, after which it is broken by means

of a hand-mill, and the husk is then beaten off by

striking the heads obliquely with iron and wooden

instruments, or a large two-edged knife. Lastly, to

unravel, it is drawn through a wooden comb or

card, with one row of wooden teeth fixed perpendi-

cularly. The hemp is then laid up or suspended in

sheds, and is fit to be sorted, bound into bundles,

and loaded into barks.

The hemp to be prepared as spring hemp, is al-

lowed to remain suspended and exposed to the wea-

ther the whole winter, until it is dried by the sun

in the spring, when it is broken and cleaned in the

same manner as winter hemp. As the greatest part

of the summer elapses before it can be made fit for

market, none of this hemp reaches St. Petersburg

Liti! the loiiowii,-,: spring— that is, tr. o vf.irs af-

tr it was sown. The hemp is sown in the same
rianner as linseed, rye or wheat. Land of a sandy
sol may also be employed for it, but it must be
slungly manured; olhersvise it will be too short

—

ad a flat country should always be preferred."

With respect, I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A. B SHELBY.
P. S I will take the liberty of mentioning in con-

cusion, for the encouragement of the culture of

h;nip in our own country, that an experiment was
firmerly made by Conuiiodore Rodgers, whilst on a
cuiso in the Mediterranean, which demon.'itrated

lie superiority of .American hemp to that of other

ciuntries. He bent some sails of Jlmericaii Duck,

aid some manufactured of Russian Duck, on the

sane vessel, at the same time; and it appears, from

lie statement published in the papers some time

siice, one suit of sails made of the American can-

v;ss, wore out two suits of those manufactured of

liussian hemp. A. B. S.

BRITISH CORN LAWS.

Lfl'cct of the British Corn Laics on the agricultural

pioductions of the United States.—Extractedfrom
a7i essay in the United States'' Gazette of the 24//i

^rlpril,

I present the scale of average prices of wheat per

quarter, and the duties fixed by Mr. Canning. It is

contained in the two first columns of the annexed

lable. For facility of calculation, I have given the

corresponding prices of, and duties on, flour per

barrel, in federal currency at par—assuming that

five bushels of wheat are equal to a barrel of flour.

I pass over barley, oats, rye, peas and beans, as un-

important, so far as regards tliis country, but sus-

ceptible of exactly the same reasoning as applies to

wheat and flour.

Sterling.
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Sui'iiose tlie price of a quarter of wlieat 6O3. and

flour here $6.

First cost of a barrel of Hour, . . $6 00

Duty. - ''

Freight and charges, . . . • 1 ^53

$10 10

Deduct 10 per cent, for exchange as before, GO

S9 50

British market price, . . . . $8 33

Suppose uhcat at 65s. per quarter, equal to p
Scents per bbl. of flour, tlie duly would be only

SI 40 cents, which, wcie this price to continue,

would certainly allow a profit to our exporters. But

this is not to be expected. Heavy importations of

Bailie and i'.lcditerrancan wheat would speedily re-

duce it to GO, 5y. 58 or 57s.. in which case the duly

would be prohibitory. And to crown the whole,

the average, which is in future to be taken weekly

will be constantly fluctuating, and render specula

tion. even in the grain countries of Europe, ex-

tremely hazardous—and in the United Slates ruin

ous.

From the prices that grain bears on the shores of

the Baltic, as stated by Mr. Jacobs, there is strong

reason to believe, that the average price of wheat in

the British markets, except in cases of great scarci-

ty, will never in future rise to GOs.

When the average is below Gas. the duty on Bri

tish colonial wheat is to be only 5s.—and when it ii

65s. the duty is to be only Gd. This aflords the Bri

tish colonies an overwhi^lming advantage over the

United States alid other foreign countries. The
system, it cannot be denied, is a wise one, and re

fleets great credit on the statesmen who devised it,

as it carefully guards British and colonial interests

against foreign competition, and is a complete illus

tration ol the adherence to the sound system of pro

tection. But it must likewise be admitted, that it

holds out a strong lesson to the statesmen of other

nations "to do likewise."

GUINEA GRASS.
Mr. J. S. Ski>jner, niimonu, 2lth April, 1827

•Sir,—You may confer a great favour on one of

your most constant readers, by an eirly insertion of

the following queries, on the Guinea Grass, whicl

is so highly spoken of by Edwards I shall be much
obliged by an answer to them, from some of your
correspondents.

IsL Whether the Guinea Grass, has been exten
sively cultivated in the northern states, or any other

part of the union.

2nd. Whether the produce has been found equal

to the accounts given of it?

3rd. If our cattle eat it as freely as other grass or

hay?
4th. Is it an annual or perennial?
5th. Where can the seeds be had in any quantify?
6 th. At what price?

A Friend to Agriculture.

BORTZCULTUKE.
MADDER—SUMACH.

Linnaan Botanic Garden, near )
Dear Sir.. Mw-York, Jipril 24, \Sil.

\

I perceive by a recent number of the American
Farmer, that a distinguished horticulturist of your
vicinity, proposes the introduction of the Dyer's
Madder (Rxibia Tinctorium) as an article worthy ex-
tensive cultivation in the state of Maryland, for the
purpose of supplying our manufactories with this
indispensable article, which has now to be obtained
from Holland and other parts of Europe; and desi-
rous, as I am, that our republic should attain a com-

lete independence of foreign countries in every
epartiiicnt, and particularly in all articles neces
ary to the success of our prosperous and wide
spreading manufactories, I have thought it well to

remark, that I have fur more than twenty years cul

tivated it at my garden, as an appendage to the col

lection; and have sometimes h-ad above 4000 plants

at once. I have found it to thrive on every soil but

a barren sand, and particularly on a sandy loam.
There is, perhaps, no plant, however, which is more
generally calculated to succeed on almost any soil.

Its roots, which form the dye, are produced in great

abuaduice, and a single plant may be subdivided
into a great many parts each succeeding year,
often twenty fur one—and all these will be sure

to vegetate and grow rapidly. At present I have
a very moderate quantity of this plant; perhaps
not above 500 or 1000 roots, for the almost to

tal suspension of our manufactories, immediately
after the late war, put also a stop to the culture of
this plant, which their continuance could alone ren-

der necessary. While on the subject of articles

indispensable to our manufactures, I will also men
tion the recent introduction of the Sicilian Tanner's
Sumach, or Rhus coriaria. This tree, or rather

shrub, producing an article so indispensable in our
tanneries, and so superior in quality to our native

sunijch, that it commands </icice the price of the
latter, must soon become an object of extensive

cultivation. Strange, sir, as it may appear, I ap-
plied in vain for this tree to several of the most ex-
tensive nurseries, both in England and France;
frorj lhre.i of which I received other species erro-

n. ouslv sent in its place. But, determined not
lo 1II0W such discouragements to prevent its intro-

duction to oui country, I have, through friends

transacting business with Sicily, thrice obtained it

direct from that island, which exports it throughout
thenorld. Even in this, sir, I was doomed to dis-

ap(iointinent, for twice the importations failed to

survive the voyage; the third time, however, I was
most successful, and my garden now contains a
number of most flourishing specimens of this high-
ly useful and oft sought tree.

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

ON GRAFTING.
Mr. J. S. Skinner, ^Ipril 26, 1827.

I observed in a late number of the American Far-
mer an inquiry from a correspondent, relative lo
grafting the peach on the rose, and thereby produc
ing the flowering peach, which he states to have
read somewhere in the Farmer. In a former com.
munication of mine to your journal, speaking on ve-
getable hybrids, I mentioned this as one. My au
thority for saying so was not experience, but the
say so of individuals, who spoke in positive terms,
and whom I deemed worthy of credit for speaking
truth. I have myself tried the experiment but never
succeeded, and out of many cuttings got one only
to live. The report may be a vulgar error; Miller
in speaking of the flowering peach, says nothing of
its originating in this way. I will investigate this

subject and give you the result of my inquiry, and
endeavour to be more cautious in future of ipse
dixils. Yours, respectfully,

ABNER LANDRUM.

GRAPES.
Mr. Skinner, Loci-port, X. Y., Jipril 16, IS27.

Sir,—It would do me no small favour, and per-
haps some others, if some one ofyour correspondents
would name the kinds of grapes, which, from their

being sufficiently hardy to endure the frosts of win-
ter without protection, and frdm the fruitfulness of
the vine, together with the quality of the juice,

could be recommended for making loiiie. D. C.

TRANSl'LANTIiNG TREKS.
Sir,, Il'ii57ii;i;,'(07i, ^'Jprit 30, 1S27.

Give this a place in your Farmer. ".-Vs soon as

trees are taken up, dip their roots in a puddle of
cow dung and loam, which preserves their fibres

from the influence of the air."

When this practice is adopted in the winter sea-
son, the plants may be sent to any distance, or kept
out of the ground for weeks, without the slightest

injury.

You may transplant trees in the heat of summer,
by this precaution, and w'llh perfect success.

Sincerely yours, E. W.
J. S. Skinner, Esh.

FIGS.
IVltat is the process for drying them?

Mr. Skinner,

The fig succeeds very well in our neighbourhood,
and we are all ignorant of the method of drying
them. You will oblige us, by obtaining through
the medium of your paper, the method of drying
them as the Turks do.

KUXCAL ECONOXWIV.

PACKED HAY.
We copied an article from a northern paper late-

ly, stating that Mr. Magaw, of Meadville, had con-
structed a machine for packing hay, by which he
could compress it into a shape which fitted it for
transportation to a distant market. We since find
that this plan has been put in operation, and been
found practicable and advantageous. Mr. Magaw
brought 22 tons o( packed hay to our market, last
week, in two flat boats, which contained besides a
quantity of other produce. The hay was put up ia
packages about the size of a cotton bale, each con-
taining from 350 to -100 lbs. The machine, how-
ever, is sufficiently powerful to compress a much
greater weight into the package; we are told that
after the above bales were prepared others of the
same size were put up, weighing from 600 to 700
lbs. each.—Mr. M. found a ready sale for his cargo
here; if he had not, he might have forwarded itlo
New Orleans, and been sure of a still more advan-
tageous market. The enterprizc of Mr. M must be
of much more importance to Crawford count}',
which abounds with the finest of hay.

[Pitlsburg Gazelle.

tf- H.4Y Packing.—Would Mr. Magaw, of Mead-
ville, or any other person, furnish for the Farmer
such a description ol' the machinefor packing hay as
would enable a person who has never seen such a
machine, to build one? Into .vhat is the hay press-
ed; or how is it confined to the shape and bulk giv-
en to it by the pressure?

Hay-presses are in use to the eastward— Is there
no subscriber to the American Farmer in that coun-
try, who would take the trouble to furnish the in-
formation asked for above?
Can the machine be made so as to be moved from

one meadow to another? Thus to take the machine
to the hay barrack, instead of the hay to the ma-
chine.

PRESERVATION OF BEES.
A late Morristown paper contains directions for

preserving bees from the fatal ravages of the worm
or butterfly, which has proved so destructive to this

useful insect. Having mislaid the paper, we can
only slate its substance from recollection. It con-
sists simply in raising the hive about one inch from
the floor about the beginning of May, and strewing
fine salt under its edge. The worms will leave the

hive, if there are any in, and the salt prevents any
from entering. The writer says he has tried the ex-

periment two years, with complete success.
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xN^EKxtfAZi xTxisj^ovumsixsii:.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.

Hislorical skclch (f the contemplated Rail-road from
Baltimort to the Ohio.

(Continued fi-om page 40.)

[In the closing parasraplis of the extracts last

o-lven from the Report of the Committee appointed

at a general meeting of the citizens, it will be re-

membered that the committee stated that their in-

foimation on the general subject \vas not very ex-

tensive; but tliev expressed, unequivocally, the be-

lief that a double rail-way was better adapted to

our situation and circumstances, than a canal across

the mountains. They recoirmended, accordingly,

that a charter be sought from the IcKislature, to in-

corporate a company to execute the work—and

then submitted certa"in views and authorities, of

which the following are the most prominent.]

"Where an intermediate space between any two

places, at a considerable distance apart, admits of

being made so nearly horizontal as not (o deviate

more than 27 feet 6 inches a mile, locomotive en

'ines may be employed [upon rail-ways,] to great

advanta<i-e. Upon the fietton road at Sunderland,

li miles°in length, these engines draw ii chalder

wagons in a train, at the rate of four miles an hour.

The weight, including the wagons, being equal to

90 tons:'—Strickland s Report, j). 27.

"A high pressure locomotive engine, working

with two'^S inch cylinders, and weighing five tons.

Las drawn on a level 27 wagons, weighing 94 tons,

at the rate of four miles an hour; and when lightly

laden, it will travel ten miles an hour. The cost ol

one of these engines is 4001. stg."—7(/cm, p. 29.

"The introduction of the locomotive engine, has

oreaily changed the relative value of rad-icuys and

canals; and where a communication is to be made

between places of a commercial or manufacturing

character, which maintain a constant intercourse,

and where rapidity of transit becomes important, il

cannot be doubted that rail-icays leill receive a pre-

ference in consequence of this very powerful auxilia-

ry.^'—Idem, p. 31.

"A rail-way is equally suited to a mountainous

or level country, and cither horses or locomotive

eno-ines may be used upon it, (though not with ad-

vantage at the same time, from their difference of

velocity,) the wagons being drawn along by the lo-

comotive engine, which derives its motion from the

contact and friction of the wheels against the rails,

the wheels being attached directly to the steam en-

gine. Where a rail-way is level, the power requir-

ed to move the wagons is little more than the fric-

tion, which is found to amount to about a 200th

part of the weight to be conveyed; or in other

vvfords. a power of one pound ajiplitil in the direc-

tion of the motion, will draw forward 200 lbs."

"A locomotive engine of ten horse power, will

draw 120 tons, at the rate a draught horse travels

or 50 tons at the rate of six miles an hour. The

enWne requires the attendance of only a man aud

a Dov. at a daily expense of five shillings. The

coals' consumed in ten hours would be fro'm 20 to

30 cwt.; therefore the expense altogether would he

less than 30 shillings per day— for which 50 tons

may be convoyed 60 miles in ten hours, which is

less than half a farthing a ton per mile."

"It is to be remarked that the rate of travelling

jnay be increased to surpass that of mail coaches;

and that the locomotive engine will as readily con-

vey 25 tons {including its own weight,) at the rate

of twelve miles an hour, as double the weight iu

twice the time."

"Where ascents and de?cents were unavoidable,

Ihey were obviated by the introduction of inclined

planes, up which the loaded wagons were drawn by

stationarv engines, or the loaded wagons descend-

ing, drew up the empty ones. Their present do- but iho.y, in common with the rest of society, must
gree of perfection has thus been gradually attained, of course submit to any superior method of improv-
aiid four or five years' experience has fully proved ing the conveyance or transport of merchandise,
their simplicity, cheapness, and regularity."—/dcm, just. as the common coasting traders will to the

p. 32. established steam vessels. With respect to those
"The cost of a double rail-way from Cromford canals which do not answer, and those that never

to the Peak Forest Canal, in which there is a tun- lean, the sooner they are abolished in toto, the bet-

nel, four inclined planes, and including engines, ter."

—

Gray, p. (JG.

warehouses, cost of lauds, &c. &c. is estimated at "The expense of forming rail-ways is not onlv
149,000i!. The distance, eleven miles. A canal to far less than that of canals, but the former exhibit
form the same connection, as estimated by Rennie. the peculiar advantage of a better conveyance than
would cost 650,000i. The construction of a double roads and canals conjointly afford at present."

—

rail -way from Whaley Bridge, (a distance of thirty Gray, p. C7.

miles,) including bridges, tunnels, culverts, tuwpath. "The mode of conveyance that most nearly assi

land purchased, warehouses to be erected, and all

other expenses, was estimated to cost 4310i.per
mile."

—

Idem, p. 33.

"Upon a rail-road near Newcastle, a locomotive

engine in fifty-four weeks, conveyed 53,823 bar-

riages of coals, each weighing943S lbs., 2541 yards,

and returned with the same number of emptycar
riages, each weighing 3472 lbs. This was ih 54
successive weeks; and in that time, exclusine of

Sundays, the engine, from want of goods to corlvey,

was at least twenty days off work; so that injS

milates to rail-ways, is canals; but to them, the
agency of steam cannot be available, as they are
limited to the size of their loads, and as regards
utility, to the speed of conveyance; for to draw a
load of forty or fifty tons with double the speed
that is now done by one horse, could not be effect-

ed on a common canal by any power that can be
applied."

—

Jcssop,in Gray, p. 103.

"A rail-way can, according to circumstances, be
made at from a half to a fourth of the expense of
a canal, and convey goods more cheaply, which

days, the performance was 446,815 tons conveyed would render them lucrative when any other mode
one mile, or 1470 tons, one mile each day; on a i would be ruinous."

—

Idem, in Gray. p. 104.

stage only 2541 yards. This engine had three'feet "On the proposed rail-way, where the ascent from
wheels, which were calculated for a rate of about

i

Cromford by four inclined planes is nearly 1000
4^ miles per hour; with larger wheels, and when i

feet, and the descent to the Peak Forest canal be-
the distance to be traversed is greater, the differ- ' twecn 7 and 800 feet, by three others, the average
ence of effective speed between the horses anq lo- lost of working each place will be about a hall'pen

comotive engines, will be correspondingly incrias-

cd."

—

Wood, on Rail-icays, p. 281.

In addition to the foregoing evidence of the su-

perior advantages of rail-ways over canals, furnish-

ed by Strickland and Wood, the committee sutimit

the following extracts from a very valuable treatise,

entitled "Observations on a Ueneral Iron Rail-Aay

or Land Steam Conveyance," by Thomas Gf!^;

and in proof of the high value in wliich this work
is held in England, the committee need oidy re-

mark, that in a very short time it has passed lhrouu;h

five editions, from the last of which these extracts

are made.
"The experience already had of our canal con-

veyance, cannot fail to convince every reader, after

due observation, that the heavy expense attending

the construction and repair of canal boats, with

all their multifarious tackle, men"s wages, horses

and their keep, must render the liansport much
dearer than by a rail-way, which so peculiarly com-

bines both economy of time and labour; and the

few hands required to superintend a gang of wagons

on the rail way, compared with those employed

the conveyance of the same freight by a canal."

—

Gray, p. 36.

"The enormous expenses so peculiar to shippin

and the further detentions by canals, (such as the

total stoppage to commerce when they are under

going repair, and in time of floods, or frosts, or

droughts,) greatly retard the intercourse of the

country, and consequently enhance the transport of

merchandise; on all these points I refer my readers

to the merchants and traders, who cannot forbear

their testimony in support of this statement. Rail-;

ways are free from all these objections, and liiej

great speed with which journeys might be maiie^

would enable coach and wagon proprietors (o

duce the present rate of carriage one half"

—

Gray,

P

pense of carriage, are totally denied the use o(

coals, might, by means of the plan now under cor.

sideration, be regularly supplied with this necessary

article of fuel, on terms nearly equal with those si

coal pits."

—

Gray, p. 46

"The proprietors of the few canals which do

answer, will have the greatest reason to complain;

ny per ton. When these very moderate expenses
of carriage are considered, it furnishes an addition-
al argument in favour of the opinion I expressed in

my former report, that a railway forming so im-
portant a connection between rich and populous
districts, and with canals which yield an abundant
revenue, cannot be a speculation of hazard; but
nmst be a secure and a lucrative mode of investing
capital."

—

Idem, in Gray. pp. 107-8.
"Rail-ways have latteily been extensively con-

structed from the collieries in the neighbourhood of
Newcastle, and experience has confirmed the ad-
vaiilagts above staled, and the simplicity attending
them: they obviate many objections to canals, aris-
ing from the localities of the country. When great
elevations have to be passed over, the lockage on
canals is excessive, and the consequent supply of
water expensive, and perhaps only to be obtained
by interfering with the vested rights of mill own-
ers."

"Rail-ways may be constructed at one-fifth part
of the expense of canals; and as it lias been shewn
that they will convey as cheaply, where the pros-
pect of remuneration lo the adventurer in one case
is doubtful, the lesser expense makes the other cer-
tain; and as i'aw persons have the public spirit to
embark in unprofitable speculations, the lesser cost
ol a rail way may secure to a district the advantage
of cheap conveyance of the first necessaries of life,

as well as give value to its mines and produce, and
to the public that of free communication with dis-

tant places, whilst benefit to the adventurers is not
lost sight of Canals take the richest land, and are
circuitous by following the valleys, and the car-
riage from them is ascending. Rail-ways may pass
along the tops and sides of hills from whence the

carriage of coals and heavy goods will be conveyed
|into the neighbourhood without the obstacles of
hills, and their elevation admits of branches from

All counties, which from their distance and ex- 'them at little expense, wherever mines or a popu-
ilous village make it desirable."

—

Gray, p. 130-181.

"Kail roads, as hitherto worked by horses, pos-

'ses9 very little, if any advantage, over canals; but

rail-roads, worked by the locomotive steam engine.

tuated in the more immediate neighbourhood oi have so decided a superiority, both as regards time

and expense, that there can be no question, but

they will be generally ado,ited, wherever a new
line of conveyance has become necessary, either
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from an increased trade, or Iroin Ihe exorbitant de-

tnand of canal proprietors. I$y the locomotive en-

gine, 50 tons of goods may be" conveyed by a ten

horse power engine, on a level road, at the rate of

six miles an hour, and liglitcr wei;;lits at a propor-

tionate increase of speed. Carriages for the con-

veyance of pa«sens;ers,at the rale of 12 or 14 miles

per hour. For canals, it is necessary to have a

dead level; but not so for rail-roads: an engine will

%vork goods over an elevation of one eighth of an

inch to the yard. Where the ascent or descent is

rapid, and cannot be counteracted by cuttings or

r.mbankraents. recourse must be had to permanent
engines and inclined planes, just as recourse is had
to locks for canals; but here again the rail-road sys-

tem has a great advantage—the inclined plane

causes no delay, while locking creates a great

deal."— Grni/,
J).'

iS5-IS6.
"When the rail-way is once completed, the re-

pairs would not be so heavy as on the common turn

pike roads, owing to the very good and very sub-

stantial foundation which must be laid to begin
with."

—

Gray, p. 4.

( To be conlimucl. )

XiADIES' DErARTXKCEZO'T.

Fearfulness and Fortitude.
(From Hints for the Improvement of Early Education

and Nursery Discipline.)

(Continued from p. 4".)

In endeavouring to guard those under our care
from fcarfulue^s, we are not to forget the impor-
tance of inspiring them with prudence.

Fearfulness does but embitter life with the use-

less dread of evils, which cannot, or may not hap-
pen—prudence promotes our safety by teaching us

to use all reasonable precautions against positive

evils. AVhilst, therefore, we do our utmost to se-

cure our children from useless fears, we should
strongly but coolly warn them against real dangers,
as those from fire, water, &,c. Although prudence
and fearfulness are sometimes confounded, it is re-

markable how often they act in direct opposition to

each other, Ihe coward being hurried by bis ground-
less or imaginary terrors into actual dangers.

"Fortitude is not only essential as a Christian virtue

in itself, but as a guard to every other virtue." Locke.

Although by securing our children from useless

fears and alarming impressions, we gain the first

step toward the cultivation of courage and fortitude;

yet this alone is not sufficient. If we would ensure
the attainment of these excellent endowments, it

will be necessary to infuse into our system of edu-
cation a certain portion of resolution and hardi-
hood. We must bear in mind that we have to train
lip those entrusted to us, not for a life of rewards,
ease and pleasure, but for a world, in which they
will meet with pain, sickness, danger and sorrow.
That we are bringing them up, not only to be use-
ful in the various engagements of this life; but
cliielly to carry on that irrcat work, the salvation
of their souls, in which fortitude and self denial are
essential.

Although we cannot be too careful to promote
the happiness of children, an object surely too often
neglected in education, yet do we not defeat our
purpose iii proportion as we unfit them for the life

upon which they are entering by too tender and
enervating a system? By so doing, we increase
their sensibility to pain, vvhilst we add nothing to
their sources of true enjoyment. It is the path of
wisdom to steer between opposite evils, avoidini;
on the one hand every appearance of unkindness.
op a want of feeling and sympathy—on the other,
a fostering to excess an over indidgence, a morbid
anxiety and sensibility. "We should distinguish
De.-.Teen the wants of nature and caprice," brin°--

ing up our children as little dependent as possible

upon bodily indulgence and luxuries; accustoming
them to the plainest food, to hard beds, airy rooms,
and. as far as their constitutions will allow ol' it, to

banly habits. That tendency to selfindu.lgence,

daintiness and waste, so often to be observed in

those who are living In the midst of aflluence. Is to

be care.'"ully repressed in early life. Something,
perhaps, may be done towards this important

end by positive restraints; but how much more ef-

fectually shall we accomplish our purpose. If we can
form such habits and establish such principles, as

will lead children to deny themselves! Is'or will it

be difficult to represent to them that a lavish and
intemperate use of the gilts of our heavenly Father

is a species of ingratitude to him, and of injustice

to those of our fellow creatures who need the bless-

ings so abundantly bestowed upon us.

We should endeavour to furnish children with a

shield against the lesser pains, the daily portion of

vexation and disappointment, from which even the

happiest childhood is not exempt, and thus to pre-

pare them for the more serious trials of advanced
life. We must beware of giving heed to Ihe lan-

guage of murmuring or discontent, "cheering but

not ijemoaning them" under their little misfortunes,

and especially discouraging the habit of crying and
fretting on every slight accident, and passing pain;

for such a habit induces etfeminacy of character,

and the self-government required to suppress com-
plaints and tears, is strengthening to the mind, and
calculated to lead on, by lesser victories, to nobler

efforts hereafter.

When children are sick, or in pain, whilst doing

our utmost to relieve, to solace and to divert them,

il is yet necessary for their sa/ie.s, hard as it may
be to ourselves, to mingle resolution with our ten-

derness— for if, by an excess of indulgence, by too

great a display of sympathy, we wfeaken the mind
or spoil the temper; in that proportion we add to

their sufferings; and I believe it will generally be
I'ound, as I was convinced myself by the painful ex-

perience of many months, that some discipline,

combined with the tenderest attentions, is as necessa-

ry for the comfort of children in sickness as in

health. It is also of importance early to encourage
them to submit with resolution to the necessary in-

fliction of painful remedies, and to think lightly of
them, as tooth drawing, taking medicine, and using

other means which often form a considerable part

of the trial of sickness.

In bringing up children at home, care is required

that they should not imbibe a sense of self-impor-

tance, and personal sujieriority. In domestic fami-

lies, secluded from general society, this is by no
means an unfrequent evil The little ones being in

fact the primary object to their parents, impercepti-

bly catch the feeling, and are discomposed when
put out of their own way, or thrown into the back-

ground; whereas an important branch of the hardi-
hood of mind, so much to be desired In children, is

that self-subjection which induces a readiness "to
take the lowest place," and to yield their oivn in-

clinations for the accommodation of their superiors.

The hourly exercise of self-denial, and the necessi-

ty of considering the interests of others, which
arise from living in a community, greatly promote
this invaluable temper; and if all education require

"sound wisdom and discretion," a double portion is

needed with a single child.

(To be concluded in our next.)

SFOKTIIfG OLIO.

To MAKE Rolls.

To one quart of milk add two spoonsful of lard

or butter, two eggs—made like breao, but not quite

so stiff, and set them to rise; when risen, make
them up, and place them in an oven as close as you
please; then glaze them with a rag dipped in the

yolk of an egg.

THE FISHING SEASON.
J. S. Skinker, ICso. .Qprit 30, \S2-.

Sir—I am pleased to see that you are willing to

lend a few columns to the encouragement of a taste

for rural sports, such as are enjoyed in the open air

and in the face of day. It cannot be expected that

because we, in the country, make our living by the

sweat of our brow, that therefore we should be al-

ways sweating and tolling—even the plough horse

when turned loose from his day's labour, if not alto-

gether broken-hearted, will some times start away
and snort and kick up his heels; the frog, the lamb.

Ihe dog, in short every animal has its sportive

moods, its gambols, and social amusements, clearly

indicating that nature has designed for all Its crea-

tures some relaxation and fun;—who can believe that

Providence has designed that man alone should be

forever labouring for the present, or trembling with

anxiety about the future? Of all the rural sports,

few are more captivating to those who pursue them,

than FISHING, Doctor Johnson's surly definition of

if, to the contrary notwithstanding. This innocent

diversion has already commenced, and you would

do well to invite Mr. E. J. C. and others of your

piscatorial friends, to give you accounts of their ex-

cursions in pursuit of the finny tribe. In the mean
time I send you an old song in praise of Angling,

which you may if you please insert in the Fanner.

Me no pleasure shall enamour.
Swimming in the drunkard's bowl;

Joy that ends in strife and clamour.

And in sorrow drowns the soul.

Sports of mighty Nimrod's chusing,

All your mischiefs I will shun;

Broken bones and grievous bruising.

Glorious scars by hunters won.

Come, Ihou harmless recreation.

Holding out the Angler's reed;

Nurse of pleasing contemplation.

By the stream my wand'rings lead.

When \ view the waters sliding.

To their goal with restless pace;

Let me think how time is gliding,

In his more important race.

On the (low'ry border sitting,

I will dip my silken line;

And weak fish alone outwitting,

Curse all other sly design.

JIllKy klne_ around me grazing.

Woolly flocks, on distant hills;

Join your notes, with mine, in praising.

Him whose hand all creatures fills.

When musk odours, heart regaling.

All the morning mead perfume.

From the new-mown hay exhaling,

III Ihe fisher's wand resume.

Yea, when .Autumn's russet mantle.

Saddens the decaying year,

I will fish, and I will chant, fill

Feeble age shall change my cheer.

[Extract of a letterfrom Columbia, Tenn., dated id

April, !827.]

f> Mo!(siECR ToNsoN.— In the account you gave

us ol the Tree hill races, extracted from a Eichmond
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paper, there was a fsilse impression conveyed whieli

deserves to be corrected.

From reading (hat article, any one would con-

clude that the winning horse Mons. Tonson, al-

though a "strani^er and of Packolet blood" was

raised in the "favourite race horse rcsion between

the Atlantic and the head of tide water." So far

from this bcins; the fact, he was begollcn and rais-

ed in Sumner county, Tennessee, within '25 oiiles

of iNashville, and run his first race in this country

If you deem it worthy of insertion, vou may add

liis pedigree. He was by Packolet; he by Citizen,

out of Col. Eppes' grey mare, by Tippoo Saib; the

dam of Mons Tonson was by Top Gallant; he by

Gallatin: he by the imported Bedford; srand dam

by Grey Medley; he by the imported Medley, Stc,

v.. M. F.

'^ilClll^i.S^Siil^iii« 3

Baltimore, Friday, May 4, 1S27.

NORFOLK RACES.
The J^orfolk Jockey Club Spring Races, will com

mencc on the fourth Wednesday ia J\lay.

First Day—A Colt's Purse— free for Colts and

Fillies mile heats, ^250.

Second Day—The Ladies' Purse—2 mile heats,

<;'350.

Tliird Drti/.—Jockey Club Purse—3 mile heats,

JGOO.

Fourth Day.—A. Handy-Cap Purse by the Pro-

prietor—one mile— best three in five, free for any

horse, mare or gelding, $200.

too) prcfi'r him from the girth back, even to Roa-
noke, notliing can surpass him and Janus in their

coupling and quarters."

With such horses as Rinaldo and Mark Antony,
and bulls of Colonel Powel's improved short horns

3> Salem.—A verv short excursion to Salem, which they have got; iijwn such meadows, after a few

New Jersey, during the last week, gave us a vie»v| years there ought not to be a vulgar thick winded

of one of the moxt beautiful and lertile districts ofl horse, nor a coarse bullock in the county of Salem,

country that we hud ever beheld—The town itselfl nnd we undertake to predict with confidence, that

is more than double the size we had supposed. Itl not many years will elapse before their fine saddle

is situated on Salem creek, 3i miles above its mouth, {

and harness horses will be one of the most ti-uitful

and is the seat of government for a county of 300| sources of revenue to the good people of Salem

square miles, having, in iSiO, upwards of 14,000
1

county.

inhabitants; and besides several comraoaious church- Green house Plants.—The catalogue for 1827,
es it has a respectable academy—It would be va|n to ^j- ^^^^ collection of greenhouse plants now under
predicate a sketch of a country on the transjenj^ob-

1 cultivation at the Linnffian Botanic Garden, miliam
Prince proprietor, near New York, has just been

completed, and may be obtained gratis at the office

of the American F'armer.

The catalogue contains near 2200 species, with

the English and scientific names, and the prices at-

tached—a large proportion of which are in posses-

sion of no other establishment in this country, and

are now for the first time offered to the puhliek.

Orders sent to this office, or forwarded direct to

the proprietor, will receive prompt attention.

RICHMOND RACES.

Great Race over the Tree Hill Course war Rich-

mond.

The most interesting Race ever run in the United

States, will probably be run at Tree bill, on the 10th

of .May next; there are already five subscribers, $500

each, play or pay, to be added to the Jockey Club

Purse, ol'jjl.OOO. The subscribers to this by stake,

be>,ides those that may run for the regular Jockey

Club Purse, are Win. R. Johnson, Henry Clay,

Will. Wynne, Jno. M Bolts, Jas. J. Harrison.

The Races over this course will commence on the

2d Tuesday in May, and continue 4 days as usual:

\sl Day—Sweepstakes for 3 years old, mile heats,

entrance ^ 100.

2(/ Daii.—Pi'^\n-\c{nv's Purse, 2 mile heats. J,300.

3d Day -Jockey Club Purse, 4 mile heats, $1000.

Ath I»i!i/.— Post "Stake, single 4 mile heal, 4.500.

The suiiscriber calculates, from the superior or

der of the Course and Field; the number of fine

horses thst are in training, and the great race that

is to be run on the Jockey Club day; that there will

be the greatest number of persons ever seen at a

race in Virginia. The subscriber will do all in his

power to give satisfaction to those who may visit

Tree hill.

^^ There will be offered for sale, at 10 o'clock,

at the house, on the morning of the 2d day's race,

some Marcs and Colls of the best blood, and the

subscriber recommenils it to those who wish to buy

to attend, and those who wish to dispose of any

blooded Hmses, Mares or Colis, to bring them to

this market, as it is likely there will be persons here

from every part of the Union.
J. M. SELDEN, Proprietor.

Cure for Cough in Horses.

Half pound of nitre, quarter pound of crocus me-
tallorum (black regiilus of antimony,) two ounces

of antimony; mix well in a mortar and make it u|i

into doses of one ounce each. Give Ihe horse one

dose in a cold mash mixed, every night in mild

weather, for three nights; then omit it for a week.

If lie does not get bettor of his cough, repeat it.

Care is necessary that the horse should not be ex-

posed while warm, to stand in a cold wind; other-

wise exercise him gentlv, and heat him as usuil.

servations of a day, but he who sees as much, a^ we

did, even in that short time must have little tack for

observation, if he does not perceive an extraordinary

adaptation of the soil, (a mixture of sand and black

loam) to the production of heavy crops ofgrasSand

grain; and consequently possessing a capacity to af-

ford the essential means of subsistence, for wl|at it

does in fact support, a dense and independent pomla-

(,o/i—neither could one fail to observe a remarkable

equality in the deportment, manners, dress and appa-

rent circumstances of the people—Nobody cluims

precedence of, and as little does any one seem'dis-

posed to yield it to his neighbour. They appear to

be of the genuine unadulterated old English, with

perhaps a mixture of Swedish stock, with sound re-

publican principles and hahits, and at the first glance

a mere stranger would affirm of them—These peo-

ple are not afraid nor ashamed to work; every one

knows that in this country such a people can always

pay their debts.
''

In a ride of eight or ten miles, we can say that Dot

even in Connecticut or Massachusetts have we teen

so much fine meadow land, much of it embanfted,

nor so many excellent private dwellings of the Dest

materials, in the best order, with every comfort anil

many embellishments about them; and as for hospi

tality where all vie with each other in those civili-

ties that make a stranger feel that he is slill at

home; only one thing can be said; and that is easier

felt than expressed by a grateful mind.

There is in Salem also a bank in the best credit, a

highly respectable newspaper, a steam mill, and a

first rate steam boat has been recently purchased to

ply between there and Philadelphia, and m suiiinier

lo'CapeMay. By the bye, we must recommend to the

many who go from this state to Cape .aay, to i;ike

the route by Salem instead of that by Bordentoun,

as they will shorten their joiir.:ey by land and see a

beautilul country not hitherto celebrated for its ad-

vantages, o/iiy "because no publick road leading

Ihrough it on a direct line between large cities has

exposed it to the publiek view.

The good people of Salem havelately acquired loo,

what is of great value in a country so well cdculat

ed for rearing fine horses: to wii, two bred horses, of

the best blood in Au)erica—Murk Aniony and Ri-

naUio—both by Sir Archy, the sire of almost all of

the celebrated turf horses in the south, and now co-

vering at the age of 23, at 75 dollars per mare.—

They are both very superior horses. Rinaldo thoiigli

not so sheivy as Mark Antony, was the favourite oC

the Hon. John Randol h, by whom he was bred-

He says ol' him iji a letter to the Editor of the Amer
rican Farmer.
"Rinaldo is a much superior horse in my judgment

to Mark Antony, he is perhaps a thow^ht lower as

the Waverly man would ^ay. I am by no ineanB

sure that such is the fact, but he is a horse of ak

great power and strength, from the shoulders, or

neck rather, back, as I ever saw, equal to Roanoke,

or to his sire (Sir Archy) but finer, because he haS

not the faults in Archy's symmetry. Rinaldo is a

fine bay, belter legs and feel no horse ever siood

upon, and many who have seen him, (good judges

SAI.TIMCOHE PRICES OTTRREWT.

Reported for the Jimerir.an Farmer, by Leicis Sutton S[ Co.

Tobacco.— Inspections at the threfe Slate warehouses

last week, ending with Saturday, 640 hhds. There has

been no material change since our last; but very little

(jf the fine Maryland brought to market. A few hhds.

sold last week at $2'J, iO and §10, made in Frederick,

which was consider.ably above the Ohio of the same

quality. The quantity of hhds. from Ohio has been

about 700, which is equal to one-fifth of the quantity

from there last year. Within a few days, 15 or 30 hhds.

from St Mary's, common and red, sold at §3.50 to 6.60.

Second as in quality JJ3.00 o S.OO—Common crop, 3.00

a 3. .SO Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—Good red, 5.00 n b.00

—

Fine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10.00

—

Yellow, U'.OO a 15.00— Fine yellow, 16.00 a 20.00—Vir-

ginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00— Kappaliannock, 3.50

Floor—Susquehanna j,5.0iJ— Baltimore, Howard St.,

6.00 a 5.25—do. white family, 6.00 u 6.75—tVuEAX.white

I.OOrtl.lO—red, l.oO

—

Corn. 47« .4S— Rie, .70(i .11

—

Oats, .41 a .43- Flaxseed, .90 a 96--Barlet, i.OO—

Clover seed, red, (unseasonable) 4.0" n 4.50

—

Timothy

seed, 3.00—Herds' Gr.ass, 3.50 a 4 50—Millet, 1.00

o 1.25—Irish Potatoes, (for seed,) .S'i a .50—Corm

Me\l, per cwt. l.i.i—Whiskey, in bbls. .33 a .SSJ—
do. in hhds. .32—Plasier, per bbl. l.l2io 1.2S—do.

per ton, 3.75—Bacon, Baltimore hams, 9.00 a 10.00—do.

hog round, 6.00 a 7.00— do. country, .5^- Butter, best

fresh, i5—do. in kegs. No. 1 to 3, per cwt. 8.00 a 16.00

—Lard, do 8.50 n 10.00—Cotton, Virginia, sel!ing,9 60

a 10.00 a 11.00—Upland, fair, 10.00 a 10.60—Louisiana,
'

10.00—Carolina, lO.oOii 11.00—Fish, Herrings, per bbl.

2.26 a 2.50—Mackerel, No. I, 6.25-do. No. 2 6.25

—do No. 3, 4.25—Shad, per barrel, 6.00—do. do. trim-

med, 6.50 o 6.00—Feathers, per lb. .23 o .29—Live

Stock -Beef, good, on the hoof, 5.00 a 5.50—Hogs, gooU

pork, 4.U0 a 4.50—Lamb, .24 o .3—Mutton, .SJ a .4—

Veal, .3 a .S^.
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AGRICVLTURZi.

ESSAY ON ROTATION OF CROPS.
(Concluded from p. SO.)

Miscellaneous Obsei-vations.

It is obvious, that at the commencctnpnt of an

tmprovins; system, upon an exhausted farm, or upon

poor land, it is proper to begin with gentle rota-

tions; when the soil is improved it will bear more

severe cropping.

By the high price of wheat, farmers have been

induced to cultivate too much land in grain, and

there is reason to believe, that stock, the great

source of manure, being neglected or almost given

np, the soil vvill be exhausted by the severity ol

cropping. The late change in Europe to a state of

profound peace, must cause the price of grain to

fall, which added to a decrease in the produce of

the land, must bring distress upon the farmer; stock

of every kind mil^t risp on account of its scarcity, a

circumstance which cannot be remedied for mai'y

years. The reaHBf answer given by every man,

when he is askea why he works his lands so hard,

is that he must have the crop from all the land he

culti^es, that less will not support his family, and

defrayiiis expenses. Great and weighty considcr-

atipns, I admit; ,but is it not a fatal error to be-

lieve, that one hundred and fifty acres of land in an

exhausted state, will produce more than a tliiid,or

at any rate^alfthe same land, well cultivated and
improved Vf the manure that can be made, the

free use of^Haster and clover, and the proper mix-

ture of ameliorating with exhausting crops? Let
these questitfns be tested by experience.

John VVickliam. Esq. when he purchased his up-

per farm, I understand, could not expect more than

from two thousand to two thousand five hundred
bushels of wheat annually, according to the season
His crop is now from four to five thousand bushels.j cannot succeed

Thomas Marshall, Esq. took possession of his es- ton of plaster, and the proper mixture of clover

fate, when two and a half barrels of corn, and rive|ciops, if the clover succeeds, good land may be

applied to the hill, or the drill, one fourth of the

quantity will be sufficient for the corn crop. The
application in either mode will give from two hun
dred and fifty to three hundred barrels of corn from
the field, as the year is favourable or otherwise, in

one of these modes. I know it is in the power of

every man upon such a farm to manure fifty acres;

if he will provide \vinter and summer food for his

stock, and use due diligence in making and saving
manure, and consume all his wheat straiv and corn
stalks as litter for his stock. In this way, then,

half the land will be made to produce the quantity

jfcorn usually made, with a great saving of labour,

I certain and constant improvement of his farm,
md a crop of wheat double what he would make,
vhen one third of his land was planted in corn, and
til his wheat made upon corn land.

The nature of the soil should have the greatest

nfluence in deciding upon the crops to be made.
In most cases that crop will pay best, that the land
i best adapted to. If the distance (rom market is

lio jreat to transport grain of any sort, still it is

nade to great profit, ler fattening stock and for dis-

lllation. On the south branch of the Potomac,
(orn is the principal crop. Where the lands are

leculiarly adapted to corn, let that be made the

tapie; so, as to wheat and every other plant which
B cultivated. Upon the dry, thirsty uplands of the

nountaiiious country, corn is as precarious a crop
;s wheat is upon the fight lands of the lower
lountry.

The great error in Virginia, heretofore, has been,
bat we have cultivated our lands without intermis-

son; that we have attempted crops without any
Atention to the quality of the land, or the fitness of
is culture; that we have taken every thing from
tie soil, without returning any thing to it; and that

ven now, wlien there is a strong solicitude to im-

frove our lands, we are attempting it in a way that

I believe that by the due applica

or six bushels of wheat to the acre, wou^ have
been thought good average crops; he nf"' makes
from six to eight barrels of corn, and frori fifteen to

twenty-five bushels of wheat to the acrf. for these

facts, many of the members of this so'iety, can

vouch. Little more than half Mr. Wickiam's land

produces more than double the grain he used to

make upon two thirds. Mr. Marsh;il has been
equally successful I hope those genltmen will fa

Tour the public, through this socief . with a full

statement of their improvement. Si' John Sinclair

says, that the lands in some districts in Scotland
were formerly cultivated In grain three years in

four; the rent was then from twenty-five to thirty

shillings per acre; the same linds are now in grain

not oftener than three yeais in six; they pay from
five to six pounds rent, an« make more grain from
half than they formerly did from three-fouilhs of the

farm. These great and important changes have been
made in Scotland in aboat forty years.

A safe rule by which to proportion the crops ol

grain, is, not to suflTer more than from a halt to three

fifths of the farm to he in grain in one year. Lei
the land that can be manured, be the limit of the

corn crop, to be succeeded by wheat, rye or oats,

according to the soil, and the relative value of earli

species of grain, and then complete the rotation by
alternate crops of small grain and clover, allowinu
one field to be always In grass for pasture. 1 fe:ii

many farmers will be deterred from following this

advice, from a belief that it is impracticable to ac-
complish what I propose. I pledge nij self that any
man who will make proper exertions, may make the

quantity of manure that will be necessary. A farm
of three hundred acres in six fields, will have six of
fifty each: twenty loads, of forty bushels to the acre,
will require a thousand loads for a field, to be
«pread over the surface equally. If the manure be
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kept in heart; but if our lands should tire of clove
or become clover-sick, as has happened in other
countries, this resource will fail. Is there any man
so credulous as to believe, that by clover and gyp-
sura alone, the gullied and exhausted lands of Vir-
ginia can be reclaimed? I believe not; if there
should be, I can assure him he will be disappointed.
Before clover will perform its office, the land must
be made capable of holding and sustaining it; no-
thing but manure will enable such land to do this,

and to have manure, there must be stoi:k on every
farm, with a sufficiency of food for winter, and pas-
ture for summer. Soiling for some time may be
practised to advantage, but it is not to be relied

upon in this dry, hot climate, with any certainty,
for more than two months, and can scarcely be
practised at all in the harvest month, from the mid
die of June to the middle of July; because the farm
hands arc fully employed in securing the grain
crops. Instead, then, of excluding stock from our
farms, they should be considered indispensable, not
only for the purpose of making manure, and for the
necessary siipjily of the firmer, bis family and la-

bourers, with meat, milk and butter, but as a means
of aft'ording income. Instead of Virginia having a
surplus of meat and horses, as she ought to have,
our supply is drawn to a very serious and alarming
amount fiom other states. A vast proportion ol

the beef and pork consumed in our towns, and
much of that which is used in the country by the
farmers, is brought from other states. I am sure it

is a reasonable estimate to say, that Virginia has
paid, in the last five years, to the people of the
western country and North Carolina, not less than
a million of dollars a year for cattle, horses and
bogs, nearly one fifth of the value of our tobacco
crop, thereby impoverishing the people, as well as

the land of Virginia.

I have no scruple in saying that at this day there

is less pasture land and less stock in Virginia, in

lb* country east of the Blue Ridge, than there was
thirty years ago. I must not be understood to ap-
prove of the ancient management of stock and pas-

tures, when the stock was permitted to roam ovei

the plantations during the winter, and poach the

earth, nibbling every atom of herbage that escaped
the frost, and snatching every particle of the spring
growth, as fast as it was high enough to enable
them to bite it. Under this management the land
was injured, and the supply of food inadequate; the

stock miserably kept through the winter; a great
loss in the spring of every year; half starved through
the summer, and the manure from them at all sea
sons, small in quantity find meagre in quality. In-

stead of which, I recommend the forming of lots

lor the spring use of milch cows, yearling calves,

mares and colts, and evves and lambs; the more hardy
stock to be kept upon dry food until the woods
will sustain them, which they will do for two oi

three weeks, in all the upper and most of the lower
country; after which, towards the middle of May,
the common pasture of the farm may be used, and
soiling commence. One twelfth or fifteenth of the
farm of suitable land in three or more grass lots,

on a farm of any size, to be sown in green sward,
orchard and herds'-grass, meadow-oat and red clo-

ver, will be of as much value as the same number
of acres, in any crop, deducting the expense of
culture, that ought to be charged to either grain or
tobacco. When the common pasture is open to

stock, or when it shall be sustained by soiling the
lots to be shi:t up for summer use, after the first of
September there is never a want of pasture. From
that lime until .March, the lots should not be depas-
tured; the fall growth will be very considerable,
which will be vuluable food in March and April;
the top of it only being injured by the frost. Where
there are two fiilds of clover in the rotation, per-
haps a befter use for the land cannot be made of
one of ibein, than to pasture with stock with due
caution. Exclude every thing until the clover is in

full bloom; continue the stock upon it only long
enough to make way for the second crop, excluding
them always when the land is wet. There is no
stock on a farm more benefitted by clover, or less

injurious to it or the land, tlian hogs. E.xcept for
the comfort of resting themselves in wet or moist
places in very hot weather, hogs will not root, par-
ticularly when the land is dry, if they can gi-t plen-
ty'of food uithout it. They have the ability to
procure sustenance in that way, but F am satisfied it

is only necessity that makes them resort to it. By
using one of the divisions of a farm for pasture,
with the aid of lots. I am satisfied that as much
manure may be made and applied every year to

the field in corn, as will make it a fine crop; that
horses enough may be raised in Virginia for our
own use, and that instead of [iiirchasing a great
proportion of the meat we consume, in a very few
years we should have a considerable quantity for
exportation.

Here 1 beg leave to rail the attention of the so-
ciety to the etfect of fattening stock on the farm
with a proportion of its produce. It is to make the
land more productive in every tiling, from the vast
quantity of the richest manure it alfords, which im-
parts its fertilizing power to every part of the farm
in its turn. If the crop of corn is consumed by
cattle on the farm, there is no question but that the
subsequent crops both of corn and wheat will be
increased by the application of the manure it will

furnish, which excess may of itself pay a good
price for the corn so consumed. If, in addition you
can obtain a fair price for the corn, by the fatlen-

of cattle, with a saving ol' the trouble and ex-

pense of its transportation, the firmer would be
doubly paid. I am warranted in recommending
feeding stock, by the soccess of the South Branch
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Carmeis, who have become in thirty years the most
wealthy in Virginia, by the culture of corn, with-

out ever having exported from the district one

bushel in grain, the ^^bo!c crop being consumed on

the respective farms. In Great Britain, the advan-

tage and propriety of this practice, are so fully un-

derstood, that there is never more than from one
third to half their farms appropriated to grain. The
vast product of potatoes) turnips, cabbages and

grass, are applied to the leeding of stock, on their

farms. In this way they believe, and I have no

doubt of the fact, that they make more grain than

fhoy would do, if a greater proportion of the land

were made to |)rnduce it. In England, this prac-

tice is carried so far, that oil cake is purchased and
used for fattening cattle, with a knowledge that its

chief benctil is derived from the richness it imparts

to the manure made by the cattle to whom it is fed.

The wisdom and economy of maUinu: as much
grain upon twenty acres of land, as they formerly

made upon fifl}-, are there fully understood, and

they are so rational as to believe it is better to have

their farms improving, than decreasing in fertility;

and this is done by men who have only a short and

temporary interest in the land, while we, the people

of Virginia, who pride ourselves in being the lords

of the soil, show so much indiflference to its preser

vation. It is believed, and I fear justly, that our

climate is unfavourable to the product of pot itnes

and turnips, which 1 consider a misfortune; but it is

not pretended that either our soil or climate is at

all so to carrots, parsnips, scarcity, Jerusalem arti-

chokes, or the sweet potato, cabbage, rape, or Swe-

dish turnips. We have a great resource, loo, in

pumpkins, not less valuable for the quality ol the

food than any of the roots, and only made so by the

time at which they must be consumed. Much of

our grain, both corn and rye, might be fed to

great advantage by being gro^md and fed with cut

straw, or steamed, and |)erhaps more profitably,

than to sell it in grain at the common prices.

The benefit to the farmer and to the land from
feeding stock, is so well understood in Great Bri

lain, that it has become an agricultural maxim, that

whenever a farmer discovers he can be as well paid

by cultivating food for cattle as for man, he should

prefer it, because of the increased quantity of ma-
nure it gives.

Mr. A. Young remarks, that "that country, that

farm, will be most improved, and most productive,

upon which the greatest quantity of cattle and

sheep are kept. This holds good of an acre, a

field, a farm, a district, a province, or a kingdom."

By providing food for a due proportion of cattle,

hogs and sheep, the quantity of grain will be in-

creased, and "the meat, cheese, milk, butter, wool,

and leather, are so much additional produce gained

from the land; by means of which the wealth of a

country and its power of providing for a numerous
population is enormously increased."

1 trust there is no possibility of my being so far

misunderstood as to have it supposed, that it is my
desire to convert all our arable into grass land, or

that t wish to increase the quantity of grass by di-

minishing the product of bread slufl'. 1 recommend
stock as an auxiliary, whose agency is to be made to

contribute to the increase of the grain crop, and to be

subservient to that object. It is essential to the utili-

ty and chance of profit from stock, that they should

be abundantly fed through the year, and the quan-

tity of stock kept, proportioned to the food provid

cd, remembering always, that it is better for every

purpose that a farm should be under than over

stocked. In the neighbourhood of rny estate in Al-

bemarle, we have no resource for the summer sup-

port of cattle, but those furnished by our arable

lands. We are without swamps or marshes, and

we are so fortunate as to be able to cultivate all our

cleared land in succession. I do not believe within

eight miles of Warren, there are fifty acres of waste

uninclosed land. Under these circumstances, we
must abandon stock, or depend upon what can be

derived from the farm, by pasturage and soiling.*

W. G. NICHOLAS.

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS,
No. 7.

Extracts from G. Sincltiir''s Hortus Gramineus—witli

occasional notes and observalious, by a Correspon

dent.

(Continued from p. 43.)

"Dactylis glomerata. Round panicled cock's

foot grass.t

"Specific character—Panicle distantly branched:

flowers in dense globular tufts, unilateral; coroll

somewhat awned,Tive-ribbed, taper-pointed. Sm. J

Fl. V. i. p. 134. Native of Britain.

"The proportional value which the grass, at th

time of flowering, bears to that of the latter raatli

is as 5 to 3; and the grass, at the time the seed

ripe, is to the latter math as 7 to 3
'•64 dr. of the culms divested of leaves at thl

time of flowering, afford of nutritive matter, 1 d

2 qr. The leaves of cock's-foot, therefore, and itj

straws simply, are of equal proportional value; how
ever, between the periods of flowering and perfect

ing the seed, the straws contain a nmch greate

proportion of nutritive matter: 64 dr. of the culm
at that stage of growth, aflforded 3 dr. 1 qr. of na
tritive II, after.

"When cultivated on a peat soil, the produce wa
one sixth greater, but the grass was of an inferio

quality; 64 dr. of which afforded only 69 grains c

nutritive matter, which proves the grass produced o

a peat soil to be inferior to that from a sandy loai

in the proportion of 7 to 0. The first leaves ol

herbage of the spring, is more nutritive than tba

produced at the end of autumn; 64 dr. at the bel

ginning of April afforded 60 grains of nutritive

matter, while the same quantity, in the month

64 dr. of the leaves which had remained uncropped
fo- four months, afforded only 20 grains of nutri-
ti'e matter; while the same quantity of the leaves,
t«o, or at most, three weeks old, afforded 36 grain.'!

of nutrient matter. In the former grass, many of
the leaves were withered and dry, and the rest rank
and of a dark green colour, while in the latter,
they were all green and succulent. All these facts
point out this grass to be more valuable for pasture
thin for hay: yet even for the latter purpose, it will
be found more valuable than rye grass, {Lolium pe-
reiiite,) and many other grasses; proofs of which
iviil be offered hereafter, when these grasses come
under consideration. If the weight of nutritive
;;iass, which is gained by the superior produce of
the after- math which follows the crop when taken
at the time of floivering. be added to the flowering
crop ifsell", the loss which is sMstained by leaving a
crop of this grass till the seed is ripe will be appa-
r'lit, though the pioportional value of the seed
fron. 'veigiit for wcis,ht, is greater than the flower-
ing crop. Th<" produce does not increase if left

siandin;; after the thne of flowering, but rather de-
creases, in the weight of root leaves; and by rea-
son of the rapid growth of the latter math whicU
sncceeils an early cropping, the loss incuri««l bj
li-tting this hay crop of cock's foot grass stand for

seed, will be found considerable. T'his circura-
slanre points out the necessity of keeping this grass
•losely cruppeil. either with cattle or the scythe, to-

reap the full benefit of its superior merits as a pas-
ture grass; which will be more particularly pointed
out hereafter, when speaking of the plants adapted
for the alternate husbandry. Oxen, horses, and
sheep, eat this grass readdy: I have observed oxen
eat the culm;- and flowering heads, till the time the

seed was pertected. For the knowledge of the su-

periority of this grass over rye-grass, proved by an
extensive cultivation of it, the agricultural world is

indebted to Mr. Coke, of Norfolk. The seed was
6iit collected, in any considerable bulk, by Rogers

November, afforded only 39 grains. It is deserving Parker, Esq. and by Messrs. Gibbs, seedsmen
of particular notice, that the herbage of this grass

when suffered to grow rank or old, from want of

sufficient stocking, contains nearly one half less

nourishment than that which is of a recent growth;

•The following is an extract of a letter from a gen-

tleman of the first respectability, who is distinguished

as a farmer, and who has improved highly a tract of

land that had been very much exhausted. It is pub-

lished to corroborate my opinion of the importance and
value of stock, both with a view to the improvement of

a farm and the profit lo be derived from it.

"I regret that it is not in my power to give any thin^

like a satisfactory account of the ancient mode of cul-

tivating the soil which it has fallen to my lot to ma-
nage. The modern and more improved mode of farm-

ing had already been adopted in part, when I came
here to reside. The ploughing, however, is deeper

now and better executed than formerly; plaster of pa-

ris is used in greater abundance, and more manure is

carted out upon the fields. Not long after my arrival

my stock of cattle was considerably diminished, with a
view to give the land as much as possible the benefit

arising from clover, considered as a mere manure.

—

For five or six years I have been nursing my land care-

fully, and have bad some very poor fields to reclaim;

but I am now able to fatten fifty or sixty beeves annu-

ally for market, without sustaining any inconvenience;

indeed 1 consider the grazing of those fields which 1

propose to fallow in any given year, as a decided ad-

vantage; because I am enabled, by this means, to have

the ploughing executed more efiectually, and to prepare

a good seed bed for the wheat. The surface of our
country is much broken, and exhibits many poor knolls,

where improvement has not progressed far, which are

not only a great detriment to the appearance, but a ma
terial drawback upon the produce of our wheat fields.

Upon some of those spots I have been in the habit of

having my farm cattle penned every night, and others

I have endeavoured to cover ivith manure. The results

have been in every u ay satisfact ry."

[
t Called Orcliari grins in the United Stst«!.

'Tht roots of cock's-foot are fibrous, and pene-
trate to > considerable depth in the ground, parti-

cularly Wiere the subsoil is porous and not stag-
nant; umiei such circumstances the plant flourish-

es, is proluctive in an extraordinary degree, and
remains prmanent. But where the surface soil is

thin, incutibent on tenacious clay, or where the
subsoil is reentive of superfluous moisture, cock's-
foot succeed imperfectly; for although at first aa
ample supply of plants may be obtained by the or-

dinary process of sowing the seed, yet these are
found not to Iceep possession of such soils. The
slender hold the fibrous roots of this grass have in

such soils, renders tl^ plant liable to be drawn out
of the soil by the mouths of the cattle; and the
massy production of the foliage of the full grown
plant affording such an ample bile, makes this par-

ticular danger greater vith respect to cock's-foot,

than to other species of the superior grasses having
a different habit of growth; from the same cause,

the slender hold the plants have of such soils, the
plants suffer by the treading of the feet of the cat-

tle. By these means the plants of cock's-foot, when
growing singly by themselves, or when uncombined
with other superior grasses, are thinned, and the

field soon exhibits a deficient unequal sward: to

these unfavourable circumstances, should a course

of hot dry weather occur, the evil is increased, and
the cock's foot gradually disappears altogether.

Under the circumstances of soil now described, it

will be Ibuiul a great corrector of these evils, if not

a complete remedy, to combine the seeds of some
of the earlier and later grasses (which will be men-
tioned hereafter,) with the cock's-foot at the time

ol sowing. The same, however, may be said of

every one of the superior pasture grasses whose
habits are not solitary, hut which keep longer pos-

session of the soil, and are more productive T"
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proportion as they are skilfully combined witb catSh

other. !

"In the pastures most celebrated for fattening arid

for keeping the largest quantity of stock, in Devon-

shire, Lincolnshire, and in the vale of Aylesbury,!

found cock's-foot in every instance to constitute a

portion of the herbage. In the most skilfully ma-

naged of these pastures, the foliage of cock's-foot

was only to be distinguished by an experienced eye,

from that of the Alopecunis jrralensis. Poa pnitensis,

Poa trivialis, Lolium peretme. Vymsurus crislalus,

and other species of the finer leaved superior pas-

ture grasses with which it was combined. The pe-

culiar form of the leaf, its glaucous colour and up-

tight habit of growth, identified the cock's-foot;

but the tufty or hassocky and coarse appearance

which characterizes this grass when cultivated sin-

glv, or when unskilfully depastured, had, in the in-

stances now spoken of, completely disappeared: al-

though, by the most careful computation, it consti-

tuted at the least one plant of every twenty of the

composition of these celebrated pastures.

"Flowers from June till August, perfects its seed

in July; or, if the herbage is eaten down till a late

period of the spring, the seed does not ripen till

August or the beginning; of September.
"Cock's-foot {Dactylis glomerata,) though not

possessing every excellence in a degree superior to

those species now mentioned, for the alternate hus-

bandry, nevertheless, it appears to have a greater

yariety of merits for this purpose than almost any
other grass. It soon arrives at maturity; it bears

cropping well, is very productive, and its nutritive

powers are considerable. It is much less impover-

ishing to the soil than rye-grass, and when ploughed
in afl'ords a greater quantity of vegetable matter to

the soil. It has been objected to cock's foot, that it

rises in tufts, and is apt to become coarse. But the

objections will apply to every grass that is not sown
sufficiently thick to occupy with plants every spot

of the ground, and that is not alterwards suffi-

ciently stocked to keep ihi- surface in a succession

of young leaves, (t is the practice of thin so"'ing,

and the strong reproductive powers of the plant,

that occasion it to appear a ha.ssocky grass. If one
species only is therefore thou£ht preferable to se-

veral in the alternate husbandry, there is scarcely a

species ti be preferred to the Dactylis domnrata.
But with respect to an early and certainsuppiy of

the most nutritious herbage throui^hout the season,

it will be found a vain labour to look fir it in one
species of grass, but only where nature has provid-

ed it, in a combination of many It will likewise

be found, that the Dactylis glomerata. from its more
nmuerous merits, should constitute three parts of a

mi.\ture of gr^tsses adapted for the purposes of the
alternate husbandry. The different species most
proper to combme with the cock's-foot, are such as

possess in a greater degree the properties of which
this grass is deficient. For this purpose, none ap-
pear better fitied than the Festuca durhiscitla, Fes-
tuca prutensis. Poa trivialis, Holciis avenaceus, Phle
um prateuse, Lolium perenue, and white clover,
whiih should be in a smaller proportion. A combi-
nation thus formed, of three pitrts cock's-foot. and
one part of these species just mentioned, will se-

cure the most productive and nutritive pasture in

alternation with grain crops, on soils of the best
quality; and even on soils of an inferior nature, un-
der the circumstances of unfavourable seasons, will
afford nutritive herbage, wi.en otherwise the land
would have been comparatively devoid of it, if one
species of grass only had been employed."
This grass is cultivated to a considerable extent,

in Pennsylvania, and some other parts of the Uni
ted States; but the farmer? are much divided in
opinion respecting its value. It is objected thai it

does not yield so much, nor so good hay, as timothy;
and that it is apt to grow in tufts, hassocks, or tm
ctcki, as they are called in this countrv. There is
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certainly some foundation for these objections; but,

on the other hand, it may be remarked, that the

orchard grass is less severe on the soil than timo

thy; that it arrives at maturity about the same time

with red clover, which timothy does not; that the

second growth, or after math, is very luxuriant and
prompt, while timothy leaves the soil almost bare;

that orchard grass thrives well under the shade of

trees, and seems, in every respect, well adapted to

the alternate husbandry: and with regard to its grow-
ing in tufts, it is believed that this is chiefly owing
to its being sown entirely too thin. The truth is,

that both grasses are highly valuable; that each has

its peculiar merits; and hence, that much may be

said on both sides.

(To be continued.)

NOTICES OF PERNICIOUS AND UNPRO-
FITABLE PLANTS,

Which infest the Farms in Chester county, Penn.

(Continued from page 43.)

No. 9.

SyNGENESIA.—SUPERFLUA.

Achillea millefolium. Yarrow.
Tliis foreign plant has become so extensively na-

turalized in our fields as to be rather objectionable,
in the opinion of most farmers, though some Eng-
lidi writers on agriculture consider it "an essential

irgredient of the most fattening and healthy pas-

tures." It seems to me to have too much the cha-
racter of a weed, to be valuable, or desirable. It

is held in some estimation as a medicinal herb, by
dealers in simples.

Sykgenebia.—Frustranea.

Bidcns cernua. Water beggar-ticks

Bidens chrysanthemoides. Daisy beggar-ticks.

These two plants abound in swampy meadows,
along slugeisb rivulets, and are not only worthless,
but anno^insc in the fall of thp year, by their nume-
rous seeds attaching themselves to clothing, and to

the fleeces of sheep, &,c. They may be subdued,
in great measure, by draining, and cultivating the
ground; but it is difficult to extirpate them entirely
along sluggish streams.

Bidens frmidosa, Begsar ticks.

Bidens bijinnala. Spanish needles.

These two species, also, are very troublesome
and annoying in gardens and cultivated lots, and
ought to be sedulously attended to before they go
to seed.

Monoecia.—Triandria.

Carex. Sedge-grass.

This is a troublesome genus in all low, swampy
grounds. There are several species which delight
in such situations, all nearly worthless as food lor
stock. The plants grow in tufts, or tussocks, which
become of such magnitude and consistency that it

is often impracticable to drive a plough through
them; while the spaces between them remain soft

and miry to a cnnsiderable depth. Land so circum-
stanced is of very liltle va'up; but by draining and
culture, it may be coni .;rterl into excellent meadow.
In reclaiming such land, il has been found that the
best mode of disposing of the roots of the Carices,
IS to cut them out, and, when dry, put them in

heaps, and burn them. The burnt earth and ashes
of the roots are nearly as valuable as an equal bulk
of barn yard manure.
Sparganium americanum. Bur-reed.
A weed of no value; frequent, and often trouble-

some in ditches, by filling th«m and impeding the
progress of the water. To be removed by occa-
sional use of the spade.

Monoecia.—Tetrandrja.

Urtica pitmila. I^mooth nettle. Rich-weed.
K worthless weed, abundant in moist, shaded

places in yards, gardens, orchards, Sic. and difficult

to keep out of such situations.

Urtica dioica. Common stinging nettle.

This is a naturalized foreigner, doubtless well

known to all who have ever handled it. It is gene-
rally confined to lanes, yards, and neglected spots

about houses. It is a vile nuisance, which no one
who prizes neatness and comfort, permits to flourish

on his premises.

One or two other species of this obnoxious genus
occur on our farms, in moist thickets, &c. but are
not troublesome affer the land is improved.

Alnxis scrrulata. Alder. Candle alder.

This shrub delights to grow along the margins of
rivulets, and sometimes encroaches on meadow
grounds, so as to require the use of the grubbing-
hoe, which every neat farmer is careful to apply in

such cases.

Monoecia.—Pektandria.

Xanthium slrumarium. Clot-weed. Cockle bur.

This is a vile, worthless weed, chiefly confined
to lanes and lots in the vicinity of barn-yards. It

is supposed to be indigenous to some parts of the
United States; but it has every appearance of being
a stranger here. The burs are very annoying to

sheep, by fastening in their wool. It may he readi-

ly kept down with due care.

The X. spinosum, a still viler species, prevails in

some districts of our country; but it has, happily,
not yet got root in this county, so Air as I am in-

formed. Should it ever reach us, the farmers will,

if they are wise, spare no pains to extirpate it im-
mediately.

..imbrosia artcmisifoUa. Bitter-weed. Rag-weed.
Wild wormwood.

This worthless weed is very common, and is par-
ticularly abundant in wheat stubbles, after harvest.
Some farmers raoiv it, and li.iul it into the barn-yard
for litter and manure. It is not known that tlicre

is any practicable mode of getting rid of it—though
where fields are well set vvitli urass, it seems to bo
pretty well kept under, until the ground comes to
be ploughed again. The ./?. trifula, another worlli-
less species, is a frequent plant alon^ fences, around
barn yards, Stc. but is not much inclined to extend
itself into the fields.

(To be continued.)

ADVANTAGES OF AGRICULTUllAL PE-
NANCE.

The Curate of Montagano, in the country of Mo-
lise, in the kingdom of Naples, imposed as a penance
on the farmers who confessed to him—that they
should plant a given number of olives, \incs, anil

olher trees, in certain naked dirtricls of the coun-
try. The result is, (hat what before was a desert,
has now the appearance and productiveness of an
orchard.

TO RAISE TURNIPS AMONG CORK.
Sow about one pint of turnip seed (o the acre, on

or about the 21st of July, either before or after the
last harrowing; top the corn as soon as ripe enough,
and husk it as soon as the corn will admil; cut down
and bear ofl' the stalks, to lot the sun upon the tur-
nips, and Ihe sweetness of tlie fodder will compen-
sate for the labour. Take in the turnips about the
middle of December. By pursuing these directions,

corn of 40 bushels to the acre will produce 80 or
100 bushils of turnips at the same time; these for

milch cows and sheep will be of particular impor-
tance. [Rural Visitor.

Agricultcrai, Pun.—A farmer in the neighbour-
hood of Doncaster, was lately met by his landlord,

who accosted him thus:—"John, I intend to raise

your rent." To which John replied—"Sir, I am
very much obliged to vou, for I cannot raicc it my-
self.
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KORTZCVi:iTUB.E.

ON REARING PEAR TREES.
sjiR J\'-iar Shi-lbyville, Ky., March --, IS2T.

1 have received, as true, the Iheory of Darwin,

rAm. Farmer, vol. 3, pages 361-362,) lliat each bud

is a distinct, or (perhaps more properly.) a complete

tree; and, if pfrinitted to remain, its leaves inhale

from the atmosphere sustenance sufficient to enable

it to nourish its roots, and to extend them even to

the ground. The tree is certainly enlarged below

every limb; but whether this enlargement is the

roots of the limb seel.ine; the earth, is not now ne-

cessary to inquire into. In my manaser.ient of trees

for the last seven years, 1 have permitted the grafts

to throw out as many shoots as nature seemed dis-

posed to propai;ate. It is true there are exceptions

to my practice: where a limb assumes the character

of a water sprout, it is sometimes taken otT, some-

limes crippled; and when two limbs are contending

for precedence as the leading shoot, one is taken

off or tied in a horizontal position. But either of

these rarely occur, as nature, when her plans have

not been marred, is generally sufficiently employed

in affording a regular sustenance to the assemblage

which she has forced into existence. When the

tree is transplanted, a portion of the roots are ne

cessarily lost, and a few of the lower branches ol

the tree may then he removed as an equivalent for

the loss of roots.
, , ,

In setting out trees, I invariably have the hole so

large that the roQts are not pressed against its edges;

fine dirt is prepared; the tree held upright until the

lowest point of roots touch the bottom; the dirt i>

slowly scattereil around and on the roots until some

are covered; all that are ilcxible are spread hori-

zontally. After they are covered a small do|)th,the

foot is gently pressed on the outer edge of the hole,

so that'the points of the roots are lirsl pressed and

secured in the ))osition in which the tree stands; it

is then shook moderately in a perpendicular posi-

tion, so that the fine dirt fills each space, and com

pletely embraces every part of all the roots. The

hole is then filled nearly to the top, and the earth

again pressed, commencing at the farthest point

from the tree, and approaching the tree at each

round until it is well trodden entirely to the tree;

the top of the hole is then covered with loose dirt,

and not pressed, l.i this way, with care, the tree

:s not thrown from its perpendicular; and one, with

Hs various branches thus planted, needs no staking;

its branches yield to the wind with but little strain

on the body, and the tapering body yields at various

points, without violence to any part, and never

presses against the ground.

A tree with four or five feet of naked body to the

first limb, necessarily acts as a lever, by being as

strong at the first limb as at the surface of the

"round; and that part being unyielding, it is forced

with the violence of every blast against the earth,

and either injures the bark, or forms a hard sur

rounding vacancy; sometimes both, is the conse

quence.

In this mode I have never lost a tree, and never

had to slake one. When staked, tliey will some

times break loose, or chafe the baik,and generate

disease. Coxe, on fruit trees, tells us slakes are

not necessary. When I sat down to write, my
youngest daughter came in, (fourteen years old;) 1

pointed to her the nearest tree to the porch, and

asked her to draw it fur me. She has brought in

the enclosed sketch; it is a very exact specimen of

a beurrie, or yellow butter pear, six years grafted

this spring, nine inches in circumference and twelve

feet high, lowest limb fourteen inches from the

around. 1 did not select it as the best pattern, but

because it is the only one in view from where I am
writing, the beurrie is not a tree of vigorous growth

I have other trees fourteen inches in eircumfereoce

and but five years grafted. I keep the grass from

around them, and the top of the dirt loose. They
promise all I could anticipate from the greatest

watchfulness and care. I have two of the colniart.

(twigs received from McMahon & Co., Philadel-

phia,) which I grafted in 1824, now in bloom, one

with 23 and the other 1 i clusters, or bunches. 1

have in my yard twenty-four kinds, fourteen of

which 1 selected in our country, reputed good.

—

The Royal and Imperial Winter from Boston, and

the Cuisse, Madam, Crassane, Beurrie, Seckle,

Colmart, \ irgouleuse, Winter Bon Chretian and

Imperial, from Philadelphia; at least such I select

ed from Goxe, and wrote on for and received then*

as such; but neither the Imperial, from Philadel
j

phia, nor from Boston, have the oak leaf as describ-l

ed by Coxe; the one from Boston I got second

hand.

1 have already said that shoots contending fo!

the lead, and water-sprouts seldom appear; I be

lieve they never would under my practice, but fo(

the various depredators on their buds. Both il

summer and fall, when the buds ripen, a crimso|

bug with black spots, known with us as the lad]

bug, (frequently seen on the pioiiy balls before the

bloom,) is apt to eat the leading buds on many ol

the limbs. In the spring, (.eloie the buds burst, bu'

as soon as they have moisture in them, a spider*

with short legs and pointed posterior, so as to rel

semble a bud almost exactly in colour, shape anil

size, will select a limb and suck tiie juices out oj

perhaps a dozen buds; they become dry and bushyj

and crumble between the fingers as if scorched

This is the worst enemy 1 have become acquainted

with. When you approach him. he is seen with hi|

stern up the limb, and may well pass for a bud

There is also another spider with longer legs, novt

of the colour of the limb; but as the leaves put ouj

it chai.ges its colour by sucking the juices and th«

refiection of the leaves, and becomes green with

Ihi- enemy; but be who will examine his trees with
a view to find those already described, will also find
otiiers: and it is useless to describe more, if they
are not to be sought and destroyed. There is one,
however, th.it may be found without much trouble.

After the raspberry has done hearing, examine the
stvik that has had fruit on it, and if a small hole
like a worm h"le is in it, split the stalk; you will

liiid the pith has been removed, and a collection of
llies or bugs, in shape resembling the turtle or tor-

loise; its wings are clouded, and but little longer
tliiin its body; it has no shell on it like the striped

bug so injurious to melons, but has dark grey or
dirty pale green streaks under its beily; it is very
destructive to the young buds, either blossom or
leaf buds, as also fruit after it is formed; they are

more numerous than any other enemy the pear tree

has; a small mason has taken him prisoner, and
pent him in the raspberry stalk as food for her
young.

When any of these depredators have destroyed
the leading bud, then two or more shoots from the

injured part are forced out; a fork is thus made,
and each contends for the lead; they run up paral-

lel to each other, and as they increase in years and
size, each becomes injured and diseased at the fork,

as the bark prevents adhesion, the evil is manifest

to every inspector of trees When other buds are

destroyed, water-sprouts are sometimes generated.

When the tree is vigorous. I divert these contend-

ing limbs and water sprouts from a perpendicular

course by tying their points to an under limb; when
it is not so 1 remove them.

I assume it as probable, that the flow of the sap
downward is conducted upon the principles of gra-

vity; and I am aided in this opinion by the experi-

ments on ringing limbs, as reported by J. Sabine,

Esq (Am Farmer, vol. 5, p. 310,) where he says,

'•Mr. Twamley has observed that the rings made on
h jrizontal trained branches do not so readily close up

I

me white on its back. This fellow is frequenth' j us those on upright growing ones;" and as farther

taken by the mason, or dirt daaber, ami buri^ I conl'irination, my own experience proves that hori-

alive as food for hi r joung. I might describe othetl zonlal limbs do not enlarge in circumference as fiisl

spiders. When I first discovered them, I supposed

they were waiting to catch the flying depredators

ol the trees, and did not disturb them; bui finding

that they spread no webs, and that the buds on the

hmbs they Irequented began to dry up, I watched

and found Ihein sucking the buds; and alterwards,

when the leaf came out and before it unfolded,

they would take hold of the bottom of the foot-

stalk and suck out the juices; the leaf would nev,r

expand, but crumble uilo dust Once getting the

start of a limb, they keep it in constant vegetation,

foning out new tender leaves, which they again

destroy; and when it is finally unable to force out

a leaf, it then languishes or dies.

But other insects aid them in keeping down the

limb. There is a long yellow fly, brighter than the

wasp, as long as a yellow jacket, but not so thick;

it delights to find a limb contending for life; it as-

sists in its destruction if it is much injured; it depo-

I sits its young in the point of the limb. At this sea-

I
son of the year and throughout the winter, examine

the point of a defective small twig, aad if it his

something in the pith like saw dust or splinters, li)

splitting it you will find a straw coloured wunn

about three-fourths of an inch long; the heart of

this twig is frequently black to the main limb, and

sometimes to the body of the tree. There is also

a black, or dark bottle green fly, in shape and size

resembling the lightning bug; its head and mouth

like the large black ant, its shoulders and breast a

dirty yellow; he delights in flower buds and blos-

soms after they open; but for him, the lady bug,

and some others who destroy all the scattering

bloom and tender fruit on young trees, we might

have pears on younger trees than is generally be-

lieved

1 could enumerate and describe many more of

as uprrjht ones do. I anticipate, at a future day,
the removal of the lower limbs of my trees without
injury to them; the upper limbs in time will force

the lower ones to droop below a horizontal line;

they will then languish, and in a year or two nature
may be aided in throwing them off. It is received

as true, th»t by ringing limbs to prevent the down-
ward flow of sap, is a means of producing fruit;

then I may infer that whatever retards that flow,

lends to the same object. If (as I have already as-

sumed as probable,) the principle of gravity go-
verns, then each limb which nature has distributed

at convenient distances, acts the beneficial part of
that portion of a ring, and retains a requisite por-

tion of snch of it as descends to its junction with

the main tree, and itself supplies an equivalent to

continue below it. On the other hand, if it be
conjectured that the coarser juices produce wood,
and the finer juices produce fruit, and that the up-

ward flow of the coarser is checked, either by ring-

ing and the consequent contraction of the part ex-

posed to air and heat, or by the compression of a

ligature acting on the inner vessels through which

these juices flow, and thereby directing a prepon-

derating portion of the fruit juices above the com-
pression. Then I will assume the position, that the

roots of the conveniently distributed branches, at

their union with the body, produce all the com-
pression on the inner sap vessels which is necessary

to insure to those finer juices that same prepon-

derance.

But when nature has been violated, and the tree

has a long naked body, and a cluster of Imib.^ are

forced out near each other, in the downward flow,

the accumulated juices, after collecting in weight

sufficient to force its way through the narro/v pass-

es between the limbs, descends to the earth without
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furllier obstruction, an unniitural collection haviin

been made at ihi* cluslei- o( limbs, is not diseaseJo

be anticipated? In tlie upward How, the exirerte

compression of the vefsels at this cluster repels the

coarser, or surplus juices; they seek a different out

let, and produce water sprouts below the lower

limbs, or scions IVom the roots. The results, how-

ever, will be the same, whether the flow ot the sap

is governed by one or another principle; I mean not

to contend for what may be deemed non-essentials,

and candour requires me to disclaim those preten-

sions to that knowledge of horticulture, which alone

qualiiies for a minute examination iffto causes and

effects I am only pleading for nature, because

what is done by her is generally well done.

Ringing is an outrage upon nature, and must be

disadvantageous. That fruit is produced by it, ex-

perience proves; but we may well suppose that

wounded nature feels vitality assailed; she calls into

action all her resources, not only to heal the wound,

but makes a grand expiring effort to perfect her

fruit and to propagate her species through her seed.

Time and experience will settle this matter.

Your American Farmer, and Coxe's view of the

cultivation, &e. came into my hands in the fall of

1Q13. In the Am. Farmer, vol sJ, p. 347, your cor-

respondent "Sylvanus, of Elmwood," gave confi-

dence to the opinion I was acting under in manag-

ing ear trees. Will you convey this to him, and

ask his attentive examination of it. Perchance he

may think that trees thus treated will have their cir-

culation so equalized, that they may not be com

extraordinary attention he h.is bestowed upon bis

young trees, in the early production and excellence

of their fruits.

About five years ago, Mr. Hardin showed me in

his nursery young pear trees growing from the chip

of a pear twig. He bad cut off some chips when

grafting, which accidentally fell on a clay soil

and were covered with rotten chip manure, they

came up and looked quite thrifty, but not being ola

choice kind he destroyed them to prevent their in-

trusion upon his grafts.

SAMUEL TEVIS.
Kentucky, ShelbyvUle, 1 9(/i.9pri?, ISii?.

[A drawing of one of Mr. Hardin's pear trees is

on our table for exhibition to those who would like

to see a representation of the natural growth when

the tree is prevented by his process, from the rava-

SPS of insects.]

To destroy the Aphis Lanigera, or American Blight,

on Fruit Trees. By John Adams.

[From the Gardener's Magaznie.]

"I send you the following account of an experi-

ment I made on an apple tree which was much in-

fested with the woolly aphis. This tree I had head-

ed down and re-srafted last s|)ring; in June I went

to cut off the superfluous shoots, when I found the

wounds and most of the young shoots covered with

the insect, and instead of healing, the wounds were

very cankery round the edges. I had tried tobacco

destroy the pine bug.

I£\r£E».X\rA£. ZniFROVEnZBlMT.

water, and a liquor that w
pelled to Ihiow off' surplus juices into scions, and

i
without success. A painter being at work here. I

may be destined to longer life and a better fate ' thought of trying spirits of turpentine, which I im-

than those treated differently. When he has con- [mediately applied with a small brush, (well rubbing

demncd, or approbated it, you will use your discre

tion either to return it to me with his reruarks, or

give it a place in the Farmer.
Yours. MARK HARDIN.

J. S. Skinner, Es^.

MR. HARDIN'S PEAR TREES.
I have frequently observed the pear trees of Mark

Hardin, Esq. for several years past, and en this day

I have particularly examined his recister of dates,

and have measured several of his young grafted

trees— the result of which is as follows, viz:

One 7 years old, measured I4i inches in circum-

ference near the ground; borizontall* through the

branches from point to point 9 leet 9 Inches.

One of C years old, Vi inches in eircuniference;

I I feet from point to point; first limb 8 inches from

the ground, now full of fruit.

One of 6 years old, 104 inches in circumference;

5 feet 9 inches from point to point, which is at this

time the fullest of fruit of any pear tree 1 have ever

seen.

One other of 5 years old, lOi inches in circumfer-

ence; 1 1 feet 9 inches from point to point.

These trees have no water S|irouts, and none I

ever saw exhibited a more thrifty aspect; in lad, I

have never seen before trees of the same age look

30 promising, or having the same appearance to pro-

duce fruit in early life. He has shewn to me many
insects, and has satisfactorily explained to me their

operations upon the young trees which occasions the

falling of the young fruit.

The drawing of one of his trees, as made by his

daughter, is remarkably exact, and is an excellent
likeness of the original.

Mr, Hardin's trees are much larger than mine of
the sa*me age and kind—mine have been pruned in

the ordinary way, leaving the trunk four or five

feet to the first limb. He has devoted more time
and attention to tlie culture of bis trees than any
other person in this neighbourhood, and has lolly

convinced me that bis theory and practice arc both
correct, and from present a|ipearance6 1 hesitate not

it on where I could see any sign of the insect,) with

complete success. I have frequently examined the

tree since, and cannot perceive any insect, and the

wounds are fast healing over."

WINE FROM THE WILD GRAPE.
To THE Editor,

Sir,—From an experiment made last year, 1

think it certain that an excellent wine may be made
from the common wild grape, without the addition

of any thing but a small portion of spirit, just suflfi

cient to preserve it. Can you furnish a recipe (such

as may be used in private families) for producing

this wine by the usual process of fermentation?

A Subscriber.

[Previous volumes of the Amer. Farmer abound
in essays on this subject, but we will publish any

thing additional that may be offered with pleasure.!

INQUIRY.
DE.\RSin, .V'(3f, 1S27.

I perceive in the last American Farmer you have
given a mode of destroying Caterpillars, which is

said to be from "Loudon's Gardener's Magazine."

Will you do me the favour to inform mc how, or

where I can procure some of the plants of the Bird-

Cherry, or PntiMS Padus,* as I know nothing of any

such plant.

Y'^ours, with regard,

JAMES M. GARNETT.
J. S. Skinneb, Esij.

[* If Mr. Prince cannot furnish it, it is probably not

to be had in the Uniied Stales.]

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.
Historical sketch uf the contemplated Rail-road from

liidtimore tn the Ohio.

(Continued from page 55.)

"The carriage of oysters rentiers them so exces-
sively dear in towns remote from tlie metropolis,
that in order to have one small barrel forwarded to

any friends residing two hundred miles in the coun
try, an additional charge of 50 percent, or more, on
the cost, is made for carriage; this evil would be ob-
viated by the plan now submitted to the public, as
proprietors of steam wagons and caravans would be
able to deliver merchandize 2 or 300 miles (indeed
any distance wherever the railway extends) within
the time now required for coaches; and the great
quantity taken with such ease and rapidity, would
cause the carriage to be only one quarter ot the pre-
sent charge. As almusi every one would gladly par
take of oysters during the season, this general wish
might be gratified by the great reduction in the price

of carriage, and at the same time prove highly ad-
vantageous to the owners of oyster beds. All perish-

able articles, such as fish, fiuit, and provisions of
ordinary and general consumption, require a speedy-
conveyance, otherwise they soon spoil from the heat
occasioned by any quantity being packed together;
therefore, the same vehicles which take the fish, as
already mentioned, will afford every necessary
means required, and cause a general and uniform
suppi) of these articles of food.'"

—

Gray, p. 30—31.

.An abstract statement of the comparative difference

between Horse and Mechanic Power.

The real number of wagon,
coach, and post chaise horses,

employed on our main turnpike

roads, will, perhaps, be found to

exceed 500,000; taking, however,
this number for a calculation, and
computing the value ofeach horse

at HO—the keep at liO each per
annum; in the course of \i years,

allowing for the renewal of stock

every 4 years, and the interest of
capital, the consequent expense
in this limited space of time, is /. 173,500,000
The expenses of 10,000 steam

engines, (300 each in value, which
would, on a railway, be more
than equivalent to the horse

power, above stated, amounts
to /3,000,000

Interest of this

capital for 13

years, 1,800,000

The fuel neces-

sary to feed the

steam engines,

taken at 14s. per

day for each en-

gine, in li years

amounts to 30,660,000 — J.35,4C0,000

AMERICAN WINE.
The Brooklyn Star mentions, that a gentleman

near Utiecht, 6 miles from Brooklyn, has coiniiienc-

ed the cultivation of 8 acres of land, which are in-

tended for grapes, the greater part of which are daily

expected from France. Dr Vandeveer, of Flatbush,

has also a fine little vineyard, from which he made

Difference in favour of the rail

road system. M35,040,000

Gray, p. 67.

t-urieci, ana irom present ajipearances 1 hesitate not has also a line little vineyard, Irom wliicti he mi
to say he will be amply rewarded for the care and 1 the last season a quantity of very excellent wine.

* should the result here stated be realized in refer-

ence to the proposed rail road from Baltimore to the

Ohio riv r, an extensive market would at once be open-
ed to the West, for fish and oysters, which must necessa-

rily increase the value of our numerous lisherics and
oyster beds, upon the shores of the Chesapeake Bay, to

an enormous extent, besides sustaining an immense aiig-

mentaiion of the tonnage on this Bav and its tributary

waters; ihus opening to the people who reside upon
llle^e shores, or who hold property near to them, a nevf

I
and highly lucrative source of wealth.
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The Committee are much gratified to find them-

selves fully sustained in the opinion they have here

endeavoured to enforce, of the superiority of a rail

road over any other means of communication be-

tween the city of Baltimore and the Western states,

by a very able report, lately made by a Committee
of the Legislature of Massachusetts, «ho it appears

had been appointed to ascertain the most eligible

means of opening a direct inland communication be-

tween Boston and the Hudson river at Albany. The
district of country between those places being in

many respects similar to that beivveen us and the

Ohio river, renders this report the more interesting

to us: The Committee therefore take leave to offer

the following extracts from it:

"The Committee of the Massachusetts Legisla-

ture after reviewing the two means of intercommu-
nication which have been most thought of, levels

and railways, and after a candid examination of the

advantages, expense, &c. of each, come to the con-
clusion that the latter is preferable. The first cost

of an iron railway, with two sets of tracks, is less

than that of a canal, and the expense of repairs es-

sentially less. The cost of the Quincy railway is

stated at $1 1,052 93 a mile, which is believed to be
a third more than a like undertaking would now
cost."

This Committee then proceed to state that: "The
numerous railways which have been for several

years in successful operation in the hilly and moun-
tainous districts of Wales, and in the north of Eng-
land, prove their fitness to an uneven and undulat-

ing country.* They are not like canals, confined to

a supply of water, and series of levels, but they ad-

mit of a variation like olhcr roads. True, a level

road, where the transportation is equal bolh ways is

the best. But unless the deviation generally exceeds
27J feet to a mile, it is, practicably considered, a
level way. This deviation is nearly equal to three
and a half locks on a mile of canal.

"The best material for constructing a rail-way,

except iron, can be obtained on and near any route
which may be selected. Our state abounds with
immense quarries of granite, gneiss, and other hard
rocks suitable for such a work; and in many places

these may be had willi little or no expense except
the labour necessary for the preparation.

"Mines of iron are found in many parts of the

state; and much of that important article can be
had in this and the adjoining states 'I'he prospect

of such a demand for iron, as a resolve to construct

a rail-way would produce, would naturally increase

the manufacture, as well as the importation of that

article.

"The rivers and other streams of water to be pass-

ed by the proposed rail road, are not such as to af
ford any serious dilBculty. Bridges can be con-
structed, differing little in their form, except the
rails, from those in eoiiimon use.

"Your Committee are aware that the face of the
country as above described, seems to present seri-

ous obstacles to the proposed design. But these ob
stacles lose much of their apparent magnitude when
the constnicllon of a rail way, and ihe. principle and
effects of its operation are taken into view.
"The expense of a double iron loay is variously

estimated from 2000J to tiOOO/. a mile. A rail-way
from Liverpool to Manchester, recently granted by
act of Parliament, is laid out upon the most exten-

iAlAV U, 182?.

» In support of (Ms ophilon, the Committee mifi,ht

farther state, that the United States' Engineers in their
report to Congress Iicrcin referred to, have, in consi-
deration of the obvious difficulty of constructing a ca-
nal across the Alleghany mountains, suggested to the
government, "the expediency of making" the surveys
and investigations necessary to ascertain as accurately
as practicable, the comparative merits of a railroad
and canal for the section of route from Cumberland to
the mouth of Cassclman's river."

R'port U- States Etigineers. p. 64.

sive scale. It is sixty-six feet wide and/om sets of
tracks. The whole expense of the company, in-

eluding laiid and warehouses at the two extremities,
steam engines, wagons, and many other items, se-
parate from the mere formation of the road is esti-

mated at 12,000i. a mile: or for two sets of tracks
6,000/. When the expenses for land, store-houses
in Manchester and Liverpool, expenses for steam
engines, engine-houses, &c. are deducted, the cost
for a mile will amount to 4,0001. A rail road from
Newcastle to Carlisle, was estimated at 3,9 15t a
mile. A comparative estimate of various kinds of
rail roads, amounting in all to upwards of five hun-
dred miles, has been found to average about 4,000i.
a mile, and with all the modern improvements, and
extra expenses, to 5,0001. Many of these expenses
are much beyond the necessary cost of constructing
rail roads in this country, particularly for land, fen
ces, and stone. There is already constructed ir

Great Britain near two thousand miles of rail-way,
and many new routes are contemplated.

"Stone rail ways are by far the most substantial
and durable that have been yet invented. This is

apparent from an examination of the rail-way at

Quincy, where the iron bars are laid on long gran-
ite blocks.

"The expense of transportation on the rail-ways
in England has been computed by Dr. Anderson, to

be only one-tenth part of the amount it is upon the

turnpike roads. And 'in South Wales,' it is stated

in the Edinburgh Encyclopaedia, 'a large uninha-
bited district of sterile mountains may be said all at

once, to have become the seat of populous towns
and villages, by the introduction of the rail-way
svstem.' "

The Committee will here close that part of their

report which refers to the comparative advantages
of canals and rail roads with the following extract,

from an essay lately published in a London paper
upon this subject:

From the [London] John Bull.

"Sleam.—The strides which steam is making in

the economy of the country, are more gigantic and
surprising than those who are domesticated at a dis

tance from its immediate operation imagine; but the

capability of the locomotive engine to travel with
ease and safely with a weight of ninety tons in its

train, at the rate of eight miles an hour, having been
proved by the opening of the Darlington and Stock-
ton rail road, it becomes our duty to submit a more
detailed statement of its powers and advantages,
than we believe has yet appeared in print.

"The engine will travel over 25 miles 7 times a

day, making 175 miles a day's work, with 90 Ions,

consuming 7 tons of small coals each day, or 42 Ions

per week, which at an average cost of 7s. will be
14!. 14s. One man and boy in constant attendance,
supposing the 24 hours equal to three days, will be
three men and three boys each day, vvhich at 17s

M- will add 51. 3s. 6d. and—making the total week
ly expense I'.U. 17s. Crf.—The engine will cost GOO/;

§0 wagons 900/.—giving 1500/. (or the entire set

out.

"Now, 90 tons will load 6 boats; each of these
boats will be a >lay in performing 20 miles; there-

fore 52 boats with 52 horses, 52 men and 52 boys,
will be reqi.ired to execute the transfer of 90 tons
175 miles in one day; each horse will cost weekly
one guinea, e;ich man a euinea, and boy 12s. forui

ng a total weekly ohuge of 140/. 8s [for expense of
transportation by a eanal,J in lieu ef 19/. 17s. and 6(/

[for the expense of the same transportation upon a
rail road. "J

The effect which the proposed railway would pro
duce upon the value of real estate in our city, and
upon the value of the lands through which the road
would pass, will, perhaps, be sufficiently illustrated

by the followinffcstimafes, extracted (rom the report
of the Board of Engineers for Internal Improvement,

concerning the proposed Che^ape.ik^ and Ohio Ca-
nal, laid before Congress, December 7th, 1826.
[Here follow extracts from the report of the Unit-

ed States Engineers, which has been published more
at largo, and may be found in No. 46, vol. 8, of the
American Farmer.]

The very high and respectable authority froM
which we derive the foregoing estimate, must natu-
rally inspire great confidence in its correctness. As-
suming, therefore, that the advantages which might
be expected from the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal,
to the real estate which would participate in its be-
nefits, are not •verrated, we will fake the same data
as precisely applicable to the proposed rail road, and
the following results will appear:

.Appreciation of real estate in the
counties adjacent to the line of the
road, as above estimated by the Unit-
ed States Board of Engineers, $12,000,00ft

In the Western States direetly be-
nefitted by the road, 17,230,000

Present estimated value of real es-
tate in Baltimore, 20,000,000
50 per cent, appreciation upon the

value of this real estate in considera-
tion of the increase of the trade of that

city, from the opening of this new and
cheap means of communication be-
tween it and the west, being the same
ratio assumed by the United States

Engineers as applicable to the proper-
ty in the District of Columbia, the
proposed terminating point of the
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, will be 10,000,000

$39,280,000

Thus exhibiting an actual appreciation of the va-
lue of real estate interested in the proposed rail-

way, of at least 39 millions of dollars, whilst the
(Jost of executing the work is only estimated at 5
millions of dollars, and whilst the investment of this

5 millions could not fail to yield a profit to the stoek-
(lolilers of more than 10 per cent, per annum.
With a view of enabling the public to form a cor-

rect idea of the amount of trade which would proba-
bly pass ujion a well constructed double rail road
communication betiveen the tide waters of the Ches-
apeake Bay and the navigable rivers of the West,
the Comniittf>e submit the following further extracts
from the report of the United States Engineers.

[See extracts as above referred to.]

(To be coniinxted.)

ZiADIES' ZmTARTjaHNT.
Fearfulness and Fortitude.

(From Hints for the Improvement of Early Education
and Nursery Discipline.)

(Concluded from p. 65.)

We shall succeed in the early cultivation of for-

titude and patience, chiefly by influence, and the
careful formation of habits. There are certain prin-

"es, however, relating to the subjects before us,

not to be prematurely br mght forward, but ever to

he kept in view, thoroughly to be established in our
own minds, and strongly impressed upon those of
our children, as thsir powers strengthen and oppor-
i unities offer. These are the principles of overcom-
ing self, of struggling against natural infirmities, of

enduring present pain, for the sake of future good,

md still more, of humble submission to the will of

iiai, receiving, as from the bund of a gracious fa-

(her, not only our many comforts and blessings,

,'utthe portion of sorrow and disappointment which
he sees meet to dispense to us for our good. When
inculcating principles, we shall find it a great assist-

ance with children, to enforce them by examples,

and to engage the feelings and imagination by in-

teresting narratives, which may illustrate our in-
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structions, and elevate the mind. Such, on the sub-

ject before us, are the stories in Evenings at Home,

on "True Heroism," and "Perseverance against

Fortune,"—many parts of Sandford and Merton,

and of "True Stories for Children"—selections (rooi

the lives of eminent men; as of Howard, &,c. From

profane history; as the accounts of Regulu?, of the

citiz<-ns of Calais, &c. From the characters of

Scripture; as Abraham's and Eli's submission, Ste-

phen's martyrdom, and above all, from the life and

death of him, "ho set us a perfect "example that

we should follow his steps," whose history ib indeed

too sacred to be rendered common, but must be im-

parted to children as they are able to relish and to

enter into it.

I would venture to remind those engaged in the

work of education, of the necessity of practising

themselves that fordtmie and patience, which they

are desirous of cultivating in their young chait;e. A
mother especially , and in her feelings an aficctiuiiate

nurse will closely pariicipate, is vulnerable at so ma
nv points; the objects of her tendcrest afl'ection are

exposed to so many diseases, so many hazards, that

she may become the prey to endiess fears, equally

painful to herself, and injurious to her children,

without the habitual exercise of self government and

principle—a principle founded on the conviction that

it is not in ourselves to preserve life and heallli; that

with all our care and vigilance, it is comparatively

little we can do, and that after taking every reason-

able precaution, our only lasting resource is to com-
mit ourselves, and those nearest to us, to him "in

whom we live and move, and have our being," who
hath numbered the very hairs of our head, and who
suflVreth not even a sparrow to fall to the ground
without him. It is not sufficient barely to acknow
ledge these divine truths; they must be "inwardly
digested," and formed into practical principles to

enable a tender parent to prepare her children for

"the warfare of life," and to meet with composure
and submission, the vicissitudes and anxieties neces-

sarily attendant on bringing up a lamily. Is'or is the

utter fruitlessness of excessive care to be forgotten:

such care, by enervating the mind, and weakening
the body, altogether defeats its own end making
way for the very evils it would guard agiinst, and
what is more pitiable than the state of that child,

who, having imbibed his mother's sensstions, lives

a prey to the continual dread of the common casual-
ties of life?

It may be well here to add a particular caution to

nurses, who are too often inclined at times of sick-
ness and solicitude, to give way to their own feelings,

and thus to unfit themselves for rendering the help
and support so much needed by the mother, as well
as by their little patients. A tearful or melancholy
countenance has in itself a depressing efl'ect, and a
Steady cheerful temper of mind is almost as impor-
tant a requisite m a nurse as tenderness and affec-

tion. Some minds are naturally endowed with such
a portion of fortitude, as enables them to meet with
compiirative ease the roughnesses and trials of life;

but with most of us so invaluable an attainment is

to be acquired only by diligent cultivation; by litlle

and little, by many efforts and daily practice, by
previous preparation and habit of mind, rather than
by a sudden effort at the moment of trial. It is a
remark of no small moment, that "health should be
the preparation for sickness, and prosperity for ad-
Tersity." We should labour, therefore, to acquire
an habitual composure, self possession, and presence
of mind, and as far as possible, to impart the same
to our children; to be always quiet, quick in apply-
ing the necessary remedies, not yielding to sudden
alarms and agitations; never indulging in the inju-
rious habit of screaming or uttering exclamation^ on
the various accidents of a nursery; nor urging as a
pica for such failures, a xeeakness of nerves. This.
in the present dav , is often l.rought forward as a co
ver for inllrHiities, which are ratlier to be condemn-

ed, and resolutely overcome, than palliated or in-

dulged.

It is desirable for parents, and those entrusted
with the care of children, to instruct themselves in

the best method of proceeding, under the sudden
diseases, and dangers to which children are the most
liahlo, as convulsions, choking, rounds, profuse
bleeding, accidents from fire, water,* S;c.

[From the Boston L)ceum.]

THE FATHERS CHOICE.
Ill the year !G97, a body of Indians attacked the

town of Haverhill, Mass. and killed and carried into

captivity forty inhabitants. A party of Indians ap-

proached the house of an individual, who was abroad
at Ills labour, but who on their approach, hastened
lo the bou«e, sent his children out, and order>'d

'npui to fly in a course opposite to that in which
di^ccr was approar'iiag. He then mounted his

iioise, and .letcrniined to snatch up the child with
uliicli he was unwilling to part, when he should
ovi'iial.e the little flock. V^'heii he came up to them
abuu! '200 yards from his house, he was unable to

mnke a choice, or to leave any one of the number.
He therefore rieteralini.-d to lake his lot with them,
and defend them from their murderers, or die by
their side. A body of the Indians pursued and came
up with him; and when at a short distance, fired on
him and his little company. He returned the fire,

and retreated alternately; still however, keeping a

resolute face to the enemy, and so effectually shel-

tered his charge, that he finally lodged them all safe

in a distant house.

Now fly, as flies the rushing wind

—

Urge, urge thy lagging steed!

The savage yell is fierce behind.

And life is on thy speed.

And from those dear ones make thy choice

—

The group he wildly eyed.
When "father!" burst from every voice.

And "child!" his heart replied.

There's one that now can share his toil.

And one he meant for fame.
And one that wears her mother's smile.

And one that bears her name.

And one will prattle on his knee.
Or slumber on his breast,

And one whose joys of infancy,

Are still by smiles expressed.

They feel no fear while he is near;

He'll shield them from the foe;

But oh! his ear must thrill to hear
Their shriekings should he go.

In vain his quivering lips would speak.
No words his thoughts allow;

There's burning tears upon his cheek.
Death's marble on his brow.

And twice he smote his clenched hand

—

Then bade his children fly!

And turned, and e'en that savage band
Cowered at his wrathful eye.

Swift as the lightning winged with death.
Flashed forth the quivering flame!

Their fiercest warrior bows beneath
The father's deadly aim.

Not the wild cries that rend the skies.

His heart or purpose move:
He saves his children or he dies

The sacrifice of love.

Ambition goads the conqueror on.

Hate points the murderer's brand

—

But love and duty, these alone,

Can nerve the good man's hand.

• See Dr Aikin's chapter on Presence of Mind in his

Evenings at Home.

The hero may resign the field.

The coward murd'rer flee;

He cannot fear, he will not yield.

That strikes, sweet love, for thee.

They come, they come—he heeds no cry.
Save the soft child-like wail,^

"O father save!" "My children, fly!"

Were mingled on the gale.

And firmer still he drew his breath,
And sterner flash'd his eye.

As fast he hurls the leaden death.
Still shouting, "children fly!"

No shadow on his brow appeared.
Nor tremor shook his frame.

Save when at intervals he heard
Some trembler lisp his name.

In vain the foe, those fiends unchained.
Like famished tigers chafe.

The sbelt'ring roof is neared, is gained.
All, all the dear ones safe!

CORNELIA.

SPO&TIZ7G OXiZO.

NEW-MARKET RACES.
The races over the New-Market course com-

menced on Tuesday last, (May 1st,) and will termi-
nate this day, (May 4th.)

On the first day a sweepstakes for colts and fillies

was run, which resulted as follows:

Mr Johnson's colt, ... 1 1

Mr. Harrison's filly, -.22
Mr. West's filly, ... 3 dist.

Dr. Minge's colt, . . . dist.

Time— 1st heat, Im. 51s.—2d heaf, Im. 54s.

The second day, the Proprietor's Purse, $300,
three mile heats. Only two horses started, to wit:

Mr. Garrison's s. m Sally Hope, and Mr. Johnson's
b. h. Pirate, which resulted as follows:

Mr. Garrison's mare, ..11
Mr. Johnson's horse,•.22

Time— 1st heat. Cm. 4s.—second heat, 6m. 63.

Yesterday, the Jockey Club Purse, §700, four
mile heats, was contended for by Dr Wyche's Ariel.
Mr. Harrison's Maid of Lodi, Mr. Garrison's Ata-
lanta, and Mr. Bolts' Phillis, which resulted as fol-

lows:

Ariel, • . • . \ I

Maid of Lodi, ••..22
Atalanta, ....33
Pbillis, ..... 4 dist.

Time— 1st heat, 7ra. 58s.—2d heat, Sm. SSs.

(From the Annals of Sporting, February 1827.)

Sale of Mr. Bodenham's Stud.

The following is an account of the stud sale of
Mr. Bodenham, of Stepleton-Castle.

Fillikins, by Gouty, I 195
Miss Allegro, by VVasy, 200
Patience, by Fyldener 42
Chestnut mare, by Sir Peter Coriolanus 40
Chestnut mare, by the Wellesley Ara-

bian, 20
Brown mare, by Ambo, .... 31 10

Spectre, by Ph-mtom, ..... 2500
Truant, 5 years old, 152 5
The Prude, a bay filly, 4 years old, 210
Bay filly, by Bustard, 2 years old, . 4.?5

Eighteen other lots were put up and sold at good
prices.
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IMXSCSZiZiAirEOUS.

METEOROLOGY OF APRIL,

AT BALTIMORE.

At sun-rise—Mean temperature, 52°

WL^M)^jL)km'^m^
Baltimore, Fridav, May 11, 18'27.

ghestdo. on the 12th, G7— IGth.ee".

- . 1 ? 1st, 39—2H, 33—
Lowest do.

^ 17th, 10-2(5th,41'=.

From the middle of April, the occurrence of

white frost on hii;h grounds hecomes rare in

this latitude, and consequently more worthy

of remark; after that date in the past month,

two were observed; on the mornings of the

17th and 26th.

In tlie afternvon—yiean temperature, C7.3°.

On 14 days the mercury rose to and above 70°.

Highest, . . . I2th, 81— 15th.70°.

1 1st, 50— 16th. 57°.
Lowest ( . . . i7,h,59_o5ih,56-

JU 1 hour past siin-set—Mean temperature, 61" 5'.

Highest, . . . 12th, 77".

Lowest, . . . 1st, 46'-'.

Mean heat of the month, 60 2°.

Winds—From N. to E including the lattrr, 7 ob-

servations—E. to S. 13— S. to \V. 19—W. lo

N. IS; two observations daily, at 6 a. m. and

p. M.—3 wanting.

Weather—Rain on 11 days. Thunder twice on

the 2Ut and 24th. Hail storm on the 29th,

a few miles S. E.

Progress nf vegetation—7tb, Peach tree blossoms.

Sth, American poplar leaves, (Liriod tulipi-

fera.)

11th, White oak leaves—Apple tree bios

soms.

13th, Lilac blossoms.

14th, Sassafras blossoms.

18th, May apple Hossoms., (Fodophyl pelta-

tatum)—green peas for the tirst time in

market, brought from Norfolk.

The dates of the blossoming of a tree or plant

noted above, answer to the commencing stage, or

when the vegetable first begins to be covered with

expanded flowers.

By the leafing of a tree, is to be understood its

first appearance of greenness, when viewed at a

short distance.

For all observations a full grown tree or plant is

chosen, situated on level ground, in the neiRhbour-

hood of the city.

Richard SEXTo:^f.

^Drovers of fat Stock are informed that the

best establishment for their accommodation, in this

city, is now kept at the sign of the Three Kegs.

head of Pratt street, by Robert Parker & Son. The
Editor of the American Farmer takes an interest

in what so much concerns many of his subscribers;

and he can confidently recommend this house, as

one where the drover can be accommodated on mo-

derate terms, with good fare, and honest treatment;

and where he may get the best information, as well

as the convenience of numerous and large lots for

his beasts. The stables, too, are extensive, and

well calculated to accommodate tra\ellers gene-

rally, and those who bring droves of horses for sale

in this city; and the proprietors are much in the

wav of having the best information on that subject.

Ibis notice is given voluntarily, and with personal

knowledge of what is said.

^The Prospect fob Wheat.—The harvest

season last year was unusually wet, and the seed

wheat consequently unsound. From not adverting

to that circumstance, or not taking pains to get

good seed, much regret has been expressed, espe-

cially on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, that the

wheat was very thin. What did appear, however,

looked uncommonly well through the month of

March, which was very favourable; but, latterly,

the growth has been checked by very long con

tinned cold, drying north westers; and it is said

the fly is in some places comniiltina; great ravagW.

On some good lands on Elk Ridge, where twentj

bushels to the acre was expected, the destruction

of the fly has been so great, as that the crop will,

perhaps, not much exceed live.

^ For Sale—A young Jack, three years old;

out of a Jennet imported from Rio Janeiro—former

ly the properlv of our minister there, Mr. Sumpter.

He will be si.-.l low, if applied lor immediately. For

particulars, inquir"; of the Editor of the American

Farmer, who lias authority to sell.

British numsfry. The English papers are full of
speculations on the subject, but we have to-day only
time to give the principal particulars
Mr. Canning is appointed first commissioner of

his Majesty's treasury, or, in other words, prime
minister.

The late British cabinet consisted oifourteen in
dividuals, usually denominated "king's ministers,"
one half of whom it appears, resigned on the ap-
pointment of Mr. Canning to this exalted and com
manding situation.

It is said that Mr. Canning refused to accept the
place of prime minister unless he should be left at
liberty to form a cabinet according to his own views,
and that this condition had been agreed to by the
king.

BRO0D~MARE
Four years old this spring, 16^ hands high, remarka-

bly well proportioned; a beautiful bay, arid saii to be
full blood, but pedigree not known Price %iOO. In-
quire at the office of the American Farmer.

BAI.TIMORE PRICES CTTRREKT.

LORD BYRON'S WORKS.
Mr. Murray paid, at various times, for the copy-

right of Lord Byron's Poems, sums amounting to

upwards of 15,000(. viz:

Child Harold, I. II.

,111.

, IV.

. I 600
1575

. aiuo
525
525
525
700
525
525
315
315
525

. 1525
1525

Doge of Venice, .... 1050

Sardanapalus, Cain and Foscari, 1100

Mazeppa, 525
Chillon, . • . . . 525

Sundries, . . . 450

Giaour,
Bride of Abydos,
Corsair, .

Lara, .

S-iege of Corinth,

Parisina,

Lament of Tasso,
Manfred,
Beppo,
Don Juan, I. II. .

-, III. IV. V.

Total, 115,455

Late from Europe.
Arrivals at New York bring news from Paris to

the 15th and London to the lOlh April.

A letter from Madrid, March 31, says—"We are

assured that an insurrectional movement has taken

place in Portugal at Moro Novo, fifteen leagues

from Lisbon, which extends already as far as the

mountains of Porlalegre. It is certain that the great-

est eflfervescince prevails in that country, from

Tras-os- Monies to the Algarves.

The French papers of the 14th, assert that the

Austrian and Prussian Ministers at Constantinople,

have acceded to certain arrangements agreed upon

some time since in St. Petersburg, for settling the

differences between Turkey and Greece, and that

all the European powers will now be united in de

manding the pacification of the latter country.

It is again repeated that P^rance is about to with-

draw all her troops from Spain.

It is said the contract creditors of the Duke of

York will not realize a shilling in the pound.

(
from the J^ew York Evening Post.)

Important.—By the arrival last evening of the

ship Dalhousie Castle, we have received from our

correspondent, the Liverpool Albion of the ;6th of

April, announcing almost a complete change in the

Reported for the American Fanner, by Lewis Sutton Sf Co
Tobacco.—Inspections at the three Slate warehouses

last week, ending with Saturday, 453 hhds. Sales the
past week have been small and at nearly the usual
pricf'S, except (hat of the fine Ohio yellow; it is said it

has been found not to suit the turopean markei so well
as was expected; consequently some we have seen
within a few days sold for 1^ o §8, which some time
past would have brought *;20— and the lowest common
Maryland crop and second seem also a little more dull;

coiiiiilerable has been sold at from §3 a 3 50 o 4 o 4.50

to 5 a j.^O; but good middlings are nearly as usual.

We think that nur plan by auction will be usefully adopt-
ed by order of planters, and by that means introduce
i.iore regularity, and greater profit, both to the seller

and buyer. The average rates maybe quoted

—

Second as in quality $3.00 a 8.00—Common crop, 3.00

a 3.50—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—Good red, 5.00 a K.OO—
Fine red, 7.00 a S.OO—Yellow and red, 1.00 a 10.00

—

Vellow, t',.00 a 7.50 re g.OO to 10.00 a 15.00— Fine Vir-

ginia fit, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock, 3.50,

Flouv— Baltimore best family, 6.00 n 6.25—Susque-
hanna, $5.00 a 5.12^—Howard-street, 5.12J a 5. -25

—

Wheat, best white, 1.00 a 1.04—good red, 1.00—in-

ferior, .8-. a .90—Corn, .48 a .49 o 50—Rie, .70 o .11—
Oats, .37?,a .43

—

Fi..\xseed , .90 o .95— Barlev, 1.00

—

Clover sejd, red, (unseasonable) 4.00 a 1.50

—

Timotht
seed, 3.00—Herds' Grass, 3.50 a 4 50—.Millet, I.OO

.50—Irish Potatoes, (for seed,) .37J o .50

—

Corn
Meal, per "Wt. 1.25

—

VViiisket, in bbls. .33 a .SSJ

—

do. in hhds .3J

—

Puster, per bbl. 1.12^ ii 1.2.5—do.

per ton, 3.75—B.YcoN, Baltimore hams, 9.00 a 10.00—do.

ho? round, 6.00 a 7.00—do. country, .&\—Butter, best

fre'sh, 25—do. in kegs, No. 1 to 3, per cwt. 8.00 a iS.OO

—Lard, do S.50re 10.00—Cotton, Virginia, selling, 9.00

a 10.00 a 11.00—Upland, fair, 10.00 re JO.aO-Louisi-ina,
1 1.00 a 14.00— Fisu, Herrings, per bbl. 2.50—Mackerel,

No. I, 6.25—do. No. 2 5.25—do No. 3, 4.25—Feathers
per lb. .2S a .29

—

Live Stock—Beef, good, on the hoof,

5.00 a 5.50—Hogs, good pork, 4.00 a 4.50.
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AeRXCUZiTUKE.

SCIENCE OF AGRICULTURE.

USES OF THE SOIL TO VEGETABLES.
Soils afford to lAants a fixed abode and medium oj

nourishment. Earths, exclusively of organized mat-

ter and water, are allowed by most physiologists to

be of no other use to plants than that of supporting

them, or furnishing a medium by which they may

fix themselves to the globe. But earths and organic

matter, that is, soils", afford at once support and

food. J • J-
The pure ea)-ths merely act as mechanical and indi-

rect chemical agents in the soil The earths consist

of metals united to oxygen, and these metals have

not been decomposed; there is, consequently, no

reason to suppose that the earths are convertible

into the elements of ors;anized compounds, that is,

into carbon, hydrogen, and azote. Plants have

been made to grow in given quantities of earth.

They consume very small portions only; and what

is lost may be aciountcd for by the quantities found

in their ashes; that is to say, it has not been con-

Terte<ij|ii)to new products. The carbonic acid,

uniteiTto lime or magnesia, if any stronger acid

happens to be formed in the soil during the fer-

mentation of vegetable niatter, which v?ill disen-

gage it from the earths, may be decomposed; but

the earths themselves cannot be supposed conv.^rti-

ble into other substances, by any process taking

place in the soil. In all cases the ashes of plants

contain some of the earths of the soil in which

they grow; but these earths, as has been ascertain-

ed from the ashes aflbrded by different plants, never

equal more than one fiftieth of the weight of the

plant consumed. If they be considered as necessa

ry to the vegetable, it is as giving hardness and

firmness to its organization. Thus, it has been

mentioned that wheal, oats, and many of the hol-

low-stalked grasses, have an epidermis principally

of siliceous earth; the use of which seems lo 6e to

strengthen them, and defend them from 'he attacks

of insects and parasitical plants.

The true nourishment of plants if water, and de-

eompusing organic matter; both these exis: only in

soils, not in pure earths; but the earthy pa-ts of the

soils are useful in retaining water, so as to supply it

in the proper proportions to the roots of the vege-

tables, and they are likewise efficacious h prodiic

ing the proper distribution of the animalor vegeta-

ble matter. When equally mixed with i.tliey pre-

vent it from decomposing too rapidly; and by their

means the soluble parts are supplied in proper pro-

portions.

The soil is necessary to the existence of plants, bolli

as affording them nourishment, and erabling them
to fix themselves in such a manner as b obey those

laws by which their radicles are kept b«low the sur

face, and their leaves ex()0sed to the free atmos-

phere. As the system of roots, branches and leaves

are very different in different vegetajlcs, so they
flourish most in different soils. I'he plants thai

have bulbous roots require a looser and a lighter

soil than such as have fibrous roots; and the plants

possessing only short fibrous radicles demand a

firmer soil than such as have tap-roots or extensive
lateral roots.

Ihe conslitveut parts of the soil which give tenacity
and coherence, arc the finely divided matters; and
they possess the power of giving those qualities in

the highest degree, when they contain much alumi
na. A small quantity of finely divided matter is

sufficient to fit a soil for the production of turnips
and barley; and a tolerable crop of turnips has been
produced on a soil containing 11 parts out of 12
sand. A much greater proportion of sand, how-
ever, always produces absolute sterility. The soil
of Bagshol heath, which is entirely devoid of vege
table covering, contains less than one-twentieth" of

N 0. 0. —VOL. 9.

finely divided matter: 400 parts of it, which had
been heated red, afforded 3S0 parts of coarse sili-

ceous sand; 9 parts of fine siliceous sand, and 1

1

parts of impalpable matter, which was a mixture
of ferruginous clay with carbonate of lime. Vege-
table or animal matters, when finely divided, not
only give coherence, but likewise softness and pen-
etrability; but neither they nor any other part of
the soil must be in too great proportion; and a soil

is unproductive if it consist entirely of impalpable
matters. Pure alumina or silica, pure carbonate of

lime, or carbonate of magnesia, are incapable of
supporting healthy vegetation; and no soil is fertile

that contains as much as 19 parts out of 20 of any
of these constituents.

J] certain degree of friability or looseness of texture

is also required in soils, in order that the operations
of culture may be easily conducted; that moisture
may have free access to the fibres of the roots, that

heat may be readily conveyed to them, and that

evaporation may proceed without obstruction.

—

These are commonly attained by the presence of

sand. As alumina possesses all the properties of
adhesiveness in an eminent degree, and silex those
of friability, it is obvious that a mixture of those
two earths, in suitable proportions, would furnish

every thing wanted to form the most perfect soil as

to water and the operations of culture. In a soil

so compounded, water will bs presented to the

roots by capillary attraction. It will be suspended
in it, in the same manner as it is suspended in a

sponge, not in a slate of aggregation, but minute
division, so that every part may be said to be moist,
but not wet

—

Grisenthwaite.

Tlie xoater chemically combined amongst the ele-

ments of soils, unless in the case of the decomposi-
tion of animal or vegetable substances, cannot be
absorbed by the roots of plants; but that adhering
to the parts of the soil is in constant use in vegeta-
tion. Indeed, there are few mixtures of the earths
I'v.ufi in soils that contain any chemically com-
bined water; water is expelled from the earth by
most substances that combine with them. Thus,
if a combination of lime and water be exposed to
carbonic acid, the carbonic acid takes the place of
water; and compounds of alumina and silica, or
other compounds of the earths, do not chemically
unite with water; and soils, as it has been stated,
are formed either by earthy carbonates, or com-
pounds of pure earths and metallic oxides. When
saline substances exist in soils, they may be united
with water both chemically and mechanicall); but
they are always in too small a quantity to influence
materially the relations of the soil to water,

Tlie power of the soil lo absorb water by cohesive
attraction, depends in great measure upon the state
of division of its paits; the more divided they are,
the greater is their absorbent power. The ditierent

constituent parts of soils likewise appear to act,
even by cohesive attraction, with different degrees
of energy. Thus vegetable substances seem to be
more absorbent than animal substances; animal
•ubstances more so than compounds of alumina and
silica; and compounds of alumina and silica more
absorbent than carbonates of lime and magnesia:
ihese differences may, however, possibly depend
upon the differences in their state of division, and
upon the surface exposed.

Tlie power of soil to absorb waterfrom air is much
connected with fertility When this power is great,
the plant is supplied with moisture in dry seasons;
andthe effect of evaporation in the day is counteract-
ed by the absorption of aqueous vapour from the at-

mosphere, by the interior parts of tlie soil during the
(lay, and by both the exterior and interior during
the night. The stiff clays, approaching to pipe
clays in their nature, which take up the greatest

quantity of water when it is poured upon them in a

fluid form, are not the soils which absorb most
moisture from the atmosphere in dry weather. They

cake, and present only a small surface to the air.

and the vegetation on them is generally burnt up
almost as readily as on sands. The soils that are
most efficient in supplying the plant with water by
atmospheric absorption, are those in which there in

a due mixture of sand, finely divided clay, and car-
bonate of linie, with some animal or vegetable mat-
ter, and which are so loose and light as to be freely
permeable to the atmosphere, ^^'lth respect to this

quality, carbonate of lime, and animal and vegeta-
ble matter, are of great use in soils; they give ab-
sorbent power to the soil without giving it likewise
tenacity; sand, which also destroys tenacity, on the
contrary, gives little absorbent power. The absorb-
ent powers of soils, with respect to atmospheric
moisture, is always greatest in the most fertile soils;

so that it affords one method of judging of the pro
ductiveness of land.

Jls examples of the absorbent power of so!7s— 1000
parts of a celebrated soil from Orrniston in East
Lothian, which contained more than half its weight
of finely divided matter, of which 1 1 parts were
carbonate of lime, and 9 parts vegetable matter,
when dried at -212®, gained in an hour by exposure
to air saturated with moisture, at a temperature of
62®, eighteen grains. 1000 parts of a very fertile

soil from the banks of the river Parret, in Somer-
setshire, under the same circumstances, gained six-

teen grains. 1000 parts of a soil from Mersea, in

Essex, gained thirteen grains. 1000 grains of a fine

sand, from Essex, gained eleven grains. 1000 of a
coarse sand, gained only eight grains. 1000 of a
soil of Bagshot heath, gained only three grains.

The absorbent powers of soils ought to vary loith

the climate in which they are situated. The absorp-
tion of moisture ought to be much greater in warm
or dry countries, than in cold and moist ones; and
the quantity »f clay, or vegetable, or animal matter
in soils greater. Soils also on declivities, ought to
be more absorbent than in plains or in the bottom
of valleys. Their productiveness, likewise, is in-

fluenced by the nature of the subsoil, or the stratum
on which they rest. When soils are immediately
situated upon a bed of rock or stone, they are much
sooner rendered dry by evaporation than where the
subsoil is of clay or marl; and a prime cause of the
great fertility of the land in the moist climate of
Ireland, is the proximity of the rocky strata to the
soil. A clayey subsoil "will sometimes be of mate-
rial advantage to a sandy soil; and in this case it

will retain moisture in such a manner as to be ca-
pable of supplying that lost by the earth above, in

consequence of evaporation or the consumption of
it by plants. A sandy or gravelly subsoil often cor-
rects the imperfections of too great a degree of ab-
sorbent power in the true soil. In calcareous coun-
tries, where the surface is a species of marl, the
soil is often found only a few inches above the lime-
stone; and its fertility is not impaired by the prox-
imity of the rock; though in a less absorbent soil,

this situation would occasion barrenness; and the
sand-stone and lime-stone hills in Derbyshire and
Noith Wales may be easily distinguished at a dis-

tance, in summer, by the different tints of the ve-
getation. The grass on the sand-stone hills usually

appears brown and burnt up; that on the lime-stone
hills flourishing and green.

In a moist climate, where the quantity of rain

that falls annually, equals from 40 to 60 inches, as

in Lancashire. Cornwall, and some parts of Ireland,

a siliceous sandy soil is much more productive than
in dry districts; and in such situations wheat and
beans will require a less coherent and absorbent soil

than in drier situations; and plants having bulbous

roots will flourish in a soil containing as much as

14 parts out of 15 of sand Even the exhausting

powers of crops will be influenced by like circum-

stances. In cases where plants cannot absorb suflS-

cient moisture, they must take up more manure.

And in Ireland, Cornwall, and the western High-

^
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Sands of Scotland, corn will exhaust less than in

div inland situations. Oats, particularly in dry cli-

mates, are impoverishing in a much higher degree

than in moist ones.

Many soils are popvlarhj distinguished as cold or

hot; and the distinction, though at first view it may

appear to be founded on prejudice, is really just.

Some soils are much more heated by the rays of the

sun, all other circumstances being equal, than

others; and soils brought to the same degree of

heat, cool in different times; i. e. some cool much

faster than others. This property has been very

little attended to in a philosophical point of view;

yet it is of the highest importance in culture. In

general, soils that consist principally of a stiff white

clay are difficultly heated; and being usually very

moist, they retain their heat only for a short tinie.

Chalks are similar in one respect, that they are dif-

ficultly heated; but being drier, they retain their

h'-at longer, less being consumed in causing the

evaporation of their moisture. A black soil, con-

taining much soft vegetable matter, is most heated

by the sun and air; and the coloured soils, and the

soils containing much carbonaceous matter, or fer-

ruginous matter, exposed under equal circumstances

to the sun, acquire a much higher temperature than

palf ciiloured soils.

When soils are perfectly dry, those that most readily

becvme healed by the solar rays, likewise cool most rapid-

ly; but the darkest coloured dry soil (that whii h con-

tarns abundance of animal or vegetable matter; sub-

slai.ces which most facilitate the diminution of tem-

perature,) when heated to the same degree, provid-

ed it be within the common liniits of the eflfect of

solar heat, will cool more slowly than a wet, pale

soil, entirely composed of earthy matter. Sir H
Davy "found lh.it a rich bUck mould, which con

taiiit-d nearly une-fourlh of vegetable matter, had

itb temp<rature increased in an hour from 56 to 88*

by cX|iosure to sunshme; whilst a chalk soil was heat

ed onl> to Gi)" under the same circumstances. But

th'- mould removed into the shade, where the tem-

peratiire was 62" lost, in half an hour 15"; whereas,

the chalk, under the same circumstances, had lost

onl', 4'^. We may also refer to the influence of

black earth in melting snow , as practised empirical-

ly on the Alps, and tried philosophically by Fiank-

lin and Saussure. The latter placed on the top o(

the high Alpine mountain Cramont, a box lined

with black cloth with the side next the sun, closed

by three panes of glass at a little distance apart the

one from the other, and found the thermometer rise

thirty degrees in two hours from the concentration

of the sun's rays. (Agriculture applique, Src. tom. i.

82.) A brown fertile soil, and a cold barren clay,

were each artificially heated to 8S«, having been

previously dried; they were then exposed in a tem-

perature of 57"; in half an hour the dark soil was

found to have lost 9" of heat; the clay lost only 6.

An equal portion of the clay containing oioisture,

after being heated to 88 degrees, was exposed in a

temperature of 55 degrees; in less than a quarter

of an hour it was found to have gained the tempe-

rature ol the room. The soils ir: all these experi-

ments were placed in small tin-plate trays, two

inches square and half an inch in depth; and the

temperature ascertained by a delicate thermometer.

Thus the temperature of the surface, when bare

and exposed to the rays of the sun, affords at least

«ne indication of the degrees of its fertility; and

the thermometer may be sometimes a useful in-

iitrument to the purchaser or improver of lands."

The -moisture in the soil and subsoil materially af-

fects its temperalure, and prevents, as in the case of

constantly saturated aquatic soils, their ever attain

ing to any great degree either of heat or cold. The
same observation will apply to moist peaty soils, or

peat- bogs.

Chemical agency of soils. Besides these uses of

58i!s, which may be considered mechanical, there

is. Sir H. Davy observes, another agency between

soils and organizable matters, which may be re-

garded as chemical in its nature. The earths, and

even the earthy carbo'natcs, have a certain degree

of chemical attraction for many of the principles of

vegetable and animal substances. This is easily

exemplified in the instance of alumina and oil; if an

acid solution of alumin.i be mixed with a solution

of soap, which consists of oily matter and potassa,

the oil and the alumina will unite and form a white

powder, which will sink to the boltom of the fluid

The extract from decomposing vegetable matter,

when boiled with pipeclay or chalk, forms a com-

bination by which the vegetable matter i.« rendered

more difficult of decomposition and of solution.

Pure silicia and siliceous sands have little action of

this kind; and the soils which contain the m.ost alu

mina and carbonate of lime, are those which act

with the greatest chemical energy in preserving

manures. Such soils merit the appellation, which

is commonly given to them, of rich soils; for the

vegetable nourishment is long preserved in them,

unless taken up by the organs of plants. Siliceous

sands, on the contrary, deserve the term hungry,

which is commonly applied to them; for the vege-j

table and animal matters they contain, not bein^

attracted by the earthy constituent parts of the soil,

are more liable to bi decomposed by the action of

the atmosphere, or carried off from them by water.

In most of the black and brown rich vegetable

moulds, the earths seem to be in combination with a

peculiar extractive matter, afforded during the de-

composition of vegetables; this is slowly taken up oi

attracted from the earths by water, and appears t(j

constitute a prime cause of the fertility of the soil

Thus all soils are useful to plants, as affording

them a fixed abode and a range for their roots tj

spread in search of food; but some are much mor^

so than others, as better adapted by their consti-'

tuent parts, climate, inclination of surface and sub

soil attracting and supplying food. [Encyc. of ^g.

ROTATION OF CROPS.

Growing different crops in succession is a practice

which every cultivator knows to be highly advanta-

geous, though its beneficial influence has not yet

been fully accounted for by chemists. The most

general theory is, that though all plants will live on

the same food, as the chemical constituents of their

roots and leaves are nearly the same, yet that many

species require particular substances to bring their

seeds or fruits to perfection, as the analysis of these

seeds or fruits often afford substances different Irom

those which constitute the body of the plant. A
sort of rotation may be said to take place in nature,

for perennial herbaceous plants have a tendency to

extend their circumference, and rot and decay at

their centre, where others of a different kind spring

up and succeed them. This is more especially the

case vvith travelling roots, as in mint, strawberry,

creeping crowfoot, &c.

The rationale of rotation, is thus given by Sir H.

Davy. "It is a great advantage in the convertible

system of cultivation, that the whole of the manure

IS employed; and that those parts of it which are

not fitted for one crop, remain as nourishment for

another. Thus, if the turnip is the first in the or-

der of succession, this crop, manured with recent

dung, immediately finds sufficient soluble Inatter

for its nourishment; and the heat produced in fer-

mentation, assists the germination of the seed and

the growth of the plant. If, after turnips, barley

with grass seeds is sown, then the land, having been

little exhausted by the turnip crop, affords the solu-

ble parts of the decomposing manure to the grain.

The grasses, rye-grass, and clover remain, which

derive a small part only of their organized matter

from the soil, and probably consume the gypsum
ia the manure, which would be useless to other

(rops: these plant^, likewise, by their large systems
of leaves, absorb a considerable quantity of nou-
rishment from the atmosphere; and when ploughed
in at the end of two years, the decay of their roots
und leaves affords manure for the wheat crop; and
dt this period of the course, the woody fibre of the
farm-yard manure, which contains the phosphate
ol lime and the other difficultly soluble parts, is

broken down: and as soon as the most exhausting
crop is taken, recent manure is again applied. Peas
and beans, in all instances, seem well adapted to
prepare ground for wheat; and in some rich lands
they are raised in alternate crops for years toge-
ther. Peas and beans contain a small quantity of
a matter analogous to albumen; but it seems that
the azote, which forms a constituent part of this

matter, is derived from the atmosphere. The dry
hean leaf, when burnt, yields a smell approaching
to that of decomposing animal matter; and in its

decay in the soil, may furnish principles capable of
becoming a part of the gluten in wheat. Though
the general composition of plants is very analogous,
yet the specific difference in the products of many
of them, prove that they must derive different ma-
terials from the soil; and though the vegetables
having the smallest system of leaves will^ropor-
liunably most exhaust the soil of common nutritive

luatter, yet particular vegetables, when their pro-
duce is carried off, will require peculiar principles

to be supplied to the land in which they grow.

—

Strawberries and potatoes, at first, produce luxuri-

antly in virgin mould, recently turned up from pas-
ture; but in a few years they degenerate, and re-

quire a fresh soil. Lands, in a course of years,

often cease to afford good cultivated grasses; they
become (as it is popularly said,) tired of them; and
one of the probable reasons for this is, the exhaus-
tion of the gypsum contained in the soil."

The powers oj vegetables to exhaust the soil of tht

principles necessary to their growth, is remarka-
bly exemplified in certain funguses. Mushrooms

I
are said never to rise in two successive seasons on
the same spot; and the production of the phenome-
na called I«iry rings, has been ascribed by Dr. Wol-
laston to the power of the peculiar fungus which
forms it, to exhaust the soil of the nutriment ne-
cessary I'or the growth of the species. The conse-
quence B, that the ting annually extends; for no
seeds will grow where their parents grew before
tnem, ani the interior part of the circle has been
exhaustec by preceding crops; but where the fun-
gus has iied, nourishment is supplied for grass,

which usuilly rises within the circle, coarse, and of
a dark grejn colour.

A rotatini, is unnecessary, according to Gfrisenth-

waite; and,|n a strict chemical sense, what he asserts

cannot be tenied. His theory is a refinement on
the commot idea of the uses of a rotation stated

above; but jy giving some details of the constitu-

ent parts of certain grains and certain manures, he
has presenttd it in a more clear and striking point

of view than has hitherto been done. To apply

the theory in every case, the constituent parts of

all manures and of all plants (1st, their roots and
leaves, and 2dly, their seeds, fruits, or grains,) must
be known. In respect to manures this is the case,

and it may be said to be in a great degree the case

as to the most useful agricultural plants; but, un-

fortunately for our purpose, the same cannot be

said of garden productions in general, though no

branch of culture can show the advantage of a ro-

tation of crops more than horticulture, in the prac-

tice of which it is found that grounds become tired

of particular crops, notwithstanding that manures

are applied at pleasure. If the precise effects of a

rotation were ascertained, and the ingredients pecu-

liarly necessary to every species pointed out, no-

thing could be more interesting than the results of

experimental trials; and whoever shall point out a

.simple and economical mode by which the potato
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may be erown successively in llie same soil, and

produce annually, neglecting the effects of climate,

as dry and well flavoured tubers, or nearly so, as

they generally produce the first and second years

on a new soil, will confer a real benefit on society.

That wheat may he grown many years on the same

soil, by the use of animal manures, or such as con-

tain gluten, Grisenthwaite's theory would justify us

in believing chemically; and it ought to be fan^ly

tried by such cultivators as Coke and Curwcn. Til

this is done in the face of the whole agricultural

world, and the produce of every crop, and all the

particulars of its culture accurately reported on an-

nually, the possibility of the thing may be assented

to from the premises, but will not be acted on; and,

in fact, even the best agricultural chemists do not

cor.sider that '.TC S~ Soff:C!?D*'v advanced in that

branch of the science to draw ar!J
0""'" "!'.?", Z

priori, very much at variance with general opinion

ami experience. It should always be kept in mind,

that it is one thing to produce a crop, and a dif-

fereut thing to grow crops with profit.

TTie principles of rotations of crops, are thus laid

down by Yvart and Ch. Pictet, (Cours complet

d'tilgriculture, articles Assohmcnt, and Succession de

Culture; and Ti-uitc des ^Sssokmens. Paris, 8vo.)

The first principle, or fundamental point j^, tLat
every plant exhausts the soil.

The second. •^-; all plants do not exhaust the
»"'.'. Equally.

The third, that plants of different kinds do Bot

exhaust the soil in the same manner.
The/o!iW?i, that all plants do not restore to the soil

the same q\iantity, nor the same quality of manure.

The fifth, that all plants are not equally favour-

able to the growth of weeds.

Tlie following corisequences are drawn, from these

ftindamental principles:

First. However well a soil may be prepared, it

cannot long nourish crops of the same kind in suc-

cession, without becoming exhausted.

Second. Every crop impoverishes a soil more or

less, according as more or less is restored to the

soil by the plant cultivated.

TIdrd. Perpendicular rooting plants, and surh

as root horizontally, ought to succeed each other.

Fourth. Plants of the same kind should not re-

turn too frequently in a rotation.

Fifth. Two plants, favourable to the growth of

weeds, ought not to succeed each other
Sixth. Such plants as eminently exhaust the

soil, as the grains and oil plants, should only be
sown when the land is in good heart.

Seve7Uli. In proportion as a soil is found to ex-

haust itself by successive crops, plants which are

least exhausting ought to be cultivated.

Influence of rotations in destroying insects. Oli-

vier, member of the Institute of France, has de-

scribed all the insects, chiefly tipuls and muscae,
which live upon the collar or crown of the roots of

the cereal grasses; and he has shewn that they mul-
tiply themselves without end, when the same soil

presents the same crop for several years in succes-
sion, or even crops of analogous species. But when
a crop intervenes on which these insects cannot
live, as beans or turnips, after wheat or oats, then
the whole race of these insects perish from the
field for want of proper nourishment for their lar-

va. (Mein. de la Societe Roycd et Centrale d\lgr. de
Paris, vol. vii.) {Encyc. of J}gr.

GERMINATION OF SEEDS.
The presence of oxygen gas being the principal

requisite for germination, and chlorine the most
powerful agent for developing this gas, it has been
found that healthy seeds, steeped in the chlorine
fluid, are accelerated in their germination; and that
others, which appeared lo have lost their faculty of
geimination, have recovered it by the same pro
cest.~Humboldt.

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 8.

Extracts from G. Sinclair's Hortus Gramineus—toi(/i

occasional notes and observations, by a Corrcspon-

dcAt.

(Continued from page 59.)

"ALOPECURtrs pratensis. Meadow fox-tail grass.*

"Specific character—Stem erect, smooth; spike

somewhat panicled; calyx-glumes acute, hairy, com-

bined at the base, shorter than the awn of the co-

rolla. Sm. Engl. Fl. i. p. 79. Native of Britain

and most parts of Europe, from Italy, through

France, Germany, Holland, to Denmark, Norway,
Sweden, and Russia.

"The proportional Vaiue of '•„„ „„„ „r .Up I.t
ter-math to that at tl.p •„„ „> T ^

.

3- anH ti^' - ' ''P^ "' flowering, is as 4 to
'

', " crop, at the time the seed is ripe, is to
that of the latter-math as 9 to 8.

"Experiments clearly s'uew that there is nearly
three-lourths of produce greater from a clayey
oam than from a. siliceous sandy soil, and that the
grass from tlie latter soil is of comparatively less

value, ill the proportion of 3 to 2. The culms pro-
duced ou the sandy soil are deficient in number,
ami in every respect smaller than those from the

clayey loam; which satisfactorily accounts for the

diiference in the quantity of nutritive matter afford-

ed by equal quantities of the grass. It is not the

strength and rankness of the grass that indicates

the fitness of the soil for its growth, but the number
and quality of the culms. The proportional value
in which the grass of the latter-math exceeds that

of the flowering crop, is as 4 to 3; a difference

which appears extraordinary, when the quantity of
flowering culms in the flowering crop is considered.

In the Jlnthoxanthum odoratum the proportional dif-

ference is still greater, the latter-math being to the

flowering crop in nutriment nearly as 9 to 4. In

the Poa trivialis, they are equal; but in all the later

floivcring grasses that have culms resembling those
of the meadow fox-tail and sweet-scented vernal,

the greater proportional value is always, on the
contrary, found in the grass of the flowering crop.

Whatever the cause may be, it is evident that the
loss sustained by taking these grasses at the time
of flowering, is considerable. In ordinary cases
this seldom happens in practice, because these
grasses perfect their seed about the season when
hay-harvest generally commences, unless where the

pasture lias been stocked till a late period in the
spring, which cannot in this respect be productive
of any ultimate advantage, but rather loss. This
grass, under the best management, does not attain

to its fullest productive powers from seed till four

years: hence it is inferior to the cock's-foot grass
for the purposes of alternate cropping, and to many
other grasses besides. The herbage, however, con-
tains more nutritive matter than that of the cock's-
foot, though the weight of grass produced in one
season is considerably less. It thrives well under
irrigation, keeping possession of the crowns of the
ridges: it is strictly permanent. Sheep are very
fond of it: when combined with white clover only,

the second season, on a sandy loam, it is sufficient

for the support of five couple of ewes and lambs
per acre. As it only thrives in perfection on lands
of an intermediate quality as to moisture and dry-
ness, and also being somewhat longer in attaining

to its full productive state than some other grasses,

its merits have been misunderstood in many in-

stances; and in others, as in the alternate husband-
ry, it has been by some persons set aside altogether.

In many rich natural pastures it constitutes the prin-

cipal grass. Though not so well adapted, there-

fore, for the alternate husbandry, it is one of the

best grasses for permanent pasture, and should

never form a less proportion than one-eighth of any
mixture of different grasses prepared for that pur-

pose: its merits demand this, whether with respect

to early growth, produce, nutritive qualities, or

permanency. It has been observed by the Rev. Mr.
Swayne," that nearly two-thirds of the seed is con-

stantly destroyed by insects: according to my ex

periments this evil may be almost entirely obviated

by suffering the first culms of the season lo carry

the seed. It flowers in April, May, and June, ac-

cording as it may have been depastured earlier or

later. Seed rin» i" ' '
"

, ... „„.ic anu J uiy, according to the
season of flowering."

This grass is very little known in the United
States; and, it is believed, has not yet been culti-

vated—though it may possibly be worthy of being
introduced.

*This must be carefully distinguished from the plant
usually called Fox-tail grass, in many parts of the Uni-
ted States Our Fox-tail grass is the HfUiria glauca, or

Panicum p/aucum of the botanists; and is rather a worth
less, weed-like grass.

NOTICES OF PERNICIOUS AND UNPRO-
FITABLE PLANTS,

Which infest the Farms in Chester county, Penn.

(Concluded from p. 59.)

No. 10.

MONOECIA.

—

PeNTANDRI.*.

Jlmaranlhus albus. White amaranth.
A frequent, worthless weed, in Indian corn fields,

about barn-yards, &.c. but not difKcult to keep in

subjection, if attended to.

Amaranlhus hybridus.

This is a homely, obnoxious species; very trou-

blesome in gardens and cultivated lots. It requires
considerable attention to keep it from usurping the
place of useful vegetables.

MONOECIA.—PoLVANDRIA.

Sagittaria sagittifolia. Arrow-head.
A frequent plant in the swampy meadows, and

about springs. It is of no value to the farmer, ex-
cept that the tubers attached to its roots afford a
favourite food of hogs; but their rooting after the
tubers disfigures and injures the ground. The plant
is easily subdued by draining and culture.

Enphorbia hyperieifolia. Spurge.
This is a worthless weed, frequent in cultivated

fields and pastures. It has been supposed by some
to be the cause of slabbering in hor.ses; but the
opinion wants further confirmation. It is not easily

extirpated, but may probably be best kept under by
promoting the growth of useful plants.

There are two or three other species equally des-

titute of value, though they are not considered of
much importance.

Corylus americana. Hazle-bush.
This shrub is rather troublesome, sometimes, by

forming thickets along fences, and giving Ihe farm
a slovenly appearance, if neglected. The grub.-

bing hoe is the proper remedy.

MONOECIA.—MoKADEI.PHlA.

Acalypha virginica. Three-seeded Mercury.
A very common, worthless weed, in gardens,

fields, &.C. but it is rarely attended to except in

gardens.

DiOECIA.—DiANDRIA.

Salix Muhlcnbergiuna.

Salix giisia.

These two species of dwarf imlloiv are prone to

form thickets in low, moist meadow grounds, and
require the application of the grubbing hoc, to pre-

vent them from becoming nuisances.

DlOECIA.

—

Hexandria.
Smilax rntundifolia.

Smilux caduea.

These two plants are well known by the name of

• See G/amina Pasctta, by the Kev. George Swavnc

—

a work which contains much valuable information on
the subject of grasses.
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green briar. They are utterly wortliless, and a great

annoyance to the grubber and wood cutler, when

clearing out thickets. The latter species sometimes

extends into poor old neglected fields: but a well-

managins, thrifty farmer, does not permit either of

them to trouble him long. The S. herbiicea, another

worthless species, occurs frequently along fences;

but it is not troublesome. It is more remarkable

for the intolerable foetor of its flowers, than for any

other quality.

DlOECIA.—MONADELPHIA.

''"ii inenw v'ir9;iniana. Reil cedar.
"',:,..» „;.,p it is very

When this plant acquires sumu.^.. _

valuable for its timber; but it often appears in con-

siderable quantities, and of a scrubby growth, m
neglected fields, along fences, &.c. where it becomes

an uisance. It is believed to exert a pernicious in-

fluence upon young thorn hedges, when growing in

their immediate vicinity. The axe and the grub-

bing hoe are the obvious remedies for the evils.

The foregoing notices, it is believed, enumerate

all the plants which are particularly annoying to the

farmers ofChestercounty.at the present (lay; as well

as the greater portion of those which, though less

obnoxious, are deemed worthless intruders among

their crops, and pass under the denomination ot

weeds. 1 have enumerated some, perh;ips, which

scarcely demand the attention of the agiiculturist,

with a view to their exclusion, though their pre-

sence is always objectionable; and others may have

been omitted which are equally useless ivith some

that are mentioned. But I flatter myself the cata-

logue here presented will be found to be tolerably

complete.

The whole number of worthless and pernicious

plants, which the observations of twenty years have

brought to my notice, upon the farms in this region,

may be stated at about 120—of which about 50 are

particularly obnoxious: and it is remarkable, that

the greater number of those which are deemed

ntost pernicious, are naturalized foreigners.

There can be no doubt that other worthless

plants will yet find their way into our fields; and it

behoves the farmer, who delights in the reputable

condition of his premises, to make himself in some

degree acquainted with the character of all ind'ud-

crs, in order that he may take timely and judicious

measures to resist the progress of such as are inju-

rious. Our gardens have been, and doubtless will

continue to be, a fruitful source of those evils, if

not carefully attended to. No earth, or vegetable

rubbish, should ever be carried from the garden

to the barn-yard, nor be in any way permitted to

mingle with manures that are intended for the field

Every sort of herbage, which by possibility may
contain seeds, or rudiments of plants, that would be

pernicious on the farm, ought to be bumf, or rotted

in compost-beds, within the garden. The farmer

who neglects such precautions, trifling as they may
seem, will be likely to disseminate causes of future

trouble and vexation, not only to himself, but "to

his heirs and assigns forever!"

every well directed experiment, is ample to con-

vince the most sceptical of its profitableness. In

many parts of this state, that culture is increasing

yearly, and in this vicinity during the late season,

grape cuttings of a good quality have been sought

after with great avidity. The country is indebted to

General John "Irahan for the introduction of a grape

which is pro'. '^ known in the Eastern states and

Virginia, as th>. .nd Madeira. It is the hardest and

most productive vine we have any knowledge of

The fruit is tolerable for the table and makes an ex-

cellent wine. It is of much darker colour than it

was four years since, and that circumstance goes to

"infirm the opinion, entertained by experienced
' '"'I descriptions of grape will gra-

vine dressers, tnaia- , ,,i„,j, ;„ ,h(. same soil and
dually assimilate to 6«c;> ";-_ y^^^^ f^ijiy {ggted in

climate. That experiment tia» .- .i „

France, where, out of 1400 kinds planlea iii .uo

same vineyard, there were but two or three kinds

distinguishable after the k;«e of filty years. We
are inclined to the opinion, that native vines trans-

planted and cultivated will improve in quality and

quantity of the fruit, and will uUimai'.°!v he prelera-

ble to all others for wine. These are wli'iin the

reach of every one, and the P^^P*^";;;
°;[^'^«''|;^'"?..fd jest species of northern apples, twenty-four kinds,

distant period, from tuo to five hunoi^^ i'.
, ',. ., -.'A l i,„ii o „

in^ikiiig m two slates to obtain or cultivate the
grapes which produced those delicious and vatvable
Mines which the soil and climale so highly favouf
the production of.

In the nursery of Mr. William Prince of Lonj;
hiand, N. Y. every grape producing Ihefiaest wines
of Europe is now to be had. warranted those pro-
ducing the best wines of Madeira, for which we pav
six dollars per g;,llon—the grapes which produce
the finest Claret, Malaga, Tokay, the delicious
Cape wine, and the boast of France the sparkling
Champagne and Burgundy—as also the hundreds of
delicious table grapes, which rank amongst the lux-
uries of Europe.
These vines are to be purchased from 374 cents,

to one dollar each, and from one root, industry
might in no length of time, nrnduce 2 vi.".t"Civd

fr"!!!
one vine of t^^e real Glare grape forwarded to

me last March, I have planted out in November fif-

teen healthy cuttings. With the common success

attending the cultivation of the vine, what will be

the increase in four or five years? This one vine

cost 374 cents, and two or three cents freight, &c. to

[Mobile.

From the same establishment, I procured the fin-

BORTICtTLTURZ:.

(From the Southern Advocate.)

CULTURE OF THE VINE.

The following lettar was received several weeks

since, and has been delayed for want of rjoin until

the present time. Believing as we do, that the sta

pie productions of this state are overdone, and are

unprofitable to lur agriculturists, we embrace with

pleasure every suitable opportunity of disseminating

among our readers a knowledge of the advantages

of other branches of agriculture. The culture of

the vine has for many years claimed the attention

of enterprising agriculturists, both in the free and

slave states, and the success which has attended

no very

dollars per acre, "annually, is highly encouraging to

the owners and cultivators of land, to commence the

interesting culture.

To the Editors of Ike Southern Advocate.

During the last summer, whilst engaged in an ex-

cursion through the country betiveen Tuscaloosa

and Huntsville, I fell in company and travelled for

several miles, with an intelligent French agricultu-

rist, just from France, by the way of New Orleans;

and who, from the motiveof ascertaining the state

of American agriculture, previous to his return to

his native country, had determined to take a view

of those parts of the country, most highly culti-

vated.

I felt extremely anxious to see the impressions

made on the mind of an enlightened foreigner by

our manner of cultivating the soil, and was propor-

tionably gratified by his observations, which were

at once intelligent and liberal.

On passing through the country west a few miles

of Tuscaloosa, he frequently, and it appeared to me

involuntarily, asked, on looking at the soil, and other

circumstances around him, "are there no vineyards

in this section of country—no sile made—«/i mun

Dieu! it is well for France."

This expression often repeated, induced my in

quiry—did the country around him give any pecu-

liar indications of soil, &c. on which sanguine cal-

culation might safely be made respecting the vine,

siLK.Stc? ^"My friend," said he, "look around,"

and on doing which I beheld, what had not before

so forcibly arrested my attention, the ivoods lileraliy

mailed with the wild grape vine. "My friend," he

continued with some animation, "here is the soil,

climate, and situation for the production of some of

lUe finest leines of France—the best of her sites—and

the invaluable olive—mon Dieu, what are your citi-

zens about? but ah, it is will for France."

Arriving on a considerable eminence of rather

gravelly soil, which is frequent in that section of

country, and what might be called second rate land,

he remarked, "if I had my vineyard here I would

not take (100 thousand dollars the arpent (acre) for

it— it is worth one thousand where it is."

his certain that the slates of Tennessee and Ala-

bama,* contain every soil and climate for the produc-

tion of euei-)/ species o/' tuiije. It IS equally certain,

that the climate uf those states are highly favoura

hie for the process of fermentation which almost de

termines the qualittj of the best wines; and it is

equally as extraordinary, that so little exertion is

n^, Mi:; the pipins, spitzenberg, bell flower, van-

der<"e7e,''the ox a,,p!:
which has weighed 35 oun-

es. &c. with others, the soft shea a.,::^'^'
"^"^

'^,"f„^^'

pccies of figs, Chinese mulberry. Sic. out of wiii,,^

I lost one apple tree and one grope vine, out of nine
kinds.

The rapidity with which the fine Chinese mulber-
ry so highly valued for the production of silk, may
be multiplied by engrafting on the common mulberry
which abounds in our country, leaves us without ex-

cuse on that subject. Every thing invites us to be

prepared for the time that appears rapidly approach-

vig as regards the present staple of the country. Such
is, however, the tardiness with which we move,
that the foreigner may well exclaim "mon Dieu

—

what are your citizens about

—

but ah, it is well for
France."

inTTERsrivi. isavnoxruTOJiViT.

» North and South Carolina, no doubt, are equally

well suited to the culture of the grape and mulberry.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.
Historical skttcli of the contemplated Rail-road front

Baltimore to the Ohio.

(Concluded from page 62.)

The Comniittee do not doubt but that the esti-

mated amount of tonnage would pass upon the pro-

posed rail-road. The district of country which

would mainly depend upon this route for the con-

veyance of its surplus produce, it will be recollect-

ed already contains nearly two millions of inhabi-

tants, that is to say, about one-fifth of the whole po-

pulation of the United Slates, whilst the population

depending upon the New York canal is not estimat-

ed to be more than about one million; and the re-

ceipts from the latter are stated to be as follows:

Receipt for the year 1824, §340.761 07

1825, 506 221 51

1826, 765 000 00

There are a great variety of articles the product

of the country west of the Alleghany m(miit:.ins,

which are now of little value in those countries, on

account of the heavy expenses unavoidably incur-

red in the tran.'.portalion of them, to a port whence

they could be shipped to a foreign market. With

the facilities afforded by this road many of these ar-

ticles could not only bear a transportation to Balti-

more, but wliile they would furnish a constant and

an increasing supply of freight upon the proposed

road, they would become a source of great wealth

to the people of the West,

To illustrate the truth of this assertion, it will only

be necessary to refer to the single article of bread
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stufls. A barrel of flour for instance, which would

now coniniiind five dollars in Baltimore, would not,

as an article of export to that market, be worth at

Wheelins;. on the Ohio river, more than one dollar;

the cost of its transportation from that place by the

present means of convej'ancc being four dollars;

whereas upon the proposed rail-road, the whole ex-

pense of transportation from the Ohio river to Bal-

timore, bcinit estimated to be only at the rate of ten

dollars per ton. the cost of carriage upon a barrel

of flour would then be only one dollar; thus at once

would its value, as an article of export, be en-

hanced in Ohio from one dollar to four dollars per

barrel.

The expense of conveying cotton upon the pro-

posed rail road from the Ohio river to Baltimore,

including all charges, may be estimated at one quar-

ter of a cent per pound, certainly not more than

half a cent a pound; and coal from the Allegha-

ny mountains near to Cumberland, including its cost

at the nits, could be delivered in Baltimore at from

11 to 12 cents per bushel. Let us then apply this

calculation to the other numerous productions of

the western states, and we shall at once be con-

vinced, that there is no scale by which we could

venture to calculate the ultimnte extent of the trade,

which would floiv into the state of Maryland, upon

the pro|iosed rail-road, should its results approach

any thing near to our present expectations.

No part of the country, included in tiiCSS estimates,

Kes nearer, by water, to New Orleans than liOOor
J 500 miles (and that it should be recollected is the

only mancei inai could compete with us lor this

trade.) whilst a large portion of those districts lie

2000 miles distant from that city. By the estimates

here furnished, it is manifestly clear, that the pro-

duce from a large portion of those countries can be

delivered at Baltimore, at a less expense of trans-

portation than they possibly can be carried to New
Orleans.

Admitting the cities of New Orleans and Balti-

more to stand in the same relative condition, as re-

gards their claims to this trade, Baltimore, to say

the least, might be expected to hold its share; but

we should not lose sight of the important fact, that

the productions of these extensive regions; except-

ing only cotton and tobacco, being principally bread

stuffs, provisions and other perishable articles c;.n-

not be exposed to the deleterious effects of the cli-

mate of New Orleans, without the hazard of grtat

injury; hence we find that considerable portions of

the flour ami provisions which go by the way of tbe

Mississippi, are often so much damnged, as to be

rendered unfit for exportation to a foreign market.

iVIany valuable lives are also annually sacritictd to

the climate, in the prosecution of the trade upon the

Missisf-ippi. What then has Baltimore to fear iVoiii

New Orleans, in a conflict on equal lerms for tlicir

trade?

To convince any one that there is no probability

that the trade here estimated will be likely hereaf-

ter to decline, it will only be necessary to observe,

that the population, upon which the calculations are

founded, is rapidly increasing every year, and that

it must for several succeeding generations, still con-

tinue to increase. The country around the CIicmi-

peake Bay was first settled by Europeans, about llie

year 1(532, and in the year 1800 the white popula
tion had barely reached as far west as the Ohio n
Ter; that is to say, in 160 years it had advancrd
westward about 400 miles, or at the rate of two :iiid

a half miles per year. There is now a dense popul.i

tion extending as far west as the junction ol tlj

Osage river with the Missouri: which is about nin

hundred miles west of the Oliio river at Wh.elin.:,
of course the white population has, within the last

thirty years, travelled that distance, or more than
thirty miles each year, and is at this time adtanciii"
with as great, if not greater impetus, than ut tin
former period: and according to all probabihty, il

not checked by some unforeseen circumstances, i".

will, within the next thirty years reach the Rocky
mountains, or even to the Pacific ocean. VVe have
fherelore, no reason to look for any falling off in

this trade, but on the contrary, for an increase of
it, to an extent of which no estimate could now be
formed

.

In conclusion, the Committee beg leave to refer

to the annexed tables, numbered from 1 to 7 in

whi h they have arranged, under a condensed form,
.-ionie of the more important facts and statements
embraced in this report. The Committee have also

in these tables contrasted the advantages, which, in

their opinion, would be likely to accrue to the city

of Baltimore, from connecting her trade with the
western states, by intersecting the contemplated
Chesapeake and Ohio canal within the District of

Columbia, and by a direct rail-road from Bal-
Tl.MORE to some eligible POINT ON THE OhIO RI-

VER.

All which is respectfully submitted.

PHILIP E THOMAS,
Chairman of the Committee-

[We have here given nearly the whole of the re-

port of the Committee, the facts and the reasoning
appearing to be of a general character, and likely to

prove instructive to those who wish to understand
the general subject.

The report was unanimously accepted by the

meeting—a resolution was then adopted to appoint

a Gommi<!"e of twenty-five citizens on its behalf,

to prefer an application to the Legislature for an act

to incorporate a joint stock company, under the ti

tie of "The Baltimore and Ohio Rail way Com-
pany," and the foiiGivi'iK persons were accordingly

designated for that purpose.

Charles Carroll of Carrollton, William Patterson,

Isaac M'Kim, Robert Oliver, Charles Ridgely of

Hmnpton, Thomas Tenant, Alexander Brown,.John
M'Kim, Jr., Talbot Jones. James Wilson, Thomas
Kllicott, George Hoffman, William Steuart. Philip

E. Thomas, William Lorman, George Warner,
Benj. C. Howard, Solomon Etting, W. W.Taylor,
Alexander Fridge; James L. Hawkins, John B. Mor-
ris, Luke Tiernan, Alexander M'Donald, Solomon
Birckhead.]

Table, No. 1.

Estimated difference in the distance between con-
necting the city of Baltimore with the western trade,

by a continuous canal, intersecting the eastern ter-

mination of the proposed "Chesapeake and Ohio
canal," within the District of Columbia, and of con-
necting Baltimore with this trade by a rail-way, di-

rect from that city to some suitable point on the

Ohio river

The United States Engineers report the length

of the "Chesapeake and Ohio canal," from the

city of Washington to Pittsburg, on the Ohio
river, to lie 34 1 i miles

Estimated length of a canal from Bal-

timore, to intersect the "Chesa-
peake and Ohio canal," at Wash-
ington, 48i miles

rail-road communication between Baltimore and
that river.

The United States Engineers estimate the cost of
the proposed canal from Washington to Pitts-

burg, to be (§22,375.427,) twenty -two millions,
three hundred and seventy five thousand, four
hundred and twenty-seven dollars; but we will
suppose it could be made for one half of this
sum, or Jl (,000,000 00

To which should be added the cost
of constructing a continuous ca-
nal from the city of Baltimore to

the eastern termination of the
"Chesapeake and Ohio canal," at
W^ashington, that being the only
point at which we can intersect it, 1,000.000 00

$12,000,000 00
The highest estimate cost of a rail-

road from Baltimore to the Ohio
river, calculating the same to cost

820.000 per mile, (and this is

believed to be a very high esti-

mate,) would be S5.000 .000 00

Amount of capital saved in favour
of a rail-road, §7,000,000 00

Table, No. 3.

Estimated difference of expense on transportation
for tolls only, by the proposed canals from Balti-

more through the District of Columbia to Pittsburg,
and by a direct rail-road route from Baltimore to

some point on the Ohio river.

The United States Engineers estimate the
cost of transportation by the proposed
Chesapeake and Ohio canal, at the rate
of U cents for each ton per mile— tak-

ing the whole distance then from Balti-

more fo Piifsburg, as is she»vn in Table,
No. 1, to be S90 miles; the tolls for con-
veying a ton ol freight from Baltimore,
the whole distance along this canal
would be §5 85

Tolls for carrying the same freight along
the proposed rail-road at the same rate

per mile, the distance being 250 miles,

would be 3 T.'i

Whole distance of a canal by this

route, from Baltimore to Pittsburg, 390 miles

Estimated distance of a rail-road, from
the city of Baltimore to Wheeling,
or some other suitable point on the

Ohio river, 250 miles

Distance saved by a rail-road, 140 miles

Table, No. 2.

Comparative cost of constructing a canal com
municalion between the city of Baltimore and the

Ohio river, by the proposed route of the "Cliesa

peake and Ohio canal," and by the proposed direct

Amount of freight saved per ton in favour
of a rail-road, at tbe same charge for

tolls, would be $2 10

In order however to shew the actual sav-

ing by the rail-road, it is necessary to
remark, that the proposed charge along
it. is not H cents per ton each mile, as

charged on the canal, but 1 cent per
ton each mile, and this will give a fur-

ther advantage in favour of the road on
each ton of 1 2.>

Making the difference per ton in favour of

the rail-road, to be $3 35

Table, No. 4.

Estimate of the income which the proposed rail-

road from Baltimore to some point on the Ohio ri-

ver, would annually yield, computing the freight

which would pass upon this road to be only 150.000

tons from west fo east, and the amount that would
pass fioni east to west, to be 50,000 tons.

150,000 tons from west to east at I

cent per ton per mile, being the

New York canal price, $375,000 00

50,000 tons from east to west at 3

cents per ton per mile, being the

New York canal price, 375.000 00

Total amount of tolls. $750,000 00
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Table, No. 5.

Estimate of profis to the holders of slock in the pro-

posed Baltimore and Ohio rail-road.

Expense of constructing the proposed road, be-

ing estimated at §20,000 per mile, and the dis-

tance being assumed to be 250 miles, would

make the whole cost five millions of dol-

lars, $5,000,000 00

Six per cent, interest on the above

capital invested, would be $300,000 GO

Income from tolls as is shewn by
Table, No. 4, 750,000 00

WTiich leaves $450,000 for repairs,

contingent expenses, and surplus

dividends, $450,000 00

Table, No. 6.

Estimated difference of the time it would take for

conveying freight from Baltimore to Pittsburg, by

the proposed Chesapeake and Ohio canal, between

those places, (through the District of Columbia,)

and by a direct rail-road from Baltimore to some

point on the Ohio river.

The United States Engineers, (page 38,) estimate

the time it will take to travel with loaded boats

from Washington to Pittsburg, to be 18S hours

The distance between these points be-

ing 341 miles, we have only to add

the same rate of travelling for the

additional distance from Baltimore

to Washington, say 484 miles, and

the additional time will be 26* hours

Cost of same transportation by the pro-

posed rail-road,

Tolls saved on each ton, by the rail-road.

Tables 4 &. 5.

Annual income from tolls upon the pro-

posed rail-road,

6 per ct. interest on the capital invested.

S3 35

$750,000
300,000

Annual surplus profits to be appropriated

for repairs and extra dividends, $450,000

Table 6.

Time employed in passing a boat from

Baltimore to Pittsburg, by the Chesa-

peake and Ohio canal, 2 14 J hours

Time to pass from Baltimore to the Ohio

river, upon the proposed rail-road, 62 i hours

ty; one's time one's own, or, if not, usefully, inno-
cently and moderately employed by others; a free-
dom from inordinate passions of all kinds; a habit
of living within one's income, and saving something
for extraordinary occasions; an ability arising from
rational economy to defray all necessary and expe-
dient expenses; a habit of good humour; an apti-

tude to be pleased rather than offended; a prepara-
tion for adversity; love of one's family; sincerity

to friends; benevolence to mankind; and piety to

God.

Time saved by the road, each trip, 152 hours

IiASZZlS' SEFA&TMEirT.

Time employed in passing on the pro-

posed canals, from Baltimore to

Pittsburg, 2 14 J hours

There is abundant evidence to prove,

iVortt n;;theruic documents publish-

ed, that the rate of travelling upon
rail-roads, with the locomotive en-

gines, in England, (and this has

been sufficiently shewn to be the

cheapest means,) is, with heavy

loaded wagons, from 4 miles to 6

miles, and even 8 miles per hour;

assuming however the slowest rate,

and the passage will be made from

Baltimore to the Ohio river, say 250

miles, at the rate of 4 miles per

hour, is, 62J hours

(Extracts from the Boston Medical Recorder.)

DRESSING CHILDREN.
Two days ago we saw a fine infant, four days old,

dressed in an ornamented, noi ornamental, cap—and

asked the mother for what reason she chose to put

a cap on her son. She answered, because he look-

ed prettier with it than without it.

This should lead parents to reflect how far this

motive does or ought to influence them in the ma-
nagement of their children. It seems to be no bet-

ter than making the temporary gratification of the

parents' pride, habit, or prejudice, the rule of con-

duct, withr.uc any regard to the well-being or suf-

fering of the child. Thus infants are fed, ami cloth-

ed, and exercised preposterously and huitfully,

merely to please whim, or fancy, without reference

For ourselves, we see not how

spoRTxn'a ozixo.

TREE-HILL RACES.
Richmond, Va. May 11, 1827.—These races com-

menced on Tuesday, and will terminate to day.

They were unusually well attended; but the sport

has not been equal to the expectation, in conse-

quence of two or three of the best horses not being

entered.

On the first day, the Sweepstakes for colts and
fillies was run—entrance $100. Three horses only

started. Mr. Johnson's b. c. by Contention, which

won the sweepstakes last week at Petersburg; Mr.

Garrison's g. f. by Virginian, and a bay filiy, started

by Mr. Botts—one mile heats. The first won both
Heats with very little difficulty. Neither of the
other horses was distanced.

On Wednesday, the Proprietor's purse of $300
wss run for by Mr. James J. Harrison's s. h. Fair-

fax, l>y Ratler, 5 years old—Mr. John M. Botts' s.

m. Phillis, by Sir Archie, 6 years old—Mr. Wm. M.
West's y. m. Mulatto Mary, by Sir Archie, 4 years
old—and Wm. R. Johnson's s. m. Nancy Abner, byto consequences

_____^ .„. ^, ......

any one, having the care of an infant, can offer to
I Sir ArchieiTTe'ar.^oid.'^The' last' heaf wTs" hand"'-

152 hours

390 miles

250

Time saved in favour of the rail-road,

each trip.

Table, No. 7.

Synopsis of the six preceding Tables.

Table I.

Distance between Baltimore and Pitts-

burg, by the proposed Chesapeake
and Ohio canal,

Distance from Baltimore to the Ohio ri-

ver, by the proposed rail-road.

Distance saved by the road, 140 miles

Table 2.

Snmlkst estimated cost of the proposed
Chesapeake and Ohio canal, $12,000,000

Highest estimated coit of the contem-
plated railroad, 9,000,000

Amount of capital saved in favour of the

road, $7,000,000
Table 3.

Cost of transporting, for tolls only, on a

ton of freight from Pittsburg to Balti-

more, upon the Chesapeake and Ohio
canal, $S 85

himself or any one else, any excuse or defence of

conduct like this. We invite those concerned to

reflect a little on this subject, and to be sure they

act innocently and safely at least, if not beneficially,

for their charge, before they act at all.

As to caps for mfants, for an example, they are

in the first place useless, and in the next, injurious.

If any mother or father denies this, and will state,

in his view, any consequent advantage, we will re-

ply by stating our well-founded objections to this

superfluous and pernicious appendage of the inl'ant

wardrobe. The good mother, who discharges all

her duties to her infant, will find enough to do with-

out taxing herself with useless labour.

MR. ABERNETHY.
A lady very much afflicted with nervous com-

plaints, went to consult the celebrated Surgeon Ab
ernethy. The rough and caustic manner in which

he catechised her, so discomposed the fair one's

weak's spirits, that she was thrown into a fit of hys-

terics. On parting, she put the usual fee into his

hands, in the form of a sovereign and a shilling.

Mr. Abernethy pocketed the sovereign with one

hand, and with the other presented the shilling to

her, saying, gravely—"Here, Madam, take this

shilling, go to the next toy-shop, buy a skipping

rope, and use it every day—it will do you more
good than all my prescriptions."

somely contested between Fairfax and Phillis; Fair-
fax won both heats.

On Thursday, the Jockey Club purse of $1000
wal run for by W. R. Johnson's Ariel,* Mr. Harri-
soil's s. by Maid of Lodi, H. M. Clay's Sally Ma-
ge^, and Mr, Bott's Gohannah. The purse was in-

creased to $3000, by the gentlemen putting in $509
ea(h. Ariel won both heats with apparent ease.

' [Enquirer.

SOLID COMFORT.
Not having been able to complete an article on

beds and bedsteads, intended for this week, we sub-

mit to our readers, in the meantime, the following

recipe for securing "solid comfort."

Solid comfort may be copiously derived from the

following sources: a quiet conscience; health: liber-

I STALLIONS.
[In page 39 of this volume, was published some

suggestions from a respected correspondent, whose
communications are always welcome, on the ad-

vantage of publishing brief notices of covering

stallions, specifying their ages, colours, breeds,

with the charge and place of standing—He there

too ridiculed, very properly, the practice of call-

ing so many horses, as we do our post offices, by

the same name, indicating either a want of commoa
reflection on the inconvenience that must ensue

from it, or great poverty of invention—even of a

name.

He has judged us rightly in saying, that we will

willingly publish such brief notices gratis; and

where the party wishes to run up the pedigree

through five or six generations, will insert it for one

dollar—but we will in no case advertise gratuitous-

ly, any but a hred horse.

The following poi« of a list is taken from the Fe-

bruary number of the Annals of Sporting, to shew

more distinctly the proposal of our correspondent

F., at the same time that it answers to give the

American reader some idea of the price at which

stallions cover in England, and to save trouble to

those who cannot discover a new name.]

• [» By Eclipse, beaten at New York by Flirtilla.—Ep.]
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Stalliows,

Mrertisei for the present Season, specifying their ages, co-

lours, breeds, fye- with the charge'' for blood Mares, ex-

clusive of Ihe grooms^ fees.

[Xo(<r.—The figures befoiv llie names dtnote the age of the hors

OH tiny 1,1S37.]

15 Filho da Puta, b. by Haphazard out of

Mrs. Burnet by Waxy; grandam by

Woodpecker at Farnsfield, Nottingham-
shire, $70 00

S Gulliver, b. by Orville (a son of Bening-
brough,) out of Canidia by Sorcerer;

grandani Orange-Bud by Highflyer; g.

grandani Orange-Girl by Matchem: at

Slaker-lane, near Burton-on-Trent, 44 44

7 Lottery, b. by Tramp (a son of Dick An-
drew.s.) out of Maodane, the dam of
Manuella and Altisidora; g. dam Young
Camilla by Woodpecker: at Dowthorpe
Hall, near Hull, 74 67

5 Middleton.ch. by Phantom Cason of Wal-
ton,) out of Web by Waxy; grandam
Penelope by Trumpator: at the Horse-
Bazaar, London, 44 44

8 Morisco, b. by Muley (a son of Orville,)

out of Aquilina by Eagle, dam (sister to

Petuorth,) by Precipitate; grandam by
Woodpecker: at Newmarket, 46 66

10 Mr. Lowe, b. by Walton out of Pledge
by Waxy; grandam Prunella by High-
flyer: at Kings Arms Yard, Pimlico, 24 44

7 Nifolo, ch by Selim (a son of Buzzard,)
dam by Walton; grandam Young Gian-
tess by Diomed: at Hepscott-Hall, near
Morpeth, 37 23

16 Partisan, b. by Walton out of Parasol by
PotSos; grandam Prunella by Highfly-
er: at Oxcroft, near Newmarket (25
mares only,) 31 56

14 Paulovvilz, br. by Sir Paul (a son of Sir
Peter) out of Evelina by Highflyer, gran-
dam Termagant by Tantrum: at Bone-
hill Farm, near Tamworlh, Stafford-
shire, 70 00

19 Phantom, b. by Walton out of Julia, sis-

ter to Eleanor, by Whiskey; grandam
the dam of Sorcerer, Young Giantess by
Diomed: at Newmarket, lib 57

12 Reveller, b by Comus out of Rosette by
Beningbrough; grandam Rosamond by
Tandem; great grandam Tuberose by
Herod: at Hedgerley-Park, Gerard's
Cross, Buckinghamshire, (7iet,) 46 66

9 Richard, b. by Orville out of Miss Sophia
by Stamford; grandam Sophia by Buz-
zard: at Knighl's-Hill- Collage, Dulwich,
Surrey, (net,) 46 66

22 Rubens, ch. by Buzzard, dam by Alexan-
der; grandam by Highflyer: at Barton-
Court, near Newbury, Berks, (net,) 70 00

10 Rubens Junior, by Rubens out of Web
by Waxy: at Kiog's-Arms Yard, Pim-
hco,

J 4 00— Revenue, by Knowsley, (son of Sir Pe-
ter,) dam by Delpini; grandam Miss
Gunpowder by Gunpowder out of Su-
warrow's dam by Young Marske: at
Methley-lanes, near Ferrybridge. 22 22

10 St. Patrick, ch. by Walton, dam by Dick
Andrews; grandam by Highflyer: at
Thornton-Watlas, near Beda'le, 46 66

6 Silkworm, ch. by Castrel (a son of Buz-
icird,) out of Corinne by Waxy; gran-
dam Briseis by Beningbrough: at Ash-
by de-la Zouch, 23 33— Straightwaist, b. (own brother to Short-
waist,) by Interpreter out of Nancy by

rencvYn hmi^ "^''"f
'^'^ ^^^ ''''"Ses from British cur-rency to dollars and cents Ed.]

Dick Andrews; grandam Spitfire by
Beningbrough: at Mitchell-Grove, near
Arundel, Sussex (winners and dams of
w i nn c rs gratu itously.

)

7 Stratliernc, b. by Whisker out of sister to
Shuttle Pope by Shuttle; grandam by
Oberon: at Henley, Oxon (net,) 23 33

U Sultan, b. by Selim out of Bacchante by
Ditto; grandam (sister to Calomel,) by
Mercury; great grandam by Herod out
of Folly: at Burghley, near Stamlord, 89 88

17 Smolensko, bl. by Sorcerer out of Wous-
ki by Mentor; grandam (Waxy's dam,)
Maria by Herod: at Stockwell, Surrey, 46 66

8 Swap, gr. by Catton, dam by Hamble-
tonian; grandam Vesta by Delpini: at

Bonehill Farm, near Tamworth, 46 66
6 Swiss, b. by Whisker, dam (sister to Cor-

duroy.) by Shuttle; grandam Lady Sa-
rah by Fidget: at Boroughbridge, (blood
mares gratuitously.

)

11 Tiresius, br. by Soothsayer out of Pledge
by Waxy; grandam Prunella by High-
flyer: at Oxcroft, near Bourn Bridge,
Cambridgeshire, 46 66

17 Tramp, b. by Dick Andrews; dam by Go-
hanna; grandam Fraxinella by Tren-
tham: at Tickhill-Castle Farm, near
Bawtry, 70 00

8 The Norfolk Phenomenon, (a celebrated
trotter,) by Young Fireaway out of a
Shield's mare: at Stockwell, Surrey, 22 22

7 Tancred, b. by Selim, dam by Hanible-
tonian; grandam Sarah by Fidget: at

Cottesmore, 23 33

MISCELIiAZrEOVS.

Mr. Editor, M:tobern,Jlpril 14, 1S27.

There is a man residing in this county, possessing
a very astonishing mechanical genius. He was bred
a plain farujer, and upon a very small inheritance;
but in a very early stage of life he displayed very
remarkable mechanical abilities; and very proba-
bly, if he had been raised in a station in which he
would have had occasion to exercise them, he would
have proved a very useful member to society.

He has, however, in his retired station, invented
several useful agricultural machines. He is now
engaged in making a mill to go by weight, on the
principle, I suppose, of clocks. But he is quite ad-
vanced in years, and is a man who has to labour for

his necessary support. There is, therefore, little or
no probability of his ever completing his invention;
and, unfortunately, he is one of those singular kind
of beings who lay nothing before the publick

I understand he made a model of the machine,
and says it worked remarkably well; but singular
to relate, instead of obtaining a patent right, he de-
stroj'ed it without showing it to any one. V^'e are,

therefore, left altogether to conjecture on what
principle it is to go; all we know about it is, it is to

go by weight
The intention of this information is to know

(with your consent,) through the medium of the
Farmer, if there is not some ingenious person among
your subscribers, who can take these hints, and in

vent a machine to go by this cheap power. If there
could be a mill of this kind made to go well, it

would be invalu ible to the community.
Yours, truly,

A Lover of Impbovements.

PARIS
There are in this city five hundred and twenty

watchmakers, who emptor about 205U workmen,
and produce annually 80 (lOO gold watches. 40,000
silver watches, and 15,000 clocks—the whole worth
19,765,000 Irancs.

In the same cily, there are thirty tanneries, in

which 3000 workmen prepare every year, at a me-
dium, 45,000 ox hides, 4000 cotv hides, 8000 horse
hides, 60,000 calf skins—and employ in this opera-
tion 11 millions of pounds of tan, 91 millions do. of
alum, 600 do. of tallow, and the same quantity of
salt. The produce of this branch of commerce is

estimated at 3,7-.!6,000 francs.

The number of houses sold annually in Paris, is

about 4200.

Of printing establishments, there are eighty, em-
ploying 3000 workmen, moving 600 presses, and
consuming nearly 280,000 reams of paper—which
yield a receipt of 8,730,000 francs.

The Royal printing office, which employs 80
presses, 265 workmen, and from seventy to eighty
thousand reams of paper, is not included in this

estimate.

PINS IN POULTRY.
We lateljr republished an account of the appear-

ance of a pin, gradually making its way through
the flesh of the breast of a little child, but which
was by many disbelieved as a thing impossible,
though son^e accounted for it as having been swal-
lowed in the food. This is unquestionably a fact,

and this is the rational way of accounting for it;

no less than three instances have occurred, at my
own table, in the course of the winter, in which
pins were discovered concealed in the necks and
breasts of poultry, which had been stuck thereto
give them a smoother appearance, by preventing
the torn skin from showing itself The public are
therefore put on their guard against this highly re-

prehensible practice. [JV. Y. E. Post.

RECZFIIS.

TO MAKE EXCELLENT BREAD WITHOUT YEAST.

Scald about a double handful of Indian meal, in-

to which put a little salt, and as much cold water as
will make it rather warmer than new milk: then stir

in wheat flour, till it is as thick as a family pudding,
and set it down by the fire to rise. In about half an
hour, it generally grows thin; you may sprinkle a
little fresh flour on the top, and mind to turn the pot
round, that it may not bake to the side of it. In
three or four hours, if you mind the above direc-
tions, it will rise and ferment as if you had set it

with top yeast; when it does, make it up in a soft

dough—flour a pan, put in your bread, set it before
the fire, covered up, turn it round to make it equal-
ly warm, and in about half an hour it will be light

enough to bake. It suits best to bake at home in a
Dutch oven, as it should be put into the oven as soon
as it is light.

BLACEBERRT SYRCP.

The present being not only a seasonable time to pre-
pare this valuable medicine, but to recommend its

uselulness, particularly amongst children afflicted

with bowel complaints—a feeling mother offers the
following recipe for public benefit:

Take the fruit before very ripe, extract the juice,
and to e;icl) quart add one pound of white sugar,
skim and lioil it about half an hour, when cool
enough to bottle add a small tea cup full of brandy.
From one to four table-spoons full, may be taken
frequently, as age and circumstances require.

RECIPE FOR MiEIXG LEATHER WATER PROOF.

Mix together a quarter of a pound of tallow, three
ounces of common turpentine, one ounce of shel-

"ack, and one iiunce of bees' wax. Make the boots

or ahoe.s perfectly dry (this is absolutely cssenti.il,)

.Tud warm, mid rub them in this mixlure, as hut as

possibli., and repeal this operation every other day,

for at least fuur limes .successively. 'I'he articles

thus impregnated will be found perfectly water
proof.
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TmM)^i^M]ki:ii
Baltimore, Friday, May 18, 1827.

S^\ meeting of the Trustees of the Maryland
Agricultural Society h;is been appointed for

Thursday, when it is hoped all will attend, or at least

give early notice if thty cannot. It is high time

that the place should be fixed upon, and other ar-

rangements made for the next exhibition.

^J-We understand, with regret, that an impres-

sion has been made by Mr. Sutton's last report in

the American Farmer, relative to Ohio tobacco,

which, he says, it was not intended to convey.

He there states, that "line Ohio yellow, it was
said, had been found not to suit the European
market so well as was expected, consequently,

some we (Sutton & Co.) have seen within a few
daj's sold for ;t.7* to S, which some time past would
Lave brought §iO." Mr. S. says he did not mean to

convey the inference that Ohio tobacco generally

had fallen in that proportion, and we apprehend that

the particular case referred to, was one i;f a stayed

hogshead. The average fall in the price of Ohio
tobacco was probably, and may now be quoted in

about the proportion of from $10 to 7 J or 8.

Mr. James Barnes, house of James Barnes & Son,

the largest dealers in Ohio tobacco in this country,

authorise us to say, that the fall in the price is not

owing to the fact that the tobacco of that state does
not in the European market correspond with its ap-

pearance—that their correspondents inform them,
that when as well handled and packed it does as

well, and is as well received and thought of, as the

tobacco of any part of our country, according to it

appearance, and bears transportation as well. He
further states, that the fall in the price is owing
chiefly to the quantity at present in this market, and
that a shipment made by him last fall of 174 hogs-

heads, has cleared about $4000 above what it would
have sold for in this market.

Extract from a letter to Mr. Barnes, dated 20(ft Jan. 18:34.

"Your tobacco has a good leaf which together

with its smell, renders it well suited lor our German
manufactories, but both leaf and smell are not suit-

ed for the Russia market, and it is owing to this cir-

cumstance that the bright and 3'ellow colour of va-

rious hogsheads of your tobacco has not had the

value, which it would easily have commanded il

suited for the demand for Russia. The consump-

tion of this country can by far not afford so high a

price as the markets in Russia, where the enormous

duties render American tobacco an object of luxury,

and from the same reason make purchasers very

particular as to the quality which they send there.

An objection that has generally been made against

your tobacco is, the irregularity in packing, by put-

ting green, red, and brown tobacco in one hogs-

Lcftd; the various colours would fetch much belter

prices if packed separately, as a manufacturer,

who wants brown, red, or coloured tobacco, does

not want green, which has a low value, as it is the

case in many parts of Germany.
"All the hogsheads of your parcel, which had

yellow leaf was mixed with green, with the excep-

tion of some few hogsheads [J. B] N. 16—23. [B.]

74—76, which were carefully assorted.

"Some of the hogsheads as [B.l 19—20, which

from their colour, we term ordinary yellow, had

partially the leaf spread in its full size, which man-
ner of packing is not liked, and as we have frequent-

ly found, is more easily disposed to discolour, than if

packed in the usual shape.

"Your tobacco is the most liked and approved of

by our manufacturers if it is of fine red, brown, or

cinnamon colour. The whole hogsheads of one co-

lour, as for instance [I, B. B.]N. 1,40,43,44,45.

No. 19 was coloured, but very good quality, and
likewise perfectly well assorted."

We have often solicited, and we repeat that we
shall always be thankful for extracts from letters, or

statements in any other form, that will convey the

most correct information as to the state of the mar-
ket at home and abroad. We can have no possi-

ble interest in misleading the publick.

S^Fat Cattle.—We learn of the drovers of fat

stock, who stop, with much satisfaction to them-
selves, at Robert Parker & Son's, head of Pratt-

street, that they have been selling their fa! cattle at

from $5.75 to $6. The butchers' price for these,

best pieces, is 9 cents. Many of these bullocks, at

from five to six years, from the South Branch, yield

from 7 to 800 lbs. nett weight.

With a variety of beautiful shells, the following

was received:

"These shells are presented to the Editor of the

American Farmer, by the Commander of the U. S.

Revenue schooner Marion, as a small token of re-

spect for the services he has rendered to the Agri-

cultural interests of our country.
^'Charleston, Jan. 12, ISiT."

Baltimore Post Office, \Oth ^ftty, 1S27.

The Editor of the American Farmer accepts with

much pleasure the olferiEig of a large collection of

beautiful shells from Captain Doane, commander of

the United Stales Revenue cutter Marion. They
will be carefully preserved, and displayed with

pride; not as an evidence of the value of any servi-

ces rendered by the donee to American Agricul-

ture; but as an auspicious proof that the cause must
flourish, which becomes so popular and in which an

interest is taken by so many enlightened otticers of

the government, whose immediate pursuits are not

directly connected with that great branch of oatioa-

al industry.

le.ive itith tue Editor of the American Farmer, selhnK
al $1i a 8.

'6
Second as in quality $3.00 a 8.00—Common crop, 3.00

a 3.,SO—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—Good red, 5.00 o 6.00—
Fine red, 1.00 o 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10.00—
Yellow, 6.00 a 8.00—Fine Yellow, 1..00 « 30.00—Fine
Virginia fat, 6.00 a S.00—Rappahannock, 3.50—Ken-
lucky, fine, 3.50 a 6.00—do. for wrapping, 1.00 a 8.00. "^

Flodr—Baltimore best family, 6.00 a 6.25—Susque'
haniia, $4.81i a 5.00—Howard-street, 5.12^ a 5.25—
Wheat, best white, 1.00 a 1.04—good red, 1.00 in-
ferior, .85 o .90

—

Corn, .4T a .48 n .49—Rye, .65 o .10—
Oats, .31^0 .43

—

Flaxseed, .90 a .95

—

Barley, 1.00

—

Clover seed, red, (unseasonable) 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy
seed, 3.00

—

Herds' Grass, 3.50 a 4.50

—

Millet, 1.00
a 1.50

—

Irish Potatoes, (for seed,) .31^ .50

—

Corn
.Meal, per cwt. 1.25

—

Whiskey, in bbls. .33 a .334

—

do. in hhds. .32

—

Plaster, per bbl. 1.12^ a 1.25—do.
per ton, 3. 15

—

Bacon, Baltimore hams, 9.00 a 10.00—do.
hoj round, 6.00 a 1.00—do. country, .5,i

—

Butter, best
fresh, 25—do. in kegs. No. 1 to 3, per cwt.'S.OO a 15.00—Lard, do 8.50 a 10.00

—

Cotton, Virginia, selling, 9.00
a 10.00 a 11.00—Upland, fair, 10.00 a 10.50—Louisiana,
1 1.UO a 14.00—Fish, Herrings, p. bbl. 2.31i—Mackerel,
No. I, 6.25—do. No. 2.5.25—do. No. 3, 4.25—Feathers
per lb. .28 a .29

—

Live Stock—Beef, good, on the hoof,
5.50 a 6.00—Hogs, good pork, 4.00 a 4.50.

PRICES or STOCKS.

^^We have seen certificates from Messrs. G.

Warner and J. & T. L. Berry, and there can be no

better authority, setting forln that experiments have

been made which go clearly to shew that the me-
thod of burning bricks, invented by Mr. S. K. Bake-

well, and noticed in the last volume of the Aaieri

can Farmer, "is decidedly superior to the present

mode." Mr. Warner says, he is also of opinion

that the "burning of bricks in Mr. Bakewell s kilns

can be more certainly and easily conducted in windy
vNeatiier, than in kilns of the common or old con-

struction, as It appears the heat or fire is entirely

within the control and management of the burner,

which is not the case on the old plan." We believe

it is conceded that the Baltimore bricks are aliea

dy superior to any made in the United States. The
walls of every house proclaim the fact.

{Reported for the American Farmer.)

Merryman & GiTTiNGS, Stoct and Exchange Brokers.

BANK stocks. par value.

11. states' Bank Stock, per share, 100
Bank of Maryland, do. 300
Bank of Baltimore, do. 300
I 'nion Bank of Maryland, do. 76

Mechanics' Bank, 9

Franklin Bank, . . (div. off,) 20
t'om and Farmers' Bank, (do.) 20
Kurniers andMerch'ts' Bank, (do.) 50
City Bank 15

Marine Bank, . . (div. off,) . . 25
Farmers' Uank of Maryland, (div. otf) 50

CITY STOCKS.

Corporation 6 per cent, redeema-
ble after 1S36, (div. oS,\

Do, 5 per cent, redeemable in 1832, 100

PeMtentiary 5 per cent, stock, > .gg
I (none in market,

)

Misonic Hall, 6 per cent. . . . 100 par and int.

•Vfnuities, or Ground Rents, . . 6 to 10 per ct.

Blllimore Water Company, (div. off,) 50 90.00 a 95.00

FOR SALE,
Two full blood Devon BULLS, one two, the other

four years old. The purchaser may choose between
ihem, lor $120.

BAXiTiraOax: FJEUCJQS CTTaRBIfT.

Reported for the .imerican Farmer, by Lewis Sutton S( Co.

Tobacco.—Inspections at the three Slate warehouses
last week, ending with Saturday, 120 hhds.

Since our last return, we learn that $20 have been
offered, and $25 asked for some very fine Ohio; and on

Tuesday last, at Warehouse No. 1, two hhds. of very
fine Pennsylvania tobacco were held up and otTcred to

the highest bidder, and bid offal $11 each, other quali-

ties are nearly as usual; we think rather more heavy.

One crop of 19 hhds was ottered at private sale from
Prince George's county, 51 round was ofl'ered for il, and

rcfusi'd by the agent, who asked $6. We have knov.n

of several this week of fine yellow (stayed) like the

case mentioned last week, a sample of which we noiv

100

prejent price,

122.00*

232.0at
341.00

le.OOf
9.50

25.50
26.00
54.50
2.80

21.25-

52.00

iio.oot

102.SO*

105

tjis Stock,

Tfemascallepec Mining Go's, pr. sh. 600

J road STOCKS.
Heisler's Town, . . (div. off,) 20
»ork, do. 20

Hrederick, .... do. 20

Havre de Grace Turnpike 6 per els.

Washington and Baltimore, ... 50

U. states' STOCK.

six per cent. 1813, . . (div. off,) 100
J

, 1814, ... do. 100
J, , 1815,

do.

do.

do.

do.

Three per cent.

four and half per cent
rive per cent do

Those marked thus * for sale, and thus j wanted—by
Merryman Si Gillings.

100

100 102.

100

135.00
850.00*

9.00«
1.00*

9.00*

par and int.

30.00

101.50

102.50
103.50

82.50t
103.00

103.00

;
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AGS.ICUZ.TUB.X:.

GUINEA GRASS.

Mr. Skinnir, La Grange, May 14, 1821.

In answer to the inquiries of your Richnaond cor-

respoQjient on Guinea grass, [ will give you the re-

sult^df^y trials in the cultivation of that grass.

Having seen it, with some other valuable grasses,

flourishing in theirnative country, although no rain

had fallen for six months, I was induced to believe

Ihey would be a valuable acquisition to us in our

dry summers; and my anticipations, notwithstand-

ing the uncommon drought of the last two years,

have been fully realized.

I accidentally came across some seed, which you

had placed in Mr. Sinclair's seed-store, on tbe last

of May, two years ago. Although too late, by two

months, I had some ground prepared, and planted

one-fourth of an acre, on the first of June. The
ground was rich, and very full of weed seed, which

vegetated sooner than the grass, and before that

was big enough to admit of cultivation, had nearly

smothered it. It was put in drills two and an half

feet apart The weeds were cleared away from the

hills with the hoe, and then the shovel plough pass-

ed through it; which was all the cultivation it re-

ceived, or required; for after it once starts, it bids

defiance to every thing, and is as complete a pre-

parative for other crops, as it would be, to cover

tbe land with inch plank.

The first crop was cut occasionally through the

month of August, when it had reached six or seven

feet high, and fed to the cattle, which eat it very

heartily. On the first of September, there fell a

little shower, which, I think, was the first time tbe

ground was wet to the roots of the grass, since it

was planted. The quick and extraordinary growth
after the scythe, induced me to send you a speci-

men in exactly 4S hours from the time it was cut

You stated, (for I did not measure it,) the growth to

be ten inches, (vol. 7, p. 183;) in the hurry of send-

ing it, then miscalled Indian millet. The kind which
1 have, is that figured in vour fouiili vui- p asH,

fig. 1. The first crop was finished about the 1st of

September.
That part of the 2d crop, which was left to stand

until the frost overtook it in the first week of Octo-

ber, had (some of it,) reached the heig'.'it of 13* feet.

It was then cut, cureti, and fed in a dry state.

This experiment, succeeding so well, under such

unfavourable circumstances, I determined last year

to try it on a something larger scale. Immediately

after planting corn, I ha-i two acres ploughed, which

had, the year before, been a very beautiful white

clover pasture; but the excessive drought had so

destroyed the roots, that there was at this time but

little grass of any kind on the ground. It was pre-

pared by ploughing, and after several harrowings,

the plough was passed and returned in the same
furrow; manure was then lightly applied in the fur

row, and covered by turning a ridge with the plough;

into the two furrows, formed by this operation, the

seed was dropped, and the ground being in very

fine order, it was covered with a rake. Last year,

I thought I had covered it too deep, which was the

reason of its being so long in coming up; this year,

in avoiding that error, I ran into tbe opposite ex-

treme; and by that mesns, and the dry weather to-

gether, had like to have lost my crop.

It was planted beti'een the tenth and sixteenth

of May. No rain failing from this time until the

last of June, there d'd not more than, probably 100
stalks make their appearance before the 1st of July.

I had determined ^!o plough the ground and sow
corn; but finding it appearing above ground, it was
suffered to remain. Where too thick, it was taken
up and transplanted, oetween the fourth and tenth
of the month. I wai of the opinion, at the time,
that there was about as much come up on the two
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acres, as would have planted half an acre three feet

apart each way.
The grass sprung up after tbe rain; and a press

of other business prevented its receiving that at-

tention which it ought to have had, until some of it,

as was the case the preceding year, was almost
overpowered; but after once clearing the ground
there was no further difficulty.

On the 12th of August, thirty-five days after

transplanting, it was from 7 to 8 feet high, when
we began to cut for the cows; twelve of which were
fed five times a day, and subsisted almost entirely

upon this grass until the 18th of September, when
we had gone over the lot. That which was first cut

w.is from 4 to 5 feet high at the time we had finish-

ed the crop.

Some of the ground on which this grew, was
gravelly, so that it was not ploughed deep enough;
there, it did not do so well, but appeared to yield

in proportion to the depth of the ploughing. I sup-

pose the ground would have produced from 30 to 33
bushels of corn to the acre.

1 can form no accurate estimate of the product
of the second crop. Some was fed green, but the

greater part was suffered to stand until the 11th of

October, when it made a beautiful appearance.
Where the hills were within three feet of each
otier, it entirely covered the ground; and where
firit cut, was from 7 to 8 feet high, and was grow-
in; fast. But expecting frost, which would injure

th; fodder, it was cut, and after lying several days
in the sun, was carried to the barn. There were
twelve cart-loads carried in; great difficulty was ex-

psrienced in curing it at this season of the year.

(n order to form an estimate of the comparative
vaue of this grass, it was submitted to analysis,

anl the following results were obtained.

Jne hill was taken, which was rather under a

ni'dium size; it contained forty-six stalks 9 feet

hii;h, (there were other hills of eighty stalks 10 feet

hi^h;) at the same time it weighed, in a green state,

u\ pounds; after lying several days in the sun,
iami; of it was laid on the top of a Franklin stove,
in which fire was kept for twenty-four hours.

1440 grains lost in drying in this way 500 grains;

being submitted to analysis, it produced 120 grains
of soluble, or nutritive matter.

An acre of ground, planted in hills 3 feet apart
each wa)'

—

lbs. lbs. T. cwl. q. lbs

Would give, . 4840x154—75020=33 9 3 8
Loss by drying, . . 25666=11 9 18
Dry fodder, . . . 49354=22 2 18
Nutritious matter, . 6744

If planted early, the second crop would be fully

equal to the first, and would give

—

lbs. T. cwt. q. lbs.

, Of green fodder, . . 66 19 2 16
Nutritious matter, . . 12498

The following table will shew, at one view, the
relative value of some of the most common grasses
and roots; and if their results be compared with
the table given in your 7th vol. p. 355, their value
in fattening cattle may be seen.
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The wei-ht of nutritive matter, by >vhich

the produce of the sweet-scented vernal

exceeds that of the smooth stalked mea-

dow-crass, is therefore . . . •

" Poo trivialis. Rough stalked meadovv-

gras9,at the time of flowermg, affords
^

of nutritive matter, . . , • "^^

At the time the seed is ripe, aflords ol I

nutritive matter, . • • •
-^ao ? '•»-

590

202

The produce of latter-math affords of I

nutritivejnatter, . . . •
223 J

"Poa pratensis. As before.
_ , • , -u

The Aveight of nutritive matter, m which the

produce of the Poa trivMis exceeds that

of the Poa p-a«cnM, is . . •
, j ,,

"Besides this superiority of produce, the ^ntliox-

antlmm odoralum and Poa trivialis have fahrous

roots, which impoverish the soil In a far less def^ree.

The Poa pruUiisis cannot therefore justify its claim

to a place in the composition of the best n.iUiral

Dcistuies, and on this account should be carelully

avoided, as an unprofitable plant for that purpose.

It floivers in the beginnins; of June, and ripens the

seed in the beginnins; of July. In the best perma-

neni pastures the smooth stalked meadow grass is,

according to all my observations, present; but in a

much smaller proportion than almost any other

species of the pioper grasses."

it is the opinion of some respectable American

bolanists, that the plant called ^reen-grass, whuU is

so much esteemid by the farmers of tins country,

is only a variety of the Poa pratensis—perhaps the

P. an'gustifoUa of the present work. If they are

essentially the same plant, our farmers hold it in

much higher estimation than Mr. Sinclair appears

to do. The great length and luxuriance of the ra

dical leaves, where the soil is good, and the avidity

with which cattle feed on them, render it a most

valuable pasture. It is rarely, if ever, cultivated

artificially with us; but in fertile soils, winch are

not too frequently broken up by the plwah, it sue

ceeds the artificial grasses, as the lalte. runout.

The culms, or stems of the spear grass, are said to

furnish the best materials for the manufacture of

imitation Leghorn hats.

"PoA trivialis. Rough-stalked IMeadow-grass

"Specific character—Pankl<^ rather spreading;

spikets three-flowered; florets lanceolate, five-ribbed

connected by a web; slipula oblong; stem and leaves

roughish; root fibrous. Sin. Engl. Fl. i. p. 124.

"Obs. The great roughness of the culms and

leaves manifested when drawn between the fingers,

the sharp pointed sheath-scale, and the fibrous root,

so conspicuous in this species, sufficiently distin-

guish it from the Poc. pratensis.

"The proportional value in which the grass of

the latter-math exceeds that of the flowering crop

is as 3 to 2, and that of the seed crop as 12 to 1 1.

"Here then is a sati.'.factory proof of the supe-

rior value of the crop at the time the .seed is ripe,

and of the consequent loss sustained by taking it

when in flower; because, in this instance, the weight

of each crop is nearly the same, and the latter-math

which would be produced in the lime that is taken

up in perfecting the seed, is infinitely less than that

of many other species of grass where the loss of

latter-malii, under such circumstances., would lar

outweigh any superiority of the nutritive qualities

of the crop at the time the seed is ripe, if such su-

periority was great, which is seldom touind.

"The weight of hay produced from grass of the

flowering crop is much less than that which is per-

formed by an equal weight of the grass of the seed

crop. In Mr. Young's Annals of Agriculture, we

are informed, that so long ago as the year 1785.

Mr. Boys, of Betshangcr, in Kent, a farmer of the

highest reputation, raised, at much expense, and

several years' attention, from twenty to thirty bush-

els of the seed of this grass, which be then offered

!for sale at three shillings per pound. He says thai

it makes a very fine thick turf, and will produce a

great quantity of very excel'«nt grass Irom moist

rich soils. He used the straw after the seed wa?

threshed, instead of hay, for his riding horses, and

they preferred it to his best meadow hay. To have

the land covered thick, more than seven jiounds of

seed should be sown to the acre. Dr. Smith ob-

serves that it does not bear the frost so well, nor

does it shoot so early in the spring, as the Poapra-

tentis; but when the weather becomes warm enough

to make grasses in general shoot, this grows faster,

and produces a greater crop of bottom leaves than

most others. The experiments above detailed were

made before I met with the observations of Mr.

Young and Dr. Smith, just quoted, and all my ob-

servations tend to confirm those opinions concern-

ing this grass, except as regards its fitness to foriii

a pasture of itself, stated by Mr Buys.

"The superior produce of this Poa over many

other species, its highly nutritive qualities, the sea-

sons in which it arrives at perfection, and the

marked partiality which oxen, horses, and sheep

have for it, are merits which distinguish it as one

of the mo.st valuable of those grasses which affett

moist rich soils and .'sheltered situations: but on di

'ts ilam: that he would not be able to raise if; if I
thought I could raise it, I might have it.

I look the jamb, kept it through the winter on
potato and apple parings from the kitchen, it reco-
vpied from its weakness, but was taken with the
'scib and lost all its wool. I got it cured of this

(iincase, which left it quite thin of flesh, Five weeks
ago 1 put it in a pasture, which had not grown muiSh
until within about three weeks; the lamb has now
become so fat, that the farmers who have seen it,

consider it in danger ol dying with it. The lamb,
I believe to be between eight and nine months old;

.in age at which no other breed that I am a''quaint-

• dniih.can be fattened in treble the time, even
wilh using everv means in our power.

Thiiie, &.C. JOS. KERSEY.
To J. S. Skinner.

__ _ Jndtj

exposed situations it is allogether inconsiderable; [t

yearly diminishes, and ultimately dies off, lut u^-

frequently in the space of four or five years. Its prJ-

duce* is always much greater when combined wiih

other grasses than when cultivated by itself: with

proper admixture it will nearly double its pioduc

though on the same soil, so much it delights

sheller. Those spots in pastures that are mo

closely eaten down, consist, ("or the most part,

this grass: I have examined many pastures wi 1

this view, and have always found it the case whe

this grass was more predominant. From all whii

it appears, that the Poa trivialis. though high'

valuable as a permanent pasture grass on rich ar

shellered suits, is but little adapted for the alternal

BOOK KNOWLEDGE IN AGRICULTURE.
.\gricnUural knowledge, like all other knowledge,

is fiiunded on experience. Experience is the result

.if experime:its. If we derive our knowledge sole-

ly fiom our experience, it must, of course, be very

limited. If we call to our aid the experience of
olli-rs, our knowledge is thereby extended. The
fx|;rrience of others can oniy be obtained by ob-
servation, conversation, and reading. What we
ohiain by reading may, however, include every

oilier information. Thiip—A. finds out by expe-

rience, or by the results of divers experiments, the

brst mode of destroying bugs or caterpillars. A.

ct'tains his knowledge from the fountain heail, his

own experience. A. observes t)ne of his neighbours

in the successful practice of a process for destroying

bugs and caterpillars. In this case he obtains useful

knowledge, by means of observation, from the expe-

rience of another. A communicates this process to

B. by the v.ord of moulh B. then obtains his por-

tion of uselul knowledge by means of conversation.

JTIius far all goes on swimmingly. But A. or B.

husbandry, ami unprofitable for any purpose m Uahes into his head to write d.iwn the parlicul.irs of

dry exposed siluations. It flowers towards the enJUaid pro»»ss for destroying bugs or caterpillars;

ol' Ju.ie, anJ ri[>ons th.. c».fri ir. the mi'i'i'" "(' -Inly." Uiosts it otY <o the printer, who seuds it all abroad

It is difficult to determine, from the account here on newspaper wings. The thirig now begins to

given, whether lliii may not be the plant known by look a little suspitious, and many who would be

the name of sreeti grass, in our country. The jilales fieve the verbal .stalements of farmer A. or farmei

in Mr. Sinclair's vvork are not executed in the besl " ' .i.:- j . . ....

manner, and do not enable us to decide.

I^To be conUmud.)

VALUE OF SOUTHDOWN SHEEP.

U'estchester, btli mo., 9, !S27.

Esteemed Fsiend,

There has a case occurred with me, proving the

value of these sheep as quick feeders, at any age,

to surpass that of any other breed that has e\er

been introduced into this country, combining with

it a good fine fleece.

Last fall I paid my friend John Hare Powel a

visit, and as we were looking at his flock of sheep

he observed to me, that there was a full blood South

down lamb that had become sickly and had forsaken

•According to the account which is given of this

.rrass by Mr. Swayne, iu Dr. Withering's Arrangement

of British Plants, it is the famous Orcbeston grass. I

am surprised to find It remarked of this grass, so long

back as 1681, that "at Maddington, in Wiltshire, about

nine miles from Salisbury, grows a grass, in a small plot

of meudow ground, which grass in some years grows lo

a prodigious length, sometimes twenty-four IVet long,

but not in height, as is usually reported; the leiigUi

being caused by the washing of a sheep-down, that the

rain in a hasty shower brings with it much of the sheep

dung over the meadow, so that in such springs as are

not subject to such showers, this grass tliriveth not so

v/e\l."~iyorUdge. The report of a grass growing twen-

ty-four feet in height must have excited no ordinary at-

tention.

B. have their doubts about the matter, when they
see their remarks in print. 1'iie information which
has been subjecteiV"^ the press, begins to ajipear

too mucli like 6'wA-/(f>„w(ig, and C. like a block-
head, as he is, refilsis to avail himself of the ad-
vantages it proffe's, because, he does hot believe in

being taught by a printer or an editor of a.news-
paper, how to manage a busimiss he was brought
up to. [M E. Fatmer.

TO DESTROY THISTLES WIVh SALT.
A correspondent, in the Farmer's Journal, who

dates from Worcestershire, says, "I have no doubt
that salt may be made use of with good fft'ect lor

destroying thistles. I have made several experi-

ents, v,'hich have uniformly been attended with

success. Tl'.e most effectual way is, to cut off or

bruise the thistle, and then put a small portion of

salt upon it: very few will'suivive this lieatment.

It may be accomplished without this trouble; but

the land should be gone over n'.ure than once, to

see if any have escaped. Sah is also very service-

able for lies royiiig weeds of all kinds, say nettles,

docks, Stc. that grow around farm buildings; but

you must be careful not to use i\ too near fences or

trees, or, perchance, you may dwtroy those also."

Anotlier correspondent confirms this; he says, "A
small quantity of common salt, about a tea spoon-

ful, IS taken between the fiiger and thumb, and

placed firmly on the centre of the thistle. In two

or three days the thistle will tirn quite black; and

in eight or ten days the root and every part «f rt>
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will be deslioyed. I liave. found this a. cheap and

certain mode of clearing land from thistles. One

person kM salt as many as four or five would cut

up in the usual way; and with this difl'erence, that

salt completely destroys the weeds; whereas the

spud merely retards them for a short period, to be

ultimately niore productive. The salt shv-^uld be

applied to the large thistles before the stem is put

forth; and care should be taken that it is not drop-

ped upon the grass or cinqueloil."

[Liverpool Jldvertiser.

BO&XXCUXiTU&E.

LIQUID MANURE.
(From Loudon's Gardeners' Magazine, Jan. 1327.)

On the imiiorlunce of Liquid Manure in liorticvUure,

aiul the pecnliar advantages nf Soot as an in^-e-

dient for that purpose. By Mr. John Robertson,

F. H. S.—A'urseryman, Kilkenny.

Amongst the many advantages which horticul-

ture has derived from Mr. Knight's enlightened ap-

plication of science to its practice, we may reckon

as not the least iuiiiortani, his earnest and repeated
reronimi ndation of liquid manures, [n general, li-

quid manures have not liad that importance attach-

ed to them by gardeners wliich they merit. They
may at all times be resorted to with advantage; but,

in a number of instances, and particularly where
immediate eft'ect is required, no other manure can
be so well applied. To enuaierate their usi^s and
preparation, however, ivould demand more consi-

deration than 1 am enabled to bestuw; my present

object being solely to point out a material for the

purpose, which 1 have long availed myself of with
success, though it seems to have been overlooked
by most gardeners—it is soot.

Sir H. LlAvy characterizes soot as "a. powerful
manure, possessing ammoiiiacal salt, empvreuiuatic
oil, and charcoal, which is capable of being ren-

<lered soluble by the action of oxygen, or pure vital

air;' all which component parts rank higb as nutri-

tious or stimulant manures. On me.idows Ihaie
used soot with great advantaije in substance, and

though sown by the hand, on.-j dressing gave nie

always heavy crops of hay f"r two .^accessive sea-

sons;' but this is a wastffui mode «' applying it, a

great proportion of its ammon-'^- one of its must

active ingrednnts, 6eing vol-^tdized and dissipated

in the atmosphere. When dissolved in water there

is no wasie: it ;s all available, and for horticultural

purposes I have mostl' used it in ttiat state, mixing

it up in the proportii^i of about six quarts of soot

to a hou'.shead of water. Asparagus, peas, and a

Tariety of other vegetables, I have manured with it

with as much erfect as if I had used solid dung;
but to plants in pots, particularly pines, I havt

found it adoiirably well ada|ited: when watered
with it, they assume a deep healthy green, and giuu
strong and luxuriant. 1 gent-rally use it and clean

water alternately, and always overhead in summer.
but except fur the purpose of cleansing, it miglit

be. used constantly with advantage; and though I

cannot speak Irom my own experience, never hav-
ing had either scale or bug on my pines, (pine ap
pies,) yet 1 think it highly probable, as the ammo-
nia it contains is known to be destructive to these
insects in a slate of gas or vapour, that in a liquid
state, if it dots not totally destroy them, yet that it

will in a great degree cheek their progress.
Otiier materials for liipiid manures are often dill'i-

cult to procure, and tedious in their preparation;
but soot, sulfioient for the gardener's purposes, is

almost every where at hand, and in a few minutes
prepared.

Were gardeners more generally aware that no
manures can be taken up in a state of solidity by
plants as food, and that they can only be absorbed

by them in a gaseous or liquid state, to which all

solid manures applied must be previously reduced,
before any benefit can be derived from them, they
would in many cases facilitate the process, by using
them in a liquid slate. In houses (green and hot-
houses,) where the rains have not access, it appears
to me superior to any other mode of administering
manure to trees.

Kilkenny, Augvst 24, 1826.

[ (^uere.—Has any system been adopted for col
lectiiig at one or more depositories, the soot of this
and olher large cities? Might it not be easily done
through the superintendants of chimney-sweepers?
Would not every householder give the soot as a
perquisite to the pour beings destined to this miser
aide service? Enough might be collected to ma
nure an immense quantity of garden ground—or
niiijht not the ladies use it with great advantage on
their llower pots?

—

Ed.]

[We are here reminded of the following passage
from one of the very amusing and instructive let-

ters of Mr. Carter—dated at

Pisa, April 13, 1S26.

"Thence the coachman, taking a hint from his

vehicle, which in speed was likely to outstrip his

horses, hurried us down a steep declivity into the
vale of the Serchio, winding through a broad and
verdant champaign, under the walls of Lucca.

—

Tills stream is more like a river, or in other words,
less like a torrent, than any one that had been seen
siiico leaving France. It roils on through its gay
and llowery borders with a broad, rapid, but silent

current. From its bridge, a straight, spacious ave-
nue, lined with trees, leads to the gates of the city.

'1 Lc fields on either hand are so many gardens,
eiery loot of which is manured and cultivated to

ihe highest degree, by an overstocked population.
rsut a tendril of the vine, not a plant, nor a blade
ol corn is sudcred to be out of its place, or to oc
ciipy more ground than is just sufficient for its sup-
port. The peasantry oi both sexes are always in

the tields, sometimes apparently only to watch the
growta or plants under llieir charge, which they
leed and nurse with more care than they do their
children. They mix manure with ivater in cnsks,
lormiiig a sort oi nutritious pap, which they ladle
out daily in exact pioporiions, for the food of vege
tables. To llie American farmer, who is lord of
hi hundred or his thousand acres, tins exactness
might seem piddling business; but here it is abso-
lutely necessary, tbat every rood should maintain
Us man. U would take but few such farms, as are
found in the interior of New York, to cover the
"hole duchy of Lucca, which contains only 3i0
square miles, more than liaif of which con.s'ists of
barren mountains, incapable of tillage, let iliis

territory h.i.s a population of 120,0U0, who depend
chieHy on the ciillivation of the soil for support.
The richness of the landscape bears ample testimo-
ny to their lionest industry, and to the utmost nice-
ly in the mode of culture. Females who never saw
lestoons of silk or damask, are engaged in adjust-
ing festoons of vines, stretching from tree to tree
in waving and graceful wreaths.

PRINCE'S BOTANIC GARDEN.
[We fiiid in the January number of the Gar-

dener's IMasazine and Register of Rural and Do-
mestic Improvement, published in London, the fol-.

lowing notice ol' Mr. Prince's Linnaean Botanic (Jar-

den, at New York.]

"Liwuean Botanic Garden, Flushing, near JVcw
York, Feb. lilh, lS-16.—We have received an ac-
count of this extensive establishment from its pio-
prietor, Mr. Prince, that we cannot but think will

be gratifying to our readers. The efforts of Ame-
ricans in every useful art are gigantic like their

country. 'This establishment,' Mr. Prince observes.

'is so much larger and niore extensive than any
other, or than all others combined in America, that
I have no doubt it would be matter of surprise to
you in so new a country. The collection of young
fruit trees, plants and flowers, alone, covers 32
acres compactly filled. The green-houses are 200
feet by 30. The number of species and varieties
exceeds 8000, The collection of oranges is the
best known out ol Italy, and the collection of fruits
equ.il to any in the world, having culled the most
select from Brussels, the north of France, Paris and
its vicinity, and Marseilles and the rest of the south
of France. Those offered for sale as very select,
after rejecting several hundred kinds of European
inferior varieties, are as follows: apples, 172 varie-
ties; pears,20i; plums, 140; cherries, 76; apricots,

25; peaches, 84; nectarines, 16; almonds, 14; quin-
ces, 8; mulberries, 14; figs, 17; currants, 15; rasp-
berries, 15; grapes, 345; strawberries, 21; roses,
610; ornamental trees of the largest size, 80; ditto
second size, 63; ornamental shrubs, 150; evergreens,
65; hardy vines and creepers, 68; paeonies, 41; car-
nations, 115; Chinese chrysanthemums, 32; iris, 54
distinct species and varieties innumerable; hardy
herbaceous plants, above 1000 species; hyacinths,
388 varieties; tulips, 620; amaryllis, 60; and other
bulbs in proportion; oranges, near 40; camellias,
32; and the whole collection of green-house and
hot-house plants exceeding 2500 species. With
regard to fruits, I have for thirty years pursued the
principle of planting out specimen fruit trees of
every variety, to ascertain decisively as to their
correctness; and I have now above 1200 varieties,

which stand as bearing trees to afford permanently
genuine grafts, and to show the genuine kinds to

persons Tisiting the establishment. I take as my
guide for French fruits, Duhamel, the Bon Jardi-
nier, and the government publications. I have ori-

ginated a great many extremely valuable fruits by
mixture of the pollen; one of the oldest, and which
is of about SO years' standing, is the Prince's St.

Germain, originated by my mixing the pollen of
the Virgocileuse with the St. Germain, and it is

known throughout our country as one of the finest

fruits; the original tree is now full, and if I can re-

call it to mind, 1 will send you a box of the pears
this season. 1 estimate very highly the experiments
making by the Horticultural Society; but the theo-
ry as to the duration of fruits for a certain period,
and that they then become universally extinct, can
be very easily overturned, as I will show you
hereafter. 1 am at this moment engaged in tasting
the fruits of every section of Europe, in order to
arrange the synonyms, and you will see when my
pamphlet catalogue reaches you, that I have paid
great attention to that particular.' "

FRUIT AND FOREST TREES.
A composition for the cure nf diseases, defects, and

injuries in all kinds of Fruit and Forest Trees, in-

vented and jiraelised by (I'm. Forsyth, gardener to

the King of Great Brilmi.

One bushel of fresh cow dung, half a bushel of
lime rubbish from old buddings, (that from the ceil-

ing of old rooms is preferable,) half a bushel of
wood ashes, and one-sixteenth of a bushel of pit or
river sand: the three last articles are to be silted

fine before they are mixed, then worked together
well with a spade, and afterwards with a wooden
beater, until Ihe stuff is very smooth, like fine plas-

ter used for the ceiling of rooms.
All the dead, decayed, and injured part of the

tree must be cut away to the fresh sound wood,
leaving the surface very level, and rounding off the

edges of the bark perfectly smooth. Lay on the

plaster about one-eighth of an inch thick, all over
the part so cut away, finishing off the edges as thin

as possible. Take a quantity of dry powder of

wood ashes, with one-sixth of the ashes of burnt
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bones; put it into a tin box, with holes in the top,

and shake the powders on the surface of the plas-

ter, until the whole is covered with it, letting it re-

main for half an hour, to absorb the moisture; then

apply more powder, rubbins it on gently with the

hand, and repeating the application of the powder,

until the whole plaster becomes a dry, smooth sur-

face. In all trees cut down near the ground, the dry

powder should have an ei^ual quantity of powder

of alabaster mixed with it, in order the better to

resist the dripping of trees and heavy rains.

Where old rubbish cannot be got, substitute

pounded chalk, or common lime, after having been

slacked a month at least.

When the edges of the plaster are raised up next

the bark, care should be taken to rub it over with

the finger, especially when moistened by rain, to

prevent the air and wet from penetrating into the

wound.
The effects of this composition have been inquir-

ed into by the commissioners of the land revenue,

in Great Britain, and a respectable committee of

both houses of parliament; ten of whom viewed

the trees which JMr. Forsyth has undertaken to re-

novate; and were so well satisfied, th;»t the king

granted a reward to Mr. F. for disclosing the me-

thod of making and using the composition as above.

ORNAMENTAL TREES.
[Though the following was intended to have a

particular application, the suggestions it contains

may be useful in many cases]

The ornamental trees, commencing on the south-

east corner of the President's Square, and extending

by the north side to the south-west, are now in a

thriving state. The object of this communication

is to call the attention of those who have the care

of their preservation, to the open frames placed

round them for protection: for, notwithstanding the

pains taken with leather and cords, to prevent the

wearing off the bark, if left as they are, the trees

will be destroyed. A tree must have room to grow,

and the least play, when the winds agitate the top,

will wear through the tender bark, weaken the

stem, and, from the firmness of a frame inserted in

from Europe at a price that will enable our dyers

to bring it into general use. As the plant, however,

can be raised here much better than in England,

the summer being warmer and drier, it may be cul-

tivated and sold at as low a price as in any other

country; there is, therefore, no impediment to its

being generally adopted by American artists.

A small patch of weld was raised, last year, on

Staten island, by the New York Dyeing and Print-

ing Establishment. I have a crop now growing

there, in connection with that company, from seed

which I caused to be imported last spring. It was

necessary to import the seed, because that which

comes with the plant will not reproduce, owing to

its being drawn for use before the seed is ripe.

Fifty pounds of seed will be imported next spring,

early enough for sowing; and as two quarts is suffi-

cient to plant an acre, it may be tried without much
loss to the agriculturist.

That nothing may be wanting to facilitate the

use and cultivation of this valuable dye drug, I shall

point out to our dyers its most prominent proper

ties, and to our agriculturists the mode of cultivat-

ing it.

The colour obtained from weld is more perma-

nent, with the common mordants, alum, cream or

crude tartar, than any other yellow dye. The co

lour it gives is also more delicate than any other;

but its chief superiority consists in the property it

possesses, in a very superior degree, of imparting

a great softness to the woollens dyed with it Our
manufacturers cannot but be aware of the advan-

tage of using such dyes as will give a softness to

their wool, in preference to others which from their

astringency, have the effect of giving a harsh feel

to their fabrics. So much are European wool
(fy-

ers impressed with the superiority of weld overapy
other yellow dye, that thejuse it in all furnace colours

that will admit of it, though it cost them more than

double the price of other dyes for which it is sub-

stituted. The drabs dyed with weld are more pei-

manent, and the colours more delicate, than from
any other yellow. The olive browns and greens,

and the br.iuze greens, arc

th a little sand, or some such mateiial, at the
time of sowing it, to render it capable of being
sown more evenly. It may be put in in the spring,
or in the latter end of summer, as the beginning of
August.

In Norfolk, England, it is sown with other crops.
When sown with other crops, such as barley, buck-
wheat, beans, peas, clover, or grass seeds, it is usu-
ally put in after them; in some cases immediately,
in others not till some time has elapsed.

The plants do not usually run to stalk till the
second year; it is ripe by the first of June. After
they have blossomed, just as the last begins to fall

off, the plants are pulled; they may be set up in

small handfuls to dry in the field. That which is

left for seed should be pulled as soon as the seeds
are ripe, and set up to dry, and then beat out for

use; for if the plants are left too long, the seeds
will scatter.

Any farmer or dyer desirous of raising the weld
plant can be supplied with seed, by the first of April

next, by applying to Wm. Partridge, 45 Fulton -st.

It is requested that those who may raise it, will

leave a portion of the plant for seed, in order to

prevent the necessity of importing, and that it may
be naturalized to the climate.

HOPSON.

s it respects their brilliancy and permanency.

—

When used for wool colours, the wool is found to

BEDS AND BEDSTEADS.
There is not a single article of furniture in a

house, which if good, contributes so much to the

comfort and refreshment of the family, as the bed.

It is, therefore, to be regretted that from the influ-

ence of habit and fashion, the bed is so rarely fitted

to secure the soothing and invigorating effects which
it might be made to produce. As it is now con-

structed, it frequently produces languor and rest-

lessness, instead of refreshment and repose. The
bedstead has high posts and curtains, and is cover-

ed with feathers; the curtains deprive the sleeper

of fresh air, and the feathers, like false friends, sur-

i,a aiiu g,.^^..c, round, incommode, and exhaust one while he trusts

J yrny superior, 1 them, bm desert him n.ost at the very point of pres-

the ground that surrounds it, it is soon broken off atho-'k softer and better in every subsequent opera

the weakened place. This has been repeatedly ob- 1 1"^"-

served in this city. And a tree surrounded by a

high, firm frame, even if the stem could be preserv-

ed from wear, would be broken at the top of the

frame by a strong wind: for until the trunk has ac-

quired a good size, the whole length is bent by

powerful winds. The unyielding frame brings this

strain high up, where the body is small, and it must

break. Two remedies occur: one is to cut off the

stakes of the frames even with the surface of the

ground; remove the leather and cords; the frame

will then tilt when the tree is bent: the other, to

shorten the frames, leaving them only high enough
to prevent the cattle from striding them for the fo-

liage; which will equally protect them from the

bubs of carriage wheels; and in three years the

frames may be dispensed with entirely. F.

RtTRAL HCONOTOir.

(From the N. Vork Statesman.)

THE WELD PLANT AS A DYE.
The weld plant is so valuable a dye-stuff for vroo]-

!i>n^.. ibr drabs, browns, olives, yellows, &c. th.it 1

think it necessary to call the attention of our dyers
to its application, and of our farmers to its culti-

vation.

Weld, or wold, redJa luteola of Linnaeus, is a
plant used by dyers to give a yellow colour. Some
parcels of this plant have been imported; but ovvin

to its excessive biUkiness, it never can be brought

Weld is greatly preferred to all other substances

in giving the lively green lemon yellow. "It is

much used by the London and French paper stain-

ers. Diffuse any quantity of fine whiting in boiling

water, add to it one ounce of alum for every pound

of whiting, and stir these materials well together,

till the gas is disengaged. Boil in a separate vessel

some weld, with water just sufficient to cover it for

fifteen minutes, filter the yellow decoction, and mix
it with the whiting and alumine. The precipitate

is used for staining of paper."

The soils most suitable are of the fertile mellow
kinds, whether of the loamy, sandy or gravelly

sorts; but it may be grown with success on such as

are of a poorer quality. In fact a light quick soil,

approaching to the sandy, is the best; for the small

er the plants, provided they blossom well, the bet-

ter. A soil rather moist, but mellow, seems the

most suitable and proper for it.

It is necessary in the preparation of the ground,
that there should be a tolerable degree of fineness

produced in the mould of the soil, which may be
effected by repeated ploughings, given in the more
early spring months, and suitable harrowing. The
surface of the land in the seed furrow should be
left as level as possible, that the seed should be dis-

persed more evenly over it, and with greater regu-
larity and exactness.

From two quarts to a gallon is sufficient seed for

an acre, according to circumstances, when sown
alone; but when sown with other crops, a little

more may be requiredj which should be blended

sure, where support is most needed.
Whoever wishes to possess a rational couch for

sleep, shouUi first provide himself with a proper
bedstead; anU*he best support of the recumbent bo-
dy which science Vvas yet devised, is Adams' bedstead.
It is neat, strong, a^^d portable; easily put up and
taken down. By meahs of the swelled beam, lever,
and ratchet wheel, the satking bottom is easily kept
tight, and most tight and le-iel where the incumbent
weight is the greatest. This we have never seen
done by any other contrivance.—The next best bed-
stead, is one made like this, excepting the sacking,
in place of which it has slats, or sl\ps of some elas-

tic wood, as pine, &c.
And here it is proper to remark, in the first pl.ice,

that the want of feathers is altogethtr artificial,

arising from a disregard of the physical and moral
well-being of infants and children—and ht who has

had the good fortune never to have been accustom-
ed to a feather bed, will never in health need, or

desire one, nor in sickness, excepting in cases of
great morbid irritation, or excessive sensibility, or

some local disease in which the pressure of a firm

or elastic substance might occasion pain. But
when a rational regard to the preservation of health

shall pervade the community, feathers will no more
be used without necessity, or medical advice, thau

ardent spirit will be swallowed without the same
necessity or advice. The physician has frequent

occasion to see persons who are lieated, sweated,

and enfeebled by sleeping on feathers,— rising in

the morning, as if from ;< fit ol sickness,— enervated,
dispirited, relaxed, and miserable.

But if feathers are to be disearded, wh:it shall we
siibstilule in their place? We answer, li.iir, corn-

husks, and straw; either of which will be found su-
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pcrior fo feathers, so soon as their good qualities

shall be demonstrated by experiment. We feel a

right to speak with some confidence on this subject;

for we have slept soundly on straw, hay, on a mat

tress of tow, and on hair,—and have tossed, and

tumbled, and not slept on feathers. Besides this,

we have the decided testimony of an aged male and

female invalid, and of others in health, in favour of

the delightful, exhilarating, sleep-inviting properties

of a six or eight inch thick, well made mattress of

thehusk.s of our own cornfields. The habits which

lead to the confirmation and preservation of health,

are as likely to become pleasant, as those which are

so tenaciously held, though opposed to health. This

is the natural reward which forms a part of the

moral government of the Supreme Being, attendant

on a right beginning and continuance in whatever

relates to the improvement of eur corporeal, intel-

lectual, or moral nature.

Curtains, besides obliging the enveloped to

breathe the same air six or eight times, which ought

to pass through the lungs but once, have occasioned

many human beings and human dwellings to be

burnt; but who can testify that they ever did any
good? So long as the body is duly covered, and

protected, and warmed, who was ever injured by

breathing a cool and fresh, or even a cold air?

Why then resort to curtains?

One essential condition of good rest is the even-

ness, or levelness of the bed. What peasant, guided

by instinct or experience, ever thought of lying

down on the side of a steep acclivity in order to

sleep? We have often been twisted, and strained,

and kept awake from the rising sides of a feather

bed, forsaking one in the centre, and swelling up
like two bags of cotton, one on each side, to heat,

confine, and annoy the prisoner. Neither a mat-

tress of husks, of straw, nor of hair, will treat one in

this inhospitable manner.
[Boston Medicat Intelligencer.

ZSTTERSrAL ZMFILOVIilMCEIVT.

NORTH CAROLINA.
An act was passed at the last session of the Le-

gislature, directing the Board for Internal fmprove-

ment to have surveyed one or more of the large

marshes or swamps, situate between the Virginia

line and Roanoke river, between the Virginia line

and Albemarle sound, between the Roanoke river

and Albemarle sound, and the Tar river and Pamp-
tico sound, between the Roanoke and Tar rivers,

between the Tar and Neuse rivers, between the

Neuse and Cape-Fear rivers, between the Cape-
Fear and Lumber rivers, and between Lumber ri-

ver and the South Carolina line. The object of

these surveys is to determine which of the said

marshes it may be practicable to drain—the proba-

ble cost of such draining—the quality of land that

by such draining will be reclaimed for cultivation,

and the quantity of vacant land.

The Board is required to report to the Legisla-
ture upon this subject, and authority is given them
to employ one or more competent surveyors, to car-

ry the requirements of the act into execution. Un-
der this authority, the Board hare engaged the

services of an engineer from New York, by the

name of Nash, who brings the highest testimoni. Is

of his qualifications from Governor Clinton, with
whom Governor Burton had corresponded on tiie

subject. Mr. N. arrived in this city on Mond.iy
last; and will proceed immediately on his survey.
Governor Burton has contracted to pay him at the

rate of ijS.OOO per annum until the meeting of the
Legislature, when his salary can be fixed by law.

Mr. Brazier set out last week to survey one of the
swamps near the South Carolina line. So that we
hope, in the course of the present summer, the
Board will be able, by the united exertions of these

ijiMiUinien, to obtain all the information on this

subject, required by the act of the last Legislature.
[Rat. Register.

NEW YORK CANAL.
Extract from the Report of the Commissioners ap-

pointed to cause the Great Canal to he made in the

State qfJVew York.

Machinery has hitherto been used, with most
success, in the heavy business of grubbing and
clearing. By means of an endless screw, connected
with a roller, a cable, a wheel, and a crank, one
man is able to bring down a tree of the largest size,

without any cutting about its roots. For this pur-

pose, these means are all, except the cable, com-
bined in a small but very strong frame of wood and
iron- This frame is immoveably fastened on the

ground, at the distance of perhaps one hundred feet

from the foot of the tree, around the trunk of which,
fifty or sixty feet up, one end of the cable is secured,

the other being connected with the roller. When
this is done, the man turns the crank, which sue

cessirely moves the screw, the wheel, and the roller,

on which, as the cable winds up, the tree must
Kradually yield, until, at length, it is precipitated by
the weight of its top. The force which may be

exerted in this way upon a tree, is irresistible, as

with the principle of the wheel and the screw, by
the application of the cable at a point so far from
the ground, it unites also that of the lever.

There is no grubbing so difficult and expensive,

by the common methods, as that of sound, green

stumps; and as our citizens west of Utica, are every

day multiplying thsse evidences of their industry,

it was desirable to discover some easier means of

eradicating them. Such means have been found;

but the cost of machinery, in which they partly

consist, would forbid the use of them in ordinary

cases. Two strong wheels, sia;<cen feet in diameter,

are made and connected together by a round axle-

tree, twenty inches thick, and thirty feet long; be-

tween these wheels, and with its spokes inseparably
framed into their axle tree, another wheel is placed,

fourteen feet in diameter, round the rim of which a

rope is several times passed, with one end fastened

through the rim, and with the other end loose, but
in such a condition as to produce a revolution of the
wheel whenever it is pulled.

This apparatus is so moved as to have the stump,
on which it is intended to operate, midway between
the largest > heels, and nearly under the axle-tree;

and these wheels are so braced as to remain steady.

A very strong chain is hooked, one end to the body
of the stump, or its principal root, and the other to

the axle-tree. The power of horses or oxen is then

applied to the loose end of the rope above mention-

ed, and as they draw, a rotary motion is communi
cated through the smallest wheel to the axle tree,

on which, as the chain hooked to the stump winds

up, the stump itself is gradually disengaged from

the earth in which it grew. After this disengage-

ment is complete, the braces are taken from the

large wheels, which then afford the means of re-

moving that stump out nf the way, as well as of

transporting the apparatus where it may be made
to bear on another. The expense of the wheels,

axle tree, chain, and rope, is about two hundred

and fifty dollars; and with them, in this way, seven

hands and a pair of horses, can grub from thirty to

to forty large stumps in a day. A few stumps have
been found to require the sti'englli of foiu' horses.

The gain of power by this machinery, is some-
what more than eight fold, with very little loss by
friction.

Gteat obstruction to the excavation has been

offered by the small roots and fibres which over-

spread the surface,- and every where penetrate the

top soil of timbered land. A plough has been in-

vented for cutting up these, greatly superior to the

one in common use. It is very narrow or thin, and
consists of a piece of iron much heavier than a com-
mon plough, strongly connected at its upper edge
with the beam, and in the rear ivith the handle, both
of which are of the usual construction. The front
edge of the iron, where the cutting is to be done, is
covered with steel, well sharpened, and shaped like
the front of a coulter, except that it retreats more
as it rises to the beam. The lower edge is made
smooth, and gradually thickens as it extends back
towards the handle, to about four inches. Two
yoke of oxen will draw this utensil through any roofs
not exceeding two inches in diameter; and by mov-
ing it at short intervals, through the surface of any
ground to be excavated, the small roots and fibres
are so cut up as to be easily picked and harrowed
out of the way of the shovel and scraper.

RAIL-ROADS.
Esteemed Friend, Westchester, 5th mo. 9, I82T.

As the spirit for forming rail-roads appears to be
general, and the work likely to go on to a great ex-
lent, I have one idea to propose to those concerned
in it, not knowing whether it has ever been thought
of or put in practice, or even possible to put in
practice to a certainty; yet as it appears plausible,
though I do not claim it as my own, I have thought
proper to communicate it. (and let it go for what it

is worth,) by giving the outlines, leaving the minutiae
for those engaged in that way.

Build a stone wall, wide at bottom and narrow at
top; place the rail, or channel for the wheels to run
in, on top of 'his wall; balance two carriages across
it; support them from the outer edge by shafts hav-
ing friction wheels on one end, running in channels
secured to the side of the wall.

This may answer on many parts of the road
where stone is plenty.

I remain, affectionately, thy friend.

To J. S. Skinner. JOS. KERSEY.

XiASXaS' SUrAXLTIMCEXUS.

ESSAY ON DRESS—No. I.

It may be affirmed that man is born in a state of
perfect health; for though an hereditary predisposi-
tion renders some individuals more susceptible than
others to peculiar diseases, yet, when the corporeal
organization is complete, and the degree of vitality

sufficient to actuate the machinery of the human
frame, an infant thus constituted and endowed can-
not be regarded in any other state than that of
health. If it be the intention of Providence, as there
is every reason to heUeve, that the animal body
should be capable of resisting with impunity the
impressions of heat, cold, light, air and all the other
external agents of the world into which it is usher-

ed at birth, it may be demanded, why this primitive

state of health cannot be maintained? The cause
is obvious—the artificial circumstances in which so-

ciety have placed the human race;—and as mankind
are acquainted with no state of existence in which
these circumstances do not operate, reason teaches

that means should be taken to obviate their bane-

ful influence. But, instead of listening to the dic-

tates of reason,—rather than make himself acquaint-

ed with the nature of his constitution, and study to

preserve it in health and vigor,—man too often

yields himself up to the government of ignorance

and presumption; the first moment even in which

he draws breath sees him placed under the control

of individuals totally inadequate to the important

charge of preserving the infant constitution in its

origmal state, and aiding its progress to maturity,

in support of this general remark, let us trace the

management of the infant from its birth, and ex-

amine how far its dress, its food, its exercise, and
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its educatLjii, as j;cT,eir.ll} Hdopteti in this country,

are calculated to promote the (growth ami health ol

the body, and to unfold, in accordance with these,

the faculties of the mind.

Dress—tio sooner is an infant born and placed

in the hands of the nurse, frequently an individual

who has taken on herself the office she holds because

aste has unfitted her for every other occupation,

than it is clothed in a manner materially to oppress

and interrupt the functions of life. The body is

first rolled in several yards of Hannel bandage, the

tightness of which is regulated by the discretion ol

the nurse; over this is pl&ced a shirl, with sleeves,

then a body or soft stays, to which is attached a

petticoat; and, lastly, a gown or frock, furnished

also with sleeves. The head is covered wilh one

or more caps, the outermost of which, generally or-

namented wilh a profusion of lace, is kept on with

a strap or tapes applied under the chin. I must

contend, that such a mode of clothing an infant as

is generally adopted, at so early an age, is incon-

sistent with the comfort of the child, injurious to

health, and in every respect irrational. 1 am, how-

ever, ready to admit, that this mode of dressing a

child is highly rational, compared with the custom

of swathing still practised in some parts of Europe;

but, because English women are now too enlighten-

ed to permit a babe to be bandaged into the simili-

tude of an Egyptian mummy, and bound down on

a board, are they to remain insensible to any fur-

ther improvement? Certainly not; and 1 appeal to

their geod sense and maternal feeling, whither it be

not of more importance to appropriate the clothing,

both as regards qualitv and form, to the naUiie ol

the child's habit in the first month, at least, of its

life, than to torture it by adorning it as a block, to

exhibit to advantage the work of the milliner and

the lace maker. How, then, 1 hear many a mother

anxiously inquiring, is an infant to be clothed? I

will endeavour to instruct her; and if she closes her

ears against the foolish remarks of the nurse, and

listens Without prejudice, 1 have little doubt of being

able to convince her of the propriety of my plan.

All that a child requires, so far as regards clothing

in the first month of its existence, is a simple cover-

ing for the trunk and extremities of the body, made

of a material soft and agreeable to the skin, and

which can retain, in an equable degree, the animal

temperature. These qualities are to be louiid in

pi-rfectlon in fine flannel; and 1 recommend that

the only clothing, for the first month or six weeks,

be a square piece of flannel, large enough lo involve

fully, and overlapping the whole of the babe, with

the exception of the head, which for reasons which

I shall presently state, should be left totally uncover-

ed. This wrapper should be fixed by a button near

the breast, and left so loose as to permit the arms

and legs to be freely stretched and moved in every

direction. It should be succeeded by a loose flannel

gown, with sleeves, which should be worn till the

end of the second month; after which, this may be

changed to the common clothing used for children

of this age. Whoever adopts this form of drtss,

will be gratified by observing the easy, unrestrained

movements of the infant; and shall escape the wise-

ly of hearing the screams which now always ac-

company the operation of dressing and undressing

every child. No chafings from friction can possibly

occur; and the insensible perspiration being pro

moted over the whole body, the sympathy between

the stomach and skin is maintained in such a state

as to promote the healthy function of the former,

and, consequently, to preserve the latter from the

attack of eruptions, depending on a depraved diges-

tion, not less than on checked perspiration. It is,

indeed, distressing to observe the manner in which

the chests and arms of very young children are ex-

posed, and the suflering, in cold weather, to which

this custom subjects them, even when it is product-

ive of no greater evil.

As 1 strenuously recommend the prestrvalion of

the warmth of the trunk and of the extremities, it

is natural to inquire why the head is to be left un-

covered? To explain this apparent inconsistency,

it is proper to inform my readers that the head is

the part of (he child most perfected, and more freely

supplied with blood than the extremities,—a circum

stance depending on the mode in which the child is

furnished with the maternal blood before birth, and

the fetal circulation. Though this determination of

blood to the head be natural, and productive of no

bad consequence in a healthy infant, yet it renders

the head more susceptible of diseases of excitement

and increased circulation of the blood, than other

parts of the infantile body, and thence Ihc greater

frequency of inflammation of the membranes of the

brain, and of its sequel—water in the head—in in-

fancy than at any future period of life. The head,

therefore, requires to be less clothed than the trunk

and extremilles; and, experience has confirmed the

benefit to be expected from leaving it altugether

without a cap, or any other covering, except when

the child is carried into the open air; and then the

bonnet or hat employed should be formed of the

lightest and least heating materials. By attending

to these rules, and leaving uncovered the heads of

infants, and washing them daily with cold water, and.

at the same time regulating the diet, and keeping

the bowels open, children strongly predisposed to

water in the head have escaped this disease, though

others of the same family, with whom these precau-

tions were not observed, have fallen the. victims of

attacks. But the recommendation of Ibis practice

is making a powerful assault on the prejudices of

both the mother and the nurse; and it is amusing to

remark the obstacles which oppose its adoption

would be improved by having their heads covered
with caps, instead of Ihe silken curls, the adornment
of nature, which cluster round their smiling laces.
With regard to the never-failing argument, founded
on the necfrssity of covering the opening of the head,
it may be proper to inform our fair readers, that
this IS not a defect in the head of the child, nor a .

part which requires more covering than the other
parts of the head, but that it is an admirable device
of nature to facilitate the birth of the child, and to
admit the rapid devclopement of the brain which
ociurs during infancy. As soon as ossification can
take place with safety, bony matter is deposited on
ihe edges of the bones in the vicinity of these fon-
tenelles, or open parts, and these bones stretching
forward till they meet, what wa.s before only mem-
brane becomes solid as the other parts of the skull.

This process is not facilitated by any external cover-
ing, nor is it possible that cold, or any disease, can
be communicated through these membraneous parts
of (he skull, were they never to close. When the
head is kept totally uncovered, the hair grows rapid-
ly; dandriflT and other scurfy diseases rarely attack
the scalp; catarrhs, snuffles, and similar compliints,
seldom show themselves; and the period of dentition,
the most precarious in the life of an infant, passes
vvilhout trouble. Another custom of nurses, that of
layii.g children altogether under the bedclothes, so
that the head and face are as much covered as the
oilier parts of the body, cannot be (oo much repro-
bnied. It renders the child much more susceptible

of cold than it would otherHise he; and many of the
instances of thrush, and the Uimentable cases of
morbid snuffles, which sometimes occur, may be
attributed to this custom.
As (he child advances in a^e, and is capable of

when it is urged by the physicians. At the first exercising its limbs, and especially after it can walk
mention of it, the look of amazement of the motheBJlaiid run, ihc blood being then more freely ciivulat

is reflected by a glance of still greater astonishment

from the nurse, who, while she appears to be busy

with the affairs of the room, is listening eagerly to

the monstrous doctrine, ever and anon casimg a

look of extreme conlempt on the speaker, and smo-

thering the wrath which is ready to burst (orth on

his counsel the moment he leaves the apartment,

"Uld you ever hear the like of that? To make a

fool of the little dear! No, no, ma'am! 1 knows

better. No baby that comes through my ha^iOs

shall never be so treated. Without a cap, forsooth!

I wonders, indeed, what he would do with the ojien

of the head? Perhaps he would not put a piece ol

flannel on that neither; I always puts two pieces.

What would people say to see the poor child so

served;—and all these beautiful caps, in which he

looks so handsome, to be thrown aside? VVhal

would Lady Busybody and Mrs. Laclmil, and all

the genteel ladies that visit you, dear ma'am, .-ay?

Poor child! you shan't be treated so! Bless his

ed, and the animal heat more equally diffused over
the body, the trunk and the extremities require les»

exteruai warmth from clothing than in infancy.

Still, however, the dress, whatever may be its

fashion, should afford protection (o the chest, to the
improper expo^Ule of which, in this chdugeable
climate, many consumptive attacks may be traced.
The clothing should al.so continue !o be light and
loose; boys .should be left in petticoats much longer
than is customary; and the trowsers now put on girls

should be alto:,etlier discarded. In very young girls,

also, stays, and all articles of attire which press un-
equally on parts of the body, and all ligatures and
bandages, should be avoided; for instead of affbtd-

ing support to a weak frame, slays and bandages
favor deformity. It is a curious but an undoubted
fact, that the majority of deformed persons are of
(he female sex, a circumstance which probably is

owing to the restraints in dress imposed on this

part of the s|)ecits, from the mistaken notion that

;ire(ty face!" The idea of being the object of cri- the delicacy of their bodies requires artificial sup

ticism, and the dread of apfiearing singular, are at

all times powerful motives against any attempt to

walk out of the beaten track; and when these are

backed by long-fostered prejudices, it is not wouder-

liil that molhers are shaken in their resolution to

follow the advice of the physician in this matter,

even when they arc convinced that it is righl; but

when they believe that the nurse's experience is

paramount to what they consider the theory of the

doctor, the decision is soon given; and, till disease

makes its attack, the infant is produced as an in-

stance of (he sagacity of the nurse, and of the good

(aste of the mother. If there were, however, no

other reason for disusing caps for infants but the

impiovcment which it produces in the look of the

child, 1 would maintain that this is a suflicieiit in

ducement. Nothing but custom can reconcile us to

the cap, with all its lace and trumpery ornaments,

on the beautiful head of a child; and 1 would ask

any one to say candidly, whether they think the

children in the pictures of Titian and RatTaelle,

port. In proffering these remarks, it must not, how-
ever, be supposed that 1 am an enemy to dres.s; on
the contrary, if cleanliness be jusdy considered a
virtue, an attention lo neatness and elegance, in

altire, as having a considerable share in the forma-

ation of character, ought to be early inculcated; but.

(hese altributes of dress are not incompatible with

ivarmth; and, surely the primary object of clothing

is to guard the body from (he impression of those

atmospheric alterations which are likely to prove

hurtful.

We have no doubt that many may imagine that

the atteiilion ivhicli I have recommended to dress

in infancy, savms too much of the labor inepliarwn,

••the toil of trilling cares." To (hose who think in

this manner, 1 would reply, that much of the com-

fort of life depends on attention to trivial circum-

stances; and (hat, as a beam, when accurately ba-

lanced, is turned by a feather, so health may be lost

by inattention to matters in themselves apparently

the most insignificant. Bruce, the Abyssinian tra-
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Teller..liter .-uiviviii^ .< iiijusaiui iluiigels durinsi, his

adventurous entcriirisc, tell ;i victiiu to carelessness

in descending a tew steps at the threshold of his own

dwelliiis;.

Februm-y 10, 1827.

With the caution of not applying cold water too

early e\cn to the head, and subslitulins cotton in-

slc:id of llanncl for the first material of the infant's

dress in our warmer seasons, we tliiiik the aliove an

admiiable piece of reason and coed sense, and full of

ih.'triictiHn for all those mothers, nurses, and visit

ins: friends, whose minds are siitficieiitly expanded,

liberal, and independent to receive it.

THE FLOWER GARDEN FOR MAY.

The seeds of most kinds ol perennial and biennial

flowers may yet be sown in tliis month, but they

will require occasional watering till up and well

estr.hlished in the earth.

Pinks will require due attention at this time: they

snust be kept fr.-e from weeds; frequently watered,

and not too much exposed to the mid- day sun in liot

weather. Further directions will be given next

month.
Early Flowering Bulbs.—Any curious bulbs that

are now hi bloom.'tDay be much prolonged in bloom
and beauty, by occasional shade from the sun.

Spring crocuses, snow-drops, frilillaries, crown
imperials, denscanises, and all other early flowering
bulbs that have done tlovveiing, should be taken up
as soon as their leaves have besrun to decay.

Jliiriculas and Polijaiithuses.—Now. or immediate-
ly aftL'r ihey have done llowcring, is a proper time
to repot and slip theui

You may now transplant various kinds of annuals
from the early sowings, into beds, borders or pots,

as you think proper, observing to give them shade
and water till well rooted.

Grass walks and lawns should now be duly mow-
ed and rolled: otherwise, (he grass will soon grow
rank and unsightly. "

[P/,i/, ^;6i«i;i.

svo&'SiNa oxizo.

UNION RACES.
The preparations which are making at the Union

course for the laccs which commence on Monday
after iie.\t, promise much sport and extensive com
petition. To the number of fine horses which have
been on the ground in the neighbourhood of tiie

course for some days in training, viz. Jeann<tle,
Lalla-Ruokh, Sportsman and several others, tiif-ie,

passed over the ferry this morning, on their way ;o
the course, Mr. Laird's stable of horses, consisting
of Lance, Splendid, an Eclipse colt, and Corinlhi.m
Tom, an English 4 year old colt, imported aiioiil

two years since by Capt. Uavis. Col. JohnsonS
and Badger's stable, con^stiiig of S,.liy Walker,
Trumpeter, a sorrel horse by John Ilichtrds. and
a gray colt by Sir Hal. Ariel, who dislauted all her
competitors at the late great race at Tree Hill, near
Richmond, is on her way, and may be expected to
arrive in a day or two. [JV. Y. Ev. Post of Mai/ is.

THE HORSE.
(By the publisher, Peter Coiiom. Esq. of Rich-

mond, we are permitted to copy some po.tioiis jl
" rHB Gentleman's New Cockkt Kakriej:'—bv
Richard M:;.o.,, :M. D.; and uv shall give enough
ol It to show that the work is distinguished equally

iM (he humane sentiments it inculcates, and the

clear excellent style and good sound Judgment of

the author.]

STABLES.

Nothing conduces more to the health of a horse,

than a good and wholesome stable. It should br

built upon a high, airy and firm situation, that the

horse in bad weather, may come in and go out

clcin No animal delights more in cleanliness than
the horse, or to whom bad smells are more dis

Hgii cahlc and pernicious. Great attention should be
pai'l lo the removal of all offensive and putrid mat-
ter, to prevent the farcy, and other troublesome and
distressing diseases, which frequently proceed from
such neglect. A log stable is preferable to any
other, on account of its admitting a free circulation

of air in summer—and by the use of slabs or straw
in winter, can be made warm and comfortable.

Opposite to each stall there should be a lattice or
window, with a shutter, by which means you can,
at pleasure, either welcome the cheering breeze, or
bar out the threatening storm. The rack shuuld
be smooth, high, and firmly fastened to the wall;

which will prevent a horse from injuring his eyes,

skinning his face, and doing himself other injury

when feeding. The upright pieces in a rack should
be lour, or four and an half inches apart, to pre-

vent long food from being unnecessarily wasted.

The halter should never be tied to the rack, (seve-

ral fine horses having been ruined bj' such care-

lessness,) but should be passed through a ring in

the manger, and confined to a logger or smooth
piece of wood, weighing about a pound. With a

lialter of this description, there is no danger of a

horse's hanging, alarming or injuring himself A
stall should be four and an half or five feet wide,

which will allow him to lay down ivith comfort.

The stable floor should be planked, to make the

coal of hair show to advantage: but a dirt floor is

far preferable, when a horse is wanted for actual

service. There is a moisture received by the hoof

liom the earth, which is absolutely necessary to

make it tough and serviceable. Either kind of

stable floors should be a little raised towards the

manger, to turn the urine from the stall, which pro-

duces an unpleasant smell, and (when permitted to

stand a length of time,) very unwholesome vaporrs
VVhtn the size of a stable is calculated for seveiul

horses, the partitions between the stalls should be
neatly and smoothly planked low enough to the
floor, to prevent a horse when lying down, getting
his legs through, and high enough at top, to prevent
them from smelling, biting and molesting each
other. A plentiful bed ef clean, dry straw, affords

to a fatisrued or travelling horse as great a welcome
as bis food, and is as necessary in a stable as the

pitchfork, curry-comb and brush.

TREATMENT ON A JOURNEY.
To perform a long journey, with comfort and

ease to a horse, and satisfaction to the ruler, re-

tpiiies some attention to the feeding lor eight or
leii days previous to the setting out. A horse, un
commonly fat, running late at grass, fed ivith un
-ubslantial food, such as barn, &c. or unaccustomed
10 exercise and fatigue, is very unlit to perform a
journey on. unless pre|)ared by being fed on old

iiid solid food for eight or ten days, such as corn,
fodder, oats or hay, and given moderaie ext !cise.

A horse about half fat is in the best situation to

hear the fatigue and labour of a journey, by Ibllow

ing the mode of treatment I shall here recomiiiend.
If he IS only a tolerable good one, by the time be
reaches his journey's end, should it last four or five

weeJks, his condition will be much improved, if he
i- not entirely fit. 1st. It is necessary to have your
horse snod with a good and substantial set ol sUois,

laking care that they lit casj, sit well, and are. not

placed so n>:ar the inside of the foot .is to cut the

aucles ia travelling, which ollen produces sliiliiess.

considerable swelling ol the legs, and sometimes
lameness. 2d. Examine your saddle, valeice, port-
manteau, harness, &c. as the ease may be, to dis-
cover if they lit with ease and comfort to your
horse, taking care to let them undergo (he same
examination every two or three days. For a sad-
dle to fit properly, it must be neither wide enough
in the free to slip uimn the shoulders, or so narrow
as to pinch or break the skin on the withers; the
bolstering or stufting in the pannels should he adapt-
ed to the hollow spaces on each side of the back
bone or spine—when thus properly fitted, a crupper

'

will be useless. Sd. Your valeice should be fasten-
ed on by passing two straps underneath two pieces
confined to the valeice pad, and through two loops
at the back of tiie saddle: by which means it will
be kept steadily in its proper place, and (he rider
will not be perplexed by its swinging first on one
side and then on the other, and the danger of the
horse's having a sore back from friction, will be
avoided. The only diflerence between the customa-
ry way of fastening a valeice and the one 1 here
recommend, is the passing the straps through the
loops to the back of the saddle.

On the night previous to your commencing your
journey, after your horse is placed on a good bed
ol straw, and is well rubbed, feed with two gallons
of oats, or one^and an half gallons of old corn and
hominy, and eight or ten bundles of fodder, or a
quantity of hay equal to it. In the morning, feed
with half a gallon of oats, after which oflTer a bucket
of water. It is customary for horses to be watered
before being fed, but it is much better not to water
them until afterwards; a large draught of water
very often destroys the appetite and makes a horse
dull and sluggish for a whole day afterwards. When
he is watered i; this way he seldom drinks too
much, and his mouth is washed clean and is moist
when he commences his journey. It also measura-
bly destroys his inclination to drink out of every
stream he may cross in the road, which is so lire-

some and unpleasant lo a rider.

J3eing now completely prepared for the contem-
plated journey, Ihe following rules must be strictly,
observed. 1st. Never permit your horse, while

.'^fa-
veiling, lo drink cold branch, well or pond

"J^-'aJg^

or more than is necessary to wet or Uioisten his
moulh. i2d. Every time you stop to feed (which
will be morning, breakfast am, jinner time,) o^ive
hiin a bucket of water, made a little salt, with about
two handstui of corn meal stirred in it; he will very
soon grow Ibnd of it, and indeed prefer it to any
other dunk; it cools the system, relieves (hirst, and
contains considerable nutriment. 3d. Whenever
you stop for the purpose of breakfasting, let your
horsi- cool about ten minutes; then feed with half a
gallon of oats or corn, and two bundles of fodder,
not forgetting to offer him again the water, meal
and saft. 4th. At dinner time observe the same
treatment as directed at breakfast. 5th. .\t night,
(having arrived at the place you intend stopping
at,) bale your horse turned in a lot, for the purpose
of wallo.ving, cooling, &c. 6th. With soap and
water, have all dirt removed from his legs. 7th.
Have him placed on a good bed of straw, then take
of spirits of any kind, half a pint, of vinegar half
a pint, mix ihem together, and let his legs be rubbed
with the mi.Mure until Ihey are dry. Sih Let him
be well euriied, brushed and rubbed vvilh straw.
9th. Water him plentifully. lOih. Feed him with
two gallons of oats, or one and an half gallons of
corn aad hominy, and eight or ten bundles of fod-

der. 11th Let his hoofs be nicely cleaned out and
stufi'ed with fresh cow manure; this application

keeps them tough, moist and cool. I'ith. Change
your food as often as possible, carefully avoiding
using any (hat is new, or just gathered. Observe
liie above rules to your journey's end, except your
horse should prove a great lecder, and in lh.it case

you may indulge him a little; but the quantity i
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to have immediately rectified. It frequently hap

pens that the skin of young horses, unaccustomed

to travel, is frequently chafed and scalded by the

friction of the girths; the part, washed clean with a

little soap and water, and then washed with a little

salt and water, will immediately cure and toughen

the skin.

It often happens at little baiting places or coun-

try taverns, (met with on the road by travellers,)

that towards the end of harvest, servants are apt to

feed with green oats or wheat, in consequence of

be of the best kind, and the engravin

superior style.

But correctness of delineation being the most im-

portant circumstance, has claimed the subscriber's

chief attention; to the attainment of which impor-

tant object the Map of each county has been sepa-

rately executed by'E. H. B. Brazier, Esq. with the

assistance of gentlemen of science residing in differ

ent parts of the state, and from the public surveys,

and have been likewise revised and corrected by

the several county surveyors, or some other compe-

the scarcity of fodder, unless otherwise directed, tent person, in each county.

Food of this kind is poison to a travelling horse

and will produce a diarrhoea and extreme debility.

It would be much better he should not have long

food for two weeks, than to give it to him green

from the field. When persons travelling, are not

attentive to their horses, they are frequently given

mouldy oats and corn, which is productive of the

worst effects; there being but few kinds of food

that can be given a horse, that will terminate his

existence more speedily. Many of those valuable

animals have been destroyed by such means, when
the owners have been frequently at a loss to know
with what disease, or from what cause they had

died.

LOST APPETITE.

Horses lose their appetite from various causes,

viz: Excessive fatigue, want of a change in food,

dirty fodder, mouldy corn or a dirty manger, Sec. SiC.

but most frequently by the approach of some disease.

So soon as you discover a horse has lost his appe-

tite, observe the following treatment, viz; Take from

the neck vein half a gallon of blood; take of assa-

foetida a quarter of an ounce, salt one table spoon-

ful, sassafras tea one quart—mix and give them as

a drench. On the second day, take of glauber salts
|

one pound, warm water one quart; after dissolving

the salts, give it as a drench, and in two or three

-^^ays the appetite will be restored, unless the animal

is i^ite.''J"o under some disease, which may be ascer-

tained by tnC symptoms.

TVrnis—For Maps, varnished, coloured, and

mounted on rollers, or put up in portable form, ^8

each. JOHN MAC RAE.

FayetteiiUU. JV. C. Dec. 1, 1836.

TOBACCO ALXnOIS'.
We have added to our Commission Agency a Pcblic

Auction, which we believe best calculated for the sale

of Tobacco, as it is all sold by sample. This practice

has long been in use in places in this country, and also

in Europe, and ii considered the best way by many
people, giving the fairest opportunity of obtaining the

value. We shall always advertise the property offered

for sale. However, we wish our friends in all cases to

have their own choice, and when they make consign-

ments to us, all that we require is, that they should give

us their instructiuns, whether at a public, or a private

sale, they wish their produce sold. We proceed with

the more confidence in this business, because we know^
that many of the Planters wish this privilege. We shall!*

jeave nothing undone which we ought to do, to serve

both the owner and dealer; we are satisfied it will be

useful to each, the usual expenses now paid will be all

that is expected. .As we wish to make a regular busi-

ness, we solicit the public patronage. We shall pub-

lish our sales in the American Farmer, so that the pub-

lic may be advised of our proceedings; and it will give

a iruc "specimen of the Baltimore market, on which the

public may depend. For the present we do our busi-

ness at No. 13, Light-street wharf, Baltimore, second

door, where one of us may always be found, during the

business hours of the day. Lewis Sctton & Co.

FOR SALE,
On very moderate terms, a young, full blood Detob

Bill, tit for service.

BAX.TZ»IORE PRICES OUaBENT.

the sad effects of intemperance, he was unabie<to

extricate himself. His faithful dog moaned by bis

side, and brought that rehef without which his mas-

ter might have perished. [Feoman's Gazelle.

JVIISCEIiZiAXffEOUS.

"Map of the State of North Carolisa.

ricj^-It is to be supposed, that merchants who

have correspondents in N jrth Carolina, would like

to have the means of knowing correctly the geogra-

phy of the countrv, and that a good map of it would

be'a source of satisfaction to the guests of keepers

of Inns and houses of accommodation—we call their

attention, therefore, to the design of Mr. Mac Rae,

as set forth in the following proposals, and which,

with the aid of the local authorities, which has been

promised him, we have no doubt will be executed

with abilitv and to the best effect.]

A correct Map of the State in which he resides

niust be a desirable object to every individual.

Whatever may be a mans occupation in hfe, it fre

quently becomes important to him, as a matter of

"A FAITHFUL DOG."

We understand some of the inhabitants in the

vicinity of the "mill dam" were awakened from sleep

about 12 o'clock on Monday night, by an unusual

barking of a dog. Efforts were made to rid them

selves of a troublesome disturber of their slumbers,

by killing the dog, and while in the pursuit, they

found his master in a deep hole near the dam, in

which he had fallen, and from which, on account of I

^ ,^j y„^ „,^ .Imtricm Farmer, by Lnris Sutton S,- C:
Tobacco.—Considerable sold the week past at low

prices. Tobacco in good condition, and good quaUties,

commands generally such prices as stated below, as

nearly as we can estimate.

Second as in quality $3.00 a 8.00—Common crop, S.OO

a 3.50—Do. red, 4.00 o 4.50—Good red, 5.00 o 6.00—

Fine red, 1.00 a S.OO—Yellow and red, 1.00 o 10.00—

Yellow, 10.00 o 15.00—Fine Yellow, U.OO a 30.00—Fine

Virginia fat, 6.00 o 8.00—Rappahannock, 3.50—Ken-

lucky, fine, 3.50 a 6.00—do. for wrapping, 1.00 a 8.00.

Floor, a little fallen—Howard-street, 5.00 a 5.12i—

City mills, 4.814 o 5.00—Susquehanna, §4.15 4.81^—
Wheat, best white, 1.00 a 1.01—ordinary, 90 a 91—in-

ferior, 10. a .85—CoR.v, .42 o .44—Rye, .63 a .65

—

Oats, .314 a .43—Flaxseed, .95—Barley, 1.00

—

Clo-

ver seed, 4.50—Timothy seed, 3.00—Whiseet, per galL'

30 Sli

—

Baco.v, Baltimore hams, 9.00 o 10.00—mid-

dlings, 6.00 a 6.25—country, (assorted,) 5.00 a b.bO—
Fish, Herrings, p. bbl. 2.25 a 2.50

—

Live Stock, Fat cat-

tle, 5.50 a 6.00—Lambs and Mutton, 1.50 a 2.00—Veal,

3.00—Feathers, new, 28.00 a 29.00—Wool, country,

washed on the sheep's back, 18.00 a 22.00—cross-breed,
do. 20.00 a 22.00—half do. 24.00 o 26.00—three-quar-
ters, 28.00 a 30.00—full blood, 30.00 a 35.00.

^oc*si?^i£^:si£9

Baltimore, Friday, May 25, 1327.

f>-A Cattle Show and Fair will be held at Li

bertv, on the 30th and 31st of this month, under

the superintendance of the Frederick County Agri-

cultural Society. If farmers were as acute in dis-

cerning, and as zealous to promote what is calcu-

lated to improve their peculiar concerns, as other

classes of people are, the above meeting would be

fully attended; every one would contribute his mite,

and would send whatever he could collect on his

farm which is better than common, were it only

a pound of the best butter, a spear of superior

grain, or even a large goose or strawberry. It is for

these fairs that the best animals of every kind

should be reserved and there exhibited, and sales

and exchanges of them made. It is there that nota-

ble and thrifty housewives should be encouraged to

send specimens of their domestic industry and

taste, and the young women should take rank in the

country dance, and be the first to be led to a cer-

tain altar, in proportion to their number of prizes

for their skill and diligence in the various depart-

ments of housewifery. To have it so, fathers and
brothers have only to encourage these fairs.

$^ In the next number we shall bring up to this

time the sketch of what has been done, so far, pre-
pecuniary interest, to possess a correct knowledge ,

^^ ,j^^ construction of the Baltimore and
of the different sections of * . . •?,of the relative situation

country. In the present enlightened state of soci-

ety, the subscriber is convinced that, apart from all

considerations of interest or convenience, there are

very few of our citizens who do not feel it an affair

of personal pride that they and their children should

be able to speak with familiarity of those parts of

the state lying at a distance from them, as well as

those in their immediate vicinity. The subscriber,

therefore, flatters himself that the following propo

Ohio rail-way.

f^Those who would have catalogues of Mr.
Prince's fruit and ornamental trees, and green-house

plants, will please call at the office of the American
Farmer.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Experiments on the Guinea Grass, with a comparison,

of nutritive matter contained in it with other grasses—

I

On Grasses and other Plants, from G. Sinclair's Hortu»

Gramineus, with notes, &c. (Poa pratensis, Poa trivia-
[

lis,) No. 9, continued—J. Kersey, on the value of South-

down Sheep for quick fattening—Book-knowledge in

Agriculture—To destroy Thistles with Salt—On Liquid

Manure in horticulture, and hints for making it—Ac-

count of Prince's Botanic Garden, from Loudon's Gar- i

dener's Magazine—Composition for the cure of diseas-
|

es, defects, and injuries in Fruit and Forest Trees, by

Wm. Forsyth—Hints for the preservation of ornament-

al Trees—On tlie cultivation and preparation of the
|

Weld plant as a dye—Bedsteads and Beds contrasted i

with matrasses—Internal Improvement in North Caro-
|

Una—.Machine for grubbing up Trees, from the Report I

of the Commissioners on the New York Canal—Rail
i

Roads—Essay on the Dress of Infants-The Flower I

Garden for May—Union Races, near New York—Ex-

tracts from Dr. Mason's New Pocket Farrier; Stables,

Treatment on a journey. Lost appetite—Map of the

State of N. CaroUna, by J. Mac Rae—.\ Faithful Dog-
Cattle Show in Frederick county—Editorial.

f:?-Messrs. Starr &. M'Cormick sold last week
four hhds. of tobacco, at §17.76, §18.50, §25.25, and

sals will be received with pleasure by a large por- 1 §31 00, and one hhd.this week for§22.»0—all madel

tion of the inhabitants of his native slate. I near Lancaster, Ohio.
'

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by JouK D. Toy, corner

of Si. Paul and Market-sts., where every description

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely execute*.
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ORCHARD GRASS.

[The followins observations upon Orcluird grats.

still practically unknown to many ol our readers,

appear to us to be very judicious and worthy of at

tention. They are from a correspondent whose

hand we cannot recognize.]

Sir, Vnion-Toicn, May 19, 1327.

The introduction and culture of the grasses has

been (where they have been properly attended to,)

of immense benefit to the axricullurist in ibis coun-

try, as well as elsewhere, in the K^neral improve-

ment of his farm and immediate profits of his slock.

So far as we have gone into the system, and varied

it to suit the peculiarities of our climate, so far we
have done well. But, in general, we have been too

much dii-posed to take up the views and practices

as they are handed to us from the other side of the

All.inlic. It is certainly right that we try whatever

their system recommends to us, but it is not right

that we be satisfied oitly lo try it in their way. Here,

indeed, is our error. \\'e must do exactly as they

have done; and if the result is bad, the course is

condemned and abandoned as one that is ruinous,

or comparatively bad. And all this, perhaps, for

tht want of a little attention and management in

matters, so as to suit it to the peculiarities of our

climate, and the general principles by which we re-

guh-.te our farms.

These reflections have grown out of some obser-

Vj^ons made by the writer of this article (among
(HRr matters,) on the culture and application ol

the orchard grass, (Dactylis iflonierala) Great ef-

forts were made to introduce it into use as a grass

for hay, and so successful was Mr. P in the in-

troduction of it into the neighbourhood of Phila
dclphia, that it has nearly driven that best of all

grasses for ha}-, (tlraoth3\) out of their meadows.

—

But with us, it has not been so. The rage is over.

It was found, as a hay grass, to fall very far below
the expectations excited by the extraordinary re-

presentations of its friends. The grass, when made
into hay, was found to be light and weak, uhen
compared with timothy, and bv no me;ins proper to

be substituted for that grass in our rieadows, and
therefore to be abandoned altogether
Now, in our opinion, the whole o' this is wrong.

It was wrong in the friends of ochard grass to

have made it every thing;, and above every thing of

its kind; and it was equally »vroni in him who tried

it to have been discouraged whe.i he found it would
not ansvver for hay. He shoiiVI h.ive set hi^ head
to work, and his hands too, t» know if it could not

be used to more, or better advantage, in some other
way; and whether it might lot be a useful au.xiliary

in grazing or soiling. Oi.-r own observations and
experience have led us to believe that it might be
introduced in this way to great advantage. I will

here throw together some of its valuable properties
as a gr.is3 for that purpose.

It is an early grass. In general it ivill afford a
sufticient growth of \'egel;ition to iuni on hv the
middle of April It is rapid in its growth. Xo "grass
that we have can exceed it in putting forth, alter it

hns been eaten off. It is abundant in foliage. The
llowe.'iiig stems are few,couiparalivelv, and liv pro-
per management in eating it otT, the whole m";iv be
coiisumed. In times of excessive drought, it will
be refreshed and grow vigorously froni sh iwers
that would make no impression on the cloi-er crop.
Its roots, being near the surface, immediately drink
in the refreshing shower as soon as it touches the
earth; while the tap root of the clover, waiting for
the earth to become saturated, is disappointed by
the exhalations of the superficial moisture, and
ag..in droops its half withered leaf Tiic fibrous
lateral roots of the orchard grass, in conjunction
nith the circumstance of its not forming into a
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compact sod, but each tuft being separate from the

others, gives us a high opinion of its adaptation to

our climate. In this respect it has the same advan-
tage over clover that corn has over root crops.

However, we are not at all disposed lo think that it

ought to supersede the culture of clover. For the

improvement of land, no grass has yet been found to

equal clover; in this respect it stands first. What
we have stated, is only to show that orchard grass

would be a valuable auxilia'y to the gr.izier, and
should cover a part of his grazing ground. Every
nian must know that has fattened cattle on grass.

how important it is to get them out early, while the

weather is comparatively cool, and before the flies

begin to worry them, so that they can neither eat

nor rest in the day time. And who does not know
ihe importance of meadow pasture, natural and ar-

tificial, of the spire grass kind, to finish the fatten-

ing in the closing of the season. After harvest.

clover is generally good l"i>r nothing to fatten stock:

lor if it be a wet season, they slabber all their sub-

stance away; and if dry, which is mostly the case.

there is nothing to eat. Here, then, a grass is of-

fered to us that supplies the defects of clover, and
will answer all the purposes of meadow for late

pasture. Should such a grass be entirely excluded
from our system? Or shouid we not rather use it

to promote our prosperity in the way it offers, and
which is most suitable to its nature? Z.

MARYLAND LANDS—No. 1.

Mr. Skikner,

I some time ago read a few remarks, made by
you, on the prospects of Maryland, and of Mary-
land farmers particularly. You stated that the
time has arrived when slave labour can be no long-
er advantageously employed on Maryland la;<ds.

e.xcept a few jf the very best of them,) because it

is too expensire; and that, therefore, it is going out
of use among us, without coercive measures, be-
cause it is no longer for our advantage to employ
such labour. You say that such being the visible
operation or fact, (if I may use the expression,) that
it therefore becomes us to be awake to the progress
of this change, for that it deserves attention; and
that the wisdom of the state (I mean active and in-

telligent minds,) >huuld endeavour lo make this re-

volution in agriculture and population, work rightly
and prosperously and teruiii ate in a happ) issue.

The subject is one of the greatest importance.
Human nature is much the same, I take it, all the
world over; and mankind are not slow to perceive,
and when discovered, to pursue their own indiridu
al interests. When one of our farmers, with his
twenty, or more or less of negroes, cultivates his

estate, and at the end of the year finds himself a
loser; and this loss is repeated at Ihe end of another
year; he may sigh, indeed, but vainly, for another
Napoleon, to restore lo us by his wars, the feeding
of all Europe; be may groan over the prices cur
rent of our cities; m:iy put on more plaister and
manure, and complain ol the ravages of th. fly, but
it w ill not raise the price of wheat or tobacco one
cent; for the evil lies in tl* admilicd fact that slave
labour is so dear, that the maintenance of his ne-
groes runs aw-ay with all his crops, and brings him
in debt besides. The state of the world is altered;
produce is fallen. Agricultural operations must
change too, or the peril of persisting in ruinous
operations must light on the short sighted wisdom
that xcill defy circumstances. The planter who
pursues such a course as is above described, nolo,
will see his grocer's bill too large to be paid; will
witness his negroes and l.inds sold at auction by the
sheriff, and his broad acres will be tilled by the
hardy sons of Pennsylvania, who are already set
tling on our upper county lands, which <hey buy al

S-1 to §-20 per acre.

I was coming up from Washington City the other

day, and stopped at the half w.i) house; when pre-

sently there came through a lot thirteen horses, on
each horse a negro, and over each horse's shoulders

a bag of oats. They eaine along at a very slow
walk, and stoiiped at the tavern well. I asked them
how far they had come, and was answered "half h
mile," and that each horse was to be watered; and
that then they would proceed to a field, at some
distance, to sow these oats. I remained half an
hour, and when I left, they had not finished water-
ing the horses. I said to myself, here are thirteen

horses worth each $60—and thirteen negroes worth
each on an average §300—say a capitalof 54680 oj

ready cash, employed in seeding a field of oats!!—
Quere—What will these oats cost the cultivator of
tliera on such a system? I presently passed a small
new house, and about 30 acres, well fenced and di-

vided into four or five fields; and in one field were
a white man and two lads planting potatoes; the fa-

ther dropped manure from a cart drawn by a yoke
of oxen, (good beef;) one boy dropped the seed
from a basket, and the other covered the hill before
the manure became sun-dried and impoverished.
Tiiinks-I to myself, this man will be able to under-
sell bis we.ilthier neighbour in potatoes and oats

too, if he make any, or else his neighbour will

lose money.
I trust, sir. that instances of oat-sowing, such as

I have named above, are rare in our state. I am
glad to be able to say they are rare, and are becom-
ing more rare every day. \'ou will agree with me,
I know, that such management can bring upon its

conductors nothing but speedy ruin.

If the man who possesses 20 negroes, sells 15 at

J.-iOO each, and also 1000 acres of land, at §13 per
acre, he will soon be able to invest J20,000 in good
stocks, which Avill yield $1200 a year towards his

maintenance; and the residue of his lands will in-

crease in value by the neighbourhood becoming
settled and cultivated He will have time to culti-

vate properly his 500 remaining acres, more or less,

and be rid of his troublesome negroes.
The Maryland lands have been shamefully and

wickedly abused, and misused by our fatherii; for

they cut down the trees and cropped the soil till no
more lobarco would grow, and then left it for new
lands. Proceeding thus, they passed over the soil

of almost Ihe whole province. Tiiey thoughtlessly
did all the injury they could; but they could not
destroy Ihe tlemeiits of Ihe soil, and judicious and
kind treatment will restore it. The same destruc-
tive process of agriculture, by excessive cropping,
is now going on in the west, the boasted icest; and
already its effects arc beginning to be felt there.

We. here, have suffered all we can I'rom bad hus-
bandry, and our present business is to repair the
injunts done by those who have preceded us.

\\ e see the injury done to our lands by bad cul-

tivation; and the extravagance of slave labour is

too dtnionstrable to be denied. Already has the
change from the use of slave labour to that of free-

men begun, and less land is therefore cultivated,

and many farms are lying idle. It is proper to con-
sider well the present situation of the State, and to

devise the means to improve it. Let us, then,
wisely realize our present condition, and carefully
improve it. A. B.

NANKIN COTTON.
On the qualUies of the J\ankin Cotton—cultivated

inJVorth Carolina

J. S. Skin-s-er, Esq. Patterson, .Jjirii 13, ISi7.

Sir.—We yesterday received a cover from you,
enclosing a letter from Mr. Mitchell, and sample of
Nankin cotton. As reganls the manufacture of
nankeens in England, they are, as Mr. Colt ob-
serves, all dyed. The Surat cotton, respecting
which Mr. Mitchell makes inquiry, is a white cotton,
with a peculiar and rather unpleasant smell; staple
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Irom five-eigliths to ihree-fouilhs of an inch; fibre

roarse and strong, and apparently not of the same

size at point as at base. Mr. Mitchell's sample re-

sembles the Surats in length of staple only, being

finer and softer, and therefore more diflBcult to work

liy machinery. Mr. Mitchell is in an error (if be

refers to the sample sent us,) when he states the

staple to be as long as any cotton grown in 36 N.

latitude; it is shorter by an eighth or one-fourth

of an inch, the sample being only three-fourths of

!in inch long. The Virginia and North Carolina

cotton will very rarebj be as short as that.

The objections to this cotton e.xist in the short

uess and extreme fineness of the staple; IIir former

icnderiiig it difficult to spin, the latter ditiicult to

card with machinery without injury. It will doubt-

less require a different arrangement of machinery,

but certainly can be spun; whether with advantage

or not, cannot be decided by the small sample sent

us. VVc, however, are willing to meet Mr. Mitchell

in trying the experiment upon it. Without trying

it with entire fairness, it would be best not to make

anv trial; the results of which might, and probably

would be, deceptive. This trial, conducted as it

'hould be, would be made at the expense of some

cost and much trouble; and if Mr. Mitchell will

.end us, to the care of William F. & S. Molt, New
Vork, one bale, we will pay him for that the same

price as white cotton of same quality would bring

in New York. We should, at the same time, re-

liuire him to fix the price of his crop, and give us

'iie refusal of it at that price; the bale sent us being

. fair sample. Mr. Mitchell wi/i also please say

how many bales he has, and what weight.

In" haste, respectfully.

Your obed't serv'ts,

JOSEPH SMITH Si CO.

It may be observed here, that there is a great dif-

ference between culms and leaves of grasses that

have been dried after they were cut in a green

and succulent state, or in possession of their nu-

trient qualities, and those culms and leaves which

have been dried (if I may so express it,) by nature

when growing: the former retain all their nutritive

powers, but the latter very little, if any. In point

of early produce in the spring, ihis grass stands

next to the Alopecvrus pratensis, (meadow fox- tail,)

and is superior in this respect to the cock's-foot.

About the middle of April, the meadow foxtail Ihs.

affords of nutritive matter, per acre, 483

At the same season, the meadow fescue, as

above, atlbrds of nutritive matter, per acre, 382

Aylesbury, it constitutes a considerable portion of

the most valuable and fattening pastures of that

rich grazing district."

This grass (or perhaps F. elalior, which, if dis-

tinct, is nearly allied to it,) has become extensively

naturalized in the rich meadoivs and pastures of

the United Slates; and is probably worthy of more
particular attention than it has yet received. It is

valuable, both for hay and pasture.

"IIoLCUs lanatiis. Woolly soft-grass*

"Specific character: Root fibrous; calyx woolly;

lower floret perfect, avvnless, upper with an arched
awn; leaves downy on both sides. Sm. Engl. Fl. I.

p. 107.

I'his is a very common grass, and gro*g on all

The round panicled cock's-foot, {Dactylis glo- ^^-^^^^ ,,,^^ „,g ^-^^^^^^ j^ ,,,'^ poo'rest. It attains to
mic)-a/f4.^ ditto ditto. f'^o ,u. ,.„„* j „r i _: i;_i,. „,.,•.„.incrata.) ditto ditto,

'It is eaten bv horses, oxen, and sheep, but parli-
Ihe greatest degree of luxuriance on light moist

particularly on those of a peaty nature. Cat-
cularly by the two first; ils merits will be moreL,^ '.^^.

.^^^^^^^^ ^j,,^^^, ^.^^^ \^ ^^^- .j'j^ ^^^^^
clearly seen by comparing It farther with the cock's- 1

^ • - •' ^ - - • •

foot and meadow "fox-tail. As it is often three

weeks later in flowering than the fox-lail grass, the

lalter-math produce must be left out for the truth

of comparison as regards its comparative value for

hay; and as it is much slower in growth after being

cropped than the cock's-foot, it is likewise neces-

sary to omit the lalter-math in a comparibon of

their produce.

.Mopecunis prateiisis, (meadow foxtail.)

at the time of flowering, affords of nu-

tritive matter, per acre, 487^
At the time the seed is ripe, do. do. 461V.

The produce of latter-math, do. do. '2553

The Fcstuca pratensis, (meadow fescue,) as

above, affords, from the flowering and sced-

Ihs.

1194

in pastures with full grown perfect leaves, while the

grasses that surround it are cropped to the roots.

"The numerous downy hairs which cover the

surface of the whole plant, render the hay that is

made of it soft and spongy, and in this state it is

disliked by cattle, particularly horses. Sir Hum-
phrey Davy has shown, that its nutritive matter

consists entirely of mucilage and sugar; and that

the nutritive matters of the grasses most liked by

cattle have either a sub-acid or saline taste; and
observes that the taste of the nutritive matter of

the IIolcvs lanalus is similar to that of gum Arabic,

and this grass might probably be made more aba-
table to cattle by being sprinkled over with^^.
This may be done at so little expense and trouble

at the time the hay is carried, that it cannot be too

in"' crops only, 1403 1 earnestly recommended to the notice of those gen

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 10.

Extracts from G. Sinclair's Hortus Gramineus—wilh

occasional notes and observations, by a Correspon-

dent.
(Continued from page 7-1.)

"Festxjca pratensis. Meadow fescue.

•' Specific character: Panicle nearly upright, branch

cd, spre'adins, turned to one side; spikelets linear,

tom|)rtssed; florets numerous, cylindrical, obscure-

ly ribbed; nectary four-cleft; root fibrous. Sm. Engl.

Fl. i. p. 14". Native of Britain. Root fibrous, pe-

rennial.

"Obs. Dr. Withering makes this a variety of the

Festuca elalior; but it is more justly tnade a dis-

tinct species in Sir J. E. Smith's English Botany,

and in his English Flora. It differs from the Fes-

luca elaticrr in having only half the height, the leaves

only half the breadth, the panicle shorter, and con-

luining only half the nuniber of flowers. The pani

cle is but once branched, droops but slightly, and

leans to one side when in flower, and the floivers

grow all one way. In the elalior the panicle branch-

es both ways, it droops much at first, and the flow-

ers grow much more loosely; the splkets are more

round, ovate, and pointed: whereas in the jnatensis

they are somewhat linear, flat, and obtuse.

"The grass, at the time of flowering, is of greater

value than at the time llie seed is ripe, proportion-

1

ally, ai 3 to 1.

"The weight of nutritive matter which is lost by

leaving the crop of this grass till the seed be ripe,

is therefore very great. That it should lose more

of its weight at this stage of growth than at the

time of flowering, perfectly agrees with the defi-

ciency of nutritive matter in the seed crop, in pro-

portion to the nutritive matter afforded by the flow-

ering crop; the straws being succulent in the grass

of the latter crop, while those of the former are

dry, and constitute a much smaller proportion of

the weight of the crop than in the flowering crop

209

2321
1403

1418

The weight of nutritive matter in which the

produce of one acre of the meadow fescue

exceeds that of fox tail, is . . .

Or the meadow fescue is of greater value than

that of the fox-lail, in the proportion of

nearly 11 to 9.

Dactylis i^lomerata, (round cock's-foot,) af-

fords of nutritive matter, per acre, from

three crops, that is, at the time of flower-

ing, at the time of seeding, and from the

latter-math crop, us before, .

The Festuca j^ratcnsis, as above,

The weight of nutritive matter, in which the

cock's-foot exceeds (he meadow fescue when
taken as hay crops, per acre is

Or the cock's-foot grass is superior, in point of pro-

duce, to the meadow fescue, in the proportion

nearly of 2 to 1. But for grazing, the latter-

math produce of the meadow fescue must be

brought forward; in this case it approaches

nearer to cock's-foot in value, and increases ils

superiority, ia point of produce, over the mea-

dow fox tail.

"The meadow fescue constitutes a very consider-

able portion of the herbage of all rich natural pas

lures and irrigated meadows; it makes excellent

bay, and though a large plant, the leaves or her-

bage are succulent and tender, and apparently much
liked by cattle, as they never form rank tufts, which

is the case with the larger grasses. It does not ap-

pear to arrive at its full productive powers from

seed so soon as either the cock's-foot or fox-tail

grass, and though essential for permanent pasture

is not by itself very well adapted for the alternate

husbandly, but should be combined with cock's

foot, rye-grass, and rough-stalked raeadow-grass

Mr. Tiiuiiton's experience of this grass on a stiff

clayey soil, proved that a copious crop of seed-

stalks may be obtained the second year from sow-

ing. Flowers in June, and ripens the seed at the

end of July and the beginning of August. In the

deep alluvial soils in Lincolnshire, this grass is not

so prevalent as in the clay districts. In the vale of

tlemen who may have much of this grass in their

meadows or pastures. The late Duke of Bedford
made trial of this grass on a large scale: the re-

sults proved that it was a very inferior grass for

pasture or for hay. Its merits consist in being pro-

ductive and easy of cultivation. But it is disliked

by cattle, as not an early grass, and when once in

possession of the soil can hardly be again rooted
out. Thet« being so many grasses superior to this

in every resject, it cannot support a good claim to

a place in th^ composition of the best permanent
pastures, and ^r the cultivation singly, or by itself,

it is wholly inidmissible. The quantity of nutri-

tive matter it albrds, and being found a constitu-

ent of the produ»e of some of the richest grazing

lands in DevonshVe, are circumstances, however,
which recommend it, to a place, in a small degree,

in permanent pastuies, where the soil is not light

and siliceous; where ftie soil is light and siliceous,

it will increase to a degree injurious to the superior

grasses of the pasture. The seeds of the Holcus

lanatus should, therefore, not be introduced under

the circumstances of soil above mentioned, without

much caution. It produces a profusion of seed,

which, being light, is easily dispersed by the winds;

and though a late flowering grass, the seed ripens

sooner than that of most others, and before hay-

harvest begins is generally perfected. The ques-

tion is, therefore, how to get free of it: hard stock-

ing, and never suffering it to run to seed, will at

least prevent it from spreading farther. But plough-

ing up the pasture, and taking not less than a five

years' c')jrse of crops, and then returning the land

to uthtr grasses, will be found the best remedy.

Flowers and ripens the seed in July."

This plant is completely naturalized in the Uni-

ted States; and although Dr. Muhlenburg calls it

"exccUens pabulum,'" it is not esteemed by the far-

mers—and, it is believed, has never been cultivated

in this country.

(
To be continved.)

•Known by the names of Salem jrosJ, and xchitc timc-

thv, in the United Slates.
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SMITHS PLOUGH.
Sir, CAflW«Io(i,JVfat/ 15, 1S27.

F. H. Smith's plough has been in operation since

his departure. I exhibited it upon my plantation on

the first Monday in April, in the presence of the

board of commissioners of St. Paul's parish, by in-

vitation. Many other planters attended, to witness

the different operations, it gave universal satisfac-

tion. I hope Mr. Smith will avail himself of the

first opportunity of having a parcel of them made
and sent on for sale by Mr. James Wilson, seeds-

man, in Kin^-street A planter on Edisto island

also made trial of it, and planted and covered in one
day, with a mule and boy, twelve acres of cotton.

Respectfully,

J. S. Skinner, Es*. CHAS. E. ROWAND.

EARLY MOWING.
The fact certified below is most extraordinary in

this climate. We have no recollection of any pa-

rallel to it.

This may certify, that on the 30ih day of April,

1827, I witnessed the mowing of a small piece of

grass land on the farm of Alpheus Fobes, in Bridge-
water, and measured some of the spires of grass

which exceeded 19 inches in length; and that I have
measured the area of the land thca mown, which
was four and one-third square rods; and also taken
the weight of the grass or hay which grew thereon
in a green and unmade state, and find it to be five

hundred and thirty-seven pounds.

ISAAC FOBES,
Sicorn Surveyor of lands to the county of Plymouth.

Bridgeweter, May 7, 1527.

This may certify that we have weighed the above
mentioned liay in a dry and well made state. We
find the weight of it to be ninely six pounds and a
half. WILLIAM BASSETT,

JAMES JENKINS.
It will be observed that ttie above mentioned hay

weighed, in d dry and well made state, at the rate
of 3563 pounds an acre, or more than a ton a;id i

halt gross weight. [Tau„Um Rtporttr.

our wheat. The Hessian fly, (favoured by the long
continued cold north-west winds, and uninterni|)ted
drought,) is committing the most wasteful havock
in our grain fields, and our slock must suffer in-
tensely for want of pasture—and our only hope for
their preservation next winter, would seem to rest
on the corn crop, there being little or no millet cul-
tivated with us; and there cannot possibly be found
a resource in any description of grass crops. This
is a gloomy picture; but it is a faithful one of our
actiial situation.

I am, yours, &c. H. S. TURNER.

HOKTICniiTURE.

PROSPECT OF CROPS
Extracts to the Editor—fated

Sir, Mbemarle county, Va.Miy 15, 1S27.

Our prospects for a good crop o-' wheat had been
very flattering in this part of the country, but lately

the Hessian fly commenced its ravages, and many
crops will be materially injured. I am, however, of
the opinion, with the advaiitage of a favourable
season from this time until harvest, that our crop
will be a much superior one to what we have had
for a number of years. The weather, through part
of April and the early part of this month, has been
very cold and unfavourable to the young corn. It

came up very badly, and has been injured several
times by the frosts. Our crops of rye and oats at
this time are promising. We are just beginning to
get from our gardens green peas. To-day I nave
had a good mess of new Irish potatoes. They were
planted on the 22d of February, and were of the
size of hens' eggs. We shall have a pretty good
supply of fruit of various kinds; it will be a great
treat, having failed for several seasons.

1 remaio yours, &.c.
J. S. Skimnek, Es«. WM. WOODS.

Sir, IfTieatland, {Jtjerson CO., Va.,) May 19, 1827.

Knowing the ardent interest you feel in the cause
of agriculture, I feel great regret in informing vou
that our prospects are dismal in the extreme, the
best crops of wheat with us, will not exceed the
naif of an average crop; and in many instances
mere is a total failure. Our clover is no better than

CORINTHIAN GRAPE or ZANTE CURRANT-
To riiE Editor of the New England Farmer.
Sir—In the New England Farmer of Friday last,

I observe, in an article written by Mr. Pomerot on
the Corinthian Grape or Zunte Currant, the Ibllow-
iiig sentence,—"It is doubtful .vhether a single plant
of the true Corinthian vine has ever been cultivated
n the United States."

Mr. PoMEROY appears to think that this vine has
been but lately introduced into England, as it was
not mentioned by Speechly; but as it has been known
and described by the French horticulturists for
nearly a hundred years, it could not, I think, have
been so long neglected by their neighbours.
It appears by Mr.Pomeroy's account, that"Wheel-

er," who travelled in the Levant, (or who wrote
Travels in the Levant,) mentions it as a "Shrub,"
that "rises only four or five feet." I apprehend
there rai.st be some mistake in Mr. Wheeler's ac-
ount of these plants, as I have had them growing

-M my garden for seven years, where they have all

(he characteristics of the true vine, and extend them
selves, like other vines, to any length you may
choose, by cultivation to push them. These plants
were .•'ent to me by Sir Joseph Banks either in 1S19
or 18:10, 1 forget which, for the express purpose of
trying them in our climate in the open ground; and
with the same benevolent view that operates on Mr.
Pomerov, viz. that our farmers might have the
miaiis within their reach of furnishing their tables
With as good pfom6 purfding-s as are eaten in England
or any where else; and also of furnishing the English
themselves with this excellent fruit, should it suc-
ceed in our climate. I have not Sir Joseph's letter
at hand, or I would quote you his words,—but this
is the substance of them.
When I received these plants, they were cuttings

of one year old—very feeble and small—and as'l
was fearful of losing them if I put them both out
of doors, I placed one of them in my peach house,
where it grew with great rapidity and strength, ex-
tending itself in various branches ten or twelve feet
from the ground every summer, for the first three
or four years. It has shown blossoms ever since
lSi3, and last year it set its fruit very fair; but from
some cause which I cannot account for, the fruit
became mildewed and I lost it.

The plant which was put out of doors has not ad
vanced so rapidly, nor grown so strong; it has once
or twice been injured by frost, but it is now a healthv
vine, and will, I think, if the season is favourable,
bear fruit this summer. Last year it set its fruit,
like the vine in the house, but it mildewed also, and
I despaired of success.

As the vine in my peach house could not there
answer the object for which it was sent to me, and
as it took up a great deal of room, I removed it last
fall, and gave it to a nurseryman by the name of
Hewson, who lives in Roxbury, with a promise that
if he would cultivate the cuttiiigs from it, (for there
was more than wood enough on it to make an hun-
dred plants,) and propagate the fruit to maturity in
the open ground, I would give him twenty dollars.

This I dill, because 1 llioiiglit it of importance to
the community , and as I had neither lime nor ground
that I could spare for the purpose, and as the" Agri-
cultural Society ofl'ers no premiums that I know of,
for such proihution.',, I thought it a duty I owed to
the good intentions, as well as to the memory of the
distinguished character who sent them to me, to
give them every chance which circumstances would
admit of. Mr. Hewson will doubtless be able to
supply cuttini-s from the mother plant next fall, Rml
young plants or rooted cuttings in another year,
and if they are found to succeed, they can be easily
extended. If they will not answer in this, they may
still do well in a more southern climate.

Sir Joseph Banks appeared to think they would
succeed in this latitude, but I am inclined to think
that our late frosts in the spring, and early frosts in
the fall of the year, with the great changes we are
liable to in the summer, will make them very uncer-
tain, both in their fructification and maturity. But
if they can be made to succeed in Pennsylvania, or
Maryland, the citizens of those States, as well as
some others may derive the benefit from them pro-
posed by Sir Joseph, and I shall be happy to con-
tribute all in my power to the general object by
raising rooted cuttings from my vine, and distribut-
ing them to those who will make it a point, and will
give their attention to raise them in either of those
States on a scrde sufl'icienlly extended to test the
fact, whether they can be cultivated with such suc-
cess as to make them an object of commerce, and
to serve as a substitute for the imported article which
comes under the name of the Zatitc Currant.

'I'he size of the bunches of fruit that were formed
on both my vines, correspond perfectly with the
Zante currant, and from the known character of
Sir Joseph Banks for correctness as a horticulturist,
I have no doubt they are (he "tnie Corinthian Grape,
or Zante Currant." A Lover of Plum Pudding.

CORINTHIAN GRAPE.
Mr. Fessemden,

Dear Sir— It is gratifying to learn, by a commu-
nication over the signature of a "Lover of Plum
Pudding," which appeared in the last New England
Farmer, page 329, that the Corinthian Vine may be
found so much nearer home than we had reason to
expect; and I trust you will not deny me the privi-
lege, inherent in a New England man, of guessing
the author of that article, who I do not hesitate to
identify as the best horticulturist, and as great a
friend to the social virtues as my good fortune ever
made me acquainted with. It has been my misfor-
tune, however, not to have visited his garden since
his "peach house" was erected, except in seasons
when the vines showed no foliage, otherwise I am
sure I should have come in contact with his Corin-
thians. The doubts expressed in my letter to the Edi-
tor of the American Farmer, which you did me the
honour to republish, and to which your correspond-
ent refers, that the Corinthian vine was not cultivat-
ed in England thirty years ago, or in this country
at present, had reference to nurserymen in the neigh-
bourhood of London, from whom plants could be
obtained. We certainly could not suppose that this
well known plant should never have been "introduc-
ed" into the collections o( botanists, or such amateur
horticulturists as Sir Joseph Banks. The idea meant
to he conveyed was, that its cultivation was not no-
torious, and hence the propriety of sending directly
to Greece.

I should not have troubled you with this explan-
ation, but from a desire to accompany it with some
remarks in order to remove erroneous impressions
respecting Wheeler, who, your correspondent says,
"travelled, (and in a parenthesis) or tcrote travels in

the Levant," which seems to imply that his accounts
were fictitious, or not to be relied on. Now it so
happens that Sir Gcorg'> Wheeler travelled some
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years in liic Levciut. in coiiipanv uilli Doctor Span.

a native of Lyons. In 167G they were at Alliens,

engaged in making accurate surveys of tlie superb

sculptures tliat adorned the Parthenon, many of

which have since been 'Tctvaged" by a late iMfd El-

sin' and at a more recent period by another Bri

tish nobleman. In ICSiJ these Travels were pub-

lished in Entfland in one volume folio, and contained

the most scientific description of the natural pro

ductions of the Levant that had then appeared in

Europe. A few years after. Sir George Wheeler

pulilished a description of the ancient churches in the

east. Indeed, it must be known to all who are fa-

miliar with writers on the natural history and anti

quities of Greece, that the Travels of Wheeler and

Spun were considered as the highest authority on

those subjects lone after their publication. The ce

lebrated Count Chateaubriand, who travelled in

Greece as late as 180G, says, "every reader is ac-

quainted with the works of Wheeler and Spon, in

which the arts and antiquities are handled with a

critical skill before unknown." 1 quoted Wheeler's

description of the Corinthian vine from W. lieau-

jour's Memoir, who, coii.siderin^ his long residence

in Greece, we may suppose was fully able to judge

of ils correctness.

1 think it must be obvious that the appearance of

%ines growing in a small "Peach house," or a confin-

ed sheltered border in this climate, that were propa

gated from plants prohahly long habituated to a hot

house m England, would ditFer essentially from those

in a well managed Corinthian vineyard in the Jl/o-

rea. I presume that your correspondent has view-

ed vineyards in France, that, had he been a stran-

ger to their management, he would have described

the plants as '^shrubs rising from 5 to 6 feet." But

"all is not gold that glistens." Dr. Rees, in his Cy
clopedia, informs us of a native grape of Greece,

with long trailing branches, producing small black

fruit loithout sectAs. which he says it is doubtful whe-

ther the Zante Citrrant be precisely the same,

—

that it was cultivated in the lloyal Gardens at Kew
and other similar establishments." Now wc know
that the true Corinthian Grape is not without seeds.

However, I am inclined to believe that our (riend

the •'Lover of Plum Pudding," is in possession of

the true Corinthian vine, and feel assured that he

will, with his usual patriotism, disseminate cuttings

and plants from it e.xtensively.

Still I must express the hope, that there may be

no relaxation of efforts to obtain from Greece as

many plants as possible. There is plenty of room

lor them from Cape Florida to the Delaware, ex-

tending westward on the same parallels beyond the

Mississippi. And although they may not be culti-

vated to advantage in ,Vew England, yet as mem-
bers of the great American fainihj, we shall reap a

share of the harvest by the formation of a new sta-

ple for general consumption, that will add an item

to our coasting and internal trade, and gratify our

palates if our/oreign commerce is not benefited by

its exportation. But local views on such subjects,

1 trust, are out of the question.

With jincere wishes that yourself and the veteran

editor of the American Farmer, may be regaled

>vi(h roast beef and plum pudding in the good old

John Dull style, as oiten at least as your valuable

journals are published.

I remain, respcclfullv yours,

Brighton, im May. S."\V. POMEROY.

* "But most the moOern Pict's ignoble boast

To rive what Goth, and Turk, and time hath spar'd:

Cold as the crags upon his native coast,

His mind as barren, and his heart as liard,

Is he whose head conceived whose hand prepared,

Aught to displace Athena's poor remains:

Ilcr sons too weak the sacred shrine to guard,

Yet felt some portion of their mother's pain.

And never knew, till then, the weiglit of despot's

chains." Childt Harold.

DOUBLE WHITE ROCKET—CORINTHIAN
GRAPE.

Liimcean Botanic Garden, near Mew York, )

J. S. Skinner, Fsa. May 21, 1827. J

fiir,— I send you herewith a spike of flowers of

the Double IVhite Rocket, {Hesperis matronalis pie-

no,) which has cost me more pains to import alive

than any other in my catalogue; and I feel sure I

speak within bounds, when I state that more than

one hundred have been received dead ere I succeed-

ed in obtaining a living one. Its introduction is to

be dated from the spring of 1826, as I am not

aware of its being; in the possession of any one else

in the Union. The flowers on strong plants, are

said to be much larger than those sent you, my
plants being weak from ray having already made
rising twenty plants from the one received.

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.
P. S. I read a communication a few days since

(I think in your paper,) relative to the Corinthian

or Zante currant grape, and in which it was sup-

posed that vines of that kind were not in our coun-

try. They are plenty here, and I have had them
for many years.

FORCE OF VEGETATION IN MUSHROOMS
Some men employed in Mr. Haskoll's brevvery, in

the Isle of Wight, lately observed a large stone to

rise considerably at the interstices; and upon re-

moving the pavement to discover the cause, found
it to be occasioned by a large mushroom, the vege-
tative powers of which had forced the stone from
its proper station. [Sa(is6. Jour. Sept. 2.

RUKAIi ECONOMY.

ICE-HOUSES.
Extract from Sketches on Agricultural concerns—by

JMr. Bourdley, of Maryland.

Ice is applicable to economical purposes in hot

weather, especially in country families. Some
years ago I made an ice-house, on the principles,

and in manner following: A'^ent was an essential ob-

ject; and dryness with coolness, led me to the de-

sign of insulating the mass with a bed of straw,

surrounding a pen of logs, which was to contain

the ice. The pit was dug on a spot open to wind
and sun, for the sake of dryness. It was nine feet

deep. Within it was the pen of logs, of that depth,

and nine feet square in the clear. It contained but

a little more than 700 solid feet; only half the quan-

tity stored in common ice-pits. A liouse was over
the whole, rather for excluding rain than air. The
sides of the house were five or six feet high; the

eaves were boarded up, but not close, and the prin-

cipal vent was at the top of a pavilion roof.

Straw is a considerable resister or non-conductor

of heat. Let it be clean, sound and dry, tread it

down close between the logs and bank; lay an
abundance of it upon the ice. The small mass of

ice stored in the above insulated pen (700 feet,)

was daily used of, very freely, and lasted near as

long as double the quantity stored, in a close ice-

pit, as commonly constructed.

The sink for receiving water from melting ice

need be only five or six inches deep, and seven or

eight feet square. Logs are laid across it. A ice-

pit of 1400 solid feet, if insulated, would keep more
ice than any private family could want; supposing

the pit is not deeper than ten feet, and the ground is

dry. A pit, eleven feet square and ten deep, contains
1"200 feet. If this should not be sufficient, in ano-

ther year heap on it a foot more in thickness; it will

then be 1320 solid feet; another foot makes 1440;
another foot 1560. These additions are above
ground. Ice, in ice-hoases, melts more at the bot-

tom and sides than on the top, unless it may be
otherwise in very close pits, seldom open. A pen
of ten feet cube and three feet high of ice, added
at the top, gives 1300 solid or cube feet; and the
house over it need be but seventeen or eighteen
feet square.

The winds most injurious to the ice are from the
south to the east. The door being on the north
side, needs no passage. Rats to be guarded against;

the eaves arc to be closed against them; but open-
ings are to be left on the north side, at the eaves,

for admitting the steam to pass out there as well as

at the common vent on the top of the roof. These
openings may be from lattice work in wood or wire;

or a plank may be projected below the opening and
beyond the reach of rats. All the building mate-
rials are to be put on the spot.

I9rTEB.XVA& IMFROVEnXEMT.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.

Historical sketch of the contemplated Rail-road from
Baltimore to the Oltio.

(Continued from page 10.)

In conformity with the memorial presented on be-

half of the citizens of Baltimore, the Legislature of
Maryland, at December session 1826, by the una-

nimous vote of the Senate, and by a vote nearly

unanimous of the House of Delegates, granted an
act of incorporation, under which Isaac M'Kim,
Thos. Ellicott, Joseph W. Patterson, John M'Kim,
Jr., William Steuart, Talbot Jones, Roswell L.

Colt, George Brown, and Evan Thomas were ap-

pointed commissioners to receive subscriptions to

the capital stock of said company. The charter au-

thorized subscriptions to the amount of 55.3,000,000,

of which §500,000 were reserved for the city of

Baltimore, and $1,000,000 for the state, the remain-

der to be open for the publick. Under a notice giv-

en by the said commissioners, the books were ac-

cordingly opened on the 20th, and kept open until

the 31st March, inclusive, when it appeared that

besides the sums of $.1,500,000 reserved for the

city and the state, individuals had subscribed for

#3,813,600, making in all, a surplus of §2.313,600.

The commissioners then gave notice for a general

meeting of the stockholders on the 23d April, 1827»
to elect a board, of directors, when the following

persons were chosen:

Charles Carroll o?' Carrollton, William Patterson,

Robert Oliver, Alexander Brown, Isaac M'Kim,
William Lorman, George Hoffman, P. E. Thomas,
Thomas Ellicott, John 15. Morris, Talbot Jones, and
William Steuart.

On the part of the corporation of the city of Balti-

more, Solomon Etting and P. Macaulay were ap-

pointed directors.

At a meeting of the hoard of directors, P. E.Tho-
mas was appointed president of the board.

To an application to the United States govern-

ment on behalf of the directors, for assistance in

making the necessary preliminary surveys, the most
favourable answer has been given, and such of the

corps of engineers as could be spared for that pur-

pose, have been detailed and put at the command
of the board. The assistance to be expected in that

quarter is of the highest importance and value, and

will be so esteemed by the promoters of this great

project, and the country interested in ils success.

A committee of three members of the board of

directors have gone to the Eastern states to view

the several rail-ways that have been constructed at

Maunch Chunk, Quincy, &.c. to see and converse

with the most experienced engineers in Pennsylva-

nia. New York, and Massachusetts; some of whom
have recently returned from England, and generally

to collect information with a view to further pro-

ceedings with the greatest practicable expedition.
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consistent!}' with economy ,Miii ej}'ect—\hey derive

encouragement I'roiii all Ihey have seen and he;ir(l.

We have thus tirouj^ht up this brief but substan-

tial history of all that has been done to the present

time, and shall hereafter continue to give, with their

permission, such sketches of the proceedinss of the

directors, and the progress of the work, as it may

be material to the stockholders and the publick to

know.
That nothing may he wantinj; hereafter to a com-

plete record ot an 'undertaking which will be con-

nected with the prosperity of so large a portion of

the Union, we shall publish the act of incorpora-

tion.

XiASXXiS' SBPARXXtSENT.

MEDICAL ESSAYS—No. If.

"First the infant,

Mewling and puking in the nurse's arms."
Sliakspeare.

In the preceding Essay I entered into some mi-

nute details respecting the clothing of new-horn in-

fants; and offered some general instructions with re-

gard to the dress of children after the period of in-

fancy: 1 shall pursue the same plan in treating of

the food of children.

1. Food of Early Infancy.—If Providence has or-

dained that man be born in a state of health, the

same beneficent Power has bountifully provided

nourishment of a quality adapted fur tlie delicate na-

ture of his digestive organs, and for easy assimila-

tion", so as to promote the rapid growth and the

evolution of new parts in the body of the infant.

—

The necessity of a distinct kind of food for this

state, is demonstrated, not only throughout the ani-

mal, but also ill the vegetable cieation. The oak,

which for centuries has braved the tempest, and
drawn its support from the soil, was nourished when
its lirst leaves were evolved, by a milky emulsion

formed from the cotyledons of the acorn; and a lac-

tiferous fountain is formed in the bosom of every

mother, for the support of her infant, almost imme-
diately after its birth. There can be no question as

to the mor.d duty which is imposed on every woman
who becomes a mother, to suckle her child: but the

artificial state in which society has placed the hu-

man race, suggests the inquiry—Is every mother ca-

pable of performing this office?

Though nature has provided that the food of the

infant should be prepared in the maternal system,
yet. the fitness of this food for the purposes for

wkich it is intended, depends greatly on the health,

both corporeal and mental, of the mother. Thus, if

a mother be in a state of disease, the secretion of
the milk is necessarily inijiaired; and it may be both
deficient in quantity, and of a quality not only not

calculated to all'ord the nourishment which the in-

fant requires, but likely to disagree with its sto-

mach and bowels, and to be productive of disease. A
woman so circumstanced, is, certainly incapable of
periorming the duties of a mother; and in such a
case, however revolting the idea may be to mater-
nal Icelings, the infant must be suckled by an alien.

1 employ the expression "must be," because, as I

shall prove afterwards, no circumstance unconnect-
ed with the health of the mother can authorize the
hazardous experiment of dry nursing, or bringing
an inf;int up by the hand. But, where one mother
is rendered incapable, by disease, of nourishing her
infant, hundreds bcciime bad nurses, and injure
their offspring, by circumstances altogether under
their own control. Jt is wonderful, and yet the fact
:3 every day before our eyes, that even delicate and
otherwise unhealthy females, acquire a slate of ro-
bust health previous to chilu-birlh; and become,
and they might continue, good and etlicient nurses,
were they properly managed. The supineness, how-
ever, in the exercise of their reasoning faculties.

wliicli makes thein the slaves of custom in clothing

their infants, renders them the victims of the preju-

dices nf education, opinion, and of self indulgence,
with respect to the diet and regimen which are re-

quisite for constituting them good nurses. "La!
ma'am," says the old monthly attendant, "what
nonsense the doctor speaks, about eating mild things,

and not drinking no ale nor porter: how c.ui such a

great hoy be supported on such washy fare? I

knows that milk never can't be made without ale

nor porter, ay, and brandy and water—and good
living to boot." The advice of so sage a counsel-

lor, seconded by inclination, is followed; the habit

of the mother, which was cool and admirably lilted

to secrete healthy nutriment for her babe, becomes
heated and feverish; the functions of the lactiferous

glands are disturbed; the supply of milk is diminish-

ed; and what is formed is of a bad quality. The
same effect on the secretion of the milk is occasion-

ed, at a later period, by the bustle of visiting, late

hours, irregularity in the periods of suckling, and
mental irritation. A woman, therefore, who intends

to do her duty to her offspring, cannot be a nurse

and a votary of fashion at the same time; and eve-

ry source of anxiety, or of mental agitation, must
be carefully avoided. The latter circumstances, in-

deed, are too often unavoidably connected with si-

tuation in life and domestic occurrences; and im-

pede the exertions of many an excellent and well-

disposed woman to perform her maternal duties:

but in numerous instances, irritability of temper be-

ing unrestrained, and feelings ill regulated, women
become fretful and peevish with trifles; and, conse-

quently, cannot continue the duty which they have
commenced, and the performance of which they

find even delightful Thus situated, a woman be-

comes incapable of nursing her child; and, in pro-

viding another nurse for it, not only the health, but

the equanimity of temper of the individual, should

be carefully ascertained.

As it is only among the middle ranks and higher

classes of society that infants can be transferred

from the breast of the mother to that of a hired

nurse, the moral character of the duty imposed on
every woman of suckling her own offspring has been
too much overlooked; and it is thought to be suffi-

cient, if a mother behaves kindly to the menial who
supplies her place, and sees that she performs her
duty to the infant entrusted to her care. But mo-
thers are not alive to the responsibilities which they
incur, by exposing the infant of the hired nurse to

the danger attendant on dry nursing; for few of the

unfortunate children whose mothers are engaged as

wet nurses, are suckled; and hundreds, I might say
thousands, of infants are sacrificed annually to the

necessities or the cupidity of their mothers, and to

the unnatural habits of fashionable life, improper
management, self-indulgence, or unrestrained tem-
per.

But whether an infant be suckled by its mother,
or by a hired nurse, it is evident, from what has al-

ready been said, that no other food can properly
supply the place of the breast milk in early infancy.

It is of importance, therefore, to inquire what diet,

supposing a woman to be in health, is best fitted for

promoting the due secretion of good milk? What
exercise a mother, who is suckling, ought to take?
and at what periods the infant should be suckled?
In reply to the first query, I advise every woman to

adhere, as much as possible, to plain, light, and
nutritious diet; to abstain from high-seasoned food,

salted meats and pastry. A very mistaken notion

prevails among the fair sex, that vegetables should

be avoided by nurses; on the contrary, everv nurse

should eat a moderate share of vveli-boiled vegeta-

bles at dinner; and ripe fiuit, if it agrees with hir

at other times, cannot prove hurtful whilst she i>

suckling, provided it is eaten in the forenoon. From
the (luid nature of llie milk, nurses require a larger

supply of beverage than ether women; but this

should neither be strong nor soporific, but ililuting,

bland, and cooling. In ("em.iles of delicate habits,
and during the progress of suckling, when the
nurse is conscious that her slrcn:;tli i's failing, ale
or porter, or a moderate quantity of wine, nray
be requisite; but if these are indulged in, they
should be accompanied with a large share of mild
and diluting liquids, as weak tea, milk and water,
liarley gruel, or rennet whey. If the individual be-
longs to the higher class of society, the mist sub-
stantial repast should be maile at lunch-time; for a
hearty meal of animal food taken at six or seven
o'clock in the evening, is more likely to be produc-
tive of fever in the habit of a nurse than to favour
the secretion of milk. Supper, however, is a meal
which every nurse, who perforins her duty to the
infant, requires; lor she who resigns her charge
at night to a nurse maid, to have its cravings sup-
plied by the feeding bottle or the spoon, scarcely
deserves the name of a nurse. With respect to

exercise, every nurse should walk out daily, or take
exercise in a carriage, if too delicate to walk wilh-^.
out suft'ering from fatigue; but no exercise shoultr
be taken which can hurry the circulation of the
blood; for, as the milk is formed from this vital

fluid, it is evident, that its secretion or preparation
in the glands of the breast cannot be properly ef-

fected if it be carried in too rapid a current through
them. Hence nurses ought to refrain (rom dancing,
and even from riding on horseback, unless the
paces of the horse be extremely easy. For the
same reason, as has already been hinted, every
agitation of spirits should be avoided; for the soil-

ness and serenity of the female character is essen-
tial to the nurse; and it is vain to expect a bland
and healthful rill to flow from the fountain of infan-

tile nutriment, when the poison of discord is infused
into the bosom, and the heart is swelled with acri-

mony and vehemence. But in securing that com-
placency of disposition in the nurse which is so ne-
cessary for the well-being of the infant, both pa-
rents must concur; for wlio can expect equanimity
of temper in the wife who is harrassed by contra-
diction and debate, and w ho seldom feels the solace
of those endearments, and of that tenderness, which
esteem and love only can secure in connubial inter-

course? Nothing interferes more with the duties
of the nurse than irregular hours; and hence I re-
peat, that no character is more opposite than that
of the nursing mother and the woman of pleasure.
In respect to the periods of taking food, it is true
that infants may be inured to any habits that the
nurse adopts; but the child who is accustomed to

be suckled at tixed periods, is always the most
healthy; the stomach is less likely to be overcharg-
ed from excessive hunger, or to be nauseated by
one meal being crowded on another, in order to ac-
commodate the engagements of the nurse. Voung
children require to be more frequently nourished
than those who are more advanced in age; at first,

the interval between each period of suckling should
not exceed two or three hours; but when the child

is four months old, it may extend to four hours, and
to SIX during the night, if the child sleeps well. To
females who have the true feelings of a mother,
these intervals are suliicient to peimit exercise and
the pleasures of society, as far as they ought to be
indulged in by a rational nursing mother; but to

one who regards her duty to her mfant as seconda-
ry to her amusements, these intervals &re far too

limited. The infant is left to mewl and writhe in

the nurse's lap, tormented with the cravings of hun-
ger, while the unnatural mother is listening to the

scandal of a coterie, or to the pretty vapourings of

some empty dandy; and when at length its wants

are supplied, the meal it obtains is healed by reten-

tion, or by the flurried state of the thoughtless mo-
ther, when conscience awakens her recollection of

her infant, who has been suffering for hours Irom

her inadvertence. Again 1 repeat, such females
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ought not to undertake the nursing of their oflf-

spring. On the other hand, many excellent women,

from a mistaken tenderness, nurse their infants eve-

ry time they cry, or seem uneasy; and not satisfied

even with this, add a meal or two of thick pap or

arrow-root. By thus constantly stimulating the sto-

mach, the liltlecrcatures acquire artificial appetites

which cannot be satisfied; the food is never fairly

digested before the stomach is replenished; and the

thick pap, from passing in a crude state info the

bowels, produces diarrhceas and other complaints;

hence the frequent aid of medicine is requisite to

correct the effects of the thick food and repletion.

Indeed it is not easy to say, whether greater evils

arise from this error or from dry-nursing. The re-

pletion itself is sufficient to weaken the powers of

the stomach; but the addition of the thick food

forms an imperfect chyme, which, passing in a crude

btate into the intestines, originates an acrid chyle,

which obstructs the mesenteric glands. On this

account, the nutriment cannot enter into the blood,

to supply the waste and exigencies of the frame;

the stomach becomes inflated and tumid; the limbs

are emaciated, and the child sinks into a state of

atrophy. and falls a victim to inanition, in the midst

uf profusion. The physiognomy of an infant starv

ing from over-feeding, or from improper diet, is the

most deplorable sight on which the eye can rest;

the plumpness of the cheeks being sunk, the angles

of the jaw bones project, while the skin, which is

sallow, hangs in wrinkles; and there being no (eelh,

the chin rises and projects forward, so as to give the

countenance the similitude of an old shrivelled face

in miniature, distorted with pain. Yet there is a sem-

blance of patience or resignation in the espression of

the face; the cry is feeble, and the sunk but large eye

seems to turn a deploring look on the beholders,

and powerfully to speak a language expressive of

suffering and anguish. Mothers and nurses, never-

theless, look daily on a picture so heart-rending;

and though they are apprised of its origin, yet go on

administering to the evil; so impregnable is the

strong-hold of prejudice and self dece|)tion.

From all that has been detailed, llie following

conclusions may be deduced respecting the food of
eurlij infancy.

1. I'hat the breast milk, being prepared by na-

ture for the support of the infant, is preferable to

every other kind of food.

2. That when the mother is healthy, and the

supply of breast milk is sufficient, the infant should

be supported on it alone.

3. That in order to secure a healthful and abun
dant supply of the breast milk, the diet of the mo-
ther or nurse should be light, nutritive, and unsti-

mulaling: that her mind should be kept in a tran-

quil state; that every thing should be avoided which
can hurry the ciicuiation and heat the body: ami
when either mental or corporeal circumstances flur-

ry the spirits or irritate the temper, the child must
not be applied to the breast till the agitation has
subsided.

•1. That an infant should be suckled only at stat-

ed hours. T.
February 21, 1827.

spoRTisra OLIO.

TliE DUKE OF YORK'S STUD.
This important sale took place on Monday, Feb.

5th, 1827, at Uyde-Park corner, under the direction

of Messrs. Tattersall. E.icepting one instance, viz.

the sale of the late Col. Mellish's stud, we never
witnessed the yard so crowded; indeed, it was dilfi-

cult to obtain access. Among the company we no-
ticed the following distinguished characters: the
Duke of Richmond, Marquis of Graham, Earls of
Chesterfield, Bruce, Mountcharles, Oxford, Harbo-
rough,and Pembroke: Lord Southampton; Colonels

Russell and Udny; Messrs. Greville, Charlton,

Payne, &.c. &c.

In the catalogues the horses, dogs, carriages, &c.

were described as "late the property of a nobleman

deceased." ^
dolls.

Moses, a bay stallion, rising 8 years, by Whale-
bone out of sister to Castanea, by Gohanna.

—Duke of Richmond, *5133

Don Carlos (brother to Alanfred,) by Election,

out of Miss Wasp, by Waxy, 5 years.—Mr,

Wigram, 010

A grey barb horse, f'-om Tripoli. Presented to

his Royal Highness by the Consul at that

place.—Mr. Macdonald, 368

HORSES IN TRAINING.

Lionel Lincoln, 4 years old, by Whalebone,
dam by Sorcerer, her dam. Black Diamond,
by Stamford.—Mr. Sowerby, 2240

Rachel, 3 years old, by Whalebone, sister to

Moses; engaged in a match with Lord Exe-
eter's Recruit, 200, h. ft.; Recruit, 8st. 31bs.;

Rachel, 8st. D. M. Monday, Craven Meet-

ing; and with Mr. Rush's Carthago, Monday,
First Spring Meeting, D. M. 500, h. ft.; Sst.

51bs. each; also in the Port Stakes of 100,

h. ft. Friday, Craven Meeting.—His Ma-
jesty, 2613

Bay colt, rising 4 years old, by Woful, dam by

Rubens, out of sister to Parisot; engaged in

Forfeit Class of Oatlands, 10 sov. D. I. Cra-

ven Meeting—Mr. Huwe, 793

Chestnut Filly, rising 4 years old, by Rainbow
out of Jannette, by Camillus out of Helen,
by Delpini.—Mr. Newton, 425

Miriam, rising 3 years old, sister to Rachel;

engaged in Riddlesworth, 1000 gs. stakes,

Oaks; Filly stakes of 100, h. ft. at Ascot,

(twelve subs.;) in the Grand Duke Michael;

in a match with the Duke of Grafton's filly,

by Woful, out of Miltonia. A. F. October;

Miriam, Sst. 4lb., Woful filly, 83t. 100 p. p.

Spring 1828, sweepstakes 100, D I. colts,

Sst. 71b., fillies, Sst. 21b. (five subs.)—Aoisoirf.
Colt, rising 3 years old, by Mrrlin, out of Gra-

marie; engaged in a sweepstakes of 200, h.

ft. Craven Meeting; colts, 1 st. 5lb. fillies, 8

St. 2lb. D. M. (six subs.;) sweepstakes, 200, h.

ft ; first Spring Meeting; colts, Sst. 5 lb. fil-

lip?, Sst. 21b. D. M. (six subs.)—and in the

Derby, 1827 —JYot »otd.

Colt, rising 3 years old, by Merlin, out of Dah-
lia's dam; engaged in the Derby, 1827.

—

Mr. Greville, 2C60
Colt, rising 3 years old, by Waterloo, out of

Orion's dam; engaged in a sweepstakes. Cra-
ven, 100 h. It. D. M. colts, Sst. 7lb., filhes, 8

St. 4lb. (six subs.;} ditto, sweepstakes, 200,

h. ft. R M. colts, Sst. 7ib. each, (four subs.;)

first Spring Meeting, match for 100, h. ft. D.

M. Sst. 51b. each, with Mr. S. Stonehewer's
Theorem; and in Grand Duke Michael, in

October, 50 each, A. F.

—

JYot sold.

YEARLINGS.
Brother to Rachel; engaged in sweepstakes,

200, h. ft. Craven, 1828, D. M. colts, 8 st. 7

lb., fillies, Sst. 4lb. (four subs.;) and in the

Derby.—Mr. Hcrvcy, 1723
Colt, by Moses, out of Gramaric; engaged in

sweepstakes, 200, h. ft. Craven, 1828, colts,

Sst. 51b. D. M. (three subs,;) sweepstakes,
200, h. ft. Craven, colts, Sst. 71b. A. F. (three

subs.;) and in the Derby; in sweepstakes,
100, h. ft. 2d October Meeting, D. I, colls,

Sst. 71b., fillies, 8st. 41b. (31b. allowed,) eight

subs.; in sweepstakes. 200, h. ft. 2d October
Meeting, D. I. colts, Sst. 71b. (four subs.;)

Craven, 1829, in sweepstakes, 100, D. I.

[* The horses were bid otf at so many guineas, which
we have reduced to dollars, omitting tlie cents.—Ed.]

colts, Sst. 7Ib., fillies, Sst. 41b. (eight subs.)

Mr. Payne, '

935
Colt, by Buffalo, out of Hernia by Sorcerer,

out of Ridicule's dam.—Mr. Wigram, 37S
Colt, by Waterloo, out of Orion's dam.—Mr.

Beardsworth, 378
Colt, by Selim, out of Gift, by Cardinal York;
engaged in sweepstakes, 100, h. ft. Craven,
1828, R. M. (eight subs) colts, Sst. 71b., fil-

lies, Sst. 31b —Gen. Grosvenor, 490
Filly, by Whalebone, out of Varennea (sister

to Quadrille;) engaged in 1 828, match, 300
h. ft. D. M. with colt by Merlin, out of Prue,
Sst. 71b., filly, Sst. 41b. first Spring Meeting;
match, 200, h. ft. T. Y. C. with Duke of Graf-
ton's filly, by Selim, out of Pope Joan, Sst.

5lb. each; in lOOOgs. stakes; and in the Oaks.
— Mr. Payne, 93s

FOALS.
Brother to Rachel; engaged in the Riddles-

worth; sweepstakes, 300, h. ft. Craven, colts,

Sst 71b., fillies, Sst. 4lb. R. M. (four subs.;)

sweepstakes, 300, h.ft. ditto, ditto, (six subs.)

—Duke of Rutland, 1735
Colt, by Tiresias, out of Dahlia's dam; engag-
ed in sweepstakes, 100, h. ft. D. M. (six

subs.;)Craven, colts, Sst. 5lb. each.—Marquis
of Tavistock, 72S

Filly, by Moses, dam by Election, out of Lio-
nel Lincoln's dam.—Mr. Payne, 65S

Filly, by Waterloo, out of sister to Premium,
by Aladdin out of Moses' dam.—Mr. Payne, 224

Filly, by Moses, out of Favourite; engaged in

October, 1S28, match, 200, h. ft. T. Y. C.
with a filly by Centaur, out of Twatty, Sst.

51b. each; match with colt by Merlin, out of
Prue, Sst. 71b., filly, Sst. 4lb. T. Y. C. 200,
h.ft.

^

BROOD MARES.
The dam of Moses. ( Produce engaged in Rid-

dlesworth. 1831.)—His Majesty, 67S
Quadrille, by Selim. out of Canary-bird, (she

is the dara of Pastime. Produce engaged in

Riddlesworth, 1831.)-Mr. Payne, 2473
Gia marie, by Sorcerer, dam by Sir Peter, out

of Deceit, the dam of Prince Leopold.—Mr.
Angerstein, 560

Mare, l>j Waxy, out of Moses' dam; was co-
vered by Waterloo.—Marquis of Exeter, 1026

Dahli.i, by Phantom, out of Waxy mare.—Lord
Chesterfield, 1026

The dam uf Urion, sister to Prince Leopold; in

foal to Master Henry.—His Majety, 149i3

Sister to Bourbon, by Sorcerer, dam by Pre-
cipitate.

Rowena, by Haphazard, out of Prudence, sit-

ter to Pope, Pledge, &,c. in foal to Merlin;
produce engaged in Column stake, 50, h. ft.

Wednesday, Craven, 1830, (fifty-nine subs.)

— Lord Chesterfield, 1726
Favourite, by Blucher, out of Scheherazade; in

foal to Moses.—Mr. Maberly, 728

HACKS.
Bay gelding, quiet with troops.—Lord Bruce, 840
Roan ditto.—Mr. Smith, 536
Bay Mare.—Mr. Hobson, 16S
Putty, br. g.; a capital shooting galloway.

—

Lord Southampton, 746
Dun galloway, 7 years.—Lord Chesterfield, 8I6
Chestnut do.—Lord Southampton, 420
Bay gelding; a gig horse, Mr. Claridge, 140
Of the ten "remarkably fine grey barouche geld-

ings," two were on job to his Royal Highness from
Mr. Vernon, of Bond-stre.°t, and were sold at 195

and 108 gs.; eight from Mr. Milton, of Piccadilly;

these were purchased for the Duke de Berri, by pri-

vate contract, the price 1120 gs. Two hacks, on
job also, were sold by auction: Grazier was bought

by Count Chabot, at 160 gs.; and Citizen was

knocked down to Lord Pembroke for 165 guineas,

I
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Extract id the Editor

Montgomery couniij.

"The notice you took of a fox hunt which took

place in our neighbourhood some time smce, was

correct in some parts, but incorrect in others.—

There was an error in the assertion of two of the

does belonging to R. B. having led the rest, a great-

er part of the chace. The fact was, that from, say

10 o'clock until about 4, when the chace ended,

there was no particular dog which led, but the

whole of them for that length of lime (six hours)

packed as handsomely as is often met with.

"This I had from an eye witness who was with

them all the six hours, who rode moderately, but

was close to them, and could have been in among the

dogs fifty times had he have chosen it.

"R.B. thinks the fox ran about 100 miles.'
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Monday, 7 guns— DCS pheasants, 21 partridges,

81 hares. 6 rabbits, and 1 wild duck.

Tuesday, 7 guns— 44() pheasants, JO partridges,

71 hares, and 9 rabbits.

fVedncsday, 4 guns—ilG pheasants, 2-2 partridges,

50 hares, and 9 rabbits.

Thursday, 7 guns— 187 pheasants, G partridges,

57 hares, and 11 rabbits.

Friday, 6 guns— 162 pheasants, 6 partridges, 106

hares, and 31 rabbits.

Saturday, 6 guns— 101 pheasants, S partridges,

30 hares, and 19 rabbits.

Grand total, 2002 head of game in six days

—

killed by Lord Plymouth, Messrs. Compton, C. and

J. Drummond, Paulet, Mildiuay, W. and F. Am-
herst, and Oddie. [^innals of Sporting.

nXISCSXiXiASTEOUS.

(From Mason's Gentlemen's Pocket Farrier.)

Mash.

A mash is generally given to a horse for the pur-

pose of cooling th;' system, opening the bowels; and

for disguising different kinds of mediciiies which

may be nece.ss:iry to be administered; which if giv

en in any other way, would be attended with trou-

ble and difficulty, and would not be productive of

ettects so salutary,

|4j^sh—No. 1. Take of bran one gallon, sassa-

fras tea (scalding hot) one quart, powdered brira-

stone, one table spoonful, saltpetre one tea spoon-

ful.

No. 2. Take of oats one gallon, flour sulphur one

table spoonful, saltpetre one tea spoonful, boiling

water one quart.

No. 3. Take of bran one gallon, salts (glauber)

four ounces, sulphur one table spoonful, sassafras

tea (scalding hot) one quart—let them be well mix-

ed and given milk wann, not permitting the horse

to drink cold water for six hours afterwards.

Sitfasts.

Sitfasts proceed from the part being frequently

bruised with a saddle until it becomes extremely

hard, and after remaining some length of time it is

not unlike a horny substance. The cure cannot be

performed unless the knife is used for the purpose

of cutting it entirely out. After which the fresh

T^ouod can be healed with the greatest ease, in a

very short time, by using either of the following

mixtOres:

No. l>Take of brandy half a pint, honey half a
I pint, aluiiut^o ounces

No. 2. Take of blue stone a quarter of an ounce,
spirits of turpentine two table spoonsful, spring wa-

ter one pint.^

I No. 3. Take of sugar of lead half an ounce, alum
one ounce! copperas half an ounce—let them be

y well mixed and the sitfast washed twice a day after

M the wound is lyashed clean with soap and water.

:
Saddle Galls.

Saddle Qslls are generally occasioned by an un-
!l| equal pressure of the saddle, or by a saddle being

badly fiffei^to a horse's back, and if neglected they
grow into very ugly and troublesome sores. When
these infliimed tumors are first discovered, cold wa-
ter alone is frequently sufficient lo disperse and
drive them away, if applied .is soon as tlie saddle is

pulled off; but when that will not have the desired
effect, by washing them twice a day in the mixture
1 shall here recommend, ihe cure will be readily
performed—Take of sharp vinegar one gill, spirits of
-my kind one gill, sweet oil or fresh butter one table
•poonful, to be well mixed before used.

ment for 1824, the last that arc at present before

us; and a dollar s-dved or earned at home, is, surely,

as valuable as a dollar earned or brought from

abroad. [j\V/m.

Game Shootiko.
The following is a table of game killed at Lord

I lymouth'9, in si.x dav:

MANUFACTURE OF FLA.SNELS.
Between Salisbury and Amesbury, and about

three miles above Newburyport, the river Powow
discharges into the Merrimack. On the Salisbury

side of this stream is a flannel factory that employs
80 hands, and manufaciures weekly 100 pieces of

flannel, and pays yearly iJ20,000 for labour. On
the Amesbury side of the Powow is a factory that

eDjpiuys 130 ivorkmcn, manufactures 200 pieces of

flannel per week, and p.iys Ji40.000 for labour. A
nev.? building is erecting, which will contain 10,000

spindles, and manufacture 400 pieces of flannel per

»veek. [A". Y. American.

^f-htl vs calculate these things! There are three

works ill one neighbourhood, and in the whole, not

of extraordinary capacity; which from the data fur-

nished

—

Will employ, • • persons 620
Whose annual wages amount to dnllars 140.000

Producing of flannel, . . pieces 3C.400

Containing (47 to a piece,) yai-rfs 1,710,800

Requiring wool, . - . lbs. 900,000

As the amount of wages paid averages 227 dol-

lars for each person, it follows that a large portion

of the people are adults, and, probably, heads of

families; it is, therefore, reasonable to conclude,

that their subsistence, the products of the farmers,

may amount to the value of 100,000 dollars a year,

leaving 40,000 dollars for clothing and other arti-

cles, &c. Add this to the cost of the wool, and
these three manufactories furnish a home market
to our agriculturists that may be moderately esti-

mated as equal to 120,000, or 130,000 dollars a

year.

Now, as the flannel is esteemed to have an ave-

rage (wholesale,) value of from 40 to 45 cents per

yard, (say the former,) the whole value of the pro-

duct will appear to be 684,320 dollars a year! The
capital employed in these works is not stated, but in

liuds, water-rights, buildings, machinery, stock on
hand, &c. it must amount to a very large sum—

a

million, at least; and the simple interest on this

capital employed is 60,000 dollars a year.

And, if this flannel, which is made at home, was
imported, it would be as 1,368,640 dollars against

our country; equal to the whole gross amount of our

trade with several of the foreign nations with whom
we are desirous of being on the best understanding,

and pay ministers and agents to promote it—we
should be deprived of a direct and certain market
of 120,000 dollars a year for our farmers—620 per-

sons might be idle and unproductive, and the inte-

rest on a capital of a million of dollars be lost. Put
these things together!

The value of these flannels, made at three mills

being 684,000 dollars, is of greater amount than

the whole ol our exports of domestic products to

Russia, Denmark, Sweden, Prussia, Spain, Portu-

gal, Italy and Malta, (direct,) Austria and Turkey'^

as shewn by the tables from the treasury depart-

CIIINESE AGRICULTURAL FETE.
The national agricultural fete of the Chinese de-

serves to be noticed. Every year, on the fifteenth

day of the first moon, which generally corresponds

to some day in the beginning of March, the empe-
ror in person goes through Ihe ceremony of opening
the ground. He repairs in great slate to the field

appointed for this ceremony. The princes of the

imperial family, the presidents of Ihe five great tri-

bunals, and an immense number of mandarines, at-

tend him. Two sides of the field are lined with Ihc

officers of the emperor's house, the third Is occupied

by different mandarines, Ihe fourth is reserved for

all Ihe labourers of the province, who proceed thi-

ther to see their art honoured and practised by *.he

head of Ihe empire. The emperor enters the field

alone, prostrates himself, and touches the grounil

nine times with his head, in adoration of Tien the

God of heaven; he next pronounces with a loud

voice a prayer prepared by the court of ceremonies,

in which he invokes the blessing of the Great Being

on his labour, and on thai of his whole people; then,

n Ihe capacity of chief priest of the empire, he sa-

crifices an ox, in homage to heaven as Ihe fountain

of all good. While the victim is offered on Ihc al-

tar, a plough is brought to Ihe emperor, to which is

yoked a pair of oxen, ornamented in a most magni-

ficent style. The emperor laying aside his imperial

robes, takes hold of llie handle of the plough with

the right hand, and opens several furrows in the di-

rection of north and south; he then gives Ihe plough

Into the hands of the chief mandarines, who labour-

ing in succession, display their comparative dexteri-

ty. The ceremony concludes with a distribution of

money and pieces of cloth, as presents, among the

labourers; the ablest of whom executes Ihe rest of

the work in the presence of the em[)eror. After the

the field has received all the necessary work and
manure, the emperor returns to commence the sow-
ing, with similar ceremony, and in presence of the

labourers. These ceremonies arc performed on the

same day by the viceroys of all the provinces.

RECIPES.

AN INDIAN CURE FOR THE BITE OF A SNAKE.

From experience on myself and others, I assert

the herb Siaacle to be a speedy cure for the bite of

d snake—When immediately applied it will kill or

extract the poison, so that it will be no more than

the sting of a wasp—the place must be scarified, the

root chewed or pounded, and applied to the bite anil

some eaten. If it be some time before It can be pro-

cured and the swelling Increased, It will take a larg-

er quantity and more to be taken internally, and it

will have the desired effect. It is one of the first

plants which appear in the spring, and not unlike to

crow's-foot, it rises lo six inches high, is distinguished

from all others by its dark green colour; it rises in

a bunch wilh five notched leaves on each stalk, is

smooth on both sides, it shoots to seed in Ihe last of

May, grows knee high when seeded—Ihe leaves on

each seed stalk are more pointed Ulan others; each

branch bears three or more burrs, which will adhere

to cloth when ripe; the root of the seed stalk dies

with the stalk— It perhaps does not seed till three

years old. The root in which the virtue lies, is

fibrous and grows on all sides from a small bulb, is

of a blackish colour, has a spicy taste and smell; the

root when dried will answer the purpose. It grows

In rich timbered land and never among grass. The
Mississippi and Missouri bottoms abound with it

—

1 believe i! is not bound to a certain latitude.

David Robinson.
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A SURE MKTHOD OF CUIMNG GRAVEL WALK?.

'Three parts pondivater to one of brine, from the

sallini;-tiil) in a family, poured with a watering-pot

upon gravel walks, will not only kill the moss upon

them, hut drive away the worms which make so ma-

ny hiiles in them, and aNo prevent weeds springing

up. This a gentleiiKin has lately tried, who has se-

veral gravel walks in a grove near his house. Since

lie moistened his walks with hrine, which is now

lour years a;;o. they are now incommoded neither

by moss, weeds, or worms. Every autumn he causes

them to be v,ell watered with the brine and pond

water, during a whole week, to prevent ii.oss, and a

week in the spring, to guard against weeds and

worms, besides giving them a spriidding every now

a.nd then in the summer season, when Ihiy seem to

want it.

Occupying, as the Editor does, a pait of the

City Hotel as a Post office, he has the best op-

portunity of knowing the construction and conve

nience of the building, and the manner in which it

is conducted, and he is thus enabled to say that

there is no exaggeration in the following; advertise-

ment. Many who have travelled far and wide in

foreign parts, have been heard to declare, that in

no part of the world have they seen any Hotel so

extensive and complete in its arrangements.

Baltlmoke, FiMDAY, Juhe 1, 1827

'^ The next meeting of the Trustees of the Ma-

ryland Agricultural Society, will be at llayfields. the

residence of Col. N. M. liosley, on Thursday nt.d,

tlie 7lh June.

TOBACCO.
Communicated by a genlleman possessing the latest

information.

The inspection of the Maryland descriptions of

tobacco in the city of Baltimore since the 1st Janua-

ry, amounts to 5000 hhds.; 1300 hlids. of which

came from the state of Ohio.

The prices of common reds and browns are from

$3 to 4; middling reds and browns $-1- to 5'; '"'«'

reds and browns $6 to 7; red and yelluiv or spang-

led J7 to 8; ordinary yellow J8 to 10: good yellow

jjll to 15; fine yellow $16 to 28.

The export of Maryland and Ohio tobacco from

this port and the District of Columbia since the I si

January, amounts to about 10,500 hhds.; 5.500 hhds.

of which have been sent to Bremen. Advices of a

late date from the latter place are not encouraging:

One letter from a highly respectable consignee s.ays,

"the prices of inferior Marylands have been main-

tained; but coloured and yellow leaf have suffered a

further reduction, and no probability of an improve-

ment exists in the face of the considerable supplies

which are still expected. The inferior kinds will

likewise decline. The article is on the whole kept

up too high on your side, and must recede consider-

ably if shipments to this market are to render any

profit."

By the last advices from Holliind, prices had de-

clined there also. The middling and liner descrip-

tions could not be sold even at very loiv pries.

—

The stocks in importers and speculators' hands were

considerable.

Most of the tobacco which has arrived at this

market from Ohio up to the present time, is of the

yellow descriptions, a large proportion of which is ol

a chaffy, brittle substance, mixed with green and de-

fective leaves, which are entirely worthless. These

are serious objections, and diuiinish, if not destroy

the value of such tobacco in the Russian and Swed-

ish markets where it is consumed, and where a dif

ference of 15 to 25 per cent, is made between the

Ohio and Marylands, in favour of the latter, both

having the same appearance to the eye. These
markets, it is expected, will be overslockeil, as the

quantity of the yellow sorts sent, and to be sent for

ri(ii;e Furnace, celebrated for the excellence of its iron.

The ore banks still furnish a lar?e quantity of the best
ore within a mile of the scite, and on the Farm, char-
coal may be had in abundance. The distance to the
landing on the Patapsco. does not exceed -i miles; half
of it turnpike and the rest very 2,ood. To a person dis-

posed to engage in the iron business, this property
would be very eligible The meadows are extensive
and in good order; the enclosures also good, and the
whole well marked and bounded with stone boundaries.
Application may be made either to JNO. I. DONALD-i
SON, Esq. Baltimore, or to the subscriber residing on
the premises. Letters addressed to him at Elkrldga
landing, will be immediately received. D. MURR.W.

FOR SALE,
^

A fine young J.\ck, three years old, out of a fine im-
ported Jennet; very prompt in the rendition of his ser-

vices to mnres, which some are not. To save trouble,

the price is <J-JOO.

BAXiTinCORE PBtCBS OTTRRBZTT.

BARNLiM'S NliVV CITY IIOTKL Ul' BALTIMORE.
This splendid edifice is situated on Moiuiment Square,

100 feet from Market-street, fronting 117 feet OD the

west side of North Calvert-slreet, and running back

1S3 feet on Lafayette-street and Bank lane, taking in

the former residences of Alexander Brown, Esq. and

Dr. Sol .mon Birkhead, which are so connected with

llie establishment, as to afford two private and distinct

entrances. The arrangement for the accommodation

of families, consists of thirteen splendid I'arlors, all

having one and some two chambers leading from them

internally, which render them as desirable for ladies

as any private house.

It has been built expressly for a Hotel, and the great-

est care and personal attention, by the Proprietor, was
constantly devoted during its erection, to ensure the

comforts and conveniences necessary for such an estab-

lishment. In the basement is the Stage office and Post-

ofiice, immediately over which is one of the most ex-

tensive Reading Uooms in the city, supplied with papers

from every slate in the Union, and a conduclor into

the letter box of the Post-office, where gentlemen can

drop in their own letters; a convenience not to be

found in any other hotel.

The Bar is situated at the intersection of the main

entrance, and the wide and long Hall which crosses it,

displaying the corresponding conveniences of the

establishment. Opposite, is an extensive public bit-

ting Room, which presents a view of the Battle .Monu-

ment, the Court House, the whole Square, and the

plendid private buildings which front on it. The si-

tuation of the House is such as to afford a free circula-

tion of light and air, uninterrupted by any other build-

ings, as it fronts on three streets, and the immense
thickness of its walls will render it one of the most

delightful retreats during the heat of summer.
The very flattering encouragement which the City

Hotel has so far received, calls for my warmest ac-

knowledgments to the public; and grateful for former

patronage, I feel a renewed desire, now that 1 have it

ill my power, to entertain in a far superior »tyle, with-

out any increase of charges. D.WIL) B.ARNUM.

Repnrled for tUe Jlmtrican Furnur, by Lewis Sullon Sf Co.

Tobacco.—There is noiv a good deal doing, at lo\r

prices. Inspected last week, ending Saturday, 847

hogsheads. Actual sales of Ohio Tobacco since last re-

turn, 29 hhds assorted good red, yellow and red, and

some fine yellow a little mixt in stripping, sold round

at $3 25; and 3 hhds. rather better quality brought $10

each; ^ stayed, quality as good as above, sold by sam-

ple as stay, at J64 each— this shews the loss for want

of condition. Maryland about the same as last week.

The above is but a small part of the sales of the week,

but will shew that not over one or two in so many hun-

dred will bring any thing like from $'25 to 30.

Second as in quality ^2 50 a 8.00—Common crop, 3.00

„ 3..'i0—Do. red, 4.00 u 4.r>0—Good red, 6.00 a B.OO

—

Fine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10.00—

Yellow, 8.00 a 15.00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a 30.1)0— Fine

Virginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock, 3 50—Ken-

tucky, fine, 3.50 a 6.00—do. for wrapping, 7.00 o B 00.

Flour—Howard-street, superfine, 5.00 o5.12i—City

mills, 4. 87i n 5.00—Susquehanna, §4.874—Corn Meal,
per barrel, 2.75 a 2.87i

—

Wheat, best white, 05 a

98—ordinary, 85 90— inferior, 70 a 85

—

Corn. 43 a

-14 -Rye, .63 a .65—Oats, .41 a ,43—White BE.ixe,

1.25 a I 37i—Peas, 60

—

Clover seed, 4 a 4.50—Timo-
thy seed, 3.00

—

Barley, 1.00

—

Fl.\xseed ,
.95

—

Whis-
key, in hhds. 29 n 30— Do. in bbls. 31 a 3H—Wool,
country, washed on the sheep's back, 18 00 a 22.00

—

cros>-breed, do. 20.00 a 22.00—half do. 24.00 a 26.00—
three-quarters, 28. 00« 30.00—full blood, 30.00o35.00—
Cotton, Virginia, 9,00 re 10.00—Upland, fair, 10.00 a

11.00—Louis-iana, ll.OOn 13.00—N.Carolina, 9.00a 10.00

Tennessee, in a 11
J

—

Feathers, new, .29 n sn—B.i-

coN, best hams, 9.00 a 10.00—middlings, fi.OO J 6.50

—

country, (assorted,) 5.00 a 5.50

—

Fish, HerririRs, p. bbl.

2.25 re 2.50—Shad, in good order, 6 re 7—Mackerel, 4.50

re 5.50 re 6—Live Stock, beef on hoof, 5.50 u 6—Pork

do. 4 a 4.50—Lambs do 1.50 a 2—Veal do. 3—Butter,
fresh, 20 a 25.

GheenPeas this morning at tO cents the peek.

FARM FOR SALE.
The subscriber otl'ers for sale the Farm on which' he

resides, containing 1200 acres, about half of which is

woodland. This property is on the turnpike leading

from Baltimore to the City of WLshington—binds on

this road between the 8th and 9th mile stones from the

former place. The buildings are about a mile and a

half from the road; all either new or lately put in com

ward the present year, will be at least four times P'"'^ \''Vf'- '"'^ ^.""='""2
''""f

,'^ "^ ^''"'^' '''^^^''-

• u -. u 1 1^ .1 11 1 tialy built, two stoi-ies high, with two rooms and a pas
greater than it has ever been. It must he •"olK-ct-

1^^^/;,^,^^;^ ^^,j ^,^ lodging rooms above stairs, with a

kitchen adjoining; a large brick granary, and stable of

stone, witii a great number of other buildings, such as

ed that yellow tobacco is not consumed in Germany
or Holland, but is exported from thence to the

markets in the Baltic, ivhere the demand heretofore

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Observations on the value of Orchard Grass—Re-

marks on the past and present culture of Maryland

lands. No. 1.—On the qualities of the Nankin Cotton,

cultivated in North Carolina—On Grasses and other

Plants, from G. Sinclair's Hortus Gramineus, with

notes, &c. (Festuca pralensis, Holcus lanatus,) No. 10,

continued—Charles E. Rowan on Smith's Plough—Ear-

ly Mowing—Prospect of Crops in Virginia—On the Co-

rinthian Grape, or Zante Currant—Mr. Prince's double

White Rocket and Corinthian Grape -On the structure

of Icc-houses, by Mr Boardley, of Maryland— Medical

Essays, No. 2, on the food and mana.nement of Infants

—Sa'le'of tlie late Duke of York's Stud— Recipes from

Mason's Gentlemen's Farrier, Mash, Sit-fasts and Sad-

die-galls—Game Shooting in England— Manufacture of

Flannels in New England, with remarks by Mr.Niles—

Chinese Agricultural Fete—Kccipes.on Indian cure for

the bite of a Snake, To cure Gravel Walks—On the
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,,„ Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

quarters, tobacco house, smoke house, ice hou^^e, dairy, JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, corner

has not been equal even to the limited quantity pro- I tec. iic. A fine stream of water runs through the whole of St. Paul and Markct-sts., where every deseripiion

iuced in Marvland. extent of the land, on which formerly stood the Elk- j of Book and Job Printing is handsomely exccutea. ^,
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AaRICVXiTtl£.X:.

(From Lorain's Practice of Husbandry.)

DIFFERENT CLASSES OF FARMERS IN

LLMITED CIRCUiMSTA.NCES.

Observations on the different classes of fai mers in li

mitcd cimimstaiices; also on the injurious error of

f^ occupyiiis; more laud than can be cultivated firoper

ly. by the capital employed. Remarks on the ru

ivmis practices too generally pursued by tenants in

this cnuntry; also on the measures to be takeyi to

m event these evils. Two distinct systems of ma
naicement recommended to he practised by the cir

cvinscribed cultivator. The extensive usifutncss of

thv grasses when employed by the circumscribed

farmer for manure, explained; also how they should

be applied and managed by him How the soil is

ameliorated by a turnip crop. On growing pota

toes on grass lays without dung.

It lias been before observed, (hat the farmer

whether he be rich or poor, may e;row any cultivat-

ed crops that best suit his purpose, provided he oc

cu|iies no more land than is consistent ivitli the

means employed to cultivate it, and a sulKciency of

grass crops intervene.

There are several different grades of farmers,

who do not employ a suffieiency of capital to cuiti

vate their s'ounds very advantageously. Firsl,

those who are really wealthy; but as this wealth

consists principally in lands, their monied capital is

too circumscribed to cultivate them to advantage.

Many of these gentlemen may be well aware of

this; but the trouble and perplexity arising from
the too generally destructive practices of tenants in

this country, may induce them to k^ep the whole
in their own hands. Secondly, those who add farm
to farm, in place of cultivating, the grounds thcx

already possess, properly. Thirdly, those who build
cAtensive barns and dwelling houses before they have
provided a suitirient emck o( cattle, 6tc. to iMrm pro-
perly Fourthly , those who prefer hoarding up the

money saved by rigid economy, or putting it out in

interest, to eniployin;t it on their farms. It is cr
tail' that more money cannot add to the happiiijss

of the last mentioned cultivators, as they alretdy

possess much more than is properly applied by

them. The community, however, is interested in

the better cultivatio i of the soil occupied by th.-m.

The fifth, and most extensive class of circim-
scribed farmers, are those who are actually pjor.

It is to this class of cultivators that I shall priici

pally apply my subject, as in doing this the others

will be equally well informed of the best means o(

ordering their limited establishments, as they would
be, if what is advanced were immediately address-
ed to them. There can be no essential difference

in the practice of those who cannot and those who
do not furnish sutficient capital to cultivate the soil

in tiie most advantageous way; unless it be that,

arising from the great disproportion of funds em
ployed, where such a multitude of cultivators are
concerned. This, however, introduces no serious
difficulty, if the general princi|)les by which the cir

cumscribed farmer should govern his practice, be
kept in view; and he carefully employ his agricul
tural funds to the best advantage, in the manner or
Way which these principles require.

We too generally see that farmers, who are
scarcely able to cul'ivate twenty acres of ground as
it ought to be done, are seldom content with one
hundred; although they might thrive on the former,
and but too generally continue poor on the latter.

This fatal error has induced many of them to make
extensive clearings. As this has been done, anil the
country as v»'ell as themselves is highly interested
in Iheir welfare, and tli^ improvement of the sciii

occupied by them, they should he m.ide acquaiuteii
with that mode of management and cultivation.

No. la. —VOL. 9.

best eaeuiated to promote valuable crops, and im-
prove <ie fertility of the soil.

Theowners of land in England act wisely. They
will nrt rent to those who have not a sufficiency of
capitalto do justice to the si.il. This is too seldom
considired in America, and the soil is ruined of
course. Hence it is, that the prejudiced or super-

ficial oiserver, asserts that the soil and climate in

this coinlry are incapable of producing such luxu
riant cops as are grown in B^^ngland—than which
noftiiiij can be more erroneous; yet we see that as

soon as a cultivator from that country arrives, he is

persuated by our own countrymen, and also by too

many nooks written here, that he must not sow or

plant IS much seed as he sowed or planted in Eiig
land, relaud, or even on the poor heaths of the

highlands of Scotland.

So lompletely is this error established, that 1 ne-

ver kiew but one cultivator from either of those

three countries, who had observation and resolu-

tion sitiicieut to act contrary to this very absurd,
but at the same time fatal delusion.

But to return. It would be far better to keep up
the feices, and leave the grounds to nature, than to

place them in the hands of men whose system of

farmiig insures destruction. Nature in this highly

favoued country, speedily covers even thin soils

with ivhite clover, and better grounds are as quick-
ly co?ered vvith superior grasses. The decay of

these will gradually enrich the land. If cattle be
adiniited, and not suffered to carry off in the even
ing tie greater part of what they have gathered in

through the day, the grounds will be sooner enrich-

ed: povided a good covering of the grasses be al-

ways preserved.*

Sone gentlemen, in their mistaken zeal to esta-

blish he invaluable practice of soiling, wish us to

beliere that the manure promiscuously dropped by
cattle when the grasses are pastured, does but little

good; the reverse of this, however, is true.

To prove their erroneous theory, they have cited
commons that had remained open a great length of
time, and still continued as poor as they were, so
far back at least, as the memory of man could trace
Iheir comparative situation.

These writers, however, should have recollected
that the commons were always overstocked; so much
so, that the little grass produced by them was con
stantly cut off as close by the ground as it was pos-
sible for hungry horses, cattle, sheep, &c. to bite;

that the greater part of the little which these ani
mals gathered through the day, was carried off by
them m the evening; that the dung left by them on
the grounds lay exposed, without the least shelter
liom the tops of the grasses, to the injurious effects

of the sun and air; that much of the juices from it,

which would sink into an open free soil, well cover-
ed by the tups of the grasses, was washed away by
the rains, &.c in consequence of the ground beint;
greatly consolidated by the feet of the multitude cf
animals, who were continually roving over tlicm in

search of a better bite.

Time will clothe thin soils with a scanty cover-
ing of grass, even when exposed to almost every

'Bypassing through the body of animals, the food
eaten by them is highly incorporated with animal mat-
ter. These are ver) far richer, and afford much more
food for plants than vegetable substances; especially if

llie animal who makes the manure is fat or in good
condition. The urine made by the cattle is also very
emiching. The vcgetalion eaten and elaborated by
th«in while green, returns much more to the land, than
caji do the grasses when suffered to rot on the soil. As
iuifirst drying, and after this decaying, very murli of
dib nutriment contained in them is e.shalcd and wash-
ed away by heavy rains. No question but there is a

lots in dung, &c. dropped by the cattle while pasturing;
bil this is far less than happens in the too usual mode
"i |mana:;emcnt when pasturing is properly ordered, as

will be more fully explained presently.

disadvantage: still ilie tops of the planis being ^iu

the case now under consideration,) eaten off close

to the ground, so soon as it is possible for hungry
animals to crop them, they become too debilitated

to act in energetic concert with their roots: thus the
latter become equally as debilitated as the former;
consequently the vegetation within the soil can be
no better than that above it.

The grounds, therefore, in despite of every effort

made by nature, are compelled, by the mismanage-
ment of man, to continue poor. However, as he
does not see the causes which produce this effect,

he plunges still deeper into error by drawing false

conclusions from what has happened. He might,
however, have observed, that only one year's pas-
luring In this way, of the richest meadow, will de-
bilitate the roots as well as the tops of the plants

so much, as greatly to curtail the product of the
ensuing year.

Yet we see too many farmers suffer their live

stock to eat of the grasses on their meadoiv grounds
as close as it can well be done, until vegetation is

locked up by frost. Some are not content even
with this ruinous practice: they turn in their cattle,

horses and sheep again in the spring to graze, for

soaie considerable time before the fields are shut
up to grow grasses for hay.

When a good covering of the tops of the grasses

is coiitinualiy preserved, the health and vigour of
the roots are maintained; they spread deep and
wide through the soil. This covering greatly

shields the dung and urine, made by the cattle, from
the injurious influence of the sun and air; it also

opens and expands the soil, so that more of the

juices sink into it when washing rains occur: espe-

cially as the progress of the water is considerably
retarded by the opposition it meets from the cover-

ing of grass. The grosser particles of the dung na-

turally adhere to this mass of vegetation; it also

affords ample food and shelter for animalcula, and
the animal matter introduced by them is considera-
ble

If the dung dropped by the cattle, be broken into
pieces, and spread over the soil, the latter must be
much more benefited in proportion to the quantity
of manure, tlian by top dressing in the usual way:
provided a suitable allowance be made for the loss

in (hat part of the manure, which may happen to

be dropped by the cattle, where it can be of hut
little, and sometimes of no benefit to the grounds.
The cause of this is evident; one half of the nutri-

tive properties of the dung commonly used for top
dressing, is Inst by fermentation and decomposition
before it is ^ijiplied.

Notwith.'il.inding, however, it is very erroneous
10 assert tliat the manure dropjied by cattle in pas-
ture does little or no good; it is eiident that the
dung which may be saved from the same number
ol cattle, when soiled, very far exceeds, in useful-

ness, that which may be obtiiiued by pasturing; so
much so, that the comparative value of the latter

is trivial indeed, if the former be (iroperly applied

and managed; still, Ibe manure returned to Ihe soil

by pasturing is highly important to the cultivator,

when that practice is properly managed: as the

grounds will not only furnish a regular supply of
the grasses for his cattle, without any addition to

Ihe manure dnippcd by them, but will also be gra-

dually enriclii d by this pnictice.

But tioltvillistanding these invaluable purposes
may be olilainod from pasture grounds, and that too

with the least possible labour; yet where population

and capital will admit soiling to be joined with a
regular and judicious convertible husbandry, this

practice sboiilJ be adopted; as it will not only in-

troduce inor'! and far belter grasses, but it also im-

proves the soil as much, or perhaps more, in ten or
twelve years, than can be done in half a century
by the former pr:utice, and at the same lime it

greatly increases (he product of cultivated crops.
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But to return lo the renters ol land. It is certain

that if the plough and axe be not limited, the soil

will Vie much sooner ruined, and (he timber destroy-

ed, even in the back-wuods, than ihe owners of

land In this country appear to conctive. If they

were sensible of the impending evil, «c might na-

turally suppose, measures would be taken to pre-

vent the injury. Proper leases, with strict reuard

to their fulfilment, would generally elfect this inva

luable end. The inconsiderate farmers who till

their own grounds, would be stiniulalcd to a better

practice, by observing; that their iieiKbbours, whose

leases compelled Ihem to farm properly, were doinj;

ranch better than themselves, who had no rent to

pay.
, . , .

The amount of the moderate rent, which is gene-

rally exacted in this country, may be readily sunk

by the mismanagement of those who till their own

grounds. Althouj;!' rents are low, it would be much

better to reduce them considerably on improving

leases. This would, in a few years, entirely change

the face of the soil, which is at pieseni too gene-

rally haggard and im|ioverished by incessant plough-

ing and cropping, "ilh scarcely any attention lo

grass or manure. The advantage gained by ihe

improvement of the grounds would greally exceed,

not only the abatement in the rent, but also the

whole amount of it.

The farmer whose capital is too limited to keep

a slock of cattle, proportionate to his soil, will find

incalculable advantage in a superabundance of the

grasses. In fact, they are the only means which

he can employ lo enable him to farm profitably, or

that can prevent the ultimate ruin of his soil. Un-

less he live in the vicinity of a market for his pro-

duce, from whence he may in return bring back en-

riching manure.

Grass seeds come high, if they be annually

bought: still a small sum will enable him to purchase

a sufficiency of those best suited lo his purpose;

from which he may grow his own seed. A little

practice will teach him how to sow it in the chafl',

which will greatly abridge his labour.

When grasses' abound they will so far exceed

the necessary quantity for his limited stock of

cattle, that his soil will be constantly well clothed

with this invaluable vegetation. The continual de-

cay of it will enrich his grounds, besides supplying

a full grown crop of grass to be ploughed under

the soil as manure for every fallow crop grown by

him.
The increased product obtained by this simple

and rational practice, will greatly overpay Ihe tri-

vial cost of the grass seed, also of the gypsum

which may be found necessary lo excile luxuriant

crops of red clover on his thinner soils.

No system of management which promises last-

ing success and improvement, can be cheaper than

Ihis, or be effected with near so little labour. In

fact it is exactly calculated to promote the ease and

tranquility of an indigent cultivator, and finally to

enrich him. By this simple and cheap means, he

may gradually and regularly increase his live stock

with scarcely any perceptible expense, until the

number of them becomes equal to the extent'of soil

cultivated by him.

The usual mode of random cultivation and ini

provement is not, however, calculated to effect this

invaluable end. To do this with certainty, and

without perplexity and confusion, two regular, but

very ditierent systems of management, should be

pursued by the circumscribed fanner. First, his

farm yard manure should be liberally spread for

fallow crops, so far as it will extend. This portion

of his soil ought to be regularly cultivated in the

same way that wealthy farmers should cultivate

(heir grounds. As live stock and manure increase,

additions ought to be made to this portion of his

management, until the whole of his farm be reduc-

ed to one perfect system of economy, This mode

I manageii.enl will not only prevent perWexity.

but also excile his emuKition to excel even hi more
wealthy neighbours in this portion of his g lunds.

It ivill also clearly convince him of the v lue of

good husbandry. This will naturally cause lim to

hasten the improvement of the whole of h i farm

by every rational means within the compas; of his

ability. The very luxuriant and profitabli crops

obiained by this \\ay, will excite his neightiurs to

follow his laudable example. The remaint ;r, and

by far the greater part, of his grounds, sh iild be

subjected to a regular and very lenient ccirseof

cropping. Every fallow crop ought to be ninured
grass

Cfi the

, &c.

allow

The
grass

ound

by turning under as full grown a crop of the

es as the soil is capable of producing.

His fallow crops, grown without dun
best of his grounds, may be potatoes, maii

:

On his grounds of more inferior quality, his

crops should be peas, beans, &.c. One crop o small

grain may, unless the grounds be too poor,*si;cecd

i ach fallow crop, with grass seed sown on it

grounds must be continued three years in

before they are again turned up for another

ol crops

The stubble crop of grasses should be suffeed (o

grow and rot on the soil. A good covering yf all

the grasses ought to be continually preserved and
great care taken to increase the size of this cpver

ing to the greatest possible extent, before fcvere

frost sets in. \

Such grounds as are too poor to produc two
crops previously to their being laid down in ;rass,

should be prepared and sown in small grain, n the

way that has been recommended in my hokon
Cultivation, and grass seed sown on thegtin.—
They should not be mowed, but may he pasured,
if a good covering of the grasses be alwa}'! pre-

served. 'I'hey ought to lie three years in gra s be-

fore tliey are again cropped.!
If from too frequent use of gypsum witholit en-

riching manure, or any other cause, it is found. that

part of the farmer's poor grounds cannot be exeiled

by that substance so as to produce valuable crops'

of red clover, they ought to be sown on one |)!ough-

ing, with such seeds as are best calculated to pro-

duce a good green crop on them. This should be

turned under the soil; and, after the grounds have

been prepared in the way before recommended,
small grain sown for a crop, to be gathered, and

red clover sown on it. The clover ought not to be

mowed, but it may be pastured and managed as

above directed, for three years; after which the sod

may be again turned up for a crop of small grain,

lo be followed by clover. The soil should be sub-

jected to this lenient course of cropping unlil it

becomes sufficiently rich to bear two crops before it

is restored lo grass.

When the soil is capable of producing grass, no

other green crop should be ploughed under for ma-
nure. The grasses cost nothing but their seed and

Ihe little labour of sowing them, unless the soil be

too thin to produce clover without the use of gyp-
sum. In Ihal case, however, tlie cost of the gyp-
sum will not be any thing like equal to the neci ssa-

ry cultivation, and seed for a green crop, obtained

by sowing even buckwheat.
(To be continued.)

*Iii this case no fallow crop should be taken. Ode

crop of small grain will be found fully as mucli as such

grounds ought to grow before they are returned to, or

sown in grass.

t Here 1 beg leave to observe, there are some grounds

that seem to be very poor which, when manured wiSh

gypsum ,will grow good crops of red clover. Ou such

grounds, by the proper use of the clover turned imiler

for manure, the farmer may grow a lenient fallow

crop, to be followed by small grain; this, however,

should be sown in the spring, as winter grain is much
more liable to be chilled by the severities of the win-

ter in poor than in richer grounds.

ON GRASSES AND O I'HER PLANTS.
No. II.

Extracts fmm G. Siiicliiir''s^ Hortus Gramineus—wiiVi

occasional notes and observations, by u Corrcspoi

dent.

(Continued from page 82.)

"PoA nervata. Nerved Meadow grass.

"Specijic character.— Panicle upright; spikelei-

smooth, five-flowered, nerved.

"Obs. Panicle often half a foot and more ii.

length, with slender branches, pressed rlose, aiu!

subdivided; spikelels small, of a green colour; valve;

of the blossom smooth, having five raised nerve

on each valve; leaves in two rows, resembling u

fan, somewhat rough; culm a little compressed. Na
live of North America. Root perennial

"The crops of this grass, at the time of (lowering

and at the time the seed is ripe, are equal in poin'

of quantity and nutrient quality, a circumstanc
which has not occurred in any other grass mention
ed in this series of experiments. The nutriliv.

matter contained in the latter math is likewis

greater than in luost other grasses. The root leaver

are produced on a shoot, and stand in two row-

after the manner of a fan. This shoot, which i;

formed by Ihe union of the base of Ihe leaves, i^

very succulent, and contains a greater proportion

of nutritive matter than the leaves, which account;

for the superiority of the latter-math in nutritiv.

matter. This grass is remarkably hardy, [n Fc
bruary 17, 1SI4, after the severe winter precedins,

this species of Poa was perfectly green and succu

lent, while not one species of grass, out of nearji

300 different species that grew around it, remainec

in a healthy state, but were all inferior, and raon.

or less injured by the severity of the weather. Ii'

the following season, the produce rather exceeded

the above, though it had been mown the preceding

season, and no manure had been applied. It is a

native of North America, where the «.;.»»ore arc

longer or .more spvpro. nnd the summers warmei
Aan in this climate; and the plants, natives of Si-

biria, exhibit a similar habit, for the severer Ihe

vvhtcr, the greater is their produce; and the milder

the winter, iheir produce is comparatively less —
Ths long-rooted clover is one of this class: after a

scitere winter the produce is very great, but after a

miu winter the produce is considerably inferior.

"iThe nerved meadow-grass affects most soils, but

notlsuch as are tenacious. The seed does not ve-

getite so readily as might be presumed from the

pleJtiful manner in which it is produced; nor does

theplant attain to maturity so soon as many other

grafses that have equal merits in other respects

'I'hi above facts do not offer sufficient grounds to

recjmmend the nerved meadow-grass strongly, for

the purposes of the agriculturist; nor go the full

length to discourage further attempts to cultivate

it to more advantage, as it is a foreign plant, and

its defects may probably be lessened by frequently

raising it from seed ripened in this climate.

"Farther experience in the cultivation of this

grass enables me to state that it possesses very va-

luable properties, and that it will be found a valua-

ble ingredient in permanent pastures, where the soil

is not loo dry, but of a medium quality as to mois-

ture and dryness.

"It flowers in the third week of June, and the

seed is ripe in the last week of July."

This grass is very common, in Pennsylvania, in

wet, swampy grounds; but it has not attracted the

attention of the farmers, nor is it considered of

much value, notwithstanding what is here said of

it.

"PuLF.UM jjratc/ise. Meadow cat's-tail grass. Ti-

mothy grass.*

"Specijic cftoiacJer.—Spike cylindrical, very long;

calyx fringed and awned; straws upright.

' Generally called Timethi, in this country.
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"Ohs. Culms from a foot and a half to three feet

high, according to the nature of the soil in which

it grows; in moist deep loams it attains the great-

est height. SpiUe regularly cylindric, and blunt at

the top; sometimes five or six inches long in young

plants, but in old plants it is mneh shorter

"The culms of this grass at the time the seed is

ripe, contain more nutritive matter than those of

any other si)ecies of grass that have l.ecn sulimiltcd

to experiment. In regard to the production of ear-

ly herbage in the spring, it is superior to the cock's-

foot grass; the resulls'of the experiments shewed

the quantity of grass to bo. equal in both plants;

but the nutritive' matter afforded by the grass of

the meadow cat's tail, in the early part ol the spring

was superior to that of the cock's fool, in the pro

portion of 9 to 8. The value of the culms simply,

exceeds that of the grass, al the time of flowering,

in the proportion of 14 to 5; a circumstance which

gives value to this grass above many others for the

purpose of hay; as its valuable early foliase may be

cropped to a late period of the spring without inju-

ry to the culms, which cannot be effected with those

grasses which flower earlier in the season, without

incurring a loss of nearly half the value of the

crop, as has been proved by. former examples.

"Though there is more nutritive matter contain-

ed in the seed crop than in the flowering crop, ne-

vertheless the loss of latter-math which would have

been produced in the time the seed was ripening,

would more than outweigh the superior quantity of

nutritive matter contained in the grass of the seed

crop. To the practical farmer, this last observa-

tion (which likewise appli's to every similar state-

ment throughout these details,) is, I am sure, un-

necessary. If the season has been dry, this grass

should be cut at the time of flovvering, but in moist

cloudy seasons, it should be suffered to stand at

least eight days after the period of flowering; in

two days after this period it h ill accumulate more
nutritive matter than ii did In ten Jays previous lo

that stage of growth, provided circumstances c?o

not interrupt the progress of vegetation, which lie

results of numerous experiments have proved.

"This grass is very deficient in the product of

after-math, and is slow in growth after being cnp-
ped: these defects take much from the merits abive

mentioned. It appears, therefore, lo be unfit for

cultivation by itself as an allernate husbandry griss;

but of great value, as a consliluent of any mixlire

of grasses for permanent p.asture, or the alienate

husbandry, where it should always form a part.

"In the Annual Re;;ister for 1765, we find thai it

was much recommended about fifty years ago, jn-

der the name of limolhy-grass; and Mr. 'V\^yncl is

said lo have brousrht it from Virginia in 1763. it

received this quaint ap|)eIlalion from Mr. Tinidthy

Hanson. »vho first brought ils seeds from New \ork
to Carolina. It had then a great character in Ame-
rica, where it is called herd-grass. I was, in 1815,

informed by a proprietor of land in Canada, that it

is still considered the best grass in that province.

"It flowers in the third week of June, and ripens

the seed in the end of July."

This important and valuable grass is generally

naturalized in the United Slates, and carefully cul

tivaled by all good farmers, al least in Pennsylva
nia. Mixed wilh red clover, it makes the most suli

slantial hay, piThaps, in this country; though the
deficiency of al'tei^mnlh renders it very severe on
the soil, especially in dry seasons. I'imothy, and
orchard grass, are doubtless the most valuable
grasses cultivated in this country.
"LoMCM perenne. Ilye.-grass, Perennial Darnel,

Ray-grass. Perennial Rye grass.

"Specific character.—Spike awnless; calyx short
er than the spikelet; florets lanceolate. See Sm.
Engl. Fl. i. p. 173.
"Tiie propirtional value which the grass at the

lime of flowering bears to that al the time the seed

is ripe is as 11 to 10; and to the grass of the latter-

math, as 5 to 2.

"TIcre has often been occasion to observe, that

thougl grass, when left till the seed be ripe, may
afford 1 greater quantity of nutritive mailer, never-

theless the value of the latter-math which is lost by

this mtans, is often greater than the extra quantity

of nutntive matter thus obtained; add lo this the

mpovtrishing effects of the plants on the soil by

the pro'ess of ripening the seed, and the less pala-

table niture of the hay. The plants of grass are

likewise much weakened by the production of seed,

for in all the experiments I have made the produce

of latlcr-math proved always less, in many instan-

ces ore half less, in a given time after the seed

crop, Ihan after the crop taken at the time of flow

erinu-. [ never could perceive, however, that the

bad etfects extended in any degree to the next fol

lowin; season, the weight of produce being then as

frequeilly superior as equal or less.

"Rje grass appears to have been cultivated pre-

vious the year 1677;* besides which, red clover,

sainloin, spurrey, trefoil, and nonsuch, were the only

plants Iheii cultivated as grasses, or termed such.

And i; is only of late years that any other species

of the natural grasses has been tried as a substitute

for it in forming artificial pastures—as cat's-tail

grass, (P/i/ewmprafeHsc,) cock's-foot grass, (Dacty

tU filome.rntit,} and fox-tail grass, {Jllnpecurus pra

tensis.) The cat's tail grass appears lo have been

made trial of before either of the other two, not

more ban fifty years ago, by Mr. Rocque, a farmer

at Waiham-green, near London. The seed of the

cocksfoot grass was introduced about the same
time fom Virginia, by the Society of Arts, &c. but

no tr'iA was made of it till several years afterwards:

itwasllien called orchard-grass;! and it is but late-

ly tha. Ilie foxtail, grass has been tried on an ex-

tensive scale—the merits of which seem to have been

first accurately pointed out l>y the late excellent Mr.
Curtis in his several works on grasses.

"There has been much difference of opinion re-

specting the merits and comparative value of rye-

grass. It produces an abundance of seed, which is

easily collected, and readily vegetates on most kinds

of soil, under circumstances of different manage-
ment; it soon arrives at perfection, and produces in

its first years of growth a good supply of early herb

age, which is much liked by cattle. These merits

have, no doubt, upheld it to the present day in

practice, and will probably for some time lo come,
continue it a favourite grass ivith manj' farmers.

But the latter-math of rye-grass is very inconsi-

derable, and the plant impoverisiies the soil in a

higli degree if the culms, which are invariably left

untouched by cattle, are not cut before the seed

advances towards perfection. When this is neglect-

ed, the field, after midsummer, exhibits only a

brown surface of withered straws.

"Let the produce and nutritive powers of rye-

grass be compared with those of the cocks-fool

gi.iss.and it will be found inferior in the proportion

nearly of 5 lo 18; and also inferior to the meadow
fox-tail in the proportion of 5 to 12; and inferior lo

the meadow fescue in the proportion of 5 to 17,

III these conqiarisons, from which the above pro

portions arose, it was necessary to omit the seed

crops for the truth of comparison.
"iBut as the seed of the ibx-tail is often defective,

andjthe plants of the fescue {Fcsliica pratensis,) do
nut arrive at perfection so soon as those of rye-grass,

Ihfir superiority, as above, over rye-grass, is some-
vvliijt lessened with respecl lo Ihtir value as aller-

n;)l^ husbandrj' grasses; for permanent pasture,

ho\\fever, the above proportional values will be

found true, as rye-grass is but a short-lived plant.

seldom continuing above six years in possession of

the soil, but is continued by its property of ripen-

ing an abundance of seed, which is but little mo-
lested by birds, and suffered to fall and vegetate

among the root-leaves of the permanent pasture

grasses.

"But cock's-foot grass perfects an abundance of

seed, and the plants arrive at a productive state as

soon as those of rye-grass; hence its superiority

over rye-grass, as above, is equally great for per-

manent pasture and the alternate husbandry; which
is not so precisely the case with the fox-tail grass

and meadow fescue. One peck of rye-grass, with

14 lbs. of clover, per acre, is generally considered

suffieient for sowing artificial pastures."

This grass is naturalized in many parts of the

United States. It makes a handsome sv\'ard for

lawns. Sic. but it has not been much cultivated, or

attended to, with us—and is probably inferior in

value lo several other grasses; such as timothy,

orchard grass, &c.
(To he conlinued.)

c the first edition of Woldridgc's Husbandry: my
copjj is the third edition, dated 1G61.

i innual Register for l"65, p. 141, et ssq.

MARYLAND LANDS—No. It.

To Farttiers, Emii^ranls, and other Settler.'!.

The State of Maryland, situated on both sides

of the Chesapeake bay, with Baltimore city as her
commercial emporium, in a climate that is removed
from the severity of the north and the oppressive

heat of the south; laid open by the bay, and the

rivers which empty into it, so that it is every where
accessible from the ocean; presents strong natural

induccmenls to industrious emigrants and farmers,

and other settlers, who have even but very mode-
rale means. The slaves are gradually vanishing
away, and free white Libour is becoming both pro-
ductive and honourable. The diininished use of
slave labour leaves both many vacant farms, and
many large and uncultivated tracts of land ivhich

invite the attention, and must (from the unprofita-
bleness of slave labour,) only be cultivated by free

white citizens. These lands can be either purchas-
ed or hired by the year for money, or on shares.

The processes of cultivation are the same as in the
eastern and middle slates. Oxen and horses are
used in ploughing, or horses alone. The soil is

easier lo till llian it is in New England, and the
season begins earlier and ends later. The crops
are tobacco, wheat, corn, rye, barley, buckwheat,
oats, flax in small quantities, potatoes, and every
egetable of ;he eastern stales, and others besides.

The fruits are apples, pears, peaches, plums, &c.
The great roads and turnpikes lead to the south
through Washington city, the seat of government
of the whole Union, and Norfolk, in Virginia; to

the west through Pittsburg and Wheeling; to the

north throujth York and Harrisburg; and to the

east througi) all the great commercial cities. Ma-
ryland is situated at that point between the south

and the north, the east and the west, which unites

the capacities of all the states, as far as one slate

can; and already cotton is raised in some parts of
the state. Tlie vine is native all over the state and
grows in all the woods. The growth of timber is

sound, vigorous, rapid (say fit to cul every sixteen

years,) and close, being mostly oak, chestnut, and
maple, and n,o'>d forests of pines. The mulberry

tree and silk worm might be introduced advan-
tageously to Ihe cultivator. Careful cultivation,

therefore, produces good orchards and fine cider.

The prime cider of Baltimore countj' is unsurpass-

ed by the celebrated Newark cider. The currant

grows to pcrfei'lion, and wine may be made of it lo

any extent. Wine is already made of grapes in se-

veral parts of Ihe state. Distillation oilers induce-

ments in the loiv prices of corn, rye and other grams.

No state in the Union, even of much greater size,

has so great an amount of water power, lor the

various branches of the manufacturing arts; and
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coUon, iNoollcri. ('njMT, irou.iuid olli

already ill -.1 stale ol' profitable opeiation. Chemi-

cal laboiatork-s, for tlie making of cliiouie yellow,

while lead, vitriol, copperas, alum, and other che-

mical articles, are established on a large scale, and

yearly increase the wealth and add to the impor-

tance of the slate generally. The state is consi-

dered to be rich in minerals, such as coal, iron ore,

and the crude chrome. The fisheries of the slate

are valuable and extensive. The bay trade and the

fisheries employ a large number of sailors, every

way valuable citizens.

The stale government imposes no heavy taxes,

or other burthens, on its citizens, and public church-

es are to be found all over the slate, allhough no

tax is imjiosed on the people for their support, and

public worship is upheld by voluntary contributions.

There is provision made for public schools, and

they are maintained throughout the state. There

are also several respectable academies, two col-

leges, and a university.

This state is finely adorned with natural meadow

lands for hay and for pasture; and its hills are well

suited for sheep pasture, and its climate calculated to

make the best wool The turnpike roads are con

stiucted on the McAdain plan, and are excellent;

the other roads are at present decidedly in bad or-

der; but this is owing to the want ol a denser white

population.

The centrality of the state, its climate, the na-

turally kind and easy soil of the whole state; its

adaptation to the productions of «!( the other states,

its roads, its schools, its rivers, its forests, and its

now rising and rapidly increasing manufactures;

all Ihese, and much more than the limits of such an

essay will allow room for, should arrest the at-

tention of the persons in the United Stales who are

alw.i)S arriving and seeking eligible situations in

which to settle themselves.

The facts being admitted, that slave labour is

so unprofitable that it has gone much out of use,

and will in a short period cease to be used at all on

the greatest part of our lands, for the purposes of

agriculture; and, that in consequence of the pro-

gress which this operation has already made in the

state, many farms and good tracts of land lie va

cant andunt'lled; it becomes us seriously and

carefully to inquire what is the most proper method

of getting these lands sold and occupied by free

white labouring farmers. For this purpose, let

persons desirous to sell or lease lands or farms,

write to the Editor of the American Farmer, at Bal-

timore, describing the lands and the terms of sale

or lease. This will enable emigrants and settlers,

and other purchasers or lessees, to ascertain at Bal-

timore what they can do in Maryland, easily, and

facilitate the change from !ari;e tracts to small ones,

and from negro labour to white labour. When we
can behold our lands occupied by an intelligent, la-

bouring white population, labour will then become
honourable, and Baltimore and the whole state will

flourish abundantly. A. B.

[From an Essay in Uie PoughUcepsie (N. Y.) Journal.]

SHEEP AND WOOL.
On the culture and manas;eme.iit of Sheep and Wool;
addressed to the farmers in the stales of JS'ew York
and JVew England.

1 have (ound a manifest improvement in the wool
of those flocks where the Saxon race of sheep have
been introduced. I slrungly recommend this prac-

tice to all, as well as to the experimental farmer, as

nature will always prevail where she has absolute
dominion.
The demand for fine wool is gradually increasing,

and requires great vigilance in the growers to keep
pace with it. The looms call loudly lor supplies.

Is it not of consequence, then, that you produce it

yourselves, instead of importing it from rival na-

tions, who take not a particle of your manut cture-

in exchange?
If must give real pleasure to every enligitcned

mind, to observe the rapid progress alread; made
in the rural economy, manufactures, &c. if this

country; and the shepherd's calling is now united

with the pursuits of the naturalist, and kno fledge,

combined with industry, exerted to promols every

practical improvement, in order to confirm ts sla

bility, and extend its usefulness, assisted \)y the

judgment, eloquence, fortune, influence; &.c &c. of

distinguished agriculturisls, throughout thl^ great

and rising empire.

The general season will soon commence when
flocks must yield up their coats as an annual ribute

or set off to the farmer, for board, lodging, &,c

First, let them be carefully and well dagged; when
this is properly done, it is a proof of the fs'mer's

honesty and humanity; then wash them in a fine

clear stream of running fresh water, (by no neans
salt) till they are quite clean and clear o yolk;

after which put them into some orchard or jrassy

enclosure near the owner's dwelling, vvher they

can lay down without imbibing any dirt oriilth of

any kind, and there to remain till they are\ quite

dry; then let the shepherd display his skill in thear

ing them well and without hurt, on a cleat)' barn
floor, or on a spread sail cloth or carpet ka the

grass, taking special care to keep the fleeceas en
tire and whole as possible in the act of sh( siring;

let there be a wide table provided, whereon ti wind
up the fleece as you would a clean table doll, and
then it will unfold as easy and as clean unci !r the
sorter's hands, vvhich in justice it ought to lo, as
every little atom or substance which is not vool, if

wrapped up and concealed in the fleece, is to all

intents and purposes, a fraud upon the buyer each
fleece tied up with a bit of small tivine.

,

I often detect the shepherd's carelessness, where
water is scarce, in plunging the stoop into stagnant
water and muddy pools, or by driving them several

sown in that vicinir, . for the pi.M'^eul uin.ui;

seed, and the quantity raLseil therefrom was two
hundred bushels. In 1826 the whole quantify was
sown, and a crop of twelve hundred bushels of seed

and twenty-five tons of hemp was obtained. The
seed was sold generally at four dollars per bushel,

and we observe the price of hemp quoted in the

New York papers at §300 per ton. The writer says

that it requires no more labour to cultivate it than a

crop of wheat, and that it can now be dressed and
made ready for market by a machine, without un-

dergoing the process of rotting. One and a half

acres of land bore last year a crop of hemp and
seed which, after paying for the labour of dressing,

gave a profit to the owner of $160. Would it not

be worth while for our farmers to cultivate a fett

acres of land with this crop as an experiment?

—

They can hardly make 160 dollars per acre in

raising corn at three shillings and six pence a bushel

Pinching off Pc.tatoe Blossoms. I

We are sorry to observe that this practice is not
|

generally adopted, as the produce would thereby be

materially increased, {Salis. Jour. Sept. 2.) A cor-

respondent has found from experienee, that the crop

is not only increased, but much better in quality

and wishes us to direct the attention of our reader-

to the practice, which we hereby do, fully convince!^

of its importance. [Loud. Gard. Mag.

BORTICUIiTUKE.

MELONCITO DE OLOR.
Among a variety of seeds received by Dr. Ham-

ilton, of Fareham, near Plymouth, from his corres-

pondent, Edward Watts Esq,, British Consul at

Carthagena (Colombia.) last winter. »'-cro ooro<> of

those of the .lVTfla„c:io rif nlnr. or small sweet scent-

ed melon, so universally cultivated in the gardens
times through a small rivulet, made thick and tur-lolthe inhabitants for the fragrance of its fruit This
bulent by their passage; then dripping wet along pUnt, cultivated under the auspices of Mr Pontey
dirty, dusty, or sandy roads, afterwards lodging
them in thai state in dry fallows or sandy soils, all

which is visible in the colour and grittiness of the

staple, besides a fraudulent addition to the weight
of the fleece. When 1 find sand or any substance
in a fleece that is not wool, or trace the evidence of
its having been shorn and wound up in a moist or

wet state; when 1 see wool piled up upon a damp
floor, or crammed hard into bags, placed far from the
influence of air, wind, and sun, as though jealous of
their evaporating powers; 1 say, when I see these
things, I cannot attribute them to mere accidental
causes; and we seldom examine or staple a lot of
wool without discovering some of these defects, I

know, and will allow, the most careful farmer can-
not always prevent some of these contaminations,
so injurious to the dealer, but by a strict obstr-
vance of these hints, they may in a great measure
be avoided.

After what 1 have here stated, a right principle is

all that is wanted. The farmer who manages his

wool fairly and properly, will always get the best

price, if he sells to a real judge; and what is' of
more value than all, he will preserve to himself a
good name and a clear conscience; and last, though
not least, he will have the esteem and good wishes
of the WOOLSTAPLEil.

JVeto York, May 1st, 1827.

[From the same paper.]

HEMP,
A correspondent of Niles' Register residing in

Saratoga county, in this state, has comniunitated
lo that paper the following information in lelition
lo the culture of hemp in that county. In the
spring of 1825 a few bushels of bemp seed tverc

(wiose taste and skill U'-ed no eulogium from us,)

has flowered and perfected its fruit, which we have

sed), and can bear testimony to the truth of the

slaements respecting its exquisite fragrance, which,

whm heightened, as we presume is the case, by the

geital temperature of its native climate, must be

peifpptible to a great distance around. This fruit,

which appears capable of being cultivated with ease

in i common hot-bed, or melon-frame, is of an oval

or igg shape, equal in size to a moderate sized lime

or large sized hen's egg; when ripe, it is of a golden

yellow, with a perfectly smooth rind, exhaling an

odour of an almost overpowering sweetness, pecu-

liar to itself The use to which we believe if is put

by the inhabitants of Colombia is, like the perfumed

fruit of the Rose Apple {Eugenia Jainbos,) to place

in drawers with clothes, to which it communicates

a considerablf portion of its delicious odour. We
cannot too strongly recommend the culture of this

fragrant and curious plant, to such of our friends

as are admirers of the rare and exquisite productions

of nature; nor can we give too much praise to Mr.

Pcntey, for the zeal and liberality with which, at

his own private expense, he encourages the intro-

duction of rare and valuable plants info this neigh-

bourhood. At the same time we sincerely congrat-

ulate Dr. Hamilton, in possessing in Mr, Pontey

so valuable a coadjutor in his patriotic labours.

Besides the sweet-scented melon, Mr. Pontey pos-

sesses several thriving plants of the Mbacca da

Monte, another rare and aromatic plant, rais.d from

seed received from Colombia last winter; together

with a number of thriving specimens of that elegant

West Indian shrub, the Camel Bush (Cerbera TAe»

velia,) so remarkable for the elegance of its foliage,

and the fragrance of its fine golden blossoms. The

camel bush is, we understand, known in the viciiuty
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ol . .i.liasena by the n.un- of CiWiUlon'j;a OrloUa.

an i ui oilof much celebrity in lliose parl«, culled

Cavullon^a. is obtnined from its seeds. (Plymouth

Hemld, Sept. 9 . 1826.)

I

-i )uld this meet the eye of an American naval

ofii :- or supercargo or captiin of a merchant ship,

af ti ill certainly do if copied by some, of our daily

p;.- . v.e make no doubt the Mdoncilo de Olor

wouiu be soon after transplanted to North America.]

EXTRAORDINARY PEAR TREE.
"Old Basefurd, JVoti. 25, 1826.

«'To the Editor of the Gardener's Magazine.

•',«iR— Permit me to lay before you an account of

an extraordinary pear tree, the name of which, in

Gloucestershire, is the Brown Dominion. It is up

wards of a hundred years old. and stands on the

premises of Mr. Richard Charlton, of Old Baseford,

in the county of Nottingham, England. The height

of the tree is thirteen yards, and from extremity to

extremity of the branches, is eighteen yards, making

a circumference of fifty four yards. The trunk mea

sures six feet seven inches round. This tree for these

last twenty years has not produced less than from

twenty to eighty pecks per year. In the year 1823,

it bore one hundred and seven pecks of pears, each

peck containing four hundred and twenty pears; and

this present year, 1826, it has produced one hundred

pecks, each peck containing two hundred and seven

ty pears, and each peck, when gathered, weighed

20 lbs. making a total of a ton weiirhl of pears in

one year. What is most singular is, that as the tree

grows older, the fruit grows tiner, to the decreasing

of above a hundred pears in the peck. I suppose

this is owing to the laying of manure and soil around

the roots. The fruit keeps until May. I send you

four of them." I remain, sir, &c
E. M. MATHER.
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A HEAD OF Cf.lery, weighmg stx puuncis, was

exhibited in the New Market, Liverpool, on Octo-

ber 7. It was grown by Mr. Gibson, a market gar-

dener at Bootle. [Lone. Gaz.

RURAIi ECONOMCV.

[C?'The Boston Medical Intelligsncer is one
of the many additional papers with wliich we have
been lately requested to exchange; anr it is one of
the few from which any thing is to be derived on
the topicks treated in the American Farmer. The
B. M. Intelligencer is edited by J. G. Coffin, M. D.
as we think, with spirit and ability, and deserves the

patronage of the profession, and contains much to

interest literary men. It is published weekly in Bos-
ton, in pamphlet form, by John Cotton, ("to whom
communications must be addressed, post paid,") at

three dollars per annum. We are at some loss to

know how this journalcan be useful to a town prac-
tioner, though it is taken by a great number of coun-
try physicians, most of whom are also farmers, and
some of them excellent ones; but it is clear (hat we
can occasionally extract much from the Intelligen-

cer that may he placed with profit to our readers,
under the domestic economy and miscellaneous
beads.

No. 46, of April 3d, contains an article on the
functions of the liver in preserving the health and
removing the diseases of the animal economy, so
iolercstiog and plain, and as we apprehend in some
points new, that we coidd scarcely refrain from
transferring it to the Farmer; but on a little reflec-

tion, it occurred to us that our readers might not all

be so fashionable as to have the dyspepsia, with which
we had so long grievously suftered; and might not
therefore have acquired a relish for the question,
whether the liver is as most pathologists maintain,
a mere servile ausiliary to the stomach and bowels

1 i.rnorinliig the work of di;rc>'.iori, or whether il
|

le not a tuore independent and dignified character,

acting the part of a "guardian to the general -sys-

'eni, preserving the purity of the circulating fluids

n a state of health, and freeing them from thecon-
amination induced by disease " However, as those

vlio follow the plough on foot, or the fox on horse-

lack, never have dyspepsia, we must leave the

>ssay in question for the private use of those who
lave (he blues and (ake blue pills.

The extracts which follow from the Medical In-

elligenccr are from another article in the same
number.]

ON ANIMAL FOOD.
"The texture of animal food is greatly influenced

by (he age, sex, habits, condition, diet, and descrip-

tion of death of the animal which furnishes it. In

propjrtion, generally, to the age, its flesh is coarser

and more firm in texture, as every one must have
noticed i I eating birds. If the flesh of mutton and
lamb, beef and veal, are compared, they will be

found of a different texture, the two young meats
are of a more stringy, indivisible nature than the

others, which makes them harder of digestion. It

hris lieen also justly observed, that young animals
differ from old ones in the distribution of the fat,

which in the latter is chiefly collected in masses of

layers, external to the muscles; whereas, in the for-

mer, It is more interspersed among the muscular
fibres, giving the flesh a marbled appearance, which
is always a desirable property of butcher's meat,

—

The texture of food will also vary according to the

w ild or domesticated state of the animal; that of the

former is more dense, though highly nutritive. The
sex also modifies the quality of the flesh, that of the

female being always more delicate and finer grained

than that of the entire male, whose fibres are dens

er; the influence of the genital organs on this occa-

sion is very extraordinary; it is generally believed,

that the flavour of the female is even improved by
removing the ovaries, spaying them, as it is called.

Every day the testes are permitted to remain, even
though totally inactive with regard to their proper
function, injures the delicacy of the veal of the bull

calf; and an animal which is not castrated till after

puberty always retains much of the coarseness of
the entire male. The mode of killing an animal
has been c.msidered, from (he remotest ages, as ca-
pable of aflecting the quality of its meat The flesh

of hunted animals is characterized by peculiar ten-

derness; the same effect is produced by any linger-

ing death. This fact probably explains the policy

of those old municipal laws, which ordained that no
butcher shouid offer or expose any bull beef for sale,

unless It had previously been baited; and it is on the
same principle only, that the quality of pig's flesh

could be improved by the horrid cruelty of whip-
ping them to death, as said to be practised by the
Germans. The action of vinegar, administered to

an animal some hours before killing il, is also known
to be capable of rendering its flesh less tough. It is

a common practice in the country to give a spoonlul
of this acid to poultry, when they are intended for

the immediate service of the table

"Nothing, however, tends more effectually tome
liorate th' rigidity of the animal fibre, than incipi-

ent putrefaction. The length of time (hat meat
ought to be kept alter it is killed uill neee-saiily

depend on its tendency to undergo the putrid fer-

mentation, and the prevalence of those circumstan-
ces which are inchned to favour it.

"The circumstances which have been just enu-
merated, as being capable of influencing (he texture

of our food, and consequently its degree of digt;!-ii

bility, are, however, unimportant when compand
with the modifying powers of cookery, which I shall

now proceed to examine.
"By cookery, alimentary substances undergo a

twofold change, their principli-s i,re chem:cuUy mo-
dified, and their textures meckankally changed.

—

The extcn( and n.iiure, however, oi these cli.uigcs

will greatly di p.nd on tlio manner in which heat

has been applied to them; and if we inquire into the

culinary history of different countries, we shall trace

its connexion with the fuel accessible to them.

—

This fact readily explains the prevalence of the pe-

culiar species of cookery which distinguishes the

French table, and which has no reference, as some
have imagined, to the dietetic theory, or superior

refinement, of the inhabitants.

"Boiling.—By this operation, the principles not

properly soluble are rendered softer, more pulpy,

and, consequendy, easier of digestion; but the meat,

at the same time, is deprived of some of its nutritive

properties by the removal of a portion of its soluble

constituents: the albumen and gelatin are also act-

ed on; the former being solidified, and the latter

converted into a gelatinous substance. If, there-

fore, our meat be boiled too long or too fast, we
shall obtain, where the albumen predominates, as

in beef, a hard and indigestible mass, like an over-

boiled egg; or, wlure the gelatin predominates, as

in young meats, such as veal, a gelatinous substance

equally injurious to the digestive organs. Young
and viscid food, therefore, as veal, chickens, &.C.;

are more wholesome when roasted (han when boil-

ed, and are easier digested. Dr, Prout has very

justly remarked, that the boiling temperature is too

high for a great many of the processes of cooking,

and that a lower temperature and a greater time,

or a species of infusion, are better adapted for most
of them. This is notorious vvilh substances intend-

ed to be stewed, which, even in cookery books, are

directed to be boiled slowly, that is, not at all. and
for a considerable time. The ignorance and preju-

dice existing on these points is very great, and com-
bated with diflSculty; yet. when we take into ac-

count their importance, and how intimately con-
nected with health, (hey will be found to deserve no
small share of our attention.* The loss occasioned
by boiling, partly depends on the meltins; of the fat,

but chiefly from the solution of the gelatin and os-

mazome; mutton generally loses about one-fifth,

and beef about one-fourth, of its original weight.

Boiling is particularly applicable to vegetables,

rendering them more soluble in the stomach, and
depriving them of a considerable quantity of oi>, so

injurious to weak stomachs. But, even in this case,

the operation may be carried to an injurious ex-

tent; thus, potatoes are frequently boiled to the

state of a dry, insipid powder, instead of being pre-

served in that state in which the parts of which they
are composed are rendered soft and gelatinous, so as

to re(ain their shape, yet be very easily separated.

On the other hand, the cabbage tribe, and carrots,

are frequently not boiled long enough, in which slate

tbey are highly indigestible. In conducting this

process, it is necesary to pay some attention to the

quality of (he water employed; thus, mutton boiled

in hard water is more tender and juicy than when
soft water is used; while vegetables, on the contra-

ry, are rendered harder and less digestible when
boiled in hard water.

•Roasting.—By this process the fibrine is corru-

gated, the albumen coagulated, the fat liijuefied.

and the water evaporated. As the operation pro-

ceeds, the surface becomes first brown, and then

scorched; and the tendinous parts are rendered sof-

ter and gluey. Care should always be taken that

the meat should not be overdone, nor ought it lo be

underdressed; for though in such a state it may cun-

lain more nutriment, yet it will be less digestible,

on account of the density of its texture, Thi.-> (act

has \icea satisfactorily proved by (he experi^^ents of

Spallanzani;t and Mr, HunterJ observes, that "boiled

* Hence it is, that beef tea and mutton lea are niuci;

rai'ie calculated for invalids than the broths of Ihe-ic

meats,

t Spailanzani on Digestion, vol. I, p. 277.

i Hunter on the Animal Kconomy, p. 2"0.
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and roasted, and even pitlrid nirat, is easier of di

gestion than raw." Animal matter loses more by
roasting than by boiling; it lias been stated above,
that by this latter process mutton loses one fifth,

and beef one-fourth; but by roasting, these meats
lose about one-third of their Height. In roaslins,
the loss arises from the melting of the fat, and the
evaporating of the water; but the nutritious matter
remains condensed in the cooked solid; whereas, in

boding, the gelatine is partly abstracted. Roast,
are therefore, more nutritive than boiled meats.*
"Frying.—This process is, perhaps, the most ob-

jectionable of all the culinary operations The heat
is applied through the medium of boilinK oil, or fat,

which is rendered empyreumatic, and therefore ex-
tremely liable to disagree with the stomach.
"Broiling.—By this operation, the sudden brown-

ing or hardening of the surface prevents the cvapo
ration of the juices of the meat which imparls a
peculiar tenderness to it. It is the form selected, as
the most eligible, by those who seek to invigorate
themselves by the art ofiraj/iiHg-.

"Baking.—The peculiarity of this process de-
pends on the substance being heated in a confined
space, which does not permit the escape of the
fumes arising from it: the meat is, therefore, from
the retention of its juices, rendered more sapid and
tender. But baked meats are not so easily digest-
ed, on account of the greater retention of their oils,

which are moreover, in an empyreumatic stale.—
Such dishes accordingly require the stimulus of va
rious condiments to increase the digestive powers of
the stomach."

ixt'xsiff.NAjj, iivxFKovxiiax:z«rx^^
LJuffE 8, 1827.

WHISKEY-VINEGAR AND PICKLES.
To THE Editor,

Sir,—From the scarcity of vinegar the last sea-
son, I was led to make trial of a mode of preserv-
ing cucumbers, (pickling, if you will,) that I should
not have attempted under other circumstances.
But it has succeeded so well with me, that I am de-
sirous that other housewives should partake of the
benefit.

I gathered the cucumbers from the vines, and
without any other preparation than washing them
clean, dropped them into a stand containing a
mixture of whiskey and water, one part of the
former to three of the latter. I secured them against
gnats, flies, and external air, by tying a flannel
close over the lop, and laying over lliis a board and
stone, and neither moved or examined Ihem until
Christmas, when I found them, not merely equal,
but decidedly superior to any pickles I had ever
tasted. They were hard and of a line flavour, and
what has been particularly admired in Ihem, they
retained the original colour of the cucumber, not
exhibiting the green poisonous appearance of pickles
that had been salted and scalded in copper. Mv
whiskey and water (no salt having been used or heat
employed,; was now excellent vinegar for the table.

I beg you will give this a place in your useful
paper, and oblige your constant reader and occa-
sional correspondent. Cousin Tabitha.

P. S. 1 have no doubt but vinegar, for all pur-
poses, might be made in this way, cheaper than
from cider. Instead of cucumbers, there might be
added to Ihe whiskey and water, some other vege
tables, as grape leaves, beets, slrawb.^rries, &c. &e.
when making vinegar was the only object to be ac
complislied.

I will send you, anon, an improved and excellent
plan for rearing Muscovy ducks.

[The Editor regrets that, if he ever received, he
cannot now find another communication from C. T.]

• It has been computed that, from the (lisslpation of
the nutritive juices by boiling, one pouiitl nf . ousted con-
tains as much nourishment as two of boiled meat.

RAIL-ROAD
The following extract of a letter from one of tb(

persons engaged in obtainins; information for thi

use of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road Company
will be read with much interest.

EasloH, Pa., May 24

"Yesterday, after breakfast, we starleil on th(

rail-road at Mauch Chunk, in a neat little car, at
tached to the rear of a brigade of empty wagons
and were drawn up to the coal mines, a distance o
nine miles, in two hours. Three empty wagons are
diawn up, with great ease, by one horse.

"After having examined the coal mines there, we
started back in one car joined to another, with a
parly of fourteen persons, and descended the plane,
the whole distance, in forty-five minuies. A part
of Ihe time our car travelled more than at the rate
of 20 miles an hour, and we came one entire „
in 3 minutes and 15 seconds, which is at the rate of
19 miles an hour. The reason of our travelling at
such different speed on difftrent parts of the route,
is, because the road is not every where of the same
declivity; in some parts it is so nearly level that
the car does not go more than at the rale of four or
five miles an hour, and as it travels without horses,
by its own gravity, its impetus is, of course, deter-
mined by the declivity of the plane. The loaded
wagons being heavier than us, travelled faster, and
travelled the nine miles in thirty minutes, exclusive
of about ten minutes taken up ingreasingun the road.
"Nothing is more simple and easy than the turns

out upon the road, and the manner of crossing
other roads. A locomotive engine, I find, can tra
vel on crooked roads, and will travel as well as on
a straight line, except that tlie friction is greater,
and it will go slower.

"The rail-road at Mauch Chunk is upon a most
simple construction; it answers well, but the male-
rials are bad in some parts. The whole road, nine
miles long, was completed so that the wagons tra-
velled it in two months and three days from the
time it was commenced. They are still finishing it

more perfectly; and the whole cost, including a
heavy expenditure in the construction of an inclin-
ed plane down to the river, will be $2. ,00 to $3000
per mile. I had no idea, before I saw it, that a rail

way was a thing of such e.isy conslruction. It is a
fact that there is not more mechanical skill required

JUA.Ol3iiia' *»lQJ?J&.:SiTmT.^V.

MATERNAL LOVE.
If there is one human feeling free from the im-

pulses of earthly frailty, that tells us in the sh^hlest
breathings of its celestial ori-in, it is that of a mo-
ther s love—a mother's chaste, overwhelmino-, and
everlasting love for her children.

"

The name of a mother is our childhood's talis-
man—our refuge and our safeguard in all our mise-
ry; lis the first half formed word that falls from the
babbling tongue, the first idea that dawns on the
opining mind; the first, the fondest, and the most
lasting tie in which affection can bind the heart of
man! It is from the beginning the same and un-
changeal.le. It owes not its being to this world, or
the things in this world, but is independent and self-
existenl; enduring whilst the pulse of life animates
the breast that fosters it; and if there be any thing
of niurlahty thai survives the grave, surely its best
and noblest passion will never perish. Oh! it is a
pure and holy emanation of heaven's mercy implant-
ed in the heart of woman for the dearest and nicest
Jjurpose, to be at once her truest and most sacred
pleasure, and the safety and blessing of her offspring.
I It IS not a selfish passion, depending for its pe"-
manency on the reciprocation of advantages; but
'on its sincerity. It wastelh not itself, and centres
but ill the happiness of its object; and when the
welfare of that object is at stake, it putteth away
fear and knoweth not weariness It is not excited
by foim of feature, but rather by a happy perver-
iiOM of perception, embues all th"ings with an ima-
jinary beauty

r It watches over our helpless infancy with the
teaseless benignity of a guardian angel; anticipates
tvery childish wish, honours every wayward fancy,
soothes every transient sorrow, sings our sweet lul-
laby to rest, and cradles us on its warm and throb-
Kng breast; and when p»in and ticleness prey upon
the fragile form, what medicine is there like a mo-
ther's kisses; what quieting pillow like a mother's
bosom? Or, when launched into the wide ocean of
a tempestuous world, what eye gazes on our adven-
turous voyage, with all the eagerness of maternal
fondness, atfiid the sad, yet no! unpleasant contest
of hopes an(l fears, and deep anxieties. When the
rugged pathlof life has been bravely, patiently, and
nobly trodden; when prosperity has smiled upon us;

---- ...- . „^.., „, ,„... ,r„u„cu "'"^" virtue (las upheld us amid Ihe world's lerapta-

to make one upon the plan of this, than is nccessa- '"?"^' ''"'"e. "bich she herself planted in us—and
ry to construct a common post and rail fence- 1 1

" " ^""^ ^'^^ bound her laurels round us, is there
mean after the line is regulated and the route grad
ed—and the cost will be far less than we had ex
peeled.

"I find that the grading of Ihe road and Ihe
adaptation of the moving power to it, are in reality
the only subjects of difficulty; but I clearly see lha"t

these two subjects will require great labour and a
sound judgment, and that our prosperous success
will depend greatly upon falling into no errors in
regard to these parts of our work
"The loaded wagons, upon arriving at the banks

of the Lehigh river, are let down, one at a time,
on an inclined plane of 700 yards. They here pass
down a loaded wagon and draw up an empty one
m forty-five seconds; that is, each wagon ru"nnin»
7 00 yards in forty-five seconds, or at the rate of 32
miles an hour. They appear to go up and down
with great ease and safety; but we did not ride in
the.-n; they were very dirty, and seemed to go ra
ther too fast for comfortable travelling."

The Lebanon Republican of the 29th ult. states
that the waters of the Swatara were on that day suc-
cessfully raised, by the great wafer wheel and steam
engine at the mouth of Kettle Run, into the drain
or feeder which is to supply the summit of the
Union Canal.

heart thai throbs with a livelier or more grateful
pleasure than a mother's?

MXSCX!Zi£.ASirEOVS.

Remarkable P^tuJESTiiiAN Expeditions.

Mf. Cooper Thornhill, an innkeeper at Stilton, in
Huntingdonshire, rode from that place to London
and back again, and also a second time to London,
in one day, which m;iiie a journey in :U1 of 218
niiles, He undertook to ride this journey with se-
veral horses in 15 hours, but jierformi^d it in 12 hours
and a quarter. This remarkable feat gave rise loa
poem called the Stilton hero, which w-as published
in the year 1745.

Some years ago. Lord .lames Cavendish rode from
Hyde Park Corner to Windsor Lodge, which is up-
wanls of 20 miles, in less than an hour.

Nir Robert Cary rode nearly 300 miles in less than
3 days, when he went from London to Edinburg to
inform King James of the death of Queen Elizabe^tb.

He had several falls and sore brui>es on Ihe road,
which occasioned his going battered and bloody into

the royal presence.

On the 3d of May, 1758, a youns lady, who at

Newmarket had laid a considerahle wager th't she
could ride a thousand miles in one thousand hours.
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fimsheil her match in little more lliiin two thirds of

the time At her cominjj in, the country people

strewed flowers in her way.

On the -iOlh of August, 1750, was decided at

Newmarket a remarkable wager for lOOO guineas,

laid by Theobald Taaf, Esq. against the Earl of

March and Lord Eglinton, who were to provide a

four wheel carriage with a man in it, to be drawn

by four horse.s nineteen miles in an hour. The
match was performed in 53 minutes and -^4 seconds

An engraved model of the carriage was formerly

sold in the print shops.

The cclebr.ited Marquis de Lafayette, rode in

August, 177S. from Rhode Island to Boston, nearly

seveiilv miles distant, in seven hours, and returned

in si.>c and a half.

Mr. Eozard of Park Lane, London, for a wager

of I50i. agaiust 100/. undertook to ride forty miles

in two hours, over Epsom course. He rode two

miles more than had been agreed on, and performeil

it in live minutes under lime, in October, 1789.

The famous Count de Moiitmorcnci escaped from

the massacre of Paris, in 157J, through the swift-

ness of his horse, which, according to a manuscript

of that time, carried him 30 leagues, or 90 miles,

without baiting.

SriDER's Thread.

In the Introduction to Entomology by Kirby and

Spence, there is a very curious description of the

process by which the spider weaves its web. After

describing the four spinners, as they are termed,

from which the visible threads proceed, the writer

goes on to mention that these are the machinery
through which, by a process mort^ singular than that

of rope-spinning, the thread is drawn. Each spin

ner is pierced, like the plate of a wire-drawer, with

a niullitode ol holes, so numerous and exquisitely

fine, that a space often not bigger than a pin's point

includes above a thousand. Through each of these
holes proceeds a thread of an incunccivable tenuity,

which, immediately after issuing from the orilice,

unites with all the other threads, from the same spin-

ner, into one. Hence from each spinner proceeds
a compound thread; and these four threads, at the

distance of about one-tenth of an inch from the apex
of the spinner, again unite, and form the thread we
are accustomed to see, which the spider uses in form
ing its web. Thus, a spider's web, even spun by the

smallest species, and when so fine that it is almost
imperceptible to our senses, is not, as we suppose, a
.single line, but a rope composed of at least 4,000
strands. But to feel all the wonders of this fact, we
must follow Leuwenhorck in one of his culculaliuns
on the subject. This ren oi-.ned microscopic observ-
er found, by an accural'. . stimation, that Ihc threads
of the minutest spiders, some of which are not Uv^ir
than a grain of sand, are so fine, that 4,000,000 of

them would rjot exceed in thickness one o( the hairs

of bis beard. Now we know that each of thise
threads is composed of above 4.000 still finer It

follows, therefore, tnat above 16,000,000 of thi- tin.st

threads which issue froir. such spiders, are not, alto-
gether, thicker than a human hair.

Dissection of the Old and New Testame.vts.
Books in the Old ^ ,,^

Testament, 5

Chapters,
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"rs of thorough bred horses, as a book of reference.

I im of opinion nov.that a raloable portion of infor-

mation on the subject has found its way into the A-

merican Fanner, as the last rolume furcishes manv,

and rerr valuable items, relative to imported horses

and their descendants; whenever, therefore, an

American Stud-book shall be pubUshei:!. its Editor

njav have recourse to the American Farmer for nianv

imporfant and well authenticated facts Mill hop-

ins that a work of the kind may be published, and

at a period too, not very remote—i send you the

pedii^ee of the celebrated ruoning, and thorough

bred horse Sir Solomon. Yours, Sec. J-

Sir Solomon was gotteo by the imported horse

Tickle Tobv: his dam was the famoos ruaaing marc
Vr^ta. bv Dreadooushi; his grandanj by the import-

ed horse Clockfast; great grandam by Americus;

great sreat grandam by a Traveller Colt out of a

thorousb bred mare, owned by Capt. Robert \\ alk-

er, Sic- Tickle Toby was by Alfred; bis dam Ce-
lia bv Kins Herod; his ^randam Proserpine, own
sister to the celebrated Eclipse. Alfred was by

Matchem; he by Cade, and Cade by the Godolphin

Arabian.—Sir Soiomen is of a rich brown colour,

15 hands S inches high.

Sir Solomon beat the best horses of his day, and

amongrst them the celebrated horse Wra: ;icr, iwho
beat Sir Archy,' the four mile heats at Nonolk. on

which race larsre sums of money were slaked. Sir

Sobmon sired the celebrated running m^re Roxana,

Tr jmpitor, sc.

^^
BiLTraoRE, Friday, Juse 3, ISOT.

In the next number of the American Farmer we
shall commence thr republication of son. e valuabiC

essays (Jjf the Ccltitatios of Silk, by Dr Sharp-

less of Pbiladeipbia. They appeared or:^nally in

that excellent magazine, the Ptiiladelphia Aibum.

oUect the materiaU and reduce them to forti;

while few are less able to bear the expense of la
edition for the mere gratilication of authorship. . \

COSDITlOyS.

I. The work will be comprised in two volumis
octavo, of five hundred pages each, on fine medioB
paper, and with a n-at type. t

II. The price to subscribers >vill be two dollar^
volume, handsomely bound in boards, payable ^
delivery.

III. The work wdl be put to press as soon as
amount of subscription sh.iil be sufficient to jusi

the expense of publication.

[Those who have read, and few there are wl i

have not. Mr Carter's letters from Europe, will i >

glad to see them in a permanent torm, aijd from tl >

instruction and amusement derived from what tber
have seen, will be the more ready to obtain bv sub-
scription, the additional matter now promised. Tht
gratification derived from their gratuitous perusaL
creates an obligation t.i indemnify the accomplish
ed author of these classical and very entert^uoii

[

sketches The names of those who' would aid i

securing their publication in the form propose)
,

will be received at the office of the Americao F«
mer.l

CARTER S LETTERS.
Propoialsfor publishir.g by tubscriptkn. L/iten from

Europe: CMtprisiag the .Yarratice Jaamnl of a

Towr JAitwgfc Grtat Britain. Franet. Italy, and

Svit:eriand, in the yam lSi5, i6, aiid '27.

—

By
N. H CiETEE.

The character of the proposed publication is al-

readv so well known to the public, as to render a

formal prospectus unnecessary. In the course of

the two last Tears voluminous sketches of European

scenery, institotioos, manners and customs, have

been thrown off through the medium of a daily

paper. If the author is correctly informed, copious

extracts from his letters have been eiteasiTely cir-

culated through the United States, by other public

journals. He now has it in contemplatioa to col-

lect, revise, and publish in a more permaDeot form,

such parts of these sketches as shill be deemed
most worlbv of preservation. About one third of

the series, embracing a tour through the north ot

Italv. a part of Switzerland, and the south of Eng
land, nith additional notices of Pahs and London,

has not yet appeared. >o delusive promises, how
eTer. are held forth, that the residije of the work
will possess a higher interest than the portion al-

readv published. A fair specimen has beeo give:

to the world; and by this criterion the soccers or

Ciilure of the subscription must be determined —
Some of the author's friends h^ve :idvised to the

publication wiiboot issuing proposals^ but after ma-
ture refleelioQ. be has deemed it inexpedieot to in-

cur the responsibility of a voluminous work, which

mav be uncalled lor by the public. If any profits

are to b^^ f.-.lizfi from its sale, no one has a fairer

daim to {be proceeds, than he who has laboored to

STEAM BOAT ESSEX. FOR SALEM
The balem and Ptiiiadel. hia steam-Boat Compaa; ,

respeca'ui.y give nouce, that they have purchased tl

steam Boat t-ssex, to run from PhUadelphi;i to Saiei
she is a new boat, having copper boilers, is coppen
and copper listened— is a fast and in ail respects a
periorboat. She will run as follows:

i^eave Areh street whari, Philadelphia, on TuesdaL
ihursday. and Saturday mornings, at 10 o'clock.

''

Leave aiem on Monday, Wednesdav, and Fridi
mohiiLgs at 9 o'clock; wul call at Delaware City at ha
past 9 o'clock, and at Fort Delaware. Craven's Ferr
Marcus Hcok a.nd t r.ester

On the acrnal of the boat at Salem, Stages will col
vev passengers to Bridgicn, where they will meet tM ^^
Cape Island Stages j returnins ncii morning at nice

—
o'clock.

>. B. All bagjage at the risk of the owners, except
such as is taken on frtigti.

BJLI.TZM031E PSJCES CTJaKENT.

RejKTUd for Ou .imtrican Frnmer, hy Levis SuHan 4- Co.
Tobacco.—There is a good deal doinj. at low prices.

Inspected last week, at the three State warehouses. S50
hogsheads, ending Saturday. Ohio Tobacco coutinues
to come in, almost every day, it is said by some, to be
a shade l..wer; but we know of no late material differ-
ence since last week it sells well, considering the
times, and in proportion to the returns hitherto made
t)\ us. agreeably to quality and the condition in which
it i- assorted and packed. .Maryland i- also dull, but
selling gradually at our quotatioiis Within a fe^ days

e have sold but little—one small crop on Friday, fir-'m
the lin- of Calvert and .\nne-Arundel county—we sold
from S3 ;;5 to 6.16, averaging J4 round; 'his is about
the price of common Maryland of that quality.

Secijod as in quality ^50 a S.OO—Common crop. 3.00
; 3 50—Do. red. 4.''b a 4..0—Good red. 5.00 a 6.00
Fine red, 1.00 a S.OO—Yellow and red, 1.00 a 10.00
TeUow. S.OO a 15.00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a SO.oO- Fine
Vi ginij fat, 6.00 a S.CO—Rappahannock, 3 5ii—Ken-
lut ty fine, 3.50 a 6.0"—do. for wrapping, ".00 a 8 to.
Flocb— Howard-street, superfine, 5.00 a S.l:;i— City

mi!K, i.%'\ a 5.0U—Susquehanna, §4 ST^—Cons Meal,
per barrel, i.lb a i.S:^—Wheat, best white, .a5 a
.Si—ordinary, .35 90—inferior, ."Oo 'ih—Coax -Aia
.44—Kte, .63 a .65—Oats, .41 a .43—White Bea.vs,
l.io a 1 S-\—Peas, .60

—

Clover seed, 4 a 4.5o_ Iimo-
THT seed. S.OO

—

Bablet, 1.00—Flaxseed, .95—Whis-
KET. in hbds. .26 « .28: in barrels .::Si a .3'

—

Wool,
coantry, washed on the sheep's back, 18 Oo a 22.00

—

cr ;s>-breed, do. 20.00 a 22.00—half do. 24.00 a 26.00

—

three-quarters, 2S.OOa30.00—full olood, S0.00aS5.00—
Cotton, Virginia, 9 00 a 10.00—Upland, fair, 10.00 a
11.00—Louisiana, 11.00a 13.iK)—N.Carolina, 9.00a 10.00
Tennessee, .10 a .lU

—

Feathers, new, .29 a 30

—

Ba-
con", best hams, 9.'X('a 10.00—middlin.rs, 6.00 a 6 50

—

country, .assorted.) 5.00 a 5.50—FiSH.Hemnes. P- bbl.

2.25 a 2.50—Shad, in good order, 6.00 a 7.00—Stackerel,
4.5 a 5.50 a 6

—

Live Stock, beef on hoof, 5.50 a 6

—

Pork do. 4 a 4.5;-—Lambs do. 1.50 a i—Veal do S

—

BcTTEE.. fresh. .20 a .25.

Grees' Peas this morning at 25 cents the peck.

PRICES OF STOCKS.

I Reported for tht .tmerican Farmer.)

MzKBTxAS £L GiTTixGS, Siock and exchange Brokers.

B ".VK STOCKS. par value, prttm pher.
u. States dank Stock, per share, luo 122.OOt
Sank of Muryiand, do. SOO
Bank of loltimure, (div. off.) 300
LDioQ Bank of .Maryland, do. 'a
Mechanic? Bank, 9
FtaDKliiiBaik. . . (div. off,) 20
Com aoci Farmers' Bank, (do.) 20

LIVERY STABLE AT DELAWARE CITY
The subscriber respecuully informs his friends ar.d

the pi:blic, that he continues ine above establishment a!

Delaarare City—where he will furnish good horses ar.

;

carriages, to pirtjes visiting the Chesapeake and Del -

ware Canal, and conveyar.ces to any part of the peniii-

scla. Persons travellioi to Baltimore desirous of viewi,;
the Canal, can have a speedy conievance along the lioe.

to the Western locks, and thence to'Frenchtown, where timers andMerch'ts' Bank, (do.) 50
they can lake the sieam-boat for Baltimore without ma- W^ Bank 15

terial delay. Waiae Bank, . . (div. off.) . . 25

He trusts by keeping good accommodations, and bv PiMmers' tiank of Maryland, (div. off) 50
carcfjl attention to buiicess, to obtain a share of p-^'o- ciTt stocks.

lie patronage. ELIHL JEFFERsO.N. Corporation 6 per cent, redeema- > ,^
: ble after 1 S36, ^dir. off,) j

'""

Do. 5 per cent redeemable in IS32, 100

penitentiary 5 per cent, stock, 100
C0NTE.VT5 OF THIS >XMBER.

ObservatioDS on the different classes of Farmers, arid

on the injurious error of occupying more land than .r

be cultivated properly, by Lorain—On Grasses and o;:.-:

Plants, fromG. Sinclair's HortusGramineus,w.;;j r. :-
itc. ( Poa lurrata. nerved meadow grass: PhU 1

meadow cafs-tail. or timothy grass; Lolium;
grass;—On Maryland lands, addressed to fan
grants and other settlers—On the culwre and ti.irijj-

meiit of Sheep and Wool—Hemp raised in New York —
Pinching off Potatoe Blo^oms—.Melocito de Olor. cr

small s«reet-scea"ed melon of Colombia—ExtraordiQ;i

ry Pear Tree—Larje Celerv—On preparing .AnimaJ II| '
""'' ' "

Food. boUinr, roasti'nz, frving. Kc—Whi-kev-Vine^'i.-:*""* P*'","'?'- ' '.

or Pickles-The Ra.l-'Roii at Mauch Chunk-Stean. I??" ^""^ *'^'*^ P*' ""'-

flcgine fjr raising water on the L'nion Canal—.Mattr-

nal Love—Remarkable Ei,uestrian Expeditions— sli-

der's Thread—Dissection of the Old and New Tesla-

nier.ts—.Meteorolvg; of >lay at Baltimore— Frost i-.

Campbell's Station, Teuuessee— -xtraordinary Pin^
Tree -Uaces at l antoo, near Baltimore—Pedigree of
Sir Solomoit—Carter's Letters—Editorial.

232.COt
S40.00

-6.0t*f

9.50t
25.50
26.OOt
54.50
2.90

2-.25

52.oet

llO.OOf

102.001

105.00t
Baliimore Water Company, (div. off,) 50 90.00 a 9 . .uO

Gas Stock,

ROAD STOCKS.
Ri i-ter's Town, . . (div. off,)

.!: do.

ierick, . . . do.

n^binerton and Baltimore, . .

! c. states' stock.

Six per cent. .813, . .

'.
, 1814, . .

Fire per cent.

(div. off,) 100
do. 100

do. 100

do. 100

do
do

100 140.00

9.OOt
7.00*

9.00*

3o.OO»

101.501

102. Tt

104.50t
83.00

100 102. a 103.50

100 108.00

Those marked thtu* for sale, and thus t wanted.

printed ev,;rv Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN > iKl.'-.N'KR. Kditor. b_. John D. i ov < rner

of at- taui ai U .Mark'-t-sts., .there every dt^.riptioD

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely executed..
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ACilZCtrLTUXkE.

(Frem Lora.';"5 Practice of Ha-bandry.)

DIFFERENT CLASSE* OF FARMERS IX

LIMITED CIRCUMSTA-NCES.

(Ccncluded lr.>m p. 90.)

Obtereatiora on the differtni daues of faimtrt ia It

miled cireumslanees; also on the iiijurioui emr vf

occupying more laad than can be ciiHitaUd proftr

ly, by the cnpiiat employed Rcnurks on tie m-
iiious practices loo generally purried by tauatU in

tJas country; aUo on the mensures to be takei to

prevent theu evils. Tteo distinct lyiteau cf taa

tuKcanait reeonnnended to he practised Ly the eir

euaucribed cvlticalor. The t^ctensire usefulntn^
the grouses xchen employed by the drcumtewibtd

farmer for manure, explained; also how iheysbtuU

be applied and managed by tdm How the KiU is

ameliorated by a trcndp crop. On growing pota-

toes on grass lays tri/Ztout dw^s.

If we may determine the coimaratire ralae of

this plant aoii clorer. irhea turn|2 aoder gr«ea for

manure, by the apparent odiRBent cor.tained Lo

each of tbem, we have every reason to beheve that

a sreen crop of clover will introduce much more
than doable the quantity' of nutritious matter for

plants, than a crop of buckwheat. It would also,

seem that when the srround is good eooa^h to grow
the spear srasses, the advantages obtaioed for

plouzfaing them with their roots under the soil will

be at least equally great, if not sreater. than is de-

rived from clover used in the same way The ce-

lebrated Arthur Youns has informed the farmers in

England, that tares, sown in September on ome
ploushinz. are cut off in time to sow bjckwheat on
one ploughios:, and that if the latter be turned un-
der for wheat, '-it is not in the power of teierice.o!

theory, or practice to introduce a system more s«aod
and complete."* As we cannot determine what
may or may not be "in the power of science, or

theory, or practice,'^ this assertion is as unsutrded
as it is contrary to a judicious system of airicul-

ture. The practice, however, mar be partiaiiy

useful in England, where gypsum does notgenenl-
ly act powerfully, and the prevailing atlacoment to

old grass grounds, has induced the farmee there, to

grow by far too many cultivated cropi, on their

fields subjected to the plough, before -he grasses
intervene.

Grounds, managed in this way, seen to require,

in addition to the manure furnished by the live

stock, more assistance than is eeneiaUy obtained
there, by turning under a clover Fay, oo commcn'v
aAer the plants have been gr?atlv run out, and ti^e

tops have been either mowed or elos-lv pasluied.
Notwithstanding their old grass erounds, and ai

extensive cultivation of turnips, enable them to ga-
ther and apply much manure, the number of culti

rated crops grown on that part jf their grour.ds
subjected to the plough, together with the manurr
applied in top dressing the grass grounds which .^re

mowed, render that article.~great~as the quantity it

first sight may appear, scanty, when applied to ,1;.

the necessary purposes which their misUken idea
of agriculture requires.
Yet the writers on husbandrr. in this eountrr. too

generally urge us 10 adopt the errors 01 England;
particularly the supposed ameliorating pracUce of
frowing turtiips. Thev should, ho-ever, have con-
sidered, before they became so zealous, in whai
they, no doubt, believed a good cause, how the soil
s ameliorated in England bv a turnip crop. If ibi^
aad been done, they would have discovered, that am
pjant cultivated by us which produces food either
tor m«n or domesticated animals, would be at lejst

' See Mr. Bordley's book on Husbandry.
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qji: y LT.e.ioratin.' a: itt Unup. if c.j-.ivitrd and
->>—'. ID Ui» i^me way.

'I he British agriculturist wLo d.jcs not exhaust
'.;= soil, applies djiog for the turnip croj.-; and Terr
mmy of the cultivators in that coottrv feed tbem
•^5 on the ground where they grew. T.iis returns
• > the soil all t£.e nutriment affortled by the turaip.
Now alter ail this his been done, we io not be^r
(n^t the cultivator complains that the soiail jrain,
iro«n after tiiis very expensive system oi manur
icii. IS injured by bting too luxuriant
Here it may be proj>er to remark, that it is fjr

from my intenti-jo to depreciate this valoible plaat;
r to intimate that it b not useful m Great Bnlaio,
where it is generally believed maize cannot be
i.'own: especially as a mistaken system of manage-
ment req-jires more manure than can be obtained
from their old grass grounds, aided by a clover lay,
«5 often as tjiis grass intervenes ia the general sy's

tem of cultivation pursued in that couatrv.
The two distinct systems of management, re-

cjoimended to be pursued \v the circumscribed
•^j.'ivator on the same farm, will not onlv be verv
f r jdtible to him, but also highly interesting to agri-
c j-;jre. They will clearly detemune the comp^ra
t.ve value of the duog and the grasses, when each
:: them is separately, and systematically employed
iS manure for the soLL also how far we may solel?
depend on the grasses for promoting good crops,
ir.j at the same time improving the soil. Of this
we know at present but hltle, as the application of
tiiem has hitherto been mixed with the intervening
use of other enriching manure: or else the grounds
CiiVe been too severely cropped, before the appiica-
Lju of the grasses for manure bad been repeated.
The mode of management recommended to the

circuaiscribed farmer, was not adopted by me until
ny renioraJ to the back-woods. My stock of cattle
Us sii,ce then been very deficient, when compared
vith the extent of cleared grounds which has hap^
•ened to fall into my hands, verv much exhausted
sy perpetual p'oaghing and cropping.

I have, however, tieen sufficien'Jv informed of
the value of the tops and roou of' grasses, when
applied for manure, to be fully convinced that if a
proper system of management be pursued, they
inay be rendered invaJuable to the farmer, whose
limited capiul will not admit him to keep a suffi-
cient stock of cattle. By the proper use of them,
he may, no question, annually increase the product
and fertility of bis soil: als^.'gradaaJlv increase tiie
number and value of his live stock, with far less la-
bour than is employed in the present mode of ma-
nagement pursued by circumscribed farmers.
That part of bis management which has the ad-

v^tage of farm-yard manure, will be very incon-
siderable in the beginning It will, however, be
much more productive than that which depends on
the tops and roots of the grasses alone. The onlv
difference in the labour, ivill be hauUng and spread'
ing the manure, together with the destruction of
more weeds, introduced and excited by the dung,
and gathering more productive crops.
No question, however, but the product of the

crops frum the grounds manunrd with the tops and
roots of the grasses alone, will very greatly exceed
that whii-h could be obtained from the same land
by the too general random practice of circumscnbed
farmers; even admitting that the whole o( the duD»
made by tbeir scanty hve slock, be applied ib their
irregular and exhausting system of management.
It b also evident, that tbe la'bour generally employ-
ed by tbem, greatly exceetis that which will be
fovod necessary to execute the system proposed.
Red clover will certainly far better suit the cir-

cumscribed farmer, than the spear grasses, except
on that portion of his soil where farm-yard manure
has been spread, or where the grounds are natural-
ly rich, and have not been exhausted.

Luxuriant crops of this grass may be readilv ex-

ceed by gj.'Hirru i.,.: Kr.,:_ 1^5 .,,1 j^ ^-^^.^ ^^.,
stored with rri, w.ior,, a free use oi tiu.t substance
cannot be in^anous. It maj now be «UaMed io
any p^rt of f'-r-'^Tlvana, where the roods aie omW

't less than any otfaer maaare
e.

^
NotwitbstaaAagtbat fre-

- ' 'ce season, or close paslor-
'^?-- "' '- ral roots of red clover, and^ '^l • ^ out by fr-ts:, it woaM seea
if the ^t- ^ sofferad to grow and lot oa
the soil, itad :.o Lwre than tiie tirst'crop be ansoal-
Ij mowed, and after this a good covering of -rasa
be preserred, that (be lateral roou wiU eootinae
much nMxe Tigoroos than when this plant is nana;-
ed in the asoal way: of coase<]ar.nce. it is &r less
sabject to be destroyed by frost or the scoichiae
rays of the sun.

It appears from the long and rigoroos eonlMB-
tJoo 01 maay of the plants that sorWre, age cannot
be justly considered the caose of tbe early death
of the greater nomber of them- This seems to
proceed (ram their being exposed br trtxftemt mow-
ing and daee pastonng. to the inj'arioos eOeets of
Iroit, and the scorching rays of the son. Xatore
has not formed the plant to withstand freqoeat ma-
tilaUon, any Lnmg like so well as the spear grasses.We also see that even brambies. hardv wi^^ds and
sprouts, from the roots of trees, are oflea d.-stroved
fay being frequently cat off near to the ground' by
the scythe. We may also obserre that 'while the
lateral roots of red ciorer eoatiaae heahhT, that
they hold the taprooU so firmly in tbe grouBd. that
tbe plant maintains its natural positioo, erea wbea
the soil anmnd it is beared op so high by frost,
that the crown of tbe plant stands ia a iwHow form-
ed by tbe espansisn of the giumd: fikewise, that
when a geaeral thaw takes pi^e, and the sod sinks,
the taproot isaiotains iu natural poatiiM m the
ground, aad tbe plant remains ucharL

This IB best seen when the plants are roimg ia
the sttibbfe crop, the first wister and spnng afier
the seed vss sown. It should, however, be obserr-
ed, that it som-times happens that when red clover
has been sown oa buckwheat, that manr of the
plants are heaFcd oat by the frost of the 1 n ma^
winter and spring. In this ease, it appean that tbe
rooU of the plant do not become soffieieatiy bige
and strong before frost pots a stop to tbeir giowtb.

VYbea potatoes are grown by the riii iiii ii ihrd
fanuer, on his besl-^roands, with the grasses totned
under for manore, and tbe grass crop be a good
one, it will be best to plant the sets br treach
ploughing, as directed in my book on C<dtiTatiaa.
Itw^ W.11 save a coosideraUe part of the manore
arising from the lops and roots of tbs grasses bom
waste, when tbe crop is gathered. Ifirjll limiia
safe at the bonom for the growlh of «maB giaia
and grasses following the potatoes.
Tbe plants may be arranged agreeablj' to Mr.

Watson's practice, described in my book on CaMTa-
'lon. So sooa as the size of tbeaa wiU aihMt, tber
shoold be thiaaed. learing bat <me of tbe most thrif-
ty growing from each set. In poifaig np tbe i^ili
numerary plants, great care shoaid be taken to re-
move the ro3ts. otherwise they wUl git»w from tbe
stubs left oebind, and being inutiiated, iajare tbe
crop more than if no atteo^ had been m«ie to le-
move theia. If Mr. Walsoa's plui be adopted, the
nmnber of the piaats reaaiains after tbe crop has
been thiaccd. will be more than suae farmers coa-
>ider sui&ieat, when farm-_*-ard manure has faeea
applied fjr that crop. As this seatlema« planted am
thin pasture gruaads fed harc'aad some of te po-
tatoes grown m that way. weighed oae poond. wheat
or bariey mar safely faUow Ibb crop, when it b
grown oa a good soil wdl maaared by the tops and
roots of grasses. Grass seeds sbeald be sown <m
the small eraia. aad the grooads irmiin tb(«e year;
n grass beioce tbej are again taned op for a (al-

low crop.
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'I'lie eiiih aiitl vi.;oruus ^luwlli ol' llic pbiiils, as

well as the product ol the cio|i, will be greatly pro-

moted ly rolliii^ the sets in sjypsum, "hile the

moibttire arising IVoin cutting (hem is fresh on the

set. They should he spread out to dry. and great

care taken not to handle them till planted, so that

the gypsum he not ruhhed oft'.

If lime can he readily procured, and the culti-

vator's capital ivill admit the use of it, the product

of the pot:iloe, and also the grasses followins; it,

togelher nilh the improvement of the soil, will be

greatly promoted by spreading thirty bushels of it

to the acre, and incorporating it with the surface

of the soil, in the way recommended in my book

on Cultivation. If tiiis be done, it is considered

best not to thin the potatoe plants, e.xcept where

inure than two may happen tu grow from each set;

provided the soil be a good one, and a luxuriant

crop of grass has been ploughed under far ma-

nure.

If stones, stumps, dcBciency of proper instru-

ments, or any other cause, prevent trench plough-

ing, the potatoe sets may he planted in the usual

way, bv turning the sod with a good crop of grass

over them. In this case, the furrow slices should

be levelled with the roller, and well pulverized with

the hoo-harrow or skim, with the tined-harrow fol

lowing lengthwise of the furrows, as deep as it can

be readily done, without disturbing the sets, or

turning up the sod. 11 this be not done, and the

ground is close bound by the roots of the grasses,

many of the plants will spend much of their time

and strength in growing under the sod bclore they

can either penetrate it, or find their way out through

the seams formed by llic lurrow slices, and the crop

will be greatly curtailed.

As the potatoe sets cannot be covered by the

plough in spots which obstacles render inaccessible

to it, and the extent of those spots will nut be de

termined, until after the rest of the field be [ilant-

cd, the pulverizing of the soil should he deferred,

until the vacancies he planted by covering the sets

with the sod turned over them with the hand-hoe

Care should be taken to turn the sod well ovei

them and around the obstacles, .ind at a proper

depth. As this cannot be done without culling the

sod into small pieces, the implements by which (he

soil is pulverized, should he lifted over those spots

in passing throui;h the field, otherwise the short

pieces of sod will be turned up. I3y (he lime (he

crop requires cultivation, the sod will be considera-

bly consolidated by rain, and the roots of the

plants: consequently, if care be taken in passing

through those places, many of them will not be

turned up by the skim, if that instiument be sharp.

%Vhen the covering and roots of the grasses are

insufficient to produce valuable crops of potatoes,

with a crop of small grain and grasses after if, the

circumscribed foimer may bring his cornstalks,

straw, leaves and offal vegc(able mat(er into valua-

ble use. As, however, (he fermentation and de-

composition of these dried substances progress

slowly when (hey are not saturated with the juices

of (he cattle yard, they, together with the scanty

growth of the grasses, may not be sufficient to ex-

pand and divide the covering among the sets, as it

ought to be done for an advanta;;eous growth of

this root, if the crop be planted by Irench plough-

ing. In that case, the cornstalks, &c. should be

spread over the lay, and the sets covered in the

usual way, by turning the sod with these substances

and the tops of grass, over them. The farmer,

however, should be careful to have them so far de-

composed, before they are applied for the crop, as

will render them as useful to the grain and grasses

foIIoiviBg, as can be e.xpected after the loss sustain-

ed by ploughing them up, (vhen the potatoes are ga-

thered. If this be not done, the more solid remains

of these dried substances will be dragged up in

when tlie small grain is sown. In this state they

will perish and afford but little nutriment for plants.

But when these substances are apj)lied for such

fallow crops as may be gathered, uithout turning

up the soil, they may be ploughed under uithout

any further decomposition than will render them

sufficienlly flexible to admit the application of

enough of them. Some of these substances will be

sutVicicntly flexible to be turned under when soak-

ing wet; still a much greater quantity, even of these,

can be applied after fermentation has introduced a

great heat, as this causes them to become much
more compact. A shaded situation, vvhcre rain has

access, is most favourable to a general and rapid

fermentation of them. The heaps ought to be

formed so as to admit sufficient moisture and air to

pass generally through them. To effect this, they

should not be heaped up high, nor placed in hol-

lows where the water will lodge in sufficient quanti-

ty to retard or prevent fermentation.

Dried or green weeds which have perfected their

seed, arc very improper manure for a potatoe crop.

Ploughing up, or otherwise gathering the product,

spreads tlie seeds of the weeds through the soil as

if sown for a crop. This will greatly injure the

small grain and grasses following.

They may, hoivever, be very safely and profita-

bly applied for such fallow crops as can be gather-

ed without turning up the manure.

As the unavoidable evils introduced by ploughing

out a potatoe crop, especially where many seeds of

weeds are incorporated with (he manure, form i

very s(riking contrast between the usual cultivalioni

and that recommended by me, I wish the reader

here again deliberately to consider, that not onlj

the potatoe crop, but also every fallow crop cultii

vated in the usual way, subjects the farmer to great

loss in manure by turning it up during the cultiva-j

(ion of the plants. The same also happens when

the soil is prepared for the small grain following that

crop. The seeds of the weeds are likewise turned i

up and spread abroad to puison the small grain, and

grasses following it But this is not all; after expend-

ing much useless labour to effect this very injurious

purpose, and also to mangle the fallow plants, (he

soil is not kept any thing like so open and mellow,

for the ready admission of the roots of the pl^.iits,

as when this purpose is effected by fermentation

alone. A well directed fermentation is also the

most powerlul and least expensive agent, that can

be employed in the destruction of weeds.

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 1-2.

Extracts from G. Siitclair''s HoHus Gramineiis—u-ilh

occaaioiud notes and observations, by a Cvrrcspoii-

dent.
(Continued from page 91.)

"Agbostis stolonifera, (var. 1. latifoUa.) Large-

leaved Creeping Bent, Fiorin.

"Specific character.— Panicle loose at the time of

flowering, con(racted afterwards; florets large, nu-

merous; calyx husks acuminate, outer serrulated

from the keel upwards; inner only slightly towards

(he (op.

"The Rev. Dr. William Richardson has intro-

duced this variety of ihe Jlgrostis stolonifera lo tlie

agricultural world, under the name of liorin, and

has shewn its merits and properties, deduced from

his own experiments, in a variety of publications

on the subject, to which the reader is referred. It

is greatly superior, in point of produce and nutri-

ti\e powers, to the other varieties of the i^srios^'.s

stolonifera which have been enumerated; this will

be manifest on referring to the details of experi-

ments made upon them, as given under the head of

grasses natural to moist soils.

On comparing the specimens of these different

heaps, or spread over the surface by the harrow, |
varieties, their resemblance to each other is so

great, th.it (hey may be easily mistaken for each
odicr, wi(hout a close inspeciion, and some know-
ledge of botany (o assist it. 1( was before observ-

ed, that this variety (larger creeping bent or fiorin)

appears to be confined to rich ancifnt pasture land

as its niitural place of growth, and the other varie-

ties to various soils and situations; and that when
taken from these different soils, and cultivated to-

gether under the same circumstances, they retain

the discriminating characters before mentioned.
"On damp clayey soils the second variety is the

most common grass. To moors and bog soils the

third variety is chiefly, or (at least according to my
observations,) altogether confined. To li^ht sandy
soils, particularly when more or less shaded, the

fourth variety is peculiar; and the fifth variety is

seldom found but in the bottom of ditches, or by
the sides of rivulets. The first variety being there-

fore scarce, and the others very common, there is

little room for surprise at (he contradictory results

of experiments that have been made on one or

other of these inferior varieties, by gentlemen equal-

ly eminent for agricultural knowledge, under the

conviction of their being one and the same grass

as recommended by Dr. Richardson, under the
name of fiorin; whereas, though they agree in the
general habit of Dr. Richardson's variety, and in-

deed in every respect except in the characters be-

fore described, their inferiority in every agricultu-

ral merit is so great, as to justify the opprobrious
epithets that have been bestowed upon them by
those who, from the above causes, have difl'ered

from Dr. Richardson's statements of the merits of
the first variety, or fiorin, and prevented that jus-

tice being done to the discoveiy which it may have
deserved.

"The above details will assist the farmer in decid-

ing on the comparative merits of this grass, as a
constituent of a mixture of grasses for permanent
pasture; from which it will doubtless appear worthy
of attention, but its value not so great as has been
supposed, if its habits or manner of growth he iin-

partijlly taken into the account, when compared
with \lie produce and nutritive powers of other
grasses.

"Thisgrass, when cultivated by itself, cannot be
profitabirdcpastured, on account, principall)', of its

peculiar Hanncr of growth, which has been com-
pared to ('at of strawberries. It sends out runners

or stolones, which strike root at the joints; (he feet

of cattle misiiig part of the soil with these, render

the most valuable part of (hfe plant unfit for food.

In its combined state in ancient pastures this objec-

tion is lost, as the root-leaves and consolidated turf

of the various grasses prevent con pletely such an

effect from the feet of the cattle, which will be evi-

dent on a few moments' examination of a close-

eaten turf of such pastures as now described In

this s(a(e i( is much less produedve (ban when cul-

tivated singly, as the fibrous roots of the stolones

derive thiir only nourishment from the moisture se-

creted among the root-leaves of the other grasses.

"The chief advantage of Ibis grass in permanent
pasture is its late growth. It remains in a degree

inactive till other grasses have attained to perfec-

tion, and when their productive powers become ex-

hausted, those of fiorin and its varieties begin; and

it will be Ibund, on inspection, that the latest mouth-

ful of herbage, and sometimes the earliest in those

pastures, is principally afforded by this grass.

"There has been much prejudice existing against

the diiJcrent species of Apostis in general; but let

the proprietor of a rich ancient pasture divest a

part of it of this grass entirely, and the value of

the plant will be demonstrated in the comparative

loss of late and early herbage. In these pastures,

late in the autumn,! have observed the stolonM

extend to a considerable length, and left untouched

by cattle: in the spring, however, they were gene-

rally eaten, and the protection they had afforded
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to the under grasses was evident in the superior

early growth oi" tlie herbage where the stolones had

most extended; after this the creeping bent was

hardly to be recognized till the other grasses had

again exhausted themselves towards the end of the

autumn. The plant, in this state of combination,

lakes but little from the soil.

'•In comparing the produce and nutritive powers

of different grasses, to arrive at a knowledge of

their relative value, it is absolutely necessary, for

the truth of comparison, that the produce of one

whole season be taken, and not one ciop singly,

except in instances ivhere the produce consists but

of one crop only. Accordingly, the |)roduce of flo-

rin may be compared with that of the cock's-foot

grass (Dactylis glomerala,) meadow fescue {Festitca

pi'atensis,) and the meadow foxtail, („3/opcc«n« pro-

tensis,) when it will appear inferior to the two for-

mer species, and superior to the latter. On refer-

ring to former details, it appears, that

The ^igroslis sinlonifera, var. latifolia, jbs. per acre
larger creeping bent

—

in one year.

From the produce of one season, tak-

en in December, affords of nutritive

matter, 1435
The Dactylis glomerata, cock's-foot grass

—

From the produce of early herbage in

the spring, affords of nutritive mat-
ter, 358"1

From the produce at the time of tlow-
j

ering, affords of nutritive matter, 1089 j»1728

From the produce of latter-math, af- I

fords of nutritive matter, . . 231

J

The Fesluca pratensis, meadow-fescue

—

From the produce of early herbage
in the spring, affords of nutritive

matter, 382~|

From the produce at the time of flow
|

ering, affords of nutritive matter, 957 J>1719
From the produce of latter-math, af-

|

fords of nutritive matter, . . 380 1

The Mopecuriu pruleiisk, meadow-fox-
tail—

From the produce tpf early herbage,
affords of nutritive matter, . . <,'83")

From the produce at the time of fJow-
|

ering, affords of nutritive matter, 478 J»1216
From the produce of latter-math, af- I

fords of nutritive matter, . . 255 J

"The cock's-foot grass, under the circumstances
descrihed, is therefore superior to theiarger varielv
of the creeping-bent, in the proportion, nearly, of
II to 9.

"The meadow fescue {Festuca pratensis,) is also
superior to florin, in nearly the like proportion as

cock's-loot.

"The meadow fox-tail grass {Ahpecurus pratensis

,

is inferior to florin, in the proportion nearly of 6 to 7.

"Though the quantity of nutritive matter afford-
ed by a grass in one whole season is the chief pro-
perty by which its comparative value can be deter
mined, yet the particular season or seasons in which
it is produced, the nature of the soil on which it

can be cultivated to most advantage, and the supe
rior facilities its peculiar habits of growth afford
lor its propagation, as also for reaping its produce,
are points which must necessarily be taken into the
account by the agriculturist, according as they are
influenced Ly locul circumstances; such as the na
ture of the soil, and situation of his farm.
"When cultivated separately for the purpose of

green lood or hay,* florin requires to be kept per
leclly clear of weeds, its couchant habit of growth

ivinl .? °- <=°°''er"ng florin into hay, during the
»v.ncr months, IS amply detailed in Dr. Richardson's
) iblications on florin. Full information will there he
likewise found on the pnductlve powers, uses modesof cultivation, &c. ^^.c. of this grass, deduced from the

i owii experiments.

affording great encouragement for the health of
upright-growing plants—under this circumstance,
weeds. The numerous fibrous roots that issue from
the joints of the trailing shoots or stolones, exhaust
the surface oi the soil in a considerable de»Tee;
top dressings with manure are, therefore, absolutely
necessary to keep up (he superior productive pow-
ers of florin. Without these points being sufficient-
ly allended to in the cultivation of this grass, disap-
pointment will be the result.

"The merits of this variety of the creeping-bent
for the purposes of permanent pasture, have "alrea-
dy been mentioned, and that its productive powers,
when in combination with other grasses, are much
less than have been shewn in the above details;
from which it will appear to be a necessary consti-
tuent of a mixture of grasses, to form, in all parti-
culars, the most valuable permanent pasture, though
in a less proportion than most other species admit-
ted to form such a mixture.

"It perfects a sufficiency of seed, which readily
vegetates; and the plants, when properly encourag-
ed by top-dressings, I have fjund invariably to a'r-

rive soon at perfection. When the runners or sto-
lones are used instead of seed, the ground is much
sooner clothed wiih the grass: when meant as a
crop by itself, the planting of the shoots or stolones
appears to be the best mode; but when intended as
part of a mixture of other grasses, the seed will be
lound by experience to be the most proper.

"It flowers about the second and third weeks of
July, and the seed is ripe about the second and third
weeks of August.
"The grasses and other plants that have now

teen submitted to the belter judgment of the read-
er, comprehend all the grasses and plants which the
luthor could ever find in the bndij of the richest
latural pastures, examined every month of the
fear, and oftener; some other species, it is true,
ivere sometimes found on particular spots, but could
not from their local situation, be considered as na-
turally belonging to such: they will be mentioned
hereafter.

"To those who may have perused and bestowed
some consideration on the foregoing details, it may
be unnecessary to observe, that the facts and ob-
servations there brought forward offer sufficient
proofs, that it is not from one or two, but from a va-
riety ol different species of grasses, that the a<>-ri-
culturist can hope to form, in the shortest space of
time, a sward equal if not superior to that of the
richest natural pastures.

"Hastiness in generalizing from a few facts only,
in things pertaining to the properties and cultiva-
tion ol plants, has often led to error; it seldom
benefats the cause it meant to advance: every one
IS told this plant, or that mode of cultivation, will
best suit his purpose; most make trial, and from the
want ol that caution which generalization in the
outset destroys, (he majority fails: this leads to a
difference of opinion on one side; and on the other,
to a contempt of that which, when taken in its li

uiited sense, would have produced every advantao-e
the object was capable of affording.

°

"The hope of discovering a single grass or mode
of cultivation superior to evcrv other for all the
imrposcs of the agriculturist, under every circum-
stance, would surely be as rational, and the disco
very, when effected, as great, as those of the philo-
sopher's stone and the universal specific."

This grass attracted much attention, some years
ago, from the extraordinary accounts of its produce
111 Europe: but it is very little known in (he United
Slates—and its value has probably been much over
rated. It is supposed to be not specifically distinct
Irom A. alha, or herd's-grass.
"Agrostis vulgaris. Common Bent—Fine Bent-

grass.*

"Specific character.—Panicle spreading, ivith di-
varicated, capillary branches; calyx valves nearly
equal; stem erect; sfipula abrupt, very short. Sm
Engl. Fl. i. p. 01."

This, and (he following, were formerly cultivated
to some extent in Pennsylvania, and arc generally
naturalized. They were not considered valuable,
on trial; and are noiv pretty much neglected. Their
chief utility consisted in rendering bos^y grounds
flrm, by means of their numerous flbrous roots:
but they are not esteemed, for stock—and are,
moreover, very difficult to be eradicated, when once
introduced.

"Agrostis alha. AVhite Bent grass.

"Specific character.—Panicle spreading, meagre,
branches roughish; culms decumbent; root creep-
ing.

"This grass is late, unproductive, and contains
but little nutritive matter. lis creeping roots great-
ly exhaust the soil. In this variety they are smaller
than in the other varietie"!, but equally diflScult to
extirpate when once in possession of tenacious clays.
The next folloiving species (Agrostis repens,) is more
troublesome as a weed, though less productive.
Neither of these plants produces stolones, or run-
ners, like the varieties of the Agrostis stolonifera;
sometimes, indeed, a few slender runners are found,
but they seldom strike root at the joints. Thi
creeping roots abundantly supply this defect in the
plant for its propagation, as they creep under the
surface, and send up at intervals numerous young
shoots. This property of the roots is the best cha-
racter of distinction for the purpose of the agricul-
turist, as it may be found at any season or stage of
growth of the plant.

"Flowers in the first week of August, and the
seed is ripe about the beginning of September."
This is generally confounded with the foregoing,

under the name of Herds-grass, and is considered
of no greater value. The culture of it is now gen-
erally neglected—at least in the best farmed parU
of Pennsylvania.

(To lie conlinued.)

Doctor'
* Commonly called Red-top, and sometime

p-ass, in the United States.

HESSIAN FLY—RARE-RIPE WHEAT,
Mr. Ski.-jker, j„„j ,^ iq21.

^
Having witnessed a good deal of destruction in

the wheat crop this season by Hessian fly, and hear-
ing of much more in other places, I think it impor-
tant to turn the attention of farmers to the Early,
or Rare-ripe wheal; which is the only wheat that I
have yet seen that can make a crop in spite of the
fly. This IS the third year in succession that I have
tried It; and it has been regularly, each year, un-
hurt by the fly, notwithstanding some of it was puny
in Its early growth from defect in the seed wheat,
occasioned by weevil fly, and whilst other wheat,
along side of it, and in its neighbourhood, has been
constantly destroyed. Nor is this difference con-
fined to the crops on richly manured lands; it is
equally apparent upon thinner lands.
This wlieat »vas g. nerally srown herefrom 1800

to 1804, with good success;" but at that time we had
experienced, comparatively, but little injury from
the Hes.iaii fly; its ravages then were chiefly con-
fined to whe:it of a few of the first days' seeding,
and the damage was done in the fall. We knew
nothing then of the spring fly. For many weeks,
compreiiending (he season of" harvest in 1804, the
weather was unusually damp and rainy; all the
smooth wheat was exceedingly injured as it stood
.n the lielil. and the rare-ripe wheat, being earlier
and maturing in the most rainy part of that unfor-
tunate sea.son, was most injured of all the wheat.
The red chaff be^irded wheat had just then made
Its a(ipearance as a new wheat amongst us; and as
bearded wheal always withstands wet better than
smooth wheat, the little uamage it sustained caused
it to be brought into favour that year to the total
exclusion of the rare-ripe, which appeared to be
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everywhere discontinued because it suflered most

from rain and wet. This was during the period of

the a.'ricultural prosperity of our country, when

produce «as very high and farmers were arrogant

and impatient; nor could a stronger instance be ad-

duced of the Tinreflectmg and badly calculating

manner in which they went on, than the sudden

and irrational dismissal of the rare-ripe wheat Irom

the classes of their crops.
, , ,

The rare-ripe is a beautiful white wheat, plump

^rain. and nest to the old white wheat ol good

quality, perhaps the most productive in flour. It is

a remarkably heavy wheat, never subject to rust—

of a shorter straw and head than any ol the other

kinds of wheat; yet its product to the acre, shock

or stack, is equal to that of any wheat. It does not

branch so much as some other kinds ol ^yheat, and

is on that account generally seeded a little thicker.

\n idea has prevailed that this wheat would no

stand the winter. This is not my opinion. Ihat

the rare-ripe wheat will not succeed m low, wet

.^rounds as well as the red chaff or flint wheat, 1

,

thii.k is pretty certain; in such lands the winter s

fiostwill be very apt to prove destructive to it.

But no wheat is certain in such lands. In dry lands,

and particularly if they are rather high, I fQ^per-

suaded no wheat will pass the wmter bet er than

the rare-ripe. On my lands (which are flat, but

dry ) 1 have never seen any difference in the etlects

of winter frosts and wet upon the rare-ripe or other

wheat- and I have always had some of the common

kinds of wheal growing whenever I grew the rare-

ripe My present crop of rareripe wheat, both in

eood and thin land, is entirely unaffected by last

winter's frost, on a field that is as level as a bowl

ijjor OTpeu. , .
I

n"we had no fly, I should prefer the old white

wheat to all other kinds for lands that will produce

white wheat; for it is idle to seed it in lands that

will not produce it.—as it will, in a great portion of

our lands, as certainly turn brown as the black sea

island cotton seed, when planted here, will turn

green and furzv. Harrassed as we have been for

the last twenty'years by the continued depredation

of the Hessian fly, I reflected upon the character

of the rare ripe wheat when known to us many

years ago, and thought its capaiity to bear lale

seeding, and its extremely early and rapid spring

oTowlh, would enable it lo escape the ravages of

the fly. Under this conviction, I wrote to you, sir,

several years ago, as you may remember, to engage

your kind and efficient offices to procure me this

wheat at any price; and notwithstanding your good

exertions, vou informed me that you could learn

nothing of "it. Most fortunately, however, a friend

of miiie accidentally heard of the rare-ripe wheat

in Delaware, and luckily procured a bushel. This

was in the autumn of 18i3, and I obtained from

him five bushels alter the succeeding harvest. I

have seeded it every year since, and have found it

my most productive n'heat. It is getting again into

favour; a good deal was seeded last fall, but the

weevil fly injured that grain after it was cut, as it

did the grain of every other wheat, and prevented

a great deal of it from coming up. Wherever the

seed ivheat was good, the crop of rare-ripe wheat

is good this year, and is wholly unaffected by the

fly; although the adjacent fields of other kinds have

been very much injured. I consider the rare-ripe

,

wheat so exempt from the ravages of the Hessian
I

fly, that I believe if seeded after the 8th or lOtli of

October, and the see<ling completed in the next

four or five weeks, nine years out of ten; the crop

will succeed. It will do to be seeded later than this.

I have very fine rare-ripe wheat now growing, that

was seeded the 18th and 19th of November last;

indeed, I have seen good crop."- of il groiving from

December seeding. But the surest way is, to begin

so late as to avoid the autumn fly, and then get

your crop seeded in the shortest time after that; the

earlier the better with all wheat, provided you can

escape the fall fly. But the rare-ripe bears late

seeding better than any other wheat that I have seen.

The advantages of thej rare-ripe wheat then, are

these: it will bear as late seeding as any other wheat;

its early and rapid spring growth puts it out of the

way of the spring fly; it is always jointed by the

1st day of May, often before; it is never subject to

rust; it produces as abundantly as other wheat; the

grain is generally heavier than that of any other

sort; it is as productive a wheat to the miller as

most other kinds; it stands well throughout harvest,

and is easily cut and saved. I have never known

an instance of the spring fly destroying it.

There was a good deal of this wheat seeded in

Talbot last autumn, and if the farmers will keep it

separate from their other wheat this season, a con-

siderable quantity of seed wheat may be procured.

It has been supposed that the early harvest of

this wheat will embarrass the farmer in his corn

crop. I do not find this to be the case. Knowing

that your harvest will be a fortnight earlier, you

make vour exertions and arrangements to meet it,

and that early and rapid cultivation is a great bene-

fit to the corn crops. I expect to begin my harvest

by the 19th of June.

Your obed't serv't,

ROBT. H. GOLDSBOROUGH,

Extract from an intelligent correspondent, dated

Queen-Jinn's county, 5th June, 1827.

"I am happy to say that our prospect for a wheat

crop has greatly improved. The early, or 'rare-

ripe,' will give a full crop. This is the first year I

have grown it, and am so much pleased with it,

that I shall sow largely of it the ensuing fall. Many
farmers, and myself amongst others, will suffer se-

verely from defective seed; still I am of the opinion

that Queen Ann's and Talbot will give two-thirds of

a crop. The oat crop promises to be abundant."

ZZ0B.TXCULTUKX3.

HINTS ON THE MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP.

It has often been remarked, that the Americap

sheep yield much less wool than the sheep of Bri-

tain, France and Spain. Ttiis is owing to the length

of our winters and the quantity of snow on the

ground, preventing their picking up as much nou-

rishment as the sheep in Europe. Hence they drof

their wool from mere weakness, during the wintei

and spring. To prevent this, a farmer of long ex'

perience has found half a gill of Indian corn, give«

every day to each sheep, to be extremely useful. II

strengthens the sheep, by which means the quantity

of wool is increased, as well as retained, till the

time of shearing, to the great emolument of the

farmer.

EXTRAORDINARY COW,

Yielding twenty powids and a half of butter per leeek

Several depositions have been exhibited to us au

thenticating the following facts.

That an improved Durham short-horned cow, in

the possession of John Hare Powel, Esq^ yielded,

between Thursday morning, the 24th of May. and

Saturday evening following; that is, in three days,

milk from which S pounds and 13 ounces of butter

were obtained by the usual process—equal to 'iU4

pounds per week; that she then yielded, and con-

tinues to yield, 26 quarts of milk, ascertained by

actual measurement, within twenty-four hours; and

that she had no other food than slop of Indian

meal, and clover and orchard grass. Some ol her

cream was converted into butter, before the Phila-

delphia Agricultural Society, as an experiment. It

was effected in three seconds, according to the report

of R. Haines, Esq. as appears upon their minut"-
[Pliila. yajier.

PROSPECT OF CROPS.

SiR^ Scotland ^Teck, JV. C Sth June, 1821.

Owing to the cool and dry weather until tlie last

of May our cotton came up badly, since the last

May until this time very wet and cool, should the

seasons from this time forward be as favourable as

we could wish, we cannot make more than half a

crop—our corn crops are much injured by the rains,

but should the seasons be favourable from the pre-

sent time, we may make a tolerable crop.

Very respectfuliv, vour obed't serv't,

- ^ " " \\U. R. SMITH

(From the Philadelphia Album.)

ON THE CULTIVATION OF SILK.

By Doctor John T. Sharpless, of Philadelphia.

'Eye nature's walks'—behold with wondering ken,

The egg, the worm, the spinning worm, and then

The twined cocoon, the fly, the egg again.

Thus throughout all creation's boundless span,

How great is God—how impotent is man;

Proofs upon proofs from nature's endless store,

Teach him his duty—humbly to adore.

Of all the innumerable animated beings that a be-

neficent Creator has thrown around man for his

pleasure and his comfort, none stand, in comparison

to its size, on so elevated a pedestal of usefulness,

as the Silk Worm.
. ,. .,

Minute in its form; insignificant in its individual

productions; its whole existence but a comparative

moment; how astonishing is the effect of its collec-

tive industry. Producing, singly, a texture so mi-

nute that the eye can hardly scan its tenuity; when

the labours of millions are associated, what a re-

sult!

Yielding by its single exertions but a few grams

of delicate fibril, its multiplied productions become

immeasurable. Formed by the endless ingenuity of

man into every variety of fabric, and wafted by the

winds if Heaven to the uttermost corners of the

ear'h, ix has become a chain connecting nations.—

The vvea'th, prosperity and happiness of mighty em-

pires havebeen founded on a silken basis,and are still

supported by a spinning worm. From the "purple

robe" of tke monarchs of the "Eternal city" to the

garment ol the humble peasant, its usefulness I9

unbounded. Thousands of human beings are nou-

rished, beauly is adorned, and man revels in a lux-

ury, of the Icwly source of which he has little con-

ception. All are familiar with the splendid texture,

let us therefore "condescend" to study the architect

whose labours though minute,how ingenious! though

apparently contemptible and useless, how important

and invaluable!

Every writer of repute has considered China tne

native country of the Silk IVonn, and this opinion

is strongly corroborated by the description of silkea

articles m the history of that country many hundred

years before it became known in Europe.

Silk was introduced into Rome through Persia,

Syria, and Greece. It was then, however, so scarce

and dear, from the immense distance it was brought,

that even the wives of the eaily emperors were pro-

hibited its use. Heliogabilus was the first monarch

in Europe who wore a complete garment of silk,

and from his time the "purple robe" became identi-

fied with royalty. The Roman writers who speak

on this subject, considered it the down from a tree,

or the entrails of a worm called ser, and hence the

silk sericum. Its real origin remained involved in

fable, till the reign of Justinian, of the eastern em-

pire, in the sixth century, when some Persian chiis-

tians, employed as travelling monks, concealing

some of the eggs in the hollow of a cane, brought

them from China and introduced the animal into

Constantinople. It immediately received royal pa-

tronage; establishments were erected, seed dissemi-
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nated, and soon its usefulness was extended from

the Byzantine towers to the Pillars of Hercules.

—

Sicily in particular became the great manufactory

of silk, and in the reign of Henry IV. of France, not-

withstanding the opposition of the Due dc Sully, it

was introduced into that country as a staple article.

About the year IGtiO England became familiar with

its manufacture, and by 1670 the society of silk

throwsters employed 40,000 persons. The use of

the article had, however, been known before, for in

J308 we hear of it as a great curiosity; and so late as

King James of Scotland, in borrowing a pair of silk

hose of the Earl of Mar, to appear before the Eng-
lish ambassador, he made use of this expression:

"Ye would not sure that your king appear as a

scrub before strangers." !n the year 1770 Dr.

Franklin introduced its cultivation to the attention

of the people of this country, and by great exertions

assisted in establishing the "Filature of Philadel-

phia." Premiums were offered for the silk raised,

end in a short time large quantities were produced

and sent to England for manufacture. On the ap-

proach of war the subject disappeared from public

notice, and remained till within a few years in ud

disturbed repose.

This animal belongs to the great division of Ento
mology, Lepidoptera; genus Phalasna; sub-genus

Bombyx, species Mori, from Jlorus the mulberry.

It is associated by naturalists with the moths and
butterflies, but differs from many of them by re-

maining in the egg during the winter, instead of the

cocoon; and in its native state preferring the night

for its flights. During the state of fly the f ilk worm
never eats; whilst

"The coquetting butterfly sips sweets fi'om every flow-
er."

Passing the cold season in the egg, on the ap-

proach of warm weather it emerges therefrom, a

small black animal strongly resembling an ant, and
grows with a rapidity almost uiiparKlicled. In eight
days it has increased from the sixteenth to the fourth

of an inch in length; then becomes motionless,

ceases to eat, and assumes a hue rather more in-

tense. In a few hours an opening appeirs in the

back, and the skin gradually contract;, tuwards the

tail. The animal now seems in pain; uiithing its

body, and struggling to progress forward, and in a

short tune slips out of the old habiliment and up-

pe;^r^ with a coat of a bright yellow colour. Tlie

covering to the head separates in a distinct piece.

This change is generally completed in thirty-six

hours after its commencement.
Voracity now seems its only passion, and it grows

with ;i rapidity equal to its hunger, so that in Uvt
days more it is half an inch in length, when it

again goes through the process of unclothing it-

sell. In another tive days it is more than one
inch long, and the skinning operation is repeat

ed. In "five days more its fourth moulting occurs,
and in a short lime it arrives at its full size of three

inches.

During these different changes of garment it ap-
pears sick, dro-.ps its he^id, and remaining fixed in

one spot, dislikes to be di.-turbed; whereas, en the
approach of the spinning season, which takes |.lace

in a few days after the completion of its size, it is

continually wandering about, cairies an erect head,
and exauiines every tiling witiiin its. reach, le;tviiig

silky fibres wherever its mouili may touch. By
holding it to the li-lit at this lime, a seicip'llucid-

ness will be observed thai is an important lest of its

maturity. It soon lixes on a spot whiire it cin form
a hollow space lor its habitation, stretching its

thread, wliirh proceeds from its mouth, froin side
to side, irregularly, in all directions, till it encloses
a space about the size of a pigeon's eg;;, when
they become more condensed, the filaiiienls being
placed in close contact, and shutting out the light
and air

The motion of its mouth now forms the figure 8.

In twenty-four hours, it can no longer be seen; a

slight sound alone detecting its labours. In five or

six days the cocoon is finished, when the worm ap-
pear^, upon opening the ball, to be about an inch

in len;,th, the skin dry, shrivelled and yellow, and it

can b'i shaken about without resistance, the sound
produced being that of a softish body. In about two
days after the cessation of the spinning, the skin

again splits in the back, and slips off, leaving the

animal without feet, and with some appearance of
wings and feelers. It is now called a jXymph, Aure-
li'i. or Chrysalis, and upon shaking the cocoon, rat-

tles like a hard inanimate substance. In about fif-

teen or twenty days from the commencement of the

spinning, the covering of the head of the JS'ympli

opens, and a liquor is emitted, which dissolves the

gummy matter that glues the fibres of the cocoon
together; and then with its feet, which now emerge
from their covering, it makes an opening in the end
of the ball through which it passes out, a full grown
white moth, of an inch in length; leaving its dry,
hard case behind.

That it does not actually destroy the thread in

forming the hole, has been positively determined by
Mr. Swayne, of England, the perforated balls hav-
ing been reeled by him without the interruption of a

single end.

The tex of this little being, which in the state of
a worm was not perceptible, can now be readily

identified. The male is much smaller than the fe-

male; is more active, fluttering about with violent

motion; and is distinctly marked across the back
and wings with brown spots, whilst the female is

of a nearly pure white, and has a pendulous belly.

In a few hours, the female commences the closing
process of her existence, by depositing her eggs on
any object that presents itself, generally laying from
two to five hundred, and placing them in regular
rows, and often forming solid circles of the size of a
dollar. The lives of neither sex continue many daj s

after perfect maturity, though I have seen them oc-
casionally existing for fifteen days. The eggs thu.s

deposited, remain in a dormant state till the follow
ing spring, when the same succession of process oc-
curs as just described.

The whole term of existence of the worm, in our
country, is usually from fifty-five to sixty days: say,
thirty five from birth to the commencement of spin-

ning, fifteen or twenty in the cocoon, and from
SIX to ten as a fly. If, however, means are taken,
by regulating tlie heal; frequent feeding with good
leaves. &.C. it can be forced through the different
stages in much less time In the East, twenty-three
da}s are allotted for the Lirva or worm, and the
rest in propoi(;on; and even in this country, it has
been perfiinned in twenty-eight days.

As all are familiar with the external appearance
of this animal, it would be useless to occup> tinif

with a minute description: suffice it to say, thai it

resembles most of the smooth caterpillars, has six-

teen feet, SIX of which are placed near the head,
and are on the part assigned to the legs of the per-

fect fly. Then; are also eleven rings or circular de-
pressions, and thirteen segments to the body, with
nine oark points on each side, which are th-; breath
ing holes. lis colour, except immediately alter a

moulliiig, is a greenish or white dark brown accord
ing to l!.e -pecies. The internal anatomy is more
complkMtoii and curious. In the larva, there is a

straight hollow tube extending from Ihe mouth to

the anus, which is Ihe stomach and intestine.^; also

a double vtssel, much convoluted, about one foot in

its entire length, containing an orange coloured,

transparent gum, which becomes the silk This
g-um vessel extends to near the tail on each side ol

the alimeniaiy tube, and joining near the head, tei

minates in one aperture, on a papilla on the lower
iip. which is called the Spineret or Fmultis. This
silky substance is very tenacious, and in passing

out of the delicate orifice, receives u coat of gum
from the membrane that lines .the passage, and
which fastens the two fibres together, of which a
single filament is composed, and is the soluble sub-
stance thai is softened and removed by boiling the

cocoon.

The Respiratory apparatus consists of the nine
dark spots on each side of the body, which are call-

ed Sligmali. From these poinle, which are orifi-

ces, ])roceed tubes, terminating in a large air vessel

on each side, called TracluE, running the whole
length of the body, and from which innumerable
rammificationspass in everydirection overihe whole
-ystem, cariying the air which passes through them
to the fine extremities of the organs of nutrition and
of Ihe blood-vessels.

What these organs ofJVutrition are, is not known;
but they are supposed to be mere tubes, imbibing
nourishment on the surface of the stomach, and de-
positing it in different parts of the body. There is

also a conlracting and dilating vessel on Ihe back,
which seems to circulate the blood, but how it is

supplied, propelled, or conveyed round the system,
is entirely unknown. There is also a vast collec-

tion of greenish fluid in the body of a worm, that
answers some purpose, undoubtedly, but what re-

mains also to be discovered. In the Imago, or fly,

the circulatory and respiratory arrangement re-
niiiins nearly as in Ihe Larva, but the digestive or-

gans have dwindled to a line, and the space for-

merly occupied by them, is now filled with eggs
and other requisites for continuing the race. Those
who wish a more particular detail of the anatomy
of the silk worm, can consult Reaumur Ilittorie

Naturelle, Malpigh de Bombyc, Lyonel Traile ana-
tomique de la chenille, Ciivier, Anat. Comparge, &c.

In Ihe successful cultivation of this animal, it is of
the first importance that eggs of the best quality be
procured. There are three kinds or Casts of the
worm. The first is the Common, and sheds its coat
four times, as just described.—40.000 of its eggs,
weighing an ounce, and on an average 240 cocoons,
a pound. Secondly, a large worm from Frioul, in

Italy, also of four casts or changes, but of which
37,000 eggs weigh an ounce, and 100 bails a pound.
The silk of this worm is coarser and stronger than
ihe CcnnrMn, and Ihe time required for its different

stages is greater; the fly is also much larger. The
(/uVd variety sheds its sicin bat tiiiee times, and is

found in Lombardy. It is much smaller in every
stage of existence than any other, 42,000 eggs be-
ing required for an ounce, and 600 cocoons for a
pound. It is four days less in its changes; the balls

are firmer and belter constructed, and the silk finer;

506 feet of a simple filament weighing a grain, whilst

of the common 4i)S feet are required. This variety,

therefore, if it could be introduced into our country,
would perhaps answer better than the one we usu-
ally cultivated, which here produces a long, point-

ed, y. How or white cod, of inferior merit. VVithin
Ihe last year, a great number of Ihe Frioul eggs
have been imported hy Messrs. Samuel Alexander, F.
Duzar, and Dr. .Mease, and produced a very large,

round, firiu, white or fawn coloured ball, and yield-

ed silk of a very good quality.

Tliere is also a difFereiice in the colour of some
of the LarvtE of every variety of the worm, some
bring, as I before mentioned, cream, and others ofa
in-own lint. This diversity of shade is not, I believe,
arrouiiled for, nor does it, so far as 1 can ascertain,
attect the quality of the product.

[To be eoiUinwJ.)

FRUIT TREES—PEA BUG.
Me. Seis-ner, Colmn'na, Junr bih, 18J1.

Seeing so many contradictory opinions concern-
insr the insect that injures the smooth skinned stone
fruit and causes it to fall, in your very useful paper,
1 cannot help ofl'eiing my mite. It cannot be the
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M;iv-bu^ ;.s we were tohl last year, lor I have not

seen a single one Ihis seiison, though last year we

had them in uncounted millions.

1 examine my tices very closely, both d:iy anrl

niKht, and the only insect that I have yet been aMe

to detect woundini the fruit, is a small bug (perhaps

the pea-bug.) about twice the size of a large pin's

head, with a proboscis one-eighth of an inch in

length, wherewith it makes an insertion sonriewhat

in the shape of a horse shoe,* in which (1 suppose)

it lays its ees; soon al'ler which the fruit appears

poisoned, withers, and drops from the tree.

I have not been able to discover any thing yet,

likelv to prevent their mischief, except perhaps pav-

in;C around the tree to a considerable cxleni, but

this is not answerable in every situation, and like-

wise too expensive in general.

I am, vour most obed't serv't, J. B. G.

N. B. My plunis are nearly all stung alreadv, and

it appears as if half a dozen insects were sufficient

to sting all the fruit on a very large tree, for they

commence as soon as the flower falls, and continue

(I believe) while there is any fruit on the tree.

J. B. G.

Auditions to Horticulture.—The collection of

seeds received by Dr. Mitchell from Commodore
Hull, commander of the forty-four gun sliip United

States, during her late cruise to the Pacitic ocean,

consists of highly useful species—such as beans, of

five or six valuable varieties, three parcels ol clwer

seed, peas, chiches, leidils, watermelon serds, onions,

parsley, caravances, and a variety of others, appa-

rently in tine preservation. They are chiefly the

productions of Chili. It is intended by the present

possessor, pursuant to the will of the jallant and

patriotic donor, to present them, in his behalf, to

the Horticultural Society for cultivation. Great

praise is due to the individuals who thus bring home
the valuable vegetables of other countries for the

improvement of our own. [J\ V pa.

SADIES' DEFARTaXEZ^rS.

ON FExMALE EDUCATION.
By A. G. Thonws, Esq of Edgefield Court House,

Soiilh (Jarolinu.

It is a matter of much astonishment and regret,

that the interesting subject of female education

should have felt so little of the influence of that spi-

rit of improvement which so strongly characterizes

this age. Whilst, in the various departments ol

physical and moral science, scarcely any thing has

been left unattenipted, which might contribute to

(he comfort or embellishment of human existence,

the cultivation of female intellect hrs been passed

by with comparative neglect. It is not denied that

much has been done towards the ini]iroveinent of

modern female education; but it has by no means
received a degree of attention commensurate with

its importance, and much remains yet to be effect-

ed before it is placed on a level, in that respect,

with the other leading interests of society. It is

true, the day is long past, when the perfection of fe-

male education consisted in learning to cut a gar

ment, or to cook a mutton-chop; or, at most, in a

few miserable attainments in needle-work, the me-
chanical drudgery of the embroiilerins frame, where
the {greatest proficient must have yielded to the su-

perior skill of any bare-footed Scottish lassie, that

sits pent up in a muslin factory to earn her sixpence

a day!—when a female's instruction in reading ex-

tended no farther than to enable her to spell the Bi

ble intelligibly;—when, in penmanship, it seldom
exceeded the acquisition of a legible coarse hand;

and when her loftiest aspirations in Arithmetic con-

templated only the rare qualification of being able

to check the butcher's or the grocer's bills We
certainly ought to be thankful that our eyes, in the

prescni day, have never looked upon such bright

models of female perfection.

Yet, although such glaring errors have been ex-

ploded, and a much more liberal standard introduc-

ed, it must be acknowledged that too many of the

old-fashioned prejudices are still cherished, even by

those who lay strong claims to liberality and refine-

ment. It is true that, unlike our forefathers of a

century back, when, beyond her Bible, the reading

of the best educated lady embraced only a few

trashy romances, well bred circles can now listen,

with something more than bare toleration, to a lady

who may venture an opinion on history, moral pbi-

lo.sophj, or criticism! but let her beware, as she

would avoid the pains and penalties which await the

character of the blue stocking, of betraying the

slightest acquaintance with any of the natural sci

ences, or with any language but her vernacular

tongue, and last of all, vvilh the obnoxious vocabula-

ry of ancient Greece or Rome. Sneers and sar-

casms await such a one in every company. She has

renounced the softaess and the (ie?ic«f!/ and thepe-

euliar charm of her sex! By showing that she knows

something, and has a capacity to learn any thing,

she has lost that attribute of helplessness and depen-

dence on the "lords of creation" whieh invests the

female character with so intense an interest. She

has stepped from her appropriate sphere in the eco-

nomy of society; she has invaded the province of

the hardier sex, and not content with the undisput

ed sway of her sex over the minds of men in the

walks of domestic life, with a bold and masculine

and encroaching spirit, she is grasping at the reins

of political power, seeking to be equal, nay, supe-

rior to men, and to lord it over the universe. Sucb
are the anathemas of the prejudiced of both sexes,

of the envious among the less enlightened of he?

own, or of jealousy among the stupid part of the

other, which are launched against the female who
ventures to rise a few degrees above that low stand-

ard of intelligence which modern prejudice has as-

signed to the sex. Now, we wish not to do injus

ticc to the present times: but what we romplain of

is, that modern improvement has, in this respect.

shown itself inconsistent. Unlike itself in every other

wo^'k, where its watch word is "forward" here it

seems to be comparatively stationary, and almost

salisfied, for the time, with its present attainments.

What would have been the picture of the modern
arts and .-ciences.had they been pursued with equal

luke-warmness? in the science of government, the

world would scarcely have made a single advance;

and, so far from the bright and inspiring picture

now presented by our free polilical systems in hap-

py and successful operation, a republic would have

had scarcely any other existence than in the pages

of the Utopia.—Chemistry would have progressed

but a few degrees beyond the crude theory which
resolved all matter into the original constituents ol

fire, air, earth and water. In manufactures, the

tardy operations of human labour, unaided by ma
cbinery, could scarcely have supplied the rapidly

increasing demand of society with the productions

of the loom. No steam-boats would have glided on

the waters, and the proposer of such a vehicle would

have been in peril of having his head shaved for a

visionary and dangerous madman.
The reflection which most naturally occurs to the

mind of the inquirer on this subject, is the unreason-

ableness of the distinction so extremely disparaging

to woman, which has been made, and is still main-
tained between the sexes. We confess we could

never perceive either justice or good sense in this

unequal system, or why all the reasons drawn from
the dignity of man's intellectual nature, or from the

benign influence of intelligence on mdividual and
' At all hours of the day.

education of males, should not be held iquaily appli-

cable to the softer sex. It surely cannot be pretend-
ed that their intellectual natures are inferior to those

of the other sex, and incapable of equal improve-
ment. Such a position would stand rebuked not less

by courtesy than by universal experience A host of
plendid witnesses, the Mores, the De Staels, the

Edgeworlhs, the Genlises, and the Wrights of the

present day, would rise up to overwhelm the advo-
cate of such an opinion with confusion; transcen-

dant intellects, which have disenthralled themselves
from the trammels and obstructions of the prevail-

false syslem, and, through the clouds of error

and prejudice which have enveloped them, have
burst forth upon the world, to enlighten the under-
standing by their philosophy; to captivate the ima-
gination by their genius, and to pour the light of a
splendid and successful vindication on the intellec-

tual character of their sex. Much less will it be
pretended that woman is deficient in taste, as distin-

guished in popular language, from intellect. So far

from this, it will scarcely be denied, that in all these

endowments, woman is decidedly superior to the

other sex; nay, we would rather say, that it was the

peculiar gift of her sex. It is said of some celebrat-

ed painter, (Sir Joshua Reynolds, we think,) that

he was in the habit of subjecting his paintings to

the criticisms of children; regarding them as the

most unerring judges ol nature, in the productions

of the pencil; and so we should be inclined to say,

woe to that aspirant in any department oi' taste, who
should not carry with him the suffrages of the softer

sex. His condemnati(m vve would consider sealed.

That system of education, therefore, is highly un-

just and oppressive, which robs of their proper pri-

vileges those whom nature has endowed with such

large capacities for intellectual enjoyment, and
which consigns, to a place below the salt, those so

euiinenlly qualified to occupy the highest seats at the

great feast of reason,

"Sure he who made them with such large discourse;

Looking before and alter, gave them not

This capability and god-like reason.

To rusx Ml them unused."

Intellettual cultivation imparts a charm to the

character of woman, in every relation in life in

which she can be contemplated. It fits the wife for

what she is designed to be, the great sweetener of

existence; and qualifies her, by the charms of intel-

ligent conversation, the lively sallies of wit, and the

delightful exhibitions of taste, to relieve the other

sex from the weight of those cares, peculiarly in-

cident to their pursuits. Who would be satisfied

with a companion for life, who could entertain him
with no other topics than those connected with the

kitchen, the smoke house and the la'-der, the chil-

dren, the servants, and the poultry yard? with one

whom he could not summon lo share with him, by

the winter-evening fireside, in the encllantments of

an author of genius; one who » ould contemplate

the brightest displays of intellect with the vacant

stare of an idiot, and look with a malignant and jea-

lous eye on his books, and newspapers, and pamph-
lets, as objects which gave him a distaste for the

homely topics of conversation, from which alone her

mind could derive any satislaclion.

(To be conlinued.)

social happiness, which go to support the liberal dry room.

FLOWER GARDEN FOR JUNE.

Ranunculuses.—When the foliage and flower stems

of the ranunculuses appear brown and dry, vegeta-

tion has ceased, and it is the exact time to take up

the roots, as they should not remain in the ground

during the ensuing rainy weather. The stems

should then be cut off close, and placed in a shady

room to dry gradually. Nothing ihen remains to

he done till the return of the planting season, cx-

ept their being carefully preserved in boxes in a
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Miienwnes.—'Vhe treatment or tli.sf plants is tlic

same as ranunculuses. When taken up they should

be carefully handled, and properly cleaned Iroin the

earth which adheres to them. The anemone will

not last more than \'i or Ij years, whereas the ra-

uunculuscs will last about i5 years.

Hyacinths utid Tulipi.—'I'hc process fortakins; up

these plants is ncnrly ihesamcwith the above. When
they are cleaned, the bulbs should be wrapped in

separate pieces of paper, and buried in dry sand till

the return of the plaiitin;; season.

Pinks —lianilsome pinks, during tlicir time of

bloom, should be defended from the sun by an awn-

n", and the soil should be moistened with water,

bein;; always careful to avoid weltins; the blossoms,

'i'he time to pipe pinks is Immediately previous

to, or durin;; their bloom; they may also be propa-

gated by slips, taken off now; or in the spring or

autumn.
Carnations.—An awnins should also be placed

over carnations when in bloorn, so as to be drawn

up or let down by means of pullies. The pots

should be kept constantly watered at this time,

and no favourable opportunity lost to let them have

the advantage of light and air, but no rain should

be admitted to the blossoms at any period of their

bloom.

Double Sieeetwilliams.—This plant may now be

propagated either by slips, or by laying the young
shoots in the manner directed for carnations; in

either way they >vill root freely, but if the slips are

planted, they will require shade, as well as occa

sional waterings for ten or twelve days afterwards.

[Pliiladelphia .4/(/itm.

SrO&TXSTG OIiXO.

On Traimkg Hokses for the Turf.

[As far as any rules can be given on this subject,

there are none, perhaps, more plain and sale than

the description which has been published of the

method pursued by Mr. Duval, ol this state. But
after all, the training i^ to be regulated by so many
circumstances, depending on the constitution and
habits of the horse, ihe length of the race,&c. that

it is not easy to give any specific directions that

will answer in every case—and this is the opinion

of Col. Johnson, ol Virginia, who excels in this art

as much as Napohon did in the art of war, and
who is withal so liberal, that he would readily com-
municate what he knows: but judgment and genius

are not to he cjmmunicafed like prescriptions for

the use of patent pills.

We publish, by request, the following, from Ma-
son's Farrier—a book that ought to be republished.]

KEEPING.

The keeping a horse for a race is attended with
much trouble, requires great attention: but is mon
simple than is generally believed by persons want-
ing experience on that ^uhJect.

A large majority of grooms, even to the present
day, are in the habil of giving to race horses larj;(

quantities of phytic, (.though the number engaged
in this practice has been diminished within ihe last

ten years,) and for the sake of those very valu.dile
animals, 1 hope, ere long, such an injurious prac
tice will be entirely abolished All the medicine
on earth will never give to a horse speed and bol
loiu, that is naturally deficient in those respects;
and if he is atlVcted at all by its use, it must ope
rate to his disadvantage.

The plainest and simplest mode of keeping horses.

has piovcd much the best, to all who have veii-

tuMcl, in defiance of old opinions and customs, to

use that course. When a liorse is in health, the
medicine generally given by grooms, has the effect

of relaxing the muscles, enfeebling the system, and
expanding the pores of the skin, i am clearly ol'

opinion that those large doses, which are so often
given, never caused a horse, when running, to fetch
a longer breath, braced his muscles; added to the
elasticity of his tendons; invigorated his system; or
gave to him, in any way, e.\tra powers to perform
the (ask assigned him: but, on the contrary, are lie-

queiilly the means ol' throwing a horse out o/' order,
that, in all probability, under difTerent treatment,
would have proved successful, if not maste;' on the
turf Indeed, this has sometimes been proved by
the change of owners, and when a good horse has
fallen into the hands of one that has observed plain
and simple treatment—the horse that previous to

the change never was more than second or third
besi, has run with more than anticipated success.

Hut many old and ignorant grooms, who have
never been benefited by experience, and all the
knowledge they possess having been handed to

them by persons equally ignorant with themselves,
are under a belief, that unless a horse swallows a
certain number of wind balls, that it is impossible
he can win a race; added to wliich they are ex-
tremely superstitious; and some, even at the present
day, confide in tricks and witchcraft. It is to be
much regretted that a good horse should ever fall

into the hands of such blockheads.
The first thing necessary in the keeping a race

horse, is a good log stable, about fifteen feet square:
then provide plenty of good and sweet old corn,
fodder and oats, and a sutBcient quantity of clean
and dry straw, to change his bed every two or three
days.

Most horses, when first taken up for the purpose
of being kept, require bleeding; wliich a groom can
always be a judge of from the appearance of the
animal. Good cloths, girts, &,c. should be piovid-
ed, and kept on the horse, except at the hours
for rubbing, which should be regularly three limes
a day, in the morning and evening, after prac-
tice, and at twelve o'clock—for which purpose
a curry-comb, brush, straw, and a large woollen
cloth must be provided and well used. Good rub-
bing assists in putting a horse in order, and places
on liis skin a beautiful gloss. His legs must be
washed three times a day in clear cold water, alter
which they must be rutibed dry with straw, and the
naked hand rubbed over the ancles and pasterns,
until a small degree of warmth is felt. The stable
should be kept perlectly clean.

A horse should be given such practice as he is

well able to bear. As those animals frequently dif
fer in every respect so widely from each other, it

is impossible to lay down any rule that should go-
vern, relative to the speed or quantity of praciioc
necessary for horses in training: I will only remark,
that a horse should be practised in a moderate gal
lop the distance he is intended to run, moving brisk-
ly every time he passes the stand, and for a short
distance on the back of the grinind; he then should
he ivulked about a mile, and again galloped in man
ner first directed. Some fleet and delicate horses
require very little practice indeed: while other har-
dy and hud bottomed horses require, and can bear
very hard practice. But Ihe appetite of a horse is

the best criterion, as relates to that subject.

If a horse lefuses to eat, it is an evidence that
his practice is either too hard or too quick—when
he eals heartily, it is a proof that he is able to bear
what is given him. When a horse is first taken into

keeping, his allowance for the first two or three
days, should be rather short; which should be of
fered four times a day. His exercise should be
walking, for the first three or four days; two or
three times the distance^ or round the course of his

|

cuiitenqplaled race, ;,iic;r v, |,i,.|, |i,„,., |,is fo„d may
be increased with his c.\eici.e, and he may be re
iculiirly led with from two quarts at a feed to four
ijuarts. His food sliould be often changed, and
prepared thus: his hominy should be first v^inded,
then thrown into clean water, so as to separate the
part that is nutritious, Ironi the husk and chaflf; the
oats should be lightly bealen in a common hominv
mortar, to separate them from Ihe hull or chati",

which iii.iy be blown off: his fodder should be stem-
med whenever it is discovered he has too much bel-
ly. A horse never should be drawn suddenly, as
nothing is more weakening.

'I'he best medicine on earth, that can he employ-
ed in the keeping of a horse, to give him wind and
bottom, as the grooms term it, is gooil and sweet
food. A greater proportion of old oats, hay, or
hominy, opens the bowels; and a large proportion
of fodder and oats, when prepared in the way di
reeled, has the reverse eflect—so that by using" Ibod
that actually contains nourishment, and will cer-
tainly benefit your horse, you may place him in
whatever kind of order you think proper, without
using those medicines which have a certain tenden
cy to weaken and relax him. About two mashes
during the time of keeping, is very beneficial—the
first, as soon as you commence; the second, about
eight days previous to his running; composed of one
gallon of bran, one table spoonful flour of sulphur,
•lid one tea-spoonful of saltpetre. Most grooms
re in the habit of giving one, two or three sweats,
dming the time of keeping; which method of hard-
ening flesh I am much opposed to. If a horse is
loo gross, gradually incre.ise his exercise, which
will have the desired eflect. Whenever a horse
has to undergo one of those sweats, he is so much
weakened and relaxed, as to require at least one
week to recover his strength. Should a horse, in
keeping, lose his appetite, it can readily be restored
by a single innocent drench, composed of a quarter
of an ounce of assalcetida, one table spoonful of
salt, and one quart of sassafras tea. Good food,
regular feeding, moderate exercise, and strict atten-
tion to rubbing, are of much more importance and
benefit to a horse in keeping, than the administer-
ing large do=cs of physic, which his nature does not
require.

When a horse is well kept, he will not appear
very fat, but his flesh will be very firm and hard;
his legs and ancles must be perfectly cool, and not
putted or swelled; his e^es siiould be lively, and
countenance cheerful; he should possess no bad
habits, but be tractable, gentle and manageable;
his actions smooth and graceful; he should be taught
patience; and often practised in starting around the
race course, never permitting him to start oflf, until
tile word go, is given. Many advantages result in
a race, to a horse, by being properly broken in
starting.

Alter a horse has gone through his practice, and
has been well rubbed, &c. &c. his leet should be
stufled, (during the time of his standing in the sta-
ble,) with fresh cow manuie, or clay and salt, to
prevent his ancles from swelling or being heated;
his legs should be bathed once a week, with equal
parts ol old peach brandy and fresh butter, or sweet
oil and vinegar, stewed over the fire until well mix-
ed, and applied warm as the hand can well bear it.

Whenever a horse commences his brisk exercise,
the under part of his ancles should be occasionally
greased, to prevent their cracking, and the scratches
being produced. The heels of^most young horses
crack, during their exercise, unless this precaution
is used; Iresh butter, sweet oil, or hog's-lard an-
wer well for that purpose.
I he subject of keeping horses is so extensive,

that to treat fully on it, would require a book at
least the size of this; the reader, therefore, must be
content with the few hints and few pages 1 have
devoted to this subject.
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MATCH RACE.

The niatcli race bclween tlie celebraffJ northern

l,orse. "Boh Logkr ""d 'he pony -Jock,]' tlie for-

mer lo trot, a...i the hitter to pace the distance of

three miles, was decided yesterday over the Wasli-

iiiirton Course. At the vvord beinj; ^iven to start,

(he pony took the lead and kept it tliroughout the

race We understand the backers of the northern

horse are not satisfied «ilh liis defeat, and are vvil-

HnK to venture him the field again.

The following; is the correct time, for each mde,

as reported lo us by the judges:

3';',ie.— 1st mile, 3m. ITs.—2d mile, 3m. 13s.—

.-id mile, 3m. Is.—I'otal, 9m. 31s. [Charkslon paper.

^zw s'^samiSs
Baltimore, Frid.vy, Jume 15, 1827

g^-We have omitted for some time to notice the

proceedings of the Board of Trustees of the M.iP.y-

I.^N'D Agricultural Society. Acciiienfal circum

stances had occasioned a long interval between

jheir meetings until 2.ilh ult.; when, at the residence

of Mr. S. W. Smith, a very full meeting was held

there being but two members absent; and from

every attending circumstance, the highest satis-

faction and encouragement were derived. The

committees were appointed for various objects, and

the next meetins was appointed for Thursday last,

at Col. N. M. Bosley's.

cares and sedentary labours of office, will snatch

the opportunity of a day's recreation to enjoy the

purer atmosphere and better cheer, and to witness

the less anxious labours of the country.

'These are thy blessings, Industry! rough power;

Whom labour still attends, and sweat and pain:

Yet the kind source of every gentle art,

And all the soft civility of life;

Raiser of human kind!

We hope it will not be considered an indelicate

disclosure of the unstudied sentiments of the social

board, that we state, from recollection, one which

was e.'spressed by Governor Kent, in wishing "suc-

cess to the useful designs of the Maryland Agricul-

tural Society"—and one by Governor ISarbour, in

compliment to "Hayfields and its proprietors— The

good management of the one, and the hospitahty

of the other, deserve all commendation."

The gratification of the party was enhanced by

the presence of Col. Bosley's father, mingling with

his guests, at nearly iiinety years of age, in good

health and spirits; precious fruits of a life of indus-

try and temperance.

Cherries.—The perfection and variety of this

delicious fruit, sent by Mr. Willis Irom his rich col

lections at Oxford, to several gentlemen in Balti-

more, and by them toMrs. Bosley.at flayfields.were

very striking, and attracted something more than

words of admiration! If such specimens can no

longer add much to his reputation as a skilful

fruiterer, they will al >ays make an agreeable im-

pression on every man of taste.

FOR SALE,
A FDLL BLOOD Ihpuoved Siiort-Horn Bdll, by Cham-

pion out of Shepherdess, both imported from Mr. Cham-
pion. He will be tliree years old in July; the price is

^iOO. Inquire at the office of the American Farmer.

FOR SALE,
A very handsome young Cow of the Aldernet and

Devon breed, now in Calf, by the celebrated imported
Bull Garrick.

Also, a beautiful Heifer Calf, ten weeks old; got by
the above Bull—the mother Alderney and Teeswater.
Inquire of the Editor.

BA.I.TXI1IOKZ: FBXCES CiraHEZTT.

Maryland Agiiicultural Society.

§^Wilh the last meeting of the Trustees of the

Maryland Agricultural Society, al Haylield's.

the residence of Col. N. M. Bosley, some incidents

were connected, which gave to the occasion more

than ordinary interest. The dny was fine; the dis

play of luxuriant crops of clover, timothy, and

orchard grass, was magnificent. The meeting was

numerous, and the proceedings, in reference to the

next Caltlc Show, were harmonious and encourag-

ing. Carroll's Point, a convenient and beautifully

shailed spot near the city, was recommended unani-

mously by the committee, and so accepted by the

Board, as the best site for the next exhibition, and

a committee was appointed to make the necessary

arrangements. Col Bosley had extended his invi-

tationl to some of the most successful practical

farmers in his immediate vicinity, and to the Secre-

tary of War and Governor Kent, to the latter of

whom the former was on a visit at Annapchs. II

these gentlemen have been known and honoured

by their country with prominent stations, as la-

bourers in the publick vineyard, they have been

equally well known in their respective states, as ju

dicious, practical and humane cultivators of our

-rreat staple products But they are more emphati-

mIIv called planters; and though familiar with the

plan of renovating exhaustid lands by grass cul-

ture, had not been so much so with the system

practised upon at Hayfields—where grasses consti

Maryland Agricultural Society.

June 7, iSiT.—At a meeting of the Trustees held

this day at Col. Bosley's, present, J. B. Morris,

Chairman-pro tern. R Caton, J. Carroll, Jr. J. Swan,

S. W. Smith. N- M. Bosley, J. Williamson, Jr. J

C.Co\, Treasurer, J. S. Skinner, Cor. Secretary,

i

Howard, Rec. Secretary.

Riported for the ^iiiurican Farmer, by Leuns Sutton Sf Co

Tobacco.—Inspected last week, at the three State

warehouses, ending Saturday, 9U0 hogsheads, 200 from
iNew Orleans of Kentucky. Some little selling, but at

lower prices than some time past. Ohio continues to

come in, and gradually selling otf. Maryland common
i3 also in demand al very low prices, now and then a
tuieiable sale is etlected—one small crop of four hhds.
Maryland sold the other day, one §.;.0U, two at §6.00,

ai.d one at
i|f
10,00, the prices vary according to the qua-

lities and condition, as near as we can tell from; for

Maryland second as in quality ^2.50 n 6.00—Common
crop, 3.00 a 3. ,50—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—Good red, 5.00

(I 6.00—Fine red, T.OO a 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a

10.00—Yellow, 10.00 a 15.00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a
.'5.00—Fine Virginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock,
3.50—Kentucky, fine, 3.60 a 6.00—do. for wrapping,
6.O0 a 8.00. .

Floor—Howard-street, superfine, 4.81^ a 5.00—City
mills, 4.62-i a 4.16—Susquehanna, |4.314

—

Corn Meal,
per barrel, 2.75 a 2.87 J

—

Wheat, best white, .88 a
.U5—best red, .90 o .91—ordinary, .86 a .90—inferior,

.70 a.76—Corn, .43 o .44—Rye, .55 a .60—Oats, .41

a .43—White Beans, 1.26 a 1.3"^—Peas, .60

—

Clover
seed, 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy seed, 3.00

—

Barley, 1.00

—

Flaxseed, .95

—

Cotton, Virginia, 9.00 a 10.00—Up-
land, fair, 10.00 a 1 1.00—Louisiana, 11.00 o 13.00—N.
Carolina, 9.00 « 10.00—Tennessee and Alabama, lO.OOs

1 1 .50

—

Wool, country, washed on the sheep's back, 18.00

cross-breed, do. free from tags, 20.00 a 22.00

—

The Committee appointed at the last meeting to I halt do. 24.00 a 26.00—three-quarters, 28.00 a 30.00—

select a proper situation for the next Cattle Show,

reported, verbally, that they had viewed the several

places mentioned, and were unanimously of opinion

that Carroll's Point combined more advantages than

Kuy other, and they accordingly recommend it as

the most eligible for the purpose.—The report of

the Committee was accepted. The following Re-

soluiion was submitted and adopted.

Resolved, That J. Carroll, Jr. J. S. Skinner, and

S W. Smith, be a Committee to prepare the place

selected, and make all necessary arrangements for

the Cattle Show; to fix the days on which it is to

be held, and to publish the handbills.

JAS. HOWARD, Secretary.

lull blood, 30.00 a 35.00—Fish, Herrings, No. 1, p. bbl.

44—do. No. 2, do. 2.124—Shad, in good or-

der, 6.00 a 7.00—Mackerel, 4.50 a 6.50 a 6.00

—

Bacon,
best hams, 9.00 a 10.00—middlings, &e. 6.00 a 6.26

—

country, (assorted,) 6.60 a 5.75

—

Whiskey, in hhds.

n barrels .2'j

—

Feathers, .28 a .29

—

Live Stock,
beef on hoof, 5.00 a 6.50—Pork do. 4 a 4.60—Veal do.

3.00—Lambs and Mutton, with the wool, 1.76 a 2.00;

without wool, 1.26 a 1.60

—

Butter, fresh, .20 a .25.

3^G. Calvert, Esq. one of the wealthiest far

mers of the United States, has recently returned

from making a tour through England and a part of

the continent of Europe. The great English far

raer, J. C. Curwen, has sent to Mr. Calvert a va

riety of Agricultural implements, addressed to Alex

tute the permanent and chief staple; where pro- ander Brown & Sons, of this city. Mr. Calvert has

digious crops of timothy ciown the most elevat- offered, through the Editor of the American Far-

ed hills, and where grain, instead of being the pa nier, to leave these implements to the inspection of

ramount object, is resorted to as auxiliary to clean

ins; foul meadows, and bringing them again to put

forth heavy and unmingled swarths of selected

grasses.
. r 11 •

"With the exhibition of this system, m full force

at Hayfields. under the invigorating influence of

Hme and good management. Governors Barbour

and Kent expressed much satisfaction, as with all

the circumstances of their excursion. In short, it

is flattering to the judgments of those who chose

the part of rural life, its toils and allurements, to see

how cheerfully those who are burdeued with the

implement makers, to take models of, and thus in

troduce such as they may find adapted to the uses

of American cultivators.

SEED BUCKWHEAT AND MILLET.
The subscribers offer for sale, a quantity of Buck-

wheat selected for seed; and Millet of good quality.

Also, Grain Craples, Grass Scythes, and Snead's

patent spring steel Hat and Manure Forks, Cultiva-

tors, PLOUGHa and Agricultural Implf mi^nts general-

ly. SINCLAIR &. MOORE,
Ellicott-street, Pratt-st. w/iar/.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Observations on the different classes of Farmers, and

on the injurious error of occupying more land than can

be cultivated properly, by Lorain—On Grasses and other

Plants, from G. Sinclair's Hortus Gramineus, with notes,

&c. (,SgrosUs stolorujera, large-leaved creeping bent, fi-

orin; ^g7os(i.s Du/o-aiis, common bent, fine bent, herd 'a-

grass; ^grostis alba, white bent grass)—On the advan-

tages of the Rare-ripe Wheat, and its freedom from
the ravages of the Hessian fly—Hints on the manage-
ment of Sheep—Extraordinary yield of a Durham short

horned cow of Col. J. H. Powel's—Prospect o Crops

in North Carolina, and Queen Anne's county, Maryland
—Essay on the cultivation of Silk, bj Doctor John T.

Sharpless, of Philadelphia On the destruction of

smooth-skinned stone Fruit—Additions to Horticulture,

by Commodore Hull, from Chili—Essay on Female

Education, by A. G. Thomas, Esq. of South Carolina

—

Flower Garden for June, (Kanunculuses. Anemones,
Hyacinths and Tulips, Pinks, Carnations, Double Sweet

Williams)—Oil Training Horses for the Turf, from Ma-
son's Gentleman's Farrier—Match Itace, at Charleston

Proceedings of the Board of Trustees of the Mary-

land Agricultur.1l Society—Editorial—Advertisements

—Prices Current.

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, corner

of St. Paul and Market-sts., where every description

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely executed.
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ASRICUIiTUjaB.

EXTRAORDINARY COW,
VlELDtNG 8 POCNDS 13 OUNCES IN 3 DAYS.OR TWENTY

AND AN HALF POUNDS cjP BUTTER, AND A BARBEL

AND AN HALF OF MILK PER WEEK.
-«' Philaitelphia county. May 31, 1SJ7.

JoNATHAK Roberts, Esq.

President of the Pinnsvlvania^igric. Society.

Dciir Sir,—My resiclCTice, as you know, adjoins

Powelton. My intimacy with Mr. Powel, and the

interest I take" in his aj;ricultural pursuits, particu-

larly in the breeding ol live stock, have made me

, familiar with the details of his farm, and the nia-

i natjement of his cattle. I enclose various deposi-

tations, taken try George C. Lentner, Esq. of Block-

^Rey, shewing thaM&n Improved Durham Short-

uop.NED Gow calle«Behna, produced milk between

Thursday morning, the 24th inst. and Saturday

evening,"lhe -JGlh; i. e. in three days, from which

eiglit pounds thirteen ounces of butter were ob-

tained by Ihe usual process, at the rate of i!Oi pounds

per week.

This cow has had no other food, than slop of In-

dian meal, clover and orchard grass, and has yield-

ed repeatedly by measurement, and sj far as can

be ascertained by the bucket, continues to yield,

twenty-six quarts within the twenty lour hours.

I carefully superintended the trial recorded, and

sufficiently know the parties U'ho were employed in the

eperutioiL, Ic believe their statements, independently oj

the occular demonstration which 1 have had.

1 am, dear sir, most faithfulh , yuurs,

JOHN P. MILNOR,
Recordg. Secretary.

DEPOSITIONS.

Philadelphia County, ss.

Personally appeared before me the subscriber,

one of the justices of the peace in and lor the

county aforesaiit, Thomas Morrison, who being duly

aflBrmed according to law, deposeth and saith—

Thai he has been employed as foldman at Fow-
eltim for nearly nine years; that he has mdted the

cow called Belina, since she was imported .n 1825;

that he has never seen nor heard of any extraordi-

naiy management, either ol this or any ether cuu,

nor oi the milk upon the Powelton far-ii; that all

the milk given by Belina, from Thursday raornins;

the •24th ult. until Saturday evening following, was
draivn and kept separately; that no mistake could
hf made, as all the cows which were not dry, ti;id

bi en, and are yet upon distant meadows, excepting

Belina, and another, whose milk supplied her call',

a month old, running at her side, <ind the family,

during the time mentioned, which milk was always
sent immediately into town from the field.

Affirmed before me this first day of June, in the

year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
and twenty-seven.

GEORGE C LENTNER.

Philadelphia County, ss.

Personally appeared be-Oore me the subscriber,
one of the justices of the peace in and for the

county aforesaid, Sarah Sterling, who biiijg duly
aflirmed according to law, deposeth and saith

—

That she received from Thomas Morrison Beli-

na's milk from Thursday morning the 24th insl.,

uniil Saturday evening following; that it was mere-
ly strained and put into common milk pans in the
sprmg-house, from which every drop of milk had
been previously removed; that there could be no
mistake, as the key of the spring-house door was
kept by her, and no person was allowed to enter,
excepting with her; that several persons on the farm
daily counted the milk pans, and noticed all that
was done.
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AlBrmed before me this thirty-lirst day of May,
in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight

hundred and tweniy seven.

GEORGE C. LENTNER.

Philadelphia County, ss.

Personally appeared before me the subscriber,

one of Ihe justices of Ihe peace in and for the coun-

ty aforesaid, Maria Stiirgis, who being duly affirmed

according to law, dejioseth and sallh

—

'I'hat on Monday night, the 28lh inst. she skim-

med the milk which Sarah Sterling had received

from Thomas Morrison, between Thursday morn-
ing and Saturday evening immediately preceding;

that she churned it the next day , (Tuesday,) and ob-

tained ei^ht pounds and thirteen ounces of butter,

which was wetj^hed by Mr. Milnor in her presence.

She further sailh that she measured, on Wednes-
day, the 3(ith inst. a quart ol cream taken from Be-
lina's milk, that she churned it, and obtained one
pound five ounces and a quarter of an ounce of but-

ter, which was also weighed by Mr. Milnor in her
presence.

Affirmed before me this thirty-first day of May,
in the year of our Lord, one thousand eight

hundred and twenty-seven.

GEORGE C. LENTNER.

Extract from the Minutes of the Philadelphia
Society for promoting Agriculture, May 15,

1827.

John Hare Powel having presented some cream,
accompanied by the following statement, R. Haines,

Esq. was appointed by the chairman to ascertain

by a stop-watch, the time necessary to convert it

into butter. Whereupon he reported that it requir-

ed three seconds, which was received unanimously,

as the members witnessed the fact.

R. Haines stated that he had questioned the ser-

vants, and was satisfied that no preparation had
been required.

The cream was produced from an Improved Dur-
ham Short-horned Cow, bred by J. Whitaker, Esq.

of Burley, (England,) and now in the possession of

John Hare Powel, Esq.
"This cream was skimmed by me on Sunday

morning, from milk which wms taken from the co«
on Saturday evening. 11 had stood Irom 8 o'clock

until 7 the next morning. Nothing was done to

It but as common. I strained it v\ith the milk

used for the family, and placed it in a common milk

pan in the vault. ELIZA TAUSIAS.
Tuesday, May 1 5."

W. S. WARDER, Secretary.

Philadelphia, 5th mo.Sl, 1827.

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 13.

Extracts from G. Sinclair's Hortus Gramincus—with

occasionai notes and observations, by a Correspon-

dent.

(Continued from page 99.)

"CvfiODOii ductylon. Creeping Dog's-tooth grass.

Durva, Dub, or Uoob grass, of Ihe Hindoos.*

"Spccijic character.—.Spikes four or five. crowded
togellit r; corolla ^mo()lh. Sm. Engl. Kl. i. p. 95.

"Obs —The roots are tough and creeping, al-

most woody, with smooth fibrils; stems also creep-

ing to a great extent, matted, round, jointed, leafy,

very smooth; leaves tapering, sharp pointed, ribbed,

hairy, a little glaucous, with long striated smooth
sheaths and a hairy stipula; spikes four or five, li-

near; flowers [lurplish, shining, ranged in two close

alternate rows; the corolla is longer than the calyx,

very much compressed, opposite. See Sm. Eng Fl.

'•A. B. Lambert, K,sq. in the Transactions of the

'Called Bermxula gran, in the Boulhern States.

Linnxan .Society, vol. vi. first pointed «ul the iden-
tity of Ihe Panicum duclylon with the doob-gras-^
of the Hindoos. The seeds of this highly celcbrat
ed grass in India, were communicated to Ihe Dukt
of Bedford, from the East Indies, by the Marquis
of Hastings. The seeds were sown in the experi-
mental grass-garden at VVoburn Abbey, where Ihev
vegetated readily, and produced plants which flow'-

ercd the second year from seed. These perfected
seed in the montii of October, and the plants raised
from this seed the following spring dirlered in nu
respect from those the produce of the Indian seed;
our figure is tai<cn iVom a plant of the later sowing.
A portion of the seed was sown in the hot house, an:J
the plants cultivated there in order to ascertain the
etlects of climate on the habit of Ihe grass. ExposeJ
ill the grass garden, and cultivated by Ihe side of thn
English species, Ihe habit of the Indian plants dif
lered from the former in the shortness of the leaves,
which grew nearly flat on the ground, and were ol
a reddish brown colour, instead of the slight glaa
cous green lint of the native English plant. Thj
loreign plants flower freely every season, but the
native ones of this species of grass very seldom, foj
during fifteen years the native plants have twice,
only, produced liuwers. In the hothouse, the Indiau
plants proved of a habit exactly the same as the
native plants in Ihe open ground, having the leave.s
equally as long as those of the latter, of their glau-
cous colour, and not producing any flowering culms.
This last fact is a veiy remarkable one as connect-
ed with the long continued elFects of diflerent cli-
mates on Ihe same species of plant. In the hot-
house more soluble or nutrilive matter, and also
more vegetable or woody fibre, were aflorded by
this grass, tiian was atToided by Ihe plants of it

cultivated out of doors in the grass garden.
"The grass, cultivated in an artificial tropical

climate in the hot-house, contained a superior quan-
tity of nutrilive matter to that cultivated in tlic
open air in the grass garden, in the proportion near-
ly of 39 to 31; and the woody fibre atiorded by tne
grass of the plants cultivated in the hot-house eir
ceeded the woody fibre contained in the gr-j«, of
the plants culUvated in the open air in the propor-
tion ol 4 to 3.

"In Ihe East Indies the doob grass grows luxu-
riantly, and is highly valued as food for horses, &c.
Ill this climate, however, it scarcely begins to vege-
tate till the month of June; and the above details

shew that its produce and nutrilive powers here
are not sufficiently great to hold out any hope that
Its valuable properties in Ihe East Indies can be
made available in the climate and soil of Britain.

"Sir W'lUiam Jones, in his Works, vol ii. p. 58-
60, gives a figure of ihe doob-grass. The essential

specific characters of the grass, as exhibited in the
figure giv^n by Sir William Jones, and those which
our figure present, are precisely the same; the
greater size or luxuriance of growth indicated by
the former figure, is clearly the eifiots of climate,

one plant being the produce of the East Indies, and
Ihe other Ihe growth of England.

"Sir William Jones observes, 'that every law-
book, and almost ever^' poem, In Sanscrit, contains
frequent allusions to the holiness of this plant; and
in the fourth V^eda we have the following address
to it, at Ihe close of a terrible incanlaliou:' 'Thee,
O Darbha! the learned proclaim a divinity not sub-

ject to age or death; thee they call the armour of
Indra, the preserver of regions, the destroyer of
enemies, a gem that gives increase to the fields; at

Ihe time when the ocean resounded, when the

clouds murmured and lightnings flashed, then was
Darbha produced, pure as a drop of fine gold.'

—

Again, 'May Durva, which rose from Ihe water of
life, which has a hundred roots and a hundred
stems, efface a hundred of my sins, and prolong my
existence on earth lor a hundred years.'

"The doob-grass flowers in September, and the
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-red is ripe ubout tlie end of October, and some-

limes in November. The plants, natives of the

En"-lisli coasts, flower about a month earher than

the above."
,. , , r •

This Krass, «hich is believed to be a foreigner,

ii naliiralized in the southern states. Mr. Ellwtl

describes it as "a tender delicate grass, growing

over and binding the most arid and loose lands in

,.ur country, and apparently preferred by stock of

;ill descriptions to every other grass. The cultiva^

tion of this grass on the poor and extensive sand

liills of our middle country, would probably convert

them into sheep walks of great value; but it grows

in every soil, and no grass in close rich land is

more formidable to the cultivator: it must, there-

fore, be introduced with c&uUon."— Sketch of Ike

liolany of South Carolina and Georgia, \o\. l,p. 13.->

"PoA eoHiprcsso. Flat stalked Meadow-grass*

"Specific character.—Fanide flowering on one

side, rather dense; spikelets oval-oblong, 5-7 flow

ering; flowers connected at the base by a compli-

cated web of hairs; culm compressed; root creep-

ing. Sm. Engl. Fl. i. p. 121.
j , ,r

<<Ois.—CuIqis from a foot to a foot and a halt

lii-'h, compressed, decumbent at the base, oblique

aft^erwards, and erect towards the to, ;
striated,

f mooth, sometimes sending forth culms at the joints;

leaves short, linear, acute, flat, somewhat glaucous;

panicle erect, short, directed one way, glaucous,

bluntic-h, condensed; florets from three to nine, ac-

cording to the age and strength of the plant, close-

ly imbricated, oval, angular, three-nerved, purple

below the tip, which is silvery and scariose at the

base, connected by very fine complicated short vil-

lous hairs. Dr. Withering says that they are rarely

woolly at the base, but I have found them univer-

sally so.

"If the produce of this grass was of greater mag-

nitude, it would rank as one of the most valuable

grasses, as it produces foliage early in the spring, ol

stronger nutritive powers than most other grasses.

(t Las'l.ocn rccoiiimendeil as a grass to cultivate on

poor soils; but the produce is so very deficient, that

there are other grasses that might better answer

the end, as the meadow-barley, yellow oat, hard

fescue, and crested dog's-tail-giass. The roots, in

some situations, penetrate to a considerable depth,

as in stony, dry soils. It grows in abundance on

the walls which embank the ponds in Woburn park.

"Dr. Smith, in the English Botany, observes, that

this grass can scarcely be put to any agricultural

use: the trials that have been made of it here con-

firm that opinion. It is true that the produce is

augmented by cultivating it on a richer soil, but not

in that proportion which is the result of a similar

treatment in other grasses. The culms and leaves

attain a greater length on a rich soil, but never

form a close turf, being, under every circumstance,

thinly scattered over the surface. Though it can-

not, therefore, be recommended for cultivation, ne-

vertheless it is worthy of further trials, on account

of its superior nutritive powers.

"It flowers in the second week in July, and the

seed is ripe about the middle of August."

This grass aflbrds a highly nutritive pasture, but

is not much esteemed in mowing grounds, as it yields

but a meagre crop, and is difficult to tut withal.

The roots are reraarkablj' tenacious of life; which

renders it a troublesome plant to the farmer, in

practising the alternate husbandry, especially among
Indian corn.

[From a Southern paper.)

CHEAP FODDER.
Having been informed of the advantage of using

the tops of Indian corn, cut as rye straw, to be

mixed with potatoes or meal, as a. food for horses

or cattle, 1 have been making the experiment during

the present winter. I find that my cattle thrive

better on this fodder, than on rye straw, {cut and

nsed in the same manner.) The corn stalk certainly

contains a great quantity of farinc subMance, and

must be highly nutritive. Being cut Jind scalded

with a sm.dl quantity of bran, they afford an excel

lent mess (or milchcows. In the common way of

foddering cattle with tops, the blades are greedily

eaten, but stalks are wasted. By adopting the plan

recommended, the whole affords a nutritive food.

ii'imcroijs contiilmtions, you will pi.nbli- .;s, by a
generous sappuri, dining the ensuing yt-.ir, to m-ike
such a display of the produce of crops, of a.iiuials,

domestic manufactures, and implements of hiisiian-

dry, as shall attract a respectable assemblage of
firmer* and visitors, and make ample amends for

the deficiencies which have occasioned the disap-

puinlment we announce.
Addressed by order of the Trustees,

N. IIAMMOIND, Chairman.
Easton, olh Oct. 1826. «#

ADDRESS
To the Members of the Maryland Jliiricultural Socie-

ty for the Eastern Sliurc.

Gextlemen,
The insufliciency of subscriptions to the Associa-

tion proposed for the support of Cattle Shows, and

the dilficulty of collecting them from some of those

who favoured us with their signatures, have induced

the Trustees of the Society to postpone until the

next autumn the Exhibition which was intended for

the present.

Whatever may be the cause of this backwardness

on the part of our agricultural friends in upholding

the Trustees in promoting schemes of this nature—

whether it be owing to doubts of their utility, or to

the embarrassments under which the cultivators of

the soil are suffering from the scantiness of crops

and the reduction of their prices—certain it is that

the necessary expenses of these exhibitions cannot

METHOD OF RECLAIMING SWAMP LAND
In the State of Aeio York, in a Letter from IVm.

Tliomfison, Esq. of Goshen, to Himion De Witt,

of Albany.

The land in this country gedfct'ally made use or
for the raising of hemp, is oup giinken swamps and
bog-meadows, of which we have a number, and
many of large extent, the loose black soil of which
is frequently from two to ten feet deep, before you
reach the clay; this we find of importance, in order

to lay the lands sufficiently dry. When we com-
mence the draining of one of those pieces of land,

we begin by removing all obstructions in the outlet,

and frequently cutting through old beaverdams, and
clearing out the creek, or cutting a sufficient new
ditch, wide enough, if possible, to carry the whole
stream in the time of a freshet, and to lay the water

from two to three feet below the surface, when the

freshet is over: for we find that hemp is an article

that will by no means bear overflowing, and docs

not succeed well unless you can keep the water in

your ditches at least two feet below the surface.

After your main outlet is completed, your swamp
must be ditched into small lots, of from two to five,

six or seven acres, and generally long and narrow;

and if there are any springs, they must be led ofTby
be defrayed without your pecuniary assistance; un

less it be supposed that the Trustees are always to

supply the deficiencies out of their own resourcesla ditch, and it requires generally a shore ditch, to be

.5 they have already done. But wc cannot bellevelcut a small distance from the shore; across the

that it is your desire or intention that the Trustees heads of the lots, to carry of the land springs. The
should be unreasonably burdened. During the year divis'on ditches are generally four or five feet wide,

they devote their time and attention to the purpo and about two and a half feet deep. The fall or

ses of preparing the means lor the Exhibition of a spring >fter our landsare thus drained, and the ground

Cattle Show and Fair, and for Agricultural Im a little settled, we begin to clear, by cutting up the

provcments; and they have freely contributed their bogs, ha^sacks and bunches ol^ elders, &.C. The
proportional share of the expenditures; and they

j

most effectual way of doing which is to cut them up

Yankee Calf.—A cow belonging to Major Gib-

son, of Francestown, N. H. lately produced a bull

calf, which weighed, when dropped, 103 lbs.—and

when three months old, S36 lbs.; being an increase

of more than 2i lbs. per day. Cow native breed;

the parent bull half Denton.

"Called Btuts grtft, in the United States.

are not sensible of any advantage they derive from

these purposes beyond what is enjoyed by their

brethren of the plough, which can make it reason-

able or proper that they should incur a greater de-

gree of expense than others of their own piolession

who arc equally able.

We believe that no doubt ought to be entertain-

ed of the value and usefulness of these exhibitions.

That great improvements have been made in most

branches of Agriculture during the years that have

lately elapsed, must be evident to all of you who
traverse our country; and it cannot be denied that

these favourable changes have been mainly pro-

duced by the scenes which have been exhibited, by

the interchange of sentiment and good will among
the visitors and attendants, and by the laudable

emulation excited by the distribution of rewards.

The least improvement, generally observable, is in

the article of neat cattle; but this is not to be as

cribed to a want of opportunity or taste so much as

to the inattention of our farmers in not appropriat

ing pasture-grounds for their use during the sum-

mer, and not preparing shelters and a sulficiency of

provender during the winter.

We hope, however, gentlemen, that you still feel

the true spirit of husbandmen, and are perfectly

alive to the interests of agriculture; that you wi"

cheerfully continue members of the society, and
persuade your neighbours and friends to unite in

our association; and that sharing in our mortifica-

tion in the necessity of the present postponement

which might have been avoided by small but more

by the roo\3, which may be easily done, if you have
proper instruments lor the purpose. Besides the

bog-hoe, vvkich is in common use, we have two fn-

strumcnts, oae called the bog-hook and the other the

bog-knife

—

lie hook is from twenty to twenty-four

inches long, »nd as crooked as a common scythe,

but wider, made very thick and substantial in the

back, with a arong round eye twisted a little up-

wards so that the edge lies flat on the ground, when
a man holding the handle stands half erect. With this

instrument, if properly and substantially made, a

man, acquainted with using it, will be able to cut

more in a day than two or three men with the

common bog-hoe, and with more ease to himself-

The bog-knife is an instrument in my opinion pre-

ferable to the bog-hook; it is made about twenty or

twenty-two inches long, and about five inches broad,

and round at the point; it is laid around with the

best steel, and in plating it out it is left thicker in

the middle to give it sufficient strength. At the

other end is made a strong tine with a hole punched

through it to fasten it on a strong handle in the samsr

maoner of the common pitchfork; the tine is lii-nt

a little upwards, and the instrument made a little

crooked, so that a man strikes horizontally wUli it

when he stands half erect. With this instrument,

if you cannot cut off a bog or hassack at the lirst

stroke, you may generally do it with a back handed

stroke without moving from the spot. With those

instruments, sapplings as thick as a man's leg may
be taken up with great facility. When the ground

is thus cleared in the month of May, when the
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weatlier is prettv <Uy and warm, the bo;;s will be

dry enouKh to burn in eight or ten days, when they

may be heaped and burnt. The ground may then

be ploughed, the share and coulter being ground

sharp, and well harrowed with an iron tooth har-

row till it is sufficiently mellow.

ipread it on the lloor of a barn two or three inches

thick, or in some convenient house, lar;;e enough to

hold the flock likely to be affected, first cleansing

the leet by paring the superfluous hoof, and with a

sponge or old rag dipped in chamber lye, wash the

loot clean, then let the sheep stand on the lime si.\

or seven hours, if twelve the better. The cure, the

same as above, but the parts atfected, after paring

and being washed with chamber lye, should have

lime applied to the quick or wounded parts, rubbing

it on, and leaving as much on the hollow or fore

part as it will contain, then let the sheep stand on

the lime as directed above.

Mode of making the imclion to destroy ticks on Sheep,

viz.

Take one gallon of tar, put it in an iron kettle,

over a slow fire, until rendered liquid; then having

eight pounds of salt butter, liquidated in another

kettle, pour it gently into the tar kettle, stirring

them well together, leaving the salt of the butter at

the bottom, then increase the tire, and make the tar

and butter boil tugi-ther, stirring them all the time;

after boiling, pour it into any dish to cool. The
next morning the unction will be of a proper inspis-

sation, and lit for use.

N. B. The next day after washing the sheep, they

1,504,000 is more than three times the amountUre sheared and no ticks will appear until the wool

of the whole revenue taxes of the state. becomes long in October, and incommoded by sum-

Our legislative gentlemen talk very much about nier damps and ill health, which are removed by a

economy in the use of public money.—Are very new salving.

cautious of supporting any academy or other useful One observation more seems necessary respecting

public estahlishuieni, for fear of iiii leasing the taxes, the marine and nitrous salts, which are abundant in

Now, if this calculation be correct. It will be in their Spain and England, compared with the interior

cietv in this neighbourliuod; and if any thing should

result from its labours worthy of public notice, you

shall receive information of it.

USELESS DOGS.

^ eurioiis calculation for Farmers and tlieir Stale

Leaislators.

There are 94 counties in the state of Virginia.

There are, on an average, 500 freeholds in each

county.
There are probably 4 useless dogs on an average

on each freehold

Amounting, therefore, to 183,000 dogs.

The same provision necessary to sup-

port these useless dogs would sup-

port 183,000 hogs.

Each liog is worth on an average 5

dollars, and 188,000 will amount to 940,000 dolls,

Each useless dog wUI probably on an

aver.ige kill one sheep a year, and

138,000 sheep, at 3 dofls. each, are 564,000 dolls.

1,504,000 dolls.

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
Extract—Mount Cobimbo, Mtbama, May 27, 1327.

We had green peas the middle of March; straw-

berries the last of March; and some of our wheal

was harvested the last week in April. My wheat
was in blossom the middle of March, and was much
injured by frosts on the 16th and '20th March. It

promised to be the best I ever had. Our February
was warmer than March and April, and the most
of this month has been.

I am, your most obed't serv't,

ANDREW PICKENS,
J. S. Skinner, Esq.

HORTICULTTTRXi.

power to s.ive to the state more than thr^^e times the

amount of all the state taxes ever\ year. If we are

not uii-mlornied. the aiimiuit of the revenue in the

gross, is 446,437 dollar-, whieli iiiultipiied by 3, is

1,339,31 1, which is 164.639 dollars less than the

amount of expense in mainiaming ilie useless dogs

of the state. ILynckbur^ Press.

WHEAT AND RYE STALKS.
Messrs. .\. & C. .vIiner:

I send J
on a stalk of wheat from the lield of

Esquire f/eHrfe)•sc?^, at the Gap Tavern, the length

6 feet, "i inches— it struck me as being rither un-

common; the whole field is nearly of the same
height. Yours, respectfully, S. B.

June II, 1S27.

Note by the Editors.—Our wheat crop is putting

on the most promising appearance. The field ol

Mr. John Marshall, East-Goshen, is one of the most

luxuriant ever presented to the eye. That of Mr.

Wollcrton, in this Borough, is as heavy as it can

ripen. The grass is generally excellent. We have

no lofty mountains sterile and sublime— no foami

cataracts, to give grandeur to our landscape, but in

all that is lovely and beautiful, the view from the

Cupola of our Court House, is not exceeded in the

wide world—even in the vales of Italy, or the green

fields of Old England.

p.irts of America. Sheep and cattle in Spain and

England will not lick salt, because the air which

Ihey breathe supplies thtin with all necessary salts;

but it is exactly the contrary at the lakes, and in

the inti-rior part of America, ilierelore, shepherds

must supply their sheep weekly with marine salt, or

the} will lose their health ami live

To ameliorate sheep and wool in America, this

article must be strictly attended to

A Stalk of Rye, was brought by our Post-ridtr,

last week from East Nantmel, which grew in the

field of Abraham Grubb, and measured eight feel

ten inches in length.

A Stalk of Rye from the plantation of J. Sraedley,

of Willisiown, was shewn us, measuring 8 feet j'~

inches. Taller stalks have been measured, it is true,

in Philadelphia, but the growth of this is extraordi-

nary; it shews the strength of vegetation on highly
cultivated lands this charming season.

SHEEP.
Mr. R. Parkinson's receipt for the CKrc of Foot Rot.

A speedy and easy remedy for both prevention
and cure. To prevent it, take lime from the kiln.

(From the Philadelphia Album.]

ON THE CULTIVATION OF SILK.

By Doctor John T. Sharpless, of Philadelphia.

(Continued from p. 101.)

The eggs of the Silk IVorm, during the winter,

should be kept in a dry place, and well secured

from mice and roaches, both of which are fond of
them. It matters little what may be the tempera-
ture, for a cold, 38" below zero, does not injure

them On the approach of the warm season, they

must be kept cool, or they will burst the egg before

the lood is prepared; and a cellar, or even an ice-

house may be employed till the mulberry leaves

have arrived at a size sufficient to afford a full sup-
ply. In Italy, Count Dondola recommends that

they be rinsed through some wine, on the approach
of the time (or hatching, which takes place in that

climate at the beijinning of April; but in Fennsyl-

vania, in May. They must then be brought into a

warm room, and placed in the sunshine or near a
fire. In some parts of the world, the eggs are car-

ried about the body to receive heat, but a warm
room is much preferable. The author just quoted

says, a. temperature of 64** of F. is sufficient for the

first day; and should be gradually increased till the

animals appear. Unless damp and frosty days pre-

vent the liatchins, the spring of our climate will

generally bring them forth sutSciently early. When
the animal is about to quit the shell, the colour

changes from a dark purple to a pale blue. When
great numbers are raised, the eggs must now be

placed on a cloth or board in layers of half an inch

in thickness, lightly covered with sheets of paper,

full of small apt:rtures for the animals to pass

through, ,as they rise to the top after escaping.

—

They ought not to be allowed to collect in large

quantities on the paper, as they become much en-

tangled; but should be removed and separated.

—

They may be left on the sheets till after t!ic second

moultint;, when the employment of a dilTorent ap-

paratus is necessary. It is a machine first adopted

b} the Rev. Mr. Swayne, of England, and is now
generally used in Europe and this country. A
frame, lour feet long and thirty inches deep, sup-

ported on four upright posts, about six feet high, is

made with side projections, on which can slide

shelves with wire woik middles, below each of

which a moveable drawer is placed at a short dis-

tance, to receive whatever falls through. The aper-

tures in the wire must be adapted to the age of the

worm, and the drawer below should be placed so

near that the animal may get up if he falls down.

It is of the first importance'that the worm, in every

stage of its existence as a larva, should have a free

circulation of air, and at the same time he prcserv-

The meal of Indian corn is successfully uied for ed from damp, and from voracious animals. Count

the same purpose, in some parts of the United States. Dondola, who has probably paid more attention to

MILK.
Among the modern improvements in farming, the

dairy has of late years, been very much neglected.

So much of the profit of breeders depending upon

the facility with which the milk of the cow may be

reserved during the suckling time of the calf, the

following substitute, used in Germany, for the na-

tural food of the young progeny, may be acceptable

to our country readers.

Let as much water be heated on the fire as the

calf will be disposed to drink; and, when it boil'.

throw one or two handfuls of oatmeal* into it, and
alter continuing in that state for one minute, take

it oil', and let it be cooled to the temperature of new
milk, when one or two pints of skimmed milk are

to be added to it. \Vitli this beverage the young
animal will fatten and thrive prodigiously; the milk

of the parent will be applied to the dairy, and the

intelligent farmer will immediately discover the

great advantage to be derived, in the produce of the

dairy, from such an expedient.
[Ed. U. S. Gar.

Query bv a respected Correspondent in Lodisi-

ANA—May 15, 13'27.

My object in troubling you with this scrawl is to

request you to invite, through the medium of your

paper, gentlemen living in the cotton and sugar

regions, to communicate to you freely any thing

that they maj' consider valuable or new concerning

the history of those two plants, and their cultiva

tion. We are about to organize an agricultural so
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the silk worm than any oilier writer, recouiineiids a

particular style of house, which, in coni|)liment to

him, has been called by the Italians a Dondoliere.

This establishment has ventilators placed in every

part of large rooms, allowing; perfect access to the

air, and at the same time a tire is kept burning to

promote circulation and give out heat. ^V hen the

air becomes confined and heavy, and a change is

necessary, a comliination of nitre and oil of vitriol

is (ilaced" in diirerent parts, and the fumes given out

produce an excellent effect on the op|iressed ani-

mals. By an association of injurious causes, the

worms may become sick, and die. For these com-

plaints the" French and Italians give names, expres-

sive of the colour produced on the animal, and

other eftects; as. Segno or Rouge. JW-grone, Gial

litme, Juuiie or Jaundice, Calciuacciu, SiC. all of

wh:ch are fully described by authors, and may gen-

erally be removed by a change of air, food, &c.

—

The exuvia, or discarded skin,' will sometimes stick

near the tail, and the animal will die if not relieved;

this is easily remedied by pulling it gently off.

All our labour, however, will be lost, urdess the

food be of the right kind, and administered in a

particular manner.' It is the leaves, alone, of the

mulberry, that are eaten, and they should be per-

fectly free from d.mip. When large quimlities are

used, this is a troublesome operation, particularly

in wet weather The leaves must never be collect-

ed by persons whose hanils are unclean, or after

handling onions or tobacco. The twi-s can be cut

oti\ but the large branches, if removed, would in

jure the tree, and the leaves, instead of being strip-

ped off and mashed, Bitist be carefully broken.—

They should he carried loosely in a bag, and if wet

by dew or rain, spread on a brick or eailhen floor,

and shook well with a large wooden fork, or wrap

ped up in a sheet and shook about. A tiie may also

be made in the room, to assist in the drying. If

wet weather continues several days, a supply should

be kept on hand, to prevpnt the animals from suf-

itring liy the delay of preparing the Ii?ave3.

In'China, they are fed for the tirst iVw days,thir

ly or forty times a day, and afttrwarda less fre-

fjuently. This is, perhaps, unnecessary; but they

should receive their food every three, live, or eight

hours, according to the ago and stite of the leaves

uneaten. When feeding them, the old tbod and

rubbish may be gently pushed up into a row, and

near and parallel to it a row of fresh leaves placed.

The animals soon discover the new food, and leave

the old, which should be removed at least once a

day. whilst on the sheets; but Ics-i frequently alter

wards. To facilitate the distribution of the leaves,

particularly when the animals are small they should

be torn, not cut in pieces

The great increase in the quantity of food neces

sary in the latter stages, can be asCTlained from

the oiiscrvations of Uondol.i, and should be strictly

attended to. .\n ounce of ovs producing 40,000

worms, will consume and waste, during the first

age. or till they moult the first time, six pounds of

leaves

—

secoiui ;ige, thirteen pounds—//ard age, six-

ty pounds /o((i(/i age, one hundred and eighty

pounds—;///(/i age, one thousand and ninety-eight

pounds; making one thousand three hundred and

sixty-two pounds of assorted leaves—which, with

the refuse of stems, evaporation. Sic. are equal to

one thousand six hundred and nine pounds ivhen

taken from the tree. Of this, but 771 pounds

are actually eaten, the remainder is dried and

Wrtsted.

The rapid increase of size in the animal is a cu

rtous circumstance. One hundred worms, just

halched, weigh one grain; and at the end of thirty

days, they weish 9500; each animal having con-

sumed 60,000 times its original weight, and grown

froiu one line to forty in length. The quantity of

spice absolutely necessary to accommodate a given

number should be attended to, as success depends.

in a great measure, on not crowding them too much
In the first age, 40.000 worms will require a space

of seven feet four inches square; and in the fifth,

one hundred and ei^^hty-three feet sipiare, and the

intermediate ages in proportion.
,

When the spinning season arrives, a large, green,

watery dejection cl ses the digestive process, and

the animals prepare to cliiub. Many schemes have

been tried to compel them to perform this act com-

pletely; and if care is taken to prevent stagnation

of air around ihem, there will be little dilficulty.

The fumigation, formerly described, generally an

swers as a stimulant to the performance of this ope

ration. They are very choice in the articles they

will spin upon, positively refusing to work upon

pine or cedar branches. In China, and India gene-

rally, cane, with all the twigs attached, is preferred;

or bamboo, split and made into small boxes, in

this country, oak branches, sixteen or eighteen

inches in height, with the leaves slightly thinned

and dried, answer every purpose. They should be

stuck in rows on each side of the worms, rather in

dined over them, so that if any fall they will be

received iiy the stand. Some worms will not ascend

at all, and il placed on the bushes, will not spin a

cocoon, but waste their silk on every thing they

touch. Mr. Alexander, of this city, has taken ad-

vantage of this erratic disposition, by placing tbeiii

on the frames ol China fans, over which they have

spread a web of the most beautiful appearance, aod

forming a perfect fan. These wanderers, though

they form no shelter for themselves, pass throujh

all the raetamorphoses of their more provident kio-

dred.

After the cocoon has been completed, we should

make our seleciion of the balls to be preserved for

seed. The number usually chosen to produce aa

ounce of eggs, calculating for contingencies, is tw^

hundred of each sex. I'iie male cocoon can be

generally known, by being sharper at the ends, and
depressed in the middle, as though a string had
been tied round, and is also generally smaller than

that of the I'enialc. These marks are not, however,
infallible; fur llie best growers in Europe are often

deceived; an indolent or unhealthy male sometimes
formiiis a b.ill perlectly round.

Alter the selection has been made, a thread i

run through the lloss, ar.d suspended in the free

air. If they are kept in a temperature of 1)6" F
the moths will .ippear about the lilteenth day; and

if in 7-i'' F. about tiie twelfth. The flies, on emerg
ing, are to be placed ..n a rough cloth, and when
the females co.nmeiice uvijiositiiig, v.-hich they gene

rally do in thirty-six hours alter escapin:;, they

should be put away atone on sheets of paper or

other material to receive the eggs. They are seve

ral hours in excluding the whole number, which

they do irregularly, sometimes dropping them very

rapidly, and tneii resting for a time. One of iin

own deposited 54 eggs in six minutes, and then

ceased i'or two hours, when she recommenced,

—

When flrst emitted, the ov;e are covered by a glu

tiojus substance, and are of a bright yellow colour

but if impregnated, change In a feiv days to a hlu

ish, ash tinge, and become flat; whereas the barren

seed remain yelljw, and iinist be thrown away
Duhalde, in his description of the Chinese mode of

preserving a good breed, says, they never keep fo

seed, cocoons that are tiie (iroduct of worms hatch

ed on the first or third day in the spring, the secom
day yielding the healthiest animal; and the flifs

that emerge from the bill on the first or third day,

are excluded as unable to lay good seed

Although the eggs are generally laid about the

last of Juni-, in our country, it h,;s been positively

determined that a second crop cannot be profitably

raised here the same season; from the great age of

the food, heat of the weather, Stc.

Tiiis, hoivsver, is done in some parts of Italy;

and ip Bengal^ where the life of the larva is con

Iracted to twenty-two days; that of the chrysalis to
eleven; and the moths, in one day, laying their egg=
and dying, which again become worms in six days;
it is the general practice.

When the cocoon is perfectly completed, beside?
selecting the seed balls; those fit for reeling and
other purposes, must be separated from each .Iher.

There are a variety of colours in the cocoon,
as white, orange, fawn and green; but they are lit

tie regarded, though the white is considered the
finest, and orange the strongest. There is a variety

of the animal much esteemed but little known,4liat
spins a thread uniformly white. Silk from high si-

tuations is always preforied, from the greater vi-

•,cour of the animal and quality of the food.

There are several kinds and qualities of the balls.

First, the Good cocoon; which are strong and firm;

nearly equally round at each end; not too pointed,

or large, and of a uniform colour. There is also a
second kind of good cocoon, called the Calcined, or
Dragee; in which the animal has died and been re-

duced to a powder. These may be known by the

sound and lightness, and bring, in some parts of
Italy, one half more price than any other, a given

iveight of balls (and they are always sold by weight}

producing double the usual quantity of spun silk.

The third, or Choquette,\s also of good quality, but

the animal becoming diseased before he has finished

his ball, it will often furze. In these, no sound is

pioduced on shaking, the insect sticking to the side

oi the ball. Next, and fourthly, is the Cacolon

,

which is much larger than the Good, but not so pro-

ductive, the thread being loose and soft, and the

bull Itself flabby and ill-shaped. The fifth is flic

JJupion, or double cocoon; from two worms having
spun together and interlaced their thread, so that it

is reeled with great difficulty. These are ollen kept

for seed. The sixth is the Sonffton, and is like a
thin net, the animal being seen distinctly through
the covering. These cannot be wound. The se-

venth is the Poi7iled, whore the ends of the ball are

so prolonged that they break off in reeling. The
eighth is the Bad Choijvette. which is potted from
the d?ath and pulrefaitiun of the nymph. The
seed is called the Royal coioon, and after the ll)f

has esciped. it becomes the Perfuruted.

After \he balls, fit for winding, have been cho.sen,

the animiils must be destroyed, or they will perforate

them and escape. This is usually done by placing

them ill tlie sun for two or three days, or in an
oven, of the temperature ol ICO or 180" F. If the

latter pl.<n is adopted, they are placed in shallow

baskets, in considerable qu :ntities, and put in the

oven for an hour, and then examined, and one from
the middle opened, and if the animal be not dead,

they should be well stirred, and the operation con-

tinued Great care should be taken to keep thera

from scorching, as they are then ruined. After re-

moval, if they are well covered up for a few hours,

they will perspire profusely, and are then to be ex-

posed to the air to dry. This is a more effectual

mode than in the sun, as they are then often mere-

ly rendered torpid. Experiments, performed in

England, have determined, that in some instances

the chrysalis will bear the heat of water nearly, or

quite, boiling, with impunity; and it has been sup-

posed that all may be thus preserved for seed, by

reeling off' the silk and saving the enclosed nymph.

In Georgia, I'ipping the ball into boiling water has

been einploy.-d as a means of destruction; but ac-

cording to those experiments, il is an uncertain one.

Steam has also been much used, both in this coun-

try and in China, and different suft'ocating gasses

have also received much credit. Balis that can be

reeled immediately need not, of course, be subject-

ed to any operation of this kind.

To commence the process of reeling, a copper

vessel is prepared of twelve or twenty inches long,

that can be placed over a furnace, t,( keep the water

of a correct temperature. Over this,, and at seve-
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ral indies distance, is fixeJ an iion slrip, contain

in" «.evoral holes, through "liieh the tilamcnis are

pa''s<-rd. in collections of four for each hole. These

colle.-tions are further concentrated, by passing as

many of them as «i)l produce the size of the thread

intended, throu-h an eve attached to Ihe reel, which

travels backwards and forwards in front of the reel

to spread the thread over a large surface, and allow

it to dry before a subsequent thread is placed in

contact. These eyes are fixed to a bar, which is

moved by a cord passing round a small wheel, ap

neiided to the end of the axis of the reel, and from

thence round a horizontal wheel in front, to near the

periphery of which is fixed the bar. The wheel, as

it turns, carries the eyes to and fro in front, by

bringing the situation of attachment of the bar

nearer to, or farther from the centre of the reel

The reel itself, is very similar to the house reel; but

it has only four irms, one of which is jointed, to

allow the silk to be removed. It is important that

the cross pieces at the ends of the arms be triangii

lar, presenting a fine edge slightly rounded, for the

silk to lay on, to preve.Tt, as much as possible, the

injury dune lo Ihe thread, by the wet, gunimy fibre

slicking to a large surface of the wood. The reel

is turned by a simple crank, and should be revolved

as rapidly as that means will permit.

'I'he water used must be of different temperatures

to suit the kind of cocoon, the Good demanding a

heat nearly boiling, when it becomes by far the

easiest reeled. The Dupion and Choqaette require

boiling, and then, with care, are readily unwound.

The Cacoloa must be placed in water of a lower

temperature, and are the most difficult to be

reeled.

Great care must be taken to adapt the heat to the

kind of ball, as by too high a temperature, Ihe fibre

becomes dead and flimsy, from the gum, which

forms nearly one third of the thread, beins dissolv

ed; and if too little heat is employed, it is harsh and

sliff, from the union of the filaments being imper-

fect. The water used must be soft, as rain or river

water.

The floss, or loose silk, being removed from

around the cocoons, they are thrown by handsful

into the copper, and stiired about with aslifl' wisk,

six or nine inches long, when the ends of the silk

will slick and can be raised These are well clean

cd from the loose thread and gum, and p:is>ed

through the apertures in the plate, and I'mm there

collected in larger quantities to go throiijrh the Ira

veiling eyes atlached to the reel. The thread thus

formed, may consist of eiKhf, sixteen, or even forty

eight filaments, and should be twisted before pa^s

ing llirou^h the eyes, to make them slick better lo

gciher. Children are usually put to th>- reel, whilst

a woman attends the copper, to keep the thread ol

the same size; by replacing the broken, and aihliiig

to Ihe mass, new filires as the rest unwind, three

half wound balls being only equal to two new ones.

This addition is made by simply placing Ihe t'l'ire

in contact with the rest, aud giving il a twist, 'i he

attender at the basin should be careful to keep the

plate wilh holes cool and moist, by sprinklin;; cold

water occasionally on it, and the fingers must u' ver

become dry. As the silk is spun olf, Ihe inner liusk

or shell is thrown asiile for olher purposes. \\ hen

Ihe water bi-comes loaded wilh gum and filaments,

and discoloured by the worms, il must be thaniied;

and if it liappens that the reeling is intrrru|iled.

even for a short lime, ihe balls should be t.ikcn

from the water, wilh a ladle, till the operation re

commences.
ISomclimes, in winding, cocoons present, that are

full of knots. These must be placed among the

oftal; all of which except the (loss, is to be well

boiled in potash, before being carded; and all, when
spun, form a strong silk, called florelta, much used
for coarse hose.

( To be co»tinufd.)

CHERRY AND CURRAM' WINE.
Directions to make H'iiie /torn Cherries, Citn-ants,

^•c, by Joseph Cuopcr, Esq.

I think if my fellow-citizens would consider the

great expen.se, risk, and uncertainty of being sup

plied with wine from the usual source, under thi

present prospect of affairs in Europe, the base and

dangerous practice of adulteration by many of the

venders of wine; and with w hat ease and trifling ex-

pense a ivlwlesome and good wine may be made from
lite fniils oj our cnunlry, they would use more exer

tiuns for that purpose than heretofore. And as 1

have heard of many who have tried, and were un-

successful, 1 will give you a brief account of my
method which has never failed with me.

I have tried currants, gooseberries, and Morello

cherries; they all make an excellent wine, and (

have no doubt that llie common sour pie cherry

would do the same. Ihe JMorello cherry, especial

l\ a smaller kind called ihe Salem Morello, 1 lliink

tlie most valuable 1 have seen, as they bearyouiiger,

luller, and more certain, and less suliject to worms,

lliaii any olher; their juice is of a more agreeable

acid, and of an astringent quality, and tor wine or

brandy has the preference. 1 have experienced

many years that the putting a cask about half full ol

them, and about half as many pounds nf ivhite Ha-

\anna or loaf sugar as the cask will hold gallons,

then filling it by pulling in the last mentioned cher

ries, makes a most agreeable and wholesome drink

by adding water to dilute it to any person's liking;

i tliink in the hoi summer months il is the most

handy of any drink, where cool water is to be had.

I gather the fruit when fuUy ripe and dry, mash

il and extract the juice, if in hot weather, as soon

as possible, using as little water as is necessary to

get it out; then add sugar till it is palatable. 1 find

a pound or half of sugar to a gallon sullicienl, and

Ihe while Havanna Ihe best; when the sugar is

dissolved put il in a clean sweet cask for lermenta

lion, and pf ice it so liigh from the floor as to admit

its dribbling >ome distance in racking iiito a tub

placed to receive it which will hold the contents of

the cask, i have a thing nearly in the shape of a

wooden shovel with a gutter in the handle, hang
the bowl under the cask so as to prevent waste, and

then let it diibble slowly; this operation should he

fiist perloimed v\hen the fermentation has nearly

subsided; rack it again in about a month after, and

several times more in the course of the year, as the

wine passing through the atmosphere in that slow

and dribbling mamitr acquires maturity in half the

lime requisite in Ihe common way of management,

ijul to return, when the cask is placed as above, fill

it two or three limes a day to work out the filth;

when it emits a clear froth check the fermentation

Siradualiy by [lulling in the bung slack

it has long been my opinion that one of the

grcatesl errors in making wine in our counliy , is the

custom ol making it principally of sugar and water,

instead ol making fruit the principal, and Ine spirit

of fruit t.i make it keep Ihruugh .ur hut summers
By Ihe process of racking, above directed. Ihe lasle

of the spirit will evaporate and become impercepti-

ble.

L^RGE Apples.—Four fine specimens of the

Greenup Pippin were last week gathered from a tree

in Ihe guruen of Mr. VVilliam Heyi\ood, of Ley-

land. They measured 51 inches in circumfen-nce,

and wei;;hcd 48 ounces 'I'he tree from which these

four apples were plucked bore a large qiiantiiy of

fruit nearly equal in size to the above. [j\cii:sp.

Reinette de Canada—On the I6th of October

last, we saw ill the garden of Lord Aliddlelon, at

V\ ullaton Hall, near Nottingham, an apple ol this

vaiiely, measured by the gardener, Mr. Haythorn;

it was 1-1 inches round, and weighed 19 ounces
[f'rowi Loudon'j GarUcntrs' .Uugosine.

Lvp.GE GouKiis.— In the ;;arden of 'J'. A. Beck,
Esq of Grove, near Hawkshead, two yellow gourds
were cut on the a7lh of September, one of which
weighed 71 lbs. 4 ozs. and measured nearly 5 feet

in circumference; and Ihe olher 40 lbs. The former
is Ihe largest we ever remember to have heard of in

tlie north. [Lane. Gaz.

Huge Pear.—A pear of the Bell Tongue variety

was pulled the other day at Terraughty, Dum-
fries-shire, which is IGi in. in circumference at one
place, and 12 7-8 at another. Its weight is exactly

il oz. and we are not sure that a larsjer pear was
ever seen or heard of in Scotland. [Dumfries Com:

ISTTSHNAI. IIMEPROVEZKEErfT.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.
Report if the Committee appointed by the Baltimore
and Ohio Rail, road Compnny. to examine the

Mauch Cliuncit and Quincy Rail-roads.

The Committee appointed to visit and examine
the Rail-roads at Mauch Chunck, and at Quincy,
and to collect such additional information as they
might be enabled to obtain, by consulting scientific

and experienced individuals, who have had an op-
portunity of inspecting this description of roads in

Europe, Report, that they have, as far as has been
practicable, performed the duty assigned them.
The Committee in the first instance, proceeded

to Mauch Chunck, and examined the road lately

constructed at that place, the length of which is 9
miles. It extends the whole distance along the side

of a mountain, down an inclined plane of various

declivities, according to the situation of the ground
over which il passes.

The elevation of the Coal Mine at Mauch Chunck,
above the Lehigh river, at the point where the coal

is delivered into boats, is 93o feet. From this mine
the road, as it approaches towards the river, rises

within the distance of about half a mile 46 feet, when
it reaches the extreme point of its elevation, which
is 9Si feet above the water; the distance from this

place to Ihe river, is about 8* miles; the road then
constantly descends, by an irregular declivity, as

follows, lo wit:

At 8 miles from the river its elevation is

943 feet—descent
At 7

At 6

At o

At 4

At 3

At -2

S44
735
633
538
439
329

39
99
109
102

95
99
no

There is at the bank of Ihe river, an abrupt ter-

mination of the mountain, upon which is construct-

ed an inclined jilane, 700 yards long, with a declivi-

ty of 22.') feet, below which there is still a fiirlher

descent of 'Jo feet down a chute, through which the

coal is conveyed into boats on Ihe water, Ihe actual

descent, from the point of the road, at 2 miles dis-

tance from the river to ils termination at the top of
this inclined plane, is therefore, in a distance of
abuul 1; miles, 109 feet.

The uhole of the RIauch Chunck Rail road, ex-

tending a distance of 9 miles, and including the in-

clined plane of 700 yards, was constructed in H
monlhs and 3 days froni the lime of its commence-
nieiil,and was within that period, so far completed,

that wagons have since regularly passed upon it

—

there are, however, a few labourers still employed
in finishing some parls of Ihe work not yet entirely

completed. The cost, including Ihe 700 yards of

inclined plane, is slated to be between §2500 and
§3000 per mile.

The road is principally laid upon Ihe track here-

tofore used by Ihe Matich Chunck Conipany, Ipr

ihe transpoitation of coal, on w/.^ons of the coi:iiiion

construction. The sleepers, which are of wood; are
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laid 4 feet apart, upon a stone t'oundalion—tlit rails,

which arc also of wood, are then placed upon these

sleepers, and are fastened to them by wooden keys;

(hey are afterwards plated on the inner edges, with

rolled iron bars, from 2-8 to 3-S of an inch thick, and

from U to 13 inches wide, and the space between

them is filled up with earth or gravel, so high as to

cover the sleepers, and to form a horse path, which

completes the whole labour.

There are various crossing places along the course

of the road, and several turns out, botli of which

are easily effected, at a very small expense. There

are also many considerable curvatures in the road,

along the side of the mountain, to suit the localities

of the ground; and these sinuosities arc effected

with the greatest facility, by simply elevating the

rail on the outer curve a little higher than the rail

on the inner curve, which gives a ready direction to

the wagons in their passage, without any other re

suit than lessening their velocity, which is retarded

at these points, by the increased lateral friction of

the wheels. The wagons here used, weigh from

1200 to 1500 lbs. each, and are kept on (he rails by

flange wheels. Their construction is precisely simi-

lar to those represented in the books of Strickland,

Wood and Tredgold.

The Committee, after a careful examination of

this work, do not hesitate to state to the Board, that

it is on so simple a plan, that mechanics of ordinary

skill would be fully competent to (he consi ruction of

one similar, and in every respect equal to it; at the

same time it appears to be extremely well adapted

to the object for which it was intended. The load-

ed wagons each carry li tons of coal, and descend

in brigades of 6, 8 or 10, connected together by iron

chains, each brigade being attended by (wo men

These wagons descend from the summit level to the

top of the inclined plane at (he river, a distance of

S miles in 30 minutes, exclusive of a few minutes

consumed in greasing the wheels on the route.

On arriving at the inclined plane, the loaded wag-

ons are let down, one at a time, by a rope, worked

upon a horizontal shaft, which is regulated by a

powerful break, and each loaded wagon, as it de-

scends, draws up an empty one. In this manner,

they pass a loaded wagon down, and an empty

wagon up the inclined plane, each triirelling a dist-

anc'e of 700 yards, in 45 seconds, wlach is at the

rate of 3~ miles an hour, and the operation seeilis

to be performed with great ease and safety.

The empty wagons are returned to (he coal mine

by horses, each horse drawing from 3 to 4 of (hem

\jp in 3 hours, that is, a( the rate of 3 miles an hour;

and each wagon weighing from I'iOO to 1500. The

average acclivity of the road, including the whole

distance, from the top of the inclined plane being

about one degree
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The Conmiittee were taken up the road by one cost.

been employed by a company in Albany, for the

purpose of collecting information relative to the

construction of Rail roads, and the application ol

moving power upon them. The last named gentle

man accompanied the Committee in their visit to

Mauch Chunck.
The Committee were also accompanied on their

visit to the Quincy Rail-road, by Col Baldwin, and

by I Davis, Esq. of Boston, the hi((cr gentleman

being one of the proprietors of this work, and from

them received every attention and information ne

cessary.

The Quincy Rail-road, including all expenses,

except the amount paid for land, cost gH,i50 per

mile— it was constructed exclusively for the purpose

of conveying stone from a quarry to navigable wa-

ter; it is 3 miles long, and consists of a single way

with 2 tracks, five feet apart in the clear; the rails

are of pine timber 6 inches wide and 12 inches deep;

these rails, except where the road passes over a

swamp upon wooden piles, are laid upon stone

sleepers 8 feet long and about 12 inches square,

placed 8 feet apart, the sleepers rest upon a stone

foundation 3 feet deep, which effectually secures

them from the operation of frost. On the top of the

wooden rails there is nailed oak scantling, 2 inches

thick and 4 inches wide, on which is fastened a bar

of rolled iron 5 16 of an inch thick and from 2J to

1i inches wide.

The road at the quarry is 86 feet above the water,

at the place of its termination. The deepest cutis

24 feet, and the entire road is nearly straight, except

at two places where there are considerable bends

in it. The greatest descent is 24 inches to (he rood,

which is equal to about 66 feet in a mile, and at

(his place a strong break is necessary, to keep the

wagons from running upon (he horses

Two horses draw down the road 40 tons, includ'

ig the weight of the wagons, at the rate of 4i miles

n hour, and take up the empty wagons, weighing

about 6 Ions. These wagons cost $400 each, and

have wheels G\ feet diameter, with 1 inch flanges,

the wheel turning vpon the axle, whereas at iSlauch

Chunck the wheels are 2 feet diameter, with flanges

of I inch, and are turned with the axle.

There are several deep ravines crossed by this

road, which are passed on wooden frames at a much
less expense than it would have cost to fill them

with earth.

The iron rails for this road were furnished com
pletely, drilled and fitted, ready for laving down, a(

6i cents per lb. and the pine rails were delivered to

(he Company, at their wharf, for 13 cents the cubic

loot. The work appears to be executed in a faith-

ful manner, and has been found to answer the fullest

expectation of the proprietors, having reduced the

expense of transportation to about 1-6 of its former

p ss. grpat 1,1 hour, and the exercise of a sound and
discriminating judgment, will be required, in order
to fix upon the pi oper location of the route; and the
Committee also believe that much experience and
science will be required to decide upon the most
advantageous moving power to be employed upon
it. The opinions, therefore, of able and competent
Engineers, of sufficient experience upon these tivo,

vitally important points, is indispensably necessar}-,

before the Company can safely venture, to deter-
mine on the grade and final location of the road;

—

and after an extensive inquiry, and considerable
communication with several gentlemen, of highly
respectable character, for intelligence and scientific

attainments, the Committee are of the opinion, that a
suitable deputation should proceed to Europe, for

the purpose of viewing the different Rail-roads now
constructing, or in operation there, and of consult-

ing with experienced and practical men, in order
that we may become distinctly informed of all the

modern improvements, in the application ofmoving
power upon them, this being the only point of any
difficulty, or upon which there is the least hazard of
our falling into any important mistakes.

In order to facilitate the inquiries of the proposed
deputation, the Committee deem it to be necessary

that they be put in possession of a reconnoissance

of the several practicable routes, all of which should

be deliberately examined, and their respective ad-

vaiit:iges and disadvantages be duly weighed and
considered, before a safe conclusion can be adopted
relative to the amount or kind of power to be em-
[iloyed upon them, the fact being simply this, that

tlie power to be used, must either be adapted to the

profile of the road, or the road mnst be s:raded to suit

the power to be employed; and in order that the dep-

utation may be prepared to proceed as early as pos-

sible, (he Committee recommend that all practicable

diligence be used to obtain (hese reconnoissances

wi(h as little delay as circumstances will admit of.

All which is respectfullv submitted.

PHILIP E. THOM.XS.
ALEXANDER liROVVN,
THOMAS ELLICOTT.

Baltimore, June 12, 1827.

horse, drawing an empty wagon, and two cars con

veying 14 persons, the whole weighing about 2i

tons, at the rate of 4 miles an hour, and they de

sccndcd in the same cars, with (he same persons in

45 minutes, (exclusive of the time lost bj detention

from meeting wagons returning to the mine.) Part

of the time, the cars for short distances, ran by their

own gravity, at the rate of more than 20 miles an

hour, and they ran one cnlire mile in (luee minutes

and 15 seconds, which is at the rate of 18 miles an

liour on other parts of the road, where there are

sharp turns, or but little descent, the speed of the

cars was reduced to the rate of 4, or even to 3 miles

an hour.

The Committee after leaving Mancii Chunck
proceeded to Boston, and in the course of their

route, had an opportuniiy of consulting with several

eminent and riisdnguisheil Engineers, among whom
were Col. Totten, of the U. S. corps of Engineers,

Col. Baldwin, U. S. civil Engino-r, C. AVhite, Esq

Ii,<&9XSS* SSrARXAIZJirT.

The Committee after a careful examination as

here stated, of the Rail ways, both at Mauch
Chunck and at Quincy, and after (he conferences

(hey have had an oppor(uni(y of holding with the

proprietors of these establishments, and with a

number of scientific gentlemen, whose opinions are

entitled to great respect, feel entirely satisfied that

there will be no difficuUy in constructing the pro-

posed Rail-way from the City of Baltimore to the

Ohio river, nor have they the smallest doubt, bu(

that there is ample skill in our country for the exe

cution of this part of the work; the Committee are

also further satisfied that the necessary materials

for its construction can be easily and conveniently

obtained.

Whilst, however, the Committee feel no hcsita

(ion in (bus confidently giving their opinion upon
(he prac(icability of constructing the road, they

also feel it to be incumbent upon them to state their

conviction to the Board, that from the varied and

of Connecticut, and P. Fleming, Esq. of New York, |undula(ing surface of (he country, over which a

who has latclv returned from Europe, where he had
]
considerable portion of the road must necessarily

ON FEMALE EDUCATION.
(Continued from p. 102.)

But it is in the relation of the mother that the ne-

cessity of intellectual cultivation is most apparent.

It has been remarked by Buonaparte, one of the

most sagacious of modern observers, that there never

was a great man whose mother was not a woman of

superior quali(ies. Notwithstanding our habitual

distrust of such general and sweeping assertions, we
are strongly disposed to concur in (his remark. The
foundation of intellectual as well as moral character

are laid in the nursery. The influence of the mother

in forming the moral character is universally admit-

ted. Let any one rei ur to his experience, and be

will find that the deepest impressions ever made on

his mind were received from his mother in the period

of childhood To this source he can generally trace

the most prominent traits of his character.—He can

frequently call to mind the particular occasion and

(he precise moment in which, by some happy appeal,

\vhich nature only can dictate (o (he parent, she

pucceedcd in impressing his mind with some valua-

ble precept which has ever since continued to regu-

late his conduct. Nor is her influence less in the

formation o( the intellectual character of her child-

ren. If she have the power in the one case "to fix

the generous purpose in the glowing breast," it a
equally her province in the other,

" to rear the tender thought,

"To teach the young idea how to shoot,

•'To pour the fresh instruction o'er his mind—"
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(o mould (be taste, to enli^ihtrti the uiideistanilii.i.

and to direct thought into its proper chiinnels. The

objection that this is the province of the teacher, and

the great object of that re;;ular course of education

either puhHc or private, ivhich the child is destined,

subsequently, to pursue, loses much of its force,

when it is coHsidered how much may be. effected

Willi the infant mind before the system of regular

educ.ilion commences, and, also, what an important

co-operation the mother may utlbid to the instructor.

in enforcins, explaining, and recommeiidins? his

lessons. But it is more p.trticuUirly for the purpose

of directing the taste of children in literature and

the fine arts, rather than in science, that the im-

pri'vemeiit of those faculties in the mother on which

th^ <c depend, is of the greatest importance. It i-s

in these departments of learning, associated, as they

are, in a greater or less degree, uith feeling, that

her lessons are calculated to make the deepest ira

pression. In poetry, in language, in eloquence, in

the fine arts, there is no instructor equal to a mother.

It is, therefore, when we contemplate woman in the

character of a mother, connected as that endearing

relation is, with the cause of education, that we are

compelled to acknowledge the importance of intel-

lectual refinement. It is of the utmost importance

that these instructors should themselves be properly

instructed; that those, who may be considered as

forming the character of society, should be properly

qualiQed for the arduous undertaking. It was the

parting injunction of the Roman mother (o her son,

when he went forth to battle,—"Farewell, my son

—

return victorious, or return a corpse,'' that made
invincible soldiers:—such was the moral influence

of Roman mothers. By the inculcation of such sen

timents, they made soldiers who conquered the

world. It was the natural consequence with a peo-

ple where mere brute force, and animal courage,

constituted the surest ensines of success in their

careerof rapacity and conquest, but in modern times,

knoicUdge is power, fntelligence must triumph over

ignorance, as naturally as light prevails over dark-

ness. Even for the vulgar purposes of conquest,

therefore, intelligence is the most efficient engine

which can be wielded by modern nations; and, there-

fore, even for these purposes, we should naturally

look to the intelligent mother, as the most success

ful instructor of the modern warrior. But modern
nations have a higher calling, and a more enviable

career. It is theirs, not like Rome, to overrule the

world, but to enlighten and improve it. It is only

by the triumphs of philanthropy, and not by those

of arms; by overrunning the world with intellisence

and refinement, not with fire and sword, that mo-
dern nations can acquire genuine and substantial

fame. It is the more dignified province of the n;o-

dern mother, to form her sons for that lofty enter-

prise; nor will any means be found so effectual in-

cidentally in promoting that object, in strengthening
the hands of that amiable philanthropy, which, in

modern tiroes, is shedding intellectual light on all

the dark places of human society, as an improve-
ment in the system of female education.

( To be continued.
)

sFo&Tinra olio.

NOTTOWAY RACES.
The Spring Races over the Nottoway Course,

commenced on the 30tfa of May. The first diu. a
sweepstake, for 3 year old colts, won by Mr. John
son s I aritr, in three heats.

Second day, Proprietor's purse, §300, 2 mile heats.

iMr Harrison s Maid of Lodi, 1 1

Ml. Wvche's mare Freak, 2 disf.

Mr. Boll's Phillis, 3 3
Mr. West's Leoiioldstadt, 4 2
.Vlr. Johnson's Nancv Abner, 5 4

Time. Isl heat, 3iii. 5-2s.—id heat, 3m. 55s.

Third day. Jockey Club purse, 3 mile heats.

An.l, 1 1

Gohdnii.ih, . . . .4 2

Sally iVlcGee, .... 2 3

Redtfauntlet, . . .3 4
Time. Ut he.it, t,m. oOs.—2d heal, 5m 46s.

Fourth day, Handy Cap purse, best 3 in five-

mile heats.

Maid of Lodi, ... 1 1 1

Phillis, .... 2 2 2
Time, Im. o4s.— Im. 51s.— Im. 53s

[Rirlimond Enquirer, June j.

SIR ARCHY.
$^Who will give cs the pedigree and per-

FOKMANCES OF SiK ArCHY?
June, 4, 1827.

Dear Sir,—It is whispered among sportsmen, that

the justly celebrated horse Sir Archy, was not got
by till! imported horse Diomede.
1 lie story goes, that the dam of Sir Archy was

olTered to Diomede, who from age or dislike, refus-

ed to cover her. Upon the suggestion that the
mare ought not to lose her season when so line a

horse as Gabriel was convenient, she was offered to

and covered by Gabriel; who thus became the real

sire of Sir Archy. I repeat, that such a report is

in circulation, but do not vouch for its truth, neither

is it of any use to name my authority. Sportsmen
interested in the Sir Archy stock, will no doubt in-

vestigate this report, and through the medium of
your valuable journal, confute or confirm it.

I am your obed't serv't,

J. S. Skikner, Es(i. F,

Angling.

It may not be generally known to Anglers, that

by besmearing their bail with assafoetida, or other
aronititic, fish from a considerable distance around
will seize it with delight. Such is the fascinating

influence of these aromatics, that if they be applied
to the whole hand, and it be held under water, the
fish will flock to it, and may be easily laid hold of.

XMCISCBLIiASrEOVS.

LARGE TREES.
Dear Sir, June lOth, 1S21

I observe in your last paper an account of a tree

from Dr. Brewster's Journal of Science. If you will

refer to Lewis & Clark's Journal, you will find trees
of much greater growth.
Page no—Trees 210 ft. high and 12 in diameter.
Page 155—A Tree 300 feet high and 42 in cir-

cumference, and 200 feet without a limb.

Page 225—A Tree 318 feet high and only 3 feet

diameter.

In a Tour through Britain, published London,
1761, 6lh edit. 2d vol. p. 404, "a Witch Elm in Sir
Walter Bagot's park, Staffordshire

—

"Two men were five days telling it;

When felled, measured 40 yards in length;
The stump 15 yards 2 feet over;
Fourteen loads broke in the fall;

Forty-one loads in the lop;

There were made out of it 80 pair naves, and
8660 feet of boards and planks;

It cost 10^ 174. sawing—and the whole was con-
ceived to be 97 tons."

In 1770, 1 rode into a hollow Poplar then stand-
ing on the land now occupied by Governor Kent, to

get shelter from a raioj and turned my horse round
without any difficulty.

(From the New 'i'ork Statesman.)

LIVERPOOL MARKET.— Co«on and Politics.

The following accurate review of the state of
trade and politics in England from "a first rate
source," and of latest date, has been received bv
the editors of the Statesman, exclusively, but they
do not feel themselves at liberty to publish the wri
ter's name.

I intended. Dear Sir, by the packet ship Leeds,
To write of (Ac times and polilic.il creids.

But the Canndn, Umlgers, will follow so soon,
I've deferr'd my despalches till this day at noon.
The health of the State, all the doctors agree,
itcquircs the free use de laplUeholcmie;

Mr. Canning was sent for, and said he was sure
The disease would admit of a radical cure,
If ihe Magdalen part of the workers of evil

—

The rank lory leicltes were sent to the d 1.

So out went the Sfcen, the Chancellor first,

For he had his Majesty's conscience in trust;

The others soon follow'd as follow they should

—

(His majesty's conscience 'tis well understood,
When left to himself does a great deal of good)
Without much compunction the Lord Privy Seal
Was made to tread hard on the Chancellor's heel,
After him trotted Melville and Prince Waterloo,
The former tiirn'd tjcIIou-,* the latter lurn'd blue,
The other two nobles who left in disgust,

Have since begg'd the King to restore them their
trust.

Mr. reel is much liked, but his Majesty blames
His dogged resistance of Catholic Claims,
.And would he hut mind his ^'DepartmeiU,'" the "Home,"i
Without waging war against Ireland and Home—
Would he only discoui'ie about Cotton and Com,
He would be the best Tory that ever was born;
Even Orange nicii then would undoubtedly feel,

There was nothing of bitterness left in the Peel.

The Colonial qneilion, was one of an hour

—

And do what we may, we 7uhs( still take your Flour;
You will get the (oiig- Freight, and your seamen will

shun,

The baneful effects of a tropical Sun.
As loTimberJ; and Lumber the Jht.'Jcisson plan,
Will make us plant acorns for aye if he can,
In patent bleach'd goods, and in gocds in the rough.
The country till lately had done well enough.
But the terrible buzz about cotton and corn.
Has rendered the calico trade most forlorn,
The landholders call'd for a duty on grain.
And have got one that falls, and then rises again;
One that lifts like a Dock, when the tide is allood.

And sinks when it ebbs, and will do them no good,
A shrewd "teeter tauter"^ of Canning's device,
To raise or drop grain, by the weight of the price.
.Naval Stores stick on hand, but Turpentine's scarce
For 'tis lately discovered 'twill make a tine gas;
As to Pot and Pearl .Ishcs I pray don't forget
What I wrote you in INIarch—they hold the price ycl.
Indeed as you yankees are given to guess.

1 quote when 1 quote

—

"be the same more or less,"

Since were I to send you the true state of trade,
I should run a small hazard of loosing my bread.
Monopoly now is the word of the day.
The big tish are driving us small ones away,
Now this is a Circular, for it has ruu
.iround many topics without touching one.

P. S. Zaa Colbwn\\ is absent but sends us advice
To leave out our Sths when we're quoting a price,

As fractions when vulgar are sometimes compound
Tend to puzzle, mislead, aggrieve and confound,
So when 1 write next, 'twill be 90 to 9,

But decimal numbers are used,

EVER THINF..
Liverpool, May isl, 12 JI.

• \ retired Admiral is said lobe yelloii' Admiral, and
if dismissed, is said to be laid on the shelf.

t Mr. Peel was "Secretary for the Home Depart-
ment."

J
Mr Stevens in a late pamphlet charges Mr. lliiskis-

son with ruining the limber trade by excessive duties.

, § Av. amusement of children who sit on the extremi-
ties of a plank propped in the centre by a horse, and as-
cend and descend alternately by help of their feet.

(1 A celebrated youthful calculator.
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INQUIRY—COCKROACHES.
Sir, Clinilestnii, .S. C. May 28, 1827.

In your 5lh volume of the Farmer, p. 414, you

"•ivp a reci|)e for the destruction ol' Cockroaches.

I have examined myselC and inquired of all my
acquaintances to try and discover the plant Helle

bore, but without efiect. Would you have the

gocidness to request the writer of the piece to give

you a sample of the plant and forward it to me, and

I will pay all expenses with pleasure.

Very respectfully, your obedient,

SIMON MAGWOOD.

5:^ [Will some friend in the country have the

goodness to send a plant, or so describe it that it

may be readily known
]

Fleetness of the Rein Deer.

In consequence of the Norwegians mukins; a sud

den and unexpected irruption into the Swedish ter-

ritories, an odicer was despatched with a sledge and

rein deer to Stockholm, to convey the intelligence;

which lie did with such speed, that he pcitbrizied

1-24 Swedish miles (about «00 English) in W hours;

hut his faithful animal dropped down lifeless on the

Biddarhustorget, just after his arrival in the capital.

The bearer of the news, as it is said, was in conse-

quence ennobled, and assumed the name of Rliens-

jiirna (Rein Deer Star.) [Brooks^ Winter in Lapland.

TO PRESERVE GAME IN HOT WEATHER.

Game or poultry may be preserved for a long

time, by tyinj; a string tight round the neck, so as

to exclude the air, and by putting a piece of char-

coal into the vent.

TO SWEETEN MEAT, FISH, &.C. THAT IS TAINTED,

When meat, fish, &c. from intense heat, or long

keeping, are likely to pass into a state ol corruption,

a simple and pure mode ol keeping them sound and

healthful is, by putting a lew pieces of charcoal,

each the size of an egg, into the pot or saucepan,

wherein the fish or flesh are to be boiled. Among
others, an experiment of this kind was tried upon a

turbot, which appeared too far gone to be eatable:

the cook, as advised, put three or four pieces of

charcoal, each the size ol an egg, under the strain-

er, in the fish kettle; alter boiling the proper time,

the turbot came to table perfectly sweet and firm.

TO REMOVE THE TASTE OF TtTRNIPS FROM MILK t)S

BUTTER.

The taste of the turnip is easily taken off milk

and butter, by dissolving a little nitre in spring wa-

ter, which being kept in a bottle, and a small tea-

cupful put into eight gallons of milk, when warm
from the cow, entirely removes any taste or flavour

of the turnip.

t-

disposed to use your influence in its favour, it shall

be gratefully acknowledged, and prompt to further

improvements. I am determined by the utmost ex-

ertions, not only to advance the character which the

work has already acquired, but to increase the fund

of esteem with which it has been so liberally honour-
ed, and to this end venture to solicit your co opera-

tion.

Very respectfully.

Your obliged friend,

THOMAS C. CLARKE.
Office of the Philadelphia Mbum, June, 1827.

B.&Z.TiniOHi: FBXCES CtrSRENT.

B.ECIS'XiS.
f:i2:2 s^i,]i;ii:]^:^i

FOR KAT CATCHING.

For premises infested with rats, prepare from six

to ten wooden traps such as are commonly used for

taking muskrats and rabbits in the country, place

them where the rats run most Irequenily. Get a

phial of oil of caraway, do of oil ol anniseed, and a

very small quantity of the oil of rhodium—the lat-

ter is costly, and but little of it needed. Perfume

the sides and top of the boxe- with the caraway and

anniseed, and with the end of your finger touched to

the rhodium make a few dots on the bottom.—Take
stale bread and grate it, mix it up with some drops

of the caraway, evenly, and place a sing;e handlul

of it on the middle of the lower box board, under

the place where the pan or trap platform is to be

set—kc' p the boxes thus baited, lastened open for

two nights—the two succeeding niglits set the traps

so they will not spring, and put the like baits on the

pans. On the fifth night set the traps thus baited,

prepared J'or springing. Sit with a dark lanlliern in

the room or place where your traps are, and as soon

as you hear a lid fall, take up the trap, cover i!s

mouth with a bag, and empty the rat or rats into

it—kill them by dashing the bag against a post or

the floor: reset the trap and continue until the

"custom" ceases—Be careful not to suller a rat that

has been caught to escape; if you do you will get

no more that night. By this process oOO rats »vere

caught in this city in uiie house, and in one night

by two persons, during the revolutiuiiary war. As
these vermin are unusually numerous and trouble

some in the city, this receipt, which is the old secret

of the London and Liverpool rat catchers, is pub
lisiied for the benefit of those who prefer a little

trouble, to a great annoyance. [Times

EAST METHOD OF PRESERVING ANIMAL FOOD SWEET
FOR SEVERAL DAYS IN THE HEIGHT OF SUMMER.

Veal, mutton, beef, or venison, may be kept for

nine or ten days perfectly sweet and good, in the

heat of summer, by lightly covering the same vvith

bran, and hanging it in a high and windy room;
therefore, a cupboard full of small holes, or a wire

safe, so as the wind may have a passage through, is

recommended to be placed in such a room, to keep

away the flies.

Baltimobe, Friday, Juke 22, 1827.

J^The Directors of the Baltimore and tHiio

Rail-way Company have been informed by the Se-

cretary of War, that the oflicers appointed to make

Ihe reconnoissances would be ready in a few weeks

to enter upon that duty. In less than a moiilli the)

will be in a full course of operation. The Kilitorsef

papers on the route of the Rail-way would render

to their readers an acceptable service by slating

that theAMEiiiCAN Farmer. putilished in Baltimore,

has recorded, and will continue to record, every act

and proceeding connected with the origin and pro-

i'ress of that great work.

CIRCULAR.
To the friends of Ihe Philadelphia Mbum.

On the commeiiceinent of a new volume of the

Album, and the introduction of several improve-

ments, I would beg leave to observe that the work

has heretofore been conducted under many disad-

vantages; having been principally managed, both

in the editing and publishinij departments, by mysell,

an undertaking lor an individual, so arduous, as to

preclude the possibility of aH'ording that general sa

tisfacti n which is ever desirable. To this cause

must be attributed the deficiencies of the work.

But encouraged by the valuable patronage whali

has already been received, I have ventured upun an

enlarged sphere. Mrs. Harriet Muzzy has been in-

vited from New York and engaged to devote her

exclusive talents to the Ladies Department of the

Album. A valuable character will be imparted to

the Lilcrai-y Revieios and Critical JVotices, by Dr.

M' Henry, editor of the late American Montiily

Ma-azine, and author of the Wilderness, O Hallo-

ran, Hearts of Steel, &c. Sic. New sources of know
ledne have been presented to us—new acquisitions

of correspondence have enriched our stores,—and

the work bids fair to become more entertaining,

more improving, and more respectable lh;in her>'to

fore. But these arrangements have been attended

with such heavy additional expense as to render

necessary an increased circuljtion. The friends of

the Album have it in their power very essentially

10 promote its circulation and usefulness by reconi

mending it to privatte patronage. Should you feel

Reported for the .American Farmer, by Lewis Sutton S( Co.

Tobacco.—Sales have been made Ihe week pa.>l at

rather lower rates than heretofore; but this is chiefly

ill the common Maryland and mixed Ohio; a great deal

of these two kinds are in the market, and have been
lor some time gradually declining. We have made
sales the last few days of Calvert, Anne-.irundcl and
St. Mary's county tubacco, common crop, at ^S.sb a
j4.00—belter qualities are better prices than the above

—our rates are,second as in qual.ji.50 a 6.00—cumniun
crop, 3.0U a 3..i0—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—good red, 6.00

„ t>.(ju—Fine red, 7.00 a S.OO—Yellow and red, 7.00 a

10.UO—Yellow, 10.00 o 15.00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a
'6.00—Fine Virginia fat, 6.00 a b.00— Rappahannock,
3.50—Kentucky, fine, a. 50 a 6.00—do. for wrapping,
7.00 a S 00. Inspected last week, at the three state

warehouses, ending Saturday, 950 hhds.

Flocr—bupertme City mills, 55.OO—Standard, 4.6ai a

I 75—Susquehanna, $4.37i a 4.50—CoRs Meal, per

barrel, 2.75 a 2.87i

—

Wheat, best white, .90 a Hi—
ordinary, good .85 a .90—inferior, .70 u 75

—

Corn.44
a . 15—Kte, .55 a .60—Oats, .37^ a .43—White Beans,
1.25 (I 1.371—Peas, .60—Clover seed, 4.00 a 4.50

—

liMOTiiv SEED, 3.00

—

Barley, i.OO

—

Fla.xseed, .95

—

Cotton, Virginia, 9.00 o 10.Ou—Upland, 10.00 o 11.00

—Louisiana, 11.00 olS.uO—North Carolina, 9.00 a 10.00

—Wool, country, washed on the sheep's back, 18.00

a 22.00—cro3--brced, do. free from tags, 20.00 a 22.00

—

half do. 24.00 a 26.00—three-quarters, 28.00 a 30.00

—

full blood, 30.00 a 35.00— t'isii. Herrings, No. I, p. bbl.

.374 a 2.50—do. No. 2, do. 2.12^-Shad, io good or-

der, 6.U0 a 7.00—Mackerel, 4.5' a 5.00 a 5 50

—

Bacoh,

best hams, 9. 00 a 10.00—middlings, &c. 6.00 6.25

—

country, (assorted,) 5.50 a 6.00

—

W'iiisket, in hhds.

.2!); in barrels 30.

—

Feathers, .28 a .29

—

Live Stock,

beef on hoof, 5.0u a 5.50—l-ork do. 4 a 4.o —Veal do.

S.OO—Lambs and Mutton, with the wool, 1.25 a 2.00;

without wool, 1.25 a 1.50

—

Botter, fresh, 16. a .20.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Extraordinary Cow of Col, J. H. Powel's, yielding 8

pounds 13 ounces in 3 days, or 20\ pounds of butter,

and 14 barrels of inilk per iveek—On I;iras5e3 and other

Plants, from (i. Sinclair's Hortus llramineus, with notes,

(us. (Cj/vioiioiidactylon, creeping dog's-tooth orBer uda

grass; Foa eompresstt, tlat-stalLed meadow, or blue

»rass) Weight of a Vankie Call—Cheap Fodder—Ad-

dress to the Members of the Maryland Agriculiural So-

ciety for the Eastern Shore—Method of reclaiming

Swamp Land in the state of New York, by Wm. Thomp-

son—Cunous calculation on useless Dogs—Wheat and

Rye Stalks—sheep; recipe for Cure of Kot, um:ti-n to

destroy Ticks—Milk—Query on Sugar and Cotton cul-

ture—Prospect of Crops in Alabama—Essay on the cul-

tivation of Silk, by Doctor John T. Sharpless, of Phila-

delphia, cunlinued—J. Cooper, on Cherry and Currant

Wine—Large Fruit—Report of the Committee appoint-

ed by the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road Compai.j to

examine the Maucli Chunck and U"incy Railroads- £.3-

say on Female Lducation, continued—Nottoway Races

—Inquiry, Sir Archy—Angliug—Large Trees— i'o, (ry,

Liverpool Market and Politics -Inquiry, for Helleboro

—Fleetness of the Reindeer—Rcci|ies, fur Rat catching,

To preserve and purify meats, fish, game, Stc., Tore-

move the taste of Turnips from milk or butler—Edito-

rial—Prices Current^^
,

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN S. SKINNiCK, Bdilor. by John D. Toy, corner

of St. Paul and MarUct-sis.. where every description

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely executed-
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AGUXCVlA'SVJlTi.

Dear Sir, miliamsburg, Jo. .ipril 23, 1S27.

In looking over mv papers a few days ago, 1 found

the English manuscript of my Latin Inaugural Dis-

sertation on the Vegetation of Plants, when in 1805

I was-hononred with a medical degree by the Uni-

versity of Edinburgh. As the subject falls within

the prescribed limits of your interesting paper, I

transmit this production of my earlier years to be

disposed of as your judgment may ordain. As it

was written, so do I send it, with the almost super-

fluous remark, that the discoveries of Sir Hum-
phrey Davy, in relation to the alkalies, were un-

known at the period when this essay was written.

Yours, with respect,

J. S. Skinner, Es<i. S. S. G.

VEGETATION.
"Dicite: quandoquidcm in molli consedimus herba;

Et nUiic omnis agar, nunc oinnis partiirit arbos.

Nunc frondcnt silvse, nunc formosissiinus annus."
Virgil: Lcloo: 2.

.2n Inaugural Essay on the Vegetation of Plants—by
Samuel Stuart Griffin, Ji. B. of Virginia.

Phcebc fave! Novus ingreditur tua Templa Sacsrdos.

TiBCLLUS.

aiimals of the most complicated organization to

i-getables, and it will appear difficult to pronounce
"here the confines of one kingdom terminate and
tie borders of the other begin. Chemical art has.
bwever, run the boundary between vegetable and
:uimal substances. Ammonia, exclaims the che-
rist, is yielded by the putrefaction of the latter,
bit alcohol is developed by the fermentation of the
firmer. Azote, the predominancy of which desig
n les animal substances, is a production gaseous
aid volatile; but carbon, which forms the basis of
vgetables, is an element solid and fi.\ed.

The vegetable and mineral kingdoms present not
I is intimate connexion. There we are compelled
t) acknowledge an internal force, a vis vitm, which
lerforms every thing, governs all the processes, and
abjects to its designs those agents which have an
iisolute empire over the mineral kingdom. Here
er-ery thing bows to the immutable laws of the af-

liiities. No internal principle regulates the opera-
ti)n of natural agents, and hence we are empower-
el to determine, modify, and at pleasure vary the
:tlion of these different ageiils.

t'lants, like animals, experience three different

priods in the course of their existence: they have
a; origin, an increase, and a termination of life.

Al are found to spring from seeds. In examining
aseed we find it lo be composed of three principal

pirts: the corculum, the cotyledons, and integuments
eiveloping the two former. The corculum, which
ontains the embryo of the young plant, consists of
aplumula and rostellum. When committed to the
pirlh under circumstances favourable to germina-
lon, the seed soon puts on a different appearance.
I sivells and increases in bulk, the plumula rises

the earth and forms itself into the herb; (he

When we look abroad and behold the diversiGed

appearances which nature every where presents to

our view, the mind pauses to inquire whence these

changes proceed? Subjects of a physical nature,

Avhilsi they open and enlarge our conceptions, al-

ways hold forth such allurements as never fail deep-

ly (o interest the individual who makes thrni liie

object of !iis attention. The astronomer who con
I
nstellum. pursuing a contrary direction, strikes into

templates the starry heavens, and is engaged in the tie ground and forms the root,

sublime discovery of new worlds; the mathemati- In contemplating this change generated in the

cian, who applies the principles of his science to seed, we are naturally led to inquire from what
the explanation^pf those laws and forces by which cnuses it proceeds. What are the circumstances
tl^pUncI'' a^petnined in their orbits, hy ivliiol.

j
.-^elerating or retarding the germination of plants.'

tWy are poisMi impelled and ruled; the expcri I It is scarcely necessary for me to state, so ob-
mental philiijopher, who scans (he nature anf'pro- vious is the fact, that germination will not take

pertics of light, who lo the influence of tlv solar place without the influence of moisture: for it is

beams traces the diversified tinges of col^irs with

which bodies are decorated and the prodigious va

riety of shades under which they ap'ear to our

eyes; the chemist, who to the torch o'analysis sub-

mits the productions of nature, and ivould seem to

participate in the allribufes of his flaker, by com-

pounding and decompounding, oeating and de-

stroying:—all are amply remunrffted for the toil

of their investigations by the pitractive nature of

each subject

Among inquiries of this kinr, surely botanical re-

searches claim a distinguished rank. The tender

gr^'en and delicate tenure jf the leaf; the varie-

gated painting of (he flowe'; the lowly plant rising

from the earth, gradually erecting and expanding

itself into the stately tree, ;re objects which pow-

erfully solicit our attention ind regard.

I advance to the (heme of vegetation, not with

the presumptuous hope tint efforts so feeble and

imperfect as these, can shec even a ray of new light

or discernment. The obicrvations of others arc

here assembled, and their .:xperiments followed. I

appear, then, merely in thi hues of reflected vision.

Let, therefore, the appeal which is now made to

your generosity, shield ue from severity! Regard
me as enrolled in the li.is of emulation, and not as

ofTering al the shrine of vanity or arrogance.

When we draw a paallel between the vegetable

and animal worlds, wf are struck ivith the simili

tude. Numerous anc beautiful are the analogies

which an inquiry of ths nature unfolds. Compared
in their state most ptrfect, the line of demarcation
is sufficiently bold; hit when we attend more mi
nuteiy to the chara;ler of animals, we shall per-

ceive that nature gldes by degrees insensible from
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well known to us all that seeds will never germinate
so long as they remain in a perfectly dry state.

—

Hence, in the cabinets of (he curious, seeds never
vegetate; but, when irrigated with water, they v.ill

sprout in a very short time. This moisture, how-
ever, has its limits; too much is equally as noxious,
by rotting and destroying the seed, as its total ab-
sence proves a bar to vegetation.

Moisture alone will not effect (he gerininalion of
plants. The concurrence of heat to a certain de-
gree is absolutely necessary. Seeds, we know, will
not vegetate in water cooled to the freezing point
During the chill blasts of winter, they remain in a
state torpid and benumbed; but when the spring,
with ils genial warmth returns, the embryo starts

from its slumber into animated life.

Atmospheric air, or some other gas possessing
the properties of this air, is essentially necessary to

germination. Experiments altest that seeds will

not grow in the vacuum of an air-pump. F'rom
this necessity of atmospheric air to germination,
we readily explain the reason why seeds, lodged
deep in the ground, will not vegetate; and why
those nearest to the surface of the earth will be
found to spring first.

From experiments, it appears that seeds vegetate
very quickly in oxygen gas, and still more so in

oxymuriafic acid. According to the botanical lec-

tures of a learned Professor, whose pupil, with no
small degree of exultation, I call myself, so truly

astonishing are the effects of the oxymuriafic acid,

that seeds, which had always refused to vegetate,
were made to vegetate by irrigating the earth in

which they were planted, with water having an im-
pregnation of this acid.

Carbonic acid also stimulates vegetables to ac
tion; as also all the neutral salts and metallic oxvds.
Indeed, Achard, of Berlin, Gough and Cruicksliank,
have proved that oxygen is absolutely necessary la

the germination of a"ll seeds, and that no seed will

germinate in azote, hydrogen or carbonic acid, mi
less these gases contain a mixture of oxygen.

—

From these facts, it appears that it is only the oxy
genous portion of the atmosphere which is necessa-
ry to gerrtiination.

According to Dr. Rutherford," carbon and sul
phur are attended with the same effect. Why sul-
phur and carbon should act in (his manner, remains
yet to be -explored: as they have hitherto resisted
chemical decomposition.

That earth is not absolutely necessary to the ger-
mination of seeds, can be easily demonstrated.

—

The seeds of different parasitic pljiils vegetate
very quickly in the bark of other vegetables. Some
seeds are found to quicken upon the most barren
rocks;- others germinate in the water and continue
!o grow entirely remole from the contact of earth.
Of these last the Icmna and fad afford an example.

Philosophers, it appears, have been much divided
as to the effect of^ electricity upon germinaiion.
Ingenhour afSrms, that the electric fluid is inju-
rious; and even Sennebier, in his Vegetable Physi-
oloiiy, has upon this subject dropped a doubt: "Je
ne dirai rien dc lelcclricite, puisque son injhtence est,

au mains, Jnuteusc.'^ Dr. Darwin strenuously con-
(ends for the influence of both positive and nega-
tive electricity in accelerating the germination of
jilants. The Abbe Beitliolon, who has written a
volume solely upon the effect of electricity as to
vegetables, is of opinion, from numerous experi-
ments, that the germination of the seed and future
growth of the plant are increased by electricitj-,

both natural and artificial The renowned disco-
verer of the azotic gasf is fully persuaded of its

utility. Amid the contrariety of sentiments I dare
not decide.

"Ng»|06trmn inter." Hos "tantas componere litcs."

i^^t, that subtile fluid, whose influence is so
generally diffused, from which the trees derive their
tender green, and from whose touch the very deadj
creation, as it were, assumes a mimic life, is found
injurious to the germination of seeds. Ingenhour
and Sennebier have clearly established, that seeds
always germinate faster wiien excluded from light,
than when exposed' to its influence. Indeed the
penetration of the gardener has for a long time dis-
covered the necessity of covering seeds, intended
for germination, with a stratum of ear(h.

Among other causes inimical to germination, may
be enumerated the noxious exhalations of many
plants. Some there are which do not permit others
to grow near them, and which seem to prefer a so-
litary life. This circumstance has given rise to a
division of plants into solitario: and sociutce. Some
plants are found so remarkably destructive to vege-
table growth, as to present before them a dreary
waste without a vestige of vegetation. The Bohon

* See his Botanical Lectures.

t See the Lectures of Dr. Rutherford, by whom the
above gas was discovered in the year 1772.

f
This beautiful idea is borrowed from the poet of

nature. He sings

—

"The very dead Creation, from thy touch,
Assumes a mimic life. By thee retin'd

In brighter mazes the relucent stream
Plays on the mead. The precipice abrupt
Projecting horror on tlie blacken'd flood,
Softens at thy return. The desert joys,
Wildly, through all his melancholy bounds,
Rude ruins glitter; and the briny deep.
Seen from some pointed promontory's top,

Far to the blue horizon's utmost verge,
Restless, reflects a floating gleam."

TnOMSON's SOMMEK.
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Upas, wbose deleterious efl'ects the poclio gi-niu? o.

Da^^^in lias so beautifully described, here stuiids in

relief.

"No spicy nutmeg scents the vernal gales,

Nor towering plantain shades the mid-da) vales,

No grassy mantle bides the sable hills.

No flowery chaplet cro\yns the trickling rjlls,

Nor tufted moss, nor leathery lichen creeps,

In russet tapestry o'er the crumbling sleeps.

Fierce in dread silence on the blasted heath,

Fell Upas sits, the hydra-tree of death."

Botanic Garden.

From what has been already obserred, we see

the circumstances necessary to s;ermination: it now

remains for us to offer a few reflections upon the

mode in which this phenomenon takes place. It

has bf-en stated above that every seed is composed

of cotyledons. These cotyledons are found, on ex

aniination, to contain a quantity of farinaceous mat

ter. destined for the food of the embryo plant. It

is li'om the chemical changes which this farinaceous

matter undergoes, that the phenomena of vegeta-

tion result. Chemical researches have discovered

thit atmospheric air, emphatifcally styled "the breath

of life," is compounded of oxygen, and azote, or ni

tro'^en. When then a seed 'is favourably situated

for vegetation, it gradually imbibes moisture and

heat to a certain degree The humidity dissolves

and mi.xes with the farinaceous matter, at the same

time oxygen is absorbed from the atniosphi-re, by

which the farinaceous matter is converlKd into su-

o-arand carbonic acid is evolved. The carbonic

acid emitted contains precisely the same quantity

of oxygen which has been absorbed. Hence it is_

clear that the saccharine change of the farina is

owing to a diminution of its carbon, and conse-

quently an augmentation of its hydrogen and oxy

gen. Sugar, when analyzed, is always found to be

a compound of those two gases and carbon. When
the farinaceous matter has in this manner been con-

verted into sugar, a variety of vessels are found to

arrange themselves in the cotyledons. Ramifica-

tions from these vessels are observeil to pattnto

the root and distributed through every part^f it.

The farinaceous mitter of the cotyledons is un-

doubtedly conveyed by these branches to the radi

cle; for an immediate slay is put to germination if

the cotyledons be removed. The radicle increases

in size from this reception of nutriment; it strikes

into the earth, and soon becomes capable of extract-

ing the nourishment necessary for the future growth

of the plant. When the radicle has shot into llie

•round, the cotyledons rise above the surface, form

fng themselves into what are termed seed leaves.

After the appearance of these seminal leaves, the

plumula gradually enlarges in size, and expands it

self into branches. When the plumula is thus far

advanced in growth, the seminal leaves droop, wi-

ther and fall; the plant no longer requiring any

nourishment from them. As between the cotyle-

dons and plumula no vascular communication has

been detected, and as the plumula never starts from

the seed until the radicle has vegetated somewhat,

the plumula must derive its nutrition from the ra-

dicle.

Thus we see that in the germination ot seeds

the following circumstances take place. The coty-

ledons contain farinaceous matter; this by the oxy-

gen of the atmosphere is converted into sugar, and

carried by a distribution of vessels to the radicle.

The, radicle now commences its growth, sends nou-

rishment to the plumula which rears itself above

the earth into .11 the lovely variety of stem and

branch, and leaf and flower, and fructification.

Having traced the progress of a plant as it shoots

from the earth and divides itself into branches, I

proceed now to inquire intj its structure. A plant

in this advanced state of vegetation, is by LiniiiKus

divided into the root, the herb, and fructification.

The root, we know, descends into the earth, fram

which it derives various nutritious principles, ai

conveys them to every part of the plant. The he

arises from the root, and is terminated by the fru

tification. The fructification is elegantly defin^

by Ijinnaius—"tjcgcinitfram pars ienipnrur'ui,gencr

tioiii dicata. antiquum terminans, novum iitcipiein

It includes the flower and fruit.

In examining a vegetable, we now find it to

composed of bark and wood. The bark is a gen

ral covering to the plant, and consists of three d

fcrent tunics: the eiiidermis, the cortex and the lib :

The epiilermis is a thin membrane, formed

fibres variously decussating each other. Sometimi

its texture is so thin, that by holding it against tl

light the course of its fibres may readily be obscr'

ed. When of considerable thickness, if is capab

of being split into a number of strata or layer;

According to Dr Rutherlbrd,* the epidermis of tl

birch tree may be split into layers as thin

paper.

If serves to moderate the transpiration of tl i

plant, and to prevent the exsiccation and exfoli

tion of the parts below.

The cortex is an integument intermediate h
tween the epi<lermis and liber. Its structure is 1

mellaled. These cortical plates are formed of

network of lun;!:itudinal fibres, presenting mesh

of various sizes. Microscopically examined, it

similar to the epidermis, dittering from it, howev«
,

in having its cells filled with a green matter, tern

ed parciicliijnia These interstices, or cells, a

named ulriclcs. It is here that digestion is carrii

t is here that the colouring matter ol veget

bles is evolved; it is here that oils and resins a !

formed by the decomposition of water and carbon

acid; it is from this part of structure that the di

fercnt products of the organization are thrown ofl-

been considerably enlarged, and vegetable physiolo-
ists now distinguish sap vessels, proper vessels,

air vessels, medullary vessels, absorbent vessels, and
secretory vessels.

The sap vessels are extremely small, and rise

longitudinally through the roots with lateral de-
flexions, so as to communicate with all the parts of
the vegetable. They convey the sap or common
juice from the root to every part of the plant. This
sap is a clear, thin fluid, which is directly formed
by the elaboration of the various substances taken
up as pabula by plants. That the sap ascends is

manifest If, in the spring, a number of incisions

be made, the sap will always flow from the lowest
inci.-.i.in and gradually ascend higher and higher
until it reaches the most distant wound. If you
divest a plant of its bark, it nodvithstanding coB-
firiues to vegetate, which could not be the case if

the sap ascended through the bark. Nor does it

ascend between the bark and wood; for if a coi si-

derable incision be made so as to penetrate even
the wood, the plant is still found to vegetate, if the

external air be excluded. The sap, then, ascends
through the wood.
From the experiments of Dr. Hales, as detailed

in bis Vegetable Statics, it appears that the force

with which the sap ascends is so great, as to be ca-

pable of sustaining a column of mercury equal to

3)^ inches in height. Many theories have luen

oliircd with regard to the ascent of the sap and this

velocity of its motion. The two conjectures which
have most claimed the attention of philosophers,

are those drawn from capillary attraction and irrita-

bility

We know that the heights to which liquids rise

in capillary tubes are inversely as the diameter of

the tube. But as the particles of water are not in-

qui sont," to borrow the language of an ingenioii finitely minute, the ascent of Ihe water cannot take

writer, "comme les feces </c la digestion vegetate." ^ place whenever its particles are larger than the bore

The liber is the inmost integument, lying be- of the tube. The rise of water in capillary tubes

tween the cortex and wood. Its structure is al!o<lmust consequently be limited. If these tubes exceed

ellated. In proportion to the age of the plai^.Ta certain ienRtb, however small Jtoir bore, water

X increase in number. Like the cortex, il.\\vUI either not ascend to the top oWhem, or it^U
not «iter them at all. In a capillary tube, whose
bore is just large enough to admit a single particle

of watci, we have no method of ascertaining the
precise he^ht to which water would rise. We do
not therefoiV know the limit of the height to which
water may biv^raised by capillary attraction

Again— in taanv plants wo remark sap vessels

having a diam«^er too large for the exertion of ca-

ihcsel --

presents the appearance of a networli; Ihe raeshes

of this network becoming wider and wider, accord

ing to its distance from the wood. It is Ihe mosi

important portion of the bark: this is evident, not

only from its annual conversion into wood, but also

from the injury sustained by trees when deprived

of their liber.

The general use of the bark is to preserve the

parts it covers in a proper degree of succulency, to

prevent the too great spongincss, and also the too

great increase of the wood.

The wood is immediately enclosed by the bark,

and is composed of concentric layers or rings —
The interior rings are harder than the exterior.

The former constitute the wood; but the latter,

bring of a softer nature, form what is termed by

Liiinxus, the alburnum. The alburnum, or blea is,

then, a soft substance situated between the wood

and liber, and is nothing more than imperfect wood

not having acquired the requisite degree of hard

ncss. The proportion of alburnum to theforiiud

wood is smaller in healthy and vigorous plants.

The wood itself is brov^•ncr, harder and denser than

the alburnum. It is composed of concentric layers

applied over each other like the coals of an onion.

These layers increase in density the nearer they

are to the centre. The centre, or axis of the wood

is occupied by the pith, which is a vesicular sul

stance The pith is found to be much more abuii

dant in young plants than in those farllier advanc-

ed in age. In some plants, as in the bamboo, it is

entirely dried up.

Plants being bodies of organic structure, are sup-

plied with vessels ol various kinds Since the days

of Linnaius this department of our knowledge has

I
See his Lectures on Botany.

pillary altiactioMo any extent; and yet we find the

sap to rise in suc\pl:ints to very great heights If

the ascent of the 'v,,|, were owing (o capillary at-

traction, instead of 'Rowing with considerable force

from the extremity kf a branch, it would not flow

at all. Suppose we t\ke a capillary tube of such a
bore that a hquid willVscend in it ten inches; and
suppose that, after the \qu:d has gained its greatest

height, we break it shat five inches from the bot-

tom—Ihe tube, thus abddged, continues indeed full,

but not a single particlaof liquid ever escapes. The
film, at Ihe superior ettreinify of the tube, must
certainly exert as stronian attraction for the liquid

as the film at the inferiof extremity. As part of the

liquid is vithin its distance of attraction, and as

there is no part of the tuW above to counterbalance

this attraction.it must necessarily attract the liquid

nearest it, and with a powpr adequate to counterba-

lance the attraction cf tie undermost film, how
great soever we may suppWe that attraction to be.

No liquid, then, can be foiAd up,and consequently

none can flow out of the tuW.

This species of attraction may explain the ad-

mission of moisture into th6 mouths or orifices of

the sap vessels; but beyond tlis the idea of capilla-

ry attraction must be rejecteQ

That plants are endowed vith an irritable prin-

ciple, is evident from their siisVeplibility tu external

impressions. The Mimosa, w\ find, shrinks from
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the rude touch, as if treiimlously alive to the vio-

lence; and

-'One, the lofty follower of the Sun,

Sad when he sets, shuts up her yellow leaves,

Drooping all night, and when he warm returns,

Points her cnamour'd bosom to his ray."

Thomson's Summer

Indeed, the effects of li;;ht and of heat, of soil and

of nioi&ture; the sleep and vi;;ilance of plants; their

germination, florescence, fructification :ind decay

—

pres.»nt beautiful illustrations of an irritable princi-

ple. Ars,uing from this principle of irritabihty in

plants, Saussure has undertaken to explain the mo-

tion of their sap. According to this philosopher,

the sap enters the open mouths of the vessels at

the extremity of the roots; these mouths then con-

tract, and by that contraction propel the sap up-

wards: this contraction Saussure supposes gradual-

ly to follow the course of the sap, pushing it up
from the extremity of the root to the summit of the

plant.

From the experiments of Dr. Walker, as narrated

in the Edinburgh Transactions, heat acts a very

important part in causing the sap's motion. Hav
in«i made a number of incisions at some distance in

a young binh tree, before the .»a|) begMu to rise^ he
found It to flow from the I west incision and gra

dually to the highest, and that when it had pervad

ed the plant, opening buds appeared; the incisions

now ceasing to yield any more sap, 1st in the up-

per part of the tree, and successively downwards
in the lower parts. When the meridian heat was
not greater than lO" F. the sap, he observed, did

not ascend; when the thermometer indicated IS* at

noon, it merely rose about one loot in two days;

and when the thermometer, at noon, was about 49",

or its range between 4ti and 50", it ascended about
one foot in twenty-four hours. lie also observed
that the motion of the sap was more rapid through
3-ouiig than old branches, and that it tlowed more
copiously I'roqi an inverted, than from an erect
branch.

These circumstances seera to prove that tie s.ip

is propellfd hy some action of the vessels, and that

this action is much influencd by heat. But what

ch iiige is produced in the vessels of tie plant. ai;d

in what manner such change is effect'd, we are en-

tirely ignorant. Nature has spread a mystic shade

over this part of her operations, which the keen

eye of human penelration has n('t as yet pierced

Here every thing is dark; every thing undiscerned!

"Quale per incertam I.imam sim Luce maligna
Est Iter in ijilvis, ubi Coclum .ondidil umbra
Jupiter, el rebus Nox abstulic atra colorem."

ViKGlL.

(To be concluded in our next.)

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 14.

Extracts from G. Sinchiir's Hnrtus Gramincjis—wilh

occcutional notes and obiervtUioHS, by a Corresi>on-

dcHl.

(Continued from page 106.)

"Medicago lupuliua. Black Nonsuch. Trefoil

MedicU.
"Specific character—Spikes oval; seed vessel kid-

ney-shaped, with one cell and one seed; stems trail-

ing
" Obs.—Stems trailing, unless supported by the

plants with which it grows; about a loot long, some
what angular, slightly hairy, branched. Leaves ob-
ovate, or wedge-shapici. toothed towards the top,

the mid-rib lengthened out to a short broad point,

soft, pubescent, particularly on the under side.

—

Flowers small, yellow, from thirty to forty, and up-
wards, in a hoid which is at first roundish, after-

wards oval. Legume striated and wrinkled, some-
what hisped with rigid bwirs, turning black when
ripe. Seed ovate, smooth, yellowish. Curtis: Wood-

ard; Wither. Arr.; E. Bol. 971; F. Dan. 992. This
|lant has .-.uch a general resemblance to the proper
trefoils or clovers, that it is often mistaken for some
cf the smaller species. The form and colour of
tne seed-pods afford a ready mark of distinction.

"Native of Britain. Root annual; in some situa-

ions biennial.

"We are informed in Mr. Young's Annals of
Agriculture, that this plant has been much sown of
lite years for sheep food in open fields, where it is

s considerable improvement; first, for the sweet
bod; and then, to help the land by ploughing it in,

;ptling a good crop of wheat after it on indifferent

•i>ils. Mr. Zappa, of Milan, says, that it likes deep
<round, rich, and exposed to the sun; multiplies
lery well from the seed, grows chiefly in the s|)ring,

dowering at the beginning of JMay, and ripening
he seed at the beginning of June; it grows but lit

le towards the enlj of summer and autumn. It is

ut with Poa trivialis, fifteen inches high, but is na
urally procumbent. The seed of this plant fiiUs

io readily, that great loss ensues from moving it;

mil, in thrashing, the least stroke clears it. It is a

iouil way, therefore, to thrash it in the field on a

loth, which is moved to the seed, and not the seed
the cloth. This account, extracted from Mr.

k'oung's Annals, perfectly agrees with what 1 have
ibserved of the habits of this plant, only that it

Joes not flower here till the middle or end of May
For light soils only it appears to be adapted, and
these must he deep, as the root penetrates to a con-
iderable depth, and is but little fibrous. It does
not appear fit for separate cultivation, nor even to

be employed in a large proportion in a mixture of
other seeds. The root is annual, or at most a two-
vear-lived plant, and its use is therefore confined to

the alternate husbandry. To sow the seeds of this

jij.int with others on land intended to remain for

permanent pasturo, would be subversive of the in

tention; as every spot this plant occupied would be
naked the second year; and these spots afford every
encouragement to the growth of weeds, as well as
the decaying roots afford nourishment to the life

of grubs."

'riiis plant, which is not a gross, but allied to the
clovers, is naturalized in !he United States, partieu
larly in the south; but has probably not been culli
valed. and may not be worth the trouble, inasmuch
as we have the red clover in such perfection.

"HsDYs.tRUM oiwbryckis. Sainfoin, or Cock's-
head.

"Generic character—Keel transversely obtuse: le-

gume jointed, with one seed in each joint.

"Specific ehariieler—Legumes one-seeded, prick-
ly; wings of the corolla equal m length to the calyx;
stem elongated.

"Ois.—Stems round, striated, at first procum-
bent, in flower ascending; stipules in pairs, oval-

lanceolate, terminated by a long point with niem
branaceous edges, sometimes fringed with a few
hairs. Leaflets eight or ten pairs, rather distant,

and an odd one; lower e'li|>tical, upper lanceolate
or linear-lanceolate, all with projecting points at

the end; young ones with tlie mid-rib beneath,
and the margins fringed with hairs. Legume he-

mispherical, compressed with wrinkled prominen-
ces.

"Sainfoin grows wild in all the chalky districts in

England; but it was first introduced to F^.nglish

farmers as a j)lant for cultivation from Flanders and
France, where it has been long cultivated Parkin-
son, in the year 1C40, says, that it is 'generally

known to be a singular food for cattle, causing them
to give store of milk.' Worlidse, in his Mystery
of Husbandry, &c. (UiSl,) treats of sainfoin at

large: 'In Wiltshire, in several places,' says he,

'there are precedents of sainfoin that has been

there twenty years growing on poor land, and has
so far improved the same, that from a noble pi-r

acre, twenty acres together have been ccrtaiidy

worth thirty shillings per acre, and yet continues in

good proof.' These extracts shew the high opinion
which was entertained of tiiis plant above one hun-
dred years ago; but this was, no doubt, in a great
measure owing to the small number of plants then
known for sowing in the farm.
"The experiments that have iiere been made on

this plant were confined to a clayey loam and a
light siliceous soil. Upon these it was evidently in-

lerior to the broad-leaved and perennial red clover;
but on chalky and gravelly soils there have been
abundant proofs of the superior value of sainfoin.
After the ample details of the uses and cultivation
of sainfoin, given in Mr. Young's Annals, it will be
ditFicult to add any thing new. It is a perennial
plant, and produces but little herbage the first year,
and on that account should not be sown on land
that is intended to remain only two years under
grass. In Mr. Young's Annals, we are informed,
that sainfoin is allowed on all hands to be an admi-
rable improvement on limestone rocks and chalk
downs, which, in order to be cultivated to the great-
est advantage, should be in this course, with no
more arable than is necessary for the change—
Thus, if sainfoin last sixteen years, as it certainly
will if properly managed, then sixteen parts of the
down should be sainfoin, and as many more parts
as there are years necessary for tillage, before the
ground should be sowed with it again: suppose this

period to be five years, the portions would then be
16 sainfoin; 1 sainfoin pared and burnt, and under
turnips; 1 barley or oats; 1 clover; 1 wheat; 1 tur-

nips; 1 barley or oats, and with this crop sainfoin
sown again= 2'2. In another part we are informed
that sainfoin is also a great improvement in thin,

loose, dry, sandy loams, upon marl or chalk bot-
toms.

"Thin soils that wear out, or lire of clover, are
laid down to great .advantage with it, will last twen-
ty years, and pay the farmer as well as his best corn
crops. If a flock of sheep be an object of primary
importance, this plant will afford them plenty of
dry food for winter, in hard weather. An acre of
indifferent land will yield two tons of sainfoin dry,
and therefore twenty acres will serve 1000 sheep
for a month, supposing a sheep eats three pounds
of hay in a day, winch is a large allowance. Now,
the expense of an acre of sainlbin, including four-
teen shiliings for rent, tithe, and poor, is about one
pound; whereas, that of an acre of turnips will be
two pounds seven shillings. Eight acres and a
half of turnip."!, then, balance twenty acres of sain-
foin. Now 1000 sheep will eat two acres and a
half of turnips in a day, and. therefore, seventy-
five acres will be required for a month; or at the
lowest calculation, twcn,ty-four acres; the expense
of whicii is 56?. Sj-. to be set against 20/., the ex-
pense of sainfoin."

Tills plant, which also belongs to the Legumino-
see, and not to the grasses, is but little known in

the L'nited States, though it appears to have been
cultivated to a considerable extent in Europe. It

i.s understood that the llim. Wm. H. Crawford, of
Georgia, introduced it in o 'he southern slates some
years ago; but with what success is not known.

(2*0 be conlintted.)

THE PARENT PLANT OF THE POTATOE.
Samuel L. .Mitchell to JValhaniel H. Carter, Corres-

poiiiliiig Secretary of the JYew York Horticultural

Society.

Dear Sir, .\eio York, June 31, 1827.

I this afternoon received, through Dr. Tinslar, of

the United States navy, two dozen tubers, or oblong

and roundish roots of the wild potatoe He brought

them from their native region in Chili Tliey are

perfectly distinct from the species which grows with-

out culture on certain high lands in Pern; more
especially those of St. Lorenzo island. The latter
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:ae siia^-ed, willi liUle iiiols liUe liaiis, and liaive

iheir eyes ui- >|.rouliiig puiiils at oiieexlrcniitj onl)';

while the lornier arc snioulh, ;>ii(l have gcruiinaling

spots di«:tributod o\tr mucb ol' the surface, like our

loninion potaloe.

'I'herc has hcen consiiierable discussion, you

know, concerning the origin and derivation of this

esculent ve;;etahle. Il lias heen inquired with some

solicitude, what is really the country of the Solanura

tuberosum? and whore does it exist without culti-

vation at the present day?

I consider the articles [ have received, as afford-

ing answers of a satisfactory kind to both questions.

The potatoe, whence our domestic stock is deriv-

ed, is an inhabitant of Soulb Auierica, and is at

this time thriving without human care or protection

in Chili.

The specimens are small; some of them being not

so large as nutmegs. Through inadvertence, tiiey

have been kept on ship- hoard until now, and some

of Ihem have pn>hcd Ibrlh shoots.

Their appearance conlirms the statement made by

.Joseph Sabine, Esq. in his memoir on the native

country of the wild polatoe, as printed in tlie fourth

volume of the London Horticultural Transactions,

page 3411, &.c. with ligures of the tubers.

Our fellow-citizens have now an opportunity of

seeing with their ow n eyes; and, by just dislribu

lion, some of our cultivators may make a fair expe-

riment. 1 think the season is not yet too late, as

the object is rather to determine the botanical cha-

racter than to procure a crop. For attaining this

end, our samples must not be kept for exhibition too

long, but be soon committed to the sod.

1 congratulate you on this occurrence, as shed-

ding a benign light upon this department of phylolo

gical and agronomical science; and on the manner
by which it has been brought about.

SAiMUEL L. MITCHELL.

if so, it is probably beyond the ingenuiiy or indus

try of man to apply u remedy. i>ut, on the othei

hand, if it proceeds from careless farming, cultivat

ing or encouraging its Krowth, whether willingly oi

not, then the remedy is essentially found in dili-

gence and clean farming. As the advocates for the

doctrine say, there is a great propensity in the

wheat this season to turn to cheat; having observ

ed it, and in great luxuriance, f have made many
examinations, in order to derive as much msight a;

possible—and the following circumstances, pronii

nent amongst others, has invariably attended lh(

ing rum by the barrel, in Boston, for his labourers,

and used annually about five barrels. He saw the

habit of using it was gaining strength in himself, and
in his men. He therefore resolved to use no more;
and offered his men one dollar monthly, in addition

to their former wages if they would dispense with it

altogether. They readily acceded to this proposal;

and during the last five years, he has neither used it

himself, nor furnished it for his men. His work has

been done quicker and better than ever before. He
has saved, he says, more than one thousand dollars

in money. Five or six of his neighbours, having

research. The cheat stem throughout is entirely large farms, have seen his success, and imitated his

POTATOES.
The editor of the Irish Farmer's Journal relates,

in his paper of October 21, an experiment made in

liis own garden at Ralhfarnham, near Dublin, to as-

certain the cBect of artificial watering on the pota-

toe. Though the water was not given in sufficient

quantities, and apparently was poured on the drill,

instead of in the furrow between the drills, still

the result was in favour of watering, In the south

of France and in Italy, about Avignon and Flo-

rence, for example, the potatoe is grown in the fields

in rows, and as soon as they are earthed up the wa-

ter is admitted, twice a week, ten or twelve hours

each time, in the furrows between the rows, so that

the soil and subsoil is as thoroughly soaked as in

watering grass lands. In the vale of the Arno, eve-

ry description of crop is grown in drills, and water-

ed in this manner; and although the practice of wa-

tering arable lands docs not suit the cold and moist

climate of the British isles, yet when it is tried, the

jirocess observed in countries ivhere it is carried on

successfully on a large scale, should be imitated.

—

A correspondent of the Dublin editor judiciously

recommends making holes with sticks among the

roots of the plants, at least a foot deep, and pouring

the water into them.

uninjured by the autumnal deposits of the fly, exhi- example,

biting a fairness and perfect exemption from the

black or coloured places to be found on the injuredl

wheat stem, which has unquestionably been caused

by the fly. If this be the i'act, is it not the strong-

est presumptive evidence that the fly has rejected

the vegetation now bearing cheat in the fall of the

year, because it was entirely ditferent in its origin

I'rom the wheat growing immediately in its neigh

bourhood,as tempting, and perhaps in its nature a

complete rcsister of the fly? There is a prospect

with us of half a crop of wheat, which will he sub

ject to a heavy loss if the weevil should be as inju-

rious this season as it was the last. The New York
white flint, which some insist to be nothing more than

the Law ler.and truly is becoming more and more like

it as it becomes acclimated to our region, is amongst
our most thrifty and promising grain, though far

from being fly proof Nevertheless, we would think

it prudent when a further importation cr change of

seed is necessary, to ofl'er our enterprising brethren

!he New Yorkers, bushel for bushel, instead of a

high cash price, under an impression there might

be an actual benefit—though indeed we have none
of the fly proof kind, we have wheats of equal pro

ductiveness when farmed well, and of superior flour

than that north or east of us. Our grass crops are

very light and corn low—harvest threatening by the

'25th or 281h of June.
I am, dear sir, yours,

A F.\RMER.

[Boston pa.

MAMMOTH HOG.
A sloop arrived at Burlington, Vermont, a few

days since with a cargo of 115 live hogs from
Whitehall, for the Montreal market. The larg-

est is of the grass fed breed, 5 years old, weighs
1148 lbs., measures G4 feet in length, and girths 6

feet 10 inches. The next is of the Byfield breed,

-2^ years old, weighs 1040 lbs. measures 6* feet and
girllis 6 feet 7 inches. The last mentioned hog
has gained, for about three months past, 3 lbs. per

day.

HORTICULTURE.

SALT.
We know many Irish farmers who lately tried

salt as a manure, and the result of their experiment

establishes the justice of English recommendations

on the subject. Sir Thomas Bernard recommends

one bruhel to one acre, on the good authority of a

gentleman who made a series of experiments on salt

as a manure, and held, that the proportion of a

bushel to one acre answered best, and the land was

more productive.

Farmers should not overlook this fact, that corn

grown on land manured by sea-weed, or grown on

sea land, is peculiarly rich and luxuriant. Whence
arises this peculiar richness of growth, if not from

the circumstance of the land being impregnated

with salt? [Irish Farm. Jour.

WHEAT—CHEAT.
JfhiU Post, Frederick co., Ta., ,1/01/ 26, 1827.

Mr. SsiyncER,

Sir,—With you;- welcome and well earned five

dollars, -I offer you a fact or two on the subject of
ciieat, for the information and investigation of both
your philosophical and practical farmer readers. 1

do not myself pretend to decide on the much argued
ana disputed point, but must beg leave to say that

it is a matter of some importance to know truly

whether wheat, rye, &c. will turn to cheat; because.

COTTON.
It is stated that the consumption of raw cotton in

France and Switzerland in 1825, was 230,000 bales;

in 1.S26. 280,000 bales. The present consumption
in the United States is supposed to be from 175 to

200,000 bales; and if our domestic manufactures
continue to increase, as they have done for a few
years past, our consumption at home will soon ex-

ceed France and Switzerland united. This would
serve to keep up the price of cotton. [Raleigh Reg.

(From the Philadelphia Album.)

ON THE CULTIVATION OF SILK.

By Doctor John T. Sharpless, of Pldladelphia.

(Continued from p. 109.)

Before giving a particular account of the Mulber-
Iry and its cultivation, I will speak of the quantity of
^ilk obtained from the Silk Worm. The length of
|be fibre is from 200 to 800 yards, I'Abbe Rozier
illows even 3 miles. L'Abbe Sauvage says, by par-

ticular management one ounce of seed will yield 100
pounds of cocoons Mr. Murray states, that in the
VareSt. 60 pounds are obtained. Count Dondola
gives I'i^ pounds as the product of the Common
worm: he dso says, 1800 cocoons of the Common
will vveigh 7} pounds, and will yield 20 ounces avoir-
diipoise of pmt cocoon; and I'l ounces of sptui silk;

w^^hich allows S.M grains lo each ball. Of the Large
Frimd worm, 75ii cocoons will make 74 pounds and
yields the same quantity of spun silk; which gives
9.21 grains per ba'l. Of the Smo« worm of </ij-ee

changes, 3000 cocoo^is are necessary to weigh 7*
pounds, and gives thenbove proportion of spun silk,

allowing 2.30 grains per ball. Salvator Bertezen,
an Italian, in England a few years since, obtained—

troy cocooni grs. per tuill*

bibs from 12,000 which is 2.04
Mr. Swayne, Eng. do.

Mrs. Williams, Eng. do.

Mr. PuUein, Geo. do.

Miss Rhodes, Eng. do.

M. Reaumer, France do.

Mr. Fitch, Conn. do. 15,000
The number of persons necessary to attend on the

animal is also of importance. The report of "The
Filature of Philadelphia" says, that when the trees

are convenient, two persons will attend and feed the
product of 6 ounces of eggs, or 240,000 worms,
until 10 days from spinning, when five or six active

children will be required.

Mr John Fitch, of Mansfield, Conn, who has
kindly devoted much time to me on the subject, es-

timates the attendance near the same.
As respects the care of the cocoon, Dondola con-

siders the labour of 12 persons sufficieni to gather

from the bushes and put out to dry, 6000 pounds of
balls per day. Mr. Fitch declares, that 5 persons in

15 days can pick off and reel 40 pounds of silk, or
130,000 cocoons.

1 will now give, with some detail, a description of

13,404 '
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the largest quantity of the lit st ijuality of silk, ami

of the most appioveil mode of raising it. As I before

Dunlioned, the Hhite Mulberry appears to suit the

animal better than any other, though m Calabria

the Red is preferred, and in Grenada the Black

alone is cultivated. If a worm is supplied with a

mixture of the different kinds, it will tirst cat the

White, then the Red, and lastly tiie BIsck.

During last summer, 1 embraced many opportu-

nities of'observing the comparative increase on dil

ierent sorts of food, and worms of the same size at

the commencement of the experiment, grew more

than as fast as;ain on the white as the red.

The food next best adapted to the animal is the

Lettuce, and when the mulberry cannot be procured

it should be used. Experiments v ithin a few years

seem to indicate that the cabbaged Lettuce, if the

animals and leaves be preserved quite warm, will

answer, not only for un occasional meal, but for their

only nourishment, if these expeiimeiits are verified,

a far more abundant supply can be raised more easi-

ly, and one great advantage is gained of always

having dry food at command, by means of the inter-

nal leaves; during the longest season of rain. Many
other articles have been employed at different times,

but they all have failed ol producing good silk.

Considering the mulberry then, as the suitable

food, I will now give a description of the best modes
of culture, so many plans having been proposed that

too much time would be occupied in a complete ac-

count.

This tree is termed, in Botanical language, Morus,

and of this there are several species, as the Alba,

Rubra, Nigra, &c. As wc have decided the White

to be the most useful, 1 shall contine my attention

to it, though there is no doubt the same plans will

answer for all.

It is not a native of this countrj', having been
brought from the East; but has adapted itself so en-

tirely to our climate, that it will grow in every va-

riety of soil and situation. Several varieties ol" the

white Mulberry are cultivated, as the rose-leaved, or

Spanish; the broad-leaved; the middle size leaf, and

the small, or double leaved. The middle bears a fo-

liage of a dark green colour, very thick, a-id pro-

duces abundance of leaves, is very nutritious, and
the worms fed on it grow very fast; but it does not

produce much silk. The double leaved .'s by far the

best; though not so juicy, it abounds ir the resinous

matter that becomes the silk. In this kind, the

leaves are small, of a dark, shining green, and divid-

ed into two or three lobes.

The Mulberry has been propagated by sowing
the seed broad cist, and mowing; or selecting the

best shoots for transplanting; and by planting the

seed in drills. If the Grain be used, it must be taken
when the fruit is perfectly ripe, and from a good
quality of tree, and either allowed to dry in the pulp,

or mashed and washed till clean. In Europe, when
the seed is used, the drills are always preferred; and
in China both methods are practised. Dulialde re-

lates, that when the drills are employed in the East,
the seed is first soaked in strong lye, and sowed in

ground that has been enriched with ashes or the
mud from rivers and marshes, and in tlie following
fall or spring the shoots are carefully trimmed of all

the crooked branches, and the deformed stems cut
down that they may start anew. But lour eyes are
left on each main branch, and after the first year
the main stem is left untouched to shoot up to its

height of tix feet, whilst the side limbs are kept
quite close. When this height is attained, it is then
kept down and the sides spring forth, till the whole
bush resembles an inverted cone. The middle ol

the tree is at all tirces kept open by trimming, »ha:
the sun and air may have free access. They are
transplanted the second year to the distance of eight
paces, and thus remain. In a few years they are
eul down to near the ground and spring again, or
an eye is set in.

In France and Italy, the seed is sown in the spring,

either clean or in the dried pulp, in good ground,
prepared as for grain, and the plants are merely
kept from being crowded by stems or branches for

three years, when Ihey are transplanted one foot

and i half apart, the long tapering root being cut off

that the side radicals may grow. If Eiignifling is

prac i^cd, the stem is cut down and the eye set in

as near the ground as possible, in July, after the re-

moval, it is now treated in the Chinese mode of

trininins, till it is of a height not too great to be
readjy reached from the ground. In the liflh year

they are permanently set out at such distances as to

allow the branches sufficient room. The tree is also

profagated by cuttings, and this would appear to be

the most rapid mode of growth; hut the Rev. Samuel
Pullein, of Georgia, who wrote in the latter part of

the ast century, says, that the seed will produce a

tree as soon, and will be of a better quality. If Cut-

ting: be employed, he recommends that large

brairhes be taken from old trees, and laid in trench-

es uith the side shoots extending above the ground
for several inches. These branches should be four

feet apart, and at the end of two years, the shoots

are separated and transplanted in rows running

from north to south, that the two sides may receive

the sun, and the dew be dried off early. He thinks

Hieyshould be kept flat like cs;)«/iei"s, and not allow-

ed tD shoot forward towards the other rows. Six

feet in height he proposes as the maximum, and the

leans must not be taken before the fourth year.

(To be concluded in our next.)

There arc few sources of higher intellectual en-
joyment than the contemplation of the vegetable
kingdom. We there discover the wisdom and be-
nevolence of the Deity in a thousand varied forms,
claiming from man, for whom those attributes were
brouehl into exercise, his homage and his aralitude.

Sussex, June 5. A VISITOR.

Prodigious Cucu.mbkr.
Mr. Winter, of Shurlord, near this town, has a

cucumber growing in his garden, which measures
fourfeet eight inches long; it has grown lour inches
in length since Sunday evening last, and from its

appearance is likely to grow to the uncommon
length ol'six feet. [TaxiiUon CourUr.

(From the Delaware Gazette.)

GARDENING.
Jl/r. Harker.—Permit me to express, through the

medium of your useful paper, the satisfaction I re-

cetllv enjoyed in a visit to the splendid and useful

estjblishment of Messrs David and Cuthberl Lan-
dreth. Nursery and Seedsmen, near Philadelphia.

/(any thing could increase the pleasure I enjoyed
in entering upon those extensive, and highly culti-

vated grounds, enriched with the choicest, and most
expensive native and exotick plants, arranged in the

neatest and most scientific manner, it was the spon-
taneous and unwearied exertions of the proprietors,

to render me every facility of observation, and to

impart every necessary information within their

power.

Indeed the attention paid to their numerous visit-

ors, entitle those gentlemen to the highest praise;

and must, doubtless, call forth from a refined and
generous public, a corresponding disposition to ren-

der those grounds, which afford so much rational

enjoyment, very profitable to their worthy owners.

Upon first entering the nurseries, I was astonished

at their extent: about forty acres are appropriated

to raising garden seeds, fruit trees, ornamental
plants, &c. &.C. embracing the largest collection, per-

haps, in the United States, of the most beautiful

productions of Europe, Asia and Africa. The me-
thod of cultivation, adopted by the Messrs. Lan-
dreths, is at once tasteful and scientific; every at

lention being paid, at the same time, to the quality

of the seed anil plants, so as to produce them in as

great perfection as possible. The productions of

their nurseries, do indeed, appear to be of the best

quality; and, I was pleased to hear, were eagerly

sought after from all parts of tlie Union.
These nurseries are becoming daily more inter-

esting to the people of this country; as we increase

our stock of the necessaries of life, it is innocent, it

is useful, to cultivate a refined taste for the beauties

of Nature, i would here beg leave, respectfully to

recommend them to the attention of the people of

Delaware, as there, every facility is afforded them
for obtaining upon easy terms, a choice collection

of fruit ar.d ornamental trees, plants and seed of

e?ery kind, in great perfection.

Carrots.

In the garden of John Marsden, at Hornby Cas-
tle, near Lancaster, were taken up, last week, seve-

ral extraordinary carrots: one of them, which was
17 inches long, and lii inches in circumference, at

the thickest part, weighed 4 lb. 7 oz. Three others
were 20 inches long each, and weighed respectively

4 lb. 1 oz., 31b. 13 oz., and 3 lb. 8 oz. The roots

were fine, firm, and in every respect eligible for the

table. [Lane. Gaz.

Caterpillars.

A correspondent of the Newburyport Herald
slates, that he has completely destroyed the cater-
pillars on the trees in his garden by simply laying a
rag dipped in linseed or sperm oil, on the end of a
pole, and rubbing the nests with it.

RURAL ECONOmir.

To REMOVE FROM MlLK THE TASTE OF GaRLIC.

Mr. Skinner, Harford county, June 14, 182".

.Sir,—As I lately sat perusing the Monthly Ma-
gazine, my eye rested upon a subject which I

thought might not be uninteresting to some of your
numerous readers; and I now take the liberty of
sending it to you for insertion in your useful paper,
if you should think proper. It ran as follows:

"Jin easy method of removing the taste of garlic, or

of turnips, front milk, and thus preventing it in
butler.

"As the dairy is found of much importance to

the agricultural interests of this country, the follow-

ing is offered to the public through the medium of
your miscellany. The object of the present essay,
is to avoid an inconvenience to which our dairy is

subjected, and to convert it into an advantage. 'I'he

following plan is recommended, as a method of re-

moving the garlicky taste from milk, and producing
sweet good butter, in place of that which is gene-
rally considered so disagreeable.

"When the milk is new from the cow, pour one
quart of boiling water into every gallon of milk;
stir it through and put the whole into broad shallow
dishes, so that it will not be above two inches deep.
Let these dishes be placed on an open shelf, that
(he vapour may pass freely and entirely away.

—

When the milk has stood in this manner twelve
hours, it may be put into the churn altogether, or

only the cream, as may be most asreeable to the

taste or practice of the operator. Milk from cows
that have pastured on garlic, when managed in this

way, will be quite sweet. The plan here proposed
is founded on analogous experience.

"The feeding of cows on turnips communicates
a disagreeable odour and taste to the milk and but-

ter; but iu many parJs of Britain they make excel-

lent butter from turnip-fed cows, by a plan similar

to the foregoing The bad taste of the turnip con-

sists in some volatile substance which is evaporated

by the hot water. Garlic is much of the same na-

ture, but probably mor* volatile. Biscuit, baked from
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•nirUrUy Hour, lias no taste of garlic; Imt soft bread

or a pnddinu; of the same (lour, retains it strongly,

having both experienced an imperfect evaporation."

Slio'ild you think the above worth the insertion,

and wonld favour it with one, perhaps I might be

the means of giving instruction to some who may

profit by if. ^- ^

AMERICAN FARMER. [June 29, 1827.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.

We copy the following detailed account of a

meeting of the citizens of Ross county, Ohio, from

the Scioto Gazette:

In conformity with previous notice, a 1 irge and

respectable meeting of the citizens of Chilicothe,

and the county of Ross, was held at the court-

house on the 2d inst. for the purpose of taking into

consideration the propriety of adopting measures

for having continued the Railway through this

State, which the citizens of Maryland contemplate

erecting from the city of Baltimore to some point

on the Ohio river.

Anthony WalUc, Esq. having hcon appointed

chairman, and Isaac Curd, secretary, the following

preamble and resolutions were unanimously adopted:

Whereas the State of Maryland, by an act ol her

le"islature, passed during the last session, did in-

corporate a company, to construct a Rail-way from

ihc city of Baltimore to the Ohio river: and where-

as by a consenting act of the Virginia legislature,

the aforesaid company are permitted to terminate

said Rail-way on the Ohio river, within the terrilo

rial limits of that state. Provided that said termina-

tion shall not be made south of the mouth of the

Little Kenhawa river, and whereas, it is understood

by this meeting, to be the intention of Ihe Board of

Directors to terminate this Rail-way on the Ohio

river either at the Little Kenhawa, or between that

point and the mouth of the Muskin-uin river: and

whereas, the extension of this Rail-way ucst, through

the State of Ohio to the Great Miami Valley, would

o-reafly add to the wealth, population and commcr

cial importance of the city of Baltimore; to the

value of the stock of the Rail-road Company, and

to the accommodation of the agricultural, manufac-

turing and commercial interests of that portion of

the State of Ohio, through which this great aveiuii-

to the ocean would pass—by opening to it and

through it, a cheap, safe and speedy communication

with the middle and Atlantic cities; and in particu-

lar by throwing directly open to the city of Balti-

more, the trade of the fairest and most fertile, (and

which is destined, in time, to be) the richest and

most populous interior division of the western coun-

try.—Therefore,

Resolved, That the mouth of the Little Kenhawa
presents the most eligible point, in the judgment of

this meeting, for the contemplated Rail-way to ter-

minate, on the left bank of the Ohio.

Resolved, That the continuation of this great

avenue to the ocean, west, from the Ohio river,

through this State to the Great Miami Valley, and

ultimately from thence to the Valley of the Wabash,

and to the Mississippi itself, as the settlement, popu-

lation and trade of that rich and fertile region of

country shall justify such extension— is a policy

founded in the strongest and must powerful public

reasons, based upon the wisest aiul safest calcula-

tions of interest to the city of Baltimore, and sup

ported by the claims and considerations of one of

the richest and most fertile countries in the world.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting,

measures ought to be taken to represent to the

Board of Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail

road Company, the vast importance of extending

this Rail way, west, both to them and to us; and of

calling their immediate attention to a full considera-

tion of the subject.

Resolved, That for the purpose ol invitins the

attention of such of our sister towns, as are eqially

interested with us in promoting this great wo k of

internal improvement, and in procuring its e ten-

sion, west, from the Ohio river; that a correi )on

dence be immediately opened with them, iim [ing

their aid and co operation.

Resolved, That fur the purpose of carrying into

effect the objects of this meeting, that the nee ssa-

ry committees be appointed by nomination, or oher-

wise. ,

Whereupon the following gentlemen, viz: Vm.

Creighton, Jr. Duncan McArthur, Edv.ard ling,

Nath'aniel Sawyer, Joseph Sill, James T. Wort! ng

ton, and Dr. Isaac Curd, were appointed a contut

tee to correspond with the President and Direi ors

of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road Cumpanv for

the purpose of carrying into etTect the foreg ing

resolutions: and in aid of the same object, Roert

Kercheval, John Bailhache, James S. Swearit ;en,

B. G. Leonard, John McCoy, Wm. McCarroU and

Wm. Ross, were appointed a committee to co res-

pond with our sister towns, who may feel with js a

community of interests in relation to the mipo ;ant

object embraced in the aforesaid resolutions.

The following resolution was then adopted:

Resolved, That the above preamble and r« olu-

tions be inserted in the newspapers published il the

town of Chilicothe.

AN I'ilONY WALKE, Chairm i.

Isaac Cvb.i>, Secrelanj.

NEW RAIL-WAY CARRIAGE.
Stockbridge, Mass. June

Rail-road.—Among the useful improveme

Ihe mechanic arts, the one we are about to incntlpn,

invented by our respected townsman, Mr Riclkrd

P. Morgan, stands pre-eminent. It has been tayiy

to the luicid ot' the inijiiirer, the cultiv»tion of the
female mi»d ought to be co-extensive with that ol

the other sex. Here we know the upholders of
modern darkness will exclaim, "What! Latin and
Greek! Teach a lady Latin and Greek!" Nothing
disconcerted, however, by such exclamations, we
reply, yes—and Hebrew, too, if she chooses, and
modern languages, and the natural sciences, and
rhetoric, and the belles lettres, and whatever else

dd a single intellectual charm to beings on
whom the happiness of social ii/tercourse so mate-
rially de|)ends. There is no cause lor alarm on this

subject. Such an innovation carries with it nothing
unnatural or unreasonable. On the contrary, reason
and the spirit of the age imperiously demand it, and
sooner or later it must, unquestionably, be accom-
plished A century and a half ago, our ancestors,

in the most unbridled sketch of their imaginations,

could hardly have conceived of such an object as a
niadern ivell educated woman, scanty as her attain-

ments may be. But their notions were at war with
reason, and, accordingly, vve see they have been
exploded: nor less recreant are they to reason and
the spirit of this age. who rest satisfied with the

prevailing imperfect system, and despair of, or dis-

courage, still higher degrees of intellectual refine-

ment in that interesting sex.

We will now notice, particularly, some of the

most popular objections to the system which we
have been advocating. The most prominent of

these is, that most of the studies contemplated by
such a system would be of no practical beiiejit to

the female, in the afl'airs of life. We are lar from

despising the popular taste of utility, in estimating

the real value of these attainments. On the con-

trary, we believe it a very wise and sensible rule,

and so far from shrinkinj; from its application to

our subject, we are persuaded that, if its terms be

properly settled and understood, it will fully abide

this test. 'J"he rule, however, is rather vague in its

term; and when it is asked, of what use to a female
tested by actual experiment

This invention is an improved JiaiZifni/ CiH-rk^e

which so reduces the friction, that one ftor.ic 'way 1 i,, a liberal education? what good does it do? the

draw, w'xlb perfect ease, upon a level road .y/J/y (oiw. I praise meaning of these terms n-ust be settled.

—

Mr M. has proved this fact both upon a small mo- ]Sow,iii conteiiiplating man, and what is conducive

del, and upon a wagon capable of carrying the usual

weight of a common wagon, and if any advantage

was'had.it was in favour of Ih'- latter We believ.\, in

all the experiments made by Mr. Trcdguld. with th^^

pulley and weight, he never succeeded in moving

more than 150 lbs. with one pound. One pound at-

tached to this carriage, and suspended over a ptillej",

moved q<nc\i\y seven hundred pounds.

It will be exhibited in Boston. Friction is obvi.-vt-

ed at the axles, by means of four additional wheels;

which operate as rollers on the ground axle—the

friction wheels move one round, only, in going a

(juarler of a mile We have seen this invention in

operation, and fully believe that it will place Rail-

roads on a ground where canals can no longer come

in competition with them.

We conceive this to be one of the most important

improvements ever invented, and, we think it is not

too much lo say, will eventuallv supply the pl.ice

of steam, on level mads, in all countries; as the ex-

pense of this Rail-way Carriage is, comparatively

very small.

IiADZSS' S3S?AB.TSSXIIirT.

ON FEMALE EDUCATION.
(Concluded from p. 102.)

Cut it may be proper to state our views as to the

extent to which, in our opinion, female education

ought to be carried: and here we have to array

ourselves, at once, against all the prejudices of so

ciety on this subject; for we hesitate not to declare

our opinion, thut with the exception of a few stu

dies, such, for iiislan'e, as political economy, am
some others, which will readily suggest themselves

to his g<)od, «e must keep steadily in view the two
great dcjiartments of his nature; Ihe animal, and
the intelleoual. We must not divorce them. If

we do. and, more especi;illy, if, in so doing, we ad-

vance his animal above his intellectual capacities,

we commit a shameful mutilation. Compounded,
therefore, as man is of these two distinct natures,

it is evident that what may be good for one may be

bad for the other. Thus, the favourite indulgences

of the epicure may be grateful to his animal nature,

but they gradually subvert his intellect: and so

those pursuits which enable us to accumulate wealth

and place within our reach the whole circle of ani-

mal gratifications, leave no room for the improve-

ment and gratification of our intellectual capacities;

wiiich frequently, in the midst of material abun-

dance, go slinted and starving through life. Now,
if the idea of ^ond is to have relation, only, to

those things which go to feed and sustain our

perishable bodies, which make us rich, and place

us above animal want, then, unquestionably, the

whole round of literary tastes and attainments may
be considered the greatest curses which can befall

a human being; but we shall arrive at exactly the

conlr.-.ry conclusion, if we bear in mind Ihe intel-

lect of man, and the good, or rather, the sublime

and indescribable enjoyment which this, the most

dignified department of his nature, derives from

cullivution. On this point, we might appeal to the

consistency of our opponents. Would they be wil-

hng to expunge from the system of male education

allthose studies which are not pretended to be of

any use, or to do any good, in the narrower and re-

stricted, or rather, as we would prefer calling it, the

animal s.-nse of these terms? In the controversy,,

for example, which is now waging between what
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ma) be Icrmeil the old scliool, and certain new liglds

in literature, wlio, of late j'ears, have maintained

the heresy that the study of the dead languages,

even by the male sex, oiij^ht to be abolished, do the

former pretend to rest the argument on the mere
utility i>{ these lansuases. In the sense in ivhich

that time is applicable to reading, writins; and arlth

mi'tic? On the contrary, do they not rest the claims

of these languaijes solely on their tendency to im-

prove and Dcratily the taste and imagination? Why,
th*-!!, debar from the high privileges ol' a liberal

course of study, the softer sex, who are admitted

lo possess at least equally nice sensibilities, and na-

tures equally alive to every intellectual enjoyment,
oi> grounds which are wholly rejected when applied

to (lie male sex?

Another objection, frequently urged against a
course of liberal education in lemales, is, that in the

multiplicity of studies which enter into such a

course, thej' can find no time to devote to the most
important of all studies to a female, ihat of domes
tic econoniy. It is not our purpose to disturb that

wise distribution of duties and pursuits which socie-

ty h is established between the sexes. We are not

for converting the fair and delicate part of creation
into heroines and statesmen, or even into autiiorcss

es. He would certainly show himsell but an ciiui

vocal friend to their best interests, who would seek
to disqualify them for the peculiar duties of the do-
mestic circle, and to draw them out from that mo-
dest and unobtru>ive sphere of action, into the noisy
scenes of active lile; lo embroil them in the tur-

moils of business, or the jarring conflicts ol mascu
line ambition. On the contrary, it is at home that
wonaan is always the most lovely. That is her na-
tural and appropriate sphere; ard it is wide cnounh
for the exhibition of all her virtues, and the gratiti-

cation of all her tastes. Domestic economy is, un-
doubtedly, her peculiar department. II ignorant of
this, she may almost be said to know nothing; and
any system of female education, in which this ac-
complisbment should be neglected, ought to be le-
jetted as manifestly defective, but let us look a
little further into this objection, even admitting it

to be Weil founded in point ol fact. Domestic eco
Domy is to a woman, what the great business and
duty of life is to a man. Is'ow, by way ol another
appeal to the consistency of our ojiponfuts, we
Would ask them, do they reject the present system
of male education, because young men come out of
college, green in the ways of the w^rld, ufiacquaint-
ed with human nature, and but little qualified lo

enter imMiedialely on the great business of life:'

Such, unquestionably, is the fact; and so, to a cer-
tain exteni. it must ever continue. A knowledge ol

mankind, :< tact for business, can be acquired unlv
by experi--iice. Precisely so with lemales. Wc
cannot exiiect a young miss, of sixteen, to emerge
from boarding school an accomphbhed and tlinliy

hous.wife, and fully qualified to take the liead of a
domestic establishment. The evil appears to be
equally incipient to both sexe»; not so much ^row-
iois out of any particular systems of education, as
rcsulliiig from nature herself Vet this objection
is never urged against the proent course of male
education. If there is any diJlerence in the two
cases, it is, evidently, in f.ivour of Icmale edu-
cation: because, at school or at college there is

no professor who can teach young men human na-
ture. This is the acquisition of dear experience in
aflrr life; whereas, the priiici|)les and practices ol
fem.ile economy may be taught, very advantageous
ly, to the pupils of a female boarding school. Tiii.,

may constitute a regular part of their system of
Study: and, if we are not misinformed, it has alrea-
dy been elevated to that dignity in some of our
most celebrated female semina.ies. This last ob
jection, therefore, appears to be as unsubstantial as
the many other,, with which Ihe opponents of im
prorement endeavour to support their position. We

intended to have noticed a few more of these, but
have, already, far exceeded the limits which we
prescribed for this discussion.

In conclusion, notwithstanding our animadver-
sions on some of the remaining errors of societv on
this subject, yet, on the whole, justice constrains
us to acknowledge, in the present day, a considera-
ble relaxation of prejudice, which we cannot but
regard as a sure earnest of better things for the fu-
ture. That the spirit of modern improvement,
which appears, in its various objects, to aim at
scarce!) less than perfection, should, in this import-
ant pursuit, have entirely rested from its labours,
and ^etIled down contented with its present achieve-
men:s, would be as natural as it would be lamenta-
ble. We console ourselves that such is not the fact.We recognize a gradual improvement, but we have
to lament that it is by no means proportioned to the
intrinsic importance'of the subject itself, and much
less lo its relative importance, when compared with
the jiher great and leading interests of society,
which, in the present day, have been hurried foV-
«arii with such a rapid and almost incredible pace,
in the career of improvement. We hope some
abler advocate may awaken the public to the im-
porUince of this subjecl; and that the time is not
far di^iant when woman, already rich in so many
attractions, shall find the consummation of them all
in the due cultivation ol those intellectual gifts
which heaven has so bountifully bestowed upon
her.

THE MAID'S SOLILOQUY.
(,/J maiden alone—Milton in her hand. .S/te opens at

ll.t )Hisiage,-Hail wedded love! mysterious law. i^-C
She thai soliloijuises.)

It nmsl be so! Milton thou reasonest well;
Else whence this pleasing hope, this fond desire.
This longing after matrimony?
Or "hence this secret dread, this inward horror
Of dying unespoused? why shrinks the heart
Bvk on itself and startles at celibacv?
'Tis reason, faithful reason, stirs within us;
'Tis nature's self that points out an alliance.
And intimates a husband to the sex.
Marriage! thou pleasing, and yet anxious thought!
I'hro' what new and various changes must we pass!
The marriage slate in prospect lies before me.
But shadows, clouds and darkness rest upon it.

Here will 1 hold— If nature prompts the wish,—
And that she does is plain from all her works
Our duty, interest, pleasure bid, indulge it.

For the great end of nature's law is bliss,
lint yet— in wedlock—the woman must ober
I'm weary of these doubts, the priest shall end 'em
Nor rashly do I venture loss and gain,
Pleasure and bondage meet my thoughts at ouce.
I wed—my libeity is gone forever,
lint happiness itself from this secured!
Love iirst shall rccompeiice my loss,
.'iiid when my ch.irins -liall have faded,
.Mine eyes grow dim, and stature bent with years,
I hou virtuous friendship shall succeed to love;
I'hus pleased, I'll scorn infirmity and death,
llenewed successively in another's race.

A QUESTION.
I am constrain'd to plant a grove.
To entertain the maid I love;
This grove, she says, 1 must compose.
Of just nine trees in ten straight rows;
And threi in ev'ry row must place.
Or ne'er expect to see her face;
Hut if the grove in order rise,

I win the maid, a glorious prize.
Ye men of arts, with honour crown'd.
Lend me your aid to work the ground.
That this fantastic grove niav sharie
The blushes of this charming Maid.

SVOKTlNa OLIO.

TROTTING.
A bet of one thousand dollars, to trot against time-

was decided yesterday on the Trotting Course-
Long Island. The conditions of the bet were to
trot in harness fifleen miles within an hour, which
was performed by the Long-island horse n'hakbone,
in fifty -six minutes, notwithstanding the heaviness
of the course owing to the rain which fell the night
preceding and in the forenoon of Ihe day of the race.
I'he l-llh mile was accomplished in 3 minutes and
10 seconds, and the last, (15th mile,) in 3 minutes
and 5 seconds—and what is very remarkable, the
horse came in at the end of the race in gallant style,
not appearing mote distressed than the common run
of horses would in performing the same disLiiice at
the rale of eight miles the hour. The owner has
offered to trot him seventeen miles in an hour, for a
thousand dollars.

RACE—NO IIACE.
A match was to be trotted yesterday, near Bristol,

ly the Piiiladclpliia hoise Bull Culf.und the New-
York horse Rattler, for a [lurse of f.-iOOO—but the
New York owners withdrew their horse and gave
up the /oi/ei< of §5U0. [(/. S. Gar,

HU >TING.
There recently went out in Tuftonborough two

rival parties, fur the purpose of bunting, whose ob-
ject was both utility and amusement, and their ad-
ventures were crowned with brilliant success. They
started a little before sunrise, fifteen in each party,
with their guns, and returned about sunset, both
parties having killed 6il wild animals of different
kinds; among which .vere oiJS squirrels, and a large
number of crows and oilier animals hostile to the
coming fruits of the season. IJy the lovers of sport-
ing the day was passed in high glee, and both par-
ties separated amicably in the evening, proud of the
idea that they had rid the good farmer of a few of
his most tioublesome enemies.— [Dovfi-, .\'. H. Gaz.

nxxscBiiXiArysous.

COCKROACHES.
Mn. SKiNSF.n,

For the information of Mr. Simon Magwood, of
Charleston. South Carolina, who is a gre.it deal
plagued with the above vermin, and wishes to get
acquainted witii the plant Hellebore— I can inform
him, upon many liials, that it has very little or no
effect; but I can give him a better reinedv. Let
him go to a china store, and buy a few glazed deep
basins; out tiiem every evening close to the wall,
and the next morning Fie will find, lo his great asto
nishmcnl, what numbers have been caught.

AMERICAN ( HEESE.
From our correspondent at Philadelphia, we have

some accouat of the cheese market; and as a large
portion of our readers aie farmers, who depend
principally on the productions of their dairies for a
siipiily of their wants, we hasten to lay before them
such information as we possess. It appears Ihat

there was on hand, in Philadelphia market, on the
2d inst. from 400 to 500 ca,ka of old cheese, ave-
raging about 'iOO lbs.—in all say 7u,000 lbs. The
following are extracts:

I'hcre was rising of 50 casks sold at auclien
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yesterday, at from li to 6J cents per lb.—most of it

fron. <J to 24.

"We maile an estimate the other day, and found

that the enormous quantity of 200,000 lbs. of cheese

had perished in this market, the last year, by fire

and the heat of the season; 150,000 lbs. we can

reckon at twice—which ought to he stated, for the

purpose of showing that too much cheese is made.

150,000 lbs. has actually been destroyed by fire and

hot weather, and there is still an overplus of at least

65,000 lbs.

"This is only the state of our market; the other

markets. New York and Baltimore, have been glut-

ted all the year, and can tell of large quantities that

have perished besides."

200,000 lbs. of cheese comes to #20,000, at ten

cents a pound. The protecting duty, or duty on

foreign cheese, is 9 cents a pound.

The Pulse.

A case was lately admitted into St. Thomas's
Hosiital. London, which points out the necessity of

examining the pulse in both wrists. The patient

(a man) had received a severe contusion on the left

side of the abdomen. The surgeon finding the pulse

of the left wrist so small and weak as scarcely to be

distinguishable, supposed that an external bleeding

had taken place, and cordials were in consequence

freely exhibited to keep up the vita! functions. On
the following day, the left pulse was in the same
state, and observing symptoms indicative of increas-

ed action of the head, and fulness of the sangufTerons

system, he examined the pulse in (he right wrist,

^vhich he found to be full and beat with such force

that he lost no time, in abstracting blond. The left

pulse was not atTected by the lo§s ol' blood, and
continued very feeble when he had nearly recovered.

week, picking up, at fixed points, and stated tjnes,

a number of small articles, which are now, eithet not

cultivated, or are allowed to rot for want of demand?
"Every little makes a mickle," says Poor Bicbard.

Raspberries are selling in our market to dat for

twenty-five cents a quart, and apricots fori 18J

cents per dozen. Do the farmers on that shor^ for-

get that scarce one of them lives further rom
navigable water than many of our market gaiien-

ers—our vegetables come in to us by land, fr|m a

circuit of four or five miles—our best fresh butler is

sent in by land from farms 10 and even 15 biiles

distant— but the printer's boy is at our elbow and

we must despatch the suliject for the present! the

text will admit of amplification, let us onlyjadd,

that for $1000 a 10 horse steam engine can be had

at Pittsburg. For w hat sum could boats be built of

plain solid unornamented construction, admted

strictly to the purposes here hinted at? ProvidB the

facilities and cultivate the commodities, and the

boats themselves will soon become so many flo|iting

market wagons. The owners of them or hucl^ters

will buy, on all the tide waters, and sell in ourknar-

ket here, for an advance that will pay freight aid a

small commission. No state m the Union enjoysBuch

advantages, yet tione is so grievously depressed—at

a moment of more leisure we shall illustrate tas as-

sertion, and point out as well as we can, the cwses

of this depression. The better judgment andiupe-

rior sagacity of those to whom we address ourselves

will discover the remedy

—

IVill they apply itf

N. B. In the currency of this country, a groat is

valued as equal to one cent—which is" the nearest
calculation we can make; although 1-25, or one
twenty-fifth part more, 72 groats being equal 75cts.
The nett amount of sales mentioned in the within
letter, clear of all charges and deductions, will be
something like the following, viz:—41 lihds. Ken-
tucky, $3.81 per cwt.; 34 Maryland, $5.50 per cwt;
39 do. $7.18* per do.; 7 do. \ irginia, $5.25 per do.—as the charges upon the low qualities and the
high qualities are the same, except the commissions,
which I believe are rated per cent, upon the sales.

^mE
Baltimore, Frid.\y, June 29, 1827.

The Season asd the Crops.—There has not

been for many years past, a season so favourable as

this has been for crops of grain, grass, corn, tobac-

co, &c. and if the Farmer could have been favour-

ed for the next two weeks with a continuation of

the cool and clear weather, w liich prevailed for a

month past, his grain and grass crops might have

been saved in fine order; I ut we heartily regret

there is too much reason to apprehend, during the

harvest season a prevalence of damp sultry wea-

ther.—It was owing to weather during the last

year's harvest, like that which now threatens to

continue for some days that the grain was damag-
ed, and having been sown without sufficient exa-

mination of its condi^tion, caused the present crop,

of course, to be too tliiii; otherwise this would have

been the most abundant harvest which has been

known since 1316, especially on the Eastern Shore

of Maryland, where Ihc fly has been less injurious

than on this shore. The i^rain, so far, promises to

be excellent in weight and quality.

Ilcforring to the Eastern Shore, we cannot re-

frain from the expression of r('t!,rct, that our friends

in that quarter should avail themselves to such a

limited extent, of wtparaltded udvnntugts. Scarcely

a farmer is more than five niiles from the clean shore

of some deep and placid water course, that tempts

him to send a thousand "odds and ends," by a

safe unbroken navigation to a market of 80,000 dai-

ly consumers—yet the practice is to rely almost ex-

clusively on wheal and corn! Now, that the art of

applying steam to navigation has been so much snn-

plified and cheapened, would it not he easy to at

tach an engine of small |iowcr, to boats of plain

strong construction, which should sweep along the

shores of all their fine livers two or three times a

A FARM TO RENT.
To be rented, a Farm containing about sixty acres,

whereof twenty-five acres were set last spring in clo-
ver—and seven acres are getting readj to be put in
timothy; four miles from the cityt A person who can
'ome well recommended for good manageinent and so-
briety, will meet with good terms, and the stock, if re-
quired, will be found.

BAXiTXiaORZ: PRICES CTTRRSilfT.

^l^-VVe have been requested by a member of the

Conimiltee of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-Toad

Company, who lately visited Mauch Chunelt, to

state that there Is an error in the printed copy ot

their Report, whii-h represents (he chute at the ter-

mination of this road near to the Lehigh river B> be

700 yards long—the actual length being 700 /e«.

Those Editors who have copied the report, jyill

please correct this error.

f^Capt. M'Neal and Doctor Howard, detailed

by the War Department to assist In the necessary

surveys for the Rail-way to the Ohio, have arrived

in this city with a view to commence their labours.

The Directors of the company are pushing witli in-

dustry and the best judgment, every other measjre
necessary to the execution of the trust confided to

them. Iheir constituents may rely on their tuiivi-

ty, but they must not expect them to overlook the

homely old maxim

—

"Sure bind, sure find."

CORDAGE.
Mr. Ski.vner, Som/i Carolina, June 15, 1327.

It is said In Charleston, that the southern plant-

ers will find it difficult next year to obtain cordage

for their cotton. Sufficient is not likely to be had

from Kentucky, is there any way of accounting

for this circumstance? Not, surel}', in any deficien-

cy of duty on foreign hemp. Be pleased to no' ice

the fact. Yours, Sic. Ampiiicon.

Reported for llie Jlmerican Farmer, by Lewis Sutlon S( Co.

Tobacco.—Our tobacco market has met no percepti-
ble change since last week; a good deal has been sold

at our former quotations. The last few daj's we have
closed the sales ot twenty or thirty hogsheads from .St.

Mary's and Calvert counties—a part of H. Ljles', of
Calvert, are amongst the number, at §1.00 « 4.00. Bet-
ter qualities are better prices, inspected last week, at

the three btate warehouses, ending Saturday, 790 hhda.
—whole number inspected this year, 8i2ii hhds.

Seconds, as in quality, §2.50 a 6.00—common crop,

3.00 o 3.50—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—good red, 5.00 a

fj.00—Fine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a

10.UO—Yellow, 10.00 a 15.00—Fine Yeliow, 16.00 a

^.j.UO—Fine Virginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock,
3.50—Kentucky, fine, 4.00 a 5.50—do. for wrapping,
7.00 a 8.00.

Flour—Iloward-st. §5.00—City mills, standard, 4.62J
a 4.75—Susquehanna, §4.374 a 4.50—Corn Meal, per
barrel, 2.75 a i.Sli—Wheat, best white, .90 a 93

—

ordinary, good .85 a .90— inferior, .70 a 73

—

Corn. .44

a .43-RTii, .55 a .60—Oats, .41 a .43—White Beans,
1.25—Peas, .60—Clovlr seed, 4.00 a 4 50—Tijiotht,
3.00

—

Barley, 1.00

—

Flaxseed, .90

—

Cotton, Virginia,

9.00 11.00—North Carolina, 9.00 a 10.00—Louisiana,
ll.OOo 13.110—Upland, fair, 10.00 n 1 1.00—Wool, coun-
try, washed on the sheep's back, 18.00 a 22.00—mixt
do. 20.00 a 22.00—half blood, 24.00 a 26.00—three-
quarters, 2S.00 u 30.00—full blood, 30.00 a 35.00—Fish,
Herrings, No. I, p. bbl. 2.25 a 2.50—Shad, in good or-

der, 6.U0 a 7.00—Mackerel, 4.5u a 5.50 a 6.00—Bacon,
best hams, 9.00 a iO.uO—hog around, 6.00 a 6.00—coun-

try, 5.50

—

Whiskey, in hhds. .2'.'; in barrels SO.

—

Fea-
thers, .28 a .29

—

Live Stock, beef on hoof, 5.00 a 5.50

—Pork do. 4 a 4.50—Veal—3.00—Lambs, do. 1.60 a 2.00.

Tobacco iMarket at Bremen.

Extract of a letter from Balfour C. Bailey, merchant

of Bremen, to Lewis Sutton, of Baltimore, dated

.Vpn7 2S, 1,?27.

"Sir,—For three weeks past but little has been

transpiring in the article, and at this moment Mary-
land descriptions have depreciated fully 1 gts. per

lb. This decline is not attached to any particular

sort, as all kinds, w ithout exception, labour under a

depreciating Influence. Sales lor the week were at

auction, 41 hhds. Kentucky, at 6 13-lG; 34 do Ma
ryland,at 8 7-lb; 39 do. at 10 :}-16; and 7 do. Vir-

ginia, at 8 9-it; gts. per lb.—besides which, 20 hhds.

Maryland, and 15 do. Virginia, were sold privately.

The imports of all sorts this week are very exten-

sive, viz: 1335 lihds. and 40,000 lbs. stems, which
increases our stocks.'"
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AaRzcvXifUJks:.

(From the Massaeliu^etts Agricultural .loiiriial,)

ON THE COMPARATIVt: VALUE OF OXEN
AND HOUSES

FOR AGKICULPURAL LABOUas.

This Is a subject wliicli has already occupied

nianv pa^-ies of our journal, but not in any degree

in proportion to its vital importance. Tlie increase

of manufactures produces an increase of llie use of

horse labour, and threatens a change in our habits

and usages—a chanse which we think would be

most disastrous. Whether the recent projects of

canals, sonic of which we apprehend, from what
we know of this part of our couiitr3" would be much
better on paper than on terra firma, will efi'ect any
change in this respect, we cannot say; but tins we
must believe, that New England, the whole of it, is

deeply interested in preferring the ox to the horse,

as an animal for labour. It is pretty well known
that horses arc chictly employed in cullivatioii in

England; but there have been alivays sensible men
in that country, so crowded with population—so

destitute of extensive pastures, and therefore less

adapted to grazing, (except their sheep walks,) who
have in all ages protested against cultivation by
horses.

Recently the question has been agitated in Ma-
ryland, with some zeal on both sides, and we have
thought we could not render a more acceptable ser-

vice to our readei's, than by giving them the argu-
ments of distinguished cultivators in England on
(his subject: nut that they are new to us, but
the coincidence of opinion will have its deserved
weight.

The principal argument of the advocates foi' cul-

tivation by horses, in Maryland seems to be the su
perior speed of the horse. Now this must proceed
from an imperiect training of the cattle. VVith us,

our cattle will plough an acre of ground much bet
ter, and in as short a time as a pair of horses woi'Jd

do it, unless they can trot their horses in the plo'gh.

So they will get in a ton of hay in as short a'ime.

On this topic we beg to introduce some e.tracts

from English and Scotch writers, where alUhe pre-

judices are in favour of horses.

"Fcv\ subjects have, of late years, moe exercis-

ed the ingenuity of theoristSj and the atention of

farmers, than the question concerning tin superiori-

ty of o.ien to horses. The use of Ihfse animals,

even under many impediments, has beei persevered

in for many ages, and will continue ir ever' coun-
try where a breed of cattle exists which art active

of themselves, and of a form and size well olculat-

cd for labour. And in the ancient law won, dono-
niinated Flcla, (which is supposed to hcVe been
written about the lime of Henry I.) we h.ve indu-

bitable evidence, not only that oxen were nen com-
monly used for the purposes of husbands, but also

of their superiority over horses. The author ol

that work slates, 1st, that two oxen andtivo horses
will plough as much in one day as four lirses; 2dly,
that in heavy land, oxen made a stronj^r draught;'
3dly, that a horse requires the sixl part of a
bushel of oats per diem, whereas, for a^vhole week,
three one half measures of oats (ten owhich make
a bushel,) are sufficient for an ox; s'ly, that an
old horse is of no value except for 1» skin; while
an ox, after being past labour, wiUjfield a good
price when fattened.!

"Equally strenuous in favour of 'ese animals is

the author of the -Boke of Husbancy.' Judge Fitz

in every place: whereas the husbandman hath se-
vera pastures to put his o.xen .n,„h,:.„ they come
Iro their wariie; there the ox-plonghe is bpfler For
an oxe may not endure his warke, to labour alldaye,and than to be put to the commons, or before
the herdraan, and to he sette in a foulde al nvahte
w.tuout meate. But and he he put in a -ood pas
ture all nyghle,he will labour much of alfthe dive
daycly. J

•.\nd oxen wyl plowe in lough clay and upon
bylly ground, whereas horses wyl stand slyll And
W'hireas is now suerall pastures, there the horse-
plo>re IS better, for the horses may be teddered or
tyed, upon leys, balkes, or hades, whereas oxen mav
not be kep(; and it is not used to tedder them, butm lew places. And horses wyl go lastor than oxen
on even grounde or lighte grounde, and bo nuicker
for carriage; but they be fane more costlv to kone
in umter, for they must have bothe lieyand corn
to eate, and strawe for litter; they must be well
sho.de on all foure fete; and the grr. that they
sha I drawe with is more cosily t[„ui for the oxen,
and shorler whylc it will last. And oxen wyll eal
but straw and a lyttel hey, the whiche is nol half
the coste, that the horses must have, and thev have
no shoes as the horses have.' [But Ihe i.raclice is
no-.v changed as to this point, and th^shoeing of
oxen, though essentially necessary, Ts inllmlelv
che-iper than that required for horses.] 'And if anv
sorihce come to the horse, or wa.xe old, broysed
or ijlynde, than he is lyttle worthe; and if an» sor'
ance come to an oxe, or he waxe olde, broysed, or
blyude, he will sell for ii s. and than he is manne's
meate, and as good or better than ever he ivas —
And the horse, when he dyelh, is but caryen And
therelore, meseemeth, all thinges considered, the
p oughe ol oxen is much more profitable than the
pluiiglie ol horses.'*

For the length of this extract from the learned
ju.ge, (who was himself a practical husbandman
aid consequently has here given the result of manvyc^rs experience,) ite excellence, we trust, ,vij| bn i
.^ulficient apology; as when taken in connexion with
the account oJ f leta, it will present a strikin- re
cord, or document, of the superior utility of oxen
over horses In order, however, that this impor-
tant subject may be placed in as clear a point ol
view as possible, we shall proceed to contrast the
respective services of the two animals, supporlin-
our remarks o„ modem data; though, probably, some
ol the preceding strictures may seem to renderhem unnecessary. And. when it is considered,
lliat oxen, lit lor grazing, are now of rare occur-
rence, It becomes daily a question of greater mo-
ment, particularly as it respects the suppiv of our
navy. ' ' •'

^
1. With regard to their original price, or cost.

The prime cost of an ox, upon an average, is at
least one half less than the price of a horsef hence
It is obvinus that an ox of the value of H. or 8/ will
perlorm the same quantity of work as a horse w.-rlh
i-il. or 10/. This IS a circumstance of no small im-
portance to a young farmer, to whom labourin<' cat-
tle are the most expensive part of his stock,°is he
can thus he enabled to branch out his capital into
various useful channels.

2. fVith respect to labour.

By well known means the nature of the hull is
tamed; and, when properly broken, the ox becomes
as tractable, and may be trained to the plough or
to draught as easily as horses. Of this we have
numerous instances. Messrs. Culleys, of the coun-
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"""' allotted work ornl.iii.l,;,, ,• „

' "'

dung, &c. m an respiels tr':;7f rrl,^"'

K::Ss;rie?h7^',^tftj'v-v^^
Radliurne,inDeri;^h':!,£b;d':^.i«^^
^uiU three oxen, as his neighbours d,d wi'h four orfive horses; feeding them in summer with grassand in winter with straw, when moderately workedor, when much worked, with hay or turnip Thelate right honourable Edmund Burke, at Im Groundnear Beaconsheld, in the county of Buck ploughed one acre per diem with jL- oxen, , bile liisneighbours performed the san>e work wi h an l,ua<number ol horses.

""'
In ploughing and rolling, oxen are extremely use-ful. Horses are better in harrows, from their quickstep by vvhich the pulverization of the soil is ac^cele

i-atcd: m harvest, likewise, when expedition is neces-

uif-land however, oxen are better in thl p|„u°h.cir motion being more steady than that of i,or"e'the flag ,s less broken in turning over, which s agreat advantage. For short carriages „s in cirfing dung, turnips. &c. the advantage of u. in" oxenmu.st be very great; and they may%ccasio mlly b"used in the plough, when the horses are seifforlime, or to markct.f
For the two following facts, which evince the ....

pcnority of oxen, even under circumstances un'fa-
^ourable to these animals, we are indebted to thnt
enlightened agricultunst, Lord Somerville.t of whoa

meillion.
' "^

o<=«^ion to make honourabll

ciHu' ^W ^^''^.T'^"^'
'" '^O''- »• 'he Dublin So-

ciety, hs lordship was informed, by a sr.ecfator of

"rcd'lW^.r''^""^'""'
-veral ploughs were en

te edlor the prizes given; and, to the surprise ofeveiy one the oxen beat the horses in speed; theywere worked in pa rs only, without drivefs. Thesianimals, he stales, were not selected from the

o! .lat'T^ult'ry.'"'"''*
for labour, but from the oxeo

Of the succeeding instance. Lord S. was himselfan eye-witness^
I"

.^1^^' ' 803, a meeting wa he Jat Burnham VVyck ,n the county of Essex, to aw^ dthree prizes, which were given for the be t plou'h

"inch rr °/ '"'^r^'
'^'""'-''^^ started, three^ol«l ch were each worked by three pair of oxenwithout drivers. These aninials wori bed on tl eestate, and of a sort which are deemed by no meanswell adapted to labour; the horse plou^^hs were

lucked tea,ns. The diflerence of lim^ in^iniJ^^fng
the work allotted was, to the best of his lordship'f
remembrance, about twelve or fourteen minu esbetween the average of the horse and ox teams; so
hat, supposing tbem to he an hour and an half
origer in flicir day's work, the difference in thelime of rest will be. if any thing, in favour of the
oxen; because animals which perspire by the tongue
do not require the dressing and attention demanded
^Tu *^ M^"'" P."sP'>-ation escapes by the skin.
Ihe lollouing IS his lordship's method of work-

ing oxen: the animals are broken in at three years
old, Iheir first half year's work being easy. At si^
years old they are sold to graziers, and in eiKht
months (hey come to Smithfield good beef In The
intervening period his work is done at the rate of
about eighty acres of tillage to four oxen; and his
twelve oxen, exclusive of his three-years old steer.,,
.vill work thirty acres of land per leeek, when not
.employed in carrying lime or manure, which is ten

..ic auiiiui Ol (lie -DOKe Ol iiusuanty. >'uuge riiz "• -"uo uisiances. messrs. Uulleys, of the coun-
Lerh.rt, who lived in the time of enry VlH. 'It Mi "f Northumberland, employ 150 oxen in the
is to be known,' says he, -whether belter a plough Miaught, which pract.ce they have followed, with
of horses, or a plough of oxen.'"! therein me- U''«at success, for more than thirty years. The ani-
seemeth ought to be mad^ a d''n<"(ion For in ""'' are used singly in carts, and two in a ploughsomme places a horse plough is b,'er; that is to say, "'"• cords, without a driver; and thus they perform'

* "Boke of Husbandry," p. 78. Edit. n67.
* Fleta, lib. ii. c. 73, s. 2.
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t Ibid. s. 3,

The Genlleman Farmer," p. 30, 5th edit. 1802; aa
interesting and practical work on husbandry, to which

(altT"
^°'^ ^""^ °'" "'6 following hints and

t Sir John Sinclair's Account of the Systems of Hus-
bau.lry in ^colland, vol. i. p. 123, which contains nume-
rous iiaportant tacts relative to the working of oxen.

{ Farmer's Magazine," vol. iv. p. 343.
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acres f»?r ifffk !or eacu lour oieo, o; i.re^^.r^i-.

each pair; ihit is, two acres pa- *eDi lor focr c^»s

ia tbe%^eek. for each team of foar. a^.o^m? them

two renin- JaT=. Thu5 their dailv liboir u com-

pleted in ^eTen hours and a half, wi.i-h jiTes them

liiteea hours for rest Lord S. remarKS. *at il

Ihev were aUowed corn, they wouM probably do

more work; and. if they did less, be would not em-

pioT them at alL He allows one horse for ererv

100 acres of land, for extra work, and no larger

namber. .

Li»tlT Before we conclude the present contra^,

as it respects laboyr. we would observe, that oxen

are preferable to horses for sUady draJght.as they

uaifonuiT pull to iheir strength without vanauon:

whereas'the last meoiioned animals are apt to st^

oa encounterinsthe s.igbtest resistancr. And ihough

it is objected thai csen are unfit for driujht m moun-

Uicoos siluatioDS, yet. let it be recoie-tel. that un-

der «ach circumstances, no drmsht fa . u-tU be mat,

and that the desceadics of steep hiils '=, in aU re-

spects, as danseroQS to horses as to oxen, 'd ^id-

diuon to the ficts akeadr sUted, it may be added,

ihat norwilhstandins oien hare less air and spint

than a horse, their motion b not laatenally slower,

and as the Uboars of bosbandry are regular and

pro=-ressive. the step of these animals wiU be found

litUe inferior to that of the horse. They are, in

deed, reputed to be less expeditious lor sallopu?

or trottiiir- tut repeated instances bive occurred,

where Susses oxen hare fcealot horses at the t'»>'^

in the deepest claY", and the Herefirdsnire breed

is admitted to be superior to any other :n long jour-

nevs. for conrevinschalt, or other h?2»y sutj^tan

ces. orer a hUk and fiiniv country r:ad In the

north of England, we uaderstand tlia; it :s not an

iicfrequeiit occurrence, to ste a light os sadoleu.

and briskly trotting: alone the rcaa. o^^Jient to his

hier's TOKe: the Devonshire cattie iiso wait with

oDCommon speed; and. if four or Dve hors^ can

tiU 100 acres of land, the same work might doubt-

5e» be equally «el! v<rrotii.f:A iy a si»aar o.im-

ber of tiie-Devooshire or Herefordsbire breeds. pro

Tided tbcT were lr-«..ned and led -*iih a special view

to tfted, wiA the same care as hoRes.

S. Camf^^icc expaue (f luep and gimeral tccin^t.

I. Oxen are easily sop- 1. Horses leqiire to be

ported, daring the sere- fed wiui toy, oits, or

ritv of winter. o& straw,

turnips, and other vege-

tables, of which a parti-

cular detail «i!l be giv-

en, m^Va, chapter 3, sec.

2. Besides, as rumi-

nating animals possess

stronger digestive or-

gans, every thing capa-

ble of affording nourish-

ment is extracted from

their food.

2. Every day that oxen 2. Ahorse mot cnly re-

are empl ./yed, they earn quires BOre s'able at

more than their keep;

while, if property fed,

they will require do

other care.

Ei;re thaji 0'jtnper.§-it-

ed the cost of keeping

them, they are in prime

order for fattening; and,

when fit for sale, pro-

duce to their owner a

handsome sum. varying

indeed accordmg to the

state of the markets,

but ultimately bringing

him a considerable clear

profit. The same event

will follow, if, through

accident, the beast is

lamed, or rendered un-

fit for work.

kind.

Another advantage arising from the fc

oxen preferably to horses wUl be, the in

of a more lenient conduct towards those usefi

mal?; and, as has been judiciously obseryi

proportion as ox teams are used, they certa

minish animal suffering; for no man »viil w<

ox team so hard, or feed it so inadequately, as

teams are sometimes worked and supported,

'h leaves ioivaras the roots of the plant; lor if we
,e an incision, as instructed by Bell in the Man-
ner Memoirs, -d vol; more of the succus pro-

. - flows from the side of the wound which is

next to the leaves and branches, than from the

are other side. When. to. a ligature surrounds a plant,

swelling appears above, but not below the liga-

to I ture.

The air vessels, or Irachecc, are formed of thin,

narrow plates, spirally contorted. They run in a

Ta- longitudinal direction, occupying every part of the

plant except the bark. By stripping a youns branch

or of its bark, and then drawing the two extremities

di- of the bough in opposite directions, the spiral ap-

pearance of these vessels is immediately seen.

—

fbrfu to f'^'ir goiribs.
j

From a supposition that they contained air only,

and at length boJme these vessels have derived their name. But the re-

food for doss, theirtide :
searches of Reichel and Hedwig have discovered

onlv being" in aaifde- that they serve for the conveyance of certain juices

gree serviceable tl>Aan a^ well as air.

glanders. I-
cankers, and _

diseases too r.

to be here s

from all which o:

exempted, these

mals being sobj

few dbeases,

scouring, or

that reduces

lue:^ while horses

bv sudden illni

lameness, speedil

minished in valoi

The medullary vessels are merely the cells con-
stituting the nuduUa. ot pith, which u.ay be assimi-

lated to the te!a etUuiaa of i.nimals. These me-
dullary vessels are never assembled in bundles. Ex-
cept in elder and a few other plants, the pith is

in small quantity, and its vessels pass off hori-

zontally, like diverging rays, from the centre to-

wards the circumference of toe plant. In monc-co-

If tyledonous plants, according to Desfontaines, they

with the view of gratifving a false v.nity. ft ]

do not form diverging rays; the pi.h is far more

Tht foUmting eomparatite statement of the *9P>^
of keepir.z- maaagemaJ, fye. <f hants onrfScen.

i^iU probaUy dmddaU the faeb cboee atteafU to

be brought togetber. T

beans, articles which

can only he purchased

at a heavj expense.

—

The digestwe powers of

a horse are weak, so

that, upon an avenige,

two-thids more are ne-

cessary forhim than are

req'iired by an ox, in

order to afford the same
nourishment

UOKSE.

Prime cost of a

horse at 4 years

old, loO

Reep, shoeing,

attendance, Stc
tiT t^n years,

at iOL per ann. 300

Deduct the value

of skin and car-

rion,

Totol cost

horse.

Ditto of ox.

ox.

Prime cost of - '.

ox at 3 ve;:;

old.
'

i.20

Keep, Sic. for ten

years, at \0L
per aoDum

Deduct the value

of fat.

of
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In this epidermis Saussure has poioted out a

variety of orjar.s to which hp !ia« ;iven the name

of glands i'hese irunda ire reipcctivfly encom-

passed by =. iOiM ve>sei. Sausi-Jre has abo IraeoJ

a fiae and delicate vessel ninnia? from the extremi-

ty of the stand, and commiinicatins; »TiiJi ils cir

cumambient vessel. Benewlh the b^rk of the leaf

we observe a beaaliful flexas of vessels connected

with the elands and their circumambient vessels

This network is the reU eorlicis of M. De ijius'tire

Under the cirtical net »vc discover the paa-tnehyma

of the leaf, Ihroujh which vessels are di-tnbuled.

No sooner has ihe sap arrived at the leaves than

a sreat part of it is thrown off by transpiration. Dr.

Hales found thAt a cabbage transaiitled daily a

quantitv of moisture equal to about one half ils

weight He also found that traospir^.ticn was pro-

portional to the surface of the iea\es,and that il

almost ceased when the plant was stripped of ils

leaves. From the further researches of Dr. Hales,

and those of other inquirers into nature, it is now
established, that

—

Transpiration is.e«E/en'ip<iriiuj,always in propor-

tion to the surface of the leaves.

It is diminished by cold and rain, and promoted

by heat
It is very much advanced by the sun, and macb

diminished by bis absence.

It is altvars greater during the day than dorias

(he night
Il is more considerable as the plant is more vi-

gorous.

Transpiration is performed chiefly by the upper
surfaces of leaves, and may be nearly stopped by

anointing the superior surface with oil.

That the leaves of plants absorb moisture is evi-

dent from the effect which the fall of dew, the de-

scent of gentle showers, and even a little humidity

have in giving vigour to their vegetation and re-

cruiting their strength. M. Bonnet has shewn thai

leaves live for weeks when one of their surfaces is

applied to water, and that they not only vegetate

ff carbonic acid gas; that tue leaves ab»>ri> ear
bonic acid gas, decon^pose it, rr tiin the carboo ard
give oat the oiy^en.

This decomposiuon of carbonic arid hv (be leaves
Uk»s place only in plants when cs'.-t-»''*o :he lisiil
of Jay. Light, then, acts as a c -. d--
"^O'.iiii-ing the water and carbon: 1 bv
the (.i-ir.;. Such decomposition ?' - .,.'0v-

ed to t.,kc place in the pirenchym.T o: '..-. I^i!; and
fngenhour, findiug no oxysen emitted whea the pe-
culiar slructure of tiie leaf is destroyed, but that (he
prcjcrty of giving out oxygen continued when thai
!-(r -ctiire remained. Las deioonstrated that Uie de-
co:;j>o-ition is performed by peculiar organs.

Leures, we find, absorb also oivgen jas. Plants
W.J n.jt vegetate unless oxygen sa» or atmospheric
air have access lo their leaves. This u uth is amply
estabhshed by lagenhour, who I'ouad that plants
we.re killed by bydrojen. azote and carbocic acid
ia-. unless mixed with atmospheric air or oxvgen
gas. He also found that plants flourished in oirv-
sTc 1 ;hs and in atmospheric air. This absorption of
osigcn is carried on during the night Thus we Lave
seen that the leaves of plants perform at different
limes different operations. la (he day they are emit-
ting oxygen and absorbing carbonic acid gas: in the
niiai they are absorbing oxygen and exhaling car-
bo.-.ic acid gas» By this rontinual emission of oxv-
gen in the day, nature's God, who doth "the ravens
fe.rJ. yea, providently caters for the sparrow."* in
ce;=anlly repairs Ihe loss which b sustained bv res-
p.r?.!ion and combustion, fermentation and put'refac-
li.3. The plant absorbs carbonic acid and exhales
oivgen. JJan, on (he contrary, is vivified by vi(al

al- L.r.d emi(s carbonic acid. The animal and ve-
g^:ao!e kingdoms, then, toil for each other, and by
Liis truly admirable reciprocity of service, is alwav's

f reserved (hat equilibrium which reigns throughout
'lie cjnslituent principles of the atmosphere.

Plants, vegetating in the dark, exhibit a blanch-
.M appearance; but when exposed to the li^t.
Ley are robed in green. Unaided by the inflj

12J

lever, is, tiiat wfc..

'-• circle aiid cveainaihr
h we departed. Wh»t

.:^ food into nqlriment.^
pniinple of hfe in the beio^.

ji>scrve :a Ihe pr-jduct,

j

art a design, i ::.-.-»-'•'' — •--•. - - i -., .:---^ -' -•'.-.

j

in .'iit'ire ne &:-• -^r i-.

jandwhitererg.fi we i:^- r

I

the worts ofrr . -.::'-.v -;

I we .Tju^t be b

ret'jro lo (be
,

I
p-Dwer, for exi

iish^ll be loki, !u

:
But what supports the life or power? The fowl

;

ivhich Ihe being receives. ^VIl»ace cocaes vegeia-
\
We e-.»rtfa? From (be decav of plants. Wbeace

;
planU? Pram vegetable earth. Plants grow from

j

seedi Whence come seeds? Tbpy are the pro-
I duce of plants.

I As a veget^S-. 'h»-i. \- !n-ir->!e of locomotion,
it must . he narrow eofB-

I pass 01 -. every tbiD^ae-
!
cessary . - .ent of plants b

.
derived froc tl; i.r ;:.i .*.>.L Tl.e celebrated ex-

I

periment of Van Helmont cieariy derooostraies that
(he earth merely serves to coc.ey Ihe proper qnan-

I

lily of water necessary for the future growth of the
' plant Let cs assume, for the sake of arguiaeot,
' tb.1t plants extract tbeir COTstilJjent priseiples from
the earth. 'Wbj, let me -isk. do we observe difier-

j
ent principles in vegetables growing npito the same

;
soil? In what rcanaer are we (o" aceoant for the

I

growth of platts in p-ire water excl;jsive!y? 'WTit

I

do parasitical pla.-.ts possess properties' different
from those vegetables on which they graw? And

themselves, but even imbibe enough of wa*er to ence of this lumiooas fluid, the vegetable world
support the vegetation of a whole branch »nd (he

leaves appertaining (« it. The power of mbibing

mois(ure be found to be very different o the two

surfaces of the leaf. According to Bonnet, (his pro-

perly of imbibing moislure almos( es-lusively be-

longs to the pagiiut superior of trees a>d shrubs

would no longer present (hose beautiful shades with
which it is enriched. No more would bloom the
polyanthus of unnumbered dyes, nor ia the tuli'i

race would beauty play her idle freaks. To the in*^

flaeiice of light, vegetables are indebted not oslv
for (heir colour, but also for their odour, their taste.

Thus we see that absorption is lerformed by their combu5tit)ility. their maturity, and the resi
very different organs from those whch emit mois- nous principle which they contain. Hence in south
ture; for these organs lie on differait sides of tLe em climates, where the light is more pare, more
leaf.

I

constant, more intense, aromatic substances, resins.
For the discovery that leaves ha-e tVe property I and volatile oi!«, are always to be found.t

of absorbing carbonic acid gas from .he atmosphere.
]

"L'orgcuiisation. It sriitimeat, U mtoueemieat sptm-
we are indeb(ed to Dr. Priestley, reho* name re

j

tani, la tie n'triileni qua la ^ifaee de la Irrrt and
fleets such lustre upon his country, and fills so large I <<aiu lei lieux exposes a la lumiere On dirvU que la
a space in the literary world. This gas. as we learr.

|

Fable du Flainbeau de Promilhfe elcit texmcssion
from Sau.--sare, is essential to vegetatiin; for plants

j

dwae verite phtloaophique qui u'avoii point iekappi
will not continue to grow in air^otall deprived c:

|

aax aneieiit. Saiu 1m btmiift Im natwrt eioit sans tie,
carbonic acid gas.

{
efie HoU morte and iitauatee.- un Ditu bietrfmiaaat'.

That oxygen gas is emitted by .he leaves oi'emapportaitt la Luatiertjartpaiuhi svlatHrfaetde
planu. we also derive from (he eel brated Priest-

:

la Terre torganitatUm^ le seMtimaU and la pensee."
ley; but for the explanation of this ic(, we arc in

j Lavoisie«.
deb(ed to Sennebier. Finding that r) air is emitter ', We will now point our attention to those cirtrum-
by leaves plunged into water prerio-sly boiled; \u^\ • stances which are to be considered as the food of
water impregnated with the great?st quantity c

|

plants. This may appear a sort of retrograde, or
carbonic acid gas. afforded most ai'. that no osy^p-

,
unnatural movement, (he progress of a plant bein'

is yielded by water totally destitut<of this gas; th^t already traced lo its frucufica'tion. The fact, how'
the quantity of oxygen emitted i proportional i

thai of the carbonic acid gas co<ained in the

ter; that the property of yielcng oxygen wi'h

leaver, IS gr dually lost by watepmpregnated wi'ri

carbonic acid gas; (hat wiienevr this happens, ail

the carbonic acid gas has disapeared; and undir.i

also that the property of emit*ig oiys^n was re

stored by adding more carborc acid gas—Scene
bier, from this concatenation t facts, has drawn the
legitimate coocli.-ion. that th oxygen gas emittec
by the leaves of plants, depdds upon t£e presence

•Shakspeare's '-As you Like it
"

t "The siories of the .American Flora.'" savs Pjoker-
too, in terms eijually ete^iant and correct, "the priories
of the .American Fiora are principally ciMB'^ed to FiiTi-
ni* and the southern stales. U is here that thv unfad-
ing ver.i;re of the wide savajinas, ihe s.,ie[no uia^aifi-
cence oi" ibe priaieval forests, and ihe wild exuberance
of the steaming swamps, offer to the astupisnej admi-
ratioo of the tratanist. every tfair,g that bv c ur, bv
fragrance, and bv form, can delist ihe seases and fix
the attenUon." S« Pinbrltms Gtcgrmpif.

]

10 what manner are we to explain the vegetitioa

^

o! lichees and mosses upon naked rocks and stones?

I

The experiment of Tan Helmont, lo which I have
;

alluded, is this: a willow of a certain weight was
i

planted in an earthen vessel, containing a detenni-

I

nate quantity of soil This wi!!r.v, for the space of

I

five years, he watered with distili-d water. At the
I end o( that period, having weighed the willow, he
' found it to have received a very considerable aag-
mentation of weight, and the ei.f^h to have lost hot

. little. Heace the conclusion is irresistible, that it

I

was the water and cot the earth which served for

I

the nutritioa of the pl.tnt The rapid and wide-

I

spread advances, which have of late years been
I

made in the science of chemistry, read-Iy explain ia

I
what manner water serves as an alimenta.-v princi-

I pie of vegetables. We now know that tiie above
I

fluid, formerly ranked with air among the four ele-

j

menls of nature, is componnded of oxvgen and bv-

I

drogeo; or, in other words, (hat water Is'an oxide of
hydrogen. This compound body, then, suffers a de-
composition, when absorbed by the ves^taWe; the
hydrogen becoming a principle of the vegetable,
while the oxygen is partly thrown off by the vital

forces, and partly applied to the production of ve-
getable acids. Hence the acalvsis of a plant vielos
hydrogen as (be most abundant eiemeat of its pro-
ducts. MociUge, oils and resias are principallf
eomposed of hydrogen; and in pbnts sabsisUng on
water and air, there is no source from which it can
be dratvD except from the deccmposilioo of the
water.

The utility of the soil, then, consists principally
in affording a snpport to the growing vegetable, and
in conveyiog water to it more or less pure. "£&
«« rest pms pUar says ChapUl. -que It pUeemta, qn
par haneme ne fimnit rial aim tie de tEmfamt, mmit
f«d prepare tt diipatt le an? dt la mere a drmur
Me nnrritmrt tamitmiUe; tUe me tesi pat pha qm
let rftwrr nm wii i qme la Mlnr a plaeis dms k
eerpt de Pltomate pom- cmuartr les diitntf kmrnrun
et les lirrtr am bttoiAJ^

The earthy and saTine particles, ocrasaoBaHj
found in Ihe analysis of plants, seem not to be pe-
culiar to their compositioo; as there are p.'ints in

which we scjurely discover anv. and others again

wbich contain a great qmotitv of them. By (be

analysis of the Bysna Periza. and several other

crypiogamic plants, particularly of Ibe g^nvs af

^
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,ili-s, are mucilage, or fi,um, lecula, saccliarine mat

ter, gluten, albumen, fixed oil, volalile oil, camphor,

,.; I' 1 , „<. finH ii in orpat iiioDoilion*— wax, resin, extract, caoutchouc, acids, tanin.colojjr-

Cham > »/^^flns, ^^e find U m ^reat V"P;""0'__,.,
| ,^^ '^^^^^^^^ ^,^j ,.^,^^^^,^ ,,^^^ -p,,^ ultimate |e-

FdHoi.we llnd DO e;uth in their mixlure; while m

Hiitmwn Cnsla Caslrensis, JScckera Veidroulcs and

Earths cin obtain their admission into plants only

in a stale of solution, or at least suspended in water

in a state of division as minute as if they had really

been dissolved.

For the fixed alkalies afforded by plants, we hnd

it ditiicult to account, as their conslitiunt principles

haie hitherto eluded the grasp of analysis. Kirwan

regards them as formed by the elaboration o( the

vceetable powers.
. ,. ,i, a

From the experiments of Ruckert, in Crell s An

.nts of these diflerent substances are carbon, oky-

^en and hydrogen. From the proportional difference

of these three principles, proceed the variety of ve-

getable products; plants always yielding in the final

stage of their analysis, carbonic acid and water

Plants, however, are not destined to perpetial

life. We read, as it were, a law, imprinted injn-

tclligible characters on the face of all matejial

things, that they shall be subject to continial

...;7oT nSs'T'rrr haV rntV'v ,^ The withering grass which whistles on

Se when ^own^' ear^ -ilh the defenceless bank, the deciduous leaves wMch

^ S^gl^led with carbonic acid g.s; and the strevv .he sylvan wa. ' e flowe^ uxur.ance of t^e

observation of Sennebifer, that plants thus watered

with carbonic acid, transpire a much greater quan

tity of oxygen, places it beyond the reach ol doubt

that the carbonic acid undergoes a decomposition,

thou»h so dilficult to be accomplished by art, and

that it is from this source that the carbonaceous

matter of the vegetable is derived. Hence we are

justified in regarding as an alimentary principle ol

vegetables, the carbonic acid dispersed in the at-

mosphere,! and from its superior gravity descend-

ing to the earth. It is certainly the only clear foun-

tain from which can be drawn the carbon of vege-

tables growing in air and water.

Dr. Percival, of Manchester, and RucUert, have

established by their experiments, that carbonic acid

gas imbibed by the roots of plants promotes their

vegetation. Kirwan thinks that, by acting as a sti-

mulant, it assists the decomposition of water. The

carbonic acid of the atmosphere may, then, be ab-

sorbed not onlv by the leaves of vegetables, but

also be conveyed with the water absorbed by their

roots.
,

We have thus seen that water, more or less im-

pregnated with matter from the soil, is taken up by

the "roots; that carbonic acid is received immediate-

ly from the atmosphere, or from the docomposition

of the matters contained in the earth; that from the

commhture of these substances is formed the sap,

the nature of which is changed by the elaboration

of the vegetable.

Vegetables, then, as subservient to the formation

of their chemical products, perform the functions

of absorption, perspiration, respiiuiion and secre

lion. The first is carried on by vessels arising Irom

the root, bark and leaves. The second is princi

pally performed by the leaves. The third is exem-

plified in the emission of oxygen and absorption of

carbonic acid by the leaves when exposed to the

li'dit. The function of secretion, by which the ve

gclable products are chiefly formed, is supposed to

be conducted in the utricles, already described.

According to Dr. Darwin, in the leaves of plants

a circulation is performed. Through the centre of

the leaf, from the base to the apex, we know that a

large vessel shapes its course, which deals out

braliches that extend to very minute ramifications,

freely anastomosing with each other. Dr. Darwin

ingeniously supposes this large vessel to convey sap,

and that it discharges the function of a pulmonary

artery, by distributing the fluid over an extensive

surface exposed to the atmosphere. From its ex-

tremities, the fluid, changed in its composition, re-

turns by vessels running along the Inferior surface,

and these, conjoining at the foot-stalk, pass perhaps

to the utricles, or to other parts ol' the plant.

The products, or proximate principles of vegeta-

mead which sooner or later droops and fades. All

announce the instability of their nature; all pro-

claim that they are doomed to decay.

So it is with man, that proud lord of the creation,

and with those monuments by him erected to stretch

beyond the narrow span of his own existence.

Plants, in their decline and fall, sink to vegetable

dust; but their seeds, bearing in them a principieof

life, are evolved in the general wreck by the very

principles which produce it; and thus, as one gene-

ration nits away, another springs into view.

With man, the great drama of life is continually

advancing. Age pursues the footsteps of age, and

generation succeeds to generation. Our ancestors

have walked the path, which their fathers had trac-

ed before them; we have moved into their room,

and now supply their places We ourselves must

resign to the advent of another race; vvho, in their

turn, are also doomed to pass away, and give room

to a new succession. Limits, however, are set to

time, and all things will finally be as if they ha^

never been.

"The cloud-cnpt towers, the gorgeous palaces,

Tlie solemn temples, the great globe itself,

Yea, all which it Inherit, shall dissolve,

And, like the baseless fabric of a vision.

Leave not a wreck behind." SuAusrEAR

• Sec Von Uslar on Plants—Kirwan on Manures.

t According to Dr. Hope, the atmosphere is composed

of 22 parts of oxygen, 77 parts of azote or nitrogen,

and one part of carbonic add. Chemists are at this mo-

ment disputin,^ whether the carbonic acid forms an es-

senliaJ ingredient, or whether it bo adventitious. Doctor

Hope adopts the latter opinion.

PRESERVATION OF CORN.

To Farmers.—A writer in one of the Dover pa-

pers stales, that previous to planting his corn last

year, he soaked it as he supposed in a solution of

nitre, but found when most of the seed was in the

ground, that through mistake he had use glaubcr

'salts. He planted four acres; the seed for two of

hich was in its natural state; that for the other

two was soaked in water in which was dissolved one

pound of the salts. Discovering his mistake, he of

course felt a degree of anxiety as to the succisi of

his crop- The result was, that the seed that was

thus soaked came up three or four days belorc the

other, and was not injured by birds or worms, while

one half of the hills on the other two acres required

to be planted a second time. He then made seve-

ral expeiiments. Some corn which had been thus

leached Was thrown to a hen, which made seven

teen unsuccessful efforts to swallow it. When mix-

ed with other corn and exposed where the worms,

quirrels, and birds could have access to it, he

found that it remained untouched, wliile that

hich had not been thus prepared, w.is invariably

destroyed.

THE PLOUGH.
This instrument has held the first place among

the implements of agriculture in all ages. Noah cul-

tivated the vine and made wine immediately alti>r

the flood, but it is supposed that grain was first cul-

tivated on the banks of the Nile, in Egypt The.

invention of the plough must have been nearly co-

eval with the raising of gram. "The first plough,"

says John, in his bibhcal ArchaEology, "was no

thing more than the stout limb of a tree, from which

projected anolner shortened and pointed limb. The
iurther end of the long branch was fastened to the

yoke, and a handle was added by which the plough
might be guided." Mr. Loudon says the plough
originally used was of the pick kind, and he gives

a figure of one on an ancient medal dug up at Sy-
racuse, which resembles a pick-axe. The letter 'A.

(alpha) is supposed to have its shape from the
plough; in the most ancient form of the Greek A.
one branch (the beam) is twice as long as the other
(the share.) Another ancient plough figure by Mr.
Loudon is in the form of a sharp toed-boot; the
holder (a female) has one hand on the top of the
boot and a beam is inserted a httle above the in-

step. The instrument, now used for ploughing by
the nations of the east, is similar to those of the an-
cients. Mr. Loudon remarks, that the state of agri-
culture and other arts, and of machinery, in the

eastern countries was not materially diflerent in the
time of Moses, 3400 years ago, from what it is in

the same countries at the present day. In Persia
the lower part of the plough is a long wedge shap-
ed thing, and the beam and handle are inserted in

the tup of this block; in some districts the driver

stands on the wedge or shares. In Hindostan
the ploughs are of the thick shape and are but

little better than pointed sticks. The figures of
some of them resemble the brush scythe of the

American farmer, the blade being used for a share,

and the handle for a beam—they are guided by a
piece of wood attached to the beam near the share.

riie Hindoo ploughs merely scratch the earth, and
to accomplish the work of pulverization, the plough
repeats the operation from five to fifteen times.

—

The Chinese ploughs are simple, and some of them
are drawn by women.
The ancient Greek plough, described by HesioJ,

consisted of three parts—a long block sharpened at

the point; a draught pole attached obliquely to the

upper part of the block, and extending to the yoke;

and a plough tail to direct the implement, fastened

in like manner, and extending back. A plough ofa
Wimili^r construction is now used in Sicily. The
1 plough of the modern Greeks has a crooked share

I

shaped ll{e the claw of an anchor; it is only a con-
tinuation if the sloping handle, which is large and
strong. Tie most ancient plough used by the Ro-'

mans, was o\the simplest form. In the days of Vir-

gil this impKment had become more complicated
and etlicient.rrhey had ploughs with and without
aiould-boards;\ with and without coulters; with and
without whee^; with broad and narrow pointed

shares. The t»am was lastened to the yoke, like

our cart-pole. The Romans did not plough their

lands in he<s or|ridges, as we do; but the cattle al-

ways return in the same furrow. The plough com-
monly used \iad no mould-board, and this may be
remarked olllie ploughs of most ancient, and some
modern natiqis.

CORSXCUXiTUKS.

(Frin the Philadelphia Album.)

ON THH CULTIVATION OF SILK.

By Doctor Mn T. Sharpless, of Philadelphia.

included from p. 1 17.)

Mr. E. C. GeVt, of Albany, in a letter to me on
the subject, last Rummer, considers the drill from
the seed ur cultin* decidedly the best. They must
be kept under conjant irrigation, and if light, black,

sandy mould, calid heath soil, could be procured

for a manure, thi production of tne best leaves

would be almost iWitable. The slips should be

about a foot and a Mf in length, and put down late

in the fall after the sound has been deeply dug and

manured. \

The tree is soraetitl^s allowed to grow to its full

size of 15 or iO feet. lost of the worms ever rais-
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ed near this city, depended on such lor Mourisliment,

and they appeared to thrive well. No doubt, there-

fore, can exist as to the quality of the food; but the

object to be attained is to procure the largest quan-

tity possihle, from a given portion of ground. To
institute, therefore, a comparison, is the best me-

thod to decide on each .system. ^^^. Genet says,

"one twentieth of an acre, planted with bushes not

more than three years old, will sup|)ly 100,000

worms, and will produce 30 pounds of silk; and if a

whole acre be so planted, the product uillbeCOO

pounds, equal to 2,000,000 of animals. Forty thou-

sand worms will consume one thousand pounds of

leaves, cafily supplied by fifty grown, or two hun

dred small trees, of two or three years old, and will

produce twelve pounds of dr:iwn silk." Mr. Genet

continues, "from ray experience, mulberry trees,

trimmed down every year near to the ground, will

yield more than if placed in order to grow to their

full size. The most correct calculation is, that fifty

trees of twenty -five or thirty years old will support

40,000 worms, and will yield but S or 10 pounds ol

silk; whilst 100 trees, which occupy one acre of

ground, can jiroduce but 20 pounds." Mr. Filch

says, "one acre of full grown trees, set a rod and a

haif apart, will produce forty pounds of spuu silk
"

The necessity of engrafting also becomes an inte-

resting question. Count Dondola considers the wild

or uneiigrafted tree as bearing the most nutritious

food; but he has not tested the matter completely,

as almost all the trees in his country are engrafted;

the artificial branches are also much shorter lived

than the natural.

The same writer says, the older a natural tree

becomes, the more it improves; the leaves being
smaller, and the worms eating it with more avidity.

He proceeds, "a wild tree that will yield 30 pounds
of leaves, will aflbrd a larger quantity of better

silk, than a grafted tree that will bear 50 pounds.

Fourteen and a half pounds of teild leaves, weijjh

ed, when just gathered, without assorting, will pro-

duce a pound and a half of cocoons; whils< 204 lbs.

of engrafted is required. Seven and a 'lalf pounds
of cocoons, fed on the wild tree, will ^ive fourteen

ounces avoirdupoise of exceedingly fice silk, and the

same quantity from the cultivated tiee will give but

eleven ounces." He does not spe?k particularly of

trimming the bushes down in the sarubbery system,

but it is presumable he means so by mentioning

trees that afford but thirty pourds of leaves, and
also remarks that, "21000 pounts of leaves, which
will nett 1500 pounds of cocoons, can be given by

732 trees, which can be rai^d on 2928 squaie feet

«f land, allowing four square feft for each."

From all that has been said, it would appear that

the bushes planted in rows, and kept to the height

of five or six feet, grafted or unengrafted, are the

best csleulated to yield the largest quantity of the

best silk.

For further information on the mulberry, see La
liaison Rvstique; Technical Refository; Millar's
Gardener^s Dictionary; Horticultiral Transactions;
L'judon's Gardening; Manuel du Jardinicr, (,-c. S,-<:-

To proceed with the manufacture of silk. After
the thread has been reeled and dried, it is thromted
or trtisted. The object of this operation is, to more
completely unite the diffeient fibres of which it is

composed; being flat, or nearly so, on the reel.

Many very complicated machines have been iii-

yented for this purpose; but as it is impossible in a
mere essay to go into a detail of every manipiiia-
tion on this or any other section of the subj. c', I

shall confine myself to an outline. It is first uoand
from the skein on to bobbins or spools; then by an
arrangement somewhat similar to the spool of a
spinning wheel with a flyer, which is rapidlv turned
by mjchinery, it is again unwound info a skein, re-
ceiving a twist to the right or left hand, and of
greater or lesser tightness, according to the fabric
^mended. It is som'etimes left with this twist alone,

to be manufactured; hut when a strong thread is

required, two threads thus twisted arc placed toge-

ther and turned in the contrary direction, producing
a thread like a rope. This double or even treble

threail is principally used as the warp of stufls,

whilst stocking silk is only yarn.

It is now boiled in soft water, with a quantity of
fine soap, say twenty or thirty pounds, according to

the lightness of the colour intended for the dye, to

the one hundred poun<ls of silk. The gum is thus
dissolved; the fibres are almost incorporated with
each other; the thread becomes much larger, softer

and more pliable, whilst it loses nearly one-fourth

of its weight. The silk is then hccllcd, or washed
and beaten, to remove all the soap, as that sub
stance, however small the quantity, prevents the

eflfect of the dyeing material. If the silk is to re-

main white, this operation is repealed three times,

but with a less quantity of soap. It is then exposed
to the fumes of sulphur, and subjected to other pro-

cesses, according to the i)urity of the colour intend-

ed. As the use of the soap has in some instances in-

jured the lustre of the thread, it has been proposed
to use a weak solution of an alkali, as soda; but it

does not dissolve the gum, which is necessary to

enable the dye to take effect.

Some kinds of silks are dyed in the thread, and
others in the stuff, but the same principle holds

good both in the practice and in the theory. The
most rational explanation of the application of dyes.

is. that an actual chemical connexion takes place

between the colouring matter and the fibre, by the

intervention of a third substance, called ?i. mordant.

These arc salts of various kindsj which are different

according to the colour.

The most common mordant is alum, which is

made into a strong solution, and the silk, when to

be alurned, is dipped in it cold. Salts of tin are

sometimes used.

As it would be useless to enter minutely into the
manipulation of dyeing in this essay, I will merely
give a general idea of the substances employed, and
refer the more particular inquirer to Cooper on
Dyeing; Macquer's Art de la Teinture en Sole;
Berthollet's Elemens de I'Art de la Teinlure; Ban-
croft on Colours; Bergman on the Art of Dyeing,
Stc. &c.
To produce the variety of red tints, cochineal,

Brazil wood, madder, &c. are employed; but the
first is most generally used, as giving the finest and
most durable colour. The different shades are pro-
duced by adding galls, copperas, &c. to the dyeing
mixtures.

For blue, indigo is preferred; though logwood and
Prussian blue are used. With indigo, no mordant
is required. The blue vat, which is a mixture of
indigo, potass, madder, bran, &.c. being sufficient.

For purple, or violet, a rsd is added to the blue
ground.

For gi-een, a yellovv is added to the blue ground,
or substances to produce both tints are used toge-
ther, as weld and logwood; and for yellow alone,
weld, turmeric, fustic, &c.
For black, alum is never employed. The princi-

ple consists in adding a quantity of galls or sumac,
to solutions of iron and its compounds, as copperas,
which act on each other as in the productioi of
ink. A black may be produced by boiling the silk

in a decoction of walnut rinds, ithcn passing it

through a strong dye of logwood; and lastly, if a

good black be desired, it is dipped into a mixture
of gall, copperas, and gum Arabic. The gum is

afterwards washed out, and the air perfects the co
lour.*

*I before mentioned that boiling diminished the
weight of silk by depriving it of its gum, but dyeing
increases its weight in a great degree, in black, parti-
cularly when the galls are Used; from four to fix ounces
are added to the pound of silk.

Someliiiies i( is required to discharge colours and
introduce nciv ones. 'Ihe principle con,-.i<ls in re-

moving the mordmt, and the colour will naturally

escape. If this has been an alkali, as tartar or
alum, a weak solulion of an acid, as oil of vitriol,

will neutralize it; but if a solulion of tin has been
used, an alkali is required. It may then be bleach-

ed. If, however, the colour cannot be removed, it

may be changed into a daiker or mixed tint, of
which the original colour is a constituent.

The silk is now prepared for the loom, which pro-

cess is varied to suit the article. It is first warped,
or the chain is laid parallel, and equally tight, and
then placed in the loom, after which the mechanical
operation is like (hat in cotton or wool. One thing

is necessary to be known, that the dressing com-
monly given to the other substances always injures

silk. Alter weaving, the pressing and other prepa-
rations must vary, according to the fabric.

iiNzzsKDJAZi xivzp£(.ovs:sa:£:2)7x.

(From the National Intelligencer.)

ABSTRACT OF A PLAN OF A RAILriOAD,
Peculiarlij adapted to facilitate the ojierations of the

mail,tvilh an estimate of the cost of one betwi.en Hic

Cilij of lyashinglon and the City ofJS'ew Orleans,

in a letterfrom Robekt Mills, £;iigmfcr and Ar-
chitect, to the Post Master General of the UniUd
litates.

Dear Sm, Columbia, S. C. December IC, 1S;:6.

I have file pleasure to acknowledge the receipt of

your favour of the Ith instant, covering the inl'or-

mation requested of your Depaitmenf, and. accord-

ing to promise, transmit you the enclosed paper, on
Ihe subject of a railroad peculiarly adapted for fa-

cilitating the transportation of the mail; and rest un-

der the hope that it will meet with your favourable

consideration and approval.

Very respectfully, dear sir, I salute you,

ROBERT MILLS.
John McLean, Esa.

Postmaster General of the U. States,

City of VVashiiigtoili

The Poslmnsler Gewral of the U. Stales:

Sir—The subject to which 1 would now fake the
liberty of calling your attention, is one in which the
department over which you preside is particularly
interested, and, from this circumstance, every part
of the union—I allude to the operations of the
Mail, in its safe and rapid transmission from place
to place.

From the nature of my professional pursuits, I

have had frequent opportunities of noticing the
moiltis operandi in transmitting the mall, the delays

to which it is subject, and its unavoidable exposure
to the hand of the depredator.
The importance of rectifying these defects bas

often been acknowledged, and various plans sug-
gested to eflect it; but, as fhei all required, as a
prerequisife, the construction of good firm roads,
insuperable difiicullies, on tlie ground of expense,
intervened to cause them to be laid aside. Besides,
were even such roads constructed, they would still

be defcclii'c. as little increase of speed, beyond what
is nuiv obt.-.ined, would result from them. But the
eslablislinient ofa permanent road to New Orleans,

from IheCily of Wa.-hington, will probably never
be realized, at least in our day, the expense of such
a road being beyond any available means in ihe

hands of Ihe Uovernnient; the inquiry therefore is,

what practicable plan of road can be devised,

suitable lor the transportation of tlie Mail, ami
which will ensure safely, with the degree ofdespatch
necessary for the occasion?

I'lie safe and rapid conveyance of the public mail
is of the utmost moment to ihe public interests; for

so t.-nall a maltcr (abstraclly considered; tliere is
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not a more no-.cprfu] :!s;eiiU (hoii^Ii its operations

;ire silent ;:nd unnliliuslve, its inliuenccs are widely 1

Iclt, aiul tend most pffecluaily lo secure tlie liberty

iiul li;;|)pines'. of tlie country, by bccomin;; the me-

dium of intelligence to the «lioIe community.
Viewed in tliis interesting Ii;;bt, no altenlion tbat

can be liestowod upon it, or expense incurred to im-

prove its powers of locomotion, (ifwe may so speak.)

ought to be considered too great, or beyond its

deserts.

Rail-roads :i\[ c unqueslionably the most efiicient,

economical, and practicable mode of accomplish-

ing flic object of our inquiry. Carriages moving
upon a road of this kind, bear the nearest analogy

to a body impelled on the smooth surface of ice,

where the velocity given by a small power is im-

mense; what the rails want in smoothness being

compensated for by the use of the w/iecJs.

The r.Tpid increase of these roads in Englanil,

leads us to anlicipale their early adoption into the

United Siatc-s. and truly there is no country in the

'vorld ivliere their introduction ivould be attended

with such incalculable and increasing advantages

as in this. Such is the enterprising spirit of our

citizens, that it would create little surprise, if, in

less than ten years, we should witness roads of this

description traversing our hills, climbing our moun-
tains, and bringing in the wealth of the west, to

reward the industry of liiose cities, on the eastern

side of the mountains, which shall have effected

these splendid works Happy is it for our country

that this system of improvement has been so early

substituted fur that of canals. What an honour will

redound to that city which shall first accomplish the

great work of throwing a chain of connection like

this, between the east and west! Kvery city on
this side of the Allegany mountains can now by this

means partake of the commerce of the western
world; and, truly, the trade of this region will prove
more than enough to satisfy all.

I-et us now proceed to examine that peculiar

form of rail-way which adapts itself so well (both

on account of its ccimomy and aipucity to admit of

great speed in travelling; for the transportation ot

the Mail.

This rail-way di.Ters entirely from those common-
ly used. It consists of a single in place of a double

rail, raised at least 3 feet above the ground, and
supported by pillars or posts placed at an average

distance of about 9 feet, if of iron, and 15 feet if of

wood. The carriage (supported by two wheels,)

consists of two receptacles, or boxes, suspended
on each side of the rail by an iron or wood frame;

the wheels (about .SO inches in diameter) are placed

in the same line on the rail, the face of the rims

made concave and fitted to the convex surface of

the rail; the centre of gravity of the carriage, whe-
ther loaded or empty, is so far below the upper
edge of the rail, that the receptacles hang in equi-

lilirium, (though provision is made to obviate any
ilifficulty that may arise on this head) and will bear

a considerable inequality of load without any incon

veniencc, even two to one, owing to the little change
of fulcrum, from the breadth of the rail, which is

about four inches.

This rail-way is subject to less lateral friction

than even the edge rails, and, being raised higher
above the ground, is not so liable to be covered with

dust, or any extraneous matter likely to affect the

motion of the carriages. Its advantages are great

in another way: for, where the surface of the coun-
try undulates considerably, a railway of this kmd
may be made without cutting to level the surface,

except so far as is necessary to make a path that a

horse can travel in; (provided horse-power is to be
used.) When horses are employed, a track rope is

required, which enables them lo draw without ma-
terial alteration of the angle of draught, while the
weight of the rope serves as a spring to regulate the
variable exertions of the horse.

The annexed drawing exhibits a view of this road-
way with its carriage in operation.

4th. The lime now employed in conveying the mail
from Washington to New Orleans, compared with
the time it would take to transport it on the rail-

riiad. And 5t!i, The revenue which this road could
lie made to yield.

;

FIRST,—THE PLAN.

Many circumstances combine lo point out the
ppiliency of forming this rail-way of wood. The
an ofils construction is favourable to its preserva-

tion from decay, its economy is evident, and it is

easily kept in repair at a very (rifling expense. We
will take if for granted, that our rail-way would be
constructed of wood.

SECOND.—THE EXPENSE.

The timber necessary for the rails, supports,

and braces, will cost on an average per mile,

about |),400 00
Prepaiing and putting up (he same, 400 00
Opening and making up the track road, 200 00
Contingent expenses for tunnels, bridges, &C.300 00

Cost of one mile of this road, f 1300 00
If the top of the woroden rail is cased with

iron, (where the wheels of the carriage

run,) then add 900 00

The small force necessary to propel a carriage on
this rail-way, would enable a man alone to do it, and
with great ease to himself, as he might work the
wheels in a manner similar to one rowing a boat:

(the power of a man being as 1 to 6 of that of a
horse, he could move near 4000 pounds.) It has
been remarked by an eminent entcineer in England,
(Mr. Tredgold) that this single rail-way will be
found, by far, superior to any other for the convey-
ance of the mails, and those light carriages of which
speed is (he principle object; because if is evident
(hat a road (or such carriages must be raised so as
(o remove the possibility of overrunning people, or
dashing against other vehicles. Carriages running
smoothly and rapidly with a small moving power,
cannot be checked suddenly, and they admit of no
change of direction; but were a rail-way elevated
eight or ten feet above the common road, (hese ac-
cidents could not take place, except through neg-
lect; (he passengers would not be raised much
higher than the top of a common coach, and in a
suspended carriage, which conld not possibly over-
tnrn.

A road of this kind would be more free from in-

terruptions (ban any o(her, and a velocity sufficient

for any useful purpose, may be obtained at a small

expense of power. As to the circumstance of the

single rail dividing (he carriage into two parts, that

would most likely be esteemed a recommendation.
Several of (hese rail-ways are now in successful

operation in England. Their economy of con6(ruc

(ion, and capacity for (ransporting heavy burthens,

are such, (hat li((le doub( cxis(3 that they will

come into extensive use as roads of business, also.

The calculations made in relation to the effect pro-

duced on these roads, compared with (hat on double

rail ways, go to prove that the single rail way w'lW

carry most weight, in proportion to the number of

wheels employed.
We will now proceed (o consider briefly

—

1st. The most economical mode of constructing

(his road. 2d. The expense of i(s execudon per

mile, and cost of one upon this plan from Wash-
ington to New Orleans. 3d. The expense now in-

curred in transporting the mail, compared with

what it would be subject to oa the plan proposed.

Cost of one mile of road with iron edge, $2,200 00

New Orleans is distant from Washington, in the

nearest line which this road would run, about 1050
miles.

Then 1050 miles x $1,300 00 #i],365,000 00
And 1050 miles x f2,200 00 $-,!,3lO,000 00

So (hat (he (otal cost of this rail-road of wood en-

tire, from Washington to New Orleans, would be
but §i,j65,000; and with an iron edge laid on the

wooden rail, (for the wheels to run on,) §2,310,000.

THIRD.—COST OF TRANSPORTATION.

The cost of transporting a daily mail from the

City of Washington to New Orleans, is

71010 about §96,000 00
To transport a daily mail between these

two places tn the proposed rail-road,

will (as we skall prove hereafter) cost

the Governmeat nothing. 00

Difference, #96.000 00

We will now shiw in what manner the mail may
be carried /ice of etpense to (he Government.
The annual expenses of a stage coach and team

of four horses, amount to $800. The work perform-
ed by this (earn (the space travelled over) never ex-
ceeds 25 miles a daj It, therefore, would require

at least thirty horses to supply 100 miles of road
where a daily mail is carried.

Now, on (he rsil vvay, for the same distance, (he

number of horses need never exceed four, (nay,

we have already shewn (hat horses might be dis-

pensed with altogether on this road, and (he dri-

ver be consdtuted the moving power of the car-

riage.)

But we will take it for granted that horse power
is used to propel (he carriages; the expense, then,

that mail contractors would incur, in a distance, say

of 100 miles of this road, will no( exceed four dol-

lars; now o?ic passenger, at only four cents per mile,

would pay (his sum. Bu( the travelling on a road

of this nature, will, in time, be very considerable:

allowing now, however, only 10 or 12 passengers to

be the average number daily, (which is certainly a

small average,) the profits of the contractor for 100

miles of road, would then amount to the enormous

sum of 16,000 dollars annually. The presumption

is rather that the contractor will be required to pay

a toll, in proportion to the number of passengers he

carries on this road, for the privilege of using it;

(this we shall notice hereafter.) When horses are

used on a rail-road, and great speed is required, it is
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important to be well acquainted with the natural

powers of these animals, under different circumstan-

ces of velocity; let us, theiel'orc, take a brief review,

of this part of the subject.

The average power of a horse unloaded is equal to

250 pounds; the maximum of useful ell'ect is, how-
ever, only half of this, or 1-25 pounds. A Rood horse

unloaded, cannot, without injury to himself, travel

more than 6 hours a day, at the rale of G miles an

hour; consequently, 3 miles per hour must be Ihr

velocity corresponding to the maximum of etfect,

when the time of labour is (j hours. In the ratio of

increase of speed, must, then, always be the reduc-

tion oi lime of working—if the hours are lengthened,

the velocity must be reduced in proportion.

The annexed table exhibits the ratio of this graduation.

"When the duration of , . i„
, |„ ,

labcuri. Ih.2b.j3h.
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"Whilst Spring »vas oladclenins all (lie skies.

Mid blooming fioue.rs and sunny weather,

Death came to tlicni, in gentlest guise,

And smote them, in his love, together

In concert thus they lived and died.

And still lie slunibcrin;; side by side.

J)}anh'2',i^2':. Alakic A. Watts.

QVOB.TXTS& OZiIO.

[^ In an cnrly subsequent number we shall take

a more critical notice of the •Shkoteu's MaM'ai-,"

iust published by Csrcy, l>ea & Carey, of Phdadel

phia. From this excellent Manual we have only

loom now for tlic following:]

GUNPOWDER.
Who was the inventor, and when the discovery of

o-un-powd<r was made, are both matters of greal

uncevtainfv and dispute.—Schwartz, by many, has

ijecn supposed to have discovered this composi-

tion, in the early part of the fourteenth century, and

the treat probability is, that he was the first Euro-

pean who acquired the art; there can be but little

Iloubt, that it was used in the East Indies, many

('enturies before it was known in Europe. 1 he

sportsman has, however, but little to do with the

history; and (hose who are anxious to be better in-

Ibrmcd on liie subject, are referred to Bishop VV at-

Mon'^ Chemical Essays, and Dr. Rces' Encyclops-

.lia; in both of which the subject is treated scienti-

fically and historically.
, r •

t>portiiig powder, is said to be composed of six

parts of nitre, one of sulphur, and one of charcoal.

These proportions are varied by different manufac-

turers, and sometimes o.lher ingredients are intro-

»liiced. Eveiy manufacturer has his own particular

method, both 'as to the proportion of ingredients,

and the manner of compounding them. I owder

will always lose its strength, when suflered to be-

come damp, and this will account lor powder vary-

in" so much as it frequently does. 1 have used

powder, on a fine day, that was excellent, and on

usin-- the same in a lew days after, have lound it

almost worthless, in consequence ol having been

in the interim, improperly left in a damp place, li

vowder, well dried, be left for a few hours in a damp

situation, it will be found to increase m weight, Irom

absorbing the moisture of the surrounding atmos-

phere For this reason, powder should be kept in

ti.e driest situation; and 1 would recommend the

chooter, always to dry it before he goes out: this

can be done bv exposing it for a few mmutes

to the sun, or by spreadin- it on a warm plate; by

so doing, the increase of strength will be astonish-

ing It often happens, that the ii.anuiacturer is cen-

sured, when the negligence of the shooter is the

only cause of deficiency in the powder. Powder

also loses its strength by age, particularly so, if the

canister be not occasionally shook. Philosophers

have not, as yet, been able to explain satisfactorily

the principle'on which powder propels the charge,

for it is not certain that it dges not act in every di-

rection alike, though some detonating powders act

only in one direction, it has been supposed, that a

fluid of an elastic nature, is generated at the ex-

plosion, by which the shot is driven out of the bar-

rel; other hypothesis have been advanced on the

sul'i'-ct, none of which are necessary to be discuss

ed in a work of this kind—we are well ascertained

ol the etiect, and the cause, we must leave with

those who have leisure and ability for philosophical

investigation

Powder to be good, should be quick, strong, free

from iinpuriiy.and not liable to attract moisture

from the atuiospbere. The general method of try-

ing the purity of powder, is by burning it on clean

wLii. iJ.u'i'i; iwo ur three small heaps are made,

near eacfa oiher, and one of them is fired: if the

smoke rises perpendicularly and there be no fecu-

lent matter left on the paper, nor the other heaps

lired, it is considered as evidence that the ingredi-

ents have been of a good quality and well com-

pounded. If, however, the other heaps are fired,

the paper burnt, or a dirty residuum left, it may be

supposed that the nitre was impure, that the char-

coal was not completely pulverized, or the whole of

them were not well incorporated together. It is re-

markable that powder will vary in its proof at dil-

fercnt times of the day, and from what cau>e we

know net, in truth, notwithstanding it has been in

use for four hundred years, we are still but partial-

ly acquainted with the nature and properties ol tiiis

article. Several methods of proving, or trying the

strength of powder, have been adopted; but with

the exception, perhaps, of Mr. Dupont's Kprovette;

none of them can be relied on for much accuracy,

when used for fine powder. The mortar is very

uncerLiin, and the spring eprovette is worse than

useless, and should be abolished.

EASTMANS PA I ENJ' CYLINDRICAL
STRAW CUTTER.

As tliese machines have become so well known and
approved of by gentlemen in tlie southern states, who
have the greatest interest in the economy of their fo-

rage, and where this machine has been in use for seve-
ral years to the entire satisfaction of all who have used
them, and as it may be more convenient for many gen-
tlemen to procure them from the city of New York
than from Baliimore, the proprietor and subs'-ribcr has
thought proper to constitute and appoint Messrs. Barr
& Auchincloss, JNo 1 SO Pearl street, city of New York,
his agents, who will keep them constantly on hand, and
where gentlemen may be supplied by calling. The sub-
scriber can say, with confidence, that for facility, ease,
simplicity and durability, these machines have never
been surpassed; they are adapted to every kind of long
forage, straight or tangled, coarse or fine.

JONATHAN S. EASTMAN.
, N. B.—J. S. E. has for sale a few bushels of Millet

Seed, of good quality, at a reduced price. July 6.

Ti£'^ iTAsa: i^Hii

Baltimore, Fridav, July 6, lS-21

BALTIMORE PSICXiS CITIIRENT.

^ Contrary to our anticipations when the last

number of the Farmer went to press, the weather

has proved, during the last week very favourable for

harvesting, and we may hope that the grain crops

will have been saved in fine order; and most happy

should we be to have reason to hope also that the

prices may be as high as the grain is excellent.

^ It is gratifying to see and to hear of numer-

ous essays in many different parts of the country

toNvards the culture of silk, all of which have suc-

ceeded to admiration—It being manifest that our

climate is particularly vvell adapted to the health

and the functions of the silk worm, and that the ele-

gant product of his labours is of the finest quality,

the next thing will be to begin at once to establish

large plantaliviis nf the mulberry. This measure is

oijirst necessity, it lies at the bottom of the system

which is to save millions now exported for an article

which we are ready, with the least degree of capital

and skill, and with" little and light labour to produce

fur ourselves.

A Chester paper says, "experiments upon a.limit-

ed scale are making in the neighbourhood for rear-

silk worms. Mr. H. T. Jeft'eris in this borough,

fed almost two thousand- They came to perlection

last week and spun their cocoons. We raised a

few last year, but those of Mr. J. seem to us much
larger. One of them measured Si inches, and

weighed 2 dwts. 9 grs. equal to 57 grs. A large

number were from 3 to 3* inches in length, and a

few had began to spin, larger than the first mention-

ed. Is not the size extraordinary?"

Reyorled for the American Farmer, by Leiins Sutton Sf Co.

Tobacco.—There has been a tolerable brisk demand
.

for .Muryland tobacco the last week or ten days, and
there has been a good deal sold at our former quota-

tions. There has been two or three ships also freight-

ing with tobacco lor the tiuropean markets; two are yet

to sail within a few days. Grain is also nearly as last

week. One vessel load of white corn of 1450 bushels,

belonging to Mr. Key, of St. Mary's, sold yesterday at

47 cents— this is the highest price we have known this

week. Oats have got down to 25 cents, and dull even
at tint.

Seconds, as in quality, {i2.50 a 6.00—common crop,

8.25 a S.'.i-Do. red, 4.00 o 4.50—good red, 5.00 a

6.00—fine red, 7.00 a S.00—Yellow and red, G.OO a

9.00—Yellow, 10.00 a 15.00-Fine Yellow, 15.00 o

25.00—Fine Virginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock,
3.60—Kentucky, fine, 4.00 a 5.50—do. for wrapping,
7.00 a 8.00.

Flour—Howard-st. $5.00 n 5.I2J—City mills, 4.62*
a 4.75—Susquehanna, !!;4.37i a 4.50

—

Corn Meal, per
barrel, 2.75 a 2.87^

—

Wheat, best white, .90 a 93

—

ordinary, good .85 a .90—inferior, .70 a .75

—

Corn, .44

(J .47—KvK, .55 .60—Oats, .24 a .25—White Beans,
1.25

—

Peas, .60

—

Clover seed, 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy,
i.OO—Baklet, 1.00

—

Fla.\seed,.90—Cotton, Virginia,

10.00 a 11.00—North Carolina, 9.00 a 10.00—Tennessee
lO.OOnl 1.50—Upland, fair, 10.00 a 11.00—Wool, coim-
trv, washed on the sheep's back, 18.00 o 22.00—mixt
do. 20.00 22.00—half blood, 24.00 a 26.00—three-
quarters, 2S.00 a 30.00—full blood, 30.00 a 35.00—FiSH,
Herrings, No. I, p. bbl. 2.25 a 2.50—Shad, in good or-

der, 6.0U a 7.00—Mackerel, 4.00 a 5.25 a 5.75

—

Bacon,
best hams, 9.00 a 10.00—hog around, 6.00 a 6.25—coun-
try, 5.25 « o.OO

—

Whiskev, in lihds. .29; in barrels SO
—Live Stock, beef on hoof, 5.00 a 5.50—Hogs, do. 4 a

4.50—Mutton and Lambs, 1.26 a 2.00—Veal, 3.00—But-
ter, new, 15 a 20—Chickens, per dozen, 1 SO a 2.00.

f^ The days in October for holding our next

Cattle Show will be announced in the next Ame
rican Farmer. The place has been already de

signaled. It is but a pleasant walk of fifteen mi

nutes from the heart of the city, at M-Pherson'.-

tavern, on Carroll's Point—as pleasant and beauti

lul a spot as water and shade can make.

FOR SALE,
A fine high spirited Jackass, six years old, imported

from South-America, remarkaljle for vigour, and the

qualities of his stock—He will be sold for cash, on

reasonable terms, if applied for within two weeks—or

will be exchanged for a tlioiough Lred Mare and Colt.

The Mare must be of good size, and clear pedigree—

not more than ten years old, and either not now in

foal, or if in foal, by a thorough bred horse. For other

particulars, inquire of the Editor of the American Far-

mer.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Od the comparative value of Oxen and Horses for

Agricultural labours, with regard to their original cost

and relative labour, and parallel tables, shewing their

eomparative expense of keep and general savings—An
Lssay on the V egetation of Plants, by S. S. Griffin, of

Virginia, concluded—Lorn, preserved by soaking the

seed in a solution of Glauber's Salts— The history of

the Plough—Essay on the cultivation of Silk, by Dr. J.

F. Sharjjless, of Philadelphia, concluded—Absiract of

a plan of a Uail-road, peculiarly adapted to facilitate

the operations of the mail, with an estimate of the cost

of one between the city of Washington and New Or-

leans, with a drawing exhibiting the view of one with

Its carnage in operation—fodn/. The Sisters, by Ala-

ric A. Watts—On Gunpowder—Editorial—Advertise-

ments—Prices Current.

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, fof

JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. lov, corner

of St. Paul and Market-sts., where every description

of Book aud Job frinting i^ haadsomely executed,
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FINR SEA ISLAND COTTON
A Report, accompanied with sundry letters, on the

causes which contribute to the product :on of Fine

Sea islam! Cotton; read before the JgricuHicral So-

ciety of St. J'hn's Colleton, on the 14f/i March,

\Sil.—By Whitemarsh B. Seabrook, Corre-

sponding Secretary.

Agricultdrai. Society of St. John's )

Colleton, JVfarcfc 14, 1827.
J

Resolved, That (he (hanks of this Society be pre

sented to (he honourable Whitemarsh B Seabrook,

for bis able and interesting Report, read before the

society this day; and, that a copy of the same be

requested for publication.

Extract Ironi the Minutes.

EPHRAliM M. SEABROOK, Sen.

Secretary.

Report.

The Corresponding Secretary begs leave to re-

port, that there is, p=,rhaps, no inquiry more inte-

resting and important to the Southern agriculturist,

than the unexampled disparity of price which exists

in relation to cotton—the main staple of this State,

and one great source of its weallh and prosperity

On investigatinn, the causes may appear s(rikins,

and obvious; althouijh, seemingly, they res( on un

imaginary basis. While a few planters are rapidly

attaining the goal of their desire from highly lu

cralive prices, the great body of the profession cari

seldom realize but a slender pittance for their an

nual labour. The estimated value of brands is as

variant as the persons whom (hey designate; often-

times differing from 5 to iSO per cent. Is this va

lue real, or is it fictitious? Would a merchant pur

chase a commodity at a secret* price, except he an

ticipated a positive gain? Or, would he seek to

invest hi.* capital in cotton at 70 or ^0 cents, ivheri

the market invited him to disburse at the one-thiiJ

of that rate, unless from motives fundainentaly

sound? Can two neighbours, with similar culture,

similar seasons, and with land equally desirahe in

reference to location and fertility, raise crops vhol-

)y dissimilar in their relative worth? Deepl/ im

pressed with the magnitude of the subject, the Se-

cretary addressed a circular to five, he believis, the

most successful growers of fine black seed cotton in

this state: their replies to his queries, he now propos

es to examine analytically.! With the exception of

two letters, the other communications exhibit no

new feature—no prominent point at which we can

at once arrive; in fine, no systematic plan of bus

bandry, other than that to which we have been ha

bituated. The inference is, therefore, irresistible,

that the chief causes of the success of their authors

are to be ascribed to circumstances beyond the con

trol of the skill and industry of the general agii-

aulturist. The cotton of Mr. Burden, and his I

voured associates, is indebted for its celebrity to

the combined requisites of fineness, strength and

evenness of fibre. Upon what principles are these

distinguished properties dependent? Thnse plant-

ers use, not only extensively, but almost exclusive

ly, salt mud. This manure is known to impart a

healthful action to the cotton plant, to maturate ra-

pidly its fruit, and to produce a staple at once strong

and silky.

One of the plantationsj of Mr. Mathewes con-

sists, it may be said, principally of reclaimed marsh
land. It is here, that his finest and most valuable

cotton is produced. At Edisto island, ftom his ju

ilicious system of niudding, his land has receii(l)

uniergone a radical change. Under its Ibrmer

pnprietor it was an unproductive est,»te. Through
he perseverance and scirntific management of Mr.
M:ithewes, luxuriance of herbage Jioio exists, nhere
very indication of sterility once iiredoiiiinated. Mr.
Wlliam Seabrook, sen. from a steadfast adherence

to he application of salt mud, hds literally convert-

ed i pine barren to as fruitful a soil as Edisto island

cai boast. These two facts, in coajuiiction with

m;iiiy others, within the personal kiiowledge of the

ecretary, are, to his judgment, conclusive on the

pu nt of the beneficial influence of salt mud on the

olton crop.

Again: the lands referred to are of that peculiar

oiistitution, so well fitled to recompense the l.ibour

bestowed on them. That siliceous and argillaceous

cils in the order narrated are the best adapted lor

;otton, every cultivator of this article is well aware;
bit in what proportions (he primitive earth shoulu

bi blended, to yield the most unexceptionable fibre,

is still an undiscovered arcanum in geonomical phy-

siology. The secretary would embrace the present

opportunity of earnestly recommending to the so-

ci-ty the propriety of subjecting (o chemical ana

lysis, samples of soils, celebrated lor the production

ol fine cottons. The result will shew, whether
their value is referable to the mould, (the proximate

cause of ferfility,) or to a particular combination of

llij simple earth. If to the former, an important

olject can readily' be effected; for what is techni

cally termed mould, is but the decayed organized

saistances which have grown, or have been depo

sited on the surface of the earth. From this digres

s!)n, the secretary would remark, that the planta

tl«ns of the gentlemen whose letters are under re

vi;w, are similarly situated. Four of them are

inJented with creeks, and located on large rivers

aid all of them, in point of effect, are exposed to

(he salutary action of the ocean's spray, in pro

p ation to (he distance from the sea-hoard, and to

'be want of a free circulation of air from the south,

IS, in general, the downward graduated scale ol

coarseness of the cotton produced. These causes

operate increasingly as you recede from the ocean,

until a point is reached at which long cotton cannot

be profitably cultivated.

Ch-mical tests prove, that "the aiplication of
sea-water to vegetables generates putrescent hepa
tic gas. caused by the mixture of vegetable juices

with the vitriolic neutral salts contained in sea

water."* As a manure, salt is esteemed, in part,

for its septic power. In improving the texture of

cotton, it must either operate negatively, in the pro

cess of putrefaction, by destroying some property
unfavourable to the creation of a silky fibre, or po-

sitively, by generating a disposition in the decaying
mass, to produce this result. From experiments
by a membert of this society, it has been clearly

demonstrated that salt, added to a compost, in the

ratio of one bushel of salt to every sixty bushels of
compost, has been attended with (he most decisive

advantages in relation to the quantum and quality

of cotton. Should the experiments of (his gende
man be confirmed by future trials, the owners of

plantations on the mainland, will be compensated

in one essential respect, for their local disadvan-

(a?es.t

•Synonymous wilh high or exorbitant,

t The circular and the replies are inserted in the Ap-
pendix.

I Bear island, St. Bartholomew's parish.

No. 17. —VOL. 9.

* too parts of sea-salt contain 53 parts of alkali, (sO'

da,) and 47 of acid.

—

Kirxoan.

1 Captain Benjamin Bailey.

} Since the aljovc was penned, Capt. Bailey has oblig-

ingly communicated to the secretary (he tullowing

facts. In 1825, he planted in St. Paul's parish, 80 acres

of cotton, of which 50 acres Vvere manured with 1J50

bushels of compost, and J" (lushels of salt— e(iual to

one bushel of salt to 624 hushels of eompo.st, and U'J

quarts to every acre Througliout (he season (his crop

was reputed the best in the parish, and the product

confiriiied (he general opinion, li yielded EJ heavy

bags—a very large relurn, when the ravages of the ca-

terpillar arc considered. In I82t>, of 90 acres planted,

111 agriculture, as in every other science, improve-
ment is necessarily incident to cultivation. Nature
is Oountiful in all her works. She gives liberally

whatever can contribute to meliorate the condition

of man; but it has been wisely ordained, that her
gifts shall be preserved in their native energy, by
as-idaity and knowledge only. Difference in results

will invariably ensue from difference of manage-
ment. What particular sys(eiu of tillage tends
most effectually to the producdon of fine cotton,

the secretary is unprepared to determine. If the
object of the pl.mter be quantity, his manure is

adapted accordingly, and he pursues the ordinary
means of increasing the growth and size of his
plants. An interesting query here suggests itself.

II he succeeded m liis primary design, does he not
thereby impair the value of his crop? Or, in other
other words, can the product of a manured* cotton
field be alike distinguished lor its qu ility as well as
quantity? Analogical reasoning, and facts of ge-
neral notoriety, seem to answer in the negative.

I'he davour of fruit is materially affected by stimu-
li. A poor sandy soil will yield, it is true, a small,
but always the most palatable peach. Potatoes,
pompions, and, in fact, the whole vegetable tribe,

depend lor their size and number on the natural or

artificial fruitfulness of the soil, but their gusto,

iroui the operation of the same cause, is measurably
duuiiiished. I'he cotton crop of 1825. long before

it had attained its maturity, was denuded of its fo-

liage and teu'ier bark, by the devastations of the
caterpillar. 1 he necessary consequence was an in-

stantaneous cessaiion of its generative power. The
. ombmed action of heat, and the deprivation of its

juices, from the want of the ordinary channels
through vvhich the sap flows, caused a premature
opening of its cipsules. Hence, (he product was
inconsiderable; jet the quality of the fruit was in-

finitely superior o what it had been since 1>>17, a
year memorable n the annals of the planter, for its

unpropitious 'th.uacler. The crop of the last year
was abundant. The merchant, however, complains
of its coarseness and unevenness. This deteiiora-

tion is manliest on tlie slightest inspection. Cotton

that has been blighted by frost is more silky than

that which has been perfected by time. The rea-

son is ma!iifest, and is in accordance with the con-

stitution of things. Its component parts are but

progressing to maturity. Exteriorly (hese seem
complete, but the general work of nature's design

not having been consummated, they are weaker,

but hence finer and more delicate, than if they had

reached their accustomed growth. The average

crops of Mr. Burden have been unproductive. This

gentleman, who it is believed, commands a higher

price for his labour than any other planter in the

state, it is said, aims especially at quality. By the

application of different manures, or a change in his

method of husbandry, he could rear more exuberant

stalks, and consequently cotton with a longer, and

a stronger fibre. But it is susceptible of the most

rigid demonstration, that he would not thereby im-

prove the fineness of the staple. In abandoning, there-

fore, the practical usage which leads to increased

production, he secures a benefit, which but a very

few of his fellow labourers enjoy. To this sugges-

tion, it may be added, that from his plan of uiider-

croppirfg, his field is rarely injured at harvest sea-

son. It is well known that undue exposure to solar

influence or atmospherical action will divest cotton

he manured 65 acres, over which were strewed 4.500

bushels oi' compost, and '10 bushels of salt— at the rate

of one bushel of salt to 112^ bushels of compost, and

VJi quar'.sof salt to every acre. The product w.is 60

bags. Since the application of salt, the quality of Cap-

tain itailcj'." cotton, in the estimation of a distinguished

buyer, has improved 25 per cent.

The ciiuipost was made in (he rannCis of July and Ac-

gust, and the salt im.iedia'ely ailded (o it.

"Highly stimulating manures are here alluded to.
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ofits unctuous property; consequeotly of its strength

—richness of colour, and probably evenness. This

is a consideration as deeply important as it is strict-

ly true.

It ivlll be readily conceded, that, in every crop, the

selection of the best seed is of priuary consideration.

The judicious horticulturist reserves the largest and
the most perfect plants with a vieiv to reproduction.

He pursues a principle which nature inculcates, and
daily experience confirms. Te diligent and skilful

cultivation, with a proper choice of seed, he couii-

dcntly relies for a reward for his labour. A neglect

of the one, would as infallibly mar his anticipations

as a neglect of the other. In despite of these

truths of obvious notoriety, the Southern planter

may be said never to have reflected on a subject so

deeply interwoven with his profession. Mr. Burden
selects his seed from the most perfect early stalks.

produced mi the best land. To an inflexible adher-

ence to this system, it is supposed, that his pre-emi-
nence in market, is, in a great measure, to be attri-

buted. The varieties of cotton seed are numerous,
diflering not merely in their configuration, but in

their generative power, and in their capacity to

yield a fine or a lon;f, a strong or a weak fibre. It

is not to be inferred, that the seed which is reputed
to be the best, will invariably produce fruit with
precisely similar seed. Many caases may conspire
to effect their deterioration. Hence, the necessity

of annual carelul examination. In elucidation of
the eminent advantages resulting from a due regard
to this branch of husbandry, the secretary would
invite the attention of the society to the following

facts. Mr. Benjamin Freeman, «f Jobu's island,

three years ago, accidentally met with a stalk of

cotton in the field of r, which, from its

uncommon prolincness, attracted liis attention. He
soon discovered that it had deviated from the usual
habits of the plant, and had borne pods, not only
longitudinally, and at short dislaaces, but trans
versely on nearly every arm. Frim tbis stalk he
gathered seed for seven task beds.' The last sea-

son he planted five acres on wiinaiiured land. The
product was -.70 lbs. per acre. The residue of his

crop, assisted with compost and other excitements,
yielded but 150 lbs. to the acre. Mr. William Sea-
brook, Jun. of Edisto islind, from a few seed pro-
cured from iSlr. Freeman, planted one bed in his

garden: this bed was manured with salt mud. The
result was, the unparalleled ratable return of SOO
pounds of clean ginned cotton per acre. .Mr. John
R. Mathewes also reared a few plants from Mr.
Freeman's seed. The quantity of fruit galhtred by
liim equalled the ratio of Mr Seabrook's experi-
ment. The secretary would here incidentally re-

mark, that the mutation of cotton seed from high
sandy lauds to low clayey soils, experience has sa-
tisfied him, is eminently beneficial. As every ve-
getable takes a part of lis character from the earth
in which it grows, its organic principle must be af-

fected by the same cause. A due admixture of the
primitive earth is essential to successful husbandry.
\VhLre nature has not performed this service, it is

incumbent on man to accomplish it by means posi-
tive or indirect. To transfer seed from one conge
nial soil, in which it has been wont to procreate, to
another equally congenial, allbougb of a diverse
texture, is like a chang-e of air and food to an ani-
mal. It acts as a salutary condiment to the appe-
tite, and infuses vigour and activity into the whole
system.

Ttie gathering of cotton, and the process of pre-
paration for market, although important considera-
tions in the economy of the planter, <ire yet, but
subsidiary to the combined operation of other prin-
ciples which stamp its real character, ^'olwith-
staodiug no system, immcdiatelv before or alter

harvest, however judiciously executed, can add to

sitively to the valuable properties of the cottm;

yet. it is as true, that negligent or improper tia-

nagement, at any period from the maturity of pe
crop to the time of its compression in bags, will e-

tract from them. Of the weight of this considea-

tion, Mr. Burden, and his fortunate competitcs,

seem to have been long aware. Physical causes in

the main, give to them an article of grest intrinic

worth. Their judgment, zeal and perseveraice

not only preserve it in its pristine excellence, cut

communicate to it a comparatively additional valte;

a precious treasure of nature is thus polished and
adorned by the active agency of mind.
The conclusion, that the secretary would draw

from the facts and reasoning which have been sub-l

mitted, is, that the fineness or coarseness of cottai

depends on situation; on soil; on the quality of tke

manure; on cultivation; and, on the choice of sed'
The length and strength of the staple are to ie

ascribed, at first, to the fertility of the land, whi-

ther natural or artificial. Subsequently indiscreet

treatment will always impair the value of those pro-

perties.' In proportion as a planter enjoys the ad-

vantages of a favourable situation and soil, and is

he conforms to the principles which have been

briefly noticed, in the same proportion will his crqi

be adapted to the manufacture of the finer fabrics.

The extraordinary diflcrence of price in one at

the two great staple articles of this state has been
accompanied with a proportionate depreciation it

real property. Land is valuable in relation to its

susceptibility of rewardins; the labour and ability of

the husbauUman. Although, by individual enter-

prise and agricultural associations, a marked and
general improvement has been eff^ected in cottulj

yet, as if a reversion of a fundamental principle af

political economy had really occurred, in the san\e

ratio has the income of its growers been diminish-

ed. Wbde, perhaps, one planter in every hundred

tern of apparent favouritism, which now character-
izes the market. The manufacturer has long known
the cotton fibre to be variant. His spindles, &c.
are fashioned accordingly. The machinery for spin-

ning the fiuest numbers are alone suited to this

especial purpose. Their owners are compelled,
from the force of circumstances, either to purchase
the small quantity of cotton adapted to them, which
the market affords, or to submit to the loss incident

to an unemployed capital.

In an investigation of the causes which create so
great a difference of price between the finest Sea
island and other black seed cottons, there is one,
perhaps, which the planter has not duly considered:
the did'erence of the price of the raw material, com-
pared with the value of the fabric manufactured
from it. The price of the raw material principally

determines the value of the coarser fabrics, but lit-

tle labour being required for their production, whilst

the price of the raw material necessary to the pro-

duction of the finer fabrics is only a secondary con-
sideration, as the labour necessary to their comple-
tion forms the principal ingredient of cost. The cot-

tons raised in this state vary in their adaptation for

piuning given numbers, from 80 to -.iOO hanks ofyarn
to the pound.* The quantity of cotton adapted to

the spinning of the higher numbers, is comparative-
ly very small. It is an axiom in political economy,
that when supply is not equal to the demand, prices

will rise in proportion to the difference. I'he com-
petition to obtain the finest cottons will be com-
mensuiate with their scarcity, and an additional

price will be paid for them, in consequence of it.

The spinner of a very high number can afford to

pay the highest price for the raw material; he com-
petes fearlessly, under the firm conviction, that

there is no danger of the market b»ing «verstocked

with the article manufactured from this description

of cotton. He has also a good prospect of realizing

fiir profit on his outlay, from the consumers being
is safely gliding down the placid stream of pros-Jin the opulent classes of society. Fashion and pride

penty, ninety-niue. in the habiiual exercise of ac-1 never undervalue the means of their gratification,

knowledged skUl and assiduiiy, are compelled to
|
TVe more costly a commodity, the more certain is

stem the rapid current of meicautile predilection

II the prolcssiou could be satisued bv uiiequhocal
tests, that the difference in cotton absolutely is,

«hattlie purchaser in America declares it to be,

they would either direct their attention to some
other article of agricultural profit, or alter their

established si stem of management and supervision.

To demonstrate the existence of that difference

and its probable causes, is the main design of this

reporL In further elucidation of the suuject, the

secreUiry would add, that excess of production, and
the perfection to uhich the manufaclurint; establish

meuls of Great Britai.. have attained, are also con
spicuuus agents in the great revolution which h

it it command the homage of an obedient purse.

Thiiis an advantage which the manufacturer of
eery jfiiie cotton (limited as he is in the sufply.; pos-

sessed over the manufacturer of an inferior article.

j ( To be conlinued.)

PROLIFIC RYE.
J. S. Skc-xeb, Es4. Philadctphia, July 2, 1827.

Sir,—The enclosed 102 grains of rye were taken

from a single head, and that head from a bunch of

59—all produced from the same root. The grain

from a similar stalk or bunch to the one in my pos-

session. Was shelled, and the entire produce 4600
grains. It may be observed, that the ground upon

affected so seriously the mterest of the cotton plant- i ^Z \,u 7 ii

""="='"="• '"•"
,' r . r T

VI „i„ . , ',. . r u*^ I . I
which these stalks grew was exposed to the Irost

er. jManctieater, seventy years since, furnished it- . .i . > .i
-

i . i r. „ „
,. . J ',. ,i

'
,.

="'^'=' '"""="":" "•
during the winter, and the grain completely frozen

" In the language of the planter, iOo feet square is a
ta=k. There are ill beds, or rows, jn everv task.

neighbourhood only with a few domestic article

It naw, in part, supplies the civilized world with lis

useful and elegant productions. Th.-re, as else

where, is fabricated from cotton, those articles ol

apparel of which wool and flax once formed the

raw materials. As manufactories multiplied, de-

mand and supply proceeded pari passu. I'his state

of things did not long endure, for although the pre

sent market for English manulacture is coextensive
with the liabitable globe; yet, the raw materu!,
from superabundance of capital, is infinitely toj

pleniiful. Diuiinuiion of profit has been the neces

sary result on the part of the grower. From the

peuod that the supply exceeded the demand, may be

dated the origin of that, to many, inexplicable 5ys-

* In the opinion of a celebrated Manchester spinner,

too much pressure oa the roller, or if the cotion be r.ot

evenly spread in the operation ol ginninj, will, as assi^r-

edly diniinisb the lengib ol the fibre, as iMcautious ex-
posure will render it brittle and colourless.

out, except a few bunches at the distance of five or

six feet apart, scattered over the entire lot Mr.

Hart, the keeper of the tavern at Tinicum, and

owner of the lot alluded to, informed me that he

had taken from one bunch twenty heads, averaging

over 100 grains.

If this may be considered extraordinary for the

product of a single grain, you are welcome to give

a staterariit ol it to > our readers.

1 remain, respectfully, yours. &c.

J. M. SAiNUERSOX.

* A hank of cotton thread or yarn measures 800 yards.

'To shew tie great dilference eiisliug between the price

of the raw nTaierial compared with the article manu-

factured from It, it is only necessary to notine the facu,

that five ;. ards ol inferior fabric, worth at the manufac-

tory less' than ten cents per yard, are manufactured

from one pound of inferior cotton wool; whilst a pound

of the finest cotton wool, manufactured into tlie most

costly fabrics, particularly lace, would command hun-

dreds of dollars.
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ON GRASSES AiNU OIHEK FLAiNTS.

No. lo.

Bxtraets from G. Sinclnr's Hortus Gramuictts—xbUH

occasional notes and observations, by n Correspon-

dent.
(Continued from page Hi.)

"The different species of the natural grasses dif-

fer less from each other, in the composition ol Ihclr

nutritive mailers, than they do in general froui the

different species of clover or vetch. But in all the

numerous trials 1 have made on the nutritive mat-

ters of the proper grasses, I could never find t»vo

species perfectly agree in the proportions of muci-

lagf,, sugar, gluten, bitter extruclive, and saline

matters, of which their nutritive matters consisted.

To detail the results of all these processes would

probabk be more tedious for the agriculturist to

read, than they were to the conductor of the experi-

ments in the performance. What has just now been

stated may be sufficient to shew, in some measure,

the degree of importance that is to be attached to

the properties in question, when making a selection

of the most valuatile grasses for permanent pas-

ture, or indeed for any other purpose for which they

are useful. The lollowi-ig grasses are selected from

those of which figures have been given in the fore

going pages, as beinjj superior to all others in one

or more ol the valuable properties belore mention-

ed: in nutritive qualiti<;s, e.irly growth, produce, re-

productive powers, permanency in the soil, and the

facilities they offer lor their propagation by seed.

"The proportions in which the seeds of the dif-

ferent species should be mixed for permanent pas-

ture:

—

Cock's- foot grass (Daetylis glomerata) 2 bushs.

M'^adow (escue (Festuca prutensis) 2
ile.idow fostail-gras^ (Mopecurus pratcnsis) 2

Roiigh-stulked meadow-^rass (Poa trivialis) 2

Tall oat like soft-srass (Holciis aceuaceus) Oi

Meadow cat's tail (Phleutn pralense) 15 Ibi.

Hard, or smooth fescue (Festuca duriuscula,

vel glabra) 2 bushs.

Crested dog's-tail ( Cynositrus cristalus) 1

Nerved meadow-grass (Poanervata) Oi

AVood meadow -gra.ss (Poa nemoralts) 1

Narrnw-leaved meadow-grass l^Poa angiu-

tifolia) Oi

Broad-leaved creeping bent, or fiorin i^grot-

tis stolonifera, var. lalifolia) Oi
Rye-grass (i,oJit(m;)ercim<) 1

While or Dutch clover i Trifolium rcpens) 15 lbs.

Bush vetch il'icia scpium) 0* bush.

Sweet-scented vernal-grass {^inihoxanthum
odorattim) Oi

Perennial red clover {TrifoUwn pratense

peremu) 12 lbs.

'ichiUea millefolium, yarrow 4

"The proper quantity of grass seeds to sow, per

acre, is a point of the greatest importance, as resrards

the expense of the seed, and the speedy formation of

the most valuable sward. The circumstances of

soil, tilth, and weather, at the time of sowing, all in-

fluence in a great degree the successful vegetation

of the seed. Should less seed be sown than is sutB-

cient to furnish every part of the soil with plants of

grass, a porportionate loss of time, labour, and
land, will be suffered. Minute vacancies of plants

in a recently-made pasture, or in a field of seedling

grasses, may, to general observation, appear insi.;iii-

ficanl, or escape observation altogether; but if these

apparently minute deficiencies which occur over the

surface of an acre be calculated, a difference, per-

haps, of from ten to fifteen per cent, in the produce
will be found to exist between a perfectly funii-lied

surface of land, and one where the deficiencies of
plants are so minute as scarcely to be perceived.

—

Jn the most productive nitural nastures no deiieieu

cies of plants are to be found, every part of the sur-

lace is closely interwoven with plants; and not as in

pastures artificially formed of one or two species of

gnss only, where the surface is merely shaded or

covered by the foliage of the comparative thinly-

growing plants. A rough uneven surface will re-

quire a much greater quantity of seed, than land

wi;h a dry. finely-pulverized, smooth, consolidated

surface. If the surface is wet at the time of sow-

ing, a greater quantity of seed will be required than

otien ise would be necessary. The seeds of most

ol the essential permanent pasture grasses are so

small and light, as to be readily taken up in clumps
by the harrow or roller passing over a damp sur-

face.

The following statements will perhaps place in a

clear ilKht the quantity of plants of grasses which
should stand on any given space of ground; or the

closeness in which the plants of grasses, when a
number of different species are combined together,

require to grow, in order to form the most produc-
tive, unfading, permanent sward.

"The number of distinct plants of grasses, and
the number of distinct species of gruss, which are
found combined In a space of one fcot square of

the turf of the following natural and artificial pas-

tures:

—

•- —

£

1. Richest natural pasture,

irum near EnJsleigh,

Devonshire, (fallenin

one lar^e ox or three
sheep, per acre;) turf;

commuiiicaled by di-

reciion of the Duke of

Bedford,

2. Rich ancient pasture,

near Croft-church, Lin
colnshirc (fattening and
keeping through the

summer one large ox
and three or four sheep
per acre;) turf commu-
nicated by G. Whit-

worth, Esq.
3. Ancient pasture, Wo-
burn Park,

4. .\ncient pasture, near
Woburn ; soil damp, sur-

face mossy,
0. .Artificial pasture, form-

ed of rye-grass and
white clover, consider-

ed good of the kind, two
years old,

6. Narrow-leaved meadow
grass (Poa aii^ustifolia,)

by itself, 6 years stand-

ing ( Woburn Experi-

mental Ground,)
1. Meadow foxtail-grass

(.•?/(.pecurttS prattnsis,)

by iuelf, ditto, dilto,

8. Hye-grass (Lolium pt-

reiv.ie,) by itself, ditto,

ditto,

9. Water meadow, well

manazed,

'I 3
I

"

179

1032

S80

on a given spucc of ground, so as to furnish the sur-
face of it at once with the just sufficiency of plants.
When an excess of grass seeds is sown,' the seeds,
in general, all vegetate, but the plants make little,

if any progress, until, from the want of nourish-
ment to the roots, and the confined space for the
growth of the foliage, a certain number decay, and
give the requisite room to the proper number of
plants; and that will be according as there are a
greater or less variety of different species of grasses
combined in the sward.

"II we now ascertain the number of grass seed
contained in a given measure or weight of such
seed, and compare these with the number of square
feet or inches on the surface of an acre of ground,
the results will shew the degree of closeness in

which the plants of grasses will st-and, from the use
of any given measure or weight of seed.

"From the above facts it will be evident, that the

smaller the number of different species of gr:isses

that arc combined tosether In a pasture, the greater

is the defi-iency of plants on any given space of the

land. This is an important fact to be considered,

in coming to a just conclusion respecting the pro-

per quantity of grass seeds which should be sown

;
^-^
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five seeds, and the meadow-loxtail seed is generally

so bad as to aflbrd but one fertile seed out of three:

to obtain a required number of plants on a given

space of ground, from a known quantity of seed, a

pretty large allowance must therefore be made to the

seed, in order to meet those circumstances adverse

to certain vegetation in every instance, and equal

distribution of the plants.

"An examination of the most productive pastures

shews, that when from twelve to twenty different

species of grasses are intimately combined together,

six or seven plants to the square inch of surface are

not too many. The turf from the irrigated meadow

afforded the greatest number of plants, being twelve

plants to a square inch; the predominant species in

this turf was the Poa trivkdis, the seedling plants of

which are small, and, along with the plants o( Bro-

mns arvetisis,* derive their support, in irrigated mea-

dows, more from the water than the soil ; few of the

roots of these species had much hold of the ground,

and a great number of the plants were rooti-d merely

among the crowns of the roots of the other species

of grass which composed this turf. The statements

brought forward relative to pastures artificially

formed of rye grass and clovers, and those facts

connected with the number of plants of grasses

which are found to occupy a given space of ground,

when one species only of grass is cultivated by it

self, prove clearly that much less seed is required

to form an artificial pasture of one or two species of

grass, than is required to form a pasture for perma-

nency, whose properties of produce and value shall

equal or approach to that of the best natural pas-

tures. The artificial pasture of rye-grass and clo-

ver, above mentioned, had been jnade by sowing

one bushel of seeds, viz: three pecks of rye-grass

and one peck of white clover and trifoil, three plants

to the square inch were produced by that quantity

of seed; and had more seed of thesame species of

grass been used, it is more than prdbable, from the

above facts, that the pasture would have suffered

rather than benefited by it; but had there been used

the seeds of a variety of different species of grasses,

double the quantity of seed might have been used,

and the value or productiveness of the pasture in

creased in the same proportion.

"The results of Mr. Taunton's valuablt experi-

ments on the cultivation of separate grasses, and

the interesting remarks of Mr. Blakie on the same

subject, are in perfect confirmation of the above

statements, respecting the quantity of seed to be

used in cases where only one or two species of

grass are cultivated. Four bushels and a half of the

above mixture of grasses will give (omitting frac

tions) the same number of seeds to the square inch,

as the like space of the sward of the irrigated mea-
dow contained plants: now, after deducting for the

deficiency caused by the number of barren seeds in

many of those essential grasses, this quantity of

four and a half bushels per acre of this mixture of

different seeds, will be found for general practice

not too much. The practical trial, mentioned at

page 130, proved precisely the truth of the above

calculations. But should the proportions of the

different kinds of seed be altered from the above,

the quantity of seed required for a given space of

ground will be less in proportion as the fertile seeded

grasses predominate in the mixture; and the smaller

the number of different species that are combined
together, the smaller will be the quantity of seed

per acre required; ten pecks being the maximxiin,

and two pecks the minimum The above calcila-

tions of the number and weight of the differtnt

seeds, will afford a ready guide to determine |he

number of plants of grasses which will be prodi|c

ed on a given space of ground, from a knofvn

weight or measure of the seed, whether it belof

one species of grass only, or of a combination of

many species.

"The larger seeds should be mixed by themselves,

and, in the same manner, the smaller eeeds should

be mixed together, and sown after the mixture of

larger seeds, as they require much less covering.

—

The separation of the larger from the smaller grass

seeds, when mixed, can be readily effected by a

proper sieve."

(To be conlimied.)

WOOL.
[This ought to be to the farmers of the United

States one of their most certain and most produc

tive resources.

What is fair and politic for the owner of a manu-

factory who derives his profits from the labours of

some two or three hundred people, to whom he

gives work and subsistence, is surely as fair and

politic for the farmer who lives, in a great portion

of our country by the sweat of his own brow, and

that of his immediate family. The policy which

protects the farmer is, indeed, more beneficent,

because its effects are more equally distributed

amongst those on whom it operates, and because it

contributes to the prosperity of that species of occu-

pation which most conduces to the healthiness of

the body and to the soundness of the private and

the publick morals.

That we can rear an abundance of wool of the

best qxmlity, is well known and generally admitted.

Some months since, we received from Mr. Hu\-

berl, of Connecticut, a sample of what appeared

to us to be wool of the very best quality—It was

from one of his yearliug bucks, by an imported

Saxony ram, out of one of his Merino ewes.—The
sample was divided and sent to several gentlemen

known to us, as early and steady friends and im-

provers of fine woolled sheep, and amongst others

to Mr. Dickinson, of Ohio—justly considered as at

the head of that important branch of industry

—

From his answer to our letter we make the follow

ing extracts:]

• The Brmius arvensis, an annual grass of little merit

elsewhere, is here valuable; the seeds ripen at the end

of .lune, or in July, according to the season, and other

circumstances which peculiarly influence the economy
of annuals in this particular. The seeds vegetate quick-

ly after falling from the husks, and the plants make ra-

pid progress, and furnish the most luxuriant foliage for

sheep and cattle that is to be found in meadows, during

late autumn, winter, and early spring herbage.

Dear Sir, Steubenville, .9pril 23, 1827.

"1 have received yours of the 16th inst. covering

a sample of fine Saxon wool, which you denominate

the "ne plus ultra" in its way—and in the last Far-

mer you invite the cultivators and dealers in the

article to examine this beautiful specimen.

"1 enclose herewith a sample, just taken from

one of my young Ohio rams. Will you do me the

favour to submit one half of what ! send you to Mr.

Sykes, and the other to iMr. Sheppard, ofNorlhamp

ton, with a like sample from that left by Mr. Hul

bert; with a request, that they will give you a free

and written opinion as to the relative value of each

ample; supposing them both to be well washed on.

the slieejfs back.

"In other words—'what will you give for 100

fleeces of each sample, well washed on the sheep's

back?' suppose them equally clean?

"Pray let me know the result, or publish it if you

please.

"I have ewes of finer fleeces than either.

"Yours, very truly,

"W.R. DICKINSON."

[In pursuance of the above request, we addressed

the following letter to Mr. Sykes, Mr. Sheppard.

and to Gorham Parsons. Esq. of Massachusetts,

who owns a large woollen factory, and who we

kue»\ oivn^ d some of the finest woolled sheep, of na-
(ive ami of imported growth. By Mr Sheppard
we have not been favoured with an answer Here
follow extracts from Mr. Parsons, and Mr. Sykes:]

De.vr Sir, Baltimm-e Post Office, lift May, 1827.

"Will you do me the favour to cause the accom-
panying specimens of fine wool, marked D and H.
to be inspected and compared by the most experi-

enced and accurate judge at your I'actory, and let

know the result—or say, if you please, in other
words, what will you give per pound for 100 flee-

ces of each sample, equally and well washed on the

sh.'ep's back?
•' riiey have been put into my hands, by gentle-

men, who, in different states, have paid freely and
done much to promote the growth of a staple,

which it is to be hoped will yet become one of great

and permanent value to the farmers of the United
States.

"As early an answer as your convenience will

permit, will much oblige

"Yours, very truly and respectfully,

"J. S. SKINNER."

[Note.—That from Mr. Dickinson was marked
D; that from Mr. Hulbert marked H.]

Mt good Sir, Brighton, May 16, 1S27.

"Your letter of the 7th inst. reached me here the

12th, with the two samples of wool, and I have lost

no time in seeing the dealers in that article, in or-

der to a.scertain what price could be obtained for

I'vo hundred fleeces of the two qualities. All agreed

it was excellent, but thought it impossible that any
|two hundred fleeces in this or any other country

could equal the samples; if taken from or about the

shoulder, it may be from sheep that have uneven
fleeces, and but a small part of the fleece equal to

samples—when wool is stapled, a sample may be
seat any distance, and a good judge will readily es-

tim»te its quality, and be able to name the fair mar-
ket frice, but samples from a fleece, unless from
four Jarts of the animal will furnish no data by
which a man can delermine the fleece value, how-
ever skilled he may be in the business. From one
of the most judicious wool sellers (the only person

that gave a decided opinion,) I am able to answer
your inquiries as follows:—One hundred fleeces all

like the sample marked H. would bring cash, sixty

cents per pound, and is of a superior quality, very

far siipiriur to the sample marked D.—For one
hundred fleeces like that sample, perhaps forty

cents mi;;ht be obtained, but he thought the first

mentioned was better worth sixty cents, than the

latter forty cents. But, I must repeat, that all

thought it impossible, utterly impossible, to find two

hundred sheep that would produce fleeces so fine,

and so even, as to be worth as much as the sam-

ples. I now send samples of my Saxony buck

lamb of 1825, and two Sixony ewes. Samples tak-

en, one from shoulder, one from quarter, one from

gambrel joint, and from pole near the face."

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Franklin Mills, May 9, 1S27.

Si>-,—Herewith I return you the two samples of

wool sent me for examination.

The sample in paper marked H, I should judge

to be worth 50 rents per lb. more than the sample

in paper marked U, bi.th wools being in the same

condition as to cleanliness, &.C.; or, in other words,

I will give for wool of this description, well loashed

on the sheep's back, and free from leg. belly, flank,

and head wool, for letter H, one dollar and fifty

cents per lb.—and for letter D, one dollar per lb.

The letter H, 1 consider equal to any wool I have

ever seen from any country, and the quality is such

that even a greater price niigftt be obtained.

Respectfully, your obed't scrvt,

JAMES SYKES.
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MACHINE FOR DIGGING POTATOES.
Mr. Michael Barry, (of Swords, Ire.) has invent

ed a mat-bine, simple in its construction and princi-

ple, by which, with two horses and one attendant,

an ;icre ol' potatoes can be-dug out in one hour.

Also. :ui ;icre ol" ground, previously ploughed for

oats or other grain, can be harrowed by it in an

hour, with two horses and one attendant—thereby

effecting, ill the branch of harrowing, a saving of

upwanls of 93 per cent.; or, in other words, doing

the work of 3'2 horses and 16 attendants, with 2

horses and 1 attendant.

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
J. S. Skinner, Esq. Album. X Y., June 30, 1827.

Sir,—Our harvest is near at hand; I think I shall

commence my rye harvest in ten days, and wheat

in fifteen. Prospects, generally, were never better.

The latter part of May, and forepart of June, we

suffered for the want of rain; and the Indian corn

was uiuch injured by the cut-worm, and that crop

will be much lighter than it otherwise would have

been Oats and barley are now promising, and the

meadows are in some measure recovering from the

effects of tlie drought. The wool grower is still

depressed; and, unless he can receive aid from the

government by protecting duties, must abandon

that branch of agriculture altogether.

HOB,7XCiriiTUB.Z:.

CULTURE OF SILK.

The successful experiments in the culture of silk,

in different parts of North America, before the war
of the revolution, and those which have since been
made, and are now making in Connecticut and Phi
ladelphia, leave not a doubt (hat the nurture of the

silk worm may be advantageously prosecuted in the

United States. The PliUudelphia Societyfor Pro
moling Agrirulture, therefore, think it their duty to

recommend the extensive cultivation of the white
mulberry tree, the leaves of which, it is generally

known, are the best food for this invaluable insect

The trees may be propagated either from seeds or
cuttings. The ripe I'ruit may be 'own in drills in

rich earth, and if slightly covered, they will quickly
vegetate. Plants produced in this way last ^tumn.
bore the severe cold of the past winter, and w hen
transplanted in the spring, have grown vigorously.
Cuttings may be set out in the spring. It may be
useful to mention to those who are unacquainted
with the proper mode of procedure, that the ground
should be dug or ploughed deep and late in the au-

tumn, le(t rough all winter, and after being harrow-
ed or raked smooth in the spring, the cuttings
should be put in at le st eight inches deep, and at

such distances, as will permit the intervals to be
easy kept clean. Those who possess white mulhcr-
i>y trees will find their profit in preparing the seeds
for sale. This may be dune by rubbing them out
from the ripe fruit betvveen the hand in water, and
after the seeds have settled, pouring off the water
and drying them in the shade. Owners of vacant
lots on the ground plot of the city and vicinity, and
farmers, may add to their revenue by establishin
nurseries of the trees; for there is every reason to

believe, that the demand for them will annually in-

crease. The value of the sewing silk and raw silk

made in three counties of Connecticut, in the year
1810, was ^28,503 according to the estimate of the
United States Marshals, and as the business has
been greatly extended every year since that time,
it is reasonable to presume, that the present amount
of this article is double this sum. it would he
much increased if the value of the home-made
stockings, mitts, and garments of silk, and mix-
tures of cotton, wool and silk, with which almost
every house in part of Windham county abounds.

be taken into consideration. This serious addition

to the usual income of the farmers, derived from

the culture of silk, may be considered as so much
clear gain, for from personal inquiries made on the

spot by a member of this society, it was ascertain

ed, that it did not interfere with the regular crops,

and it was even acknowledged by some, thai they

received more money from the sale of their silk,

than they did from the produce of their farms. It

is presumed that no greater inducement need be of

fered to farmers in other states to attend to this pro

filable branch of business.

By order of the Society,

RICHARD PETERS, President.

W S. Warder, Secretary.

In addition to the foregoing, it is suggested that

those who have amused themselves by rearing silk

worms this season, in small quantities, will find il

more to their profit to permit the papillons or moths

'0 pierce the cocoons, and to lay their eggs, than t

kill the worms by baking them, in order to wind off

thf silk, as there will be, most probably, a great de

inand for the eggs next .season, and no use can b(

made of the silk if reeled, there being no persons

engaged in this part of the United States in pre-

paring it for manufacture. The cocoons, even af

ter being pierced, may be used to advantage for

spinning, by putting them into a bag. and boiling

them for about an hour in water in which somf
soap has been dissolved, and turning them inside

out. when dry. The silk will become beautifully

white and soft. If the owners do not wish to work
up the silk, they are advised to keep their stock un-

til the next season, when it is expected that a pur

chaser will be found for if; and for all the cocoons

that have been formed, whether pierced or perfect.

J. M.

SILK WORMS.
From comparative observations which have been

made on the silk from Italian worms with yellow

balls, and the Chinese race with white balls, it is

proved that although the silk produced by the for-

mer is much more abundant, that produced by the

latter is much more brilliant.

Second Crops of Peas. On Nov. 2, a quantity

of green peas was gathered from a field af Petham,
self-sown from the spring crop. Our informant says,

that by going over the field carefully, there might

be collected several gallons. There are also to be

seen self-sown beans, in lull bloom, and from 12 to

18 inches high, in many fields in the vicinity of Can
ferbury, Eng. [Kentish Chronicle.

HfTEKITAL XZMCF&OVEnXEZVT.

(From the Scioto Ohio Gazette.)

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-WAY.
By an inspection of Hough & Bourne's Map of

Ohio, it will be at once discoveied. that to continue

the raU-road from the mouth of the Little Kenha
wa to Chilicothe, and from Chilicolhe to Dayton,
would pursue almost a direct line from the city of

Baltimore through the richest and most productive

part of Ohio. It would cross the Ohio canal at Chi
licothe, by means of which, two-thirds of the whole
trade of the Scioto valley, containing at present

150.000 inhabitants, would at all times pass over it

to Baltimore. This valley is believed to be suscep-

tible of supporting a population of 1 ,000,000 of agri-

culturists, and an addition d .'iOO.UOO inhabitants,

under a proper division of labour. The distance

from Chilicothe to Dayton is 75 miles; the interme-

diate country is exceedingly rich, and well adapted
to all the purposes of agriculture. Twenty miles on
each side of the rail-way would depend upon it as

the common medium of conveyance to the ocean,
which is equal to a superficial surface of 3000 square
miles; this territory will support a population of
500,000 inhabitants. The rail-way having reached
Dayton—the head of the Miami canal—the trade ol

the whole of the upper valley of the Great Miami
river, with its numerous tributaries, together with
the whole valley of Mad river, would pass over it to

Baltimore. The territory watered by these rivers

is believed to be capable of sustaining a population

of 2,000.000 of souls; the trade referred to would,
at all times, seek a market over this road. It may
be fairly estimated, that for five months in the year
the Ohio river, between the mouth o( the Scioto ri-

ver and Pittsburg, is closed—three months in the
summer and two months in the winter. During this

suspension of the navigation of the Ohio, a larger

proportion, (if not the whole amount of it) of the
trade of the southern section of the Miami valley

and the contiguous territory of Kentucky and Indi-

ana, would pass over this river to the sea board. To
calculate what would be the exports of this vast dis-

trict of country, would be to estimate the produc-
tive power of the labour of millions of freemen.

—

The utmost stretch of the human imagination, aided
by the examples of other countries, are inadequate
to it. It is believed that in twenty years, one set of
rails would be insufficient to transport it to the

ocean. The staples of this country will be flour,

cornmeal, beef, p >rk, whiskey, hemp, wool, tobac-

co, &c. &c. Its manufactures—iron, wool, cotton,

cotton-bagging, bale rope, cordage, oil, paper, &c.;

and its imports will consist of all the comforts and
luxuries which will be consumed by an industrious,

free, and an intelligent people. The distance from
Dayton to Baltimore, by the way of the rail road,

would be less than 500 miles. A barrel of flour

could be transported from the first to the last point

in five days—whilst to take it from Dayton to the

city of New York, by the Ohio and New York ca-

nals, a distance of 1300 miles, would take from
thirteen to fifteen days—showing a difference in fa-

vour of the rail-way over the canals, both as it re-

lates to time and distance, and the cost of transpor-

tation, in the proportion of three to one. These facts

clearly show, that the extension of the rail-way west,

to the Great Miami valley, would open to the city

of Baltimore the vast interior trade of Ohio; and
would, with the addition of this trade, add greatly

to ihe value of the stock invested in the construction

of the work.

In directing our views to the extension of the rail-

way west to the valley of the Wabash, they arc

supported by the same considerations of profit to

the stockholders of the company and advantages of

trade to the city of Baltimore, as have already been
presented, The original cost of constructing works
of great public utility—such as the one now under
consideration—is not to be placed in competition

with their permanent and lasting advantages through

all time to come; a work is cheap, not in proportion

to its cost, but to its usefulness.—The state of India-

na, next to that of Ohio, is believed to contain a
greater body of good land, than any other of the

western states; and intelligent men have supposed,

that it is susceptible of supporting a population of

ten milliiins of inhabitants. The road, in passing

from Dayton, or from any other point on the Big

Miami to Terre Haute on the Wabash, would pass

through the centre of the state, and over the richest

and most productive part of its soil. On the waters

of While river, a considerable stream in that state,

and in the vicinity of Terre Haute, great quanti-

ties of mineral coal is found—which would afford

on the line of the road, at very little expense, the

necessary fuel for the propulsion of locomotive

engines. Iron, and all the necessary materials for

the cheap and permanent construction of such a

work, ^ire believed to exist in the greatest abundance

between the Big Miami and Wabash rivers; and the

general features of the country from one to the other.
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presents llie surface oi'oiie vast and continuous pluin

There are neither natural obstructions, want ot

materials, or any serious obstacle to the continuance

of this road still farther west, until it shall reach the

banks of the Mississippi itself, whenever the popu
hUion, trade and wants of the country shall justifi

such extension. The character of the population;

the original strength of the soil, and the very favour

able surface of the country; all offer themselves in

recommending its continuation ^cross the state of

Illinois, at no distant day.

If the views which have here been presented, be
correct, it will require the efTort of no cxiiaordinary

sagacity to pronounce it one of the most splendid

and profitable schemes of internal improvement
ivhich has ever been projected by the ingenuity or

the forecast of man. The countless millions of

ivealth which it would be the great avenue of an

iiually pouring into the city of Battinjore, would,
within the first fifty years alter Its com|iIetion, mak
lier the second commercial city in the world; and,
within another fifty, the Jirst. From the Ohio to

the iMississippi rivers, a distance of upwards of five

hundred miles, this road would pass over a country,

which, for orisinal fertility of soil, mildness of cli

mate, and the industry, enterprise, intelligence and
moral character of its population, is not exceeded
by that of any other. The vast commerce of this

country would find its way to the ocean, over this

road— whilst it would be the bond of union, which
would forever cement the interest, strengthen the

political and moral power, and join in the bands of
indissoluble fraternity, the family relolions of the

five great states of the American Union.

If in this enlightened age there arc any so scep-

tical as to doubt the practicability of this great pro-

ject of improvement, or if its novelty and cost

should cause the more reflecting lo doubt or ques-
tion the propriety of beginning it by the present ge-
neration— let such be lelerred to the astonishin;;

and pregrcssivc improvements wliich have and are
row taking place in the world. Let them but re-

flect thayjiftij years ago, the powers of the steam
as a mechanical agent, were unknown to the world;
that/or/i/ years ago, the idea of a vessel being driv

en hy the propulsion of a steam engine, was not
suggested—and that^iSeen years ago, there was not
one steam boat running on either the Mississippi or

any of its vast tributaries. Now, the power of
steam, as a mechanical agent, is applied to al-

most every human purpose both on the land and
on the water. Now, vessels of almost every class

are propelled by steam, on the principal rivers

of the continents of America, Kurope, Asia, and
partially in Africa. And now, there are about
one hundred and twenty steam vessels on the Mis-
sissippi and its tributaries; and upwards of three
hundred on the waters of the United States alone.

By the construction of rail roads, and the introduc-
tion of the locomative engine upon them, distance

itself will become annihilated! and the renwtest parts

«J this vast empire be brought within the limits of a
sinifle neighbourhood! in which the kindly offices ot

good neighbours will be exchanged between those,

who would have forever remained with them, stran-

gers and aliens to one another. The application of
steam as a methanical power; the invention of the

cotton mill, and the introduction of the power loom:
inventions which have all occurred within the last

fifty years— have, with the single exception of the

art of printing, brought about a greater revolution

rn the moral condition of mankind, than any other
event which has taken place since the creation ot

the world. 'J'heir various appliiations to the arts,

and their subserviency to the multifarious pur-
poses of human ingenuity, comfort and happiness,
have taught us the astonishing fact, that with the
command of the necessary means, the intelliijence

and enterprise of the present age can ett'ect almost
any earthly project.

liADXSS' »£PARX»X£:NT.

THE MOTHER.
[ saw a woman, with maternal joy,
Bending her fond eye on a lovely boy;
His cherry lips, ami cheeks so rosy, won
The magic name of beauty for her son;

His open forehead pleas'd, and rounded arm.
And each blue coursing vein was but a charm;
His tiny hands and feet, his snowy skin.

Emitted influence which was felt within;

And e'en his gentle breathing she would hear.
As though an angel vvhisper'd in her ear.

But most she gaz'd upon his polish 'd brow,
She knew of brilliants that were hid below!

Clear pearly eyelids, with their fringe of gold
Veil'd brighter sparks than words have ever told;

But love's imaginings beheld their dawn.
Like two fair stars upon the brow of morn.
Sweet transports seiz'd her, and her joy of heart
The smile of pleasure's self could not impart.

Nature, what art cannot express, may tell

—

And on the sleeping babe a tear drop fell.

That moment, o'er his features, sunny smiles

Glided enchanting: Thus, o'er southern isles.

When rising morning glances golden beams.
On ev'ry budding rose the dew-drop gleams.
She thought of angels' visits to her child,

And ol his innocence—oh! she was wild!

And all her joys centred in tiiis alone

—

She felt that precious treasure all her own!
But, while she gaz'd, a solemn stillness stole.

With icy tremors, o'er her kindling soul.

Ah! human bliss on one slight thought depends;
We think it needs must perish—and it ends!
Thus, when consumption points her earliest pains,

The startled maid in solitude complains.
Discards die hope of life, broods o'er her death,
'I'liinks she must cease to breathe, and stops her breath:

I'hc mother's heart strings, tun'd lo notes of joy,
Were thrill'd with pain, for death must take her boy!

Whether the blo,ssom, nipt with timeless frost

—

Or the full flow'r, in ruin's whirlwind toss'd

—

In infancy or youth—some poison'd dart,

Aiiu'd at his life, may quiver in his heart;

Or, should he bloom in manhood's golden prime.
Vice may destroy the being spared by time.

Hope paints her son in virtue's robes array'd,

Alraid to sin, of nothing else afraid

—

Fear spreads upon the scene a dismal glare.

And lights his eyeballs rolling in despair.

Sublime responsibility she feels.

The thought of human weakness o'er her steals;

For foreign aid, she calKs upon the sky,

And Bethlehem's Star attracts her eager eye.

Oh! mark the mother's actions! hear the pray'r
That flies to Heav'n upon the ambient air!

Mark! how she lifts her infant in her arms,
And bess protection from insidious harms!
"Oh Thou! who form'd the heavens with a span,
Yet fix'd thy image in the heart of man!
Oh Thou! who gave thine only Son to die.

That fallen man might live eternally!

Hear thou the pray'r which all my pow'rs express.
And lead my boy through life to happiness!"
See! through her meek, desiring, sparkling eyes.
Her very soul seems vision'd on the skies.

Hark! hark! the voice of thankfulness I hear.
The mother's grateful song awakes my ear;

And while she sings, the brightness of her face.
Bespeaks an angel's mind by all an angel's grace!
Art thou a mother? hast thuu ever felt.

While musing o'er thy child, thy bosom melt?
Art thou assur'd that vain is human power.
To save the fallen sou! in dan;;er's hour?
I charge thee bow before the throne of heaven.
And humbly claim the joy of sins forgiven!

Beseech the guidance of the God of love.

So shall thyself and oflspving reign above.—T. H. S.

[I'liila. .mum.

STOKL^ilSia OLIO.

BLOODED HORSES.
(From the Petersburg Intelligencer.)

Respectfully inscribed to the Amateur. Spcn'tsman,
breeder and trainer of that noble animal, the Vir-
ginian Race Horse.

As the present improved stock of the Race Horse,
both of this country and the British Turf, have (in
a very great measure,) obtained that high degree of
celebrity, viz. ."brm, size, bottom and speed, from
the two best horses which ever were imported into
England, the Darley and Gydolphin Arabians—the
lallcr the author of the Annals of the Turf, has laid
before the public, some considerable time past in
the Petersburg Intelligencer— it may perhaps aflford
some entertainment to those concerned in such
matters, at this time, to inform them in »vhat man-
ner this "paragon of perfection" was introduced into
England
A Col Cook (not a Mr, Coke, as has always been

represented in every former account hitherto given
of this animal in England.) a gentleman by birth,
education, polished manners, and very insinuating
address, and immense wealth; but by prol'ession a
"Highway Robber," resided there about the year
1720—He committed a great many felonious ac-
tions, was arraigned and tried in a variety of crim-
inal cases, but ultimately eluded the hand of justice,
by means of the aforesaid qualifications, until he
became emboldened in villany, and thought it im-
possible to be convicted. At length he committed
two acts of felony, which he thought it impossible
to escape— the rage of the community being so
highly incensed against him, (and to so great a de-
gree,) that he determined to leave England. He
embarked privately from England, under a fictitious

name, and sailed, (it was supposed,) to some port
in Africa— from thence he travelled into Syria and
afterwards into Arabia Petrea, and traversed throu"-h
the entire part of that country, where the very finest

and bast bred horses in the whole world are reared.
He always made constant enquiries of all the Arabs
he saVv, concerning the genealogy of the best Ara-
bian horses, and where they could be found. After
a fruitless journey of very considerable time and
length, he at last received information from an Arab,
that a certain "Shiek" had not only the finest bred,
but the very best horse in all Arabia, which he, the
Arab, described so minutely to the aforesaid Cook,
and said the aforesaid Sheik put so great a value
upon him, that it was entirely out of the power of
money to procure a purchase.

Col. Cook without delay, shaped his course to the
habitation of the aforesaid "Sheik," and oftered him
any sum of money he pleased to demand for the
purchase of said horse— his offer was scornfully re-

jected.

The Col. skulked about in the vicinity of the said

"Sheik," for a considerable time; and when a favor-

able opportunity offered, he either stole, or by means
of an Arab, procured said horse to be stolen. He
travelled through the deserts of both Arabia and
Africa, until be safely arrived at Damietta, a seaport

town near the mouth of the river Nile, and finally

escaped, though a hot pursuit after him had con-
tinually been kept up by the emissaries of the

aforesaid Sheik

Col. Cook embarked with said horse on board of
a British ship of war; which fortunately was about

to sail for England, and actually did sail for that

place in a very sjiort time—after touching at somt
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port to procure provender Tor him—and after the

usual passage, he arrived safely there.

Col. Cook had the said horse brought over, and

kept in France; until some favorable opportunity

oflered that he could appear in England, and be re-

stored to his family.

Col. Cook well knew his former crimes were of so

infamous a nature, (high treason and rape,) as well

as of so deep a dye, he used another fictitious name
and passed by it, to elude detection. He likewise

knt^w the magnitude of them was so very great that

unless the Prime Ministei of England interposed in

his behalf with his Majesty, he must inevitably pe-

rish.

Col. Cook returned back to England, and wrote

an anonymous letter to the Earl of Uodolphin, Prime
Minister of England, at the same time a great lover

of the finest horses, requesting a private interview

with him, on business of a peculiar nature; his

Lordship paid no attention to his communication

—

the Colonel tried him again and again, sending let-

ter after letter for a very considerable time without

effect, until he entirely despaired of success. He at

length determined to try him once more {by letter,)

on the subject.

Col. Cook by some means or other found out that

Lord Godolphin at that season of the year, was af-

flicted with the gout; and daily took an ailing in

his carriage in Hyde Park, London—he wrote to his

Lordship, that at a particular time and place in said

Park, he would see a man, (describing his stature

and dress, riding a beautiful brown horse, which he
also described, having his off heel behind white,)

who had no designs whatever on his person, but on
the contrary a great friendship for him, who wished
to have an interview with him, and that when his

Lordship in his next ride saw hini, he the said Cook
would take it as a particular favor indeed, if his

Lordsliip would direct his outriders to witlidjaw so

that the interview, as aforesaid, might be effected.

The next day Lord Godolphin took his usual
jaunt—at the place and time appointed he saw Col
Cook, who, after the withdrawal of the out riders,

rode up to his Lordship's carriage, and after making
his obedience, asked him respecting the receipt of

his former letters; his Lordship answered in the

affirmative.

Col Cook immediately dismounted and made his

Lordship another low bow, and in a very conde
scendmg manner told him. that from hearing of his

Lordship's very great partiality for being possessed
of the finest horses in the kingdom, he, alter travel-

ling several years in Arabia, had brought over the
very finest, and best bred horse in the whole world
as a present for him.

Lonl Godolphin very politely refused the present,
alleging that it would be entirely inonsistent wilh
his dignity and station, to accept of so very valua-
ble a present—(which must have cost an immense
sum to procure,) from an entire stranger.

His Lordship, after a minute inspection of the
liorse, pronounced him to be the very finest and
best looking Arabian horse he ever saw, or had
been brought into England; and if Col. Coke, as he
slyli'd himself at that time, would part wilh said
horse, he would give him a blank check upon the
Bank ctf England, which he, the aforesaid Cook,
might fill up with any sum he pleasi-d.

Col. Cook told his Lordship, he never would selJ

the said boise—alleging at the same time, that he,
with great difliicully, labour and cX|iense, and after
travelling in Arabia iipi\ards of three years, procur-
ed the said horse, for ;he express purpose of pre
seniing to his Lordship on his arrival in England-
he further said that if his Lordship would not accept
him, he would not part with him to any other person.
Lord Godolphin was inexorable.

Col Cook solicited his Lordship again and ao-ain,
without success, until said Cook's entreaties, after
a very considerable time, became so very urgent,

that at length Lord Godolphin accepted of this very
Arabian, as the greatest present of the animal crea-
tion in the world.

After his Lordship had presented his compliments
to Cook, he told him if he could in any way what-
ever serve him, he would do it with a great deal of
pleasure.

About this time, by means (it was supposed,) of
the servants of Col. C's relations, hearing his name
frequently mentioned in their respective families,

and no doubt wilh a view of receiving the reward of
"one hundred and fifty guineas," which govern
ment had formerly offered for his apprehension, they
lodged information against him, and he was arrested
for his former offences and committed to prison; he
wrote to Lord Godolphin (discovered to him who
he was and his real name,) to intercede in his behalf
with his Majesty, who ordered a writ of "nolle pro-
sequi " to be issued, saying that Col. C. was an in-

nocent man, and could not be the same person who
committed the felonious acts for which he lied from
England.

Col. Cook was immediately restored to his former
rank and family—he

''Forsook his crimes, repressed his folly

Ani njler many years melancholy.
Became a good and honest iiian."

Mellish,
The Sportsmen of the American Turf will confer

an obligation on the writer of this, to fill up the fol-

lowing pedigrees, and publish them in this paper:
Imported mare Calista, Col. Byrd's of VVestover.
Imported mare Jenny Cameron, (Col. Byrd's,)

whether she had a filly got by the imported horse
Jolly lli);<er, or not.

VVhether the Valiant mare out of her had a filly

by old Janus, or not.

Pedigrees of Dabster, Kouli Khan, Doucles,
Stalely, imported horse Carver, imported by Ur.
Charles Mayle, foaled about the year 1770 or 1771,
and «old at his sale in Norfolk, near the great bridge
in 1776. Imported horses Hob-nob, Sober John,
imported by the late Col. John Baylor. Defennon
by Medley, his further pedigree wanted.

Nonpareil; .Spangloss; the dam of Southall's Tra-
veller, was an imported mare— it is wanted.
Trimmer, a good racer in Maryland.
Chesapeake do do
Butler's Camilla do
Thornton's VVhisllejacket do
True Gold; Hall's Union do
Galloway's Selim do
Tickler; Whirlwind, sent to do from Va.
Imported Regulus, Burrels, by the Godolphin; his

further pedigree wanted.
Marshal Duroc, bred by foaled in got by

Uuroc, his dam. Maid of the Oaks, bred by the
late Gen. Ridgely.
The Proprietor of the Baltimore course can give it

aX£SC:]B£.IiAI!iTX:OVS.

DARBY'S GEOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.
[We publish with much pleasure the following

notice by a correspondent, of a Gazetteer, more am-
ple and satisl'actory, in several respects, than any
we have seen. Few books have appeared from the
American press of so much utilitv,or more deserv-
ing of public patronage. It has "just been publish
fd in Philadelphia, in one volume of 900 octavo
pages—price ^6, in calf.

As soon as we can find room, we hope in the next
number, we shall copy some valuable and interest-
ing views and tables on the population of the United
States, present and prospective.]

Mr. SKiN-xnn, Fredirichhurs, July 4, 18J7.

If compatible with the scope of your very useful
paper, I would consider it a favour to find room for

some remarks on, and extracts from Darbifs Geo
graphical Dictionary. Examining (his work, I pei
ceive- that the author has taken more than common
pains to analyze the population of the United Stale^.

1 m.iy repeat, with great correctness, the expres-
sions made use of on this subject in the preface.
'•So much of the most essential legislation, and so
many of the most vital questions in domestic policv
demand a thorough knowledge of the local position,

and relative increase or decrease of population, that
too much perspicuity cannot be given to that sub
ject. In those stales where (he population is com
posed of three bodies, distinct in features, and in

political condition, viz: whites, slaves, and free co
loured persons, tables have been calculated witli

great labour, to exhibit the relative position and
number of each class."

Another improvement of great value is made in

the location of the counties; which, in (his gazel

leer, are described wilh their boundaries, and ex-

tent in square miles; to which is superadded, their

geographical position, wilh the longitude from the
meridian of W'ashington city.

Before examining Darby's Gazetteer, it had been
my intention to offer to the Farmer some observa-
tions on our population; which projected communi-
cation I am now desirous to carry info effect. I am
not so vain as to expect to add new views on the

subject of my essay, but I may efVect two good pur-

poses: 1 may excite some degree of public reflec-

tion on a most momentous part of our political his-

tory, and I may contribute my humble share in

bringing into notice a work of some merit.

Agathedemok.

METEOROLOGY OF JUNE,
AT BALTIMORE.

Jit sun-rise—l\Iean temperature, 64°.5.

Highest do. 9 days, at and above 70°

—

-2.Sth, 75".

T i A i 1st, 51"—2d, 50"
Lowest do.

^ 2ad, 49».

A slight white frost was observed on various

low places near the city, on the morning of

the iod. A similar occurrence, in this month,
is not recollected for several years.

Mean temperature at the warmest part of the qfier-

nooii, .... 79°. 5.

Highest—on 19 days mercury rose to

80« and above; 14th, 8ti— 15th, 85°

301h, 85°.

Lowest, 1st, 67«—'2d,7ia_4th,70«
18th, 70°.

At 1 hour past sun-set—Mean temperature, 73"'.4.

Mean of the month, 7'2° 5.

Winds—From N. to E the latter only inclusive, 1

1

observations-E to S. 12— S. to W. 17—W.
to N. iO; two observations a day, at 6 in the

morning and ti in (he evening.

Weather—Rain on 13 days. Thunder on 5 days.

On ve'^elatioii— 1st. Elder fiowers, (Sambucus utgro)

12(h, Catalpa flowers.

25th, Rye harvest begins.

iiUlh, Wheat harvest begins.

30th, Alth<E flowers.

RlCHAKD SeXTOX.

COTTON BAGGING.
A writer in the Natchez Ariel on (he subject of

bagging, says—'-By the operation of the tariff, the

Scotch baKging is nearly excluded from our mar-
ket, and w are forced to rely on the friends of that

measure (our neighbours in Kentucky,) exclusively

for our supplies. They may put what price they

please on it, and we roust p:iy it, so long as they

know we cannot be supplied through other chan-
nels. Hence we find speculators from that stale

buying up the article at the enormous price of 26

cents per yard, and with a reasonable hope too of
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realizing iVom lour to six cents per yard, "may
be said, that the time has been when we paid 40

cents, and without murmurring—trne, but we then

sold our cotton for 30 or 32 cents per pound: the

bagein" then cost nothing: but now, if we buy at

20 cents per pound (equal to 30 cents per yard,)

and sell at eight cents, it requires no arithmetician

to tell that we lose considerably by the operation."

He recommends as a remedy for this evil, that the

planters should manufacture their bagging out of

their inferior cotton, which will be a saving in the

cost of it, and calculates that the crops of Louisia-

na and Mississippi will require 800,000 yards,

which, witli the use of cotton bale rope, will add to

the consumption of the raw material about 5000

bales of 400 lbs. each, or if the planters cannot

manufacture the article, he recommends that course

to the northern manufacturers.

"I WILL BY AND BYE."

Zounds! sir, yoa may as well swear that you will

never do it! I'm out of all patience with these "by

and bye" folks. An hour of the present time is

worth a week of the future.
„ , ,.

Why, 1 know a bachelor, who is as well calculat-

ed for matrimonial felicity as every virtue and every

accomplishment can render him;—but he has been

putiing oH' the happy time, from one year to another,

always resolving that he would marry "by and bye,"

till the best ten years of his life are gone, and he is

still "resolving" and 1 fear "he will die ihe same."

He that would gather the roses of matrimony must

wed in the May ol life. If you wish only the wither-

ed leaves and the thorns, why, poor Richard says,

put it off till September.—"i'rocrastiuation is the

thief of time."

I made a visit last winter to see my old Inend

Jeremiah Careless. When he put my hoises into the

stable, he took me to his barn floor to see some line

vvheat he had just threshed. I observt^d to him that

one ol the boards of the barn was near lallmg, and

ill by and bye," said he.

^i:^ ir^BilS^^nis

Baltimore, Friday, July 13, 1827.

3>The next meeting of the Trustees of the Ma
RYLAND Agricultural Sotiety wdl be held, by

his invitation, at the residence of Mr. H V. Somer

ville, at Bloomsbury,on Thursday next. The bu

siness which will then require the attendance of the

Trustees is of the highest importance, and a full

meeting is much to be desired. It is, however, re-

spectfully suggested, that those who may foresee

that they cannot attend, will give notice accordingly.

American SiLK.--An interesting fact has fallen un-

der our observation during the last week, with which

it seems expedient to acquaint our readers, many of

whom, we have no doubt, have commenced or will

the next year commence, rearing the silk worm. It

is this: during the last week, a lady of our acquain

tance, has been amusing herself with making very

beautiful bracelets, of very small beads of various

colours; by means of which birds, tlowers, &c. are

represented. After some experience it was found

that the work could not be done with the best taste

and effect, without silk of the finest quulily and ol

the strons;est texiure; and this delicate and amusing

task would have been abandoned for want of silk

fine and strong enough for such a needle as must

be used with such beads. The town was searched

in vain. At last she recollected the skeins of silk

which had been given to her, as from Mr. B. S.

Young, (see Am. Farmer, vol. 8, page 245,) from

worms reared on our common country mulbtiry!

Though the skeins were much tangled, she wound

them off without a single break. She found the silk

of uncommon fineness and extraordinary strength,

and by means of the Missouri silk, from the Ame-

rican mulberry, she accomplished a somewhat te

dious, but beautiful work, that could not, with any

satisfaction, have been executed with imported silk.

Experiments by Mr. W. Buchanan, for amuse.

ceptable additions to our stock of table fruits and
vegetables. How can wealth and taste and publick
spirit be better employed than in thus making addi-
tions to, and in perfecting what contributes equally
to our health and our gratification?

Sl^LosT, a large, light tan, or red fox hound, QS
inches high—he was seen at Cragg's ferry on Sun-
day last. Any one hearing of him will please leave
notice with Col. Amey, in Paca street.

FOR SALE,
A fine high spirited Jackass, six years old, imported

from South America, remarkable for vigour, and the
qualities of his stock—He will be sold for cash, on rea-

sonable terms, if applied for wiihin two weeks—orwili
be exchanged for a thorough bred Mare aud Colt or
young Filly, or Horse thorough bred. The Mare must
be of good size, and clear pedigree—not more than
ten years old, and either not now in foal, or if in foal,

by a thorough bred horse. For other particulars, in-

quire of the Editor of the American Farmer.

BAIiTIKOnii PRICES OXTSREXl'T.

he had better nail it. "1 ,- ,.. a '-'»I'-
— -j — - --

Things about the farm looked as thougb by anft:>.^^^_^j^
^^ ,1^^ Warren factory, on the leaves of our

bye" 'folks lived there.-Next morning the boys

tame running m with sad news. An unruly bull had

torn off the board, and the cattle had supped and

breakfasted on the while whi-at, and old Brindle, the

best cow in the drove, was foundered so that she

died. .Now two nails, worth a penny, and five

minutes of lime would have saved the life of old

Brindle and the white wheat in the bargain.

Passing by my neighbour Nodwell's the other day,

I saw that his wile had made a fine garden, and the

early peas were shooting above the ground. "It

looks well, said I, neighbour— but there is a hole in

the fence, which vou had better mend, or the hogs

will rum your garden."— I will "by and bye-," said

he. Happening to go by there two days alter, I was

deafened with the cry of "Who-ee, who ee— stu-

boy,stu-boy"— a drove of hogs had come along, and

while my neighbour was taking a nap, they had

crawled through the broken fence and destroyed the

labor of a week. "Never put otl till to-morrow what

you can do to day"— Poor Richard says.

TO KEEP MOTHS, BEETLES, ETC. FROM CLOTHES

Put a piece of camphor in a linen bag, or some

aromatic herbs, in the drawers, among linen or wool

len clothes, and neither moth or worm will come

sear them.
TO PRESERVE CURRANTS.

Gather currants when green, separate them from

the stems, and put them in junk bottles; cork the

bottles closely, and put them in a cool part of the

cellar. Currants may be kept fresh and green in

this manner twelve months or more, and will make

excellent pie« in the winter and spring.

native mulberry as well as the white, have afforded

esults the most encouraging; and we are confirm

ed in the conjecture stated in the volume referred

to, that the white mulberry is by no means indis-

pensable to the production of the finest and the

best silk.

Large Fruits, Grains, &c—This may be call-

ed a year of abundance—The crops of grain and

i^rass of every kind, have been unusually heavy—and

Ihe papers throughout the country have contained

notices of stalks of grain of prodigious length, and

of fruit of uncommon size. By Caplain Elliot of

the Navy, we received some strawberries from

South America, more than double the size of the

largest we had ever before seen; and, on the same

day, we were favoured from the garden of Major

Isaac M'Kim with gooseberries, very nearly four

inches in circumference—and we have this moment
received from Mr. Lafitte, an apricot, the dimen-

sions whereof are correctly stated in the following:

Dear Sir, Baltimore, My W, 1821.

The abundance of apricots this year, has been

remarked by almost every body: It is with a view

to record in your valuable paper an instance of their

extraordinary growth, that I send you one plucked

this morning l^rom one of the trees in my garden,

measuring seven inches in circumference.

Yours, very respectfully,

J. S. Skinner, Esu. JN( K S. LAFITTE, Jr.

To Captain Elliotl, of the Navy, whose publick

spirit and thoughtlulness of the agricultural inte-

rests of his country, when abroad, we have had oc-

casion to notice before, we are now again indebted

for a variety of stone fruit and of esculents from

t .South America, that will doubtless prove most ac-

Repiirted for the .imericun Farmer, by Lewis Sutton Sf Co.

Tobacco.—Maryland is certainly in more demand,
and we think the price rather better, yet we confess it

i< hut little higher than it has been; there were 17 stayed

hhds of Ohio sold to the highest bidder, at §6.25—also
6 others passed inspection, sold in the same way at |8.50.

Corn has been selling within this week at .41 a .60.

Seconds, as in quality, $2.50 o 6.00—common crop,

3.25 o 3.1.^—Do. red, 4.00 o 4.50—good red, 5.00 a

6.00— Fine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow' and red, 6.00 o
9.i;0— Yellow, 10.00 o 15.00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a

'5.00—Virginia fat, 6.00 ri 8.00— Rappahannock, 3.50

—

Kentucky, fine, 4.00a 5.50—do. wrapping,7.00« 8 00.

Fi.ocR—Howard-st. $5.00 a 5.124— City mills, 4.62i

n ! 75—Susquehanna, §4.374 a 4.50— Corn Meal, per

barrel, 2.75 a 2.874--Wheat, best white, .90 a 93

—

ordinary, good .85 o .90— inferior, .70 a "5

—

Corn .44

II .47—Rye, .55 a .60—Oats, .24 a .25

—

White Beans,
1.25— Peas, .60

—

Clover seed, 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy.
3.00—Barley, I.OO— Flaxseed, .90—Cotton. Virginia,

10.00 a 1 1.00—North Carolina, 9.00 a 10.00—Tennessee
I0.00all.50—Upland, fair, 10.00a 11.00

—

Wool, coun-

try, washed on the sheep's back, 18.00 a 22.00—raixt

do. 20.00 a 22.00—half blood, 24.00 a 26.00—three-
quarters, 28.00 a 30.00—full blood, 30.00 n 35.00—Fish,
Herrings, No. 1, p. bbl. 2.25 a 2.50—Shad, in good or-

der, 6.00 a 7.00—Mackerel, 4.On a 5.25 a 5.75—Bacow,
best hams, 9.00 o 10.00—hog around, 6.00 a 6,25—coun-

try, 5.25 « 6.00

—

Whiskey, in hhds. .29; in barrels 30.

—Live Stock, beef on hoof, 5.00 a 5.50—Hoes, do. 4 a

4.60—Mutton and Lambs, 1.26 a 2.00—Veal, 3.00—But-
ter, new, 15 o 20—Chickens, per dozen, 1 60 o 2.00.
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FINE SEA ISLAND COTTON.

^ Report, accompanied with simdry letteri, on the

causes which coatribule to the production of Fine

Sea island Cotton; read before the Agricultural i>o

ciety of St. John's, Colleton, on the lith March.

1827 —By VVhitemarsh B. Seabrook, Corre-

sponding Secretary.

(Continued from page 130.)

In Mr. MHtbewes' letter, is the following decla-

ration of a distinguished spinner of Manchester, on

which the secretary would now briefly animadvert.

"Some years ago," says he, "we readily found

among the cotton of different planters a sufficient

number of bags to spin all the fine yarn that was

required. At present, when the consumption ol

fine yarns is doubled, we do not find among all the

cottons we examine, one bag per annum." The same

spinner further remarked, as personally stated to

the secretary by Mr. Mathewes, that he had been

compelled to adapt his jnachinery to the coarseness of

iht Jibre In the opinion of planters of experience

and observation, the quantity of cotton now made

to the acre is much less than formerly. Mortifying,

indeed, is the reflection, that with greater practice,

more skill, and higher attainment in agricultural

knowledge, that we should now have to record a

positive retrogradation in our calling. The dete-

rioration in regard to the quality of cotton appears

referrible to two prominent causes; injudicious ma-

nure, or its wrong application, and defective seed.

Manuring, as a system, commenced in this section

of the state about ten years ago. At that period,

the market value of cottons did not shew the ex-

istence of an essential difference in their quality;

hiMice, the planter aimed at quantity only. The
;). r-everance in this design has given a longer, and

•V iluips a stronger, but manifestly a less silky sta-

ple, than a contrary course would have insured him;

i'oi, as already suggested in this report, poor sandy

land will yield a liner fibre than a fertile soil of the

same texture. The same result is equiiAy certain

from lands naturally productive, wh^ comparec/

with soils artificially enriched. If thesf posilio.is

be correct, the inference is fairly deduc'^'le, that the

manures' in common use do not te-" to improve

the fineness of cotton. In the acrJniplishment of

this object, it would be more ad'"* '^ *" ""^'y ^^

cliisively on the inherent powo' "f 'be soil, should

it be of a favourable constitution, t*"*" '^ pursue

th'j prariice which experie'^e has clearly evinced

to be /iredicated on erro- But is t.'iere no manure

11, at can effect the druble purpose of a profitable

ha.vest, with its cl-sirable correlative, a fine quali

u^ For every Jescription of soil in which sand

jiredominatcs, (he secretary is warranted in aver

ilii;;, that sail clay mud is that manure The ra-

tvnule of its salutary influence is to be found in the

acknowledged principle, that every soil is improved

t'V llie proper admixture of earths. The attraction

br-tween earth and water is well esablished. From
till, fact, the celebrated French <;hemist, the Che-
valier Cadet de Gassicourl, after ^ series of success-

iul p.xperimcnts, drew the confusion, that the fer-

tility of soils depends, in a gr'at measure, on their

capacity to absorb and to r-tain moisture. Clay
Ikio the strongest attraction Or water, but abandons
it the soonest: sand absorb water in less quantities,

but retains it longer tha' clay. If, therefore, by

any process, these two oils could be judiciousli

aiinijxed, their texture, ' priori, would be ameliorat-
cJ The mechanical siucture of the particles com
posing them; their arfipfation for the admission of
;<ir, and for the percJ'ation of moisture, would in-

svito to the union of *he two earths, a soil admira-
•

* Simulating manures.
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bly subservient to vegetation.. Salt clay mud* acts

rather negatively, than positively. It does not add

verv materially to the product of cotton, but from

its conservative and maturative power, the fruit,

which the combined operation of soil and season

may have disclosed, it is nearly certain of retaining

and ripening. In a propitious season, stimulating

manures will yield a larger crop than salt mud; but

for a series of years, the latter will more certainly

repay the industry and skill of the planter. A se-

cond cause for the deterioration of the quality of

cotton, is to be traced to the probability, that the

best seed has been rejected. It is known that the

seed of short staple cotton is entirely coated with

down. As often as the Sea island planter has met
with this description of seed, he has unreflectingly

cast it aside, as unsuited to his purpose. Again, in

every field, it was common, at one time, to disco-

ver numerous plants (termed male cotton,) with

seed generally covered with wool. At present, by

the authority of the master, the labourer has so ef-

fectually eradicated them, that a solitary intruder is

rarely to be met with. The male cotton is compa-
ratively unproductive, but its texture is distinguish-

ed for its silkiness. The operation of the farina

fecwidans of plants no longer rests on surmise and

conjecture. By the discovery and observation of

Mr. John Bywater, of Liverpool, on animalctdce in

fusoria:, and on the physiology of plants, we are

furnished with some curious and interesting inl'or

mation on this subject. His examinations go to

shew, that the small capsules of the jarina fecun
dans sive out when in contact with water, an abun-

dance of animalcules, which are supposed to be the

mysterious agents by which vegetable secretions

are tarried forward. May it not be a wise provi

sion of nature, with a view to the preservation of

her fruits in their original excellence, that there

should exist among every species of vegetables,

certiin plants, possessing a peculiar attribute;

wliiih, by the agency of its pollen, renders it (the

pirlcular species of vegetable,) more valuable? If

tiis be true, the male cotton is a treasure, not a
nuisnnce. f rom the testimony of our oldest plant-

ers, the seed of cotton was formerly much more
woolly than now-a days. The Persian cotton men-
tioned by Mr. Mathewes, and probably alluded to by
Mr Coffin, produces seed that differs but little from
the seed of upland cotton. These facts lead to the

presumption, that in relation to this branch of his

profession, the planter has been guided bv preju
dice, not by reflection and experiment; and that in

avoiding the seed which would seem to partake of
the character of short staple cotton, without prepa-
ratory examination, he has not consulted his true

interest.

In accounting for the diminution of the quantity
of cotton to Ike acre, the secretary, uncertain of
the existence of the fact, would unwillingly enter
on the boundless field of speculation. A few brief

remarks, however, may not be deemed either inap-

propriate or obtrusive That our lands are becora
ing annually more exhausted, is a position too ap
parent to need illustration. That the proper means
of their resuscitation have not been adopted, appears
to be equally undeniable. Among the many causes
which may have conspired to produce this state

of things, the secretary would advert to the system
of over-cropping; the indiscriminate use of certain

manures for every soil, and the injudicious manner
of their application. The practice of planting a

quantity of land, unsuitable to the labour employed
ill its cultivation, has been attended with such sig-

nal disadvantages, that the reflecting mind is at a

loss to conceive the motive of its continuance. If

this were the era of ignorance, we would rcadil*

yield our credence to the plausible suggestion, that

'The influence of salt mud on the quality of cotton:
has ahready been adverted to in page 129.

the larger the acre of ground under tilth, the great-
er would be the product. This theory, which com-
mon usage would seem to have confirmed, expe-
rience alone teaches us, depends for its correctnes";

on the physical force employed. One hundred acres,
cultivated by twenty labourers, might yield 86000;
but if seventy acres, with t.^e same number of at-

tendants, but under different management, could be
made to realize the same amount, it is manifest, that
the difference between the two fields (thirty acres,

y

is to the owner, so long as he disregards the practi-
cal admonitions of his neighbours, an unproductive
capital. The plantation of Mr. Burden is more ra
luable to him, than the plantation of A. or B. with
twice the extent of arable land, is to either of them,
under the ordinary course of tillage.

The manures on which the planter almost uni

versally relies, are of a direct stimulating tendency
That these manures, if properly applied, are we'll

calculated to increase the product of every crop,

experience and reason declare; but, that their bene
ficial influence on the qualify of cotton is, at least,

problematical, has been attempted to be shewn.
The common mode of applying manure, is to strew
it immediately below the list. The secretary in-

clines to the opinion, that this practice is radically

wrong, and that it has contributed most materially

to the curtailment of the income of the planter.

When the tap root of cotton comes in contact with
it, the plant is preternaturally excited, and its even-
tual productiveness depends entirely on the regulari-

ty of the season. In a drought, from the desicca-

tion of the sap, by the extreme beat which the ma-
nure generates, the leaves wither, and a general
predisposition to disease is formed. If the dry
weather be followed by one or more heavy showers
of rain, the plants assume new vigour and life, with
the certain consequence of a loss of all the pods
which may not have attained a mature age. Should
cotton on a weak soil, from the excitement of the
season, begin to grow anew, the prospect of the

planter is seldom blighted; but the same plant, on
lands artificially enriched, acted on alike by an in-

vigorating atmosphere, and the mass of manure
which lies in contact with ils roots, rarely escapes
an irremediable injury. Fields that exhibit the ap-
pearance of an abundant harvest, are frequently,

from this cause, so utterly denuded of their fruit,

as scarcely to refund the seed wilh which they were
sown. A second growth, therefore, is to the cot-

ton plant as destructive in its consequences, as the

depredations of the caterpillar. In its avoidance,

have we consulted experience, or have we been
guided by the common principles of vegetable phy-
siology? No! impelled by hope, and resting on the

unreflecting impulse of the mind, we persist in a
system which leads directly to repletion or deple-

tion. It is, therefore, extremely probable, that the

most effectual means afforded us by nature, of pre-

serving the fertility of our lands, is so often injudi-

ciously used, as to avert the very effect intended to

be produced. When this occurs, the planter pa-

tiently submits to his misfortune, under the con-

scientious, but false assurance, that the seasons have
been unpropifious.

As a partial remedy for the evil, incident to a

new growth, the secretary would advi.se the plan of

broad-casting manure. By it. manure becomes more
generally incoiporated with the soil; the cotton

plant is never forced unnaturallj-, and every fibre

partakes gradually, and alike, of the food which is

presented. To the causes which have been enume-
rated, as contributing, in part, to the reduction of

the quantum of cotton to the acre, may be added,

too much nursing at the bearing season, and the

prevalent custom of hauling an excess of dirt to the

plants, particularly when it is wet. The whole se-

cret of the husbandry of our fathers, who, if we
please, were negligent planters, consisted in a clean

field. They never worked their crops oftencr than
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necessity (Ji'iuamleil. 'I'licir creed appeared to be.

no "rass, iiu labour. 'I'o usa the hoe in anticipa-

tion, seeii.cd to them, Idic administering medicine

to a healthy man to prevent disease.'

The secretary having concluded his observations

on the various intcresiing subjects, which the let-

ters under review have elicited, would subjoin but

one or two remarks.

The tendency of population is to increase beyond

the means of subsistence. This is particularly true

of St. John's, Colleton. Its population duplicates

itself every twenty years. By the present, or iin

improving system, the arable land of the parish

would not more than sullice to meet the exigencies

of one third of the rising generation. If, then, pri-

vate interest and political considerations invite us

to an imitation of Mr. Burden's practice, so far as

to cultivate the one half of the land, annually plant

cd, and ta aim, hereafter, at the quality, rather than

exclusively at the quantity of the crop, it is appa-

rent that the parish would be able to maintain, in

equal abundance, double the number of its present

families. As we estimate, then, the endearing tie

which binds us to our offspring; as we appreciate the

elevated station to which the agriculture of South

Carolina legitimately aspires, so should our future

geoponical schemes be governed and directed. Our

pertinacious adherence to the raising of a single

article, with its usual concomitant— over-produc-

tisn, has created a train of evils, which naught

but a fundanienial change of husbandry can eifectu

ally eradicate. The secretary is aware, that the

prejudices of a planter are strong and dilKcult of

jenioval. He perseveres in a settled custom, al-

though by it, his profits continually diminish. His

repugnance to test a new project is a truth of daily

observation. You may convince liim by argument;

you may clearly illustrate your position by exam-

ples; yet, you cannot swerve him from his olden

course. At length, perchance, the desire of novel

ty leads to an experiment. If it succeed, it is again

subjected to future trials. The contagion, in time,

is communicated to his neighbour; and thus the old

sysltin and the new practice are, slowly, the one

abandoned, and the other introduced. A» invetera-

cy in his agricultural habits constitutes a trait in the

character of the plnnter, it remains to be determin-

ed, whether it is a feature which adorns the minu or

obscures the understanding. Interchange of senti-

ment not only guarantees success in his protession,

but conduces most powerlully to the formation ol

friendships, and the annihilation of untenable opi

nions. This suggestion, at all times true, is pecu

liarly applicable to this society. Its members inha-

bit three distinct sections ol the same parish.t Al-

thouivh, in the forpiation of the human character,

locality and soci-ty exercise unlimited sway, it is

hoped that in all matters touching the wellare ol

this association, the interest ol the parish, and the

prosperity of the state, there is but one mind and

one common feeling. That we may become better

acquainted ivith one another; that we may, hereaf-

ter, unite more fervently to elevate the agricultural

character of St. John's. Colleton, and to continue

our acts of individual comity and kindness, is the

ardent and reiterated supplication of a heart devot-

ed to the promotion of the public weal

All which, is respectfully submitted by

WHirEMARSH B. SEABROOK.

(CIRCULAK.)

Addressed to Messrs. Elias Vanderlwrst, Thomas A.

Coffin, Kinsey Burden, Jf'Utiam Scabrook, Sen.,

and John R. Mathewes.

De.\r Sir, Edislo island, August 20, 1S26.

As the legitimate aim of agriculture is to increase

the quantity and improve the quality of the various

productions of the earth. I need not apologize to

you, for the information I am about to solicit. Ex-
ercising the secretaryship of an agricultural society,

the duty necessarily devolves on me, of collecting

all the facts which my judgment may direct would
be worthy of communication.
Rumor, sir, has pointed you out as one of the

most successful growers o( Jine long cotton in this

state. Should it, therefore, comport with your con-

venience, and not be deemed an unwarrantable in-

trusion in your private concerns, have the goodness

to reply, as early as possible, to all or any of the

following queries, viz:

1st. Is all your cotton equally fine? If not, what
description of your soil yields the most silky?

2d. What manure do you esteem the best to ira

prove the fineness of the staple?

3d. Is your cotton, which is so distinguished for

one quality, remarkable also for the length and

strength of its staple, or both?

4th. What has been your average crop for the

last live years; and what quantity do you plant to

the hand?
5th. Are you very particular in the selection ol

seed? Which kind do you prefer, the small or the

large, the perlt;ctly clean, or that which is 4 little

woolly? I

Gth. Have you ever tested the experiment on the

diflerence of the product and quality of cotton from
serd taken from the bottom, middle or top if the

stalk? _'

7th. How do you preserve your seed? Is it kept

in a confined situation, or in a well ventilated joom?
8th. Ill gathering your crop, do you ever pKkthe

wool from those pods that, from their immaturity,

re but imperfectly open? Should your ansvver be

in the afTirmative, state the reason.

9th. Do you dry your cotton in the sun or in the

shade? If in the sun, how long?

10th. What is your mode of preparation, and

what quantity do you clean to the hand per day?

11th. Are you in the habit of using the whipper

belore or after the cotton is ginned, or in both in-

stances?

1 2th. What is the character of your soil? Is your

land high or low—indented with creeks, and how
far from the ocean?

Such other information, in relation to the subject

matter of this communication, as you may be wil

ling to disclose, I need not assure you, will be most

gratefully acknowledged.
Respectfully, your obedient servant,

WHITEMARSH B SEABROOK,
Cor. Scc'iT/ Jigric. Socidtj of St. John's, Colleton.

* To avoid misapprehension, the secretary would

state, that the nfiener cotton is hoed, to the period

when the fruit begins to disclose itself trecly, the more
vigorous and productive will it be. Afterwards tlie lioc

^ould be used cautiously, and never later than the lOlh

cf July.

t The parish of St. John's, Colleton, is composed of

the islands of Edisto, ohn's, and Wadmalaw. The so-

ciety consists, principally, of the planters of the three

islands.

De.^r Sir, SuHiran's Island. Sept I, 1826.

Your useful circular has been received. I answer,

with pleasure, your queries, as far as my limited

knowledge of the subjects adverted to will admit

You observe, "such other information in relation to

the subject matter of this communication as you

may be willing to disclose." Permit me to assure

you, sir, if I had the good fortune to possess any

information, not generally known, upon the culture

of the cotton plant or its preparation for market,

nothing could aflbrd me more satisfaction than to

disclose it for the benefit of others. A planter who
would, from interested motives, conceal any disco-

veries which might improve the culture or the prepa

ration for sale, of any of our staple products, must

certainly be deficient in that patriotism and liberal

feeling, v.hich.at l.asi, are supposed to govern eve-
ry t):entleman in this community. *

Question 1st. Is all your cotton equallr fine? If
not, what description of your soil yields the most
silky?

Ans. I consider that the most sandy parts of my
soil produce the finest cotton and the most silky.

Q. 2d. What manure do you esteem the best to
improve the fineness of the staple?
A I have never used any but the soft salt mud-

it is taken out of the creek during winter and spread
in the old alleys w ith the back of the hoe, about two
inches thick in the lowest spots; and in the most
sandy, not more than a quarter of an inch. The
land is then listed over the mud before it becomes
hard. I have never manured more than eighty-five
acres in one winter.

Q. 3d. Is your cotton, which is so distinguished
for one quality, remarkable also for the length and
strength of its staple, or both?

A. As machinery is the only test for fine cottons^
allow me to give you an extract of a letter address-
ed to me from one of the most respectable spinners
in Manchester. "Although your cotton is second to
no mark (brand,) in health and fineness, still it does
not possess sufficiently the latter requisite to spin
our very finest numbers."

Q. 4th. What has been your average crop for
the last five years, and what quantity do you plant
to the hand?
A. I have never made more than 150 lbs to the

acre, and plant very short to the hand, in conse-
quence of not having a sufficient quantity of land.

Q. 5th. Are you very particular in the selection
of your seed, and which kind do you prefer, the
small or the large, the perfectly clean, or that which
is a little woolly?

A. I select that which has a little wool at the
ends, but am not satisfied as to the advantage of it.

Q. 6th. Have you ever tested the experiment on the
difference of the product and quality of cotton, from
seed taken from the bottom, middle, or top of the
stalt?

^ ^fever.

Q 7th. How do you preserve your seed? Is it

kept in 4 Confined situation, or in a well ventilated
room?

A. It is k\ot jn J igff oygf my gj^ bousc, without
any aperture ^ aj^it air.

Mi- "'h- In ^'•hering your crop, do you ever pick
the wool from th(>e pods, that, from their immatu-
rity, are but imperKctly open?
A Never. ' '^

Q. 9th. Do you dry y.>ur cotton in the aun or in
the shade? It in the sun,'aow long?

A. I always dry in the sun, and suff'ered it, until
the last year, tc remain on the '.ofton scaffold 'be
greater part of the day.

Q 10th. What is your mode of preparation, and
what quantity do you clean to the hand per day?

A. I require the cotton to be picked carefully
from the pods, without leaves or dirt of any kind,
and am very yarticular in the assorting before it

goes to the gins. ] give twenty-eight pounds as a
task in moling.

Q. 1 1th. Are ycu in the habit of using the whip-
per before or after'he cotton is ginned, or in both
instances?

A. I use the whippjr only for the cotton which is

picked after frost, anl for the stained; the opera-
tion is performed befor< it goes to the gins.

Q 12th. What is the^.haracter of your soil? Is

your land high or low, »\dented with creeks, and
how far from the ocean?

A. I have both high anl low land in the same
fields; white sand in the hi^est, and a grey soil in

the lowest. There are no ckjeks running into tbei

fields; the distance from the ocean varies from t

quarter to a half mile.

With extreme regret, that th> information I am
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enabled to impart, is so very limited on the import-

ant subjects embraced in your circular,

I remain, very respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

E. VANDERHORST.
To Whitemarsh B. Seabrook, Esft.

Cor. Sec. Jlgi-ic Soc. vf St. John's, Colleton.

(To be continued.)

MR. SMITH'S "RICE PLANTER."
Dear Sir, Ea^lville, Va., \Oth June. 1827.

1 have just perused with much pleasure, in the

last "Farmer," a letter from Mr. Rowand, giving

an account of the success which has attended the

trial of my "Cotton Planter and Cultivator," in

South Carolina. If any thing could now be want-

ing to establish the reputation of this machine with

the growers of corn and cotton, it will be found in

the following letter from Dr. Muse. With respect to

its expedition I can speak with confidence, as I have

seen it give the first dressing to six and an half

acres of cotton in five hours, without more than or-

dinary exertion: the operator not knowing that he

was noticed. This I conceive is equ-al to thirteen

acres per day. 'I'he corn I have had planted by it

is more neat and regubr in its appearance than any

I ever saw.

The chief object in this communication is, to in-

form you of another invention I have just com-
pleted, which must, I think, prove of infinite ser-

vice to our southern planters. In my late visit to

the south, I had an opportunity of visiting several

rice plantations, and becoming acquainted with the

whole process of cultivating the crop. It is drilled

in rows fifteen inches asunder, but all done by hand.

I leave you to judge then, the labour requisite, and
the waste of seed consequent upon this mode of

operation. It occurred to me, that this might be

much belter and more expeditiously performed by

machinery; and to effect this, has occupied my at-

tention almost exclusively for the last four weeks.

After encountering many diflfieuliies I have at length

succeeded. This machine, which I shall call the

"Rice Planter," drills three rows at once, perform-

ing all the dirtcrent operations of Ironcfting, plint

ing and covering; and judging by Ihe "Cotton

Planter," this, in the sami- proportion will complete

ten acres per day. A ivriter in tl-c' "American Far
mer," No -1, vol. 5, in estimating the daily labour of

negroes, says, thut twenty hoourers are required

for five acres; consequent!/, a mule and hoy with

this machine will do the "Ork of forty hands. The
quantity of seed may be regulated with the great-

est precision, and «hen once fixed it never varies

.Judge Wayne, of Savannah, to whom I communi-
cated my ideas on this subject, appeared much
struck with the importance of such a machine, and
remarked, that the saving of seed rice alone, in a sin

gle crop, would pay for it. It is equally well suited

for drilling oats, wheat, r3'e, or any other small

grain, and is also provided with the necessary fix-

tures for planting corn and cotton, which it per
forms precisely like the one spoken of by Mr. Row
and and Dr. Muse.
The "Rice Planter" will be accompanied by a

"Cultivator" for performing the hoe-work of this

crop, which, if it works at all, will do ten acres in

a day; equal to the labour of twenty hands. I can
not speak with certainty as to this, having no drill-

ed crop near me upon which to make an experi-
ment; I shall, however, send one to our friend Mr.
Rowand for trial, who will report the result. Nei-
ther can I speak positively of the cost until I con
suit the mechanics in Baltimore I presume, how
ever, it will be from thirty to forty dollars. I shall

take it with me to Baltimore in a few days for your
examination.

Should any of our southern planters wish to pro-
cure either of these machines against the next

spring, I should like to be informed of it immedi
ately by mail, for if sufficient encouragement be
given, I will make arrangements for having a large

number of them prepared.

Respectfully, Sic.

J S. Skinner, Esq. FRANCIS H. SMITH.

Deaii Sik, Cambridge, Md., May 26, 1927.

In compliance with your request to know my
opinion in regard to your newly invented Cotton
Planter and Cultivator, I am highly gratified, after

the most full, fair, and satisfactory experiment in

the planting of sixty acres with it, to declare my
entire conviction of the services which you have
rendered the growers of this crop by this machine.

My best wishes are exceeded, both in regard to its

expedition and regularity of work. In a well pre-

pared field, as really mine was, I may safely report

its operation at eight or nine acres per day, possi-

bly more; the interruption of rainy weather, during
the period of my planting defeated my intentions of

greater precision on this point; the list is beautifully

thrown up by the cultivators, and the furrowing ma-
chine, if two horses arc used, which I found abso
lutely essential to the correct operation, performs
with mathematical truth. The first dressing I have
only commenced, but it is so far apparently well ex-

ecuted. Respectfully, &c.
F. H. Smith, Esq. JOS. E. MUSE.

TURNIPS.
Turnips love a light sandy or gravelly soil, or a

sandy loam. It should be made soft and fine, but

not too rich, lest the turnips be rank and ill-tasted.

Ground that has been neivly cleared, yields the
largest and sweetest turnips: and on such a spot

there is the least danger from insects.

Next to new land, swarded ground is to be chosen
for a crop of turnips; and the way to prepare it is,

to plough it pr«tty deep in the spring, and fold it

hy turning in the stock lor a good number of nights.

Kcjr there is scarcely any of our fields suflTiciently

rich to produce turnips without manuring: and fold-

ing hitherto appears to be the best method of en
riching the ground for this purpose. It should be
well harrowed as often as once a week, while the
folding is continued, to mix the excrements of the
cattle with the soil.

The ground should be cross ploughed as soon as
the soil is sufficiently rotten, and reduced by har-
rowing to a fine tilth, before it is sown.—Where
a good stock is kept, as much as an acre may be
sufficiently folded.

The time for sowing the seed is about the middle
of July. Doing it on a set day is ridiculous: for a
time should be chosen when the ground has the
right degree of moisture to make the seed vegetate;
and if this should happen a week earlier, or a fort

night later than the usual time, it need not be re-

gretted; but the opportunity ought to be embraced
I have sown them in drills the first week in Au-

gust, and had a good crop. One great advantage
of sowing so late is, that the turnips will escape in-

sects. And if the crop should not happen to be
quite so large as if the sowing had been earlier, the
roots will not fail of lieing better for the table.

One pound of seed is the common allowance for

an acre of land. But to guard against the fly, the

quantity may be a little increased. And it is re-

commended by judicious writers, that it be a mix
tiire of equal parts of new and old seeds, that the

plants coming up at difi'erent times, the one sort or
the other may chance to escape the insects.—With
this view, Mr Tull constructed his turnip drill to

lodge the seeds at diflerent depths, which it seems
had the desired effect.

The seed sown broadcast must be harrowed in

with a short fined harrow, and then rolled with a

wooden roller, to break the clods, and level the
surface.

In a week, or thereabouts, the young plants will

be up: and if it be a dry season, the fly will be apt
to destroy ihem: to prevent which, some powdered
soot, or lime, may be sown very thickly over them,
by sifting, in a dewy morning. This will quicken
the growth of the plants, as well as otherwise de-
fend them. And the faster the plants grow, the
sooner they will unfold their rough leaves, and be
out of danger of the fly. Or it may answer well to

sprinkle the ground wiih an infusion of elder, worm
wood, or tobacco. But it must be done as soon as
the plants are up.

But if the young plants cannot be saved, as it

may sometimes so happen, the ground may be har-
rowed, and sown again, the cost of seed being but
little, to compare with the loss of a crop.

[jV. £. Farmer.

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
Extract cfa letter dated Pittsburg, July 11, IS27.

"The harvest here is very abundant, the crops of
grass and grain of every description, exceeds that
of any former year within my recollection."

aORTICVLTURE.

ROANOKE OR SCUPPERNONG GRAPE.
Sm, Cutriluck, JsT. C. July •>, 1S27.

In your paper of the 20th of April, I find a com-
munication signed C. inquiring after a native grape
that ripens Jate, and may be profitably and success-
fully cultivated as a wine grape. I feel particuUily
anxious to sec the vine extensively and successfully
cultivated in this country: and for the last six years
I have been particularly anxious to ascertain a spe-
cies of the native grape, that would be profitable as
a wine grape. The result of my inquiries and ob-
servations has induced me to give the Roanoke or,
as it is commonly called, Scvppermmg, a decided
preference. Nearly all the other species of native
grapes, which have fallen under my observation,
come to maturity too soon for the successful making
ol wine, except the common wood grape, common-
ly called here fox grape, which is inferior in fruit-
fulness, size, and quality to the Roanoke grape. In
warm weather, it is quite impossible to prevent the,

acetous fermentation taking place in the manufac-
ture of wine. Hence arises the necessity of obtain-
ing a grape that produces well and comes to matu-
rity late. And no grape appears to combine these
valuable properties more than the Roanoke grape.
This grape is a native of the north easlcin part of
North Carolina, and grows spontaneously on Roan-
oke island and its vicinity, and formerly was univer-
sally termed the Roanoke grape. But as its excel-
lence as a wine grape was first tested at Scupper-
nong, the grape has improperly obtained that name
abroad. I have, thertlbre, given the grape its pii-
mitive name of Roanoke grape, which 1 hope will

become its general name,
I'he particular excellence of this vine, is the rich-

ness jf the grape, and the longevity, productive-
ness, and hiiidincss of the vine. I know of no na-
tive grape of the United States, that lives so long,
thrives well with so little cultivation, and produces
such a profitable and luxuriant crop at an advanced
age. The probable age of the vine is fifty or sixty

years, and if properly managed, I believe many of
them would live and produce a profitable crop iiiucU

longer. The vines in this section of the country
are never pruned, but are suffered to extend them-
selves according to the vagaries of their own rami-
fications, upon scaffolds reared by props about six

feet from the ground, and covered with common
fence rails. Vines reared in this way are subject

to be buffetted by every storm, and suffer many
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olher injuries Iruiii the improper iiraelice of per-

miUinK horses aii(i cattle to nin loose among them

If the vims were inclosed, pivncd, and properly cul-

tivated, they would not only produce grapes of su-

perior quality it> greater aljuudancc, but would thrive

and produce well at a more advanced age. The
Roanoke grape grows quite luxuriantly, (hut not so

much so as the Muscadine and some other species

of native grapes) and if left to the "vagaries of its

ovpn ramifications," would in a few years cover a

large space of ground. It is rendered very valua

ble as a wine grape by its superior hardihood, which
alike defies the rigors of winter, the winds of spring,

the heat and gusts of summer, and the gales of au-

tumn. The leaves are smooth, and it blossoms in

June; the grape is round, white, and very sweet,

and about "the size of a hog's eye," and sometimes
larger, the size depending much on the vigour of

the vine. The grapes eat well, and contain a large

quantity of saccharine matter, so happily united with

the acids of the fruit, as to render them finely fla-

voured for the palate and highly valued for wine.

I have never known the Roanoke grape analyzed,

. hut I believe that in the richness of the grape, and in

the happy combination of its properties, it wilt vie with

the finest varieties of France and Spain.

It is the opinion of many good judges that the

Roanoke wine has a richness and a peculiar, fine fla-

vour unknown in raost of our foreign wines. If this

opinion is correct, in the present imperfect manner in

which our wines are made, our most sanguine ex

pectations will be realized, when wine nuiking shall

be reduced to the state of perfection necessary to

exhibit in happy combination the properties of this

grape. The grape ripens the last of September and
the first of October, a time much better calculated

for the making of wine than any earlier season of

the year. The Roanoke grape is very productive,

and one acre, properly cullivated, and njanaged by
a skilful vigncron, would yield several hundred gal-

lons of wine. I have heard of some vines, that did

not cover more than about a quarter of an acre of

ground, that produced grapes to make ten and
twelve barrels of wine; and 1 thirdc, at a moderate
calculation, that four or five hundred gallons of

wine may be made from an acre of ground judi-

ciously cultivated in Roanoke grapes, I think the

Roanoke grape would do well in the western and
middle states. In the middle stales, I think the

grapes would come to perfection about the last of

October or first of November, a season of the year
happily calculated fur Ihe manufacture of the^^iiesi

'uines. A few years ago this grape attracted little

.ittention, but it now seems to be fast rising into

that importance to which it is justly entitled by its

fitness for the finest wines. If your correspondent
C. and his friends should think proper to try the

cultivation of the Roanoke grape, any quantity of
the cuttings may be obtained in this country, and I

am sure, as a wine grape, it will equal his expecia
(ions, and in the hands of a skilful vigneron would
be a source of no inconsiderable profit. At no verv
distant period, I think, the Roanoke wine will rival

the best foreign wines. It is fast rising into impor-
tance. A mercantile friend informed me that he
had orders for fourteen barrels of this wine from
one small town in Kentucky, and the demand seems
to be increasing in every part of the country. A
light, sandy soil produces this grape best, hut I be-
iieve it may be profitably cultivated in any soil by
Ibe application of light manures. It may be propa-
gated from the slip or the cutting; if propagated
from the cutting, great care should be taken to keep
ihe earth moist untiltbe cutting has taken root. In
planting the cutting, a hole should be dug or made
in the earth sixteen or eighteen inches deep, in

which the cutting should be placed, the upper eve
«f the cutting being nearly even with the surface of

the ground, the bole should then be filled up with

which should he genlly pressed to the rutting, tak

ingcare to leave a little loose earth over the upper

eye, to prevent its injury from severe frosts and
want of moisture. Too much care cannot betaken
to keep them moist and to promote their vegetation.

After they have taken sufficient root ^hey will stand

the severest drought, and may he managed accord-

ing to Ihe direction of INIr. Adlum, in his valuable

treatise on the vine. In planting from the slip, they

may be managed in the same manner as other vines,

taking care to keep the earth moist about them, and
to add a sufficient quantity of manure to promote
their growth, after which they may be pruned and
managed as other vines. They will begin to bear

the third year, and will continue to improve both

in the quantity and quality of the grape for many
years. JAMES G. HALL..

raarsb mud. branch maourej or other moist earth, [su

(From the National Intelligencer.)

CULTIVATION OF SILK.

The culture of silk seems likely to be seriously

entered into in this country: practical men in dif

ferent parts of the L'nion having taken the experi-

ment in hand. Amongst these is Mr. Joshua Peirce,

whose Nursery and Farm on the bank of Rock creek

are at the distance of a short but romantic ride from

this city and Georgetown. From him we have re-

ceived the follow ing letter, which shows that he is

liberally disposed, not only to acquire information,

but to impart it for the benefit of others.

Liimaan Hill, near Washington, )

Jane 'Ih, 1827.
J

Messrs. Gales Sr Scaton: Having engaged in

raising of Silk Worms with a view of making an

experiment as to the practicability of making it a

lucrative business, and of introducing them into tlis

section of our country, I have now on hand aboat

eight or ten thousand which have just commenced
spinning, and, as a number of mv acquaintances
have expressed a wish to see them, you will mu

'

oblige me by giving notice in your paper, that they

will be exhibited gratis for the present and next
week, Sunday excepted. All persons desirous of

seeing them are invited to call at my residence at

Linnaean Hill. As il is a subject that has of late

excited much attention, some account of the silk

worm, its history, iiianagcinciit, &c. and the culti-

vation of Ihe mulberry tree, will no doubt be read

with much interest by many of your subscribers.

1 send you McMahon's ganlening, which contains

quite an interesting article on the subject, and beg
leave to suggest to you the piopiicty of inserting it

in your paper.

Yours, with much respect,

JOSHUA PEIRCE.
We have pleasure in availing ourselves of Mr.

Peiice's suggestion, by copying the following from
McMahon's Gardeners Calendar:
"About the year of Christ 551, two Persian monks,

employed as missionaries in some of the christian
churches established in India, penetrated into the
country of Seres, or China. There they observed
the labours of the silk worm, and became acquaint
ed with the art of working up its productions into a
variety of elegant fabrics. They explained to the
Greek Emperor at Constantinople these mysteries,
hitherto unknown, or very imperfectly understood
in Europe; and undertook to bring to the capital a

sufficient number of those wonderful insects. This
they accomplished, by conveying the eggs of the
silk worm in a hollow cane. They were hatched,
and afterwards fed with the leaves of a wild mul-
berry tree, and multiplied and worked in the same
manner as in those climates where they first became
the objects of human attention and care. Vast
numbers of these insects were soon reared in diffe

ent parts of Greece, particularly in the Peloponne

worms, with j.^qual success, and was imitated, from
time to time, in several towns of Italy. In all these
places, extensive manufactures were established,
with silk of domestic production.
"From the reign of Justinian, it was mostly in

Greece, and some of the adjacent islands, that silk

worms were reared. Soon after the conquest of
Coiistan'inople by the Vpn<-lians, in the year 1204,
they attempted the establishment of the silk manu-
facture in their dominions; and in a short time, the
silk fabrics of Venice vied with those of Greece and
Sicily.

"About the beginning of Ihe fourteenth century,
the Florentine manufactures of silk became very
considerable. It was introduced much later into
France; the manufacture of silk though considera-
bly encouraged by Henry IV. not having been fully
established there, till under Louis XIV. by Colbert.

"It is an established and well known fact, that
both the while and the black mulberry trees grow
as well in almost every part of the United Stales, as
in any country on earth; and also that silk has been
raised and manufactured into a most excellent fa-
bric, under Ihe direction of the great and venerable
patriot, and friend of mankind, Ur Benjamin Frank-
lin. That so useful a pursuit should be suffered to
die away, in a country as well adapted for it as any
in the universe, is as extraordinary as it is unfortu-
nate and injurious to the real interest of the na-
tion."

RUILAIi BCOnrOAKV.

(From the Wabash Intelligencer.)

WEAVING IN FAMILIES.
Niles' Register copies the following paragraph

from the "American Farmer."
"It has been staled to us, by gentlemen in the

south, that the 'operations of Ihe tariS,' and the
apprehensions of the 'woollens bill,' so termed, have
put them to ca.sting about for the most simple effi-

cient means of manufacturing coarse clothing for
their negroes, and they wish particularly some more
exact inform.tiori in regard to what has been called
in the papers, 'ike midliplied spindle wheel.'— Mu-
chinery for the purpose here stated, to answer the
purpose, must be. »f simple construction and easi-
ly repaired; some contrivance of that character,
which would save labour in the operatiou of spin-
ning, has long been waging in private families.
The loom which is now in common use, is very
well; and so well adapted to Us end, that a great
number of poor people make their living by work-
ing at it as in the towns. For the oj^ration of spin-
ning, and any simple and cheap contrivance to fa-
cilitate it, we respectfully solicit information."
The editor of the Telegraph is much gratified

in communicating the information called for, by
noticing a contrivance invented and made by Mr.
Wm. R. M'Call, an ingenious mechanic of this
neighbourhood, which is so simple, so clieap, and
seems to be so admirably calculated to answer as a
labour-saving spinner, of either wool or cotton for
domestic purposes, that he thinks lie hazards no-
thing in declaring it to be superior to any machine
heretofore in use for that purpose. During the
view taken of Mr. M'Call's invention. Miss M'Call
kept it in motion, and with great ease and accuracy
attended to Ihe eight spindles. A horizontal wheel
operated upon by means of the foot in the usual
manner, gives velocity to the spindles; which. Miss
M'Call remarked, may be increased to any given
number within reach, with equal ease. The mo-
tion is regular, and Mr. M'Call believes he can ap-
pend cards to it without any important change.
The editor has seen the "vertical spinner"—and he
has heard of the contrivance, called "The Farmer's

. .
Daughter," but the ladies, whose industry these

Sicily afterwards undertook to breed silk I useful inventions are calculated to promote, will
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tin.) their comfort coiisulteJ ai.) their labour re-

warded by a preference of Mr. M'Gall's invention.

The necessary steps have been adopted to secure

a patent, and itcannot be doubted that the demand

for this contrivance will amply compensate the

meritorious toil of the pat.iitee. A model is now

pri-parin-; for the patent office, and a visit to exam-

ine its easy and simple construction will repay the

time required. The cost of h complete machine

will not be over twelve dollars. A full description

shall be given in a larther notice hereafter.—And

while we can all join iu rejoicing that the character

of the union has been m.ttcrially advanced by suc-

cessful inventions—that powt r looms, cardin;; ma-

chines, and many other things, afford the best evi-

dence of American genius—thai even Europe avails

of our mechanical skill; who will fail to rejoice that

the young siate of Indiana is now entitled to an

original share of the credit by the invention above

alluded to, of so much importance lor home use.

It is by such inventions the progressive improve-

ment of society is chiefly promoted—it is by such

the comfort and happiness of man are increased.

xxa^x£B.xir.aii x»x7B.ovz:a:z:NT.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMER.

TIMBER RAIL-WAYS.
The palm of superiority being now adjudged to

rail-ivays, over canals and turnpike roads, for all

coiouiercial purposes, (where speed withoul loss ol

power IS retpiired;) and tiie value of this system to

us in the progress of internal improvement in this

country, makes it important to ascertain what de
gree of durubility it is in our power to give to wood
—as the presumption is, that (at least for many
years,) we shall construct our rail-ways of this ma-
terial.

The durability of timber depends upon a variety

of circumstances: on the qtialiiy or texture of the

wood; the season w hen it is felled; and the protec-

tion it receives from the weather.
Wood, when allowed to come in contact with the

ground, or when it is only parti.illy covered by it,

experiences the most rapid deedy; from being sub

ject to excessive moisture, and not being allowed a

free circulation of air.

The natural decay of timber is very gradual

even though much exposed to weather. Placed un
der favourable circumstances, it is surprising what
a length of time it will remain sound. 1 could enu
merate several instances (which have come within

my own knowledge,) where timber, taken out of

houses erected more than a century previous, was
in a perfectly sound stale. Some very old buildings

were pulled down near the London Monument in

1816, some of the timbers of which were in ex
cellent preservation; they were known to have been
there for the last one hundred and fifty years; how
much longer previous was questionable, as they
bore marks of being fired, (supposed the effects of
the great fire in 1666.)

The Old Jewry chipel pews in London, (made of

oak and pine,) were in such a sound condition when
examined, that they were used again in the new
building, though more than one hundred years
standing. Chestnut and oak (in England,) are the
pre-eminent woods for durability: they have been
known to last a tlwasand years. Indeed, under par-
ticular circumstances, xnnod is more durable than
icon. Vitruvius observes of the oak, that "it is of
eternal duration;" which expression, of coure, is to

he taken in the comparative degree. It is very cer-
tain, however, that its merits in this respect are
very great.

We have said, that the worst state in which tim-
ber can be placed, so as to cause its prem.iture de
cay, is when it is in contact with the ground. The de-

conipositig qualities of earth are well known. Every
thing of a perishable nature, even metals themselves,

will undergo deterioration, when brought into uni-

on with the surface of the earth. To render a

wooden building durable, we are always careful to

elevate it above the ground, and otherwise secare it

from moisture.

It would be possible to make a scale, which would
exhibit the relalive duration of timber, according
to the three stales in which if Is placed. 1st. When
in contact uitii the earth. 2d When raised above
it. (but still exposed to the inlluence of sun and
rain.) And, 3d. When sheltered from the weather.

According to this result, and assuming, for the du-

ration of timber in the first state, a period of ten or

twelve years, and for the last state, only one hun-
dred years, we ra.u' calculate, that (removed out of

the influence of the moisture of the ground, and al-

lowed a free circulation of air all round, although
exposed to the weather,) liiober will continue in a

comparatively sound state upwards of fifty years.

Now, if we are able to secure from total decay a

rail-way of wood but thirty or forty years, so as not

to require entire renewal bi-foie the end of this pe
rind, we may certainly be satisfied with the use of
this 'nalerlal, for this purpose, as it is more than

prol)utple that before the end of forty years the cost

ol repairs to an iron way ^as these rails are subject

10 fracture from frosts, &c.) would be almost equal
to the first cost of the rails.

Upon pnoi-iples of expediency and economy, there-

lore, the propriety ol using wood in the construc-

tion of our rail-ways, is manifest. 'I'his country
may, emphatically, be called a "wooden country;"
In every direction it is covered with forest trees of
the most durable and vigorous growth, capable of
furnishing timber of any dimensions, and at the

least cost possible. What remains now for us to

consider is, how to apply it in constructing rail

roads so as that it shall not be subject to premature
decay.

In England, wood was the first material used for

rail-ways; it was not until its cost became very
great, so as to make it almost equal to the cost of

iron, that iron was substituted in its place. Rail-

ways of wood in some parts of England, are, how
ever, yet used; for instance, at the Durham and
Northumberland coal works, and near the Tyne.
The^rsf rail-ways of any extent constructed in our
country, (the Mauch Cbunck and Quincy rail-roads)

are built of wood.
The difference of cost between wood and iron in

the United States is so disproportionate, that on the
ground of economy, we cannot hesitate to choose
wood. Iron rail-ways cannot be built for less than
10 or gI2,000 per mile, per single track; the cost of
wooden rail-ways in this country would not exceed
$5000 per mile, per single track; and upon a plan
which I purpose now to exhibit, this expense may
be reduced one third.

We have adverted to the propriety of consider-
ing the best mode of constructing these roads, so

as to guard their timbers from premature decay, (for

this they are now subject to, in consequence of the
manner in which they are built:) this important de-

sideratum will be found to be capable of being ef-

fected by the plans annexed, and thus we can pro-
mise ourselves to realize for this material a dura-
bility little inferior to that possessed by iron.

The present mode of constructing these rail-ways

is, by laying a series of sleepers cross-wise upon the

ground, (prepared for this purpose.) five or ten feet

apart, the ends resting on stone foundations. Un
these sleepers the wheel rails are laid, and bolted

down, or otherwise secured into the sleepers. Alter

which the space between the rails is filled up with
earth or gravel as high as the bottom of the rails,

(which, consequently, buries up the sleepers,) so

that the whole of the timbers may he regarded as in

contact with the ground; this, as we have already

noliced, is the worst situation in which wood can be
placed for durability.

Now, the plan annexed proposes to raise the cap
or wheel rails entirely above the ground, (one foot or

more,) supporting them at every ten or twelve feet

by piles or posts of wood driven into the ground,
and well secured there with stone or gravel, (these

posts m^y, if required, be of stone,) the rails are

bound together across by iron or wooden bars, as

represented in the drawing annexed.
According to this plan, it will be seen, that no

sleepers are required, nor stone foundationsi neither

are the timbers exposed to premature decay, by
comins in contact with the earth, except (in case of
using wooden supports,) that portion of the post

which is near the surface of the ground, and which
is also capable of being protected from decay for

many years, by using suitable qualities of timber
and charring the outer side deeply.

Seasoned timber, in all cases, is best adapted for

these and other frame works; the best mode of sea-

soning limber is by fire. The decay in wood i.s

caused by internal, not external moisture, and this

only when it becomes stagnant—henc« the bad con-
sequences of excluding the air from timbers, either

by having no openings (under the floors in basement
or cellar stories, for instance,) or painting the wood
when unseasoned. I remember when we examined
the state of the large beams, supporting the lower
floorsof the noW/i toiftg-of the Capitolat fVashington,
(which had been erected ten or twelve years pre-
vious,) that we found them totally rotten internally,

but to all external appearances they were in a sound
state. The cause of this rapid decay was evident:

the air had been excluded; no openings had been
left in the walls to allow its circulation under this

floor. Air is absolutely requisite for preserving
timber. I was called upon some short time since
to examine a basement floor in this city, which in

seven years had suffered entire decay. It had been
laid, I knew, under circumstances favourable to its

preservation, and yet it had rotted in tWis short time:

the cause was soon discovered— it had been covered
during the whole of this period with an oil cloth,

painted, which totally excluded the air. The proof
of the fact was at hand; those parts of the floor

which the painted cloth did not cover, were in a per-
fectly sound state. Had this floor been covered by
a woollen carpet, it would have continued sound for

an indefinite period.

It would be in opposition to the generally receiv-

ed opinion, to assert, that painting wood hastens its

decay; but this is the fact. No wood ought ever to

be painted except for ornament. When painted
only on one side, wood will cizteris paribus, last as

long again as when it is painted on both sides: that

painted not at all is most durable. On examining old
buildings we shall find, that the parts not painted
are in the soundest state, although exposed to loet

and dry. Uates, posts, rails and pallisades, kept
well painted, seldom last longer than ten or twelve
years; whereas, if they had not been painted, they
would have lasted twice or thrice this time, accord-
ing to the qualities of the wood, &.c.

Sir Humphrey Davy says, that "trees possessing

the firmest and least porous heart wood, are the long-

est in duration.'' The quantity of charcoal furnish-

ed by woods, indicate tolerably accurately their

comparative durability. The following are the re-

sults on this head:

parts.

100 parts of Lignum Vitas give 26. of charco?'

Do. Mahogany, ... 25 4
Do. Laburnum, . . . 24.5

Uo. Chestnut, .... 23.2

Do. Oak 22.6

Do. Walnut, . , . . 20.6

Do. Beech, 19.9

Do. Holly, 19.9

Do. Sycamore, . . • .19.7
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100 parts of Elm 19.5 of charcoal

Do Norway pine, . . . 19. '2

Do. Ash, 17.9

Do. Birch, ..... 17.4

Do. Common pine, . . 16.4

The great utility of charring wood, (especially

where it is to be exposed to continual dampness,)

should induce us to prepare all posts or piles intend-

ed to be driven into the earth, in this manner. The

charring should be deep, say i of an inch thick

The mode of doing this is both simple and eco-

nomical: a rough enclosure, of stone or brick, is to

be built around the fire, and the timber being laid,

across it on proper supports, is turned round so as

to allow the fire to act on the surface equally. The
timber should be covered from the air, as much as

possible, by brush. &c. to prevent the decomposi-

tion of the charred wood: the timber, thus pre-

pared, will be seasoned at the same time, whilst its

durability is increased immensely—this being al-

ways in the ratio of the thickness of the charred

coat.

For 100 miles ol iron rail-way, at $"iO,000

per double track, .... jf2,000,000
For ICO miles of wooden do. on old plan,

at Jf.10,000 per double track, . 1,000,000
For 100 miles o( wooden do. on new plan,

at ;57,000 per double track, . . 700,000

Difference of cost between the old and
new plan in 100 miles, . 300,000

Difference of cost between the wood
and iron ways in 100 miles, . $1,300,000

The drawings annexed, exhibit two sections of

the proposed plan of constructing wooden ways.

No. 1 shews the rail raised from two to three feet

above the ground, and supported by posts or piles,

which are preserved in parallel lines to each other,

and kept in their places by means of a bent bar of

iron, descending from the rail, down to the lower

part of each support and across; secured on each

side by bolls, which admits of adjusting the rails

when requisite.

The reason for bending the iron bar down, in-

stead of running it straight across is, in order toad-

mil of a modification of the common plan of a car

riage or wagon used on rail-ro:ids, which disposes

of the load Lelr/w the axle of llie wheels, and also

below the rail, by which means greater securi

ty is afforded to the wagons; besides, they will

be more easily loaded and unloaded, the bottom

being brought near to the ground. The drawing

exhibits a section of this carriage. No 5 is a late

ral view of the same carriage, suspended; the direct

weight or load is thrown otf of the a.\les of the

wheels upon the horizontal beams running longitu-

dinally Willi the rail.

No. 2 shews the rail elevated only about one foot

above the ground on stone sleepers, with its sus-

pended carriage. These stone sn|i|)orts are long

enough to descend into the ground below the intlu

ence of frost; the rails are bolted and secured into

the tops of these stone posts, and (if necessary,)

bound together across by bars of iron, placed at

proper distances, and fastened with screw bolts at

each end. No. 4 is a side view of the suspend-

ed carriage on this plan: the bottoms of these

wagons do not descend lower than the rail, and

will consequently require wheels ot larger radius

to give the proper depth to the wagon. No.

exhibits the common form of the carriages used on

rail-roads; the load here being elevated above the

axles of the wheels. No 3 represents a locomotive

(or stenm engine,) carriage in operation, with its

tender and iirst wagon in train; this train some

times comprises thirty wagons. The power of these

engines is generally from five to ten horses, accord-

ing to the load which it has to draw.

A ten horse engine will draw 120 tons at the

rate a drauglit horse travels, or 50 tons at the i-ate

of six miles per hour. The expense of conveying

these 50 tons sixty miles, which would occupy ten

hours, is estimated to cost only $30. Such an en-

gine would as readily convey 25 tons at the rate of

twelve miles per hour, as double this weight in

twice the lime. The cost of the engine would be

about $2000.

Alter this expose, we may come to the conclusion

thai the desideratum referred to has been acconi

plibhed; namely, having it in our power to give

great comparative d!irn6i7i(!/ to the timbers compos
ing a rail way, as well as reducing the expenses of

its cost; two important considerations, and whicli

will enable us now to enter upon the construction

of works of this nature without fear of failing in

the enterprise, from the want of extensive means,
which, upon the common plan of making these

roads, would be necessary. The ratio of expense of

the three plans of rail-ways will stand as follows:

There is another important object gained by the
plan No. 1, which, to rail road companies having
small capitals to begin with, would prove of im-
mense value. From the elevated position given this

road, il could be put into useful operation as soon
as one trackway is completed, as it embraces the
single rail rail-way principle; consequently, the car-
riages adapted to these rail-ways can be put in
requisition, and the transportation be begun even
before the rail way is half finished; the proceeds
from tolls, therefore, without any increase of the
original capital, might be appropriated to perfect
the plan. (For a more particular account of this

species of rail way, see my letter to the Postmaster
General of the United States, republished lately in

this journal.) This kind of carriage, which has its

load suspended on each side of the rail and below
the same, with both wheels running in the same
plane, has been proved capable of carrying more
weight than the common carriage, in proportion to

the number of wheels employed, in consequence of
being subject to less lateral friction, the resistance

in this direction being less. 'I'he dotted lines in the
drawing No. I, shew the position of these out car-
riages.

As in most, if not in all cases, where rail-roads of
any extent will be made, steam power will be appli-

ed to projiel the waeons (being only halj the expense

of horse power,) the plan of raising the rails will rc-

dnu the cost of such works in another way. Little

labour in cutting or levelling the grotmd will be
here requisite; tlie irregularities of country present-

ing few obstacles to its execution, as lengthening
the supports is only necessary to cross ravines,

streams, cross roads, Jtc.

The present plan of building rail-roads subjects
them, in winter, to obstructions from snow and ice,

(lying immediately in contact with the earth;) in-

deed, deep snows would cover them entirely, so as
(0 make them impassable, or dangerous to travel at

this season, as the wagon wheels would be liable to

run out of the track. Where the rails are elevated

two or three feet, such interruptions would not pro-

bably occur, and the front carriage being provided
with a scraper in advance as a guard to remove ca-

sual obstructions off the rails, every facility would
be afforded to get along even in the worst state of
the case.

In passing through a town or city, a very hand-
some and judicious disposition of the new plan

could be made, which would take up little room, as

the ways might be supported by a continued open
arcade or colonnade the whole distance; or the space

below the base of the road might be usefully applied

as store houses, where the wagons might deposit

their loads with great convenience, by means of a

drop door.

But I must not trespass longer on the patience of

your readers, though much remains to be said on

this subject.

Gentlemen desirous of more particular informa-

tion with reference to this plan of rail-way, having

in view ils execution, by addressing a letter to me
here, or at Columbia, South Carolina, shall have

every attention paid to their requisitions.

Very respectfully,

Baltimore, My ISil. ROBERT MILLS.
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ON THE CULTIVATION OF TASTK.

A female. ofcultivated taste has an influence upon

society Avherever she moves. Slie carries with her

that secret attractive charm « hich operates like ma-

gic upon the beholder, fixes the attention and soft

ens the feelings of the heart lilie those benign influ

cnces over which we have no control. It is impos

sible to be long in her presence without feeling the

superiority of that intellectual acquirement, which

so dignifies her mind and person. Her words and

actions are dictated by its power, and give ease and

grace to her motions. The cultivation of a correct

taste is so joined in affinity with the social affec-

tions, that it is almost impossible to improve the

one, without aflfecting the other. For it is seldom

Ibfit we sec this resplendent qualification attached

to minds under the influence of moral principles,

neglectful of those social feelings which cement so-

ciety together, and preserve it from jarring innova-

tions. It is needful in every department ol life; and

more of our happiness is derived from this source,

than we are often aware of

Look at domestic scenes with a discerning eye,

and see the movements of a woman of taste. If

she is the head of a family, order appears to be the

first law which governs and controls her actions.

—

All her affairs are planned with wisdom; confusion

and discord never disturb her mind. Her house is

the seat of social happiness^ where the stranger and

friend can repos'- with delight; for neatness and or-

der are the inmates of her habitation. The proud

pedant may boast of her superiority in the literary

world; yet, if she is destitute of that delicacy which
softens and dignities the female character, she must
certainly yield up her ascendency over the moral

ivorld, to that woman (who, perhaj)3, in science is

greatly her inferior) who has, by a constant atten

tion to this criterion of the female character, ae

quired that knowledge of the propriety of conduct
which regulates her actions, and causes her to shine

by her own lustre. When this faculty is cultivat-

ed, the best use is made of every thing which sur-

rounds us. The moral, intellectual and physical

world, presents a volume ever open for instruction;

and subjects adapted to the capacity for improve-
ment, are always selected by the correct taste, for

meditation and reflection. The beautiful and sub-

lime, are contemplated with increasing pleasure,

and every object which strikes the eye affords mat-
tei Tor improvement, and is monopolized to the best

advanvjgc.

A woman of taste can render a cottage far more
desirable tVian a palace without i(; for if Providence
has been lessbouytiful to her of its rich gifts, yet, by
the influence of iViis superior faculty, the eye is

made to rest with the same delight upon that ar-

rangement of its soodi. as if abundance had been
poured into her lap. 'I he direction of the female
mind is not made to depei.d upon that variety of
scientific pursuits as many might conclude; "l)ut

more upon certain incidents or associations wliith
take place in early life. Multiplicity of objects con-
fuse the mind and leave it embarrassed; when if a
plain and simple subject was unfolded with perspi
cuity and ease, the mind would readily embrace the
truth; aiid a channel of correct thinking would be
open which it could pursue, with steadiness and per-
severance. The taste thus early cultivated, wM
unite uiththe more vigorous faculties of llie, un-
derstanding, and blend together until the character
was formed. The grand object in view relative to

the female character is moral beauty; and in my
opinion, the early cultivation of taste, with a proper
attention to the understanding, heart, and social af-

fections, would make the nearest approaches to this
acme of human knowledge, for which the female
character was designed. It is to be lamented that

ii.TSDiis of piety should consider this a subject ol

little importance compared with others, when others

are so much affected by it. Truly piety and virtue

would shine with double lustre where the f.iculty of

taste is properly regarded. [Fhilud. k^Wwii.

SPORTIXfa OLIO.

new milk, and given then, prevent the horse from

taking any food for nearly two hours, then acid an

ounce and a half of laudanum to about three half

pints of warm water—after it is given let hira be

walked about for nearly an hour and a half then let

a dose of strong men'urial physic be given, and

worked off in the usual way.
[fiporting Mag-

PEDIGREES OF BLOODED HORSES.
J. S. Skinner, Esq. Diamond Grove, June 19, 1S27.

Sir,— I take the liberty of addressing a few lines

to you. My object is to obtain from you all the pe-

diifrees of horses that you have in your possession,

nd those that you can procure without too much
trouble. Horses and iiiaret, of distinction, are want-

ed for the "Stud Book" that is now in a state of

forwardness. I hope it will be ready for publica-

tion in five or six months; a work that has been for

a long time delayed, partly owing to our worthy

friend's death, Mr. Field. Many pedigrees have

been procured, that were nearly lost— in a short

time more, never could have been procured. They
have been obtained by examination of old papers

that had passed through many hands. The last five

years I have been constantly writing for pedigrees

I have procured a great many, and a gentleman of

my acquaintance has rode many thousand miles; we
have got six or seven thousand pedigrees. We
want more, as we wish to comprise as much of our

celebrated stock as can be obtained. The work can-

not be expected to be clear of errors, but we are

certain of one thing; we shall save much valuable

blood, and lay the foundation from which others

may improve on. Be good enough to answer me on

this subject. Your obed't serv't,

J. J. HARRISON.

P. S. Who can give the pedigree of Regulus

—

imported?

SIR ARCHY.
Dear Sir, W<is/iing:(on, Jii/i/ II , 1S27.

Having perceived in one of your late papers some
doubts manifested raspecting the pedigree of Sir

Archy, and a request for information, I send you
the pedigree of him in full, (extracted from my stud

book,) and I can assure you that he was begotten

by Old Diomed, as Captain Archibald Randolph
(who bred him in partnership with me.) often as-

sured me of that fact. Therefore, any doubts re-

specting his pedigree are out of the question. You
will find his pedigree upon the opposite side.

Yours, respectfully,

J. S. Skinner, Esq. JOHN TAYLOE.

Taken from Col. Tayhe's Stud Book.

Bay colt. Sir Archy, formerly Robert Burns, bred

in partnership with Capt. A. Randolph, and foaled

in 1^05—he was got by the im|)orted horse Old

Diomed—his dam was Castianira.

Castianira, a brown mare, got by Rockingham
out of Tabiiha, oivn sister to Miss Kin^slaiid, who
was got by Trintham out of the dam of Peg^fsus;

was foaled in 1796, per certificates of Alexander

Popham, Esq. and Mr. Weatherby—which refer to

with the General Stud Book, for further particulars.

Imported in the Tyne, to Norfolk, June 1799, for

Col. Tayloe. HE.sRY A. TAYLOE.

Great Hunt.

At a squirrel hunt, held at Cobleskill, Schoharie

county. New York, on the first day of June, in

which eighteen persons were engaged, there were
killed thirteen hundred and fifty one squirrels. The
highest number killed by one man was one hundred
and eleven, and the next highest, one hundred and
two.

IMEXSCEIiIiANXiOUS.

TO DESTROY COCKROACHES.
Mr. Skinner,

I have seen one or two articles in the Farmer,
describing ways to destroy cockroaches—they may
all he good; but as there will be no harm in multi-

plying facts, and shewing various ways for obtain-

ing the same results, I will trouble you with my me-
thod, which I know by experience to be effectual.

Several years ago, I entered upon the possession

of a large old house that had been for some months
unoccupied, and I found it swarming with cock-

roaches. They devoured such clothing as fell in

their way, and were in other respects very trouble-

some and disagreeable. A neighbour kindly sug-

gested a plan for destroying them, which 1 adopted

as follows:

I set two crocks, or earthen pots, each ten or

twelve inches high, and about tlie same in diame-
te,r, in the two most infested parts of the house, in-

to which Iput a few gills of molasses—against these

I leaiied"^ingles, making a bridge from the floor to

the rim, that the vermin might easily reach the

luscious bait below, whose fragrance filled the

chambers; and the better to allure them, I trailed

some molasses along the road 1 intended they should

travel to their prisons, and which they did travel in

such numbers the first night, that I found the crocks

half filled: the second night completed their cap-

ture and destruction.

The common every day knowledge that now ex-

ists diffused and unemployed in the world, if thrown

into the public stock would do a great deal of good.

As I make frequent and large draws upon the Far-

mer, I am willing, whenever I can. to deposit my
mite for the general fund. COUSIN TAB.

Cure for the Botts.

In the morning, upon an empty stomach, let two

pounds of molasses be dissolved in three pints of

TRADESMEN WANTED.
Spartanburgh, S. C, 2o(.'j June, 1827.

Will you have the goodness to say in your "Ame-
rican Farmer," that we are sadly in want of a good
tailor in our village. One that will keep sober, and
work steadily, and withal /aitft/ti/ii/. will meet with

liberal encouragement. We are desirous also of

numbering amongst our citizens, (which at present

we do not,) a saddler and a shoemaker. Industry

and sobriety are requisite. Our village is healthy

—

indeed, disease is hnrdly known in it. It may with

propriety be called the Montpelier of South Ca-
rolina.

Abundant rains have made our crops appear very

promising. Should the present prospects continue,

corn may probably be bought from the heap at

thirty cents per bushel. Our citizens appear to be

iinpressed with the necessity of substituting some
other staple for cotton; and I am sanguine in the

hope that, at some future time, perhaps at no very

distant period, the "viDe covered hills" of Spartan-

burgh will ricbl^y reward enlerpriae and perseverance.
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^i;!:i?l ip'iv.l^lll^:]^,

Baltimore, Friday, Jply 20, 1827.

$f-M the close of a colli<tion in the Hall of the

State house, at Boston, on the 4lh inst. a number of

toasts were drunk by the Governor and other dis-

tinguished men of the state; and, amongst others,

the following;

—

By the SheHff of Svffolk. Our Territory—Co-
extensive with our agriculture and civilization,

Far be from us the undelightful pride

Of nerveless empire, cultureless and wide.

Voung men, forbear o'er distant wilds to roam
In search of comfort, better found near home.
Rouse to fertility, by skilful toil.

Each dormant acre of your native soil;

And, more than riches, covet the applause
Of faithful subjects to benignant laws
So shall your sires, withdrawing from life's racCj

.loy to behold you well supply their place;

So shall your country, happier for your birth.

With strength unshaken, hold her rank on earth.

For centuries stand; and brightening honor gain,

More from her children than her vast domain.

On the above, a friend who sent it to us remarks,

that, "this toast by the sheriti of Suffolk, Charles

Pinckney Sumner, Esq. deserves a place in the

Jtmerican Farmer—and ought to be conspicuously

suspended in every mansion and log cabin in the

United States and territories attached to them"

—

and we heartily unite in the sentiment.

Instead, however, of bringing up their sons to

pursue this judicious course, on which the salva

tion of the state depends; it has been the universal

practice of parents to encourage them to flock to

the towns—there to get into the stores, and lawyers

and doctors' shops; or to send them to West Point,

or in the navy: in short, any thing rather than teach
them to take the plough by the handles, and submit
with a good grace to the will of their Creator—that

man shall live by the sweat of his brow.
When regarded with just discrimination, can there

be any station in life more truly honourable than
that of him who practices the utmost economy and
cleanliness in clothing and diet; and who is not de
terred by laziness or false pride, from wielding the

axe or guiding the plough; his mind having been first

enlightened by a good solid education, and in that

manner qualified to understand the moral duties

that belong to his social condition, and to appre
ciate the political blessings of his country?

In that portion of the United States which is most
highly cultivated, where few hold large landed pos-

sessions, but where ail are independent; where eve-
ry comfort abounds, and gaming and drunkenness
are alike unknown—every man takes his share of
labour. Judges and governors, and members of
Congress are not ashamed to be seen in their work
ing frock and trowsers; and belter would it be for

us, were the example of the Roman general revered
more in the field, and less in our cups.
Be assured, young men, to this honourable destiny

you must come at last, willing or not willing. It

is the irresistible tendency of our institutions to

crumble up all large estates into small ones, and to

bring the whole population to that condition in

which fortunes must all be very moderate, and near
ly equal, and in which each member of society will

have to perform his portion of the manual labour
necessary for the support of all. The political

creed in which we have been reared, inculcate s

equality, and inspires all with the nill to divide

their estates equally; and where the few casual

holders of large landed estates that yet remain in

the country die intestate, the law steps in to enforce

that division. A large estate may be even yet, it

is true, sometimes, but very rarely, accumulated

by a series of commercial good lurk, or by specu

Jations acutely conducted; but of those who push

their fortunes by trade, a great majority are over

taken by misfortune, or overwhelmed by their own
extravagance; and after years of anxious adven-

tures, find themselves at last reduced to the greatest

distress—deserted by their swishine friends, and

without energy or means to undertake new enter-

prises. In comparison with this, the lot of so many
who embark upon the uncertain sea of commerce,

or seek a precarious livelihood in the barbarous

arena of modern politicks—how enviable is the si-

tuation of the labouring agriculturist

—

"His habit pure, with plain and temperate meals,

Robust with labour, and by custom steel'd

To every casualty of varied life."

In regard to the medical profession, there ar« al-

ready almost as many students as there are various

drugs to be compounded; and doctors so numerous,

that were every man in the nation on his back, he

might be "helped to his grave" as speedily as in the

days of Sangrado himself—as lancets are equally

sharp and calomel is quite as potent as hot water.

Lawyers are swarming like locusts o'er the land, and

"dream of fees" more than they ever get; measur-

ers of tape and calico are as thick as bees in a pot

of honey. The mttishipmen are all over every ship,

and for applications for the military academy, the

only avenue to the army, there are ten thousand!!

But, say our young friends, can we not escape

the odious drudgery of manual labour, by migrat-

ing with a few slaves to some new country, whose

virgin soil, teeming with fertility, asks only to have

the seed sprinkled on its bosom, to make returns

beyond measure? No; we say again

—

"Rouse to fertility, by skilful toil.

Each dormant acre of your nntiie soil."

The products of those states in which you are al-

lowed to carry slaves, will scarcely pay all expenses

of cultivation and transportation to market; except,

perhaps, sugar and rice, which are the growth of

regions and modes of culture, mortal in their effects

upon the health of adult white settlers.

To arrest at least, in a great degree, the course

of deterioration under which the middle and south

em states are sinking in respect to population and

social comforts, a few things appear to be necess:-

ry, and these are happily within the reach of th<

rising generation of young men. The first is, tc

shake off, as inglorious and disreputable, the ha-

bits of idle consumers, drones in the hive; and lal

to work as mdustiious ^i-od«C(TS—active bees; eacl:

gathering more honey, be it ever so little more, than

he eats. Let eveij one firmly resolve to lop utl

every supeifliwus expense in diet, drink, clothing

equipage, servants, and lurnituie, and make it a

poiut of honour to set an example, in his otcn per

son, of regular industry. Your idle companions

who murder lime in whiskey stores, and ullage card

and billiard tablfs, may sneer lor a time at your

early rising, your homespun coal, your frugal meal

your rough hand, your sdn-burnt cheek, your con

tempt of the bottle, and your abhorrence of the

dice; but you will soon realize the unspeakable de-

l^hl of getting, and of kerping out of debt; you

will see, that by the skilful culture of your native

soil, with your own hands, it makes you ample re

turns; that all essential comforts are accumulating

about you; that, in every reasonable sense of th.

word, you have enough and to spare; and that ther<

IS no longer any occasion to fly in cowardly fear of

honest labour, either to the more enervating or less

manly pursuits of the town, or to half savage, hall

civilized frontiers. So far fii;m regarding as dis

creditable your change of habit from that of loung

ers, too proud to kad and too l;izy to drive; nati

consurdcre fruges; the man of sense who sees you

rise with the lark, and call out, come boys!—\\\U

look upon the metamorphosis, as more beautiful and

worthy of admiration, th.n that which ensues the

chrysalis state of the insect, that enters as a loath

some worm, and emerges on wings of independence

that bear it to the s»ies, reflecting, as it rises, hues
more various and splendid than all the colours of
the rainbow.

^We will thank any gentleman in Kentucky,
ivho will supply information of any particulars re- |
specting the pedigree and perfurmanees of a mare
believed to be thorough bred; once owned by a Mr.
Tinker, in Kentucky, and there, where she ran with
.-uccess, known by the name of "Crazy Jane"—or
" Tinker''} Crasy Jane.''

t>It would be well if Editors of papers through-
out the country, would suggest the expediency of
gathering white mulberries, wherever they are to

be had, and drying them for the sake of their seed.
He who thus lays a foundation for a nursery of
young mulberry trees, will not fail to find adequate
demand for them.

8>The time fixed for the next Cattle Show is

Tuesday and Wednesday, 23d and 24th October.

BAXiTIUOaE PRICES OPaHBITT.
Reported for the Jimerican Farmer, by Lewis Sultan S[ Co.

Tobacco has improved in price, and in demand; we
think the rise is principally on the Maryland common,
which sells from .25 to .31^ per cwl. higher than it did.

We have sold a good deal of this kind of tobacco the
present and past week, from Calvert and St Mary's
counties—one lot of 21 hhds. from Calvert, divided, at

$4 and S'l-SO, and another yesterday of St Mary's (very
inferior,) at §3.81^. This kind is getting very scarce,
most of it being bought up for shipping. Maryland fine

and Ohio are nearly the same as usual, the change being
confined chiefly to Maryland common.

Seconds, as in quality, §3.50 a 6.00—common crop,
3.50 a 4.00—Do. red, 4.25 a 4.75-good red, 5.00 o

6.00—Fine red, 7.00 « 8.00—Yellow and red, 6.00 a
9.00—Yellow, 5.00 a 15.00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 n
^>5.00— Virginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock, 3.50

—

Kenincky, fine, 4.00 a 5.SO—do. wrapping,?.00 a 8.00.

Flour—Howard-street, $5.00—City mills, 4.50 a

4.62i—Susquehanna, §4.37^ a 4.50

—

Corn Meal, per
barrel, 2.75 a a.STi

—

Wheat, best white, .80 a .82

—

ordinary, good .75 a .80— inferior, none

—

Corn. .48

a .50

—

Rye, .60 a .55

—

Oats, .24 a .25

—

White Beans,
1.25

—

Peas, .60

—

Clover seed, 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy,
3.00

—

Barley, 1.00

—

Flaxseed, .90

—

Cotton, Upland,
lO.OOn 1 1.00—common do. 9.00 a 10.00—North Caroli-

na, 9.00 a 10.00—Louisia.na, 11.00 a 13.00—Wool, coun-
try, washed on the sheep's back, 18.00 a 22.00—mixt
do. 20.00 a 22.00—half blood, 24.00 a 26.00—three-
quarters, 28.00 a 30.00—full blood, 30.00 n 35.00—FiSH.

Herrings, No. l,p. bbl 2.37^0 2.50—Shad, in good r.-

der, 6.50 a 7.00—Mackerel, 3.50 a 5.25 a 5 75—P-vCon,

liest hams, 9.(iO a 10 00— hog around, 5.00 o 6 <?0— mid-

dlings, 6.00—Whiskey, in hhds. .28 a .281, bbls. .29o .30

—Live Stock, beef on hoof, 5.00 a 5.51'—Hogs, do. 4 a

4.60—Mutton and Lambs, 1.50 a ?.0a-VcaI, S.OO—
Chickens, per dozen, 1.50 o 2.00.

One vessel load of wheat from St Mary's, 750 bush,

new crop, sold to-day at .si^—and 14 hhds. of tobacco.,

Anne Arundel county and OMo, at $4.50 round.
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FINE SEA ISLAND COTTON.
.3 Report, accompanied with stindry Idlers, on the

causen lehich contribiile to the production of Fine

Sea island Coltiyn; read before the Agricullural So
cietij of St. John's, Colleton, on the \4th March.
1827.

—

Bi/ WniTEMARSH B. Se.4brook, Corre
spending Secretary.

(Concluded from page 139.)

De.\r Sir, St. Helena, Dec. 26, 1826.

On my arrival from tho north, I received your fa-

vour of August, and hearing of ytur absence from
home, have delayed aclinonledging its receipt. 'I'Le

zeal you manifest in prunioting the interest of agti

culture, and particularly that branch ol il. in whicli

we are mutually interested, by seeUirjg tlie inter-

change of opinion, would alone be sutficient apolo-

gy in add^es^ing the circular. It would afford me
much satisfaction, could my limited experience ena
ble rae to throw a ray ol ii^ht on the subjects em
braced in your queries. The replies to tliem, yot
will accept, more as matters of opinion than con
elusions founded on definite practice.

Question 1st. Is all your cotton equally fine, &c.
Answer. I think not, but I have never heard pur-

chasers remark any diflereiice, when I have separat-
ed the high from the low land. I prefer the co.ton
on the most sandy high hills, it being more pro-
ductive and silky.

Q. ii\. What manure do you esteem the best, &c
Jl. I have generally used the marsh mud taken

from the creeks; sometimes green marsh
Q 3d. Is your cotton, so distinguished for one

quality, remarkable for others, &.c.

j). My cotton derives its character from its silki-

ncss, strength and evenness of fibre.

Q. 4tli. NVhat has been your average crop for
the last five years, and what quantity do you plant
to the hand?

.3. Caterpillar; and storms have destroyed sonif
of my most promising crops; but I think JuO I' -..

per hand are about the average. 1 general!/ p/ant
nearly three and a half acres to the hand.

Q. 5lh. Are you particular in the selectiJn of your
seed? which kind do you prefer, &c.

.5. I have generally preserved the s^ed fiom my
earliest pickings; sometimes I have planted seed,
exchanged with my friends, both nrflh and south.
I think the cotton produced from .he seed wilh a
green tuft, the finest and most sillj', though not the
most productive.*

Q. 6th. Have you ever tested tU experiment on the
differenceof the product and quality of cotton, from
seed taken from the bottom, aiiddle, or top of the
stalk?

^

.3. I have not.

Q. 7lh. Do you preserveyour seed, &c.
•i. I am not particular, s) that it is kept dry.

Q. 8lh. Do you, in galh'ring your crop, pick those
pods, which, from their iiimaturily, are imperfectly
open,&c.

.3. My orders are, topass over defective pods, to
save the trouble of sel.cling them, when assorting;
but, (row the difficult- of seeing these executed, i

presume they are nnch neglected, especially alter
a frost.

'

Q. 9th. Do you Iry your cotton in the sun or
shade, and how lonj?

.i. Generally one day on a scaffold, unless the
cotton has been wet.

Q lOlh. What IS your mode of preparation?
-3. 1 am not aware that it diflers from that of my

neighbours. 1 handle it as httle as possible after it

comes from the gin.

'In a letter subsequently received from Mr. Coffin,

|

he states tliat ihe linest cuttoii he has ever seen w
irom seed covered entirely with a green woolly coat.

No. ly.-voL. 9.

Q. 1 1th. Are you in the habit of using the whip-
(ler?

.i Before the cotton goes to the gin, but not
after.

Q I2th. What is the character of your soil and
^lliiation?

.1. High and low; mostly high. A yellow mixed
>and on the hills, and black or grey in the narrow
vallies, which run N. E and S. \V through the ex-
tent of the island. I am on a neck ofland, two
sides of which are bounded by creeks, and one side
by the ocean.

I have once used a machine gin from St. Simon's
island, to the rollers of which, made of hickory, I

-ave as n any as six hundred revolutions in a mi-
iHile. I ginned about twenty bales of cotton with
this gin, and heard no complaint about Ihe staple
being injured; but my negroes continually putting
it out of orSer.and my impelling power proving de-
fective, 1 laid it aside. I introduce this remark,
hoping that the want of a gin, as well adapted to
he Sea island cotlon as Whitney's saw gin is to the
upland, may stimulate some of our planters, in their
exertions to produce one.

1 am, very respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

THOS. ASTON COFFIN.
To Whitemaesh B. Seabkook, &,c.

John's kland, St. John's, Colleton, Oct. 4, 1S.'6.

Dear Sir,— It not being convenient at an earlier
date, I have postponed the reply to your letter of
llie. 9th of August, to the present time, and now
proceed to give you the requested information as
Tar as my own observations and circumstances will
permit. To some of my answers I have subjoined
Ihe remarks of a distinguished spinner, who has fa
voured me with his opinion on some of the points
of inquiry contained in your interrogatories. They
re niarked as quotations. If any thing I may com-

municate will add but one idea to the general slock
of useful knowledge, already possessed by the agri-
cultural community,! shall be gratified in being in-
strumental in promoting that object. The answers
to your queries will be set down in the order you
have numbered them.

1st The cotton raised by me is all fine, but not
equally so: I apprehend some shade of difference
in the cotton of every field, will be a certain result,
where there is any diversity of soil; or, while any
inequality of strength in the land exists. 1 have
hitherto believed that high, light, rich soils produce
the finest cotton; but 1 have not yet tested this
opinion by repeated or satisfactory experiments, to
decide whether I am correct or not.

2<.\ In diflerent parts of my fields, as most con-
venient, I have used fresh mud; salt mud; salt
marsh; rushes; leaves and rotten wood; and com
posts of the lour latter, with cow dung; applied in
proportion to the natural streuKth of the land, and
to the fertilizing qualities of the manure; from '21

to S4 Miigle horse cart loads per acre, so as to give
health and vigour to the plants, and equalize their
growth as nearly as possible. 1 am best pleased
with the salt mud, salt marsh, and the compost of
salt inar=h and rushes, combined with animal ma-
nure. They improve the length, strength, and silky
appearance of Ihe staple in a great degree; but, I

am unable to say, positively, that they increase the
fineness of the fibre. I have noticed, that cotlon
which has not arrived at full maturity from being
injured by rust or frost, will be fin, r. but of more
tender fibre than cotlon produced in Ihe same field,
i<M\ matured, particular!;- on strong land.

3d The length and strength of Ihe staple depend
cideny on the natural strength of the sod: and on
the apphcatiun of fertilizing manures, where neces
sary, in oid.r to equ,,lize the strength of the land
as nii.ch as possible: when this is accniplished, the
cotton produced will be nearly all ahke.

4tb. My average crops for the last five years,
have been 93 weight per acre; and two and a half
to three acres are usually planted to the hand.

5th. I have generally "been jiarticular in selecting
from the earliest ripe cotton, produced on the best
land, the seed which has a small tult at the point,
and that which is clean and black; but neither of
these will ali\ays produce the same kinds of seed
only; they must be annually cleared of their dege-
nerated woolly associates, which sometimes produce
fine long cotton; but generally Ihe staple is short or
of an uneven length. 1 have found it a good rule
in saving all kinds of seed, to select that portion
which is most perfect and comes to maturity first.

The size of cotlon seed varies like all other seeds,
according to the strength or poverty of the soil in
which it is produced. Its colour is also changed
from black to brown, by exposure to the sun or
frost.

6th. I have never made this trial w-ilh cotton.
7th. Hitherto, my seed has been kept in a close

room. I do not know that it is necessary to venti-
late it, unless it be damp.

Sih. My instructions to Ihe gatherers are, to ga-
ther from the field, at every picking, all the cotton,
good or bad, which is blown open sufficiently to
enable them to extract the wool with ease. The
reasons for being so particular are these: if the b-dd
cotton be left, to be gathered at a future period, before
the gatherers return through the field, it will have
become so much bleached by the weather, that it
cannot then be readily distinguished from the good,
either by them or by the hands who afterwards sort
it for the gins; and, if ginned with the good, the
extreme weakness of its fibre will depreciate the
value of the general crop in proportion to the quan-
tity of it, which may be mixed with the good.

9th. My directions given, are, to dry "ihe cotton
in the sun, only so much as will be necessary to
prevent the seed being crushed bv the rollers. This
must be varied according to the'slate of the we.i-
ther, and the condition in which the cotton is o-a-
thered from the field. When the weather is dry" if
the gatherers go out after the dew has evaporalcd.
and the cotton is exposed to the sun on the sheets
as fast as gathered, then spread in Ihe house until
the next day; then on the scaffolds for five or six
hours; and again spread in the house a few hours,
to let the heat fly of}', before it is packed away I

have found it sufficiently dry for the gins. If pack-
ed away damp it will generate heat in a short time,
ruin the fibre and unfit the seed for plantin" I

prefer drying in the shade altogether, when practi-
cable. "One thing we are sure of, the less cotton
is exposed to the air, and the closer it is packed, the
better it is. We think that exposure to the air is
prejudicial, by drying the natural moisture of the
fibre. Cotton dried before the fire, becomes brittle
and tender, and we doubt Whether, if damped a°-ain.
It ever regains its natural strength.

°

lOlh. The gatherers commen'ce their labour after
the exsiccation of the dew; at everv emptying of
their picking bags, the stained and" rotten" cotton
are taken out, with any leaves that may have fallen
m. II the cotton has been gathered with care from
the field, 100 weight to each labourer, may be -pa-
rated with ease for the gins. The cotlon is then
passed through a double drum whippcr, and goes to
the gins. Five to seven weight to each gin, is gin-
ned in the evenings, or 25 weight of clean cotton
for a day's work. The giniier.s are directed not to
screw more pressure on the rollers than is necessa-
ry, to prevent the seed being crushed, and Ihe cot-
ton should be as evenly s,,read to the rollers as pos-
sible, to prevent injury to the staple The niolers
prepare i.j to 30 weight each, for the bag. One
person searches for a bag of 300 weight, if the cot-
ton has been cleanly moled. The sorting of the
seed cotton; moling of the ginned cotton, and
searching of the packer, are all done on frames of
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wood, or on toaisc wire sieves reversed. The sieves

I have found very convenient.

lllh. 1 liavc generally used the whipper for the

seed cotton only; but latterly, have used it for the

ginned cotton also, I think, with great advantage,

before moling. It expedites the moting and does no

injury to the fibre, if passed through but once. "The

less fatigue the fibres are exposed to, the better;

switching, if done in moderation, and so as no< to

string the cotton, (which is to be apprehended in long

fine staple,) is a very harmless, and, we think, effec-

tive operation. Ginning, by means of rollers, if much

pressure is applied, or if the cotton is not evenly

spread, so as to distribute the pressure equally, is

dangerous; since pressure completely destroys the

fibre." I send you a "sample of cotton, which has

undergone pressure betvveen a pair of smooth iron

rollers; the staple is perfectly destroyed." Iron rol

lers are now generally out of use in this part of the

country; but, too much pressure upon hard wood

rollt-rs. will, also, do much injury.

I'ith. My soil is partly of a low, heavy loam and

sand, on a'clay foundation, and partly high brown

mould on sand and clay, indented with creeks, and

situate on a large salt river about six miles from

the ocean.

1 remain, with respect,

Your most obed't serv't,

KINSEY BURDEN.
To Whitemarsh B. Seabrook, &c.

Dear Sir,

In answer to your letter of the 20th of August

last, in which you have given me the merit of being

one of the growers ol fine long cotton, I must lirielly

stale, that in my experiments on the culture of this

valuable staple, i have not been as particular as

other gentlemen: relying too much on my soil and

situation, and the advantages of manure.

1st. Is all your cotton equally fine? I answer, no.

The cotton produced at my John's island plantation

is preferred to that of Edisto; and the cotton of the

latter to that of Slann's island. My soil at John's

island is generally grey or dark; at Edisto, yellow;

and at Slann's island, a tenacious loam. I am de-

cidedly of opinion, that grey land produces as fine

cotton as ;'ny other soil: however, I believe it is the

contiguity to the ocean that renders my cotton so

fine at John's island.

2d. What manure do you esteem the best to im

prove the fineness of the staple?

Ansicer. Salt mud has the preference to all other

manures.
3d. Is your cotton, which is so distinguished for

one quality, remarkable also for the length and

strength of its staple, or both?

.4. I have always been of opinion that my cotton

at Edislo was longer and stronger than that raised

on John's island.

4th. What has been your average crop for the

last five years; and what quantity do you plant to

the hand?
A. At Edisto, I have averaged about 160 lbs. per

acre, and at John's island, about 120 lbs. I plant

three and a half acres to the hand.

5th. Are you very particular in the selection ol

seed? Which kind do you prefer, the small or the

large, the perfectly clean, or that which is a little

woolly?

A. 1 have never paid particular attention to the

selection of seed. 1 change my seed every second

year.

6th. Have you ever tested the experiment on the

difl'erence of the product and quality of cotton, from

seed taken from the bottom, middle or top of the

stalk?

wJ. I have never attended to this subject.

7th. How do you preserve your seed? Is it kept

in a confined siluationj or in a well ventilated room?

Ji. In a loft or room, in which is a free circula-

tion of air.

8th. In gathering your crop, do you ever pick the

wool from those pods that, from their immaturity,

are but imperfectly open?
.41. I do not.

9lh. Do you dry your cotton in the sun or in the

shade? If in the sun, how long?

A. I have always been in the habit, until the last

year, (and the experiment was very unfavourable,)

of drying cotton in the sun one day, or until the

seed could be cracked.

lOlh. What is your mode of preparation, and

what quantity do you clean to the hand per day?

A. When my cotton is well gathered from the

field (which I always endeavour to have done.) each

labourer assorts from 150 to 200 lbs. in the seed,

after the cotton has pnssed through the whipper. I

never used the whipper afterwards. The quantity

of ginned cotton daily moted to the hand is 40 lbs,

In ginning, from 25 lo 30 lbs. is the task.

1 1th VVhat is the character of your soil? Is your

land high or low—indented with creeks, and how

far from the ocean?

A. My land at John's island, lies immediately on

the ocean, with a bold creek running in the rear.

At Edisto, it is much indented with creeks.

1 am, dear sir, with sentiments of respect,

Your obcd't servt,

WILLIAM SEABROOK, Sen.

Whitemarsh B. Seabrook, &c.

Dear Sir,

I have to apologize for not replying earlier (o

your very useful circular The delay principally

arose from want ol data, to give satisfactory an-

swers to your various queries. I am not aware that

I can throw any new light on the subject of cotton

planting, or on the preparation of the article for

market; but at your solicitation. I cheerfully submit

to you my usual proceedings in regard to the same.

Previously to breaking the land, with plough or

hoe, about 1-20 cart loads of salt mvJ.to the acre

are placed in convenient heaps at equal distances; a

labourer lb' n chops and scatters it, at the rate of

about filtv cart loads per day. After the spreading

of the mild, the surface of the field appears to b<

covered with it. The field is then tracked for list

ini>;; upon the track, cowpen or animal manure is

spread, at the rate of thirty one horse cart loads

per acio. The ground is then listed with a plough,

drawn by a yoke of oxen, which partially turns m
the mud under the list and covers the cowpen ma
nure; it is then bedded, either with the plough or

hoe. in the usual manner. If the plough is used,

both for listing and bedding, a portion of the mud
will be placed under the list and another portion

above it; which is the best mode of disposing ol the

manure, to give support to a needy sod

I commence planting about the 25th of March.

The seed, without selection or preparation, is plant

ed in hdls, about twelve inches apart, or in the

drill, as inclination suggests. The foregoing re

marks apply to a tract of poor, high, light land, on

which I reside, on Edisto island.

My crops, until lately, have not been abundant,

owing to (he difficulties I have had to contend with

in fertilizing a poor soil at one plantation, and in re

claimins; a swamp at the other. 1 usually plant four

acres of cotton to the hand.

I consider salt mud, as manure, highly valuable;

About a bushel of seed was carefully selected one
year, by dividing the pods of cotton as they were
gathered, so as to separate the top from the bot-
tom; the seed thus obtained, was planted the fol-

lowing season, but the experiment failed, in conse-
quence of a severe gale and unusually cold weather
destroying a majority of the plants when young.
The cotton has been always dried in the sun,

until last year, when it became the fashion to

dry it in the shade. 1 am, however, of the opi-

nion, that it is more judicious to give it a few
hours' sunning, before it is stowed in the cotton
house.

I finish thinning by the loth of June, if possible;

and hoeing, about the 15th July; between these
dates, one hauling, or two at fartliest/are fully suf-

ficient. Cotton plants are much injured by too
nmch nursing with the hoe. To keep down the
grass, and thin early, are of primary importance.

—

The bed should be kept very firm, to prevent, as
much as practicable, heavy rains from penetrating

it, and to assist it in retaining moisture during a
drought. Hauling gives the plant fresh growth, as

often as repeated; and, therelbre, when resorted to

late in the season, proper for hoeing, it has a ten-

dency to cause disease in ihe fruit, or to make it

drop at each repetition. The bed should be hoed
drawing the hoe obHquely from the alley to the

top, and the grass carefully shook oil' by hand.

In gathering the crop, no selection of cotton or

seed was made until the year 18:26.

My cotton is not equally fine, neither can any
cottons, correctly be deemed so. It is now ascer-

tained, beyond all doubt, that the finer qualities of
this valuable article are fast disap[.>earing from us.

In a letter to me, from a very sensible and wealthy

spinner, in Manchester, the following observations

are made: "Some years ago, we readily found

among the cottons of different planters, a sufficient

number of bags to spin all the fine yarns that were
required; at the present period, when the consump-
jion of fine yarns is doubled, we do not find, among
Ul the cottons we examine, one bag per annum."
T\iis deterioration of our cottons, ai)pears natural,

when w« reQect, that the same effect is produced
in our gaidens and orchards, unless yearly applica-

tion is mats to the seedsman, horticulturist or nurse-

ryman. VVvdo not select the best melons or peach-
es, cabbagesrjr cauliflowers, carrots or turnips, for

|)ropagation, ^r the plumpness, colour or the pecu-
liar formation tf their seed; but, rather, from the

flavour, or outvv^rd appearance of that part which
determines their respective value The same re-

mark will apply tothe fibre of cotton: it is impos-
sible to test its sup&iority, by the different appear-
ances which the iSfd mav assume. .Some seed,

which is sound, clearf^nd black, produces an incon-

siderable quantity of tparse cotton; the pod afford-

ing little else than seisj. Again, I have seen one
stalk, indeed, one pod, jroduce three or lour dif-

ferently marked seeds \t was the general impres-

sion, that the clean, black seed was the best: now,

it seems, an opposite opini\n prevails; the seed co-

lered with wool being este^jned the bctfer for pro-

ducing fine cotton. This opinion, if correct, will

go far in accounting for the great deterioration of

tbe article, complained of bythe spinners; this be-

ing the seed, hitherto rejecliil, under the impres-

sion that it produced inferior as well as unproduc-

tive cotton Some of the fines\ cotton I have seen,

grew in Persia; its seed bears a strong resemblance

10 the green seed which prudutes our upland cot-

it has a powerful tendency to increase the produc ton, it being i:oveied with a green wool similar to

tion of the cotton plant; to hasten its maturity, and that. Some foreign, coarse woullj seed have, alter

to make the fibre stronger and fi-ier; it also gives three or four years' cultivation in this country, be-

consistency and strength to li^ht, weak soils. icome clean, black seed, and produced cotton of

On my plantations, no particular plan has been 'line fifire, partly retainmg^ its ^original ^nankeen co-

adopted to preserve the seed, intended for plantin '

" r .L_
, ....,-- I l,„... .„.,„r

with the exception of cautiously preventing its ex

posure to moisture.

lour. From some of the finest cotton I have raised

(and it was pronounced by pur-hasers :iiid spinners

to be very superior,) the seed was clean and black.
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without a partiilc of wool: Ai;:iin, 1 have seen a

fine, long and slrons cotton produced from seed,

which would readily be pronounced the green seed

or the upland cotton I have been thus particular.

to show, as far as I have learned from experience,

that no rule can govern us in the selection of seed,

bj its outward appearance, best adapted to th<:

producing of superior cotton.

A broker, of considerable judgment, in Liver-

pool, to whose liberality and candour I .'.ra miu'h in-

debted, assures me, in a letter dated SOlh Decern

ber, 1826: "That a superior cotton to any pioduced

on your shores is much wanted by our lliiest spin

ners." A very respectable broker, in Gl isgow, ob

served, "a superior collon is much wanted, and that

price is only a secondary object to the dealers in

this valuable quality of your staple produce." One
of the writers previously referred to, remarks, "We
have never regretted the purchase of really fine

cotton; and although competition renders it neces

sary for us to purchase our cotton as cheaply as

possible, yet we shall always feel a pleasure in ade

quately remunerating the growers of a really supe

rior article." He furth<T adds, that "it cannot be

too strongly urged on the planter, the necessity of

enclosing in each bag, a card or two containing his

address; his re,iSons in favour of this procedure, I

have previously laid before our society.

My cotton is always fanned, both before and after

ginning, by passing it through a machine adapted

to the purpose, to separate froui it, as far as prac
ticahle, all dirt or oth«r extraneous matter.

My lands are surrounded by rivers and creeks,

and are contiguous to the ocean. Of the soil plant-

ed in cotton, one portion is alluvial, and the other is

high, light and sandy.

The most laborious part of the work, on each
plantation, is principally performed by oxen. Of
these patient and frugal animals, I cannot speak in

too high terms. Their economy and usefulness to

the southern low land planter are not duly appre
ciated. They, in cftect, cost the attentive farmer,
no money; their food is of the simplest kino', surh
as straw, mo-s, cured potatne vines, pes shells.

blades, hiy and cotton seed; these (in a g.eat iiiea

sure,) offals of a plantation, will suppeft them at

hard and constant labour. When regularly work-
ed only part of the day, and then turned out, tlieir

own industry upon a moderately proAictive pasture

will k< ep them in good condition tor the succeed
ine day's labour. Their food is .lot as costly or

portable as that of mules and h^Jrses; hence, dis

honest servants find , ore difficulty in passing it

from them into the hands of the illegal trafficker in

grain. Boys and girls drive Item wove humanely
and belter than grown persons. Their gear, origi

nally a trilling cost, will outlast the oxen.
Tliie IS a lit opportunity to state the success I

have had in the use of Mr. Smith's Firginia Cotton
Planter. About llfty acres of my fields were plant-

ed with it, as an experiment, by one hand and a

mule, at the rate of from eight to twelve acres [lei-

day, accoriiing to the speed of the animal; the col-

ton came up about thirty hours sooner and more
regularly than that which was planted with the hoe:

the latter, I hart to supply twice, through the care

leasnessof the hands in dropping too little seed, and
covering it irregularly; the former did not need any
supplying. I am so satisfied with the merits of the

machine, that henceforth i shall invariably use it,

where stumps or other obstacles do not interfere.

With great respect, 1 lemain you s,

JOHN R MATHEWES.
To Whitemarsh B. Seabkook, Sac.

OHIO TOBACCO,
Mr. SkINSER;

At your request, I fufnished in May last, some
inlbrmalion in regard to the state of the tobacco

market of this place; and gave, at the same time,

extracts of letters from respectalile houses in Bre
nun and Holland on the same subject. I am sorry

to find that my communication has given umbrage
to some of those persons who are engaged or inter-

ested in the vending of Ohio tobacco in our market,
because the quality of it has been represented to be

inferior to that produced in Maryland. An "extract

ol a letter," purporting to be "from a tobacco deal-

er in Baltimore to his correspondent in Ohio," pub
lished in the Patriot and American a few days ago,

contains insinuations and statements that require

(as well for the vindication of my own veracity, as

lor the information of the trade,) some notice. The
extract commences thus: "Letters have recently

liecn published in the newspapers of this city, in-

tended to produce an impression that Ohio tobacco
had been cried down and would not answer in Eu
riipc. These letters are mere fabrications of inter

isted persons here, or otherwise they were written

by persons over the water, not conversant with the

subject. The truth is, that if neatly handled, well

cured Ohio tobacco, in prime order, were shipped
in the same vessel with the same quantity of Mary
land—the most competent judge amongst these let

ter writers could not distinguish the one parcel from
the other."

If the writer of the above had known who the

person was that made the communication to you on
nhich his remarks were grounded, he would not, 1

am certain, have insinuated that I was capable
ol labrication, or that any correspondent of mine,
in Eurojie, could have a motive to lead me astray

in a business in which his interest is connected
with my own. Having been thus drawn out to vin-

dicate myself from the insinuation, that my com
inunicatioii to you was interested and intended to

produce an impression that Ohio tobacco had been
cried down and would not answer in Europe, I will

MOW add, for the inlormation of those who are con-
cerned in the tobacco trade, other extracts of let-

ters from houses in Europe of the very first stanil-

ing and respectdbility, which go to shew that Ohio
tobacco can be distinguished from Maryland, even
ivhen shipjied as such, (and it ia rarely ever ship
ped as Ohio,) and that the prices are much lower,
in consequi nee of its defects and destitution of the
kind of flavour most esteemed.

The first extract is as follows: "The yellow lo-

baccoes now require double attention and precau-
tion, sin';e so much Ohio is found among them —
This kind of tobacco has a good yellow colour and
deceives at first sight, and has decciv:'il many per
sons. For this reason many shipments have turn
ed out to advantage. After close examination, how
ever, it is found that this tobacco has a very dry
anil brittle leaf, coarse brown stem, and a very bad
flavour. Yellow tobacco suitable for tbe Baltic,

(which for this reason commands liigli prices) must
have a sweet smell, a fine but very tough loaf, in

order to be cut very line and lung, which cannot be
done with the Ohio; because it breaks to pieces in

this process: and lor this reason very little Ohio is

suitable for the Baltic,"

The next extract says: "Let me recommend you
to avoid purchases of Ohio tobacco, and yellow leal

generally. A great prejudice is prevailing here
against the former, and the latter is loo abundant
ever to come near former prices again."

A third remarks, that whilst good su|ierior yel-

low Maryland commands 36 gs ,flie same description

of Ohio, in every resii'-ct alike in appearance, will

not bring more than 24 gs.

In addition to this evidence, I have a letter dated

ihe
'20th May Irom Bremen, written by a lespecta-

ile, well informed American gentleman, at present

here, who is perfectly conversant with every de-

4;ription of tobacco, who says, "the Ohio tobac-

ches are nul adapted to this trade, from their thin

haf and want of substance. The best cannot, there-

fore, come in competition with Maryland, and must
be purchased at prices much less."

If such evidences as these are not to be relied on
by the shippers of tobacco for their government, I

know not where they will find them. They will,
certainly, not resort for information to, or be influ-
enced in their purchases by the opinion or judg-
ment of any dealer, planter, agent, or other inter-
ested person on this side of the water, who cannot
he as competent to decide upon the qualitv of the ar-
ticle as those who manufacture and consume it.

In making this communication, 1 am infiuenccd
by no other considerations than those I have stated.
I have no wish to create an artificial depression in
the prices of Ohio tobacco, or to give to it a charac-
ter which it does not deserve. 'I'hat, if properly
managed in the cultivation, curing, and assortin"-,
it may be made equal to Maryland, is very possible.
But that, generally, so far, it is inferior, there cao
be no doubt. Most of the shippers from this place
have the best evidence of this—their accounts of
sales, which show that in almost every instance
Ohio tobacco has been sold at 25 per cent, less than
the Maryland—Ihe colour and general appearance
and condition being the same.

y!i(i; 19, ISil.

ON GRASSES AND OTHER PLANTS.
No. 16.

Extracts from G. Sincliir's Hortus Graminciis—with
occasional notes and observations, by a Correspon-
dcnt.

(Concluded from page 132.)

Of the Grasses u-hich afford the best culms, or strau-
for the manufaclnre of Straw Bonnets, such as will
cquul, and may surpass, lite Jine.it Leghorn manu
facture.

"Straw plait, in imitation of the celebrated Leg-
horn manufacture, has been made in England for
many years past, but the practice till lately had
been confined to the London manufacturers of straiv
bonnets. Above seventeen years since, land was
taken at Amplhill, on the estate of the lale Earl of
Upper Ossory, for the express purpose of raising
straw for this kind of pl.iil;" and a few years since,
a very line straw bonnet was sent to the Duchess of
Bedford from Leighton Buzzard, where it had been
manufactured from Er,gli,>h straw. About three
years since. Miss Woodhoiise, a farmer's daughter
of Connecticut, transmitted to the Society of Arts
ill London, a straw bonnet in imitation of the Leg-
horn, made of the straw of Poa p)-ri(c)wi's, smooth-
stalked meadow grass (or the spear-grass of Ameri-
ca.) which, from its excellence, obtained the reward
of the society. Mr. Cobbctt published an account
of this circumstance in his 'Cottage Economy,' and
also an account of his own experience in selecting
the best grasse^ for the purpose, and of bleachini'-

the green culms or straw, and for which Mr. Cob-
bett received the society's medal.

" Tlie lady of the Rev. Mr. Morrice, of Great
Brickliill, Bucks, manufactured a very beautiful
straw bonnet, in imitation of Leghorn, oi' the culms
of the crested dog's tail grass (Cynosurus cristatus,)

which, being submitted to tlie Society of Arts, ob-
tained the society's medal. Very great merit was
displayed in Ihe manufacture of this bonnet.

"Mrs. Grant, of Leighton Buzzard, has made very
successful trials with the bleaching and selecting of
the straws of the perennial grasses for the Leghorn
plait, and, from Mr. Grant's extensive knowledge of

* About twenty years since, Mr Corston, an eminent
manufacturer, then of I.udgale Hill, and now of Finch-
am, Norfolk, succeeded with thestrawof rye, which had
been raised at .^nipthill for the purpose, in manufactur-
ing line Leghorn plait, which, from its great merit, ob-
tained the award of the gold medal from the Society of
.\rt3 in London,
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llie Biilish grasses; much assistance may be expect-

ed from his patriotic, exertions.
.

-The Duke and Duchess of Bedford, being desir-

ous of introducing the manufiicture of this kind of

the children ol the labouring
straw-plait amon^

. . »

classes at Wobnrn, and in furtherance ol the inten

lion of his Grace to establish here a girls' school

for the purpose, combining therewith, at the same

time, the means of moral and religious instruction

to the children, I was instructed to proceed in the

cultivation of such grasses as were most I'kely to

supply the best culms or straw for the purpose. 1 he

wheat recommended bv Mr. Cobbett, and which

was said to he the same as that cultivated in Italy

ibr the celebrated Leghorn plait, and which was also

said to have been imported from thence, was sown

on a siliceous soil, rather poor and exhausted, on

the '27th of RIay. Five different varieties ol oats

were sown at the same time, and also a considerable

number of the different species of perennial grasses,

on a separate space of ground.

"The wheat was sown on two distinct spaces ol

o-round, at the rate of ten and of fifteen bushels to

The acre respectively; and each of these siiaces was

a-^ain divided as to the mode of culture, one hall ol

each respectively being sown in drills, and the other

half broad-cast. The oats were treated in like man-

ner When the wheat came into blossom, it prov-

ed to be the common bearded spring or cape wheat,

nhich in this climate is very subject to the rust dis

otse or rubigo; and its power to supply clean or

bri-ht straw is therefore rendered very uncertain,

o\cn should a mode of culture be found out, under

the circumstances of a British climate, that would

afford culms or straw of this grain sufficiently fine,

and at the same lime of a texture sufficiently tough

and firm for the Leghorn plait; but experience will

prove, that these last mentioned properties are not

to be obtained here by this plant.

"W P. Taunton, Esq. of Bristol, communicated

a specimen of wheat cultivated in Italj for the Leg-

horn plait; this proved to be a specimen of the

rriticum sndta, or spelt-wheat (see p. 1 1 5 suj)ra,}—

Mr Taunton states, that in Italy H'C wheat cultivat-

ed for the straw is cut over twice or thrice, or is

eaten down by cattle, so as to render the culms

which afterwards spring up very slender. The long

Italian summer allows of that mode ol culture,

which this climate will not permit. The straw ol

Mr. Cobbelt's wheat proved too coarse lor Leghorn

Feshica duriuscula, hard fescue grass, p. 155

Straw long, equal, and clear; but coarser than the

sheep's- fescue.

"Festitea ovina hordeiformis, long awned sheep's-

fescue, p. 159. Straw long, clear, and equal.

'•J\ardiis stricta. upright mat-grass, p. 288. Straws

long, without joints, very fine, equal, and tough;

perhaps the best grass for the supply of straw for

the Leghorn plait.

Dry soils.

" Cynosunts eristaltts, crested dog's-tail grass, p.

152. Straw fine, strong, or tough, well auapted

for the Leghorn plait, but the culms are frequently

subject to discoloration, particularly alter the time

of llowering.

'•Poa angustifolia, narrow-leaved meadow-grass,

p. 1S4. Straws very long, fine, and clear, g>eatly

superior to the Poa pratciuis, of which Miss Wood
house's celebrated bonnet was made.

"Hordeiim pratense, p. S14. Straws of the best

quality for the Leghorn plait, being fine, tough, and

clear.

"Anthoxanthiim odoratum, sweet-scented vernal

grass, p. 134. Straws clear and straight, but fre-

quently rather coarse.

'•Agrostis lubata, lobed bent-grass, p. 273. Sirawa

short, but very fine, clear, and tough.

.%jost!s spica venti, silky bent-grass. An annual,

straws long, fine, and clear.

'\flveuafluvcscens, p. 101. Straw generally fine!

bleaches well, and of an equal ajid tough quality.

'Jlgrostts vulgaris miUicu, p. 279. Straw fine

bleaches easily, but is rather short.

"jlvenapubcscens,p.-iS5. Straw generally fine,

long, and of a good colour.

"Feshica licterophylla, various leaved fescue

Straw similar to that ot Festiica duriuscula.

Damp or J\Ioist Soils.

"JiCiosiis caiiina fasclculiiris, bundled leavet^

brown-bent, p. 278 Straw very fine and white.

"Ai;;roslis canina mulica, brown-bent, p. 341

Slr.iw longer than that of the preceding, in allulhei

respects similar to it.

•\'Lrrostis stolonifera angmtifdia, narrow-leaved

stolon iferous bent, p. 346. Straw long, tough, bleach

es equally of a fine white.

"Agrostis alia, white-benl, p. 342. Straw fine,

tough, bleaches well.

'• ggrostis stricla, upright bent, p. 274. Stn.w

turing with sheep than if it consisted of one species
rass only.

I'he results of all the experiments made here
prove, that the period of flowering, or at the time
ihe grass is in full flower, or when the blossom
is about decaying, is the best stage of growth at

which to cut the culms or straw, for the purpose of
Leghorn plait."

"The culms or green straw may be bleached by
the process detailed by Mr. Cobbett. The culms
being selected and placed in a convenient vessel,

boiling water is poured over them, in quantity suffi-

cient to cover the straw; in this they are to remain
ten minutes: when thus scalded, the culms are to be
spread out on a grass-plat to bleach; by turning

them once a day, the bleaching is generally effect-

ed in seven or eight days. According to my expe-

rience, the bleaching may be effected in a much
shorter space of time. Instead of ten minutes, the

culms are suffered to remain in the scalding water

from one to two hours; they are then spread out on

the grass, and regularly moistened as they become
dry, and turned once a day for two days: after this

it is taken up and washed clean from dust, &c It

is then, in a moist state, placed in a close vessel, and
subjected to the fumes of burning sulphur for two

hours. I'his has been found sufficient to bleach the

straw in the most perfect manner. Green culms,

immersed for fen minutes in a strong solution of

acLtic acid, and then subjected to the sulphureous

acid gas, are bleached perfectly white in half an

hour. CJreen culms, immersed for fifteen minutes

in muriatic acid diluted with twenty times its luea-

sure of water, and then spread on the grass, became
i.i four days as perfectly bleached as those culms

nhich were scalded and bleached eight days on the

grass. The texture of the straw was not in the

least injured by these processes. The application

of the sulphureous acid gas to the moistened culms,t

even after scalding and bleaching on the grass, had,

in every instance, the effect of greatly improving

the colour, and that without being productive of the

smaWest injury to the texture of the straw.

"Wken straw is immersed in diluted acid it shouli

be wholt., for if cut, the acid will get into the hoF

iruw very fine, straight, and tough.
plaits but

-o-%l;^^-^^^'^^^°i:^'^'-::Z
I

•^'U:;i:iis-^^ens:cr.e^.STOoiei bent, p. 344

::::;:w^rHL t!o L::!::UlSdt:: :^:^^%>^
\

S.raw long .J.,^,, bleacues wd,; in genera, it

colour. The expense attending the culture ol grain

for Ihe straw merely, and the dillicully of raising it

of the required degree of fineness for the Leghorn

le

plait, without incre'ascd labour and expense in pick-

in"-, seem to forbid the adoption of that mode of oh

taming str.iw in this country lor that particular pur-

pose, more particularly when the perennial grasses

oiler culms or straw of a finer quality than is seen

in any Italian plait, and which may be obtained at

comparatively a very small expense. 'I'here are

many species of perennial grasses adapted lo supply

fine and beautiful straw, the princijial of which have

already been noticed; but as several ofthese species

of "-rasses alVict soils ofa different nature, it may be
]

useful to mention the different soils peculiarly adapt

cd for the growth of certain species, that those wlio

mav be locally circumstanced as to a particular soil,

and who may be disposed to encourage the introduc

tion of so valuable a manufacture among the females

of Ihe labouring classes, may be saved the tempora-

ry disappointment caused by ciiltivaling a grass not

adapted to the soil, or not calculated to afford the

finest straw for the intention.

Ilcalh.nr black siliceous J\IvorscU. See p. 119.

"Fcstucu ovina, shecii's-O-scue gi ass, p 257. Straw

vcrv fine and clear.

not so fine as some others

"Poa nemoraiis angustifolia, narrow-leaved wood

meadow grass, p. 1S2. Straw very equal, fine,

and tough, but not so long between the joints as

some otheis.
, ,-

•'Agrostis stolonifira arislata, awned stoloniferous

bent, p. 345. Straw long, equal, and bleaches voij

white, but works rather soft and flat in the plait.—

There arc many othir species of the perennial grass-

es which afford fine culms, and which might be add

ed to the above list; but the above species have

been submitted to careful trials, and fou.id to pos

sess the valuable propeilics stated. Any number of

these species of grasses which come into flower at

the same period, and which affect similar soils,

might with advantage be sown together for the

reasons already mentioned at p. 38. Ihere is

scarcely a fibrous-rooted species of grass that can

be cultivated singly without much time and atten-

tion, and consequently expense, in weeding or keep

ing out other grasses from combining with it in the

sod: whereas, bv sowing a mixture of those species

which in common possess the properties above men-

tioned, they will keep possession of the soil, ard

render weeding almost unnecessary; and after He

crop of straws is taU' n, the grass or sward will

be found more nutritious and productive for depas-

» On exanining the straw of the Leghorn plait, it ex-

hibits a blanil surface compared to the glossy shining

surface of an Inglish bonnet maiml'actured of the ri-

pened straw of ,ats, &.n. On comparing the appear-

ance, ill this resfect, of the culms of grasses eat when

in flower, with oders cut at the time the seed is ripe,

and after they have r'Speclively been bleached, the

former liave a blandsurface like to the Leghorn plait,

and the latter a glossy shining surface simdar to the

bnglish bonnet maife of the split straw of ripened

grain. The culms at \lie flowering stage of growlh are

also les^ hollow, have Moi'e substance, are more lough

and pliable than npenea culms, and in this point also

resemble more the Leghorn straw. It is perhaps Ipo

well known to mention here, that the shining glossy

surface of ripened strav.- arises from the silica or pure

earth of flints, which enters into the composition of the

culms of the gramiiia;a wise provision of nature to give

strength and stability to slems of such slender struc-

ture for the support of the ripi ncd seed or grain. As

Ihe period of ripening the seed advances, this polish of

the surface of the culm increases. I'rom these facts

it suems probable that the Italian straw is taken when

the plants are m flower.

I It is necessary that moisture should be on the straw-

daring the apidicationof the fumes of sulphur, to obtain

the greatest use of the gas; for water absorbs this gas

with rapidity, and the water in this process assists the

action of the gas in des.rojing the colouring matter of

the straw without injurv to its lesturc. A liquid sul-

phureo.-.s acid is formed on the surface ol the straw

during the process. A lew laths fixed in the gr,.iii d,

and some olhers placed crossways, formed a platloim

for the culms of Ihe grasses in these trials, an iron pan

held the burning sulphur; and a large tub inverted on

the lath platform confined the fumes of the sulphur to

the moistened straw-
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low of the culm, ^vhere it can be of no use to the

intention of bleaching.

"To imitate, iu the most perfect manner, the

Leghorn plait, the straws should be plaited the re

verse way of the common English split straw plait.

In the English plait, the straws are tlattened by a

small hand-mill made for the purpose, but the Leg-

horn plait has the straws worked without flattenmg,

and pressure is applied after the plait is made.—
These two points are essential to be observed by

those who wish to rival the finest Leghorn manu-

facture. By reversing the common mode of plait-

ing, the fingers have a much greater power of knit-

ting firmly and intimately the straws, and the round

or unflattened stale of the straws allows of their

being more closely knitted; a circumstance that

gives an appearance of lineness to the real Leghorn

plait, which, had the straws been flattened or mill-

ed, would have appeared coarse, and the manufac-

ture of a less firm texture. Specimens of plait made

of the culms of the above-mentioned grasses prov-

ed this clearly; and to derive all the advantages of

a finer material than the Italians possess, and which

is to be found in the culms of our perennial grasses,

it appears essential that the superior manual pro-

cess of the Italians in plaiting, which they have ac-

quired by experience and long continued practice,

should here be adopted; and there appears to be no

reason to doubt but that the manufacture of straw

bonnets may be brought to a greater degree of

pcifeclion in England than it has yet arrived at

in Italy, and that, if properly encouraged, Bri-

tain, instead of importing, will export the finest

manufacture."

above the following prices: Wheat .33 to .35; rye

iO to .'25; corn .18 to .20; oat .12^; hay ^3 to 4 per

ton; potatoes 15 to .20; apples will not pay for ga-

thering. These you will say are gloomy prospects

for the farmer. But 1 fear a still greater evil awaits

us. Our numerous and fine flocks of sheep on which

much labour has been bestowed, and considerable

capital employed, and which were becoming the

pride and boast of our country,* if no change takes

place, must soon vanish from our hills. With the

exception of a few of the finest kinds they will not

compensate the farmer for their keeping.

What then must we next turn our hands to? Must
we, like Ohio, become your rivals in the tobacco

business?

Should hemp maintain its present prices,^ it will

pay belter for the raising than any other article.

We cannot reasonably expect any thing else than

a still further depreciation in the value of real pro-

perty. The prices of the products of our soil must

always regulate the value of lands. B.

HO&TICVI.TUB.X!.

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
Sir,

'

Baltsloini, July iUh, 1827.

Crops of all kinds are quite promising, wheat
crops are particularly very fine, and the weather

for harvesting is good.

I remain, yours, &.c.

WM. GORDON VER PLANCK.

Dr..\R Sir, Mijytle Grove^near Easton, Jiihj 16. 1S27.

I shall endeavour to get my rare- ripe wheat rea-

dy for market early in August, when fhose who
want may be supplied from Sir. James BarroU, and

if farmers wish to try it, and applications are made
for it, the time when it will be ready will be notified

in the American Farmer.
Our crops have sufl'ered severely on this shore

—

a great deal of red wheat was not worth culling

—

lawler the same—white wheat extremely injured,

though some good crops on forward lands near llic

waters. But, Talbot, and I fear none of the other

counties in this quarter, will he able to send more
than half a crop to market, and much of that of in-

different quality.

I am, dear sir, vnur obedient serv't,

ROBT II. GOLDSBOROUGII.

Dear Sir, IVash'mglon county, Penn., July 19, 1827.

We have just secured the most abundant crops

ever seen in this county. Ourxvheat, rje and bar

ley are abundant. The oats and grasses, unusually

so. Corn looks very promising, and the fruil trees

of every kind, scarcely able to bear their loads.

During the monlhs of May and June there have
not been more than three or four days lo;;ether,

without refreshing rains, and yet we have li;id no
floods to destroy our meadows, nr injure our corn
fieliLs. The depth of rain that fell in Way, was
3 3-10, and in June 5 1 10 inches.

Many of our pasture fields would now bear mow-
ing; but, I am sorry to say, I have been exhibiting
the bright side of the picture—our prospncls for

market were never much worse: at this liiiie we
have no fixed prices, and unless some market opens
yet unknown to us, I do not expect we shall realize

(From Loudon's Gardener's Magazine.)

GARDEN SEEDS.

0/1 Saving Garden Seeds by Gcnlkincn's Gardeners-

By an Old Gardener.

Sir,—Some gentlemen require their gardeners to

save all their own seeds, and that from one garden,

particularly if the garden is of considerable size;

and in case of failure from .vel or dry seasons, such

as the last, the gardener, if unfortunately he can-

not save enough of seeds for his use, incurs his

master's displeasure, if not his discharge. My ob-

ject is to show to these gentlemen that the thing

cannot be done beyond the commonest sort of peas,

be-.itis, potatoes, &c. Many gentlemen are not

ai^are that the seeds of the whole tribe of Brassica

phints, including all the varieties of cabbage, cauli-

/lower, brocoli, Brussels sprouts, brocole, savoy,

turnip, Siic. &c.. will become hybridised by the pol-

len of the flowers coming in contact promiscuously.

As most of those plants flower at the same time,

not only the wind, but the bees, butterflies, and

other insects, are sufficient to efTect an intermix-

ture of the pollen. If the whole be in one garden,

the saving the seeds of such a variety of sorts as

are wanted by the gardener, cannot possibly be ac

complished; a disappointment not easily to be en-

dured must take place. To have his cauliflowers

genuine and early, his brocoli of sorts (six at least)

true, his cabbage early and late, so as not to disap

point him at the lime they are most wanted; his tur-

nips of the dilfcrent varieties, not to mention let-

tuce, radishes, onions, carrots, &c —which, it is

vvell known, are as easily hybridised by proximity

as the Brassica tribe,— is not possible, unless the

seeds arc saved from plants growing at proper dis-

tances from each other; and I maintain that the

limits of any garden, however large, do not admit

of their being placed at this di^tancc. Perhaps a

garden of ten acres, (and there are very few in the

country which can boast of such an extent,^ may
be thought by many to answer all the purposes of

seed saving: but it is a well known fact, that an in-

termixture of the pollen has been eSected at a much
greater distance than such a garden will afl'urd;

consequently, disappointments miisr ensue of a na-

ture calculated to endanger the gardener in his situ

ation. The established nursery and seedsmen of

celebrity round l!ie metro|)olis may always be de-

|iended upon for correctness in their difl'erent varie-

ties of seeds, as t'.ie.ir credit and success In trade

depends on their particular attention to that depart

nkent of their business. But how do they maintain

this credit? It may not be known to many gentle-

men, that the nurserymen do not save all their

own seeds, for the very same reason that the gar

dener cannot; namely, for the want of extent, and

yet there are several nurseries above 60, and some
above tOO acres.

Flower seeds may with greater facility be obtain-

ed, where there is a large flower-garden, and the

season favourable for ripening; but in many parts ol'

the country tender annuals, when jilanled out in the

flower garden, will not in wet seasons ripen their seeds

and seed-pods, and the withered flowers that nece-^-

sarily accompany them are at all limes unsightly in

uch a situation. But suppose beauty no object,

still in a wet season, or when by any other cause ;i

crop fails, the ganlener can have no other alter-

native but to apply to the nurseryman for a sup-

ply for the ensuing; year; and that gardener must

be hardly dealt with, if, notwithstanding the rea.sons

above stated, his employer insists upon h'S saving

all his seeds

To conclude, I maintain that the business of seed

saving is quite a different branch of horticulture

from that professed by gentlemen's gardeners,

whose business it is to obtain and furnish for their

master's tables every thing in as well as oat of sea-

son, especially where forcing is carried on to any

extent, and not to keep things back to mature their

seeds for another season.

I am, sir. &,c

AN OLD GARDENER.
It would be easy to point out the utter impossibi-

litv of any gardener saving the whole, or even any

considerable part of the garden seeds, and at the

same lime having the sorts true to their characters.

How very easily varieties of the Brassica family

may be contaminated; and what iiii|)ortant conse-

quences result from their contamination, may be

seen in a long account of a law suit on the subject,

in the Farmer's Magazine; vol. x. p. 2. A garden

of 5000 acres would not be sufficient to admit of a

gardener saving the requisite varieties of Broccoli

with the certainty of having them true, since it is

proved that bees will go two miles in quest of flow-

ers. Hence the great care of the London seeds-

men in having their seeds grown in different parts

of the c untry, distant from each other. We should,

however, be glad first to hear what can be said on

this subject by gardeners of more experience than

ourselves. [Editor »V. E. Farmer.

\* It is nov/ ascertained that we have in this county,

upwards of one hundred and fifty thousand sheep.

SILK.

Extract of a letter from Mr. Hcnr Bry. an inliabi-

taat of ll'ashita.'to one of hisfriends in J\~ew Or-

leans, dated Hth ult.

"Nothing new here except that I have just com-

pleted an education oi mWi. worms, the eggs of which

had been forwarded to me by mail, in a letter from

Philadelphia. They have succeeded well. I never

saw finer cods, and as I have also imi)orted seeds of

the while mulberry tree, which srow admirably

well. I hope I shall be able to spied this new re-

source in my neighbourhood. It will be more im-

portant than might be supposeil. This part of the

state is peculiarly favourable to the raising of silk

worms, anil I comuiuiiicate the circumstance to you,

because I know that you take interest in every thin?

\Uiicli may he useful to our loontiy I >hall be

able to distribute from ten to fil'tcen thousand eggs,

and about one thousand mulberry plants. It is pro-

bable that ii. four or five years, the inh;'bilants of

our pinewoods, who have no slaves, will apply them-

selves to Ibis branch of industry, for they make no-

thing by the raising of cotton."

A correspondent of the New England Farmer re-

marks, that this is a good lime to hml cherry trees

of 15 or 20 years old.—The process is thought to be

safer than gralling.
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KVRAZi SCOXffOIV^V.

ON THE SACCHARUM OF THE SWEET
POTATO,

AND ITS FITNESS TO M.\KE BEER,

By Robert Hare, M. D., Professor of Chemistry in

the University of Pennsylvania.

To John Hare Powel, Esq
Corres. Sec'y of the Penn. Jigric. Soc^y.

Dr. Tidyman, of South Carolina, lately supplied

ine with some sweet potatoes, of a kind in whicli

sweet matter is peculiarly abundant, and requested

that I would ascertain it there were any su^ar in

them Having pared, and by means of the instru

ment used for slicing cabbages or cucumbers, re-

duced them to very thin slices; about a pound was
boiled in alcohol of the specific gravity of .845.

which appeared to extract all the sweetness, yet on
cooling, yielded no crystals of sugar. The solu

tion being subjected to distillation, till the alcohol

was removed, an uncrystallizable syrup remained.
In like manner, when aqueous infusions of the po-

tatoes were concentrated, by boiling or evaporation,

the residual syrup was uncrystalizable. It appears,

therefore, that the sweet matter of this vegetable is

analogous to molasses, or the saccbarum of malt.

Its resemblance to the latter was so remarkable,
that I was led to boil a wort, made from the pota

toes, of proper spissitudc, say s. g. 1060, with a due
quantity of hops, about two hours.

It was then cooled to about 65 degrees, and vest

was added. As far as I could judge, the phenome-
na of the fermentation, and the resulting liquor,

were precisely the same as if malt had been used.

The wort was kept in a warm place until the tem
perature 85 F. and the fall of the bead showed the

attenuation to be sufficient.* Yest subsequently

rose which was removed by a spoon. By refrige-

ration a further quantity of yest precipitated, from
which the liquor being decanted, became tolerably

fine for new beer, and in flavour, exactly like ale

made from malt.

I have computed that five bushels of potatoes,

would produce as much wort as three bushels of

malt; but I suppose that the residue would, as food

for cattle, be worth half as much as the potatoes

employed.
I believe it possible to make as good liquor from

malt in this country, as in England, but that in our
climate much more vigilance is required to have it

invariably good, principally because the great and
sudden changes of temperature, render malting

much more precarious. Should the saccbarum ol

the sweet potato prove to be a competent substitute

for that of germinated grain, the quality will proba-
bly be less variable, since its development requires

but little skill and vigilance.

Besides, as it exists naturally in the plant, it may
be had where it would be almost impossible to make,
or procure malt. Hops, the other material for beer, re-

quire only picking and drying to perfect them for use.

They are indigenous to the United States, and
may, no doubt, be raised in any part of our territory.

I have dried in my evaporating oven, some of the

sweet potatoes in slices. It seems to me that in

this state they will keep a long while, and may
be useful in making leaven for bread. They may
take the place of the malt necessary in a certain

proportion, to render distillers' wash fermentable.
The yest yielded by the potato beer, appeared iti

odour and flavour, to resemble that from malt beer
surprisingly, and the quantity, in proportion, was
as great. In raising bread it was found equally ef

ficacious.

I propose the word suavin,from the Latin suavis,

sweet, to distinguish the syrup of the sweet potato.

•In passing to this state, there should bo a loss in

gravity of about 4 per cent.

The same word might, perhaps, he advantageously

applied as a generic appellation to molasses, and
the uncrystallizable sugar of grapes, of honey, and
of malt.

Crystallizable sugar might be termed saccharine,

since the terminating syllable of saccbarum is ap-

propriated in chemistry to metals.

XiASZBS' DEFARST/ESKT.

FEMALE EMPLOYMENTS AND DUTIES.
We have considered employment as necessary to

preserve our minds in that happy state of equilibri

uni »vhich is essential to good humour; but we might

have taken a more enlarged and formidable view of

idleness, and described her effect upon the extremes

of society, where she appears the close ally of dis

sipation and profligacy. For, a perfect inactivity is

repugnant to our natures; vice and mischief alike

spring from the source of indolence; and when we
are not occupied in doing what is right, our frail na-

ture continually urges us to do what is wrong.

With respect to employment women are more
happily circumstanced than the other sex; the im-

portant and fatiguing avocations of men necessarily

impose seasons of inactivity; and unless among
those of a literary turn, there are many hours in a

d.iy which a man scarcely knows how to occupy.

That useful implement the needle, which is no in-

terruption to the conversation, which does notabao-

lutely chain down attention, and fatigues neither ttie

body nor the mind, is our constant preservation

from lassitude; at the same time that in the ma
jority of families it is an invaluable ally to econo-

my, neatness and elegance. I do acknowledge,
that sometimes, when it gets into the hand of a

pretty tritler, its productions deserves no better

name than labourer's idleness; but the thorough

housewife would not exchange it for the cestus of

Vinus; and she knows how to make it as powerlula
talisman to preserve conjugal esteem and domestic
order.

I think the goddesses all excelled in the arts of

female industry, except the huyden Diana; and
you know she always continued a spinster. The
heroines of old time shone at the Ivom and distatl,

and were so passionately attached to these occupa
lions, that it is even recorded they sighed at being

called to look at martial beaux. I'he history of the

lair Nausica proves, mat the operation of washing
clothes was not O/ily venerable and salutary, but

really dignified. The Goddess ol Wisdom descends
li'om Olympus to order a Princess to superintend
the suds; and gives as the ostensible reason, that

such a housewife occupation would expedite the

lime of her nuptials.

I recommend this book of the Odyssey to our
treble refined second-rate elegantes, who consider
laundress as a more reproaclilul name than couite-
zan; reminding them at the same time that the

"Father of verse" and iirst of mortal bards has im-
mortalized that employment which they call servile

and degrading; a convincing proof, that only false

taste tvill consider that to be contemptible which
is useful. The most distinguished women of our
country have handed down their names to poste

rity, by excelling in works of taste and ingenuity.

But we need not search old annals to describe
the tapestry and embroider}- of our Matildas and
Marys; industry and taste still claim an intimate

alliance with royalty; and where they cannot excite

emulation at least rouse commendable, though hum-
ble imitation.

I feel great pleasure in the expectation, that do-

ing nothing will speedily be as vulgar as being no-
thing; and that those to whom useful employment
is a positive dutj', will be obliged to have recourse
to it in order to be thought genteel. In one parti-

cular, 1 think the legislature might interfere with

advantage to female industry. | am not going tol
propose so bold a measure, as that summer bathitigJ
places should be made inaccessible to all but reft!
invalids; or that no lady should spend her mornings
in shopping, but those who really want to make pur-
chases. The regulation that I wish to propose, re-
lates to my own sisterhood. Suppose no woman
should be permitted to publish an essay on indus-
try, until she can pioduce a written certificate that
her own wardrobe is kept in perfect order; or to
dress out in a fictitious character, unless she caa
prove (like the yood wile in the Proverbs.) that she
has clothed her household with the labour of he^
hands Some advantages would certainly result
frjm such an ordinante; the readers of small ware*
might hope to keep pace with the writers; and the
price of paper would be diminished by the press be-
ing only occupied with such works as are not the
labours of idleness.

But, except in the inferior classes of society, fe-
male industry is not compelled to constant diligence
in mechanical employment. We arc designed to be
the companions as "cll as the helpmates of man;
and it is as much our duty to render ourselves con-
versable and agreeable, by enlightening our minds,
as it is to superintend our households; and to endea-
vour by our personal exertions to conduct every
thing with frugality and propriety. As the age seems
disposed to pay at least sufficient regard to what
are called accomplishments, some detached observa-
tions on female studies shall form the subject of this

letter.

When a competent stock of religious knowledge
has been acquired in early life, we may safely turn
our minds I'rom the word to ihe works of God; but
1 must especially press it upon mothers, that such
theological information as may insure stability of
princijjle, should precede all but an elementary
acquaintance with the sciences. Much iijury, I

am persuaded, has bt^en done by pursuing the con-
trary order of instruction; for knowledge is e.t-

treinely apt to pu/f up the minds of young students,
who are soon satisfied with thi-ir own acquirements.
Many have been taught to rest in second causes,
and many have been confused by such an erroneous
application of abstract terms, as ascribes almost
divine powers to the fiassive instruments of the
Almighty. When we have learned to distiiiguitth

between the Creator and created; when we have
obtained sufficSent knowledge of the hunts of hu-
man understanding, to beware ol pushing our in-
quiries into those regions of obscurity, where reigns
the "God who hideth himself;" when our faith is

too firmly built to be shaken by those ditfi.-idties

and objections which lurk at the threshold of .-ici-

ence,and prove dangerous stumbling blocks to pre-
cipitation and selt-conceit, then, and not till then,

we may attempt to become philosophers: for the

fruit of the tree of knowledge must net be gathered,

in preference to the fruit ol the tree of life,

Great caution should be used in the, selection of
authors from which we receive '..oientific instruc-
tion. French writers have, generally, a pleasant
method of conveying ir.iormalion; but many of
their works (,as also t,e\eral popular German pro-
ductions of this kind,) are so tinctured with 'oeism,
as to be wisife preceptors; esp.ciallj to inexpe-
rience, which is ever more apt to be charmed by
wit and elegance, than attentive to argumi'ntative
deductions. My knowledge of the sciences is by
much too limited to permit me to state what books
would be most proper for tyros. 1 would only ad-
vise the young student to .ijake fondness of princi-
ple an essential requisite in inquiries of this sort;
and never to venture on the perusal of a deistical
author, (however celebrated,) iijiless she be guided
in her studies by some judi-,ous friend, \rtiQ will
point out the objHctionabl.e pass.igesi and detect
the fallacies which tUey r^re intended to supi.ort—

[JVfrs. }te!t.
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SrORTXKG OIiIO.

GODOLPHIN ARABIAN.
(From the Peteroburg Intelligencer.)

I have read, with pleasure, Mpllish's Interesting

account of the manner in ivhicii the Godolphin Ar:i-

biaii was obtained and brouKht to England. But

"Mellish" must pardon me in saying that his account

of thi.s celebrated horse, instead of reconciling, only

tends to increase the dilficulties of what is, or is not

to be believed of bis curious history. Lawrence, in

his splendid History of the English Blood Horse,

says that the Arabian was given, after his arrival in

England, to a Mr. Williams, of the St. James' cof-

fee house, and through whom Lord Godolphin ob-

tained him. If, according to Melli^h's account,

Lord Godolphin was so highly impressed with the

high form and value of this Arabian, why did he

keep him as a mere teazer, a station to which
their most ordinary stallions are consigned? One
account represents the Godolphin Arabian as a

mere drudge, being actually employed in draw-

ing carts along the streets of Paris. Lawrence,
in his further history of this horse, says that he
was "no beauty," but that he had very excellent

and prominent points, and wonders that Lord Go-
dolphin, being so great an amateur and skilful

sportsman as he was, should have been indebted to

shance for a discovery of his valuable qualities.

There is one part of the history, and the most ma
terial of this celebrated horse, in which all concur,
that he proved himself the most valuable stallion

that ever covered in England or any other country;

as all the finest horses, »vhether racers, foal getters,

or brood mares, that have flourished for the last

century, have partaken more or less of his valuable
blood.

It would afford me pleasure to give the desired
inrorn:ation respecting the list of horses which Mel-
lish has subjoined to bis essay.

Jenny Cameron was not imported by Col. Byrd,
but by the hon. John Tayloe, the father of the pre
sent Col. Tayloe. She was got by Cuddy, a son of
old Fo.\, out of the famous Miss Bellvoir, &.c. Jen-
ny Cameron had a filly by old Valiant, called Pom-
padour.

Dabster was an imported horse, whose pedigree
lam unacquainted with. Kouli Khan, I have un-
derstood, was got by Batt& Macklin's Young Fear-
nought.

There was a mare called Stately, got by the ira-

porled horse Sober John, out of an imported mare.
Nonpareil, 1 think, was got by old Fearnouicht.
Spangloss was got by Junius, out of a Jolly Ro-

ger and Fearnought mare. Junius, by Col. Tayloe's
Yorick.

As regards the pedigree or character of the rest
of the horses mentioned by Mellish, I am wholly
unacquainted with them 1 would thank Mellish to
give me,' (either by private letter or through the
Iiilftligenrer,) such information as he possesses re
grtrding the character of the stock imported by Dr
Charles Mayle, near the Great Bridge, in NoVl'olk
county. Besides the imported horse Carver, Dr
Ma_\le had two imported mares, which were sold at
his sale in the year 1776—the one a bay, (he other
a chestnut mare. The latter was bought by Win.
EiJwards, and carried to his residence, Hick's ford.
Greensville county, and put to old Fearnought, then
owned by, and standing at Mr. Edwards'. The

'He can obtain my name from the Editors of the In-
relligencer.

products Ihe next spring was a colt, afterwards call-

ed Bait Si M.icklin's Young Fearnought. The pe-

digree of the dara of this horse, (imported by Doc-
tor Mayle,) I am anxious to obtain, as he proved to

be a stallion of great value, and was held in the

highest estimation; and some of the best race hors
es in Virginia had a cross of him.

I am also desirous to obtain the pedigree of Hob
Nob; to which I would add that of Tryall, two of

our earliest imported horses.

Author of "Annals of the Turf."

IMIISCELZiASrEOUS.

COTTON BAGGING.
Dear Sir, Palerson, J^. J. July M , 1827.

In your paper of the I jth inst. 1 have read an ar-

ticle on the subject of collon bagging, rn which the

writer attributes to the tariff, the high price of that

article

I formerly made cotton bagging 20 ounces avoir-

dapoise to the yard; but the price of cotton being
then at 30 to 32 cents, it was required to weigh 'i4

ounces. The same increase of weight took place

in the Scotch bagging, for the same reason; the

strength of the cloth was not so much increased by
it, but Ihe planter received 45 cents for what cost

him -Jo to 40.

If the writer could see the bales made from cot-

ton arriving here, he would not recommend the

planters to make use of it; they are very much torn,

and evidently will not bear the transportation.

If any planter will contract with me, I will en
gage to deliver him 500 bales, of 60 yards each,

per annum, 4i inches wide, to weigh not less than

20 ounces avoirdupoise to the yard, at 25 cents per

yard, delivered and payable in New York. Mr.
McLt-nahan, of your city, has had samples of our
cloth; and in New Orleans it was pronounced quite

equal to the Scotch.

I am, truly and respectfully.

Your obed't serv't,

J. S. Skinner, Esq. JOHN TRAVERS.

Extracted partly from the Journal des Cortnaissanccs

usuelles et Pratiques.

STAHL THE CHEMIST.
Ernest Stahl was born, in Germany, in 1660. At

a very early age he displayed a great taste for che-
mical inquiries. In l7-i3, he published his "Princi
pies" of that science, and became the father of a
new theory that prevailed for a long time after him.
He supposed that all combustible substances con-
tained d matter which he cMed phlogiston; that the

separation of this matter from the bodies in which
it resided, was what produced fire; and that to their

vHrious combinations might be traced many other
|)lienumena. Unfortunately like too manv other
eminent men of his time, and of our own, he suffer-

ed himself to become so much enamoured of his

fancied discovery, that although he was very ob.-.er-

vaiit and collected numerous important facts from
experiments, he distorted them all into tiie shapes
that seemed best to suit his new system. His co-

temporaries and disciples, ivilh the same enthusi-

asm that gathered them, in later limes, around the
chairs of Kant, Fichte, Arndtc and Jahn, lavished
upon him every mark of admiration, and accorded
liim with one acclaim the title of "Sublime." li. the
s.ime way, that for many years, the German meta-
pliysicians confined themselves to being commen-
tators on Kant, so the chemists laboured for fifty

years, only to demonstrate and establish the doc-
trines of Stahl. Indeed, they soon spread over Eu-
rope. But, about Ihe period oT the French revolu
tioii, Lavoisier completely overturned them, by
proving that the product of combustion was often

heavier than the combustible; and that consequent-
ly, as the substance was increased and not diminish-

ed by burning, there could be no subtraction of
matter, but an addition of it. Thus fell the theory
of the sublime Stahl: and it is now admitted, that

combustion is not a separation of the ingredients of
the burning matter, but a combination be'ween it

and the oxygen of the atmosphere.

Extracted paitlyfrom the Jamiary [1S27] number of
the Paris Journal dc Connaissances usuelles ct Pra-
tiques

Wind has sometimes been employed in land trans-
portation. For several centuries it has been used
for that purpose in China. As Ihe Chinese do al-

most every thing by human labour and have but
few beasts of burthen, they resort a great deal to

handcarts and wheelbarrows; which have but com-
paratively been recently borrowed from them bj'

some countries of Europe, thoush even not yet uni-
versally adopted. Observing, that the wind urged
forward boats upon the sea and rivers, they thought
of attaching small sails te their carts and barrows,
and found that much labour was thus saved. This
expedient, which prevails very generally in China,
we ourselves might copy with advantage, whenever
circumstances are favourable.

The story, some time ago in the English papers
of a carriage drawn by enormous kites from Lon-
don to Bristol, and sometimes at the rate of twenty
miles an hour, appears to have been a hoax.

MEN RAISED BY MERIT.
Dr. Franklin, who from a Journeyman Printer

became one of the greatest men in the civilized
world: and whose life, written by himself, is a beau-
tiful illustration of what may be effected by industry
and application. Watt, the improver of the Steam
Engine, and thereby the donor of one of the great-
est gifts ever bestowed on the human race by man,
was a mathematical instrumi'nt maker, in a very
humble sphere. His labours have benefitted man-
kind to the extent of thousands of millions; and his
own family, by upwards of one million sterling,* Sir
Richard Arkwright, the great improver of the Cotton
Mill, was a common Barber. The great Dr. Hutton,
was a Coal Porter. Huddarl an eminent mathema-
tician and machinist, and known from his improve-
ments in the manufaeture of cordage, was a Shot
Maker. Brindley, a man brought forward by the
Duke of Bridgewater, from the humble condition of
a common laborer, unable to read or write, became
the greatest Civil Engineer of his day, for the con-
struction of Canals.

—

Bramah was a common Joiner,
and established himself as a machinist in London,
where he became celebrated for his various inven-
lioiis, among which his Hydrostatic Press, and his
Locks, sVind pre-eminent

—

Leslie, who fills a profes-
sor's chair in the University of Edinburgh, was a
conunon Shepherd Boy. Stevenson, who built the
Liirht House on the Bellrock, (which is dry only once
or twice for a few hours in the year,) a work of great
difficulty and merit, was a I'inplate loorker.

Singular instance or Canine Sagacity.

One of the early settlers of this country, having
been in the practice of visiting Connecticut for a
number of years, on (he annual return of the first

of JNlay, on which occasions a dog, which he had

* It is calculated that Watt's improvement of the steam
engine is at present an annual saving of labor to Great
Brilain of u'3 millions sterling! And that, with a popu-
lation of 14 millions, she is equal in resources, with
assistance of the steam engine, to a populatiun of 117
millions! This will explain llie poivtr and l.hc rank
which Great Bi itain liolils among the natiociS of Kurope,
being in resources actually superior to all that could
unite against her.
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brought with him on his first removal in this state,

\v;.* a parti' in his sojourns. This individual died

about three years since; since which the dog has

resularly peregrinated to his native state—that taiul

of pvimiktns, beauty, and happiness.

The first journey of this animal, after the death

of his master, caused serious apprehensions for his

safety: in fact, he H'as given up as a "gone dog:'

He, however, returned, after an absence ot about

the same extent as that of his deceased masters

visits. On the return of the same season, he "took

leave of absence," and has recently returned, much

travel worn and foot-sore, from the same pious pil

grimage, somewhat disaffected at the dereliction in

politics of his "steady habit" friends.

[Rochcslrr Tdcp-aph.

MAGNOLIA.
Near Fish creek, in Virginia, ten or twelve miles

from Ohio, there is a sicrove of the lofty magnolia,

and in the season of flowering, they fill the wilder

ness with delicious fragrance (or several miles round.

The leaves are more than three feet in length, and

of a proportionate wi<lth. There are no other trees

of the kind within five hundred miles. It has been

slated, that the magnolias in Florida, have been

smelt the distance of sixty miles.

^SIll IfiLSilCSSlS*

Baltimore, Frid.w, July iT, 1827.

RICE.

A new machine for separating the grain of rice

from its husks, has been invented in Italy. It con

sists of two fluted cylinders, set in motion by an hy

draulic wheel These cylinders, revolving on a ho-

rizontal plan, detach the" grain from the panicles. It

subsequently passes across a wooden hurdle, while

the straw is separated by the movement of the

machine.

RlNALDOi
At the particular instance of some gentlemen who

have valuable mares, Rin.vldo, that capital son of

Sir Archy, bred by the hon. John Randolph, will be

brought to stand in the immediate neighbourhood

of Baltimore, during the month of August.

He will be at the Stone Tavern on the Frederick

road, three miles from Baltimore, on Monday, and

until I'uesday afternoon—at Beam's old Tavern on

the Reisterstown road, Wednesdays, Thursdays and

Fridays—and on Saturdays at Potter's Canton Race

Course. He will cover at $15 the mare for the

month, or $10 the single leap, to be paid at the time.

He has proved himself an uncommonly SMi-e getter

of superior tolls, and there is not on the side of the

dam (Miss Ryland by Gracchus, Ductte by Silver-

tail, full bred son of Clockfast. Vanity, Geler.Mark

Anthony, Jolly Roger,) as well as on that of his

sire, a better bred horse in America, nor any other

country—nor any of better limbs, figure, bone, si

new and action. A colt by him, out of a common
mare of good size, could not fail, with care, to make
a superior horse for the saddle or harness. For any

further particulars, apply to Robert Parker & Son,

at the I'hree Tun Tavern, head of Pratt-street.

P. S Pasturage may be had for mares at a rea

sonable rate, but no liability for accidents.

$y Rinaldo was six years old this spring; a beau-

tiiul dark bay, near sixteen hands. Olfers for the

purchase of half of him, or to farm him for next

year, will be received by the Editor of the Ameri

can Farmer.

XIECIPES.

tion of the river this hii^i' ip, is goori, the depth of w».
ter being siiffieient for steam boats and brig^ at its low-
est sta-e. The land affurdb convf.nierit and excellent
spring water, and as to the healthiness of the place, 1

would only observe, that for nearly or quite three
years past, there has not been a fever in my family that
has made the attendance of a physician necessary. My
reasons for wishing to sell this property are, that my
force is too weak to work it to the advantage of which
it is susceptible, and \ wish to live more retired. I

have several lots in the village of Jackson, handsomely
situated, that I would also sell i think there is good
land enough in the tracts before mentioned, to wnrU
from 50 to I On hands, and this can be easily added to,

as there are public lands adjoining, tliat are yet to come
into market—Terms, one-third a the time of purchase
the remainder in two equal annual instalmcilts. with
approved security Negroes of good qualities and cha-
racter, would be taken at a fair valuation in part, and a
liberal deduction made, if the purchaser would pay
down one-half, or the whole of the price at the time of

sale. Any further mformation can be had that may be
wanted, by letter addressed to me at Jackson, Clarkf
county, Alabama.

July 2-. S. B. SHIELDS.

BAXiTIiaOaS PRICES CTrRREZTT.

KUBBINS CHEESE WITH RED PEPPER, PRESERVES IT

AG.\INST MITES.

A letter from Samuel Wood to Thomas L. Win-

throp, Esq. published in the Massachusetts Agricul

tural Repository, vol. iv,page 374, states, that "red

pepper, so called, is a complete antidote against

(lies impregnating cheese so as to produce maggots

Take one and put it into a delicate piece of linen,

moisten it with a little fresh butter, and rub your

cheese frequently. It not only gives a very fine

colour to your cheese, but it is so pungent that no fly

ivill touch it." [-/v. E. Farmer.

PBESERVATIO:) OF GRAIN, 8i.C. FROM MICE.

Mr. M'Donald, of Scalpa, in the Hebrides, hav-

in", some years ago, suffered considerably by mice,

pul at the "bottom, near the centre and the top of

each stack or mow, as it was raised, three or four

stalks of wild mint with the leaves on, and never af

ter had any of his grain consumed. He then tri-

.'d the same experiment with his cheese, and other

nrlicles kept in store and often injured by mice,

and with equ?l eft'ect, by laying a few leaves green

or dry, on the article to be preserved. From these

results it must be inferred, mice have an antipathy

to the smell of mint; if so, it may he worth experi

nienl to scatter a few drops of oil of peppermint in

pantries and places where they frequent, as the ef-

fect will probably be the same. [Min. Jour.

CURE FOR THE RING W'ORM.

Take the root of the common yellow, or wild

dock; wash it clean, bruise it, or cut it in very thin

slices; put it in a cup, or other small vessel, and add

vinegar sulficient to cover it. Let it stand a day or

two, then apply the moisture to the ring worm, by

rubbing it with a piece of the root, two or three

times a day, for a few successive days, and it will

effect an entire cure.

^A. correspondent wishes to learn when Old

Florizel, that was sired by Diomed, died—and from

whom, and for what price, he can get afinetbo

rough bred young mare.

VALUABLE ALABAMA LANDS FOR SALE
I offer for sale, my well known establishment, situ-

ated on the Tombeokbe river, about 10 miles above the

city of Mobile. On the west side of the river there are

480 acres of high swamp land, said, by those acquaint-

ed witli the river lands, to be equal to any tract on it.

The growth, consisting principally ot oak, hickory,

mulberry, sassafras, magnolia, poplar and the like, is

an evidence of its fertility and exemption from inunda-

tion. On the east side, and immediately between the

village of Jackson and the river, there are 4i9 acres.—

A part of this overllows, but bj eddy water, that is al-

ways off in time for a corn crop, and leaves a sediment

thai raises and enriches it, A sample of the sugarcane,

now growing on it, proves the capacity of the soil to

produce that valuable article. The improvements con-

sist of about 80 acres of cleared land, now in cultiva-

tion, in corn and cotton—a peach and apple orchard,

just beginning to bear—a large warehouse, within a

few paces of the river—a fitly saw gin, house aod

screw, of the best materials, and only budt eighteen

inonlhs ago—dwelling house—smith shop, with tools

—

barn, negro houses, kitchen, and other necessary out-

houses—a saw and grist mill, within sixly paces of the

dwelling, and not more from the river. The former

was built for the express purpose of sawing cypress

lumber, nearly 100,000 feet of which, it cut the last sea-

son—and the profits of the latter has furnished provi-

sions enough in the bread line, for two such families ai

mine, which consists of the rise of thirty in number.

—

The state road leading from the seal of government to

Mobile, the United States federal road from Wasliing-

ton to New Orleans, and the north-western road from

Pensacola, all cross the river at this place; and make it

the most valuable ferry on it. Two eastern and two

western mails pass weekly, and as it is decidedly ou the

nearest and best route from Washington to New Or-

leans, it is admitted by every unprejuiliced person, that

i

the great national turnpike contemplated to be made

I
by government, will cros.s at this place. The naviga-

Reported for the American Farmer, by Lewis Sulton S{ d
Tobacco continues to he in good demand, and price

nearly as the last week; Maryland common is getting

scarce; Ohio is plenty—much shipping lately, which still

continues to take off the tobacco.

One crop of 7 hhds. Maryland tobacco, made by Dr.

T. J Lawrence on Herring bay, Anne Arundel county,

sold to the highest bidder on Thursday, a6th inst. alNo.
i State H-arehouse, for ^S.bO round.

Seconds, as in quality. ijjS.OO a 6,00—common crop,

3.50 3.15—Do. red, 4.-25 a 4.50—good red, 5.00 a

b.00—Fine red, 6.00 a 8.00-Yellow and red, T.OO*
10.00— Yellow, 5.00 a li .00—Fine Yellow, 12.00 a

1.3.00—Virginia fat, 3.50 a 1.00-Rappahannock, 3,50—
Kentucky, fine, 3.50 o 5, 00—do. wrapping, 6.00 a 8 00.

Flour—Howard-st. super, $5.00—City mills, 4.50 o

4.75—Susquehanna, $4 00 o 4.50—Corn Meal, per

cwt., 1.12^ a 1.25

—

Wheat, best white, .85 <i 90—
common, .To a 80—ordinary, good .TO a .15

—

Corn .41

a .50—Rye, .63 a .65—Oats, .20 a ,25— Barley, 1.00—

Clover seed, 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy, S.OO—Flaxseed,
.90—Cotton, Virginia, 9.00 o 10.00—Upland, 10.00 a

1 1.00—North Carolina, 9.00 a 10.00—Louisiana, 1 1 00 o

13,00—Missouri, 10,00 a II.00

—

Wool, common 18.00 n

22.00—do. crossed, 22.00 o 24.00—half blood, 24.00 a

26.00—three-quarters, 28.00 a 30,00—full blood, 30.00 a

35.00— Fish, Herrings, No. l,p. bbl, 2.37i a2.50—Shad,
) a 7.00—Mackerel, 4.50 o 6.25 o 6.00

—

Bacon, best

hams, 9.00 a 10.00—hog round, 5.50 a 6.50—middlings,
6.00 u G.50—Whiskey, per hhd. .29—per bbl. ..SOoSlj—
—Live Stock, beef on the hoof, 5.00—Hogs, do. 4.00—

Lambs, 1.50 a 2.00—Veal, 3.00—Butter, .15 a .25.
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No. 16, concluded—Prospect of Crops in New York,

Pennsylvania and Maryland—On saving Garden Seeds

by gentlemen's gardeners, by an Old Gardener—Silk

Worms in New Orleans—On the Saccharum of the

Sweet Potato, and its fitness to make Beer, by Robert

Hare, M. D,, Professor of Chemistry in the University

of Pennsylvania—On Female Employments and Duties

—On the Godolphin Arabian—Manufacture of Cotton

Bagging in Paterson, N. J,—Stahl the Chemist—Wind

employed to propel land Carriages—Men raised by Me-

rit—Singular instance .of Canine sagacity- Magnolia—

Rice—Uecipis, To preserve Cheese from Mites, To pre-

serve Grain, &c. from Mice; Cure for the Ring-worm—

Editorial-Advertisement—Prices Current.

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN ^, SKINNER, Editor, by John D. 1 ov. cornel

of St. Paul and Market-sts., where every description

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely executed.
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AaZt.ICUIiTtJ'B.E.

(From the Richmond Enquirer.)

TO THE TOBACCO PLANTERS.
As the price of wheat must necessarily remain

low while a general peace continues, and its produc-

tion has been very much curtailed of late years,

from the unceria^ty of making good crops, our at

tention will cdB^uently be more and more turned

to the culture of tobacco; and as 30 to 50 per cent,

has generally been lost on this crop, from want of

better management, feeling it a duty, I take plea

sure in pointing out your defects, and in suggestin

the proper amendments—and to those who are scep-

,,tical, I recommend a partial trial and experiment.

As I shall recommend nothing more than what has

been practised by some of you to great and very

satisfactory, as well as profitable success, I hope

others will feel a confidence, so far at least, as to

make the trial. My object is merely to communi-
cate to all, a knowledge of the advantages discover-

ed and enjoyed by a few.

TOPPING AND PEIMING.

Two great errors arf. in general practice, in top-

ping and priming. On the rich land you generally

top loo low; alriiost all the tobacco made on the

rich land is too large, too coarse and curly, in con-

sequence of topping too low and planting too far

ap;trt On such land as you generally turn out and
make ten leaves to the plant, yuu should aim at

making twelve at least, by topping to about sixteen,

and not finish priming when you top, but commence
again when the four top leaves get about h;ilf grown
If the seasons should produce a rapid growth, in-

dulge some of the suckers the hinh topping, and
permitting the suckers Jo remain awhile, during the

rapid growth of a wet summer, will cause the

leaves to be smaller, grow slower, and of finer ttx
ture. When the four top leaves get half grown,
prime off two more, and sucker clean; bv thi" »"ne

you can determine whether your crop \'iil probably

come to the knif • late or early: if Mf. prime oil

two more in a short time; and if y<Hi should shorily

thereafter apprehend its suffering from dry weather,

prime off two more. Thi> "ill. in general, bring

you to the tenth, middle or latter end of Septem

ber, wiib ten leaves -rt) a plant, if the dioiighi

shoidd then have b*<n so severe as to have kept

back the growth wo much, and the leaves now be

much too s'lial'and no rain yet, prime off two more
and take y*'ir chance with the remaining eight,

which wil>weii;h as much, when ript,as any great-

er number would, if permitted to remain.

But if the crop should not suffer from dry wea-
ther, your plants will produce at least twelve gxod
leaves; and if the seasons should be very good,

thirteen to fourteen might well be made. Nothing
is easier than to keep down the size of the leave-,

and prevent them from getting too large, if vou will

only top high and indulge the suckers to a pruptr
extent in the early part of the summer, when tin

seasons are favourable to rapid growth. Sucker and
prime judiciously, as the rains subside and dry wea-
ther sets in.

By turning out a superabundance of leaves, it

enables you to speculate on the weather in this crop ! ineval essential iiiat'er to act upon
with more certainly, than any other ever known h>\ Then to account for and exnlain the erroneous
the writer. Some planters nlwayn make fme tnhacco. opinions in circulation, that much of the fine hi^'h
The tobacco on tho middling rich land, ol ligli!.( priceil tobacco has been made on poor land lei the

quick, active qualities, should be topped high »l-o, ; followins fact sniiice. the evidence of which abounds
and treated in the same manner as recomnien.icd extensively amongst you. Many of you who have
for the rich. Two great advantages result from "ot rich land, have resorted lo the necessity of pirk-

curly, and much smoother and more valuable than
the lower.

The four top leaves of a plant of ten, are, in

general, wortb more than the other six. although
the four are not so large, and do not, in general,
weigh half as much as the six. The four top leaves
arc always the richest, if ripe, and of much the
best and most useful shape. They are decidedly so
ivhen a plant is fully ripe, because tbey have the
greatest benefit from the sun and air, and act as a
slieller and covering lo a great part of those below
lliem: and the covered sliaded parts of the lower
ones are always thinner, more chaffy, and lacking
in substance, texture, colour and elasticity, as well
as flavour.

Hence the great advantage from high topping,
since we all certainly know that kind nature's good
arrangement causes the branches and limbs of all

\egptation, from the grass lo the tree, to bud and
spring out further and further apart as they ap-
proach the lop. Nature's design and wisdom, in

Idis regulation, cannot but be manifest to any one
ivho will reflect a moment upon the subject: it is to

prevent the upper from stifling and suffocating the
lower, if I may be indulged to use such terms on
the subject of vegetation.

xVs the same rules are also applicable to (he cul-
ture of tobacco on thin land, such as can just bare
ly produce a crop, I need say but little, particularly
as I am not disposed to encourage its cullure on
pijorland; on such as one-third to half the Virginia
crop is made, which neither pays for the labour nor
lo-s of soil.

Cut it is the general, current, and very erroneous
iijjinion, that much of the fine high priced tobacco
li;is been made on poor land. It will be well to cor-
rect Ibis error, as it has caused much injury, and
^reat loss of labour, and final destruction and death
lo a great deal of thin land, either poor originally,
or in the last stage of consumption, by the \ irginia-

killing mode of cuUivation. It is true, however, to
notorious degree, that several poor counties have

of late b»on vpry oo..op;„uoue, n„d, poibaps, me-
ritoriously celebrated, for making fine high pric-
ed tobacco; but the fine tobacco "was not made on
poor land, when the land was actually poor; it was
made on the richest, liveliest spots "tbat could be
picked ou in those poor counties; and the poverty
of the circumjacent lands and country, tends very
much to brighten and increase the fine llavour in
curing, because the atmosphere of a high, dry poor
country is much sweeter and purer than it can
possibly be in a rich country, particularly low mud
lands, rich low grounds on rivers of wide bottoms,
where the exiialations keep the air highly impreg-
nated with too much oxygen and other acrimonious
and deleterious matter, which the tobacco imbibed
to loo great an extent in its growth, and should be
thrown off in curing, and would lose in a purer
state of atmosphere, in the process of what you
call, coming and going. Consequently it would be
of great advantage to the (lavjur of low ground
tobacco, lo take it up to the high land of pure air
to be cured. It is as impracticable to maki- rich or
fine high priced tobacco on poor land, or rather on
poor tobacco hills, as it is impossible for nature to
generate something from nothing, without any pn-

high topping: it causes the upper leaves to brand
out from the stalk much farther apart than the lo"
er, which gives them more benefit from the gi^ni;.!

rays of the sun, and latent properties and subslnn-
ces o( the air, which feed the plants by absorption;
and the upper leaves have a better shape, not so
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best sfiols of your thin land with oiilv a th...

coat of soil, and that coat nearly all composed of
vegetable mailer, scraped into bills, which caused
them to be tolerably ni^h, active and productive fur
one 01 two years, and this is generally new ground.

has been made, but much the greater j)ai l na^ been
produced by the rich land, with the aid of the art
of high curing, with but little or no fire.

CtTTTIKG AND FLAVOUR.

These two terms appear at first to be unconnect-
ed; but as the latter depends very much upon the
former, 1 have united them. No one essential is
more material to the value of tobacco, than a good
fine flavour.

One of the greatest errors is committed, in cut
ting before it gets eiitirely ripe, which is the chief
cause why so much is defective in fiavour, colour,
and substance; and why so much feels rich and
thick without looking or being so.

As tobacco is an aromatic plant, and one of the
most fragrant and odoriferous that is indigenous to
this country, when ripened and cured to its greatest
perfection, it is not strange that so much of it should
lack those qualities when cut before it is ripe- par-
ticularly when we take into consideration, that the
odours of nearly all the aromatic family are very
delicate and volatile, and never acquired in the
greatest degree, till the last stages of Iheir growth
and some never fully consummated till they get
through the process of curing, which is peculiarly
the case with tea and tobacco. Much of the flavour
as >vell as substance and weight, are lost by prema-
ture cutting. But these are not all the losses from
It: the impracticability of curing with a good, lively
healthy colour. A dull dingy hue will inevitably be
the aspect ol all that is cut Rreen, cure it as vou
may. But it can be cured of a bright colour, which
will soon fade away, like a thin, poor patient in a
lever, after it abates and subsides.
And I hazard nothing in the declaration, that

every rich plant cut in perfection, fully ripe, whe-
ther on rich or thin land, bottom or high land, may
be cured of good colour and flavour, that will be.
lasting and delicious to the taste and smell. And
although good colour and flavour constilules the
chief value, yet no more than about onc-lenth of
the Virginia crop has ever come to maikut with
these great advantages.
Of all the plants known to the writer, tobacco is

consti.uted and composed of the richest, stron-esf
and most delicious, and also the most delightful in-
gredients. The alcohol or spirit, the oil and opium,
the sugar or saccharine matter, the mucilaainou.;
wax and gums the acids and nitre, with several
of the other volatile salts, &c. all so harmoniously
combined, constitutes this the richest and most dc-
bcious compound ever engendered and generated
in any one plant. No wonder, then, that all classes
of every country and clime, from the sava-e lo the
civilized part of mankind, should take delight in its
use. Itfoims the traveller's companion.^and the
philosopher's aid. It is the old bachelor's antidote-
the epi,-ure'.s last resort, and sailor's and soldier's
third daily ration. It keeps open the cenlinel's eyes-
and bcsi.les medical, and many other good effects'
It cheers the watchman in the silence of the niguf.'
VVonderlul weed of American origin!

Many incorrect and erroneous opinions have gone
into ciiculation respecting colour; impressions bjve
been eiiensively made in the country that yellow is
a fa vou: lie colour. A bri-bt lively colour is inva-
riably admired by the purchasers, who give the
highest iirnes,. But neither brown, reil, nor yellow
wdl do. A rich mixture of red and yellow on the
under side ol the leaf is desirable Such a mixlura
as is to be found in fat lightwood, and brilliant, rich
bright mahogany. The dull brown and dark diogr
colours, are very objectionable. The next best co-
'ou.- to Ibe favourite one just doscribid,is a rich, deep
„iu,„;.i, -recn, or rather the fat lightwood cdouryellowish

, ,, .
-

^ o J „- - Willi a slight admi.xture or tino-e of tyr-Mpn- hni it ie
la this way, a part of the fine high priced tobacco so much the worse of the V;een, in ?he i^'tio that it
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contains tlitu siiuile \\ii\ch lessens the fine flavour

and detracts from the value.

All rich, ripe tobacco, can be cured of the fat

ligbtwood colour with its rich aspect—and as the

"reater proportion of you understand two processes

nhich can produce the effect, and you can obtain

the information from each other, a description

(which is difficult,) is deemed unnecessary.

A similar colour, in a faint and feeble degree, can

be o-iven to the poor, thin tobacco, and is certainly

a handsome dressing for it in the new state, and is

well calculated to take with superficial judges. But

as such a dressing injures the stamina, and increas

as the fading in going through the sweat, either on

land or at sea, it should never be attempted, as it is

an injury, and will never take with any competent

judge.

The dapple, or pieball. is very much admired by

many purchasers who are esteemed good judges;

and when this aspect is given to that which is very

potent, it is similar to Jamaica 4lh and 5th proof

rum, which can lose a great deal of sirpiiglh and

still be sufficiently good and strong. But those va-

riegated colours are a disadvantage. The variega

tion is produced either by too rapid curing, which

exhausts the lightest coloured parts too much, or by

bruising in pressing; and when the bruised parts

come, to be acted upon by the air, either in or out

of the hogshead, they fade and exhaust: this bruis-

ing is the cause why manufactured tobacco fades

sooner than leaf, both being equally exposed to air,

and of equal quality originally. A competent judge

had rather have the under side of the leaf, stem

and fibres, all of one colour, of the fat Ih^htwood

uppemwice; and this unilbrmity in colour proves

the maximum, and is the best evidence of rich, well

cured tobacco, in its highest perfections of growth

and curing.

FIRING AND CtTRINO.

Firing has been carried to great excess and very

much to the injury of tobacco of late years, both

in smoking it too much, and parching and curing it

up too rapidly. The smoke is a very objectionable

flavour, and the excessive parching makes the leaf

too crisp, and destroys the valuable elasticity. It

should be well cured, with as little fire as possible.

.Some cure it very well without fin.

Several years ago, a great number of planters

took up the impression, that the purchasers were

fond of hard fired tobacco, from the erroneous

opinion of some of them, who said they liked to

smell the eflfects of fire, because it was an evidence

that it was well cured; but they have since disco-

vered their error, and no one is now fond of the

smell of smoke, which is a great objection in every

market in Europe, as well as America.

(To be concluded in our next.)

ilick

AGRICULTURE OF LOUISIANA.

We copy an article on the agriculture of Louisi-

ana, from the second number of the Rev. Mr. Flint's

Western- Review, which is published at Cincinnati.

Mr. Flint is well known as a writer of talents and

industry; whose personal acquaintance with the

Western country, fondness for literature, and viva-

city of spirit and style, particularly qualify him to

render the periodical work which he has undertaken

both entertaining and instructive. [Xat. Gaz.

liculture here is in its infancy, and in a state

of roughness, adapted only to the labour of negroes

and has for its object little more than to obtain the

o-reatest amount of the staple crop. A great num
ber of rich fruits and valuable productions, conge-

nial to such a soil and climate, have been wholly

unattempted. Experiments, except in regard to

the best kinds of cotton, and the best modes of

treating it, or the kind of cane which is most pro-

ductive, have not yet been commenced on any sys-

tematic plan. One or two patriotic and publ

spirited individuals have recently attempted tl)

awaken attention to the cultivation of the tea-plant.

Bene, an African plant, which yields an oil, it is

affirmed, not inferior to that of olives, has beeij

tried, and succeeds well. Indigo was formerly a

prime object of attention with the planters. The
cultivation has been, of late, in a great measure

abandoned, either because deemed less profitable

than the cotton crop used to be, or because it is a

species of cultivation considered unhealthy, and fa-

tal to the hands. The rice yields abundantly, and

is remarkably fair. The extent of lands favourable

to the cultivation of the low land rice, is almost in-

definite, and were not the oiher grand staples deem-

ed more profitable, no limits could be assigned to

the amount that might tie raised. At present very

little more than is required for home consumption,

is raised in a country where an immense extent of

swamp might be profitably devoted to that article

The L.nds in this state bring tobacco ol' the finesi

quality. That, which is cultivated in the vicinit^

ol Natchitoches, is said to equal that of Cuba. But

the culture is not deemed so practicable, or so pro-

fitable as that of the present staples.

The cotton cultivated here, is an annual plant,

growing from six to ten feet high; and the larger

stalks of the size of a rr.an's wrist, throwing out a

number of branches, on which form large and beau

tiful whitish yellow blossoms, much resembling

those ol the white hollyhock. The leaf, too, is not

unlike that of that plant. A cotton field in flower is

a most brilliant and gaudy spectacle. On tJie cups

of the flowers form balls, or, as they are caded,

forms, in which grow three or four elliptical seeds,

four times as large as a wheat kernel, and of an oily

consistency. The cotton is the down, with which

most oily seeds are enveloped in the mysterious

operations of nature, either for the preservation of

the seed, or that the down may act, as sail and bal-

loon, to transport the seed on the "wings of the

wind." The planting is from March until the middle

of May, in drill ro.vD, oU fo.ct apt»r». Much more is

planted than is expected to stand. It is thinned

carefully, and ploughs, in the form of scrapers, are

used, as the technical phrase is, to scrape it out

It is generally kept perfectly clear of weeds. In

September, the process of picking commences, and

is renewed two or three times, as successive courses

of forms ripen and open. The weather admits of

this operation, with comfort to the hands, until the

eeason calls for the cleaning ofl" and burning the old

stalks, in order to commence ploughing for a new

crop. It is one of the advantages of this crop, that

it furnishes employment for the hands during every

period of the year. The cotton in the seed under

goes an operation called giiiiiing. by which the down

is detached from the seeds, while they fall fiom it

by their weight. This last part of the process n

that of winnowing. It is then packed in bales, which

receive a double pressing; and it is then ready for

exportation

The kinds of cotton which are chiefly cultivated,

are Louisiana creen seed, or Tennessee, and recent-

ly Mexican. The green seed has not so fine a sta

pie, but is less subject to the destructive malady

called the rot. The Mexican is both of a finer sla

pie. yields more abundantly, and has not hitherto

suffered from rot. It is getting into common adop-

tion, and the importation of seed from Tanipico and

Vera Cruz is becoming a considerable business. Sea

island cotton grows well on grounds, that have been

exhausted by the continued cultivation of the other

kinds. All the species exhaust the soil, and the

seed, which accumulates in prodigious quantities

about the gins, furnishes an admirable manure for

the exhausted soil. 2'lie rot is a disease, from which

the balls that begin to form, after flowering, mould

er and fall. No series of properly conducted expe-

riments have been made, to ascertain the cause, or

to furnish the remedy against this disease. The
causes are inexplicable from any thing yet known
upon the subject. In some seasons it is much more
severe than others. New lands are less subject to it

than old; and hitherto the Mexican least of all the
species. Rot is the next grand source of apprehen-
sion to planters, to lowness of prices.

Sugar cane is a very rich and abundant article of
the growth of Louisiana, raised chiefly on the coast,

the shore of the gulf, the bayous T^be, Lafourche,
and Plaquemine, and some parts of Attakapas, south

of 31*. It is propagated by cutting, or slips of the

cane stalks, called rattoons laid horizontally in fur-

rows in the latter part of February. The shoots

start from eyes at the joints of the slip. When
grown, it resembles the rankest broopi corn, or per-

haps, more nearly, Egyptian millet. When matur-
ed, it resembles, except the seed spikes, or tassels,

that species of maize, called .at the north, Carolina

corn. When it is cut for the mill, or expressing the *

saccharine sap, they generally cut off something
more than a foot from the top, for slips, or rattoons

for planting. The rows are planted in rich lands six

feet apart. It requires the richest soil, the vegetable

mould of which ought to be at least a foot in depth.

There are three or four varieties, or species, in cul-

tivation here, as the African, the Otaheite, the West
Indian, and the ribband cane. The Otaheite grows
luxuriantly, and ripens considerably earlier than the

West Indian; but is said to contain saccharine mat-

ter, in comparison with that, only as two to three.

The ribband cane is a new and beautiful species, so

called, from its being marked with purple and pa-

rallel stripes, that have on the stalk the appearance

of ribbands. We have seen it of greater size and
height than any other species, and it is said to be

highly charged with saccharine juice. Its grand

advantage over the other kinds is, that it does not

require so long a period for ripening, by some weeks,

as either of the other species. It can, probably, be

iraised two degrees farther north, than any other

kind yet attempted. They are making trials of this

cdiie in Opei-iusas, on Red river, and about Natchez.
We have soeii it this season in a great number of
places in those regions. It is not unlikely that it

will become acclimat»d considerably north even of
these points Cane is tnderslood to be productive
in China, where the frost « much more severe than
in any places where it has Ven attempted in this

country. When the habits of plants, in undergoing
the process of naturalization to the climate, are
better understood, it may be that thu rich and most
necessary species of cultivation will be extended to

points of a more northern latitude, than have yet
been even in contemplation. The disadvantage

of ribband cane (for every thing has its disadvan-

tages,) is, that it has a harder rind, or bark, than the

other kinds, and will require rollers for grinding it,

to be driven with steam, instead of horse power,
which is generally used for grinding the common
kinds.

The sugar cane is a very hardy plant, not liable

to the diseases of either cotton or indiKO. It is cul-

tivated much in the same way with maize. It ripens

according to the season it experiences. Rains re-

tard, and drought accelerates its maturity. The
abundance of the crop depends upon the number of

joints in the stalk that ripen before the frost, so as

to have the proper saccharine juice, to granulate to

A slight frost favours that fermentation

which is necessary to the production of the sugar

from the sap. A severe frost at once destroys the

vegetation of the cane. The cane lies a short time

after it is cut, to favour this fermentation. It is then

•jassed between two iron cylinders, by which the

^ane is crushed, and the sap forced out by expres-

sion. It flows into boilers, and the process is simply

that of evaporation by boiling. The crop, when in

growth, has great beauty of appearance. The sap

is so rich in the stalk of the cane as to have almost
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the gummy consistence of syrup, and sugar exists

there as nearly in a concrete form, as it can in solu-

tion. An acre of good ground, properly tended,

will yield in common years 1200 pounds, besides

molasses.

It was formerly a question in this state, ivhich was

the most profitable crop, this or cotton. Accurate

tables, g vi ig the number of hands, the amount of

expenditure, and the average value of product from

each hand, for a number of successive years, have

been published. From them it would appear, that

sugar was the most productive crop, even when
cotton bore a better price than at present. The
cultivation of cane is diminishing ir the islands.

Th;it of cotton seems to be every where increasing.

There is a great extent of sugar lands, not yet

brought info cultivation in this state. We do not

as yet grow enough for the consumption of our own
country. There seems to be every inducement,

then, to extend this cultivation in Louisiana, and

wherever there is any prohnbility that it can be sue

cessfully cultivated; and it is an omen for cood, that

the planters all over this slate are turning their at-

tention to this species of culture.

No cultivation in our country yields so rich a har-

vest. General Hamp'on estimates the value of his

crop of the present year at one hundred thousand

dollars. A French planter, in Attakapas, with se

veil hands only, h.is sold his crop for 'iSOO dollars.

Planters with a moderate force, have realized 10,000
dollars for their crop of the past season. The mo
lasses is calculated to pay the plantation expenses,

and to leave the sugar nett profit. The vvork is ad
niitted to be severe for the hands, requiring when
the process of making the sugar is commenced, to

be pushed night and day. It has been a general

impression, even in this slate, where the truth

ought to be best known, if it is so, that sugar could
not be made to profit unless the planter had a large

force and capital, and could rear expensive sugai

houses and machinery. This general impression
has hitherto deterred small planters from attempt
ing to cultivate the cane. But it has recL-ntly been
received as a fact, amply demonstrated by experi-

ment, that sugar can be made to profit, with as

small a capital as is required to commence a cotton

plantation.

Louisiana is the home of *he peach and the fi;;

tree, the orange and tl'<' grape. No fruit is raised

with greater ease, o' abundance, than figs in this

state. A slip, stu*'* iu a pro|)er soil, soon becomes
a fruit-bearing hee. There can be no doubt, that the

olive will flourish. The orange trees were killed to

the groupd in the severe frosts of the winter of

l8iS; tAey are beginning to be in a bearing slate

ag;iin. Such is a sketch of the staples of Louisiana,
which has the most productive agriculture, accord-
ing to the number of hands employed, and acres
tilled, in the United States, or perhaps in the world.
it is believed, that no country, wilh the same popu-
lation, exports of its own growth, articles of as
much value, as the state of Louisiana.

BOKTXCV£TUXt.S.

SILK WORMS.
To the Editor of Ihc JV. York Eveiiing Post:
Sir,—I beg leave to remark, that vour query (of

the SOth ult ) respecting the quantity'of silk worms
which could be fed by the mulberry trees planted,
or provided for, at Kingston, (R. I.) by Joshua
Clark, Esq. and of the raw silk which they could
afford, cannot be answered with any degree "of cer-
tainty.

Various means, however, must have been taken
to ascertain by appro.ximation, the number of full
grown and thrifty trees which should eventually be
bad or hired in season for any proportion of seeds

put to hatching. I have under my eyes the excel-
lent work of the learned Abbe Sauvages,of Mont
pelier, (Memoires sur I'Education des vers a sole,)

one of the best practical Magnanistt,* who, from
the known quantity by weight of mulberry leaves,
for any given quantity of seeds, could only infer in

relation to trees, that "a cubic toise of a very thick
foliage is nearly equal to 100 lbs." (vol. l,pageG(3.)
Hut that mode of calculation requires a perfect
knowledge of the quality of the tree, and a well ex
crcised habit of defining its dimensions. The cul-

tivators, therefore, have but one resource to appor
tion trees to their brood of worms: it is to suppose,
from experience, that three fine and large mulberry
trees may turn out sufficient for one ounce of seeds,
which well hatched and nursed may give 40,000
worms, and require at least 2000 lbs. of fodder;
then they provide for double that number against
ciisualties of late frost or storms. On the other
hand, it is a very well admitted principle, that as

any greater quantity of worms progressively in

creases the cares and the chances of mortality, it

must proportionably diminish the consumption of
mulberry leaves.

Although the mulberry tree is of an easy growth,
it is very delicate, and subject to diseases, to pre
datory attacks of insects and of young cattle, and
to many other casualties, which will much impair
or diminish its produce. In its cultivation, from
the seeding and spreading in nurseries, at planting,
engrafting, and yearly trimming, I know no orch
ard tree that requires more practical care and judg-
ment.

If the establishment of Mr. John Clark, of Rhode
Island, promises 8.000 mulberry trees, he may have
il in his power to supply, in his city and neighbour
hood, more than one thousand families, for the
growth of the silk worm; who, with more or less
success, could average from six to eight thousand
pounds of silk—enough of that precious material,
indeed, to engage a considerable manufactory. 1

say families, because there can be no profit for be
ginners in this hrandi of industry, unless the yoiin"-
hands are concurring for their amusement or occu-
pation, to the cheapriess of the necessary labour.
As a m;itter of encouragement, and better to

draw the attention of the publick to the introduc-
tion of this rich domestic produce, as your query
no doubt intended to do, permit me, Mr. Editor, to
acquaint you with the fact of the surprising im-
provement lately introduced in the growth of silk,

which all at once shortens the labour and expense,
and greatly increases the profits.

Mons Matthe.^ Bonafous, Director of the Royal
Botanic Garden of Turin, and a member, too, of
our Linnaean Society of Paris, did last year olilain,
on his farm near that capital, no less than 305 lbs.
of cocoons from three ounces of seeds, and con-
sumed only 2,887 lbs. of mulberry leaves, the whole
in the short space of 45 days! This must be some-
thing like 3S lbs. of raw silk. I remember well,
that in my young days, it was thought to be a very
successful undertaking to make 6 or 7 lbs. from an
ounce of seeds, and during 55 and GO days of un-
interrupted cares. FELIX PASCALIS.

XTtTtiVL.TtAI, IlMtPROVEXMCIiXVT

(From the North American.)

RAIL ROADS.
Letterfrom Unit. Col. S. H. Lonsj;, U. Slates Topo-

graphical Engineer, to Philip E. Thomas, Esq.

Philadtlpkia, Jipril 16, 1827.

Sir,—Agreeably to promise I submit a few state-
ments in relation to the subject of rail roads, having
for their object a developement of some of the lead-

« Name given in France to silk culturists.

ing principles that ought to be kept in view in the
location and construction of works of this nature.

—

Having no treatise at hand for ready reference, and
no leisure for a careful investigation and applica-
tion of principles, I shall confine myself to such re-

marks as a general view of the subject raay suggest.
The topic first presented for our consideration, as

immediately connected with the means of transpor-
tation, is a proper estimate or expression, for the
locomotive power employed for that purpose. Inas-
much as ail expressions of this import hitherto
adopted, are of an arbitrary character, (except in so
far as relates to a proportional part of the load be-
ing regarded as capable of giving motion to the re-
sidue) we shall choose that which approximates a
mean of the various estimates that have from time
to time been made. A great variety of experiments
have been tried in England and elsewhere, for the
purpose of ascertaining the average power of force
of a horse, or the greatest xiseful effect resulting
from an application of the powers of this animal.
These have lead to various results, each of which
has been assumed by different writers, as the mea-
sure for estimating not only the effective force ol
animal labour, but that of mechanical agents of va-
rious kinds. The results we shall choose as approx-
imating the mean of those alluded to, is the same as
that adopted by Mr. Wood in his late treatise on rail-
roads. This result which is usually denominated a
horse power," may be expressed as follows, viz:
A horizontal stress or traction of 112 pounds, mov-
ing at the rate of two miles per hour during ten
hours of each day. This amount of force being re-
solved into a continued action, operating day "and
night, will give for the expression of the power of
a horse, 465 pounds, continually moving at the rate
of two miles per hour. But as we shall not have
occasion to consider, very particularly, the speed or
rate of travelling, at which a horse can labour to the
greatest advantage, or ease to himself, we shall as-
sume a traction or draft of 1 12 lbs. acting through
the space of twenty miles, as the daily perTormance
or power of one horse.

Agreeably to the statements of Mr. Wood and
others, based upon experiments, a single horse la-
bouring at the rate above stated, viz: two miles per
hour, and ten hours per day, with a stress of 1 12
lbs. can draw on a canal 30 "tons, exclusive of the
weight of the boat in which it is conveyed. But a.s

the resistance to the progress of a bo.tt through the
water, is as the square of the velocity with which it

moves, and consequently the load is inversely as
the square of the vrlocily, it follows, that when a
horse moves with a speed greater than that above
mentioned, the load he is able to draw, will be far
less than if he moved slower.

The resistance to the progress of earria"-es on a
rail-road of the best construction is governed by
laws widely ditfercnt. According to experiments of
Messrs, Coulomb and Vince, this resistance remains
very nearly the same, whatever may be the veloci-
ty, except insofar as relates to atmospheric resist-
ance, which, though inconsiderable, at the "reatest
speed attainable upon a rail-road, is to be esUmated
on the same principle as that encountered by bodies
in their passage through water. The amount of
this resistance, according to Mr. Wood, is equal to
1 200 part of the load, on a horizontal rail-wav.
weight of carriages being included. Hence a trac-
tion ol 112 pounds, or one horse power, will propel
on a level rail-road, 2-2,400 pounds, or 10 tons,
through the distance of 20 miles per day.

It is obvious that a hoi-se exerting the force above
mentioned, cannot attain a speed greater than four
or five miles an hour, without serious injury, never-
theless, for the sake of a more extensive application
of the principles involved in the discussion before
us, we shall suppose him capable of moving wilb
this force at any rate of speed not exceeding eleven
miles per Iwur.
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Mr. AVond, in (lie (realise before alluded to, esti-

mates llie expense of a locomotive engine, includ-

ins first rosl, cost of repairs, fuel and attendance,

as"eqiial to the expense of four horses, evcfy thing

included. But, as horses can be procured and sub-

.tisted somewhat cheaper in tliis country than in

Eno-Iand, we shall estimate the expense of an en-

gine as equal to that of five horses, which is proba-

bly near the truth, inasmuch as machinery and fuel

will cost much less in this country than in England,

owing in no small degree, to the great diflforence in

(he expense of procuring coal and other fuel, in the

two countries. As a mere matter of convenience,

we shall regard the power of such an engine as

equal to that offwe horses, acluaUy hileked, ovfwe

and a half iio'ses, (the expense being (he same,

or very nearly so, in both cases) as may suit the

occasion, llie weight of the engine being live tons.

Fron) these premises, the following tables, exhi-

biting the comparative advantages of canals and

rail-roads,—and of animal and mechanical labour,

are constructed.

TABLE I.

Showing the conijiaralivc advantages of Canals and

Railroads.
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be inlerrcd ihat \rlien (lie incluiation ol'a pUine is 3

degrees, or 277 feet in the mile:— its lenf,lli i mile;

the load 55 tons, and tlie poivcr 5i Ihhscs;—the

time irqiiired to ascend at a speed ol' 6 miles per

hour, will be about 55 minutes, and the load for 5i

horses, or one locomotive engine, about 5 ions. On
the supposition that the horses employed (or the

couvevance of the load, (the inclination, rjumberof

horses'. &C. beinj; the same as just stated,) are ex-

clusively employed in the ascent of the plane, the

number of ascents will be eleven, and of descents,

ten,- amounting to a distance of 104 miles, which,

being ir-avelled at the rate of 6 miles per hour, and

alloiving onlv livo thirds of a minute for turning,

hitching, &c. on each arrival at the lop and bcittom

of the plane, will occupv two hours nearly. In case

a locomotive engine ol the power just mentioned,

were substituted for horses, the time required to

ascend such a plane, (the luul, &c. as belore) with

its entire train of carriages, would be as follows,

viz: time required for the engine to ascend unac

companied by its load, 5 minutes—time required to

draw its load upward, in proponions of 5 tons, in 5

minutes each, 55 minutes, amounting to one hour,

no allowance being made for dctenlions.

In case the same labour, (load, &c. as before)

were to be performed by means of a stationary en

ginc, or horses operating at the head of the plane

by means of an endless chain or cable,— the power,

or number of horses requisite to the conveyance of

50 Ions (which is equal to the load of a locomotive

engine exclusively of itself and its tender,) will be

that of 50 horses, and the time 5 minutes—or, if the

power be equal to that of 5 horses, the time will be

50 minutes, no allowance being made for detentions

or extra friction.

It is manifest, that Tables III. and IV. have a di-

rect allusion to the passage of inclined planes by

means of locomotive engines. The mode of ascent

just intimated, is, that the engine first ascend the

plane unatlended by any part o( its load, and be-

come stationary at the summit, where its power is to

be applied, by means of an endless chain located

within the ascending rail track, and other appropri

ate gearing, for the purpose of drawing up its load,

either in pjrtions, or the whole at once, as may be

deemed most expedient.

In column id of Table III. is represented the

power or stress required (o draw upward on planes

of different inclinations, a load of 55 tons. Hence,
we may infer what ought to be the strength of a

chain adequate to the traction of the whole or any
portion of the load.

In the event of a single ascending rail-track be-

ing inadequate to the conveyance of the whole
amount of tonnage on the read, additional tracks

may be constructed, as the occasion may require.

In regard to stationary engines, it is pretty certain

that two will be required at the head of every in-

clined plane, in order to ijjsure an uninterrupted

traliic on the road. Their power as adapted to the

ascent of planes of different inclinations, is indicat-

ed by the number of horses in column 4th of Table
IV. An estimate of their cost and the expense at

tending them would require more data than I have
at command,
A full investigation of the subject we have had

tinder consideration, would require far more time
and attention, than I have it in my power at present
to bestow. The foregoing remarks and statements,
although they may not be entirely free from inaccu-
racies, are believed to be a near approximation to

the truth, and are cheerfully submitted, with the

hope that they may be o( some service to the cause
of the great work you have in prospect.

I have the honour to be.

Sir, very respectfully.

Your most obedient serv't,

S H. LONG.
Philip E. Thomas, Es<i.—BaUim<»re,

Zii^DXBS' Si:?A3.T2VZ£:i7T.

(From the Berkshire American.)

FEMALE INDUSTRY.
Our matronly correspondent, from the Mountain,

is diiublless a praiseworthy example of industry

But being, as we are, an incompetent judge of the

subject on which she writes, and rot having at hand
any data by which we may compare her account
with the household achievements of other ladies,

we are someivhat at a loss to know what coiiipli

ment we ought to pay her. Having, howe\er, no
fears that examples of domestic industry will injure

the more youihful part of her sex, we have no sort

of demurs against publishing her statement. It is

Iroiii Mrs. Fieelove Drury, of Florida, and goes on
to state: that

"In the year 1823, she hatcheled, carded and
spun of tow and linen yarn, 89 runs* and 10 knots;

puked the wool, and spun of woollen yarn, 5G runs

and 10 knots; doubled and twisted 10 runs of yarn;
spooled and quilled 237 runs; whitened 56 yaids ol

eldlh; knit 5 pair of socks, .Si pair of stockings, and
4 pair of mittens; made 13 shirts, 4 coat^, 10 pair

of pantaloons, 2 slips, 2 spencers, 5 vests, 6 towels,

6 table cloths, 4 pair of pillow-cases, 3 sheets, and
4 meal bags.

(From La Belle .\ssemblee, for June.)

LOVE IN PARADISE.
Love came one day to my ivy'd cot.

And he said—"So! so! I see,

A paradise quite you here have got.

But who is your Eve to be?

"Go! go! you must seek for one," he said;

"For it is not fit that you
Should dwell alone—go, look for a bride'"

And away the wild thing flew.

I felt that I was indeed alone.

And I met a lovely girl;

Her hair was gemm'd with jewels and gold,
And her arms were twin'd with pearl:

I led her o'er my favourite walks,

And I show'd her my favourite bow'rs;
But I saw that she scorn'd my humble home.
And trampled upon my flow'rs.

And the evening dew fell upon her hair.

And dimm'd the jewels and gold;

And the bushes caught her silken robe.

And destroy'd its graceful fold.

Thought I, fair girl, thou art not for me!
And poor Love look'd on and sigh'd

And said, in a low and sadden'd tone,

"You must seek an humbler bride."

'Twas then, ray Mary, that first I saw,
Your gentle and placid face

—

Your robe of plain and unsullied white,

And your simple artless grace.

And Love look'd up with a bright'ning eye,

And shook his soft wings, and cried

—

"I have found you an Eve, at last, I think,"

And the urchin laugh'd with pride.

I went and I knelt at your feet, sweet love,

And I woo'd you to my bow'r;

You smiled and blush'd, and I won my bride,

In the gentle twilight hour.

B. B. B.

»SXSCBZiZiAm307S.

•A "ruiv," as we are informed, is 20 knots; each knot
being composed of 40 threads, and each thread of suffi-

cient length to reach once rouud a reel, such as was for-

merly eoiisiilered a n> cesaary article in the furniture of
good housewives, and is still to be seen in many of
the farm houses in New England.

POPULATION TABLES.
[We submit, herewith, a long extract from "Dar-

by's Geographical Dictionary, and we are persuad-
ed that the publication of il will at the same time
gratify and instruct our readers, and serve to make
known over the United States a work which seems
to have been compiled with great care and fidelity.

The view taken of the progressive population of
the United States, in the Geographical Dictionary,
IS in a peculiar manner interesting, and leads the

mind to anticipations of the future destiny of this

nation, which few at this time are led to indulge.

Whether the prodigious result shewn, as the ag.

gregate accumulation of the inhabitants through
the ensuing century, will be realized to its full ex-

tent, must remain lor time to determine; but the

actual increase since 1790, would seem to warrant
the calculation in Table III. It is not, however, the

population taken in mass, which constitutes the in-

terest of these tables, but it 's the elements and
distribution of that population, which must arrest

the attention of the statesman and philosopher. It

is impossible to carry the view forward only for the

coming half century, without feeling a conviction

that the power, resources, and political relations of
the United Stales are merely in embryo; and far-

ther, that serious interior changes must be conse-

quent to such a central aggregation as stated in Ta-
ble VI. We leave farther reflection to our readers,

for the present ]

Table I.

The United States is subdivided, at this period,

into the following states and territories, which, taken
alphabetically, are: Sq. miles. Pop. 1820.

Alabama .... 51,770 143,000
Arkansaw .... 100,000 14,273
Connecticut . . 4,750 275,248
Columbia district . 100 33.039
Delaware . 2.120 72,749
Florida .... 54,000 10,000
Georgia . • . . 53,000 S40,y8;'

Illinois .... 5S,900 55,211
Indiana .... 34,000 147,178
Kentucky .... 37.680 564,317
Louisiana . . • 48,220 153.407
Maine .... 35,000 297.839
Maryland . . 11,000 407,350
Massachusetts . . . 7,250 521,725
Michigan . . 174,000 10,000
Mississippi .... 45,760 75,148
Missouri . . . 6-2,870 66,586
New Hampshire . 8,030 244,155
New Jersey . . 6,851 277.575
New York . 46,000 1,372,812
North Carolina . . • 48,000 638,829
Ohio ... 38,260 53L434
Pennsylvania . 43,950 1,049,458
Rhode Island . . . 1,580 83,059
South Carolina . 24,000 502.753
Tennessee . 40,000 422.813
Vermont . . 8.278 235,764
Virginia .... 63.000 1,065,304
Western Territory . 950.000

2,063,369 9,663,313

Table II.

The classified and progressive population of the

United States, are exhibited in the roUowing tables:

Population ill 1310.

Free white males, .... 2,988.141

Free white females . . . 2,873,952

Total whites . . 5,862,093

AH other persons except Indians not

taxed 186,446

Slaves ...... 1,191,364

Total population in IS 10 • 7,239,903
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Population in 1820.

Free while males ....
Free white females . . . •

All other persons except Indians not

taxed^

Total whites .

Free persons of colour, males.

Do. do. females -

Slaves, males . . • • •

Slaves, females ....
Total population in 1820,

Of these—
Foreigners not naturalized

Engaged in agriculture

Do. in manufactures

Do. in commerce
To complete the enumeration, the inha-

bitants of the United States in 1820,

to the above aggregate

Must be added, the population of Ker-

shaw district, S. C.

Additional counties in Alabama
Florida

Corrected amount

.S,992.166

3,863,916

4,631

7,840.713
112.703

120.695
784.671
746,765

9,625,547

53,655
5,065.499

349,247
72,397

9,625,547

Comparing the census taken at four different

times, as they afford three periods, 1 find that a ratio

of 3i per cent, per annum, corresponds to great ex-

actness with the increment found by actual enume-

ration. I have, therefore, adopted the ratio of Si,

from 1790 to 1840, to show the population of the

United States in each year; but in order to be with-

in the limits of real increase, I have used 3 per cent,

per annum from 1840 to 1938. It will be seen, how-

ever, that if we examine the articles Earth, Great

Britain, Europe, China, Indostan, and many others

in this treatise, that the allowance made for the po-

pulation of the United States is too moderate. In

1938, according to the estimate in this article, the

United States' territory will not be peopled equal to

the general aggregate of many parts of Europe at

this epoch. Including the people of Canada, it is

probable that, in the beginning of the 20th centurj-,

the Anglo-American population will approach to,i(

not exceed 400,000,000. The following table exhi-

bits, upon the principles of increase 1 have adopt-

ed, the annual population to 1938.

Table III

12 442
15324
10,000

9,663,313

Progressive popuhdion since 1790.

In 1790, . .
•

. 3,929,328

1800 • 5,306,035

ISIO' . . . • 7.239,903

jgoO . . • 9,663,313

In estimating the comparative population to the

square mile, it will be 4^, if the whole territory of

the United States is included; but amounts to 16

to the square mde, when we include only the area

actually embraced by the census of 1S20, or about

600,000 square miles.

Several very serious discrepancies exist in the

general aggregate published at Washington, from

the marshal's return of the census of 1820. In the

"eneral summary which precedes the separate ta

bles, the entire population of the United States is

given at 9,625,734; but when the classes in the va-

rious columns are numbered from the top to the

bottom of the page, or from left to right, a diffe-

rence in the respective results is found, amounting

to 20,187. In searching for the source ol tbis large

error,' it was discovered that the column headed

"Free white males of 16 and tinder 26, includmi

heads of families," was 755,520, instead of 77d,520;

the real number. The small fraction of 187 was

made up of minor errors, of too little moment to ren

der specification necessary.

From the very loose manner of taking the census

of 1820, there can be no doubt of a large deficien-

cy in the aggregates. I cannot think it pnsump-

tion to give the opinion, that at the period of the

last census, the actual population of the United

States exceeded 10,000,000. The view given of

the classified population is also extremely deceptive.

Only 2.487,143 persons, or about one-lourtb part ol

the whole mass, appear to have any employment.

To form a real philosophical census, the numerical

force of every order in the state ought to be shown.

What extensive moral or political use can be made

of an enumeration, which sinks into the common

body of unemployed persons, doctors, lawyers,

teachers, magistrates, legislators, military men, and

those living on the proceeds of realized capital?

In order, however, to render the results of the

former enumerations as useful as the nature of this

treatise will admit, an analysis has been made for

each county, and I now enter into some general cal-

culations to illustrate the history of the popula-

tion of the United States.

1790

91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

1800
1

4
5

6
7

8

9

1810
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1820
21

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1830
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

38
39

1840
41

42
43
44
45

•Aggregate.

3,929,323

4,057,031
4,188.884
3,325,0S?2

4,465,595
4,610,826
4.750677
4.905.073

5,064.487

5,229 (i82

5,399,026

5,564.293
5.745,132
5.931.848

6.114,633
6,31.^.358

6,518,542
6,730,394
6,949,-i30

7,175,(180

7.408,270
7,649,038

7,897.631

8,154,303

8,419,317

8,692,943
8,975,462

9,267,164
9,567,345

9,878,283

10,199,327

10,530,805

10,873,155

11.226,532

11,591.394

11,968.114

12,356,677

12,758.269

13,172,912

13,602,031

14.043,064

14,499,463

14,970,695

15,457,292

15,959,602
16,-178,289

17,02.-! .883

17,566,782

18,137,702

18,727,177
19,335,810

19,915,984

20,513,453
21,128,856

21,862,721

22,518.602

Whiu. Colowni.

5,880,000
6.071.100
6,26-,510

6,472,236

6,682,683

6,900,000

7.124,500

7,355.770

7,594.832

7,841,664

8,096,519

8,359,654

8.632,342

8,912,894

9,202,562

9.501,645
9,810,448

10,129.287

10,458,487

10,798.387

11,149,333

11,511,686

11,884,815

12,271,071

12,669,878

13,082,516

13,507,697

13,846,697

14.296,714

14,761,^57

15,241,101
15,ti9S,334

16,169,283

16,654,359

17,153,988

17.668,605

1

1846
47
48
49

1850
51

52
53
54
65
56
57
58

59
1800

61

62
63
64
65
66
67

63
69

1870
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

1880
81

82
83
84
85

1,528 270
l,577.y38

1,629 IM
1,682,067

1,736,694

1,792,943

1,850,962

1,911,394

1,972.513

2,036,619

2,102,809

2,170,151
2,240..>il3

2,313,638

2,388,832

2,466,469

2,546,229

2,628,982

2,714,425
2,M03,294

2,893,731

2,987,777

3,085,880

3,186.221

3,289,724

3,395,773
3,.506,I86

3,719,085

3.840,988

3,965,8^0

4,114,709

4,217,650

4,344,170

4,474,467

4,708,733

4,849,997

1890
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

1900
1

3

4
5

6

7

8
9

1910
11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

1920
21

22
23
24

JJggrfgate.

23,250,000
23,947,500
24,665,925
25,405,902
26,168,079

26,953,121
27,761,714
28,594,565
29,452,402
30,335,974

31,246,053

32,183,435
33,148,938

34,143,406
35,167,708
36.222,739

37,309,420
38,428.702
39,581.563
40,769,010
41.992,080
43.251,842
44.649,397

45,988,878
47,368,544

48,789,600
50,253.288

51.762,886

53,315,772
54,915,245

56,562,702
58,259.583
60.007.370

61.807,591

63,661,8118

65.571,662

67.538,811

69,564,975
71,651,924
73.801.481
76.015,525
78,295,990
80,644 S69
83.064,215
85,656.141
88,225,S24
90,872,959
93,598,776

96,406,739
99,298,941

102,277,909

105,346.246

108,5 6,633

111,761,832

115,114,687
118,5t;8,127

122,125,160

125,788,914

129.502,581

133,449,458

137,452,941

141,756,529

145,823,824

150,198,.538

154,704,494

159,345,028

104,125,996

169,019,776

174,121,269

179,344,907

184,725,254
190,267.011

195,975,021

201,854,271
207,210,000
214,147.193
220,571,608
227,188,756

234,004,418

IVkite.

18,198,663

18,744,621
19,S06,9.)9

19,885,906

20,412,000

21,024,918
21,655.605
22,205,333

22,87 1 ,492

23,557,634

24,263,362
24,991.261

25,740,997

26,512,224
27,307,590

28,126,815
28,970,619
29,839,737

30,734,928
31.656,975
32.606,682
33,584,fl80

34,592,524
35 630,399
36,699.808
37.800,287

38.934,293

40,102,219
41,305,285
42,545,441

43,821,793
45,136.444
46,490.536

47,895,521

49,332,107

50 812.070
52,436,430
54,009,522
55.629,807

57.298,701
59,037,662
60,808.790
62.633,051

64,512,041

66,447,401

68,440,823
70,494,047
72,608,867

74,787,131
77,030,744

79,341,665
81,711.913

84,163,270

86,688,166

89,288,809
91,987,473
94,747,095

97,589,505
100,517,190

103,532,703

106,638,684

109,837,852

113,132,986

110,526,973
120,022,780

123,623,361

127,332,060

131,151,920

135,086,477

139,139,069

143,313,259
147,613,655

151,042,043

155,573,303

160,240,502

165,047,717

169,998,148
175,099,121

180,352,094

Coloured.

5,051,337
5,202,870
5,358,966
5,519,936

5,756,079
5,928,208
6,106,048

6,389,232
6,581,910
6,778,340

6,981,984
7,191,132

7,407,961

7,631,182
7,860,118
8,095,924

8,338,801

8,588.965
8,846,635

9,102,036
9,385.408
9.666 962
10,056.869

10,358,479

10,669.236

11,189,313

11,318,995

11,660 667
12,010,487

12.369,804

12,740 909
13,123,139

13,516,834

14.912 070
14,329,701

14,759.592

15,102.381

15,555,4.i3

16,022,117

16,502.780
16.977.b63

17,487,200
18,018.818

18.552,174-

19.208.740
19,78r,,OoO

20.378,912

20.989.969
21,619.608
22.268,197

22,936,244
23.634 332
24,343,360
25,073,666
25,825,878

26,580,054
27,378,065
28,199,309
29,045,391

29,916,755
30,814,257

31,918,677

32,976,235
33,955,521

35,074,186
30,126,409
37,210,201

38,326,507

39,470.302
40,660,591

41,880,406
43.130,818
44,430,922
45,763,849
47,130,763
48,550,864
50,007,388

51,507,607
53,0o2.83T.
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••Aggregate.

1925 241,0iJ4,530

26 255,702,444

27 21)3,374,032

28 271,275,253

29 279,413,510

mUe. Coloured.

185,762,654 54,644,419

191,335,532 56,283,751

197,075,597 57,972,262

202,987,962 59,711,428

209,077,000 61,502,770

1930 287,795,915 215,350,000 63,347,851

31 296.419,000 221,311,000 65,238,285

32 305^312,000 228,465,000 67,195,431

33 314,371,000 235,319,000 69,-.;ll,293

34 323,905,000 244,379,000 78,287,629

35 333,623,000 249,650,000 73,425,257

36 343,631,000 257,140,000 75,528,013

37 353,940,000 264,854,000 77,793,853

33 364,558,000 272,800,000 80,127,607

It may be observed, th>it the results of Tnble 111.

have no reference to the coloured population, as

respects their condition, ivhether of freemen or

slaves. The following Fable IV. shows the relative

numbers of the white and coloured classes, in 1790,

1800, 1810, and 1820. The elements are taken

from the respective census tables, and very partial-

ly, from the results in Table III

1190Date.

Total, . .

Free, . . .

Slaves, . .

Proportion of
Slaves to

Free, ...

1800 1810

3,929,3-8 5,319,762 7,239,903
3,227,046 4,429,881 6,'74,562
695,280 889,1184,165,441

177

Tooo

1820

9,663,226

8,110,108

1,538,118

159

1000

Taken each as a whole, it is really matter of sur-
prise, that the two classes of people in the United
States, the bond and free, should increase so equal-
ly in a given period. By bond, I here mean the
entire coloured cast, as from their degraded condi-
tion, in the estimation of the whites, the nominally
free coloured part of the population, with but few
exceptions, labour under all the worst evils of slave-
ry. In 1810, the free whites were to coloured, as
185 to 1000; and in 1820. as 185 to 1000.
These interesting views misht be grratly varied,

but the elements once brought together, the reader
is enabled to exercise his own ingenuity, in such
manner as his pursuits may suggest. We now pro-
ceed to apply the increasing series found in Table III.
to the past and future location of the aggregate po-
pulation. At the epoch of the first census, in 1790,
the then inhabited surface, was about 400,000 sq'
miles, with a distributive population of 9J to the
square mile. In 1820, the organized counties em-
braci:d in the census of that year, covered an area
of about 600,000 square miles, with a distributive
population of 16 to the square mile nearly. From
these facts, we perceive, that the density of popu-
lation increases much more rapidly, than does the
extension of settlement. The territory of the Uni-
ted Mates, without including the immense regions
on the Pacific ocean, or that on the higher branch
es of the Missouri, is divided naturally into two very
unequal sections. Watered by rivers flowin- into
the .\tlantic ocean, and having the sources of those
streams, and the Appalachian mountains as its in
and boundary, extends the original settlements of
the United States. To this natural section, 1 have
given the name of the Atlantic slope, to distinguish
It Irom the vast basin ol the .Mississippi The At
lantic slope, with its extension in Florida, containsm the Lnited States about 220,000 square miles.
Extending as .ar westward as the limits of Mi'^souri
and Lou^iana, having the Canadian sea north, theUu I of iMexico south, and the Appalachian section

I east, spreads an expanse of upwards of 800 000 sq
miles. Ihese two spaces taken together, it is pro
ble, will contain at all subsequent periods, the far

?rh ^'.r"
°''"'*^ population of the United Statesine Atlantic slope contains 140,800,000 acres: that

^. ^Ll'lF"''^ '^''""»' ^^"'^ 'aken into this esti-mate 512,000,000 of acres. Relative surface is «

1 1 to 40. The subjoined extracts, show the state,
in 182 J, of the

Public Lands.

By a statement recently laid before Congress, it

appears that the total quantity of land sold at the
land offices in Ohio, from their institution to the
30tb of June, 1825, is 7,602,198.64 acres, and the
quantity of land surveyed, and remaining unsold, is

7,630,338.86—making a total of land surveyed in
that state of 15,233.632 acres.

In Indiana, the total of land surveyed to the same
period, is 13,21 1.095 acres, of which 3,154.432 70
acres have been sold, and 10,056,612.30 remain un-
sold.

In Illinois, the total of land surveyed, is stated at
21,659,318 acres, of which l,192,5l"9.84 acres have
been sold, and 20,477,298,16 remain unsold.

In Missouri, the total quantity of land surveyed,
to the s.ime period, is 20.281,926 acres, 927,080.93
acres have been sold, and 19,355,845 07 remain un-
sold.

In Louisiana, the total quantity of land surveyed
is given at 3,518,763 acres, of which 139,861.07
acres have been sold, and 3,478,900.93 remain un-
sold.

In the territory of Arkansas, the total quantity
of land surveyed, between the same periods, is

2,286,846 acres; of which 32,483.56 acres have been
sold, and 2,254,362.44 remain unsold.

;

In Michigan territory, the total quantity survey-
ed, is 4,532,133 acres, of which 247,902.72 acres
have been sold, and 4,284,230.28 remain unsold.

;

In the states of Alabama and Mississippi, the to-
<al quantity of lands surveyed, within the same pe-
riods, is 31,399,060 acres; of which 4,609,203.48
dcres have been sold, and 26,789,860.52 remain un-
sold.

In Tallahassee, West Florida, 405,782 acres have
been surveyed; of which 44,427.55 acres have been
sold, and 361,354.45 remain unsold.
The aggregate of public lands surveyed, within

the above periods, in all the states and territories,
is 119,538,363 acres; of which 17,949,160.49 have
been sold, and 101,589,302.51 acres remain unsold.
The U. States now own upwards of 25,0u0,000 of

acres of surveyed lands, which have not yet been
offered for sale, viz:

'"P^j.° 95,445
'"d'apa 836.948
Illinois ..... 9,674. 16-T

Michigan 8,2 1 9,04-'
Missouri .... 4,343,126
Arkansas 3,174,000
Alabama , . . . 3,757,444
Mississippi .... 1,240,975
Louisiana .... 665,664

1/59

Total, 25,015,742

The following official statement appeared in the
^ational Intelligencer, March 10, 1826:

Statement of monies received, and expenditures in-
curred at the following Land Offices, in 1822, '23,
'24, and the first three quarters of 1825.

Districts. Receipts. Expemlilurcs.
Vandalia, Illinois . . jSt5,023 85 ^-1 '^86 40
Little Rock, Arkansas 3,324 51 4,004 86
Ouachita, Louisiana . 4,040 77 4.189 16
St. Helena Court house, do. 3,500 00
Jackson Court house. Miss. 1,088 24 3^310 88

DIFFERENCE.
Districts. Against U. S. In favour U. S.

Vandalia, Illinois . . 4137 45
Little Rock, A ikansas $680 35
Ouachita, Louisiana . J48 39
St. Helena Court house, do. 3,500 00
Jackson Court house. Miss. 2,222 65
The above statement goes as far as the accounts

have been received. In the case of Little Rock, it

goes only to the SOlh of June, 1825.

Treasury Department, )
General Land Office, Sth Feb. 1826. J

Statement of surveys of public lands, received at the
General Land Office, to Jan. 182ii, irhich have not
been proclaimed fur sale, including land relinquish-
ed under the several acts of 1822, 1823, and 1824.
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Bv reference to Table III. it will be seen that the

population of the United States for 1S70, is est.

mated at 47,368,544, and comparing that with the_

same epoch in Table VI. it is shown that a period ol

less than 45 years from the present time, is suffi-

cient to give superior population to the central ba

sin. In lact, the ratio used in Table VI. is too low.

If the march of the emigrating column to the west

is not arrested by unforeseen causes, the prepon

derance will be in the basin of the Mississippi in

less than 40 years, or about 1865. And about that

epoch, the relative density of population will be, on

the Atlantic slope, 90 to the square mile, and on

the central basin 25. If every thing else is consi

dered equal, the capabilities of farther increase af-

ter 1865", or 1S70, will be as 9 to 21 in favour of the

central basin of North America over the Atlantic

slope; and when each section is peopled in propor-

tion to relative surface, the advantage ol the cen-

tral basin must have an excess, as SO to 22, or 20

to 11. The inference, if the correctness of these

data is admitted, is natural, obvious, and irresistible.

SFOXITING- OLIO.

and of the means of unfolding and perfecting the

inimal system, should forma part of general educa-

tion,—not merely for the sake of thi^ sjatem in it-

self considered; but still more for its connexion with

the intellectual and moral being, and for its direct

aid and subserviency, when properly trained and go-

verned, to these higher portions of our nature.

Another object of the paper will be, to render the

relations and intercourse between the physician, the

sick and their friends, more explicit and confiden-

tial, and their mutual eflfnrts to perform their re-

spective duties, more successful and satisfactory to

all concerned.

This paper is published weekly, each number

contains 16 octavo pages, makinsj 832 pages a year.

The annual price is $3,00 if paid in advance; #3,50

if paid after three months; and $4,00 if not paid

within the year.

rior Oil Stones, saturated with oil, Stc.—He is also
agent for Harris and Wilson's Patent Vertical Gris'
Mill. The subscriber also offers his services as ageii!

for those who may have secured to themselves patent=
for new and useful improvements that have been fully

tested, and proved worthy of public patronage, (and no
others need apply) in which case a full sized operative
machine must be furnished, if practicable, and well
authenticated authority for their improvements will

also be required. All orders and communications by
mail (post paid) will receive prompt attention.

JONATH.\N S. EASTMAN.
N. B. He will dispose of his patent right for his Cy-

lindrical Straw Cutter for any state in the United States,

except Maryland, New Jersey, Massachusetts and Rhode
Island, but cannot dispose of single countv rights.

J. S. £.

SIR ARCHIE.

As a racer or a blood horse. Sir Archie is inferior

to no horse ever bred or trained in this or any other

country. At New Market and elsewhere he has

beaten the following famous horses;—Wrangler,

Tom Tough, PalafoX, Minciva, Ratray, Gall.itin,

fee. also, Gen. Carneys celebrated racer Blank by

Citizen, never beaten before or since.

The above will ajipear by reference to a letter

now in my possession from Mr. Willian] R. Johnson,

who formerly trained and owned him, and from

which the following is an extract:

"I have only to say, that in my opinion. Sir Ar-

chie is the best horse 1 ever saw, and 1 well know

that I never had any thing to do with one that was

at all his equal, and this I will back, for if any horse

in the world will run against him at any half way

ground, (bur mile heats, according to the rules ol

racing, you may consider me five thousand dollars

with you on him. He was in good condilion this

fall, and has not run with any horse that could put

him at half speed towards the end of the race.

Yours, VV. R JOHNSON."

N. B The hon. J Randolph, by whom he was

bred, considers Rinaloo, one of the best sons of Sir

Archie, and superior to him in some respects, being

"free from some defects in Sir Archie's symmetry. "

SEED-WHEAT.
The crop of Early Rare-Ripe W heat, raised by Wil-

liam Gibson, Esq. in the neiKhbourhood of the oily, (the

seed for which was obtained from Mr. Tllghman,
Eastern Shore,) will be for sale at our warehouse, No.
Bowley's wharf, in the course of a few days. Persona

desirous of procuring very superior grain for seed, are

invited to call and examine the sample.

R. D. BURNS & NEILSON.

BAXiTZrHORE FHXCES CTTRaXiN'T.

Baltimore, Frid.w, August 3, 1827.

To the valuable repository, Of which the follow-

ing is the pros|iectuB, we have been indebted (or se-

veral articles of much interest—we shall be glad to

forward the names of any who may desire to sub-

scribe.

The Boston Medical Intelligencer.

Prospectus.—The primary oliject of this publica-

tion is to contribute to Ihe physical well-being of the

community. This is to be attempted by aiding pa-

rents in their endeavours to give their children good

health, and good con'titulions,—and by assisting

adults to preserve and inipi ove that frame and tempe-

irament with whicii their Creator has endowed them

Some knowledge of the strucluic and economy,

WHEAT FANS.
The publick are hereby informed that we keep a con

Stan! supply of our Patent Wheat Fans, ready made, of

good materials and workmanship. These Fans clean

very fast, anil arc not more liable to get out i.f order

than the old fashioned kind. We refer to the fullowin_

hishl> respectable certificates, which have been taken

from transient letters on biisniess. Our prict- is twen^-

five dollars, unless when made larger than usual, for

large estates—price thirty ddilars.

In Sloit,—Buckwheat, Millet and Turnip Seed, and

Seed Wheat—Garden Seeds and Implements of Husban-

dry generally. SINCLAIR Si MOOUE.

Wye House, July IG, 18 -'6.

Messrs. Sinclair Sf Moore,

I am very much pleased with the wheat fan I pur-

chased from you. :';k1 wish you to send me another in

every respect like it, with an union ridiie of the same

sized wire. I remain, your friend,

EUW.ARD LLOYD.

Messrs Sinclair &. Moore, Otirelt,.iu^. 24, ISib.

The wheat fan you sent me by Capt. Delahay, 1 con-

sider a very good one. Forty-one bushels of whue
wheat, oir a tieading yard, were chaffed in thirty-.. ne

minutes. I can say, without hesitation, that among the

great variety 1 have both seeli and tried, this fan is the

best constructed for the general use of farmers.

Respectfully, your friend,

N. GOLDSBOROUGH.

riinhimmon, Talbot co., M'uv. 24, 1826.

GENTLEHr.N,
The wheat fan I got of you is the best I have ever

use 1. Your friend,

TENCH TILGHMAN

Reported for ihe Jimerican Farmer, by Lewis Sutton Sf Co.

Tobacco is nearly as the last week, some small sales

are made every day, we think the dealers are not quite

as anxious to buy—Maryland continues scarce, Ohio
plenty. The shipping continue to take off Tobacco.

iVe noticed an error in the price of best White
Wheat quoted from us, in some of the papers, stating it

S-z cents, this was intended for Red Wheat.—We have

not known the best white to sell for much less than $1.00;

and often over that sura.

Tobacco—Seconds, as in quality, |i3.00 a 6 00—com-
mon crop, 3.60 a 4.' —Do. red, 4.50 a 4.7.'i—good red,

5.00 O6.50—Fine red, T.UO a S.00—Yellow and red,

I.OOo 10.00—Yellow, 6.50 a in.OO—Fine Vellow, IS.OOo

20.00—Virginia fat, 6.00 a S.00—Rappahannock, 3 50—
Kentucky, line, 3.50 a 6.00—do. wrapping, 1.00 a 8 00.

Flour—Howard-st. super, #5.00 n b.lZ^ -City mills,

•1.60 o 4.75—Susquehanna, *j4.i5 a 4.31-1— Best white

wheat family, §5.15 u 6.oO

—

Corn Meal, per bri. a. 76

—

Grain, best white v.'hcat, .95 a 1 00—do red, .80 o .82—
ordinary, good .75 re .78

—

Corn, .48 o .19

—

Rye, .50

—

Oats, .20 a .25—Beans, <;1.25 a 1.37^-Peas, .60—Clo-
ver seed, 4.00 a 4.5U— I'lMOTHY, 3.00

—

Barley, .90 «

1.00

—

Flaxseed, .90 -Cotton, Virginia, 9.00 a 10.00—

North Carolina, 10.00 a 11 00—Louisiana, 1 1.00 o IS.OO

—Missouri, 10.00 a 11.00

—

Wool, common 18.00 o

22.00—do. crossed, 20.00 a 22.00—half blood, 24.00 a

26.00—three-quarters, 28.00 u 30.00—full blood, 30.00 a

35.00—Bacon, best hams, 9.00 a 10.00— middlings, 6.50

oT.OO—hog round, 6.uOa6.50—Fisii, Herrings, 2.25a

2.5J—Mackerel, 4.50 a &.<iO oS.So—Shad. 6.00 a 7.00—

WHisKEY,per hhd. .29— per bbl .29 o30

—

Feathers, 28

(I 29

—

Live Stock, beef on the hoof, 4.50 a 5.00—Hogs,

do. 4.00—Lambs, 1.50 a 1.75.

AGRICULTURAL WAREHOUSE &, MANUFA(;T0RY
JVb. 36 Prait-streel, Baltimore.

The subscriber offers for sale at his Agricultural Ware-
house as -.ibiive, the following articles, viz: three liun-

dred well made and well assorted Ploughs, made of the

best inalenals, and on Gideon Davis' latest improve-

ments the merits of which are well known 1 1 the cub-

lie—Rhodes' Patent Shifting Mould-board and Hili^ide

I'loughs—Cast and Wrought Iron Cultivators— Broivn's

Vertical Spinners for spinning wool. Uis patented Cy-

lindrical Stravf Cutter, (which has never been equalled

in any country)—Washing Machines on an improved

and simple jdan—Patent Corn Shellers—Caststeel Axes

a^id Carpenter's Hatchets, Marrantcd—and very supe-

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
An Essay addressed to the Tobacco Planters, on the

cultivation and curing of that article for market—

A

Description of the Agriculture and Productions of Lou-

isiana, -Felix Pascalis of.New York on Silk Worms and

Mulberry trees—Letler from Lieut. Col. S. H. Long of

the United States Topographical i:,nginvers to Philip E.

Thomas, f.sq. on Rail-roads, with tables showing the

comparative advantages of Canals, Kail-roads, tec. itc.

—

Female Industry, work performed in one. year, by Mrs.

Freclove Drury- Poetry. Love in Paradise—Population

Tanles, from Darby's Geographical Dictionary, show-

ing the average increase of Population, &c. &c.—Sir

Archie and his son Rinaldo—Boston Medical Intelligen-

cer-Advertisements-Prices Current.

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

'

JOHN S. SKINISEK, Editor. by John D. Toy, cornel'

of St. Paul and Markct-sts., where every description

of Book and Job Printing is haud^omely executed.
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AajeLicvXiTURZi.

AGRICULTURE OF NEW ENGLAND.
(From the unpuhlishcd agriiuiltural correspondence of

G. W. Jeffreys, of North Carolina.)

Pilkfidd,.iugust6, IS01.

George Washington Jeffreys, Esa.

Sir.—Your favour of the I51h of July reached

me the 29th, and I avail myself of the first leisure

moment to answer it. It is with pleasure that I

comply with your request, not from the impression

that I can be very useful, hut from a disposition

which I have long indulged, of endeavourinj; to be

so. Being placed at the bead of the Berkshire As-

sociation for the promotion of Agriculture and M:

nufactures, has put it into my power to exercise on

nlargrd scale my prevailing disposition, and to loals are used with the prepared potatoes, for fattin

year, and the commencement of this season, have
occasioned Ihcse deficiencies. But the crops of
wheat, rye, peas, barley and oals, appear remarka-
bly well. The product will be large, and of a jrood

quality. The harvest is just beuinning. and is later

Mi;\n usual by about two weeks. The article potatoes.
are raised this year in uncommon quantities. They
arc not only necessary to us as food, but equally so

for faKing hogs and cattle, sheep, horses, &c. Ex-
perience has settled it, that they are doubly useful
liy boiling thera, or steaming (hem. They are usu-
:iily washed clean, and boiled in a large kettle, or
placed in large casks and steam passed in at the
lioltom of the cask, by which they are rendered soft

and dry, and fit for any use. Potatoes have been
increasing in use as their utility have become known
—and since the failure of our late crop of Indian
corn, have been used as a substitute. Peas and

execute several important arrangements, in refe

rence to these great and invaluable interests, on the

successful progress of which essentially depends the

'expectation of relief from snch einbarrassraents us

press severely on every part of our country, and of

our future welfare and advancement to that opu-

lence and independence so desirable to individuals

and to a nation. With reference to such an ini-

proved state of things, this society has laboured

constantly, and by all the means it possessed, ti/

excite a spirit of inquiry into our condition as a

nation, in all its reUliuns at home and abroad, and

to attract attention to the resources which our

souiitry possesses, to insure to all descriptions of

our citizens abundant wealth and happiness, and to

pork, cattle, &c We usually grind the peas and
oats coarsely, and swell the flour with hot water, or
boil the oats and peas soft. They are rendered
(!oiibly useful by this preparation.

7Vic grasses most in use in the north and east, are
English—red and white clover, herd's-grass, aud
red top. The English grass is valuable for hay,
but unless on a strong soil, or well manured, does
lot yield plentifully. Red clover is most valuabh'
lor hay, or pastures. It is best suited to a dry soil,

vill flourish in any season, whether wet or dry, hot
ir cold. It usually takes a deep root, and is well
alapted to your soil and climate. The best w.ay to

s)w it is with wheat, or rye, barley, &e. and plough
in quite shallow, and harrow it smooth and roll it

excite individuals to associate, and the nation to w\\ down with a roller drawn by a pair of horses.
patronize these eftbrls. To eSect these purposes,

associations have been promoted in every part of

the United States. The success of these endea-

vours has bei-n great, and perhaps exceeded expec-

tation. The associations for agricultural and ma-iof creatures of every kind, and especially hogs. It

nufactuiing purposes^are multipjying. and are be-l asually yields a great supply and continues throiiKh
^ " 1 ...^

. .. tde season fresh and good. White clover is only
5fd for pasturing, and is remarkably rich and va

Hie quantity sown to the acre, is usually from 8 to

10 pounds. It will continue about four years good,
t.id the land is then in the best state for a crop ol

wheat. This grass is very profitable for pasturina

coming active and influential. We already see t'

first and the best men of our country ilfv--"»e

them?«lvcs 1o »\io«o antpr|irizp< •" i.iir,'r'"ff 'h<-

measures to succeed our plans, a natival board nj

aarleidlure, has been deemed nece!s»ary. A.co-d-

ingly, at the last session of Cun^r'^ss, this Society

made an application for a la" '» ^rec' su<^h a" '""

stitution. and the bill for 'i "as prepared, and was

twice re;'.d and met the .general support, and would

have passed into a l?-* had the session have con-

tinued three davs Ir-iger. It will be resumed early

next session, and no doubt exists of its passing to a

law. This gre»t and useful measure was counte-

nanced by tlsi late President, and by the chief men

of either p""ty. Its success will produce great and

incalculaole benefits to the United States. It will

possess a general superintendance of our rural pur-

suits, and it will have the means of collecting all

the information which the world possesses on all

that relates to agriculture, and of spreading it over

the nation by the medium of the sub, or auxiliary

societies; and in turn, these societies vvill increase

the general mass of information of the board of

ao-riculture, by communications of such discoveries,

experiments and improvements, as their various and

numerous opportunities will afford. Thus, sir, a

system is arranged that promises unexampled suc-

cess and prosperity to every section of our country,

should we possess the requisite wisdom and energy

to give it a fair experiment. I have, sir, presumed

to offer these general remarks, before i made an

immediate reply to your inquiries, that you, and all

our worthy friends in the south, may be in posses-

sion of our views in the north, and determine for

themselves the propriety if sustaining them.

We are now in the n;idst of hay-making. The
season has delayed the usual time of this business

so*!l!*". 'iL'A'.l
'"'*'''•*' 1^'"'' °^ "'^ season. It may be

thirds the quantity of seed. Herd*s-gr<iss iS''ii/S;9''

lue next to red clover It grows tall and large, and

is a rich and durable grass. The pioper soil for it,

is any good yellow or brown mould or soil, or clay,

or land that is low, flat and rather wet. This may
be sowed like the others, or harrowed in, which is

preferable. The quantity sown on an acre is usual-

ly from six to eight quarts; however, from four to

six will do well in a good soil This is an excellent

grass for hay, and is easily made. Our farmers

more commonly mix the red clover and hcrd's-giast

where they stock land. It makes the croti stand U|i

better, and cattle seem to like the mixture better.

The proportions commonly are, six pounds of do
ver and two quarts of herd's-grass. I recommend
these grasses and the mixture to your trial. Ou
late father of the country, the immortal Wasliin;;-

ton, was among the first to adopt these grasses, and

to cultivate them most extensively on his plantation.

They fully answered his expectation, and were ex-

tremely profitable.

Red tap grass is peculiarly fitted to low, wet,

swamp land. It is a tall, rich, and good grass for

cattle, and yields abundantly. It is usually sown
after clearing such lands, and harrowed in, at the

rate of from four to six quarts the acre. It will al-

ways remain good, if not cut too early. It should

be cut when :jO far ripe as that some of the seed

will shell. Clover must be cut when it turns and

begins to seed. It must be made with care, and not

dried too much. Herd's-grass shi'uld be cut when
the seed begins to set, and cured moderately.

These grasses are all much benefited by manure

three weeks. The crops of grass are not so large as We use common barn-yard manure, well rotted;

Ibnii.-ily. The cold aad dry weather of the last |
also ashes, leached and unleacbed; lime, and plais-

No. 21.—VOL. 9.

tor, or syiisum. We also use compounded ma-
nures, called ronjpost, made of earth taken from
low places, or ditches, ponds and swamps; the mat-
ter of the clii|' yard, and from every spot where
rich, decayed luattir may be found; the top of com
mon earth to the depth of the soil; ashes, lime, and
barn-yard matter, all thrown together, and mixed
with the plough or shovel, and then lieape<l and
siifTered to rest through the season, only plou<>-hin"-
it down, say once, and heaping it. By this proce^
it will become veiy strong, and is the best kind of
manure. It should be carried out in the fall on the
wheat fallow, and ploughed in when the wheat is

sown; or used in the spring, which is preferable. It
will answer for any crop. We have recently dis
covered marls in this town and county, in [ilenty.

This discovery trill prove of immense value to us.
It is usually fourd in low. Hat lands, near the mar-
gin of ponds and lakes, and rivers. In your coun-
try, it would be more valuable than the mines of
Potosi. It is a species of manure suited to almost
every soil and climate. It will be well to search for
it. It usually will be found near the surface of the
earth, or within twelve or eighteen inches depth.

Our domestic animals, in summer, are uniformly
kept in pastures, with enclosures, and salted once
or twice a week. Sheep are usually pastured on
high lands, and such as are pretty dry, and have
thick short grass. Our horses are kept much in the
same way. Cows for the dairy, and fatting cattle
are kept in other pastures by themselves, and have
the best feed. White and red clover constitute the
best pastures; but many of our pastures have a
mixture of natural grasses that answer well for all
sorts of animals. \Vlien cold weather approaches,
and the earth does not yield food lor the stock, they
are driven to pens or yards adjoining some barn, or
place where the forage is deposited; adjoining
which yards there are commonly in this climate
some sligbt sheds, with racks to contain the fo-
rage, and below and under them a sort of trough,
made of boards, to save what fine and valuable
stuff may fall J"i:q{n the racks. Our best plea-
sure and

'^;°:^;;r in proper staeie^WR? 'i'"' K»e
raiW^Arp, And fed at rileasure. Our forage consists
of hay, wheat, rye, DaiK.j, «-. .,„^^„_ ",.. J
corn stalks, including the top and bottoms; alio'X'he

husks taken from the Indian corn, and all the chaffs

from the threshed grain. These are usually fed out

several limes during the day, in small quantities, so

that nothing be wasted. The milch cows, and

working horses, and oxen, and fatting creatures, are

kept on the best forage; often fed with grain or

potatoes twice a day. The young cattle, and stock

not used, are carefully fed on the poorer forage,

with salting, or sprinkling of brine on the forage

once or twice a week. This treatment will preserve

the animals all in good flesh, and will make the young
stock th]ive,grow and improve, which is all-import

ant during the winter season. Our sheep, during

the winter and cold, arc kept in yards open to the

air and winds, with slight sheds to cover them from

storms. These yanls are furnished with racks and

mangers under (hem to secure the forage, which

sheep are apt to waste. These racks are made of

small teeth, or standards, so near to each other, as

only to admit the sheep's nose. The mangers save

that which falls from the racks, and may be used to

feed them once or twice a week with Indian corn,

oats or potatoes. We so manage our sheep as not

to have them drop the lambs until about the last of

April Your climate will admit of an earlier time.

The sheep like pea straw and oat straw much, and

the tops of Indian corn.

We fat our hogs on boiled, or steamed potatoes;

boiled pumpkin, lat meal and Indian corn meal all

mixed together, and made into a mush. We also

use peas, boiled, or soaked or ground in the same

mixture; occasionally feeding some Indian corn, and



tuwanis ihe iast str>ge ol the (M\n» we Ubc Indian

corn chiefly, lor a lew days, and cold water for

drink. Tiiis process will make hogs large and lat,

and well flavoured. .

We have been making great improvements in ine

breed ol our hogs, and "have, at last, probably suc-

ceeded as well as we c.uld expect. We now have

what is called the grassfed swine, which are easily

sustained, for they will keep in good order on clo-

ver or other good grass; and in winter they will live

in the yard with the cattle, on very little of other

coarse and cheap looii. '1 hey can easily be made

to weigh from 200 to 3oO lbs.

During the period of grass, we feed little or no

Tain to our work horses on the farm; but usually

feed them with oats, when on journics to market.

IVie sheep we now possess have been improved

remarkably by the importation of Spanish sheep,

and by selecting our breeds and crossing them unid

our flocks have become extremely valuable and nu-

merous. Our flocks now contain from 50 lo 1500;

and some have more than five thousand, in conse-

quence of these acquisitions, we have now a quan-

tity of wool larger than our own consumption. It sells

from S3 to 100 cents a pound, as its quality is. We
possess numerous establishments for manufacturing

this wool. We have three in this town; with one ol

which 1 am connected. We manufacture much

broad cloths, and of an excellent quaUly, and are

well approved in the market We can rival loreign

cloths, and do sell cheaper, when fair sales are

made. Manufactures of various commodities, to a

great value, are produced in this and other parts ol

New England. Nothing is requisite to give ihein

perfect success, and to render our country indepen-

dent of Europe, but the same measures of protec-

tion which the powers of Europe have adopted to

promote the same manufactures among themselves.

This protection, we confidently expect, Congress

will provide at the next session; and should it hap-

pen, it will become an tra distinguished for the most

auspicious prospects for our agriculture. It then

would never fail of producing to the .armer and

proprietor an adequate conyif^•^' -" '"of a" capital

invested .jyj.'Jr'g^^f economy, in the use ol our lorage,

^'i "il>r HSR of rarl-" •-' —""gers, various inv

MS/S^°ave been resorted to, to prepare the forage

for consumption—particularly the several kinds of

straw. In consequence of the scarcity of forage in

New England, and its great advance in price dur-

ing the last three or four years, the Massachusetts

Society for promoting agriculture, offered a hand-

some premium lor the. invention of some machine,

by which our forage of every kind might be better

fitted for the consumption of animals. In conse-

auence of this notice, a Mr. Hotchkiss invented a

machine, called a straw cutter, and offered it to the

society. An experiment was made of it, and it was
adopted, and the premium paid. It proves to be an
acquisition of Ihe greatest benefit to all who keep

any sort of domestic animals. 'J'he last season we
made a full and perfect experiment, and we have
recommended the invention, and it has gone into

general use. Several improvements have been add-

ed to the original invenlion; and several other in-

ventions have been offered for the same purpose,

which claim great merit, and may answer as well,

and cost less. The expense of these machines is

'rom j>12 to $25. They are simple, firm, and will

endure long use. The saving in forage is about one

hall. Experiment will decide it, bj using a given

Bumber of pounds of hay, or other forage, to certain

animals, uncut, and then an equal quantity cut. It

cuts up all forage very fine, so as to reduce it to

mere chaff. In this way we cut our good and poor

hay, and mix them; also nil sorts of straw, and par-

ticularly com stalks, in which there is the greatest

saving. This, in your country, would prove no or-

dinary acquisition. We use in feeding our cows

AMEUICAN FARMER. [Auousr 10, 1S27.

athercd in autumn, or left lo stand for the use of
your sheep antTcaltle during the winter. They will

use them very readily; and your climate is favoura-

ble for such roots to stand out. This mode of feed-

ing sheep is commoiily in practice in Great Britain,

and will answer in every climate where cold mode-
rately prevails and thaws are frequent.

The farming implements used in New England,
I should suppose, would be equally useful to you.

Such as our ploughs, of different sizes and structure;

our several kinds of harrows; and our rollers to

smooth land and securt- the crops which the winter

colds may have thrown up and exposed to the sur-

face of the earth In Dean's Dictionary you will

learn how to build this implement. The cost is tri-

fling, and it is a most useful article. We use rakes

to gather our hay, and scythes to cut it. We use

cradles to cut our grain. Thi.s is a most useful im-

plement, and a man can perform as much work with

it as four can by sickles. I suppose you use horsei

and mules to perform your work. The latter will

best answer your purpose, and you can obtain them
in this quarter in great numbers, and at fair prices.

Our people furnish, yearly, large numbers for Ma-
ryland and Virginia Can you use oxen, as we do,

for ploughing and tilling the fields? We prefer oxen,

and they are more commonly used by our best far-

mers. Horses are more expensive and worthless

when old. But oxi-n may be latted at any age, and

are always vaUnible. I will now close my letter, for

I fear your patience will be exhausted 1 ought to

apologize for writing in so desultory a manner; but

my avocations have led to it.

1 am, vvith great consideration.

Your humble servant,

THOMAS GOLD.

and horses, a small quantity of oat, or Indian meal,ny the Swedish turnips, and the common lurnips of

thrown on to the chart', first sprinkling it with water. New England. They might be sowed in fields, and

This mode of feeding has proved as u^elul, and, in- " '

'

deed preferable to the best of hay. We have also

small mills, to operate by hand or by horse power, or

water, to grind an) sort of grain for these uses. VVc

have also a new invented machine for threshing grain,

»hich operates rapidly, and with small expense in

labour. These two inventions would be valuable

acquisitions to your country; indeed, I believe the^

are in.use in Maryland and Virginia. '

As aids to direct you in all the details of gotfd

and profitable rural management, permit me to r^

comm.nd to your examination, "Dean's New Enj

land Farmer, or Georgical Dictionary." Also, the

"Massachusetts Agricultural Repository and Jout-

nal;" which contain a vast collection of useful mat'

ters for the last twenty years. Also the Pennsylva-

nia Journal, and collection of valuable papers on'

the same subjects, compiled under the Agricultura

Society of that state, at Philadelphia, of vvhic

Judge Peters has been, and yet is the presided

'i hese essays and collections of experiments suite

to our soil and climate, will furnish you with almost^

all that is known in relation to agriculture, and our

domestic animals. And in reference to our animalsJ

1 recommend to you Lawrence's treatise on this inv

portant department of our pursuits. ,

1 have now, 1 believe, touched on all the subject^

of your inquiry. 1 have endeavoured to aiisw^

your purposes, and if am understood, you will ha\p

a pretty correct idea of the state of things heri,

and of our most improved modes of managing o^r

rural employments. 1 do not imagine that I ha"^

communicated any thing new, or unknown to yo

I may have the satisfaction of furnishing you withji

sketch of New England husbandry. It will, sir,irj

ford me pleasure to retain your correspondence, am

to be ready, as I am disposed, on every occasion, ti

be useful to you. At present, the funds of our so-

ciety are not equal to our wishes, or to the pi blicV^

exigencies. W^e have a moderate annual grant"

Irom our state to aid us, and we usually expend s6W;

yearly. As soon as our ]ate„isa(j,J|'\rj\:y"c''o^6''f<iera-

Gle" aids from government. Situated as we are, we
shall diligently and faithfully pursue our object; and
although we shall not surround our course with thai

brilliancy of glory which has been attached to mili-

tary and political pursuits, we shall not fail of laying

the foundations of national and individual wealth

and independence, which shall become as impe-
rishable as are the great resources of nature.

1 shall be much obliged to hear from you the pre-

sent state of your agriculture, and of your manu-
factures, and of your prospects of success in these

great pursuits.

The above books referred to may be had at Bos-
Ion and Philadelphia. I often read the Georgics
of Virgil, which were written expressly by him
to reanimate the prostrated spirit of his countrymen
after long and destructive civil wars, and to excite

them to resume with energy their rural affairs.

—

Those books contain nearly all the essential modes
of good farming which are used at this day. If

you have never read them, tbey will delight and in

form you. If you have forgotten them by non-use,

as is too much the practice among scholars, it will

renfw your former satisfaction in retracing them.
They will be found in both Latin and English. Be-
fore I clese my letter, it occurs to me to recommend
to you the cultivation of the Scarcity Wort, so call-

ed. It is now coming into use, and is by far the

most profitable root raised. It produces a large top

and may be cut for cows and animals about the

house, two or three times the season, and the root

grows very large, and may be fed to your creatures.

You can procure the seed at Philadelphia. Judge
Peters highly approves of this cultivation.

1 would also recommend to you to cultivate large-

(From the Richmond Enquirer.)

TO THE TOBACCO PLANIERS.
(Concluded from page 154.)

rill.3ci.<u 111 HOGSHEAD.
The lea\os in the bundles, which should not con-

tain more tha^, t.jur to six, should be arranged
straight and paralW with each other, not folded one
withm another—noi fo, the leaves in one bundle to
mix with those of anothor. Some planters are in
the habit of packing their ".undies very straight in
large bmks, and pressing theaj down tvith heavy
weights in proper order for pressing in hogsheads:
and when they pack them in hogs"»eads, turn them
up edgewise, and pack the flat sides ilose together,
edges up, which causes the bundles in sampling to
come out very straight, and of a very handsome ap-
pearance. This is the best mode.
As many of the essential properties of this deli-

cious plant are very volatile, the sooner it is well
cured and pressed in hogsheads, the better, and the
hogsheads cannot be too tight. And when a crop
comes in early, and can be well cured in autumn,
and pressed in hogsheads at that season, it should
be done. It will be more potent, contain more sta-

mina, and retain more of the fragrant and odorife-

rous essences, as it will imbibe much more of them
in autumn than at any other season of the year, be-

cause the atmosphere contains more at that season
than any other, in consequence of there being more
imparted to the air from the decline of vegetation

at that period, when the vegetable kingdom renders

up to Ihe atmosphere, much of the valuable, and
most of the dehcious excellencies, to the transmi-

grating elements of heat, moisture and air; and as
tobacco has very attracting powers, and great capa-

city to receive, it has very great influence over

those substances which dying and decaying vegeta-

tion throws out to the winds, through the agency of

caloric wnd moisture. I have never known tobacco

in hogsheads to be so exquiiitely fine and high fla-
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Touredas that which had been pressed late in au-

tuma. It isj therefore, an error, in ray opinion,

when it can be avoided, to let it stay out of the

hogshead during the winter. It will be continually

losmg during its exposure to the air, either in bulk

or otherwise. As the air circulates twenty to thirty

feet below the surface of the earth, you must agree

that it circulates much more in a bulk of tobacco,

and much more in a bulk than in a tight hogshead,

when hard pressed. The winter and spring winds

get so many washings from rain, that they become

thin, poor and hungry, and will feed upon almost

every thing. The autumn winds, on the contrary,

get lat from the dying and decaying vegetation, and

have much to part with to all attracting bodies.

Thus the fall is the most unhealthy for man, and

most nourishing to tobacco.

STRIPPING AWD ASSORTINO.

The four lop leaves that are good and perfect,

(not ragged,) nod nearly of the same size, should all

be put together to m.ike the first class, as they will

always be the best when ripe; and the others should

be assorted in the same manner as to size and qua-

lity. The mixing of large and small, good and bad,

gives a bad appearance and causes a crop to sell

for a much less average than if assorted. There is

now too much experience in almost every neigh-

bourhood to doubt this assertion.

SUBSTANCE AND TBXTPRE.

Many incorrect opinions have been expressed by

planters, of late, respecting these two qualities. I

have heard, with regret and surprise, a great many
say, that a yellow, thin, hickory leaf substance was

very much in demand, and has commanded the

highest prices. This is one of the most erroneous

opinions in circulation, and 1 will attempt to ac-

count lor its origin. Several manufacturers have,

of late, selected the. bright, rich, sweet, delicate to-

bacco of very high flavour, and although thin a<'d

delioate, yet rich, liut cbieHy of the oil spirit, and

saccharine constituents. And as manulactiving has

increased, and this kind of leaf diminished, the

competition for it has been great, aorf caused many

sales to be made, of late years, at two, three, IJur

and five dollars per hundred, above the average top

of the market for other export qualities; and, al-

though that kind is suitable, and is, perhaps, the

best for exportation, our manufacturers generally

outbid the exporters.

When high salfs of this kind have been made at

verv high prices, I have seen planters in a kind of

indignant, contemptuous manner, pick out some of

the poorest leaves, and gay—this is the kind of stuB

you want, and for which jou give such high prices;

and for my thick, rich, substantial, real tobaccn,

you will give only about half: 1 can easily make
such as you want on any of my poor land—which

is a very erroneous opinion. Moue but new ground

or high land, well manured with vegetable matter,

such as stiaw, leaves, and the like, is competent to

prnduce such. And although this kind of tobacco

is rather thin, and appears poor to the superficial

eye, it is, nevertheless, rich, and of the most deli-

cate and delicious ingredients just mentioned; and

having less of those gross, potent, strong, cloying

substances peculiar to the low grounds, and rich

cow-penned highlands or lots of stable manure.
But as 500 to lOoO hhds. per annum,of such to-

bacco would now more than supply the American
deuiand, the latter quantity would so tar glut the

markets, as to put down the prices of such even
with, if not lower^ than the other best export quali-

ties, because France, which o( late years pays high-

er prices than any other country, wants the vei>

richest in every respect, the most potent and fra-

grant, to mix and give substance and Havour to the

indigenous of their country; the culture of which
was greatly increased during Napoleon's continent-
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al blockading, non-commercial system, and has
since been continued under the regulations of the
government of France.
Texture is very important. A close, fine grain is

very requisite, and cannot be acquired from a quick,
rapid, luxuriant growth, which always [roduces
coarse grain, and open, spongy texture. Rich, low
grounds are more disposed to those defects than
any other, because they contain a greater humidity
of air than high land of equal fertility. But I have
seen low ground crops of very dry years, some of
them from the James river bottoms, that was of the
middle sized leaf, (owing to the drought,) not too
large nor too coarse, cured of the fat lightwood co-
lour, of fine grain, and close, good texture, and of
middling good flavour, which might have been very
much improved in flavour, by curing on high land,
in the purer state of air. Planting closer, topping
and priming higher of seasonable years, would pro-
duce the same good results, and make more leaves
and heavier crops than the common mode.
As some of you agree that high topping, high

priming, and priming gradually, according to the
growth, will cause the growing to continue two to

three weeks longer, and produce smoother, smaller
leaves of finer texture, I hope others will profit by
this information; at least all who have strong, rich
land, and have been in the habit of wide planting,
low topping, and making it large and coarse, w hicfa

never commands the best prices.

Erroneous opinions have also gone into circula-
ticn on this part of the subject. Some think it

should be pressed in hogsheads, in soft, damp or-
der, so as to give it a motley, dapple, or pie-bald
cclour: as these are the effects of bruising or parch-
ing in firing, it is an error to press in that order.
Others think it cannot be pressed too dry; which
ofimion is often expressed by purchasers, and is also
erroneous, and has induced many to press it too
diy. It should be pressed in just such order as to
c.iuse lue leaves lo auucn;, vr.ii „„. i„ui„^, ,._

come dapple, motley, or pie-bald. And it should
never be handled nor pressed, but in soft, mild, hu-
mid weather. Nay, indeed, there is no certainty of
ever pressing it in proper order when the wind is

Irom any northwardly or westwardly point between
N. N. E. and W. S. W. That is to say, the north-
wardly and westwardly winds are too dry and
harsh.

The safest and best weather is under the south-
wardly winds, the nearer due south the better, be-
cause the softer. The proper order for striking

and pressing, is in soft, humid southern weather,
when the leaf will just barely yield to the pressure
and squeeze ef the hand without crumbling; and it

should always lie some time in bulk before pressed
in hogsheads, to get out of the curls and contrac-
tions from drying. By lying till the moisture on
the surface gets diffused, the leaves will unfurl, ex-
tend and expand measurably, and become smoother.
Tlien pre.'is it, if you find it will adhere without
bruising. If not, it should be bung up, and go
through the same process again.

The wax, gum, and saccharine matter are formed
on the upper side of the leaf, and protects it from
the sun in growing, and neutralizes and m .difies

the acrimonious and corroding tendency of the sti-

mulants and acids, salts, &c. w hen used.
The wax, gum, and Saccharine matter, becoming

dissolved and washed off by rains, when the plant
is ripe or nearly so, causes the leaf to burn by the
first hot sun, and induces the planter to cut the

plants in this state of poverty, to save them from
total loss and destruction. There is a partial reme-
dy for this dilemma: whenever the growing season
of the year is not too far advanced for nature to

re-act, repeat and make another effort, which she is

always very kindly disposed to do, if within her

power. But, if she is too far advanced, and on the
verge of frost, the following remedy will not be un-
availing:

When such a washing shall have taken iilace.
commence as soon as possible, even before the raiu
ceases, and cut a part of each plant, say half, and
set them bottom upwards, each on its own phint, and
there let them remain till the weather clears off
and the sun kills the cuttings sufficiently for re
moval.and then do the bestyou can with them.
This partly cutting, and covering the lower hall
with the upper, protects the lower awhile from the
sun, and thus reducing the size of the plant, gives
the standing part all the support from the rool
which will often send up sufficient nutriment to sup
port and protect the standing half from too 'rea^
injury from the sun. And whenever a planter"find,
his plants nearly ripe, and apprehends much rain
and feels confident that it will take place, he should
put all his force to this partial cutting and turnin"
up, as he well knows that a plant, bottom upwards"
injures very little by washing, as the substances
which yield to solution are chiefly on the other
(upper,) side, and the upper half thus turned up
covers and protects the lower half very much from
washing. And although 1 have heard of but few
experiments, the reasonableness of the thin" ap
peais so clear and conclusive, that no one should
doubt so far as to refuse to make a fair experi
ment. '

WOOD FOR HOGSHEADS.

Too little attention has been given to dry ce.i
soned iimber for headin-s and staves. It should be
seasoned thoroughly dry. The moisture in green
wood contains an acrimonious and corrosive acid
lar more deleterious and destructive than so much
water. And very great injury and loss has often
been sustained by green hogsheads, and partly
green. "^

•'

Fear not.je planters of Virginia, that vou will
ever over-stock <lie woiia ™:.i, c„' ,„,„

'
,

.. -.^ -u-.e the price. The more r°'
^"'^

make, the less wUl be^ made in Bu^pe aSV.^^ili"
countries, not indigenous nor so congenial to its
production.

The low, dull state of the markets for the com-
mon and inferior, is not the result of loo much; it

IS the consequence of our inferior quality, but little
or no better than what is made on the continent
of Europe, which comes in competition with our
inferior.

Make more, better; make all good, and you will
get good prices for all. But 1 have heard some of
you say, not so. To such I beg leave to reply, bv
asking, is inferior tea cheap because there is too
much tea? If all the India tea were good, all would
command good prices. We can raise tea also, but
our country and climate forbids our making it so
fine and Ir grant as that which is made in India.
Just so wilh all the tobacco which may be made in
countries and climes not indigenous nor congenial
to the m.ixunum of its perfection.

If any one country or clime halli a decided na-
tural advantage over any other in the production
of any aMicie. as is eminently the case with India
as to tea, and America as to tobacco, the result
would inevitably be, that a whole crop made in the
grealest perlection in the country most congenial
to its production, will be wor.h more than if a
part were line and a part inferior— because that
which may be made in countries less favourable,
will compete more with the inferior than with the
fine.

If I am incorrect in this hypothesis, I yield all

pretensions to logic. But if you admit my reason-
ing to be correct, go on to perfection an<l profit by
your improvements, which is the wish anil desire of

Your friend,

FREDERICK ORONOKCE.
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WOOL.
We learn tliat (he sjreater part of the fine wool

in Goshen, Ashficld.and other towns in that vicini

ty, has been sold lo Messrs. Kendal & Russell, of

Greenfield, at from 38 to 40 cents per II). It is re

ported that Inrge quantities of good Merino wool

i'rom the state of i^evv York, have been sold at the

factories in Connecticut, at from 28 to 35 cents. It

is I) lieved that the fine wool (exclusive of Saxonj',)

sold in New England the present season, h;is not

averaged over 35 cents a pound; and that most of

Ihe wool growers have not received more than one
dollar a head for Ihe trouble and expense of keep-

ing their sheep twelve months.

The destruction among sheep the last winter and
spring by worms in the head, scab, foot-rot, &,c. »vas

-unprt cedented; great numbers of the lambs also

perished— in some flocks more than half The ma-
lady among the lambs, is supposed by some to have

been caused by the ewes feeding on beech nuts,

which were very abundant the last season. An in

telligent wool-grower, in the western part of this

cour.ty, is of opinion that the number ol sheep in

Old Hampshire and Berkshire, is less now than it

was twelve months ago.

In England, the wool-growers are petitioning par

liament for protection to the wool trade Sir E.

Knatchbull stated in the House of Commons, on

the 18th of May, that (here was no market for Bri

tish wool, and that the whole stock of Ihe last two

years was on hand. He wished to know if the

ministers intended to bring forward any measures

for the benefit of the wool-growers Mr. Huskis-

son replied, that he did not believe lliat any tax

upon foreign wool would he proposed.
[Hump. GuzeUe.

FELI.ENBERG SCHOOL AT HOKWYL.
Extract of a letter from John Murriy, Esq.

St)',- You have in a late number of the Garden-

er's Magazine, m '''> """'•? y°"'; notices of f.,-

.„;„„ nuUl'calions, adverted to the '-Mnaies .ign-
'"rrae KwUte,^' as containing an account of the

\ ery interesting establishment of M. Fellenberg at

Hofwyl. As I visited these magnificent arrange-
ments on the 26lh August, 1825, perhaps a succinct

notice may not be uninteresting I urn unwilling,

however, to trespass on your valuable pages further

than to give a very sumnjary account of what I per-

sonally witnessed; especially as there are numerous
publication filled with details of these peaceful and
interesting .scenes

"The agricultural implements, which are entirely

made on the spot, are numerous, varied, and com-
plete, including all Ihe ingenuity of the most recent
invention. There is a fine dairy, lliougb none but

ordinary cheese is made. The milk is preserved
in shallow (rays of wood, in subterranean cellars,

and the floors frequently sprinkled with water, to

keep them cool. There are fifty milch cows, ivhich

are regularly curried down and dressed like horses;

fourteen hor.^es, and fourteen oxen for labour, whiili

are particularly large, of the Frihourg breed. Li-
quid manure is duly appreciated, and holds its pro-

per place in the economy of agriculture, which is

not merely theoretic, but practical, and that too on
a magnificent scale.

"On our visit we found that the greater part of
the pupils had set out on their annual pedestrian
excursion, via Neufchatel, under the care of one ol

the classic tutors. We were informed that there
were then ninety-nine scholars. Of these fifteen

were English, ten Scotch, including two sons of
the eccentric Mr. Owen, who had twice visited Hof-
wyl; two Ru^sinns. one Greek, several Danes,
Swedes, and Gernians; the rest French and Swiss.
There were, of course, no Spaniard.^ Twenty-one
masters teach the languages, belles-lettres, arith-

metic, natural- philosophy, chemistry, botany, agri-

culture, &c. There are five professors for the va-

rious accomplishments, as music, drawing. Sic. In

the saloon for music, we noticed two kettle drums,
a grand piano forte, &c.; and on a large black

board were chalked lines and notes, for Ihe use of

beginners They have a concert every month. The
various compartments for instruction are arranged
with judgment and method; in fact, nothing can

be well conceived more complete than the loute eih

scmhle of this very extraordinary establishment.

—

There is a chapel that serves at once for Protestant

and Catholic worship: for the former, the altar and

imagery of Catholicism are most judiciously con

cealed from view, being shut up in a convenient

case.

"The beds where the pupils repose are elegantly)

neal, and all subordinated to health and comfort,"'

each insulated compartment has its corresponding

closet. In the salle a manger, or dining room, is i

closet which descends, by means of machinery, intj)

the kitchen beneath, and is wound up again loadefl

with its covers. Even in the kitchen for the work-

ing people, we noticed a Papin's digester. Proper
houses and rooms are appropriated for tailors, sho'-7

makers, &c.; and we found the carpenters and me^

chanics at their respective labours The children

of the poor have gratuitous instruction. A largf

building is appropriated to horseman'-hip and vi-

rions gymnastic exercises, and for the latter theijs

are also erections of wood, &.C. without. There js

a plot of ground allowed to each pupil for a gai-

deii, in which he may exercise his own taste: there

were new edifices being erected for variou.s pm
poses, and M. Fellenberg superintended them ii

person.

"A French Count was very polite to us; even i\

excess. '

'• This is a truly peaceful scene. How different

that which follows the footsteps of the warrior com'
pared to this? 'Lbi, solitndinem faciunt, hie pacem
appellant.'"

r.-. .^ ..111^ u, iiunvyi IS calculated to m fuse

into the toils of the student the sweets of recreative
enjoyment; 'labor ipse voluplan' I found M Fel-

lenberg mild and courteou.-, intelligent and polite.

To say more of such an estimable character would
be vvaste of praise. We left this beautiful domain
with regret, to visit Count d'Erlach at Hindlebank,
to whoni I had an introduclion, often conlemplatinu'
the magnificent appearance of the estiblisliment of
Hofwyl in the distant prospect.

—

[Gard. Mag.

erous that I had to have them swept off the pile
of wheat. This year I have not discovered one in
Ihe barn or granary. As this insect is very inju-
rious to Ihe southern farmer, I shall be much grati-
fied if I should be instrumental in discovering a
preventive; and being much pleased in reading your
useful paper, you will confer a favour in publishing
the above. WALTER McCONWEL.

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
Sir, Columbia county, Geo., July 24, 1827.

The prospect of crops in the south, as far as i

have seen or heard from, is gloomy, having beea
again vi>iled by a severe and distressing drought.
The cotton crop, in particular, is very small for the
season, and a very light crop is promised.

aOB.TZCirXiTT7RB.

WHITE WHEAT.
Mr Skinner, July 23, 1S27.

I have now in possession, sent me from Wilming-
ton. Delaware, sixty-seven grains of sound, plump
white wheat, and which weigh two pennyweights
seventeen grains. How many grains of Ihe best
wheat which is sold in the Baltimore market, will

it require to make the same weight?
Your obed't serv't, F.

TO PREVENT WEEVIL FROM DESTROY
ING WHEAT.

Guilford county, ^ C. July 23, lS-'7.

J. S Skivnkr, Esq.

Sir,—Having discovered in your valuable paper,
that a "Farmer of Ohio" recommends alder leaves
to be spread over the vvheat, to keep that destruc-
tive insect off, called weevil, I tried it in 1826, but
it had not the desired effect I had my wheat taken
out of the granary, and had brimstone melted and
dropped over the door and set on fire; so soon as it

quit blazing, I had the wheat put back in the gra-
nary. The next day they appeared as numerous as
usual One week after.! paiil a second visit to the
granary; behold, the pirates were dead, and so nu-

AMERICAN SILK.
.J S. Skinner, Esu

Sir,—An absence of several weeks has prevented
my giving you the result of my observations this
ye.ir on the cultivation of silk, till the present time.
Although 1 had a much greater number of woiraf
this year than last, and lost no opportunity of mak-
ing observations, 1 was able to make but few disco-
veries, and those of but trifling practical conse-
quence, in addition to my observations published in

the Farmer last year. I pursued the plan then laid

doiMi, and found all deviations from it useless, if

not ditrimental. This year's observations have con-
firmed me in the opinion, that, as in all the works
to which nature lends so immediate and so import-
ant a hand, simplicity is the most conspicuous fea-

ture in the best plan fur the cultivation of silk; and
those who endeavour to make it appear otherwise,
^'^' a real injury to their country, by besetting it

with So many Hiffii-iilties, intricacies and mysteries,
that pe(^,ile generally, and particularly the farmers,
;to whom the cultivation of the cocoons, in my
opinion, approrriately belongs,) fly from it as they
wouVJ from the latioiir of decvphering a manuscript
ofEgjplian hieroglyphUs Every item of (he work
is simple; the simplest ch^Id of five years may be
instructed in five hours to perform it, up to the ga-
thering of the cocoons, when (lie labour of the pro-
fesseil manufacturer ought to besin, by purchasing
the cocoons of Ihe farmers, .-vnd iKbricating there-
from cloths and threads. The truth of one fact,
however, I have sufficiently proved by experiment.
Every farmer can make a pound of sewing silk u ith

the same labour that the making of a pound of flax
thread requires; and from one to ten pounds cat. be
made by every farmer, without, scarcely, any addi-
tional labour or expense in the management of his

farm; because it will occupy the time of the fe-

males and children when they would not be other-
wise employed.
From my worms of last year, I saved the eggs of

eight; five females and three males—which, as I

estimated, amounted to about fifteen hund'cd.

—

During the hot weather of the summer and l.ll, I

kept them in a cold, dry cellar; and in the winter,

some weeks of which, it will be remembered, »ere
severely cold, they were kept in a bureau, in a
chamber where fire was seldom used On the 15th
April last, about which time there were a few d^ys
of very warm weather. I examined the eggs, and
found that they were all hatched, and the little in-

sects, about the size of the smallestof Ihe little red
ants (hat infest our kitchens, were in active motion,
seeking food I immediately went to thf mulberry >

trees, to see if there was a possibility of obtaining^;

leaves, and found that the little h-aves had also just

burst the bud; they were of the size of the smallest

clover leaf This is another instance of the exact
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neas tvith ivhich nature adapts all licr works to hf r

purposes. Having obtairnd tlie food for them, thty

were managed in tlie usual .vay, till about the first

of May. when a spell of severe cold weather de-

stroyed all but about six hundred; and these 1 only

saved liy keepine: a tire in the room. Without any

Other accident, the remaining, worms passed ihroiiah

the several stages, moulting, &c to the spiiming of

their silk; and, in due time, left their cocoons, and

deposited their egg,s. which I now have in a state of

pre^ervatlon for another year's use The cold wea-

thir, which destroyed sn many of my worms, had

thr • fieet of retarding; the progress of those that

sun ivrd, fully nine days—the usual time from leav-

ing the egg Id the commencement of spinmng.be-

int: lliirty-"ix days, and that occupied by these be-

ini; from the \b(U April to the 3 1st JMay. It is there-

fore ailvisable. in this climate, where we have fre-

qiii nt spells ol folil weaiher in April and the fore

p:iil of May, to dilay the bringing out of the worms

frnm the eggs, till the middle of May—certainly till

the tirst.

As it respects more than one crop of worms in a

year, i am pretty well convinced, that for the pur-

puMS of silk manufacture, they will not be profita-

blf. But it is all important ^hat several crops should

be culiivated at the commencement, for the purpose

of obtaining an abundance of seed for future ope-

rations. Thus, a gentleman who wishes to go into

the cultivation of silk in 18-29, ought next year to

obtain Irom ."iOO to a 1,0(10 eggs, of this year's pro-

duction, and immediately hatch them, and obtain

their eggs, which willafiidtint to, say, from a thousand

worms, he will havi 150,000 eggs; and if he begins

early in the year, he may have another crop, which
will produce him, if he allows them all to lay eggs,

22,300,000—more than sufficient for the largest

eslahlishiiient, and to obtam which, in the ordinary

process of one crop a year, it woulu require three

years: That is, IS-.7 would produce the 1.000 ejsgs;

18-->8 the 150,000, and I8'29 the 22,500,000 -making
it necessary to put oB the commencement of his

establishment one year. But, by attention and be-

ginning early, as soon as the mulberry leaves burst

the bud, he may begin with eight egi;s next year,

and, by making three crops, produce the 22.500.000

eggs during the same summer, and be ready in the

spring of i829 to commence operations on as large

a scale as his supply of the mulberry leaf will war-
rant.

I have only to add, what I have before said, and
what is now, happily, notorious, that the wtiite mul-
berry thrives well in all parts of our country—may
be cultivated without trouble, and only awaits the

attention of the people, to become one of our prin-

cipal staples. I will not say that silk will supersede
cotton; but it will yet be its equal, and in one re-

spect its superior— it will be cultivated where cotton
cannot be. It will be the best article to take the

place of tobacco in Maryland, the cultivation of

I

which appears to be declining—and I do hope yet to

I

see Maryland Silk as well known in the markets

I

of the world hs Maryland tobacco.
Yours, respectfully.

GIDEON B. SRllTH.

seed> (especially peas.) be committed to the earth,

willi a certainty of avoiding the puncture of this

animal? Let me add another. Is it the pea-bng

that destroys our nectarines and other stone smooth
skinned Iruit—and "is ihere no balm in Gilead," to

save these delicious products?

Now that I am al it. I will not end until I have

made my compliments to Captain Elliott, of the

navy, for saying that there exists between the sailor

and the farmer a community of interests and feel-

ing, (as he does in some late number of your pa-

per.) There does so; farmers and sailors are al-

ways honest and brave. You may tax me a dollar

mure, every year, to keep our flag; upon the ocean,

flapping over the heads of s?ic/i /eliouis as Elliott;

and, indeed, I will say, as all of our navy ufficeis.

Yours, respectfully, Tellus.

A gentleman near Albany (J. B.) can tell me
about the pea-bug, if he will.

PEA-BUG—INQUIRY.
Mr. SKnniER, CUves, Ohio, July IG, 1827.

I look upon your paper (and therefore take it,) as
a kind of labour-saving machine—relieving the busy
farmer of many a weary, and, perhaps, fruitless
srarrh, among the countless volumes that crowd
the book-stores and the libraries of the present day.
Or. if you had rather, let me call your office the
temple of a Delphic oracle, giving responses (par-
don me, when I say sometimes a little unintelligi-
ble.) to the many inquiries which are m^de lo il

I now wish to ask one. At what time uf the
does the ;)co-iug commence its flight, and when

(From the New England Farmer.)

BLIGHT IN PEAR TREES.
The cause of the blight in pear trees has fre-

quently been a subject of inquiry; but as yet I be-

lieve nothing has been satisfactorily determined.

This disease is quite common in the neighbourhood
ol Boston, as I learn from gentlemen residing in the

vie nity . as well as from the speculations which have
appeared in the New England Farnier. by some ol

our most scientific horticulturists. This disease is

well known to affect the pear orchards in the vicini-

ty ol New York. Philadelphia, and also in the neigh-

bonrhood of the great cities in England.
It most commonly attacks trees standing in well

cultivated and rich soils. In this, I apprehend, lies

the first cause of the disease. I have found from
the observations I have made during the last four

years, that every tree which bore large quantities

of fruit was more or less blighted; while other
trees of the same kind of fruit, of the same age,
and standint; in tlie same (ground, but moderate
bearers, were not affected by this disease. Last
year I observed that a tree of the pound pear kind
had one of its largest branches so completely filled

with fruit, that three props were placed umler it to

prevent its breaking down. A few days since I

examined this tree, and found that identical branch
blighted. The leaves appeared to have been burnt,
and the bark was decayed and dried up, presenting
the usual appearance of blighted trees. I exam-
ined another tree in the same orchard, having a
single branch blighted, which last year was over-
loaded with fruit. The other branches were in a

vigorous state.

1 was led to conjecture the cause of this disease,
from observing ihe effects of overbearing on a sin-

gle branch of a Baldwin apple tree. This branch
was so completely filled with fruit, that the apples
touched 1 ach other from the insertion of the branch
to its extremity. 1 tied it up to the other branches
of the tree, and it ripened all its fruit The next
spring it put foith its leaves, and flourished till the
middle of July, when it was suddenly blighted,—the
branch presenting the appearance of having been
burnt This year il is dead.

The reason, I conceive, why pear trees are more
subject to blight ill a well cultivated and rich soil

is, that they are forced to a hisher state of vijfor

than trees standing on a poor soil or in grass land
After a year or two of rich culture, they become
exceedingly vigorous, make a great proportion of
wood, and form numerous fruit spurs; and then.
a favourable year occurring, they are overloaded
with fruit The maturity of this "great quantity of
fruit checks the growth of the free, exhausts" it.

and destroys the veg;etative principle It is well
known that an apple tree decorticated in the hih
ter will put forlh its leaves and blossoms in the

lurity; but by this time it is exhausted, and at this

stage of the process, the whole dies. The over-

bearing of a pear tree seems to exhaust the vegeta-

tive principle in ripening its great burthen, yet it

may throw out its leaves in the succeeding spring,

and continue to flourish till the time the sap ceases

to flow in summer, and then die. If overbearing

be the cause of the fire blight, the obvious preven-

tive is, to thin off the fruit wherever it shall appear
to be too much for Ihe tree lo bear; and this will de-

pend upon the, vigor of the tree, the richness of the

soil, and upon other circumstances, of which the

horticulturist must judge. The overbearing of the

peach tree and grape vine is equally fatal to theni,

as to apple trees.

Upon stating my conjecture to Mr. MGuire, the

head jjardenerof Elias H Derev, Esq. of Salem,

I was happy lo find it corroborated by his own ob-

servations in a great number of instances, and he

declared to me his perfect conviction that this was
the cause of the disease. That nature, when "let

alone." will "regulate herself," it is true; but she

will not regulate herself according to the purposes

of man. It is necessary in horticultural as in poli-

tical economy, to apply the restrictive system, in or

der to produce the best results. B. C.

Salim, July 24, 1821.

can succeeding spring, and even bring its fruit to ma

PRUNING VINES
And denuding them of their Leaves in September.

A correspondent who signs Philalelhes. says, if

vou will have the goodness to refer to Hales' V'ege-

table Statics, vol. i. page 373. you will find the fol-

lowing passage, which shows that the practice of
pruning; the vine in September, described in your
last number by Mr Salisbury, was perfectly well

known to gardeners in the neighbourhood of Lon-
don, a hundred years aso.

And the reasonableness of this praelice is fur-

ther confirmed by the experience of Mr. Palmer, a
curious e;entleman of Chelsea, who has found that
bv prunins his vines, and pulling all the leaves off

them in September, as soon as Ihe fruit was off,

thev have borne greater plentv of grapes than other
vines, particiilarlv in Ihe year 1736 when hy reason
of the extreme wetness and coldness of Ihe prece-
ding summer, the unripe shoots produced generally
very little fruit.

APPLES.
Retaining good Varieties of Apples in the Countrij,

A correspondent in the Mechanic's Magazine
makes a very easy matter of what Mr Knight and
other physiologists consider very diflicult. if not
impossible. It is no wonder, he says, that the finest

apples have degenerated, because "every success-

ive grafting is a new pejoration of the fruit engraft-

ed." To retain good apples in the country, "with-
out the pains of grafting," he gives the following

directions; on which we would observe, that as he
mentions only "good fruits," and not "any particu-

lar variety of fruit," he may probably be correct;

or, at any rale, under that form of vvords he evades
the question of perpetuating the peculiar qualities

of a variety: say, for instance, of the golden pip-
pin.

"In every perfectly ripe apple there will be found
one, anil sometimes two, round seeds; the others

will have one or more flatted sides. The round ones
" ill produce the improved fruit from which they are

taken; and those with flatted sides will produce the

fruit of the crab upon which the graft was inserted.

It requires not a long lime to ascertain the iliffer-

ence; for if a circle is drawn in rich ground, and
the flatted sided seeds planted therein, and the

round seeds in the centre, tlic variation of the qua-
lity will he discovered in two or three years; the

tirst will throw out the leaves of the crab; and the
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latter the leaves of an improved tree, distinguished

in shape, fibre, and a laniiginous appearance; and

in due time the fruit of each will put every thing

beyond a doubt. j r

"It is to be observed, moreover, that the seeds ol

crabs (being originals) are mostly, if not altogether,

round."
,. r r

We should be happy to hear the result ol a lew

trials. Take a bud from the seedling the first sum

mer, insert it in the extremity of a branch of an old

free, and it will probably blossom the third spring.

Thus three or at most four years will suffice to

prove this theory true or false.

B.URA& ECOMOMT.
(From Orfila's Practical Chemistry.)

VINEGAR.
We can obtain vinegar from wine, beer, [cider,]

&c. It is sufficient for the purpose to expose those

liquids to the air.

The following process is pursued at Orleans,

They begin by pouring 100 quarts (litres) of boiling

vinegar into an open cask of 400 quarts capacity,

placed in a manufactory whose temperature ought

to be constantly at 18 or 20 deg (Cent. = Faren-

heit 65 to 68 deg.;) at the end of eight days, ten

quarts of wine, |orcider] whose dregs are deposited,

are poured into it; eight days after ten quarts more

of wine [or cider] are added: this is continued every

eight days, until the cask is full. Fifteen days after

the cask is thus filled, the wine [or cider] is found to

be converted into vinegar; one half of it is poured

oflf, and they recommence the pouring in ten quarts

every eight days. If the fermentation is too rapid,

which is known by the large quantity of foam with

which a stick plunged info the cask is covered, more

wine [or ciderj is added, and at shorter intervals.

White vinegar is obtained from white wine, or

from red wine which has been left to turn sour on

the skins of white grapes. Red vinegur is made
from red wine; it may be rendered colourless, as

Figuicr has shewn, by filtering it several times

through charcoal; when it is muddy, it is cleared

with boiling milk; it is only necessary to pour a glass

full into 25 or 30 quarts of the acid, and to strain

the liquid to separate the coagulum.

ZiASIES' DZiFARTlMCENT.

THE WIFE.
To a fond and confiding girl, few hours in life are

so full of buoyancy and hope, of kindness and affec-

tion, as those of courtship; and few, it may be truly

said, are so important to her fuluru welfare and hap-

piness. In her lover she too often sees all thut is

worthy and respectable in man; the ardour of her af-

fection softens the moat offensive traits of character,

and obliterates all minor faillnsrs. Whatever she

may have collected from poetry, is brought in aid of

her imagination, which pictures, in the most glow-

ing colours, the character of a husband; and her af-

fection p rsuadcs her that in her lover she has found

a perfect representative of this ideal [liclure.

In dreams of confidence in the prudence of her

choice, and delightlul anticipations of succeeding

years of aBection and happiness, she is led to the al-

tar; and how often, alas! does one short year hiing

home to her aching bosom the sad reality of the fal-

sity and emptiness of her hopes of all mutual love,

tender assiduity and lasting affection. Yesterday,

the lover was all attention, and love marked every

action: to-day, the husband is cold, distant, and

neglectful; pirferring the com[>aMyof the worthUs^
. and dissipa'ed to that of her, who, but a few days

since, he flattered himself was dearer to him than

3,11 the world beside.

truly heart-rending and deplorable, than tha' of a

female who has found every want anticipated, and

every reasonable wish gratified under the paternal

roof, with the warm confidence of youth, to repose

on the bosom of affection, but finding her confidence

betraved, her affection slighted, and herself, with a

helpless offspring, left to struggle with unkindness,

poverty and want. Such, alas! is too often the case

in this world of uncertainty, where we find, mixed

with the kindest blessings of our Heavenly Father

evils, which almost stagger our strongest faith.

In my boyish days, when every thing was bright

and sunny, and pleasure sported in beautiful per-

spective before me, I sometimes wandered to a

neighbouring farm house, to pass an idle hour with

its lovely and innocent inmates, who were ai

thoughtless and cheerful as myself.—Among these

beautiful girls was one more advanced in age than

the rest, whose modesty and blooming beauty was

the admiration and envy of the village throng.

Twenty winters have passed over my head, since I

saw her sporting on the green, and yet, at this dis-

tant day, I cannot recollect her sylph like form, her

sprightly manner, and her affectionate smile without

a thrill of delight.

Eliza's hand had been often solicited by hot

equals, and even by those whose fortunes were much

superior to her own, but none were able to win her

heart.—About her twentieth year, she met, at a

friend's, a young gentleman who had recently come

to reside in the neighbourhood; his figure was eli-

gant; his features regular, and his whole appear-

ance such, as, at first sight, was calculated to excile

the affections of a young, inexperienced, and suscep

lible girl. He was flippant, bold, and even bolster

ous; which, to one little acquainted with the uorl((,

might indicate a great degree of spirit; but it wa^

in fact, nothing but the ebulilion of an irritable and

petulant temper. To this man Elizn became most

passionately attached—he offered her his hand, and

it was accepted, in opposition to the advice and en-

treaties of her parents.

It was about this lime I left the paternal roof, and

new scenes and increasing cares almost obliterated

the beautiful Eliza from my recollection.

During one of the inclement r.ighls of our New-
England winters, I ivas called to an obscure part of

the city, to visit, professionally, a poor and helpless

wretch, who was pining with disp;ise produced by

intemperance. As I sat by the bed of the sufferer,

I heard, in an adjt'ining room, the voice of a female,

pleading, with great earnestness, with one who ap-

peared to be the employer ol her husband. "For

heaven's sake," she said, "do keep back every cent

you can of his earnings; not a shillinnthat enters his

pocket ever finds its way here. I'he tippling shop

and tavern take all—it is hard, and, perhaps, wrong,

to speak of one's husband thus. The time was when

I did not believe it possible; but what am I to do

-

where am I to seek sustenance, clothing and furl lor

these, my freezing and starving children? But, my
dear sir," she continued, her sobs almost suffocating

her, "this is but a small part of what I suffer. Oii!

I could sustain myself under poverty and want; I

could live with him cheerfully and affectionately un

der all the vicissitudes of Ibrtune, if 1 could only re

ceive the love and kindness which is a wife's due."

1 inquired the name of her who had so strongly

excited my sympathy; in a moment the beautiful

Eliza flitted before my mind—she, who at twenty

years was so beautiful, so affectionate and so happy,

that angels might almost have envied her lot. I

arose with an indistinct feeling that I should meet

something which my youthful mind was wont lo

contemplate with such delight. I entered the room,

but what did I see?—the shadow of her whose ear

ly dawn was the promise of earthly bliss. Would
to God it had never been ray lot to have thus en

SPO&TISfO 0]bXO.

countered her, who, in youth, had left such a magic

JL can hardly picture to my?etf a situation morel and undyin? well on tny mind S.

(From the Shooter's Manual.)

GUN BARRELS.
On this subject, I have received some very inter-

esting and practical information, from an intelligent

friend whose profession has made it his duty to give

it particular attention. I will take the liberty to give I

it in his own language.

He says. "Although so much has been said, by
different writers, upon the proportion of gun bar-

rels, still there exists so many conflicting opinions

and prejudices upon the subject, that an attempt to

remove them^ might appear almost presun^ptuous.

Let us, therefore, leave every sportsman to his own
choice of length, weight, calibre, &c. merely giving

a few hints to such as are unacquainted with their

material and manufacture.

"The first consideration, after a man has deter-

mined upon becoming a sportsman, is liberality to

the gunsmith in the selection of his tackle; never

reasoning himself into the purchase of a cheap gun,

&.C. because, he may intend using it only occasional'

ly, for he will soon find that the amount thus saved,

will never compensate for the disappointment and
loss of temper occasioned by the want of good im-

plements.

"The extremely reduced price at which common
guns, (particularly German) can now be purchased,

renders it impossible that they can be well made;

and almost warrants the assertion, that not one of

them has undergone the necessary proof. Let the

experienced shooter, therefore, beware of those

mantraps.—Should he, however, become possessed

of a Kun of this doubtful character, let him separate

the barrel from the stock, and load it with a ball that

will fit the bore, but enter it without force; the quan-

tity of powder used, should be at least equal to two

thirds of the weioht of the ball; a wad should be

put on the powder and another on the ball, both be-

ing well rammed; this should of course be fired by

a hIow match, as t^.ere would be a great probability

of its bursting.

"The great reduction in the price of twist barrels,

within a few years, places it in the power of every

sportsman, to possess one; no other therefore should

be used; as the barrels of fowling pieces are made
so light, that common ones can hardly be expected

to resist the shocks to which they are liable.

"The superiority of tuist barrels over others, de-

pends entirely upon the great degree of toughness

they acquire, by the process of fabrication. They
,

are of three varieties; each of which presents a
striking difference to the eye; after experiencing the

effect of the acid, by which they are browned.

They are the stub and twist, composed of horse

shoe nails and other scraps of tough iron, which

plainly show themselves in the barrel; the power of

neither hammer nor sledge being capable of con-

cealing the welding of each particle; the wire bar-

rel, formed by wrapping wire round a mandrel, and

welding it as in the other: this barrel also shows

very distinctly the spiral form of the wire, and the

Damascus, so called from its resemblance to the ce-

lebrated sword blades of that name; this is, perhaps,

furnied by fine wire being wrapped round a small

mandrel, and haiiinjered into a narrotv plate, which

is again welded over a mandrel of proper size, in

cpnseqncnce of which, it becomes more expensive

than the others; it is certainly more beautiful, but

whether stronger, is a matter of doubt.

"After the sportsman has selected a gun to his

taste, Ut him require the gui'Sinith to take out the

breech, in this situation hold it to the light, and

look through it. in order to detect flaws, scales,

ringbores, or other inequalities: the breech being

replaced and the touch hole stopped, the barrel

should be filled with water, and allowed to stand

some hours, to discover any small cracks that may

have escaped the eye, and also to test the tightness
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of tlie breech.—The lucks, should also be stiii)p<-iJ

and examined, but as tbey can only be tested li>

considerable experience, it would be sufficient to re

mark, that in high priced ^uns, it is usual for the

gunsmith to insure the locks; therefore, as the

main spring is the part most liable to stive way sud

denly, it will be well lo let it remain cocked for

about twenty-four hours, in which case, if it should

be defective, it will be apt to fly.

"The sportsman bein^ now possessed of a good

gun, it is important th:it he should preserve it, to

which end. let him ne\er retire to rest after a day]s

shooting, without h;iving washed and dried it. if it

is to be put away for any length of time, it should be

wiped inside and out with an oily ra;;. A litile at-

tention of this kind, will not only preserve the gun.

but keep it always ready for the field, and in fact,

may actually save life, or limb; as there is hut little

doubt, that many good barrels are bursted, by al

lowing them lo become too much corroded; that

when a wad is introduced, it is either arrested be.

fore it reaches the charge, or beeonies so firmly

fixed, that when the expansion of the powiler takes

place, the barrel is either biirsted, or very much
strained. Some will, no doubt exclaim, this is going

too far! such things are very improbable, nay im-

possible! but let such be assured, that experiments

have been made upon seven substantial barrels, to

ascertain the effect of slight resistance, when re-

moved frcim the charge, and that those seven bar

rels were severally bursled, (loaded with po"der
only,) by simply introducine;, eitlin- a sinall bit of

clay, was, or tallow into the niuzzle, so :is to ex-

clude the air. From these facts then, i.^ it not pns

siblcj even probable, that a barrel may he bursted

as suggested, or by accidental introduction of either

clay, snow, or any other substance liable to ofter

slight resistance? Too much care, therefore, can
not be taken, to ram the wail home, to carry the

muzzle up, particularly when climbing fences, and
above all, to avoid beating a bush with the gun.
"To repeat, let the gun be kept clean, be carefully

loaded, properly carried, and very many o( the

dreadful accidents which so often mar the pleasures

of the field, may be entirely avoided."
Formerly, Spanish barrels were in great request,

and sold at exorbitant prices; but tbey, like those
called Damascus, were soon driven out of market,
by the counterfeiting ingenuity of the Epslish and
German manufacturers:— So that any gentleman
who may be particularly anxious to have one of
either, can he now accommodated at a very reason-
able rate.

The real Damascus barrels, are said to be formed
of alternate rods of sleel and iron welded together;
and the Spanish barrels, from the soft iron used in
the shoes and nails of the mules; others have been
silly enough to suppose, that a portion of platina is

used in their composition. Be these things as they
may, it now matters not, as the twisted stub, or com-
mon twist barrel, is Ibund to answer every useful
purpose.

The length now most approved of, is from twenty-
four to thirty two inches, either of which, or anv
one intermediate, is sufficiently long; 1 would, how-
ever, prefer one not much under thirty inches, on
account of the convenience of loading
The bore, or calibre now most approved of is

from five eighths to three quarters of an inch
Various plans have been tried, on the bore of a

gun, to make it shoot close and strong; two things
highly important to the sportsman.—Not many
years since, bell .muzzles, as they were called, were
all the rage, but they are at present, entirely out of
use. Mr. Johnson suggests, that the bore be made
somewhat larger at the breach and some inches up
the barrel; he says, "sometime ago, a fowling piece
came mto my hands, the cylinder of which for se-
veral mches from the breach, was a trifle wider than
'He remainder of the barrel. This gun shot re-

ma! kably (veil. b( Iter in fact, limn any I had before
met with; and conceiving this superiority must
irise Irotii (he peculiarity of the buie, and having
a' other very indifferent fowling piece, I had the lat-

ter re b>. red in the manner just described, and was
pli abi.u lo find It answer Ihe desired purpose in a
manner that liir surpassed my most sanguine expec-
tations. Under these circumstances. 1 have no he-
sitation in recommending the above plan of boring
barrels, the increase in width <it the lower end,
should be but a trifle, just sufficient to be perceived
wiien pulling in (he wadding, which will, of course,
slide rather easier into that part."

I'his is certainly worth the experiment, but it

seems doublful to me, whether or not the wad. par-
ticularly that on the shot, will remain sufficiently

close, under that circumbtance.
Alter all that has been said, or written on gun

barrels, there is a mystery connected with them,
which has never been expliined For it is within
the knowledge of every sportsman, that two bar
rels may be made by the same man, of the same me-
tal, calibre, length, workmanship, and in every res-

pect apparently alike, notwithstanding, they will

shoot differently — lo (act, it is very rare that the
barrels of a double gun shoot alike; the manner of
accouiiling for this, as yet, remains to be disco-

vered.

I believe it is generally admilled, that the softer

the metal, ihe t)etter the barrel, and for that reason,
iron which has been Wiought two or three times, is

to lie preferred

ISo man ought to use a gun, until. he has had it

proved, and (hat at least twice, for the English
tbeiu.selves, ajipear lo have no great faith in the
rower proof The best pioof, is that made with
waler, which is done by filling the bariel with that
fluid, tlien stopping up Ihe muzzle with a plug, or
pisioii, which fits It exactly; the barrel being placed
in an upright position, a weight is applied to the top
of llic piston to force it down, and the water being
elasUc, presses against every part of the bariel
alike. It is said that a comparatively light pressure,
ivill burst the best gun barrel. The Russians prove
all their ordnance in this manner; it is considered
mure certain and less expensive than the ordinary
method by powder.

nxiscsiiiiAirsous.

WINDOW SASH.
J. S. Skinner, Es(J. Baltimore, July, 1827.

Sir,— If you think the following remarks on win
dow sash, deserving a place in the American Far-
mer, you will please insert them.

1 am, sir, your very obt. servt.

THOS. W GRIFFITH.
On the manner of making sash for windows may

depend some of the most important considerations
relative to public and private buildings:— lor in-

stance, if our buildings were provided with folding
sash, they might be made to cost much less money,
both in the erection and in future repairs; they
would be warmer in winter and cooler in summer, as
Doctor Mease has asserted; and, they would be
much more durable. It has been said by others,
with great propriety, that all openings in waits are
weakenings, and, that no more windows should be
pul in a house than is absolutely necessary lor the ad-
mission of light, air, 8i.c.

In making the sash to rise and fall, the light is

neither increased nor diminished; but there can en-
ter onlj' hall the quantily of air, which would be
admitted, if the sash folded on eaeh side, like our
inside shutters; and the windows must be increased
in number or size to obtain sufficient ventilation.
The manner in which our sash is made, was taken
by our ancestors, from their (orefatliers, the English,
no doubt; but, a greater number of people, and

lliose nut less eidiglitencd at this Oiv, at least, on
the continent of Europe, where the climate, loo, is

more like our own, have folding sash; by which
they enjoy the benefit of the air through the whole
aperture in the wall, when necessary or agreeable.
In some warmer climates than tins, "but vvhere the
atmosphere is not more heated than ouis sometimes
is, they have no sasli at all in their windows.
Two of the best houses in this city (that of Mr.

Dugan, in Water-street, and that of the Marine
Bank, in G.iy-street,) were furnished with folding
sash. They were built for French gentlemen, about
thirty years ago; and, though owned and occupied
by different persons, successively, who were fully

able to replace those sash by the common kind, if

Ihey found the others inconvenient or expensive;
they stand as they were built, models, as it were,
for others to copy.

Having occasionally recommended those sash to
some of our builders, Ihe answer received general-
ly, was that our people were not accustomed to them;
and, that our walls being thin, the folding would, on
opening, extend into the apartments, where they
would interfere with Ihe furniture, and be exposed to

damage. The first objection would apply to all im-
provements, even that of building houses, at one
time; for, the old Britons lived in cases, or, in huts,
which did not deserve the name of houses; but, it

requires no study to use the folding sash, if it does
to make them. The second objection is rather a
recommendation of the change proposed, 'if its ef-

fect Wjuld be to procure us thicker walls; but, the
weight of the objection, if it had any, would not
apply lo our public buildings, since the walls of these
are generally thick enough. In these buildings the
piers are wide, and the apertures often by far too
small to admit a sufficiency of air, even if the sash
could open from top to bottom. It has been re-
marked by many persons concerned in building
houses, that the mason or brick work, is not the
cosily part, and it may well be so; as the gables, or
division walls, are very thin, and nearly half the
front and back of houses are occupied by w indows;
the piers or spaces between them being little thick-
er than the gables. Besides the saving in the num-
ber of windows, or in their dimensions, which, with
the folding sash, may be a fourth or a fifth of the
window expenses, these windows should cost less,

because they require neither grooves nor beads in
the frames, as Ihe others do, nor weights, or cords
to hold the sash in equilibrium, as when made to

rise and fall. These appendages are frequently out
of order, and then, as in windows where there are
none, accidents often occur, to break the glass. It

is not irrelevant to add, that no little inconvenience
is caused by the want of space between the windows
of some private houses, to place a table, bedstead,
or other piece of furniture. To replace any broken
glass, in the ordinary sash, they must be taken out
of Ihe frames, to the damage of that part of Ihe

building; and the cleaning of those sa.sh, if not ta-

ken out, is attended with some risk and trouble.

Such sash, which must be loose from the first, or

they will not slide up or down; and the friction in

sliding, to which the other kind is not exposed, ren-

ders them very loose and open in a few years. From
this, and the thin walls, cracked for want of broader
piers, It is no wonder our houses are considered old

in less than thirty years.

MINERAL SPRING IN NEW-YORK.
A most valuable discovery, and one upon which

we congratulate our fellow citizens, has been made
within a day or two, in boring for water in the

swamp, by Mr, Disbrow. Several individuals had
obtained permission of the corporation to bore for

pure water on the east side ofJacob-street, between
Frankfort and Ferry streits, and in doing so met
with s.everal veins of different kinds, one at the dis
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tanee of forty or filty feet from tlie surface, being

at, s;ilt as ocean water. They continued boring, and

at the distance of one hundred and twenty eight feet

have struck upon a mineral spring of valuable, and

in many respects ' peculiar properties. Its general

eflfects arc similar to those of the Congress Spring

at .Saratoga, thought in its operation much more

active. It has been analyzed by Mr George Chil

ton. No. 34 Park, to whom we are indebted for the

following statement of the result of his experiments,

which were made upon a. wine pint of the water

Carbonate of iron ^leid in solution')
°'"

Cal-bonate of hme >" by carbonic acid. ("

Carbonate of magnesia^ ' J
Muriate of magnesia 4.75

Muriate of soda 31.98

Sulphate of magnesia 3.t)0

Sulphate of soda 0.30

Resinous matter 2.50

Carbonate of soda and free carbonic acid, not

determined as to quantity 0.00

In a wine pint . . . 46.5.i

This analysis may not be as rigidly accurate as

some future one, in consequence of the water be ng

very probably contaminated in some degree by the

apparatus used in boring, and the tarred ropes em-

ployed for the same purpose. To these last we are

inclined to attribute the resinous matter, 2.50, no-

ticed in the above list of ingredients—as there is a

decided taste of tar in the water. Some ol' the springs

in Europe, however, contain small quantities ofresi

nous matter, and it is not impossible that this may be

a native properly of the new spring. It will be ob-

served, that the chiel points of ditterence between

this spring and the Congress, at Saratoga, are—that

this contains more carbonate of iron, more muriate

of magnesia, less common salt (muriate of soda), less

carbonate of lime—that it contains sulphate of mag
jiesia and sulphate of soda, neither of which, we be

iieve, are found in the Congress. The difl'erence be-

tween the two, in respect to the lime and salt, is in

favour of the Sviamj) Spring. Mr Chilton has not

given the quantity of carbonic acid—not having

been able to obtain it with sutficient accuracy, but

it is obviously greater than in the Saratoga. The

excess of carbonic acid gas in the Swamp Springs, is

obvious, on drawing the water.

—

Times.

Largs Plum.

A plum, measuring six inches in circumference,

was gathered yesterday morning from a Garden in

this place. (Petersburg Int., July 21th, 1827.

T^)^ ^Amn'^^i
Baltimore, Fridat, August 10, 1827.

Zanesville, Ohio, July 14, 1827.

Mr. J. S. Skinner,

Sir,— 1 have the honor of informing you, that at

its last meeting, the Muskingum Agricultural and
Manufacturing Society, unanimously elected you an
honorary member thereof.

With high respect,

I have the honor to be.

Your obt. servant,

T. PLANNER.
Corresponding Secretary

OFFICERS FOR THE PRESENT TEAR.

Jno. Dillon, Esq., President.

Seth Adams, ? -it n j ^

r, f !» V. Presidents.
Uavid Chambers. 5

Rev. James H Parmill, Treasurer.
George James, Recording Secretary.

Thomas Planner, Corresponding Sec'ry.

[Were our citv as well off in all things as in her
hotels, those who visit it would have no occasion to

uo elsewhere, on business or for pleasure Amongst
the best houses for the accommodation of travellers

in our country, is the one advertised below. Thi
improvements correspond with what is there ilc

scribed; audit is due to Mr Beltzhoover to say

that his deportment has always been marked hy
those qualities in the landlcd, on which the com-
fort and satisfaction of his guests very much, de-

pend—to wit: affability, strict personal alteulioii,

and obliging disjiosition towards every one]

INDIAN QUEEN AND BALTIMORE HOUSE

House ana p emu'S. mi apptarance, comjoil, ayrungtnunl
and style, are now far superior to what they eter were, and
not inferior in convenience to any hotel.
The Hotel is finely situated on two beautiful and spa-

cious streets, convenient to every part of the ciiy
wharves, steam boats, and in the midst of the business
and tlirongs of the gay and fashionable, which pass in
review on the great thorough-fare uf the city, (Market-
street.) The great exertion the undersigned has made
to meet publick expectation and render his House wor-
thy of publick patronage, combined with the superior
location and improved state of the Hotel, induce him
respectfully to solicit the old friends and patrons of the
House, to visit this favourite and newly regenerated
establishment, more parlicularly as the undrrsigned has it

nolo ill his power, from the varied and extensive improve-
ments made, to entertain in u superior style, and at a tesf"

charge than for years past. He pledges himself to the
publick not to relax in any of those etforts which he
has so successfully employed to gain their approbation.

July 10. G. BELTZHOOVER.

BAIiTIMO&E PRICES CUHRZIXTT.

METEOROLOGY OF JULY,

AT BALTIMORE.

Mean temperature early in the morning, 71 °.7._

On 21 days the mercury stood at and above 70"

Hi''hest3d,79''—4th,8"2'=— 13lh.7!.''— 14lh,7S''.

Lowestl7thand27th,65°—28lh, 62"—3181,640.

Mean temperature in the afternoon, 85".

On 28 days the mercury rose to and above 80°

—

9 of these days were at 90" and above.

Hi"best 2d, 94"— 3d. 95«— 4th. 93".

Lowest 23d, 70"—24th, 7 1"—25th, 72". Such a

degree as these three days severally exhi-

bit^is an unusually low one for a July afternoon.

During the five preceding years, through which

my observations extend, a like depression of

the highest daily temperature in this month, is

not recorded.

Mean temperature at 1 hour past sun-set, 79°.

Lowest 23d and 24th, 67"—Highest 3d, 89".

Mean of the month, 78°. 5.

WiuDs—N. to E the latter only included, 6—E. to

S. 20— S. to W. 17—W. to N. 16 observations;

calm, 1.

Weather—Rain on 8 days. Thunder on 3.

Progress of vegetation.

9th, Farmers commence cutting oats.

lOth. Green corn in market, brought from Anna-

polis. Richard Sexton.

This EXTEKSlVE HOTF.I., IronlmS lUM IfL-l UM

or Baltimore-street, and ^24 feet on Hanover-street,

has been lately hi°hlv improved, md newly furnished

in the first style. "The PiMic Rooms are splendidly fit-

ted up, the Chambers with new, neat and suitable furni-

ture. The Parlors on Hanover and Market street ex-

pressly for families (formerly two private dwelling

houses, with an entrance distinct from the hole!,) are

elegantly furnished, andso publickly situated, that their

occupants may, when they please, be gratified with the

view of the constantly passing, diversified and enliven-

ing crowds. The chambers -attached to them are pri-

vate, convenient, and handsomely furnished

The Bath Rooms are now compieted and reaily for the

publick. The Reading Rooms are supplied with p-apcrs

from various parts of the Union, and a Box fur Post-

office Letters fixed at the Bar. The Stables a<,d Carriage

Houses are situated on an adjoining lot. The Western,

Washington, York and Philadelphia Stages run from

the Stage Office.

The removal of a house, in the rear on German-st

which obstructed the light and air. the neat, light rail-

ing and palisades substituted, the refreshing appearance

of an extensive grass plat, bordered with shrubbery

and flowers, which now covers the yard, has contribut-

ed no less to please the e\e, than to give additional

beauty and comfort. II is universally admitted that the

Reported for the ,9merican Farmer, by Lewis Sutton S[ Co.

Tobacco had been much moredepressed in price this

week, than for several weeks past, and is said to be
nearly as it was before the little rise which was experi-
enced a Utile while past We have made some small
sales of Maryland common and seconds, at jJ4 per crop,

and §34 and $3 6^4 fir seconds. Ohio is also depressed

—but little now shipping—which we think the principal

cause of depression. Maryland, however, is still com-
paratively scarce—Ohio plenty

Tobacco—Seconds, as in quality, |3.00 a 6.50—com«
mon crop, 3.50 a 4. —Do. red, 4.50 o 4.16—good red,

5.00 oB.OO—Fine red, 7.00 a S.OO—Yellow and red,

7.00 a 10.(10— Yellow, 6.50 a 1- .00—Fine Yellow, !5.00«

^0.00— Virginia fine, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock, (none)

3.50—Kentucky, fine, 3.50 o 6.00—do. wrapping, 7.00a
S 00.

Floor—Howard-st super. ^5.00—Do. standing qua-

lity, 4.50 a 4.6'.'4—Susquehanna, $4. 25 a 4.50

—

C^-rn

MtAL, per brl. ;i.75 n 2.S"4

—

Grain, best white wheat,

.90 o .96 a I 00—do red, .73a .78 a 80— do. coDimon, 70

o .75— do. garlicky, .60 a .65—I'orv, .45 a .46^- Ky£,

o .50

—

Oats, .20 b .25—White Beans, 1.25

—

Peas,

-Clover seed, 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy, 3.00

—

Flax-
seed, .90— Cotton, Virginia, per lb. 9 a. 10—Upland,

fair, .10 .11—Louisiana, 11 a. 13—North Carolina,

.10 a 11—Tennessee, .P^ a .lOJ—Alabama, .10 n

.11,^

—

Wool washed, .18 a .22—do. crossed, .22.1.24

—half blood, .24 a .28—three-quarters, .28 « .30—

full blood, .30 o .36—Bacon, hams, .9 a i)^— hog,

round, .6 a .7—do Country, .6 a.6i—Fisii, Herrings,

per brl. 2. 25 o 2.5u—Mackerel, No. 1. 5.50— do. 2,

4 87 J—do. 3, 3.00 a 3.25—Shad, 6.00 a 6.50—Whiskev,
per hlid. JS.OO a 29 00—per bbl. 29 a 30—Feathehs, 2?

a 29—Live Stock, beef on the hoof, S.OU—Ho^js il

j.OU—Veal, do. 2.25 a 3.00—Lambs, 1.60 a 2.00—Bu

ter, new, .15 a .20—Chickens per doz. 1.50 o 2.00
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AeS.ICUIi%UB.XI.

AGRICULTURE OF NEW ENGLAND.
fprom the unpublished agricultural corrcspoiidouce of

G. W. JnvFEEvs.'of North Carolina.)

Pitlsfield, October 18, 1817.

GioKGE Washington Jeffueys, Esh.

Dear S?V,—The leisure day which I vvislied, to

furnish a deliberate answer to your fsvour of the

26th of August has arrived. I devote mysell with

pleasure to answer the questions whiih you were

pleased to submit. I wish you, sir, to be assured

that I have no greater pretensions to intelligence on

the great interests of agriculture, than what is pos-

sessed by many others. If a ditferenee exists be-

tween me and them, it eonsists in a ready disposi-

tion to communicate the little I do know We h.ve

mmy men well informed, and highly uselul in their

insulated sphere of example; but they, either from

indolence or too low an estimate of their means, are

ni ,;ligent in doing the good placed in their power.

It is all important that such a habit should he over-

come, and that usf-ful men should extend their use

fulness by the most active eft'orts. Of old no bene-

fit accrued by '-burying talent in a napkin." The
puliiick have a claim oi|^|hose whom Gu<i has made
willing to serve the w^H) and to whom he has

committed the talents. Duty, as well as inclination,

Uige me to be adive and to be useful, whih the

pnver remains. This, sir, is my onl) apology for

having long been bel'ore the publick, and is my in-

ducement to write to you.

The description which you give of agriculture in

North Carolina is ruther hopeful, and gives assur-

ance that improvements are the order of the day.

I am pleased to see that correct views are begiiiiiing

to (irevail there The book of Mr. Taylor's, which
you men ion, I have no doubt, is efiV-ctmg much
giod. The moment your people begin to inquire,

to read, to think—(bey are awakened to a sense of
their own welfare and of their high destiny. No-
thinjc more is requisite, than to stimulate them by
newspaper and other publications, to conipan; the

various schemes of husbandry; to review .'ne old

and the new sthte-of things; to make constant ex-

periments; to mark the course and ie>ult of those

experiments; to estimate the expense! of them; to

Write them down; to converse about them; to hear
objections; to suggest further imjiiotemf nts; to ex

tend these exertions to neighbouny circles; to en-

large the number, by forming tssoci^aions, and,
eventually, holding regular me-itings, and having
shows and displays of improvements and leinarka

ble instances of merits, and avarding lo all valua-

ble acquisitions, honours and rewards. 'I'his seems
to be the high road to acqiire and to diftuse the

advantages which distinguish the present period.

When once the great machine of man is set in mo-
tion, interest and happinefs v\\\ prom[)t him to con-
stant perseverance. We, in New England, have
never been so awakened to the great interests of
husbandry, as at this moment. Exertions for im-
provement are making on every side; a new era has
opened on us. We had its approrich with delight;

we welcome the spirit of the times All are en
gaged to render their own country ihe abode of all

that can increase private and publick hapiiiness,
opulence and independence, in truth, we are mak-
ing the grand experiment, whether our country lla^

just pretensions to distinguished advantages, and to

occupy (be high destiny awarded to our liitheito

successful progress, or whether il shall all termi
•nate in visionary boastings and recreant degenera
cy. The present condition of nations is peculiar,
and teaches us a lesson of wisdom and ol sell re

spect. We must be less dependent on them. We
must create our own comforts; enlarge our own 'f-

fiources, and lay, on a more permanent basis, oui
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national prosperity and independence. Such views
at once point us to our agricultural resources. On
this broad resource rests all that can originate ma
nufactures, extend commerce, sustain navigation,
and accelerate the march of all (he arts and scienc-
es. These are motives sufficient to arouse a nation
to the emulous contest. Let it be our delight to

act well our parts in these great and interesting
trans.ictions. Excuse me for occupying you with
the.se remarks. It is difficult for me to approach
the subject and not feel a strong excitement.
Vou inquire—"What are the advantages and dis

advantages of deep ploughing; to what kind of soils

can it be applied with advanta,"-e?" The first mem-
ber of this question is important. Deep ploughing
is attended with great advantages and disadvantages.
A soil of made earth, like bottom lands, and a soft

dark or yellow mould, or a soil mixed with marl.a^
some is, are peculiarly fitted for deep ploughing
say from four to six, or even nine inches deep; ge
nerally, however, four inches is a proper depth.
Much depends on discretion and experience. The
above soils are usually deep and rich, or possess
the quality of being made so, by being exposed to

the air. The more exposed, and especially if tilled

in cloudy, damp weather, and early in mornings, so
as to turn in the dews, ibe sooner they become fer
tile, and to a greater depth; of course, produce
more abund.mtly, and continue more constantly
productive. FVequent ploughing and harrowing a

poor soil, or a worn-out soil, under the above cir

cuinstaiices, will restore it, and render it as fertile,

as though well manured. But (he soil that is com
posed of sand or gravel, or clay, should be plough
ed at a moderate depth; say fro'ii 3^ to 4i inches
I'his mode of tillnge succeeds generally best; yet
exceptions exist. It may be. uselul, at times, to

plough as deep as five or six inches, with a view to

loosen the soil, expose il to the air, and give an op-
portuniiy to acquire strength. The first season, if

these light soils are (urned up deep, they will not
be so productive; but the second year they wili

gain strength more rapidly, and eventiiilly prove
most useful, especially if you can command (ilaister

and marl, or compost manure to dress it. Nothing
is more useful than ashes, sown or scattered over
it. The second question, viz.—"Is the common
idea that ploiighi 'g a shallow soil deep will destroy
the land, well founded?" s essentially answered in
the foregoing remarks. Sand and gravel are gene-
rally most easily managed when ploughed shallow;
I^Hit thiy soon wear out and become sterile, and
must be restored by deeper ploughing, and by a
course of frequent ploughing and burrowing in

dews. moisture and cloudy weather; or by putting
ihein (o clover and manuring, and eventually letting
the clover grow until il seeds, and then turn ilin.aiid
sow il wilh wheat or barley, rye, &c. Indian corn
lends loo much to e.\hausl any soil, and Indian corn
and wheat should not succeed each other the same
reason, (as you say your practice is,) for (hey at
once exhaust the soil and cripple vegetation They
may succeed in separate years, after several plough
iiigs, and pieserve Ihe soil in good condition. Oi,
il the soil be a rich, deep mould, Indian corn and
"heat may succeed each olher, and not essentially
impair the force of vcgei..lion; but lew instances
exist in which il will not c.vhaust too rapidly. To
n^medy this, and to pi. serve (he force of vegcta
lion, or sirenglh of the soil, red clover may be used
as above for a green manure, and is efticacious; but
buckwheat is heller and cheaper, by (hree to one,
sowing il early in the season, at the rate of three
pecks (o ihc acre, and harrow i( in; when grown lo

twelve or fourleen inches, turn it in wilh the plough,
ind immediately sow il again with the same kind
of seed, and when a proper height, turn it in again as
bel'ore; and you may repeat this three or four times,
Il the land has been e.\h,ui>ted. ami i.en properly
idled and Bowed to wheatj when you will find your

crop equal to expeclalion, and your land again in

good condition. It is also useful to tu.-n in with Ihc
plough all stubble, in the autumn, in season; it

benefits the land much for a spring crop. In your
latitude, it is presumed you have much clear sun
and heat. These circumstances do not promote
the strength of Ihe soil, but very much exhaust it.

It is the nature of heat to produce this efloct. Care
should be used to perform all tillage, as much as
possible, at seasons when the heat is the least.

Spring and autumn are designated as the proper
seasons. In autumn, prepare for spring, that your
sowings may be early and seasonable. Earjy in
the spring complete all your fields for crops. Dur-
ing the summer heats, plough and harrow only in
mornings, towards evenings, and in damp or cloud
ed days. A little experience will decide the utihty
of this course—and Ihe result will be, that less than
half your present tillage lands will yield more crops
than the whole, as now managed. After all, sir,
very much depends on Ihe structure of your ploughs
and harrows, and the fidelity and sliilt of those who
use ihein. These implements, and their use, are
decisive of a good or bad crop. The object of
ihese implcmenis is to raise and mix the soils to a
suitable depth; to leave them open and free to the
operations of (he air, dews, Ste. If you have no
well constructed ploughs and harrows, it will be
well to send to Philadelphia or New York, and ob-
tain Ihe improved models.

Thirdly, you inquire: -'Is the depth of the plough
mg regulated by the quality of the soil?" I have,
in treating of your first and second inquiries, essen
lially answered this question. The depth of plough-
ing depends on Ihe soil, Shallow and light soils.
Intended for immediate crops, should be ploughed
not deeper than 4 inches; perhaps 3 or 3i. But if

the object is to improve the soil, and render it per
manently more productive, it should be ploughed
deeper, and manured by green dressings of clover
or buckwheat, oats, &.c. ploughed in and left to fer
ment.

Fourthly, you inquire: "At what time of the year
is deep ploughing most advantageously perform-
ed? Does manuring always attend it, previous to
pulling a crop on il." Undoubtedly the spring and
aulunin are the best times of the year for any
pljughing, especially for deep ploughing. I have
already remarked enough on this question to give
you my ideas. Experience in every country has de-
cided It, On the second head, I observe that in this
country we as often plough and sow without ma-
nure as wilh. This is done on two grounds, viz.

Deficiency of manures, and Ihe strength of the soil.

Our farmers aim to manure, as far as practicable,
all the valuable lands for the best crops. The
strength, however, of some soils with effectual til-

lage, are good substitutes for manares wilh indif-
ferent tillage.

Fifthly, you inquire: "Are horses, mules, or oxen
mostly used in deep ploughing?" Of ail our work-
ing caltle, oxen are to be preferred. If well bred
and well kept, they are active, durable, and cheaper
than any other team in (his region. Whether the
heat of your country would not affect (hem too
much, I cannot determine. In excessive warm suns
and days they are apt to complain and to suffer.

Oxen are always valuable for beef, and when oM
they are equally valuable for fatting. A team of
mules is, without doiibt, the cheapest, if reference
be had to the cheapness of support, and their abili-
ty to endure any weather; their unifjrm heallhiness
and longevity. 1 should think, that for your lati-

tude they would prove the most profitable of all

working animals. In this country fe»v are used,
though many are raised for the southern and West
India markets They are now in great demond,
and the price is correspondingly great. A hurse
team, if judiciously selected and treated, will prove
highly useful, and in your climate may endure bet-
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tcr than oxen; bat they cost more to sustain them

and for harness, and yet more, if obliged to shoe

ihcm. If oxen can exist well in your climate, they

are to be preferred; and mules next, if necessity

jequiies. From these remarks, it may be inferred

ibat oxen are more suitable for dee;) ploughing.

They are stronger and always more steady in the

draft. These are valuable requisites in ploughing

a firm, hard soil, or ploaghing deep; yet, sir, horses

may be made to "orU tolerably well in hard or deep

ploughing, if well broke and properly harnessed.

In this country we use horses much in all farming

operations—far too much for the interest of the

farmer. Horses, however, are rather scarce, and

bear a high price here. The great objects of our

farmers are neat stock, sheep and swine.

1 intended to have observed, under the fourth

question, that in Great Britain, manuring for every

crop seems to be a requisite; and they imrsue it with

Temarknble lidelity. Such is the hardness and stiff-

ness of their soils generally, that it is difficult to

obtain a crop without manuring or fr^•qu^nt plough-

ings and harrowings. The soils of the United Slates

do not demand so much expense to uian;ige them

generally. In time we may be obliged to rely more

on manures. As yet our country is loo new to re-

quire so much careful management as is adhered to

in Great Britain. I can, however, conceive, that

even situated as we are, the more care and itfec-

tual good management in our rural pursuits, the

greater will be the profits. Perhaps the remark

may only apply to the oldest settlements.

1 have now, sir, endeavoured, concisely, to an-

swer your several questions. I have no doubt it is

connectedly done, and conformably to the best ex-

perience. Should any part be obscure, or not fully

stated to your satisfaction, 1 will attempt to make

it plain, on notice from you. I have by me your

letter to E. Watson, Esq. of the '2filh of August

last, which he has sent me, with a request that I

would answer it for him. I have no objection to

doing it; but believe you have my ideas on those

questions chiefly, in a former letter. I will wait for

your request. Mr. Watson never has been a prac-

tical farmer; his knowledge is speculative wholly.

While he resided in this town he occupied a good

farm, and could have executed experiments and

made improvements; but he did little or nothin

He corresponded much—conversed much—and was

dis|)Osed to write and publish what be could collect.

He was, on the whole, a useful member to the

cause. Since he went to reside in Albany, he has

wholly abandoned agriculture, and pretty much all

business. He is now about sixty years of age. The
gentleman who occupies the farm he left, viz. Tho-

mas Melvill, jr. Esq. my predecessor in office, is an

active, inquiring, practical farmer. He is extensive-

ly engaged in the pursuits of husbandry, and me
rits and receives much commendation. Though a

young farmer, he has made great progress. He re-

sided in France a dozen years or more previous to

1810, and has acquired much of the spirit and

knowledge of their husbandry, and all their imple-

ments of fanning. He writes well, and 1 have no

doubt would be useful to you in the department ol

farming implements. He has much acquaintance

with mechanical principles. Should it occur to you

that I can be further useful, I shall be happy to re

ceive your commands. The season here is r.ilher

wet, but fine pleasant weather This is the close

of the "latter harvest." The fruits of our orch-

ards, the Indian corn, potatoes and buckwheat,

have produced plentifully. The northern states

have now an abundant supply of every agric ultuial

product. Wheat and rye uill be shipped Irom New
England this year. We have more than we can

consume at home. It has been otherwise for man)

years. The agricultural associations have the cre-

tlit of these blessings under heaven

Yours, &c. THOMAS GOLD.

(From Lorain's Practice of Husbandry.)

ON MIXED CROPS WITH MAIZE.

How, and in, what cases, mixed crops, formed with

maize and low growing pla)its. are profitable. On
the cultivation of a viixed crop of maize, and the

kidiieij bwich bean. Beans bear transplanting bet-

ter than com. They, and every other plant, grow

most luxuriantly in a rich soil. They arc a very

lenient, also, a very profitable crop, if i>ioperly eul

tivated. The very close shade forme;! by their foli

age, pulverizes the soil more effectually, than is done

by a naked fallow well jirejnred; they of conse-

quence prepare the sail well for small grain. Ob
servations on sowing buckwheat amoni: cwrn. Also,

on planting pompioiis imd Leans, with long nm
ning vines ammig it Where the potuloe sells well

for table vse, it will be found the most profitable

plant, to form a mixed crop with maize.

Mixed crops, formed with maize and low grow-

ing plants, are profitable: especially, when the ex

tent of soil IS scarcely equal (o the workers in the

farmer's family. If corn be properly grown in this

way, it may be said to occupy half the soil regular-

ly through ttie field, and the plants grown between

the rows of it, the other half

When the plants grown between the corn, pro

duce as much in proportion to the soil allotted to

them, as they would do il planted by themselves in

a separate field, it should not be considered impro-

per to divide the rent of the soil between them and

the maize
The only material advantage the corn derives

from this arrangement, is a more extensive scope

for the admission of sun and air. This advantage

costs the farmer the extra labour naturally arising

from complex cropping; the increased proiluct is,

however, considerable, and may, in many c.ise!<,lbe

obtained without adding much, if any thing, to tbe

annual expenses of the farm.

Having discovered, that heaping up of the soil

n ridges, when plants are cultivated, confines tn«

this was my first and last experiment with beans, I

cannot determine how many plants ought to have
been introduced; therefore advise the cultivator

carefully to ascertain the proper number that should
stand in the length of one perch in the row; ulso,

whether drilling would not answer equally as well

as clusters; for where obstacles do not obtain, this

practice is much less expensive than dropping the

^eed by the hand.

It «as ordered, when the beans were replanted,

to put them carefully into the ground, up to where
the seed splits, and forms its two first leaves. This
»as generally well done; still in some instances,

bill lillle more than the roots of the plant were co-

vered; those plHnts dwindled, and produced but -;

lillle fruit, while all which were properly transplant-

ed, prospered as ivell as the rest of the crop; al-

though some of them were placed beside those

established from the original planting.

Thus it appears that beans will bear transplant-

ins far better than maize, for no good, hut much
iiijiiry generally occurs from replantins, or trans-

planting the latter, beside a plant or plants already

established; these new comers, oppressed by their

more powerful neighbours, sehloni ear well, and
frequently produce no fruit, consequently become
useless exhausters, and in return, oppress the older

and more powerful pla||Mtvvhich causes the latter

to be less productive. |^V^
1 have often transpla^Po and replanted corn, and

to but little purpose, except when the original

planting was early, and the vacancies in the rows

i'lng, or the right angles, if planted in that W'ay,

wide apart, and the corn for replanting managed in

ihc same way, as the beans were prepared for that

|iiirpose; with this difference, it should be taken up

Ml soon as it germinates, taking great care not to

iajure the sprouts, either in removing or planting

llie seed; the covering, not more than one inch

thick, ought to be lightly spread over the seed, and
the lapping with the hoe omitted. It will be, how-

r, generally found better to supply these defi-

roots of them too much, even when the intervaUleiencies by a few bunch beans, or potatoe sets spread

are wide, and also causes them to take very unna-\-- " --' • -— " **-—• "->-• --»

tural directions through it, this led me to believe

that low growing plants might be advantageou.sly

grown between the rows of maize, when tbt'y' were

much closer together than had been practised by

me, provided the cultivation was level, and very

superficial.

On the 23d of April, 1814, I planted a patch

with maize, leaving intervals of six leet between

the rows, dropping the seed in clusters eighteen

inches asunder in the furrows formed for planting,

suflering but two plants to grow in each cluster.

On the 7th of May, the corn plant being then about

three inches high, one row of while kidney bunch

beans was planleil in each interval between the

rows of maize. The furrows for planting the beans

were formed about three inches deep, and four

were dropped in clusters, nine inches apart in the

rows.

Lest the planting should fail, the soil was scrap-

ed off from a siuiill spot of rich, loose ground, ad-

joining the patch, about two inches deep, and

spread with beans closely laid together; these were

overed over with the mould which bad been scrap-

ed oil"; so soon as they were to be seen above the

ground, a shovel w:is inserted under their roots;

the plants thus taken up were carefully separated,

and placed in a basket to till up the deficiencies in

the patch; no addition was made where two plants

stood, nor any pulled up, where the lour beans ori-

ginally planted had prospered; consequently, the

replanting was confined to where only one plant

stood, or none of the seed had vegetated. Obser-

vation seemed to determine, that four plants were

too many to stand in a clnster.and that they would

small circle at some small distance apart, and
placed at a proper depth in the soil.

Frequent cultivation had eradicated the grasses

from the ground where this mixed crop was grown;
Corn had \ieen annually planted on the greater

part of it for eight or nine years, and of late, with-

out manure; the first crop seen by me on it was
tolerable, but fiat which immediately preceded the

one planted by me, was injured so much by pover-

ty of soil, and 'oad cultivation, that many of the

plants did not get more than from three to four feet

high, and were incapable of producing even valua-

ble nubbins.

The ground was woderately manured with long

fresh dung, previously to ploughing; the cultivation

of ihe plants was level, and very shallow; this form-

ed a thin covering of hose, pulverized soil on Ihe

surface, which filled up the cracks In the ground,

and to a considerable extent, prevented the inju-

rious influence of drying winds, and the heat of the

sun; this greatly favoured \he fermentation of the

manure, and also prevented much of its rich vola-

tile particles from escaping.

The ears of corn were generally as large as any

which had been grown before by me, except in some

parts of the patch, where, from the inattention of

those who spread and hauled Ihe dung, the giound

had nut been so well manured: on those spots IhecorB

plants became sallow, so soon as the tap roots, tas-

sels, and ear shoots appeared. The ears on these

places were less, and did not fill out so well to their

points, as the rest of the crop; which always hap-

pens at this trying crisis, when a sufficiency ol' nu-

triment has not been provided for the plants.

Rather bclore the corn plant should have been
J

have been generally more vigorous, if but two hadlcut uS by Ihe root.s, my working people ivere re-

been suffered to remain in each of them; but d» |
moved to another farm. This mduued me to puH
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off the ears in the husk and spread them in the

buildings to dry, rather than encounter the depre-

dation which might occur from leaving the corn

unprotected. The crop was not measured. It was,

however, clearly seen, that it sustained a great loss

from being pulled off too soon, notwithstanding the

ears were cured in the husk The grain continued

loose on the cob until the whole was used. This

never happens when corn is not cut off too soon, or

removed too early from the slalk. The grain, how-

ever, always shrinks after the corn is gathered, and

becomes more or less loose on the cob; these open-

ings between the grains let in air to the cob, and

also permit the moisture to escape more freely from

it. This causes the grains to unite as closely toge-

ther as they were before they began to shrink, unless

the plants have been too early cut off, or the ears

too soon husked, or pulled off from the stalk, for

the cob shrinks quite as much as does the grain

grown on it; consequently, an ear of corn is consi-

derably longer when it is cribbed, than after it be-

comes properly cured; especially if gourd seed

forms the greater part of the variety; for the open

texture of the grain of this corn, causes it to carry

much moisture into the crib, unless the weather

happens to be unusually dry. after the plants have

been cut off, and set up into heaps.

When the leaves had generally fallen off from

the bean plants, they were pulled up by the roots,

and se! up in very small heaps, between the rowsol

corn, with their roots uppermost. This exposed the

thicker part of the stem, as well as the root, to the

sun and air, also the pod, for it turns downward
while perfecting its fruit

After being thus dried, they were threshed and

measured at the rate of lull thirty bushels to the

acre, allowing them to occupy half the patch.

The soil, shaded by their close foliage, was open

and Miellow as it is possible to conceive, almost as

readily removed by the foot as an ash heap.

The bean crop appeared nearly, if not equally

productive throughout, even where the corn sul'

fered considerably from lack of nutriment. Tin,*

proves that they require much less food fnan maize:

consequently that they are a very lenwnt crop.

As one corner of the field had been highly en-

riched, this proves they are at ieast as productive

in very rich soils, as in those -vhich have been only

lightly manured. For although the leaves put on a

darker green, where a hojr pen had been longstand-

ing, the plants were quite as productive there, or

perhaps more than in ihe rest of the crop.

This is opposed to the too general opinion that

beans grow best on a thinnish soil; but it is not less

true on that account. I have seen many plants

which would grow on soils that were too thin to

grow those which required more nutriment. But 1

have never seen one that did not prosper better on

a rich soil, until it was rooted out by more powerful

plants.

I am informed that if beans be hilled up while

the dew is still on the plant, they mildew and lie-

eome unproductive. As this would seem to be the

most favourable time for ridging up plants, I am
disposed to believe, that the real cause why beans
are generally considered an uncertain and an un-

productive crop, is, that they are too commonly
planted on a poor soil, and always either hilled or

ridged up; and that poverty of soil, joined with the

savage practice of hilling up this delicate plant, de-

bilitate it so much, that unless the seasons are very
favourable, it cannot be productive.

The foregoing experiment induces me to believe,

that if beans were properly cultivated, they would
not only be a very lenient, but also a very profita-

ble preparatory crop, for wheat or any other small

grain

It also seems probable, that they will grow luxu-

riantly, if the intervals be only twenty-seven mches
Tf ide. If so, a good grass lay, with a full tecoad

crop of grass turned under late in the fall, might
readily produce at the rate of forty bushels to the
acre, which, where dung is not plenty, would be a
very valuable crop. It would nett the farmer quite
as much, or perhaps more to the acre, than a good
crop of wheat. It is a very lenient plant; also well

calculated by its close shade to pulver.ze the soil,

far better than it is possible to do it by ihe cultiva-

tion of a naked fallow: consequently, the prepara-
tion of the lay for any kind of small grain, would
be at least equal to any that could be readily form-
ed by the application of no more enriching ma-
nure.

The cultivation of the bean crop will cost more
than that of wheat. But boys or girls may readily
harvest the former with despatch, without vvhiskey
and the other extra expense which has been injudi-

ciously attached to the harvesting of small grain.

Benns are also threshed with but little labour, are

in demand for exportation, and sell quite as high as

wheat. They may be drilled in rows; or, if it be
found better, dropped in clusters, by the very cheap
drill invented by Mr. Bordley.* This may be soon
made by any farmer who knows how to use the

tools commonly kept on a farm. A leather bottom
to the seed hopper, like that used for the American
drill plough, would be a great improvement to it.

I consider the arrangement of my mixed crop of

maize and beans much better than any other that

has been practised by me. Two hundred bushels

of shelled corn to the acre, (rating only the soil al-

lotted for the growth of it,) seems no more than
should be expected; provided the manuring be suf-

ticient, the cultivation good, and the yellow or white
gourd seed corns planted. If the small early flinty

corn be grown, the quantity will be considerably
less. This will, however, greatly depend on the

arrangement of the plants. They are much less

than the larger corns, also more productive in ear

shoots; consequently, that arrangement will be best

which is most favourable to the introduction of the
greatest number of plants, without manifest injury

10 the perfection of the ears. Much may also be
done towards increasing the product of these small
early corns, hy a judicious selection of the seed.

Esptcial care, however, should be taken in doing
this, to preserve, and, when practicable, to increase
its property of ripening early.

It appears the product of the corn plant alone
was increased by this mixed cropping, for when the

ground allotted for the beans was estimated, they
yielded only thirty bushels to the acre. The same
happens when potatoes or barley are grown pro-
perly between the rows of corn. If either be suf-

fered to stand too close to the maize, the product of
the latter is greatly injured. I have seen the ears
on a row of corn very much injured by being plant-

ed not closer than within twelve inches of the out-

side row of a potatoe patch, although neither of the
plants was ridged i.p, and the remainder of the corn
patch was good.

I have often seen buckivheat sown among maize,
but never without manifest injury to the latter, until

after my removal to Philipsburg. Here I have ob-
seiTed both productive when grown in this way;
also followed by luxuriant spring wheat. The vo-

lunteer buckwheat plants were generally destroyed
by the frosts which luippen in the early part of the
spring. The corn was an early variety, and dung-
ed in the hill, planted at right angles from five to

SIX feet asunder. It m;iy have escaped injury from
Ihe early and rapid gro.Mh of the plants. The ga-
thering of the crops, huwever, is complex, and the
system of cropjiing rather severe.

Some faroiers, in that part of New Jersey where
sand greatly prevails, say, that by planting pom
pions among corn, the crop is greatly benefited by

* For a description of this drill, sec hie book on Hus
bandry.

shade. If this should happen, when maize is plant
ed at right angles of about five feet, it certainly
cannot take place when it stands sufficiently close
to produce a full crop. In all cases observed by
me, the pompion not only injured the maize greatly
by its extensive shade, but also from putting a stop
to the cultivation of it far too soon, by the running
of the vines.

Beans, with long running vines, are often planted
among corn. These entwine closely round the
maize. This, together with the extensive shade
formed by their leaves, greatly diminishes the pro-
duct.

Wherl the potatoe will readily sell for table use.
it is the most profitable plant to form a mixed crop
with maize. If only a tolerably productive variety
be planted, the crop ought to produce at least three
hundred bushels to the acre, rating half the soil, or
the ground allotted for the growth of this plant.

But the cultivator ought not to forget, that to ob-
tain this product, also two hundred bushels of maize
from two acres of land, the plants will require suffi-

cient food: consequently, the ground must be well
manured, and trench ploughed eight or nine inches
deep. Ttie potatoe sets should be planted immedi-
ately after the first cultivation of the maize; especial-

ly in high latitudes, where the former is often greatly
injured hy frost, merely from planting it at or about
tiie time it should be planted in warmer climates.
The time of planting, however, often depends quite
as much, or perhaps more, on whether the potatoe
perfects its fruit early or late. If the seasons be
equally moist, the later the potatoe is planted the
better, provided it be not injured by frost. Still the
cultivator should recollect, that the injury done by
the too intense heat of the sun, is not so destruc-
tive as an early or unexpected frost. Likewise,
that it often happens that the early planted potatoes
are especially favoured by the seasons, and more
productive than the late, even when the latter has
suffered no injury from frost. Also, that the shade
lormed by the corn plant will greatly defend the
potatoes from the injurious effects of the sun.

(From Loudon's Encyclopa;dia of Gardening.)

MANURES.
Of the Prcserimlinn and Application of Manures of

Animal and l^'egelable Origiii.

In practice, the great mass of manures procured
by the cultivator are a mixture of animal and vege-
table matters, and the great source of supply is the
farm or stable-yard. Here theexcrementilious mat-
ter of horses, cattle, swine, and poultry, is mixed
with straw, haulm, chaff, and various kinds of litter.

To what degree should this be fermented before it

is applied to the soil? And how can it best be pre-
served when not immediately wanted?
A slight incipient fermentalion is undoubtedly of

use in the dunghill; for, by means of it a disposition

is brought on in the woody fibre to decay and dis-

solve, when it is carried to the land. Or ploughed in-

to the soil; and woody fibre is always in great ex-

cess in the refuse of the farm. Too great a degree
<if fermentation is, however, very prejudicial to the

composite manure in the dunghill; it is better that

there should be no fermentation at all before the

manure is used, than that it should be carried too

far. The excess of fermentation tends to the des-

truction and dissipution of the most useful part of

th(> manure; and the ultimate results oi this process

arc like (hose of combustion. It is a common practice

amongst f.irmers to suffer the farm-yar^ dung to fer-

ment 'ill the fi! roiis texlnre of the vegetable matter

is cntiiely broken down; and till the manure becomes
perfectly cold, and so soft as to be easily cut by the

spade. Independent of the general theoretical view*

unfavourable to this practice, founded ui<on tue na-

ture and composition of vegetable substance*, there
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are many arguments and lacts which shew that it is

prejudicial lo the interests of the farmer.

Durin»- the violent fermentation which is necessa-

ry for reducing farm-yard manure to the state in

which it is called short muck, not only a large quan-

tity of fluid, but likewise of gaseous matter is lost;

so much so, that the dung is reduced one-half, or

tivo-lhirds in weight; and the principal elastic mat-

ter disengaged, is carbonic acid with some ammo
nia; and both these, if retained by the moisture in

thr soil, us has been stated before, are capable of be-

coming an useful nourishment of plants.

In October, l8(i8,Sir II. Davy "filled a large re-

tort capable of containing three pints of tva«er. with

some hot fermentiug manure, consisting principally

of the litter and dung of cattle; he adapted a small

receiver to the retort, and connected the whole with

a mercurial pneumatic apparatus, so as to collect the

condensible and elastic fluids which might rise from

the dung The receiver soon became lined wilh

dew, and drops began in a few hours to trickle down

the sides of it. Elastic fluid likewise was generated;

in three days thirty five cubical inches had been

formed, which, when analysed, were found to con-

tain twenty-one cubical inches of carbonic acid, the

remainder was hydrocarbonate mixed with some

azote, probably no more than existed in the common
air in the receiver. The fluid matter collected in

the receiver at the same time amounted to nearly

half an ounce. It had a saline taste, and a disagree-

able smell, and contained some acetate and carbo-

nate of ammonia. Finding such products given off

iVom fermenting litter, he introduced the beak of

another retort, tilled with similar dung, very hot at

the time, in the soil amongst the roots of some grass

in the border of a garden; in less than a week a

very distinct effect was produced on the grass; upon

the spot exposed to the influence of the matter dis-

engaged in fermentation, it grew with much more

luxuriance than the grass in any other part of the

garden. Besides the dissipation of gaseous matter,

when fermentation is pushed to the extreme, there is

another disadvantage in the loss of heat, >vhich, if

excited in the soil, is useful in promoting the germ-

ination of the seed, and in assisting the plant in the

first stage of its growlh, when it is most feeble and

most liable to disease: and the fermentation of ma-

nure in the soil must be particularly favourable to

ihe wheat crop in preserving a genial temperature

lieneath the surface late in autumn, and during win-

ter. Again, it is a general principle in chemistry,

that in all cases of decomposition, sub,stances com-

bine much more readily at the moment of tneir dis-

engagement, than after they have been perfectly

formed. And in fermentation beneath the soil, the

fluid matter produced is applied instantly, even

whilst it is warm, to the organs of the plant, and

consequently is more likely to be efficient, than in

manure that has gone through the process; and of

which all the principles have entered into new com-

binations.

There are reasons sufficiently strong, Grisen-

tbwaife observes, to discourage the practice of al-

lowing dung-heaps to ferment, and rot without in-

terruption. It appears that public opinion has slow-

ly adopted the decisions of chemical reasoning, and

dung-pies, as they are called, have been formed with

a view to save what was before lost; a stratum of

mould, sustaining the heap, being placed to receive

the fluid parts, and a covering of mould being ap-

plied to prevent the dissipation of the aerial, or gase-

ous products. These purposes and contrivances,

unfortunately, like many of the other operations of

husbandry, were not directed by scientific knowledge.

To cover is so commonly believed to confine, that

I there is no wonder that the practical cultivator

! adopted it in this instance from such a consider-

lation. But it is in vain; the elasticity of the gases

(generated, is such as no covering whatever could

lifoBsiWj confine. If it were peifectly compact, it
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could only preserve as much carbonic acid as is

equal to the vr.lume, or bulk of air within it; a quan-

tity too inconsiderable to be regarded, could it even

be saved; but every particle of it must be disen-

gaged, and lost, when the covering is removed.

Ill the writings of scientific agricullunsts, a Kreat

mass of facts may be found in favour of the applica-

tion of farmyard dung in a recent slate. A. Yuung,

in the Essay on Jl/o/mres, already quoted, adduces a

number of excellent authorities in support of the

plan. Many, who doubted, have been lately con-

vinced; and perhaps there is no subject of iuvesliga-

tion in which there is such a union of theoretical

and practical evidence. Within the last seven years

Coke has entirely given up the systrm formerly

adopted on his farin, of applying fermented dung;

and his crops have been since as good as they ever

were, and his manure goes nearly twice as far. A
great objection against slightly fermented dung is,

th..t weeds spring up more luxuriantly where it is

applied. Il there are seeds carried out in the dung,

they certainly will germinate; but it is seldom that

this can be the case to any extent; and if the land

is not cleansed of weeds, any kind of manure, fer

mented or unfermented, will occasion their rapid

growlh. If slightly fermented farm yard dung is

used as a top dressing for pastures, the long straws

and unfermented vegetable matter remaining on the

surface should be removed as soon as the grass be

gins to rise vigorously, by raking, and carried back

to the dunghill; in this case no manure will be lost,

and the husbandry will be at once clean and econo-

mical. In cases when farm yard dung cannot be

immediately applied to crops, the destructive fer-

mentation of it should be prevented as much as pos-

sible: the principles on which this may be eflected

have been already alluded to. The surface should

be defended as much as possible from the oxygen of

the atmosphere; a compact marl, or tenacious clay,

otl'ers the best protection against the air; and before

the dung is covered over, or, as it were, sealed u|i.

It should be dried as much as possible. If the dung
is found at any time to heat strongly, it should be

turned over, and cooled by exposure to air.

Watering dunghills is sometimes recommended
for checking the progress of fermentation; but this

practice is inconsistunt with just chemical views. It

may cool the dung for a short time; but moisture,

as before stated, is a principal agent in all processes

of decomposition. Dry fibrous matter will never

ferment. Water is as necessary as air to the pro-

cess; and to supply it to fermenting dung, is to sup-

ply an agent which will hasten its decay. In all ca-

ses when dung is fermenting, there are simple tests

by which the rapidity of the process, and conse-

quently the injury done, may be discovered. II a

thermometer, plunged into the dung, does not rise

to above one hundred degrees of Fahrenheit, there

is little danger of much aeriform matter flying oflT

If the temperature is higher, the dung should be

immediately spread abroad. When a piece of pa-

per, moistened in muriatic acid, held over the steams

arising from a dung-hill, gives dense fumes, it is a

certain test that the decomposition is going too far,

for this indicates that volatile alkali is disengaged.

fVhtn dung is to be preserved for any lime, Ihe si-

tuation in ivhich it is kept is of importance. It

should, if possible, be defended from the sun. To
preserve it under sheds would be of great use; or to

make the site of a dung-hill on the north side of a

wall. The floor on which the dung is heaped, should,

if possible, be paved with flat stones; and there

should be a little inclination from each side towards

the centre, in which there should be drains connect-

ed with a small well, furnished with a pump, by

which any fluid matter may be collected fir the use

of the land. It too often happens that a dense muci-

laginous and excavative fluid is suffered to drain

away from the dung-bill, so as to be entirely lost

to the farm.

Street and road dung and the sweepings of houses,
may be all regarded as composite manures; the cod-
stitiition of them is necessarily various, as they are
derived from a number of different substances.
These manures are usually applied in a proper man-
ner, without being fermented.

HOB.XICiri.TU'RE.

CULTIVATION OF TEA IN CHINA.
The Tea districts of China extend from the 27th

to the dlst dpitree of latitude. According to the
missionaries, it thrives in the more northern provin-
ces; iind from K^mpfer it appears to be cultivated
in Japan as far north as lat 45''. It seems, accord-
ing lo Dr. Abel's observation, to succeed best on the
sides of mountains, where there can be but little ac-
cumulation of vegetable mould. The soils from
whiili he collected the best specimens consisted
chiefly of sandstone, schistus, or granite. The land
forming the Cape nf Good Hope consisting of the
same rocks, and its geographical position corres-
ponding lo that of the tea districts of China, Dr.
Abel considers it might be grown there, if desira-

ble, to such an extent as to supersede the necessity

of procuring it from China. It grows well in St
Helena and Rio Janeiro, and will grow any where
in a meagre soil and moderate temperature.
The culture of the tea plant in China has been

given liy various authors. It is raised from seeds
sown where the plants are to remain. Three or
more are dropped into a hole four or five inches deep?
these come up without further trouble, and require
little culture, except that of removing weeds, till the

plants are three years old. The more careful stir

thesoil, and some manure it; but the latter practice

is seldom adopted. The third year the leaves are

gathered, at three successive gatherings, in Februa-
ry, April and June, and so on till Ihe bushes become
stinted or tardy in their growth, which generally hap-
pensiji from six to ten years They are then cut in

to encourage the production of fresh shoots.

The gathering of the leaves is performed with
care andseleiiion. The leaves are plucked off one
by one; at the trst gathering only the unexpanded
and tender are taken; at the second those that are
full grown; and at the third the coarsest. The first

forms what is called in Europe imperial tea; but as

to the other names by whV-h tea is known, the Chi-
nese know nothing; and the compounds and names
arc supposed to be made ahd given by the mer-
chants at Canton, who, from the great number of
varieties brought to them, have an ample opportu-

nity of doing so. These varieties, though numer-
ous, and some of them very different, are yet not

more so than the different varieties of the grape; they

are now generally considered as helonsing to one
species; the Ikea buhea, now camelia bohea of bota-

nists. Formerly it was thought that green tea was
gathered exclusively from thea viridis; but that is

now doubtful, though it is certain there is what is

called the green tea district, and the black tea dis-

trict; and the varieties grown in the one district dif-

fer from those grown in the other. Dr. Abel was
unable to satisfy himself as lo there being two spe-

cies or one; but thinks there are two species. He
was told by competent persons that either of Ihe

two plants will afford the black or green tea of the

shops, but that the broad thin-leaved plant (C. vi-

idis) is preferred for making the green tea.

Th" tea leaves being gathered, are cured in houses

which contain from five lo tea or twenty small fur-

naces, about three feet high, each having at the *op

a large flat iron pan. There is also a long low table

covered with mats, on which the leaves are laid, and

rolled by workmen, who sit round it: the iron r an

being heated to a certain degree by a little fire n. de

in the fui nace underneath, a feiv pounds of the fr> -h-

gathered leaves are put upon the pan; the fresh and-
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juicy leaves crack when they touch the |ian, and it

is the business of the operator to shift them as quick

as possible with his bare hands, till they become too

hot to be easily endured. At this instant he takes off

the leaves with a kind of shovel resenibling a fan, and

pours theui on the mats before the rollers, who, ta

king sniull quantitii-s at a time, roll them in the palm

of their hands, in one direction, while others are

fanning them, that they may cool the more speedi-

ly, and retain their curl the longer. This process is

repeated two or three tin.es, or oftener, before the

tea is put into the stores, in ordor that all the mois

ture of the leaves may be thoroughly dissipatcil, and

their curl more completely preserved. On every re

petition the pan is less heated, and the operation per

formed more slowly and cautiously. The tea is

then separated into the difl'erenl kinds, and deposit-

ed in the store lor domestic use or exportation.

The ditl'erent sorts of black and green are not

merely from soil, situation, and age of the leaf; but

after winnowing the tea, they are taken up in suc-

aession as the leaves fall; those nearest the machine,
being the heaviest, is the gunpowder tea; the light

dusi the worst, being chiefly used by the lower class-

es. That which is brought down to Canton under-
goes there a serond ro.isting, winnowing, packing,

&.C., and many hundred women are employed (or

these purposes.

As more select sorts of tea , the blossoms of the ca-

mellia sasanqua appear to be collected; as they are

brought over land to Russia, and sold by Chinese and
Armenians in Moscow at a great price. The buds also

appear to be gathered in some cases. By far the

strongest tea which Dr. Abel lasted in China, was
that called Yu-lien, useil on occasions of ceremony.
It scarcely coloured the water, and on examination
fvas found to consist of the half expanded leaves ol

the plant.

As substitutes for tea used by the Chinese may be

mentioned a species of moss common to the moun-
tains of Shan-tung; an infusion of ferns of difl'erenl

sorts, and Dr. Abel thinks the leaves of the com-
mon camellia and oil camellia may be added. Du
Halde ob.serves, that all the plants called tea by the

Chinese, are not to be considered as the true tea

plant; and Ka;mpfer asserts thai in Japan a species
of camellia as well as the olea fragrans, is used to

give it a high flavour. [Loudon's Encyc.of^gr.

PEACH TREES.
Mr. Skinner, Westchester, July 3\, 1827.

As the season for buddinp; has now arrived, I wish
to invite the attention of nurserymen, and others
who are curious in propagating choice fruits, to the
ingenious method devised by David Townsejid. Esq
ef this place, for prolonging the life of the peucli
tree. Your readers will find a brief notice of Mr.
Townsend's method in the present viilume of the
Farmer, pages 39-9. Since that notice was writ
ten, two years more of experience have tendi d
to confirm the belief that it will prove to be a va-
luable discovery. The trees are thrifty and healthy,
and bear fruit remarkably well. A,s the process is

simple, and attended with little or no trouble, I hope
the experiment will be repeated in various parU of
the country, and (he result in due time made known
A sanguine belief in its eligibility, is my induce-
ment for'troubling you with this "hasty paragraph.

Very respeclfully, V\' D.

(From the Ohio Scioto Gazette.)

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.
We have (he pleasure of presenting to our read-

ers to-day, the subjoined correspondence between
the committee, appoiutedat a public meeting here.

duectors of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road Com
pany. From this correspondence it will be seen,

that the board has given the committee the most
encouraging and flattering assurance of their inten-

tion to extend this great commercial avenue to the

ocean, westward, so soon as it shall have been com
pleled to the Ohio river, and its utility shall have
been fairly and practically tested. Viewing as we
do, the projection of this splendid scheme of Inter-

nal Improvement, as being of the highest conse-
quence to the people of the west, as well as to the
public spirited and enterprizing citizens of the citj
of Baltimore, we shall hail its extension west of the
Ohio river, as constituting one of the most impor-
tant and highly interesting epochs, in the history of
our state. The fact would seem almost incredible

and yet it is nevertheless true, that a single city,

and that city but very liKle older than the indepen
dence of our country, should from the enlerprize and
resources of her own citizens have projected a pub
lie work of the character and magnitude of the one
under consideration; a work which is destined, at

no very remote period, to effect one of the most as-

tonishing revolutions in the whole coramen-ial rela

tions of this vast country which has ever occurred
in it, and which will change (he whole (rade of (he
great valley of the Ohio, and a large proportion of
that of the mighty Mississippi itself, into this new
channel of intercommunication—a work which we
will venture to. say, for its cost, its splendour, and
its great public usefulness, would confer immortal
and imperishable renown, as a national monument
upon a prince reigning over the oldest and most
powerful empire in Christendom. Such examples
of bold enlerprize anil prudent forecast in our citi

zens, offer perhaps, the soundest and most practical
commentary upon (he genius, (he wisdom and free-

dom of our polidcal institutions, and afford the
strongest proof of the moral advancement, the pub-
lic enter, rize, and the flourishing condition of our
happ, 1 ountry. We ask our brother editors of the
wesi, whi are equally interested with us in promo-
ting this great national project, to lay this corres-
pondence before (heir readers.

To the President and Directors of the Baltimore and
Ohio Rail (Vay

Gentlemen,—We, the undersigned, have been
appointed a committee, by a meeting of the citizens
ol Chilicothe and its vicinity, to correspond with
you in relation to (he great and patriodc public
work, ivhich has bien projected in your stale, and
which, from (he manifes(ations already displayed,
will be speedily conducted (o a successful issue
We refer to (he R^il Way which you conlemplate
erecting Ironi the city of Baltimore to some point on
the Ohiii river.

In conlorniity to the objects with which this com
mitlee was raised, and in accordance, loo, with our
honesl nev\s as individuals, separate and aparl from
all modvcs of interest, we address you upon (he
subject. We do not wish to be understood, in ma-
king the foregoing reniark, that we as individuals, .ir

lha( ihose whose in(erests i( becomes ourdu(v (o re-

present
. have no direct interest in the extension of

the contemplated work; we know full well, that our
iii(eres(s would be must ensendally advanced by the
coniiiiualioii of this laudable and highly naiinnal
.chtine. Whil-t He hail (he prosecution of the work
as forming a most important era in the comuier< iai

history of our state, and indeed of the Union: whilst
we will be proud to view it as an evidence of the

intelligence, pulilic spirit and enlerprize of a por-

tion of our own common couii(ry , and as a powerful
liond of union, in a polidcal point of view, between
the Atlantic, and trans-mountain interests of (he

Uni(ed Sta(es— forming, as it will do, a safe, conve
nient and expeaiti ms medium of comn\iinici.lion

l"r all the various objects for which such a commu-
oication can be regarded as useful, and ia apecuni-
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on the 2d ultimo, and (he president of the board of
ary point of view, as it relates to our own interests
we esteem it as an object of vital importance, inas-
much as it will become an outlet for the surplus
products of one of the most extensive districts of
fertde country in the United States, or perhaps in
the world, which has been heretofore so circum-
scribed in i(s operations by its isolated situation, that
Its energies have never been developed and brought
into operation. But whilst all these advantages will
confessedly result, in some degree, to us, from this
contemplated improveuent, admilling it to termi-
nate at the Ohio river, yet it would be found to con-
tribute to the interest of those whose capital is em-
ployed in the scheme, as well as to our own, to ex-
tend the work to some point on the Great Miami
valley; and, with a view to its ultimate prosecution,
still farther, as the v:eallh and population of the'
country shall justify the measure.

It is more particularly (be business of (he com-
milleeatthis time, to endeavour to identify the com-
mercial interests of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail
Road Company with (hose of (he s(a(e of Ohio, in
this truly interesting and splendid enlerprize, and
with a view to this object, you will permit us to pre-
sent to you some of the facts which have operated
upon ouj- minds in forming our conclusions on this
momentous subject.

It will be remembered by you, that the state of
Ohio, perhaps one of the most fertile in the world,
in proportion to its geographical limits, is inter-
sected, in par(, by (hree rivers running from nor(h
to sou(h, and emp(ying into (he Ohio. The Big Mi-
ami passes through its wes(ern boundary, (he Scio-
(o through Its cen(re, and (he Muskingum (hrough
(ha( par( of it, lying between the Scioto and its eas-
tern boundary— it being bounded on the south and
east by the Ohio.
The Legislatuie of the slate has taken measures

to construct a canal down the Miami, from Dayton
(0 Cincinnati, as well as from Cleaveland on lake
Erie, to Portsmouth, at the mouth of the Scioto, and
the Muskingum, can be rendered navigable at a
small expense The Baltimore and Ohio Rail Road,
in the event of its being extended to the great val-
ley of the Miami, will cross the Ohio Canal, and
reach as far as the canal intersecting the country
from Dayton lo Cincinnati, and its route will ap-
proach very near to the mouth of the Muskingum.
The relative situation of this Rail Road, with

these outlets of the commerce of our country, will

be such, in our judgment, as to secure to it much
the largest proportion of the commerce of the slate

of Oliio, at all seasons of the year; and more parti-

cularly, during that season when the passage of

3team-boa(s on (he Ohio will be obstructed, in con-
sequence of low water, as well as during that por-
tion of i1 when the navigation on the northern route
will be impeded by ice, so thai in (his grand scheme,
may be concentrated all the subordinate means
which the enterprise of the state of Ohio may here-
after adopt, for extending her commerce. We wish
to impress upon your minds the importance of the

consideration just urged, lo the interest of the Balli-

more and Ohio Rail Road Compani; with which ob-
ject, permit us lo suggest some other views connect-
ed wilh this subject The country, or a considera-
ble portion of it, through which ihe contemplated
rail way will pass from Baltimore to Ihe Ohio, is

mountainous and barren, and therefore capable of
furnishing, comparatively, a small surplus lor the
Baltimore market; suppose then, the road termi-

nates at the Ohio, under Ihe slate of (hings which
will, in all probability exist, in a few years, what
assurance can Baltimore have of profiting by (he

commerce of Ohio, or any of the country west or

south of Ohio?
Our own canals will convey our products lo the

Ohio river on .the one hand, and to lake Erie on the

other; and although there are objections to both
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those routes to market, yet we shall be comp<'l'ed to

adopt them in preference to encountering the ne-

cessary land carriage over bad roads which is to

bring us to the point on the Ohio river where your

rail way terminates. If the produce of Ohio should

be compelled to enter the Ohio river. at the mouth

of the S'cioto, and at the mouth of the Miami, what

assurance has the Bidtimore and Ohio Rail Road

Company, that this road will continue to be the route

for its transportation? Suppose Virginia should pro-

secute her schemes of connecting the waters of the

Chesapeake bay with those of the west, by canals

or rail ways from Richmond to Point Pleasant, at

the mouth of the Great Kenhawa; why would not

all the produce which might be embarked on the

Ohio river take that destination, instead of pursuing

its course up a difficult and tedious river navigation

to get to the Baltimore rail way; more particularly

as the Virginia route would be greatly short of the

one under contemplation?

In this point of view, it becomes important to your

interests, first, to strike the Ohio river at as low a

point as possible, and secondly, if the trade of Ohio,

Kentucky and Indiana, be considered important to

the success of this great undertaking, that you

should extend it into the interior of the country, so

as to make it our interest not to enter the Ohio river

with any of the products of the country between

the point at which the rail way will cross it and its

proposed termination—the Miami valley. Once

secure to yourselves this trade, which in a short

time, of itself, will indemnify you for the expense of

the road, and it becomes a permanent source of pru-

fit, of which you could not be deprived by any com-

petitor, but in the event of your terminating the

road at the Ohio, New York will compete with you,

and you may find to the interest of your road a still

more formidable competitor in some future work

which Virginia has it in contemplation to establish,

as we think she has manifested, by rcstrictinsyou in

relation to the termination of jour road. We be-

lieve that if the Baltimore rail road be extended to

the valley of the Miami, the obstacles to the navi

gation of that part of the Ohio river between Cin-

cinnati and the mouth of the Little ICenhiiwa, will

drive a very large proportion of tlie trade of the ri-

ver to the rail road; and we believe, also, that the

trade which must take the canal, and pass over the

lake through the New York can<tl to that city, in the

event of your road terminating at the Ohio river,

will take the other destination and be transported to

Baltimore, if the facility of the rail way could be

obtained. The present advantages which would re-

sult to Baltimore from becoming at once the marl

of our surplus products, increased as they would be

by a knowledge of the fact, that we should have an

easy, cheap and expeditious means of transporting

them to a good market, would be almost beyond cal-

culation. But (vhen we look forward to the state of

things which would in a few years be produced here

by this rail way, and the auxiliary improvements to

which that would give rise, we are perfectly at a loss

for data upon which to make any thing like a ration-

al calculation.

We may, however, we think, hazard the opinion,
that if this rail way be continued through Ohio, ope
rating as it will upon an area of miiny millions of
square mdcs, of as fertile soil as perhaps the world
can furnish, and covered by a population of four
millions of people, whose surplus products it will

control, the effect of its operation, as connected with
this state alone, will be to double the wealth and po-
pulation of the city of Baltimore in twenty years,
besides contributing greatly to the aggrandizement
and wealth of the individuals embarked in the en
terprize. The foregoing are a few of a long cata-
logue of considerations which might be urged in fa-

Tor of the extension of this truly great, laudable and
national enterprise which, whilst it Is calculated to

Hiiraartalitie its projectors, will plac« the national

character of the state of Maryland upon proudly

pre-eminent grounds, and confer upon the city ol

Baltimore commercial advantages enabling it to

compete with the great emporium of the United
States.

If our anticipations, which we think are based

upon rational data, approaching very nearly to

mathematical demonstration, are to be only half re-

alized, it would unquestionably be to the interest of

the company to extend the work in accordance with

the views of the meeting whose interests we repre-

sent. Permit, us to present some views, by way of

drawing your attention to the subject, as it regards

the difficulties which would have to be encountered,

and the expense incurred in the prosecution of the

work. The surface over which this road would
pass, is perhaps surpassed by no district of the same
extent in the world, for the prosecution of a work of

this bind. It is comparatively level, and obstructed

by very few rivers or water courses of any kind,

—

forming obstacles to the completion of the road,

upon the easiest and most economical terms.

In relation to the surface over which the road

would pass, we presume there would be no difficul-

ty. The country between the Ohio and the valley

of the Miami, will furnish, in great abundance, and
of good quality, the materials necessary for the con-

struction of the rail way. From the Ohio river to

the valley of the Scioto, arc found inexhaustible

beds of stone coal, and we doubt not but further

researches will devclope the fact, that coal exists be-

tween the Scioto valley and the valley of the Miami,
and also between (he Miami and the valley of the Mis-
sissippi. Stone and gravel of the best qualities for

all the purposes of the rail way, will be found on the

route over which the road will pass, and iron froni the

furnaces of Ohio and Kentucky, can be obtained for

the structure of it on advantageous terms. The fer-

tility of the soil, and consequent abundance of all

to collect information for the purpose of ascertaining
the practicability of constructing a rail road froin

the cit^ of Baltimore to some eligible point on the
Ohio river: the necessary acts of incorporation have,
during this short period, been passed; the company
have been duly organized, and an extensive mass of
highly valuable facts obtained. The directors are
sensible of the magnitude of the work in which they
are about to engage, and fully aware that great la-

bour and perseverance will be required to carry it

through; yet they perceive no reason to doubt of its

practicability, with a judicious application of the

means to be employed. They, however, deem it

necessary, previous to taking any important step, ts

use all the means in their power to procure such ad-

ditional information as, with that already in their

possession, will enable them to decide with safety

upon the course they should pursue in regard to the
location of the route and the application of the
moving power upon it—these being almost the only
points upon which the board now feel a deficiency

of intelligence.

By reference to a report lately received from a
committee appointed to examine the rail roads ia

operation in the states of Pennsylvania and Massa'
chuselts, a copy whereof I enclose, you will perceive

that measures are about to be taken to gain this in-

formation with as little delay as possible, and we
confidently hope we shall in a few months, be in a
situation to make a safe and successful commence^
ment of the enterprise. Our charter, a copy of
which i also enclose, requires that the first efforts of
the company be directed to the construction of the
proposed road, from Baltimore to a point on the east
bank of the Onio river.

The company being restricted by the state of
Virginia from passing below the mouth of the Little

Kenhawa, and the legislature of Pennsylvania not

havinsc granted a passage through that state, our

the necessaries of life are such, that the expense of choice of a course lor the road is consequently lim

sustaining the labourers necessary to construct the i'fd. It will be extremely important both to this

work, would in all probability be less than in almost company, and to the immense district of country di-

any other part of the world. The existence of the

fanlilies which we have glanced at in a very sum-
niirv way, we think is sufficient to establish the fact.

that Jhe road can he constructed at the least practi-

cahle expense; and we arc perfectly certain, that

upon a full and thorough investigation of the sub-

ject, you will agree with us in opinion that the ex'

tension of the road will contribute most essentially

to the pecuniary interests of the capitalists embarked
in the enterprise. Should this be your determina-

lion, any information which this committee may be

able to communicate upon the subject will be

promptly transmitted to you, upon your wishes being

made known to them.

Respectfully vours,

'WM CREIGHTON,Jr.
DUNCAN McARTHUR,
JOSEPH SILL,
NATHANIEL SAWYIER,
ISAAC CURD,
J. T. WORTHINGTON.

Office of the Baltinwre and Ohio Rail Road Com-
pany, June Wlh, IS27.

Gentlemen,—Your communication under date of

the 14th inst. addressed to the president and direct-

ors of the Baltiaiore and Ohio Rail Road Company,
is received and has been submitted to the board.

The deep and livel;- interest so generally manifest-

ed by our brethren of 'he west towards the under-

taking in whieJi we are embarked, and the expres-

sion of approbation and good will which is displayed

in relation to it, throughout all parts of our country,

cannot fail to inspire us with increased ardour in

the pursuit of the important object, and a firmer

confidence in its early and complete success. Only
a few months have yet elapsed since we first began

rectly interested in the enterprise, that a spot where
we shall intersect the Ohio river, should be selected

which will afford the greatest advantage as a depot
for the trade of the west; and that it be also at a
suitable place, whence the road may hereafter be
most beneficially extended It is the earnest desire

of the company to ascertain this point, and to ap-

proach it with their road as near as the localities of

the country will permit. We are highly gratified

to perceive the zial which our brethren of Ohio have

inaiMft-Sted to promote the continuation of the road,

and when the work shall have been completed to

Itie Ohio river, as originally contemidated, the com-
pany indulge in the gratifying hope that the supe-

rior advantages of this mode of intercommunica-

tion, between distant inland countries will be so ful-

ly established as to authorise the extension of the

route far beyond its present proposed termination,

and there can be no doubt, should this anticipation

be realized, that the citizens of Baltimore will most
readily co->perate with their western friends, in con-

tinuing the road to the utmost point to whicbits
usefulness can be carried.

The government of the United States, justly ap-

preciating the importance of the contemplated im-

provement, have extended to this company a most

liberal and friendly patronage, and have rendered

to us much valuable aid by furnishing several topo-

graphical engineers with their respective brigades,

to assist in making the necessary preliminary sur-

veys. These officers are on the point of commen-
cing their examinations, and we hope by the time

our other arrangements will have been completed

we shall have gained a sufficient stock of informa-

tion, to enable us safely to begin the execution of

the work, and to pursue it to an early and judicioui

completion. I shall at all times be grat fied to re-

ceive any information from you, which you may
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deem of sufficient importance to comiuunicate, and

in the mean time, permit me to assure you of my
sincere and respectful esteem and regard,

P. E. THOMAS, President.

Wm. Creighton, Jr. ")

DC.NCAN McArthuh,
I

Joseph Sill, ^Commif.ee.
rJATHANIEl. SiWylEB,

I

Isaac Curd, i

Ja.mesT. \\ orthington.J

TO MAKE A GOOD WIFE UNHAPPY.
We apprchi-nd there are many husbands who

will read the foUoiviiig with a blush.

St-e hiT as seldom as possible. If she is warm
hearted and cheerful in temper; or if, after days or

Wet-ks' absenci , she meets you with a sniilins, face,

and in an aSectioiiate manner be sure to look cold-

ly upon her, and answer her with monosyllables. 11

she loree back her tears, and is resolved to look

chet-rliil, sit doxvn and a;ape in her presence till she

is fully convinced of your ii ditf'erence. Never think

you have an} thins; to do to make her happy; but

that her happiness is to How from gratify iiig your

caprices and when >he has done all a woman can

do, be sure you do not appear gratitied. Never
take an interest in any o( her pur<uiis; and, if she

asks your advice, make her feel that she is trouble-

some and impt-rlinent. Il she attempts to rally you
good humouredly, on any of your pi-culiarilies,

never join in the laue;h, but frown lit-r into silence

If she has faults, {which, witi.out doubt she wil'

have, and perii:tps may be ignorant of,) never at-

tempt vvith kindness to correct tliein, but continual-

ly oblruue upon her ears, "what a good wife Mr.
Siiiilh has." "How happy Mr. Smith is with his

wile." "That any man would be happy with such

a wife." Ill company never seem to know you have
a wife; treat all her remarks with inditference. and
br very uHatile and complacent to every other lady

If you lollo-v these diiectioas, you may be certain

ef an obedient, and a

—

heart-broken wife.

[^r. York Mirror.

THE GOOD HUSBAND.
The good husband is one, who, wedded not by

interest but by choice, is constant as well from in-

clination as from principle. He treats his wile with

delicacy as a tvoiiian; with tenderness as a friend.

He attributes her follies to her weakness, her im-

prudence to her inadvertency; he passes them over

with good nature, and pardons them with indul

gence. All his care and industry are employed for

her welfare; all his strength and powi-is are exert

ed for her support and protection. He is more
anxious to preserve his own character and rtput;

lion, because hers is blended with it. [Mbiim

Ok the Mistress Cicely—a pattern and exam
PLE OF UOUSEKEEPt .S.

She was a woman peerless in her station.

With household virtues wedded to iier name;
Spotless in linen, grass-bleached in her fame,

And pure, and clear-starched in her reputation.

Ueiice, in my castle of imagination.
She bides forever-more the d.iinty daii.e,

To keep all airy draperies liuiu shame,
And all dream-iuriiilure in prestrvatioii.

There walketh she with keys quite silver bright,

In perfect hose, and shoes oi seemly black.
Apron and stomacher of hi; HhUe;

—

And decent order follows in her track;
The burnish'd plate glows lustrous i; bi-r sight,

And glossy tluors uud tables eliuie her Udck!

The kind of Wife which every man of sense
wouLii prefer.

•I'd have her reason all her passions sway.
Easy in company— in pruate gay;
Coy to a top, to the deserving iree

—

.iiiil cunstaiil to herself, and line to me:
d have the expression of her thoughts he such,

Slie shoulii not seem reserved, nor talk too much;
H>-r coiKuict regular — iier mirth relined

—

Civil to straiisers—to her iieii'hbours kind."

SfO^VXXSTG OIiXO.

GODOLPHlN ARABIAN.
[The commaiiication signed "Aleliish," covered

by the loliowui^ letter, was puulishcd in the present
volume of the Am Kariuci.Ao. 17, p. lo4, dated
July 13— but this ictli-r cont.iuis ..dUilioiiai particu
lars and inquiries, wUicb muuce us to publish ii.j

Mr Skinner, Hick''s Ford, > a., .Qug. 3, la-zi.

Although I am not on your suliscripiion list, yet
I have procured all the volumes I your valuatilc

paper. The enclosed, whicn i lately published in

lUe felersburg paper, was received from a gc-nile-

mau of the first lamily, wealth and respectability

in Granville county, N. C, wuere 1 reside. He had
the information immediately alter the termination
ol the old revolutionary war, IVoni the gentleman
who had it repeatedly from several noblemen and
gentlemen of the first standing in England. This
gentleman was the son ol tlie Briiisli Attorney-ge-
neral, when this country was under the crown of

Great Britain; whose lather sent him over to Eng-
land to receive his education at ilie first commence-
ment of the late war: he had the communication
also, repeatedly, from the lips ol Lord Godolphin
himself. But his lordship let the report of the im
portation of tuis Arabian go amongst the publick,

m the manner it has alwa3s been published in Eng-
land, lor fear of farther injuring the clmiacter and
respectability of Col. Cooks laraily. If you wish
any lartuer reference, you may obtain it by writing

to the Postmaster at VVarreiiton, N. C, brother-in-

law to the gentleman from whom 1 received it.

Trie sportsmen of the Washington and Baltimore
Jockey Clubs, and others, will oblige me through
this medium, to fill up the lull pedigrees of the fol-

lowing horses and mares:

Imported mare Calista, owned formerly by the late

Col. Wm. B3rd,of Westover, Virgi.iia.

Imported horse Sober John, imported by the late

Col. John Baylor, ol Virginia.

Imported horse Hob-Nob; he ran in England at

Blandlord and Salisbury, and was beat by Tan-
tivy and Babrabam in 1756; the properly of

Mr. Reynolds. Any gentleman w ho has, or can
procure the English racing calendars for the

year 175<J, will confer a favour by giving the

stock from which he descended. I learn that

there are full sets of said calendars in Wash-
ington city and Baltimore.

Imported horse Dabster. I would be glad to be in-

formed whether the running mare Pompadour
(dam of Romulus,) ever had a filly by the im-
ported horse Jolly Roger, or not.

Trimmer's pedigree is wanted in lull; he was a good
racer in Maryland. Also the following:

Chesapeake; Thornton's Whistlejacket; True Gold;

Hall s Union; Galloway s Selim, in Maryland.

Tickler; Doricles. Whirlwind, a good runner in

Virginia, g'lt by the celebrated horse old Wild-

air he was brought to Aiaryland from thence.

Marshal Duroc, bred by , foaled in

got by old Duroc; his dam Maid-of-the-Oaks by

, bred by Gen. Ridgely.

Alsi', die ,iedigree of Cinderella in full.

Donfeuuon, by the impoited horse Old Medley—his

dam's full pedigree is wanted Also the full

pedigree of Burrell's imported horse Regulus,
by the Godolphin or Regulus.

Mellish.

N. B.—I have been lately informed that the pro-

prietor of the Baltimore Course can give the full

pedigrees of Marshal Duroc, Maid-of-lhe-Oaks,aDd
Cinderella. It is at the particular request of seve-

ral of my friends that I send this to you.

To the Editor of the American Farmer:

Mr. Vanbrugh Livingston, in reference to an in-

quiry of a correspondent respecting a thorough bred
mare, and which appeareJin the "Fanner" of July
27, desires to acquaint the Editor that he has one
answering to the description wanted, and which he
IS willing to part with.

The mare was bred by C. S. Ridgely, Esq. of
Oaklands, Maryland.
Mr L. will give such information as may be de-

sired by the correspondent, upon receiving from him
a CO ninunication on the subject.

Cale^idar, near yonker''s, July JO, 18^7,

xazscEZiiiAsrEovs.

TO MARE SALT BY THE PROCESS OF
EVAPORATION.

[Some months since, the desire fo obtain infor-

mation on this subject, was expressed by some cor-

respondent residing on the tide waters of the Che-
sapeake, or south of it.

It brought to mind a visit we paid, some years
since, to the residence of the Hon. Josiah Quin-
CY, most agreeable in every circumstance, except

the shortness of its duration; on which occasion we
saw the famous Oakes cow, and immediately recog-

nized her by her exact likeness in the Farmer.

—

There, too, we saw in operation, the soiling system,

better explained by Mr Quincy,than by any other

writer; and under his polite guidance and hospitali-

ty, we recollected to have seen beautiful crystalliza-

tions of salt, obtained from his extensive vats.

These recollections, and the confidence they in-

spired, induced us to seek from him the information

in question, and the following is the answer just

received. As for the delay which has attended his

reply, we have ourselves too much and too frequent

occasion to sue for indulgence in that respect, not

to be most ready to make the projier allowances.

Nay, it furthermore becomes us to make acknow-
ledgments tor the kindness with which he has now
responded, and the assurance we derive frora..it,

that if the numerous patrons of the American Far-
mer, who reside in situations to avail themselves

of what he has communic iteil, should desire fur-

ther details, they may be obtained from the same
respectable source.]

My Deap. Sir, Boston, 2"(/i Jiifi/, IS2T.

I am indeed mortified that your letter of the 24th
of March last, should have lain by me without no-

tice, until this time. My only apology is, that I had
entertained, from the first, an intention to comply
wi'h your request, and put it on file among my pri-

vate papers, for ih it purpose. But the truth is, that

my official duties are so incessant, so full of delay,

and so engrossing, that they overlay my private con-

cerns as well as those of general friendship and at-

tention.

Poor as this apology is, it is all I have fo offer.

The truth is, neither tiie file in which your letter was
placed, nor your letter has met my eye, until within

these ten miputes past, since it was placed where I

found it.

The process of procuring sail by evaporation Is

one of the simplest, as well as^he most certain of all

our mauulaclujes, and one, I should apprehend, pe-
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culiarly suited for the soulliern stales, requiring no

great capital, and only very general attentions from

the proprietor; and affording a very fair profit, at

the present moderate rate of duty on that article.

Of all manufactures, it is. perhaps, the one most
deserving protection, ns in case of war, the supply

of that necessary article on the seaboard has been
alivays so difficult, dcpendina; as it does, for this ar-

ticle on foreign commerce, that the price has been
in such cases always extremely high, and at times

extravagant.

A disposition, however, of late has been manifest-

ed in Congress, to deprive the manufacture of the

protection and encouragement it now enjoys; the

consequence has been, that the spirit of investing

capital in salt works has been in a considerable de-

gree checked, and should the policy succeed, many
persons of small capital, who have invested all they
are worth in this manufacture, would be probably
ruined.

I did not, however, intend, nor do ,

I understand it to be your wish, to have
|

me say any thing on this topic. As to

the process itself, it is carried on in

vats about eighteen feet square, and
about six inches deep—each vat be i

ing connected with the adjoining at the '

corner as in the margin.
At the centre, between each vat, is a

post turning upon a pivot, supporting a
beam, on which are suspended the co-
vers so balanced, as to be turn ed off or
on by a single hand.

I know of no regular rule as to the time allowed
or required for the evaporation of the water. This
is pumped into the highest vats, which are placed
in sections, say 15 or iO upon a level—then another
section of 10 or 12 on another level; and so on, de-
creasing the number according to the length of the
time, and also the heighth, so that as the water eva
porates, it may be drawn into the different sections,

and the first section, (that which receives the first

water) may be filled up without diluting the water,
which has already become pickle, by evaporation.
The lowest section of vats except one, consisting'

of, perhaps, 6 vats, are called lime vats, here the wa-
ter has so far lost its fresh particles as to begin to

deposit lime; and in these vats it is permitted to re-

main until all its lime is deposited. As soon as this

takes place, salt begins to make; as soon as salt ap-
pears, the water is drawn forward into the lowest
section of vats, called salt or pickle vats, usually
consisting of six vats: here tlie salt is made, and is

taken out, if the process be well conducted, in great
purity, and of an excellent quality.

II is difficult to give any rules for the conducting
of the different parts of this process. The know-
ledge, however, is very easily acquired, and princi-

pally consists in knowing when to pass the water
trom one section of vats to another.
Those works with which I am acquainted, have,

I think, four sections of vats. In the lirst, consist-

ing say of twenty, the sea water is pumped. Here it

remains until by evaporation it has deposited the

filthy matter, which it holds in solution; being prin
cipally the particles of sea vegetables, which soon
begin to settle, or appear in the shape of a green
scum. And it is astonishing how much of this spe-
cies of substance exists in sea water, which when at

first pumped up appears perfectly pure and pellucid.

The passing the water from this section, is not a

matter requiring much critical accuracy— it depend-
ing on the exigency of the works, the sooner il gels

forward to the second section, the sooner more wa-
ter can be placed in the first section, and sub-
mitted to the action of the sun. The time of re-

maining, in the second section, is also not very im-
portant. It is best, however, that as little of I'tetid

or vegetable matter as possilile should be passed in-

fo the aest &ectioo,. that is into the lime vatsj the

water is therefore here generally, till it begins
to form lime, which it does not usually, until after

the vegetable substances in solution are separated
either in scum, or by deposit.

It is now passed into the lime vats; here it re-

mains until the lime is all deposited. One of the
great mistakes in this manufacture, arises from the
inducement which men have to expedite the pro-
cess, and pass the water from the lime to the salt

vats, before all the lime is deposited. Whenever
this is done, the salt is proportionably impure. The
proper time for this cannot be mistaken, after a very
little experience; inasmuch as salt does not make
until alter the lime making is terminated. The salt

pellicle, as it swims on the surlace, is easily distin-

guished from the lime pellicle; and as the one does
not come until the other has settled to the bottom,
there is no ditticulty in the case. Nothing but mere
carelessness, or a disposition to cheat, (which, even-
tually, never fails to re-act on the manufacturer, by
depreciating the market value of his salt,) can ever
cause a mistake in this part of the process.

When the salt begins fairly to appear on the sur
face of the pickle, it is the time lor passing it from
the lime to the salt vats. In these it is suffered to

remain until the salt is deposited, which it does ac-

cording to the heat of the sun or the season of the

year, in a longer or a shorter time, and as new
pickle, free of lime is made, it is passed freely into

the salt vats. I'here is now no dirticulty in making
pure salt, of an excellent quality, except again care-
lessness, at the end of llie year, rt hen the residuum
which remains, after the salt is deposited, is often

permitted to deteriorate the salt by its being suffer-

ed to continue loo long in it Tins residuum is call-

ed ''the biller loaler," in the language of the manu-
faclurer; it holds in solution Glauber salts of the

shops, in great quantities, and if the salt be not
taken out soon enough, crystals of Gl.uher salt-

will sometimes make, which also deteriorates the
quality of the salt. In the nature of things, nothing
can be purer or liner than "American salt," as it is

called, when made Oy a judicious and careful ma
nulacturer. It has always been highly estimated by
our fisheriuen, and continues to be. A prejudice

prevailed against it, as not being suited to preserve
meat, which time has in a great degree removed,
and IS daily removing. 'I'he truth is, that the salt

manufacture was first commenced and carried on
by the people of Cape Cod—all very poor, who at

tended tlieir works with great irregularity, and were
from poverty or carelessness often led to hasten thi-

process, and thereby introduce lime or Glauber into

their salt. Experience has long since convinced all

intelligent manufacturers of that article, of the ne-

cessity of care and attention; and if Congress, in

stead of vexing the manulacturer with perjietual

threats of taking off the existing protection, would
provide for an inspection ol the article, and by mak-
ing the duty permanent, encourage ca|)italists to

enter more largely into tlie business, the purest and
best possible quality of salt might be secured, and
competition would soon compensate for the protec-

tion in its effect upon the price of the article. The
cost of woiKs may be stated with suliicient accuracy

at ten cents the square foot, land not included.

I have thus, according to your request, written

with extreme haste sucb general knowledge as i

possess on this topic. If it can be made useful to

your inquiring friend, the little labour it has cost

me will be amply compensated.

Very respectlully, your obed't serv't,

J. S, Skimmee, Kii^. JOSIAH tiUINCY.

EXTRAORDINARY COW.
A cow, in the possession ol Dr. VV m. Elmer, of

Bridgetown, N. J., produced last week, a male and
a female calf, at one birth, averaging 80 lbs. each.

11, is is the second time, m succession, she has

brought forth twins, and each pair averaging ItiO

P°'""^' "' " '''['h. She IS now the mother of five

Hnd"ffT m:h '^Vl^''' ^f
twenty-five months old!and II killed and dressed now, they would weighoOO pounds. r ,. , °

IJyiass. Journal.

Baltimore, Frid.w, August 17, 1827.

€>A Correspondent at Annapolis, has for sale
SIX or seven thousand silk-worm cocoons, and writes
to know who will purchase, and at what price-or
ivliHt may be obtained lor the silk when wound^
1 he cocoons are not injured, and are in good order.

RIN.iLDO

R-.Il'i^L'if''"^'
'™ °^^:' ^'"^'y^ ^'^^ ^y ^^^ "»°- Johnha.dolph IS now standing m the immediate neighl.our-

fh^Vi i*^".'

"""''•''
,
"« ^^i" I'e at the Stone Tavern onthe fredenck road, three miles from Baltimore. ODMonday, and until Tuesday afternoon, at Beam's -..Id

t.ivern on the iteisterstown road, Wednesdays, Thurs-days and tridays—and oh Saturdays, at Potter's Canton
ruce course. He will cover at $10 the mare for themonth cash pa,d before the mare is covered. He haspioved hiniself an uncommonly sure getter of superior
Cults, and there is not on the side of the dam (Miss i-:r-and by Cracchus, Duette by Silvertail, full bred son of
Clockl^ast, Vanity, Celer, Mark vnthony, Jolly Koger,)
as Hell as ou that of his sire, a better bred horsi- in
\iiieric^a, nor any other country—nor any of better
Jimbs, figure, bone, sinew and action. A colt by him
out of a common mare of good size, could not fail, with
care, to make a superior horse for the saddle or har-
ness. For any further particulars, apply to Robert Par«
kerii Son, at the Three Tun Tavern, head of Pratt st.

P. S. Pasturage may be had for mares at a reasona.
ble rate, i>ut no liability for accidents.

Sy- KiN.tLDo was six years old this spring, a beautiful
dark bay, near sixteen hands. Offers for the purchase
of half of him, or to farm him for next year, will be
received by the Editor of the American Farmer.

BAIiTIMOax: FRXCES CUaHBWT~
Rtporled far the Jinmican Fmmer, by Lewis Sutton Sf Co-
ToBvcco—Seconds, as in quality, ;J3.25 o 6 00—com-

mon crop, 3.50 a 4. —Do. red, 4.50 a 4.7.0—nood re(L
5.00 6,110—Fine red, 7.0U a S.OO—Yellow and red
1.00a 10.00— Yellow, 6..'iO a \' .00—Fine Yellow, lO.OOa
20.00—Virginia fine, 6.00 a 8.00— Rappahannock, (none)
3 50—Kentucky, fine, 3.50a6.00—do. wrappinR, 1.00 a
3,00.

"^ "

Flour—super ^5.00—Howard-st. standard, 4.50 a 4.
75—white wheat family, 6 00—Susq. 4 SO a 4.75 Corn
.Meal, per cwt. ].ih, a 1.7,i—-Grain, best white wheat,
.95al 00—do good red, .75 o .85—ordinary do. .70 a .76— best white common, .50 a .55—do. yellow, .49 « 53
Rye, .37i ,1 .40—0.\TS, .i-'i) a .'.>5—White Beans, 1.26—
Peas, .'jO -Clover seed, 3.50 a 4.00— Timothy, 3.00

—

Barley, .90 a 1.00—Flaxseed, .75 -Cotton, Virg-inia,
.9 0.10—Upland, fair, .10 o .11—Louisiana, ,11 a.l3—
North Carolina, .10 a .11—Tennessee, M a .10*—Ala-
bama, .10 re All.
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AaRzctriiXVRS.

(From the British Farmer's Magazine.)

AN E«SAV UN THE QUESTION,
^TVhethtr the Breed ef Live Stock, connected with

A^rictittiiie, be susceptible of the greatest Improve-

t)leiit from the quitlities conspicuous in llie Male,

or from those conspiciimis in the Female parenlt"

By the Rev HtwRT Berry, Acton Beauchamp,

JVorcestei shire.

It will be acknowledged by e»ery competent

judge, that the question proposed by the Highland
Society is one . abounding in difficullies; but it is

hoped that the facts and arguments, tvhich will be
hereafter used, will proee that the writer has be-

stowed upon the subject a considerable degree of
attention, and that be has not presumed to intrude
Tinioaary opinions, unconfirmed by the test of ex-

perience, or adopted without the previous labour of
investigalioo and reflection.

That the discovery of an independent faculty (il

»ucb exist,) in the male or femah; parpnt, to confer
peculiar properties on the oSspnng, would be at-

tended with beneflcial resufts to the breeders of ani-

mnla connected with agriculture, must at once be
admitted; and this impression, generally entertained,

is probably one of the causes which have led to the

assignment of such peculiar faculty to the sexes al-

ternately, as circumstances have occurred which
appeared to justify such opinion. No fact is more
DOloriuus than this, that many ' breeders 'consider
certain horses oy mares to confer striking charac-
teristic traits on their offspring. I'he same als^o is'

asserted respecting neat cattle, and it may be added
that such peculiarity is principally assigned to \he
male. In order that the writer may render more
effective his arguments against the correctness of
such opinion, it is purposed briefly to state what are
conceived to be the circumstances which have led
to its adoption, and to exhibit Them in their true
light—as not justifying the conclusions to which
they have led.

During all periods since agriculture has obtained
any considerable degree of attention, greater or less

<Sare, according to circumstances, h^^een paid to

the different breeds of animals, whosif improvement
formed an important branch of rural economy. An
obvious consequence of this care, resulting scarcely
less from a laudable degree of emulation, than from
a desire of lucrative improvement, would be the
production of an improved race of mates; the male
animal affording advantages superior to the female
for the improvement of the species, inasmuch as he
is available to a number of the latter, while the ser-
vices of the female must be restricted to her single,
or little more numerous produce of the year, as the
jsase might be. Further, it may be observed, that
in earlier times, as in the present, the majority of
breeders would pursue their object of improvement
with the less expensive and easily acquired herd of
ordinary females, looking to the selected males for
the accomplishment of their wishes. Few would
possess mares calculated to breed a stallion, as few
also would have a cow sufficiently good m quality

^ produce a bull for the improvement of stock.
The ideas entertained respecting llie requisites of a
sire would probably be similar, and lead to the
adoption of a general standard of excellence^, to
wsrds which it would be required that each male
chould approximate, and thus there would exist,
among what may be termed fashionable sires, a cor'

•The Highland Society of Scotland awarded Mr. Ber-
Tj their honorary medal for his Essay on this subject-
bm as by the rules of the Society we couJd not avail
ourselves of the paper for our first number, the Essaj
tias been kindly re-written for us, which circumsUnce
Will account for any literal variation, though the mat-Mr will be found the same.

Ho. 83. —VOL. 9.

respondint; form and character, Hiffcrnnt and supe-
rior to those of the general stock of the country.
This form and character, it may be observed, would
in most instances have bcpii •icquired by perseverance
in breeding from animals which possessed the impor-
tant or fancied requisites, and mi^ht the.-efore be
said to be almost cimfirmed in such individuals.
Under these ciicumslances, striking results would,
doubtless, follow th.- introduction of such sires into
a common stuck; results which would induce super
ficial observers to remark, that individual sires pos-
sessed properties a» males, which in fact were only
assignable to them as improved animals. A horse
of the foregoing description, bred from ancestors of
qualities similar to bis own, would impress his off"-
spriiig strongly, the mares with which he bred pos-
sessing no determinate character or form, as regard
ed their descent, being the produce of heterogene-
ous connection, of the co-mingling of perhaps an
hundred different shapes, and consequently possess
ing no tendency to. any one in particular. Further,
the female's produce, one annually, would be pre-
sented too rarely to afford a conviction similar to
thaf entertained in favour of the male, among whose
numerous colts of the year, there must be, even by
chance, a considerable number bearing his features
In these, and in similar circumstances, it seems not
unreasonable to suppose that the opinion originated
of our breeds of cattle being more susceptible of
improvement from the male than from the female
parent.

In the present day, effects of the same nature
have produced the same opinions, and the highly
improved state of some of our agricultural stock has
contriJiuted greatly to strengthen and confirm them.
It 13 observable, however, that the assignment of
this intrinsic property is not made now, so exclu
sively as formerly, to the male. The female has
also obtained her advocates, who, without advanc-
ing any argument in support of their doctrine, main-
tain It nevertheless with considerable pertinacity
It IS presumed that the cause«Df this partial chan4
in pubhck opinion may be easily assigned. To pe°r
sons conversant with improved breeding, it is well
known thatof late years numerous sales have taken
place of the entire stocks of celebrated breeders of
ttm.and consequently that the females, valuable
lor such purpose, have passed into a number of
hands. Unfortunately, persons, who have on these
occasions become possessed of a fine female, have
not always been equally successful with regard to a
male; the high prices at which such animals have
sold, having placed an impediment in their way; or
a disposition to deem one step towards improvement
adequate to the promotion of their views, having
led them to remain contented with a measure, which
to a certain extent, would benefit their stocks: but
which must also as certainly be considered a sacri
fice of the high-bred female in question. Such per
sons have introduced a cow so acquired, to a bull
inferior in point of descent and general good quali-'
lies; and the offspring has proved superior to the
sire, by virtue of the dam's excellence, to which by
certain degrees it would approximate; and thus has
arisen an opinion that particular females, also, pos-
sessed the property of impressing their characteris-
tics upon the offspring.

That high blooi?. or, in other words, that animals
long and successfully selected, and bred with a view
to particular qualifications, impress their descen
dants in the manner here intimated, is a fact too
well established in experience to be overthrown by
any of the chance exceptions which may , no doubt,
be taken against this, as well as against other rules;
and to high blood it is, that the writer ascribes the
quality, whether in the male or female parent, which
the Highland Society has been desirous to assign
correctly; and he is not without a hope that it will
bo thought -he has shown in a> satislactory a man-

I
Qer a» a caK, where much must depend on coojec-
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ture, will admit of, how it lias happened that the
opmions prevalent on this subject ever came to be
entertained.

The next object will be to support his opinion by
be evidence which certain facts present, as he
thinks, conclusivelv in its favour.

Ibe blood stallion, Jlfiiijiaman, covered several
seasons at Bromyard, in Herefordshire. His colts
were generally of a chestnut colour, and partook in

^nnpn'"^.'^'^''^°.'*'''
Peculiar form. He was

r.l t^I! L^
P°""ed out as a horse impressing his

T,tTr ^l'
°"" f"«<=««""ics; and instanced a.a proof of the existence of this peculiarity in themale. But it should be remarked, tha'in^odis

trict, where a tolerable number of colts are bred
are worse mares to be found than around Brom^
yard. They are promiscuously and ill-bred, and de-
hcient in good form and character. Militiaman isa chestnut horse, bred from a tribe also priociDallv
chestnut. Is it then surprising that this horse, cross-
ed with mares destitute of characterisfic features
and bred in such a manner as to possess no predis^
position td aiiv particular form or colour, should
impress his colts with his own peculiarities, derived
rom breed or particular descent? It is presumed
that no other result could reasonably be anUci-

Mr. John Heming, of Acton Beauchamp Wor
cestershire, had for some years a stock of iommoa
Hereford cows of red colour, with white faces,which uniformly produced calves of the same co-
lour. To this stock Mr. Heming used a bull, of theimproved breed

,
one season only. The consequence

was, that the bull's marks, dark spots on the face
appeared in almost all his calves, and are prevalent
ni his descendants, to the present day. Mr Hem
lug's originals were indiscriminately collected, and
dehcient in breed or uniformity of characteristic,
except m the white face. They were generally im-proved by the introduction of the well-bred bull-and his breed, it is suggested, manifested iu influ'
ence by the manner in which he conferred his necu-
liar colour.

».->-«

Mr. Woodward, of Birlingham, Worcestershire,
purchased welve deep-milking Yorkshire cows
without pretensions to breed, or disposition to fat-

^A KM ^i'^**
/=""" ^'^ "'^"^ =» high-bred Here-

ford bull, and in the produce lost the disposition to
milk, acquiring that of laying on fat. In a similar
experiment with the same cows and another Here,
ford bull in the following year, he experienced pre-
cisely the same results. Comment is hardly neces-
sary on these strong cases.
The writer has been some years in possession

ol an improved breed of pigs, which are chiefly of
a sandy or brown colour. His sows of this breed
crossed with common country boars, almost inva-
riably produce litters of their own colour. Size
only has been obtained by the cross. The same
results have folbwed the use of his boars with
country sows; but the fact which speaks most forci-
bly for his argument is, that a litter of pigs from
one of these half bred sows, by a high-bred boar he
13 now u»ing, of a white tribe, are all white; blood
thus strikingly evincing its efficacy in conferring
characteristic traits.

The writer's brother was also lately in possession
of well bred pigs, whose peculiarity consisted in a
short pricked car. The produce of these pigs, when
crossed with the large pendent-eared swine of North
V\ ales, was invariably similar in the ear to the bet-
ter-bred animal, whether male or female.

Hitherto, the instances and arguments adduced
have been confined to the structure, or external
marks of animals; and if a satisfactory conclusion
may be drawn respecting these, the question pro-
posed by the Highland Society as to disposition,
must be involved in it. A brief remark shall there-
fore sutfice, offered more with a view to show that
opinions are rery erroneously entertained on this
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subject, than from a conviction that the proceeding

is necessary.

The writer has known many tribes of animals

disposed to break from their pastures, and has con-

sequently heard it asserted that particular cows

conferred the disposition on their offsprinK- Now,
the fact is, this was no matter of disposition at all,

but was a consequence of the animals in question

having very thin hides, which rendered them impa-

tient of heat and the attack of flies. It is thus too

i'requently that, for want of due attention, effects

are ascribed to wrong causes.

To suppose that either the male or female parent

possess an independent inherent propensity to \m[)Tess

their offspring, is to embarrass the pursuit of breed-

ing in no trifling degree.* Most persons can judge

of the fitness of that proceeding which aims to im.

* This brings to mind some anecdotes that transpir-

ed, and facts that were related on the road as we were

returning a fev/ days since between New Castle and

Frenchtown. Some turkey-buzzards were resting on

the fence near at hand, eager to perform their useful

office on the carcass of a dead hog in a neighbour-

ing tield, but they had been anticipated or driven off

by a dog, who "feeling power and forgetting right,"

fas animals with fewer legs will as naturally do,

when not restrained,) took exclusive possession of the

corpse, to be held at his will and pleasure. The sight

of these turkies, led to a conversation on domestic

turkies. One passenger related the judgment of Doc-

tor Franklin, who maintained that it would have suit-

ed us better, and have done us more credit, to have

adopted the tttrkey instead of the eagle, as our national,

emblematic bird: that the turkey was an honest fowl-
always ready for battle against red coats, and not mak-
ing its livelihood by robbery and plunder; whilst the

eagle was a lousy bird, too lazy to work, and living by

plundering the tishing hawk, and others more industri-

ous than himself—resembling, in these respects, indo-

lent monarchs, who, without inherent energy, or valua-

ble characteristicks of their own, pilfer their submissive,

and hang their refractory subjects. But the part of the

t'onversation referred to, of which we were reminded

by the opinion of the very sensible writer of this essay,

that parents do not (rniismif their dispositions, was that

where the chat of the stage company turned upon the

jiracticability of domesticating wild (lu-A-irs. A gentleman

in the stage mentioned, in support of the negative side

of the question, a curious fact; and as it involves the

name of General Jackson, we beg the I'cader not to

suppose that we are going to touch the presidential

question ; in reference to which not oiie syltable has ever,

within our knowledge and intention, found a place in

the American Farmer. This gentleman observed, that

some years since, at the residence of Gen. Jackson, he
told him tliat he had caused eggs of the wild turkey to

be procured from the woods, and to be hatched by the

domestic turkey; that the young of both were reared

together, and that those from the eggs of the wild ones

were for some time only distinguishable from the

others, by the circumstance of their always taking upon
the tree a fiigher point to roost, than their companions,
the offspring of tame turkies. Thus Ihey acquired and
manifested greater strength of wing, and finally took

flight to the woods, seeking to be restored to the bosom
of their legitimate parents and their native wilds. Did
not this untaraeable propensity evince an inherent dispo-

sition, the cause of which had existence in the yuung
as far back at least as before it broke the shell.' In ano-
ther stage there were two English travellers, who, on
seeing these turkies with a sir-name, asked if tliey were
not Eagles! and. on being told their real name and trade,

were seen to make a note thereupon!—and so we may
have repeated the sage remark of anotlier English tra-

veller, to nit: "Saw turkey-buzzards

—

Mem. sure sign

of carrion-" To this it would be easy to append the

inference of universnl poverty and sickliness. Thus

—

where the hogs die, the people must slarve; where the

people starve, they must be first very poor; and great

poverty must be followed by great sickliness and mor-
tality

—

ergo, all Delaware must be the seat of wretched-
ness and democracy—religious toleration and disease

—

death and the devil—and no man in his senses will ever
think of migrating to America!—according to Messrs.
Ashe, Fcaron & Co.— F.d Am. FAr.Mrr..

prove the produce of an inferior animal by the in-

troduction of one superior. That like will produce

like; or, that, in ordinary instances, two good ani-

mals will breed a third good one, appears probable

to every capacity, from a consideration of very

common principles, notwithstanding admitted ex-

ceptions to general rules. But to suppose that an

independent sexual ability exists in either male, or

female, appears calculated to unsettle the doctrines

of skilful men, and to lead to the adoption, in their

stead.of opinions unsupported by a reference to any
known principles, leaving very important interests

to the dangerous conduct of a blind guide.

If it could be proved that stock are more suscep-

tible of improvement from the male parent, the

question then would be, how is a male, possessing

the requisites, to be obtained? Surely it will not be

replied, that his being begotten by such a male

would alone be sufficient, without the possession of

excellence on the dam's side. It is possible that a

good male may beget a son equally good as himself

in externals, from an ill-bred bad female, but it is

certain that such son will prove comparatively an

inferior stock getter, it being an established fact

that animals breed back in point of resemblance,

and it is therefore considered necessary, for the ob-

ject of improvement or to retain excellence, to have

a pedigree as little dubious as possible, for several

generations. So important, indeed, is this fact of

correct descent, that many breeders who have, from

causes which it is difficult to ascertain, a well-bred

animal of defective form, venture to use him, rely-

ing on his blood, and experience no reason for re-

gret that they have done so. But what, in such

circumstances, is the mode of proceeding? Is such

male used indiscriminately to all the females, oris

it considered necessary to check his tendency to-

wards defective form,bj' good points counteracting

in the females? Uiidoublrdly such care is taken,

and thus the system of judiciously counleractiflg

defects on either side, whether male or female, is

successfully practised, in preference to one adopted

on the beliel of the existence of an independent sex-

ual capability.

It has already been remarked, that the great im
proveuient made during late years in our breeds of

stock, has tended greatly lo promote Ihe agitation ol

the question at issue. This is easily accounted for

Various circumstances have combined to rouse the

attention ol farmers to the unprofitable state of their

stocks. The consequence bus been, that well bred

males have been re-sorted to, and the produce of the

first cross has so far exceeded the most sanguine

hopes, taking its character in externals, as well as in

positive utility, in a great measure from the well

bred male, ihat new advocates for the opinion in his

favour have thus been added to the number which
previously existed.

A reference to the stock of any professional bull-

breeder would serve to show how erroneous is the

opinion founded on such grounds. It would there

be seen that, upon the whole, the produce of differ-

ent years are subject to but liltle fluctuation in poini

of excellence, sujiposing the requisite skill to be
practised by the breeder. The system of crossins
the difl'erent males and females being correctly un
derstood, and above all, the females also being well

trcd, the standard of excellence is supported with
tolerable unilbrmity; anJ though occasionally an ex
traordinary animal makes its appearance, none of
the efiects are apparent which excite sur|)rise whei
the male only, or female, happens to be well-bred
Contrast this state of things with Ibat which will be
apparent in the inferior stock, to improve which the

well-bred bull is put in requisition. There it is that

the produce astonishes, for there the sire impresses
characteristics peculiarly his own. If it be inquired,

why he does so? The answer is easy, for the rea
son is obvious. His excellencies are the accumu
latcd acquisitions of many ancestors; (hey are posi-

tive, and in comparison fixed; while the cows, with
which he has been used, possess little or no cha-
racter, and have been bred without regard to any
point, but the production of animals to increase the
stock upon the farm.

It is conceived that a few facts in corroboration of
this reasoning may be here appropriately intro-
duced. They will be derived from the hislory ol
the Improved Short-Horns, a breed of cattle with
which the writer happens to be best acquainted.
Mr. Colling's bull. Comet, impressed the general-

ity of his stock with his own peculiar traits in so
remarkable a degree, that it was easy for a stranger
lo select them from a great number of aniiOHls.
But in Comet, if should be remembered, centered
what was called the best blood, and it ought to be
remarked, that, at that period, good short-horns
were not very numerous; and Comet, except in his
owner's and Mr Charge's stocks, was introduced
to cows comparatively inferior. It is not, therefore,
singular that from such a bull a stock very superior
to the dams should spring; but in Mr. Colling's own
stock, where the cows were also superior, and iu

Mr Charge's to which the same remark applies, no
such striking effects followed the use of this bull.

The cows possessed positive characteristics, the
effect of improved breeding, as well as Comet; and
d' his trails did predominate in a more than usual
degree in the offspring, it was principally only where
the cows bore a near affinity to him. The same re-

marks are applicable to Mnjor. a son of Comet.
With well-bred cows he proved himself a good bull,

hut it was when he came to be used with inferior

cows that his excellence, as a stock-getter, was ful-

ly revealed; but his merit in this respect is well
known. High breed here again predominated in the
usual extraordinary manner, for Major was by Com-
et out of the celebrated Cow Lady, all whose pro-
duce sold at prices so high as strongly to evince how
Ihey were regarded in public estimation. Here then
existed positive qualities, transmitted by descent,
')n the bull's side, before which the intermediate
ci\aracter of ill bred cows gaie way; and it led to

the groduclion of a race better than the females,
an imniovement to be ascribed to Major's blood,
and not to any sexual superiority. The same re-

marks may be made as to Western Comet, a son of
Major, out Kf a capital cow of Mr. Charge's. All
his stock were rtost excellent, but the bulls breed-
ing was most prt-erainently evinced in his descend-
ants from ordinaij cows." Thus it appears that
when a male and female are equally well bred, and of
nearly equal individualoxcellence, it is not probable
that their produce will exhibit any general proof of
a preponderating power, in either parent, lo impress
peculiar characteristics. But should the contrary
appear to be the case, upon diligent inquiry it will

seldom fail to be ascertained, that peculiar charac-
teristics have been derived from ancestors which,
under certain circumstances of contact or crossing,

have become prominent features m the offspring.

A simple case will illustrate this remark. Suppose
the ancestors of a bull in the third or foorth gene-
ration, to have pos.sessed defective shoulders, but
that defect not to exist in himself, in consequence
of close attention to this point on the part of his

breeder. Cross such bull with a cow defective in

her shoulders, and probably, the defect will exist In

the offspring in an increased degree, and will obtain

lor the dam the character of breeding a produce
similar to herself Whereas, in fact, this is an in-

judicious cross, made in ignorance or disregard of

the facts that animals breed back; (hat they possess

a greater tendency to defect than to perfection; and
IhHt the only safe mode of breeding is that of strictly

scrutinizing the pretensions of ancestors.

With regard to the bulls vvhicb have been in-

stanced, Comet, Wajoi, and Western Comet; bad

they been bred from cows of very inferior blood,

although they might have possessed excellent forms.
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with other suod qiialilus, experience ;.ssures us

tlial Ibey could not deserve rou;ard as sires. Com-

et's sons, frdiii well-lued cows, begot good animals;

but such as were descended (roni inferior females.

lell no reputation beliind them, but as Mils of Cormt.

In order that the forrg.jing reasoning may be under-

stood, ;tnd a very tommuii and fatal erior guarded

against, it is thought necessary to explain, as to the

terms hi^h blood and highly bred, that the writer

does not mean to attach unoierited value to mere

pedigree, unsupported by solid pretensions to excel-

lence; he would only recommend to public estima

tion, that long descent IVoiii animals all uidividually

possessed of valuable qualities, which qualities are

prominent in their descendants.

If what has been advanced shall appear to be

founded in reason, then, it is submilted, that, with

our present slock of information on this subject,

one only rational course nf proceeding can be

adopted by breeders, viz. that of resorting to the

best male?; at once a simple and efficacious mode

of improving such stocks as require improvement,

and the sole mode by which slocks, already good,

can be preserved in their excellence.

(Selected by David ap Owen for the .American Farmer.)

Yoi.K IN THE Wool of Sheep.

"In washing sheep, the use of water containing

carbonate of lime should be avoided; for this sub-

stance decomposes the yolk of the wool, which is an

animal soap, the natural defence of the wool; and wojI

washed often in calcareous water, becomes rough

and more brittle. The finest wool, such as that of

the Spanish and Saxon sheep, is most abund:uit in

yolk. M. Vauquelin has analyzed several diflerent

species of yolk, and found the principal part of all

of them a soap, with a basis of potash, (i. e. a com-
pound of oily matter and potash,) with an excess of

oil. He has found in them also, a notable quantity

of acetate of potash, and minute quantities of car-

bonate and muriate ol potash, and a peculiar o<'o-

rous animal matter.

"M. Vauquelin states, that he found some spe-

cimens of wool lose as much as forty-tive per cent.

in being deprived of their yolk; and the smallest

loss in his experiments was 35 per cen(. The yolk

is most useful to the wool on the back of sheep, in

cold and wet seasons; probably the application of a

little soap of potash with excess of grease, to the

sheep brought from warmer climates, in our winter;

that is, increasing their yolk artificially, might be

useful in cases where the fineness of the wool is of

great importance. A mixture of this kind is more
conformable to naturtft than that ingeniously adopt-

ed by Mr. Bakewell; but at the time his labours

commenced, the chemical nature of yolk was un-

known."

—

Ditvy.

Turnip Seed.

"Every farmer who wishes to have any of the
Tarielies of turnip of a right kind, ought to save
feed for himself. It is unnecessary to expect pure
seed from the shops, unless an attention is paid to

the rearing and winnowing processes, exceeding
what is given by those usually concerned in these
processes. Hence heavy losses are often sustained
by 1 ultivators, who trust to these agents; and this

has been pariicuL.rly the case with rula baga."
{Encydojiculw.

Short-hoened Cattle ^
'There is reason to suppose, that short-horned

cattle are not a native breed of Britain, but are ini

ported from the continent; because they are chiefly

found on the eastern coast, and are in many places
called by the name of Dutch cattle. This breed
differs frorn others in the shortness of their horns,
and in being wider and thickei in their form or
mould; consequently, feeding to the most weight,
and yielding the greatest quantity of tallow. With

rej^aid to their constllulion. they are. not so hardy
as the liirjg liurncd cattle, being thinner in the skin
and requiring better food. They iixcel, however,
in the three valuable particulars of prnducing the
greatest quantity of beef, butter and milk."

{Enajc. art. ^I^ric.

Cabb.\ges.

"Cabbages have always been a rare article with
the farmer, and ive hope they may be so. Scarcely
any pimt requires inore manure; none will scourge
the ground more effectually. Not wishing to en-

courage the cultivation of cabbages, except in gar-

dens, we dismiss the subject. [Ibitl.

Carrots.

"Carrots require a rich and soft soil; deep plough-
ing oiiKht to be given to the ground before the seeds

are sown; and they ought to be drilled and careful

ly hoed." [/dii/.

Grain.

"All sorts of grain ou;^ht to be cut, whenever the

straw inimedrately below the ear is so dry, that on
twisting it, no juice can be expressed; for then the

gram cannot improve, as the circulation of the
juices to the ear is stopped. It matters not that the

stalk below is green. Every hour that the grain
slanils uncut, after passing this stage, is attended
with loss." [Sinclair.

Stackino Corn.

"The practice of slacking corn on the ground, in

the yard, even though bottomed with loose straw, is

exceptionable, pait of the grain being apt to imbibe
moisture, and the whole being liable to the depreda-
liuns of vermin Corn may be stacked in the open
air, on corn stands built with brick or stone, or
upon pillars made of cast iron or brick, without
receiving the least damage. Where cast iron is ac-
cessible, that material is to be preleircd.as no ver-

min can get up so slippery a surface. Seven or
nine pillars of cast iron are sutficient for a common
sized stack, with a frame of eoarse wood, on which
(he corn is to be laid. The whole amount is often
paid by the saving of a year. The pillars need be
but about three feet high." {Ibid.

The Second Crop of Clover.

"It is a good practice to mix a portion of straw,
particularly the straw of oats, with the second crop
of clover. The straw absorbes the gases and mois-
ture as they exhale from the hay, by which the
straw acquires juices, and a flavor which is agree-
able to cattle; the hay, which in other circum-
stances, would be spoiled, is in this manner cured,
and the mixture is excellent food for cattle; while
the harvesting of the grass or clover crop is acce-
lerated." [Ibid.

Uses of Salt to Cattle, when given so that
THEY MAY EAT AS THEY PLEASE.

"I. By allowing sheep to lick it, the rot may be
effectually prevented.
"2 Cattle to whom lumps were given to lick, were

thereby preserved from infectious disorders; cows
are rendered more healthy, and by being induced to

drink more, they give more milk.

"3. A small quantity pounded, was found very
beneficial to horses, when new oats were given
ihem, if the oats were at all moist; and is useful,
with all kinds of moist food.

"4. It is said, that the mixing a little common salt

with the seed of oats, when sown, is an effectual

preventive against the attacks of the irrub, so inju-

rious to the crops of oats in some parts of Britain."

[Jlosselman.

Breeding in and in.

"Bakewell, without doubt, was the father of the
improved system of breeding in and in. He was a

strong minded man, and a good judge of stock. The

art is fiiiinenlly useful, anil on^'lit to be kept up
with spirit, hut it will never be without liberal en-
couragement, and hip;h prices." Malwn.

{To he continued.)

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
EXTitAcrs TO the editor—d.^ted

Rid House, J^. C., Jug. 13, ISil.

Crops in my section of the country were never
so good. The oldest inhabitants say they never
saw such crops within their recollection. 1 believe
I never saw such a crop of oats made. The old
people say there has not been such an abundant one.
within thirty years. If the seasons should hold out
until the corn is made, it will not command more
than ^1.00 or ^1.25 per bbl. of five bushels at the
stack. Crops of tobacco are very promising; cotton
very indifferent.

If 1 can save my crop in good time, and pay that
attention which it deserves, I shall make more" from
the land and to the hand, than ever was made in
this section of country. When I receive my crop
I will let you know what I make.

Very respectfully,

G. VV. JEFFREYS.

Berlin, Worcester co.. Mi. .hig. 14, 132T.

The prospects of the farmers in this county are
most gloomy. We have not had rain enough to
make what they call a season since the first week in
June. The corn (our staple,) has now advanced
too far to be benefitted, in an important degree, by
the most copious showers. The crop of potatoes,
too, must fail. So destructive to vegetation has been
the present drought, that even the forest trees, in
some situations, appear as if scathed by fire.

Columbia, Pa., .lug. 14,1827.

"Wheat about half a cro|); rye, good; oats and
barley, very abundant— (I raised about 270 bush-
els of barley on seven acres.) Corn looks very
much stunted, owing to the cold weather in spring,
the white grub worm, and now the severe drought
and great heat, until the Uth and 12lh inst., when
we had plenty of rain. J. B G.

HORTXCUIiTUKS.

(From the Boston Patriot.)

SILK MANUFACTURE.
From an article of much length in the Edinburg

Review, on the "progress and present state of the
silk manulacture," we make the following extract,
containing a short sketch of the rise, progress and
extent of this manufacture in Great Britain. At this
time, when information is obtaining relative to the
cultivation of silk in this country, and when the sub-
ject may be expected to receive the attention of go-
vernment, whatever relates to this article of manu
facture cannot be without interest to the politician
or general reader.

"The silkmanufacture was introduced into Eng-
land in the fifteenth century. Its early progress was,
however, far from being rapid; but it gradually in-
creased according as the increasing wealth of the
country occasioned a greater demand for silk goods.
The silk throwsters of the metropolis were united in
a fellowshifi in 1562, and were incorporated in
1629; and so prosperous and flourishing had their
business become, that it is slated, in ihe preamble to
a statute passed in 1666, (13 and 14, Cha. If. cap.
15.) that Ihet had, at that lime, no fewer thuti forty
thousand individuals in their employment! And it

is of importance to observe, that the imporlation of
silk goods from foreign countries w is occasionally
prohibited during the reigns of Ja:i.s I. Charles I.

the Protectorate, and the reign of Charles U. the pro-
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hibition was not striclly enlorceH; and, generally

speakins, their im[iorlation was qnite free.

"A considTable stimnlMs, Iboush not nearly so

great as has been commonly supposed, was given to

the English silk manufacture hy the rcvocatiun ol

the edict of Nantes, in 1685. Louis Xl\ drove, by

that intolerant and disgraceful measure, several

hundred thousands of his most induslrums subjects

to seek an asylum in forei-n countries; ol whom, it

is supposed about 50,000 came to F.ngl .nd. Such

of these refu-ees as had been ens^.^ed in the silk

manufacture, several branches of wlucl. were thej.

in a comparalivelv advanced state in i r.mce, e^tatl-

lished themselves in Spitalfields, vvhu h has continu-

ed ever since the principal scat of the British silk

manufacture. At the period of the influx of the re

fusees forei"-n silks were freely adrailted into t.ng-

land; and it Is stated in the custom hou.^e returns,

that from tlOO.OOUi. to 700.000/. worlh w.^ic -..nnual-

iy imported in the interval from 1685 to 1C93 But

the manufacture was not Ion- i.ermittcd to continue

on this foolin-. In 1602, the refugees, who seem to

have been quite as conversant with the arts ol mo-

nopoly as with those either of spinning or weavins;,

obtained a patent, giving; them an exclusive ri-ht to

manufacture lu^tiings and a-Ia-modes, the sdks then

in greatest demand This, however, was not enough

to satisfy them; for, in 1697, Parliament passed an

act, in compliance with their urgent sohdations,

prohibiting the importation of all I< rench and otiier

European silk goods; and in 1701, the same prohi-

bition was extended to silk goods imported from In-

dia and China. .,.,.• ,i

"We have been thus particular in stating these

circumstances, because they serve to show the en-

tire fallacy of the opinion so generally entertained,

that we owe the introduction and progress oj the

silk manufacture to the prohibitive syslem. t>o far

Irom this being the case, it is a fact that is proved

bv the St .temints in repealed acts ol Parliament,

and by a vauety of other equally conclusive evi-

dence that the silk manufacture had overcome all

the difficulties incident to its first establishment, had

been firmly rooted, and had become ol very great

value and importance, before it was subjected to the

trammels of monopoly; and, consequently, before

our manufacturers were taught to trust more to fis-

cal re.'ulations. and the ex.r'aons of custom-house

officers, than to their skill and ingenuity, for the sale

of their goods
. .i i

"The year 1719 is an important epoch in the his-

tory ol the British silk manufacture, a patent being

(hen granted, for fourteen years, to !Sir 'Ihomas

Lombe and his brother, for the exclusive property

of the famous silk-mill erected by them at Derby,

from models they had clandestinely obtained m lt,i

Iv fur prep.nng thrown, or as it is more commonly

called organzine silk. At the expiration of the pa-

tent, Parliament refused the prayer ol a petition ol

Sir Thomas l.ombe, for its reneual; but granted him

a sum of 14,000(. in consideration of the services he

had rendered the country, in erecting a machine

which, it was supposed, would very soon have the

effect to enable us to di-pense wholly with the sup

plies of thrown silk we had previously been in the

habit of importing from Italy. But, instead ol be-

ing of any real advantage, it is most certainly true^.

ihA the establishment of throwing mills in England

has proved one of the most formidable obstacles to

the extension of the English silk manufacture.—

These mills were originally constructed m conse

quence o( the heavy duties laid on thrown or organ-

zine silk. And the circumstance of their having been

erected, and a large amount of capital invested in

thera, has been urged, and, hitherto, with success,

as a reason for continmng these high duties!

"From this period the manufacture advanced gra-

dually, though slowly, until about 1785 or 1790,

when the general substitution of cottons for silks, in

articles of dress and furniture, gave it a check, from

which it did not recover for some years. So rapid

the change of fashion; that in Spitalfields only

above 4000 looms were shut up in l79.i, which, when

in full >vork, seven years before, hau given employ-

ment to about 10,000 persons
"

1 he trade began to revive in 1798 or 1800, and

has made an astonishing progress within the last ten

or twelve years. This has been, in no inconsidera-

ble degree, owin;; to the facility with which increas-

ed supplies of raw silk are now obtained from India

In 1770 the East India Company began to introduce

the lt,dian mode of preparing and winding silk in-

to Bengal; but the obstacles to its introduction,

Iroin the ignorance and prejudices of the natives,

and other causes, rendered its progress, for several

years, comparatively slow. The average quantity

of raw silk imported fro India previously to 1770,

did not exceed 100,000 lbs. and this too, of a very

inferior description, and worih only from a third to

a half of Italian silk. In 1780 th,- imports from In

uia amounted to about 'iOO.OOO lbs.: and, in 18(!0,

to nearly 50. ,000 lbs. Since then they have conti-

nued to increase in a still greater proporl ion. the quan-

tity of Bengal silk imported in IS'iS having been

upwards of 1,200,000 lbs. of an exceedingly im-

proved quality. The price of Italian raw Mik is stat-

ed, in the -id report ofthe Lords' Committee on Fo

reign Trade, (p. 4.) to be from 13s. to 26s. a pound

The imports of silk into Great Britain duiiiig
the year ending 5th January, 1825; amounted to

3.33i,357 lbs. of which 1.7l3'.734 were furnished by
Ilaly, and 1 307.300 by the East Indies and China.

"It is difficult to form any precise estimate '.f the
present value of th'-. British silk manufacture; but
llie immense amount of raw and thrown silk im-
ported, shows that it is of vastly greater value than
is commonly supposed. 'I calculate,' said Mr. Wil-
son, a well informed and extensive silk manufactur-
er, 'that 40.000 hands are employed in throwing silk

for the weaver, whose wages will, I think, amount
to 350,000/ I estimate that half a million pounds of
soap, and a large proportion of the most costly dye
stuffs, are consumeil,at a further expense of 300,000/;
and 265.000i more are paid to 16,500 winders to

prepare it The number of looms may be taken at

40,000; and, including weavers, warpers, mecha-
nics, hirness-makers, enterers, twisters, cane-spread-
ers, quill-winders, and draw boys, at two hands to a

loom, will employ 80 000 more persons, and the

wages amount to 3.000 OnO/. If we include infants

and dependents, about 400.000 mouths will be fed

by the silk manufacture, the value of which 1 esti-

mate at TEN millions'* Mr Hale, of Spitalfields,

estimates the number of persons supported by the

silk manufacture at 500,000; but as Mr. Bell, and
some other intelligent gentlemen engaged in the

exclusive of'duty,and that of Bengal from I2s to trade, do not carry their estimate so high as Mr.

•^5s- but as only one crop of raw silk is annually Wilson, perhaps hi.s, which is the medium, may be

produced in Italy, while/»o>» two In three crops are regarded as the most accurate."

produced in the same period in India, a very great re

diiction of price may be expected the moment

those absurd and jealous regulations are remov-

ed, that now prevent the free application of Euro-

pean capital and skill to the culture and prepara-

tion of India silk.
. , .

"There is a circumstance connected with the sale

of raw and wrought silks by the East India Compa

uy, which we confess ourselves totally unable to ex-

plain, and on which no merchant we ever met with

could throw any light. It is this, that any one may

purchase ofthe Company equal ipeiiiht of raw and

manufactured sUkfoi the same sum of money! It is

plainly impossible" that this anomaly could obtain un-

der a system of free trade; and the Company ought

to be called upon to shoiv how it arises. The price

ofthe raw silk sold by the Company, must, it isevi

dent, be either too high, or that of manulactured

goods too low; and now that India silk goods are

about to be admitted lor home consumption, this is

a mystery that ought to be cleared up.

"The following is an oflicial account of the quan-

tities of raw and thrown silk imported into Great

Britain in the year ending the 5th of Jan 1S24.

All account of ihc Imports of Raw and lliroum Silk,

Jrom the bih January, 1823, to bth January, 1S24.

Countries from whence
imported.
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GARDKN SKEDS.
J. S. Skinner, Ksq. PM!aJ,lj,liia,Jiiigu5t-lh, 1821.

Sir,—One of the late numliers of your useful

piiblicalioii, contains a notice on the siihjcct of rear-

ins; i^arden seeds, copied from :lie Gardener's Majja-

zine (^Loudon) with some coniinoiits by the editor

of the New England ["'aruier. Convinced of the

fallacy of the principle there maintained, that an

assortment of seeds cannot be reared genuinely

within the precincts of any gardin however lar^e,

I have determined to submit a few remarks for your
coii-ideralion.

That different species of some tribes or genera,

are liable to hybridise when seeding in the immedi-

ate neighbourhood of each other, is placed beyond

dispute; and in none is it more clearly evinced (ban

in I he brassicas. which are particularly noticed in

the paper ulluiied to as thus liable; but it is equally

indisputable, lh.it no impregnation or adiiii.\tuie

can take place, unless the varieties are in the same
state- of bloom— the stamina and pistils of each in

Jike condilion. Now when the earhness of some
varieties, and the lateness of others (of any tribe) is

considered, and that in general, but a portion actu-

ally does bloom at the precise period of each other;

and that but a few days' difference will remove the

flowers from that .state in which impregnation must
take place—there is evidcnily no serious ditficully

in so arranging crops, that tbt; hybridising each
other can scarcely be effected.

That a ''garden of 5000 acres would not be suffi-

cient to save the different varieties of a single tribe

with certainty," is so much at variance with expe-
rience, that it becomes a matter of astonishment

the assertion should have been ventured. True,
it is said and admitted that bees range widely in

quest of food, and carry the pollen or fertilizing

principle from flower to Uower; but that they are
capable of causing the admi.vture attributed to

them in the paper under consideration, can never
be admitted.

It is well known the Philadelphia market has
long been celebrated for the quality, as well as
abundance of the articles there exposed for sale

—

among ibem. the vegetable deparlnicnt ranks not
the least. There may be seen, in the diflerenl sea-

sons, the finest variety of vegetables, and truest of
their kinds, perhaps, to he found in the same qu<iii-

tities in the United States. Indeed, that market has
been the admiration of foreij;ners of every nation

The vegetables there exposed, are princijially rear
ed in a tract ol country of limited e.xlent, beluw the

city, occupied almost exclusively by market
deiiers; this tract is divided into small gardens (caili

with its occupant) containing from five to ti\enly

acres; but the majority not much over ten. On
these small places, arc reared, as far as seasons will

piriiiit, all the garden seeds used in them re^pec-
tively, the low price of produce not admillmg uf
purchase; and yet where the s;aidcner has any jjie

tensions to skill or energy, admixture or hybridising
is unknown, and simply from observing tlic necessa-
ry precaution of separating the varieties of each
tritjc that bloom at lite same time, e'llUer by placing
them as iviilely apart as practicable, or that which
is Ibund equally to obtain, glowing high crops be-
twixt them, surely this must be admitted a pl.tin,

practicable refutation of a theory too hiu.hly wiou;;hl
Again, in the nurseries and gardens ul O. ic C.

Landreth, near Philadflphia, we grow an e.Mensive
variety of each kind of vegetable for the purpose of
seeding; and from an experience of near lilly

years m the growing of seeds, they are fully salis
fied. where the above mentioned precautions are ob-
served, the disappointment from mixture will be too
trivial to deserve attention: this opinion formed
from practical observation, during a life ilevoted to
the subject,is, therefore, submitted. The growing
of the seeds, sold by the proprietors of the above ground

nurseries, has for very many years been carried in-
to effect, and throiigii the liheralily of the p.ililic.

profitably to the growers; but it can hardly h» sup
posed this patronage would have bi;en extended to
the establishment, if the seeds grown on it had been
as hybridised as the theory laid down, would make
inevitable. It will therefore be admitted where the
neressary care is taken, no admixluie may be ap-
prehended; and lliat all who desire it, may rear
their seeds, with certainty of genuineness, even in
moderately sized gardens. D. L. Jr.

RURAL SCONOSaS.

TO DRESS FLAX TO LOOK LIKE SILK.
Take one part lime and between two and three

parts of wood ashes; pour over them a due propor-
tion of water to make a strong ley, after they have
stood together all night, which m'ust be poured off
when quite clear, 'i'ie handsful of llax at both ends
to prevent its entangling, but let the middle of each
be spread open, and put it in a kettle, on the bottom
o( which has first been placed a little straw, ivith a
cloth over it; then put another cloth over the llax,
and so continue covering each layer of flax with a
clolh, till the kettle is nearly full. Pour over the
»hole the clear ley, and after boiling it for some
hours, take it out and throw it in cold water; this
bulling, Si.c. may be repeated, if requisite. 'I'he llax
must be each time dried, hackled, beaten and rub
bed fine; and at last dressed through a large comb,
and through a very fine one. By this process the
rtax acquires a bright and soft thread. The tow
which is off, when papered up and combed like
cotton, is not only used for many of the same pur-
poses, but makes lint for veterinary surgeons. Sec

SiASZBa' BEPARrffllJCm.

BREAD.
The disease called dyspepsia has become so ge-

neral and obstinate in this city, as to constitute one
of the most terrible plagues with which we are
afflicted. There is scarceiy one in five among per-
sons ol sedentary habits, who are not more or less
affected by it. We have no doubt the principal
cause of its prevalence is the unwholesome nat'ire
of the bread in common use. This, like m-.iny oilier
articles of food, has been refined till its iiutrilious
qualilies are almost destroyed. Fur the sake ol
fineness and whiteness, the coarser, but more iiou-
iisl.iiig particles, are excluded from its composilioir
and It IS wrought into a tough, dry, and indigesli-
ble substance, highly pernicious to the stomach.
Fortunately lor the health of our citizens, an oppo-
sition line of some extent in the baking business,
has of Idle years been set on foot, for the making
ol what is called family bread. This, as it is not
refined to death, may be'eaten with safely. Another
kind, ol which large quantilies are now baked, call-
ed bran bread, and nude ol unboiled flour, is the
only one proper for confirmed cases ol the dyspep-
sia, many of which have been cured by the'use ol
It. rhuugh brown and coarse in its appearance, it

IS quite palatable. [JV; 1' Minor.

Memoirs op the Baroness de Reidesdei,.
This work, lately translated from the original

German, and just published by Messrs G. & C.
Carvill, of this city, has more than one claim to the
pubhck notice, in the lirst place it relates to the
war ol American In.lependence; an event that im-
parts interest to almost any narrative of personal
adventures connecled wilh it, and it gives a picture,
though not always an impartial one, of the stale of
American society at that time. In the second, it is
a story of a female of high birth and an education
conlormable to her ranks, following her husband to
a distant country, exposing herself voluntarily to
dangers and hardships for his sake, watching over
him when languishins with wounds, and finally pre-
serving his life by her unwearied assiduities. The
Baroness de Reidesdei came to this country in 1777
and left it with her husband and family in 178S,
having pa.s.sed the interval in various parts of the
United States and the British possessions. Parts
ol this work had been previously translated and
were published in General Wilkinson s Memoirs;
but this is the first lime that the whole work has
been given to the American publick. The volume
consists partly of letters from General Reidesdei to
his wife, and Irom the Baroness to her mother, but
principally of the Journal kept by the latter of her
residence in America; none of which were origi-
nally written with a view of publication.

[A". Y papef-.

[What most commends the work is, that it pre-
sents to the reader one of the most exemplary in-
stances of conjugal affection to be met with—

a

ivife of noble family and education parsuins her
equally devoled husband, wilh three infant daugh-
ters under her charge, and no attendant but an oi.I
faithful domestic, through Germany and France to
England, and thence to Canada, and through the
hardships and battles that preceded and followed
the capture of Burgoyne; who might have escaped
capture if he had followed the advice of her gallant
husband. General Reidesdei. The.se memoirs would
be found by our female readers, more entertaining
and of much belter moral, than many of the novels
they peruse so greedilv.J

BEES.
In Livonia, the inhabitants make hollow places

in the trees of the forest, to receive and cultivate
bees. Some of Ihem had hundreds, and even thou-
sands of these bee-hives. Mr. Butner, a Livonian
clergyman, says the air, at bonie distance from the
ground, is better for the bees than that of the bee-
houses, which receive the exhalations of the earth.
Where forests are not conveniently situated, he says
it is advantageous to place the hives upon trees

TRIBUTE TO BEAUTY.
As the late beautiful Duchess of Devonshire was

one day stepping out of her carriage, a dustman,
who was accidentally standing by, and about to re-
gale himself wilh his accustomed whiff of tobacco,
caught a glance of her countenance, and exclaim-
ed, "Love and bless you, my lady, let me light mv
pipe in your eyes!" It is said the Duchess was so
delighted wilh this compliment, that she frequently
alter checked the strain of adulation, which was so
constantly offered to her charms, by saying, "Oh!
after the dustman's compliment all others are insi-

pid."

[Was it not the celebrated Fontenclle, who, on
being rebuked by a lady for passing without looking
at her, replied—Madame, if I had looked at you, it

would have been quite impossible to pass yoiipj

sti'iiding alone, at twelve or filteen (cet above the Over her face it;

BEAUTIFUL SKETCH.
" We call back, maid of Lulha, years that have rolled airai/."

Yes, I remember her: i saw her first

In the sweet prime of womanhood—the rose
Of health, in young and dewy freshness, bloomed
Upon her cheek; and from her dark blue eye
The spirit of each new-born thought looked out
In undisguised expression; and diffused

s own pure loveliness!

I
O, she was one of those for whom earth seemed
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Ever \i: MiiiiiutT lie;iut^— Ihuly brows

Melted to smiles—and hearts unwont to feel,

Soltf-ned to tenderness!—Where'er she moved,

Each eye looked gladness—and each voice,

In its best tones, spoke welcome; and the world

Was proud of her. Yet she, so loved, caressed,

And followed , was all meekness—her whole, heart

A deep, l)ure fount of blessins;—such she wa.-!

A change came o'er her. the fell, blasting breath

Of slander, like the siroc, passed. Ere yet

The sun had kissed away its dew, we saw

The loveliest flower morn ever smiled on, droop.

Sorrow »vas wasting fast the springs of life.

She was alone—pale, pale, but lovely still.

Friends who had looked but to her slightest smile

For happiness, had long forsaken her!—
It was a summer eve—the sun had sunk

Dow n from a golden sky, whence brightly streamed.

Far over wood and field, a saffron light,

That rested, like a lovely dream, on all

The gilded landscape: the sweet breath of flowers

Ciime on the silent air, stealing the soul

Like angel-harpin<is heard in Eden's boucr

—

Or airs of heaven, commissioned oft to sooth

The mortal anguish of the dying saint.

She looked with a mild sadness on the scene

Fading like her—"And I had hoped," she said,

"My evening's sun would set in its full lime,

"Like this!" O, world! thy visitings of scoin

Are fearful to the young and innocent heart!

She sank beneath them—and the pitymg earth,

Whose gentle bosom never spurned a child

Of sorrow, nor received a lovelier guest.

Hath decked her grave with freshest green and

flowers.

SF021.TXII7O OIiZO.

THE PEDIGREE OF OSCAR, JUiNIOR.

He was gotten by Oscar, bred by governor Ogle,

of Maryland, and afterwards owned by Col. John

Tayloe. Oscar was gotten by the imported horse

Gabriel, his dam the full sister of Col. Tayloe's

Belvoir, which was by the imported hoise Medley,

Gimcrack, Cripple, Godolphin Arabian. His dam.

Doctor .James Edelen's famous running mare Flor-

otta, by the imported horse Spread Eagle— his gran-

dam by Hall's Union, a thorough bred son of the

imported horse Slim. Hall's Union, though he ran

many races, was beat but once, and then entirely

out of order.* His great grandam, by the imported

horse Othello, (being the mare purchased by the

late Mr. Edward Edelen of Prince George's county,

Maryland, at the sale of Mr. Custis' property—his

g. g. grandam, by the imported horse Juniper, which

was by Babraham, which was by the Godolphin Ara

bian—his g. g. g. grandam, by the imported horse

Morton's Traveller— his g. g. g. g. grandam Selima,

bv the Godolphin Arabian.

'June \8lh, \S21.

peace for the corporation of Fredericksburg, the

I8lh day of January, 1810, Cinderella was also

bred by Bela Badger, and foaled on the '3d day of

June, 1813, and is full sister to Marshal Durock,

Marshal Durock and Cinderella were both of a

chestnut colour Any other information respecting

the Maid of (he Oaks, can be obtained by applica

tion to James J. Harrison, Esq. Diamond Grove,

Brunswick county, Va.
Bristol, .iu^ust 19, I8J7.

THE PEDIGREE OF MARSHAL DUROCK.
Marshal Durock was bred by Bela Badger, and

was foaled . n Tuesday the 19th of May, 1812; he

was got by old Durock, his dam (Marshal Durock's)

Maid of the Oaks, was got by Spread Eagle, his

p-r^indam by the old imported horse Shark; his great

"randam by Gen. Nelson's Rockingham; his g. g.

grandam, by True Whig; his g. g g. grandam, by

Col. Bailor's horse Gallant; his g. g. g. g. grandam,

by the imported horse Regulus; his g. g. g. g. g. gran-

dam by the imported horse Diamond. Lewis Willis,

Esq. of Fredericksburg, Va. was the breeder of the

ibove Maid of the Oaks, and not Gen. Ridgely of

Baltimore, Ihe above pedigree, so far as relates

to the Maid of the Oaks, was sworn to by Lewis

Willis. Esq. before William Smock, a justice of the

BEDFORD MARE.
The Bedford Marc, bred by Capt. Thomas Spen-

cer, of Grensville county, Virginia, and foaled in

1810, »va9 got by the imported Bedford; his dam by

the imported Dare Devil, grandam by old Wildair,

(son of Fearnought.) great grandam by Mercury,

(he by imported Janus, out of Col Byrd's imported

mare Calista,) g. g. grandam by Apollo, (who was
got by Fearnought out of an imported Cullen Ara-

bian mare,) g. g. g. grandam by Jolly Roger out of

Grenwell's imported mare.

XMEXSCfiliZ^ANEOUS.

' This fact 1 had from the Hon. Gabriel Duvall.

HYDRAULIC MACHINES.
(From a Correspondent.)

Dear Sir, Jii/y 26, 1827.

The publick must look to the Farmer for satis-

factory information respecting the two hydraulic

machines described in the enclosed. Take a well,

lor instance, 46 feet deep—a fall of water from 3 to

G feet, to bring into use in a level country; the

price of each, labour required, &c. &c.

M.VCHINE FOR RAISING WATER.

A. St G. Bradley, of Newtown, have sent us a

partial account of a self-acting machine, invented

by them for raising water. There is a brook a lit-

tle distance from their dwelling house, the bed of

which is IS feet lower than the sill of their house.

The water of their wells would not answer to wash

with, and they were compelled to resort to the

brook until their necessities became the mother of

invention to them. They have a simple but dura-

ble machine, at a cost not e.xceeding ten dollars,

which raises the water to the amount of 1440 gal-

lons per day. There is no wheel or pump attached

to the machine. They are fully satisfied from their

experiment, that water may be raised on the same

principle to the height of 50 feet or more, in large

quantities, lor the purpose of carrying water wheels

of every power—supplying distilleries, tan jards,

and farms on which there is no living stream, &,c.

They have not given a very satisfactory description

of the machinery, but say 'a fall of three feet is

necessary in raising the wafer ten feet, and in that

proportion for a greater or less distance. Suppose

a person have a spring near his house, but 10 or 20

feet lower than the house; he has only to set up a

penstock, throw the water into the top of it, and

then put in a lead pipe at the bottom of the pen-

stock, and take it to his house." They will give

further information to those who s-hall ivrite them,

(post paid.) [^ew Haven RegisUr.

IMPROVEMENT IN HYDRAULICS.

A Mr. John M. Cooper, from Guildhall, Vermont,

now resident in this village, has, for more than a

year past, been improving a new hydraulic ma

chine, and has succeeded to the astonishment of all

who have witnessed its operation. He has lately

exhibited one in this place, which was in size as

follows: eight inches in length, eight inches in di-

ameter, and of a cylindrical form. The machine is

operated by means of a crank attached to a gud

geon upon each end of it. The power applied to

the machine, was four men, who were able to

liiriii" ,1 cuniinu- d column of water, three-lourths
of an inch in diameter, one hundred and twenty
ffet on a horiz .ntal line, and more than ninety feet

high. This machine is entirely different from any
.thing that has ever heretofore been known. Mn
C. has, in his specification for letters patent, term id
it the 'Rotulive Pistun," yet it contains neither pis-

ton nur valves, but has the appearance of a wheel
within a wheel, operating in such a manner as to

form a vacuum on one side, afid a powerful com-
pression on the other; and what is most wonderful,
at each revolution, it takes in and throws out more
cubic inches of water than the whole space which
the machine itself occupies. The machine has been
shov.r, and the principle of it explained, to many
gentlemen of science and experience in hydraulics,
among whom was his excellency the Governor of
New York, and it is the prevailing opinion of all

that it will fake the place of every other machine,
both for pumps and fire engines, as soon as it is ex-
tensively known.

Mr, C. has associated himself with two gentle-

men of this village, who have established a manu-
factory on an extensive scale; and we understand
that the company has sent an agent I • Europe, to

secure the rights (or France and England, and other

countries in that section. [VVimlsor Jvurna!.

THE MILITARY FAMILY.
Dear Sir, Geoigtloxun, D. C, ^xigust 6, 1827

I now sit down to give you an account of a cu-

rious collection of people that lived in Alexandria

at the commencement of our revolutionary war;

and there is at present here living a justice of the

peace, who knew them all at the time.

Two brothers, John and Luke Cannon, carried

on the business of saddle making; they were re-

markably smart and clever with their pens; they

counterfeited the United Siafes' currency, only with

this exception, this bill shall pass current for Jive

, 4"c; or three or four, as the whim took

them. There came to town a remarkable clever

journeyman sadler, by the name of Gunn;* they

hired him. Another came of the name of Isaac

Halbert; they hired him. They had hired a ser-

vant woman by the name of Kitchen; a girl came
by name Sal Pistol, and they hired her. So they had
two Cannons, one Gun, a Halbert, a Kitchen, and a

Pistol, in the same family.

Your Constant Reader.

"^JlSl ITASillSISs

Baltimore, Fridav, August 24. 1827.

' t^ I' gives us much pleasure to perceive alrea-

dy indications that the next Cattle Show is likely

to prove an extensive and highly interesting pair,

where much valuable Stock—Horses, Cittle and

Sheep, will be sent on sale. We have been parti-

cularly notified, that there will be sent for sale many

young Cattle of the Devon blood, from three-fourths

to full blood;—and we have reason to think that a

chance may then be presented to Farmers for ob-

taining a few Southdown Sheep, imported with great

judgment and with particular reference to the most

desirable qualities from the most select (locks in

England. Those who wish to sell and to buy good

horses, will do well to reserve themselves for the

Cattle Show, on the 23d and 24th of October; and

we have been particularly requested to invite the

Drovers of Stock Cattle, to send them at this time.

Good pasturage can be found adjoining the ground

on the most reasonable terms; and Farmers will do

•This Gunn was here—Gen. Gunn, a senator from

Georgia, the first Congress that sat at Washington ;
a

Tery smart mac.
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»rell not to buy before— to this sujgestioii especially,

we wish the Editors of papers in Virginia, Pennsyl-

vania and Ohio, would call the attention of those

in their neighbourhood, who rear or drive Stock

Cattle for sale in the older and more cultivated set-

tlements.

$* The next meeting of the Trustees of the Ma-
ryland Agricultural Society is appointed for the first

Thursday in September, at the residence of Jacob

Hollingsworth, Esq. on Elkridge.

Ohio—bird's-eye view of what it vrns, of tchat it is,

and what it is to be.

"I congratulate you, gentlemen, on the risin*

prosperity of our state. In population, at the next

census, it will rank next to Pennsylvania, and the

tinae may not be remote, when New York only will

exceed it. Its internal resources and the enterprise

of its citizens, have kept pace with the increase of

its numbers. The improvements which have lately

been commenced and are now in a successful course

of prosecution, have elevated the character of the

state, and given an earnest of its high destiny."

The above is the language used by the Hon. John
McLean, Postmaster-General, on the 13th of June
last, at Lebanon, in Ohio—at an entertainment dur-

ing a short visit amongst his old friends and neigh-

bours of all parties, who seized the occasion to ma-
nifest their undiminished personal regard, and their

high and just estimate of his publick services.

These sentiments of JSir. McLean are not the rhe-

torical flourishes of an enthusiast, but the judgment
of a practical statesman—and are susceptible, in

that light, of being made the text of ample and in-

teresting commentaries.
When the revolution was consummated by the

treaty of Paris in 1783, the inhabited parts of the
United States extended between the Allacjlic ocean
and the Allegany mountains, in a long narrow strip,

and comprising an area of about 200,000 sq. miles.
With a few very partial exceptions, the vast un-
known regions beyond the mountains were waste.
The Allegany traced a line which set bounds 10 ci

vilization on that rich territory drained by the nu-
merous rivers of the west. At that epoch the tra

velkr when on the mountain brow, (elt as if the
bourne was passed which separated him from cul'.i-

vated society. How prodigious is that change in

the lapse of forty-three years, which suggested and
justified the remarks of the Postmaster-General in
reference to his state!

Lei us only reflect, (hat savage murders were per-
petrated between Washington', Pennsylvania, {then
o briiir thickel.) and Wheeling, until 1795. It was
not, indeed, until after the treaty of Greenville, that
the western settlements were relieved from the ap-
prehension or actual pressure of war, and war in
Its worst forms. When we turn a retrospect upon
the period since the surrender of Cornwallis, we
can hardly give credit to the evidence of our senses
Ihe change appears as the shifline scene of a thea-
tre. Let (he reader but review that brief period
and run his eye over that space, on which has since'
been traced Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, Louisiana, Arkansas, Missouri, Illinois In
diana, Michigan, and Ohio. Over this then wide
waste, the marks of civilization were few and rude
Ih^re were not. at Ihe utmost, in \1S1. thirty thou-
wnrf civ,l,ze,i human beings, where now exist moret^n three mUltotu At that epoch, no fields, orch-
ards, meadows, towns or villages, spread their enli-
vening features before the eye. The landscape wasgloomy and desolate, broken .at long intervals by
cabins inhabited by the poor but brave pioneer ofcentral North America.

Civilized has succeeded to savage society. ATri-

tram, has taken ph.oe of war and bunting The
^'^crs and lakes, once environed by the lonely prai-

rie or by primeval forests, are now covered with
barks laden with the richest of all treasures—ac-
tive, intelligent, and virtuous emigrants. Towns,
cities, schools, churches, colleges, and every other
emblem of cultivated life, rise into existence with a
rapidity, a number, and maturity, which muck all

anticipation, and outstrip every example in history.
From a combination of causes, physical and mo-

ral, Ohio has taken the lead amongst the central
states, and has, in her career, presented an unmatch-
ed development of all the essentials of political and
social power and comfort. That stste is now open-
ing a canal of 300 miles in length between Lake
Erie and the Ohio river, upon the line of which,
just forty years ago, in 1787, the first axe was laid
upon her deep entangled wojds. In support of
these obvious reflections, some mathematical data
may be introduced, that will strike with wonder the
readers of this journal in the old countries, if not
in our own.
As a section of the habitable earth, Ohio extends

from N. lat. 37*^ to 4i'; and in lonijitude W. from
Washington city, from 3« 32' to 7'= 50'. The longest
li ;e which can be drawn upon its surface is from
the N. E. angle on Lake Erie to the S. \V'. angle at
the junction of the Ohio and Miami rivers. Flank-
ed by Pennsylvania on the east, and Indiana west,
with the Ohio south and south-east and Lake Erie
north, and drained by numerous minor rivers, the
position s admirable. Compact in its form, the
area in square mrlcs may be assumed at about forty
thousand, or 25,600,000 acres.
The superfices of that part of the United States,

actually organized into states and territories in

1820, amounted to about 600.000 square miles-
consequently Ohio comprises the one-lilteenth part.
The- entire land surface of the earth is, from (he
best data, nearly 40,000,000 square miles; Ohio,
therelbre, contains (he onc-diousandlh part of the
habUable- globe, and what is peculiarly remarkable,
heady contains more than the one thousandth part

ot the human species.

The following tables exhibit the progressive and
prospective population of Ohio:

Table I.

Progressive Pojmlation.
Population.

1790, 3,000—7i to lOOsquarc miles.
1800, 42.000—a little more than 1 to each sq. m.
ISIO. 227,843—5 6-10 to the si/io-te sq. iii. nearly.
IS20. 581.434— 14* to the sin!,We square mile.

In the valurble Geographical Dictionary of the
worthy W. Darby, under the article U. Slates, he
has used a ratio of 5 per cent, per annum, for the
increment of population in the central basin of North
America. This ratio is at least sufficiently mode-
rate when applied generally, and cert,,inlv loo low
as respects Ohio; to be, however, within the bounds
of reality, the subjoined Table II. was calculated
from that rate of increase.

Table If.

Progressive Population of Ohio for 30 yea"s. from
1820 to 1850 inclusive, calculated by a ratio of in-
crease of 5 per cent, per annum.

1820, 581,434 118.36,1.269,202 60 438
1321, 610,506 29,0711837,1,03-2,662 63'460
l-«22, 641.030 30.525 1838,1,399.299 66 633
1823, 673,091 32,06 11839, 1,469,264 69 965
1824, 706,746 33,654'l840, 1,542,7-27 73 463
1825, 742.083 35.337,! |.S41, 1,619,863 77'i36
1S>6, 779,187 37.104 1842. 1,700,856 89,993
18-27, 818,146 38.959 1843.1,785,898 85 04-^
I82.S, 859.053 40,907l]844, 1,874.194 89^94
1829. 902,006 42,9,5311845.1,977,894 93,700
1.130, 947.106 45.1001846,2,076,789 98,895
1831, 994,461 47.355ilS47 2.180.628 103.839
1832.1,044.184 49.723- 1>43, 2.289,659 109,031
1833.1.096 393 52.209' 1 849, 2.404.142 114 483
1831, ),151,213 54,820, H50, 2,524,344 120/202
1835, 1,208,773 57,560l
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To those who Ibrm their estimates from d;.t-H all.id-
ed by the existing population in the-Um(ed States,
two and a half millions in Ohio may appear an ex
aggeration; and yet th.at density but a little exceeds
that of Connecticut in 1820, and falls short of that
of either Massachusetts or Rhode Island, at the
same epoch. It is not derog-.ting from the charac-
ter of the soil of the two latter states, to say, that
that of Ohio exceeds either. The aggregate we
have deduced for Ohio in I S50, amounts to 63 to
the square mile; and as Hamilton county, including
the city of Cincinnati, comprising very nearly the
one-tenth part of the state, contained 79 to the
square mile, it must be obvious, that two and one
half millions are far from amounling to the maxi
mum which Ohio would support in the enjoyment
of abundance.
The general principles upon which the advance

or retardation of population depend, have so re-
cently, and still so iniperlectly been reduced to any
order which deserves the name of science, that the
actual increase of the people of the United States
appears an anomaly in physiology. The solution of
this seeming anomaly is, however, easily made, if
the local features of the territory, and the moral
and political structure of society, "are taken as ele-
ments. In Ihe basin of the Mississippi, an exube-
rantly fertile soil, a mild climate, and a country
abounding in the natural channels of commerce',
were opened to a people who acted with all the
force, elasticity and intelligent foresight, which has
in all ages and countries distinguished man where
his personal rights were secured. In the settlement
of the west, every emigrant of sane and mat ire
mind felt himself a whole, and moved within his
sphere under the influence of laws, little less regu-
lar in their operation than those of gravitation. Un-
der such an order of things, especially in the non-
slave slates, efTeois have been produced to which
the history of Europe and Asia ofTer no parallel.
The improvements made in architecture, the me-
chanick arts; in artificial modes of intercommuni-
cation, and seminaries for the cultivation of the
human intellect, have, on the eastern continent, fol-
lowed density of population; jn the United States,
the order of advance has been inverted
To dwell upon this new and prominent feature in

the history of human society, is far indeed from
an idle indulgence of national vanity. Every good,
however great has i(s attendant evils, and the aug-
mentation to such enormous relative wealth an'd
power of individual stairs of (he United State«,
must be productive of eflTects more or less operative
on the general confede.'-acy. To watch this unequal
accumulation of political consequence is decidedly
an important part of our internal policy. In re"-ard
to our relations with foreisn states, Ihe Umled
States, as a body, is the sole object of regard:-but
in respect to interior legislation, every statesman,
or every legislator, d'-serving Ihe name of a states-
man, will pay undcviating attention to those revolu-
tions, which change the centre of wealth and pow-
er. This attention wdl be paid by Ihe real states-
man, not to widen natural lines of separation; or to
foster sectional animosities in order to gratify fac-
tious passions; not to trace, but to remove geoTa-
phical barriers. It will be paid to establish (hose
adamantine bonds of union, ROADS and CANALS,

it would be ignorance to misunderstand or defiy
the gigantic growth of Ohio in the"central basin,"
and of New York on the Atlantic coast; and if
would be culpalile negligence in other members of
the Union to remain regardless of a prosperity they
cannot prevent, of an active use by these stales of
natural resources in a manner which they should ad-
mire, and may imitate.

Thi-se reflections may be closed by a comparative
table, ivhich .at a single glance, will exhibit the pro-
digious capabilily of population in (he United Stales
"enerally, and more especially of a region of $:ich
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exuberant feililily as the great "central basln^
"

The surlace of Europe, if taken in its lull extent, by

no means equals that of the United States, in res-

pect to either soil or climste. We are persuaded

that for so lar^e a contig;uous surface as 40,000

square miles, that no part of France, G<rniany,

Hunsary, or Southern Russia, nor the most produc

tive tracts in Europe nould bear a successful com-

parison with the state of Ohio; and yet the most

thiniy populated parts of either of the former ex-

ceed, the maximum of the latter in 1850, as given

in the preceding sketcii.

Table III. Extent, and pistribctive popula-

TION OF THE STATES OF EuROPE IN 1S'21.

Political section. Population.

British Islands, i 21,313,74.3 I

France, 30,000.000

Spain and Portugal,! 14.000.000
j

Italian stales,

S>vitzerland,

Netherlands, king-

dom of,
I

German Europn.in-j

cludingall the empire

of Austria, except

the Italian pari; the

kingdoms of Prus

sia. Saxony, Bavaria,

Wurtemberg, Sic.

Denmark,
Svteden,
Russia in Europe,
Turkey in Europe,

19,000,000

1,700,000

5,000,000

50,000,000

1 40.t. 00
2.440,000

4-i.OOO,000

5 000,000

101,858,743

125,2401

200.000}
210,000:
117,400'

iy,ooo|

17,400

170

150
70
163

90

480,000|
2!.r00!

188.000;

1,400,000'

200,000,

104
70
13

SO
25

3,978,040 C4
nearly.

This table affords instructive lessons to American

Icislalors. Figures, if correctly stated, comprise

much in a small space. We perceive, that in Eii

rope, density of population does not so much depend

upon physical as on moral causes. Some of the

most cultivated sections of Ruroi)e at the present,

were during the mid. lie ages nearly waste, and Ironi

anv document we have seen, it is doubtful whether

allEurope at the end of the fifteenth century, when

America was discovered, contained a population o(

.')0,000,000, That section of the earth is at pre-

sent peopled by nearly , if not altogether, 200,000,000;

and what is worthy of remark, the most drnse po-

pulation has followed, what we in the United States

so emphatically call "INTERNAL IMPROVE
MENT." Compare Great Britain with France;

France with Spain, Italy and European Turkey;

France with the Netherlands and Germany. The
Netherlands have, in great part, been wrested

from the briny ocean; and there canals of com-

merce and drainage commenced in an age of ig-

iiorace and poverty; whilst in the United Stales

these improvements are aided by all the resources

of science and wealth.

In fact, with superior soil, a milder and more equa-

ble climate, the United States will, in all human
probability, make full use of still more inspiring ad

vantages over Europe, in more liberal and more

stable principles of civil government. In tlii.s

march of improvement amongst the inditidual

states. New York on the Atlantic coast, and Ohio

in the interior, have taken the lead. In a very

short period of time, an unbroken water communi-

oaticn wdl exist from the city of New York to the

city of Cincinnati, through the sea of Canada

The advance of power cannot, happily, be confined

to those slates

ed accumulation of numbers, wealth, and solid

power.

If we turn our eye to a map of the world, for so

extensive a tract as 160.000 square miles, we find no

place equal in natural advantages to the region par-

celled out into Eastern Missouri, all Illinois, Michi

gan, Indiana and Ohio, Either limited or drained

by numerous rivers; flanked by the Canadian sea,

and with a surface unbroken by mountain chains,

and in ils most elevated part only a few hundred

feet above the level of tiie Atlantic ocean, the ex-

tent of ils improvements admit of no assignable

boundary. In this favored regifln, Ohio occupies

the vantage ground, and her citizens seem deter-

mined !o maintain their rank In the emphatic lan-

uage of the Postmaster-General, they have eleva-

ted the character of the state, and have given an

earnest of its bi^h destiny. The child is, perhaps,

born to live to be one of more than ten millions

in Ohio, and one out of upwards of forty millions

between the western limit of Pennsylvania and the

western limit of Missouri! These are warm and

high anticipations; but, are they not reduced to pro-

babilities by the very data whicli have been ad

duced?
'I he man may not be very old, who has been,

himself, one of a few thousands in the "Mississippi

basin," and who has yet lived to see some millions ex-

ist upon ils surface. Who has lived to hear the ve

ry idea in project of propelling vessels by steam,

treated with the utmost derision, and who has yet,

been conveyed in floating p.ilaces, propelled by steam

Who heard the name of Fulton scouUd as that of

an idle scheemer, and has also lieard the name of

FULTON associated with those illustrious charac-

ters who have contrilinied to enlarge the happiness

and mental power of their species. Who has heard

the idea laughed to scorn, of a single state opening

a canal from the Atlantic tides into the Si. Lawrence

basin, and has yet lived to behold, not one, but two

canal lines between the Atlantic tides and the St.

Lawrence basin. The project o! a rail-road, from

the city of Baltimore to the Ohio river, is at this

time treated with as little respect as were either

canals or steam-boats; and still we hope to perform a

passage from Baltimore to Cincinnati in a rail-road

carriage. Finally, we hope to see telegraijhs inks

their appropriate rank amongjt American improve

mcnls, and by their means give to intelligence the

wings of hght.

Sj^ oaVis for tlie purchase of one-half of Rin..hl(»
will be received by the Editor of the American Far-
mer He is decidedly, and in the opinion of the best
judges, one of the finest horses ever offered to the
use of the publick—in reference to his blood, and
his colour, figure and qualities. Last year, when he
was five years old, was his first season. He was li-

mited to thirty five mares, and has proved a very
.sure getter of foals of the highest promise. The bet-
ter way to difl'use the benefit of this superior horse,
wr.iili! be to make up a joint stock in shares of §15
or j^.W each. The entire control of the Horse will

be surrendered to the purchaser or purchasers, of
the one-half of him, under certain stipulations.

^The list of premiums to be distributed at the
next Easton Cattle Show, in November, will be pub
lisked in our next.

^ We have on our table a sample of most beau-
tiful yellow tobacco from Calvert county—sent to
market by Mr. Benjamin Gray— it attests bis skilful

management, and may afford the means of compa-
rison to ascertain the real difference between it, and
Ohio yellow, at first sight, apparently similar qua-
li'y-

Marketing.—Apples, per bush. 37i a .50; But-
ter, per lb. .25 n 31; Beets, .64 per bunch; Ciiickens,
doz. gi 50 a 2.1)0; Corn, in ears, per doz. .6 a 12;

Canteleupes, .64 871; Eggs, lioz. 12; Beef, prime
pieces, per lb. .8; Veal, .5 a.G; Lamb, 4 a .5; Pears,
per bush. .37^; Potatoes, .50; Peaches. .75 a 1.25;

Onions, 37i; I'omatoes, 12J; Sweet Potatoes, per
leek, 50, Beans, (Lima.J per bush. .75; Cabbages,
1 a G per head.

BAIiTISXOHB PRXCES CXTRRENT.

$fi- Defective Seed Wheat.—The sad expe-

rience of the last season admonishes the farmer that

be cannot be too careful in tne selection of his seed

wheal; and the bad quality of the grain on the

Eastern Shore, as indicated by the following ex-

tract, lurihcr shews that too much caution cannot

be exercised.

P. .S Wheat generally yields much worse than

was expected—doubts are seriously entertained if a

i;reat deal of it will vegetate—some has been tried,

and totally lailed. Corn is burnt up with drought.

^f- The Cattle Show, near Baltimore, was fixed

as late as possible in October, with express refer-

ence to the convenience of the farmers, and especi-

ally those on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, who,

it was understood, could not sooner ..bseni them-

selves from home, on account of seeding their wheat

fields.

Reported for the .Imerican Farmer, by Lewis Sutton S; Co.

Tobacco—this article is about the same as last week;
we perceive no variation in prices, since some sales ot*

Maryland common and middlings have been made for

JS.50 n 4.50 to 4.7i, from St. Mary's and Calvert coun-
ties, jeslercioy and the day before.

Seconds, as in quality, jJS.OO a 6 00—common crop,

3.50 a A.CO—Do. red, 4.50 a 4.75—Rood red, 5.00 a 6.0O
—Fine red, 7.00 o 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10.00—
Veilo«-, 6.50 a li .00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a 2S.00— Vir-

ginia tine, 6.00 a 8.00— Rappahannock, (none)—Ken-
lucky, fine, 3.50 a fi. 00—do. wrapping, 7.00 o8 00.

Flocr—super, lloward-st,
|J5.'.|Q

—do. on'inary, city

mills, 4.50 a 4.75—Susq. 4.00 a 4.50—white wheat fami-

ly, 6 00-Grain, best while wheat, l.OOre t 08—best re*
wlieat, .SO a .85—ordinary, .70 a .75

—

Corn, .48 a .50

—

Rye, .40 a .50—Oats, .20 a ,25

—

Corn Meal, per cwt.

].61\ a 1,75—Clover seed, 3.50 a 4.0(1—Timotht, 3.00

—Flaxseed, .75 n 90— Peas, .50

—

White Beans, 1.25

—

Barlet, 1.00

—

Cotton, Virginia, 9 a AOi—North Ca-
rolina, .9 a .10—Louisiana, .11 o .13—Missouri, .10 a

.11—.\labam3, .10 n .llj Wool, washed, .18 a .22

—

mixt do. .22 a 24—half blood, .i4 a ..6—three-quarter

do. .26 a .28— full blood, .30 a .35— Bacok, hams, .9 a
,10—hog around .R a.'—middlings, 7

—

Whisket, per
hlid. .28 o .29—do. bbl .29 o .31-Fish, Herrings, 2.25

2.50—Mackerel, 3.50 o 4.8 74 a 5.50—Shad, G.OO a 7.00.

t^ Seed WnE-\T.—We are requested to state,

that six or eight hundred bushels of nice rare ripe

wheat, fit for seed, wril be with Mr. James Barroll,

of Bowly's wharf, by the last of August, from the

crop of Robert H. Goldsborough, of Talbot. Gen
'Their own exertions have already 1 tlemen who have spoken to Mr. Goldsborough for

led to very active emulation; but still New York seed wheat, and others desirous of having it, will

and Ohio stand pre-eminent, not alone in the Uni please to apply to Mr, James Barroll, Bowly's

ted States, hut on the whole earth far unprecedent- 1 wharf, Baltimore.
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(From the Britisli Fiumcr's M9gaziiis.)

BIOGRAPHlCAl- SKETCHES OF EMINENT
AGRICULTURISTS.

Mr. Coke, op Norfolic.

There are no subjects more generally interesting

than concise bios;rapliies ol' eminent characters;

and no class of literature seems better adaptcl for

Utility and effect, than that which preserves th«;

fleeting and perishable memoritils of men noted in

their times for pubiick spirit, private character, and

genuine benevolence. Of the many individuals

who have Qourisbed in this country, in the fMsn of

George the Third, few are more hi;;hiy respected

thin jMr. Ci.ke, of .<orfolk; a gentleman who^i-

lont; and prosperous career has decidedly obtained

the approbation of his agricultural conteinporarios,

not merely from its own nii-rits, powerful indeed as

they are, but by the discerning patronage he has

invariably vouchsafed to evi-ry real agricultural im-

p'uvpinent. In the various publications of the day,

sketcbi;S of, and remarks on, his talents, hospitality,

2eal, and pulilick virturs aliound and it will be the

object ol the present article to condense, in a use-

ful and agreeable manner, the scattered and iniscel-

lanious particulars, and thus preserve in the pages
of the Brilisk Farmer^s Mugazine, a succinct ac-

Odtint of a gentleman as universally known as de-

servedly esteerued.

THOMis VV'iLLiAM CoEE, Esq. M. P. is a descen-
dant Irom the great and enlightened chief justice of
that name, and his family is one of the most an-

eient in the county of Norfolk. The titles o( Baron
Lovel, Viscount Coke, and Earl of Leicester, exist

in his roll of ancestors. The estates of the olden

i he magnilicence ol the family mansion ol llolk-

hain has been the repeated theme of every writer
on the beauties of Norlolk. It is one of the most
stately edifices in the Itingdom, and whole pages
might be tilled with a mere catalogue of Its iiunie
rous and costly ijictures, statues, curiosities, Stc.

It is said to have been begun In 1734, by the Karl
ol Leicester, and completed by the Countess Uow
ager in 1760. The general plans, elevations, Sec.

were given by the Earls of Burlington and Leices-
ter, assisteil by Mr. Kent. The central part of the
mansion is built witli brick, and is accompunied by
four wings or pavilions, which arc connected with ii

by rectilinear corridors or galleries. Each of the
fronts, therefore, displays a centre and two wings.
I'he corridors communicate directly with the la»vii,

or the otiices below the baseuieut story, a perfec
tion which seems to have been borrowed Iroui an
idea ol Palladio. The library contains a most va
luable collection of IVINS. among which is one stat-
ed to have been the actual M.S. of Livy quoted b\
Havercamp. A catalogue raisoniiee of the whole
colJKCtion is, we understand, nearly ready for the
press, under the superintendance of Mr. Koscoe,
vvhose well known abilities eminently qualily him'
lor the task.

Upwards of sixty years have elapsed since the com-
pletion of the mansion ol ilolkham, during which pe-
riou, ihe I. ricks, manufactured on the spot, of a hue
ytllow lint, and great durabihty, bave been exposed
10 Ihe action of the weather—yet they remain as
souiid and perfect as when first laid. The architect
veiy judiciously took care that no part of the princi-
pal v\alls should be supported by limber, lest, in de-
caying, damage might accrue to the fabric. The en-
ure Ijuildiug was erected under the superintendance
ol Mr Bretlinghum, ol Norwich, whose son ha.s
since puoiished plans and elevations of this magni-
riceni structure. Over the entrance door of the hall

times, including the modern and luagnilicent aiaa

sion of fiolkham, have descended to their present '» the following inscription

possessor, who was born on the 6th of May, 175S.! '• I'ius seat, on an open barren estate, was plan-
On the demise of his father, in 1776, he succeeded' ned, planted, built, decorated, and inhabited the
to the estates, and was soon alter chosen on" of »!< '•Wlc ol the eighieeiilh ce.ifury. by TJioa.as Coke,
representaiive* f'»: lus native •n.mti. ivlii--'-- r.t' •>«; - v.i el J^eicerUi."

..,._..-._.. ,.„:.i- .u. ..„....;„,. „r . .k„.. :.. i'i,e park is supposed to contain about 3,500

. . . . ^i\>: llis native ^.nimti' wlii--!. ne *»«<

Since that period, (with the exception of a short in

terv.d,) and does still faithfully represent in Parlia-

ment. Mr. Coke has hitherto constantly voted on

the popular side, and having been, through a long

and useful life, a friend of the late ri.-<ii hon. C. J.

Fox, his sentiments have not disgraced the feelings

which gave rise to their connection It should not

be forgotten, that the reconciliatun between the

present king and Mr. Fox, took jace at Holkliam.

It is also worthy of record, that ne Address which

first put an end to the Americii war, was moved
by Mr Coke in the House of -!oiumons, and pre-

sented by him to his late Maj^ty; on which occa-

sion -Mr. Coke took it up in le dress of a country

g. ntleraan His Majesty is rJorted to have smileil

on receiving it, and, with iMch good humoiir, to

have said, "By G—d. Coked you ever come up

again with suoh an Address' will assuredly knight

you!" Ill 1775, Mr. Coke P.rried Jane, sister of the

"late Lord ^helbul•np, by >iom he had issue three

daughters; the eldest of Mom married, first, Vis-

count Andover; and afleJiis death, Capt. Digby.
R N The second dau^'cr is now the widow ol

the late V^iscount Anson. I'hc third married Spen
cer Stanhope, Esq. of Cnon Hall, near Barnsky,
VTorkshire. Mrs. Coke di-on the 2d of June, 1800;

and on the 26ih of Febny, 1822, Mr. Coke mar-
ried the Ladj Anne Keel, daughter of the Earl
of Albemarle, by whom has three sons.*

• Tbe Norfolk papers inui us that on Tuesday, the
2d ot January, (ill.) beiniie anniversary of the birth
of the heir of Holkham, (vas announced by a salute
of cannon from Mr. Bll's battery, the ringin" of
bells, and a rich display colouia on the ships in'the
harbour of Wells. Mr'kc and Lady Aflne enter-
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acres within the paling. Its ciicumfeicnce is up-
wards ol ten miles. The interior contains all thiit
the eye or imagination can desire-lakes, obelisks
statues, temples, ji.c. The pleasure-grounds are
must taslelulij laid „ut, and the efleet of th- whole
IS granu and beautdul. The gardens are very ex-
tensive; tliat deiuled to the kitchen cont.iins eigl.i
acres, and th extern of walling comprises abouti4UOy.irdsm length, and 14 feet m height, well
covered with iruil trees.

Mi. Coke s system of husbandry is the drill svs-
em, which he adopted at a very early period, and
Uas so improved Oy constant practice, that it efiec
lually answers the purpose of loosening the soil at
o.aerent seasons, and of extirpating u^^eds 'I'he
^real improvement he has made consists in his hav
ing gradually drilled at wider distances. He now
uiills wheal at nine inches distance, which admits
ample room lor horse-hoemg m the sprmgand summ.r months. In the drilling of turnips he has gra-
dually extended his luies on ridges liom 12 to 13,
to IS, and even to 27 inches. These wide drills
allow a horse-hoe ol the largest dimensions to pass
most readily; a d in favourable circumstances. I"
acres a day may be readily boed. Drilled turnips
obviously require cross hoeing, which must neces-
sarily be done by the hand; but as this is merely to

destroy the supernumerary plants, it is easily eftect-
ed by women and young persons. The SwedisL
turnips form iMr. Coke's principal crop, and are
sovin upon the best soils, from the middle of May
to the middle of June; but he still continues to cul-
tivate, on his lightest soils, Ihe common and the
Scotch yellow turnip, both of which are sown from
the middle of June to the middle of July. Mr.
Coke IS liberal in the application of manure to his
turnips; he allows not less than 14 loads of manure
per acre; and m his wheat crops he manures with
oil cake drilled in with the seed, one ton being suf-
hcieiit for six acres. The farm yard dung he mixes
in compost heaps, by which means he not only in-
creases the q.\.ntity, but improves the quality of
the manure, and grows much better crops of tur-
nips. The oil cake he considers better adapted for
the wheat crop. In drilling the wheat, the allow-
ance IS four bushels per acre in October, and even
hve bushels in November; and being an advocate
loiearly sowing, no time is lost in carting the ma-
nure. The be. t crops are always when wheat is
very thick in the rows, and if the finger can be
passed readily ilirough the stems, near the ground,
11 is not deemed thick enough. The wheat is cut
very early, even when the ear and stem are green,
and the grain not hard; and the samples then pro-
duced are better, and bring higher prices, than
wheat cut in a more mature state. There is little or
no loss by shedding on the ground, which, when the
ear IS ripe, and the weather windy, is often not iiv-

onsiderable. Mr. Coke is equally early also in
cutting oats and beans; he observes, that the straw
iQ such cases is of more value than if cut later.
Mr Coke's succession of crops is general through-

out Norfolk, and is called the four or five course.
First year, turnips; second year, barley, laid down
with clover or other grass seeds; third, grass to cut
or ieed; fourth, wheat He cultivates sainfoin,
cock s-foof grass, mangel wurzel, Helisroland beans.
'^'^.'

^^l
•"• cabbages, succory, burnet, or parsnips.

Mr. Coke's flocks have been, and are, highly ap
proved bv iiii'_es, as rellecting upon him most dia-
iniguishej .sliil, .„ ,(„3 liepar.meiU of

taincd a select party to dinner on the occasion, and in
the evening, the amusements of a ball were kept up to

"h ,^f
*'^"^- °" ""= fo'lo^ving day Lady .^nne present-ed Mr Coke with a third son. iVIr. C's annui dona-

lon of four tat l.ullocks was distributed on ihe 30th ol

!.''f'".J"'',?T,"S'''
"'" «'"''"'"'" and labourers belong-mg to the HolkliaiQ establishment.

''

His sheep are all So.ithdowns; formerly his siocii
consisted of Norfolks, but experience has convinc-
d him ol the superiority of Southdowns, and all

others have been excluded. His dairy consists of
North Devon cows, which possess a superiority of
lorm over those of Norfolk.
Mr. Coke's rental, when he came to the estate, up-

wardsol 40years ago, was about 2,200/. per ann.; the
produce oi his woods and plantations amounts, now,
to a much lai^jer sum. He had the spirit and judg-
ment to plant 1500 acres with trees, the greater
part o( which are become magnificent woods, not
only protecting the soil by checking the cold winds
so prevalent on that coast, but, by their picturesque
beauty, greatly improving the landscape. The an-
nual tail of timber, poles, and underwood, fiom
them, averages about 2,700/. The farm houses,
stables, cotiage^Sic. on his estate, are all in excel-
lent repair, and on an extensive scale. Much of
the timber and po|.>s is applied for building pur-
poses, constantly carried on at Holkham. and the
remainder is aenerally sold in the neighbourhood.
In the plant.dions, &c. are fine growing oaks, Spa-
nish chestnuts, firs, trench willows, Canada and
Italian poplars, wuh cherry and other useful trees

Ihe plan pursued, by Mr. Coke in letting his
estates, IS as excellent as is his general farming sys-
tem. A long lease and moderate rent. He usually
grants a lease lor twenty-one years, and has alrea-
dy seen the termination of several such leases on
many of his farms His Norfolk rental now amounts
to nearly 20,000/. per annum, an increase of wealth
in the value of landed property almost unexampled.
On the renewal of his tenants' leases Mr.C. usually
gives the bonus of a capital house, many of which
are strikingly ornamental to the county. Several
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• \r C,.\i \ 1 IT l;,rin- ;ire of ihe extent of 1200

acres ..nd ih^.t in liis ovm. occupi.l.on us ^aul to Dt

po les= ban '2000 :,cres. Tl.e situation of h|s land ,

Tn mrny respects, does not admit of a complete sys-

"m ^irrisration; but much has been done even m

hU narlicular. L;.rge capitals have been mobt

benel cially employed, and the result has been prov-

ed b an increased scale of product.veness. and a

vast "accession in the amount of corn K'^";" °"

lan.ls in many instances lisht and naturally sterile^

Blr C -'ke is no friend to the small-farm -y/.'e'"^ ""'^
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the asriculturisl. are Dr. Fleming's Philosophy «f

Zoolo'^y, and his British Fuima. It is from the lirst

of these works that we have extracted the principal

part of the following—which we have arranged as

Systematic Zoology, Animal Anatomy, Chemistry,

Physiology, Pathology, Distril)ulion, Uses, and Ar-

tificial Improvement, or Animal Culture.

Systeinalic Zoology, or the. [Aiuguage. .Yomenclature,

Description, and Classijication of Animals.

The technical terms introduced in zoology are much

more numerous than those of botany, because ani

thinks that much may be done m the way oi iiripro> c-
^ ^.^^^^ ^^^^ among themselves than plants; and

ment, by employing large capitals in the cultivat.on I

of extensive tracts of land. The turnip husbandry,

the dnll system, the breeding of cattle, vv.th the

support Mr. Cuke has uniformly given to the wool
^' 'the enlightened views and phi-

trade, all proclaim mc c,...^...v.,.- ..;-^ - --
-

lanlhiopic motives of this worthy mdividiial. \\ ith

an hospitable feeling, eminently creditable to bim,

Mr Coke has encouraged the visits of larmers and

coiinlry gentlemen to witness his annual a;;ricullu-

ral exhibitions. The utility of thus bringing toge-

ther from all parts of the kingdom, numerous bo-

dies of enliKh'ened agriculturists, must be too ob

-v^ons to need any comment. Their royal highnesses

the Dukes of York, Jjussex, and Gloucester, have

for many years been in the habit of paying an an

nual vi.^it to llolkham, for the purpose ol enjoying

the sports of the field.

Mr. Coke has always taken an act;ve part in the

prhate friends, the s.eady attachment of a most

on.ilent and independent tenantry, and the just ap

probation of mankind, will fully warrant every eu

logium on Mr. Coke's meritorious an^ v^'";^1^ ser

yices.
'" "^"-^ =" ^nnerb silver vase, valued at 7UU(.

nd land

e ex
d t.

...... In 1804, a superb silver vase

was nresented to Mr Coke by his numerous tenant-

ry as a testimony of their esteem for his judic,iou>

examples and hberal conduct as a fanner and 1

lord There are several portraits of Mr. Cok

tant' and a political pamphlet or two are

5iave emanated from his pen.

VVe hone Mr. Coke «ill long continue to enjoy

the happiness he has so often fostered in others;

and that this imperfect sketch ol an useful agri-

cultural life, will not be uninteresting to our nume-

rous readers.

ZOOLOGY.

Of the Study of the Anim.^l Kingdom with re-

FEKENCE TO AcRICULTUIiE.

Mimals are distinguidied from vegetables by being

,nd,Zed icith sentiment or reason and locomotive

ZlZs. A general knowledge of their nature is ol

Tunous utiluy to whoever is engaged in the rearing

or management of any department of them; but as

thev difler much more extensively ,n their natures

than ve-etables, that knowledge is necessarily very

extensile. Few, indeed, can be supposed to attain

to any degree of eminence in every bram;h: m.m is

f"....i.„ffirie,.t for the physician, and the horse fur

li^ht uenerat knowledge

because the anatomy of animals is grcitly more

complicated than that of vegetables. The techni-

cal terms most important for the agriculturist, are

those made use of in the veterinary art, and which

he ought to study in works on that subject, and in

scientific treatises on the domestic quadrupeds. As

the terms of zoology are much less fixed, and have

not engaged the attention of naturalist? so much as

those of botany, the chief dependence of the stu

dent must be on a knowledge of the Latin languag",,

in which they are generally composed.

In describing animals, naturalists follow the same

rules in zoology as in botany; but much more atten-

tion is requisite to the internal characters than in

Ihe latter science. In all cases the male is consi

dered as the representative of the species. While

Ihe female, in some species, diflers remarkably Irom

the male in external characters, there is still an

agreement in structure, with the exception of the

organ of the reproductive system, and the modifi

cations of some parts subservient to their functions

When a female individual comes under notice, it is

frequently very difficult, if not impossible, to deter

mine the species to which she belongs, while exter-

nal characters alone are employed. This diliieully,

in the case of birds, meets iie student at every

step; but it in a great measure disappears, when the

internal characters are chiefly relied on. In Great

Britain, during the latter half of the last century,

escripiions of animals were chiefly drawn uo in a
r I 'I'U„ :..*.. „.>.il c(i.ii..tiirA

of Ihosi- nalur.ilisls who have coiitributed to the ad-

vancement of these sciences, yet the generic titles

of animals are never derived from the same source,

nor similar honors bestowed on zoological observ.

ers. Specific names are, as in botany, adjectives

in concord with the generic name as a substantiveji

;uul should express some circumstance connectedl

uith colour, form, habit, station, or distribution. In;

some cases the specific name is a substantive, audi

.iccurs either in the nominative or genitive case, andl

without reference to the gender of the name of the

genus. This want of concord happens, when a spe-

lies has been long known by a distinct appellation,

,iiid when this is employed in science as its specific

name. Thus, in the genus Tardus, while one spe-

cies is distingui-hed in the ordinary manner, viz. T.

lorqaatus, another, T merula, furnishes an example
of the exception here referred to. When the spe-

cific name is in the genitive case, it h always de-

rived from the proper name of the z.".ilogist who
discovered it, or who contributed to illustrate its

haiacters. The Liparis Montagui was so named
In Donovan (British Fislies, tab Ixviii ) iu honour

of Ihe late George Montagu, Esq. who first delect-

ed i( on the Devonshire coast. The applicatisn of

ihe proper names of zoologists to the conslriiclion

of liie specific names of animals, ought to be re-

stricted to those who have illustrated the specie*,

01 late years, however, this honour has been be-

^lov,•ed on observers to whom the species has even

lieen unknown; and not content with using the

n .uies ol zoologists, those of wives, friends, or pa-

Irons have be. n extensively employed. To bestow

zoological honours on those who are not interested

ii: the progress of science, is ridiculous; and to neg-

lect the original discoverer, in order to do this, is

base. It were better, perhaps, to proscribe the

practice.

The classification of animals is by no means esta-

blished on so firm and philoso|)hical a basis as that

of plants. Two difl'erent methods have been em-
ployed; the one founded on a particular system of

organs which constitutes the artificial system of

very superficial manner. The internal structute\Lrnnseus, and the other founded an Ihe joint cunsi-

was in a "real m.mnet overlooked, and (li^ more ot>- joeratioi, ol all the systems of organs, external and

vious varieties of colour were selected, rather than internal, from which has been established varioug

the more characteristic appearances of the shape, natural n^thods, of which the most generallj

Such, generally, are the descriptions of Pennant, esteemed a< present is that of Cuvier. A mixed

Shaw, Donovan, and even Montagu. This is the method has been adopted by many naturalists, and
iialijralists who

the veterinary prolessor

of the whole subject, and a more particu

ouaintance with the names and physiology o. u.r

quadrupeds, birds, and msec Is of Britain, are what

the aericulturist should chiefly aspire to.

The subject of zoology has not been cultivated

with so much success as that of botany; the systema-

tic part indeed, was alteiided toby LinnsEUS.in com-

Hion with the two other kingdoms of nature; but

his arrangement of animals is much less s.Uislacto-

ry than his classification of plants, and scarcely any

thin" was done in comparative anatomy and physi-

ology, nil wi'li'" 'h<^ '*'*'» '"*"" century. The great-

more surprising, as the eminent

flourished towards the end of the seventeenth and

beginning of the eighteenth centuries (the golden

age of British zoology,) excelled in the minute de-

tails with which their descriptions abounded. Ihe

writings of Willoughuy, Ray and Ellis, furnish very

striking examples. But descriptions are daily be-

coming more laboured in their details, from the in

srease of species, and the necessity of determining

the characiers on which their claim depends. 1 his

will contribute greatly to the progress of zoology.

The best descriptions are iflen inmfficieni.icithout

the aid if drawings or specimens. Many relatioos of

parti, and many gradations of form, may be per-

ceived by the eye, which words are unable to ex-

press. Drawings, therefore, have largely contribut-

ed to the progress of zoology. Specimens can only

be obtained generally of the smaller animals,ti.ough

examples ol the largest sorts are to be lound in the

pubhck museums. They are generally exlubited in

a dried state; but sometimes immersed in spirits ol

wine. Marine objects are prepared by maceration

in fresh water. Dried substances are commonly

anointed with some poisonous liquid, to preserve

Ihem from the attacks of insects. In a small tract

entitled Taxidermy, will be found plain instructions

for collecting and preserving zoological specimens.

is prelerred (y Dr Fleming, who suggests some
uselul improvements, and has exhibited their appli-
cation in the giSeral arrangement of animals to be
given in his Fau^a. (Phil. Zool. ii. 160.)

tnimal Anatomy.

TIte leading or^is of animal structure, may be
conveniently arraii^d as external and internal.

External l\ialomy of Animals.

All animals agree \possessing an exterior cover-

ing, or sl\ia, to modifXtheir surface, regulate their

form, and protect thia from the action of sur-

rounding elements. li«he more perfect animals,
this organ consists of tl following parts: the cuti-

cle—the corpus mucosuV—the corium—the panni-
culus—and the cellular ^b.

The cuticle is destituf of blood vessels, nerves

and fibres, and usually tisists of a thin transpa-

rent membrane possessiilliitle tenacity. In those
animals which live on t| land, it is more rigid in

its texture, and scaly and-y on its surface, than in

those which reside in the Iter. In aquatic animals,

I*, is in general smooth, oh pliable; and, in many
cases its texture is so soflnd delicate, that it ap-

pears like mucus. It asigs, likewise, other ap-

pearances, such as 8Cale4ails,'shells and plates,

which deserves the atten^ consideration of the
In naming animals, Iht same principles are fol which deserves ineauen. consideration o| ,h,

lowed as m naming I lants; but it is remarkable, as naturalist, as furnishing hiWith important charac

1)^ Flemii'hi"s observed that while in botany and ters lor the arrangement oi,n,als
Ur r leming nas oosrivcu, uiai . ... j ™„.„. ,„eb occurs W,pri9t»tr ..r,/i<.,.r...9(t

"^rC^^^'l^^^^^-^^^^^^^^^ IVecjueutly theaauiesj Tk. ««c. we. occurs Wa.ate.y underneath
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the cutii-le, from whicli, in geiuTal, it mav be f.i^W)

dm ined; but it is oftrn so closelj iittacheii to (lie

trill" skin below, ;\s not to be separated even by

BDacriation in Wiitcr.

The corhim (ctilis veni,) OT true skin, lies imme-

diately iiiulirne.ith the cuticle or mucus web. It is

usually destitute of colour. It consists in some ani-

m:ils, as quadrupeds of solid fibres, «liich cross cue

another in every possible direction, and form a sub-

stance capable of considerable extcnsibiliy and

elasticity. It is more obviously ortaniz'd than the

two members by which it is covere<l. Blind ves-

sels and nerves penetrate its substance, and may he

observed forming; a very delicate net work on its

surface.

The muicular u-eb varies greatly in its appearance

according to the motions which the skin and its ap

pendices are destined to perform It consists of a

layer of muscles, the extremities of whose fibres

are inserted into the roriiim externally, and adhere

to the body internally in various directions. This

layer is very obvious in the hedgehog and porcu-

pini', to assist in rolling up the body and moving

the spines, and in birds, in the erection of their fea

thers. In man it can scarcely be saiJ to exist, un-

less in the upper parts, where cutaneous muscles

may be observed, destined for moving the skin of

the lace, cheek.s.and head. In the skin of the frog,

the only cutaneous muscles xvhich can be observed,

are seated under the throat; the skin on the other

parts of the body being loose and unconnected with

the parts beneath. The use of this layer of the in-

tegument is to corrugate the skin, and elevate the

bairs, feathers or spines with which it is furnished.

The cellular tveb I'oims the innermost layer of the

eoDimon integuments, and rests immediately on the

flesh of the boily. It consists of plates crossing one

another in different directions, and lorming a cellu

lar membrane, varying in its thickness, tenacity,

and conii-nts, according to ihe species in which it is

found. In frogs it does not e.xist. The cells ol ihis

membrane are filled with various substances, id-

cording: to the nnlnre ol Iho ;»,.;niiil. Ill gprit«ri>)

they contain I'at, as in quadrupeds and birds. In

some of these the layer is interrupted, as in the rii

minatiog animals, while it is continuoiis in others.

as the boar and the whale.' In bird<. while a (lart

of this web is destined for the reception of fat, other

portions are receptacles for air (.1 the moon fish

the contained matter resembles alSimen in its che-

Biical characters. [Lnudnny Enc. of Jlgric.

{To he conl'mutd)

EASTON CATTLE SHcW AND FAIR,
For the Exhibition aitil sale ofiUkiuds of Live Stock,

tdiiiiciillural Imjilemeiils. uid Household Mantfac-
turfs to be held at Easloii.m the Eastern Shore, on
Wednesday. Thursdny am t'ridny. the llh, Hilt and
9tti of JN'W'enifccr next; V commence at 10 o'clock
in the morning of each dy.

_
The Tru.stecs of the Aaryland Agricultural .So

Ciety for the Eastern Slnre. having resolved that
Ibe said Show and Fair/or the exhibition and salc
of all kinds of live sto<k. agricultural implements
and domestic manufaclin s, be h<-ld at the place
and times above mentioied, have decided that the
following PREMIUMS be iffered and awarded to the
owoers of the best kino, that is to say:

H RSF.S.

For the best stallion ovr three years old.
For the second best do. do. .

For lh>- third best of ay age,
For the best mare ove three years old, .

For the second be.st dt do. . . g
For the third best of ny age, . . .5

ASS»» AND MtTLES.

P«r the best Jack oer three years old, . to

$15
10

5

10

$8Fur Ihe best mule do.

For the second best of any age, .

CATTLE.

For the best bull over two years old, . . 10
For the second best do. do. . . . g
For the best bull under two years, . . .10
For ihe second best do. do. . .5
For the best milch cow over three years old, 10
For Ihe second best <lo. do. • . . . 8

$^Ccrticates will be required of the quantity of
milk given, and the mode of feeding for thirty diiys.
together with Ihe quantity of butler produced in
any one week; the date of the week from the tiaie
of calving being specilicd.

For the best heifer under three and over one
yur old, . . . . . . .10

For the second best of any age, ... 5

OXEN.

For the best yoke of working oxen, .
. 10

For Ihe second best do. ... g
For the best stalled fed beef, . . . . g
For the best grass fed beef, ...

(j

SWINE.

For the best boar, ••.... 8
Foi Ihe second best do. ...

. g
For the best sow. .... g
For the second best do. . • . •

(j

SHEEP.

For the best ram over one year old, . . g
F<ii the second best do. • • . 5
For the best ewe over one year old, . . g
For the second best do. do. . . 5
For Ihe two best wethers over two years oM, 5
For the second best pair do. do. . . .3
For the tivo best wethers under two years old, 5
For second best pair do. do. . . 3

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
For the best agricultural machine or implement

>»hich may b considered new, and deserv-
ing of the noti t. of the Society and worthy
of patronage, jo

HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURES.
For the best piece of kersey not less than ten

yards, ....... c

The best piece of kersey with cotton warp, suit-
able lor labourers, not less than ten yards, 5

The best piece of llannel not less than ten yards, 5
The best piece of cassinett not less than ten

J'^rds, •.-.... 5
The best piece of carpeting not less than twen-

ty yards, ...... 5
The best hearth rug, • • • . . 4
The second best do .... . o

The best counterpane, . . . , 4
The second best do ... . 3
The best piece of linen sheeting not less than

twelve yards, .... .5
The best piece of table linen not less than ten

yards, ...... 4
The best piece of towelling not less than ten

yards, ••..... 3
For the best pair of knit woollen stockings, 1

The best pair of knit cotton do. . 1

Ihe best pair of knit thread do. • . 1

Each of a size for man or woman.

S> The dyeing of all domestic fabrics to be done
at home; and in deciding upon their qualities the
judges will award Ibe prenniums to such as shall be
not only Ihe best, but also the handsomest, in their
colours, figures and texture.

BUTTER.
For the best sample of fresh butter not less than

five pounds, ...... 5
For the second best sample do. do. 4

For the best samjile of potted butler not less than
ten pounds, nor less than three months old, 4,6

For the second best sample under the same par-
ticulars, ^

A statement of the manner of making and pre-
serving it will be desirable.

FERME-\TED LiqUORS.

For the best sample of cider of a preceding year,
Ihe premium to be awarded to the maker, 8

For the best sample of home-made wine, . 2
For the best sample of home-made cordial, fi

PLOUGHING MATCH.
For Ihe best ploughing with two horses or mules, S
For Ihe best ploughin- with oxen, . . 6
For the successlul ploughman \iith horses, . 2
To Ihe do. do. with oxen, . «
The above premiums will be awarded only for

animals bred within the state of Maryland or the
district of Columbia; but male animals of the seve-
ral kinds above specified may be entitled to premi-
ums though bred out of the state and district; pro-
vided the owner of such male animal shall secure
his continuance in this stale, to be bred fro.u, for
one year from the granting of the premium.
No premium shall be awarded merely for want of

competition; and where the objects presented for

premiums shall be considered as possessing no merit
worthy of encouragement, the judges shall be au-
thorized, at their discretion, to withhold them.

Peisons having animals that have heretofore
taken premiums, may a^ain enter them for premi-
ums of a higher grade than those previously award-
ed to them.

To enable the Trustees to make proper arrange-
ments and stalls for the accommodation of all stock
ottered for premium or for show, it is required that
the owners of animals shall notify Mr Richard
Spencer, of EaMon, of their intention to otter the
same, and shall enter Ihe particular aniinals with
him ten days previous to the exhibition; which en-
try shall state the ownerslnp of the animal, the
mannei of feeding and rearing it. togetiicr with its

age, pedigree, disposition and other qualilies as far
as practicable. But this rule may be dispensed
with in instances where distance or particular caus-
es may have prevented an entry in due time. If
any person shall propose to oflTer more thiui one kind
ol stack for premium or show, he must make a se-
parate statement of each description of stock so
intended to be otTered.

Persons bavins; fine animals, though not intend-
ed to he ottered for premium, will gratify the So-
ciety by exhibiting them; and pens will be provided.
No landholder shall be entitled to offer any arti-

cle for premium, who is not a contributor to Ihe
amount of membership. But tenants, and others
lut being the owners ol land, and females disposed
to exhibit domestic fabrics or other articles, may-
contend lor premiums in like manner as members.
Food will be provided lor Ihe stock accommodated
in the pens; and an Auctioneer will be appointed
for the sale of live stock intended for this purpose
on the second day.

The rules r.nd regulations for the management of
the cattle show and fair, and for the eundnct of the
officers and others concerned, will be published in
handbills in due season.

By order of the Trustees,

NS. HAM.MOND, CImrman.
Richard Spencek, Sec ry.

FOR THE AMERICAN FARMEK.

ON SELLING GRAIN BY WEIGHT.
The propriety vf iJibsiiiuiiug W'ci<c/,j for Measures

m tite selling of Corn, ()-c.

To me, it appears strange, that i( hiis never oc-
curred to any one in Ihis country, to consider the
propriety of substituting the practice of selling corn.
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potatoes, turnips, vitb all other fruits and grains, by

Weight, rather than by measure. Every one to

whom this idea has, or may occur, will at once see

the utility of this manner of trading in grain, and

without hesitation, will concur with me in wishing

that, by some means, either legislative or otherwise,

it might be brought into general use. Though the

sellers of grain may refuse to sanction it, yet they

cannot deny the fairness of the principle, and all

buyers will at once see that it will be for their own

adrantage. Grain may, indeed, in some degree, be

judged of by its appearance and feel, yet the more

accurate criterion from which to judge, must, evi-

dently, be its weight; sine- the quantity of flour,

which any grains whatever, are capable of pro-

ducmg, depends upon their weight. Besides this,

the bulk of corn and other grains immaterially al

tered by every change in the moisture and dryness

of the atmosphere, which in large quantities often

makes a considerable diOerence in the measure. 'I o

be sure the weight of the grain is also altered by

the same changes; yet it will be found that in this

respect, he alteraiion is uiuch less. Another thin"

which greatly increases the inconvenience of trade

by oieasure rather than by weight is, that the quan

tity of grain sold as the same in mca.^ure, may be

materially difttrent, owing to the manner in which

it was ineasur. d. It is vvell known what a difference

it will make with a measure, whether it is filled

slowly or quickly, or thr.jwn in lightly or heavily,

y>-l no one en complain, for he sees that the mea-

sure IS full; though at diderent times it may hold en-

tirely dilTerent quantities. The difference pro-

duced by these causes is amazing; e?|.ecially >vhen

large quanti'ies are measured. Let 30 nr 40 bush-

els of gram of any kind be measured out and emp-

tied into the same or diff"erent boxes, or into bags

Know, this grain be again measured by another, or

even by the same person, and ten to one, if the mea-

^sure is found the same, by several bushels, say four

or live; and the differerae wdl be the greatest in

that which was emptied into the bags. This 1 know

from experience. Weights are not hable to any of

these inaccuracies, and 1 will venture to say, that

no one can point any, or any which will compare

with these, in the practice of scllin, by weight In

all the government contracts for giain in En&land,

the grain is bought by weight, the wtight per bushel

being fixed at 57 pounds; yet, notwilhstandinK, it

has never been introduced into private use. An ad-

ditional advantage is, that in fixing upon the stand

ards for weights and measures by the government,

the necessity of providing a proper standard for a

measure, (and I believe no good one can be pro

vided) will be removed. I utiihlentionally omitted

saying any thing concerning the inaccuracies of

measure, with regard to fruit and such other sub

stances, as charcoal, &c. It is evident that here

much room is hfl for cheating aud for dispiiles,

from the circumstance of its requiring a heaped

measure to allow for the interstices between the

piLCes of coal at,d the fruit. Here it is evident,

that great differences must exist from the different

quantities which different persons may pile above

the top. as well as In rn the different size of the

substances measured. Havuig thus mentioned a few

of the advantages arisng from this practice, if it

was introduced, and hopinc that by some means or

other, it may be brought "about, I content myself

with having given the hint, which I hope some one

more able to do justice to so important a subject,

will take up and treat as it deserves. JosTiTi.i.

ivhich might be done during rainy weather, if ni)

threshing was out of the way, 1 would thank you,

or some correspondent of yours, to answer the lol-

lowing query:

Whether it would be the cheapest for me to buy

a threshing machine, or to do it in the common
way? If the first is the cheapest, please inform me

where a machine may be obtained, and oblige

A Farmer.

SMITH'S COTTON PLANTER AND CULTI-
VATOR.

Mr. Skins-er, Cohimbia co Georgia.

Dear Sir,—In the Farmer, of the 20th ol July,

Mr. F. H. Smith, in speaking of his cotton planter,

wishes the southern planter who would wish to pro-

cure the machine against the next spring, to give in

-

mediate information. 1 should be glad to know

whether the cultivator can be worked loan advantage

in land cleared of all other impediments but stumps,

I am, <lear sir.

Yours in earnest,

A SOU I'HERN PLANTER.

2ZO&SICVLTURE.

(From the Philadelphia Price Current.)

THE CULTURE OF THE COCHINEAL.
The coccus cacti, in zoology, is partial to the un

paralleled even temperature of Central America and

its vicinity. It is the famous cochineal animal held

in such hi;;h estimation in the cnmraeicial world.

This insect is of both sexes, but not very similar in

appearance; the female is ill-shaped and slow-mo-

tioned— the male is very scarce, and one is sufficient

lor lour hundred females.

The nopal or cochineal plant, is of the species

known in the West Indies as the prickly pear; it is

oval, and varies in size according to growth from 6

to 1-2 inches across; it is found in the wild state in

many parts, but that kind particularly abounds in

the vicinity of Zacapa,* and on the plains, so called;

_,
ou see it 30 or 40 feet high, and, what is most

gular, the trunk in jirocess of time becomes a hard

»vood, Irom whence following the branches out, the

woody or hard quality gradually lessens, and, with-

in four or five leet of the extremity, the plant again

assumes its natural appearance and attributes of

ihe consistence of a cabbage stock, producing at

certain seasons a well flavored red fruit, much

sought after by the natives, as also by the parrot

fpecies of birds. The prickles on this tree are very

long, louah. and sharp: the absence of the prickic

from that species which produces the cochineal, is

Ihe great distinction.

In Central America, the cultivation of the plant

for producing the cochineal is almost confined to

New and Olil Guatemala, and that charming valley

comprised tietween these earthly paradises. The

range of the thermometer during ten months of the

year, scarcely varies from 68" to 74'' of Fahrenheit

in November and December it sometimes falls to

50", and that seldom. The government aware of

the importance of this new and important branch of

their commerce, allows its exportation free of duty,

in order to compete with Oaxaca, in Mexico, wliiih,

for some time back, has supplied Europe with im-

mense quantities I am informed, by good authority,

that the plant was first introduced in(o Guatera ila,

and afterwards cultivated in Mexico, and owing to

some regulations under the old government, discon-

tinued in the former, until within the last four or

livt yi :ii>, when gi-;i'ial attention has been turned
10 tiiat re..dy money article.

The Ibllowing data are given, in order to form an
idea of the funds necessary to commence a planta-

tion—one of v.bout 10,000 plants is considered a
snug manageable concern—however, the extent
must, of course, depend upon the will and ability

ol Ihe undertaker, and the time he may be willing

lo dedicate.

Estimate first year— 1000 plants will cost from
do lo 50 dollars, and will require, when ready to

irincuhite, say at the expiration of 18 or 20 months,
iy lbs. of stcdjOr ihe living animal, averaging from
5I 5t> to ^3 per lb. 10,000 cartouches will cost 37i
1 ts. per thousand, one mercatc, or twenty fathoms,
sny I'iO Icf't superficial or lai d measure of ground.
Will be required lor the above nuiulier of plants,

which can he had in lliat proportion at one dollar

per year, indeed the richest land, as it respects value,

IS 1111 rely noniiiial: to fence this in, which is indis-

pphsably necessary, as cattle of every description

are excessively lond of Ihe plant, and ever prune
to trespass— the mud fence will cost 25 cents the

-qiiare of 5 feet long, 2 feet broad, and li feet thick,

which is tiled on the top to guard against the rain.

The other mode of fencing is by planting suckers of

a tree siuielhing like our ash, which in time has a
beautiful appearance, but at first presents a feeble

resistance to the hungry marauder. The giound
i^ turned over with a hoe; tne common wages at

25 cents per day for laborers; six men can weed
and cli an lOOO leet in two days, n hich will be ne-

cessary four limes a year; six women are required

two days to apply the cartouches, or inoculate 1000

plants 25 pounds of seed is expected to produce
250 lbs. of cochineal, or gives 10 lb. for 1.

Planting—The ground being prepared with a
hoe as before slated, about from March to May, the

)ioyia( is planted, and they are very particular in the

regularity and straightness of their lines, which has

a beautiful effect. The rainy season commences
about the20th of May, and ceases generally the 15th

of Octobor; ID Nnvpnihpr the animal is applied to

the plant in the following manner:—A bamboo
about the thickness of a common flute is cut off

at the joints; it is then cut io two,

leaving A. bottom to each sectioOt

a
thus: /''-j- thorn.

QUERY.
Bear Sir,

I have three men besides myself at work on my
farm, and I have calculated that they can do all my
threshing in the common way, thi^ season, to work

en Btomoy days only; but as i have other work to do.

• Zacapa, a large flourishing town in the department

of Ohiquinuila, famous for the number of its fine mules,

contains about 5000 inhabitants, the major part Indians,

situated on a sandy elevated blulf, whose base is wash-

ed by the majestic Motagua, ten leauiues from Gualan,

ou the high road, and 43 from Guateiaala, the capital.

About a large teaspijon lull of the animal is put In-

to the cartouch, anj by means of a hard black
thorn, something like that used by tobacconists, is

stuck on to the plant; in a short time the seed 19

dispersed all over the plant, similar to specks of

flour sh.iken sparingly out of a dredging box; it

sheds its coat three linns before coming to matu-
rity, assuming then a hack appearance.—that is,

the appearance is black «hen thf coat is shed, but

grey when at maturity. Th s plan is generally

adopted; however, some sfeply the seed in small

fragments of gauze, cloth, inen, &c. hut the first is

found the best. That apjlied in November, re-

quires 3^ months to come ti maturity; it being the

coldest time of the year, th«thermomeler being the

lowest, as before stated; tha sown in February, re-

quires about two months. The animal, when full

grown, is scraped off with athip or feather. Two
crojis are generally attemptfl—the latter, however,

has been found very precarious, as an early rain inf

May will blast the hopes of %e cultivator.

It cannot be supposed thi each plant gives thei

animal full grown, hence aftes the following dis^

tinetions.

Grana, the full grown and t-st quality cochineal.!

Granilla, the cochineal not kll grown when col*

lected, or second quality

Cascarilla, the cucbioeal tbaUs self dried, and
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thitl «Jies m ISie carloiirli t'l.ui injury iii liamiliii^;

this the n.itives call the mndre, or mother of the

cochineal.

\Vhen the animal is separated from the plant,

there are three modes adopted to prepare it for

market; the manner depends much upon the pres-

sing exigency ol the owner—in that case, the first

moiliod i^ adopted.

Ijt. By killing and drying it in an oven; this

giv.'s it the biack aripeamnce.

2:. By iiimiersion in boiling Lot water, and after-

wards drymg in llie sun.

3d, By exposing Itie animal upon plates of tin to

the sun. This process requires from 15 to 20 days,

and gives it a beautiful >ilvir »,rey. The cascaril-

la is generally very ulack atid uneven; the granilla

less black, smaller, and luoie even.

Preparation for Export.\tion.—The cochineal

is, or ought to be, sifted and cleansed of all its im

polities. 150 lbs. are usually put into a cotton sack,

then enveloped in a mat, and covered with a hide.

The land carriage with a drove of mules is §2 ..U

per ceroon to Gualan, 5li leagues lioiii Guatemala,

and from thence to Omoa ^i, by the river Motagua,

a distance uf 160 miles to its mouth, and frooi the

bar to Omoa 9 leagues. IHOO bales was the quan-

tity e.\ported last year, the greater part of which

found Its way to Cadiz, via Havana, in neutral bol-

touis. The expense o( embaling is ^2 75 per bale.

The foregoing estimate of productiveness is not

often realized, and is subject tu many casualties;

for instance, a heavy ram, which sometimes hap-

pens in the dry season, and generally accompanied
with large bail, leaves the plant clean; not a solitary

inhabitant escapes, as they wash oli" easily, being

exposed and not under cover. But the most insidi

ous and active enemy is the worm; that fell

destroying animal is known to have cleared a whole
plant in 24 hours; the distinguishing this marauder
requires a practised acute eye. The cobweb is also

injurious; but what contributes to lessen the profits

essentially is the thievish propensity ol the ludians,

who do all the labour in that quarter of the conii

Dent; however, strict attention will insure a propri-

etor a lucrative return.

The seed is prepared during the wet season; the

single nopal is cut off close to the stem, and is about

the size of a man's wrist; a hole is cut in it and sus-

pended inoculated, and the animal is in a produr-

tive state all the time, the temperature being the

same. Another plan is adopted: A crib is made of
bamboo, and apartments made on the shelves large

enough to admit the plant separate; being under
cover of the corridor, llie animal keeps breeding,
and is protected from the rain.

The nopal for breeding presents this appearance;

For hanging up.
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At the spots the prickle is defici-

ent.—The West India is vh, v pri -k-

ly. This is merely the diflereuce.

CRIB.

Jill ' illlii '

It will appear to p.;o;.l.; of limivd capital, that
they cannot employ their funds belter; and to men

of capital, where can a better return be realized?
The great advantage is, a mechanic can lollow his

avocations, the merchant can attend to his specula-
tions, and have this animal working for him the
year lound. This great source of riches is open to
our own citizens, who rank the first in the estima-
tion ol the Central republicans, and who invite us
"lib open arms to assist in developing the resources
of that charming country.

(From the New-Vork Statesman.)

ON THE WELD ^OR MADDER OR WOAD)
PLANT.

'I'he weld plant, (residx LuteoUi) affords a fine

} ellow, highly usclul in the arts of dyeing and calico
printing, and for producing a beautilul yellow pig-
ment. Weld IS used in England, and on the Eu-
ropean continent, for dyeing yellow, green, brown,
and drab. The colour from this plant is not only
more beautiful and more permanent than from any
other, but it imparts a softness to the goods which
no other lingent matter does in the same degree.
J he beauty and permanency of the drabs and greens
imported from England and France, are to be sole-
ly attributed to the use of this plant. It is more
costly than many other yellow dyes, but its superi-
ority will always insure a very general consumption.
The iveld being a light and very bulky article,

the cost of transportation from Europe made it too
dear lor general consumption in this country. To
remedy this defect, 1 imported seed in the years
1824 and 5, and gave instructions m your paper,
under the signature of Hopson, for cultivating it,»

As the plant is biennial, and th<- first crops were
saved lor seed, none of it has been brought into
market till this summer. In fact, I was afraid of a
total failure, from the want of experience in the cul-
tivation, Irom the dryness of the seasons after each
seeding time, and from the plant not having been
acclimated I have now the satisfaction of inform-
ing our dyers, calico printers, and the friends of
domestic manufactures generally, that the weld
Can be raised in this country in as great perfection
as it is in France, where the best European plant
IS obtained, and much superior to the best English.
This weld was raised by a Mr. Thomas, near Utica,
in this stale, and I have never seen, from any coun-
try, a more beautiful plant.

I have also obtained, from the same gentleman,
abont thirty pounds of ripe seed, the germinating
property of which has been tested with complete
success.

Those who feel interested in this new production,
are invited to call and see the plant durinu this week,
t No. 10 Gold-street, near Maiden-lane.

WM. PAUl'RIDGE.

IiADXSS* 1>S?AB.XW££:1VT.

FASHIONS OF DRESS.
Both male and female dress, we think, has never

been constructed upon a more rational plan through
out Christendom generally, than for the last ten
\ears. Compared with the costume of past gene-
rations, it possesses a simplicity truly republi'-an.
In the present day, any industrious person is able,
when lu publick. to present a genteel exterior; but,
in the days of laced coats, tinselled and plumed
beavers, full bottomed wigs, small swonis, and gold
and diamond buckles, gentility of appearance was
confined to the rich or extravagant; and many, who
cuuhl not in reality afloid to bear the trappings of
fashion, reduced themselves to beggary by aping
the gorgeous display of their superiors in wealtl"
Cases ol this kind are common enough now, but
not so numerous as then. It was this costly style

' See Aiaencaa Farmer, vol. viii. page 27.

ol lashion iliai in England, during the early part of
the last centur\

, drew such a wide line of demarca-
tion between the nobility and fashion on the one
hand, and the plain citizens on the other. This
line still continues strong enough, but not so much
so as formerly—and the diffeFent classes are, of
course, more blended together. There is nothing,
indeed, that tends more to keep up the broad arti-
ficial distinctions of society than extravagance of
dress and equipage, which ought therefore to be
discountenanced by every lover of republican insti-
tutions. Another change of fashion, productive of
Ihe best efiects, is the disuse of the small sword as
an .rticle ol dress. When iword^ were generally
worn, due.s and bloodshed from sudden quarrels
were far more frequent: for weapons being always
at hand, disputes were often decided in a sanguina-
ry m-nner, before refiection had time to bring
about a reconciliation. For this wholesome change,
It IS said, we are indebted to Beau Nash. II so, the
world owes him eternal thanks. All classes of the
Romans, in Ibe early and virtuous days of tlieir re-
public, were remarkable for simplicity of costumej
but when loreign conquest introduced luxury and
extravagance among the patricians and wealthy
citizens. It was soon followed by the extinction of
liberty. It is a dangerous sympton, in any coinmu-
i.ity, to see splendor of dress or equipage bee im-
mg a great oljj. ct of publick interest, a,.d, as such,
a Irequent subject of remark in the prints. What,
lor mstance, can appear more anti-republican, and
at the same time more ridiculous, than the accounts
olten contained in English papers of entertainments
given by tUe nobility? We there read of the splen-
did manner in which Lord Trinket's mansion was
decorated lor the occasion—mv Lady Trinket was
Habited thus—then follows a long catalogue of jew-
els, feathers, ike. 6cc.—my Lord wore a blue coat,
and Sir Insignificant Needle-made a brown one
with white inexpressibles—and so on, to the end of
the chapter. Should any Sir Insignificant in this
country attempt to make the colour of his coat a
matter ol sucli importance, with what a general
burst of laughter would he be greeted! It is not
aniy in economy, but also in elegance of dress, that
the present age has improved. What ludicrous
caricatures, what sprawling, angular, and many-
cornered figures do pictures of the fashionables of
(qjueen Anne's reign present, compared with the
less lantastically clad people of our own time.

—

Heaven preserve all future generations of the fair
Irom the broad hoops and narrow stays of that pe-
riod: they fairly meta.norphosed the wearers into
wasps. One of the novels of that day tells of a
fasliionable dame turning her hoop sideways to en-
ter a common sized door-way. What would the
poor creature have done in a crowd? And then the
learlul accidents that befel the head dresses of gen-
tlemen, who wore artificial locks long enough to
cover bolh their shoulders! They could not attempt
to walk through a grove or near a hedge, without
acting a burlesque upon the tragical end of Absa-
lom. Full bottomed wigs were introduced by a
dauphin of France, who wore one to conceal a de-
formity in his shoulder; and it is not improbable,
thai most of the ill proportioned peculiarities of
fashion originated Irom similar causes. In saying
this, we moan no refiection upon the mutton-leg
sleeves now worn by the fair, though we have heard
it asserted they were brought into use by an Eng-
lish countess, whose arm happens to be misshapen
above the elbow. Things of this outlandish cut, it

IS .true, do still occasionally mar the simplicity of
female costume; but they are mere trifles when
couqiarcd with the hoops and stays, high heels and
ricketty head dresses of olden lime; and, notwith-

standing the small absurdities now and then adopt-
ed, il cannot be disputed that the ladies look more
like angels, and les,^ like peacocks, than they did
an hundred years ago. [A". ¥. Mirror.
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BLOODED HORSES.
Mb. Skinner,

I have read, for some time p;ist, in joiir very va-

luable journal, Irequent inmiirios lor line bluncled rac-

ing- stock, to be communicated through your paper.

It is a subject with which all breeders of line liiir.>es

are more or less concerned, and it ought to be ihe in-

terest, or at least all persons that own line blooded

horses or mares ought to led a deep intircst in Ihe

wellare and utdily ol their slocU, by comniiinicatmg

it to a person that is well qnalitied, and one who
wishes to put it in a lasting and desirable lorm. ll

has been the ardent wish ol several persons of dis-

tinction of North Carolina and Virginia, to collect

all the pedigrees of the most distmguished race

horses and mares of any celebrity in the Uni'cd

States, to embody tlicni mto a lasting and durable

form, and publish them to Ihe world, so that breed

ers of hne stock might trace any particular stock to

its proper and pure louiidation. i cannot see the

reason why some person that is well qualified for the

task, has not stepped forwaid before this with pro-

posals to publish a stud hook. 1 am confuleni tl.ej

cannot hold back with the excuse that there is not

sufficient materials extant to justify such a pulihca-

lion. 1 am sure that they cannot complaui that it

will not remunerate them for the trouble and ex

pense. I am confident that every person that owns

tine st jcU will hail, with joy, the hour that the pub

lication issues from the press. It is my opinion that

it would be the most protitable publication lliat ever

could come from the American press. 1 am conli

dent that such a publication would be moie lihiral-

ly encouraged, and would circulate more exien-ivel}

among the racing communily than any publiualion

that could possibly be put furlh. it is true (hat Mr.

Fields, of Brunswick, Virginia, had, previous to his

death, been assiduously employed for a number of

years, in collecting materials lor such a publi, ation.

it IS much to be lamented that this truly vvorihy gen

fleman did not live to complete his valuable v\ork.

He was a pcjlleman of first rate education, and it

was acknowl ''ged by all persons that he was as well

qualified for the task as any person living—he was

an amateur and a sportsman; he was passionately

fond of the amusement, and lo< /.d upon it as an

amusement which every gentleman ought to be fond

of in a limited point of view—he looked upon it as

an amusement which even kings and princes had

participated in—he wished to raise the amusement

from the degraded state to which it had liillen.

When racing was first introduced into this country,

it was confined to the lowest and most contcmptinle

part of the community. The degraded state in

which racing had fallen, prevented a great many
o-cntlemenof fortune and distinction from engaging

in it. But how ditl'erenl is the prospect at this time;

it is now confined to gentlemen of the llrst distinc-

tion' and it is viewed, as an amusement Irom which

good will result, it will have a tendency to improve

anil perpetuate their stock of horses. Look at the

great states of New York and Maryland—they are

niakiiig every exertion which lies in their power to

become the rivals of Virginia in point of first rate

horses. In fact, they have been lully her equal in

some particular respects Look at the Western

Country, Tennessee and Kentucky— I allude prin

cipally to Tennessee—see what rapid strides and

great exertions she is making in the improvement 1

her stock. I have no doubt she will surpass in

a few years Virginia, as to her fine horses. Eng-

land, when in all her glory and splendour, could not

boast of such horses as this country at the present

period But I have digressed from my subject.

Had Mr Fields lived to complete the work, the rac

ing part of the community would have looked upon

it as a work which would have been void of defects;

and they would have considered that nothing more
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rould have been done lor it. i am in hopes that

lii,^ labours will not be lost to the public. 1 am in

hopes that some person or persons will step forward
and compkle what Mr. Fields has left unlinislied.

Such gentlemen as Gapt, J.J Hariiaon, ol Virginia,

and George W. Jeflreys, of North (Jarulina, ought
to come forward without solicitation, and otler their

services to the public, to complete a woik winch all

bleeders of fine horses would be delighted with. 1

am confident that there are none belter qualified

lor Ihe task than those genlleiiieii. If sucli persons

should withhold tneir services, what will become oi

the blood .miJ excellencies of those distinguished

horses which have been eminent in tnis country for

a half century. The people of this country Jo not

possess the same facilities ol the Arabians m trans

milting the blood and excellencies ol their fine

horses to posterity pure and unsullied. Their atten-

tion was confined to a lew tine horses, and by that

means their horses wi re alvvajs good, and the pedi

grecs of their tine hoists were handed down to pus-

ierity with htlie difficulty. 'I'lie pedigrees ol all

fine horses ought to be systematically arranged and
well authenticated, and cmboUied i.,to a lasting and
durable foim. Look how nobly and high minded
England has acted in reference to a stud book. It

was not many years alter this attention was confined

and bestowed on line horses and racing, before she

had her racing Calendar and stud book. Jt has

been nearly a century since the people ol this coun-
try began to bestow their attention towards fine

hoises and racing. We have not even a book of

rclerence, nor a lacing calendar. We have even to

bave recourse to their siud books lor the pedigrees

ol all our fine horses, at least the pedigrees ol their

most disunguished horses. What will become ol

Uie pedigiees and performances of those distin

guisheU horses that have done honour to our coun'ry

lor a hall century. Such horses as Sir Archy, Duroc,
facolet, Bedtord, Citizen, ami a host of others that

i could name, and ineir descendants, 'limoleoii.

Sir Charles, Sir V\ illiam, Contention, Arali, and
Uie justly celebrated horse Alonsieur Tonson— the

finesi, and without exception, the best race horse

111 ihe United States— he possesses great beauty,

and as many good racing points as any horse living

- he ought to bi prized higher than any horse living,

on account ol the Uislinct blood he (lussesses, from
any other horse in the southern country. I say he

ought to be piiztd higher by all the breeders and

amateurs of the race in the southern country, th.in

any horse living, because he possisses all the rare

qualities ol llie race hor'C, and the distinct blood

be possesses to cross their fine Diomed mares un.

i say, ll the amateur and breeder of the race horse,

does not think that those justly celebrated horses

are worthy of record, | then say that all breed-

ers ol pure horses will truly lament that the blood or

those line horses will be lost to them and to posteril)

.

1 hojie the just celebrity of those superior animals that

I have named, will be a sufficient inducement lor one

or both of those gentlemen to come forward freely,

and without further solicitation, and present to the

world a book which is so much wanted. I am con

fident that the amateur and breeder of the turl

horse, would prize such a book higher than its

weight in gold. I hope that those persons that may
undertake to accomplish the work, will not be tardy

in furnishing a book tliat is so much wanted; and 1

think there cannot be much difficulty in pro.urin;;

the mateiials, provided that a"ll persons who own a

fine mare or horse, would contribute his or their

mite. Lawrekce.

PEDIGREE OF MARIA.

Desimy spring {Tenn,) .^u^ust ]Olli, 1821

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Some lime previous to the death of Theo. Fields,

Esq. 1 received a letter from liim requesting infor

[Al-oustSI, 1627.

mation concerning the pedigree of the blooded horses
in this country, so far as 1 could obtain them; and
requested particularly that of Capt. Haynie's celc-
bratid uiare. Mari*. She was bred by Mr. John
Goodwin, late of Sumner county, Tennessee—pur-
hased by Capt. Haynie, of said county; she was

sired by Old Diomed; her dam, by Bell Air; her
grand dam, by Wild Air. This mare ran with jjieat

success in this country, and never wns beaten v\hilst

here, although she contended with the best horses
of that day, which could be go( here; from one quar-
ter to four mile heats.

'1 he next I shall now mention, is a mare raised
by the subscriber. This mare is a beautiful iron
iirey, 15 hands high; sired by Pacolet; he by the im-
ported Citizen; her dam by I'imoleon; he by Old
Dionied; her grand dam by Sjiread Ea^le. This
mare was trained and run at a two year old, three
or four others starling, at Cairo, Sumner county,
Tennessee; amongst which was the celebrated horse
Sir John, now Moos. Tonson— this race she won in

handsome style, and it was pronounced by the best
judges in the state, to be the best race that ever
was run in the stale: she afterwards beat some of
the best horses in the state; but in consequence of
no! knowing how to train myseli, I look her ofl' the
turf, and never started her more after she was three
years old. I have many other valuable horses, that
I will give you the pedigrees of. bit for (ear of tak-

ing up too much of 30ur useful journal at this lime,

I will deter it to another number, assui-inj; Captain
Harrison, that I will with much pleasure conlribute

all in my power, toward so desirable an object, as

that of a Stud Book; and there are but few coun-
tries, embracing no more territory, that can boa.st

of more fine blooded horses, than three or four
counties adjoining this: at Ihe same time, would be
glad if Capt. Harrison would jiublish in your paper,

some general rules with regard to the method by
him pursued in training liorsi-s. I am well aware that

DOthing like an undeyiating rule could he prescrib-

ed, but that each separate case will have to vary,

more. or less, from others; but Ihe publication of ge-
neral rub 3, would be of great service in this coun-
try, where ive have many fine horses, and but lew
persons who know any thing of the method of train-

ing them for the turf

lExciise me for thus troubling you, and believe

me, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

K BLEDSOE SHELBY.

PEDIGREE OF ROMAN.
J. S. Skinnvr, tsQ. Xorthhoiongh, July 25, 1827.

Sir,— In your last Farmer, Mr. Harri>on wishes

for the p' digrees of Horses bred in this country; .il-

so of those imported. Eiifinsi d is the pedigree of

Roman, he arrived at New York, from London,
May, 18x13. Yours,

S. WILLIAMS.
Roman is a bay horse, with no white, foaled id

Enj;lar"i in 1815, and is bred as follows:—Got by

Camillus, dam by Eaitle. grandam by 'Trump.itor,

great grandam by Hi;;lit1}er, great great grandam
bv Snap, oul of Miss Cleveland by Regulus Ca-

inilbis was got by Hambletonian out of Faith; Ham-
lilelonian was got bv King Fergus also sire of Ben-

imfbriiuijh, dam by Highllyer, grandam by Matchem.
Hamblet(rnian was never beaten, excepting once by

bolting; won the St Leger against Beningbroiigh,

the sire of Orville; and is supposed to have ran ihe

fastest four mile race ever run by an aged horse.

—

Faith was also the dam of Marcia and Vesta, eacii

of them the best mare of her year; she was got by

d black hor.se called Pacolet, unknown excepting as

being her sire, never having been trained. KomaD
has the onlv Camillus blood in this country pioba-

bly. Eagle was got by Volunteer, dam by Highily-

. r. grandam by Engineer. VolunI' er was got by

Eclipse out of the old Tartar mare, and was owa
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brotlier to Mercury, (he sire ol' Goli^uina. Ii.i;;le

wiks confessedly the speediest horse ol his time, and
his oivn brother won the Derby. Trnmpator was
got by Conductor, ilam by Squirrel. His blood is

Searce in this country, and stands at least as high as

any other in En;;liind. lie was the sire of Sorcer
er and Peiielo|)e, Ibe most celt biated modern stal

lion and brood mare. Hi^lt/ltjui's reputation as a

st.iliiun is well known; he Has ^ot by Kinj; Herod.
His dam was got by Blank, granduni by Ria;ulus.

great graiidaiii by Soreheels; Mark Anthony wa:

her first foal. Su'ip Has got by Snip, dam by Fox
gratidam by B.iy Bnlton. Regutus was got by the

G.jdolphin Arabian, dam by the Bald Galloway,
grandam by Snake, great grandam by Old Hautboy.
The pedinree of Miss Vlevilaiids dam could be
given if necessary. i his pedigiee of Roman is

fajihfully exfiacted from the Knglish hooks, where
will be lound an account of his (ierformances.

naiscx:iii.A£rx:ous.

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES. '

Hope, Susqiulianna CO., Pa.,Aitgusl 19, 1827.

J. S. Skinner, Ksq.

I ana much surprised that so much opposition is

raised in the south against the proteetion of manu-
facturers in general, and the >voollen manufacturers
and wool growers in particular; il being, in my hum
ble opinion, as much the interest ol Ihe siiiilhern
states to protect every descnption of national in-
dustry, as it is of the other stales.

The great conimerce which Great Britain carries
on in every quart, r of the globe, is mainly based
«pon her manufactures; lor it is with them, and with
them only, that she pays lor Ihe raw pioduce of all

Other couaiiies, China and the East Indies except-
ed. Suppose her nianufaclures were su.idenly pa
raijZ'd, .\ hat means ol payment would remain to
her? ^olle; for even gold and silver she buys with
them. Now, since the ex|ierience of the past proves
thai we can undersell her in certain cotton goods,
is It not probable that we may, in a short time, be
equally successful in olhei articles, and if we in-
crease our exports, will not our imports increase in
the same ratio? If we give additional value to our
raw materials, do we not effectually export the va-
lue ol the wheat, beel, pork, &.c. which have beeil
consumed by the manufacturers?

It is self-evident, thai the agriculture of the Uni-
ted States is languishing; it is also self-evident that
we cannot, by any means in our power, prevail with
the European governments to adopt, one and all,
the principle of free trade, why then should we
leave undone what is in our power to do? Our bread
stuffs, beef and pork, will no longer sell abroad,
and. therefore, circumstances require impeiiuusly
that we should cieale a hume market for litem.
There are loo many farmers in the country, and

owing 10 the opposition arising out of such a stale
ol Imngs, all are crippled. There is too great a
supply, and loo little demand. 'I'he present popu
lalion of the Uniied States amounts, probably, to
upwards of twelve millions, or at six souls to a fa
mily, to about Hvo millions of families; and if one
fourth pail ol this population, say 500,000 families,
gained their living by working up our cotton, wool,
iron, silk, c.pper, &e., a great home maikel would
be created lor agrieuUuial produce of various de-
scriptions. The first point gained would be a di
BiMiution ol the class ,.| producers, and an au-'ii.en
taiion ol the class of consumers; and to what would
the consumption amourt? Five hundred thousand
tamilies, ol six souls each, depending for meat and
flriiik entirely upon the farmers, would require—

1st. Five barrels of flour per family, or
S,S0O,Oyobble.at#6.OO,

. .$15,000,000

•2ii. Twu barrels of pork per family, or
1,000.000 bbl.s. at sS.OO, . 8.000,000

3d. I'w.i barrels of beef per family, or
1.000,000 bbls. at S5 00. . . 5,000,000

4lh. Butter, cheese, eggs, vegetables,
tire wood, cider, whiskey, Stc. &.c.

say jfiS.OO per family, only . l'2,5O0,O0O

§4O,50i),OO0
Consequently, a home market to the amount ol

more than forty millions would be created; and al-
though 1 have put down higher prices than are now
paid, it is more than probable that so great a de-
mand for eatables would raise them still higher, and
that wheat would, in a few years, again sell at J 10
per barrel, particularly as the foreign markets, such
as they now are, would still remain opi-n to us; the
known laws of demand and supply warrant the
conclusion.

and there sliall b.- printed or wrillo-i on one of the
outer pages of all pamphlets and magazines to be
sent by mail, the number of sheets they contain; and
if such number shall not be truly stated, double
postage shall be charged

Sec 6. And be it further enacted, That no Post-
master, or Assistant Postmaster, shall act as agent
for lottery offices, or under any colour of purchase
or otherwise, vend lottery tickets; nor shall any
Postmaster receive, free of postage, or frank lottery
schemes, circulars, or tickets. For a violation of
this provision, the person offending shall suffer a
penalty of fifty dollars.

Approved— 2d March, 1827.

POST OFFICE.
An Act amendatory of the act regulating the Post

Office Dep rtment

Be it e?j'^/.'rf by the Senate and Home of Repre-
sentatives of the United States of America in Con-
gress assembled. That the Postmaster-General be
authorized to allow to the Postmasters at the seve-
ral distributing offices, a commission, not to exceed
five per cent, on the amount of postage of letters
and packets received for distribution. The allow
ance to commence on Ihe third of March, eighteen
hundred and twenty-five. Provided, that if the num-
ber of nails received at, and despatched from any
such office, is not increased by Ihe distributing sys-
tem, then no allowance shall be made therefor, ex-
cept where special provision is made.

Sec. i. And be it fui ther enacted. That the Post-
master-General be authorized to allow to each Post
niaster, one cent for every letter received from any
ship or vessel mailed by him: Provided, his usual
commission, together with the allowance aforesaid,
shall not exceed the sum of two hundred dollars a
year; and the letter carriers employed at post offices
shall be authorized to receive, for each newspaper
delivered by them, an half cent, and no more.

Sec. 3 Mid be it further enacted. That no person,
other than the Postmasler-General, or his authoriz
ed agents, shall set up any foot or horse post, for the
conveyance of letters and packets, upon any post
road, which is or may be established as such by law;
and every person who shall offend herein, shall in-
cur a penalty of not exceeding lifty dollars lor each
letter or packet so carried.

Sec. 4. Jind be il further enacted, That theCommis-
sioners ol the Navy Board,theAdjutantGeneral,Com-
missary General, Inspectors General, Quartermaster
General. Paymaster General, the Secretary of Ihe
Senate, Clerk of the House of Representatives, and
the Supenntendantof the Patent Ollicc, be author-
ized to frank, and to receive letter and packets by
post free of postage; and that no other persons or
officers, excepting those enumerated herein, and in
the Act to "reduce into one the several acts estab-
lishing and regulating the Post Office Depaitment,'
passed on the third day ol March, eij,hteen hundred
and twenty-five, shall be authorized (o frank or to re-
ceive letters through the mail, free of postage.

Sec. 5. Jlnd be it further enacted. That one or
raorepiecesof paper, mailed as a letter, and weigh
ing one ounce, shall be charged with quadruple
postage, and at the same rate should the weight be
greater; and quadiuple postage shall be charged on
all packets containing lour pieces of paper. Every
printed pamphlet or magazine which contains more
than twenty four page.< on a royal sheet, or a sheet
of less dimensions, shall be charged by the sheet;
and small pamphl.ts, printed on "u half or quarter
sheet of ro)al. or le.ss size, shall .'le charged with

RATS! RATS! RATS!
Trappe, Md. 26/ft Jlu^ust, 1827.

Editor of the .\mf.rican Farmer,
Dear SiV,—\\ ill you be so good as to permit roe,

through the columns of your useful paper, to ask its
readers the most simple and effectual method of
destroying that pestiferous vermin commonly called
"'« A Reader.

[No other reader will be better pleased to get the
information, than the editor himself; for since the
old houses opposite his dwelling were pulled down,
and their foundations dug up, to give place to Bar-
num's splendid hotel, the rats that infested them
have migrated across the street, and have truly be-
come "very annojing."]

RECIPES.

FOR TOMATO KETCHUP—HALF A GALLON.
As this is the season for making the best condi-

ment lor fish or steak that ever pantry was furnish-
ed with, 1 send the following recipe to the Ameri-
can Farmer:

Take—a gallon of skinned tomatoes;
4 table spoonsful of sail;

4 do. do black pepper;
half a spoonful alspicc;

8 jiods red pepper;
3 table spoonslul of mustard;

articles ground line and simmered slowly in sharp
vinegar, in a pewter basin, three or four hours, and
then strained through a wire sieve and bottled close.
It may be used in two weeks, but improves much
by age. Those who like the article mav add, after
the siramr-nng is over and the ingredients some-
what cooled, two table spoonslul of the juice of gar-
lic. So much vinegar is to be used as to have half
a gallon of liquor when the process is over. To my
taste this is superior to any West India ketchup that
I have ever met with, and rt is withal an excellent
remedy for dyspepsia. Cousin Tabitha.

TO REMOVE SPOTS OF GREASE. PITCH, OR OIL, FROM
WOOLLEN CLOTHS.

In a pint of spring water dissolve an ounce of pure
pearl ash, adding to the soli. lion a lemon cut in
small shcis. 'I'his being properly mixed and k. pt
in a warm state for two days, the whole must be
strained, and kept in a bottle for use. A little of
this liquid poured on the stained part, is said in-
stantly to remove all spots of grease, pitch or oils;
and the u.oment they disappear the cloth is to be
washed in clear water. [Glasgow Mech. Mag.

PLUMS, PEACHES, &LC. HOW iCctt FRESH THROUGH
THE YEAR.

Beat well up togetl>er equal quantities of honey
and spring water; pour it into an earthen vessel, put
in the fiuits all freshly gathered and cover them
quite close When any of the fruit is taken out,

1. If
.1.'" -^ -— —,... - ^.....f,^,, .,,,„ ,vash it in coid water, and it is fit for immediate

hall the amount ol postage charged on a lull slitel, use.
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DAIRY SECRET.

Have ready two pans in boltino; water; and on

the new milk coming to the dairy, take the hot

pans out of (he water, put the milU into one ol

them and cover it with the other. This will occa

sion Kreat au2;aientation in the thickness and quali-

ty of the cream.

^:k:i iri.2si^i^9

Baltimore, Friday, August 31, I8'i7.

S^The next meetine of the Trustees o( the Ma
rylai'd Agricultural Society is ap[)oinled lor ne.\t

Thursday, September 6, at the residence of Jacob

Hollingsworth, Esq., on Elkrid?-e.

g^DoMESTic Manufactures.—We have met the

wishes of one of our respectable conespondents, by

inserting in this number some remarks in favour ol

protecting domestic manufactures. \Ve have al-

ways belonged to that school, whose first prayer, on

every subject, is, "give us hill light.'" Where ques-

tions are involved in doubt, the doubt is never

cleared away by one sided discussions; ami of all

questions, this infinite one, called in only two words,

"political economy,'" is to us, we frankly confess, the

most perplexing. As regards national industry, and

that as connected with the af!;ricultural prusperilj

of the country, we should be glad to open our co

lumns for its elucidation, if we were not apprehen-

sive that when our readers had got to the end, if

end there can be, to interminable discussions, it

would be at last, but "confusion worse confounded."

The true question for the legislator and politician,

it is true, viewed in the broadest and most proper

sense, would be the best employment of national in-

dustry as connected with national hiqtjiiness; for

whatever policy most augments the happiness of the

greatest number; or in other words, increases the

sum of national happiness, should be pursued whe-

ther that end were best attained by promoiing the

welfare of agriculturists, or any other class of peo-

ple. But it behoves us to confine the discussion to

what is immediately connected with practical agricul-

ture; for, to en.ighten the publick in regard to tluU

particular interest, is the leading and chief object of

this journal. We confess, that it appears to us, to

be almost impossible to Iny down any general rules

or system of political economy that will apply to

the circumstances of all nations—and that to at-

tempt it would be futile, unle^s by a power, if such

could be created, having control of all nations.

Then it might be piacticnble; because such power,

having such control, would establish and know the

exact relations of each nation towards all others,

and might so adjust them as to augment the sum

of universal happiness; such power would be act

ing for the whole human family. But until we de-

cide to shut ourselve.H up from all commerce with

the world, and live totally independent on any otljcr

nation, how can we establish a system which shall

remain, in its principles, or measures, forever Jixec/

and invariable? Suppose, for e.\ani[i!e, we have in-

tercourse, and make exchanges more or less nunie

reus and advantageous at this time, with half a

dozen powers, oi communities, wholly foreign and

independent on us In twelve months hence, each

of these foreign p- wers, by legislative enactments

or decrees, make provisions essentially new and dif-

ferent from what previously existed, in relation to

the very articles that have heretofore been the ob-

jects of commercial exchange between us and

them? Should we not have to make corresponding

alterations in our laws on these subjects? And does

not the policy which it had been supposed was fixed

and easily regulated by fixed principles, thus, of

necessity, become variable and uncertain, depend-

ing on other nations? It cannot be denied,, that a

foreign power, by raising or lowering the duty on

a particular article, the growth or manufacture o(

our country; may make that culture, or manulac

ture, ruinous to-morrow, which is profitable to day.

Hence arises the necessiiy, we might say the neces-

sary evil, as government itself is, of submitting our

individual industry to be regulated by national le-

gislation. We call it a necessary evil; for surely

the power is trenienilous which enables any srovern-

ment to turn the industry of the psople from one

branch of labour to another, at its pleasure. That

power, which enables those who exercise it, to say

to any stiven class— we will so alter the existing

laws that bear upon the products ol your industry,

as to drive you, by starvation, lioui one occupation

to another; we will to-day relieve Iroin taxation all

that is consumed by the Farmer, and send forth

commerce, to bring on her expanded wings, the fa-

bricks of all nations and '.lir luxuries of every dme.
Those wlio have hitherto earned a scanty subsis-

tence in manufactories, must now starve, or go seek

support at the h.nidles of the plough, or on the bil-

lows of the biiny deep. Scarcely is the harvest

home, and the voyage consummated, than tiie same

power which we call a necessary e\il, may proclaim

a change of views. They may enact that heavy

duties shall be laid on the manulactures of all other

nations; and those who were toiling for bread in

the midst of the fields and on the bosom of the

ocean, uiust now go find it in villages, and towns,

and manufactories. We will levy a tax upon fo

reign fabricks that shall supply the place of skill,

and industry, and experience The large capitalist

shall be, "according to law,'' secured of a large in-

terest—competition will grow up, and that will be-

get industry aud skill, and moderate profits and

moderate prices.

It would seem, then, that the power to regulate

duties on imports must necessarily, by every peo-

ple, be deputed to their govermuent; unless that

people should resolve to shut themselves up from

all intercourse with the rest of the world—or unless

they could once agree with foreign powers upon
some unchangeable terms ol commercial inter-

course; and in that way establish some unalterable

system for themselves, over which they would deny

to their government all control. A-, in our own
case, we have not utterly denied to Congress the

power of legislation on duties upon articles iinpuri

ed from abroad, and as they have the power to e\

ercise in that way, control over individual indiis

try and pursuits, the question arises, m what c.isc

and to ivhd extent have ihuy the conslitutioii.il and

moral right to exercise th.it power. The poiver to

use, does not confer the right to abuse. I'he ascen

dancy which may be gamed by one class in the na-

tional legislature, does not carry wiih It the rigiit

to starve and lleece another class, that its own may
be clothed and fed. On the question how liir sucu

actual (constitutional or assumed,) power has been,

or IS attempted to be exercised, (bcneficiaiiy or

otherwise, lor the nation,) politicians entertain, lu-

nestly, difi'erent opinions. So far as these opiiiioiis

can be so expressrd as to bear upon the pricliial

interests of jimericaii agriculture, we l;ave a por

tion ol our paper open for such expression, when '"

uiodeiate compass and prep.iied (or this journal-
or 111 reply to what may be published in it ujtli a
view to convey or to procure inloruiation. |t is a
subject that directly concerns every practical fir-

mer in the Union; and we should hold ourselves
delinquent in our duties, if we did not offer the
means of disserriinatiog the best lights on the sub-
ject. Let us repeat the wish that what is otftred
be of moderate length, of practical bearing on
practical farmers, of good temper, and altogether
free from personal refiections upon statesmen and
politicians who are in the field.

We bad it in conlempkition to have published

with the views here expressed, some of the leading

speeches in the last Congress, on both si les ol the
woollens bill; but we have now abandoned that in-

tention, since what was then so ably said has been,
or will be superseded by more recent expositions;

and as we cannot afford to yield to the topick more
than about a page per week, we must endeavour tn

give the newest lights.

|CJ° The want of a general stud book of Ameri-
can bred horses, is fully set forth by a valued cor-
respondent in this paper, and will be generally ad-

mitted. Until such a work can be given to the pub-
lick, by a competent hand, and as a means, in fact,

of accelerating an object so much wanting, it will

be well to preserve in the American F'armer, the
pedigrees of celebrated horses, which are now scat-

tered through the country, and more liable every
day to be utterly lost—whereas, if they are once re-

corded in the American Farmer, they will be saved
for future use. They will all be there regularly in-

dexed, and may be easily found by reference to

them for particular purposes, or collected in any re-

gular work that may be put forth.

We have the pleasure to acknowledge the receipt

from an old sportsman, of nearly forty pedigrees, the

record of which, will manifest the importance of
wh.it we have stated, and induce gentlemen in eve-

ry state to follow his example. We shall commence
publishing them in our next.

BiLXtTIMORE FSICBS CURRESTT.

Rejiorled for the ,.3merican Farmer, by Lewis Sutton S,- Co.

Tobacco continues very nearly the same in prices,

bm is rather slow sale. Ohio, we think, is more heavy
sale than Maij land, and lower in proportion to colours.

VVilhin a day or two there was an arrival from Ohio by
wiiy of New York. We have some small sales of Ma-
ryland common and seconds from Anne Arundel aud
Calvert counties, at §3.15 a 4.00, standard prices.

Seconds, as in quality, jjS.OO a 6 00—common crop,

3.50 a 4.i'0—-Do. red, 4.50 a 4.7.5—tood red, 5.01) a B.OO

—Fine red, 7.00 o 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10.00—
Yellow, 6. .50 a 11.00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a 20.00— Vir-

ginia fine, 6.00 o S.OO—Rappahannock, (none)—Kea-
lueky, fine, 3.50 a 6.00—do. wrapping, 7.00 o 8 00.

Flour—super. Howard-st. jJS.OO—do. or''inary, city

m'lls, 4.50 rt 4. 75—Susq. 4.i5a 4.50—super white wheat
family, 6 00

—

Corn Meal, per bbl. '.'.75 a S.OO— (Jrain,

white wheat, .9 ^ a 1 00—red wheat, .75 a .85—ordinary,

.6)i a .75—Corn, (scarce,) .48 a .50—Rye, .40 a .50—
Oats, .20 o .25—Clover seed, 3.50 a 4.00— Timothy,
S.OO

—

Fla-nseed, .75 a 85 -Peas, .'.0—White Bean3,
1,25

—

Barley, .70 n .75

—

Cotton, Virginia; 8J a .10—
Upland, fair, .9 n It—Louisiana, .1 1 a .13—North Ca-
rolina, .9 a .10—Tennessee 9^ n 10^—Alabama .10 a .Hi
—Wool, washed, .18 a .22—crossed blood, .22 a 24

—

half blood, .24 a .-'6—three-quarter do. .26 a .28—full

blood, .30 a .35.
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AaRIGXrXiTUKE.

ORIGINAL NOTICES ON CROPS AND MA
NURE?,

Br Practical Mstf.

On the ill effects of soiling Cattle—the total failure

of Salt, and (ke succesxfut application nf Bone Dust

as muHuie—the excellence of Manuel fVurtzel and
Cabbat^es as wittier food for live stock— the des^e-

neracy produced by breeding in and in—the advan
tageous rcsidts of judicious Crossing evinced in the

Turf horse and other breeds. By a gentleman well

knou>n in Great Britain as an enlightened agricnl-

turist, and successful breeder of Aeot Cattle and
Skeep.

Marton Lodge, near Stockton en Tees, (Engl)

Dear Sir,—Accept ray sincere thanks for your
polite and friendly letter, and for your interesting;

present of the "Memoirs of the Pennsylvania Agri-

cultural Society." 1 have read them with great

pleasure; they contain much information respecting

the state of agriculture in the United States, which
is both new and gratifying to me. 1 rejoice that

you are animated by such zeal and spirit for im
provement. If the Atlantic did not intervene be

iween us, I would undertake a journey to see you
and your important agricultural improvements I

fear, however, that we shall never meet. I have
desired one of my sons, who has a taste for draw-
ing, to make a sketch of one of ray cows in her or
dinary condition, when heavy in calf, and giving
milk, which I now enclose; and 1 request you to do
me the honour to accept it It will give you a bet-

ter idea of my stock Ihi'n any description can con-
vey, although my son has scarcely done the cow
justice in the representation. Yon know that I pur-
chased Mr. Charles Colling's best cows; and you

•will be able to form somo opinion from this sketch,

whether the Short-horns, which have been import
j

ed into America, are of the best kind A change and in a powdered state are sown by the drill along
of bull is ii'dispcnsahly necessary; for "in A]»i> IK- I ilh the turnip seed. Very luxuriant crops of tur-

lor cattle, but I agree entirely with you that it is a
most valuable and nutritive food. Many of our
ablest writers on agriculture have been theoretical
men, and not good practical farmers: hence so many
errors in the books. In the "Memoirs" you have
inserted an able letter from Sir John S. Sebright, to
the late Sir Joseph Banks, on the art of breeding
domestic animals. Our best breeds of horses for
the carriage, the road, the chase, &,c.; our cattle,
sheep, pigs, and dogs, have all derived their ira

pi;ovement from judicious crossing. All the cases
o( failure have been owing alone to injudicious
crossing. You know that I have had long experience
on these subjects, and have been intimately acquaint-
ed with our great improvers of cattle, sheep, and
horses.

Many of our writers on agricultural subjects,
such as Sir John Sinclair, Mr Curwen, and many
others, have strongly recommended salt as a valua
ble manure. I have tried the experiment myself,
and have seen it tried by others on various soils and
ill various quantities; but I could never perceive
the least benefit. As a condiment for cattle and
sheep, it is very beneficial by promoting digestion,
when used in moderate quantities.

I do not observe in the "Memoirs," any mention
of cabbages as a winter food for neat cattle and
sheep. Perhaps your climate is not favourable to
their growth. Here the large Scotch or drnm head
ed cabbage is a most valuable winter food, as it pro-
duces a greater weight per acre than turnips. It is

peculiarly valuable in some districts, for it will flou
rish on strong soils which are not proper for tur-
nips You are so perfectly well informed of the
state of British agriculture, that I do not know
whether 1 can give you any new information, un-
less it be as to the recent use of bones as a manure
for turnips, and the use, in the North of England,
of the improved ploughs made wholly of iron, with
out any wood whatever. T he bones are first ground
to powder in a mill constructed lor that purpose.

BREF.DIKG" very soon creates He;;eneracv-

I am deeply sensible of the bandso"**" manner In

which you have mentioned my •^me in the "Me
a:ioirs,"and of the honour joo^ave done me by in-

serting my letter. You reqi>^'st me to criticize them,
but t do not feel myse-' competent to point out any
defects in your sy««m o( agriculture; and the style

of the Memoir- merits unqualified praise. The
science of ap''-'ul'u''e cannot be reduced to any
certain an'^o^^d principles, like other sciences, on

account of the infinite variety of soils, and the dif

feren'C of climate. Your summers are much hot-

ter and drier than ours, and your winters are more
gtvere. In our summers, the thermometer of Fah-
renheit seldom rises to eighty in the shade, and in

the winter it is seldom much below the freezing
point. Here we cannot yrow Indian corn, which is

so productive and so valuable. Our climate is, per-
haps, better suited to the growth of turnips, and our
pastures iu summer are perhaps more verdant and
succulent than yours, from the greater moisture oc-
casioned by our insular situation I have travelled
much on the continent of Europe, and on my re
turn I have always admired the superior verdure of
our Engli>h pastures. You read much in our Eng
lish publications of the expediency of soiling catlk
in the house during the whole of the year. I do
not approve of this practice, for it is surely an un-
natural one, as air and exercise, and the selection
of their own food, must benefit cattle, as other ani
mals are benefited by them. 1 can say, from actual
txperitiLce of the two systems, that cattle thrive
much belter in the fields during the period from the
middle of May to the middle of November, than
they do when confined in a house. SoUiuK cattle is

very little practised in England. We read iu some
books that mangel wurtzel is an anwholcsome food
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.„„.,. ....,, cr...vn wiinoui Rny other manure.

—

I
Bones have become an article of commerce, and
large quantities are imported from various parts of
Europe

( shall always he happy to be honoured by your
correspondence, and I remain.

Dear sir.

Most respectfully yours,

BART'W RUDD.
P- S.—You have my entire permission to publish

this letter.

ToMm Hare Powel, Esq Poicelton,
( U. S.)

WOAD.
Philadelphia county, Feb. 1, 1827.

John Hare Powel, Esq.

Sir,— I cultivated some acres of woad in the
state of Ohio, which I cut six times during the sea
son; it produced about 30 cwt to the acre- for
rthich 1 received, when brought to market, 12^ cts.
per pound, equal to j5420 per acre.

^

I have been accustomed to its cultivation in Eng
land, where I used it for thirty years as a manufac-
turer. The soil of America is quite as well adapt-
ed, and the climate of the middle, southern and
western slates, is better suited to its growth, th.in
that of Great Britain. The colouring matter was
much stronger—the plant was more vigorous, and
rapid in its growth, and its product was larger than
that to which 1 have been accustomed in Great
Britain.

It prefers a deep, rich, and light alluvial soil; its
tap root extends a considerable distance below the
surface. Fine tilth is necessary; but it may, like
Indian corn, be grown upon a sward reversed. I

have found it a better practice to sow the seeds ia

beds, late in the autumn, or early in the sprKg, iC
the climate be severe in winter. When the piri't.-;

have tap roots about four inches long, they should
be set out, at the distance of 8 to 10 inches in row*
sufficiently wide apart to admit either a horse and
cultivator, or a ten inch hoe, as the husbandmao
shall determine, to keep them free from weedf.
When the leaves are about nine inches long, but at
ways befqre their colour begins to change in anr
part, they must be cut as spinach, with a knife-
placed in baskets, and carried into a barn, where
they mu»t be chopped forthwith, by means of a
chaff cutter or similar instrument, into piece* of
about a quarter of an inch.

So soon as they have been thus prepared, they
must be bruised by a roller or bark mill, before they
shall have suffered from heating, which a very few
hours would cause The bruised matter must be
rolled by the band into balls of two or three inches
diameter, according to the heat of the weather.
Care roust be taken lo expose it to the free opera-
tion of air, whiist protected from moisture. When
dry, it may be stored in heaps.
The subsequent crops may be twisted off, with-

out the use of the knife, as the roots at the latter
stages of their growth are sufficiently strong to re-
sist the necessary force to remove the leaves. It
may be sown broadcast; but from the extreme
lightness of the seeds, great diflSculty is found in
distributing them equally. In this mode, of conse-
quence, bare patches disfigure the field, and mate-
rially affect the amount of its product. The ques-
tion whether the broadcast or drill system should be
employed, must be determined by the relative va-
lue of labour and land.

I shall be very glad to communicate with any
gentleman on its cultivation, as its importance to
manufactures makes it an object of great interest
at this time in America.
One bushel of seeds, if sown in drills, is sufficient

for five acre»; if «own broadcast, for one acre. It
is to be observed, that the woad must undergo the
process of couching, before it is fitted for the roaiiu-
'««'»"''«'•• J. ATHERSTO.NE.

Oil Guinea Com—its cullivalixtn, great product, and
value as food for cattle By a Practical Farmer.
Guinea corn has been found a valuable crop io

South Carolina. It is believed that the climate of
the eastern parts of Pennsylvania is well adapted
to Its growth. Its product on very rich land is
said to exceed an hundred bushels per acre; its
weight is greater than that of wheat; its farinaceous
matter is exceedingly nutritious;, its stalks and
leaves are useful as "food for cattle. Light alluvion
is considered the best soil for its growth. It should
be planted and cultivated in rows, as Indian corn.
In July the beads appear; in August a part of them
become ripe; in the course of September, the prin-
cipal part of the crop is matured.
The portions which have become mature, are

harvested in succession by cuMing the stems. They
are carried in baskets to a convenient position at
the end of the rows; thence to a proper house or
barn, where they are stirred occasionally until ther
have become so dry as to be secured against fer-
mentation An half peck of seed is sufficient for
an acre, if it should be preferred to drill them as
turnips. In the early stages of its rrowth, it ap-
pears feeble. After it has arrived at the height of
two or three feet, it grows vigorously, and becomes
hardy as Indian corn.

The success of the crop depends much upon the
fertility and preparation of the soil; upon frequent
and light stirrings, and proper quantities of manure
lor the support of the plant. A Farmer,

On JVoad—its Culture in Europe.

Woad is a biennial plant usually cultivated on
the continent of Europe, on light soils, reduced to
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fine tilll,. anil i„.n,..re.l .i. li.e pievKu.s ;.muu.n.

The seeds nre sown in March or April, generall.v

broadcast, and are hartowed and roll-d as those ol

grass. Great atlenlion is si>en to fr^e the land

from weeds during pr.-vii.us season., and to care-

fullv destroy tl'eni as they iippcar durinn its RTouth.

The leaves arc gathered Ironi .June till Se|ileu)ber.

in (he (Jrst season, and from June till Aut:ust in the

next, when (he plant puts forth its flower s(cm9.

'I'he process hv which woad is converted into the

state fitted for (he nianuficturer, requires much ex

perience and minute at(en(ion.

I have the honour to be, SiC.

Feb. 1.19>7 JOHN HARK POWEL.
To the Piesiiltid of the^Fenn. Agiic. Society.

ZOOLOGY.

Of the Study of the Ammal Kingdom with re-

FEKENCE TO AgKICULTOKE,

(Continued from p. 187.)

The appendices of the skin are hairs, feathers,

horns, scales, shells, and crusts.

Hai.s differ remarkably, not only in their struc-

ture, but likewise in their situation. In some cases

Ihey appear lo be merely filamentous pndoiigajions

of the cuticle, and subject to all its clian;;es. This

is obviously ihe case witli the hair which covers the

bodies of many caterpillars, and which separates

along with the cuticle, ivhen the anim;d is said to

cast Its skin. In true hair the root is in (he form of

a bulhj taking il» rise in the cellular web Each

bulb consists of two parts; an external, which is

TascuUr, and Irom which the hair probably derives

its nourishment; and an internal, which is membra-

neous, and forms a tube or sheath to the hair dur-

ing its passage through the other layers of the skin.

From this bulb, and enveloped by this membrane,

the hair passes through the corium, mucus neb,

and cuticle. It usually raises up small scales of this

last layer, which soon become dry and fall off, but

do nut form the external covering ol (he hair as

some have supposed. The hair itself consists of an

external horny covering, and a central vascular

part, termed malulla or pUh. This horny covering

consists of numerous filaments placed laterally, to

which different kinds of hair owe their striated ap-

pearance; these filaments appear of unequal lengths,

(hose nearest the centre being the longest, and con-

sequently the hair assumes the form of an elongat-

ed cone, with its base seated in the skin. I'his

form gives to the hair that peculiar property on

which the operation of fcUii^g depends. In conse-

quence of this structure of the surface, if a hair is

seized at the middle between two fingers, and rub

bed by them, the root will gradually recede, while

the point of the hair will approach the fingers; in

other words, the hair will exhibit a progressive mo-

tion in the direction of the root, the imbricated sur-

face preventing all motion in the opposite direcfio '.

It is owing to this state of (he surface of hairs, that

woollen cloth, however soft and pliable, excites a

disagreeable sensation of the skin in those not ac

customed to wear it. It likewise irritates sores by

these asperities, and excites infiamniation The
surface of linen cloth, on the other hand, feels

smooth, because the fibres of which it consists pos-

sess none of those inequalities of surface by which

hairs are characteriz.^d.

Jf a qimntity of wool be spread upon a table, co-

vered with a woollen cloth, and pressed down in

different directions, i( is obvious (hat each hair will

begin to move in the direction of its root, as if it had

been rubbed between the fingers. The different

bairs.thus moving in every direction, become inter-

woven with each other, and unite in a continumis

mass This is the felt with which hats are made.

Curled hairs entwine themselves with one anothe

111 xible, as they do not, like these, recede Irom the

point of pressure in a straight line; and hence hat

ters employ various methsds to produce curl in ihe

short fur of rabbits, hares, and moles, which they

employ. This is accomplished chiefly by applying

(he solution of certain n e'allic salts to the fur by a

brush; so that, when (he hairs are drv. the surface

which was moistened, contracts moi;e than the

other, and produces the requisite curve.

/( is owing to the aspeiilies of the surface of hair

(hat the spinning of wool is so difficult This is in

a great measure removed, by besmearing it with

oil, by which the inequalities are filled up. or, at

least, the asperities become less sensible When
the wool is made into cloth, it is necessary tore

move the oil, w hieh is done by the process of fulling

The cloth IS placed in a trough, with water and

clay, and agitated for some time; the oil is remov*

ed by the clay and ivater, while the agitation, ai'.t

ing like pressure, brings the hairs into closer union,

and the cloth is taken out, not only cleansed, but

felled. The hairs of every thread entwine them-

selves with those v^hich are contiguous; so that the

cloth may be cut without being subject to ravel. It

IS to this tendency to felt that v^oollen cloth and

stockings increase in density, and contract in di

mensions by being washed. In many places wool-

len stuff's are felted, on a small scale, by placing

them in running water, or under cascades; and the

Zetlanders expose them to the motions of the tides,

ill narrow inlets of the sea.

Ill gaieral there is a close connection between the

colour of the hair and that of (he mucus web. This

is displayed in those animals which are spotted, in

which Ihe colour of the skin is generally variegated

like that of the hair.

Hairs differ remarkably in form. In general they

are round. Frequently on the body (hey are (hick-

est in the middle. Sometimes they are flat, or two-

dged; and, in (he whiskers of seals, Ihey are wav-

ed on Ihe margins. In many animals they are long

and straight; while, in others, (hey are crisped, and

d 111(0 b,.ncU or (breads, ll seldon. experirncti
much change during Ihe life of the animal. It i!

permanent, or does not experience those periodic,)
renovations which we have staled lo lake placji

with hair and fealhers. The deciduous horns it'

the slag are different in their nature from true horn.'l

aii<l will be afterwards taken notice of The lerri
horn is usually restricted lo the coverings of till

projections of Ihe frontal bones of oxen, sheep, ani
similar quadrupeds; but various appendices of thi
sUrn. composed of the same materials, and equalll
permanent, although seated on other parts of thI

body, may with propriety be included under till

same appellation; among these may be enumeraleil
beaks, hoofs, claws, nails, and spurs.

Beaks The substance of these covers the exfer
nal Mirface of the maxiHary bones of birds, and il

coMijiosed of horn.

Hoofs resemble horns in their manner of grotvthil

and in containing a central support, formed by thJ
(erii)inalion of the extreme bones of the feet. Thev
sruw from the inner surface and base, and are thuf
lilted to supply the place of those parts which at
worn away by being exposed to friction againail

linrd bodies. Hoofs are peculiar to certain herbH
vuious quadrupeds.

Ciaips resemble hoofs in structure and situatiojl

dri, ing their origin from the skin, having a hn

centre, and occurring at the extremities of the

^ers and toes.

^Yiiits differ from horns and claws, in the circud

stance of not being tubular, but consisting ofjj

plate generally convex on the outer surface, ao
cuiicave beneath. _

Spurs occur chiefly in what is termed the leg ^

{tarsus,! of gailinaceous birds. They are found,

likewise, on Ihe ornithorynchus. Like horns, they

are supported in the centre by bone.

Horns, hoofs, and similar parts, bear a close re-

semblance to one another in chemical composiliofl

When heated. Ihey soften, and may be easily.be

r squeezed into particular shapes. They consil

more «lo8ely than those which are straight, though |turough the mass; sumetimes, howevei', it is ceilect-

re then termed wool. When stilf, Ihey are termed jof coagulated albumen, with a little gelatine; a
when incinerated, yield a little phosphate of liu

Therr tiM, \„ animal economy, is to protect to
soft parts lro», being injured by pressure ag.iinii

hard budics. 1 n»y ;jie ;„ general wanting, wherei]
the parts are in no Ucngtr of suffering from the i

fluence of such agents. When torn off' from the
'

base, they are seldom complete-^, renewed, although
very remarkable exertions are fru,i,ently made by
Ihe system to repair the loss.

Scales vary remarkably in their for« structure,
mode of adhesion, and situation in dint>.gHt anj.
mals. In general they are flat plates, vawously
marked. In some cases each scale consists ol se-

veral plates, the lowest ol which are largest; so

that the upper surface becomes somewhat imbricate

ed. Some scales adhere by the whole of their cen-
tral surface; while others resemble the human nail, 1

in ha\ing the distal extremity free
|

Shells consist of layers of an earthly salt, with in-
,

terposcd membranes of animal matter, resembling
coagulated albumen. They grow by the addition

j

of la)ers of new matter lo Ihe edges and internal
|

-uriace. When broken, the animal can cement Ihe

edges and fill up the crack, or supply the deficien-

cy when a portion is abstracted.

The earthy mattei of shells is lime, in union with

carbonic acid. Phosphate of lime has likewise

been delected, but in small quantity. The colo ir

is secreted from (he animal, along with the matter

of the shell.

Crusts are, in general, more brittle in their tex-

ture than shell. They exhibit remarkable difl'eren-

ces as to thickness and composition. They di'ler

fiom shells chiefly in containing a considerable por-

tion of phosjihale of lime, and in a greater subdivi-

fion of parts. In .souie cases, however, as the crusts

of the bodies of insects, the earthy naatter is al-

bristles; and, when inflexible, Sfiiiics.

Hair grows by the roots. In some species Ihey are

renewed" annually; and in all they are readily re

produced.

Hair is the most permanent of all the substances

consisting of animal matter, resisting putrefaction

for a great length of time.

Feathers are nearly related to hairs; they consist

of the quill, shaft, and web. The quill, like the

hair, takes its rise in the cellular membrane: the

central portion of Ihe shaft has a texture like coik,

and the web which usually occupies both sides of it

is composed of what are called barbes, and (he

sides of (hese with barbnles Feathers exhibit great

difl'erence as to colour: in some birds il varies with

Ihe seasons, in others wi(h food, and in others wiih

Ihe extinction of life. Like hairs, leathers are nut

only renewed periodically, but they are readily re-

produced, if accidenl..lly destroyed.

Horns take their rise in the same situation as

hairs or feathers. They may be regarded as hairs

agglutinated, and forming a hollow cone: the fibrous

structure of horn may be perceived in many ani

mals at the base, where it unites with the skin At

this part it receives the additions to its growth, the

apex of the cone being pushed out in proportioi

the increase takes place at the root and on the

ner surf.ice. But burns ditfer remarkably from hair,

in having their central cavity filled by a projection

of hone, or other solid substance from the body be-

neath.

The different markings of the horns, particularly

Ihe transverse ridges, arc inijieatiuns of the different

layers of growth; and in many cases Ihe number ol

Ihese ridges corresponds with Ihe years of life.

The colour of the horn is, in general, distributed
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[most absent, and tlicy may be letcardcd as fornipd

I of cuticle alone. When lliey contain much earthy

• matter, as in the crusla of lobsters, the epidermis

may be detected as a cover, and the coriuui beneath

may be perceived as a very thin film. In many
cases these crusts are renewed periodically; and, in

all, they are readily repaired. Crusts occur in in-

sects, the Crustacea, and the echihodermata, or sea-

urchins, and star-fish

I
These different appendices of the shin pass, by in-

L sensible dej^rees, into one another, as hair into

Pipines, horns into nails, scales into shells, and crusts

into inembr.ines. Tliey have all have one common
Drigin, namely, the skin: and independent of secon-

darV purposes, they all serve for protection.

The secretions of the skin are of three kinds, one

:lass perforuiuiK the office of lubricating the skin;

i

mother of regulatini; the temperature of the body;

md a third of carrying ott' the superfluous carbon.

Unctuous secretions are confined to animals which

lave warm blood and the cells of the cellular web
illed with (at, mammalia and birds.

Viscous secretions. In the animals with cold blood,

lecretions are produced by the skin, of substances

differing in quality from those of warm-blooded ani-

iguis; but destined to serve the same purposes,

namely, to protect the skin from the action of the

tnirrounding element.

Sweat, in ordinary cases, exudes frooi the skin in

I state of vapour; and when condensed, consists of

vater with a small portion of acetic acid and com-
non sdlt. This secretion is considered as intended

regulate the degree of animal heat, and prevent

Is accumulation beyond certain limits.

Carbon is also emitted by the skin, and appears
be in efl'ect a secondary kind of respiration; but

he discovery is but recent. (See Ellis on the Germi-
uUion of Seeds and Respiration of Animals, 1807

imf 1811 )

Absorption. There are several circumstances
fhioh prove, that the skin of the human body, in

wriicular states, is capable of exerting an absorb-

nK power. Whether the absorption takes f/ace by

letiiliar vessels, or by the exhaling ve"t's having

iifir motions reversed, or whether absorption ever

akps place in the state of health, are questions to

vbich no satisfactory answer has been given.

iLoudon's Enc. of Agric.

(To^e continued.)

ITOHB AND ''IVE FENCE—BARLEY, PALMA CHRISTI

Mb. SKixvtR, Wialley''s Ford, Gto., May M, IS-7

Through the medium ol the Farmer permit mc
lo tfiiJer my thanks to your correspondents

i
one

jnooymous, in the 5th, the other under the si',;

giiture of P. in the 5iid number of the 8lh vol, ol

be American Farmer, in answer to certain inqui

•ies of mine inserted in page 380 of the same v«
ume,) for their polite attention, and to inform theiu

hat as soon as practicable their kind instruction-

ih»ll be put to the test. Again 1 beg to be indulg
sd in further inquisitiveness.

What quantity of stone fence could a sort ii( half-
Mum (lor I presume it would not require a first rale
nechanic.y make per day. the stone being liirnish.ii

convenient to the spot w here the fence is to be built?

AUo. the necessary shape and dimensions of such a
ence?

\\ ishing to enclose a garden by a live-fence, I

»ould be peculiarly gratitled in receiving informa-
' ion on the following points:

\Vhat is the most convenient size for a small
amily in the country? What is the best materia)
;n the southern states for such an enclosure? What
'r>^ the merits of the « ild crab apple, the little wild
horn, the parsley haw, the holly, and more espe-

I
tally the CheroUie rose, regard being had to earl)
oaturity and permanency, as well i.s impenelrable-

ness? ilow are the articles just enumerated, seve-
rally best propagated, by the seed, roots or cuttings?
How is Mr. Rowand's hedge formed, the cost of it

per rod, and particularly how long was it coming
to maturity? Where are cuttings of the Cherokee
rose to be had in plenty, their cost, &c. I should
be much pleased to hear from Mr. Rowand himself
in the Fanner, on the subject of his much admired
hedge. I presume there is not a subscriber to the
Farmer who will not heartily join me in soliciting

him to come out fully on that subject. Any further
information relative to hedging or gardening, not
here particularly solicited, would be thankfully re

ceived.

\yould persons engaged largely in the brewing
business to the north, (lurchase barley of southern
growth, in the markets of Savannah, Augusta, or
Macon, in Georgia, or Charleston, S. C, and what
price coulJ the farmer reasonably expect to receive
in those markets? Is it practicable, profitably to

establish extensive breweries in the states as far
south as Georgia? If so, why is it that capitalists

have never turned their attention to the business in

those states?

Couhl a Georgia farmer find a ready and conve-
nient market for the seed of the Palma Chiisti, and
what price couid he anticipate per bushel lor the
article?

What is the price of the Bene seed in the south-
ern markets?

Yours, J. B.

SALE OF RAMS.
Sale at Brighton, on Friday, August 24, at three

o'clock, p. M. Terms cash—Coolidge, Poor &. Head,
auctioneers.

PEN NO. 1.

No. I, age 1 year $24
PEN NO. 4.

100, age I year $24
2
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will shine on one side ol the stalks and the even-

in^s on the other. In this manner it should take

the sun and open air night and day, until it becomes

well cured, and until the stalks and stems, and leaves

gel dry. Showers of rain, and even heavy showers,

in this situation, while the leaf continues green, is

of little disadvantage; because it vsere a small part,

except the under side of the leaves which are now

uppermost. Nearly all of the rich ingredients be-

ing on the upper side of the plants as they stand

growing. ,

But long, hot, sultry spells of rainy or very damp

weather, of many days continuance, will mould,

mildew, rot. or wash it to destruction, particularly

after a considerable progress in curing. And when

the weather comes from the eastward, preceded by

several damp cloudy days, you may count upon a

iong spell, and then you should commence housing

before the rain sets in, or much falls; and use fire

as the weather may require.

2d. The firing should be in close houses; the

closer the better. And the more windows, in rea-

son, the better, all with tight shutters, to shut out

the damp in long wet spells, and let it in when

wanted to bring the tobacco in order. No tobacco

can be finally well eured without coming and going

frequentlv.

You cannot have any command of your tobacco

as regards weather, without close, tight houses—

which are of very great importance.

3d. Five fires, dispersed, are enough for a room

twenty feet square; and they should not be large,

but burn free, steady and gradual, and would be

the better of never going entirely out, if you intend

curing by this destructive mode. But why make

fires in the house at all? As smoke is now so very

objectionable, why not do the little firing that may

be necessary in very long wet or damp spells, to

prevent mould, mildews, &c. in the manner that

plank is steamed and dried at saw mills; by stoves,

or running a ditch or two through the house, and

cover with flat slabs of rock, or arch over with

brick, and make the fire at one end. out of doors,

and the heat and smoke will pass through, and give

heat enough in a close house, with the windows all

shut, to prevent mould, mildew, 8ic.

4th. Those who cure without firing, or with as

little as possible, let it remain after it turns yellow,

until the stalks and stems get dry, as well as the

leaves, in the open air and sun, if the weather p-^r-

mits, or in the house, by the aid of fire, if necessa-

ry. But if the stalks, stems, and leaves get dry be-

fore the leaves get sufficiently yellow, let it hang

until it becomes very high indeed from wet or damp
weather, and bulk it in this damp, soft, high order,

in very large bulks, in a very close room, and cover

vrell with straw, &.c. with heavy weights on the top,

and let it remain till it gets warm; examine it every

three to four hours, night and day, and so soon as it

yelloivs sufficiently, hang it up in the house if the

weather be wet or very damp, and fire it, moderate-

ly and grailually until dry.

5lh. This inquiry has been answered, except as

to the wood. The best kinds of wood are those

which make the most heat and weakest smoke. The
kinds best for smoking bacon, are the worst for

firing tobacco, since the smoke flarour has be-

oome objectionable.

6th This question is not sufficiently refined to

enable me to give an answer.

7th. I know of but two methods of the curing of

the desired colours, viz: The quick curing by fire;

and by bulking in high order, until it yellows, as

lias been explained.

W ishing that these answers may be satisfactory,

I conclude.
Your friend,

Fredbbick Orohoe<b.

^AtgUit n, 1827.

BOB.TXC17ZiTUB.E.

SILK TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN.

In copying to-day an interesting article on the

subject of silk manufactures of Great Britain, pre-

pared by the Editor of the Boston Patriot, from a

late number of the Edinburgh Review, we have,

for the purpose of showing how small a proportion

of the quantity manufactured, leaves the country,

accompanied it with the following statement of the

silk trade of Great Britain, which we have abstract-

ed from an official report on that subject, laid before

the House of Commons on the 2d of May last, by

the Inspector-General of Imports and Exports. It

embraces the years 1825 and 1826, and gives a full

view of the trade with the exception of foreign ma-
nufactured silks.

Qjiantity of Rme and Thrown Silk imported into

Great Britain in tlie years 1825 mid 1826, wilhthe

amount of duty received thereon.

lbs. imported. Duties.

Raw and Waste, 3,113,446 Z38,050 10 11

Thrown, . . 769,604

In 1825, lbs. 3,883,050

Raw and Waste, 2,487,009

Thrown, . . 174,668

In 1826, lbs. 2,661,677

The following Table gives the aggregate of im-

portation for both years, and the quantities from

each country:

Countries. Raio Sf Waste.

204,383
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Iher publication it is stated that, iU tlie Royal Gar

den at Moiiza, near Milan, tlie rose has lieen inadt-

to succeed on the orange. It is necessary, how-

ever, to remark, that in this cross inoculation ol' ge-

nera so distinct Ironi each other—the success is not

of permanent continuance; and the ruse can seldom

be made to endure a course of culture so foreign to

its nature, longer than the second year.

On the score of impregnation, I Have a curious

circumstance to relate. Immediately beneath a

pine and a cypress tree in my garden, there, grows a

small cluster of our native red plum, (pruivus ameri-

cana)— (or several years I have regarded these

plum trees as producing only abortive fruits, ol an

oblong or linger shape, small in diameter, and with-

out pits. On examining them, I found them of a

spongy nature. Such have been the regular pro

ductions of these trees for several years, except of

one branch, which is not overhing by the pine and

eypress; and which has generally produced a feiv

perlect fruits. Careful examination has brought me
to the necessary conclusion, that it is the impregna-

tion of the tlowers of the plum by the pollen ol the

overhanging trees, and the connexion thereby of

genera so foreign in their character that has render

cd the fruit abortive, or rather a monstrosity. 1

have noticed and made records of a great many
other reiiiurkable circumstances attendant on my
culture of Iruits fur the last half century, and shall

give them to the public as my convenience may ena-

ble me. Yours, &.c.

\VM. PRINCE.

RULINGS' SUPERB.
Limiaan Botanic Garden, near A'iic Ymk,

\

J. S. SKijniER, £s«. August 'iSth, 1827. ^

Dear Sir,—I have cultivated for three years a

new seedling plum, of remarkable size, which I have
called "Hulings' superb," in honour of the gentle-

man who presented it to me. Doctor Wm. E. Hu-
lings, a distinguished horticulturist of Pennsylvania.

And as I wisn the origin of this plum to be known
and perpetuated, I will give you the remarks relative

thereto contained in his letter to me of October 19,

1825. "The origin of the large plum, which you
have called mine, (and which honour 1 have no pre-

tension to) is as follows:—A man living in Roxbury,

a few mdes from Germantown, planted a number of

plum stones, and after they had grown to some size,

he threw part of them out of his garden, just as an

inhabitant of Germantown was passing by, who
picked one up, took it home with him, and planted

it V\ m. Keyser, of the same place, had grafts

from that seedling, and I had my grafts from him,

with the account of it—and called it (not at the

time knowing the history) Keyser's big green. I

have had a full ripe and delicious plum from my
tree this season, weighing three ounces and seventy-

eight grains, and measuring round six inches and
seven tenths." Such is the history of this plum,
which I consider as the largest of the green or
white plums known. The Washington plum has, it

is true, weighed 31 ounces—but the fruit was ga-
thered from a full grown tree; 1 therefore consi

Jer that under the same circumstances the Hulings'
superb will be the largest. Both are of superior
flavour, being, probably, descendants of the gage.
I find it a tree of strong growth, and have now se-

veral hundreds in a very flourishing state in my nur-
aeries. Yours, &c.

WM. PRINCE.

SOLANUM TUBEROSUM.
Linnaan Botanic Garden, near AVio York, )

J. S. SsiNNKR,
. s(j. JiugMSt 30(ft, lS.n.

5

Dear .Ml-,-—Having perused the letter of the
learned Professor Mitchell, of New York, to N. H.
Carter, Esq on the subject of two species of pota-
toes received irom South America; 1 have to state.

I hilt I accord with that gentleman in his opinion,
ihat those recently received from Chili, are of the

genuine species, solaiinm tuberosmn, cultivated to so

great an extent in our gardens; more especially as I

have them now under cultivation, and their growth
and foliage are the same. The species received
from the Island of St. Lorenzo, is totally distinct,

having but one eye. For these two species, I am in

common, with many others in our country, indebted
to the liberality of that distinguished philanthropiat,

whuse communication 1 have referred to. The Hor-
ticultural Society of London, also acknowledges the

reception of them from the same individual. But
what is deserving of particular notice is, that 1 have
received a t/a>d species from the province of Texas,
very distinct Irom the two former, from which I in-

fer that numerous species of the solanum with tu-

beriius roots exist in that part of North America,
south of Louisiana, as well as in various parts of

South America. The three species are now flour-

ishing in my garden, where experiments will be
made on their esculent qualities.

Yours, &c. WM. PRINCE.

CAULIFLOWERS.
De4R Sir, Faterson, „V. J., .iugust 26, 1827.

Instead of cutting the whole head of a cauliflow-

er, leave a part on, the size of a gooseberry, and on
the leaves second, and even third heads will be
lormed: and thus they may be eaten for two or

three months, when a present, by cutting the head
completely ofl", the bed of cauliflowers is gone in

two or three weeks.

Germinating Principle of Sbeds.

In 1762, melon seeds were found in the cabinet

of Lord Mortimer, which were collected in 1660.

On being sown, they produced excellent melons.

IJASIXIS' DBPARTIKCXilfT.

(From Hints for Improvement of Early Education and
fNurserj Discipline.)

INDEPENDENCE.
Connected with that strength of character, the

cultivation of which has been recommended, is in-

dependence. It will be of great advantage to chil-

dren if they are early induced to put forth their

poweis; to resort tirst to the resources within them-
selves; and as far as possiblr, to obtain their objects
by their own exertions. Such an exercise strength-
ens the faculties, and gradually prepares a child for

acting alone; whilst lh<; habit of having every thing-

done for him, of depending upon others for all his

enjoyments, enervates the mind, and has a tenden-
cy to weaken the active powers. The "1 can't,"

with which children are apt to reply to the com-
mands given to them is rarely to be admitted. "1

can't" is too often brought forward merely as an ex-

cuse for indolence, or an apology for disobedience.
Our pupils must learn that success depends upon
resolute exertion; and that, under certain limitations,

it is a truth that man can do what he chooses to do.

This conviction, adopted as a practical principle,

will be powerful in its eftects; and will materially

contribute to improve the capacities, and augment
the usefulness of any character.* Children will act

with prudence, will employ and take care of them-

• "Dr. Hunter, the celebrated surgeon, being asked
by what methods he had contrived to succeed in all his

various undertakings, answered, 'My rule is oeliberate-

ly to consider before 1 commence, whether the thing be

practicable. If it be not practicable, 1 do not attempt
it— if it be practicable. 1 can accompiish it, if I give suf-

ficient pains to it—and having begun, 1 never stop till

the thing is done. To this rule 1 owe all my success.'

"

selves, very much in proportion as we lead them to
do so; we must manifest our confidence in them, if

we would render them worthy of it. vVhere can
we find a being more helpless, more unable to con-
trive for himself; to guard against danger, or to es-
cape from it when it comes upon him, than a child
who has been brouaht up by his mother's or his
nurse's side, looking to her for every enjoyment;
and feeling his safety to be wholly dependent on
her care? On the other hand, it may excite sur-
prise to observe how much good sense "and self-pos-
session children will display, when early accustomed
to depend upon themselves. This object, like every
other connected with education, is not to be attained
by great efforts, but gradually, and by gentle mea-
sures. We are not to impose upon children that
which is beyond their strength or skill; but we may
lead them to take pleasure in accomplishing their
objects without assistance; to feel it a point of
honour to pursue them, notwithstanding some diffi-

culties; to extricate themselves, to submit to trou-
ble, and to surmount obstacles.

As it is by the "neglect of beginnings" that bad
habits are contracted, we should not overlook even
those minor occurrences of life, which early afford
opportunities for inculcating a spirit of indepen-
dence; for example: a little child runs to the door,
impatiently turns and twists the handle, but cannot
open it; the nurse springs up and does it for him.
But it would have been better had she kindly en-
couraged him to exert his own skill, and, with the
aid of her instructions, to effect his purpose. He
may by degrees take care of, and put away his own
play-things, dress himself, Stc; but in urging him to
these little efforts, care will be required that we do
not carry it so far, as to make them too serious a
business, or to try his temper. As he advances in
age, let him in his walks climb the gate and hedge
alone; attend to his own garden; saddle his own po-
ney; and as far as he is able, find amusements for
himself in his play hours. VVhen it can be done
with safety, he may, occasionally, be entrusted with
the care of a younger brother or sister. This has a
tendency to endear children to each other, the elder
feels the younger to be under his particular pro-
tection, whilst the younger looks up to his brother
for help and defence. By cultivating these senti-

ments, we may check the oppression, teasing, and,
consequently, disputes so common between the el-

der and younger children of a family.

It is not unfrequently the case that mother.'^ and
nurses are pleased by the unqualified dependence of
of those under their care; and, for self-gratification,

encourage it, at the expense of their children.

They strive to retain their influence, and to secure
a selfish affection, by rendering their darlings help-

less, and by fostering their babyish habits. But it is

to be remembered that general independence and
vigour of character are perfectly compatible with
the deptadence of affection. This, indeed, is an ob-
ject of first-rate importance, and must necessarily

spring out of that tendcrest connection— the con
nection between a mother and her children; it must
be the result of those innumerable kindnesses, of
that flow of love and sympathy, which an affection-

ate and judicious mother cannot but uniformly dis-

play toward her children. Such a mother needs not
the aid ol a morbid dependence to retain her influ-

ence, she has no occasion to nurture the infirmities

of her children, that she may strengthen their affec-

tion It is to be desired that children should pos-

sess the greatest tenderness toward a mother, an
enjoyment and delight in her society, a reverence

for her opinions, and submi»^ion to her authority,

combined with power to act alone, and to pursue
their independent objects with vigour and pleasure;

for it is necessary to all, but more especially to boys,

that they should mingle strength with affection; that

they should be manly as well as tender, and be traiir-

ed to help, as well as to be helped.
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EXTRACT.
I enclose you some pedigrees which have been

called for—Trimmer, in a form which will not be

questioned. OM Cub, also, he was the sire of much
good slock. Old Uove, imported by Doctor Ham-
ilton, and who covered both in Maryland and New
Jersey, where in leading by a train of horses, he
kicked at ihein, his feet cntanjjled in the traces, and
in (he slrugs;le, he burst open, his entrails came
out, and he died on the spot. Traveller is, I pre-
sume, Morton's. Spark got some good stuck; he
was brought over by the grandfather of the pre-
sent Benjamin Ogle, who was educated in England
Mr. Ogle can., possibly, tell by examining, when his

grandfather returned (rom England. Slim, a very
line horse, and the >ire of very speedy slock; Judge
Duval can complete bis pedigree. He was at one
time owned by a Rev. Mr. Landrum, who also

owned superior game cocks. I cannot make out
Doctor Hamilton's Figure, from the very old adver
fisement, (say 54 years) herewith, Chatham is clear,
and, J believe true—ho was a black horse. 1 know
nothing of .sterling, who had no celebrity. Travel-
ler's great grandara could not have been Selima.
I know nothing of .^tlas. I say the same of Penn-
sylvania Farmer and Don Cailos; Paul Jones made
some good races. African, Ogle's Badger, Young
Tanner, Belmont, Young Spot, Young Highflyer,
Phenix, Magnetic Needle, Lamplighter, Heath's
Childers, Sir Harry, E.\pedition, covered in Jersey
and Pennsylvania; Fayette and Tulip, Behidere
and Juba. Jim Crack, Belle-Air, Alderman, Travel-
ler, Bay Colt.

.lusvst i-tlh, 1827.

J\lttrciis-Hook,Mttreh 21, 1775.

The capital Horse, called
SLIM,

Lately imported from England (and I believe the
only true bred imported horse now in Pennsylvania)
will be allowed to cover thirty mares this season, at
my stables near MarcusHeok, for two guineas each,
and a crown to the groom. Slim is a beautiful
sprightly horse, of fine action, sound and free from
blemish, a dark chesnut, prettily marked, full Id
hands and one inch high, and but seven years old
this srass. I might now give a long history of his
pedigree and performance, proving him to be re-
lated to some of the finest in England; but as it

seems unnecessary, shall only say, he was got by
Mr. VVildman's Babram, his dam by Mr. Rogers'
Bahrain, and his grandam by Sidburv, out of Lord
Portsmouth's Ebony; he has won plites, and beat
capital horses, both in England and Araeriea, from
which, it is very clear, he justly merits the charac-
ter of a horse of the first ra'e, and as such is re-
commended by ARCHIBALD DICK.
This being the first of Slim's performance, in the

covering way, and in-order that those who send
mares may have a good chance, he will not be let
to more than thirty, it being a great mistake in ma-
ny, who keep horses, to suflTer ihem to be so much
crowdeil with mares, as to render the chance of colts
very indifferent. Gentlemen who make choice of
Slim, would do well to send in their names soon,
and engage for the season.

The complete country horse Lock, (so noted for
getting good draft horses) which 1 purchased from
Mr. Abiah Taylor, will also cover at the above place,
for three dollars the season.

To Cover this teason, at the stable of the subscribe)-,
that noted full blooded horse

PENNSYLVANIA FARMER,
W^ithout exception, the greatest beauty on the

'.onfinent, bred by Colonel Taylor, of Virginia, got

by that noted horse Partner, and from a full blood-
ed mare, 15 hands high, S years old, a dark chesnut,
with a blaze in his lace, run several capital races,
and beat the most famous horses in the north and
south governments of Carolina. The terms are
three pounds the season, thirty shillings a single
leap, or five pounds to ensure a colt, with five shil-
lings to the groom; the first three days in the week
at William Carson's, the remaining part of the week
at the subscriber's in Warwick.

JAMES M'CULLOUGH.
March 2Slh, 1775.

AMERICAN DRAY HORSE.
To cover this season, nt the stable of the subscriber, in
J\ewgarden loiniship, Chester county, the not-d
young American Dray Horse, got by the old Eaglish
Bray Horse, imported from England by Colonel
Francis.

He is rising four years old, and is counted by the
most of judges to be as likely, if not the likeliest
colt, ever his sire got in the province; he is a beau
tiful dark brown, with two white feet, full Itii hands
high, proportionably built every way, being remark
able for ."Strength, good courage, and lolly carriage;
he covered near sixty mares last season, most ol
which are with foaj. He is to cover this season, as
usual, at fifteen shillings the season; the money to
be paid as soon as the season is over, or thirty shil-
lings to insure a colt. Those who are pleased to
favour him with their custom, may depend on the
utmost care; and those who live at a distance, maj
send or bring their mares and leave them; where
they may have good pasture at one shilling and six
pence per week, by ISAAC RICHARDS.

Marcli 28, 1775.

DON CARLOS.
Will cover this season, at Col. Benjamin Nichol-

son's plantation, near Baltimore 't'owu, for 10 bush-
els of merchantable wheat, delivered at any mer-
chant mill in Baltimore county, before the lOth day
of December. He is a beautiful bay, upwards of
15 hands high, a horse of great bone—was got by
Doctor Hamilton's imported horse Figure, (who
won four King's plaits) out of the famous mare
Primrose. Primrose was got by the imported horse
Dove, out ol Stella. Stella was got by Othello, out
of Selima. Selima was imported, and got by the
Godolphin Arabian.' The best ol pasturase Ibi

mares. MICHAEL NIEL.
Jlpril 20, 1780.

Paldfsco J^eck, April 19, 1780.

SAMPSON,
The property of Mr. James Gillings, and the sub-

scriber, will stand at my larm till the 25th ol next
month, and at Mr. Giltings's, (he residue of the sea-
son, and cover for six bushels clean merchantable
wheat, 12 bushels of good sound Indian corn, deli-
vered at either of the owners' farms, on or before the
first day of November next, or one hundred and
twenty pounds current money sent with the mare.
Sampson is a handsome brown horse, rising 5

years old, 15 hands high, very strong, powerful and
active, in direct descent from that remarkable fine

coach horse (.ioliah, imported by Mr. Sprig;;-, whose
stock are in the highest repute, and a three-quarter
blooded mare, equalled by few in this state.

THOMAS JONES.

LIBERIY,
The property of Capt. Charles Ridgely, will cover

this season, at my dwelling-plantation, in Harford
county, near David Lee's mills, about 5 miles from
Joppa, at li bushels of wheat, to be paid in Octo
ber next, or 240t continental cash, to be paid at

the time of covering. He is 15 bands 1 inch high,
8 years old, a beautiful ba> , with black legs, mane
and tail, and is equal, ia figure and blood, to any

[Sept. 7, ISUT.

hohorse on the contin. nt. He was got by Col. Sharpe's
Othello, w_ho was got by Basto, his dam by Mr

s Jumper, son of Babram, who »as got by
Geors;

the Godolpliin Arabian; his grandam was got by
Mnlto.i's traveller, who was not by Old Partner,
and his darn by Bloody -Buttocks. Traveller w,i8
bred by Mr. Croft, of Yorkshire, in England—his
great grandam was Col. Tasker's Selima, who
was got by the Godolphin Arabian

11, , ,0 ,,on
i'HOMAS HUTCHINGS.

March IS, 1780.

N. B. Good pasturage may be had for mares.

Qwcen-.^nne's county, Maryland, February 28, 1 763.

TANNER
Will cover the coming season, on Sundays, Mon-

days, Wednesdays and Fridays, at my farm, near
\Vye Mil; on I uesdays and Thursdays, at Cosden's
Cross Roads; and on Saturdays, at Tuckahoe
aridg.'; lorlen bushels of clean merchantable wheat
each mare, to be paid on or before the first day of
October next, under the penalty of half a bushel of
wheat (or every month it remains unpaid after that
day. Three shillings and nine pence must be paid
me when each mare is first covered, or five shillines
if left unpaid one month after.

Tanner is a beaulifol dark bay, full fifteen hands
high, and possesses an uncommon share of action
bone and beauty. He was got by Tanner, out of
Camilla. The sire was a hish-bred son of Cade,
and imported by Da.iiel Wolst'enholrae, Esq. of this '

state, and shipped by Osgood Hai.bury, of London,
who advised -.iOO guineas had been offered lor him.
For his perlormalices on the turf, see Htbor, 1761
and 1762.

Can, ilia was got by Tanner, out of Stella. Stella
was got by Col. Tasker's Othello, out of his famous
mare Selima, who was full sister to Mr. Gallaway's
Selim.

The wheat may be delivered at Tuckahoe Bridge,
Cosdeo's Cross Roads, and at Gibson's Gr.nary on
Pitt's Point Good pasturage will be provided for
mares, al eighteen pence a week, but I will not be
answerable lor any escapes. The season expires
the first day of August. HENRY CARl'ER.

YOUNG SPOT,
Will cover (his season at the Rocks, Berkeley coun-
ty, four miles below Snicker's Gap; he is a thorough
bred horse, 15 hands 1 inch high, and complete in
every respect, impoi ted by Mr. Hyde of Fredericks-
burg. The following pedigree will prove him to be
as high bred as any horse in England. The origi-
nal may be seen here, and runs in the following
words:—"The chesnut horse I sold Mr. Hvde was
bred as follows: He was got by Edmund 'Turner,
Esquire's, horse Spot; Spot was got by the Duke of
Ancaster's horse Blank, which covered at ten sfui-

iieas a marc; Spdl's dam was got by Mr Martin-
dale's old horse kegulus, which won nine Kiog's
plates; the chesnut horse's dam was got by Jig, and
Jig by the Duke of Bolton's Goliah, which here won
nine King's plates; his grandam by Tom Jones, his

great grandam by Young Grey Hound; '1 om Jones
was got by Old Partner, which horse covered at

ten guineas a mare; Tom Jones's dam was got by
True Blue, his grandam by Cyprus, out of the
Duke of Rutland's Bonny Black Mare, which won
Hambleton's guineas when thirty-six started. This
is a true pedigree. Witness my hand,

SA.MUEL TROUT.
Elkinglon, Lincolnshire, July 9, 1785."

Young Spot will rover at one guinea the single leap,

or two guineas the season. No mares will be co-

vered unless one half the money is paid down and a
note lor (he other half when taken away. I »vill re-

ceive corn at las. per barrel, rye at 2s. 6d and
wheat at 4s. delivered at my mill. Good pasturage
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sh.ill l)e |)iovi<led, and ;ill possible cnre taken of the

mitres, but I will not be answerable for any that

may be stolen or go away.
Jpril i2, 1188. J.VMES VVORVIELEY.

(Pedigrees to be conlinued.)

ON STABLES.
YolinK horses generally are accustomed to live

and breatbe in a pure and open air till they come
01 as;e, and are fit for labour; it is then found con-

venient to house them. This produces a consiilera-

ble cliaiiKe ill their bodies, and makes them liable to

be greatly atiected by the temperature of the air

Which surrounds them, and in which they breathe.

That ihe generality of stables are kept too close

and hot, requiies no demonstration, as every one
who ij^oes into them, (even when the weather is

pretty cool) must have discovered this from their

o«ri leelihgs; and in the summer season the heat

^vnilm them is increased to a very great degree.

\\ hat renders it still worse it frequently happens
that from the situation and structure of many sta-

bles, no opening can be made to allow a sulfioiciii

quantity ol Ire.sh air, so as to enable hjrses confined
in them to breathe with any tolerable degree ol

freedom. The door is the only entrance for air,

and that can only happen occasionally when it is

open. It is true the intercourse that must unavoid-
ably take place throuj;ii the day in going out and in

renders such stables toleraiily fresh aired; yet in

Ihe mornings, when the door has been shut for

some hours through the night, and especially in the
suuiiuer, the heat is intolerable, and the air so foul

that a man can hardly breathe in it, whilst at Ihe
same time the sharpness ol the salts, arising from
the horse's urine, Stc. attacks his nose and eyes, and
occasions a copious discharge of tears.
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lowing,; upon the lirsi settin- out in hie, start with
Ihe Idea, that the more they can borrow, so much
Ihe more can they gain, and, sad to relate, thet
olten go through Ine uith this erroneous idea, much
to the trouble, vexation and expen.xe of those who
have the mislortune to live near them. When I

hrsi settled in this place, I sat down with the de
teiminaiion ol having all my tools and rarmin- in-
struments put m regular order m my tool room (ms
had always been my practice;) but no sooner had
hey been arranged, and my men acquainted with
the situation ol the ditterent tools, than a neighbour
comes with the question "will you lend me\ sho-
vel.'"' Being a stranger, I of course could not re-
luse, I'hree days afterwards my man comes to m

KSCXFXSc

REMEDY FOR A SORE THROAT.
We are informed by a person, who has exiwri-

enred Its good eflects, that Ihe essence of tar is a
remedy for that alTection of the throat, which often-
times terminates in ulcers, and sometimes proves
latal. X he essence of tar may be had of apotheca-
ries, and the mode of administering is to drop a lit-
tle on a lump of sugar, which is permitted to dis-
solve in the mouth and the solution swallowed. It
.should be taken, he says, as soon as any symp-
toms of the complaint are felt, in small portions at a

to inquire for thV s"ho;Vr7nd7findrbarno7vM 'l'''^' ""^ r^Pe^'^d 'ill the pain is mitigated, and

IK[]fSCEIiIiA2NrEOUS.

METEOROLOGY OF AUGUST,
AT BALTIMORE.

Mean temperature early in the morning, 63.3°.
Hi^'hest,ou the 5th, 8iJ°—Gtb. ^ 1°.

Lowest, on the iZ-.!d and 28th, 59"—23d, o6°—
29tli,54"—30th, 57".

Mean temperature in the afternoon, 85.2".

Lowest !?th,25lb and i!7th, 740—26ih, 68".
On Ihe 11 lirst days the mercury rose every after
noon to 90" and above, under the shade of a
cluster of trees. The heat then moderated, but
on the 1 5th and lOlli, ihe thermometer again m-
duated.each day, 90". On the 5th the tempe
future was 99i",and on the 6lh 99", a height
wh.-h. especialij lor two days successively, as
lar at 1 tan discover, has never before been
iiotKtvl in Maryland.

Mean temj^iature at 1 liour past sunset, 77.8°.
Mean ol ih^ month, 77.1".

\\ iNDs— Froi. jN. to E ,i,e Later alone inclusive, 12~
V

"' *''•" ^ 211—Iroin S. to W. J5—from W.
lo^. 13. I'woobservationSjat 6.4. M. ai.d bp.M.

WiATiiER—Itain OH 9 days; thunder twice.

KlCHAhD SlXTON.

BORROWING AND LENDING
Mr. Kditor,

^j^^^i ,3_ ,32,

,1
^^?';.,*'"'-.'! ^'^' •>««" ^a'J hy an eminent writer

thai 1 he spun of inquiry is a characteristic of the
ase in w ueh we live." Had he lived in the neigh-
bourhood ol this place, and, perhaps, of many

LT:.''r.
"""!' '"'*'' ^''" ''='''> '" «-'"^^'«*'" i" 't*siead.

1 he spirit ol burrowing is a characteristic of

WouM have been as applicable as the former It
IS a notorious (act tb.,t .some people (for^ielting ll

To Jatten Fowl—At this season of the year
the most econon.ical method of fattening chickens

to give them curdled milk. The practice, as far
s vve have observed, is to shut them up in some

cool place, and confine them to sour coa-'ul.ited

Old proverL7"lie 1^1 .'oirjl'?'''''
^'""'"''""S "'* '"''^^' *^"'' =* l'<H'- '"<=«' or corn two or three times

1
er", ue thai goes a borrowing goes a sor- \

a week. On this food they soon become fat.

to know ll it shall be carried to the blacksmith's to
be straightened. The next day in comes a boy about
ten years old with the question, -Oadda wants to
know if you will be so good as to lend him your har-
row:" As I have lent to one 1 must to all. The
harrow comes home broken, and before it can be
mended it is wanted for my own use. A dung fork
IS lent, and is found by my head-workman in the
door-jard, barn-yard, or perhaps, in the stable: the
oiher men are suspected of leaving it there, and have
to beai tbe blame till it comes to my ears, when I

had that the borrower has returned it without my
knowledge. 'I'hus things go on till hardly a tool is
lelt which has not been borrowed, and, perhaps.
b/.:K. ,; and when a tool is wanted my men have
o ten to run over the whole town to find it. Havin-
lent so much and lor so long a time, the neighbours
seem to acquire an opinion that 1 will lend any thine
which I possess very willingly, and they have only
to "ask and it shall be given unto them;" but it soon
becomes too tiresome to ask, so my tools are borrow-
ed without my leave. Not a tool is found in its
proper place, and often not at all, and are conlinu
ally disappearing, never to return, being taken bj
my very neia,hiuurly neighbours Thus, Mr. Editor
every thing is in contusion, and can no remedy be'
deviseu by you to cure this so prevalent disorder; 1

shall have either obstinately to refuse to lend (and I

have not courage to do this,) or give up farmin"
ihe latter of which, 1 think, will be the best Ca'ii
no remedy be afiord-d by you; I hope some one ol
your numerous readers Hill have compassion enou;;h
on me to assist me in this hour ol trouble. ll anv
one can give advice in this case, 1 should be much
obliged to him it he would do it as soon as possible
iur 1 can hold out but a little longer.

Y. urs, &c. A. P.
P. S. Since writing the above, a little ragged ur-

chin, the oBsprmg of one ol ruy neighbours, called
and saluteu m) ears with "Father wants to know if
you Hill lend hini yuur horse to go to mill with'"
puch was my anger that, determined not to lend
him, 1 replied, "fell your lather t!i;>t 1 should be
very giad to oblige him, but cannot, for I want to
use him myself soon."—though perhaps he m.y
stand in the stable a week, wi.hout my bavin- any
use lor hiin. 'ien to one if I bad lent him he would
h..ve come home l..me; as 1 live directly across the
street liom this kind neighbour, 1 had the pleasure of
iieariug Lim damn anu curse me lor refusing him;
though Ihis IS the same one who before burrowe.i
my oxen and cart, and returned the oxen overwork-
ed and the cart broken—such, you see, Mill be my
case, if 1 adopt the plan of relusing.

Yours in attliciion, A. P.

system similar to those produced by spirits of tur-
pentine; and should recommend caution in its use
without advice from a regular physician.

'

CORE FOR THE FEVER AND AGUE.
Take 2 ounces best Lima Bark, 1 table spoonful

Volatde Salt, Ammoniac or smelling salts; 100 drops
Laudanum; half pint Brandy, and put the same in-
to a Porter bottle, and fill it up with water, "when
taken, to be well shaken."
Commence by cleansing the stomach with Calo-

mel and Jalap, or Calomel and Salts. A dose for
an adult is two table spoonsful every two hours, dur-
ing Ihe intermission of fever, and before the chill
comes on, six doses ought to be taken, if you have to
commence at midnight. A kw doses ought to be
taken occasionally for a few days after the patient
has got well. The great charm in this medicine ap-
pears to arise from the Fo/(i<j(e Salt; for which the
"cream of tartar" is no substitute. Bark is fre-
quently known to hring on a return of fever: with
this mixture—never.

"^'^'^WL^mmu
Baltimore, Fridav, September 7, 1827.

O^In our number of the 24lh ult. a bird's-eve
view was taken of what Ohio was, what it is, and
what It is to be—suggested bj Ihe perusal of the
anticipations e.xpressed by the Postmaster-General
on a late occasion, in regard to that state, which
brief essay was closed with the following remark:

"Finally, we hope to see telegraphs take then ap-
propriate rank amoiigst American improvements,
and by their means, give to intelligence the win^s
of light."

°

As a commentary on that suggestion, let the read-
er peruse and reflect upon the two subjoined ex-
tracts.

"A French paper gives the following details with
respect to the; rapidity of communication by means
ol the telegraph. At Paris, news arrives from Lisle,.3- -| , •."• .J «i I I , t^a II oill J-ilsie,m leagues, or ISO miles, in two minutes; from Ca-
lais, 68 leagues, 200 miles, four minutes the se-
conds; from Toulon, 330 miles. In thirteen minutes
filly seconils; from Bayoiine, 300 miles, in fourteen
minutes; fiO:ii Brest, 450 miles, in six minutes five
seconds; and from Strasburg, 360 miles, in five mi-
nutes thirty two seconds."

[MU Intel. ^ug.Sb, 1827.

"Accounts from Marseilles [300 miles from Paris,]
state that an attempt was made, by the custom-
house of that place, to prevent the embarkation of
a tram of arlillery, destined for the Greeks; upon
which remonstrances were >riit to Paris. B\ tele-
graphic orders returned, the armament was allowed
to be despak-hed." [^Yat Lud.,1,ig. i9, Ig:;?.

'I'his order, if we compare the lime necessary to
commui.i.ate with Toulon, would demand about
twelve minute- t. le.,ve th.' minister s offiee j,, Pa-
ns, and be receiied at the custom-house in the city
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of Marseilles. Let us examine the preceding data

in a tabular form:
^.^^^ inuUigence tra..

milled tn seconds.

180 . . . • 120

"04 . . 245

iao . . . . 830
840

. 365

Paria to Lisle, is

Calais,

Toulon,
Bayonne, 300
Brest, 450
Strasburg 360 332

1824 2732

Here we are taught that in six telegraphic routes,

tnakiiiK together 1824 miles, that intelligence is

conveyed in 2732 seconds. This rate of motion is

about li seconds to the mile—40 miles per minute,

or 2400 miles hourly! The velocity of sound in the

atmosphere is very nearly 13 miles per minute, or

780 miles hourly.

The mean rapidity of heavy cannon balls is about

480 miles an hour, when propelled by a due charge

of powder; we bave,consequently,in the telegraph,

a vehicle of intercommunication, with a power of

transmission upwards of three-fold greater than

sound, and five-fold greater than the motion of a

cannon ball. ... j u.
The inequality in the above table arises, no doubt,

from the diffeient features of the intermediate

country. Facilities of erecting stations, must vary

on any two routes; therefore the time must of course

vary. We now proceed to apply the data to the

United States.

From Washington City to >ew York, the dis-

tance may be expressed in round numbers iAO miles,

and if we allow five seconds to the mile, a well con-

structed and managed line of telegraphs, would

convey intelligence to Baltimore in little more than

3+ minutes; to Philadelphia, in 9 1-6 minutes; and

through the whole line to New York, in little more

than 20 minutes.

If such inductions were made from rational theo

ry, they would even then merit attention; but found-

ed' as they are on facts, and on the actual experience

of ot.e of the most enlightened of modern nations,

they ought to command, promptly, the attention of the

American publick. We are shown that the telegraph

literally gives to the human intellect "totngso/JigW."

If we suppose the distance from Washington to

New Orleans to be 1000 miles, and again estimate

for various difficulties on so long a route, that it

would require 30 seconds to each mile; still inter

communication could be effected in eight hours and

twenty seconds; and at the utmost delay, despatch-

es sent and replied to on the second day.

We may, indeed, pause and reflect on the pecu-

liar march of improvement. One ol the first maps

ever brought to Europe, was one made by order ot

Aristagoras of Samos, engraved on a plate of brass,

and brought by him to Athens and Sparta, 504 years

before the Christian era; and yet maps from metallic

plates, are an invention posterior to that of printing

from metallic types. The telegraph, in a rude form,

was used by the Greeks, five centuries before our

era; or twenty three centuries past, and with all its

prodigious and obvious etlects, remains confined to

mere local experiment, in place of being an insepa-

rable appendage to every very much frequented

road. May we hope that the United Stales are des-

tined to give at once to mankind, the first efficient

opportunity to develope their phyMcal and moral

force?

The day may dawn in the current century, when
intelligence will fly along the Appalachian chain

from peak to peak, with a celerity outstripping^ the

fvinds, and permit society at its extremes, to con-

verse daily.

and British Machinist," (Carey's edition, Philadel

phia, 1826,) page 400, for a description of the me-

thod pursued in winding off this silk from the co-

coons, illustrated by copper plate engravings. The

want of these engravings, which are necessary to

the understanding of the article, prevents us from

copying it.

53tFoE SALE, OR EXCHANGE, a South American

Jack, quick to cover mares and a getter of good

foals, six years old. He will be sold very low for

cash, or will be exchanged for a superior saddle

horse, or for a bred mare. The owner of him lives

in town, and has no farm. Inquire of the Editor of

the American Farmer.

All persons having Horses, Cattle, or other things

for sale at the next Cattle Show, are invited to give

notice thereof, without charge, in the American Far-

mer.

The Methodists.— It wa< stated by the Rev.
Samuel Dunn, Wesleyan Minister of this town,
when preaching in (he Methodist Chapel, North
Shields, on Sunday week, that since the late Rev.
John Wesley first commenced preaching, (w hich he
did as a missionary in North America about ninety

years ago,) the christian body, called Wesleyan
Methodists, had increased to the large number of
600,000 members in church fellowship, in connex-
ion with whom were nearly 2,500 itinerant, and
10,000 local preachers.

Tobacco.—Statement of the number of hhds. inspect-

ed and shipped, for the month of August.

In pected. Shipped.

Warehouse, No. I, 1092 573
" " 2, 641 673
-' " 3, 616 518

2355 1764

CORRECTIOH.

Port Kent, Essex Co.,Jir. Y;Mg. 19, 1821.

Dear Sir,

I observe in your American Farmer, No. 21, a

letter from Thomas Gold, purporting to bear date,

1807. It should have been 1317, the year Mr. Gold

was President of the Berkshire Agricultural Socie

tv Yours, &.C.
^ ELKANAH WATSON.

J. S. Skinner, Es<i.

BAXiTxiaoRx: pazcES ouaazsNT.

f^SlLK.—The interest which is now taken in the

culture and manufacture of silk, prompts us to re-

fer the reader to "Nicholsen's Operative Mechanic

Items from late English Papers.

^Jmerican Funds, July 20.—Three per Cent, at

pleasure, 724 a 73; U.S. Bank Shares, i.24i o 25;

New York Five, 1837,954; Louisiana Five, 1834,

97 o 98: Exchange, 9J a 10 premium.

Manufactures —The Parliamentary returns ex-

hibit a considerable decrease in the exports of Bri-

tish fabrics. From the years ending the 5ib of Ja-

nuary, 1825, to the 5th of January, 1827, the ex-

ports have fallen off in the fiilloiving proportions:

Cotton cloth, from 344,000,000 to 267,0t»0,000 yds.

Woollens, from 7.394,00t» to 4,941,000 yards. Li

nens. from 63.000 000 to 39.000,000 yds. Manu

factored Hardware and Culh-ry. from 214 OOa to

19-i,000 cwl. Leather, from 1.744,0U0 to 1 126,0O0_

The reduction has been general in all biaiiclies of

exported manulactured goods, with the exception of

iron and steel, in which tlie increase has been about

a sixth. It is, however, remarkable, that the ex

ports of cotton twist and yarn, prepared fur foreign

manufactories, have increased from 33,000,000 to

42,000,000 lbs.

The Wool Season— Wiltshire.—Sheep shearing is

neariy over, and sheep turn out of their woc.l in a

very varied state; some pretty fair, some tolerable,

as to condition, others miberably poor; but, on the

whole, as well or better than could have been ex-

pected after such a winter, so destitute of means of

support. It is not a matter of surprise, and hardly

of regret, under our present circumstances, that the

clip of wool turns out light. The price of this un-

fortunate commodity declines rather than advances,

and the grower has no other alternative for the pre-

sent, than patience or submission to ruinously low

prices; and, for the future, can only look fur relief

to an increased briskness of trade in the tiianufac-

turing districts, and a consequent absorption of the

heavy stocks now on hand.

The Gazette, of Tuesday, announces the ap-

pointment of the Marquis of Lansdoivne to the office

of Secretary ol State for the Home Department; of

the Earl of Carlisle to that of Keeper ol the Great

Seal; of Mr. Sturges Bourne to the Wardenship of

the New Forest; and of Mr. Maurice Fitzgerald to

the office of a Commissioner of the Treasury.

Reported for the American Former, by Lewis Sulton S( Co.

Maryland Tobacco has been a ready sale, and at fair

prices, during the present week; we have sold snme
parcels of Maryland common and seconds, raised in

Calvert county, at §3.874 o 4 00; and we know of much
more, some of which has sold, we believe, as high as 6.00.

We do not think that such tobacco has met a better sale

this year in our market. Ohio is still a heavy sale, and

plenty in the market. The quantity in market of Ma-
ryland is very limited—Ohio, abundant; Kentucky, a to-

lerable supply; Virginia fat, scarce; Maryland leafy, for

cigar wrapping, scarce and in demand.

Seconds, as in quality, $3.00 a 6 00—common crop,

3.50 a 4.1 —Do. red, 4.50 a 4.75-good red, 5.00 a 6.00

—Fine red, 7.00 a S.00—Yellow and red, 7.00a 10.00—

Vellow,6.50 a H .00—Fine Yellow, 15.00 a 20.00- Vir-

ginia fine, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock, (none)—Ken-

lucky, fine, 3.50a6.00--do. wrapping, 7.00 o 8.00.

Flocr—super. §4.87 a 5.00—city mills, 4.50 a 4.75—

Susq. 4.50—super white family, 6 00—Corn Meal, per

cwt. 1.50 -Grain, white wheat, 1 00 o 1.05—best red do.

.80 a .90—ordinary good, 50 a .75

—

Corn, white 50 a

.54_yellow, .48—Kte, .40 a .45—Oats, 23 a .28

—

White Beans, 1.2.^— Peas, .'iO

—

Clover seed, 3.50 a

4.00—TiMOTUT, 3.00— Barlet, .70 o .75—Flaxseed, .75

85 -Cotton, Virginia, 84 .10—Upland, .9 a II

—

Louisiana, .11 a.tS—North Carolina, .9 .10—Tennes-

see 94 a 104—Alabama . 10 a .II4—Wool, washed, .18 a

,22 unwashei', .16—crossed blood, .22 a 24—half do.

.24 a .6—three-quarter do. .26 o 28—full blood, SOo
36—Bacon, hams, .9 a .10—middlings, .7 o .74—hog

around .6 a .7—Fish, Herrings, 2.50 a 2.75-Shad, 6 50

a 1.00—Mackerel, 3 50 o 4.75 o 5.25— Beef, on the hoof,

6.0,1—hogs, do. S.50 a 4.00—Lambs, .14 a .2—

Veal, .4 o .3—Chickens, per doz. 1.50 2.00—Buttei

new, 16 a .25.
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ORIGINAL NOTICES ON CROPS AND MA
NURES,

Br Practical Men.

(Continued from page i91.)

Oix subslitntes for Hay—Indian Corn sown broadcast

on FiUhw— its farinaceous product, and value as

long fodder. By John Hare Povvel, Esa.

Potcelton, Feb. 1, I8J1.

Tbe drought of the last sprin^i; so much diminish-

ed the crops of h;iy, that various substitutes were

suggested for Ions; fodder. A field was ploughed

early in June; part was manured with ashes; part

with rotten horse dung; part with bones broken and

strewed, at the rate of 250 bushels per acre; the

ashes at the rate of 200; the horse dung in quanti-

ties equal to 330 bushels per acre.

Upon one acre of the field, three bushels of In-

dian corn, and a bushel of millet seeds; were sown
together; the land was heavily harrowed and roll-

ed. As the millet seeds were bad, and the Indian

corn had been a long lime threshed, twice the quan-

tity was sown, which it was supposed would vege-

tate. The millet seeds principally failed. Not more
than a third of the corn appeared above the ground.

Upon adjoining portions of the field, ruta baga.

yellow Scotch, and flat red top turnip seeds were
sown with Bennett's trough, at the rate of five

pounds per acre.

The turnip seeds were lightly haiTowed and roll

ed; the portions of the fio.ld so oceiipiei!, were in a

state of as high cultivation as a garden. When the

leaves were about an inch and an half long, all the

turnips were harrowed with a U^ht seed harrow.

For some time the\ appeared feebie, but they re\iv-

ed in forty-eight hours, and grew more luxuriantly

tha > 1 had hoped.

I caused a lii:e to be stretched along the field, bj

wmeU a ii.«.«» «;»« enabled to scutHe rapidly , a space
equal to twelve inclits, as he adianced in a sli.^i;;ht

dircitiirn. The line was removed until rows si.\

inches wide were m;>de in succession, Ihr'ug.'iout

the field, leaving the plants as if they had been re-

gularly drilled; thus diminishing the expen-e of

hoeing, which, by American labourers, is little un-

derstood.

It will be obviously remarked, they might have

been drilled by a regular machine. I had so ofieii

been disappointed in growing turnip^ in drills, liuru

the failure of the plants, that I was determined to

secure the crop, if practicable, at the expense of

the larger quantity of seed. The plants were sub-

sequently thinned.

The ruta baga yielded at the rate of about 400
bushels per acre; neither the yellow Scotch turnips

nor white turnips were worth gathering. The In-

dian corn, although intended to be taken whilst

green for long fodder, was allowed to become ma-
ture, as it promised to produce much gram. It was
cut close to the ground, and bound in the usual
mode in small stacks. It yielded thirty bushels of
corn—a very large quantity of long fodder, W'lich
was estimated at the time, and has ."iiice, by the
number of cattle which it has supported, been con-
sidered equal to two and an half tons of hay. No
labour was applied to the Indian corn after it was
rolled, until it was ^a'hered.

These experiments with Indian corn, Sweiii>.|i

turnips, yellow Scotch and white turnips, have r .n-

firmed the opinions I have held, that turnips are not
profitable in an Indian corn country, except wiili

particular objects—more especially, as in this cli-

mate, mangel wurlzel .supplies at iiiiich less cost, the
purposes which they are latended to meet.

I have the honovu to be. Sic.

JOHN HAKE POWEL.
To the Preiident of the Penn. d^c. Soctely.

No. 36. —VOL. 9,

0:1 substiltttes for flay—Indian Corn sow)i broadcast

on rxje stubhle and suiard—its product and value.—
By John Hare Powel, Esq.

Potcelton, Ftb. 1, 1827.

After a rye crop had been taken, the richest part

of ihe field was ploughed; yellow Scotch and white
turnip seeds were sown with Bennett's trough, and
were managed as before.

One acre of the same field was at the same time
ploughed; four bushels of Indian corn were sown
and ploughed under, with a very shallow furrow; an
adjoining acre, which had not been previously

ploughed, was sown with the same quantity of the

same corn, which was in the same manner ploughed
under with the stubble; it was all harrowed and
rolled. The land had been limed five years since,

and was in fine tilth. The turnips failed entirely;

tbe corn vegetated regularly, covered the ground
thickly, and put out tassels when five feet high. It

was mown when in lull blossom; treated exactly as

hay; but from the succulence of the stalks, it re-

quired much more time and attention, before it

could be housed.

I Ibund luy cattle to day contending for it eager-
ly, when portions of it were thrown before them in

the midst of the most fragrant clover hay. The
(jiiantity was estimated at two tons per acre.

Upon another field, which, after having been fif-

.rcn years in common, was manured with oyster-
>licll lime at the rale of an hundred bushels per
acTt, I caused six bushels of corn to be sown imme-
dialeiy after the sward and lime had been reversed.
The land was harrowed closely, and heavily rolled;

the crop was mown and managed as that of the last

lield. Its product was estimated at two tons and a
half per acre.

In another part of the same field, manure taken
fresh from the stable, was spread upon sward which
had been limed as in the last instance. About three
bushels of Indian com were sown on the dung, and
were ploughed under with the sward, which was
afier harrowed and rolled. Fewer seeds were used,
as it was supposed the manure would cause most of
them to vegetate vigorously.

This piece of land, although much shaded by a
close row of trees on its southern boundary, pro
duced more abundantly than the last. It was cut
and managed as before. I am inclined to believe,
from the results of all these experiments, that four
bushels of corn in that state of soundness, in which
it IS usually found after having been threshed some
months, is the proper quantity, or that three bushels
from selected ears would be sufficient. It must be
observed, that the latter part of the season was un-
usually favourable to the growth of Indian corn.

I have the honour to be, &c.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
To tlie President of the Penn. .Agric. Society.

On substitutes for Hay—Millet, its value as long
fodder—its injurious effects when cut late. By J.

H, PowEL, Esu.
Poioelton, Feb. 1, 1S27.

Notwithstanding the success in the experiments
with Indian corn, I should prefer millet as a substi-
tute lor hay, and I should have last year have followed
it if I could have procured seeds of good quality. I

have obtained, in various seasons, three toi;s of rail-

let per acre; and in one, much more than tii?.L quan-
tity, so far as it could be esfim.ited by weighiuK one
load, and keeping an accurate account of tiie rest,
of equal size.

1 cultivated thirty acres of millet in 1823, and 1

should cultivate an equal quantity again, to suppiv
the deficiencies occasioned by the failure of iliV

young grass, of the preceding year.

1 am not disposed to consider it a substitute for
Indian corn as a farmaceous crop, for obTiOus rea-

sons, which I have explained at length. Mr. Du-
pont, of Delaware, has cultivated it extensively, and
continues to entertain the highest opinien of its va-
lue. I am not aware of any evil attending its use
as long fodder, except when it has been allowed ta
become ripe; some danger is then to be apprehend-
ed to neat cattle, from swallowins the grain uh-
broken, which, adhering closely in the stomach,
cannot be ejected for the purpose of rumination: in

one instance I have known it to cause death. Si-
milar effects are sometimes produced by feedinjj
cattle upon Indian meal, without jnixture with cut
hay or straw. The animal having been tied in a
stall, and tempted to consume as much as possible,
the system is made sluggish by the want of exer-
cise; the stomach loaded with (at, becomes un-
able to perform its office—the indigestible meal co-
heres, causes sometimes apoplexy, and always in-

jury to the beast.

Graziers, feeders, and dairy farmers, have va-
rious appellations for the diseases, with which their
animals are assailed; and if the nostrums and hard
names which cattle doctors have given in English
books were to be regarded, the maladies of neat
cattle might be considered almost as numerous as
those of our own race; whereas, in fact, they are
very few,exhibiting in different stages various symp-
toms, in most cases to be ascribed to sudden chang-
es of temperature; to bad management; to exter-
nal injuries and excess, or deficiency in the supply
of food. Free circulation of air; due proportions
of succulent and dry food; regular exercise, with
protection merely from wet, are the best preven-
tives; copious bleeding, large and repeated doses of
Glauber salts in molasses and warm water, followed
by castor oil and sulphur, are generally the best
remedies for disease.

I have the honour to be, &c.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
To the President of the Penn. ,Rgric. Society.

European practices inapplicable in America—on Ma-
nures, reeeut and old— Composts, their application
and cost. By J. H. Powel, Esq.

Powelton, Feb. 1, 1827.

I have long contended that British practices or
European systems of husbandry, can seldom be
profitably applied upon American farms. In no in-
stance, I am led to apprehend, is this remark more
just, than in the preparation and use of animal ma-
nures. Compost heaps, and the various compounds
which have been suggested in Europe as substi-
tutes for the common offal, with which most well
regulated American farms may be brought to abound,
I conceive it unwise to employ, in a country where
the relative prices of labour and land are in ratios,

inverse to those which have given rise to expedients
incompatible with our circumstances, and ruinous
in a climate marked by the extremes of heat and
cold.

It has been alleged, that where old grass lands
require top dressing, composes become the most ef-

fective and cheapest manures. 1 am prepared to
admit, that a compost hf-ap which can be obtained
without much labour or expense in its preparation,
should always be regarded as an importan' item in
the economy of the farm. The commixture of
earth, animal matter, gr,"en weeds, or other vegeta-
bles, should never be neglected, provided they be
at baud; but I am assured they should not be "ma-
nufactured''' by repeated moving, but should be left

to the operation of heat and moisture, until they
can be employeil, and if practicable, be incorporat-

ed intimately with the soil.

Recent animal manures I have always considered
liie most effective and the most lasting, whether
tn.y be applied to the surface, or be turued under
'jy iiie plough.

Paris of my grass lands have been, during seve-
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ral years, subjected to a variety of experiments,

wliich have confirmed the opinions I advance. In

March, IS24, I caused "long diuis;" to be spread

upon a field of fifteen acres, adjoining one of the

same extent, upon which equal quantities of rotten

manure bad, early in the autumn, been strewed.

The field was harrowed; the long straw was collect-

ed by an'horse rake; was returned to the barn yard

early in May, and placed in the bottom of a deep

trench, where it was saturated with the water escap-

ing from the stables and dung heaps on the margin of

the fold. The land upon which the recent dung

had been spread, produced certainly much thi-

larger crop of grass. In Ih'JS, similar experiments

were made by putting rotten manure in the autumn,

and fiesh manure in the spring, upon equal parts ol

the field, to which the rotten manure alune had

been applied in the autumn of 1823; similar results

were obtained.

In the last year the same experiment was tried

by covering portions of the other field with old ma
Dure in the autumn, and a part with long dung in

the spring; the results were as they had been be-

fore

The straw having been soaked and bleached by

exposure, was loosened by the harrow; collected by

an horse rake, and after was used throughout the

summer as litter for bulls, which are necessarily

confined upon a breeding farm.

The crop of grass, in despite of the extraordina

ry drought, much exceeded any which 1 have had

from the same land.

I havelhe honour to be, fee.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
To the Prenident of the Ftnn. Agric. Society.

ZOOLOGY.
<3f the Study of the Anim.\l Kingdom with re-

fekence to agriculture.

(Continued from p. 19f .)

InUrnal Aaalumy of Jlnimali.

Animal analoyny admits of three divisions, the os-

seous, the muscular, and the nervous structure of

animals.

Osseous Structure of Animals.

The organs of external anatomy are generally con-

sidered as destined for protection; while those of

the interior of the animal, or the bones, give sta-

bility to the power, support the muscles, and afford

levers for the execution of locomotion Bones may
be considered in regard to their composition, arti-

culations, and arrangement. All bones are com
posed of the periosteum, cartilaginous basis, earthy

matter ^nd fat.

The periosteum bears the same relation to the

bone as the skin to the body, serving as a covering

for its surface, and a sheath for the different cavi

ties which enter it. It varies in thickness, accord

ing to the nature of the bone. Its texture is obvi

ously fibrous; and it possesses blood vessels. It;

sensibility indicates the existence of the nerves.

Tlie cartilaginous basis consists of gelatine and
c-oagulate.d albumen. The earthy matter is chiefly

phosphate of lime, and the fat resembles that of

the fixed oils.

Bones increase in size, not as in shells, scales, or

horns, by the additior of layers to the internal sur-

face, but by the expansion of the cartilaginous ba
sis, which, when it becomes saturated with earthy
matter, is incapable of farther enlargement. This
is the reason why the bones of young anioials are

solt and flexible, while those of old animals are hard
and brittle.

Tlie proportion between the cartilaginous basis,

and Inc parlhy matter, differs not only in every ani

mal according to age, the earthy mitter being
smallest in youth, but, likewise, according to the

nalare of the bone itself, and the purposes which it

is destined to serve. The teeth contain the largest,

portion of earthy matter. Remarkable differences!

are likewise observable, according to the class or

species.

Bone M readily reproduced, in small quantities,

especially in youth. In the case of fracture, the

periosteum inflames and swells, the crevice is filled

up by a cartilaginous basis, abounding in Tessels,

and the earthy matter is at length deposited, givingi

to the fractured part, in many cases, a greater de '

gree of strength than it originally possessed. In

animals of the deer kind, the horns, which are true

bone, are annually cast off; a natural joint forming

at their base, between them and the bones of the

cranium, with which they are connected They
are afterwards reproduced under a skin or perios

teum, which tlie animal rubs off when the new
horns have attained their proper size. In some

cases of disease, the earthy matter is again absorb-

ed into the system, the cartilaginous basis predomi-

nates, and the bones become soft and tender. This

takes place in the disease of youth termed rickets,

and in a similar complaint of advanced life, known
under the name of moUities ossium In other in-

stances, bone is formed as a monstrous production,

in organs which do not produce it in a state of

health, as the brain, the heart, and the placenta.

(Monro's Outlines of Anatomy, p. 63.)

Cartilage can scarcely be said to differ in its na-

ture, from the cartilaginous basis of the bone It is

of a fine fibrous structure, smooth on the surface,

and remarkably elastic. It covers those parts of

bones which are exposed to friction, as the joints,

and is thickest at the point of greatest pressure.

By ils smoothness, it facilitates the motion of the

joints, and its elasticity prevents the bad effects of

any violent I'oncussion. It is intimately united with

the bone, and can scarcely be regarded as different

from an elongation of the cartilaginous basis.—

j

Where it occurs at a joint with considerable roo

tion, it is termed articular or obducent cartilage. In'

other cases, it occurs as a connecting medium be-

tween bones which have no articular surfaces, but

where a variable degree of motion is requisite.

—

The ribs are united to the breast bone in this man
ner Between the different vertebrae, there are in

terposid layers of cartilage, by which the motions

of the spine are greatly facilitated. As these con

Meeting cartilages are compressible and elastic, the

spine is shortened when the body remains long in a

vertical position, owing to the supeiincumbtnt

pressure. Hence it is that the height of noan is al-

ways less in the evening than in the morning. All

these cartilages are more or less prone to os.sifica

tion, in consequence of the deposition of earth

v

matter in the interstices To this circumstance may
be referred, in a great measure, the stiffness of age,

the elasticity of the cartilages decreasing with the

progress of ossificatior.

The articulatirfus of bones, exhibit such remarka

ble differences, in respect to surface, connection,

and motion, that anatomists have found it difticult

to give to each manner of union an appropriate

name and character. We shall only notice ihe

most obvious kinds and motions, and these admit of

twii divisions, the true joints and the motionless

junctions.

In the motionless junctions, the connecting sur

faces come into close and permanent contact, as in

the serrated edges of the bones of the human skull,

or the even edges of the bones of the heads of qua

drupeds and birds. Sometimes a pit in one bone

receives the extremity of another like a wedge; as

in the case of the human teeth; in other cases the

one bone has a cavity with a protuberance at its

centre, which receives another bone, as in the claws

of cats, seals, he. The human ribs are united with

the breast bone by the intervention of cartilage, a.s

are the two sides of the lower jaw with each other

in vertebral animals.

7/1 tntc joints the articula'- surfaces are envelop-
ed with cartilage, remarkable for the smoothness of
its free surface, and its intimate union with the
bone, of which it forms a prolectii.g covering The
periosteum is not continued over the surface of the
cartilage, but is prolonged like a sheath over the
joint, until it joins that of the opposite bone It

thus forms a close bag at the joint, in which nothing
from ivithout can enter, and from which nothing
can escape. Into this bag the lubricating liquor
termed synocraia conveyed. It is secreted by a mu-
cous membrane on the interior, on which account,
as it in some cases appears like little bags, the terra

cvrsa mucosa has been bestowed upon it.

Ligaments. Besides the sheath formed by the
continuation of the periosteum, and which is too
•iliiider to retain Ihe bones in their proper place,
the Joints are furnished with ligaments, i'hese are
membranes of a dense fibrous texture, flexible, elas-

tic, and possessed of great tenacity. They have
their insertion in the periosteum and bone, with
uhich they are intimately united. The motions
which joints of this kind are capable of performing,
may be reduced to three kinds—flexion; twisting,

and sliding. In flexion, the free extremity of the

bone which is moved, approaches the bone which
s fixed, describing the segment of a circle, whose
centre is in the joint In twisting, the bone which
is moved turns round its own axis, passing through
the articulation. In slidi'ig, the free extremity of the

bone moved, approaches the bone which is fixed, iii

a straight line.

Mxiscular Structure of Animals.

Tlie muscles are the organs by which motion is exe-

cuted; Ihey unfold the most singular mechanism of
parts, and an infinite variety of movements. The
njuscles appear in the form <if large bundles, con-
sisting of cords; these, again, are formed of smaller
threads, which are capable of division into the pri-

mary filaments. Eacb muscle, and all its e<-rr.po.

nent cords and filaments, is enveloped by a cover-

ing of cellular membrane, liberally supplied by
blood-vessels and nerves At the extremities of the

muscular fibres, where Ihey are attached to the

more solid parts, there are usually threads of a sub-

stance, differing in its appearance from the muscle,

and denominated tendon, or sinew The tendons
are, in general, of a silvery-white colour, a close,

firm, fibrous texture, and possess great tenacity The
threads of which they consist, are attached on the

one extremity to the surface of a bone, or other

hard part; and on the other, they are variously in •

terspersed among the fibres or bundles of the mus-
I'le. They are considered as destitute of sensibility

and irritability, and form a passive link between
the mascl' and the bone, or other point of support.

Aluscles are the most active members of the animal

frame; th(\ alone possess Ihe power of irritability,

and execute all the motions of Ihe body. The
causes which excite them to action, may be reduced

lo two kinds In the first, the will, through the

medium of Ihe nerves, excites the irritability of Ihe

fibres; and in the second, the action is produced by

the application of external objects, either directly,

or by the medium of Ihe nerves. The changes

which take place in the tenacity of muscles after

death, are very remarkable. The same force which

they could resist with ease, in a living stale, is suffi-

cient to tear them lo pieces after the vital principle

has departed.

The functions of the muscles are either those of

rest or motion. Many animals protect theinselves

against the disturbing movements of the air and

water, by placing their bodies in a prone position.

To give still greater efficacy to this protecting atti-

tude, they retire to valleys, woods, or dens, on the

earth, or to the deepest places in the waters; and

are thus able, by the weight of their own bodies,

and the advantage of their position, to oullive the
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elemental war. But there are oilier animals, which,

while they are equally cautious to make choice of

proper situations for their safety, employ in addi-

tion, peculiar organs with whicli they are providetl,

to connect themselves more securely with the basis

on which they rest.

Grasping. The most simple of these expedients,

grasping, is di.splayed by bats, birds, and insects,

in the employment of their toes, with their claws, in

seizing the objects of their support. In birds, the

assumption anil continuance of this attitude is ac-

complished by a mechanical process; so that there

is no expenditure of muscular energy. In every

case of this kind, the claws are so admirably adapt-

ed to the station of the animal, that the detention

of the body in the same spot during this state of

rest, is accompanied with little exertion.

Suction. The third method of fixing themselves,

employed by animals, is suction. The sucker va-

ries greatly in its form, and even structure. In the

limpet, and other gasteropodous mollusca, its sur-

face is smooth and uniform; and the adhesion ap

pears to depend on its close application to every

part of the opposing surt^ice. In other animals, as

the leech and the sea-urchin, the sucker is formed

at the extremity of a tube; the muscular motions

of which may serve to pump out any air which
may remain, after the organ has been applied to the

surfbc; of the body.

Cementation. The fourth method, termed cemen-
tation, employed by animals to preserve themselves
stationary, consists in a part of their own bodies
being cemented to the substance on which they
rest. This takes place in the common mussel, by
means of strong cartilaginous filaments, termed the

hyssm, united in the body to a secreting gland, fur-

niehed with powerful muscles, and, at the other ex-
tremity, glued to the rock or other body to which
it connects itself. In other cases, as in the oyster,

the shell itself is cemented to the rock.

[Lomlon's Enc. of Agric.

( To he cvniinued.')

INTERESTING LETTER
To the editors of tlw Richmond Enquirer.

Liverpool, July 2, 18i7.

Gentlemen:—This country has been for 1'2 monihs
laying the foundation of a cominercial war with (lie

United States, \iliich can be terminated on just terms
only by a united and energetic resistance, anc a
prompt adoption and a faithful enforcement of coun-
tervailing measures. Whatever neglect or oversight

the President of the U. States may have been guilty

of on the West India question; and whether he has,.

or has not, been guilty of neglect, I have not the

means hereto determine, but be this as it may, our
country's honour and her interest requires that we
should rally round our government, and presents
united front to England, upon this subject. The con
test has been shrouded with too thin a veil by Mr.
Canning, in his correspondence with Mr. Gallatin, to

conceal from the view of any unprejudiced man his

real object. When England, in 1815, opened her W.
India islands on certain conditions, to the whole
world, she was sincere, and if we had accepted her
conditions, we would have placed her in rather an
awkward dilemma, as, in 1826, she determined to

change her policy, but she would have found means
to evade the arrangement as she did to get over a
stipulated and plighted engagement to negotiate upon
the subject. She made a positive engagement (o set-

tle the matter by negotiation in 1824; and in 182o,
she as positively declined to negotiate at all resprct-
ing it, and that too, without giving any other reason
than is contained in Mr. Canning'.<i flippant and im
pertinent remark, that he would not allow himself to

be drawn into the discussion o( a subject that had
already been exhausted—to which he subsequently
added in the House of Commons, the empty and

frothy boast, that he had had the last word.—Af-
ter this, let no man in America suppose that Eng
land was, in 1826, disposed to arrange the trade with
us upon equitable terms; and that its non-arrange-
moiit grew out of our non acceptance of the terms
ntfcred by their act of 1815. The truth is, in 1826,
they found their reciprocity system of commerce did
not work as well as they expected, and they deter
inined to retrace their steps, as far as they could, with
decency. To this, ministers were the more promptly
forced by the clamours of the shipping interest

—

clamours to be sure unfounded, but still not less loud
on that account. They ascribed all the depreciation
in the value of their shipping and their profits to Mr.
Huskisson's reciprocity system, instead of ascribing
it to overtrading in 1825, by the building of a super-
fluous number of vessels, and the general derange-
nient of trade in lS26. But to return to the West
India question. This government has just passed a
bill through Parliament which authorizes the inland
introduction from the United States into Canada
free of duty, ashes, staves and lumber of every des-
cription, horses, fresh provisions, &c. &C. and that
the articles so admitted into Canada shall be deem-
ed to be Canadian produce, and shall be admitted
into -England, and into the West Indies as such.

—

'1 he operation of this bill wiil be, if we allow the in-

tercourse to continue between Canada and the Uni-
ted States to give to Isritish shipping the entire car-
rying tr.iHe of such American articles as they may be
able to receive throu};h Canada. Board staves from
the United States, received through that channel,
uill pay a duty here of only \l. per 1200—but if they
are imported direct from the U.iiteil States they will

have to pay IM. 10s.—the duty before this bill passed
was 31. 16s. Sd. on Ameriiau staves coming direct.

United States ashes coming through Canada, are
admitted here free of duty; if they come direct
they pay a duty of 6s. per cwt.; wheat from the
United States is entirely prohibited, from Canada it

is admitted at a duty of 5s. per quarter; thus the
Canadians may ship all their own grain, and sup-
ply themselves with cheap bread from the United
States.

By these regulations this government expects to
cripple the navigation of the IJnIted States, of which
it feels great jealousy, and at the same time improve
its own. a policy which Mr. tliiskisson has in debate
admitted to be the policy of England, and in this

policy we find the true secret connected with the
West India question. He argues, I mean Mr. Hus-
kisson, that if the trade be opened to us on equal
terms, from our commercial activity and contiguitv,
we will secure the whole of it and thereby much in-

crease our commercial marine.

There is now scarcely any article with the excep-
tion of cotton produced in the U. States, that com-
ing direct to this country, is not taxed to almost a
prohibitory amount. The value of tobacco is about
4d. and the duty on it is 3s. per lb.; the value of rice
is 18s., and the duty on American rice is 15s. per
cvvt. whilst it is admitted from the East Indies at a
duty of only 5s. Our cotton is so necessary to the
very existence of the people in this section of Eng-
land, that it pays a duty of only 6 per cent, but their

dependence upon us for this article begins to alarm
them: out of the consumption of about 600,000
bales, which is the present estimated consumption of
this country, they use about 400,000 bales of United
States growth; they are, however, now looking
round to ascertain in what way they can, upon good
terras, obtain this supply from other countries, so as
to make them less dependent upon us for ay article
that is of such vital importance to them. If we were
now suddenly to cut off the supply of cotton from
our country, it would create a rebellion in theirs.

We cannot blame them for attempting to avert such
an evil—an evil that I confess I would, in common
with themselves deplore. But if it should take place,
it would be of their own creating. We disclaim

monopoly of every descri[)lion; but whilst we do so,
we do not disclaim a resistance to an attempt to mo-
nopolize the commerce of the world.
The cultivation of tobacco has heretofore been

prohibited in this country. A removal of the pro-
hibition was suggested the other night in the House
of Lords; and if they do remove it, I think they
will be able to cultivate it with considerable success.
The greatest produce of tobacco to the acre that
I ever saw in my life was in Holland, a climate, 1

think, by no means better adapted to its growth
than this.

AGRICULTURAL MEETING IN LANCAS-
TER, PENN.

Agreeably to the recommendation of a meeting
of the citizens of the townships of Donegal and
Mountjoy, held at Elizabethtown—and public no-
tice given, a very large and respectable meeting of
the citizens of Lancastei county was held in the
court-house, in the city of Lancaster, on Wednes-
day, the 22d day of August, 1827.

The Hon John Lightner was appointed Chair-
man, and Jacob Hibshman and JY. fV. Sample, Jr.
Esq Vs. Secretaries.

The proceedings of the Elizabethtown meeting
being read, on motion of G. B. Porter, Esq.

Resolved, That a committee of seven persons be
appointed to draft resolutions expressive of the
sense of the meeting:—Whereupon, G. P. Porter
Esq. John R. Montgomery, Esq. John Rohrer, Esq.
John Hoover, John Caldwell, Nathaniel F. Light-
ner, and Jeremiah Brown, Esq. were appointed.
The committee having retired for a short time, re-
turned and reported the following preamble and re-
solutions, which were read and unanimously adopt-
ed by the meeting:

Whilst the farmers of Lancaster county have
ever been, and still are willing to encourage our do-
mestic manufactures, the time has now arrived,
lliey think, when efficient protection should also be
given to agriculture. The demand from abroad for
our flour has so much diminished, that the price of
It will scarcely justify the cultivation of wheat.
There is, however, one method, by the adoption of
which, Congress would greatly aid the grain-grow-
ing states. Nearly five millions of gallons of for-
eign spirits are now annually imported into this
country, which cost about two millions of dollars,
clear of freight, duty and charges. If this money!
instead of being sent abroad, were dislributeil
among our farmers at home, and applied to the pur-
chase of corn and rye, it would greatly promote the
prosperity of the farmer. This can easily be effected
by the substitution of whiskey for foreign spirits. The
importation of foreign spirits should therefore be en-
tirely prohibited, or the duty raised to such a stand-
ard as would greatly increase the price of the arti-
cle, and make it a luxury. By this means the price
of rye and of corn would be raised, because it is well
known that for every cent of increased price upon
the gallon of whiskey, the distiller would be ena-
bled to give between three and four cents more for
each bushel of grain from which it is manufactured.
The temptation to intemperance would be diminish-
ed rather than increased by the advanced price of
whiskey, and agriculture, which is now languishin"-,
would at once begin to flourish.

°

The people of this country, the first agricultural
country on earth, also pay to foreigners, about half
a million of dollars annually for foreign hemp, when
it has been satisfactorily ascertained, that American
water wrettedhemp is equal in quality to any in the
world.

Should this be so?—If our government shall pro-
tect us, we will in a very short time acquire the art
of water wrettinghemp; and the competition at home
in cultivating that article would soon reduce its

price even below the present price of Russia hemp.
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The half million of dollars which is annually sent

abroad, and goes into the pockets of the landhold-

ers of Russia, would remain at home, and enrich

the farmers of our country.

Fully impressed with the importance of these

truths, and knowing the great interest which the

farmers of this fine agricultural county have in the

question; your committee oBer the following reso-

lutions:

Resolved. That whilst it is the opinion of this

meeting, that government should afford their aid to

such of our domestic manufactures as require ad-

ditional protection, it is also their bounden duty, at

the same time, to protect the farmers of the country

against foreign competition.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting the

importation of foreign spirits should be either en-

tirely prohibited, or the duty upon its importation

should be raised to such a standard as would ensure

in a great degree the consumption of domestic dis-

tilled spirits in its stead; and thus promote the agri-

culture of the country by increasing the demand

for, and raising the price of rye and corn.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting, the

interests of agriculture require that an additional

duty should be imposed on the importation of for-

eign hemp.
Resolved, That for the purpose of carrying into

effect the intentions of this meeting, a committee

consisting of 12 persons be appointed to prepare a

memorial to Congress, and circulate the same

throughout the county, for signature

Whereupon the following persons were appointed

the committee agreeablj to the said resolution, viz:

G. B. Porter, John R. Montgomery, John Rohrer,

John Hoover, John Caldwell, Nathaniel F Light-

iier, Jeremiah Brown, Jr. Francis Boggs, Elias Ba-

ker, George Kinzer, Samuel Keller, and George

Redsecker.
Resolved, That the proceedings of this meeting,

signed by the chairman and secretaries, be publish-

ed in all the newspapers of the county.

JOHN LIGHTNER, Chairman.

Jacob Hibshman,
N. W. Sample

Horses fed in this manner will work well, and will

be fit for all sorts of work. A man cuts with one

knife machine, in four hours, enough of wheaten

straw to last nine horses for twenty-four hours,"
[Franklin Journal.

HORTICtrXi'XTrXt.E.

IAN, i

E, Jr. J
Secretaries.

FOOD FOR HORSES.

A practice is becoming general in Silesia of feed-

ing hoises with bread, made by taking equal quan-

tities of oat and rye meal, mixing it with leaven or

veast, and adding one-third of the quantity of boil-

ed potatoes. To each horse is given 12 lbs. per

day, in rations of 4 lbs. each. The bread is cut

into small pieces, and mixed with a little moistened

i:ut straw. It is stated that by this means there is

a saving in feeding seven horses "of 49 biu^hels of

eats in 24 days, while the horses perform their com
mon labour, and are much better in look, health,

iind disposition."

Another improvement in the feeding of horses,

which has just been announced by the Rev. W.
Evans, of Llandefeilog, Carmarthenshire, consists

in the substitution fur hay and corn, of cut straw

and potatoes; or straw, chaff, and pounded furze

mixed, wetted with sail water. The process of

preparing it is as follows. "Let a tub full of fresh

water, with an egg in it, be impregnated with as

much domestic sait as will cause the egg to rise

and float on the surface, that being the sriterion of

its saltness being equal to that of sea water. The
provender being put into a wicker basket, and plac

ed on the tub. pour the salted water upon it,

in quantity sufficient to wet the whole mass, and

when it shall have done filtering through it, give it

to the horses. The salted nater will not only mois

ten and sweeten the food, but also operate as a most

•fiii'ient alterative to purify the blood, purge all

gross humours, prevent the increase of worms, and

»)l painful attacks from those troublesome vermin.

(From the New England Farmer.)

SOW WINTER RYE.
You cannot sow your winter rye too early in Sep-

tember. If it be sowed early, its roots will get

such firm hold of the soil before winter, that it will

be less apt to be laid bare by the heaving of the

ground by frost. In the Memoirs of the New York

Board of Agriculture, vol. 1, p 82, it is observed,

that rye should be sowed the last week "in August,

or the first week in September, at the rate of about

36 quarts per acre; some say 48 quarts. But if not

sowed at that time, it ought to be delayed until late

in November, so that it may not come up till spring,

Mr, A, Worthingtou had a good crop, which he

sowed in a January snaw storm. Rye raised on

upland makes much better Hour than that which

is raised on low or damp land."

Rye may be sown to great advantage, for green

fodder, for cattle and sheep, particularly the latter,

in the spring. When it is meant for this purpose, it

should not only be sowed early in autumn, but should

be sowedthicker th.'n when it is Intended to stand for

a crop of >ee(\. Some say th.it it may well be mow
ed for hay two or three times during the summer,

and this piece of husbandry is recommended for

farmers, whose lands are mostly dry and unsuitable

lor «rass.

The quantity of seed to be sown on an acre

should vary according to the soil, and the time of

sowing, and the purpose for which it is intended.

If it be sowed in the latter part of August, or be

ginning of September, and is intended to stand for

a seed crop, tlie quantity should vary from 32 to 48

quarts, according to the goodness of the soil. Later

sowing requires more seed, and in some cases two

bushels to the acre will not be too great a quantity.

Bannister's Husbandry says, "when this grain is

sown for sheep feed, it is proper to allow three

bushels to the acre; for wliere the blade, haulm, or

stalks form the primary object, a much larger pro

portion of seed is requisite than when the crop is

meant for harvesting."

WASHINGTON PLUM.
Linncean Botanic Garden, near Meio York, )

J. S. Skikneb, Esq. September 5, I8i7,
\

Dear Sir,—I have to call your attention to the
following statement, with regard to one of the finest

hmis— 11'a.^hingtnn Plum. A branch of small size,

with 24 plums on it of the above kind, was present-
ed on the 27th ult, to the Editors of the States-
man. at New York, by L. Richards, Esq. of New
York, One of the smallest measured 5| inches
in circumference; but many plums on the same
tree measured 6S inches round, and in some in-

stances weighed 4i oz. This being a greater weight
thin this Iruit has heretolbrc attained, I deemed it

anrthy of permanent record. A detailed state-

ment in relation to the origin of this plum, will be
published in my short treatise on fruit trees, now in

the press.

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

AGRICULTURAL PREMIUMS.
In Ohio, the Hamilton County Agricultural Socie-

ty have offered a silver cup of the value of filty dol-

lars, or fifty dollars in cash, at the option of the sue

cessful claimant, for the best crop of barley on ten

acres of ground; and also a silver cup of half the

value, for the best crop on Jive acres, ail to be raised

in Hamilton, and the four adjoining counties.

[Masonic Record.

Cure for Wens in Cattle.

Rub the part affected with an indigo bag, which

has been some time in use in a ley pot.

[JV*. Eng. Farmer.

QUERIES ON THE CULTURE OF HEMP.
Mr. Skinner, September 10, 1S27.

A subscriber to your valuable journal, who is dis

posed to make an experiment in the raising of hemp
in Maryland, solicits, from some of your correspon-

dents, information as to the quantity of seed neces-

sary to be sown on the acre, and the best time for

sowing. He is also desirous to ascertain where he

can procure a sufficient quantity of seed for one or

two acres.

[Our friend Travers, at Patsrson, can procure us.

or rather the esteemed inquirer and the publick, all

the information on the subject]

FRUIT TREES.
Linntean Botanic Garden, near .Yew York, )

I. S. Skinnf.r, F.sq. September 6, 1821. \

Beat Sir,—The South Carolina Agricultural So-
ciety, composed of some of the most distinguished

horticulturists our country can boast, published,

souip years since, in the R( port of their Committee,
a list of such trees, &c, as it was deemed particularly

advisable to introduce into the southern section of the

Uriion, as congenial to their climates, and calculated

to yif Id much benefit to them by their culture. The
enumeration of these is contained in a letter of the

hon J, R. I'oinsett, and contains 21 species. A very

large number of which having been previous to thal^lK

time, and since, introduced by me, I propose an ^

enumeration of them for the benefit of that Society,

and of such other southern gentlemen as feel inte-

rested in the subject. 1 proceed to enumerate
them agreeably lo their list:

No. i. Cork Tree, or Oorh Oak of Spain. Orthi^ I

have several hundreds; it is a fine ever-

green.

2. Qiicrcvs Ballota of Pm-tiigal. Not received.

3. Piinis Pinea. or Stone Pine of Italy, with fine

eatable fruit 'J'his I have obtained.

4. Pistachia A deliciovs nut; of this, I have at

present, three species.

5. Jujuha of Syria. This I have received, as

well as the species from China.

6. Rhamiius Lotus of Barbary. This I also

hare; it is much cultivated in Egypt.

7. CralcEgus Azarohis, two varieties. Both these

are under culture, and succeed well,

8. Ceratonia Siliqua. This is often called St.

John's Bread, and by others, Carob tree.

Ft grows vigorously with me.

9. Chinese Persimmon. This I am increasing

by grafting on the common persimmon.

10. Euphoria Litchi of China. Not yet increas-

ed; it is very rare and highly valued,

11, Euphoria Lonyen of China. Another species

of the same genus as the above; as yet

very rare.

M. Jlrbutus Unedo. This I have in plenty.

13, Jirhutus Andrachnc of Greece. This 1 hare

incre-ised bv grafting on No. 12.

14. Jlgalophylhem' RawHsaca. J have sought, ia

vain, for an} plant of the above name; nor

do I find it mentioned in any botanic pub-

lication,

15. Schinus; a beautiful evergreen tree of Mexi-

co. Of tins 1 have more than a hundred

flourishing young plants; and it is to the

politeness of the" hoii. J, R, Poin.sett that

I am indebted for them, as well as feT
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many other highly interesting species. The
greatest pride of that gentleman seems to

consist in exei'.ing his induence in procur-

insc and sending from abroad, every thing

that can benefit his country.

16. Fraximis Onnis This lias been wrongly

supposed to lie the •Mann.i Asii:" it is the

Fraxifius rolundifolia that prodnces the

manna. I have both these species under

cultivation.

17. Aniiulo Arenaria. This I have not yet ob

tui'ied; hut can easily do so

18. Tiapa JYatans. This 1 shall speedily re-

ceive.

19. Pi^s. Of these I have above twenty of the

very tinest varieties known in the south of

France, as I sent for those only which

were very choice and select.

20. Sweet Lime and Swtet Lemon. The former

] have nol received, but the latter is in

my possession, and will be speedily in-

creased.

21. Maernphylla Japonica This tree is now
called Erxnholryn Japonica, and is exceed

iokK admired tor its luxuriant lbli?ge, and

has recently produced fruit m Enjcland.

I have been very sul.•ce.•..^ful in its culture.

By the foregoing statement, it uill he perceived

th.it nearly the whole number of species enumerat-

ed by that Society are now cultivated at my esta-

blishment. I have recently transmitted to Elias

HiMiy, Esq of Charleston, for th:it Society, seed

of the much desired grass, Cyiinsttrus corocauus.&nd

also seeds of olher valuable species.

Yours, ipost respectfully,

"WM. PRINCE.

PRINCE'S CATALOGUES.
jLiniMBan Botanic Garden nca? JVac York,

)

J. S. Skinner, Es«. September S, \Sil. ]

Dear Sir,—By publishing the following notice, you

will oblige me, and no doubt add to the pleasure of

some of your horticultural readers.

Distinct catalogues and publications relative to

this establishment, may be obtained of (he different

agents, or by application to the proprietor, as fol-

low. The four first mentioned being distributed

gratis.

No. 1. Fruit and Hardy Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
and Plants, (10 pages, I2ino.

2. Bulbous and Tuberous rooted Plants, 24
pages, litao.

3. Green-house Trees, Shrubs, and Plants, 44
pages, 12mo.

4. American Indigenous Trees, Shrubs, and
Plants, 46 pages, l'2mo.

5. A short Treatise on the Culture of Trees
and Plants generally. Price 50 cents.

The four first ready for delivery; l\o. 5 in the

press, and will be completed in one month. A line

to the proprietor, post paid, will insure the cata
logues, &,c. being promptly sent. The postage, as
printed sheets, by mail, is very trifling.

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE

CULTIVATION OF SILK.

About the year of Christ, 55 1 . two Persian monks,
employed as missionaries in some of the christian
churches established in India, penetrated into the
country of Seres or China. There they ohseried
the labours of the silk-worm, and beome acquaint-
ed with the art of working up its produclions into a
variety of elegant fabrics. They ex[>laii,ed to the
Greek Emperor at Constantinople these mvsteries.
hitherto unknown or imperfectly understood in Eu-

rope, and undertook to bring to the capital a suffi

cient number of those wonderful insects. This they

accomplished, by conveying the eggs of the silk-

worm in a hollow cane. They were hatched and
ifterwards led on the leaves of the wild mulberry
tree, and multiplied and worked in the same manner
as in those climates where they first became (he ob-

_ecls of human attention and care. Vast numbers
of these insects were soon reared in Greece, parti-

cularly in the Peloponnesus. Sicily aflerwards un-

dertook to breed silk-worms, with equal success,

and was imitated from time to time, in several tnwns
of Italy. In all these pl-.ces, extensive manufac
tures were established, with silk of domestic pro-

duction.

From the reign of Justinian, it was mostly in

Greece, and some of the adjacent islands, that silk-

worms were reared Soon after the conquest of
Constantinople by the Venetians, in the year 1204,
they attempted the establishment of the silk manu
facture in their dominions; and in a short time the

silk fabrics of Venice vied with those of Greece and
Sicily.

About the beginning of the 14th century, the

Florentine manufactures of silk became very con-
sideralile. It was introduced much later into France,
the manufacture of silk, though considerably en
couraged b\ Henry IV not having been fully estab-

lished there, until under Louis XIV. by Colbert.

It is an established and well known fact, that

both the white anl black mulberry trees grow as

well in almost every part of the United States, as in

any country on earth; and also that silk had been
raised and manufactured into a most excellent fa-

bric, under that great and venerable patriot and
friend of mankind. Dr. B Franklin. That so useful

a pursuit should be suHered to die awav, in a coun-
try as weli adapted for it as any in the universe, is

as exiisordinary as it is unfortunate and injurious to

the real interest of the nation.

[From M'Mahon's Calendar.

NEW YORK HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
The New York Hortieultural Society held their

anniversary yesterday at the National Hotel. Af-
ter going into the election of officers, and transacting
other business, the members, to the number of about
150, sat down to an elegant dinner, served up in

handsome style. The tables were loaded with the
choicest viands, and the most delicious fruits of every
kind, furnished from the gardens of members of the
society. The President (Dr. Hosack) being absent
from the city, John R. Murray, Esq. presided, as-
sisted by Jacob Lorillard and Wm Ncilson, Esqs.
Vice Presidents. An address was read, in (he course
of the evening, by the President, written by N H.
Carter, Esq. which took a very extensive and pleas-
ing view of the advantages, progress and improve
ments in this country in agriculture and horticulture.
We understand it will be laid before the public in

a few days, with the award of the premiums, and
olher documents appertaining to the society, in a
pamphlet form. The following are the gentlemen
elected as oflicers of the society for the ensuing year.
For President, David Hosack. M. D.; Vice Pre-

sidents. John R. Murray. Jacob Lorillard, William
Neilson; Treasurer, John Groshon; Corresponding
Secretary, N. H. Carter; Recording Secretary,
William Buitsell; Council, Martin Hoffman, Alex
ander Smith, Charles Oakley, Thomas Pringle,
Francis Cooper, James Mcinell, Israel Dean, An
drew Parmenlier, Andrew Clark. John M'Nab, Pe
ter Ajmar, G. W. Arnold, Samuel L. Mitchell,
Thomas Hogg, Edward Probyn, Thomas Kinners-
ley, William Curr, William Wilson, James M'Brair.
Nicholas Saltus, William Neale, William Phelan,
Michael Floy, John M'Intire, Peter Hattrick,
George Nixon.

XNTJilBLTtAl, XXME7ROVE2MCENT-

CIVIL ENGINEERING.
Mr. Skinner,

Sir,— I perceive, with great pleasure, that your
worthy Governor has set out on a tour to see the
rail roads, &c. in the eastern states. The people of
Boston appear to be at a loss for engineers. This
is a matter of regret. It makes me ask you wtie-
Iher in the ranks of ciDi7 life, there are not to be
found individuals, as fully capable of civil engineer-
ing, as in the circle of a military school? I think
they can be (bund Hence, I hope this may reach Go-
vernor Kent, and indiice him to discuss the subject
with his brother Liucnln; as, if the example of a
state or states, being perfectly independent of the
general government in affairs of this kind is to be
shewn, it cannot come from a quarter of tiigher
respectability and greater consequence than that of
Maryland or Massachusetts.

Bniidley had no regular education. To the Duke
of Bridgewater is the world indebted for his ta-
lents and his services; and God forbid, that in the
United States there should not be found Brindleys
and Stevensons. How does Great Britain do? Does
she depend on her army? No. The great civil
engineers take young men of mathematical talent,
w ho accompany them in their surveys, and, by prac-
tical operafions, become good engineers, learning at
the same time the methods of draughting maps,
plans, &c. &c.
The distinguished character this country has ob-

tained for mechanical and mathematical ingenuity,
strongly euioices the idea that a vast number of
young men may be obtained as minor members of
a surveying party; and thus lay the (bundation of
their own (uture science by actual experience. One
of them comes within my own knowledge. He can
make a scientific survey, and furnish a beautiful
draught of it. In short, he is as good a mathema-
tician and surveyor as can be expected from a youth
of eighteen. Could he be attached to a civil bri-
gade on any survey, he would be of infinite service.
But he has no interest with the government; and
unless private companies employ him, it is not like-
ly his talents will ever be elicited. Surely it would
be well worth the while of such states as Maryland
and JMassachuselts to consider this subject; and
perhaps they would be led to commence a school of
this kmd. The b.ases for the pupils miaht be the
mere payuTent of their expenses; but such is the
rising importance of the engineering profession, I
have no doubt that if an able instructor were em-
ployed, many would not only pay their own ex-
penses, but a premium for the services he should
render them.
The University of Virginia compels its students

to pay its Professors per capite. Why not find them
a civd engineer as well as a professor of law or
of chemistry? Suppose Maryland, Pennsylvania,
and Virginia were to insure to an engineer of emi-
nence, $bOO0 or $6000 per annum; and he could ob-
tain only filty young men at a premium of §500
each for two years; it would be equal to<)12,000 per
annum, and command the first talents. Many of
(he Carrolls and Van Rensselaers of our country
would not only furnish pupils, but pay their premi-
ums. Could a scheme of this sort be devised, it
surely would be preferable to the present depen-
dence on the general government.
The way civil engineers manage their affairs in

Europe, reiiclers it possible that one can do a great
deal As soon as a piece of work is determined on,
it is surveyeil by scientific surveyors. The result is

then exliiljiled on paper, and, as far as he can, the
engineer determines on its execution in the closet
If he has no doubt it must fail, he states the fact.
If there is a chance of its success, he proceeds to
an examination, and gives his opinion. In the erent
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of Its ((roceeding. he orders the necessary sectional

draughts, and i» but rarely seen at the works: it is

then "altogether left to the sub-agents. Sir R. Phil-

lips (the radical,) says, that Jessop, the principal

engineer to the Caledonian canal, never vrent

there; that Telford, the second engineer, went only

once a year, just before the meeting of Parlia-

ment; but. that Davidson, the third, went once a

month. (Monthly Mag. Feb. 1820.) The probabili-

ty is, that Davidson was the engineer more imme-

diately responsible. Jessop judged of its theory by

his papers; Telford visited it once a year, to look

at its execution; but upon Davidson rested the onus

of the labour. Such is the reputation of Telford

and Jessop, that the government could not pay

them sufficient to make them resident engineers.

Dupin speaks of it as a "truly gigantic work."

Amphicon.

South Carolina, Jlitg. 24, 1827.'

XiADIES' DBFARTAIENT.

INFLUENCE OF DIET ON THE INTEL-
LECTUAL FACULTIES,

[Though altogether untaught in the science of
medicine, we always read, with pleasure, the num-
bers of the Boston Medical Intelligencer, John G.

Coffin, editor, devoted lo the cause of physical edu-

cation, and to the means of preventing and of
curing diseases. To the many extracts we have
made from it, we now add a section, intended lo

describe the "Influence of diet on the intellectual fa-
cullies;" being part of a general essay on the Diet
proper for that period of life which comes between in-

fancy and manhood.

As the diet of children of that age ought to en-

gage the attention of every mother, anxious for the
welfare of her offspring, we have placed this extract

under the "Ladies Department."—There needs
no words to prove that of all subjects, there is not

one so fitted to beget parental solicitude and watch-
fulness as the best means of securing for their chil-

dren, first, sound moral principles; and then the

highest possible degree of intellectual culture and re-

finement.—Ed. Am. Fap.mek.]

As the period of life now under review is that in

which mind is most active and curiosity is awaken-
ed; and in which there is an unquenchable thirst

for knowledge of every description,— it becomes a

question of some importance, whether particular

modes of nourishing the body, at this age increasing

daily towards the perfection of manhood, be inju-

rious to the developement of intellect? It is unne-
cessary, for our purpose, to inquire, metaphysically,

into the nature of the connexion between mind and
body; it is sufficient to know, that many circum-
stances which affect the corporeal part of our frames
influence the functions of the soul; that a perfectly

sound mind is incompatible with many diseased

conditions of the body; ami that, when these states

are removed by physical means^ the mind recovers

its wonted vigour and energy, with the returning
health of the body. This connexion between the

spiritual and corporeal part of man is now, indeed,
so well understood, that no good physician relies

solely on the moral management of the insane; but
combats the diseased state of habit, in which has
originated any mental aberration, by the same reme-
dies that he employs in simple corporeal diseases.

If these premises, therefore, be correct, the infer-

ence must be admitted, that the mode of dieting

youth may have a considerable effect on the deve-
lopement of mind. In considering this subject, we
set out with this remark, that the intention of nour-
ishment in man is certainly not so much to add
to the bulk of the body as to fit it for the
due performance of the purposes of his creation;

and, acquiescing in this truth, in lajing down rules

for the diet of youth, I should say, in the language
of one who, though represented as a glutton and re-

veller, yet, in this instance, is made to utter the wis-
dom ofa Solomon, "Care I for the limbs, the thevves,

the stature, bulk, and big semblance of a man? give
me the spirit. Master Shalloto.'"' How is this to be
accomplished, so far as diet is concerned, is the
question?

In answering this question, we have only to de-
termine what is that state of the body which we de-
nominate health. Perhaps the simplest definition

that can be given of health is, that it consists in

that condition of the vital organs which is best
adapted for the performance of their various func-
tions; and in which these are performed with the
least degree of consciousness. In this condition of
the body, the mind, being perfectly free from atten-

tion to corporeal feeling, can be wholly concentrated
on any subject of thought with which it is engaged;
whereas, if the mind be conscious of corporeal suf
fering of any kind, as, for instance, if thought be
accompanied with a sensation of fulness or uneasi-

ness of the head, it is impossible that the abstraction

can be so complete, or the concentration so perfect,

as they would be in a slate completely devoid of
corporeal sensation. A state of health is, therefore,

that condition of the body, in which the mind is

most capable of exertion; and, consequently, that

state best fitted for unfolding its capacities, and
storing it with ideas, in boyhood and youth Eve-
ry description of food which is likely to disturb this

state of corporeal equilibrium, if I may so speak, is

calculated to prove injurious to the developement
of intellect. A boy, therefore, who is fed luxuri-

ously, and whose appetite is pampered, is ill calcu-

lated for study; for, independent of the seductive

invitations w hich the pleasures of the table hold out

to allure youth from the severity and dryness of ele-

mentary studies, the injurious effects of these indul-

gences on health deprive him of the power of ap-

plication; and surely we cannot wonder thai the in-

experience of boyhood, when thus exposed to temp-

tation, should hazard even the blessing of health

fjr the enjoyment of an hour. Such is the result.flf

the gratification of the palate, the most contc.mpti-

ble of human pleasures, on Ihr; dcvelopuneiit of in-

tellect. But it is not luxurious refinement in the

quality of the food only which is lo be dreaded;

much mischief results from over indulgence in res-

peel lo quantity; and it has ;.lw;\ys been a common
remark, that boys who are glulton^ are generally

stupid, and to employ a vulgar phrase, remarkably
"thick headed."

"Fat paunches have lean pates, and dainty bits

Make rich the ribs, but bankrupt quite the wits.-f"

It is remarkable to see parents indulging this de-

testable propensity in their children, and supplying

them with the means of gratifying it to excess, in

their visits at home from school, as if boys were in

tended to be fatteii like pigs for a Sniithfield show.

It would, indeed, be a high exultation lo the writer

of this essay, if his remarks could induce even a

tythe of his readers to impress on the rising genera-
tion a contempt for the sensual pleasure of eating;

to instil into youth a conviction that the only use of

food is to supply llie waste of the body, and con-

tribute to the support of its strength; and to teach

them that nothing is truly desirable which is not

calculated to advance intellectual happiness. That
such a state of society, however, should ever exist,

is rather to be desired than expected; lor whatever
other changes may have taken place within the last

century, men in this respect have remained station-

ary; and the following sentence, written fifty years

ago, is applicable to the present moment;—"Ail as-

semblies of jollity, all places of public entertain-

ment, exhibit examples of strenath wasting in riol,

and beauty withering in irregularity; nor is it easy
to enter a house in which part of the family is not
groaning iu repentance of past intemperance, ani
part admitting disease by negligence, or solicitin,

it by luxury."* T.

spoRTXire oiixo.

Marvlakd Association for the Improvement op
THE Breed of Horses.

The annual Races of the Association will com-
mence over the Canton Course, on Wednesday, the

11th of October next, and continue four days, for
Ihfi following purses; lo carry weight, &c. agreeably
to the rules of the association.

)st Day—4 mile heats, for a purse of '100
2d Day—3 mile heals, for a purse of 300
3d Day—2 mile heats, for a purse of 250
nil Day—Ladies' purse, 4 miles and repeat, 300
The first and second days free for any horse, &c.
The third day free only .for horses, &c. bona fidt

owned in Maryland or District of Columbia, sixty

days before the race.

The fourth day, free only for horses, &c. raised

in Maryland or District of Columbia; 5 per cent,

entrance to be paid on the amount of the purse of
the 1st, 2d, and 3d days races; $20 entrance for the

Ladies' purse, 4th day.

The horses must be entered with the Secretary
I plbre 3 o'clock p. m. of the day previous to the day
they are to run. By order,

E. L. FINLEY, Secretary.

* Shakspearc, Henry IV.

t Shakspearc, Lovt^s Labour Lost.

CoJIPARATIVE MERITS OF FlIST AND PsRCUSSIOIt
Guns.

Sir,—The question respecting the comparatire
merits of the dint and percussion principles, as ap-

plied lo guns, never having, I believe, been decided^

and a sporting author, who has lately written much
on the subject of guns and shooting, having broad-

ly as^serted that guns, on the flint principle, had the

advantage, I have lately been induced to make a
trial of the two plans, on the same gun, and at the

same lime, in a manner which I, as well as many
experienced sportsmen to whom I have submitted

it, deem very satisfactory; and, as the result may
be of interest to many of your readers, you will,

perhajis, favour it with a place in your valuable ma-
gazine.

The experiment was made in December last, with

two guns, and on three successive days. The guns

were on the percussion principle, with copper caps,

and made by myself I first stopped up the dipple,or

touch-hole, and into the vent-hole I screwed a small

pan with a train of gunpowder in imitation of aflint

gun, and fired my first shot in this way; igniting

the powder in the pan with a match. 1 then put

in the nipple or touch-hole, and fired the second shot

with a copper cap; and so changed every shot from

one plan to the other alternately. The annexed ta-

ble will show the produce of each shot; !he_ first

being No. 1, in the flint column, the second No. 2,

in the percussion ditto; thus a round of twenty-

four shots was fired, as numbered in the tables, 1,

2, 3, 4, 5, &c. being eight shots each day. The
strength, or penetration, was also ascertained in the

same way; the shot used, averaged 254 to the oz.;

the target 21 by 19 inches, and the distance 40

measured yards. It will be seen from this stafe-

Johnson.
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ment, that llie perctissimt |iiinciple was decidedly

the best in garni? h as well as in strength, being a

complete refutation of the above assertion The
kind oT wadding used on this occasion, is what I

term woollen paste-board, in the ^«< lorra; and I

would here observe, while on the subject of wad-

ding, that the flat form is decidedly superior to the

concnve; whether the wadding be made from hem-

pen or woollen paste-hoard, leather, or fell; this has

been proved in a recent experiment, after two days

trial of the different kinds of wadding, before a

committee appointed for that purpose.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

SAMUEL NOCK.

!>



SOS

s„e experiment that he made, for the bith time, on

the living human subject (with so much skill and

presence of mind) gave on this occasion. The me-

dical gentlemen were so much pleased ivith the ex-

periment, that each voluntarily contributed his mite,

making up a handsome sum, lor the individual, a

tradesman upon whom the experiment was so suc-

cessfully tried. [Dublin Freeman's Journal.

AMERICAN FARMER. [Sept. 14, ISH.

COTTON IMPROPER FOR WOUNDS.
The real cause of the ill effects of cotton when

applied in the dressing of wounds is to be seen in

its formation. On viewing the fibres of cotton in

the microscope, and under considerable magnifying

powers, it will be found that each fibre is flat, like

a ribbon, with sharp edges, which no doubt act in

lacerating instead of healing wounds.—The fibres

of flax or linen, on the contrary, when viewed in

the microscope under similar circumstances, and

especially when the flax has been dressed in the

best manner, present the appearance of polished

cylinders beautifully transparent. Hence the supe-

riority of linen will be self-evident. And it shows

that the microscope will frequently afford an uner-

ring test of the real causes of the good or ill pro-

perties of substances, when improperly applied, in

their examination.

Baltimore, Frid.w, September 14. 1827.

^The next Maryland Cattle Snow.'iSd and

24tb of next month (October.)—The following re-

marks are so exactly adapted to our purpose, as to

leave us without inducement to altemjit what could

not be better said We sincerely hope that every

farmer will take them at heart, and apply them, and

act under their influence, in reference to the next

Maryland Cattle Show, to be held on the 23d anJ

24th of next month! We take leave to repeat

the invitation to publish in the American Farmer,

without charge, whatever any one may wish to sell

or to buy on that occasion; such a notice will be

useful to both parties. Let every one unite to m.<ke

the exhibition worthy of the publick expectation l

On that occasion, at least, let us Ibrget all party

contentions, and dedicate a sinf;le day to the pro-

motion of agriculture—that universal and bountifid,

but too often neglected and abused mother, that

gives life and sustenance to all sther interests.

When she is oppressed or disregarded, what other

pursuit is it, that will not, sooner or later, languish

or decay?

Hartford Cattle Show.

The season for the annual Cattle Show and Fair

of our Agricultural Society is at hand, and we
doubt not the farmers of uur county are making

suitable preparations for doing justice to the oc-

casion. With others, vvc have derived much gra

tification from witnessing the zeal and enterprise

which have hitherto so well sustained the interest

of these exhibitions; and »ve have regarded the

continuance of such a spirit, after the novelty of

the occasion had ceased, as furnishing an honour-

able comment on the utility of the society, and af-

fording the most cheering evidence that the ob-

ject contemplated in its institution, had to some ex-

tent been realized; the attention of agriculturists is

aroused to the importance of improvements in their

department of industry; and a spirit of inquiry,

enterprise, and laudable competition excited, cal-

culated to elevate the character of the profession,

as well as augment the wealth and resources of

the county. Such, as we fully believe, have been

out exertions on the part of individual member.".

Further exertions are requisite to insure a contin-

uance of these benefits, and keep alive the spirit

already excited. The interests of these exhibi-

tions must be su.stained—they must be made ex-

tensive and worthy of the county, or the associa-

tion itself will be of little advantage. We hope,

therefore the zeal which has been manifested on

former anniversaries, will again animate our far-

mers at the approaching Fair, and that all will cheer-

fully subject themselves to the little trouble which

must necessarily be incurred in the contributing

something to the exhibition. Probably there is

scarcely an industrious, enterprizing farmer in the

county, who has not something on his farm worthy

to be brought forward on such an occasion;

—

some animal remarkable fonts form, strength, beau

ty or usefulness—some improved implement of

husbandry—some rare production of his fiflds, or

honourable specimen of the industry of his family

—let it not be withheld; it vvill gratify a rational

curiosity; it may diffuse important information;

not unlikely be attended with personal advantage

to the owner, and at any rate will aid in promoting

the great object for which the society was estab-

lished.

It is much to be desired that the exhibition on the

third of October next should colre^pond with the

resources of the county—this, it cannot be denied,

has not been the case with former exhibitions,

though the} have been highly creditable. Let every

one resolve to contribute something, and the thing

will be accomplished. [Hartford Courant.

Items prom late English Papers.
(From the New York Gazette of Saturday.)

At alate hour last night we received by the sliij.

United States, Captain Wilson, Liverpool paper
to the 15th, and London to the 14th, inclusive.

The most important intelligence is the death oi

Mr. Canning, which event took place on the 8th ol

August, and is announced in the Liverpool Adver
tiser of the 14th.

Lord Goderich had been fixed upon as the ne^'

Prime Minister; which appointment would gi\'e an
assurance that the cabinet would not undergo any
material change.
Mr. Canning's funeral was to take place on the

l()tb,in Westminster Abbey, and be strictly private

The London Sun says, that the King's clioice ol

Lord Goderich, as his first minister, has given great

and general satisfaction.

Mr. Huskisson is spoken of for the office of Chan
cellor of the Exchequer.

Mr. Canning's death was known in Paris, by
telegraphic communication, ten hours after it took
place.

BAXiTIiaOBi: PHIOSS CITBRENT.

^-A valuable and handsome octavo volume, en-

tilled "Hints Foa Ameuican Husbandsien," has

just lieen issued by order of the Directoi s of (he

Pennsylvania Agricultural Society. It consisl.s

chiefly of communications, of a practical Bitture, lo
]

that society; and its worth is enhanced by aonit;
|

very neat and appropriate engravings. We scarce
|

ly need to mention, that a considerable and estiiiM-

ble portion ol its 'contents is from the pen of John

Hare Powel, Esii. of our city; who, we p esunu-,

nas idited he work, and to whom American agii-

lultuie, in the most comprehensive sense, is so

largely indebted. His intelligence, zeal and suc-

cess in the various depaitmenls of husbandry, must

secure for him the regard and gratitude, not inly

of actual farmers, but of all patriotic citizens uho
understand the publick usefulness of agriculiural

pursuits. The main topics treated of in this vo

lume are, Neat Cattle; Sheep; Crops and Manures;

Substitutes for Hay; Grass Lands; Art of Breed-

ing; and Rout Crops. We have marked a leiv of

the p.<pers, for the purpose of copying theiri liere-

alter into our first page, if we should find iht. op-

portunity of so doing: they would be interetsiing to

all general readers. The whole will, no douijt, be

ere long in the hands of most of the Anierican

country gentlemen. Sume of the original commu-
nications are frum England; others from different

States of our Union. ^Vo(, Gaz.

Reported for the American Farmer, by Leiois Sultan S( Ce.

Tobacco continues in good demand for Maryland, at

fair prices; many small sales have been made this week
arcorcling to qualities, from $3. 15 to 5.60 for common
and good red. We sold some from St. Mary's the other

day at $4.50 a 5.50. Ohio plenty, and dull sale; Ken-
lucky also is heavy sate. Maryland is brisk; considera-

ble shifping off this week.
Seconds, as in quality, |3.50 a 6.00—common crop,

3.50 a 4.' 0—Do. red, 4.50 a 4.15—good red, s.OO a 6.00

—Fine red, 1.00 a 3.00—Yeilo^' and red, 1 00 a iO.OO

—

Yellow, 6.50 a 1(^.00—Fine Yellow, !5.00 a iO.OO—Vir-
ij,inia fine, 6.00 o S.'O—Kappahannock, (Dor.c)—Ken-
iLicky, Cue, S.50 a COO— do. wrapping, 1.00 a SCO.
Floor—superfine, $5 00 a b.i.>i—city mills, 4.15

—

iiisq.4.2S—super white family, 6 do

—

Cork Meal, per
cut. 1.50 -CiKAiN, .vhite wheat, 1 00 o 1.05— best red do.

.80 a .90—ordinary, .6:) a .80

—

Corn, .44 o .50

—

IIye,

•40 a .50—Oats, .iO a 25

—

Beans, 1.25

—

Peas, .50—
Clover seed, 3.50 a. 4.00

—

Timothy 3.0C

—

Barley, .70

a. 15

—

Flaxseed, .65 15— CoTToM, Virginia, SJa.lOJ
—Nortli Carolina, 9 a. 10—Louisiana, .lij a. 13—Mis-

si,uri, .10 a .11—VtooL, waslied, .18 o .22—unwashed,
.IG—crossed blood, .22 a 2-!—half do. .24 a .i6—three-

cjuarter do. .J8 a .30—full blood, .30 o 35—Fish, Her-
rings, 2. 50 i.-ib—.--had, 6 00 a 1.00—Mackerel, 3.15 a

S.OO a 5.50

—

Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 a .10—middlings,

.1 a .li—hog ai-ouiid, .'

—

Whiskey, .is a iS—Fea-

thers, 2o— Beef, on the hoof, 4.50 a S.OO—hogs, do. 4.00

a 4.50_Lamb3, .1^ a .2—Veal, ..-Jo .3—Chickens, per
doz. 1.26 a 2.00—Butter, 25 a .SIJ—second, .15 a .20.

f3s.QuicK Travelling.—The Boston Patriot

states that a passenger who arrived there on Satur-

day evening in the southern stage, left Baltimore

the Wednesday evening preceding, having been but

three days on the passage; ten hours of which he

passed in Philadelphia and New York, and lodged

one night in New Brunswick. The distance nearly

500 miles.

[A few weeks since the Editor of this paper left

Philadelphia at 5 a. m. and came to Baltimore—

a

distance of 125 miles in 12 hours; wrote (and might

have gone,) back by the steam boat at 5 p. m of

same day, a letter, which reached Philadelphia at 8

some ol t'he benefits which have resulted from this I a. m. next day—making 250 miles in twenty-seven

association; but they have not been produced with- ikours.]

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Notices on Crops and Manures, On Substitutes for

Hay; Indian Corn sown broadcast o.n fallows; Value of

Millet as long Fodder; European Practices in Manures
and Composts inapplicable in America, by John Hare
Port el, Esq.—Zoology, on the Study of the .Animal King-

dom, with reference to Agriculture, continued—Inte-

resting Letter from Liverpool on the Trade in Cotton,

&c.—Ajricultural Meeting at Lancaster, Pa.—Food for

Horses— Ac;ricultural Premiums in Ohio—Cure for Wen
in Cattle—Queries on the Culture of Hemp— Letters

from William Prince, Washington Plum, Fruit Trees,

Prince's Catalogues—Cultivation of Silk—New iork
Horticultural Society—Letter from Amphicon on Civil

Engineering—Influenie of Diet on the Intellectual Fa-

cuUies—Races of the Maryland Association fur the Im-

provement of the Breed of Horses—Comparative me-
rits of Flint and Percussion Guns—Pedigrees of valua-

ble Horses, Trimmer, Chatham, Brilliant, Atlas, Ster-

ling, and Badger—Important Invention for Extracting

Poisons—Cotton improper for VVounds—Editorial, Ma-
ryland Cattle Show, Hartford Cattle Show, Items from

ate English Papers—Prices Current.

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN .S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, corner

of St. Paul and Market-sts., where every descriptiom

of Book and Job Priating is handsomely executed".
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AORi:CUXiTU&B.

ZOOLOGY.
Of the Study of the Animal Kingdom^ith re

fekence to agriculture,

(Continued from p. 20S.)

The muscxdar molions of animals ar^ standing

walking. Icspinff, flying, and swimming. I

In Haiidine: it is "necessary that the pjrts of the

body be so disposed, as that the cenlreof gravity

of the whole body fall within the spacp Which tbey

occupy, and that the muscles have sufficivnt power

to counteract those movements which rtiglit dis

place the body from that position. It B obvious

that the more numerous the limbs, and the more

equally they are distributed on the inferbr side of

the body, the more securely will the cent* of gra-

vity be retained within the space which these feet

include..

Walking is defined by Cuvicr, to be a mofion on

a fixed surface, in which the centre of grivity is

alternately moved by one part of the extranilies.

and sustained by the other, the body never being at

any time completely suspended over the erround. It

is proilaced by the alternate flexion and extension

of thelinibs, aided by the motions of the trunk, ad-

rancing the position of the centre of gravity in the

intended direction.

In animals with many feet, as the myriapoda,

walking is performed by so uniform a motion, that

the body may be said to glide along the surface.

In animals with four feet, "each step is executed

by two legs only, one belonging to the fori- p.iir,

and the other to the hind pair: but sometimes they

are those of the same side, and sometimes those of

the opposite side " (Ctivier's Compmatiue JtiMtomy,

Icct. vii. a, 1.) The latter is that kind of motion in

horses, which grooms term ^ pace. The right fore

leg is advanced so as (o sustain the budy, which is

thrown upon it by the left hind foot, and at the same
time the laiier bends in order to its being mov^'d

forward. While they are otT the ground, the wEl't

hind loot begins to extend itself, and the moment

they touch the ground, the left fore foot mo'es for-

ward to support the impulse of the right fo^t, wliicb

likewise moves forward. The body is this siipi)ort-

ed alternately by two legs placed in a diagonal man-

ner. When the right fore foot move<, in order to

sustain the body, pushed forward by he right hind

foot, the motion is then called an anvle. The body.

being alternately supported by two Itgs on the same

side, is obliged to balance itself h the risht and

left, in order to avoid falling; and i is this bilanc-

ing movement which renders the gait so soft and

agreeable to women and persons ii a weak state of

body. (Ctim'er's Comp. Anat. lect. 'ii.)

The serptutiiie tnotlon consists n bringing up the

tail towards the head, by bendinj the body into one

or more curves, then resting upn the tail, and ex-

tending the body, thus movin< Ibrvvards, at each
step, nearly the whole length if the body, or one

or more of the curves into wiich it was formed
Among the molliisca, and maiy of the annulose
animals, the same kind of motin is performed by

alternate contractions and expanions, laterally and
longitudinally of the whole bod), or of those parts

which are appropriated to pro^resive motion.

A mode of movitig analogous a walking, is per

formed by animals who have suc.ers, and is exem-
plified in the leech, which at evry step advances
nearly the whole length of its boC7.

In the action of leaping, the who; body rises from
the ground; and for a short periol is suspended in

the air. It is produced by the suden extension of

the limbs, after they have undergoean unusual de
gree of flexion. The extent of ihleap depends on
the form and size of the body the length and
strength of the limbs. The myi-iooda are not ob-
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served to leap. Many of the spiders and insects

leap with ease, both forwards, backwards and late-

rally. In those which are remarkable for this fa-

culty, the thighs of the hind legs are, in general, of
uncommon size and strength. Among rpptiles, the

leaping frog is well known, in opjiosilion to the

crawling toad. Among quadrupeds, those are ob
served to leap best, which have the hind legs longer
and thicker than the fore legs, as the kangaroo and
the hare. These walk with diflSculty, but leap with
ease.

Serpents are said to leap, by folding their bodies

into several undulations, which they unbend all at

once, according as they wish to give more or less

vplocity to their motion. The jumpini; maggot,
found in cheese, erects itself upon its anus, then

forms its body into a circle, bringing its head to the

tail; and, having contracted every part as much as

possible, unbends with a sudden jerk, and darts

forward to a surprising distance. Many crabs and
podurae bend their tail, or hairs which supply its

place under their belly, and then suddenly unbenil-

ing, give to the body a considerable degree of pro-

gressive motion.

Flying. Flying is the continued suspension and
progress of the whole body in the air, by the action

ol the wings. In leaping, the body is equally sus-

pended in the air, but the suspension is only mo-
mentary. In flying, on the contrary, the boiiy re-

mains in the air, and acquires a progresjive motion
by repeated strokes of the wings on the surrounding
fluid. The centre of gravity of the bodies of flying

animals, is always below the insertion of the wings,
to prevent them fallins on their backs, but near that

point on which the body is, during flisht, as it were
:^uspended. The action of flyinj; is performed by
animals belonging to dirt'erent classes. Among the

mammalia, bats clisplay this faculty, by means of
wings, formed of a thin membrane extending be-
tween the toes, which are long and spreadinjc, the

fore and hind legs, and between the hind legs and
the tail. In birds, the wings, which occupy the

place of the anterior extremities in the maminaha,
and are the organs of flight, consist of feathers,
«-hioh arc stronger than those on the body, and of
greater length. Among reptiles, the flying lizard

may be mentioned, whose membranaceous wings,
projecting from each side of the body, without be-
ing connected with the legs, enable it to fly from
one tree to another in search of food. A few fishes

are likewise capable of sustaining themselves for a
short time by means of their fins; these are termed
flying fish. Spiders are able to move in the air by
means of their threads.

Swimming is the same kind of action in water,
as flying is in air. The organs which are employed
for this purpose, resemble the oars of a boat in

their mode of action, and in general possess a con-
siderable extent of surface and freedom of motion.
Swimming, however, is not confined to those ani
mals which are furnished with oars, or swimmers.
Many animals move with ease in the water by means
of repeated undulations of the body, as serpents,
eels, and leeches; or by varying the form of the
body by alternate contractile and expansive move-
ments, as the medusiE.

In these different displays of voluntary m.otion, the
muscles are only able to continue in exercise for a
limited period, during which their irritability di

minishes, and the further exertion of their powers
becomes painful. When thus fatigued, animals en-
deavour to place themselves in a condition for rest-

ing, and fall into that state of temporary lethargy,
denominated sleep.

The positions assumed by animals during sleep, are
extremely various. In the horse, they even ditler ac-
cording to circumstances. In the field he lies down,
in the stable he stands. Dogs and cats lorm their
bodies into a circle, while birds place their heads
under their wings.

The ordinary nhape nf sleep is likewise esceKiJing-
ly various in different animals, and in the same ani-
mal is greatly influenced by habit. It in general de-
pends on circumstances connected with food. It

is probable, that all animals, however low in the
scale, have their stated intervals of repose, although
we are as yet unacquainted either with the position
which many of them assume, or the periods during
which they repose.

Structure of the JVervous System.

The nervom system, by containing the organs of
sensation and voiitinn, is that which distingui-hes
animal from vegeiuble beings. It consists, in the
vertebral animals, of the brain, the spinal marrovr,
and the nerves.

2'/ie brain, exclusive of its integuments, appears
in the form of a soft, compressible, .sligljily viscous
mass. The spinal marrow originates wilh the brain,
and consists of four cords united in one body. The
nerves, also, originate in the brain or spinal mar-
row. Some of thtm appear to have a simple ori-
t;in; but in geniial, several filaments, froo dilferent
parts of the brain or spinal marrow, unite to f')rm
the trunk of a nerve. This trunk again subdivides
in various ways; but the ramifications do not always
exhibit a proportional decrease of size. It frequent-
ly happens, that the branches of the same or of dif-

ferent nerves unite and separate repeatedly within a
small space, forming a kind of net-work, to which
the name picKi/s has been applied. Sometimes fila-

ments pass from one nerve to another; and, at the
junction, there is usually an enlargement of medul-
lary matter, termed a ganglion. Numerous fila-

ments, from different nerves, often unite to form a
ganglion, from which proceed trunks frequently of
greater magnitude than the filaments which entered.
Thus nerves, very different in their origin, form
communications »vith one another; so that the whole
nervous system may be considered as a kind of net-
work, between the different parts of which an inti-

mate connection subsists. In consequence of this

arrangement, it is often matter of very great diffi-

culty to a,scertain the origin of those filaments,
which unite to constitute the trunk of a nerve. In
some instances, they appear to arise from the sur-
face of the brain or spinal marrow; in other cases,
from the more central parts.

The brain in the animals without vcrtebrcB, is desti-
tute of the protectins bony covering, which forms
the head and back bone in the vertebral animals.
The brain itself is much more simple in its structure.
Independent of very remarkable differences in the
structure of the nervous system in the different
senera of inverlebral animals, there may still be
perceived two models, according to which, the or-
gans belonging to it are arranged. In the first, the
brain is situated upon the cesophagus. It presents
different forms, according to the species. It appears
more like a ganglion, than the brain of the verte-
bral animals. It sends oflT several nerves to the
mouth, eyes, and feelers One on each side passes
round the esophagus; these uniting below, form a
ganglion; in some cases, larger than what is consi-
dered the true brain. From this ganglion, nerves
are likewise sent off to different parts of the body.
The animals in which this nervous system prevails,
belong to the great division termed mollusca. In
the second, the brain is situated as in the mollusca,
sends out nerves to the surrounding parts, and like-
wise one nerve on each side, which, by their union,
form a ganglion, from which other nerves issue.

This ganglion produces likewise a nervous cord,
which proceeds towards the extremity of the body,
forming throughout its length ganglia, from which
mall nerves proceed; this cord, at its commeDce-
ment, is, in some cases, double for a short distance.
It has bee.i compared to the medulla ob|.ing<ia, and
apinaljnarrow of the vertebral animals. This kind
of nervous system is peculiar to the annulose ani-
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r:„"'Tb^;;r^i^r^'ally Kilns'"' 0" the Hervous

co'rd; correspondinK with the number ol r.ngs ol

which the body consists.

ne functions of the brain andnervmu system; the

organs of perception, as of touch, of heat, of light,

of hearing; of smell, and of taste; and also the fa-

cullies of' the mind, we pa.,s over as belonRing

chieOy to the anatomy and physiology of the human

frame and theiefore less immediately connected

with the animals used in agriculture. The reader

will find these subjects ably treated by Dr^ Fleming.

[Loudon's Enc. of Sgru.

(To be continued.)

AMERICAN FARMER. [Sept. 21, 1827.

practice to theory, aiid am apprehensive M List

can slate fully the systems in effect) of Austria (the

subject of Joseph the 2d's experiments) and all its

results, I do hope he will give us h display of them;

as well as of all those self-dependent governments

in the same qnarter, Bavaria, 8>.c. &c. Judging

from Du Serres, I should suppose the dominions of

Austria to be the raost self-dependent civilized coun

try, except France, in the world. Hence, I hope,

abandoning the disputes of Smith and Say, M.

List will tell us how "the Austrian system" resem-

bles the "American system," of which he has be-

come the advocate.
Amphicoh.

ON WHEAT TURNING TO CHEAT-ON
RARE RIPE WHEAT, &c.

Mr. Skinner, South Carolina, ^«»i<s( 26, 1827.

Sir,—Having seen in your paper, No. 15, some

remarks by a farmer of Frederick county, Va. rela-

tive to cheat in wheat; and giving his opinion that

wheat does not turn to cheat, I have thouglit pro-

per to offer you an experimental fact, and ii you

think it merits a place in your useful paper, you can

give it one. In the year 1823, my crop of wheat

had in it a considerable quantity of cheat, which I

was at a loss to account for, as I had seen none the

preceding year; but in order to clear my wheat

from cheat entirely, as I thought, I selected from th*^

best part of my crop some of the best bundles, and

carefully separated all the cheat from the wheat he

fore it was threshed; this work was not entrusted

to servants or to any other person but myself; I was,

therefore, perfectly satisfied that no cheat was left

with the wheat; this wheat was seeded separate

from any other; but when it became of .luch size as

to distinguish it from the cheat, and from that time

until it matured, I could not perceive any difference

in the quantity of cheat, there appeared to be as

much with that produced from the seed I had been

so careful to separate the cheat from, as in that

from other seed: I am, therefore, of opinion, that

from some cause unknown, wheat does turn to

I will here take the liberty to say a word in con-

firmation ofMr. Robert H. Goldsborough's remarks,

in No. 13, on the Hessian fly and rare ripe wheat,

from his description of this wheat, I have no doubt

but it is the same kind that is known here by the

jiame of white May, or little white wheat, taking

the former name from the circumstance of its ripen-

ing frequently in this climate in the month of May,

Mr. Goldsborough's description of the rare ripe

wheat answers, in every particular, to that of the

white May wheat of this country, except that the

May wheat is sometimes, though seldom, injured by

rust, and this difference, perhaps, may be owing to a

difference in climate; I have tried this wheat three

years in succession, during which time it has never

teen injured by the fly, whilst other wheat iinmedi-

ately along side of it, has been very much injured

Your obt. servt.

A. P.

(SelectctI by David ap Owen, for the American Farmer.)

(Continued from pafe 179.)

To Destroy the Thi.stlb.

"It is frequently cut close above the ground, by

means of a very simple instrument called a weed

hook; but it is done more effectually by means of a

Method of preserving Cream.

Tak( 12 ouncesof white sugar,and dissolve it in

water, o/era moderate fire. After the sugar is dis-

solved, loil it for about two minutes in an earthen

vessel; alter which, add immediately 12 ounces of
fresh creim, and mix the whole uniformly over the

fire; then suffer it to cool; pour it into a quart bot-

tle and ork it carefully—keep it in a cool place.

and it will continue fit fi:>r use for several weeks,
and even months." [/6W.

AfRICrLTURE AND RcRAL EcONOMY.

"Unlejs for the improvement of agriculture and
rural eccnomy, several of the most useful and inter-

esting blanches of physical science, such as chem-
istry, boany, mineralogy, zoology, would scarcely

deserve to be cultivated." [Jfew Farmer's Calendar.

Whek and where was Beer first Brewed?
" It was first brewed by the ancient Egyp-

tians, before the Grecian conquest of Egypt. It

was, therefore, natural for them to contrive to ex-

pair of forceps or nippers with two long handles, by t/a^t from their grain, since they had n„ vines, a
! . . .. ! .

•^'^ . ,..1 r II.J ... fermentable. exhihratiniT and intoxicatine inuor—

a

which the whole or a part of the roots are pulled up,

and the plants destroyed or much weakened."
[Sincioir.

Docks.

"Docks should be pulled up by hand, after heavy

rains, when the soil is soft enough to allow their long

tap roots lo be easily pulled without breaking, and

before the seeds approach ripeness." [^Wd.

"Weeds include

"All plants that grow naturally among a crop that

has been sown, or in other words, all those which

are enemies to the crop cultivated may be regarded

as weeds." U^-
Weeding enforced by Law.

"The importance of weeding, is such, both to the

individual and to the public, that it ought to be en-

forced by law. At any rate, a regulation of police. Tripiolemus."

AUSTRIAN SYSTEM.
Mr. Skinner, South Carolinn, Sept. 5, 1827.

I kn.w you do not wish to enter into the fields of

coi»troversy, but 1 hope you will insert this with a

Tiew to its obtaining an insight into the practice

and experience of true national policy. Marcel du

Serres, in his Austrian work, expressly declares that

the Emperor Joseph the 2d, comncenced about

1782, a prohibitory and bounty system as to manu
factures, which according to M. du Marcel du Ser

res bad succeeded, and was flourishing in 1809. M.

List, a German gentleman of talents, is, 1 see, wri

ting letters to Mr. Ingersol of Philadelphia, which

have found their way into the National Gazette, on

the subject of the true principles of political econo

my. i agree with bimj but as like yourself, I prefer

for fining those who h?rhour weed?, the seeds of

which m!iy be blown into their neighbour's ground,]

can have no injustice in prmcipie.'' [Ibid.

Importance op Agricdltdral Improvement.

"The improvement of agriculture is ever a mat-

ter of the greatest consequence, as well to each par-

ticular country, as to mankind in general. It i-i pe-

culiarly important to us, as a commercial natior; the

support of our iradf depending on our inaiiufac

lures; those manuiactures on the rate of labour, and

the rate of labour, in a great degree, on the price

of the necessaries of life
" [Dossie.

Salt and Alcohol.

"Salt and Alcohol appear to owe their property

of preserving animal and vegetable substances to

their attraction for water, by which they prevent

its decomposing action, and likewise to their exclu-

ding air. The us^ of ice in preserving animal sub-

tances is owing to its keeping their temperature

low." [Davy.

Sheep in England and Wales.

"The number of sheep in England and Wales,
according to the evidence given on passing the last

^1800) wool bill, exceed 40 millions; of which, in-

cluding three millions of lambs, about fifteen mil-

lions are killed annually. The yearly clip of wool

is about 144,000,000 pounds, which (at the price of

lOd. per pound) sells at six millions sterling. About
600 sheep and lambs die of the rot or otherwise

carrion." [JlgricuUural Magazine.

Adams' Apple.

"Adams' apple is the fruit of the Citrus Decuma-
nus.Liiin —and in the opinion of the Jews, the same

fruit which was eaten by our first parents, in

transgression of the ilivine command; for which

reason they consume large quantities of it dunug
the feast of the tabernacles." [Ibid.

fermentable, exhilirating and intoxicating liquor—

a

substitute for wine." [Phillips.

Drilling.

"It gratified us much to find Tull so honorably

mentioned as the father of that practice (drilling.)

Though we have perused Tull's work as often as it

merits, we were not aware that he laboured under

any pecuniary difficulties; and it is with regret we
find that we must add his name to the illustrious ca-

talogue of those who have benefitted an ungrateful

world to their own detriment Our own opinion of

drill husbandry would have been recited in few
words. That considered simply as planting corn in

lines, it is frivolous. With the asai.staiice of hand
hoeing, something better; hiit on the original Tul-

lian pl.in, with the tull benefit of horse hoeing, the

i
mosl important discovery since the time of Ceres and

[Rtt'ifw of the ^ew Farmer''s Calendar.

Boa.sxeV£TVB.X:

.

OPIUM.
[To mate remarks upon the tardiness and diffi-

culty with vhich agriculturists are brought to turn
their allentifd and their labour to ncxo object.', of
cultivation, wi)uld be to repeat what has been a
thousand timtj observed. In explanation of the
difficulty, it mb be said there are not many far-

mers wealthy e\ough to make experiments of doubt-
ful issue; and bose who can afford it, are not al-

ways men of thimost enterprise and publick spirit.

The mass of cuWators are living from hand to

mouth, and feel tUmselves obliged to apply all their

means to the prooiction of some known staple, by
means familiar lo hem, and from which they hope
to derive a certaiL if a bare present subsistence

for their families. j'Sufficient for the day," think

they, "is the evil tereof" Hence it is, that some
of the labour and time given to the unprofitable

culture of grain, tcoacco, cotton, &c. is not employ-
ed in the producti^ of wine and silk, opium, woad,
&c. &c., all admi^bly adapted lo our soil and cli-

mate, and some olthem to the actual circumstances

of our population

The facility ofrearing the poppy abundantly is

well known, ami the practicability of extracting

opium from it wth great profit to the cultivator,

has been frequer/ly set forth in the American Far-
mer, with practial hints by Mr. Law, who, in the

East Indies, bectme familiar with the subject. It

niust be expecte that perplexing difficulties will be

experienced in lie beginning; but in this, as in all

things else, "prctice soon makes perfect."

There is nothig at which we should so much re-

joice as in beinghowever humbly, instrumental in
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turning the industry of our agricultural friends into

some channel that would enable them to rid thcm-

selve!) of debt, to live in the enjoyment of solid

oomfort, and to educate their children and nut them

in the way of gaining a goo<l name and aoing ser-

vice to their country. Let us e.\norl thefii to prac-

tice, under all circumstances, economy and forti-

tude: and (o cast about for new arlli les p{ ultiva-

tion. Of our immensely extended couiltry, iet us

ask— in what sort of soil is it deficient? What cli

male does it not embrace? Are we delicient in

skill? in enterprise? or in perseverance? On the

method of procuring American opium, and its effi

cacy, we (iiid in the Philadelphia Medic il Museum,
vol. ii. p. 4'28, the remarks at the close of this arti-

cle, in a letter to Dr. John Redman Coxe from Dr.

Tobias Watkins—dated Havre de Grace, 16th De-

cember, I805.J

Observations and Experiments on Opium,

By George fV. Carpenter, of Fhiladeliihia.

Opium— its varieties and appearance in commerce,

fyc. Ibis important article, from itj extensive use

fulness in modifying and alleviating the most afflict

ing and painful diseases incident to human nature,

merits, perhaps, the most conspicuous place in the

materia medica; and yet, from the frequent abuse

by injudicious administration, and more particularly

from improper pharmaceutical preparations, pro-

duces many injuries and distressing consequences.

It is therefore an important inquiry to discover the

causes of these inconveniences. For this end, I

have made a series of experiments, and am happy
to submit the result, in the following observations.

Before, however, immediately entering upon the

pharmaceutical preparations, it may not perhaps,

be improper to offer a very concise view of the na-

iural history and physical characters ol this article,

as it occurs at the present day in our commerce
Opium is the product of the Papuver Somniferum,

and is the inspissated juice of the capsules of that

plant. It has been improperly termed a gum, by

many authors, and the error prevails to the present

daj-. It is a native of the southern parts of Asia;

it may, however, be raised in our gardens, and is

DOW cultivated in England on an imposing scale,

and increasing for several years, h possesses the

game properties as the Turkey or East India opi-

um, and is more pure, containing a larger pnipor

tion of soluble matter. The Turkey opium has

hitherto possessed the best repotstion and has been

considered superior to any other. Dr Thomson*
informs us. that he obtained nesriy three times more
morphia from the Turkey opium, than was yielded

by the same quantity of Ea.'it India. I have treat-

ed equal quantities of Turkey and Engli.sh opium
by the same process, and obtained twenty per cent,

more morphia from the latter than the former; this

would sanction a superiority in favour of the Eng-
lish, which 1 believe it possesses, and which I think

is to be attributed to the careful manner in which it

is prepared.

The following are the prominent characters of

the several varieties of opium, by which they may
be easily distinguished.

Turkey opium is of a reddish brown colour, pos-

sessing a strong narcotic odour, of a solid and com-
pact consistence; when dry, has a shining and uni

{biiji fracture of a dark brown colour, producing a

reii'!ish brown powder. The best kind is generally

in flat pieces.

East India opium is of thin consistence, some-
times almost like that of honey; when dry it is more
fri.:ble, its colour nearly black, and possesses less

bitter and a more nauseous taste than the Turkey.
It has a strong empyreumatic odour, and noi the
ua.-.-otic heavy odour so sensible in the Turkey. It

is considerably cheaper but much inferior in strength

to the lattc; and according to Dr. Thomson, con-

tains but o 'e third the quantity of morphia, and a

larger proportion of narcotine, which renders it a

far less desirable article. Dr. Coxe, in his valuable

American Dispensatory, remarks, that one-eighth
the cakes is allowed for the enormous quantity of
leaves with which they are enveloped This opium
is little used in this country, and is seldom, if ever,

to be found in the shops of our druggists

English opium is itenerally in smaller cakes, fre

quently thin and flat, of a more permanent consis-

tence, of a clear, smooth fracture, and is in a great

measure destitute of leaves, stalks, and other impu-
rities, which generally accompany the preceding
Varieties. It has the general character of being su

perior in quality to the Turkey opium, which che
mieal analysis^ has determined. The quality of
opium differs materially; even that from the same
country, climate and soil This arises, no doubt, in

many instances, from the manner in which it is pre-
pared and cultivated. It is frequently found in our
market mixed with leaves, stalks, seeds, &c. and
from the great proportion of these admixtures in

some opium, it would lead to the conjecture that

the leaves were worked in when the opium was in a
very soft and recent state, for the purpose of in-

creasing its weight and the degree of its consistence.

I have seen opium whose external characters pos-
sessed all the features of superior quality, and when
broken, exposed a large proportion of the leaves
and capsules of the poppy; which, although it does
not alter the particular effects, must diminish the
activity of the opium in direct proportion to the
quantity and weight of these extraneous and insolu-

ble matters; and I have ascertained, by careful ex-

periments, that the quantity of soluble or extrac
tive matter by the same menstrua and process,

yielded by different parcels of opium, varied from
four and a half to five and six drachms in the ounce.
The consumption of opium is almost incredible

In the year 1800, 46,808 pounds were consumed in

Europe, and the quantity has been increased large
ly every year since. In 1809, the revenue which
the Bengal government derived from the sale of
opium, was <594,978; and the exports of opium
from Calcutta to China alone in 1811-12, amount-
ed to 4.542.968 sicca rupees—i.567,871.t The sup
ply of Calcutta for 1827, is rated as follows:

Bengal,.... 6,570 chests.
Mahia 4.000
Do smuggled, . . 1,500
Turkey, .... 1,000

"London Dispensatory.

13,700 chests.

The supply for 1826 was 10,300 chests—making
an increase of 3,400 chests in the last year.
The speculating spirit in this article at Calcutta

is at present said to be in a depressed state, which
is attributed to the large supply, but is perhaps pro-
duced still more by the scarcity of the circulating
medium.

Although opium is prohibited by the Chinese go
vernment, yet about 2,000 chests are annually im-
ported into Canton, the average sale price being
about 1200 dollars per chest; making the amount
annually ex[iendcd by Canton for this ilrug, the

enormous sum of $2,400,000. About 40,000 pounds
are annually imported into London.

In the provinces of Bahar and Benares, among
the most productive of the East Indies, the com-

mon produci of opium is 24 pounds to an .icre, be-

sides which the cultivator reaps about forty pounds

of seeds. The preparation of the raw opium is un-

der the immediate superintendance of the company's
agent, who adopts the following method to prepare

it. It consists in evaporating, by exposure to the

sun, the watery particles, which are replaced by oil

of poppy seeds to prevent the drying of the resin.

The opium is then formed into cakes, and covered

with the petals of the poppy, and when sufficiently

dried, it is packed i' chests with the fragments of

the capsules, from which the poppy seeds have been
threshed out. It is said opium is sometimes vitiat-

ed with an extract from the leaves and stalks ol the

poppy, and with the gum of the mimosa.

The cultivation of opium in England, if pursued
extensively, will influence the price of the article in

our market.* It has lately been cultivated more
successfully by a Mr Young, than any other person

who has yet attempted its culture in Great Britain,

and from which more flattering expectations are

entertained of its success. Dr, Coxe, however, in

his standard work, the American Dispensatory, ob-

serves, it is apprehended that the climate of Great

Britain will be an insuperable obstacle to its be-

coming a profitable branch of agriculture. It has
been obtained in the United States, where this ob-

jection will not prevail. I think the southern states,

particularly the Carolinas and Georgia, are admira-

bly adapted, from climate, soil. See. for the cultiva-

tion of the poppy; and this plant, if properly ma-
naged, would no doubt become a source of consi-

derable profit to the cultivator, if not an immense
revenue to the states, and a most important addition

to the productions of our country.

The opium raised in England, has been used for

several years by physicians and surgeons, who pro-

nounce it superior to the best Turkey and East In-

pia opium. One thing is very certain; it is prepar-

ed with more care and attention, and is more free

from leaves and other impurities. The fracture of
English opium, when dry, is as smooth and uniform
as that of liquorice What I have seen has been
put up in «mall fiat cakes, and is of a good consis-

tence. Opium is frequently put up in a soft state,

and packed with a large proportion of leaves, to

prevent the lumps from adhering together; these

leaves, adhering to the sides, are gradually taken
into the body of the opium, which, with those pre-

viously incorporated with it, constitute the impuri-

ties already described,

[SUliman''s Journal of Science and ^rts,

,
White Poppy t Papaver somniferttm of Linnaeus.

As this plant has found a place in almost every
garden for the beauty of its flower, it will be need-
less to give any description, or make any remarks

' It is to chemistry that we are indebted for many im-
portant facts in relation to opium, and for ihe know-
ledge of the nature of morphia, and narcotine, llie two
active principles of opium; thus disclosing a very sin-

gular fact, that principles of a directly opposite nature
exist in the same substance, and exercise indiridually

their particular effects on the constitution. This en-
tirely subverts several hypotheses which had been fram-
ed to account for the modus operandi of this medicine.

t Hamilton's East India Uazetteer.

• Messrs. Cowley & Stains, of Wainslow, in the sea-

son of IHJ.', raised I4S lbs. of excellent opium from II

acres and 5 poles of land, for which they received a
premium from Ihe society instituted at London for the
cncourafjement of arts, manufactures and commerce.
\ medal has been given by the society to J. VV JestoR,

Esq., surgeon, for an improvement in coUectius the
juice of the poppy, which consists iu collecting it im-
mediately after it exudes from the capsules instead of
allowing it to he inspissated on the capsule. The cap-
sule is scarified with a sharp instrument guaged to a
proper depth, when the juice is scraped off with a kind

of funnel form scoop, fixed into the mouth of a vial;

when one vial is filled, the scoop is removed to another,

and the juice is evaporated in shalhiw pans; some va-

rieties are much more productive than others. (See
Transactions of tlie Society of Manufactures and Com-
merce, vol. 41.)

Mr. Ball, in 1196, received a premium from the So-

ciety for the encouragement of Arts for a specimen of
British opium little interior to oriental. (Transactions

of the Society of .\rts, vol. 11, 260, nO.)
.

j There appears to me to be no dilference ID the juice

of several other species of the poppy.
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on its rul'.ivaliou; I sball therefore only relate the

method which I took to procure the juice, and some
experiments on its strength and virtue. A day or

two alter the flowers had fully blown, with a sharp

knife I made from three to five incisions, longttudi

nally on the capsules or heads of the plant, at sun-

rise, taking care not to make the incision so deep as

to wound the seed. The juice would continue to

exude from these incisions until sun-set, when it

was carefully collected on a clean glass and expos-

ed to the next day's sun, by which time it would
become sufficiently inspissated to form pills- In taste

and smell it exactly resembles the common Turkey
opium, but the colour is considerably darker.

In a violent fit of the colic, in which I suffered

the most excruciating pain, I took one grain of the

juice, (my usual dose of opium,) which produced
no effect; in twenty minutes I repeated the same
dose, and in less than fifieen minutes afterwards the

pain was entirely destroyed, and I felt somewhat
drowsy and stupid; my pulse, during this time, suf-

fered no variation; but I continued to experience

the effect of the opium for three hours; having no
return of pain during all that time. As this prov-

ed to me that the poppy juice might be given, at

least without any bad consequences, I felt no hesita-

tion in trying it the next opportunity, which oc-

curred a few days after, in a case of obstinate and
troublesome diarrhcea in an adult Alter the ope-
ration of a dose ol. ricin. I directed the patient to

take one grain of the poppy juice every two hours,

until the frequency of his motions should be abated:

after the third dose, my patient fell into a profound
sleep, which lasted uninterrupted, for five or six

hours; when he awoke and continued perfectly free

from his complaint. In a third case of violent tooth

ache, one grain placed in the decayed tooth, pro-
cured relief in ten minutes. For six months past

I have occasionally used it in those cases where
opium was necessary, with precisely the s;ime ef-

fects; the only difference I have experienced is, that

the Turkey opium is about one sixth stronger. Com-
mon rum extracts the whole virtue of the juice,

leaving scarcely any residuum.
[Coie's Medical Musium.

(From the New England Farmer.)

PEAR TUEIES.
Linnxan Botanic Garden, near Afip York, }

Me. FESSENDhN, Hrplember 6, 1827.
ji

Having recently seen numerous publications on
the subject of what is termed a '-disease of the

pear tree," I beg leave to refer you for a notice on
that subject, to the treatise, page 133, attached to

the 23d edition of my catalogue, published in 1825,
where you will find the following remarks:

"This tree (pear) is, however, subject to one ma-
lady peculiar to itself, commonly called the fire
blis;ht or brulere, which attacks trees in the most
flourishing state, generally commencing at the top
or extreniity of the branches and extending down-
wards. This is caused by a single stroke of the
sun, which extracts the sap from the uppermost
branches of the tree, or from such as are most ex-
posed to its influence, with more rapidity than it

can be replaced, or from powerful rays of the sun,
heating the bark to such a degree, as to arrest or
nullify the progress of the sap."

This opinion, then expressed, I do not give as
being altogelli.:r original with myself, for several
gentlemen wi\h whom I have long been in inter
course, seemed to coincide in this opinion. I have
now further to state that 1 have remarked that it

is generally those varieties which are most thriflj

in their ;;ro>vths that are most fiequently attacked;
and even that those branches, which have made
the most visoroos shoots on any particular tree
are first subject to its eflecls. 'J'hese circumstances
would seem to add greater strength to the be-

fore mentioned theory as to its cause,—as it is the

m"st vigorous shoots which contain the greatest

abundance of sap, and which thus present a greater

portion of liquid to be operated on by the solar

rays

It has also been noticed that these attacks are

by far the most frequei t during seasons of exces-

sive rains, which by saturating the earth, cause a

8uperabund:ince of sap to arise in the tree, and
thereby produce an exuberance of growth in the

branches. It seems singular, however, that while

the trees in so many parts of the country are la-

bouring under these attacks of blight, that ia this

vicinity we should have so few affected by it, for

in five years, numerous as is my collection, I have
not had above tno trees attacked by it. I must
mention one other circumstance, which may aid

others in their observations, which is, that the pear

called here, early green chisel, and in France the

citron and carmes or madeleine, is here more sub-

ject to its attacks than any other, which I can only

account for from the reasons before deduced, viz.

its extremely vigorous growth and superfluous quan-

tity of sap.

In my treatise of 1825 before referred to are

these further remarks—"It is, therefore, recom-
mended to plant trees in pear orchards much
closer than in those of the apple. The only reme-
dy against these attacks is to immediately saw off

the branches one or two feet below where the blight

extends, in which case they generally revive."—

I

will only add that one of the finest pear trees I have,

is one that was many years attacked in this way,
and with regard to which 1 pursued the above men-
tioned course.

Yours, most respectfully,

WAI. PRINCE.

TRANSPLANTING—ORANGE BOX.
Mr. Skinner, Philadrlplua, ISept. 1, I8.'7

I herewith enclose you a description of a new
transplanting instrument for removing Plants in

flower, (copied from the Gardener's Magazine,)
knowing it to be very desirable to remove plants

without injury, I thought it most likely, that through
your valuable paper, it would be more generally

known; and if you think so, you will please insert it.

Instncmenl for removing Plants in flower.

When the instrument is put together, it forms a
cylinder, as (a.) and when separated, it consists of
two parts, (A,) which are joined together something
on the principle of a common door hinge. In using
this instrument, it is best (o have two of them: one
to take out the earth at the spot where you wish to

insert the plant, and one to remove the flower with
its ball of earth. The instrument may be made of
any size. Mine is six inches long and six inches in

diameter. In using it, it is so placed that the plant or

flower is in the centre. I then press the apparatus
into the soil, and find no <liffi<-i.|tv in drawin'i the
plant up with the soil, not more disturbed than if

it had originally been planted in the iastrument.

Orange Box.

<L

TT U
I also send a model of an orange box. The ad-

vantage which these boxes have over the tub. or
box, is, that you can with so little trouble take them
to pieces, and examine the roots of the trees; re-

move old, and replace fresh mould; prune the roots,

and see whether they are in a proper state as re-

gards moisture, &c. The last particular I think

very material to their health. The sides folding

down, you can, as often as you may judge necessa-

ry, p;tinl or pitch the inside of the boxes; which
will, if properly attended to. make them last, if

made of good wood, for twenty years. Another ad-
vantage they have over the common tub is, that you
can take the trees out of one box and place them
in another without breaking them to pieces; which
you cannot du with the others, as they are made of
strong framed posts, so joined together that it is

impossible to t-ike out your trees In taking this

box to pieces, yon have only to pull up the two iron
bars, and gently pull out two of the sides, (a,) the
remaining sides lift up. I generally fill up all the
bottom of the boxijs with broken bricks or tiles,

for draining, so as to be level with the top of the
bottom bar.

Yours, with respect, R. W.

XSrTES,9JAL IXar&OVEJMCESrT-

CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO CANAL.
At this moment, when the season is at hand for

receiving subscriptions to the stock of the Chesa-
peake and Ohio Canal Company, we are pleased at

being able to lay before our readers, a series of pa-

pers relative to that great object, so full of interest

and information as we think our readers will find the

essays of "Franklin," to be, the first of which we
publish to day. We hear that the people in the in-

terior of the states interested in the canal, begin (o

rouse themselves, and that it is probable, when they

become possessed of the information which the pub-

lication of these essays will furnish, that large indi-

vidual subscriptions will be made. The subscrip-

tions of the corporations of Washington city, Alex-

andria, and Georgetown, will together be of them-

selves to a sufficient amount to authorize the orga-

nization of the company. But every share subscrib-

ed by individuals, beyond that amount, will have

the effect to expedite and give strength to the un-

dertaking. In this city, we already learn, there will
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be a considerable amount of individual autisctiplijii.

Let the feeling evinced by this city on th-- slibjet-l,

inspire confidence ai.d zi al in others. If tny yet

douijtof the success oi pnilitablene.-s of such invest-

ment jf their money, l;t them peruse the letters ol

"Franklin" with the attention which thoy deserve,

and all doubt will be dispelled by conviction. It is

not possible to resist the combined force of (he facts

and the arguments which he has brought tligether.

[Ml. Int.

In consequence of the engagements which have

devohed upon Philip E. Thomas, Esq. as Presi-

dent of the Baltimore and Ohio H.iil Ro;id Compa-

ny, he has resigned the situation of President of the

Mechanics' Bank of Baltimore, and Geo. Brown,
Esq. was on Saturday elected President of that in-

stitution.

LA9ISS< DZiPAKXIMtBNT.

ROMAN WOMEN.
The following picture of the Roman women dur-

ing the days of the republic, extracted from a late

work entitled, "'Travels of Polycletes, in letters from

Rome, A. U. C. 668-672, abridged from the original

work of the Baron de Theis," exhibits some amusing

traits, and may suggest some useful hints.

A lady of the hrst rank is unwilling to appear in

public unless her dress be every where adorned with

pearls, gold, and precious stones. The headdress
is the most important part of her attire, and that

which requires the greatest attention. Her hair is

washed with prepared waters, which gives it addi

tional lustic; she perfumes it >\ith precious essences,

incloses it in a gold net, or, turning it up gracefully,

confines it with bands of purple, chains of curious

workmanship, or merely with a gold pin. Some-
times, in order to please her husband, tiy reminding

him of his favourite pursuit, she gives to her head
.

dress the form of a helmet. If time have diminish-

ed her charms, she carefully repairs the injury by

means of false hair and artificial teeth; in short, she

adds to natural beauties, corrects imperfections;

and supplies whatever is deficient; while the desire

for pleasure atones for the aieans einployed. Next

to her head dress, she bestows most attention on the

attire of her feet, which resembles that of the men,
but is more light a. id elegant. The foot is confined

in a small shoe, generally white, but sometimes pur

pie; it is slightly turned up at the poiit, and embroid-

ered with pearls or gold spangles. Her robe, call-

ed stola, is of fine wool, dyed purple, with a wide

fringe at the bottom, which is usually of gold and

reaches to the feet. Under this she wears a tunic like

that of the men. but longer, and with sleeves down
to the wrists When she leaves the house, she puts

over her other garments a very wide robe, called

palla or peplus, from its resemblance to a veil.

But how could I ever venture to undertake a des-

cription of the necklaces, ear rings, patches, cosme-
tics, bracelets, rings and many other useless orna-

ments, the very names of which I am unable to re-

collect? How could I define correctly their curling-

irons, pincers, minors of steel or polished bras». Sec.

The Romans have a very happy term in their lan-

guage for this multiplicity of objects, niU)irfi/s mu
licbris, a woman's world On their side, the women
return jest for jest, saying that a woman without
pearls, i« like a consul without lictors; and wljeii

their husbands reproach them with their immode-
rate love of ornament, they reply, that it is an act
of religion to sacrifice to the Graces.
The toilet of the female citizens of lower rank is

more simple; it is composed of the tunic common to
both sexes, and of a sort of toga longer than that of
the men, which is confined beneath the bosom by a
wide girdle It is close at the top, and envelopes
the whole body; the right arm is at liberty, and the

1' u, lioliling up the bottom of a robe, disposes it in

I giaceful Having Ibid called sinus. Women of all

ranks, when in mourning. Hear neither gold nor pur-

ple; they then cover themselves with a very full

black robe, called licinium; and on the day of the

funeral they wear several, one above another, which
they throw sui cessivtiy on the funeral pile of their

husLiaiius or fathers. This custom is very ancient;

it is mentioned in the laiv of the iHclve tables,

vvliere the number of robes that may he burned on
these occasions is restricted to three.

But, leaving descriptions naerely calculated to

gratify idle curiosity, 1 will now describe to you
the Roman ladies in the interior of their families;

where enjoying that true respect which they seek

for in vain elsewhere, they appear with the greatest

dignity. On the day when the husband brings home
his bride, he gives up to her publicly all the kej s of
the house, except that of the cellar; for women are

expressly forbidden to drink wine. An ancient Ro
man, named Egnalius Melellus, who caught his

wife drinking out of the great vases in which wine
is kept, killed her on the spot; and, when brought
to trial for the murder, he was acquitted by the

laws of Romulus. It is not surprising that intoxica-

tion in a woman appeared a capital crime to the first

Roman legislator; but what would he have said had
he seen our frantic Menades insult the gods, whom
they affect to honour, and indulge shamelessly in

the most disgraceful excesses? Rome is culpable

for her rigour, Greece still more so for her laxity.

To keep up also that self-respect, which it is the

duty of women to maintain, they aie not allowed to

eat in public with the men, because it is the custom
here to lie on couches during the repasts. These
restrictions are severe; the laws are no less so; they
treat uomen with a rigour which seems at variance
with their real situation. A Roman woman depends
entirely on her husband; he alone has all the autho-
rity; disposes of the property of both; appoints tu-

tors for his children; decides at his pleasure the fate

of his sons and daughters, and leaves his property
by will to whosoever he pleases, which power is not
possessed by his wife Indeed, for many centuries,
the husband might break his nuptial bond at plea-
sure; whilst, on no pretence whatever might the wo
man separate herself from him.
These laws, established by force, and subscribed

to by weakness, are .softened" by distinctions no less

honourable than flattering. All immodest discourse
is forbidden in the presence of a woman. When
she has three children, the republic assigns her a
maintenance; her name is inscribed in the public re-

gisters; and after her death, she is taken to the place
of sepulchre arrayed in magnifirent garments, and
an orator pronounces her funeral oration before the
assembled 'iiultitude. Every man who meets a wo-
man in public, yields to her the place of honour;
the chief magistrates, even when in the exercise of
their functions, never omit this mark of respect;
nor have their lictors ever dared to lay hands upon
a female citizen. If she be in a car with her hus-
band, he --hares her privileges, and cannot be re-

quired to alight even before the great dignitaries of
the state. Women are never called on to give evi

dence in cases of murder, or of any capital crime.
But it is in the institution of the order of the ves-

tals, that the piety of the Romans towards the gods,
and their respect for the female sex, are most ap-
parent. The worship of fire was known in Italy

long before the foundation of Rome. .Eneas is stiid

to have brought it from the East, where it had ex-

isted from all antiquity; and he established it in La
tium as the worship of the goddess Ve«ta. The
mother of Romulus was consecrated to this service;

but it was not till the time of Noma that it received
that high solemnity whii-h now distinguishes it.

—

This prince, nt first, appointed only lour priestesses

of Vesta; Servius Tullius added two more, and the

number was then finally restricted to sis;. They

have the care of the sacred tire, a symbol of life,

and which at Rome is considered also an emblem
of the duration of the state. They alone have the
right to approach it, and keep it alive; and if, thro'

a guilty negligence, they suffer it to be extinguish-

ed, they incur a very severe punishment. Such an
event plunges Rome into consternation; it is regard-
ed dS a presage of the greatest misfortunes; neither

prayers nor sacrifices are spared to appease the of-

fended d«ities; and the sacred llame is only rekind-

led by a mirror of brass of curious workmanship,
which extracts from the rays of the sun a fire more
pure than that which supplies the wants of men..

MATRIMONIAL DIFFICULTIES.
(To tlie Editor of the Liverpool Commercial Chronicle.)

Sir,—I am troubled with a sporting wife, who
when she fancies, or to accommodate her chosen
friends, will, without mentioning it to me, start off

for Runcorn for a few days, come back with as lit-

tle ceremony as if she had returned only from mar-
ket: in course of a lew days afterwards, she makes
one of a party for Chester, where she now is; she
will go to the circus, play, &c., come home at V2
o'clock, and then, according to humour only, inform
me where she had been.

The purport of the present is to be informed, if a
woman leaves home under such circumstances whe-
ther her husband is by law bound to receive her;

and, in the event of a separation, what proportion
of his income is she entitled to? Can a man send
his wife to the poor-house, upon satisfying the parish
for keep?
An answer to these points will not only oblige me,

but also some of my friends who are similarly situ-

ated, who join with me in opinion that a man's ho-
nour is in bad keeping in such hands, which are
more likely to yield horns to their husbands than a
blooming progeny.— I remain with subscribing my-
self, under the name my wife is pleased to give me.

Yours, &c. An Ugly Brute.

POLISH POETRY.
(Translated by Bowring.)

Sweet village! peace and joy's retreat!

O who shall tune thy praise to song!
O who shall wake a music mete
Thy smiles, thy pleasures to prolong!

Bliss dwells within thy solitude.

Which selfish avarice never stains.

Where thought and habit make us good.
And sweet contentment gilds our gains.

Let others seek a dazzling court,

Where treachery poisons eye and ear;

Or to the troubled sea resort.

With death and danger ever near.

Let others sell their tongues for hire.

With falsehood and with trick delude;

Or faMie, or victory's wreath acquire.

By deeds of darkness and of blood.

The ploughman tills the fertile field.

His children bless his daily care;

While the rich fruits his labours yield.

His well contented household share-

For him the bee its honey stocks.

For him its gifts the orchard holds;

For him are shorn the fleecy flocks.

For him the lambkins fill the folds.

He gathers from the generous meads.
Their oflering to his annual store.

And winter with her snow-storm leads.

Repose and pleasure to his door.

Around the fire they tell their tales,

The songs arc sung with smiles aad glee;
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The bowing dance again prevails.

The cenar and the goniony.

At twilight's hour the swains repair

To where the crafty foxes hie.

The hare, the thoughtless fowls they snare.

And aye return with full supply.

Or in the stream the baited hook,

—

The light and treacherous net tbey fling,

While near the gently echoing brook

The warblers of the forest sing.

The cattle seek the watery mead.

The shepherd sits in solitude.

While to his gay and rustic reed

Dance all the nymphs that grace the wood.

At home the housewife's busy hands
'1 he evening's frugal meal provide:

Tis all the produce of her lands

—

No wish is breathed for aught beside.

She counts the herd, she knows the sheep

When from the pasture meads they come:

Her busy eyes can never sleep.

Abroad tbey watch—direct at home.

The little children reverent bow.
And ask an aged grandsire's lore,

Who tenderly instructs them how
In peace and virtue's path to move.

So rolls the day; but many a sun

Would sink his chariot in the sea,

Were I to end the tale begun
Of rural joy and revelry. Kockanowski.

sro&TXTSta oiixo.

THE THOROOQH BRED HOrsB

LAMPLIGHTER,
Stands at my stable, and will be let to cover from

15 to 20 mares the present season, at three guineas

each, to be paid when the mares are taken away;

five dollars cash the leap; or six guineas for insur-

ance. The season ivill expire on the lOth of August

next. Good and extensive pasturage, gratis, and

the greatest care and attention paid to prevent acci-

dents to the mares.

Lamplighter is a beautiful bay, full fifteen and an

half hands high, elegantly formed, and possessed of

as many running points as any horse on the conti

nent. His extraordinary performances on the turf

at the Bowling-Green in October 1793, at five years

old, when opposed to. and beat the two best horses

in America, Bell-Air and Camilla, justly entitle him

to be ranked among the best running horses ever

known in this country; his colts shew that he is infe-

rior to no horse as a foal getter

Lamplighter was got by Hart's Old Medley; his

dam by Lonsdale, out of Col Braxton's imported

mare Kilty Fisher. PAUL THILMAN.
Hanover Courthouse, May2T, 1"96.

The bay horse Lonsdale was got by Jolly Roger,

out of a bay mare bought of Mr John Rarasden,

Baronet, late Lord Lonsdale's; she was got by

Monkey; her dam by Lord Lonsdale's Black Ara-

bian; her grandam. Lord Lonsdale's Bay Arabian;

her great grandam by Coney Skins; her g. g. gran-

dam by Dodsworth, out of the younger of the two

royal mares bought of Mr. Darcy by the first Lord

Lonsdale.

N B Mr. Darcy was master of the horse to King

William.

^.id >|)irit. Dealing liim a cruck oi two with bis

whip, the noble creature sprang like Quinfus Cur-
lius irto the gulf, with desperate power. He soon
emerged, snorting above the waves, seeming to say,

"though not in my element, I obey my master."

He quickly reached the opposite side of the riter,

neighing, as if to announce his arrival, and remain-

ing perfectly stationary, wilh the reins between his

legs, until his master had crossed. Our own horses

did not exhibit quite so n)uch niet;(l. Being released,

they joined our spare relay, and look the river at an
easier part, as a matter to which they had been long

accustomed. This interesting display of animal sa-

gacitv, a proof of the skill of the South AmericaDS

ii) equestrian education, was destined speedily to

give way to another scene of a still more unique

character
[.indrews^ Journal from Buenos ^yris to PoJosi.

Pedigrees op Valuable Horses.

(Continued from page 201.)

VENETL\.\,

Will stand for mares this season, at Mrs. Disney ]s

plantation, near South-river church, at three gui

neas each mare, and a dollar to the Groona

Venetian is a fine bay, fifteen hands one inch high,

with length and bone in proportion. He was bred

by Sir James Pennyman, bart. of Yorkshire,

and got by Doge; his dam by Jennison Shal'toe

Snap, sire to Goldfinder, Gnawpost, Dasey and

other good runners; his grandam by Old Fox.

Doge was bred by Capt. Wentworth, and got by

Regulus, son t.f the Godolphin Arabian; his dam

by Crab; his grandam by Djcar's Dimple, which

was got by Leed's Araiiian, his dam by old Shanker,

a son of the Darlcy Yellow Turk, out of a daugh-

ter of Dodsworth Leed's Arabian, was the sire of

Leed's, also Basto, Old Fox, and the grandam ol

Cbdders. It is unnecessary to gasconate any thing

in favour of the figure of this horse or performanct

;

every gentleman that has seen him, thinks him the

handsomest ever imported into this state. He co

vers two guineas lower than he ought, owing to the

scarcity of cash. Grass for mares at half a dollar

per week, but will not be answerable for escapes or

accidi-nts.—No mares will be served, without the

money is sent with them.

Marcl, 10, 1788. JOHN CRAGGS.
Venetian, at five years old, won the King's plate at

New Castle, and the fifty pounds for all ages; same
week, beating Fenwick. Esqr's famous mare

Spider Brusher, and several others; fifteen days af-

ter won the King's plate at Carlisle, beating Bon
mot, a famous horse of Lord Surry's, and in the

same year, in August, run second to Highflyer, be-

ing thought the best horse in England. Venetian

was a horse of great speed, and, in constitution,

equal to any horse. As witness our hands,

JOHM KIRKTON,
THOMAS eOATES.

T^irsfc, JVovemln 28, 1787.

THE KOTED RUNNING HORSE

FAYETTE,
The property of Presly Thornton, Esq. will co- 1 race of animals

ver mares the ensuing season, at the subscriber's in I ._^^^
Charles county, Maryland, at five pounds the sea-

son, but may be discharged by the payment of three

pounds previous to the first day of August next,

when the season will expire. Proper attention will

be paid to the mares, and good pasturage at 25. 6d.

piT week, but will not be answerable for escapes or

accidents. It would be needless to mention the pe-

I'uliar qualities this horse is possessed of for the turf,

they avt, 1 trust, sufficiently known to the public

Fayette was bred by John Parke Custis, Esq. and

was got by Regulus, the property of William Fitz-

hugh, Esq. of Chatham Fayette's dam was got by

Olhello; his grandam by the imported horse Juniper;

his great grandam by Morton's Traveller, out of

Col Tasker's imported mare Silima, who was got

by the Godolphin Arabian.

Jtforci 22, 1783. WILLIAM COURTS

WAR UPON THE VERMIN.
Mr. James K. Pearson, of Rutl -nd, and Mr. John

Griggs, of Parkerstown, having formed a resolutioQ

to choose a party of twelve men each, to hunt the

squirrels from their barns and fields, on a forfeiture

of a small treat from the side thiit should destroy

the least number, and having appointed a commit-

tee to count the same, they, on Saturday the

1st of September, at the time and place appointed,

reported as follows:—To Captain James K. Pearson,

73'.;; to Captain John Griggs. 619—leaving a differ-

ence of 113; total, 1351. Of this number there

were about 1200 squirrels; one of which (striped)

had in its goles 319 kernels of rye, which at least

would make one sixth of a gill; and calculating

them to make only six trips a day, the 1200 would

destroy four bushels and twenty two quarts of grain

per day in a small neighbourhood. We cannot but

hope that this will be a signal for a general declara-

tion of xvar against this numerous and mischievous

[Rutland Herald.

MISCBLLASriSOirS.

SOUTH AMERICAN HORSEMANSHIP
On our approaching the (river) Saladillo, he

sounded a conch as a signal to the amphibious bi-

peds who inhabit there, and then put his horse at

full speed, as though he intended to encounter the

stream a la Poniaiowsky; but in a moment, on the

very edge of the bank, he stopped his horse with

such a curb back on the haunches as seemed enough

to break the creature's neck and his own tcio. He

then sprung off, released the animal in the twinkling

of an eye from the manifold trappings of the saddle;

and flinging the rein over his head, led him to the

extreme verge, where the bank was five or six feet

high above the water. The sagac.ous animal first

looked at the torrent below, as if he was disposed to

difter with his master in opinion as to the necessity

of his taking such a useless leap, when there was a

regular slope a little further on. The dandy, how-
• ever, was bent on showing his torse's good breeding

(From the New England Farmer.)

PATENT LAMP AND BOILER.

The editor of the New England Farmer has in-

vented and obtained letters patent for "a lamp ap-

paratus, for heating water, cooking, and other eco-

nomical purposes." One modification of this inven-

tion has been found very useful to druggists, as will

appear by the following recommendations:

"Mr Fessenden— Sir. I have, for the last sir

months, made use o) your quart lamp boiler. It is

the most con\enient, cleanly, expeditious and eco-

nomical method I have ever made use of for pre-

paring infusions, syrups, or ointments. I have m-ade

several experiments, and found that in ten minites

it will boil one quart of water. The quantity of al-

cohol consumed is hut 1 oz., the expense t cent. I

consider your apparatus, now I i.ave become accus-

tomed to it, as almost indispt usable. It may be, I

think, also verv uselul in a nursery, a .«ick chamber,

or for culinary purposes. Your gallon boiler I h^.ve

also used, and find it to answer equally well, where

larger quantities are to be heated.

"Your obedient servant,

"JOSEPH KIDDER, Druggut.

"Boston, Feb. 26, 1827."

"Mr Fessenden—We, the subscribers, fully ac-

cord with Mr. Kidder, in his opinion o( the utility,

cheapness and despatch attending the use of your

lamp boiler, for the purposes he has inentioned. Sign-

ed, Reed & Howard; Ebenezer V\ ight; Ephraim

L Eliot; W. B & H VV Wnite; Jonn J. Brown:

John Thayer; John P. Whitwell; and Maynard &

Noyesj A. T. Lowej Daniel Henchman; WiUiam
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Blrt^Und; Samuel L. Brewer 8i lirothers; Greec St

Hollis; Edward Thorndike; James Fowle; and a

number of others, including nearly all the druggists

in Boston.

The undersigned has had in use for several weeks,

Mr. Thomas G Fessenden's "lamp boiler " It is

so constiucied, that little if any of the heat of the

lamp can possibly escape, unless it be through the

fluid in the boiler; and if alcohol be used in the lamp,

the contents of ihe boiler will rise to the hoiling

point quicker than in any other apparatus which

has as yet come to Ihe observation of the under-

signed. The apparatus is neatly constructed, and

combines economy and utility. It is of infinite ad-

vantage in the formation of syrups, decoctions and

infusions; and the principle can be so applied as to

be of great service in the laboratory, as well as in

the apothecary's shop.

THEODORE DEXTER.
Boston, IStpt. 1, 1827.

It was observed by Count Rumford, in one of bis

economical essays, that, '-It is a curious fact, but is

nevertheless most certain, that, in some cases, spi-

rits of wine is cheaper, when employed as fuel, even

than wood." This assertion will apply with more
force, when alcohol is burnt in my apparatus, than

in any method of consuming it described by Count
Rumford, or known at the time he wrote. The boil-

er is so constructed as to confine a current of hot air

and flame to its bottom and sides, against which it

ie fon-ibly driven, forming an air furnnce in minia-

ture.

Lamp boilers of the above description may be ob

tained at the office of the New England Farmer,
No. 52 North Market-street; Josi>ph Kidder, corner

of Hanover and Court-stiect; Ebenezer Wight,
Milk-street, opposite Federal-strett; Rich;,id A
Neweil. SuTimrr-strcet, Druojcist; r.tid of William
Howe, N(i 7 Miirshall-st. and Benj. Haynes, Charles-

town, till manufacturers, who only have a right un-

der the patent to nianu,'"atluif said implements.

popped a dumpling, which she put in again, when
out bounced another, and another after that, which
so terrified the girl that she ran with all speed to Ihe
church; her grandmother seeing her come, shook
her head—winking at her, as much as to say, "be-
gone!" At last the girl cried out before the whole
congregation, "All your nodding and winking is in

vain; for the leg of mutton has kicked the dump
lings out of the pot."

FAITH AND GOOD WORKS.
A gentleman relates that he once received a curi-

ous illustration on this important subject from a per-

son with something of a clerical appearance, with

whoin he happened to enter into conversation, while
riding along the seashore: "Sir," said the stranger,

"my opinion of the matter is this: let us suppose
that I am in a boat in that bay, with two oars, one
of which I call Faith, and the other Good IVwks?
now I want to proceed to that town at Ihe head of

the bay: if I put out the oar Faith, and pull with it,

I should only pull the boat round and round, with
out advancing an mch. If I lay in Faith, and put out

the oar Good Works, I shall just pull myself round
and round, only in an opposite direction: but if I

pull with both oars. Faith and Good Works, and
give the boat's head the proper direction, then I

shall be certain of arriving at the wished for haven."

^m^'^L^m:^'^,
Baltimore, Frid.^y, September 21, 1827.

8>The ne.xt meeting of the Trustees of the Ma •

RVLAND Abricultckal Societv, is appointed for

Thursday, the 4lh of next month, at Brookland
Wood, Ihe seat of R. Calon, Esq.

He who is without a name, without friends, with-
out coin, without country, is still at least a man,
and he who has all these is no more.

Sir Walter Scott.

BORING FOR WATER.
W^e learn from the Mobile Resister, that one of

the public spirited citizens of that place, has made
arrangements with Mr. Di-^biow, who has been
80 suciessfnl in his enterprises, to procure a pro-

per machine, with an agent to superintend it, to

make the experiment of boring for pure water in

Mobile. The same paper adds: "there can be little

doubt, that good water may be obtained on thi prai-

ries in this country, by this method of boring. It is,

we believe, the received opinion, that the soil of our
prairies is upon limestone of a porous nature, and
the p:incipa! difficulty in cultivating them, arises

from ihe scarcity of water. The use of the boring
machine may, in the course of time, be the means
of bringing into cultivation a considerable portion

of these rich lands. It would be worth the experi-
ment at least."

DANCING DUMPLINGS.
Having a quill filled with quicksilver and stopped

dost, you secretly thrust it into Ihe dough; which
when the dnmpling is boiling, will put it into mo-
tion. By means of quicksilver, many ludicrous
feats may be performed; and the following anecdote
is in point. An old lady on a Sunday, was making
dumplings, when two urchins, her grandsons, came
to visit her, and being archly disposed, while her
back was turned, conveyed some quicksilver into
the dough, and then took their departure. The an-
cient dame left the care of the cooking to her grand-
daughter, and betook herself to church, charging
her to be careful in skimming the pot, wherein
were concealed Ihe dumplings and a leg of mutton
The gul was very watchful to obey these injunctions,
and taking off the cover, when the pot boiled, out

Large Cabbage.

On the 3d ult. a cabbage, raised in the garden of
Thomas Maund, Esq of Aldic, was ascertained to

writ;!) twtnly jive pounds'. It was of the drum-
head species, and its weight is established by Ihe
most respectable testimony. The seed was pro-
cured from Messrs. Sinclair arid Moore, of Biilli

more, to whose enterprise and industry the country
is indebted for the establishment of one of the best

seed stores in the union. {Fa. paper.

tf- Some views have been presented by a gentle-

man of talents and experience, that have gone far

to convince us that slave labour may be more pro-

fitably employed than free labour in manufacture*
of cotton bagging, and all coarse cottons. That
the southern slates have the cheapest operatives,

and the water power, with other facilities for the es

tablishment ol^ such factories, wanting only some
capital and practical skill, and that these will gu
where it can be demonstrated that they can be most
profitably employed; and that, in short, the lime is

commg rapidly when, if foreign manufactures are

excluded by a system of high duties and prohibi-

tions, the southern people, by their siane labour, with

skilful machinists and superintendants, will success-

fully compete with their eastern fellow citizens,

and make enough and to spare for their own con-

sumption.

These impressions will be more fully explained

and fortified in subsequent numbers. In the mean
time, we invite the discussion of the question.

—

Can adequate water power be found, and can slave

labour be profitably employed in the slave holding
states, for manufacturing coarse cottons and wooK
lens, cotton bagging, cordage, &c.?

H^CZPES.

(From the Chestertown Telegraph of Sept. 14.)

ICP LOOK HERE. ,£3|
It is proposed that twenty farmers of the Upper

District of Kent county, shall each prepare six

acres of land to be seeded in wheat the present
year; and that each of said farmers shall deposit at

the expiration of the year, five bushels of wheat for

the use of the farmer who shall raise the most
wheat on said six acres of land. It is also propo-
sed that the said twenty farmers shall continue the
practice of depositing five bushels of wheat for

three years in succession, for the farmer who shall

continue to raise the greatest number of bushels of
wheat on sis acres of land. It will be observed that

each farmer is not compelled to confine himself to

the same six acres of land during the three years;

but it shall be optional with himself to do so or not;

and that said six acres of land is to be surveyed and
laid down by the county surveyor, or some other

competent person; and Ihe wheat thus raised shall

be cut, slacked, threshed, cleaned and measured in

the presence of witnesses, which witnesses respec-

tively, shall keep an accurate account of the num-
ber of bushels of wheat which shall be made; and
the farmer that shall have raised the greatest num-
ber of bushels of wheat from off the said six acres

of land, shall be entitled to the one hundred bushels

of wheat which have been thus subscribed by the
twenty farmers.

Such farmers as are disposed to come into the

above arrangement, are invited at the head of Ches-
ter on Wednesday the 26th of September inst. for

the purpose of executing a bond to that effect.

A Farmer of the Upper District.
Scplen^er 12.

Remarks on the above— Communicated.

The above appears to me to be a useful and judi-

cious proposition, but I doubt if there be amongst
farmers, any where, life and spirit enough to carry

into operation, even so simple a proposition as this

is.—W hat twenty Maryland farmers meet together

to cook shad A-LA-MODE DE FRANCOIS.

Gash the fish deeply with transverse incisions, two
or three inches astrnder. Stuff them with onion, gar-
lic, sage, parsley, red pepper, black pepper, bashed
fat bacon and salt. Open tlie fish and fill the body
also with the same. Baste with fresh butter and
Port wine. Lay in the bottom of a dutch oven
(without a dish) and bake a great deal. The fish is

then high flavoured and delicious, and never fails to
sit well on any stomach. Cousin Tab.

REMEDY for CORNS.

Roast a clove of garlic on a live coal, or in hot
ashes: apply it to the corn, and (asten it on with a
piece of cloth, the moment before going to bed. It

softens the corn to such a degree, that it loosens and
wholly removes the corn in two or three days, how-
ever inveterate; afterwards wash the foot in warm
water: in a little time the indurated skin, that
forms the horny tunic of the corn, will disappear,
and leave the part as clean and smooth as if it had
never been attacked by any disorder. It Is right to

renew the application two or three times in twenty
four hours.

ANOTHER CURE FOR CORNS.

A gentleman who may be relied on, informs us he
has found the juice obtained by bruising green bean
leaves, a certain and effectual cure for corns It

should be applied to the corn at night, for four or
five nights in succession. It is equally efficacious w ith sufficient vivacity and resolution to risk five
when applied to warts. bushels of wheat on the issue of a contest, that in
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the very effort would assuredly be attended with an

increase of crop far beyond the amount to be risk

ed? Oh no, Ihat would be too great an exertion:

you mis;hl as well expect them to go with Symmes

in at the north pole. Days and weeks, and sleepless

nights may well be spent, and heart burning en-

dured, and quarrels fomented, that will alienate

fathers from sons, and brothers from each other, to

have A or B elected to some petty offi«e; but an

amicable and good tempered and beneficial rivalry

to see who shall, in the very true line of their bu-

siness, make the greatest product on the smallest

space of ground, with the least labour, would be al

together too arduous, loo great an enterprise, too

far removed from ihe common wheat-yard track of

proceeding from year to year. So it has been, and

so it will he, about uniting to purchase in each

county, a fine thorough bred horse—we will talk

and talk and talk about it—we will all agree that

by means of such a horse we might rear fine stock

for our own use, for saddle and harness—we might

send into market every year, horses that would

command from §150 to $250 each; but then what a

tremendous risk? what a vast effort? to gel 50 far-

mers to subscribe S30 each, and then send all the

way to n-ginin to buy the horse, why, to be re-

imbursed the ^30, we should have to get colts

from two mares! and all that we should have after-

wards, for this immense display of enterprise and

perseverance and advance of $30, would be the use

of the horse for two mares as long as he might live,

perhaps 15 years—equal to #450; or if we had no

mares to send, we could only receive our proportion

of his nett earnings! prodigious! who ever heard

of such rashness—fine horses are capital things,

whether for our own use and satisfaction, or to sell.

They may be reared and kept as cheap as worthless

ones—but then the people from Pennsylvania, New
York and New Jersey ought to bring them and

give them te m ready to our hands. Here we have

had a chance, since last year twelve month, to buy

Mark Antony and Rinaido—two splendid horses,

pronounced by a committee of our own Cattle

Show, to be, beyond comparison, superior to any

thing in the state. We have been thinking and

thinking about buying them, but then the owners

ought to have given us at least seven years to make

lip our minds; whereas we have only had 18 months.

Instead of Ihat, a few gentlemen in New Jersey

hear of these horses, make up a company in two

days—send a committee—buy Mark Antony for

$1500 in May—take him home—get 80 mares to

him at J20 each, and by the first day of September,

receive $1600 for bis services; and will have them

now clear, in all likelihood, for 16 or 18 years.

Well then, we thought of Rinaido, but we thought,

and we thought; and we talked, and we talked,

and wc concluded to postpone it to another year

—

in the mean lime a gentleman in Delaware, having

before his eyes the maxim of Doctor Franklin,

"postpone not until to-morrow what you can do to

day;' goes round amongst his neighbours, and in

three days, m^ikes up a subscription, and takes off

Rinaido, with the full assurance, that he will next

season cover 80 iiiares, at $15. But Ihe season is

passed now, and next spring we will begin to talk

again. lie was a vulgar son of an old tallow chand

ler. that Benjamin Franklin, who said, "one to-day,

is worth two to-morrows." TALBOT.
P. S. I may add, Mr Editor, on the best authori-

ty, that a gentleman in Ohio, bought in Baltimore,

last year, a thorough bred horse of very inferior

qualities, but rather shewy appearance in the eye of

an unskilful judge—he took him to Ohio, and this

year he covered 91 mares, at $12.

the quantity o( fruit, not less than one thousand

large bunches, from a single root, planted seven

years since, would hardly be credited We only

wish that every farmer in Ihe state could see it, as

the first reflection that struck us, was the extreme,

the culpable improvidence and laziness which pre-

vents 999 out of a thousand freeholders from ha

ving on their tables a single bunch of grapes, even

for the wholesome gratification of their families and

friends. Here it is demonstrated that a single vine

will yield much more of this delicious fruit than the

largest family could consume for several successive

weeks. Werecommend those who would see what

can be done in this country with the grape, to go

and seek from the polite and venerable proprietor,

the gratification which we experienced this morn-

ing in viewing his vines, his French chestnuts, his

figs, &c. &c.

f^To THE ADMIRERS OF NATURE'S WORKS.—The
subscriber hereby gives notice, that, in order to af

ford the amateurs of curiosities an opportunity of

fully exploring Weyer's Cave, one of Ihe most

astonishing displays of the works )f nature, he will,

on Wednesday, the 17th of October next, illumi-

nate it with upwards of 1000 candles, in such a man-

ner as to discover, and give double effect to every

beauty which it contains.

To attempt a full description of this cave, would

be to go far beyond the limits of an advertisement;

sufl[ice it, therefore, to say, that in number and spa-

ciousness of rooms—Ihe disposition of festooning

and drapery—in variety of stalactites and colour*

exactness of representation, and in harmony of ar-

rangement of the whole, it is not equalled by any

thing of the kind in nature; and is 'iiily, in point ol

sublime grandeur, surpassed by the fall.-, of Niagara.

The best music on violins, clarionets, &c. and

other conveniences, tu enhance the comfort of vi-

sitors, will be also afforded.

John Mohleb.

[We think it worthy of a higher rank than the

Natural Bridge, as a wonderful curiosity of nature.

Ed. Am. Farmer.]

Price.? at Pliitadelphia on Saturday last.

Floub.—After remaining steady at $5. CO for near six
months, flour has at leneth advanced; sales have been
made at $5 25. There has been a fair export demand,
with unusually short supplies.

Corn Meal.—200 hhds. corn meal sold at $12.00, and
some advance now demanded. Sales in bbls. at 2.7.5,

an advance of /S cents since our last report. Stocks
very low, and but little making In rye flour, a fair

business, for the supply, has been done, at 2 81^.

Grain—Several cargoes of Delaware wheat have
beeii sold at .85 to .90 cents; one cargo, Genessee, at
.!i9. and one to arrive, at 98 cents Corn has been
scarce during the past week, and much wanted; about
1500 bushels Pennsylvania, brought .52 to .56 cents; and
about 3000 Lower C, .50 to 51 cents. Oats begin to

come in more freely by wagons, from Pennsylvania, at

.28 to. SO cents; quality very excellent.

RINALDO.
Notice is hereby given, that the season for Rinaldo

will be closed on the last dav of this mdnth Accord-

ing to previous nntice the owner of any Mare covered

before that day, will be indebted in the sum of $15, un-

less the money shall have been previously paid, in which
case $10 willbe taken. Sepl. 21.

BAZiTIXXOBi: PRZCES cvs.ss.Evrv.

"We have perused the English copy of Moore's
Epicuuean. The first thirty or forty pages of this

iipuscule struck us only as an elegant yet conmion-

place rhapsody; but as we proceeded, our attention

became more eng iged, and we found so many beau-

ties of both design and execution that we yielded

to sentiments of lively pleasure and admiration

Parts of it are wrought with exquisite feeling and

skill; what appears extravagant in the narrative and

descriptions is justified by the citations which are

made at the end, in notes; and the general complex-

ion and drift are not nnerely moral, but religious.

Moore cannot do better than turn this sparkling and

harmonious prose into his mellitluent verse. The
composition might be converted into a poem richer

ill novel and splendid imagery, and much more ef

fective in the tenor and catastrophe, than Laila

Hookh. The descriptions of the natural and artifi

cial scenery of Egypt under the dominion oi' the

Roman emperors; the pictures of the subterranean

ivonilers devised and managed by Ihe Et'yptian

priesthood; Ihe passages of the two lovers,—his

principal characters—un the Nile, and their peculiar

situation and sympathies; and the melancholy, edi

fying uenoueracnt. will, pn.ba'. ly, gain for the au

thor, as much credit in relation to style, painting,

and sensibilily, as any, or all, ol his othei wntings.'

[.V«<. Oaz.

f^fc Grapes.—No srowth of the vine which has

falh'n under our observalion, is equal to Ihat which

may be seen at fSt. Mary's Collegt-., in tiiis cily—an

accurate description of the extent of the vine, and

Erratum.—In the "Origin d Notices on Crops

and Manures," American Fanner N'> 26, 13 line

liom the bottom of 2d col. and Isl page, for'/ri(;ot»

f('," read employed.

Reported for the Amtrican Farmer, by Letcis Sutton If Co,

Tobacco.—One crop of 14 hhds. from Anne Arundel
county, made and sold by Mr. Thomas .Anderson yester-

day, of red tobacco, crop and seconds, at $4.50 round.

Seconds, as in quality, $3.50 a 6.00—common crop,

3.' a 3.50—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—good red, 6.00 a 6.00

—Fine red, 1.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 1 00 o 10.00—

Yellow Ohio, 5.50 a I' .00—Fine do. and Maryland 15.00

<i 20.00—Virginia fat and fine, 6.00 o 8.00—Rappahan-
nock, (none)—Kentucky, fine, 3.60 a 6.00—do. wrap-
ping, T.OOoS.OO.
Flour—super. Howard-st. $5 00 a 5.12^-city mills,

4.25 a 4.50—white wheat family, 5.75 a 6 00—Susque-
hanna, 4.00 a 4.25—Corn Meal, per cwt. 1.50—bbl.

2.87i--GRAm, white wheat, best .90 a .95—red do. .80

o

.R6—ordinary, g'Jod, .60 a .75

—

Corn, .45 n .50

—

Rte,

•40 a.SO

—

Oats, .20 a 25

—

Beans, 1. 25

—

Peas, .40 a. 50

—

Clover seed, 3 50 a 4.00— Timothy 3.00

—

Barley, .56

11.58—Flaxseed, .60 a 75 -Cotton, 'I'irginia, S^a.lO
—North Carolina, 8.4 a .9^—Louisiana, .1 ! a .13—Mis-

souri, .9^ a .lOJ—Alabama, .10 a 11

—

Wool, washed,

.18 a .22—unwashed, .16—crossed blood, 20 a 22—half

do. .24 re .26— Ihree-quarter do. .28 a .30—full blood,

,3ft „ 35— Fish, Herrings, 2.50 o 2. 75—Shad, 6.00 a 7.00

—Mackerel, 3 75 a 4.50 a 5.75—Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 a

.10— niiddliiH;s, .7 a .7^—hog round, .'—Whiskey, per

hhd .-.'6 a 'JS—do. bbl. .28 a .J9—Feathers, 28 a .29—
Beef, im the hoof, 4.5^ a 5.00—hogs, do. 3.60 a 4.00

—

Mutton, do. 1.25 a 1.75—Vnl. do. .'SO a 3.00.

Ahout lOOn bush, of red bearded chaff wheat, part of

the crop of Mr Charles Hill, of Piince George's c.'Un-

ty, -Md., was sold on the 14th. by Edward 1. Willson,

commi'ssion merchant and planter's agent, for 92 cents.

Tobacco.—Inspections in the three State Ware-

houses, for the week ending yesterdav morning. No.

1, 202—2, 217-3, 23'—Tfia', 651 hhd . _^___^
~~
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MIDDLE FLORIDA.
Inswer to Inquiries relative to Middle Florida, pro-

pounded by a Gentleman in Switzerland; togetlicr

with an accompanying letter from Gen. Lafaijette,

dated Paris, Feb '28, 18-27, to his excellency IVm.

P. Duvid, Governor of Florida—By David B. Ma-
comb, Rs(i member^ the Florida Institute of -Agri-

culture, Antiquitits and Science.

Mv Deak Sir, Paris, Feb. 28, 1827.

I hope my acknowledgements for the favours be

stowed upon me by the representatives in Florida,

their worthy Governor, and the honourable Society,

have been in due time received. It is to me a great

additional happiness to my inexpressible enjoy-

ments, during my visit through the United States,

that I have since been honoured with so gratifying

marks of afl'eclion and esteem from the citizens of

Florida. It highly enhances the advantage I have,

to be their co-proprietor in that fine part of the

Union.
Having been informed that it might be agreeible

to the inhabitants of Tallahassee to become pro-

pi ielors of one half of the section near the metro-

polis, I gave, of course, a ready assent to any ar-

rangement that might suit their purpose. So, I hear

the holding in one hand the totality of a township

most advantageously situated, would be rather in-

convenient to the population; I am fully disposed

to comply with that general fetling. But as infor-

mation from the United States, namely, letters ex-

pected from Mr. Graham and Col. McKeo, have been

long delayed by an unusual perseverance of easterly

winds, I do not know what is the present state of

the question. There is, however, an incident which

I will not lose time in submitting to you.

A respectable family, living in Switzerland, have

applied for my opinion respecting the facilities of a

settlement in Alabama or West Florida, where they

might transport a number of labourers and mecha-
nics. 1 have answered, that in both countries, si

tualions could be found appropriate to the exertion

of white labour, to the cullivation of the vine, jlive

tree, and to the education of the mulberry ard silk

worm, that I myself, was owner of a tract rf land,

where I thought these advantages could 'je secur-

ed. And i have oflTered to send to Gove.nor Mur-

phy, and to you, a scries of such queues as they

would please to lay down. Will yoi. be so kind,

my dear sir, to redeem my pledge by your observa

tions on the enclosed note.

I send it without any form, and leave it open; in

order that Mr. Graham, Col. McXee, Gen. Call, or

any other of our friends at Wsshington, may also

give their opinions some weeks before your answer
can be obtained. It seems to me, emigration ol

that kind, to the southern r**""' of the United States,

could become very benedcial to the country. I,

however, advise adventurers not to take my deci-

sion, before one of thcnn has been himself on the

S))Ot.

I am happy in the opportunity to offer you, my
dear sir, the high regard and grateful attach-

ment of

Your sincere friend,

LAFAYETTE.
His Excel. Wm. P. Duval, )

Tallahassee, Florida. J

Sir, Berne, in Sioilzerland, Feb. IS, ls:i.

Under the protection of General Lafayette, I

ake the liberty to address you, and send you notes,

which you will tind in another place, relative to va-

lious instructions, which, if you will have the good
ess to procure, will be of the greatest utility to

me.
I have the project to establish myself and family,
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anii also oilier lanulies, in the southern parts of the
United Stales, to form there a small colony, bring
ing with me from Switzerland a certain number of
good labourers and mechanics with their workmen,
underslood, with (heir families, and good disposed
people; and also some good cultivators of the vine
from the south of Swifzerland, where the cultiva-
tion of the vine is carried to the greatest perfection,
and which, I have no doubt, will equally prosper in
your fine country.

My intention is to make a journey through Ala-
bama and Florida, each of these states being re-
nowned for their mildness of climate, the fertility of
the soil, and the salubrity of the air; but before I

decide on making a visit to your states, I am desi-
rous of procuring positive and exact information
upon the principal points that may interest a direc-
tor of a new colony.

The slate of Alabama is one of those that is the
least knoivn in Europe; and the one which, per-
haps, merits to be the most.

It has been impossible for me, as yet, to procure
a dHlailed description of it; therefore, it would very
much oblige me, if you would' procure me an an-
swer ti) Ihe various questions which follow:

1st. Is it true that the State of Alabama is about
50 miles from the sea coast? Do the hilly parts of
the country contain good soil, proper for all sorts of
cultivation, with good grazing land; and ivhether the
climate is mild and healthful, containing many
springs and rivers of good water? Is this the de-
scrijilion of the vallies of the river Cahawba, and
of another river collateral?

The left bank of the Coosa is 30 miles above its

junction, Jones' vallies and the valley to the east of
the Cahawba?

2d. Has the Government much land to dispose
of, cither in those vallies, or in other parts of the
state, not less favoured by nature?

3d. What are the parts of the state most reputed
for their fertility and salubrity?

lib. What is Ihe price of uncultivated land of
the first quality, on paying ready money?

5th. Are there any societies, or private proprie-
tors, that have land to sell, and at what price?

6th. Is there much land belonging to Ihe Indian
Creeks. Cherokees, and Choclaws, and the while
inhabitants, have they any thing to fear from their
hostilities?

7th. In what part of the country would you ad-
vise a society of Swiss agriculturists to establish
themselves; and for how much could one buy from
two to three thousand acres of good uncultivated
land? (I observe that we do not understand the
cullivation of cotton.)

8th. VVere a colony of Swiss to est.iblish them-
selves in the country, composed of labourers, culti-
vators of the vine, mechanics, with their families-
would they be certain of succeeding in their enter-
prise, if they were honest, laborious people, and
conducted by several proprietors, having sufficient
capital at their disposition?

9th. Is it not of more advantage for a new colony
to bring vviih them European labourers, or to em-
ploy the natives or negroes to clear the land?

10th. Is it to be supposed that the Swiss can bear
the heat and change of climate?

11th. What are the principal productions of the
higher parts of the country?

12th. Is it easy to sell the produce to advantage?
13th. Do they rear much large or small cattle?
I4fh. Is it thought that the culture of the vine

would succeed? Has it been tried, and what are
the result^?

15th. Which are the plants from Europe, or
other parts, that are most likely to succeed, or are
the plants of the country preferred?

16lh Do vegetables and European fruit trees

flourish, and would it be well to bring choice sam-
ples from Europe?

I7lh In what stale is the Fn-.nch colouy ol I'.un-

beckbee, who bought one hundred thou-.and acres
of land from the government in 1818; and if ihey
have not succeeded, what may be the cause? Have
they much land to sell, and at what price?

13th. W'hat are the wages for workmen by the
day, week or year?

19th. What is the best season for a new colony
to arrive?

20th. Lastly, what is the white population, that
of the Indians, and of the negroes?

Sir, it will"be very agreeable to me to receive an
answer to the various questions; likewise any infor-

mation you can possibly procure me, concerninu: the
state of Alabama. And I trust I shall be excised
entering into many details, and beg you will accept
the assurances of my most profound respect and
consideration, with which I have the honour to be.
sir. Your very humble and obed't serv't.

To the Governor of Florida.

Benvenue in Lockacray, near Tallahatste, 1

July 16(/i, 1827. ^

The questions to which the following are answers,
having been submitted to me by his excellency Wil-
liam V. Duval, with a request that I should contri-
bute any information I might possess in relation to
their object, I cheerfully avail myself of the first

leisure moment to carry into effect my ready com-
pliance vvith his wishes.

As the first six questions are made particularly
with regard to the State of Alabama, I shall proceed
directly to those which appear to be more of -a gene-
ral nature, and comprising within their scope this
part of the territory of Florida.

Answer 7th. I advise and recommend a society of
Swiss agriculturists to establish themselves in Mid-
dle Florida. In speaking of the advantages of this
section of country to a foreign agricultural associa-
tion, I would immediately bring to their knowledge
the important fact, that white labourers can and "do

endure the almost vertical heat of the sun, in their
agricultural operarr.ns, without experiencing the
least inconvenience therefrom. I speak from expe-
rience and daily habitude in my horticultural la-
bours. There is an elasticity in the atmosphere,
occasioned, no doubt, as well by our elevation, as
our contiguity to the Gulf of Mexico, (and conse-
quently within the influence of the sea breeze,)
which persons newly arrived are extremely sensible
of; and to which fact may be attributed the ease and
pleasure with which agricultural or other labours are
borne by the industrious farmer and mechanic.

—

Having premised this fact, I assert that the Talla-
hassee country possesses a greater number of re-
sources, whether considered in a commercial or
agricultural point of view, than any of the southern
states. These resources are measurably latent, but
only require the hand of industry and enterprise to
develope thcni, and confirm the superiority of this
country over every other part of the United States
of North America.

I'he two grand and important staples of the terri-

tory of Florida, are sea island or long staple cotton,
and sugar cane; and if there were an absence of all

the other staples grown in the United States, these
would alone offer inducements to the planter, to
establish himself here for the purpose of cultivating
them: such is the tine quality of the cotton, to^e-
ther with its superior price, and the extraordinary
growth and size of the sugar cane, as well as the
quantity of saccharine matter contained in it. But
bountiful nature seems to have assembled in this

region all the important staples and fruits of the
northern and middle states, with a most liberal and
profu-i^e hand. The staples of indigo, rice and cot-
ton of South Carolina, Alabama and Georgia, arc
thrown \h the shade when compared with the abun-
dant crops of those staples in Florida. Our com-
mon uplands produce from 75 to SO bushels of rici
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to the acre. \Vl)e;il, Iiuiian corn, (maize,) barley,

rye, oat?, millet, are produced as abundantly as in

the'middle seaboard states. The soil is much more

easily cultivated, and all kinds of obnoxious weeds

more easily kept under, than in Alabama or Geor-

gia, a circumstance of no small importance to those

who intend to cultivate prnpriis maiiibus.

Alls. 8th. Were such a colony of S^wiss. as de-

scribed in the question, to establish themselves in

this section of country, they would, beyond the pro-

bability of doubt, succeed in their enterprise. There

is no part of the continent of North America where

the climate and soil are so peculiarly adapted to the

cultivation of the vine, as the Middle District of

Florida. Nature has been profuse, indeed, in her

eflbrts in this branch of her economy. A common
observer can readily distinguish eight or ten dif-

ferent species of the vine in our forests, where

they grow and flourish most luxuriantly, and bear

abundantly, for wild grapes. Our woods are lite-

rally covered with tlie various kinds of vine, a

sure indication that the grape will succeed, when

nurtured and dressed by experienced labourers and

cultivators. Whole fields of vine can be shown,

whose age cannot fall short of one hundred years.

In some few instances, the large French blue grape

has been engrafted upon the root of the wild grape

in statu quo, and they have produced the first year

of their engrafture: the second, one bushel of grapes

from one vine; and the third year a large crop is an-

ticipated. 'IMiere is, consequently, no part of the

world, where a vineyard can be established with so

much expedition, with so great certainty of succesSj

and with so comparatively small expense. But our

population know scarcely nothing of the manufac-

ture of wine, when they have grown the grape in

abundance. They have had little or no opportunity

of acquiring practical information on this important

subject; nor would they be disposed to enter into a

business of this kind, as it requires too lung a time

to bring their labour to a prolitable issue; it being

prevalently understood among us, that it requires

fire vears to establish a vineyard. All the different

species of foreign grape that have been planted in

this section of country, have succeeded well, and no

doubt will produce in due time, and with proper

pruning and dressing: a branch of knowledge very

little understood here, and consequently a source of

Teat profit to the possessor. The first successful

establishment upon a respectable scale in Florida,

will realize an independence in a few years.

Ana. 9th. Knowing the peculiar habits and dispo

sition of the European labourers, and at the same

time their inaptitude to manage the axe at first; an

instrument first in rank and usefulness in levelling

our forests, I advise that as ninny strong, able bo-

died and industrious labourers be brought over from

Switzerland as possible; but that only a slight de-

pendence at first be placed upon their operations in

such of the labours as our native inhabitants are

more expert in: such as the felUiig of trees, split

ting rails lor fences, &.c. These labourers may, in

the mean time, be employed in grubbing, rolling the

lugs and burning brush on your newly acquired lands,

^(is. 10th. It is most certain that the Swiss, or I

even the more northern European can bear the heat

and change of climate incidental to their removal

from that continent to this section of Florida; for

this obvious reason, that the mean heat in Florida

is less than in southern Switzerland, the thermome-

ter, (Fahrenheit's,) ranging in the extreme of hot

wcalher between 7y and 90, in the day time, and

75 and 60 in the night lime. In point of health and

amenity, I may ahiiost say delicious luxury of cli-

mate, Tallahassee, the cajiital of Florida, may be

cojisidered as the Montpelier of the United Stales.

The climate resembles that of Naples, without its

siroc wind. At that season of the year, when th

hohon upas acts with so much virulence upon the

rida, are refreshed with daily showers, which con

tinue from the middle of July to the autumnal equi-

nox. They cannot be called periodical rains, as in

the more southern latitudes, but in their cheering

effects upon vegetation and upon the animal sys-

tem, the same, although not accompanied with such

violent or terrible appearances.

Alls. nth. As this is almost the highest part of

Florida, I proceed to give a description of it, as

well as an account of its principal productions .ind

fruits. The face of this country cannot be said to

be mountainous, although inclined to be hilly. It

has a rolling, with sufficient of the advantages of a

champaign, without losing any of the beauty of a

hilly surface. The soil is composed, in some places,

of a deep, warm and mellow hazle earth, easily

worried; in others, of a deep black mould, based

Qpon clay of a deep red colour; when turned up,

presents a glossy surface, and when wetted, stains

the fingers like paint; in other places, of a pure

loam, with a mixture of clay and fine sand, deep,

but not heavy. This last. 1 observe, affords the

greater evidences of the vine. In addition to the

productions and fruits enumerated in the 7th an-

swer, I have to state that the orange (sweet, sour,

and bitter,) grows wild in the county of Alachua;

and the China orange is cultivated both at St. Au
giistine and Pensacola, with great success. But as

this is a newly settled part of Fl irida, recently

emerged from the possession of the aborigines, the

China orans^e has not arrived to maturity for want
of time. We have young trees from three to four

years old, which hare withstood the frosts of two

uncommonly severe winters, without any material

Injury at that tender age. The olive may also be

ranked as a staple production of this territory. An
olive grove, established with the intention of manu-
facturing the olive oil and preserves, would yield

enormous profits. The trees I have seen in St. Au-
gustine, in the gardens of some of the gentlemen of

that city, are larger than the largest olive trees of

France, and excel them in the quality and quantity

of their fruit. The olive tree grows wild in this

region. 1 have seen much fruit on the trees tbat

came under my observation. I have no doubt they

could be grafted advantageously. Silk has been

cultivated and reared with success. The white mul
berry (morus alba,) has been introduced and found

to thrive. The purple mulberry (morus lubra.) is

common in our foiests, and attains a very large

size, and would afford nourishment in abundance

for the silk worm; with this single objection, that

the quality of the silU when the worm has been fed

upon the morus rubra, is not as fine by 50 per cent,

as when fed upon the morus olha.

Ans. 12th. There is no difficulty in selling or dis-

posing of the productions of Florida. A slight

view of the map of North America will be sufficient

to satisfy any reasonable mind on this subject. Our
vicinity to the seaboard, and our extensive coast,

abounding with fine bays and harbours, give us

greater advantages in this respect than any other

part of the United States. We have a choice of

Cuba for a market (or our live stock, provisions

and lumber; and of New Orleans, New York, and

all the southern ports, for our cotton, and sugar,

and fruits. Tallahassee being only 20 miles Irom

St. Marks, a port of entry and delivery for vessels

drawing thirteen feet water. With your colony,

you can come direct to the place of your settle-

ment in a vessel, and bring all your implements of

husbandry. There are thousands of acres of good

uncultivated land to be bought within 20 or 30

miles of this place, at from two to five dollars per

acre, in a country, which for health, good water,

variety of staple and other productions, beauty and

elevation of situation, extent of prospect, fertility of

soil, lacility of tillage, and vicinity to seaboard, is

not exceeded by any part of the United States of

shores of the Mediterranean, we, the people of Flo- 1 America. Tallaliassee is in latitude 30" 40',

Aiis. 13tli. The territory of Florida is susceptibitt
of rearing more large and small cattle, probablj,
than any otiier portion of equal extent in North
America. They are raised with very little trouble
and expense; the winter being so mild, and the frosts
so slight and of so short a duration, as not to affect
Ihe wild herbage (called the cattle range;) conse-
quently we are not under the necessity of hiying
up a slock of provender for thein during the winter
season. The natural or wild grasses are abindant -,

and extremely nutritious, and continue in a verdant
state throughout the winter. The artificial grasses,
such as lucerne, sainfoin, Stc. and clover, not hav-
ing been introduced as yet; although there is much
reason to believe that success will attend their cul-
tivation, particularly the last, two kinds of «hich
(orange and white,) are indigenous. Guinea grass
has been cultivated with great success. Indeed, I

have no doubt, such is the luxuriance of this grass
and the nutritive qualities it possesses, that it will
su|iersede, in this country, every other artificial

grass. Goats and sheep are reared with ease and
success; the wool of the latter, on sheep of com-
mon blood, such is the amenity of the climate, im-
proving in texture and fineness every year; a flict

(as well as all others stated in these answers,; which
has come under my own observation.

Alls. 14th It is not only thought, but we bare
evidence of the fact before us in small experiments,
that the culture of the vine will be attended with
success. It has been partially tried, and the results

are most flattering. I refer you again to my an-
swer of the 7th question, on this bead, more at

large.

Jills. 15lh. I would recommend an introduction of

the different kinds of pbints, seeds, &c. in your
neitrhbourhood. All foreign and exotics that have
been tried, have succeeded.

Alls. 16th. Every kind of vegetable thrives here
wilb success—vegetation is exceedingly rapid. We
have three seasons lor gardening. The spring, fall

and winter gardens. Root houses are not in use
among us. Fruit trees from Prince's botanic gar-
den. New York, from original stock from Europe,
have succeeded well, particularly peaches, necta-
rines qnd apricots. The plumb, cherry, mulberry,
olive. Grange and apple grow wild: in fine, I never
knew a country where Ihe forests abounded with a
greater variety of indigenous fruits

Ans. 17t\i. I cannot say with any precision, what
is the state i\( the French colony on the Tombeckbe
river. They\iave not turned their undivided atten-

tion to Ihe cuhivatlon of the vine, as was oriKinally

intended. Thej were not composed of a sufficient

number of labouiijrs, as every colony ought to be:

they were many sf them in tflo affluent circum-
stances, and too unviilling and unaccustomed to la-

bour themselves. 'Ae Alabama country is not a
healthy one; on the contrary, virulent bilious fevers

prevail there in the fall of the year. This, I take

it, is one of the proximate causes of their want of
success. Indeed, 1 am of opinion, that colonies,

strictly speaking, will not endure for any lenijth of
time in the United States. A large body of inde-

pendcnt emigrants, if they are .sober and industrious,

and accustomed to agricultural operations in their

native country, will undoubtedly always prosper.

But colonist emigrants, after they have been a short

time established in the United States, perceive too

sensibly Ihe blessings of an almost licentious liber-

ty (if I may be allowed so harsh a term,) to be go-

verned by the arbitrary rules of a colonial gover-

nor, in matters deeply affecting their private inte-

rests. The contrast between this state of vassal-

lage, and tbat untrammelled course of pursuit in

the American citizens settled around them, is too

great for them to bear It causes disaffection in

their ranks, and consequently want of success, in a

great measure, in their colonial establishment.

—

Every emigrant, whether colonist or independent.
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ought to be entirely free to pursue his own opera-

tions as the citizen in whose neiglibouihood he is lo

cated. In fact, such is the freedom of our laws,

and «qual distribution of justice, that a colonial

emigrant can desire no better change in his condi-

tion than to become a citizen of the United States;

nor can he consult his own happiness in a more

eminent degree, than by adopting and conforming,

as far as possible, to the manners and customs of

the plain republican American citizen.

Ans. 13th. Wages of labourers in this section of

country are high, as may naturally be expected from

the enumeration of its staples and productions, and

the lair prospect of success in every agricultural

operation. The hire of a negro labourer is JlOO

per annum, and per month and week in proportion.

U-iilv labour, demands and receives one half dollar

per day. An industrious and sober labourer, can

support a wife and family of four or five children,

from his daily earnings, with ease and comfort.

Ans. 19tb Any season of the year in Middle Flo-

rida, may be said to be a safe season for emigra

tion; but the rainy season (August and September,)

are not pleasant months to arrive in.

Alls. 20th The population of Florida is about

20,000, and consists of one half white, one fourth

negroes, and perhaps one fourth Indians. The lat-

ter are settled in the southern part of the peninsula

of East Florida, about two hundred miles distant

from this place, and are not permitted to pass their

boundaries. It is the intention of the general go-

vernment of the Unitt d Slates to remove them west

of the Mississippi river, as soon as practicable.

—

They are now a peaceable and well meanin"- race,

and not at all disposed to be hostile with the whites;

but for greater safety, and by way of inducing emi-

gration to this beautiful country, they are kept in

surveillance by a cordon mililaire.

I lake pleasure in assuring you, as it is your se-

rious intention to visit this section of country in

person, before making permanent ariangenieiits for

emigrating with your family ami colony, that I

should be happy to afford you, during your vi?it, or

any K'.iropean, by correspondence or otherwise, any

further information more in detail, on the subject

of tbis inieresling country.

I am, sir, your very obed't serv't,

DAVID B. MACOMB.

COTTON BAGGING.
27ie employment of Cotton for Cotton Bagging, and

of Slaves in the iiouth, for the Mannfucture cf

Coarse Cottons, ^-c.

[Here is a new subject for the consideration of our

southern friends. The increase in the growth of

their great staple, has so far exceeded the di-mand,

that those engaged in it must now abundon it for

something else (heaven knows what,) or some new
source of demand must be created, to keep p.ice

with the augmented and augmenting production.

It has been proposed to increase that demand in

a degree, by using cotton in the nianulacture ol ihe

bagging and cordage with which the cotton is pack-

ed up for foreign markets, in lieu of the hempen
bagging, now obtained at a high price at home, or a

yet higher price for that which is made abroad:

higher, because of the tax imposed on the foreign,

for the protection of the domestic article.

Th^ increased demand which may arise in this

way, may not be very considerable in itself, but

"every little makes a mickle;" and when the plant-

er of cotton and the sower of grain, has to eneoun
ter so many outgoings and exactions, it behoves hin

to cast about earnestly and constantly to stop the

smallest hole of expenditure. It is supposed thitt

coarse, thick cottons, or cottons mixed with wool,

may be used too, for winter clothing.

That all these fabricks may be made, emphatical-
ly, at home—that is, in the Southern states, by slave

labour, is insisted upon by gentlemen who have

been told by Scotch and hy New F,ngland superin

tendants of manufactories in Kentucky, that of all

operatives, the slaves there used are the most docile

and efficient. We have been urged to invite pub-

lick attention to these topicks, and without the

means of illustrating them ourselves, hy arj-uments

founded on experience, we do not doubt but that

others will take them up, and give them that minute

consideration and development which is demanded
for them by their connection with so large a portion

of the Union.
We should be glad to hear from our subscribers in

the south and west what has been attempted, and with

what sort of success—what is in contemplation

—

what facilities are at hand—what deficiencies exist,

&c. The articles that bear upon these subjects,

which have been gleaned from the newspapers, are

herewith sent to the printer of the American Far
mer, in which paper gentlemen are invited to ex-

press their views pro and con.]

Cotton Bagging and Cordage—recommended to

BE made of Cotton.—No. I.

(From the Ariel—Natchez, May, 1821.)

Allow me, throusth your paper, to call the atten-

tion of the cotton planters to the article of cotton

bagging. The quantity of cotton now raised is so

great, compared with former years, that unless some
steps ar.-^ taken to reduce the growth of cotton or

to increase Ihe growth of hemp, or find a substitute

for it, the price of bagging must be high for many
years. It would be useless to recommend a de-

crease in the culture of cotton; and yet, unless the

growth and the consumption can he made to cor-

respond more nearly, there must be a considerable

accumulation of stocks, and a consequent reduc-

tion in price. If this should be the case, how is it

possible for us to pay the present high price for

bagging? or how is it possible for us to meet our

engagements? At the present reduced price of

cotton, we can do no more than pay taxes and sup-

port our familips; and with this (were the country
out of debt,) we ought, probably to be satisfied. If

cotton is to continue at 8 cents, (and really there is

every prospect of its being still lower,) ought we
not to rely on our own resources as much as [)ossi-

ble? Ought we not to endeavour to live wilhin

ourselves, and purchase as sparinu;ly as possible of

articles not the growth or manufacture of our own
state? But to return to Ihe subject of bagging.

There is another reason why this article must rule

high. By the operation ol the taritT, the Scotch
bagging is nearly excluded from our market, and
we are (breed to rely on the friends of that mea-
sure (our neighbours in Kentucky,) exclusively, for

our supplies. 'I'hey may put what price they please

on it, and we must pay it, so long as they know we
cannot be supplied through other channels. Hence
we find speculators from that state buying up the

article at the enormous price of 'ifi cenls per yard,

and with a reasonable hope, too, of realizing from
four to six cents per yard. It may be said, the time
has been when we paid 40 cenls, and without mur-
muring: true— but we then sold our cotton for 30
and 3-i cents per pound. The bagging then cost

nothing; hut now, if we buy it at 'iO cents per lb.

(equal to SO cents per yard,) and sell at eight cents,

it requires no arithmetician to tell, that we lose con-
siderably by the operation.

Is there no remrdy for this evil? I answer yes!

and one, that is witliin the grasp of almost every

planter. Let us unite in a determination to manu-
facture our bagging out of our inferior cotton. It is

but to make the experiment, and success will, I am
sure, follow. Independent of the saving in the cost

of our bagging, we would be adding to the con
sumption of the raw material; and In this way con-
tribute something to Ihe enhancement of its value,

by bringing the growth and consumption nearer oa

an equality. If the value of Ihe raw material i^

enhanced, we receive all the advantages of it in

Ihe sale ol the bagging.

No doubt some will say this consumption would
be trifling; and no doubt the same was said, when
the coarser quality of cotton goods was first manu-
factured, and substituted for other fabrics. In all

undertakings, novelty is a serious obstacle to be
overcome, and in tbis I grant it would have great

weight. 1 would be pleasetl to see some of our large

planters set the example. I have neither lime, nor
t:ilents, to place the subject in its true light; but I

cannot avoid thinking it a subject well worth the

time and attention of those who are qualified; and
I throw out these hints with a wish, and a hope, of

eliciting something more appropriate from some of

your correspondents.

The crops of Louisiana and Mississippi now
growing, (without accident,) will require 800,000
yards of bagging; suppose it was all covered v\itli

••cotton" bagging; here would be a consumption of

'2,500 bales of 400 poumls each, allowing 1 J pound.s

to each yard of banning. Suppose we were to use

cotton cordage also; there would be a consumption
of i2,5 b.tles more. If we cannot manufacture
these articles ourselves, ought we not to encourage
it in others? I am persuaded that some of the pro-

piietors of the northern factories would find it to

their advanlage, to manufacture the low priced cot-

tons into bagging 4ii inches wide, weighing about

I I pounds lo the yard. A Cotton Flakier.

[ On the above the Editor of the jYew York Courier

remarked as follows:]

"Cotton Bagging.—We copy the following arti-

cle fiom tiK JYulche: Ariel , recommending the use

of cotton instead of hemp for Ihe baling and roping

of cotton. Independent of Jhe fact that every buy-

er through whose hands it may pass, will suffer loss

by the insufficiency of cutlon for this purpose, our

ship owners usually make a great difference in

freight between packages which, from the strength

of the hemp bagging, admit of being compressed,

and those whose cotton covering will not allow pres-

sure sufficient lo make common stowage, to say

nothing of the anti-commercial spirit (more especi-

ally as between neighbouring states) of manufactur-

ing every thing within the bounds of one's own
state."

[To the above the Editor of the Ariel replied, in July]

The above betrays such ignorance of Ihe subject

of which "CoUon Planter" treated, that we think it

bul justice to the writer, to Ihe public, and to our-

selves, to give It a proper notice. The editor seems

to have a-sunicd as a fact, that bagging manufactur-

ed from cotton is not so strong as the hemp, and
that there would be a loss to Ihe purchaser, shipper,

and to every |ierson through whose hands the cot-

ton must pass, if covered with cotton bagging.

—

There is no person in Ihe least acquainted with the

subject, who will admit the truth of this assertion,

we appeal to the experience of those who have tried

both—and we do it with a confidence that they will

unequivocally agree in opinion, /W t/ie bagging ma-
nufactured from cotton, has a decided preference, in

point of strength over Scotch bagging, manufactured

from hemp. But admitting, for the sake of argu-

ment, that it is not so strong, does it follow that the-

cotton bales covered with it, could not be repressed,

and would have to pay a higher freight? By no

means: to admit this, would be to allow that Ihe re-

pressed cotton was retained in its position by the

strength of Ihe bagging alone; whereas every per-

son at all acquainted with Ihe subject, knows full

well that no reliance is placed in the bagging for

this purpose. To admit the contrary would be to

admit also, that the cordage has no agency in the

business, and is consequently of no use, and that

the twine, wiih which the bales are sewed, would

be amply sufficient to supply its place. If ihe New
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York editor would establish this fact, he would be

entitled to the thanks of every cotton planter in the

United States. We who should be better acquaint-

ed with this subject, know that the cordae;e with

which the bales are bound, is the sole agent to Iteep

them to their place, and the bagKinj; is only used as

•A corciiiig- to protect the cotton J'rom the dust and the

U'cather.

l( there was any well grounded cause of com-
plaint against the use of cotton bagging, the com-
mission merchants in New Orleans, ought to have
been the first to have heard it. But so far as our

knowledge extends, there has not been a solitary

instance of complaint; nor indeed has there been,

to our knowledge, a single bale covered with this

kind of bagging shipped from New Orleans for the

last twelve years. We can venture to assure the

New York editor that so far from this being a loss

to the persons through whose hands it must pass,

there would be an actual gain. The ship would be
less likely to sustain a loss by the accountability for

damage to the cotton, by the working of the vessel,

or by the damp and mildew to which hemp bagging
is liable on a long voyage, and the ship might al-

ways carry a large deck load without risk, for the

cotton bagging would wear much longer and be less

aBected by the weather than hemp. To the ship-

per there would be a saving in the list of expenses
charged in account sales liom the European mar-
kets, of mending canvass and twine! The charge
under these items amount to an average of $20 on
every 100 bales.

It has been suggested, that the hooks used by the
crews of the steam boats, in loading and unloading,
would probably do more injury to the cotton b:ig

ging than to the hemp. The most we can admit on
this point is, (and this has not been tested by expe-
rience) that the Kentucky bagging would, proba
bly, be less liable to damage from this cause. But
there is no doubt the cotton bagging would sustain
less than the Scotch. Taking, therefore, one thing
with another, from all we know, and from the in-

formation we derive from others, we are clearly of
opinion, that bagging can be manufactured from
cotton, to answer all the purposes of hemp bag-
ging, and that ere long it will supply the place of
Scotch bagging in the southern markets. As to the
anti-commercial spirit which the New York editor
believes will grow out of the course proposed by
Cotton Planter, he cannot readily admit; on the
contrary it will be to promote commerce between
the cotton growers of the Mississippi and the manu
facturers of the east—what the west fail to sup-
ply in hemp bagging wdl be made up by the Atlan-
tic bagging of cotton. Our eastern manufacturers
will take our cotton from New Orleans, and pay the
cash, and make returns in bagging of cotton, in ne
gro clothing, and all the coarse articles we may re-
quire, and which our merchants here will supply us
with instead of foreign articles. Besides we shall
thus encourage the American system, and so the bet-
ter promote directly and indirectly, the interest of
every section of Ibe Union, as well as that of our
own.

HEMP IN RUSSIA.
Deah Sib, Montebdlo, September 11, 1827.

Agreeably to my promise, I now send you the
memorandum on the cultivation of hemp, given to
me when in Russia by Mr Bahepin, the proprietor
of an extensive manufactory of sailcloth, in the go-
vernment of Kalouga. Should you think that it

conlams any information that will be useful to jour
readers, it may be well to lay it before them.

Your obedient servant,
J. S. Skinner, Es<i. J. SPEAR SMITH.
The ground to be chosen for the cultivation of

hemp should be naturally very rich, when this fails,

a sandy or loamy eoiJ is preferred, requiring, howe-

ver, to be highly manured, laying it on as fine as
possible. The land is ploughed and harrowed in

the same manner as is done for grain. The seed of
any preceding season will serve, but that of the last
crop is preferred. The best time for sowing is in
May or earlier, if the climate is not subject'to the
sharp, nipping frost so prevalent in Russia. Atten-
tion must be paid to weeding the crop when it is

about six inches high.

When the seeds become ripe, the hemp is fit to be
gathered. In doing this the male plants are to be
carefu ly separated from the female. They are easi
ly distinguished by their heads. The latter are used
for making a coarse kind of hemp for home con-
sumption. It is generally observed that the very
tall plants have long roots, these are also secured,
bound up and prepared with the female stalks. The
crop is then spread out to dry in the sun, to prepare
it for threshing. This operation completed and the
seed secured, the stalks are tied up in small bun-
dles, are then fastened to poles and immersed in

running or standing water, if it be clear. Flowing
water, however, is greatly preferred. The hemp
remains under water about a month—or until the
substance of the stalk is nearly rotten. The bun-
dles are (hen t^ken out and well dried. The next
process is breaking, swingling and hackling. When
thus cleaned, it is purchased by the manufacturer,
who bleaches it by boiling it four or five times in

ley, and gives it out to the peasants to be spun.

GREAT CROP OF RUTA BAGA IN VIR-
GINIA.

Fnii ND J. S. Skinner, Bultimore, 9(A Jdo. 4, 182"..

John Darby, a respectable citizen of Richmond
county. Va. has written me on the 20th ult. inform-
ing that he, the last season, had reared 750 bushels
of the ruta baga or Swedish furr.ip, upon one acre of
land;—and liom the well known veracity of the said
Darby, there is no doubt of the fact, which is very en-
couraging indeed—and I think that many ol the
failures in the culture of this crop are owing to neg-
lect at some stage or other in their giowth, for

most kinds of vegetables require rich soil, and care-
ful and frequent cultivation to insure a profitable
return. Thy friend,

ROBT. SINCLAIR.

INQUIRIES,
As to the advantage of a certain rotation of crops

therein stated— by a young farmer.

I have in contemplation to commence farming on
a small scale, and have thought of adopting the
following rotation of crops—corn, oats, clover,
clover, wheat, rye— six fields—pasturing each year
my oldest clover field, and cutting my other. Sow
ing buckwheat on both the wheat and rye stubble
after a good ploughing with Davis' patent plough.
Cutting the crop of buckwheat from the field which
had been in wheat, and ploughing down when in

flower that in the field which had been in rye. Ap-
plying my barn-yard and stable manure to my corn
crop. As I have had no experience in farming;
and as no person within my knowledge has made
trial of my plan, will you do me the favour to make
inquiry, through the medium of the Farnjer, of
your subscribers and correspondents, as to the ad
vanLiges of the proposed plans; some of whom
will no doubt be able, and Irom what 1 have seen of
their courtesy and kindness, in reference to que-
ries made in your paper, will, I am sure, feel willing
to impart the desired information. The soil of the
farm has been good, but part of it is much worn
We raise in this country, corn, oats, wheat, r^e and
buckwheat, all of which grow well. All but the
last may be considered as staple crops. Clover
grows finely in our soil. D. A. D.

^36,000,000

[Sept. GS, 1827

(From the N. Y. Uaily Advertiser.)
Cotton Manufacture in Great Britain.

In the conclusion of our article on this subjecim yesterday s paper, an error accidentally occurrec
in slating the amount of capital at presentemployed

live mlllion^"^
-sixty-fiye millions instead ol

The following estimates we copy in full from theEdinburgh Review.
Total value of every description of

cotton goods annually manufactured in
Great Britain,

Raw material 130,000,-
000 lbs. at Is. U per lb. /9,000,000
Wages of 750,000 wea-

vers, spinners, bleachers,
&.C. at 120 a year each, 15,000,000
Wages of (33,000 en-

gineers, machine makers,
smiths, masons, joiners,
Si.c at ISO a year each, 4,000,000

Profits of the manufac-
turers, wages of superin-
tendance, sums to pur-
chase the materials of
machinery, coals, &c. 8,000,000

„,. . , ?36,000,000
1 he capital employed niiay be estimated as fol-

lows:

Capital employed in the
purchase of the raw mate-

il.^ «9,000,000
Capital employed in

payment of wages," 19,000,000
Capital invested in spin-

ning mills, power and
bund looms, work shops,
warehouses, &c. 37,000,000

^65,000,000

PREMIUM FOR COTTON.
The merchants of Savannah desirous of impro-

ving the quality of Upland cotton in the state of
Georgia, hereby oflfer a premium of $50 for the best
wagon load of Upland cotton, of not less than eight
hales—$.30 for the second best load, of not less than
eight bales—and #20 for the third best load, of not
less than eight bales—the growth and properly of
the person sending the same—to be exhibited. The
exhibition will take place in the city of Savannah,
on the 10th day of December next, in front of Mr.
L. Petty 's store, corner of Bay and Barnard streets.
If the planters generally in the country favour this
ofier with a respectable exhibition, one or two more
will take place in the course of the season, and the
same premiums be awarded. The cotton being
;qiial, a preference will be given to square bales.
The following persons have been appointed to

award premiums, viz:

BENJAMIN BURROUGHS,WM GASTON,
THOS. BUTLER.
STEPHEN C. GREEN,
JOS. AUZE

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
Mount Prospect, JV. C. Sept. 17,1827.

'We experienced one of the most severe and
destructive gusts of wind and rain on the 25th and
26th ult. that has happened in these parts for many
years. The injury done to corn crops on the high
lands is not material, only the injury done the
blades, which will cause fodder to be scarce; but in
the low lands of the rivers and creeks, the damage
is very considerable. Our cotton crops are very or-
dinary—not more than half what was expected by
the farmers."
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HOX(.TICnXiTUB.Zl.

THE VINE.
itntiiErin Botanic Garden, near Aew Ymk, }

J. S. Skinner, Esq. September I'S, \Sil \

I am sure, sir, you will agree with raCj that in

the establishment of vineyards, no one point is of

so much impurt as the selection of those varieties

best suited by their nature and qualitj- to their des-

tined localities. We must not, of course, take the

grapes of the south of France for (he northern

States, nor should we take tho.<e of the north for

the southern States, if others ofler more advantages.

The fact is, in forming new vineyards, even in

France, this is a nice point to be considered, and on

it mainly depends ultimate success. Of bow much
more import, then, must proper discrimination be

to a country new in this species of culture. Im-

pressed with these ideas, I have, in my "Short Trea-

tise on Horticulture," now in the press, arranged

the most celebrated European grapes under the

three following heads:

1st. Grapes of Germany, Switzerland and the

north of France.

2d. Grapes of middle France.

3d. Grapes of the south of France.

In addition to which, 1 have particularly describ-

ed 63 varieties of grapes in detail

With this aid in making suitable selections, 1

think our judicious horticulturists will not be at a

loss to discriminate You are, no doubt, aware, as

well as myself, of the great importance of another

point, viz: accuracy as to the kind of grape named;
ibr it must have now become well known, that un-

less this precaution is attended to, all the oilier rx

ertions may pruve futile. It has been my wi-li, in

this little publication, to throw as much light on

that subject as its limits would permit.

lo addition to the subject of grapes, this publica-

tion contains directions for the culture of almost

every species of fruit found in our gardens, and de-

scriptions of a number of varieties of each species.

In fact, sir, deeming such a compendium, Hios/Zy ga-

thered from personal observation, as much wanted, I

have put this small work to press, hoping it mijht

prove acceptable to the publick, as a prelude to my
general publication on "American Horticulture;"

and the expense will be so trifling as lo be no object

to any one.

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

NATIVE GRAPE.
Landreth's J^urseries, near Philadelphia, )

J. S. Skinkeb, Esq. September 20, IS.;?.
J

Sir,—Aware of the great interest you have evin-

ced, in every thing ap|)ertaining to the agriculture

and horticulture of our country, we do ourseUes

the pleasure of transmitting you samples of the

fruit of some of the native grapes cultivated in our
nurseries.

Much has of late been written and said on the

culture of the vine, and endless speculations exist,

as to the ultimate success. Some have contended
and still contend, that our climate is perfectly ap-

plicable for the culture of the fine grapes of Europe,
and all that is requisite for success, is a little expe-

rience on the subject.

Others who have seen the failure of attempts to

cultivate them with certainty, under any circumstan-
ces in our sec'ion of the country, (except in cities,

where they are frequently brought to as line perfec-

tion, as in the mo--t favored clime of Europe,) have
givt n up the further prosecution ol the attempt, and
turn their attention to those which have originated

in thiN countiy

.

For ujr.vards of forty years we have paid close

attention to the subject, and our profession has af-

forded us ample opportunity for observation, and
from our own failure, as well as that of others, we
are firmly persuaded, success is scarcely to be look-

ed for.

The opinion has been expressed, that the kinds

proper to be sought for by us in this latitude, are

those cultivated in Hungary, and in the highest la-

titude, where grapes succeed, are under a mistaken
idea, that the failure is to be attributed to the se-

verity of our winters—^but such is not strictly the

c.tse, though it is well in making a selection, to

choose those most hardy. Many of the old import-

ed varieties, with very little care, pass through our
severest winters without injury, and on the return

of spring set fruit abundantly, but before the sum
mer is ended, become coated with thick mildew,
shrivel up, blight and decay. Within a few years

many new kinds have been imported, and general-

ly those of the hardier description—the luxuriant

growth of which and endurance of frost, led us to

hope for a result more fortunate than usual—some
such bore this season— but unluckily our expecta-

tions and grapes were both blasted—which only pre-

sents another evidence, that it is the summer and
not the winter we have to contend with.

The samples we forward are numbered as fol-

lows:

No. 1. Orwigshwg. As to the origin of this grape

much has been said; for many years it has been
viewed as a native of our country, but the research-

es of Dr. Hulings, (to whom we are indebted for its

general introduction,) renders it doubtful; it has

been traced fur upwards of forty years in the pos-

session of a family who some years .'ince resided

near Orwigsburgon the Schujlkill—but the question

is yet undecided; though from its resemblance to

the grapes of Europe, and differing in the peculi

arities which mark our native kinds, we are inclined

to believe it an exotic; if so, time has perfectly ac-

climated it, and rendered its bearing as sure as many
of the natives, a lottery-like result, a mere solitary

exception. It is without pulp certainly very palata-

ble, and well calculated for the table. Dr. H. con-
siders it surpassed in excellence by few of those

imported.

No. 2. Alexanders', Schuylkill Muscadine, or as

it IS sometimes but very erroneously termed Cape of

Good Hope grape—dark purple, pulpy, not calcula-

ted lor eating, an abundant bearer, and has the re-

putation of an excellent wine grape. It was dis-

covered upwards of fil'ty years ago on the Schuyl-

kill by James Alexander, at that time gardener to

John Penn, and by him cultivated and brought into

notice.

No. 3. Catawba. This grape we received several

years since from John Adlum, esq. of Georgetown,
D. C. Iiy whom it is very extensively cultivated for

wine, and very favorably thought of for that pur-

pose—colour that of copper, with some pulp; though
not well calculated for the table, it is one of the

pleasantest {lulpy grapes we are acquainted with.

No. 4. Elsenburgh. This is an improved chicken

grape, and in flavor closely resembles the Meunier
or Miller— it is without pulp, and certainly worthy o(

culture for the table, it is originally from the town
of that name in New Jersey, where it is highly es

teemed.*

No. 5. Izabella, closely resembling No. 2. of the

same colour, being rather more elongated, with

less pulp and better flavor; it is considered a tole

fable eating grape, and doubtless possesses all the

* [On a visit to Salem in New Jersey, last spring, we
were informed of the character of this grape bj Dr.
Kuwan, a generous publick spirited citizen of that

place—he gave us some roots, but unfortunately they
were left at New Castle, and though recovered it was
too late—the specimens of this grape, sent as above
were particularly admired, by the friends for whose
entc-rtaiiunent they, with the rest, were spread upon
the editor's table.]

wine properties ol No. 2. This grape is from Vir"
ginia. The sample sent is very impirfect.

We had hoped to be able lo send you with the
others, a specimen of the Bland, Virginia, or Pow-
el grape, as it is known here, but have been disap-

oointed. It is truly a desirable varietj', with scarce-

ly perceptible pulp, fine flavor, an abundant bearer,

and perhaps the tiest calculated for the table of all

the native kinds; but it is, at the same time unfortu-

nately the least certain, being liable to mildew and
blast when the season is not litvorable.

Our nurseries contain several other native kinds
which we hope to see produce fruit the ensuing year.

It is our desire to procure all other natives worthy
of cultivation, and disseminate them throughout our
country; in which attempt we solicit the assistance

of all who feel interested in the subject, and we will

adiy reciprocate any transmissions of the kind.

—

Our nurseries also contain a very considerable vari-

ety of the fine European sorts, and others we are

annually receiving, which are propagated for the

supply of the cities and towns in the Union, and
those persons resident in the country who deem
their cultivation worthy an attempt.

With sentiments of respect.

We remain your obedient servants,

D. &, C. LANDRETH.

OSAGE ORANGE AND JAPANESE APPLE.
Landreth's JVurseries, near Philadelphia, )

Mr. Skinner, September, ISi-'T.
J

Dear Sir,—Accompanying this we have the plea-

sure of forwarding you specimens of the fruit of (he

Osage orange and of the Pyrus Japonica or Japa-
nese apple. The tree which produced the fruit first

named is a native of this country, and was reared

from seed collected by Lewis and Clark, when on
their western tour; it has been named "Madura" in

honor of Wm. Maclure, esq. of Philadelphia, by
our friend Thomas Nuttall, esq. professor of botany
at Cambridge, from whose "Genera of North Ame-
rican plants" the following notice of it is extracted:

Class Dioecia.—Order Tetrandria.

Madura. (Bow-wood, Yellow-wood.)
Masc. Jimenl? Fem. Calix none. Corolla none.

Style 1, filiform, villous. Gentu numerous, coa-
lescing into a compound globose berry of many
cells; cells 1 seeded. Seed obovate, compressed.
A small lactescent tree, producing wood similar to

Fustic; leaves alternate, entire, destitute of stipu-

les, furnished with superaxillary simple spines;

amenls axillary; berry verriicose and large, at first

lactescent, yellow. A genus proximately allied to

Hronssonetia; and belonging to the Natural Order
UaTics;.

M. aurantiaca.

Obs. A spreading tree about 20 to 30 feet high,
branches flexuous and terete. Leaves peliolated,

oval, accuminated, very entire, apex mucronulale,
up|)er surface smooth and shining, petiole and
nerves on the under side somewhat hirsuteiy but
minutely pubescent; (petiole often nearly an inch

long; leaf 2 to 3 indies long, and I and a half to

2 inches wide.) Male flowers unknown. Female
a globular anient, destitute of both calix and corolla.

Style 1 to each seed and germ of the compound
berry, filiform, near an inch long and villous Ber-

ry nearly the size of an orange, axillary and subse-

sile, surface verrucose, partly tessellated with obso-

lete calicine vertiges: pulp nearly as succulent as

that of an orange, sweetish and perhaps agreeable
when fully ripe.

Hab. "On the banks of the Little Missouri of
Washita river, also near Natchitoches, and upon
the banks of the Arkansa." Hunter and Dunbar's
voyage.—The above account ha-i been taken from
living plants which were cultivated in the garden of

Mr Shoutou at St. Louis, Louisiana. Tin wood is

very heavy, and of a Saflion yellow; the bark as in

Broussonetia affords a fine white flax.
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Were it nei for llie particular description of mo

i-us Indoria v,Wen by Sloane in his History of Jamai-

ca, vol. 2, p. 3, «^e should from the corresponding

habit have almost been induced to consider it, to-

gether Kith two other undescribed species, as form-

ing part of the present genus. "The fruif of morus

tinctoria, adds Sloane, "stands on a foot stalk, is as

laro'e as a nutmeg and round, having its acini like

Ihe^other mulberries, of a greenish colour, both with-

out and within the pulp, there are in it some flat

brown small seeds, like linseed, and before the fruit

comes to be ripe 'lis milky and not pleasant; but

when come to maturity, it is pleasant to the taste,

although very lusciously sweet." This species also

becomes a tree "GO feet or more high."

At the time the foregoing account was written, it

is believed no tree of the kind had borne fruit east

of the Ohio. The largest in our collection is now

about 20 feet high, and is truly a most ornamental

tree. The leaves are of a dark green, very glossy,

and retain their verdure long after most trees have

shed their foliage. It annually abounds in fruit, but

none hsve yet arrived at perfection; these which

we send measure near 9 inches in circumference.

—

As regards its dyeing properties we are not aware

that any particular experiments have been made,

though it is said to produce as fine a colour as the

fustic. It is however our intention to present some

of the wood and roots to one of our chemists, to

test its properties in that respect, which from the

high colour of the wood when cut, and particularly

of the roots, we are inclined to think will result fa-

vourably—should it do so, it certainly will in time

supersede the importation of fustic, and therefore

prove of real utility to the country. It is perfectly

hardy in this latitude, even to the extremity of the

branches, increased with tolerable ease from cut-

tings, and therefore its cultivation on a large scale

]>racticable.

The Pyrus Japonica or Japanese apple is purely

ornamental. We have two varieties—one (of which

the present are the fruit,) producing an abundance

of flowers, of the most beautiful scarlet—the other

a light blush. The formation of the flower is that of

the apple or pear, but its peculiar beauty and desi-

rable quality, is in its early bloom, being frequent-

ly fully expanded when vegetation is scarcely ap-

parent in any thing around it. It is likewise hardy,

enduring extreme cold unprotected and uninjured

The fruit now forwarded, is the first we have ever

seen; though possibly it may have borne before, and

though very fragrant, does not appear edible.

Yours most respectfully,

D. &. C. LANDRETH.

of opinion that this plan is perfcct;y pi;'C!icabie,

and if so, it requires no argument to prove its im

porlance." Now, sir, as it regards the engineers, 1

am willing to believe that A Philadelphian misun-

derstood them; it must have been the river Severn,

from which there is no doubt in the mind of the writer

ofthis, but that a canal could be cut, and made within

the distance of twenty-four miles or less, between

the waters of the Severn river, and the Eastern

Branch, a creek of the Potomac river, and at a ve-

ry small expense. I mention this to the shame of

the slate of Maryland, that it has not long since

been done. The rout of this contemplated canal

would commence on the Severn river, a small dis-

tance below the Indian Landing, and run almost a

direct course, (crossing the two Patuxent branches

by aqueducts,) to the farm or residence of John C.

Herbert, Esq. in Prince George's county, a distance

of little more than twelve miles, if that, with scarce-

ly an obstacle in the way. when speaking of canals,

and of the importance of the one herein contem-

plated; then from Mr. Herbert's farm to the waters

of the Eastern Branch, and the whole of the

ground between there and the Eastern Branch, very

easy to cut, the distance about the same as the first,

and the cost would be much less. The supply of

water would be from the branches of the Patuxent,

and the north east branch of the Eastern Brauchof
the Potomac. Anne Arundel,

plajfd widi it till he is tired: the younger begs for

the use of it; the elder peremptorily refuses. The
nurse persuades; she complains, urges, and remon-
strates, till she obtains a reluctant consent: or, if

not, seizes the cart, and gives it to the younger.
Here the law of justice is broken: and the rights of
the elder child violated. It is true, he was unkind
and unobliging; but the cart and the cake were bis

own; and by taking them from hira, without his free

and lull consent, we shall not teach him generosity,

but injustice.

IiADIZlS' 9BFART2MC£KrT.

sro&TiNa oiiio.

ISTTEKXiTAZi IMPROVSMEMT-

(From the Maryland Gazette )

Mr. Green,— I saw in your paper of the 6th inst.

a piece signed A Philadelphian, taken from Poul-

son's Ameri«an Daily Advertiser, Philadelphia, of

the 20th of August last, addressed to the Hon.

James Barbour, Secretary of War, wherein A Phi-

ladelphian says, "A canal cut from either Annapo-

lis, South or West rivers, to Washington, will not

in any event exceed thirty miles." Now as to the

distance mentioned, there may be some truth in it,

but I doubt it, nor do 1 think it practicable to cut a

canal from any of the above mentioned places to

the city of Washington within the distance of thirty-

eight or forty miles, unless at an enormous expense,

such as the United States will never do, and lh«t

the slate of Maryland is not able to do. Nor would

it be of much use to either of the places mentioned,

for the rout would be of so tedious a nature, that it

ivould be worse than that of the Potomac, as men-
tioned by A Philadelphian. He goes further and
•says, "1 do know that distinguished engineers are

(From Hints for Improvement of Early Education and
Nursery Discipline.)

JUSTICE.
"Impartiality is the life of justice, as justice is of

all good government." It is necessary diligently to

enforce upon children principles of strict justice,

and invariably to act upjn them ourselves. We
must have no partialities, but give to every one his

due: to the elder as much as to the younger, (in

this a deficiency may often be observed;) to the unat-

tractive as well as to the more pkasing; each ac-

cording to his deserts, and not according to his own
particular feelings. On every occasion our deci-

sions are to be regulated not by the poson, but by

the canse. We are not to infringe upon the rights

of children; remembering that their feelings are

a counterpart of our own, and that human nature is

the same at every age. It is, therelbre, a great,

though very common error, lo suppose, that, be-

cause they are placed under our power, we are not

bound by the same laws of justice and honour, in

our dealings with them, as with our equals. It is a

well known remark "that the greatest respect is due

to children;" and this is especially to be manifested

in a conscientious regard lo their just and natural

claims. We should hold their little property as

more sacred than our own; and insist upon ihe

same principle in their conduct towards each other:

not allowing one child to use the play things of his

brother, e^pecially in his absence, without his ex

press consent; teaching them the true import of

"thine and mine," and making it a point of honour

lo consider the rights of others, as they would their

own.
Children ought not to be obliged to give and lend:

this is a very irequent mistake. One of them, for

example, is eating a cake, and the infant cries for it.

the nurse begs for a piece in vain; and irritated by

the unkindness of the one, and the cries of the

other, she hastily breaks the cake, and gratifies the

desire of the younger, by seizing the property of

the elder. The latter feels himself injured; his an-

ger is excited towards his oppressor; and his kind

feelings towards his brother impaired: whilst the

(ornii r is strengthened in the idea, that, by crying

and impatience, he shall obtain the gratification of

his wishes. Or, an elder child has a cart; be has

LEOPARD HUNTING.
The leopard of Southern Africa is known among

the Cape colonists by Ihe name of the tiger; but is,

in fact, the real leopard, the felis jubata oi natural-

ists, well known for the beauty ol its shape and
spotted skin, and the treachery and fierceness ol its

disposition. The animal called the leopard (lui-

paurd) by the Cape Dutch boors, is a species ol the

panther, and is inferior to (he real leopard both in

size and beauty. Both of them are dreaded in the

mountainous districts on account of the ravages

which they occasionally commit among the Hocks,

and on the young cattle and horses in the breeding

season. The South African panther is a cowardly
animal, and, like the hyana, flies liom the face of

man. The leopard also, though his low half smo-
thered growl is frequently heard by night, as he
prowls like an evil spirit around the cottage of the

kraal, uill seldom or never attack mankind (children

excepted) unless previously assailed or exasperated.

When hunted, as he usually is with dogs, he in-

stinctively betakes himself to a tree, when he falls

an easy prey to the shot of the huntsman. The
leopard, however, though far inferior in strength

and inlit pidity to the lion, is yet an extraordinary

acfive iuid lurious animal; and when driven to ex-

irenjiti ,
proves himself occasionally an antagonist

not to be trifled with. The colonists relate many
instances of arduous and even fatal encounters ivith

the hunted leo;)drd. The following is one ofthese ad-

ventures, which occurred in a frontier district in

l^^li, as described by one of the two individuals so

perilously engaged in it. I'vvo boors returning from
iiuniing the haitebeest, (^antelope bubatia,) tell in

with a leopard in a mountain ravine, and immedi-
ately gave chase to him. The animal at first endea-

voured to escape by clambering up a precipice; but

being hotly pressed, and slightly wounded by a

musket ball, he turned upon his pursuers with that

frantic ferocity which on such emersencies he fre-

quently displays, and springing upon the man who
had fired at him, tore him from his horse to the

ground, biting him at the same time very severely

in the shoulder, and tearing his face and arms with

his talons. The other hunter seeing the danger of
his comrade, (he was, if I mista.ke not, his brother,)

sprung from his horse, and attempted to shoot the

leopard through the head; but whether owing to

trepidation, or the fear of wounding his friend, or

the sudden motions of the animal, he unfortunately

missed. The leopard, abandoning his prostrate ene-

my, darted with redoubled fury upou this second an-

tagonist; and so fierce and sudden was his onset,

that before the 6oor could stab him with his hunting

knife, he had struck him in the eyes with his claws,

and tor.i the scalp over his forehead. In this fright-

ful condition, the hunter grappled with the raging

beast; and struggling for lile, they rolled together

doun a steep declivity. All this passed so rapidly,

that the other boor had scarcely time to recover

IVoui the confusion in which his feline foe had left

him, to seize his gun, and rush forward to aid bis

comrade, when he beheld thtni rolling togelher

down the steep bank in mortal conflict. In a few

moments he was at the bottom with them, but toa
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late to save the life of his I'l lond. The leopard had

torn open the jugular vein, and so dreadfully man-
gled the throat of the unfortunate man, that his

death was inevilablu; and his comrade had only

the melancholy satisfaction of compleline; the des

truction of the savage beast, already exhausted ivith

several deej) ivounds in thi- hreast from the des

perate knife of the expiring hunlsman.
[Loadon It'telilij Review.

Pedisrees of Valuable Horses.

(Conlinued from paste iU.)

LINDSEY'S ARABIAN.
About the year 1777 or 8, General H. Lee, of the

cavalry, and his officers, lind their altention drawn

to .soiiii; iiniomnion fme eastern horses employed in

the public service—horses of such superior form and

appearance, that the ibove officers wore led to make
much inquiry respectins; their history; and this

proved so extraordmary, that Captain Lindsey "as
sent to examine and make more particular inquiry

respecting the line cavalry which had been so uiucli

admired, and with instructions, that if the sire

answered the description which had been ^iven of

him, the captain was to purchase him. if to be sold.

The captain succeeded in purchasing the horse,

who was taken to Virginia, where he covered at a

iligh price and with considerable succe.ss.

It was not until this fine horse become old and
feeble that the writer of these recollections rode thir-

ty miles expressly to see him. He was a white
horse, of the most perfect form and symmetry, rather

above fifteen hands high, and although old and
crippled, appeared to possess a high and gallant

temper, which gave hun a lofty and commanding
carriage and appearance.

'I'lie history of this horse, as given to me during
the revolutionary war, by several respectable per-

sons from Connecticut, at various times, is:—
For some rery important service, rendered by the

commander of a British frigate, to a son of the then

Emperor of Morocco, the Emperor presented this

horse 'the most valuable of his stud) to the captain,

who shipped him on board the frigate, with the san

guuie expectation of obtaining a great price foi Iji.".!,

if safely landed in England, Either in obedience to

orders, or from some other cause, the frigate called

at one of the English West India islands, where i:'e

ing obliged to remain sometime, the captain in com
passion to the horse, landed him for the purpose of
exercise. No convenient securely enclosed place

could be found but a large lumber yard, into which
the hiirse was turned loose; but delighted and playful

as a kitten, his liberty soon proved fatal to him. He
ascended one of the pdes.from which and with it he
fell, ;uid broke three of his legs. At this time in the

same h-irbour. the English captain met with an old

acquaintance from one of our now eastern states.

To him he offered the horse, as an animal of inesti-

mable value could he be cured. The eastern cap
lain gladly accepted the horse, and knouing he
^lu^t be detained a considerable time in the island,

before that he could dispose of his assorted cargo,
got ihe horse on board his vessel, secured him in

slinps, and very carefully set and bound up his bro-
keii legs. It matters not, how long he remained in

the b.irbour, or if quite cured before he arrived on
our shore, but he did arrive, and iie must certainly
have covered several seasons, before he was noticed
as first mentioned.
When the writer of these remarks went to see the

horse, his first attention was to examine his legs,
respecting the reported fracture, and he was fully

satisfied, not merely by seeing the lumps and ine-

qualities on the three legs, but by actually feeling
the irregularities and projections of broken bones.

In Connecticut (I think.) this horse was called
Ranger, in Virginia (as it should be) he was caiied
Lindsey's Arabian. He was the sire of Tulip and

many good runners, to all his stock he gave great
perfection of form, and his blood floivs in the veins
of some of the best horses of the present day. Make
what use you please of this statement; I will stanil

corrected in my narrative, by any person who can
produce better testimony respecting Lindsey's Ara-
bian. Your obed't servant, F.

September 10, IbiT.

Jl high bred covering horse for sale.

AFRICAN.
He is a beautiful black, fifteen hands high, nine

years old, and elegantly formed, and for the ex-
cellence of his strain, I refer those persons who wish
to purchase to the following genuine pedigree.

African was got by Careless, his dam by Col.
Lloyd's imported horse Old Traveller, his grand
dam by the imported horse Othello, (and was full

sister to Mr. Anthony Water's horse True Briton,)
his great grand dam by Old Spark, out of (iueen
Mab Spark and Queen Mab were both imported
by the late governor Ogle of Maryland. Careless
was got by col. Baylor's imported horse Fearnought;
his dam by the imported horse Dove, out of the
well known high bred imported mare Camilla.

African will be in high order for covering before
the season commences. He will be sold cheap for

cash, wheal or corn at market price; or he will be
exchanged for an excellent pair of bay horses, not
under fifteen hands high, and young. For further
particulars apply to the subscriber at Flat-Bush,
king's county. Long Island, where the horse may
be seen, or to Mr. David Clarkson, in New Bruns-
wick. A. GILES.

Flat-Bush, Feb. 1, 1788.

TML^ )^Aw,m'^miAi9
Baltimore, Frid.\y, September 28, 1827.

iS^The next meeting of the Trustees of the Ma-
ryland Agricultural Society, is appointed for

Thursday next, the 4th ot October, at Brookland
Wood, the seat of R. Caton, Esq.

€^The Dorchester County Cattle Show—
will be held in Cambridge on Monday and Tuesday,
the 29lh and 30lh of October, 1827, for the exhibi-
tion and sale of Domestic Animals and Manufac-
tures, tiiid for ploughing matches.

Prcmiuuis will be awarded for

—

Crops, Horses,
Neat Cattle, Swine, Sheep, Domestic Manufac-
tures, Implements of Husbandry, Butter, Fer-
mented Liquors, and for the best Ploughing.
The scheme of premiums was received too late

for this paper; it will be inserted in our next.

C^'-The next Easton Cattle Show.—To avoid
interference with the Dorchester show, it has been
resolved to change the time fixed for holding the
next Cattle Show of the Maryland Agricultural So-
ciety at Easton. It will accordingly be held Oii

Wednesday, the 31st of October, and on Thursday
and Friday, the 1st and 2d days of November.

—

Their scheme of premiums may be found in the
American Farmer, vol. 9, page 187.

8>-The Editop. of the American Farmer to
the Ladies op the Country, respectfully sug-
gests,—That the next Exhibition of domestic fa

brics, wines, and butter; under the regulations
of the Maryland Agricultural Society, will take
place on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 23d and
21th of next month. The place of exhibition will

be in a beautiful wood, very near to the city, where
the articles sent for premium may be seen with
convenience and pleasure in the course of not more
than one or two hours. There is no reason why the

females of every family should not be indulged in
the opportunity of visiting the exhibition. It may
be supposed that the most ingenious and thrifty
housewife, may there gain some information—may
see in the domestic manufactures, some new stripe
or stitch; and in Ihe [)reparation of the wines and
butler, the observance of some extraordinary pre-
caution, or the introduction of some new process.

But it is not so much for what may be seen, for
instruction or amusement at the exhibition of do-
mestic fabricks by the Maryland Agricultural So-
ciety, that we would urge the Farmers to bring
their wives on one arnri and their daughters on the
other, as for the double gratification which we
know they would experience in a visit to the Fair
OF Benevolence, which is to be held in ihe city,

on the second day of Ihe Cattle Show, for the most
laudable purpose that ever was projected by human
beneficence—yes, we repeat, in heartfelt sincerity,
the most laudable; and, without amplification, every
fair reader will join us in the sentiment when we
state that it is a fair to raise funds for the mainte-
nance and education of poor female orphan chil-
dren.

A society, composed of kind hearted members
of St. Paul's and Christ church has existed for
many years, under whose benevolent assiduity and
good management hundreds of poor female chil-
dren, fatherless and motherless, have been saved
from the miseries and vices inseparably incident to

extreme destitution. In the Charity School they
have been fed and clothed, imbued with sound
morals and taught the means of obtaining an honest
livelihood. This noble charity has been so far kept
up by the voluntary contributions of the humane and
benevolent; but by some untoward circumstances the
lundsof the society had become so far impaired, as to

make some effort necessary to save it from dissolu-
tion; and those on whose amiable exertions it has
chielly depended for support and continuance, have
determined to make an appeal to the sympathy of
the publick, by means of a fair, for the sale of such
fancy articles as the fair, in their goodness, may be
disposed to make and send for sale, and such as
others may, in their bounteousness, bestow. In hav-
ing recourse to this expedient, the Female Benevo-
lent Society, have doubtless, been encouraged by
the success which attended a similar appeal in be-
half of the Greeks.

For the informalion of the ladies in the country,
we should be a little more explicit as to the manner
of getting up and conducting these most beautiful
and praiseworthy exhibitions of ingenuity and hu-
manity The one to take place on the 25th of Oc-
tober, will be held in a very spacious room in the
centre of the city. Many ladies have been appoint-
ed, each of whom will have their table; upon these
tables will be spread for sale, at fixed prices, a much
greater variety of pretly fancy articles than we can
undertake to describe, or even a lady's imagination
anticipate. These articles are chiefly the work of
ladies of Baltimore, who vie with each other in in-
genuity, and taste, and generosity. In some cases,
however, we understand that charitable ladies of
other cities, moved by the nobleness of the design.
have presented beautiful specimens of fancy work.
It is understood that the weallhy bachelors, too, of
our city, propose, by donations to the ladies' fair

for these orphan children, to atone for having omit-
ted to perform one of the three cardinal and pres-
cribed duties of man. We shall know what has been
sent by these gentlemen of single-blessedness, from
the high value that will be set upon their contribu-
tions by Ihe ladies; she whose table is selected for
their display, may reckon herself most fortunate;
but tiiey may be altogether excused, on proving that
prior to the 25th day of October next, their hand
has been rejected by any fair member of this socie-
ty, or contributor to its fair.

Peradventure, when those to whom we address
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ouisi'lves propose to come to lliesc (wo Tails, they

may hear somelliin^ about expense; but lie is a bad

calculator, and a selfish man, who will deny tliis in-

nocent and useful recreation to his wife and his

daughters Let them come and take the opportu

nity to buy themselves, to advantage, the numerous

things for the use of the family— gowns for the

wives, and bonnets for the daughters, which are now

bought by unskilful agents. Besides, let us say, in

a whisper—who knows what may grow out of this

annual meeting at a fair, of farmers' sons and daugh-

ters? There are too many beautiful flowers

"Born to blush unseen,

And waste their sweetness on the desert air."

Premiums of pieces of silver plate will be award-

ed at the Cattle Show at Baltimore, on Tuesday

and Wednesday the 23d and 24th of October, for

the following articles:

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.
For the best piece of Carpeting, not less

than 20 yards, the wool whereof to be

raised and spun on the farm of the candi-

date, $S 00

For the best piece of Kersey, adapted to la-

bourers, not less than 20 yards, as before, 5 00

For the best piece of Shirting, of any mate-

rials, not less than 20 yards, 5 00

For the best piece 8-4 linen Diaper, not less

than )5 yards, 5 00

Tor the best Hearth Rug, 4 00

For the second best Hearth Rug, 3 00

For the best and handsomest piece 10-4 wool-

len Counterpanes, 4 00

For the second best do. do. do. 3 00
For (he best pair knit woollen flose, full size, 2 00

For the second best do. do. 1 00

For the best pair cotton Hose, full size, 2 00

For the second best do. do. 1 00

For the best pair knit thread Hose, full size, 2 00
For the second best do. 1 00

To the Spinners of (he greatest weight of

cotton, wool, or flax, in five hours— for

each article $3.00, 9 00

FERMENTED LIQUORS.

For the sample of the best Cider, the pure
juice of the apple, 10 00

For the sample of the best domestic Wine,
of the pure juice of the grape, 10 00

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
For the specimen of the best fresh Butter, Ifl 00

For the specimen of (he best preserved But-

ter, three mon(hs old, 8 00

For the specimen of the best Cheese, made
in Maryland, 8 00

What is the expense of white operadfes in (he

manufacturing districts in the northern and middle

states—and what the expense of their maintenance?

These simple queries, if fairly and impartially

answered, will se((le a question of the greatest im-

portance in political economy— viz; xVre not the

slave states competent to manufacture all the coarse

goods of cotton, provided they employed their young
slaves and females, and furnish them with machines

at the numerous falls of the rivers which every

where abound in the cotton growing districts?

To afford the means of more clearly illustrating

the quesdon which is in the course of discussion in

the American Farmer—to wit: How far can slave

l.ibour be employed with advantage in manufacto-

ries of coarse cottons, cotton bagging, &.c. the fol

lowing queries are respectfully submitted by the

Editor of that paper. Editors of papers in the

southern states, would render an essential service (o

the much depressed agriculture of the south, by co-

)iying these queries:

Are slaves ever profitably employed as operatives

in cotton or other manufactories, where machinery
is used?

At what price can slaves be hired in various-parts

of those states where water power can he. procured?
At what price can young slaves, between 8 and 16

years old, be purchased in Maryland and Virginia,

at the present time?

Is it true that administrators and executors are

unable to hire slaves of (he above description, in

Virginia and Maryland, at Ihe rate of jjlQ per year?
What is the cost of clodiiiig and feeding negroe

of the above description during the year?

A .New Dispensatory.—Towar &, Hogan, No.

255 Market-street, Philadelphia, have in press, and

will publish about the first of October next, "T/»e

£c/ec(iciJis/)C(!sn(o)'i/,"containinga synopsis of phar-

macy .ind materia medica, both American and fo-

reign, (he formulie of the London, Edinburgh and

Dublin colleges, with many of those of the most

celebrated physicians, of this and the last century;

and also of the most common empirical medicines:

with a varie(y of other knowledge relating imme-
diately to the exhibition and preparation of meJi-

cinrs, collated from the best authorities.

The work will contain nearly double the matter

of any other Dispensatory yet published, bearing

directly on Ihe practical operations of the physician,

and excluding any thing which has not (his object.

The formulas of empirical medicines are added, to

assist in putting down the sale of these articles, by

removing the mystery which alone renders them
popular.

.SMITH'S COTTON AND CORN PLANTER.
Dear Sir, Ballimore, Scptemhtr 5, 1827.

In reply to "a Southern Planter," in your paper of

the 31st ult. who wishes to know whether the cullivalor

can be worked to an advantage in land cleared of all

other iiupediments but stumps, I beg leave to remark
th;it when tiie operator meets with a slump, the machine,

which is about the size of a wheel-barrow, must be

moved round it, and, consequently, if these interrup-

tions occur often, much time will be lost This is the

only difficulty. Wherever a seeding plough can work,

the cultivators may be used. It must be recollected

that they are intended to form the list (at one draught,

preparatory for planting; and it is to be supposed that

every planter breaks up his land with the plough or

hoe, previous to this operation. The cultivators are

extra rtxtures to be applied for listing, hoeing or hilling,

as occasion requires—and these may or may not ac-

company ihe machine, which will make a ditference of

six or eight dollars, in the cost. As I intend mailing

Baltimore my future place of residence, all letters for

me must be directed here. Persons to the south, who
may wish to have either tlie "Rice Planter," or the

'Corn ui;d Cotton Planter," are requested to inform me
of it immediately, that they may be shipped to Charles-

ton or Savannah before the navigation closes; and be

particular to mention whether they plant the long or

short staple cotton, as a slight difference is made iu the

construction, on account of tlie seed of one flowing

more IVeelj than the other. Yours, &c.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. FRANCIS H. SMITH.

prepare thcmselvi-s with maps of all the good Innds,
and with such information as may be interesting to pur-
cliasrrs.

The lands advertised for sale in December next, em-
brace a very interesting section of the Territory—be-
ing situated farthest south and cast of any publi.- lands
hitherto offered for sale by the United States; and in a
region of country admirably adapted to the growth of
the grand staples of our Territory; sugar cane and sea
island cotton, as well as the rearing of the silk worm,
and the cullivdtion of the orange and olive. One of
the subscribers having been engaged in the survey of
that country, is well acquainted with most of the lands
of any value.

The subscribers will, upon requisition, either enter
or purchase lands, and all letters addressed to them,
(post paid) will be promptly attended to.

REFERENCES.
Col. .James Gadsden, Tallahassee, Florida; Col. John

Gamble, Richmond, Va. ; Hon. .\. G. Dade, Prince
William county, Va.; Major Byrd C. Willis, Frede-
ricksburg, Va.; John Macrae, Esq. Prince William
county, Va.; Major VV. F. Thornton, \lexandria, D. C,
and George Winchester, Esq. Baltimore.

C. BRONAUGII,
Tallahassee, July, 1327. HENRY WASHINGTON.

01iCU.A.RD GRASS SEED.

The subscribers will receive, in the course of the

present week, a parcel of clean Orchard Grass Seed

—

tliose wisliing to supply themselves, had better send in

llieir orders, as the article is very scarce, and in great

demand. STARK & McCOKMICK.
Ballimore, Sept. 24th, 1S27.

FLORIDA LAND AGENCY.
The subscribers, have opened an office in the city of

Tallahassee, for the purchase and sale of lands in the

Territory of Florida.

Such is the peculiar character of the lands in Florida

and their productions, that as yet very erroneous opi-

nions have prevailed among persons at remote dis-

tances from this territory, in relation to their true cha-

racter.

The subscribers will make the most minute examina-
tions of the public lands now vacant, as well as those

which may hereafter be offered for sale. They will

FOR SALE,
About 200 bushels Red Seed Wlieal.—Apply at James

& Wm. Martin's, corner of Calvert and Pratt-streets.

BAZiTISdOHi: FBICES CUBSXIirT.

Reported for the American Farmer, by Leifis Sutton $/ Co,

Tobacco, the growth of Maryland, is nearly as the

last week; a good deal continues to come up the bay

—

sales compared to those two or three weeks past are

not so good, yet there is a steady demand at low prices

for Maryland—Standard prices the same.
Seconds, as iu quality, $3.50 a 6.00—common crop,

S.CO a 3.50—Do. red, 4.00 a 4. DO— good rod, 5.00 a 6.00

—Fine red, 7.00 a S.00—Yellow and red. :.00o 10 00

—

Yellow Ohio, 5.50 n li .00—Fine do. and Maryland 15.00

a 20.00—Virginia fat and fine, 5.O0 a 8.00— Rappahan-
nock, (none)—Kentucky, fine, 3.50 a 6.00—do. wrap-
ping, 6.00 a 7.00-Cuba, 18.00 a 23.00.

Flour—best family, |J6
OO^superfine, 5.00 a 5.12^

—

city mills, 4. 75—Susquehanna, 4.25 a 4.76

—

Corn Meal,
per bbl. 2.75

—

Grain, white wheat, best .0Oo 1.00—red
do..80o.>)6—ordinary, 60 a. 75

—

Corn, .43n.4S

—

Kte,
•40—Oats,. 20 25—Bea.vs, .90 a l.Oii

—

Peas, .35 o. 40

—

Clover seod, 4.00 a 4.50

—

Timothy 3.00

—

Barlet, .58

fi.75—Flaxseed, .65 a 75

—

Cotton, Virginia, 8\a.iO
—North Carolina, .8^ a .9\—Louisiana, .1 1 a .13—Ten-
nessee, .9^ a .104—Alabama, .10 a .( 1

—

Wool, washed,
.18 0.22—unwashed, .16—crossed blood, .20 a 22—half

do. .24 a .26—three-quarter do. .28 a .30—full blood,

.30 0.35-Fish, Herrings, 2.75 a 2.87 4—Shad, 6.00 d 7.00

—Mackerel, 3 75 a4.2o a 5.75

—

Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 a
.10—middlings, .7 o .7*—hog round, .7

—

Whiskey, per

hhd. .26 a 27-do. bbl.' .27 a .28—Feathers, 26 a .28—
Beef, on the hoof, 4.50 o 5.00—hogs, do. 3.50 a 4.00—
Mutton, do. 1.50 a 2.00—Veal, do. .50 a 3.00—Chick-
ens, per doz. 1.50a 2.00—Butter, best new, .25 a.SlJ.

Tobacco.—Inspections in the three State Ware-
houses, for the week ending yesterday morning. No.

I, 120—2, 153—3, 153—Total, 426 hhds.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Answer to Inquiries relative to Middle Florida, pro-

pounded by a gentleman in Switzerland, with a letter

from Gen. Lafayette, by David B. Macomb, Esq.—On the

employment of Cotton for bagging, and the employ-

ment of Slaves in the South "for the manufacture of

coarse cottons—Culture of Hemp in Russia—Great

Crop of Ruta Baga in Virginia—Inquiries on a Rotation

of Crops—Cotton Manufacture in Great Britain—Pre-

mium fur Cotton in Savannah—Prospect of Crops in N.

C—Wm. Prince on the Vine— t.etters from D. & C.

Landreth on the Native Grape, Osage Orange, and Ja-

panese Apple— Canal proposed from Annapolis to

Washington— Early Education of Children, .lustice—

Leopard Hunting—Pedigrees of Valuable Horses conti-

nued, Lindsey's Arabian, African—Editorial, Prices.

Printed cverv Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, fop

JOHN S. SKINNCR, Editor, by Joiix D. Toi, corner

of St. Paul and Markct-sts.
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MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton Baggino, Cordage, &c. recommendud to

Bt MADE OF Cotton.—No. II.

[The employment of slavesj in (he manufaoture

of coarse cottons, cotton bagging, cordage, 8a;. in

the Southern slates.]

In regard to a meeting at Nalcliez, on the95tli

of July, the Editor of the Ariel says—that the

meeting was attended by citizens of all parties. Jo-

seph E. Davis, Esq. was unaninlou^ly called to pre-

side over its deliberations, a gentleman known to

be of (he "opposition." It certainly must be a sa-

tisfaction to every American patriot to see, that

notwithstanding the people of this county may difler

as to men, yet they will give to measures all the

merit and all (he support they deserve.

The third proposition of the resolutions was op-

posed by Dr. Wm. N. Mercer, and supported by
R. J. Walker, Esq. Mr. Walker slated (hat the

object of the meeting was to increase the consump-
tion of cotton, and that in no way could that desira-

ble end be more eflfectually attained than by encou-
raging the domestic market. Within a few years a

new purchaser has arisen for (he s(aple of Missis-

sippi, the Ainmcan tnaiiufaclurer. Thousands of
bales of cotton are already manufactured by our
countrymen. How shall we increase the demands
of this new purchaser, is an interesting question (o

the cotton growing states We will increase it

greatly by introducing articles manufactured out of
cotton into more general use amongst ourselves;

but will we not increase the consumption to a still

greater extent by inducing, if possible, the cilizens

of (he non-cotlon growing slates, to unite with us in

bringing (he ardcle in(o more general u>e amon;<l
themselves. But a small portion of the citizens of
the nori.hern and middle slates clothe themselves ii'

cottons. If we can induce (hem to abandon the

silks and linens introduced frotii abroad, and wear
articles manufactured out of American cotton, liy

American manufacturers, we gain much. J,, t us

then meet the citizens of (he noiv codon groiving
states in a spirit of amity and concord, and we will

induce a reciprocal feeling. Let us purchase all

articles of the American manufacture, when we
can attain them at a fair price, and the erronrous
idea (ha( (he dilVorent stales of our confederacy
have divers and hostile interest, will vanish before
the test of practical experiment.
At a meeting of plan(ers, and o(her ciizens of

Adams county, held agreeably to publick notice, at

the City Hall", of the city of Natchez, on Wednes-
day, (be 25th day of July 13'27—Joseph E. Davis,
Esq., was appointed chairman, and Henri W.
Hu.ntingoon, secretary
The object of Ihe meeting being announced from

the chair, to be the formation of an association for
the encouiagenient of agricultural and domestic
m^'.nufactures, the following resolutions were intro-
duced by Stephen Duncan—and being separately
pu(, were carried, viz:

Whereas, under (he present extended and im-
proved state of agriculture, the staple of our coun-
try is likely to be produced in greater quantities
than can be consumed; and whereas, unless the
growth and consumption of cotton can be brought
nearer to an equality, Ihe price must be so reduced,
as not (o afford a fair profit to Ihe grower, and em-
barrassment and distress must ensue.

1. Therefore, be it resolved, as the sense of this
meeting, that it is essential to our prosperity as
agriculturists and as citizens, deeply interpsted in
(he welfare of the country, that (he raw material
should be promo(ed and encouraged by all the
means in our power.
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i. Resolved, That as a means of accomplishing
this object, we will use goods manufactured from
cotton, particularly the articles of cotton bagging,
cotton blankets, and cotton clothing for our slaves,

and for such articles also of onr own clothing as

may be deemed suitable and adapted to our cli-

mate, provided they can be obtained on reasonable
(erms.

3. Resolved, That we will promote the manufac-
turing interest "generally, throunbout the United
Slates, and (hat we will give a preference to arti-

cles manufactured in any section of our country, to

Ihe exclusion of foreign fabrics of the same quality

and price.

1. Resolved, That as a further means of advanc
ing the agricultural prosperity of our country, by
increasing the consumption of our own produce, we
will form ourselves into a society for the encourage-
ment of domestic manufactures by rewards and
premiums for such goods as are manufactured of
cotton, and suited to our country.

5, Resolved, That a subscription paper be forth-

with circulated for this purpose, and that the sub
scribers now present proceed to the election of a

committee (o draft a consdtution for the society, to

be reported on the first Wednesday in December
next.

(3. Resolved, That a committee of three be ap-
pointed (o procure subscribers.

7. Resolved, That the adoption of similar mea-
sures be recommended to our fellow citizens of the
adjoining counties.

8 Resolved, That the proceedings of this meet
ing, attested by (he chairman and secretary, be pub
lishfd in the papers of this city.

9. Resolved, That this meeting now adjourn until
Friday, the 3d of Auijust next.

JOS. E DAVIS, Chairman.
Henry W. Huntingdon, Sec'nj.

Domestic Manufactures— Votlon Bhmkcls and Cot-
ton Denims.

We are authorized to state, (hat a premium of
fifty dollars will be paid for the best piece of bagging,
manufactured from cotton, to contain not less than
50 yards; to be Ai\ inches wide, equal in texture
and strength to Scotch bagging, and to weigh not
less than li lbs per yard.

A premium of twentyfive dollars for the best pair
of blankets, manufactured from cottton; to be equal
in size to Ihe largest 3i point English blankets,
usually called Macinaw blankets, and not to weigh
less than five pounds.
A premium of lu-eutyfive dollars fjr Ihe best piece

of denims, manufactup'd from cotton, to contain
not less than 23 yards, to be 1 1-8 yards wide, twil

led, stout and thick, and to be deemed sufficiently
warm for clothing slaves in the winter.

The premiums to be awarded on the 1st day of
December, by Francis Surget, James Green and
John E. Gillespie, of this county, or any two of
them. The articles to be deposited in the store of
Messrs. Postlethwaite and Babbit, in (his city, who
are authorized to pay (he premiums.
We will observe, tha( as (here may be specimens

which will no( be entitled to a premium, that we
have no doubt they can be sold here to the advan-
tage of the manufacturers.

[The Cincinnati Saturday Evening Chronicle, co
pies the above proceedings, and subjoins the fol-

lowins;:]

These premiums are to be awarded on the first

Wednesday of December next. In addition (o the
above, we have been informed, that some genlle-
mea of Natchez have made a contract with Mr.
Rapp, of Harmony, for the manufacture of twenty
thousand yards of cotton bagging; to be delivered
at 23 cents per yard. From conversations with an
intelligent gentleman of the South, who has given
this subject much consideration, we have no doubt

that cotton bagging, equal in quality to the hemp
bagging imporled from Scotland, can be furnished
by the American manufacturer for 16 cents per
yard. The same gentleman, from experiments made
by himseir, is conlident in the opinion, that the ar-
ticle of cotton n,ay be advantageously substituted
for hemp in the manufacture of cordage.
The warmth, durability, and cheapness of cotton

point it out as .in article altogether suitable for the
manufacture of blankets, and coarse denims, for
clothing not only the slaves of (he South, but also
that portion of Ihe white population, who, either
from economy or patriotism, are disposed to encou-
rage domestic manufactures.
Those gentlemen who have turned their inquiries

to this subject, eonlidently believe, that the period
is not far distant when cotton bagging, manufactur-
ed in the United States, will supersede entirely the
hemp bagging of the Scotch, and that it will be
found in every respect equal to that manufactured
from the article of hemp. The southern people are
particularly interested in promoting the manufac-
ture of cotton bagging, cotton blankets, and cotton
clothing; and it is gratifying (o observe that they
are manifesting a lively interest on the subject.

Why should not the capitalist and manufacturer
of this city embark in (his business? Can there be
a more eligible point than Cincinnati? or any spe-
cies of manufacture that would more certainly re-
pay enterprise than that of which we have been
speaking.

Since penning the above, we have received the
following letter from the gentleman referred to. It

is replete with interesdng suggesdons and pracdcal
observations. The general intelligence and accu-
rate knowledge of the writer entitle his remarks to

great consideration.

Remarks on Cotton Bagging and Cordage, and the
value of St.;i'es as cjjeratives in Cotton fuclories.

Sir,—Whilst our friends in the northern states
are waiting with great anxiety for (he result of the
deliberations of (he Hanisburg Convention, on (he
subject of the woollen bill, pernii( me, (hrough your
paper, (o address a few remarks (o our bre(hren of
the soiKh and west, on the manufacture of heavy
cotton goods.

About a year ago, at the suggestion of a planter,
a piece of bagging, wholly of eutlon, was roaniifac-
tiired by Mr. Allen, of Nashville, and the specimen
was much approved by some public spirited gentle-
men at lluulsville, who were induced to advertise
for a contract for 2.5,000 yards, to be made of that
material. The enlightened and patriotic citizens of
Adams county, Mississippi, from the same laudable
motives, have recently turned their attention to (his

highly impor(ant subject, and have acdiallv con-
tracted with Mr. Ripp for 20,000 yards of liiat ar-
ticle, of the usual breadth, at 23 cents per yard.
They have also ntFered very liberal premiums for the
best specimens of cotton cordage, cotton bagging,
blankets, and negro clothing. In these meritorious
etforts, we fondly hope they will be immediately
imitated by all the slave holding states from Mary-
land to Louisiana: for, strange as it may appear to

those who have never observed for themselves, nor
reflected on this matter, it is <lemonstrably true,

that slaves are the most profitable of all operatives,

in the business of manufacturing coarse fabricks,
where ingenuity has furnished them with suitable

machinery. In Kenlucky, for instance, by the as-
sistance of trifling machines, slaves manufacture
vast quantides of hempen bagging. We, indeed,
scarcely see any other operatives in the great facto-

ries of Lexington, Paris, Danville, Shelbyville, and
other towns in Ki^ntucky. If we except a manager
or two, and a machinist, neither Englishmen, Scotch-
men, nor even New Englandmen, are to be seen in

these profitable establishments. Why are slaves

employed? Simply because experience has proved
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that they are more docile, more constant, and cheap

er than freemen, "ho are often refractory and dissi

pated;who waste much time by visiting public places,

attending musters, elections, &.c. which the opera

live slave is not permitted to frequent. The habits

of slaves, too, are more uniform, and the deficiency

of inventive genius is itself a recommendation to an

operative; for it is well known that a man of inven-

tive genius can seldom endure the monotonous oc

cupation of attending a spindle or a loom; whereas

experience has amply proved that slaves are com
petent, not only to these pursuits, but are capable

of exercising many trades where much more intel-

lect is required. It surely requires hut little talent

to draw out a thread with a mul',to join it to a

spindle, or to apply the cotton to a caiding appara

tus. England, in the plenitude of her power, ima-

gined that two millions of people, in her colonies,

were incapable of making a hoe handle or a hob

nail; and with a spirit as blind, New Englnnd now
seems to imagine that the cotton growing states,

with a million or two of the best operatives in the

world, will continue incapable of using these simple

machines, which the very children of thi white slaves

of Europe can learn to manage in a month. The
eradication of this gross and silly prejudice, in the

north and in the south, will produce a complete re

volution in public opinion with regard to manufac
tures, in every porlion of our country. To secure

the cotton crop of (he south in cotton bagging and
rope, will require 28,000 bales of cotton annually

This is no inconsiderable market; but it would ht

prodigiously aagniented by the use of our cotton in

blankets, and coarse negro clothing.

To construct machines necessary in the mann
factory of suih an immense «lock of cotton, and to

superintend the use of them, and keep Ihem in re-

pair, would employ much of the ingenuity of our
eastern brethren, whilst our mild climate, our nu-
merous mill seats, and our cheap slave labour, would
hold out irresistible inducements to eastern mecha-
nics to Settle amongst us. The rewards we be-

stow on our overseers for cultivating cotton for a

market already glutted. ivould piocure us multitudes

of machinists; and the capital we waste on land to

produce cotton at 5 cents, would enable us to erect

the necessary buildmgs for more lucrative pursuits

A\ hy then should we not minvil.iclure our coar>.e

goods in the slave .states, where the cotton is lower
than in any part of the world, the goods hifiher, the

water power as efficient, and the slave labour th<>

lest and the chea/iest. Let capitalists attend to

these hasty suggestions; let us convert one-tenth ol

our field labourers into operatives, and we shall

soon be independent.

ZOOLOGY.
Of the Study op the Animal Kingdom with re

FERENCE TO AgRICULTUKE.

(Continued from p. 210.)

minimal Chemistry; or the Substances which enter
into the Composition cf the Bodies of Animals.

The elemental y principles of the animal kingdom
have been ascertained with considerable precision;
but the binary, ternary, or other compounds which
these form, have not been investigated with so much
success. As these various ingredients are brought
into union in the animal system by the agency of
the vital principle, their slate of combination may
be expected to differ widely from the ordinary re-
sults of electric attraction. When such compounds
of organization are submitted to analysis, the influ-

ence of the vital principle having ceased, the pro-
ducts obtained may be regarded, in many cases, as
njoiliiicationf of the elements of the substance, oc-
casioned by the processes employed, rather than the
display of the number or nature of the ingredients,
as they existed previous to the analytical operations.

Hence the great caution requisite in drawing eon

elusions regarding the composition of animal bodies

The elementary substances which are considered as

entering into the parts of animals, are carbon, hydro-

gen, oxygen, azote, phosphorus, sulphur, fluoric

acid, muriatic acid, iodine, potash, soda, ammonia,
lime, magnesia, silica, iron, and manganese.

Carbin exists in various states of combination in

the fluids as well as the solids of every animal, and
has been detected in the form of charcoal in the

lungs. When animal substances are exposed to a

high temperature in closed vessels, the charcoal

which is produced differs considerably from that

which is obtained by the same means from vegeta-

bles. It is more glossy in appearance, and is inci

nerafed with much greater difficulty.

Hydrogen is universally distributed in the animal
kingdom; it occurs as a constituent ingredient of

all the fluids, and of many of the solids. It is inva-

riably in a state of combination with charcoal; for,

as far as we know, it has never been detected in an

uncombined or separate state. It has been found

in the human intestines, in the form of carburetted

hydrogen.

Oxygen is equally widely distributed with the

preceding, in the fluids and solids of all animals.

A constant supply of it from the atmosphere is in-

dispensably necessary to the continuation of animal
life. It occurs, not only in combination with other

bodies, but probably, likewise in a separate state,

in the air bag of fishes, in which it is found, varying

in quantity, according to the species, and the depth

at which the fishes have been caught. It is com
mon, in union with charcoal, forming carbonic acid.

Azotic gas is very widely distribmed as a compo-
nent part of animal substances. It occurs in almost

all the fluids, and in those solid parts which have
carbon as a base. The almost universal prevalence

of this principle in animal substances, constitutes

one of the most certain marks by which they may
be distinguished from vegetables. Azote likewise

occurs, in an uncombined state, in the air-bag of

some fishes.

Phosphoi-us. This inflammable body exists, in

union with oxygen, in the stale of phosphoric acnl,

ill many of the solids and fluids of animals. Its ex-

istence, however, in an uncombined state, has not

been satisfactorily determined, although there ap-

pears a tendency to refer the luminnusness of seve-

ral animals to the slow combustion of this sub-

stance. Even phosphoric acid can scarcely be said to

exist in a separate slate, being found in combina-
tion with potash, soda, ammonia, lime, or magnesia

Sulphur, in combination, exists in considerable

abundance in animal substances. It can scarcely

be said to occur in a separate stale in animals; at

least the experiments which may be quoted as en-

coiiraging such a supposition, are by no means de
risive. United with oxygen, in the form of sulphu-

ric acid, it exists in .combination with potash, soda,
and lime.

Fluoric acid has been detected in bones and urine,

in a state of combination with lime.

JMuriatic acid exists in a great number of animal
fluids, in combination with an alkali, as in the am-
monia and soda of urine.

Iodine has been detected in sponge.
Potash exists in combination with the sulphuric,

muriatic, or phosphoric acids; but it is far from
abundant in animal fluids.

Soda IS present in all the fluids in various states

of combiiiatiiin,and is more abundant than the pre

ceding. It gives to many of the secretions the al-

kaline pioperly of changing vegetable blues into

green, ll is found in union with the carbonic, phos
phoric, sulphuric, and muriatic acids.

Ammonia exists in its elements in all the fluids,

and many of the solids of animals, and is frequently

produced during putrefaction. These elemenls .re

likewise found united in the system, and the alkali

then appears in union with the various acids, as the
phosphorus, muriatic, and lactic.

Lime, of which the hard parts of animals, such
as bones and shells, are chiefly composed, is of uni-
versal occurrence. It is always in a state of com-
bin.ition, and chiefly with the carbonic or phospho-
ric jcids.

Magnesia occurs sparingly. It has been defected
in ihe bones, blood, and some other substances, hut
alwiys in small quantity, and chiefly in union with
phosphoric acid.

Silica occurs more sparingly than the preceding.
It is found in the hair, urine, and urinary calculi.

Iron has hitherto only been delected in the co-
louring matter of the blood, in bile, and in milk,
lis peculiar state of combination in Ihe blood, has
givin rise to various conjectures; but a satisfactory

solution of the question has not yet been obtained.
In milk, it appears to be in the state ol phosphate.
Mangane.se, in oxide, has been observed, along

wiili iron, in the ashes of hair.

Such are the simple substances which have been
detected by chemists in the solids and fluids of ani-
mals; but seldom in a free state, and often in such
various proportions of combination as renders it

extremely difficult to determine their true condi-
tion.

The compounds of organizalion are gelatine, albu-
men, fibrin, mu<'us, urea, sugar, oils, and acids.

Gelatine occurs in nearly a pure state in the air-

bags of different kinds of fishes, as, for example,
isinglass, cissolved in hot water and allowed to cool,

forms jelly When a solution of tannin is dropped
into a solution of gelatine, an union takes place, and
an insoluble precipitate of a whitish colour falls to

the bottom. It is on the union of Ihe tannin of the
oak bark with the gelatine of Ihe hides, that the
process of tanning leather depends. Gelatine ex-
ists in abundance in different parts of animals, as

bones, muscles, skin, ligament.s, membranes, and
blood. It is obtained from these substances, by
boiling Ihem in warm water; removing the impuri-
ties, by skimming, as they rise to the surface; or,

by subsequent straining and clarifying. It is then
boiled to a proper consistency. It is Ihe characteris-

lic ingredient of the softest and most flexible parts

of animals.

Ge'atine is extevsively used in the arts, under the
names of glue and size, on account of its adhesive
quality, and to give the requisite stiffness to certain

articles of manufacture. In domestic economy, it

IS likewise employed in the form of jelly, and in the

formation of various kinds of soup. What is term-

ed portable smip, is merely jelly which has been
dried, having been previously seasoned, according
to the taste^wilh different spices.

Albumen, Ihe white of an egg, exists in great

abundance, both in a coagulated and liquid slate, in

the different pirls of anim.ls. Hair, nails, and
horn, are composed of it. It appears, likewise, as

a constituent of bone and shells; and there are few

of the fluid, or soft part of animals, in which it does

not exist in abundance; what has hitherto been

termed Ihe resin of bile, is, according to Berzelius,

analogous to albumen.

Albumen is extensively used in the arts. When
spread thin on any body, it soon dries, and forms a

coating of varnish. Its adhesive power is likewise

considerable. When rubbed on leather, it increases

its suppleness. But its chief use is in clarifying li-

quors. For this purpose, any substance abounding

in albumen, as the while of eggs, or the serum of

blood, is mi.xed with the liquid, and the whole heat-

ed to near the boiling point. The albumen coagu-

lates, and falls to Ihe bottom, carrying along with

it the impurities which were suspended in the fluid,

and which rendered it muddy. If the liquor con-

tains alcohol, the aj)pl!cation of heat is unneces-

sary.

Fibrin exists in the blood, and was formerly call-
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ed the fibrous p^rt of tht- blood. It likev\i»e iXKts

in all muscles, lormmK the essential (lart or busis of

tliese organs. It exhiliits tnanj remarkable varie-

ties, as it i<p|)uars in the flesh of qiadrnpeds, birds,

and fi.shes; but has not hitherto been turned to anj

particular use.

Extractive exists in the muscles of animals, in

th'' blood and in the brain. It communicates the

peculiar flavour of meat to soups. In the opinion

ol Fourcroy, the brown crust of roasted meal con-

sists oi it.

The soft parts of animals are constituted of these

four substances, vvhuh also enter into the composi-

tion ol' the haid parts and of the fluids. They arc

readily distingui'-hable from one another. Extrac-

tive alone is soluble in alcohol; gelatine is insoluble

in cold, but soluble in hot water; albumen is soluble

in told and insoluble in hot water, the fibnn is equal-

ly insoluble in hot and col.i water. They are va-

riously mixed or united; and as they consist of some

elementary principles, i hiefly carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, and azote, it is probable that they are

changed, the one into the other, in many cases by

the living principle—a transmutation which the

chemist has succeeded in accomplishing, and which

ni;iy soon be of advantage in the arts. The pro-

portion of carbon appears to be least in gelatine

and greatest in fibrin.

JMucvs occurs in a liquid state in the animal eco-

nomy, as a protecting covering to dirt'ereni organs.

It necessarily differs in its qualities, according to

the purposes it is destined to serve. Ir. the noi-e it

defends the organ of smell ftoni the drying influ-

ence of the air; in the bladder, it protects the inte

rinr from the contact of the acid urine, while it

preserves the gall bladder from the action of alka-

line bile. It does not cont.u:i any suspended parti

cles like the bliiod, but is homogeneous {Dr Yimn^,

Annals if Phil. ii. p. 1 17.) When inspis.sated, it

coiistilules, in the opinion of some, (he h;isis of the

epidermis, horns, nads, fe.illiers. but the diflicully

of oblaming It in a puie ilate, and the discord 'lit

characters assigned to it by diflerent chemists, pre-

vent us from ripnsing roafidi nee in tlie accuracy ol

the analysis of those substances, o) which it is con

sidtied as loriniiig an e-sseiilial ingredient.

Urea is a siibslaiice obtained by evaporation and

frit'.ratiiin (rom the urine o( the nmmmalia when in

a state ol health. In the human subject it is less

abundant afler a meal, and nearly disappears in the

disease called diabetes, and in attlctions of the

liver.

Sugar exists in considerable abundance in milk,

and m the mine of persons labouring uiidrr di.ilii U's.

In the latter fluid, it is to be considered as a mor-

bid secretion ol the kidneys, occupying the natural

situation of the urea. In milk, honever. it exists as

a constituent principle, and may readily be obtained

bj' the following process: evaporate Iresh whey to

the consistence of honey, dissolve it in water, cl.iri-

fy with the uhites of eggs, and again evaporate to

the consistence of syrup. On cooling, white cubi-

cal crystals will be obtained, but less svveet than
vegetable sugar.

Oils vary greatly as to colour, consistence, smell

and other characteis They possess, however, in

common, the properties of the fixed oils, in being
liquid, either naturally or when exposed to a gentle

heat, insoluble in water and alcohol, leaving a

greasy stain upon paper, and being highly combus-
tible. They are distinguished as spermaceti, amber-
grease, fat, and common oils.

Spermaceti constitutes the principal part of the

brain of the whale, and is freed from the oil which
accompanies it, by draining and squeezing, and af
lerwards, by the employment of an alkaline ley,

which saponifies the remainder. It is then washed
in water, cut into thin pieces with a vooden knife,

and exposed to the air to dry. It is used in medi-
cine and candle-making.

Ambergrease is found in the intestines of the sper
maeeli wiiale, and in (hose only which are in a sick
ly state. It appears to be the excrement, altered by
a long retention in the intestines, and therel'ore

sc'ireely merits a place among the natural ingre-
dients of the animal system. Upon being voided
by the animal, it floats on the surface of the sea,
and has been found in various quarters of the globe.
It usually contains the beaks of cuttle fish adhering
to it. It is employed in small quantities by drug-
gists and perfumers.

Fat consists of two substances, suet and oil. It

is usually purified by separating the vessels and
membranes which adhere to it, by repeatedly wash-
ing with cold water, and afterwards melting it,

ailing with boiling water
Tallow is the lat of ruminating animals, and is

hard and brittle, while the fat of the hog, called
tard, is soft and semifluid. Its uses as an article of
food, in the m 'king of candles, hard soap, and oint-

ments, and to diminish friction, are well known.
The properties of oils depend in a great degree

on the mode of pieparation, with the exception of
the odour, which arises from the kind of animal
Irom which the oil has i een derived. Spermaceti
oil is considered as the thinnest of the animal oils,

and the fittest for burning in lamps. It is obtained
Irom the spermaceti, by draining and pressure.

Train oil is procured by melting the blubber, or ex
tc-rnal layer of fat, found underneath the skin of
diflirent kinds of whales and seals. From the pro-
cess employed, it contains, besides the oil, gelatine,

albumen, and other animal matters, which render it

thick; dark coloured, and disposed to become ran-
cid. Fish oil is sometimes extracted from the entire

fish, (as the spiat, pilchard and herring, when they
Ol cur in too great quantities to be salted,) by boil-

ing in water, and skimming off the oil, as it appears
on the surface. In general, however, the oil is ob-
tained from the livers of fish, in which it is lodged
in cells.

'1 he acids found in animals consist of various
proportions of carbon, hjdrogen, oxygen, and azote.
!Some of tliem are peculiar to the animal kingdom,
and others exist in equal abundance in plants.

The uric or lithic acid, abounds in urine, and ap-
pears til be a production of the kidneys The lac

lie acid is common in the animal fluids. The am
nwtic acid has been Ibund in ihe uterus of a cow.
riie Jormic acid, by dislilliug anis The benzoic,

ojalic, acetic, and imdic acids, are cnmnion both to

planis ami animal-, iiul occur but seldom in the latter.

linse elementary substances, by combining in dif

ferent proportions, exhibit a great variety of se-

parate substances. The earthy salts are likewise

abundant; and when they occur in a separate state,

they strengthen the albuminous framework, and

form the skeleton, giving stability to the body, and

acting as levers to the muscles. The alkaline salts

occur in the greatest abundance in the secreted

fluids.

The fluids consist of those juices which are ob-

tained from our food and drink, such as the chyle,

and are termed crude of the blood; or prepared from
the crude fluids, and destined to communicate to

every part of the body, the nourishment which it

requires, and of those fluids which are separated

from the blood, in the course of circulation, such as

the bile, and termed secreted fluids. These are all

contained in appropriate vessels, and are subject tj

motion and change.

The solids are derived from the fluids, and are

usually divided into the soft and hard. The soft

solids consist chiefly of what is termed animal mat-
ter, of combinations of carbon, hydrogen, o.xygen,

and azote. They consist of fibres, which are usu
ally grouped into faggots; of plates, which, crossing

one another in various directions, give rise to cellu-

lar structure, or of a uniform pulpy mass.

The Jibrous texture may be observed in all the

muscles, tendons, and ligaments, and in the bones
of many animals, especially before birth. These
fibres, however minutely divided, do not appear to
be hollow, like those of the vegetable kingdom.

ITie cellular texture is universally distributed in
the form of membranes, which invest every organ,
the bundles of fibres in every muscle, and. by fum-
ing tubes with the addition of the fibrous texture,
constitute the containing vessels. The substance
gives form to all the different parts, and is that par-
ticular portion \shich is first formed, and which con-
stitutes the frame on and within which the other
materials of the system are deposited. It readily
expands by the increase of its contents; and, with
equal ease, contracts when the distending cause is

removed.

The pulpy texture is confined to Ihe brain and
nerves, the liver, kidneys, and other secreting or-
gans of the system. Its composition appears to the
eye homogeneous, and its form is regulated by its

cellular envelope.

These soft solids are alone capable of possessing'

the faculty of sensation. By their aid, Ihe nervous
energy is exerted on the different parts of the body;
and, through them, the impressions of external ob-
jects are received.

The hard solids consist either of cartilage, which
resembles, in its qualities, coagulated albumen; or
of bone, formed by various combinations of earthy
salts. They are destitute of sensation, and are
chiefly employed in defending the system from in-

jury, giving it the requisite stability, and assisting

the muscles in the execuiion of their movements.
The proportion between the solids and fluids is not

only remarkably difleient in different species, but in

the same species, in the various stages of growtbi.

[Loudon's Enc. of Agrio,

{To he continutd.}

DORCHESTER EXHIBITION AND FAIR.
The Dorchester Agricultural Society, will hold

their third Cattle Show in Cambridue, on Monday
and Tuesday, the 29th and 301h of October, 1827,
for llie exhibition and sale of domestic animals and
manufactures, and for ploughing matches; and will

award the following premiums:

CROPS.

For the best five contiguous acres of Wheat, $8 00
For the best five contiguous acres of Corn, 8 dO
For the best three conliguous acres of Hay, 8 00
For the best acre of Potatoes, 8 00
For the best acre of Carrots, 8 HO
For the best acre of iMangcl VVurtzel, 8 00
For the best acre of Parsni)>s, 8 00

Volunteer' d by a .Member.

For Ihe largest crop of Seed Cotton, 20 00
HORSES.

For the best Stallion, 10 00
For the best Mare, 8 00
For the best Colt under two years, 5 00

NEAT CATTLE.

For the best Bull over two years old.

For Ihe '2il best Bull over two years.

For the best Bull under two years.

For the 2d best Bull under two years.

For the best Milch Cow,
For the 2d best do. do.

For the best Heifer under two years.

For the 2d best do. under two years.

For the best pair of well broke Oxen,
For the 2d best do. do.

For the best fatted Bullock.

SWINE.
For the best Boar over one year, 5 00
For the 2d best do. under one year, 5 00
For the best Breeding Sow, litter of Pigs to

accompaDy her, 5 00

10 00
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Tor the best Sou Pis uiidi r ten months old.

For the best Doar Pis "f"J" '<"" months,

Kor the fattest and heav iest Hog, hve weight,

SHEEP.

For the best Ram,
For the 2J best do.

For the best Ewe,
For the 2d best do.

For (he best lot of Wethers, not less than

six in number,

DOMESTIC MANCF.4CTURES.

For the best bolt of Flannel, not less than ten

yards.

For the best piece of Kersey, not less than

tuerily yards,

For the best Linsey, not less than ten yards,

For tlie best Carpeting, not less than twenty

yards.

For the 2d best Carpetin?,

Foi the best Mearlh Rug,
For the 2d best do. do.

For the Ijest Counterpane,

For the best Linen Sheeting, not less than ten

yards,

For Ihe 2d best Linen Diaper, for table

clolhs, not less than ten yards.

For the best Towelling, Linen Diaper, do.

For the best pair of Knit Woollen Stockinj;s,

For the best pair of Knit Cotton Stockings,

IMPLEMENTS OP HUSBANDRY.

For the best Agricultural Implement, that

may be considered new and worthy of

patronage,
EDTTER.

For the best fresh Butter, not less than

five lbs.

For the 2d best do. do. do.

For the best potted Butler, not less than

three months old, nor less than ten lbs.

For the 2d best do. do. do. do.

FERMENTED LK^CORS.

For a sample of the best barrel of Cider, of

3
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SHEEt'.

The English have had more regard to the form

thiin to the fleeces of their sheep, iiiid most of the

44 uiilUons in that country are of the Ion:-,- vvooUed

larfte breeds. Fine wool for the manufacturers is

imported from Saxony and Spain. The Saxons have

given their attention to the fleeces, which they have

brouglit to so ^real perfection, that Spain possesses

no floclc that can be compared wiih some of those

in Saxony. Sheep of the Saxon race are pretty nu-

merous in the neighborins countries of Silesia, Mo-

ravii, &c. In France there are but kw flocks of

pure uiermo blood The French import great quan-

tities of line wool from Spain and Saxony, and they

are now making efforts to introduce the Saxon race

of shi-ep into France. Some of the French farmers

have purchased sheep of the English long-woolled

races, and are attempting to acclisnate them in

France. This long wool is in demand for the man-

ufacture of smooth stutl's as bombazets, Sec. It is

admitted that the English sheep eat twice as much
as the merinos.

M. L. de Chateauvieux sa)S the merino sheep are

so multiplied in Europe, that there must necessarily

be a reduction in the price of their wool. He thinks

the price of the supcrline wool from the Saxon me
rinos will continue lo maintain a high price, because

there are but tew persons who will bestow that care

and attention on Ihiir flocks which these small and

delicate sheep require. He expresses an opinion

that the Saxon sheep come from the race of Segovia

in Spain, and that most of the other merinos in Eu-
rope proceed from the race of Leon, which is

larger and more vigorous, but less fine.— [Abridged

from the Bulletin des Sciences.]

—

Hump. Guz.

SZ03.TICTriiTUB.E:.

SHOULDER BRAKE—INQUIRY.
Mr. Skinner, Mtrfulk, September 23.

Our cattle in Currituck county are afflicted with

a peculiar disease called the Shoulder Biake, which

proves fatal to many ol them. This disease is con-

fined to the North Bank, a section ol the county

bounded by ihe Atlantic on one side and Currituck

sound on the other, and varies in width one to three

miles. 1 he range is excellent for cattle, but within

a few years, we have sutiered much Irom the disease

above mentioned. Without any previous symptom
of disease, our cattle are suddenly deprived of the

use ol one and sometimes of both their shoulders;

and Oi examination the shoulder blade is found to

be broken about the middle. Sometimes the in-

flammation is 50 great as to cause sudden and cei tain

death; at others they linger much longer, and in

some cases recover, but always limp a little. Cat
tie are seen suddenly to fall down with this disease

while feeding or walking gently about. This dis-

ease has only been known a few years, and we are

at a loss to know the cause of the disease and a re

medy. Is this disease produced by permitting Ihe

cattle lo lay on the salt beach? or is it produci d by
the action of some peculiar species of food on the
system?

If the disease is brought on by their lying on the
beach. i\hich softens the shoulder bone so much as
to destroy its strength, why d.es it not extend to the
other limbs of Ihe body? and if caused by their

eating of any particular vegetable, why is not the
same efifect produced on the whole system?

If this disease is known in any other section of
country, and the cause of the disease has been dls

covered, and a successful remedy applied for its

cure, a lasting favor would be conferred on many
by making the >ame publick. The cattle feed mos-
ly on large marshes, such as are common on the sea
coast. li.

CIDER.
Various methods have been recommended for

improving Ihe quality of cider; the addition of other
ingredients, filtration tlirough sand, or coal at the

press, boiling, pressing, and racking. However be-

neficial any one or all of the above mny be, yet to

have good cider great care must be taken in ma-
king if.

Let the unripe and rotten apples be picked out

and given to the hogs. Let the press, tubs, barrels,

and hogsheads be well cleansed and freed from
acids. Let the straw be bright having no rust nor

mould, and the little water that may be used soft

and clear.

Alter the apples arc converted info fine pumice,
it should be suffered to remain until it undergoes
the proper fermentation. The time that this will

require is from twenty to seventy- two hours, de-

pending on the state of the weather. The greater

the warmth the quicker will be the fermentation.

The colour of Ih* pumice before it is [)ut on the

press should be similar to that of a ripe cherry.

In order that the Airmer may be convinced that

the pumice should remain some time before it is

pressed, let him mash a few apples and force out

the juice immediately. He wdl see that it is near-

ly as colourless as water. Let him again mash a

few quite fine, and let them in that state be ex-

posed to the air for twenty-four hours, and pressing

out Ihe juice he will find it a rich cider colour. If

the experiment is carried further by putting the

juices into bottles, and permuting them to undergo
the usual fermentation, he will be still more con

vinced of the impropriety of pressing out the juice

immediately after the apples are ground.

JNlanv farmers in the United States get from four

to ten dollars per barrel; but the majority do not

get two dollars. The latter should buy one or two

barrels of their, neighbours, and keep it to treat

their friends. They should continue this practice

until they are able to make such as will bring at

least three dollars per barrel.

in its train 27 to 30 wagons at Ihe rate of from
•2i to 4 miles per hour. The ascents and de-
scents are nearly imperceptible to Ihe eye Ihe great-

er part of the way; upon a level or declination Ihe

speed is relatively increased. On the contrary, as

soon as the engine and train of wagons began to as-

cend the revolution of the wheels was more and
more retarded, until the train reached the next le-

vel, at which time it would scarcely exceed J miles
per hour. Although this may not come up to the
expectations of some, yet it is in fact a great result.

In taking a retrospective view of the progress of
steam in its application to navigation, it may be fair-

ly stated as having ircreased three fold in efi'ect and
power. I think it quite reasonable to anticipate a

similar result in regard to rail roads and its applica-

tion to them. As to ihe rail road from hence to the

collieries, on which the locomotive engine works,
it is strikingly defective in its construction, even ad-
mitting it to be exclusively to be traversed by a train

of 3 wagons drawn by one horse, but when we take

into view the weight of engine and carriage with 27
wagons, loaded with upwards of 90 tons of coal,

every observer must be convinced of its inadequa-
cy. The rails are all of cast iron, very short, and
although they are broader in the middle, yet they
are continually breaking there for Ihe want of a rest

or support at that place; besides from the manner
they are fastened at Ciich end, they are alwa) s work-
ing loose, consequently the ends of such rails not

only become more elevated or depressed than the

next in succession, but the whole rail by inclining to

the right or left, has a tendency to derange the har-

mony of the other parts. I have not yet seen the

Stockton and Darlington road, that no doubt is eve-

ry way superior. From what I have seen I am more
and more confirmed in the opinion that a timber road
laid on stone with a bar of wrought iron in the middle
will he the most economical and at the same lime the

best constructed road to the Ohio river. That it

will be far superior to the one in this vicinity, I have
not the shadow of a doubt.

He who lives disorderly one year, does not live
comfortably for five years to come.

LARGE APPLE.
Mr. Edward Massey has handed us an apple

which grew upon a tree near this place, wiiich

weighs 25 ounces, and measures 15 inches in cir-

cumference. [Delaware Caz.

[What is most remarkable is, that the abbve was
a pippiit apple. The Editor of this paper brought
home two of immense size from Mr. T. Massey's
orchard, this week. He has, too, in gieat abun-
dance and perfection, the ichile crab, and the poniine

d uppni—which every one ought to have.]

ISTTSXlSfA!^ inxFKovaBnxsBrT.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
[We pursue our design, as materials are offered,

lor keeping up the record of all that transpires in

regard to this great project, on the ground as we
have before stated, not only that a large portion ol

the union is directly concerned in its success; but
that every measure which is taken towards its con
struction, w ill serve as a ''lauip to the feet" of those,
w lio in other parts of the United Stales may embark
in similar works. We have pleasure in laying be-

lore our readers the following extract from one whose
judgment entitles all he says to great confidence.]

Leeds, S mo. 14(A, 1827

—

to his brotlier in thiscihj.

A few days ago I made a short excursion on
Ihe rail road from hence to the Middleton collie

ries. The engine is of six horsepower, and draws

KADISS' BSFARTZUCENT.

Chiginal Characters lo be found in the Country.

The Ch.\racter op Mks. Bust.

"With me retire, and leave the pomp of courts,

"For humble cottages and rural sports."

It frequently happens that, even without violent

passions, or enormous corruption, the freedom and
laxity of a rustic life produce remarkable parlicul.sr-

ities of condui't or manner. In the province where
I now reside, we have one lady eminent for wearing
a gown always of Ihe same cut ami colour; another

for shaking hanils with those that visit her; and a
third for unshaken resolution never to let tea or cof-

fee enter her house.

B'jt of all the female characters which this place

affords, I have found none so worthy of attention as

that of Mrs. Busy, a widow-, who lost her husband
in her thirtieth year, and has since passed her time
at Ihe manor house in the goiernment of her chil-

dren, and the management of the estate.

Mrs Busy was married at eighteen from a boarii-

ing school, where she had passed her time, like

other young ladies, in needle-work, with a few in-

tervals of dancing and reading. NN'hen she became
a bride she spent one winter wilh her husband in

town, where, having no idea of any conversation
beyond the formalities of a visit, she found nothing
to engage her passions and wlien she had been one
night at court, and two at an opera, and seen the

monument, Ihe tombs, and the tower, she concluded
that London had nothing more to show, and won-
dered that when women had once seen the world
they could not be content to stay at home She
therefore went willingly to the ancient seat, and for
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soiiieycar. Mii..ie.l house«il.M} un.i.r Mr Busy's

mother, with so much assiduity, that the old lady,

when she died, bequeathed her a caudlc-cup, a

soup dish, t«o beakers, and a chest of table linen

spun by herself.
.

Mr tiusy, finding the economical qualities ol his

lady, resigned his affairs wholly into her hands, and

devoted his life to his pointers and his hounds. He

never visited his estates, but to destroy the part

ridges or foxes; and often committed such devasta-

tions in the rage of pleasure, ibat some of his ten-

ants refused to hold their lands at the usual rent.

Their landlady persuaded them to be satisfied, and

entreated her husband to dismiss his dogs, w ith ma-

ny exact calculations of the ale drunk by his com-

panions, and corn consumed by the horses, and re

monstrances against the insolence of the hunts-

man, and the frauds of the groom. '1 be huntsman

was too necessary to his happiness to be discarded;

and he had still continued to ravage his own estate,

had he not caught cold and a fever by shooting mal-

lards in the fens. His fever was followed by a con-

sumption, which in a few months biought him to the

grave.
r 1

Mrs. Busy was too much an economist to feel ei-

ther joy or sorrow at his death. She received the

compliments and consolations of her neighbours in

a dark room, out of which she stole privately every

night and morning to see the cows milkfd; and, af-

ter a few days, declared that she thought a widow

might employ herself better than in nursing grief;

and that, for her pari, she was resolved that the for-

tunes of her children should not be impaired by her

neglect.

She therefore immediately applied herself to the

reformation of abuses. She gave away the dogs,

discharged the servants of the kennel and stable,

and sent the horses to the next fair, but rated at so

high a price that they returned unsold. She was

resolved to have nothing idle about her, and ordered

them to be employed in common drudgery. They
lost their sleekness and grace, and were soon pur-

chased at half the value.

She soon disencumbered herself from her weeds,

and put on a riding-hood, a coarse aprmi, and shoi t

petticoats, and has turned a large manor into a farm,

of which she takes the management wholly upon i

herself. She rises before the sun to ord>r the horses

to their geers, and sees them well rubbed duivn at

their return from work; she attends the d.iiry morn-

ing and evening, and watches when a calf lalls that

it may be carefully nursed; she walks out among the

sheep at noon, counts the lambs, and observes the

fences, and, where she finds a gap, '^tops it with a

bush till it can be belter mended. !n harvest she

rides a-field in the wagon, and is very libera! of her

ale from a wooden bottle. At her leisure hours she

looks goose-eggs, airs the wool room, and turns the

cheese.

When respect or curiosity brings visitants to her

house, she entertains them with prognostics of a

scarcity of wheat, or a rot among the sheep; and

always thinks herself privileged to dismiss them,

when she is to see the hogs led, or to count her

poultry on the roost.

The only things neglected about her are her chil-

dren, whom she has taught nothing but the lowest

household duties. In my last visit I met Miss Busy

carrying grains to a sick cow, and was entertained

with the accomplishments of her eldest son, a youth

of such early maturity, that though he is only six

teen, she can trust him to sell corn in the market.

Her younger daughter, who is eminent for her beau

ty, though somewhat tanned in making hay, was

busy in pouring out ale to the ploughmen, that eve-

ry one might have an equal share.

I could not but look ^vith pity on this young fami-

ly, doomed by the absurd prudence of their mother

to ignorance and meanness; but when I recommend-
ed a more elegant education, was answered, that

she never saw bonkish or finical people grow rich,

and that she was good for nothing herself till she

had forgotten the nicety of the boarding school.

Mr. Malot, a man of letters, and an enlightened

lawyer, who had for a long time exticised the funi-

lions of a Magistrate of Avallon, has just died,

leaving behind him a rare proof of conjugal tender-

ness. On entering his study after his death, there

was found in a secret chest, of which he alone kept

the key, (he body of his wife, who had been dead

for twenty-five years, embalmed and admirably pre-

served. It is supposed that he had prevailed on llip
1 Col. Baylor.

been said; which goes to show that he was as well

l)red as any horse then raised or now can be raised

in thi.s country, going back and ending their stock

here.

Florizel was gotten by the old imported horse Di-

onied, lis dam by the old imported horse Shirk,

his grand dam by Ei lipse, one of the best bred

liurses ever raised in ihis part of the world; his great

grand dam by the imported hi)rse Fearnought, his

great great grand dam by Old Jolly Roger, his gi^-at

great great grand dam by the impoited horse Sober

John, his great great great great grand dam by the

ported horse Shock, which mare was raised by

.^rave digger to exhumate the body, from which,

even after death, he was unwilling to separate him-

self. Mr Malot succeeded in ki;eping from the

knowledge of every one the deposit which he pre

served in his house, and every day he, doubtless,

went to nourish his grief by weeping over the in

animate remains. The same grave has now united

them for ever.

The following cut direct, is'from the pen of the

celebrated Sheridan. Lord' Erskine declared in a

large party at which Lady E and Mr. S. were pre

sent, that, "a wife was only a Tin Canister, tied to

one's tail'—upon which Sheridan presented Lady

E with these lines:

"Lord Erskine, at woman presuming to rail,

Calls a wife a 'Tin Canister tied to one's tail,'

And fair Lady Anne, while the subject tie carried on,

Seems hurt at his lordship's degrading comparison;

But wherefore degrading.' considered a-ris;ht,

A I'-anister's polished and u-.eful and brigU—
And should dirt its original purity hide

—

That's the fault of the puppy to whom it is tied!"

srosa'EiNa oxiio.

To Give a Horse an Appetite.

Camdt7> couHlij, .N". C. Sepl. .'6, 1821.

Dear Sir,— 1 see in your last number several

ciirt-s and liitlerent management of horses, and now

I siiall endeavor to lay before the public a recipe for

the improvement of a horse's appetite, that by expe-

rience I know will have the desired eflTect when no

thing will, that 1 ever could sec in the very best far-

riery, as liilluws: Take the old dry bones of deceas-

ed horses, make a hot fire, lay them on and l.t them

burn to a coal, then lake them offand let them cool,

and when -jool put therii in a mortar and beat them

as fine as possible, take iheni out. sieve thcni com-

pletely and bottle it up lor use; when you want to

[idminister, take half a gadon of bran or something

of the kind, wet it and take of the powder two ta-

blespoans full, and mix witti ihe bran, and tive it to

the horse two or three times a day, and in three days

he will have a good appetite as you wish. You need

be ui.der no apprehension of danger if you keep the

inial out of hid weather for four or five d.iys.

Sir, I am your most obedient servani, &<.

S. Ski.n.ner, Esu. N. K. K.

This pedigree speaks for him as to blood, and aa

I attentive and disinterested looker on, I have no
hesitation in pronouncing him the best race horse I

ever saw make a track; and his performance goes

to shew it. He beat and could have distanced all

the best horses of his day. He beat Peace Maker
the great match race at Richmond, Amanda, the

dam of Durock and grand dam of the celebrated

American Eclipse, Lavinia,* Top Gallant, &c. &c.

And sired Cup Bearer, (raised by Mr. VVyall, of

Greensville,; Thaddeus, Defiance, Theseus, Serpent,

Brooks, Grey Colt, Robert's Filly, Tuckahoe, and a

great many others, not now recollected; and seldom

failed to produce a racer from a thorough bred mare,

but was standing under a host of old imp irted horses,

then the rage, who took from him the best mares; for

instance. Old Diomed, Bedford, Dare Devil, Preci-

pitate, Citizen, Nosely, Sir Harry . Robin Redbreast,

Sterling, Saltram, Wonder, Dragon, Cormorant,

I

&.C. &.C. which readily accounts for the difficulty of

his rising through them.

Mr. Roger Atkinson, Ihe breeder of Florizel, is

now alive and resides some two or three miles above

Petersburg, and no doubt can give the pedigree of

the Eclipse alluded to. I think he was raised by

some of he Mr. Ruffins', of Prince George.

As an amateur of horses and of truth, I take the

liberty of subscribing myself

Your obedient humble servant,

JOH.N C. GOODE.

Note.—We learn from a friend that Florizel as

well as his dam, were both foaled on Ihe estate of

Col Giode s father. Ilis dam was a well bottomed

courser.

—

Editor.

Pedigrees of Valuable Horses.

(Continued from page 223.)

OLD FLORIZEL.
Meckltnbnrg, Boydloyi, September 17, 1821.

Mr. Skinner,—Understanding that you feel con-

siderable interest in the blood of horses and are

anxious to correct erroneous reports prejudicial to

some, and understanding that prejudices are afloat

detrimental to the celebrated race horse Old Flori-

zel, 1 have thought it my duly to send you his pedi-

gree, as certified and published in his first adver-

tisement as a covering hors. , in the county in which

he was raised, and against which aught has never

SLENDER
Will also cover for the se.ison at Sans Souci. at

ten dollars, and a d-illar to the gr jom; the money

to be paid before the mares are covered. Any full

bred mare that Ins won a puise. and belongs to a

member of the Juckey Club of New York and New
Jersey, shall be covered gratis. Slender covered

last season in Savannah, Georgia, at twenty guineas,

but as bis owner wishes to give an opportunity to

those that are desirous of owning his colts, has ad-

veriised him at only ten dollars.

Slender is a fine bay, fifteen hands three inches

and a half high, his blood, make, activity, move-

ments, strength and speed are superior to any horse

ever imported from England. He was bred by the

Duke of Queensbury, who took three purses with

him at New Market,"and one at Stockbridge, as ap-

pears by the sporting calenders of 178-2 and 1783.

Slender when three years old, at New Market, the

second spring meeting 1782, and at the July meet-

ing following took both purses, and beat twenty five

of the first colts then in England, which are men-

tioned in the racing calenders as follows:—Duke of

Grafton's Peeress; Mr Stevenson's Laurel; Mr.

V.rnm's Virgil; Mr. Pultney's Straight leg; Sir

John Lade's Maypole; Mr Panton's bay colt, got

» Lavinia was full sister to Wrangler, that beat the

noted horse Sir Archie, at Petersburg, which race gave

to Archie bis deserved fame.
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by Herod; M--. Taltersall's bay filly, K<>t tiy

Eclipse; Mr. Parker's chesnut roll, s;ot by Juiii

per; Duke of Nortliumherland's chesnut cjlt. rot

by his Arabian; Lord Esremont's bay filly, sot by

Herod; Lord Clermont's bay Clly, got by M.^rk An-

thony; Lord Grosvenor's chesnut colt, got by Sweet

briar, and Mr. Golding's chesnut colt, got by Swe<t

briar, were the thirteen that ran for the first purse

The twelve that started for the second purse with

Slender, were Lord Ossory's Coxcomb, Mr. Gil-

ding's Gilliflower, his Royal Highness the Duke of

Cumberland's Apollo, Lord Egremont's Countless,

Mr Pultney's Straight leg, Duke of Grafton's Star-

ling. Lord Clermont's Cat, Mr. Pegott's Maypole,

Mr Vernon's chesnut gelding got by Eclipse. Sir

Charles Buiihury's bay filly got by A.e.^is, Lord
Grosvenor's chesnut colt got by Sweet William, and

Mr. 'I'attersalt's filly got by Metaphysician. At

r">ew Market, the first spring meeting, ITSTSi Slen-

der at four years old took the purse, and beat Lord
Derby's Oliver Cromwell, Mr Napier's Gamester,

an>l Lord Grosvenor's Tacer, and at Stockbridge

the .July following, he took the purse, and beat Mr
Delly's remarkable noted running horse Slasher,

Slender is full brother to High-flier, now thought

one of the first horses in England. Slender was
got by Herod, who vva« the »ire of ninety-three run-

ning horses in the years 1782 and 1783, thirty-two

in number more than those got by the great Eclipse

that ran in the same years, and Herod .s colts have

generally been superior to Eclipse's whenever they

appeared on the turf together, which is declared in

the racing calenders. Slender's dam was got by
Blank, who was got by the Godolphin Arabi-

an; Blank is full brother to the famous Old
England, and got Paymaster, Paoli, Cenlinel,

Cyclops, Ghost, Commodore Brag. Dizzy, Gran-
by, Juniper, and Cyrus, all of which were no-

ted running horses, and won purses at New-Market.
Slender's grandam was got by Regulus, who was
got by the Godolphin Arabian; Regulus is the sire

of Miss Cleaveland, who is the dam of that well

known son of Old Snap,Ta£gerquil; he is also the

sire of Tandam's dam, who when lame beat Fame.
Bright, \Vicham,and the Rocket gelding; the lali

Mr .Shafto refused 1800 guineas for Tandam when
he was rising five years old. Slen<ier's grandam
was also a daughter of Sore Heels, which m;ire was
the dam of Matchless, South, and Diinbay Cade, a
daughter of Makeless, and was Sir R.ilph Milhanks
famous black mare, the dam of Hartley's blind
horse. Matchless was got by the Godolphin Ara
bian, and was judged superior to anv horse ever
bred in England for size, strength and beauty
Hartley's blind horse is too well known to all sports-
men, and is too often mentioned in the racing calen-
ders to need a description. It is sutfi.-ient to say he
got the dam of Babraham. Makeless was the sire

of Sir Ralph Milhank's famous black mare, the dam
of several high formed racers, and esteemed the
best bred mare in England Sore Heels w as got by
Basto, the highest bred .son of the Byerly Turk, and
was own brother to Little Scar, and brother to the
dam of Bay Molt, Old Crab, Black Legs, Second
and Snipe; his dam was got by the Curwen's Bay
Barb, and was the dam of Old Partner, and full sis
ter to Mi.iiberry's Galloway.

Slender's pedigree is signed by the dnke of
QLIEENSBURY.

And attested by RICH. TATTERSALL.
The above horses may be seen at Sans Souci si.x

miles from New York, with their original pedigrees,
certificate, &,c. &c. &,c. They are to be sold after
the season for covering is <.ver. Any person wish-
ing to purchase may know the terms by applying to
Col. John Bayard, Philadelphia; \'v illi.mi Palersxjn,
Esq New Brunswick; William Popliam, Esq at
New York, or to Col. Anthony White, at Sans
Souci.

Good pasture will be provided at each stand of

the above mentioned horses, by their grooms, at the

usual rate, but the mares must be at the risk of the

owner. May, 1788.

YOL'NG FLORIZEL
''iR, Gr&i-ge-Town, hi December, 1794.

I have received your favor of the 25th ult. and in

reply to which have to inform you, that the horse I

ordered for you was shipped on board the ship In-

dian Chief, captain Sewall, but after being on board
a few days was unfortunately taken sick, and was
in consequence relanded; should he recover, he
will he shipped by some other vessel, and you shall

be duly advised. My friend in England shipped me
a three year old colt per the same ship, that yoiii

horse was intended, and which arrived safe at Bal
timore, but he was not a horse that would answer
your purpose,* and I disposed of him otherwise. Im-
mediately on my hearing from my friend respecting
the horse, I will drop you a line, and

1 am with respect, sir.

Your most obd't humble serv't.

WALTER HILLEN.
T. M. FORMAN, Esq.

The elegant, highbred, imported horse Young
Florizel, will cover mares this season at the suhscri-
ber's stables, near the Trap, in St. George's hun-
dred, Newcastle county, Delaware state, at twenty
lollars the season, for each mare, with a deduction
of four dollars if paid by the 20th of August next;
twelve dollars a single leap; thirty dollars a sure
coll; and one dollar to the groom. The season to

end 20th August.
Flonzel was bred in England, and lately imported

by Messrs. Ringgold &, Co. and landed on the Chesa-
peake. He is remarkable for strength, figure, and
activity.

Florizel was got by the noted Florizel, out of a

brown mare, by Alfred; his dam Fairy Queen, by
Young Cade; grand dam, Routh's Black Eves, by
Crab, out of the Warlock Galloway by Snake.

It is thought unnecessary to say more about this
horse, as he will show for himself A more partic-
ular account may be had by applying to the sub
scriber. WILLIAM FRAZER.
N B Red clover pasturage for mares from a dis

lance, at 3s. 6d. per week; great care taken of them,
but cannot be accountabie for accidents.

Lowest 22d, 05'^—26th, 27lh and a-ith. 66".

.Mean temperature at 1 hour past sunset, 66.2°.

.Mean of the month. 66.1°.

Winds—from N. to E. the latter only inclusive,

12 observations; from E. to S. 10, from S. toW 11; from W. toN 25; calm, 1.

VVeather—Rain fell on three days only, during
this month. In 60 observations, (two having
been taken daily, at morning and at evening,)
42 are marked "clear weather," and 8 only as
"generally cloudy." R. Sexton.

English Post Office Regulations.

The rate of postage for general post letters inland,
is by distance, viz for single letters from any post
oHSee in England or Wales, not exceeding 15 miles
from such office, 4d.

Above 15 and not exceeding 20 . . -5
20 .... SO . . 6
30 ... 50 ... 7
50 .... 80 . . 8
80 . . . 120 . . .9
120 . . . 170 . . 10
170 . . . 230 . . . 11
230 . . . 300 . . 12

And for every excess of distance of 100 miles, or
proportional part thereof, a progressive increase of
Id.

No letter shall be rated higher than as a treble

letter, if less than one ounce in weight; and if an
ounce then as four single letters; and so in propor-
tiiin of one fourth of an ounce as a single letter.

All letters on his Majesty's business are free; also

all peers and members of the house of commons
nay send daily ten letters free, and receive fifteen,

not exceeding one ounce each in weight, provided
the franked letters sent by them shall be endorsed
with their name, and the date when the letters are
put in the post-office written at full length, and the
whole direction to be in the hand writing of such
member of parliament. Also provided such mem-
ber of parliament shall be within twenty miles of
the. post town, where letters are put in franked by
him, or where letters are received directed to him.

[Anderson's Com. Diet.

Preservation of Dead Game.
A nobleman desires us to state that grouse and

other game, when wrapped up in linen, well mois-
tened with equal parts of the pure pyroligneous
tcid and water, ivill keep good for many days du-

I ing the holiest period ol autumn. His game keep
er 111 Scotland has for the last two years adopted
ilns mode of sending game to Lsiidon,and on its

arrival it is as fresh as when it was killed.

[Ens;, paper.

ASISCXiKX.AMEO^; S

METEOROLOGY OF SEPTEMBER,
at BALTIMORE.

^lean temperature early in the morning, 56.9°.
Highest, on the 2d, 70°—4th. 6-°.

Lowest, 24lh, 47*'—27th, 44"—2Slh, 46°—29lh,
48°— 30th, 45-'.

White frost was observed on low grounds, on the
niorning of the 27th.

Mean temperature in the a/ternoon, 75 2°.

Highest, 1st, 3d and I4lh, 86'"—2d. 4lh and 15th,
85«—four other days at 80°, and below 85°.

* The above colt was purchased by T. Ringgold, and
became the property of C:\pt. Frazier. He is a brown
liorse called I'lunzcl, and for his pedigree see Fairy
Queen, her lilly n7», l.y AltVeil, was the dam of this
colt, Frazier's Florizel by Flonzel.

Mechanism is said to have arrived at its climax;
but what have we at present equal to a show at Mr.
Boverick's, watch-maker. New Exchange, in 1745?
The little furniture of a dining room, cloth laid, two
figures at table, footman waiting, a card table, foot-

man waiting, a card table which 0|)ens, wi;h drawer,
frame and castors, looking-glass, two dzen of dish-
es, twenty dozen plates, thirty dozen spoons, forty-

two skeleton back chairs, with claw feet—all con-
tained in a cherry stone!

American Canvass.

We sometime since noticed Ihe excellent quality
of duck manufactured by the Phcenix Mill Compa-
ny, which is not only cheaper but has been proved
by the experiment, to be much superior to Rus-
sia duck. The comparative merit of these two ar-
ticles has been tested by Captain Austin, late of the
ship Panther, and he has given a decided pre-
ference to the American canvass. He found that
where both were equally exposed the foreign had
become rotlen, while the domestic remained as
sound as ever. [Providence Journal.

Cotton Trade at Havre, from January to Au-
gust in 1S26 and 1827:

Imported in 1826, 143,245 bales: in 1827, 123,945
bales—decrease, 19,300. Sold and shipped, during
Ihe same periods, in 1826. 121,405 bales; in 1827,
102,089—decrease, 19,ai6. Stock Ihe last of July,
1826, 43,556; in 1827, 65.526. This table shows a
great decrease in the transactions of 1827. a dif-

ference of 38.616 in imports and sales, and an iir-

I crease of 21,970 in stock on hand.
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BEiviP.E OF Assassins.

A soulliern paper contains an article under this

ominous lillfi, for tlie purpose of putlins; all good

citizens on their guard. The offenders are describ-

ed as a pair of relentless desperadoes, equally

threatening to persons and property. One of them
has a deep red, or rather brown complexion; and
the other is, on the contrary, unusually fair. They
are said to be stepbrothers. Both of them, if al

lowed to become intimate, have a singularly fasci-

nating power over their intended victim, and, like

assassins as they are, stab in the very act of offering

the Iriendly embrace. They go under divers names,
but are most known by those of Monsieur Brandy
and Mr. Whiskey.

RSCXfBS.

RICE JELLY.

This is one of the most nourishing preparations
of rice, particularly for valetudinarians or convales-
cents. It is thus made: Biil a quarter of a pound
of rice flour, with half a pound of loaf sugar, in

a quart of water, till the whole becomes one glutin-
ous mass; then strain off the jelly and let it stand
to cool. A little of this salubiious (bod eaten at a
time, will be found very beneficial to those of a
weakly and infirm constitution.

PLUMS, PEACHES, &C. HOW KEPT FRESH THROUGH
THE YEAR.

Beat well u() together equal quantities of honev
and spring water, pour it into an earthen vessel, put
in it the fruits all freshly gathered and cover tliem
quite close. When any of the fruit is taken out
wash it in cold water, and it is lit for immediate use.

PREPARATION OF BLACKING, ET M. ERACOKNOT.
Take of plaister, ground and sifted, one kilo-

gramme, (2 lbs. 4 oz ;) lampblack 2J hectogrammes,
(about 9 02.;) barley malt, as used by brewer.;, 5
hectogrammes, (18 oz.) olive oil 50 grammes, (1 oz.)

Steep the malt in water, almost boiling hot, uiilil

the soluble portions are well extracted; "put the so-
lution into a basin, stir into it the plaister and lamp-
l)lack, and evaporate to the consistency of paste;
then add the oil, the quanlity of which may be in-

creased by degrees, 'i'o the mixture may be added,
if desired, a few drops of oil of h mons or of laven-
der, as a perfume. If ground j>laister be net attain-

able, its place may he supplied with poller's clay.

This is undoubtedly the cheapest and finest black-
ing; it spreads evenly, dries and shines quickly on
the leather by a slight friction of (he brush, and has
not the objection of burning the leather.

[Bui 1) Eitcoiir. Mars, 1825

BX nsi in; rBj a rt , if fi sw ni

Baltimore, Friday, Octoeer 5, 1827.

We are aware of great neglect in not having no
ticed the courtesy of many who have sent us speci

nuns of fruit, through the season, extraordinary for

size and quality. Besides llie obligation on the

ground of just and becoming si nsibility, to acknow-
ledge such attentions, the notice of them promotes
the public comfort by prompting othtrs to follow-

good examples in shewing by e.xperiment, to what
a liigb degree of peifeclion fruits, most generally

quite indifferent, may be brou;;h( by skilful care and
cultivation.

Of the honor conferred by a present from Mrs.

John Purviance, of golden or egg plums, reared in

the city, of rare size, being as large as turkey's eggs,

and of exquisitely rich and beautiful appearance,

we are particularly sensible. Of the grapes sent by

the Messrs. Landreths, experienced and faithful

nursery and seedmen, of Philadelphia, we have al

ready made mention. By the steam boat to-day we
received from our old friend, Collector Willis, of
Oxford, Constantia wine, grapes, and other fruits.

Dear Sir, Port oj Oxford, Oct. 2, 18^7.

I now send you some grapes, and some other

fruits, which I beg you to accept. I also send you
a specimen of my pure Constantia wine, and wish

you to drink it immediately, as I want your advice

on it, for I have some bottles of it to send to your
cattle show, in order to fry and get the premium for

wine.* It is a well known fact, that this wine is

equal to any in the United States, made of pure
grape juice, and is what I call virgil wine; and is

the same sort that General Lafayette, in presence

of your lady, at the Governor's table, declared to

be the nearest the Constantia he had seen.

Yours, &.C. JOHN WILLIS.
[With the grapes and the wine, we received spe-

cimens of very superior Heath peaches, one of
which was 12 inches in circumference, and weighed
loi ounces.]

^- The editors of the several papers in the state

and District of Columbia would confer a favour on

the Agricultural Society, by recalling public atten-

tion to I he next Cattle Shqw, to be held on the

23d and 24lh of this monlh, near the city of Bal-

timore. There is no doubt, it is believed, but that

a good market will there be afforded, particularly

for the sale of good saddle horses, milch cows,

and stock cattle. Those who bring stock, for sale

at the show, are informed that good pasturage may
be had gratis, adjoining the field of exhibition,

during the days of the show.

The Editor of the American Farmer has been
particularly requested to notice the want of supe
rior saddle horses, milch cows of the best kind, and
stock cattle for keeping over through the winter.

'I'he Ladies' fair in the city at the same time for

the benefit of female orphan children, will induce

farmers to bring their wives and daughters, and
they will be highly entertained and stratified with a

sight of the ^ast collection and variety of articles

which will have been made and sent there by the la-

dies, for the noble purpose of raising means to se-

cure for these helpless orphans, sound moral prin

ciples and |ilain useful instruction, to enable them
to preserve a good moral character, and to obtain

an honest livelihood.

^^The Cattle Show at Salem, New^ Jersey, will

be held on Tuesday, the 30th of this monlh. Jud
ing from the fertility of the soil, ihe density of the
population, and the practical industry of the people,
we know of no place where a better exhibition

could be expected.

Good Milch Cows Wanted.
[We do not know how we can better meet the

views of the writer of the following, than by pub
lishing it. We assuredly believe that valuable cows
would meet with good and ready sale.]

Mr. Skikner, Georsetoion, Oct. 1, 1827.

Bcspeded Sir,— I will wave apology under the

impression that you will comply with my request, if

in your power. I am anxious to establish a dairy

in this place as soon as possible, and wish to make
a selection of choice cows. AVould Mr. Skinner,

through his useful paper, say in his next number,
if he thought I could meet with any at the next

cattle show, if from ten to twenty could be purchas-

ed at a moderate price, to say from $18 to ^30 a

piece. Our market at this place is bad, as the

* This is the first running of, say 50 gallons, and only
20 left, or saved to itself.

drovers bring only Ihe refuse of the farmers. I feel
conscious I have taken a liberty in asking the above
favour; but f would hope it might be beneficial to
others, as well as myself, believing that more than
myself would be glad to know where they mi;;ht get
good cows, and would not mind the trouble ol driv-
ing them so far, could they be assured of bein"
supplied. Any notice Mr. Skinner may think pro-
per to make in answer to the above, will be thank-
fully received by a faithful reader of his Farmer.

M. M. A.

Pickling Beef—Iniiuiry.

Mr. Skinner, Mirfulk, October 23.

In this section of the country we are in the habit
of smoking our beef and seldom have good pickled
or mess beef. Our smoked beef is very good until

it gets too old, it is then very hard and far inferior

to the pickled or mess beef of New England and
the Northern states. If some of your correspond-
ents will inform me of the best method of putting xip

good family or mess beef, and the quantity of salt, &c^
used per barrel, they will confer a lasting favor on
a lover of good beef. J. G. H.

BAZiTIZMOHE PRICES CXJRRIiNT.
''

Reported for the .Jmerican Farmer, by Leiois Sutton S( Co.

Tobacco continues, as the last week, to sell slowly;
dealers ofler lower prices for Maryland common, rang-
ing generally from §3.00 a 3.50 a 3.75 a 4.00—a good
Jcal in market Ohio is also plenty and slow sale.

Standard rates:

Seconds, as in quality, $3.00 n 6.00—common crop,
3.1 a 4.00—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—good red, 4.50 o 6.50

—Fine red, 6.50 a S.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10.00—
Yellov,' do. 5.50 o Ic.QO—Fine yellow, no sales—Virgi-
nia good and fine, S.OO aS.OO—Rappahannock, (none)

—

—Kentucky, fine, 3.50 a 6.00—do. for wrapping, C.OO a
7.00.

Flocr—white wheat family, |5.75 o 6 00—superfine
Howard-street, 5.00 a 5.121—city mills, 4.50 o 4.75

—

Susquehanna, 4. -25

—

Corn Meal, per bbl. 2.75 a 2,87^

—

Grain, white wheat, best .90 a 1.00—red do. .80 a .85

—

ordinary, .60 a .75

—

Corn, .43 a .44 a 45

—

Ryf., -40 a 50
—Oats, .20 a 25—Beans, .80 o l.Oi—Peas, .40 a .50—
Clover seed, 3.50 a 4.00

—

Ti.motbt3.00—Barley, .70

a .75

—

Flaxseed, .75 a .85— Cotton, Upland fair, .9^ a

.lOJ—North Carolina, .0 a .10—Tennessee, .9J a .10—
Louisiana, .1 1 a. 13— .-Vlobama, .10 it U^

—

Wool, wash-
ed, .'8 a .22—unwashcl, .16—crossed blood, .22 a 24

—

half do. .24 a .26—three-quarter do. .26 a .28—full do.

.30 a 35-Fish, Herrings, 2.50 a 2.75—Shad, 6.00 o 7.00

—Mackerel, 3.75 a 4.75 n 5.73

—

Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 a

.10—middlings, .7 o .7J—hog round, .7

—

Whiskey, per
hhd. .26 a 28—do. bbl. .28 a .30—Feathers, 26 a .23—
Beef, on the hoof, 4.00 o 4.50—hogs, do. 3.50 a 4.00—
Butter, best new, .20 a.25—ordinary, 15 a .1S|.
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Aa&iCXiJLi:li J&^.

RiCE MILLS.

[The following papers were read before tht Agri-

cultural Society nf South Carolina, nt their last meet-

ing, on the ISh ult., and are inserted at their re-

quest in the American Farmer.]

The Conimiltee, consisting of James Grep;orie,

Hugh Rose, Dr Benjamin Huger, Charles E. Row-

and, and VVilham Lucas, to whom was referred, on

motion of Gen. Pinckney, the subject ol foreign

rice mills, with instructions to compile a notice, cal-

culated to place their advantages in a fair point of

view; and recommending the most efficient means

of drawing to the subject the attention of those

whose circumstances and situation will enable them

to make it prolitable to themselves and beneficial to

the planter: Reports

—

That your Committee has with diligence applied

itself to obtain such information, as would enable

it to draw up and lay before the Society a suitable

address to be disseminated abroad.

The object of this address is to call the attention

of foreign capitalists, to the new branch of com-

merce, the exportation of rough rice from Carolina

with the view ol being prepared in other countries;

and to otTer all the information necessary to enable

them to form a correct judgment on this interesting

subject.

In the course of the inquiry which your committee

necessarily entered into, it has endeavoured to trace

the cause of this remarkable change in the rice

trade, and the facts which have come to its notice,

have filled it with the most melaiicholy reflections.

When the Carolina planter sells his crop for ex-

portation in the rough, on the present system, in-

stead of beating it out at home, he does so at a cer-

tain sacrifice of iiTS per cent. That is, the planter

who raises 400 barrels of rice, gives up to slran

gers he never saw, HI barrels of his crop yearly;

besides submitting to other losses, which may result

from sending it afloat in bulk, or Irum careless mea-

surement. And yet lo some planters, who cannot

boat at home, this may have hitherfo appeared to be

attended with the smallest sacrifice of feeling, or

interest.

Your Con mittee has ascertained, that one fourth

part of the price of clean, or market rice, is the

standard, at ivhich prime rough rice is now valued

in the Charleston market. That part of the crop

of 1826, which has been exported, amounting to

164.899 bushels, has been sold on this principle.

Taking the average price of clean rice at §3 per

100 lbs.; that of prime rough nee at one-fourth

part, 01 75 cents; and the average quantity of rough

rice required to the 100 lbs. o( clean rice at iOOO
bushels; it appears to your committee, the loss it has

stated will be apparent. For if the planter sells in

the rough iOOO bushels at 75 cents, it will yield him
only iil34J 50 cents— viz:

0000 bushels, at 75 centss, . . . $1500 00
Charges—Freight, suppose 6 cts.

per bushel,.... $120 00
Factor's commission, 2^ per ct. 37 50— 157 50

N pd's. S134-J 30

If he beats his crop at home, the same quantity

will give him what is equal to J1858.22. The cal-

culation IS as follows:

2000 bushels rough rice, give 100 bar-

rels of prime market rice, each 600
lbs. nett, or 60,000 lbs. at fd, and bar-

rels 50 cents, .... $1850 00
li (average,) clean small rice, weighing

4500 lbs, at $3, and bbls. 50 cents, 94 00

Charges—Freight at 87 i cts. per

barrel, §94 50
Landing and weighing, 10 cents

each 10 80

Coopering, II cents, . . 1 1 83

Commission 2i percent, . 43 60— 165 78

1778 22
400 bushels merchantable rice flour, at

20 cents, 80 00

Per bbl. $18.58, or total value. 1858 22
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$1944 00

The difference between $1858.22 and 1342.50—
that is, the loss on every 100 barrels of rice, is $515
72 cents; or 273 per ci nt On a crop of 400 b.ir-

lels, the loss is $2062 62 cents. One hundred and
eleven barrels, at ^18 58 cents, amount to the same
sum.
There is thus at present, a formidable, but not an

insurmountat)le objection to this new branch of

commerce, proceeding from the very inadequate

price paid to the planter for his ruiigh rice, and
which is occasioned altogether by the want of com-
petition in purchasing; for there is only one indi

vidual, or at least but one company, engaged in

this trade.

There is another circumstance extremely objec-

tionable in it, which is brought to the notice of

those who sell in the rough. It is that the delivery

of the rice is transferred Irom the hands of the

seller, or his agent, to the hands of tlie purchaser,

or his agents, lor measurement, without a check or

guard against mistakes.

In tracing to its origin this extraordinary trade,

your committee at once perceived, that it must al-

ready have att'ccted, materially, an useful class of

individuals, hitlierto highly necessary to many rice

planters, and whose services could not, until the

present time, have been dispensed with. Your
committee mean the proprietors of tolluiiills, near
Charleston.

The encouragement given to the mills near town,
certainly was occasioned by the advantage the plan-

ter expected to derive from superior preparation of
his crop; from a supposed saving of plantation

waste, and pillerage, and from the time gaineil in

putting his lands in order: the whole of which were
well worth to him 9 or 10 p^ cent. Cut the loss

to many planters, by sending to toll mills, has been
so great, the disappointments and delays so vexa-
tious, and the mortifications so deep, that in many
cases those who have frequented these mills, and
who vvould still have resorted to them from being
unable or unwilling to undertake beating at home,
have prefi rred sellins in the rough, lor exportation,

as the least uf the many evils they are lial le to.

tJn tbi> subject every planter will be best enabled
to judge from his past experience. Your commit
tee, however, cannot help remarking, that it be-

lieves the exportation of rough rice of ihe two last

crops sent out of the country, amouniing to 283,649
bushels, has occasioned an immedi.ite loss of all ttie

toll on thai quantity, to the mills near Charleston,
which they would have enjoyed but fui this nevv

traflic; and, further, it thinks that it might be wor-
ihv ol the attention, and the crdculation of every in

dividual proprietor of a toll mill, whether he will

not lose his whole trade or cni|iluyment, unless he
bends all his attention lo reducing in every way, the
losses and charges, w hich those, who send their rice

from a distance, are subject to at present.

It has been asserted, "that this new branch of

commerce, is highly advantageous to South Caroli-
na." Your committee cannot see it in this light, in

its present stage. It has already shewn the loss

sustained by the planter, who adopts this mode of
selling in Ihe rough, and it is impossible to convince
it, that what is a loss to individuals, can be other
wise, in this instance, than a loss to the country.

If the price of rough rice should ever rise, and
become equivalent, to the planter, to beating at
home, and this can only be when the trade become'^
a general one, your committee is of opinion that it

will then be a most beneficial one to the country;
for the exportation of rough rice is not the exporta-
tion of the clean rice, but of all the ofl'als. which at
good prices, must be advantageous. In addition, if
the trade becomes generally established, and well
regulated, it will certainly be the means of saving
the enormous waste; of enabling rice planters to
avoid or prevent that state of plunder to which
they are now exposed, and to devote all their time
and labour to the improvement of their lands.
Having these views, which are the result of ex-

tensive information derived from planters, owners
of rice mills, and factors, as well as from the per-
sonal experience of the members themselves, your
committee would impress upon the Society, the ad-
vantage it will render to the rice planter, by dis-
seminating through every means, all the knowledge
it possesses, or can collect, relating to the prepara-
tion of rice and the profits attending it; by dis-
countenancing all mystery and secrecy, for these
have occasioned heavy losses to the planters, and
have created thi« new trade.

In conclusion, your committee recommends that
the following Address be published, and that it bo
authorized to lake such steps as may be advisable,
(in conjunction with the Corresponding Secretary,)
to have it extensively circulated in the Northern
states and in Europe.

JAiMES GREGORIE,
Chairman of the Committee.

J\~otice of the Agricultural Society of Soutk Caroli-
na, on the profits of the JVew Trade of Rmigh
Rice.

The Agricultural Society of South Carolina has
seen with deep interest, the extensive investments
of domestic capital in Carolina, and recently of fo-
reign capital abroad, in mills exclusively employed
III the preparation of rice. It is convinced that a
knowledge of the lucrative nature of the process
used in converting this invaluable grain, into the
rice of commerce, will not only be of advantage to
the agriculturists engaged in raising it, but to the
enterprising capitalists or mechanics of other states
and countries, who may embark in these, to many,
new and unknown operations.
Under these impressions, and with a view of dis-

seminating such information as will be a perfect
guide to those who might wish to invest capital in
rice mills abroad, the Society publishes the follow-
ing observations and statements, founded as well
upon the actual experience of its members, as upon
that of other persons of unquestionable integrity,
who are immediately and extensively engaged in

the growth, preparation and sale of rice, as planters,
millers, and factors.

The obji-ct of this Society is to shew, that this

trade will yield large and certain profits, and that
unlike thai in other grain, this is a safe as well as a
highly lucrative one; for the growth of rice is limited
by the peculiarity of climate and soil required for its

culture; and the grain itself is of a nature so dura-
ble, as to occasion no risk of deterioration, should
it be necessary to keep it from year to year, or for
many years.

THE GRAtir.

Rice, as it comes from the barnyard, is envelop-
ed in a thick husk, impenetrable to most insects,

and is then termed rough rice. Its weight per bush-
el is from 43 to 50 lbs.; the average weight of prime
rough rice may be taken at 47 lbs. In the rough it

may be kept in hot climates for many years; but in

more temperate latitudes, if carefully attended to,

it is believed it will be found to br almost imperish-

able. In this state it affords nourishment to all our
domestic animals.
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Rough rice in its piepaiatiun or manufacture,

which is called poundin;; or beating out, yi.lds four

distinct substances, three of uhich are highly pro-

fitable articles; the other, although useful, is never

sold with us. The first is market rice, or the rice of

uommerce; the second, sHmH rice; the third ricejiour;

and the fourth chaff. These three last are called of-

fals. To produce 100 bbls. of market rice, each bar-

rel weighing 600 lbs. (avoirdupois,) nett weight, with

a due proportion of ofl'als, the quantity of rough

rice required is from 1900 to 2400 bushels, accord-

ing to its weight and quality. In proportion to this

quality, of course, is the quantity and quality of the

market rice; in a similar manner, the quantity and

quality of the otTals depend upon the same circum-

stance. But it is to be observed, that very prime,

sound and heavy rough rice, yields the greatest pro-

duct in market rice, with less offals; while inferior

and light rough rice, gives a less proportion in mar-

ket rice, with a greater in offals.

Market rice, or the rice of commerce, is too well

known to require description.

Small rice is the im|ierlect grains which are brok-

en in the process of pounding. It is mcnly an in

feiior quality of market rice; and for all the pur

poses of food is, in proportion, equal to the best. It

is worth in the Charleston market two thirds of the

price of prime rice, sometimes more, and is extreme-

ly saleable. The quantity produced in beating out,

is from 5 to 10 barrels, fanned clean, to every lOO

barrels of prime rice, according to the quality of

the rough rice.

Rice Hour is also produced in (he process of beat-

ing out. It is a tine flour, or powder, greedily eaten

bj^ all our domestic animals, bur is never used as

foi-d by any of the human species. The quantity

of this offal obtained, is Iroin two hundred and filly to

three hundred bushels of fine (lour to the 100 bar

rels of market rice. But for feeding domestic crea

tures, it is, w hen sold in Charleston, niixeil with one

third or more of fine chaff", which increase.^ the quan-

tity to about four hundred bushels for every hundred
barrels of market rice. Its value, then, is about

live bushels per dollar in Charleston.

Chaff' is the husk of the rough rice. It is useful

in commerce and agriculture. In the first for pack-

ing glass, &.c. instead of straw. In the latter, as a

manure lor stiff" clay lands, for which it is found

Valuable by some cultivators.

PROFIT.

The owner of a rice mill near Charleston, pur

chasing rough rice in Carolina, weighing 47 lbs.

costing 75 cents per bushel, beating out the same,

and selling it himself at :J3 per 100 lbs, in Charles-

ton, with the otTals at the prices they would bring

in the same market, the Society estimates would
make a profit of -2S per cent *
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The profits in markets abroad, depending upon

freights, exchanges, Stc- cannot be ascertained, and

minute calculations are foreign to the present object

of the Society. But those who feel interested in

the information now conveyed, may confidently de-

pend, that any machinery fit for the purpose of

beating out and preparing rough rice, if conducted

with care and economy, will yield from every 2000

bushels of prime rough rice, weighing 47 lbs. and

so in proportion to its weight, the following pro

duct, viz:

100 barrels of prime clean market rice, each

weighing 600 lbs. nett.

7i barrels of clean small rice, (on an average,)

and weighing as above.

400 bushels of merchantable rice flour.

400 or 500 bushels of chaff.

The new crop of rough rice is for sale in Charles

ton, from the latter end of the month of November
to the end of April or May. The quantity expyrleii

of the crop of 1825, was 118.750 bushels'; oi 1826,

164,899 bushels, and went principally to Lundoii

The puces of the latter crop were regulated at one

fourth part of the price of market rice, and varied

during the season from 65 to 98 cents; the price of

market rice having also varied from $2.75 to 4.00

per 100 ibs. nelt.

M.tCHINERY.

The most simple way of beating out rice is by

hand, in a woyden mortar dug out of the trunk of

* Sates of Rice by a Rice J^liller.

too bbls. Market Kice, . . . .

"J sm Jl Rice,

400 bushels Flour, . . . .

§1850

Charges.

Mill freight lOS bbls. at i5 cents, pi
Landing and weighing, at 10 cents, 10 80
Barrels, at SO cents, . , . .5-1
Coopering in Charleston, at 1 1 cents, 1 1 88

Nt. pd's. .

Cost of Rough Rice,

^1920 3.'

1500

420 Si

42028 per cent, profit on 1500,

Sales btj a Rice Miller, (economically.)

100 bbls. prime Market Rice, . . . JJ1S50
14 smalf tiice, ..... 91

400 bushels Flour, 80

'I'he ."^.jciety is well aware that no foreigner or
stranger, who at present is ignorant of the process
of preparing rice for market, can undertake to con-
duct it, until he has acquired, by inspection, and
some experience, the necessary knowledge, as well
of the machinery, as of the grain itself They
therefore give notice, that, independent of the pub-
lic mills beating on toll, there are in South Carolina
upwards of 60 private rice mills, going by water
power, and many smaller machines erected on the
plantations, and employed in getting out the crops
of rice, grown by the gentlemen who own them.
In these, information can be readily procured, by
persons bringing suitable certificates of good cha-
raiter And as the Society believes, that to some
wlio might wish to acquire the knowledge of this

new art, in order to carry if info other states and
countries, it may he an object of consideration to

le>.s.n their expenses while here, it would state, that
inlellig-ent practical farmers or mechanics, who
ivould come out with unquestionable certificates for

lione-,ty, sobriety, quietness, and industry, will be
"ell treated, and, if found deserving of confi4lence,

will easily meet i\ilh employment, where they can
perfect themselves as millers, and acquire all the

necessary knowledge of the machinery to enable
them to erect rice mills, on the most perfect and
economical principles.

MERCANTILE ROTE.

The only charges to which a general trade in

a tree, with a \vuoden pestle. This process detach- rough rice would be .subject, would be commissions
~

"if bought by an agent. No wharfage, or cartage,

ike. need he paid, as the receiving ship might take

in her cargo at anchor in rhe ••tream.

If this trade should estend itself to the Eastern
states, the roasters eould take in the rough rice at

the plantations, and thus add lire inland, or country

freight to the other profits of the Northern millers.

The average of this freight is six cents per bushel.

European capitalists are informed, that the pre-

sent exchange on London is 10 per cent, premium,
or advance on hills at 60 days sight— dollars at 4s.

6d sterling. Exchange on Paris, 5f 15 per dollar.

But if a credit is opened in New "Vork, and drafts

passed through the Branch of '.he United Stales at

60 or 90 days, and the New York agent reimburses
himself by draffs on London or Paris, at 60 or 90
days sight, a considerable advantage in time, as

well as exchange, will be the Ciinsequence.

Exports from the United States pay no duty.

AGRICULTURAL NOTE.

In South Carolina, an overseer, that is, a man
who superintends and manages the agricultural ope-
rations, and other general concerns of rice, cotton,

or other plantations, is hired by the year, from the

first day of January, He is furnished with a com-
fortable house, provisions of the grain kind for him-
self and family, and a certain quantify of meat; the

use of a servant or servants; of one or two cows; a
share of the hogs and poultry raised under his or

his wife's care. A salary according to the value of

his knowledge, industry and usefulness, and in pro-

portion to the number of labourers on the planta-

tion. The salaries are paid in money at the end of

the year, and are from 250 to 1200 Spanish dollars,

varying according to the size and income of the

place, and consequent exertions of the overseer,

German agriculturists are much liked, from their

quiet and orderly habits.

On motion. Resolved, That the Report and Ad-
dress be laid upon the table for consideration at

the next meeting in October, and in the mean time

be published in the newspapers of the city.

Extract frcmi the Minutes.

CHAS. K. ROVVAND, Secretary.

Mb. Editor,

Although nominated one of the Committee to re-

port on the subject of foieign riee mills, I strongly

objected to the practical correctness of the calcu-

the grain from the offals, which are separated,

tlie flour and small rice by sifters, the husk by win-

nowing; leaving tfie market rice lor use.

The most improved machinery can only perform

the same process in a more extensive, more perfect,

and cheaper uiamier. But such is the simplicity of

the whole operation, ihat any man of the must com-
mon capacity, can superintend and direct it from

beginning to end.

Before ^i^ introduction of mills going by water

power, or steam, rice was beat out on plantations

by animal power. A simple and cheap species of

machinery, made by plantation carpenters, being

used for the purpose. These machines have been

greatly improved upon, so as to save much labour,

and they complete the process in a perfect manDcr.

Some of the rice brought to market, beat out in

this way, by animal power, has exceeded in quality

and value, rice produced on the same plantation,

beat out at the most extensive and perfect rice mill

in the state. From the cheapness of the materials,

and requiring but a small investment of capital,

these machines would be well suited to towns and
districts abroad, where the trade or consumption is

not great. 1 hey prepare from 4 to 7 barrels daily,

and require from 4 to 8 oxen, or the same force in

mules or horses. Mills moved by tide water or

steam, have been carried to great perfection, and
perform the work on an extensive scale. They are

of various sizes and powers, and according to these,

beat out from 8 as far as 50 barrels of 600 lbs nett

weight each, in 24 hours. None of the machinery
peculiar to rice mills, is entitled to patent in the

United States.

Charges,

From Mill, 25 cents, .

B irrels furnished at -13 cents.

Landing and weighing at 10 cents,

Cost of Rough Rice,

29J per cent, on §1500,
If the real protil on the freight and on the hire uf th'

eoopcjs, are taken into the calculation, and if he saves

tin wcit;hing in Charleston, wluiii he can do, the true

iJiolil to miilers would be upwards of 30 per cent.

46
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lali"i),as Car as my e.vperionee and observ.^tion ex-

tern!; and would attain have publicly objected to it

at the meeting of tlie Society, if unavoidable cir-

cumstances hud not prevented my attendance.

WM. LUCAS.

\AgricuUwal Society of South Carolina.

The meoiliers of the Commitiee on Foreign Rice

Mills, associated with Mr Lucas, were not aware

that he finally differed from them in the "practical

correctness of the calculations," printed by order o(

the Asjricultnral Society, until ihey saw his notilica-

tion In the Patriot of Monday
Mr. Lucas brous;ht with him to the Committee,

his mill book, and a note of the total quantity of

market rice and small rice, beat at the Greenwich
Mill The quantity stated by him was -23-23 bbis. of

market, and l74i bbls. of small rice; whii:li, ou be-

ing calculated before Mr. Lucas, gave 7.i bbls. of

small rice per !00 bhis. of market rice.

The note of rice flour, left by Mr. Lucas with the

Committee, was incoriiplete, but is as follows: giv-

insT an average of 257 bushels of fine flour to the

20 lO bushels of rough rice, thereby confirming the

statements and calculations in the report of the

Coiiiiiiittee.

Dec. 29, 2012 bushels made 27 i Rice Flour.

Feb. 10. 1550 do. do. 190 do.

March 3, 2i!30 do. do. 254 do.

7. 3ii2t) do. do. 420 do.

•July 20. 2049 do. do. 257 do.

Autcusi 4. 2540 do. do. 307 do.

N. U. The Committee presume Mr. Lucas means
pure flour, unmi.ved with chafT.

J\MES GllKGORlR, Chairman.
HUoH ROSli.
CH.\S v.. KO VAND,
Dk. HLGr.R, absent from town.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN SIATE.S.

Cotton recommended as the miterial for Cot-
ton Bauging, Cordage, &c —No. 111.

[The employment of slaves, in manufacloiies to

the South recommended— for the fabrication of
coarse cottons, cotton bagging. Sac]

(From tlie Evening Chronicle.)

Comforts.
It lias been most satisfactorily proved by the ex-

perience of all the Eastern and Northern slates,

and by some of the Planters in the South, that what
is railed a Comfort, made ot' five pounds of cotton,

quiltfd or stitched like a matrass, in six yards and
a half of cotton cloth, is preferable, as a covering,

to four common woollen blankets. The cost of this

article may be estimated as follows:

Five pounds of waste cotton, which may be
obtained at any cotton gin or factory, at

1 cent per lb. is . . . cents. 5

Six yards and a half of cotton cloth, . 75
Quilting like a thin matrass, . . 25

Four woollen blankets will cost, . $12dO

Many gentlemen who have made the experiment,
assert that one comfort is worlh/(»m- or Jive blankets,
and have assured me that thiy slept pleasantly all

last winter at Cincinnati, with a sheet and one com-
fort. This, surely, is of all bed-covering, the most
agreeable, and the uiost economical.

Let planters furnish thfir slaves with these cheap
comforts, and they reserve millions of dollars to
pr H-ure enjoyments for themselves and their faini

lies, which were formerly expended in the purchase
of miserable, littl.', thin woollen blanki ts, which
are obtained from abroad at an enormous cost.

A Comforter

What would be the expense of supplying ten
millions of people with comforts? And what the
cost of woollen blankets?

The cotton for Comforts can be procured for less

than two ci^nts per pound. The wool will cost 25
cents. The difference in the expL-nse of manufac-
lunng immense.

J\Iamifactures in the South.

The capacity of the Southern states for manu
facturing their great staple, is no longer a matter of
speculation. Practical esperiuient has demonstrat-
ed, not only their capacity to manufacture, but to

manufacture their own staple at a cheaper rate than
in any part of the Union. Last February, a year,
I accompanied a most intelligent Tennessee planter
from Pil!»l)urg to Nashville, a Mr. Nightingale, for
merly of Rhode Island. He was then taking will
him a '-foreman" from Providence. Rhode Island, to

superintend his cotton factory. This factory is lo

cated in Maury county, Tennessee. The machine
ry is propelled by a never failing, and never freez-
ing water power. The entire labour is performed
t)y slaves. Mr. Nightingale now supplies a large
portion of Tennessee and North Alabama, with
coarse cotton goods. His profits upon his capital
are said lo be quadruple the profits of the cotton
grower. What, then, but enterprise, is wanting to

introduce the manufacture of cotton, largely, into
ihe Southern states, from Maryland to Louisiana

—

lor the following reasons:

1st. The capacity of the slave to manufacture, is

demonstrated by the test of practical experiment.
2d. The superior cheapness of slave labour is

also evident, to any one who will relleot, that the
price of a boy, or girl, suffi. iently larjce to draw the
thread, can be procured in Maryland, Virginia or
Kentucky, for ^iOO

Interest on this sum per annum, . . «,12

Price of feeding and clothing one hand,
in cotton, per year, ... 32

Total, . #44

The same hand in New England would cost the
proprietor of Ihe cotton fictory, per year, ^I'-J.

This is a most important difference in favour of
the south; but, in addition to this, the slave will be
yearly increasing in value, without any increase of
th. price of maintaining him; so will the Northern
hand increase in value; his waves must also increase.

3 1 here will be no turning out for higher wages
in the South, and llie consequent loss and delay —
no abandonment of the factory by any of the hands,
no fluctuation in the labour. The water power will

scarcely be more steady than the slave power.
4. The superior mildne^s of the climate, iiol only

facilitates the operation of Ihe spindle and the loom,
but arrests the liand of winter, which binds the
Northern water power in fetters of ice

5 VVe have the cotton at our door~; this is ira

portant, as the expense of sending off the raw ma-
terial thousands of miles, and bringing back Ihe
manufactured article, in cotton bagging, ropes, &c.
would be very considerable.

Why, then, should we hesitate? Almost every
part of the south is abundantly supplied witli nevi-i

failing, and never freezing water powei; in Ten
nessee and Virginia, especially, the bisl in the
Union. Why should these beautiful streams, in

viting the hand of industry, be permilted to roll by

—

"Wasting their (puwer^ on the desert air."

If the slaves of Kentucky are found, by expe-
rience, to be the best and cheapest op, rativi s in

hemp factories, why not in the colton factories also

The northern, as well as the southern phil.inthropi'-t

rtill also repeat, that it woiiM be a real mercy lolhe
slave— (or the labour in a cotton factory is ijilinilih

tuore easy than in a cytton field, Mississippi.
"
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Important to Cotton Planters — Kxlract of a letter

from an intelligent gentleman now travelling in
JVew England.
In Connecticut, and in Providence and its neigh-

bourhood, I made inquiries respecting the manu'
facture of cotton bagging out of cotton. I had
many conversations with owners, agents, and su-
perintendants of small and large works. My in-
quiries were, what would be the actual cost of bagg-
ing 42 inches wide, weighing IJ pounds per yard,
and at what price, the stock or material being found.

'

I showed them the coarsest sample I had manufac-
tured out of cotton by Mr. Allen, of Nashville, Ten
nessee.

The following h the result. One of my infor-
mants estimated the actual cost for labour at 2*
cents, all other expenses at 2i cents; at 20 cents
he would turn out any quantity. He supposed that
one woman could weave 150 yards per day on a
power loom. Another said it could be made for 15
or 18 cents, and that one woman can weave 80 or
100 yards. Another, cost 6 cents, sold at 17 cents.
Another <-ould deliver Ihe cloth at 5 cents, and could
make 50 yards on each power loom. Another says
8 cents, and 50 yards per day Another 3 or 400
per week, for 4 or 5 cents. Another for 4 or 5 cents.

It was a new article to them; and it was with dif-
ficulty that I could get some of them to express an
opinion as to its cost, and what they would make it

for; as many of them are in the fine goods line, and
did not wish to change their machinery for small
considerations. Indeed some of them were at a
loss what change would he requisite. However,
from >vhatl saw and heard, I think one of their ma-
chines could be used with little or no alteration for
the warps; for the filling there might be more dif-
ficulty.

Sheeting. 37 inches wide, sells for 13 or 14 cents.
One pound will make 3 yards, waste 10 to 14 per
cent. Sheeting costs li to 2 cents per yard for
weaving.

It is computed that North Alabama consumes
300,000 yards of cotton bagging annually, at an
average expense of -flOO.OOO, which large amount
is principally paid to the Kentucky manufacturer in
money Of the coarse clothing which is annually
impoited, it is impossible to take even a conjectural
estimate of the quantity; but we all know it to be
very lar;:e, perhaps not less in valu- thin that of
cotton bagging. In a population of 80,000, the con-
sumption of coarse cotton fabrics would not proba-
bly be less than 1 ,200.000 yards annually; being an
average of 15 yards for each individual.

ZOOLOGY.
Of the Study of the Animal Kingdom with re-

ference TO Agricultdke.

(Continued from p. 226.)

minimal Physiology — The digestive circulation and
reproductive functions of animals.

Of the Digestive System.

The instinct ofanimalsJorfood, presides over the
organs of the stomach. Hunger is frit when the
stomach is empty; it is promoted by exercise, cold
air applied to the skin, and cold, arid, or astringent
lluids introduced into the stomach. Inactivity, warm
covering;, the attnition diverted, and warm fluids,

liai- a tendency to allay the sensation.

Thirst is ;iccompanied with a sensation of dryness
in the mouth. This dryness may be occasioned by-

excessive expenditure of the fluids, in consequence
ol'the dryness or saltness of the food which has been
^wallowed; or to their deficiency, from Ihe state of
the organs.

lliilh hunger and thirst, besides being greatly influ-

enced liy hioil, exhibit very remark ible iinculiarities

accoidiiig lo the species and tribes of animals.
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Those which live on the spoils of the animal

kingdom are said to be carnivorous, when they feed

on flesh; piscivorous, when they subsist on fishes;

and insectivorous, when they prey on insects. Again

those animals which arc phylivorous, or subsist on

the products of (he vegetable kingdom, are either

granivorous and feed on seeds; graminivorous, pas-

turing on grass; or herbivorous, browsing on twigs

and shrubs.

Besides those substances which animals make use of

asfood, water is likewise employed as drink, and as

the vehicle of nutritious matter. Salt is necessarily

mixed with the drink of the inhabitants of the ocean,

and is relished by man and many other animals.

Other inorganic substances are likewi.se employed

for a variety of purposes. Many savages make use

of steatite and clay along with their food. The
common earthworm swallows the soil, from which,

in its passage through the intestines, it extracts its

nourishment.

In some casts substances are awalloiced for other

purposes than nourishment. Stones are retained in

the stomach of birds to assist in triturating the grain.

The wolf is said to satisfy his hunger, by tilling his

stomach with mud.

Of the Circulating System.

The food beingreduccd to apuUaceousmafs,ADd mix-

ed with a variety of secreted fluids, by means of the

digestive organs, is in this state denominated chyme.
This mixture exhibits a chemical constilulion nearly

approaching that of blood, into which it is destined

to be converted, by the separation ofthe useless from

the useful part. This is effected by cert;iin vessels

called lacteals, which absorb the nutrilious part of

the chyme, and convey it to a particular receptacle.

Another set of absorbents, the lymphatics, take up
all the substances which have been ejected from the

circulation, and which arc no longer necessary in

the particular organs, and communicate their con-

tents to the store already provided by the lacteals.

The veins receive the altered blood from the extre-

mities of the arteries or the glands, in which they

terminate, and proceed with it towards the lungs to

be again asrated. In their progress, they obtain the

collected fluid of the other absorbents, and in the

lungs, again prepare the whole for the use of the

system. Thus, during the continuance of life, the

arteries supply the materials by which the system is

invigorated and enlarged, and oppose that tendency

to decay, produced by the influence of external ob-

jects. The process continues during the whole of

life, new matter is daily added, while part of the old

and useless is abstracted. The addition is greatest

in early life, the abstraction Is greatest in old age.

This continved system of additicm and subslraction

has led some to conclude, that a change in the cor-

poreal identity of the body takes place repeatedly
during the continuance of life, that none of the par-

ticles of which it consisted in youth, remain in its

composition in old age. Some have considered the

change eflected every .three, others every seven
years. This opinion, however, is rendered doubtful
by many well known facts. I/ctters marked on the
skin by a variety of substances, frequently last for

life. There are some diseases, such as the small-
pox and measles, of which the constitution is only
once susceptible; but it is observed to be liable to

the attack of these diseases, at every period of
human life.

Of the reproductive System nf Animals.

Animals arc repioduced in consequence of the func-
tions of certain organs, with the exception of some
of the very lowesF in the scale. In those animals
ivhich possess peculiar organs for the preparation of
the geini or ovum, some arc androgynous, (man
woman) and either'have the sexual organs incoi-
pnraled, and capable of generating without assist-

ance or the sexual organs are distinct, and the union

pregnation: others have the sexual organs separate,

and on diflferent individuals. The young of such

animals are either nourished at first by the store of

food in the egg, or by the circulating juices of the

mother. Those species in which the former ar-

rangement prevails, are termed oviparous, while the

terra viviparous is restricted to the latter.

Ill all animals it is the business of the female to pre-

pare the ovum or germ, and bring it to maturity. For
this purpose, the germ is produced in the ovarium,

farther perfected in the uterus or matrix, and finally

expelled from the system through the vagina.

The office of the male is to impregnate the germ by

means of the spermatic fluid. This fluid is secreted

in the testicles, transmitted by the spermatic ducts,

and finally conveyed by the external organ to its

ultimate destination.

Among the viviparous animals, the reproductive

organs present many points of resemblance, and
appear to be constructed according to the common
model. It is otherwise with the sexual organs of

the oviparous tribes. They exhibit such remarka-
able ditference in the form and structure of all their

organs, that it is impossible to collect them into

natural groups, or assign to them characters which
they have in common.

The ma.nner in which the eggs of birds are impreg-

nated by the male, has not been satisfactorily deter-

mined. With the exception of the cicatricula, a

female bird, in the absence of the male, can produce

an egg. The conjunction of the sexes, however,

is necessary for the impregnation of the egg, and
the etfect is produced previous to the exclusion.

In many kinds riffishes and reptiles, the yolks, after

being furnished with their glaire, are ejected from
the body of the female, and the impregnating fluid

in the male is afterwjirds poured over them. Im-
pregnation can be effected readily in such cases, by

the artificial application of the spermatic fluid.

Impregnation in insects appears to take place

while the eggs pass a reservoir containing the sperin,

situated near the termination of the oviduct in the

volva.

3Vie most simple mode of hatching is effected by

the situation in which the eggs are placed by the

mother, after or during their exclusion. In this

mode, a place is usually selected where the eggs
will be exposed to a suitable and uniform tempera
ture, and where a convenient supply of food may be
easily obtained for the )0ung animals. Such ar-

rangements prevail in the insect tribe.

Ill the second mode, the mother, aided in some cases

by the sire, forms a nest, in which she deposits her
3, and, sitting upon them, aids their hatching by

the heat of her body. Birds in general hatch their

young In this manner.
In the last mode, the eggs are retained in the ute-

rus, without any connexion, however, by circulating
vessels, until the period when they are ready to be
hatched, when egg and young are expelled at the
same time. This takes place in some sharks and
mollusca. The animals which exercise this last

kiid of incubation, are termed ovoviviparous. In

the rana pipa, the eggs are deposited in a bag on the
back, where they are hatched, and where the young
animals reside for sometime after their birth. Some
animals, as the aphis, are oviparous at one season,
and ovoviviparous at another.

The young after being hatched, are, in many cases,
independent of their parent, and do not stand in

need of any assistance: they arc born in the midst oi

plenty, and have organs adapted to the supply of
their wants. Thus, many insects are hatched on,
or within the very leaves which they are afterwards
!o devour. In other cases, the young are able to

follow their paients, and receive from them a supply
of appropriate food; or if unable to follow, their pa-
rents bring their food to the nest.

The cliuuges which the young of oviparous animals

long

ver.

attracted the notice of the inquisitive obser-
The egg of the frog is hatched in the water.

oftwp individuals is necessary for the aiulual ini- ujiu'ergo in^passing from infancy to maturity, hikve

and the young animal spends in that element a
part of its youth. While there, it is furnished
with a tail and external bronchis; both of which are
absorbed and disappear, when it becomes an inha-
bitant of the land. The infancy of the butterfly is

spent in the caterpillar-state, with organs of mo-
lion and mastication which are peculiar to that
period. It is destined to endure a second hatching,
by becoming enveloped in a covering, and suffering
a transformation of parts previous to appearing
in its slate of maturity. These metamorphoses of
oviparous animals present an almost infinite variety
ol degrees of change, differing in character accord-
ing to the tribes or genera.

In birds, it is well known that one sexual union
suffices for the production of impregnated eggs
during the period of laying. This is a case some-
what analogous to those quadrupeds which produce
several young at a birth with one impregnation, dif-

fering, however, in the circumstance that the eggs
are not all produced at the same time, although they
are afterwards hatched by the same incubation. In

the aphides, or plant-lice, as they are called, one
impregnation not only renders fertile (he eggs of the

individual, but the animals produced from these, and
the eggs of those again, unto the ninth generation.

Androgynous animals are of two kinds; those where
impregnation takes place by the mutual application

of the sexual organs of two individuals; and those

where the hermaphroditism is complete. The mol-
lusca exhibit examples of both kinds.

Gemmiparous animals Are exemplified in the hydra
or Iresh water polj'pus, and other zoophytes.

Hybndous animals. In the accomplishment of the
important purpose of generation, it is observed, that

in the season of love, individuals of a particular

species are drawn together by mutual sympathy,
and excited to action by a common propensity.

The produce of a conjunction between individuals

of the same species partakes of the characters com-
mon to the species, and exhibits in due time the cha-
racteristic marks of puberty and fertility. In a natu-
ral state, the selective attribute of the procreative in-

stinct unerringly guides the individuals of a species

towards each other, and a preventive aversion turns

them with disgust from those of another kind. In a
domesticated state, where numerous instincts are
suppressed, and where others are fostered to excess,

individuals belonging to dilfereiit species are some-
times known to lay aside their natural aversion and
to unite in the business of propagation Instances

ot this kind occur among quadrupeds, birds, and
fishes, among viviparous and oviparous animals,

where impregnation tnkes place within, as well as

when it is effected without the body. The product

of such an unnatural union is termed a hybridous

animal. The following circumstances appear to be

connected with hybridous productions.

The parents must belong to the same natural gemis

or family. There are no exceptions to this law.

Where the species differ greatly in manners anu
structure, no constraints or habits of domestica-

tion will force the unnatural union. On the other

hand, sexual union sometimes takes place among
individuals of nearly niated species. Thus, among
quadrupeds, the mule is the produce of the union of

the horse and the ass. The jackall and the wolf

both breed with the dog. Among birds, the canary

and goldfinch breed together, the Muscovy and

common duck, and the pheasant and hen. Among
fishes, the carp has been known to breed with the

tench, the crusian and even the trout. {Phil. Trans.

1771, p. 318.)

The parents must be in a confined or domesticated

state. In all those hybridous productions which

have yet been obtained, there is no example ol i.;di-

viduals of one species giving a sexual prcl'erentc to

those of another. Among quadrupeds and birds.
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those individuals of different species which have uni-

ted, ha7e been confined and excluded from all inter-

course with those of their own kind. In the case of

hybridous fishes, the ponds in which they have been

produced have been small and overstocked, and no

natural proportion observed between (he males and

females of the different kind. As the impregnating

fluid, in such situations, is spread over the eggs after

e.xclusion, a portion of it belonging to one species

may have come in contact with the impregnated

eggs of another species, by the accidental move-
ments of the water, and not in consequence of any
unnatural effort. In all cases of this unnatural union

among birds or quadrupeds, a considerable degree

ofaversion is always exhibited, a circumstance which

uever occurs among individuals of the same species.

Tlie hybridous products are barren. The peculiar

circumstances which are required to bring about a

sexual union between individuals of different species,

sufficiently account for the total absence of hybri-

dous productions in a wild state. And, as if to pre-

serve, even in a domesticated state the introduction

and extension of spurious breeds, such hybridous

animals, though in many cases disposed to sexual

union, are incapable of breeding. There are, in-

deed, some statements which render it probable that

hybrid animals have procreated with perfect ones;

at the same time there are few which are above
suspicion. (^To be coiUiniied.)

(From the Massachusetts Spy.)

THE CATTLE SHOW.
"/ kncio !)i/ Iht smoke that so gracefully curVd," ifc.

T. Moore.

I knew by the people who crowded the way.
Ail hast'ning to town, that aliraction was there.

And I knew by the bleating 'twas "cattle-show day;"

And /, too, was wending my way to the fair.

'Twas morn, and the zephyr that whisper'd along.

Brought rude strains of music to me and to mine;
"Twas the rattling of wheels and the din of the throng

Tlie prancing of steeds, and the lowing of kine.

•'Yes, this is the holiday sport," I exclaim'd
"Of the fanner—his gath'ring for money and

cheer;"

And, in truth,! am jealous he could not be blam'd,
If he had meetings annual—three times a year!

We all, it is sure, must have whereby to live.

He the plough, (mark the sequel,) and I have my
])en;

But /write for those who have nothing to give,

He goes home with a premium, and—tries it

again! P.

while it is yet sweet, take a clean cask, put in it a

bucket of cider, set fire to a clean rag that has been
dipped in brimstone; let it burn inside the cask so

as to fill It with the fumes of the brimstone; shake
the cask well, then fill and bung It light.

This mode Is highly recommended to preserve

the cider sweet, while it will yet be pure. The crab
apple should be more extensively cultivated for ci-

der. Liquor, delicious as wine, may be made from
It. We received from Mr. Eusebius Townsend, this

summer, a barrel of bottled crab cider far more
grateful to the taste, and we are sure, more whole-

some, than any other drink that could be used. On
opening several of the bottles, the cider foamed and
sparkled like Champaign wine.

The apple crop, properly managed, may be very
profitable. A small apple orchard below Westches-
ter, two years ago, produced to its owner several

hundred dollars. [Village Record.

PEACH TREES.
This is the season to destroy the pest which kills

this valuable tree; just above the surface of the
earth you will now find a gum, which has Issued

from the wound which the worm has made in his

ravages on the root, and of the eatings and of this

gum he has formed a sack, in which he has enclo-

sed himself, about one inch in length and of a dark
brown colour; looking much like tobacco thrown
away after chewing. This contains an insect just

ready to come forth xvlth wings; it is of a beautiful

black, and looks much like a wasp, not so long,

nor with the small middle of that insect, but having
round his body a ring of a bright orange colour— in

a few days these insects will be at maturity, and they
immediately commence a new work of destruction,

by depositing near the root of the tree their nits, or
young, which In time are quickened and commence
eating again. It is supposed that a covering which
will prevent their access to the root of the tree, will

preserve it from damage.

1st. The leaves are gathered with greatly less la-

bor and expense, being cut and taken together like

hay or grain.

'2d. The leaves are larger and more tender than

on the grown tree; and the worms eat with more
appetite and produce more silk.

3d. The time of gathering the supply is so short,

that the leaves are got with the morning dew upon
them, which is deemed, by practical men, to be an
essential advantage.

4lh. More worms can be supported from a given

space of ground, and the mulberries are ready after

one season, instead of waiting several years for the

formation of an orchard.

My informant, who took pains to make minute
inquiries on the spot, stated one instance where the

worms tended by one young woman, supplied with

leaves in the mode described, produced silk to the

value of J400 in one season.

BORTICUKTUKS.

CIDER.
The orchards are bending under the weight of

apples, and the time of making elder is near at
hand. The general process Is understood, but at
tenllon to two or three particulars, may greatly in

crease the liquor. Why does Burlington cider
bring. In market, double the price of that made else-
where?

Use water freely in making every thing sweet and
clean before you begin, but very sparingly after-
wards.

Put your apples, after being gathered, for a few
days ill a dry place, exposed to (he sun.

Let your casks be |)erfi;clly sweet.

^
See that the straw used be clean and bright.

Tlirow all tlio rotten, or rolling apples to your piss.
Keep the several sorts of the apples separate;"if
ground together the cider will nol be so good.
When the liquor has undergone sutficlent fer-

mentation to throw off the impure matter in it, and

CULTURE OF SILK.
As there is an unusual anxiety pervading the pub-

lic mind in relation to this interesting subject, we
publish the following extracted from the New York
Times. The day is not far distant when the south-
ern section of this country will be as celebrated for

the production of silk, as it is at present for the
cultivation of cotton, which, with adequate protec-
tion, will be converted into fabrics of ornament and
use to the total exclusion of foreign silk, and become
a valuable article of export. England, with the
aid of the magician "scientific power, ^^ sends to In-

dia silk manufactures, which a few years ago she
imported from that country, though compelled to

purchase the raw material from other nations—but
such is our happy situation, that silk produced by
the labour of the south, will be manufactured by the
skill and ingenuity of the north, unless our southern
neighbours should overcome their prejudices and
build manufactories—a "consummation devoutly to

be wished."

In a part of New England where the silk worm
has been an object of attention for a longer time
than in most parts of the country, the Utile German
settlement on Ehenezer creek, in Georgia, except-
ed, some new modes of cultivating the mulberry are
introduced. I am Informed that several of the 'silk

farmers" sow their seed broad-cast like turnips, in

the spring, and in the following season cut the
plants vvilli D scythe as soon as the worms begin to

eat out of the cocoons. This mowing Is regularly
prosecuted every morning In the quanliiies w'anfed,
and unless (he season be one of a severe drought,
the fields will be cut over twice or thrice before the
worms begin lo wind up.

The advantages stated of this mode are these.

PRINCE'S CATALOGUES.
Linncean Botanic Garden, near J^eto York, '(

J. S. Skinner, Es«. October 2, 1827. jj

Bear Sir,—In the 24th edilion of my catalogue
recently published, I have offered to the public

above 500 new and very superior varieties of fruits,

of those kinds which have been recently brought
into notice by Mr. Knight, president of the London
Horticultural Society, and by professors \'an Mons,
Duquesne and other distinguished horticulturists.

In addition to those enumerated in the catalogue I

have received 300 other varieties, which are now
under culture, and will be brought forward in the

ensuing season. It is proper to remark that of the
500 new varieties in the present catalogue, there

are not more than 20 or 25 which are in the posses-

sion of any oilier establishment of the kind in thi<

country, as will be seen by reference to the respec-

tive catalogues. Of these new fruits, sir, I propose
giving accurate descrifitions, as fast as they pro-

duce—and my "Short Treatise on Horticulture,"
now in the press, will contain descriptions of a num-
ber of them. I annex the following extract from
that treatise, relative to some of the finest pears

—

the numbers attached to them refer to their enume-
ration In my catalogue.

190. Urbanisle.—A pearnearly globular, the co-

lour yellowish green, flavour similar to that of rose

water, Ihc fruit large, and ripens in November.
167. J\Iaric Louise—Fruit of a pale yellow co-

lour, middle size, and fine flavoured; the flesh is

melting, and very juicy; it is at maturity from No-
.vember to December.

132. Beurre A'apolcon.—Fruit exceedingly fine,

melting and juicy; In size not quite as large as the

foreKoinir, ripens from November to December.
131. Beurre Knox.— Fruit yellow, of large size,

and pear shaped, flavour excellent; ripe from No-
veruber to December.

15(5. Florelle.— Fruit of nearly a scarlet colour,

with very small dark spots, shape pyriform; It is of
middle size, fine flavour, and greatly esteemed;
ripe in November. This pear Is called in some pub-
lications Ibrelle, and the poire truite is by some
considered lo be the same.

125. Beurre d'Ahremberg.—A very fine greenish

pear, form and size of the beurrSgrls; It is consider-

ed by some as the best of all the beurre pears.

lis. Beurre Colonia.—A pear of medium size, of

excellent quality, and ripe in September.
173. Pass Cnlmar.—This is one of the pears

reared from seeds by professor Van Mons. It is be-

tween buttery and melting, and very sweet; fruit of
good size and pyriform, but particularly broad
tow.irds the eye. It is a melting pear of exceeding

fine properties, and may by proper allenlion be ma-
lured for the table from January to April. The
tree is abundantly produrlive.

133. Beurre Ranee.—This is also called hardem-
pont de pnntems, and is another of the fruits rear-
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ed liy prol<'>!-or V'aii iMoiis. It is h pule green pear.

of larsc size, and rather rough skin, and the tree is

very productive; it is not usually lit (or the table

till March or Afiril and will continue ripening; till

May, its flesh uhen thus matured approximates to

the brown bcurre, so universally esteemed as an

autumn fruit.

hiO.

—

Beurre Capiomcnt—This is one of the

new pears reared from seeds by pr 'fessor Van

Mons, of the Netherlands. The fruit is crimson

and yellow, fine flavoured, very beautiful, and of

good size; ripening in October. I take this to be

the same pear sometimes called at Boston "cassio

moiit," which variation may have arisen from a mis

reading of the name in the original invoice, as no

such name as the latter is found either in the cata-

logue of the London Horticultural Society, or in

those of other eminent establishments in Europe.

The enthusiasm which seems to animate the hor-

ticulturists of our country is to me peculiarly grati-

fying, and must, by the introduction of every thing

useful from foreign climes, render an immense and

permanent benefit to the country at large.

Yours, &.C. WM. PRINCE.

XNTEElXVAIi IMFROVElSaElVT-

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
First Annual Report of the Directors In tlic Stock-

holders of the Baliimore and Ohio Rail Road Com-
pany.

The Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail

iload Company, in eoiiforniity with the (irovisions

of their charter, submit to the first general meeting

of the stockholders, a statement of the aflaiisof the

company, and of the measures they arc pursuing, in

order to carry into eflect the important object for

which this corporation has been instituted.

In accepting the trust, v\ith which they have been
invested, the board were aware of the deep respon-

sibility that would devolve upon them. They were
lully apprised of the high expectations which their

constituents had formed of the results of this un
derlakiiig, and well acquainted wilh the general im
pression, that nothing would be required to insure

its success, but a judicious application of the means
at the disposal of the company. They could not,

therefore, be insensible, that they owed it to liie

jiublic, to their constituents and tu themselves, in

the management of a work invjUing such varied

and extensive operations, and from uhich such im-
portant advantages were anticijjated, to jiroceed

with caution, and not endanger the object by a
premature commencement.
They have accordingly been actively engaged in

collecting the necessary infurmation, in order that

they might secure a judicious location of the road,
and be enabled to decide upon the most eifi>ient,

and least expensive, n.oving power to be employed
upon it. Much valuable knowledge upon these
points has already been gained, and the board are
constantly collecting additional Aids, which aflord
important illustrations of the subject, and greatly
strengthen their confidence of success. They now
believe, that however this course of procedure may
have retarded the commencement, it will insure "a

more early, more economical, and more certain
completion of the work.

'I'he directors have also deemed it of primary im-
jiortanre, m the first instance, to secure the services
of an engineer, upon whose talents and skill they
might safely rely. It is their desire, not less thaii

their duty, to obtain (he best professional aid the
country will aflTorri.and they will spiire no eflforts to
enuHge a superintendent of the highest character
The government of the United States, justly ap-

procialiiig the importance of this enterprise, have
extended to it a most liberal patronage. Sqveral

able and efficient members of the topographical

corps, have been detached to the service of the com-

pany. These officers have examined various routes

from the city of Baltimore to the valley of the Po-

tomac, and along that ravine as far as Cumberland.

They are now engaged in a general reconnoissance

of the country between the Potomac and Ohio ri

vers, and are expected to return in a few weeks,

prepared to lay before the board the result of their

labours. Should a chief engineer by that time

have been engaged, the board entertain the hope,

that they will soon after, be ready to commence the

actual location and construction of the road.

The directors take great pleasure in acknowledg-

ing the general approbation and good will with

which this enterprise is regarded throughout our

country; and particularly in those sections of the west

more immediately interested in its success. They
have received coniinuiiications from almost every

district between this city and Ohio, as well as from

many parts of that flourishing state, giving assur-

ances of a cordial desire to afl'ord the company
every :iid and support; and of a general willingness

on the part of the landholders, to relinquish the

ground necessary for the road, free of cost.

In conclusion, the board feel a high satisfaction

in stating, as the result of all the information and

experience they have yet acquired, that their confi

dence in the practicability of the Rail Road, re

mains unabated, and that thej believe the most san-

guine calculations of its importance and utility,

whether the object be regarded with reference to

its national and local advantages, or its profits to

the stockholders, will be realized.

By order of the Board,

P. E. THOMAS, President.

Bidlimore, \st Oct. \Sil.

Convention of Ikteknal Improvements.

The Convention of Internal Improvements, con

veiled in Princeton on the i25ib ult. and adjourned

on the 2(jth. 'J'he honourable Richard Stockton

presided. Ten counties were represented, and very

aiily represented The business was conducted

with the utmost harninny, and among the pulilii

improvement.s which occupied the atientinn of Ih'

Convention, we are happy to see. the Delaware and

Raritan Canal occupied a prominent place. The
Convention resolved to form a State Society for the

promotion ol Internal Improvements.

ZiADXES' DBPARTXV&KIMX.

The Misekies of a Beauty Defaced.

The condition of a young woman who has never
thought or heard of any other excellence than beau
ty, and whom the sudden blast ol disease wrinkles

in her bloom, is indeed sufficiently calamitous. She
is at once deprived of all that gave her eminence
or power; of all that elated her pride, or animated
her activity; all that filled her days with pleasure,

and her nights wilh hope; all that gave gladness to

the present hour, or brightened her prospects of fu-

turity. It is, perhaps, not in the power of a man
whose attention has been divided by diversity of
pursuits, and who has not been accustomed to de-
rive from others much of his happiness, to image
to himself such helpless destitution, such dismal in

anitj. Every object of pleasing contemplation is

at once snatched away, and the soul finds every re

ceptacle of ideas empty, or filled only with the
memory of joys that can return no more. All is

gloomy privation, or impotent desire; the faculties

of anticipation slumber in despondency, or the
poivers of pleasure mutiny for euiployment.

1 was so little able to find entertainment for

myself, that I was forced in a short time to venture
abroad, as the solitary savage is driven by hunger

from 111!, c.ivern. I entered with all the humility of
disgrace into assemblies, where I had lately sparkled
with gaiety, and towered with triumph. I was not
wholly without hope, that dejection had misrepre-
sented me to myself, and that the remains of my
former face might yet have some attraction and iiii-

tliience: but the first circle of visits convinced me,
that my reign was at an end; that life and death
were no longer in my hands; that I was no more to

practise the glance of command, or the frown of
prohibition; to receive the tribute of sighs and
praises, or be soothed with the gentle murmurs of
amorous timidity. My opinion was now unheard,
and my proposals were unregarded; the narrowness
of my knowledge, and the meanness of my senti-

ments, weie easily discovered, when the eyes were
no longer engaged against the judgment; and it

was observed, by those who had formerly been
charmed with my vivacious loquacity, that my un-
derstanding was impaired as well as my face, and
that I was no longer qualified to fill a place in any
company but a party at cards.

It is scarcely to be imagined how soon the mind
sinks to a level with the condition I, who had long
considered all who approached me as vassals con-
deuined to regulate their pleasures by my eyes, and
harass their inventions for my entertainment, was in

less than three weeks reduced to receive a ticKet

with professions of obligation; to catch with eager-

ness at a compliment; and to watch with all the

anxiousness of d.-pendence, lest any little civility

iliat was paid me should pass unacknowledged.
Though the negligence of the men was not very

iileasing when compared wilh vows and adoration,

yet it was far more supportable than the insolence

of my own sex. For the first ten months after my
return into the world, I never entered a single

house in which the mmory of my downfall was not

revived. At one place I was congratulated on my
e-cape ivith life; at another I heard of the benefits

of early ino>iil:ilion; b} some I have been told in

express terms, that I am not yet wiihout my charms;
others have whispered at my entrance. This is the

celebrated beauty. One toM me of a wash that

would smooth the skin; and another offered me her
chair that I might not front the light. Some sooth-

ed me with the observation that none can tell how
soon my case may be her own; and some thought

it proper to receive me with mournful tenderness,

formal condolence, and consolatory blandishments.
Thus was I every day harassed with all the stra-

tagems of well-bred malignity; yet insolence was
more tolerable than solitude, and I therefore per-

sisted to keep my lime at the doors of my acquain-

tance, wiihout gratifying them with any appearance
of resentmenl or depi'ession. I expected that their

exultation would in time vapour away; that the joy
of their superiority would end with its novelty, and
that I should be suffered to fclide along in my pre-

sent form among the nameless multitude, whom
nature never intended to excite envy or admiration,

nor enabled to dclinht the eye or inflame the heart.

This w.is naturally to be expected, and this I be-

gan to experience. But when I was no longer agi-

tated by the (lerpetual ardour of resistance and ef-

fort of perseverance, I found more sensibly the

want of those entertainments which had formerly

deli^^hted me; the day rose upon nie without an en-

gagement, and evening closed in its natural gloom,
without summoning me to a concert or a ball. None
had any care to find amusements for me, and I had

no [lower of amusing myself Idleness exposed me
to mel ncholy. and life began to languish in motion-

less indifference.

Misery and shame are nearly allied. It was not

wiihout many struggles that I prevailed on myself

to confess my uneasiness to Euphcmia, the only

friend who had never pained me with comfort or

rtith pity I at last laid my calamities before her. ra-

ther to ease my heart than receive assistance. "We
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must distinguish," said .-lie, "my Victoria, lliose

evi)s vvliich are imposed by Providence, from those

which «e ourselves give the power otliuiliiig us. Ol

your calamity, a small part is the infliction of Hea-

ven, the rest is little more than the corrosion ol idle

discontent. You have lost that which may indeed

sometimes contribute to happines?, but to which

happiness is by no means inseparably annexed.

You have lost what the greater number of the hu-

va^u race never possessed; what those on whom it

is he-towed lor the most part possess in v.iin; and

what you, Hhile it was yours, knew not how to use;

you li.i\eoidy lost early wliat the laws of nature

foibid you to keep long, and have lost it while your

mind is yet Ih xible, and while you have time to

sub.'-tilute mure valuable and more durable excel-

lences. Consider yuurself, my Vicimia, as a being

born to know, to reason, anil to act; rise at once

from your dream of melancholy to wisdom and to

piety; you will find that there are other charms than

th'isc of beauty, and other joys than the praise of

fouls."

sroaTXXje olio.

NEW YORK RACES.
There will be a "leat show of horses at llie ra-

ces on the Union Course, which cudiitk ucc on

Tuesday next. Eighteen who are to peiiorni in the

ditTerent trials of speed which »vill lake place in the

thiee days' racing, have already arii\cd on the

ground, and taken stables in the neighbourhood of

the course. A number of well bred, first rate

horses, and beautiful blood colts, will be otfered for

sale by auction on the course; and among the num-
ber are the celebrated Eclipse and Henry. VVe
should regret to have the former leave his native

borne, since he has done, and is doing, so much to

improve the breed of horses in this section of the

country. \Ve therefore hope some spirited wealthy

gentleman in this state, will step forward and pre-

vent, not only him, but Henry also, (who is nearly

Ms equal,) from going abroad. [JV. Y. Post.

Pedigrees op Valuable Horses.

(Continued from page 230.)

PHEMX.
Will stand at Windsor, two miles from the fur-

nace of Charles Ridgely, esq. in Baltimore county,

at three guineas for the season, to be paid on or be-

fore the first day of November next. He will be
four years old on the fifth instant, is fifteen hands
and an half high, by the standard, within half an
inch; and as fine a bay as can be, with black legs,

mme and tail; very strong, handsome and active
He was got by the imported horse Venetian, out of
Z r.obia, who was got by Don Carlos, out of the
Well known full bred mare, (the property of the
late colonel Horatio Sl.arpe.) lent to the late captain
Charles Ridgely, of Baltimore county, to breed
from on shares; her sire was Mr George's Juniper,
son of Babraham, who was got by the Godolphin
Arabian; her dam was by Morton's Traveller, who
was got by Old Partner. Don Carlos was got by
H imilton's Figure, out of his celebrated mare Prim-
rose, who xvas out of Stella by Dove, Stella was
out of Selima by Othello. Figure's character and
pedigree are well known; he won four king's plates
before he was imported, and was a capital horst
for heels and bottom afterwards, and was ver\
handsome. Venetian'.s pedigree was so fully pub
lished iu the years 1789 and 1790, that it is unne-

cessary to say more of him, than to refer those who
may wish for further infoniialioii, to the racing
calendars for the years 1777, 177S, 1779.

Pastuiage, at half a crown per week, but I will
not be answerable for accidents or escapes.

Plienix will be limited to thirty mares; foals will
be insured from mares that are well used, for four
guinras. GEORGE FMZIIUGII.

1) iiulsor, Baltimore county, .ipril 3, ilSi.

TIte high bred Horse

MAGNEUC NEEDLE,
Imported from England in December last, will

cover this season at the stable of Nathan Beakes,
near Trenton, and at Jonathan Muirheid's, in Hope
well in the county of Hunterdon, week about, to
begin at Nathan Beakes' on Tuesday the first ol

April, at ten dollars the season; if paid by the first

of January next, eight dollars will be accepted.
Magnetic Nt edle was got by Magnet, an extraor-

dinarily well bred son of the famous Herod; his
dam was own sister to the dam of Euphrosyne,
Midge and Thalia; she was got by Sweet Briar;
Ins graiidam Rarity, by Matchem; his great gran
d.im. Snap Dragon, to whom Angelica was own sis

ler. These being all capital runners, and of the first

slock in England, a better pedigree cannot be given
tu aiy horse. Stud books and the calendars will

gnt- the pedigrees of the individuals, which may
ijnt fie gi-ntrally known in America. He cost the
last proprietor 300 guineas at two years old; at
Ihire, he ran two races and won them, in the name
ol Needle; after which, ^being broken down, he
stood as a covering horse in England. He will be
seven years old this grass.

Nef die is a beautiful horse, sixteen hands high, of
a line bright bay, with black mane, tail and legs.

His head is handsome, his neck remarkably fine, his

cairiage high, body full, close-ribbed and round, his

limbs clean and bony.

NATHAN BEAKES.
Much 10, ngj. JONATHAN MUIRHEID.

PARTNER,
A beautiful bay horse, fifteen hands and one inch

high, the property of John Blanchard, covers mares
t three puunds, proc. in gold or silver, the season, at

the farm of said Blanchard, in Hanover, Morris
county, about two and a half miles from Chatham,
and the s.me distance from Buttle hill:—He was
ot by the Duke of Hamilton's Figure, who was
ot by Old Figure; he was got by Standard, sire

of Sir James Lowther's Jason, a good racer; this

ire's dam was called Young Mariamne, got by Old
Crab; her dam Old Mariamne, was got by Old
Partner; his sire's great grandam was called Lujjgs,
and got by the Bald Galloway. Partner's dam was
Britannia, a full sister to I'rue Briton, and out of
Col. Gant's Milley, a full sister to Col. Hopper's
Pacolet; her grandam was Queen Mab, got by
Musgrave's gray Arabian, is a most beautiful horse,
for whom he refused five hundred guineas. He
was up at ten guineas a leap. Her great grandam
by Gov. Harrison's Arabian; her g. g. grandam, by
his chesnut Arabian; her g. g. g. grandam, by Leeds;
^^''

S- S- S S grandam was a Barb, brought over by
Mr. Marshall, and was dam of Mr. Croft's Grey-
hound. The sire of Young Figure, won the fol-

lowing purses, to wit: One purse at Muscarto,
upon Tyne; one ditto, Lancaster; one do. at Ster-

ling; one do. at Busby: he also got a premium at

Ourtar. At Lancaster, he beat Mr. Baney's Spin-
ner, a good runner, and the odds against him was
fifty to five. As to his performance in Maryland,
he also won a purse a few months after his impor
tation, and has since beat a number of capital

horses, proving himself to be one ol the stoutest

and steadiest runners that ever started for plate,

or match, upon this continent.

27(6 noted Jidl bred Horse

JLBA,
Will stand at my stable in Sussex county, near
Walker's Mill, this season, to be let to mares at
five dollars cash the leap, ten dollars the season,
and twenty dollars to ensure a mare with foal.

Juha is a beautiful bay, 9 years old this spring,
full five feet, two inches high, well proportioned,
and of great strength; be was got by the noted run-
ning horse Charleymain, out of a full bred Fear-
nought^ mare; Charleymain was got by the noted
Olil W^ildair, his dam Romulous, who was got by
Mark Anthony, out ol Judge Tyler's Pompadour,
who was got by Valiant, out ol Col. Bird's import-
ed mare Jane Cameron.
Juba stood in Brunswick two seasons, and proved

himself equal to any horse on the continent for get-
ting large elegant colts, which can be amply attest-

ed, hy gentlemen who have tliera in possession.
Good pasturage gratis, and the greatest attention
paid to mares, but will not be answerable for acci-
dents of any kind. THOMAS HUNT. Sen.
Mirch 9, 1798.

Disease in Dogs—Inquiry.

Mr. Skinner, Burlinglon county, Oct 3, 1827.

I have a valuable terrier, which has been some-
time affected with a violent cutaneous disorder, at-

tended with incessant itching, and of course scratch-

ing, loss of hair, &c.; his appetite is generally pret-

ty good—indeed, the disease appears to be confined
to the skin in which there is evidently much fever

and heat, particularly about the head and ears,

which are covered ivith an eruption; he has been
repeatedly thorougbly washed with strong soap
suds, but apparently without any efTect. Other
dogs, in my neighbourhood, I have observed to be
similarly affected; and having been hfrf-tofore bene-
fitted by communications in the American Farmer,
1 am induced to hope that some of the contributors
thereto, will be kind enough to indicate a remedy
for the above mentioned disorder.

A Jersey Farmer.

r^xscEXiXiAiarEOUs.

Probabilities of Hu.man Life.

The following table of the probabilities of human
life has been given by i\I de la Mallr:

Table of the probabilities of human life, calcu-

lated by Doniitius Ulpianus, Prime Minister to Alex-

ander Severus, and extracted (Voin Euiilius Macer.
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Distances between the Post Offices from New
York to Albany.

FishkiU, September 24, 1S27.

S,>, I enclose an extract of my report, contain-

ing the distan.res from New York to Albany, on the

mail route, which you are at liberty to publish if

you wish. I am now, with my assistants, surveying

the proposed military road through the Highlands,

according to the report of the military committee

in the last Congress.

I am, sir, very respectfully, your ob't serv't.

H. L. BARNUM.
Distances betrceen the Post Offices. Miles.

F'.Di.'. the P. O.in New York to Y'onkers, 18 1-8

To'Farrytown, - - . -

Mouiit Pleasant or Sing Sing,

Courlland Town,

10 1 8

5 3 8
4

Pi-ekskill,

Cold Spring,

Fi^hkill, - - -

Poughkecpsie,
Hyde Park,
Staatsburg,

Rhinebeck,
Lower Red H^ok,
Upper Red Hook,
Clermont,
Livingston or Johnstown,
Hudson,
Columbiaville,

Kinderhook,
Schodack,
Greenbush,
Albany,

li 1-2

10 18
14 1 2

6 5 8

4 3-8

9 1-8

5 7-8

7 5-8

13 5 8

5 6 8
7-8

Joseph Gales, junr,

Doctor A Pue,
James C. Gittings,

James Hood,

Roger Brooke,
Henry Willis,

Judge Nesbit,

John kelso.

Governor Kent,
Judge McMechen,
Sami. Owings, of Saral.

Daniel Jenifer,

160 3 8
[From the Mbany Jlrgus.

^;jCll :«^^l^lll;£:ji«

Baltimore, Friday, October 12. 1327

Maryland Cattle Show.

List of Judges for the Maryland Cattle Slww— Tues-

day and IVednesday, 23(/ and 2 IWi of this month.

The Trustees have the follovving stations assign-

ed ihem:

Dr. A. Thomas to attend >
^^,.,,,^ ^,^^ ^

to the committee on, )

Jacob Hollingsworlh, Horses and Mares.

George Cook, Asses and Mules.

James Carroll, Cattle.

S. W. Smith, Swine.

B. W Hall, Sheep and Wool

H. V. Somerville, Domestic Manufactures.

James Swann, Implements of Husbandry.

Richard Caton, Fermented Liquors.

J. B Morris, Butter and Cheese.

D. Williamson, jr. Ploughing.

George Howard, Fnl Stock.

N. M. Bosley, Volunteer Premium.

Crops.

Virgil Maxcy, George C. Washington
Doctor Stockett, iNicholas Worthington,

John Lee Potts, Caleb Dorsey, junr.

H.GS. Key, G. McKubbin.

Ilm-scs and Mares.

Samuel Hullingswortb« Frisby Tilghman,

Cattle.

William Gibson,

C. W. Dorsey,

,
Daniel .Murray,

Christopher Carnan.

Swine.

Reuben Dorsey,

R. C. Tilghman,
R. W. Bowie,

J G. Proud.

Sheep and fVool.

Judge Dorsey,
Doctor McCulloch,
W. H. Tilghman,

B. Ogle, junr.

Domestic Mumfactures.

John Mason, James Sykes,

George Hotiman, Joseph K Muse,

W. W Taylor, Bartus CdUiegys,

W. B. Buchanan, Edward Gray,

S. Brown, junr. Amos A. Williams.

Implements of Husbandry.

Joseph Patterson, Thomas Kell,

W. Ellicott, Edward Williams,

J. W McCulloh, Lloyd N. Rogers,

Genl. Stansbury, Richard Frisby.

Fermented Liquors.

John Hoffman, R. Gilmor,

John Barney, Wdliam Wilson,

John P. Kennedy, Lyde Goodwin,
N. G. Ridgely, Richard Mackall.

Butter and Cheese.

John Merryman,
Robert Riddle,

Edward J. Coale,

U. S. Heath,
Andrew Hall.

Ploughing.

John Schwartze,
W. F. Johnson,
George Patterson,

Doctor Thomas.

Fat Stock.

Outerbridge Horsey, Col. Maynadier,

Thomas Kelso, B. F. Mackall,

r. Curtain, C Carroll, jr.

J. McHenry, Philemon Chew.

Volunteer Premium.

John Patterson, Edward Lloyd, junr.

David Ri.lgcly, Doctor Duvall,

Theodore Anderson, C. C. H .rper.

General J. S. Smith, Richard Bayard.

William Lornian,

Edward Hambleton,
Nicholas Goldsborough,

John Ridgely,

Henry A. Hall,

Ninirod Owings,
Henry Steel,

Charles Lyon.

Asses and Mules.

John Mercer, Thomas Hood,
John R. Dall, J. S. Williams,

S. Owings, of Frederick, H. D. G. C irroli,

S. HoUingswortb, junr. T. P. Stabler.

Henry Thompson,
J. G. Davies,

W. H. Freeman,
B. f. Cohen,
A. Sterling,

Col. Emory,
John Marsh,
Henry Carroll,

John O'Donnell,

t^xlnicl of a letter from Havre, Sept. 1

Our last respects are dated 15th August since <vhen
Cotton has experieuced u fair but not an active demand
at present prices; in some instances, however, holders
have suiimitted to a trifling reduction. Our sale^ com-
prise ii89 bales, including -'065 Georgia, at U to:;'>J,-

3116 Virginia, at nj; 1930 Mobile, at lej lo I9i, ' :50
Louisiana, al nj to 24. Our stock is now 67,259 bales,

uf which 47,123 are United States sorts.—We quote
uplands and Mobile, 16 to 20; Alab. and Tenn. 16 to

19; Louisiana, 18 to 24.

Ashes are in steady request, and sales of Pots have
been made at 36f 25—a lot, all first, broUjiht 31f;30
bis. Pearls were taken at 40. Our stock comprises 1760
bis Pots of which 350 are in first hands.

Rice is dull: 1 10 tierces ordinary Carolina were sold

30 to 3lf, and small lots go off slowly at 33 a 34f. We
have in market 350 tierces.

Sugars have given rise to no transactions; our stock

has been increased by an arrival from St. Jago de Cu-
ba, of ^0'l boxes.

Wax is waniedatSS a 37; nurstock comprises 100,000

lbs. of which 60,000 are United Stales.

BAXiTIXSORB PRICES CtTBREWT.

Reported for the American Farmer, by Lewis Sutton Sf Co.

Tobacco—for several weeks the market has been ra-
ther flat, and prices a little lower, of some particular
qualities of tobacco, yet considerable business is doing
and sales are made both in Maryland common and Oliio;

of the last named, two or more lots have gone nff at

$7.00 fur very fine Ohio, within the last two days—and
Maryland the same precisely as the last week. Our
standard rates are:

Seconds, as in quality, $3.00 a 6.00—common crop,
3.00 n 4.00—Do. red, 4.00 a 4. 50—good red, 5.00 a 6.00
—Fine red, 7.00 a S.OO—Yellow and red, 7.00 a 10. no
Yellow do. 6.50 a H .00—Fine yellow, no sales—Virgi-
nia good and fine, 6.00 a 8. no—Rappahannock, 3.00 a
3.50—Kentucky, fine, 3.50 a 6.00—do. for wrapping,
6.00 a 7.00.

Flour—white wheat family, $5.75 a 6 00—superfine
Howard-street, 5.00 a 5.12^—city mills, 4.62^ a 4. 75

—

Susquehanna, 4.5i)

—

Corn Meal, per bbl. 2.62^ o 2.75^
Grain, white wheat, best .90 re 1.00—red do. .80 a. 85

ordinary, .60 a .75

—

Corn, .45 a .46

—

Rye, -40 a .50

—Oats, .20 a 25

—

Beans, .80 a l.Oi

—

Peas, .40 a .10

Clover seed, 5.00

—

Timothy seed, 3.00

—

Barley, .50

1 .75

—

Flaxseed, .75 a .80 — Cotton, Virginia, .8^ a
94—North Carolina, .9 a .lOJ—Tennessee, .10 a .11—
Louisiana, 1 1 n .13—Missouri, .9| a .10^— Wool, wash-
ed, .IS o .22—unwashe(', .16—crossed blood, .22 o 24—
half do. .24 o .26—three-quarter do. .28 a 30—full do.

.30 a 35—Fish, Herrings, 2.50a 2.871—Shad, e.00o7.00
—Mackerel, 3.75 a 4.75 a 5.75

—

Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 n
.10—hog round, .In .T\—country do. .7

—

Whiskey, .27l

a28J— Feather.e, Ohio, .28 « .29— Beef, on the hoof, 4.50

(J 5.00—hogs, do. 3.50 o 4.00— Butler, .20 a .25.

Tobacco.—Inspections in the three State Warehouses
for the week ending yesterday morning:

No. 1, I4S

S:^Saniuel Hazard, Esq. has issued proposals for

publishing in Phil idclphia a new periodical paper, to

be issued in octavo form once a week, and to be

entitled the Register of Pennsylvanla—atijo per

annum, it prop'ises lo embrace every thing con-

nected with the various institutions ol that State;

her agriculture, manufactures, commerce, finances,

internal improvement, resources and productions,

and cannot fail, if well conducted, to be interest-

ing and valuable, most especially to all the citizens

of Pennsylvania.

Those vvho wish more particular information can

call and see the proposals, and, if they please, sub-

scribe, at the office of the American Farmer.

f^Acow, ofthe Durham breed, has been brought

for John Hare Powel, Esq. (by Capt. Serril,) in the

Tuscarora, which has just arrived at Philadelphia

from Liverpool. This animal is suppo>ed to he one

of the finest of its species that has ever been landed

upon American soil, [JV. E. Farmer.
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AORXCUIiTVRX:.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the material for Cot-
ton Bagging, Cordage, &c —No. IV.

[Letter from a gentleman of the first in(clli£encp

and respectability, of Natchez, now at Philadelphia.]

Mr. Skinner, October 10, 1827.

Dear Sir,—I am exceedingly obliged to you for

your very polite and flattering letter, and still more
for the patriotic zeal j'ou manifest in a cause, so

likely, in my opinion, to reanimate the south and

the west, and to cement our national union. As far

as I have been able to learn the sentiments of the

friends here, they are favourable to us, and most

highly approbate the scheme. Half the money that

has been expended in the project of settling Libe-

ria, in Africa, would long since have proved the

vast importance of slave labour at home, by the

establishment of such cotton and other factories as

are now proposed. Dr. Moore, of Gibson Port, one

of the most accurate and calculating men I know
has just assured Mr. Carey, that slaves in a factory

can be fed and clothed, and the taxes paid, buying

all at the highest price, on the Mississippi for jJ25

per annum; at Cincinnati for much less. In his

estimate he allows bread in abundance, and half a

pound of pork to each individual, and buys the

clothes ready made here.

The most important and valuable of all cotton

raa':hines, is Whitney's saw-gin. On every large

plantation in the slave states, this is managed wholly
by slaves. It does the work of nearly one thousand
men. The first machine of this kind ever used on
the Mississippi, was built almost solely by a negro
blacksmith, from an imperfect drawing, with a few
explanations. Who, (hen, will pretend that slaves

Have not capacity to operate with cotton machi-
nery. With a little exertion, 1 am persuaded much
capital can be drawn from the North to Balti-

more and Richmond. I beseech you to continue
your valuable exertions in this cause. It goes on

much faster than I cxpcrtod. Your paper is very

popular in the south and west. What we prove to

be Qien's real interests, they must do in the end—
and I do firmly hope that we shall soon see the spi-

rit of industry awakened from its long sleep in the

middle states.

Most respectfully yours, S. B.

Slnve-Lahour Employed in Mannfactures.

The project of employing slave labour in the

manufacture of coarse cottons and other coarse

goods, which is now agitated in Viiginia, and some
of the other southern stales, is p.esrnant with the

most salutary consequences to thoje slates, and bids

fair to extricate them from thf difficulties under
which they labour, and have lab'ured for years, and
to diffuse prosperity far and wide wherever it is

adopted. It will turn to a valiable account a great

mass of labour, a large porton of which is now
wholly unemployed. Amonf its beneficial results

will be, to render the slave; more valuable; to se-

cure them more indulgent treatment; to improve
their faculties; and accoleraie their fitness for final

emancipation.
Its efiects, moreover, on (he nation at large, will

be highly salutary, by reiroving the jealousies and
heart-burnings that prevtil on the subject of the

protecting system, which is very erroneously sup-

posed in the southern staes, to operate not merely
to the exclusive benefit of the middle and eastern

states, but to the great injury of the southern. It

will therefore tend to Init more closely the bonds
of union between tie different sections of the

country.

No. 31. —vol-. 9.

It is not too much, considering the numerous
benefits of this project, to say, that he who first

broached it, may be regarded as a public bene-
factor.

In order to test the advantages of the project, I

shall institute a comparison between the result of
slave labour thus employed, and free labour. How
ever, not being a manufacturer, nor an owner of
slaves, I do not pretend to critical accuracy—but
shall endeavour to approximate to it as near as pos-
sible, inviting those better acquainted with the sub
ject, to canvass my statement rigorously, and, should
it be found incorrect, as it probably will be, to point

out its errors. My chief object is to provoke dis-

cussion, whereby the truth may and must eventual-
ly be elicited, on a subject not yielding in impor-
tance to any that has for a long time occupied pub-
lic attention.

I shall assume, on the one side, a cotton manu-
factory with 100 free operatives, principally young
females, earning on the average 200 cents per week;
and on the other, one worked by as manv slaves,

young and old, who do only three-fourths as mtich
as Ihe whites, i. e. to average work of which the
wages of free labour would be a dollar and fifty

cents per week.
FREE LABOUR.

100 operatives, earning on an average |J2 per
week—lOOx 2x 52=per ann. in wa-
ges, ^10,400

Suppose the goods produced equal to five

times the amount of the wages, the re-

sult would be 52,000

Suppose 12* per cent, on §52,000, for profit,

wear and tear, and for superintendance,
equal to 6500

Deduct for superintendance, . ^1500
Wear and tear, .... 500

Nett profit. S4500
slave labour.

100 slaves, whose work, if executed by free
persons, would cost for each 150 cents
per week— 100 X 1.50x52= . .$7800

Five fold as before, . . . §39,000

12i per cent, on $39,000, 4875

$12,675
PER CONTRA.

Suppose, to stimulate the slaves (o in-

dustry, they receive gratuities

through (he year, amounting to $2000
Support of 100 slaves at 32 dolls, per

annum, ..... 3200
Interest on $10,000, supposed cost of

slaves, ..... 600
Superintendance, .... 1500
Wear and tear, .... 500

Remains, $4875

Thus it appears, if my calculation be not ex-
tremely erroneous, that slave labour would, contra-
ry to the prevailing opinion, be more profitable than
free.

I take no account, on either side, of the interest
of the capital, fixed or circulating.

This plan vtIII make an immense difference in the
prospects of those slave holding states which may
adopt it. The labour of slaves of both sexes, who
may be employed in this way, particularly includ-
ing the very young ones, cannot at present average
more than $10 per annum; but suppose we allow
$20—the 100 slaves taken into (be preceding esti-

mate, would produce onlj 2l'ilO dollars per annum.
Whereas, em()loyed in manufaclnres, they would
produce, according to the same eslima(e, more (han
double that sum. This regards merely the indivi-
dual owners of slaves. Higher considerations arise,
as regards (he slave s(ates. The money now em-
ployed to purchase the contemplated articles in the
other states or in Europe, whereby the southern
states are impoverished, will be retained at home,
(o invigorate (heir industry, and enrich their citi-

zens. Another consideration demands serious at-
tention. This process will diminish (he number of
the cultivators of the soil; of course diminish the
gluts of the market—and, further, increase the
home market for their edible products, by the con-
version of producers into consumers.
Some of the most valuable water power in the

United Stales, perhaps in the world, is to be found
in Virginia and Maryland; provisions are cheap;
the raw material is raised on the spot; the labour
proposed to be employed is a drug; the climate is

milder, and therefore obstructions to the use of the
water power are rare. These are the grand ele-

ments on which to erect the noble edifice of
southern prosperity.

I anticipate one objection—that slaves cannot be
converted into manufacturers. This objection is

set aside by the fact, that in many places they are
thus converted. In Kentucky, there are large, ex-
tensive, and profitable manufactories of cotton bag-
ging, the operatives of which are, without a single
exception, slaves. There are various manufactories
in other parts of the western states conducted in a
similar mode. These facts, I trust, settle the ques
tion beyond controversy. Hamilton.

Philadelphia, Oct. 2, 1827.

Mr. Skinner, JVear Wilmington, Oct. 10, 1827.

Dear Sir,~l feel much pleased to find many of
my southern brethren taking an interest in the ma-
nufacturing of coarse cotton fabrics, and inviting
a discussion thereon.

It has always been my opinion since I commenc-
ed the business in 1809, that the South possessed
advantages that the East never could have in using
water power and maiiilnininp: thp work people in
manufacturing: Ist In a ivarm climate less clothing
and fuel (two heavy taxes on the families of the la-

bouring class) are' required; 2d. In (he middle and
New England states, the ice often slops the water
vyheels, or mak^s them so lop-sided that it is impos-
sible to spin cotton; 3d. 1 have known, after a spell
of clear, dry, and very cold weather, (he elec(ricity
in a large carding and preparing room, to have such
an effect, lh;it for days together the slivers and rov-
ings would not enter the tin cans, but would shoot
about in every direction, making great waste and
loss of time, and can only be remedied by steaming
and mnkinj the house very warm and damp. I be-
lieve that hbour has never been lower in this neigh-
bourhood than

—

$1.00 per week for boys and girls under 12 years.
1.50 do. do. do. 15
2.00 do do. do. 18 and
women capable and (rusty to reel (he yarn, Ihey
all ^finding their board and clothins;.

For attending 1000 spindles, there will be required

5 boys or girls, at $1.00 per week, . . $5.00
15 do. do. 1.50 do. ... 2250
10 women, 2.00 do. ... 20.00

1 mule spinner, working by the hank, 8 00
1 carder, 8.00
1 overseer of the throssel loom, . .6.00

$69.50
The 1000 spindles will produce a( least 2000 hanks

of yarn per day, or per week, 12,000 do.

The size of yarn for bagging and blankets would
be No. 2 and 3; consequently, 4000 lbs. of yarn of
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;
1,69 50.

-thai iiZf \vou..l l•o^l lor S(jiiiiiiiii!; himI canii

I never spun so coarse, ^encrallv 10 lo 20 hanks per

lb As it woiilfl require so much more larding and

preparin", and the coarse yarns take more time to

reel a ha'nk than the fine. I should say that the 10 '0

spindles on co;irse, say No. 2 to 6, or averag.- No 4.

would cost in weekly wages here, S80—or 2 4-3

cents per pound.

Weaving, if done by power looms, mi^ht cornea

little lower on the very coirse yarn, and a vei-y lit

tie lower, I believe., than on a plain 11} shuttle hiom

A woman could weave with a fly-shullle 40 to 50

yanis of basKins:. <" 35 yards of twilled blankL-ting,

or 30 yirds of No 6 to 8, i wide stuff suitable for

warm clothing, or No. 10 for shirtings

If some of your southern correspondents will

give me the price of negro labour of (he ages [ have

named. I shall be able to show, by making the ne-

cessary allowance, very nearly the cost of every

article they may find necessary to manufacture.

There will be no' difficulty in getting machinery, su-

perinlendants and millwrights, any where on this

side the Potomac, to put any number of factories in

operalion they wish, I ivill candidly and with pita

sure give the cost of buildings, machinery, &c. capi-

tal required, Stc. to any person wishing them

Truly yours, 'ruinw ,

f It lo my friend H. Niles, and credit my account

with the balance. I always consider that I get v^

lue received from you and H. Niles. His exertions

favour of our home interest, entitle him to the

support of all true Americans.
My last crop of wool is still on hand, waiting to

see what the ne.\l session ol Congress will do foi

us. Hemp is the only article in Kentucky in de-

mand, (except our live stock,) and this is in conse-

quence of the protecting duty it has received. It is

worth ^S per cwt. for the southern market, and I

hope the day is not far olf when it will find a mar
ket in iJaitimore over the rail road. Many of us

are water-rotting with success, and I have no doubt

it will meet your Russia hemp of the best quality in

all the sea-port towns, on equal terms, and I trust

will be preferred. You have left out the price cur-

rent in your paper for Russia and American hemp.

Pray restore it to your paper again; the informa

tion is important to the hemp growers in Kentucky.

With sentiments of respect.

Your humble serv't,

NAl'H'L HART.

THOMAS MASSEY.

[The following will show what may be done, and

what pranress is making towards the domestic ma-

nufacture" of cottons, in the family way, in Mary-

and.
Octohci- 10, 1827.

Sir,— I must trouble you further to inform you,

that by the instrumrnt.ilily of Mrs. Muse, I have

succeeded in manufacturing, since the first of last

winter, (the spinning done by the female portion of

my cotton workers, during the winter, and in rainy

days,) 300 yards of cotton coarse cloth; and 1 have

about 100 yards of cotton bagging ready for the

loom, or rather at the loom, got up in the same

luanner—the weaving also done at my farm.

To J. S. Skinnek, Es*. .1. E. M.

su cess of this manulactureas intimately conntci-d
with our means of national defence. It is well
known that during the last war, when a bolt of
American Duck could not be had in the country,
our national vessels and privateers were forced to
supply themselves with the foreign article at ]s40
per bolt, or %\ per yard • In the event of another
such crisis, we are confident that American Duck
could be furnished at one-third that price, and pos-
sessing twice the durability. To insure this result it

is only necessary for the government and ship own-
ers to give a preference to Phenix Mill and other
.\merican Ducks, if of equal good quality."

COTTON.
.Statement of the quantity of Cotton shipped from

the port of Petersburg, for twelve montbsj eodiog
on Saturday, 29lh September:

HEMP.
(From the Spirit of '16, Kentucky.)

To Samuel L. Southard, Secretary of the J\avy:

It is an important national concern that we should

not be dependent upon a foreign supply of materials

for ship building. 1 believe that our own country

affords an abundance of every description of naval

stores, except hemp and copper. Both, it is be-

lieved, could be supplied in our own country. But

my principal object at this lime is to call your at

tenlion to the article of hemp. I am informed that,

upon the most favjurable experiments, dew-rotted

hemp is not suitable for ship rigging. This being

the season when the farmers of this country princi-

pally water-rot their hemp. I would therefore sug

"est the propriety of making some contracts lor

American water rotted hempen yarns. I think the

experiment, in a national point of view, is desirable

I have no doubt but that, with proper encourage-

ment, this state alone would furnish a sufficiency of I the Lewi

(From the Palerson, M J. Intelligencer.)

PATERSON DUCK.
In addition to the paragraph below, from a Pro-

vidence paper, we have before us at this moment
numerous other evidences, from the most respecta-

ble sources, of the excellence of the Canvass made
by the Phenix M.mufacluring Company, at their M^"S"*''

extensive establishment, in this town. Indeed, many
who have had the best opportunities of comparing
it with foreign Duck, in actual wear, and thus test-

ing their relative qualities, describe the domestic

article as decidedly preferable, in every respect, to

any other. The establishing of this manufactory is

one of the good effects derived to the country from

the Board of Navy Commissioners. It may be

truly said that this institution was created and nur-

tured under the fostering influence of that expe-

rienced and enlightened officer, Commodore Rodg-

ers, whose principles, ever since he has been a

member of the Board, have been in accordance

with the wishes of the people and the best interest.v

of the country. By the support which this manu-

factory has received from this source, and the talent

and enterprise of the President of the Company,
they are now in a situation to supply the entire de

raand of the Navy, and a large proportion for the

commercial service of the country, of a quality of

Duck superior to foreign, and somewhat cheaper.

—

If false notions of economy should ever gain an as-

cendancy in Congress sufficient to destroy the office

of the Navy Commissioners, then will the Phenix

Mill become a monument of reproach to radicalism.

The Ibllowing is the extract above alluded to:

•'American Canvass.—We some time since no-

ticed the excellent quality of the Duck manufactur-

ed by the Phenix Mill Company, which is not only

cheaper but has been proved by experiment to be

much superior to Russia Duck The comparative

merit of these two articles has been tested by Capl

Austin, of the ship Panther, and Capt. Macy of

The Phenix Mill Duck is not at all sub-

Months.
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continuance o{ lile, and the attainment of old age,

tlttt existence may be said to depend on the due

exercise of the functions which they perform —
Whether animals have their blood aerated by means

of lungs or gills, they require a re:;ular supply of

oxygen gaS. But as this gas is extensively consum-

ed in the process of combustion, putrefaction, ve-

g^tati')n, and respiratii>n, there is occasionally a de-

ficiencT in particular places for the supply of animal

iile. But, in general, where there is a delicicncy

of oxygen, there is also a quantity of carbonic acid,

or carburetted bydroKcn present These gases not

only injure the system by occupyingf the place of

the oxygen which is required, t)ut ex- rcise on many
species a deleterious influence To these tircum

stances may be referred the difficulty of preserving

many fishes and aquatic raollusca in glass jars or

small ponds; as a great deal of the oxygen in the

air contained in the water, is necessarily consumed

by the germination and growth of the aquatic cryp-

togamia, and the respiration ol the infusory animal-

cula In ail cases, when the air of the atmosphere,

or that which the water contains, is impregnated

with noxious particles, many individuals of a parti-

cular species, living in the same district, suffer at

the s<me time. Th^ disease, which is thus endemic

or local, may. by being contagious, extend its ra-

vages to other districts

The endemical and epidemical diseases which attack

horses, sheep, and cows, obtain in this country the

name of iwinain, sometimes al>o the distemper. The
general term, however, for the pestilnniial diseases

With which these and other animals are infected, is

Ejiizooty.

The ravages which have been commilled amons the

domesticated uniinals. at various times, in Europe, by

epizootic^, have been detailed by a variety of an

thors Horses, sheep, cows, swine, poultry, fish.

have all been subject to such attack-; and it has

frequently happened, that the circumstances which
have produced the disease in one species, have like-

wise exercised a similar influence over others. That
these diseases arise from the deranged functions of

the respiratory organs, is rendered probable by the

circiimstaiice, that numerous individuals, and even

species, are affected at the same time, and ,this

opinion is strengthened, when the rapidity with

which they spread is taken into consideration.

Jilany diseases, which greatly contribute to shorten

lile, take their rise from circumstances connected

with the organs .if digestion, ^loxious food is fre

qumtly consumed by mistake, particularly by do
inesticated animals When cows, which have been

confined to Ihe house, dunns the winter season, and

fed wirh straw, are turned out to the pastures in Ihe

spring, ihey eat indiscriminately every plant pre

sented to them, and frequently fall victims to their

imprudence. It is otherwise with animals in a wild

state, whose instincts guard them from the comnior
noxious substances of iheir ordinary situ-ition. Tht
shortening of life, in consequence of the derange-
ment of the digestive organs, is rhiefly produced by

a scarcity of food. When the supply is not sutii

cienl to nourish the body, it becomes lean, the lat

being absorbed to supply the deficiency; feebleness

is speedily exhibitHd, the cutaneous and intestinal

animals rapidly multiply, and, in conjunction, acce-
Jerale the downlall of the system.

The power of faaling, or of surviving without
food, possessed by some animals, is astonishingly

great. An eagle has been known to live wilhoiit

food five weeks; a badger a month; a dog thirty six

days; a toad fourteen months, and a beetle lliiee

years This power of outliving scarcity for a lime, is

of signal use to many animals, whose food cannot
be readily obtained; as is (he case of beasts of prey
and rapacious birds. Bui this faculty does not be
long to s 'ch exclusively: wild pigeons have surviv-
ed twelve days, an antelope twenty diy.*, and a land
tortoise eighteen niouilis. Such lasiiug, however, is

detrimental to the system, and can only be consi-

dered as one of those singular resources which may
be employed in cases where, without it, life would
speedily be extinguished. In situations where ani

mals are deprived of their accustomed food, they

frequently avoid the effects of starvation, by devour
in:; substances to which their digestive organs are

not adapted. Pigeons can be brought to feed on
ffesh, and hawks on bread. Sheep, when covered
with snow, have been known to eat the wool off'

each other's backs
7Vie viiviovs diseases to which animals are subject.

tend greatly to shorten the period of iheir existence.

With the methods of cure employed by diflferent

species, we are but little acquainted. Few' accurate

observationa appear to have been made on the sub

ject. Dogs frequently effect a cure of their sores

by licking them. They eat grass to excite vouiil-

ing, and probably to cleanse their intestines from
obstructions or worms, by its mechanical effects.

Many land animals promote theii health by bathing,

others b, rolling themselves in the dust. By the

last operation, Ihey probably gel rid of the parasiti-

cal insects with which the} are infested.

But independent of scarcity, or disease, compara-
tively few animals live to the ordin.ir^ term of na-

tural death. There is-a wasteful war every where
raging in the animal kingdom. Tribe is diviiied

against tribe, and species against species, and neu
trality is no where respected. 'I'hose which are

preyed upon have certain means which they employ
to avoid Ihe foe; but the rajjacious are likewise

qualified for the pursuit. The exercise of the leel

ings ol benevolence may induce us to confine our
allention to the former, and adore that gooiJness

which gives shelter to the defenceless, and protec-

tion to the weak, while we may be di--posed to turn

precipitately, from viewing th' latter, lest we disco-

ver marks of cruelty, where we wished to contem-
plate nothing but kindness.

(_To be continued.)

CULTURE OF RICE.
"

A Committee of the Savannah City Council, call

ed the Commiltee of Diy Culture, have marie a re-

port to show the beneficial effects on ihr- heallh of
the city from the prohibition of the culture of nee.
To show the improved state of the health of the
city within the last ten years, they have published
a table of the deaths in each jear. ihey eslimate
the average number of white inhabitants to have
been 5000. The number of deaths of whitt-s in Ihe
last ten years, as shown by the table, is 3484. The
number of deaths in 1S17, w.is equal to 1 in 11 ol

the whole while population In 1819, 1 in 10; and
in 1830, 1 111 6. For the three last years, the nior
tality lias been much less, namely, 1 in 34, 1 in 40,
and 1 in 31.

IMPROVING THE BREED OF CATTLE.
Our attention has been drawn to this subject, by

a gentleman to whose liberality, zeal and inlelli

gence. this slate is much indebted. 'I'he importance
of improving ihe breed of cattle and domestic ani-

mals, IS made abundantly manifest liom the fact,

that lean stock cattle, to the value of 800.000 dol
lars. are yearly brought from the interior of rsiw
Yurk, and sold in this state, at an average advance
of one-third more price than cattle of a similar de
scription Irom the interi r of our own stale. The
cattle from New Voik are of better breed than ours.

They feed easier and grow larger; and as before
stated,_are considered worth one third more.
Every body knows there is little or no difference

in the trouble and expense of raising one colt more
than another; yet one of a particular make and
breed, at a given age, will be worth ten limes more
than another. One horse will travel with double
the speed, and perform twice the labour of another,

and wiib more ease to hiinseli. Su wan li^m d
cattle. One cow will g;ve four times as much milk
as another, and not cost a cent more to keep her.

Also with pigs. Put two pigs of different breeds
into the same pen, and witli the same food, at a
given time, one |iig will be found twice the weight
of the other All this shows the immense impor-
tance it IS to farmers lo procure Ihe best stock. T*
promote this beneficial purpose, is the aim of the

agricultural societies, and the design of Iheir exhi-

bitions and cattle shows. [Pemi Gar.

ROLLING LAND—INQUIRIES.
Mr. Skinner, Rockingham, To., Oct. 1, I82T,

Feeling some interest in the impruvement of our

agriculture, 1 have observed with much satisfaction,

the usefulness of the American Farmer as a chan-

nel for the comniunicalion of agricultural intelli-

gence; and wishing to avail myself of the facility it

;.ft'oids, I would inquire, Itirough the medium of the

Farmer, what the rules are that ought to be ob-

served in rolling land. Are all kinds of land bene-

fited by rolling? If all kinds are not. can the roller

be advantageously used on a clay soil? Upon what
kinds of grain is rolling beneficial? And at what
times ought the roller lo be used? At the time of
sowing, or after the gmin is up? Can it be used

with safety on lands sown with grass seeds? And
what are Ihe proper dimensions of the roller, &c.?

Gentlemen informed on the subject will confer a
favour by answering Ihe above inquiries, and by
giving any other information on the subject which
they may possess.

GEO. H CHEESMAN.

HOELTICVIiTURE.

STRAWBERRIES.
Limuvan Botanic Gardtn, near J^ew York, )

J. S. Skinni.r, Esq July 14, I8i7.
\

I noticed in April last, a comment on various
fruils, in the pages o( your publication; a:iioiig

whirh were mentioned Ihe Downtoii pippin apple,
and the VVilmot's superb stiav\beriy, both of which
are in mv collection The VVilmot's superb straw-
berry seems to me a mnnstrusity of its sfiecies, and
I never could have supposed a variety could have
been produced of such an enormous size. I have
now before me the cnlnnrcd plate and descriptim of
the oiigin.itor himself, Mr Wilmot, of Isleaoith,

near London. He states that this straw berry is 6
to 8 inches in circumference; and as this fact is .or-
roboraled by the publications of the London llnrli-

culiural Soci' ty, by Loudon in his •Giirdeners J\la-

gazine," and others, we cannot doubt its accuracy.
It IS represented as not so highly flavoured as S'ime
oher kinds, but it is probably equal lo the red Chili
with which New Y.irk market is supplied.

There are other varieties of this fruit of great
celebrity in England and France, but which are
little known and less disseminated in our country.
Among the most noted of these is Ihe Roseberry, a
kind so very productive that it forms a large pro-
portion of those wilh which the London marki I is

supplieil. It is very high flavoured, and derives its

origin from the common wild scarlet strawberry
(Fragaria virginica,) of our woods; but, probahlif,

after having passed through several generations of
reproduction from seeds. I have never seen anj
which was so productive of young plants by its run-
ners, and ivhich so quickly covered a wide spread
surface of ground. It is also considered the best

lor forcing in winter. I now annex a list of thirty

of the varieties cultivated in my garden, and shall

hereafter add descriptions of others which I may
deem worthy of ncdice.

No. 1. Scarlet f^irgiuian. a native of our woods,
fruit high flavoured, aud ripens very early, it is the
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parent of all tlie strawberries of that cla.ss denomi

nated scarlds. of wl.irh 43 varieties are known.

o Enatish red wood, sometimes erroneously call-

ed'red ifaulbois, altliounh it is smaller in size and

inferior m flavour; it is, however, one of our most

productive varieties, and not apt to have a super-

abundance of male flowers; and as the fruit does

not all come to maturity at one time, but conlmues

to ripen gradually for a considerably period, it is a

very useful familv strawberry.

S. English ivhite lonod, sometimes erroneously

called white hautbois; this has precisely the same

qualities as No 2, except in point of colour.

4 English red 7io«<tois, musk flavoured, very fine

and nearly twice the size of JNo. 2; this variety is

very apt to be overrun with male plants, in which

case new beds ought to be made when in fruit, m
making which they should be planted in the pro-

portion often fruit bearing, or female plants, to one

barren or male one; and beds thus formed, will pro-

duce so abundantly as amply to compensate for the

labour bestowed. If preferred, the plants can be

carefully marked when in fruit, and be transplanted

afterwards

5 UudsoHS Buy, a hardy northern variety, with

fine flavoured scarlet fruit.

6. Red Chili, a conical shaped fruit with a neck

between it and the hull, from %vhich it is conse

queirlly detached with ease. It is exceedingly pro

ductile and is raised in great quantities for the mar-

ket ol New York; it is inferior, however, in flavour,

to the roseberr\ , haulbois, Lima, and many others.

7 Bltusli, or greenish Chili—this is called in Eng-

land the "while Chill," and was imported by me

from there under that name; as that name is, how-

ever, very inappropriate, I have changed it. It pro-

duces fruit more flat shaped than any other I have

seen, which is always of a greenish and immature

appearance on one side even when perfectly ripe,

and of a liKht red on the other. It po>sesses a high

musky flavour, the taste being somewhat peculiar

and by some, at liist considered disagreeable; it

ripens' late, produces well, and quickly covers a

large space of ground with its numerous runners.

8 Bourbon bliish, a pale red fruit, less productive

than many others, but of tine flavour.

9. Pine apple, or Carolina— this is another native

of our country, and is the parent of nineteen known

Tarieties, among which are Keen's imperial. Keen's

large seedling, and many others of the largest size.

It is distingu'shed by its large and vigorous foliage,

and fine flavoured fruit, but is subject, like No. 4,

to be overrun with male plants, but by pursuing the

sanie course, this may be successfully surmounted.

10. Carolitie, a seedling of No 6—of good size,

but less productive.

U Red Alpine, monthly or ever bearine^. It is no

UDCouimon thing to weather fruit of this kind when

the autumn is mild, in the open air, at Christmas.

In size and flavour it is similar to No. 2; produces

fruit throughout the season.

12. White Alpine, pos&Ksaw^ the same properties

as No. 11, except as respects colour. It is consi-

dered best to make new beds of the Alpine varieties

every year.

13. Keen's large—much celebrated, foliage and

runners vigorous, fruit large size and fine.

14. Keen's imperial— one of the largest and most

noted English varieties, fruit fine flavoured, and well

worthy of cultivation.

15. Rosebeny, already described; none superior

as a mark' t strawberry.

16. Black—a blackish red fruit of good flavour.

17 Bath sea let, a fine variety, fruit of good size

and well flavoured.

18. J^ew Hautbois, also called "black hautbois;"

fruit of the largest size of this class, fine musk fla-

vour; when full ripe, of a very dark or blackish

red. It is exceedingly productive, and I consider it

one of the most valuable kinds.

19. Downton, highly esteemed; fruit large and of

good flavour, the foliage very large and vigorous; it

produces well.

20. Knight's A''o. 14, called also the "narrmo leav-

ed scarlet' —ih\s is one of the fine varieties of .>o.

I; fruit large and of fine flavour.

21. Boslock,a variety of the pine class. It has

been known by no less than sixteen names in Eng

land; whi^h is of itself a strong proof of the esti-

mation in which it has been held.

22. Montreuit, j
favourite French va-

23 Raspben-y flavoured. S rieties.

24 Bush Alpine, or monthly—this is exactly simi-

lar to No. 11, with the exception of its having no

runners; a circumstance to which some amateurs

are particularly partial.

25. French Hautbois —this much resembles No

18, except that the fruit seems not quite aslaig;

but it is one of the s'reatest bearers I have ever seen.

26 Large Lima—this is one of the very largest

and finest flavoured kinds I have ever seen; the Iruit

is of a lonK conical form, and is very high flavour

ed. I consider this one of the very best for a lami-

ly garden, and perhaps it may prove equally so to

cultivate as a market strawberry. I understand it

was imported direct from Lima by T. P. Ives, Esq ol

Providenre. R. 1 and I doubt its being yet m Europe

27. Early Hndsoa—{ruH round, of a pale red co

lour, ripens about ten days earlier than the red Chdi,

and forms, with that, the principal bulk of this fruit

sold in ti.c NfW York market

28. Wilnwt's superb, the largest strawberry known

29 Bishop's orange, next in size to No. 28

30 Grove end scarlet, good bearers and fine fla-

TjHTSiS.itA.l, I^PROVEMISnrV.

One of my sons has preserved seeds of more than

twenty of the above varieties

Yours, &.C. WM. PRINCE.

Meloncito de Olob—or Sweet scented Melon
Verville, Lancaster county, Va., }

Dear Sir, Sept. 30, 18^1. \

In No. 12, vol. 9, of the American Farmer, there

is an extract from an English paper, describing the

Meloncito de Olor, or Sweet-scented Melon, upon

which there is this editorial notice: "Should this

meet the eye of an American naval officer or super

cargo, or captain of a merchant vessel, &c. we make

no doubt the meloncito de olor would be soon after

transplanted to North America."

I send you by Capt. Davis some sweet-scented me
Ions, which have been raised in this county since

my first recollection. I think Ihey come up exactly

to" the description of the melon sent by the British

Consul from Colombia to England. Of this, how-

ever, you will yourself be able to judge.

Your obed't serv't, E. CURRIE.

[The Secretary of the Colombian legation was

present when these melons (not larger than hens'

eggs,) were received. On being asked what they

were, he at once recognized them for the fruit above

mentioned; though, in Colombia, he says, they are

as large as small sized cantaleups. They are there

not much esteemed for being eaten; but the ladies,

at parties, keep them in hand for the sake of ^heir

fine flavour. Any person wishing to see those sent

by Mr. Currie, may be gratified by calling at the

uflSce of the American Farmer.]

Remarkable Pear Tree.—The Warrenton, (N.

C.) Reporter of Thursday last observes: We are in-

formed by good authority, that there is now within

two miles of this village, a Pear tree which has

yielded once, this season, a quantity of good fruit

—

is again bearing a second growth, nearly half matur

ed, and is also in full bloom for the third time.

There are several trees in this place, which now
exhibit fruit the second time this season, and others

that are again in bloom.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
Memorial

To the President and DireilO'S of the Baltimore and Ohit
Rail Road Company.

The undersigned, on behalf of the committee ap-
pointed by the citizens of the county of Kanawha,
in the state of Virginia, to present to the Baltimore
and Ohio Rail Road Company, a memorial on the

.subject of the contemplated Kail road to the Ohio
river, respectfully begs leave to lay before the

Board the accompanying document, with a hope it

may claim an attentive perusal.

In presenting this memorial, the committee are

aware, that by an act of the Virginia Legislature,

passed at their last session, the Baltimore Company
w^re restricted to a certain point for the western

termination of the Rail road. Should the compa-
ny, however, on an examination of the memorial,

feel disposed to embrace ours, in a comparison with

other routes, to place it among those trom which a
route shall finally be selected, the committee can-

not but indulge the hope that a successful applica-

ion will be m.ide to the next Legislature of Vir-

ginia, to remove the above restriction, and to eiv-
'

large the povvers of the company in selecting their ,

line to the Ohio river.

On behalf of the committee, and himself individur

ally, the undersigned tenders to the company assur-

ances of profound respect and distinguish.id consi-

deration. JAMES C. McFaRLAND.
Balitmore, ,3ugust 14(A, 1821.

To the President and Directors of the Baltimore and Ohia

Rail Road Compamj.

The undersigned, on behalf of their fellow citi-

zens of the county of Kanawha, in the Common-
wealth of Virsfinia, respectfully beg leavC to offer

to the consideration of the President and Directors,

some of the facts and deductions which induce them
to believe, that the objects of the Company will be

best attained, by conducting the proposed railway to

the Ohio river, by the valley of the Great Kanawha,
with the hope, that they will be able to excite suffi-

cient interest in favour of this line of communica-
tion, to secure for it an examination and compari-

son with the other routes, that may claim the con-

sideration of the company. Before entering on the

more immediate subject of this communication, the

undersigned seize the occasion of offering their con-

gratulations upon the interesting efforts which the

citizens of Baltimore are making, to secur^ an en-

larged participation in the commerce of the west—

a

commerce so rich and varied, so enlarged and in-

creasing, as to rise in magnitude whilst the mind is

engaged in estimating its extent—a commerce that

swells with every additional avenue which enter-

prise may open, and which must enrich every point

to which it may be invited, by adequate capital,

combined with suitable facilities of approach.

In adopting measures, which, in their completion,

must secure a large portion of the trade of the great

valley of the Mississippi, to the first commercial city

of the Chesapeake; the citizens of Baltimore evince

but another instance of that elevated patriotism and

enlarged and sounJ mercantile policy, which has

heretofore distinguished them.

To contribute, however humbly or slightly, to an

accurate estimate of the means best calculated to

advance the great objects of this important enter-

prise, will be a source of satisfaction to the under-

signed; and stimulated by the hope, that an ac-

quaintance with the geography of the western coun-

try, and the commerce of that important region,

may enable them to furnish some suggestions, by

which examinations may be facilitated, and accuracy

of decision promoted, they venture upon the duties

assigned them by their feilow-cilizens.
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In contempliitini; the duties deTolivd on the com-

pany by its charter, of constructing a Rail-road from

Baltimore to the Ohio, the underaisned infer that

the nearest point on that river, can only be regard

ed as the preferable one, when it combines, in equal

degrees, the advantages of cheapness in the forma

tion and use of tbe road and railways, expedition

in transportation, and the accumulation of trade and

pa>s.tge upon the line. Whether any route can be

selected, connecting the trade of Baltimore with a

point on the Ohio, above the mouth of the Little

Kanawha, combining these advantages in as great

a degree as the one the undersigned are instructed

to propose, is a question which they do not mean to

discuss. Their purpose will be attained, if each

are carefully and equally examined. But it may not

be irrelevant to their design, to remark, that from

their limited knowledge of railways, their use and
value seems greatly to depend on the selection of

ground, that will admit of the employment of loco-

motive carriages, with the least delay and expense,

from inclined planes and stationary engines. That
the valley of the Potomac woulcJ furnish a route, in

a great measure free from the last objection, as far

as It might comport with the views of the company
to pursue it, is not questioned; but from the head
of that valley, a series o I lofty mountains, separated

by deep and narrow vallies, must be encountered,

until the valley of Cheat river is gained; at which
point, (if Pennsylvania authorizes the measure,) the

alternative will be presented, of following the val-

ley of the Cheat and Monongalia rivers to the Ohio;
or of taking a more direct route through Virginia,

to some more southern point on that river, bul

which would probably encounter a succession of high

hills, difficult to avoid or to graduate, so as to dis-

pense, in a reasonable degree, with inclined planes

and stationary engines.

The line which the undersigned are instructed to

present to the consideration of the company, has the
confluence of the Great Kanawha and Ohio rivers,

for its western termination; proceeding eastward,
we propose following the valley of the Great Kana
wha to the great falls, ninety-four miles, wiihin
which distance the fall of the water is but 106 feet;

from thence, along the margin of the same slream,
which here assumes the name of blew river, sixty

seven miles, lo the luoulh of Greenbrier river On
this part of the line, and particuUrly on the tirsi

twenty miles, will be found the only serious ditficul

ties which are believed to exist, on the entire route:

(he fall of the water is 743.77 feet; the valley is

contracted, and tbe cliffs high The late Thomas
Moore, accompanied by Isaac Briggs, examined (he
bed and shores of this section ol' the river, in the
surnmerof i8lS; and although the description given
of it by these gentlemen, in their report of the Col

lowing winter, to the Board of Public Works of Vir
ginia, is as deeply shaded with ditlicullies, as thelo
calities would warrant, they concurred in the opin
ion, that by levellinic the fallen rocks at the foot of
the. cliffs, above hiu;h water, a railivay mi;^ht be
formed from Bowyer's ferry to the great falls;

which includes the only pait about which doubis
could be entertained of the practicability of this
species of improvement. (A ) This part of the ri-
ver was also examined by Judge Marshall and
others, in the autumn of 181-2, who, in December
following, submitted their report to the Legislature
of Virginia. (B.) From the mouth of Greenbrier
river, ascending the valley washed by this stream,
fifty miles to the mouth of Howard's creek; the ele-
vation gained is three hundred and nine feet. From
the mouth of Howard's creek to the summit of the
Alleghany, the distance is about thirteen miles, the
ascent is eight hundred and thirty-eight feel; but in
passing up the valley of this creek, to the west base
of the dividing ridge, the ascent does not exceed
twenty four feet per mile; the residue of the eleva-
tion being surmounted in passing to the top of the

ridge; where the present turnpike road crosses, at
an angle departing but 5° from a horizontal line
From tbe top of the ridge, to the mouth of Dunlap's
creek, the distance is about the same; the depres-
sion 1,240 feet. From data here presented, and
which will be verified by the reports before referred
to, when examined at large, it would seem that a
road might be formed and railways laid, from the
Ohio river to the great falls of the Great Kanawha
river, with a regular ascent but little exceeding one
foot to the mile. F'om the great falls to Bowser's
ferry, where the greatest ascent it encountered on the
margin of water-courses, the ascent may be kept
within seventeen feet to the mile: from thence to
the mouth of Greenbrier river, with an ascent of six
leet per mile, up the Greenbrier to the mouth of
Howard's creek, with the same ascent; and from
thence to the west base of the Alleghany, with an
ascent of twenty-four feet to the mile; (C.) and
thence to the top of the ridge, by an ascent of 5",
shewing a distance from the Ohio to the summit of
the Alleghany, of two hundred and twenty-four
miles; the entire ascent 1,908 leet Descending
from the top of the Alleghany to Covington, oppo-
site the mouth of Dunlap's creek, the descent is

1,240 feel; which, like the opposite side of the ridge,
IS encountered principally in passing down at an an-
gle of 5" into the valley which leads to Dunlap's
creek, and thence to Covington. Whether the im
provements in steam carriages may be relied on to
overcome an ascent as is presented at the ridge, we
will not venture to predict; but taking Mr. Strick
land as authority for the declaration, that where the
road may be made so nearly horizontal as not to de-
viate more than twenty-seven feet six inches in a
mile, locomotive engines may be employed on rail.
ways to great advantage; and relying on his exam-
ple of the Hetton road, we feel great confidence in
the opinion, that a Rail-road may be constructed
from the Ohio river, to the west base of the Alle-
ghany, without an angle of elevation as great as that
of Sunderland, where the engines draw twenty-four
chaldron wagons in a train, at the rate of four
miles an hour; but if the improvements in locomo-
iive engines should not be carried to the intimated
extent, the dividing ridge presents a formation pecu-
liarly lavourable, for either the adoption of the in-
clined plane and stationary engine, or for opening a
tunnel. Ascending (he valley of Howard's creek
Irom the west, or that of Dunlap's creek from the
east, the ascent of twenty-four feet in a mile, con-
tinues until the base of the ridge dividing these two
streams is gained, at points perhaps not more than a
mile apart,

( Note A.
Extract from the report of the late Thomas

Moore, formerly Civil Engineer of Virginia, ma.le
to the Board of Public Works, under an order, di-
recting the survey of Greenbrier and New rivers,
wilh a view to the improvement of their navigation,
and ivhich was executed in the summer of 1818.

"As we descend the valley of the New river,
from the moulh of Greenbrier, it becomes gradually
more contracted, and its mountain boundaries high-
er and more rugged. Several small tracts of bot
torn land are found in the first ten or twelve miles,
but from thence to Bowyer's ferry, ten acres ol
good land in a body rarely occur:—and about five
or six small cabins are tbe only human habitations
that are to be seen in thirty five miles. From the
mouth of Man's creek, one-fourth below Bowyer's
ferry to the mouth of Gauley river, eighteen miles,
not a trace of human industry or art, is any where
to be seen, except a part of a small field, which ap-
proaches the river at the mouth of Mill creek. In
deed, for a large portion of that distance, a spot of
earth of sufficient dimensions for the groun.l plan of
a moderate sized dwelling house, is rarely to be
seen. The Sewell mountain, rising in the midst ol
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a broken mountainous country, presents an exterior
different from those around it; the rise from its base
is very long, and of course less precipitous than
most others, and instead of a narrow ridge on its
summit, the form that the surrounding mountains
generally assume, it spreads out, and exhibits (o the
view, a considerable extent of very high undulating
land; the spurs projecting from it in various direc-
tions, bearing dirt"erent names. For more than forty
miles, the New river has worked its way through
this great tract of elevated land. Above Bowyer's
ferry the appearance from the river is that of hi"-h
mountains on each side, indented by (he water-
courses which rise in the high grounds beyond the
view, and descend by rapid cascades to the river.
In places perpendicular cliffs of great height are
seen, but the general appearance is a steep slope
covered with trees, contracting the water to an
average of about one hundred and twenty yards.
Below Bowyer's ferry the scene is considerably
changed; tremendous cliffs, from five to seven or
eight hundred feet in height, generally form the
boundaries of this frightful ravine; these are so con-
tinuous, that in one part, for four miles in extent,
the river is entirely unapproachable by man, from
either side. Confined within these rugged limits to
a very narrow space, the water sometimes rises to
the extraordinary height of fifty feet, notwithstand-
ing the very great fall in its bed."
"The construction of an independent canal along

this ravine, from Bowyer's ferry to the falls, ap-
pears to be quite inexpedient, if not utterly impos-
sible, but I think it is possible, on the left or west
side, to level the fallen rocks at the loot of the cliffs,
just above the high water mark, so as to admit of
a railway the whole distance; it would, however, be
very expensive and will probably he left for poste-
rity to execute." In which report, Isaac Briggs con-
curred.

^ppemlage lo the foregoing Mte.
From the great falls of Kanawha, crossing the

Gauley river, at (he dls{ance of two miles, and pass-
to the narrow falls, the difficulties, so vividly de-
ing up the margin of the New river for three miles
scribed in the above quotation, have already been
overcome. The immense rocks which had fallen
from the high cliffs, have been blown to pieces and
removed; and the state turnpike constructed on the
edge ol the river, above high water mark, affording
sufficient space, as is thought, between the cliff and
the river for the location of a Rail-road.

(B )

Exb-act from a report, made bxj Judge Marshall and others
lo the Legialalure of Fjrgjnio, in December, 1812.

"The New river, or that part of the Great Kana-
wha, winch is above the mouth of Gauley, huvin»-
to search its intricate way and force a passage
through a long chain of lofty and rugged moun-
tains, whose feet it washes, exhibits an almost con-
tinued succession of shoals and falls, from which
the navigitor is sometimes, though rarely relieved
by a fine sheet of deep placid water.

'

"The difficulties encountered in descending this
river, were of a character, essentially different from
those which were experienced in the Greenbrier
Uncommon as had been (he drought, the supply of
WHter was abundant; the boat sometimes, though
rarely, rubbed upon a shoal, but in every such ca"se
It was apparent, that a sufficient passage nii-'ht be
opened without much labour or expense. The ve-
locity of the current, and the enormous rocks which
olten interrupt it, the number and magnitude of the
rapids and falls; (he steepness, cragginess, and
abruptness of the banks, constitute the great im-
pediments which a! present exist to navigation, be-
tween the mouth of Greenbrier and the great falls
of Kanawha.
"The distance from the mouth of Greenbrier io

Bowyer's ferry, is forty miles, one quarter and for-
ty-six poles, and the descent is four hundred and
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3ixiv--Mx lect seven inches; that is eleven feet six

inches in e;ich mile.

"In general, 'here is much sameness in the appear-

ance of this part of the river. Long rapids, fre-

quently terminated by a fall of from live to ten reet,

in a distance of ten, "twenty, thirty, and sometimes

a greater number of poles, an intervening space,

somelimes more, somelmies less considerable, ol

swift or smooth water; rocks sometimes above the

surface, sometimes near it, so as to require great

caution to save a boat from washing on them; a co-

pious stream, with a current commonly impetuous,

constitutes its leading characteristics."

(C.)

"If the pass, between the White Sulphur springs,

and Dunlap's creek, should be found less eligible

than is supposed, the following siisgestiuns from a

<»entleman whose opinions are entitled to much re-

spect may attract the attention of the company, to

a depression of the mountain south of that pass,

•'On examination, it may be found practicable,

and eligible, to avoid either an inclined plane, or a

tunnel, to cross the Alleghany mountains, [t is be

lieved, that the elevation of the head of Dunlap's

creek, where it is approached by Second creek

is not greater than between Howard's creek and

Ogley's creek. Should this prove to be the case, it

may admit of constructing the railway, from the

mouth of Greenbrier to Cuvingt'n, with an ascent

on which the locomotive engine may act. The dis-

tance by either route will probably not vary mate-

rially.'' {To be continued.)

Bake it well; have ready, when it comes ouc of thi

oven, some rich beef-gravy, enough to till the pie:

lay on the crust, and send it to table hot. A fresh

ham will not be so tender; so that I boil my ham
one day, and bring it to table, and the next day

make a pie of it. It does better than an unboiled

ham. If you put two large fowls in, they will make
a tine pie; but that is according to your company.

I'he larger the pie, the finer the meat eats. The
crust must be the tame you make for a venison-

pasty. You should pour a litlle strong gravy in

the pie when you make it, just to bake the meat,

and till it up when it comes out of the oven Boil

some truffles and morels and put into the pie, which

is a great addition, and some fresh mushiooras, or

dried ones.

SFOA.XII7e OIiXO.

IiADZSS* DEPARTliaEXiirT.

(From Mrs. Holland's Complete Economical Cook.)

PIES.

TO MAKE A S.WOr.y L.4MB OR VEAL PIE.

Make a good puff paste crust, cut your meat in

pieces, season it to your palate with pepper, salt,

mace, cloves, and nutmeg, finely beat; lay it into

your crust with a fevv lamb-stones and sweet breads,

seasoned as your meal; also oysters and force meat

balls, hard yolks of eggs, and the tops of asparagus

two inches long, first boiled green; put butter all

over the pie, put on the lid. and set it on a quick

oven an hour and a half, and have ready the liquor,

made thus: take a pint of gravy, the oyster liquor,

a gill of red wine, and a little grated nutmeg; mix

all together with the yolks of two or three eggs

beat, and keep it stirring one way all the time.

AVhen it boils, pour it in youi pie; put on the lid

again Send it hot to table. You must make li-

quor according to your pie.

A MUTTON PIE.

Take a loin of mutton, pare off the skin and fat

off the inside, cut it in steaks, season it well with

pepper and salt to your palate. Lay it in your crust,

till it, pour in as much water as will almost fill the

dish; put on the crust and bake it well.

A BEEF-STEAK PIE.

Take fine rump steaks, beat them with a rolling-

pin, then season with pepper and salt, ace rding to

your palate. Make a crust, lay in your steaks, fill

vnur dish, and pour in water so as to half fill the

dish. Put on the crust and bake it well.

A IIAM PIE.

Take some cold boiled ham. and slice it about

half an inch thick, mike a good cru^t. and thick,

over the dish, and lay a layer of ham. shake a lit-

tle pepper over it, then take a large young fowl,

picked, gutted, washed, and singed; put a liltle pep-

per and salt in the belly, rub a very lillle sail un

the outside; lay the fowl on the ham; boil some
cegs hard, put in the yolks, and cover with ham,
tlicn Ehako some pepper on, and put on the crust.

CANTON RACES.

1st Day.—The purse was won by Mr. Elliott's

mare Betsey Raii>om, who won both heats with

ease. She was decidedly the favourite at the com
menceraent and by her performance, proved that

the good opinion which had been formed of her

powers were well grounded. On starting, Florivi II

took the lead, but was passed wilhin the first quar

ter bv Mr. Elliott's mare and General Jackson, who
continued locked for about a hundred yards, when
Betsey Ransom shot ahead and maintained the post

throughout the first mile under a heavy pull; in

coming in at the starting chair. Mulatto Mary made
a dash at her, contending for the lead for about 300
yards, when she fell ten or twelve lengths behind,

which distance she kept till the end of the heat,

—

General Jackson who had evidently run himself out

of wind and heels, was reined in after the second

round. Florivell after clearing the distance chair

on the fourth round was hauled up; Betsey Ransom
cauie in 10 or 12 lengths ahead.

The second heat was won by Betsey Random
with ease, she took Ihe lead at starting, which witi

the exception of the first quarter of Ihe first mile

when Mulatto Mary m.ide a generous etiort ant

partially succeeded in lucking her, she kept gaining

on her adversaries every le.ip, notwithstanding, slit

was rode hard in hand. Floriiell was reined ir

Ihe first quarter of the fourth rouinl. being more
than a distance behind. Mulatto iNlary though she

struggled hard, could not save her dist ince. Betsey

Ransom wun lln lieat hard in hand, having run all

her conipetitcpr'. off the field

•id Day —The race was one of intense interest,

and fully repaid those who visited Canton. Eliza

White was decidedly the favorite, bets being more
than fifty per cent in her favour. The first heal

was run in slow time, there a|ipi-aring to be a mani
f St desire on the part of each rider to feel the speed

ol bis neishbour. At starting Ratlertook the lead

but was passed by Gregory, within the first quarter

of Ihe first mile, who was closely pressed by thi-

.Maid of the Forest and Yankee Doodle; Eliz.i

White and Gregory maintaining each a length in

the rear, all apparently under a heavy pull, Gre-

gory maile an eff)rt at the comme<ieement of the

third round to pass the Maid of Ihe Forest, and
succeeded in locking her, Ihe contest between these

two was indeed sharp for the first tliird of this round,

when Eliza While, with apparent ease, shot ahead

and won the heat a few lengths. Maid of the Fo
rest came in second. Yankee Doodle third, Ratler

fourth, and Gregory last.

At siarting for ihe sec.iud heat, EliZd White was
jlill the favourite, and so sanguine were all of her
success that bets could not be obtained at any
.idds; Ihe Maid of the Forest look Ihe lead, hut
was very soon locked by Yankee Doodle, between
whom a very animated struggle ensued; Ihey weie
followed in tolerably close surcessiirn by Raller,
Gre;roiy, and Eliza White. Incoming in the fust
mile Yankee Doodle was a half length ahead of liie

.\1 ml of Ihe Forest, and as Ihey pa,«ed the st.irtihg

chair the second round Ihi- Maid, of Ihe Forest
made a noble push, and obtained the lead; but Y.m-
kee Doodle's exertions seemed to increase with the
exigency of the occasion, and kept his fair adver-
sary busy; nor did Eliza Whiie remain in<liffere,nt

to the siri'e; but on reachin;; the north easeriiturn
of Ihe course on the second round, made a dash to

in the lead, in wh'ch she would have succeeiled
hul that she unfortunately took lame, and was haul-
d up. The contest between the Maid of the Fo-

rest and Yankee Doodle ci nlinued hij^hly animated
lo the end of the heat, which was won by the forna-

r by about a length. Ratler bolted, and Gregory
,'as distanced. The time ol running this heal was
bout six minutes. The rider of the .Maid of the

Forest, dismounted before he received orders from
the Judges, and the heat was of course awarded to

Yank, e Doodle. Mr. Elliott, his owner, with a
magnanimity characteristic of a high-minded and
enuiiie sportsman, waiveil his rinht, and gave to

the Maid of the Forest the honour she bad so gal-

nlly won, but which had been forfeited by the ig-

norance of her rid r.

On comini up to Ihe starting chair for the third

heat, \lr Elliolt's horse, Yankee Doodle, was evi-

dently the fivnrite, and evinced ihe least laligue

from Ihe previous tencoiUre. The Maid of Ihe Fo-
rest got the start and dashed off under Ihe whip,

but was soon locked by Yankee Doodle, who passed

her wilhin the first quarter, Ihe mare still under the

whip. The contest continued close thrNiigiioiit,

each alternately taking the lead, and sometimes
locking for an eighth of a mile upon a stretch, until

making 'he northern turn in the last round, when
Yank' e Duodle shot ahead a length or so, and con-
liniied to gain until Ihey each got wilhin the dis-

lance chair, when the Slaid of the Forest reined
ill, bting then about lour lengths behind. The heat
WIS won by Yankee Doodle, who came in in fine

style, evincing good bottom, heels and order.

In starting for the fourth heat, Yankee Doodle
continued lo be the favorite, he took Ihe lead but
was immediately locked by the Maid of Ihe Forest,

who was rode under whip from the word go—such

a heat was prob..bly never witnessed before; neither

horse being able, for the better part of ihe three

miles, lo clear the flanks of the other— this heat, and
consequently the jiurse, was won by the Maid of Ihe

Forest, by about four inches, both under the whip.

The spectators were deli..;hted, and it was ac-

knowledged by many old sportsmen, tha' they had
never beheld such a scene before. The lime, of the

third and fourth heats we could not obtain

[ Chronicle.

BROAD ROCK RACES.
2J Day— Two mile heats—Proprietor's purse

j,300.

Mr, Johnson's Trumpeter.
Mr BoMs' Phillis,

Mr, Garrison's Sally Hope.
During the morning Trumpeter (a Northern

Horse) was the favorite against Ihe field. He is a

beautiful bay, and his make and movements are full

of promise. The knowing ones however, were bit

(no unusual thing ) Sally Hope won the heal and

without miiih diftieiilly. Phillis who did not run

r.ir the heal, saved her distance. Time 3 minutes

5i seconils.

The second heat was awarded to Sally Hope br
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putilic "iii'iion, in anlici[)ati.)n. She won it acconl-

iii.^ly with ease. The time \a which this heat wa.s

ran. is believed to be as good as any on tecord in

Virgini'i. Time, i m. 47 s.

3d Kay.—Jockey Club Purse g600—three mile

heats.

Dr. Wyche's Ariel.

Mr. Johnson's Sally Walker.

Mr. Botts' La Fayette.

Mr. Adams' Pacolet, (the Tennessee Horse, half

brother of Mon. Tonson.)

This race excited pro(!is;ioiis exppctalion and

drew large crowds of spectalors Arii-1 had attain-

ed a celebrity hardly ever equilled in this country;

La Fayette's speed was at one time, unrivalled

—

Sally VValker's close contest with Mon. Tonson in

Mecklenburg, twelve months ajjo, was supposed to

have laid the foundation of that injury which final-

ly drove hioi from the turf, and had placed her re

putation on high ground—and ungainly as Pacolet

appeared, his pedigree and the distance from which

he travelled, induced espectatiop in his favour on

the part of some. The bets were largely in favour

of Ariel at first, but as she was evidently in too

high order, Snlly Walker superseded her with ma
ny. But little was e.xpected from La Fayette, as in

addition to his cajiriciousness, his legs were in bad

order.

1st Heat.—The Tennessean ran off ahead for

some distance, and for the first mile the contest

seemed close. After this Ariel and Sally Walker
asserted their superiority, and left their antagonists

far in the rear. Pacolet was doubh' disianced, and

La Fayette did but save his. After the second
mile, Sally Walker led Ariel some three or four

lengths to the goal. Tmie 5 m. 44 s.

2rf Heat.—La Fayette was drawn, and there was
a general conviction that Sally Walker would take

the heat. This was realized. From start to poll

she kept the track, and Aiifl was foiled in every at

tempt to pass her. Time 5 m. 44 s.

Sally Walker by beating Ariel, has added Ariel's

laurels to her own, and may now be considered as

the fir^t race horse in the United States. She is a

beautiful chestnut sorrel, and if surpassed by Ariel,

is surpassed by her alone, in elegance of figure and

the spring and elasticity of gait. Ariel, even to un
critical eyes, was out of order, and her admirers
confidently expect her to recover her laurels on the

approaching contest at Petersburg and Tree Hill —
In this (though but indifferent judges of such mat
Urs) we predict their disappointment.

[Richmond Whig.

NEW MARKET RACES
Commenced on Tuesday last, (2d inst) when

there was an interesting contest between three fine

colts for the sweepstake, two mile heats, ^200 en-
trance. The first heat was taken by Colonel Wm.
Wynn's colt—the second by Mr. Wm. R Johnson's;
and the third and fourth by Mr Bott's colt. The
course very heavy from a previous fall of rain.
On Wednesday, the Proprietor's Purse, $300; 3

mile heats was won by Mr. Johnson's Trumpeter,
beating Mr. Bott'.s La Fayette, Mr. Garrison's Pac'
tolus, and Mr. Wynn's . There were three
heats. La Fayette taking the first.

On 'J'hursday, the Jockey Club Purse of f700, four
mile heats, was obtained by Mr. Wm. R.Johnson's
Sally Walker, beatina Mr. J. J. Harrison's Frantic,
and Mr. A. A. Wyche's Ariel. [Petersburg IhUI.

LONG ISLAND RACES.
Yesterday the 1 1th Oct. the fall races commenced

over the Union Course. Five horses started for the
purse, $500. four mile heats, viz: Mr. Stevens'
Jeanetle, Mr Laird's Count Piper, Major Jones'
Lady H,rt, Mr. Badger's Ent;lish horse Valentine,
and Mr. Elliott's Betsey Raiiooni, a Southern colt.

3 years old. The two fuouiitcs were Jeanettc and
Count Piper; there were bets on the superiorily of
these two horses for the two first niilis, in the first

heat, and it was expected Ihey woulil make a despe-
rate effort from the score, nor WMS that ex|)cctalion
disapjiointed. At the appointeii hour the whole five

set off for the prize, a fair and even start, Jeanette
takiiij;the lead and keeping it to the end of the two
first miles, closely hugged by Count Piper, which
terminated the bets as lielwe. n them on that part of
the heat. The other three horses which had kept
snugly in their wake, hard in hand, showed pretty
clearly that they meant before the four miles were
completed to aiake a struggle for the heat, and on
the third mile rouiiil they wi-re let out, every one for
himself, and Lady Flirt took the heat—7m. 54 s

—

At the end of this heat it was discovered that Jea-
nette had lamed herself, and she was withdrawn
from any further participation in the contest for the
purM-. Lady Flirt now became the favorite, but on
setting off for the second heat Betsey Ransom, who
had come in last on the first heat, soon convinced
the spectators that the last meant to be first in the
remaii.der of the contest, and she shot off ahead of
her opponents in fine style, leaving them further and
further behind until the gap became so great that it

appeared a difficult task to close it up sufficiently to
save their distance on coming in the third mile
round; but this we believe they effected, and strange
as it may appear, as soon as they got within the
dislaiicp pole, all three of the riders of the horses
opposed lo Betsey Ransom, held up until they came
to a stand still, believing they had been round the
cour-e four times, when they had performed only
three miles of (he four. Betsey Ransom kept on her
course, and before they discovered their blunder,
she was a third of the way at least, round the course
on the last mile of the heat. The shouts from the
judges' box, and from the spectators of '-go on—go
en." awakened the riders, and they all took a fresh
start and pushed on with spirit, but could not re-

cover the lost ground sufficiently to save their dis
lance, and the spectators were disappointed in see-
ing the purse borne off by Lady Ransom, without
another heat. The time of performing this heat
we could not learn; but considering that Lady Ran-
som is only a three year old filly; and run two four
mile heats in such gallant style, we safely say that
she has given promise that in more riper years, she
will prove a match for any of our first rate horses.
At twelve o'clock, previous to the commencement

of the races, the celebrated horses Eclipse and
Henry, were sold at auction, on the ground, in front
of the judges' box, by Mr. James Seton. They
were both purchased by Mr. Ludlow, of Claverack,
in this state. The former at $8050; the latter $4100
—we are pleased to learn that they are not to leave
the state.

2d Day.—The purse of $300—three mile heats,
we understand was finely contested. The first heat
was won by Mr. Elliott's horse Richard III—the fol

lowing two heats, by Mr. Cole's Sportsman, who of
course look the purse. [JN'". Y. Ev. Post.

Trotting Match under the S.^ddle.

A trotting match took place Oct. 3, on the Long
Island course, between the celebrated horse Ratler,
owned by Mr. William Jackson, and Screw Driver,
the property of Mr. Brown, for one thousand
dollars aside, two miles and repeat. At starting
Screw Driver had the pole. The horses went off
even head and head for some distance, when Ratler
made a break, and in pulling up to regain bis trot,

lost between fifty and sixty yards. By the good
management of his rider, he gained gradually on his

opponent, and finally won the heat by about a foot.

The second heat the horses went off again head
and head; Ratler made another break, which left

him considerably in the rear; but having more /oii<

than his opponent, soon regained his lost ground.

passed liini, and won the race in fine style. Ratler
was rode by Mr. M. Clintock; Screw Driver by
Mr. White lloward.

This match wa.* certainly the greatest treat that

amateurs have probably witnessed on this or any
other course, in the annals of trotting Time of
trotting the first heat 5 m. 24 sec; second heat, 5 m.
26 sec. [.V. York paper.

niXSCS&KAIDfEOVS.

THE MISTAKE.
A turkey and a chicken were placed on the table

on board of one of our United States' ships; a num-
ber of gentlemt n seated themselves to partake of
thera. Mr VVilley was carver; and when about to

help his companions lo some of the above named
delicacies, made the following sad mistake in ad-
dressing Mr Clarke: "Will you be helped Ko turkey
or clarke, Mr. CUiclieii?" This reminds us of a si-

milar mistake which occurred in a steamboat on the
North river. A gentleman who was carving a goose
wished to help his friend, Mr. Bird, to a slice of the

best, and thus addressed him: "Mr. Goose, shall I

help you lo some of the bird?" The misfortune
ivas, that Mr. Bird was a tailor, and thought him-
self insulted.

Cotton Thre.id piiefer.vble to Fi,.ix for Shoes.

We would strongly recommend to those among
our readers who may be shoemakers, the use of
cotton thrcail instead of flax, in the manufacture of
shoes. It is said that shoes sewed with cotton thread
are worth ten or twelve per cent, more than those

sewed with flax, so much longer do they last.

^z%:^ ^^i^^M^a
Baltimore, Frid.vy, October 19, IS27.

|:^This is the last number of the American Far-
mer that will appear prior lo the Cattle Show which
commences on Tuesday next. The Trustees are
particularly requested to be on the cattle show
ground before 12 o'clock, on Saturday, the 20</i inst.

to make such final arrangements as may there ap-
pear to be necessary.

We entreat the practical farmers of the State to

recollect that this is Ikeir exhibition

—

their annual
festival; one in which party politics—blind devotion
to this man, and implacable antipathy to that, are

never allowed to intrude. It is a fair for the display
of all that is most skilful, most economical, and most
exemplary in practical agriculture and domestic
ecortoiiiy—on the success and practice whereof the
prosperity of every class of society sensibly depends.
When capital is wastefully expended, and labour
improvidently applied to farming—when, by igno-

rant management and a gross indifference to the

most certain processes for improving our lands, our
domestic animals, and our household fabrics, the
fiirmcrs get impoverished and dcjiressed, every
other trade and calling will languish and decline.

If some would assert that the bu.siness of farming
is too simple to admit of progressive melioration,

let them rellect how much every other art has been
improved within half a century; knowledge has been
advancing in every thing, and there is no rea-

son why valuable discoveries should not be made in

the art and the objects of cuKivalion; as well as in

the structure of ships and the materials of com-
merce. How then are these improvements to be
elicited? We know of no means more direct and
certain, than that of holding up honorary distinc-

tions to stimulate the ingenuity and ambition, (a
most laudable ambition,) of those wliose happy lot it

is to hve by the plough. But how arc these eshibi-

«•

!ii\;*.
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tions for the annual disphy of all that is most excol-

lent in agriculture, and family manufactures, to be

kept up, il' practical farmers should manifest an

insensibility to their importance, by lailing to con-

triliute their mite towards the purchase of pre-

miums, which may he handed down in the I'amilies of

those who win them with just pride and exultation?

In common with others who have felt a convic-

tion of the benefit which has resulted from the

Maryland Cattle Shows, we are confident that their

continuance depends on the result of the next ex-

hibition. If it be successful, as we have every rea-

son to hope it will, they will improve every year,

until all will perceive their great value and impor-

tance both to the country and the town.

C^All persons having any thing to send to the

Cattle Show and Exhibition of Domestic Manufac-

tures, are requested to leave notice thereof with

.7. S. Skinner, Corresponding Secretary, at the office

of the American Farmer, under Barnum's hotel,

before Tuesday next.

and we propose that some two or three gentlemen,

in each county, sensible of the practicability and

importance of the object, get up and hand about a

subscription paper somewhat in this shape:

We, the subscribers, agree to take the number

of shares opposite our names, to be paid by the

first day of December—each ."-hare to consist of $30.

On fifty shares being subscribed, the stockholders

to meet and appoint a committee of three, to pur-

chase with the proceeds thus raised, a thorough-

bred stallion, to be kept under the management of

said committee, whose duty it shall be to render an

account of his expenses, and the avails of his ser-

vices.

^As this is the season of racing and of cattle

shows, and people's heads will be running on horses

and oxen, we shall give, in our next number, an au-

thentic history of the celebrated horse American

Eclipse, sold on the lllh inst. for |8050—which may

prove acceptable to the readers of the American

Farmer.

TO SPORTSMEN.
For sale, a splendid double barrelled Go.v, made by

Richards, London—calibre 5-8 inch; and length of bar-

rels i feet 7 inches. An opportunity is now offered to

sportsmen to procure a gun at but little more than half

prime cost, of a quality very rarely to be met with.

Inquire at the ofEce of the American Farmer, wherr
the gun may be seen after the Slth inst. and for a few
days only.

The following may serve as a partial description of

this elegant gun: finish stub and twisted barrels; patent

breech and platina touch-hole, and raised rib for the

purpose of elevating the shot; by this means the charge

is point blank at about 30 or 35 yards. The locks are

skeleton, and as fine as can be made; spring tj'iggers,

steel mounting, with scroll guard and gold thumb piece,

with mahogany case and appurtenances complete. It

is expected there is but one gun in Baltimore of similar

quality, and for which Wm. E. George gave 60 pounds
sterling.

American Eclipse—sold for $80501!!

This noble animal was sold at puhlick auction, on

the race-course at New York, on the 11th inst. to

Mr. Ludlow, of Claverack, in that state, for $8050.

His celebrated competitor Henry, was sold at the

same time and place to the same person, for $4100;

and it is stated that both are to remain in the state

of New York.

By and bye, and for years to come, we, in Mary-

land, will no doubt be paying annually very large

sums of money for fine horses from New York, of

the Eclipse breed and the Henry breed, as we have

been doing for many years, for horses of the Mes-

senger breed, from New Jersey. The cause of

this annual tax, as we have repeatedly stated, is

the want of enterprise, on the part of the farmers

in each county, to associate and throw in, each

PO, for the purchase of a bred horse of the best

bone, figure and action. Such a horse would re-

pay each subscriber the first year, and all he would

make after would be clear gains. He would re-

main for a long succession of years in the same

neighbourhood, on the same stand, and this would

insure to the owners match horses for their own use,

or for sale in the cities. Stallions, such as would

answer, might be had in the Southern states for

from $1500 to $2500 each, and there are not want-

ing individuals in each county in Maryland, well

enough convinced of the utility and the profit of

such an investment, but they have not the means to

advance for the purchase. But that which few in-

dividuals can do singly, forly or fifty united, could

easily accomplish.

Some object, that if they rear thorough-bred

horses, they cannot train them; .-.nd that without

training they do not attain extraordinary value. To
this objection we answer—That it is not thorough-

bred horses that are most wanting for most common
and general use. We want the half anj) three-

fourth bred, by large, spirited mares, to give us

^ fine horses for the road, for the gig, for private car-

ria^s, and for the numerous stages that are trans-

porting mails and passengers in all directions. Such

horses, when matched, would generally bring four

hundred dollars the pair, and upwards; and Ire-

(juently as much for the saddle. We recollect, at

this moment, four gentlemen who have recently in-

quired for fine saddle horses, either of whom would

not stand for $200 for a fiist rate nag.

A few stallions of high pedigree and qualities

have occasionally been sent into the state; but be-

fore the people have got in the way of experiencing

the benefit of breeding from such horses, they have

been removed to some place where they could get

better encouragement.

Now is the proper time to make arrangements

ftr next spring. The county courts are meeting.

fls-A Farmer Wanted.—Having purchased a

stand and large farm at this place, [Limestone, S. C]
and built a residence for the family, during the sum-

mer near it, I shall feel myself greatly obliged if you

could recommend me an industrious, honest, clever

man, that understands every branch of farming, and

that has a decent, active woman for a wife, that

could superintend the house. It is a great stand for

cattle, mules and hogs from Kentucky, as well as

for travellers from the south during the summer.

J. S. Skinner, Esd. DAN'L BLAKE,

BAXTIXXOHB FHXCES OTTB&ENT.

COTTON GINS.
The season having now arrived when inquiry is mak-

ing for the Cotton Gin, and having, at the solicitation

of several of our customers in Virginia, and the lower

parts of Maryland, made arrangements to manufacture

the article on the latest and most approved model.

From some which we sold last year, we have receiv-

ed the most satisfactory and encouraging accounts.

One of which, we herewith publish for the information

of purchasers, the respectability of its signature is well

known in the above states. And we have now on hand,

ready to deliver, two of forty steel saws each, which

will be sold on moderate terms. Other sizes will be

made to order at the shortest notice.

In store,—Ploughs, Corn Shellers, Wheat Fans, Cut-

ting Boxes, Field and Gocden Seeds, &c., as usual, on

moderate terms for cash, or acceptances in town only.

Bait. lOmo. 12, 1S27. SINCLAIR &. MOORE.

Mr. Si.vcLAiR. Cambridge, July 9, 1827.

Sir,—Agreeably to your request,! have the gratifica.

tion to stale to you, after a full and satisfactory experi-

ment, that the Cotton Gin which you made for me last

year performs in the most admirable style.

The hand power which 1 at first applied by means of

the large wheel and two cranks, that you made by my
direction, was not competent to do full work. 1 was

fortunate in obtaining a millwright of universal skill,

(as I believe,) McNett from Delaware, who, (after my
previous failure in a similar and expensive attempt by

an awkward workman,) erected for me a horse power,

by which 1 can, with two horses, i,my Gin having thir-

ty-two saws,) accomplish two thousand pounds of seed

cotton per day; and at tlie same time, having added a

pair of mill-stones, turn out one hundred and thirty

bushels of corn-chop for my horses and cattle, or grind

twenty-five bushels of as fine meal as I have ever seen.

To these (ixtures 1 intend to add a Straw Cutter and

a Threshing Machine, and I am quite sure the profits

will shortly balance the cost, and the whole will then be-

come a perpetual source of economy and convenience,

yours respectfully, JOSEPH E. MUSE.

Reported for the American Farmer, by Lewis Sutton Sf Co.

Tobacco continues depressed, but Maryland common
goes off nearly as the last week or two past. We have

sold some from the lower counties in this state, com-
mon, second, &c. at $3.50 to 3.75, and some little Ohio

and other tobaccoes are selling nearly as the last week;
but sales are comparatively small. Standard rates:

Seconds, as in quality, $3.00 a 6.00—common crop,

3.00 a 4.00—Do. red, 4.00 <i 4.50—good red, 5.00 n 6.00

—Fine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 « 10.00—

Yellow do. 5.50 a 10.00-Fine yellow, 15.00 a 20.00—
Virginia good and fine, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock,

3.00 a 3.50—Kentucky, fine, 3.60 a 6.00—do. for wrap-

ping, 6.00 o 7.00.

Flour—white wheat family, $5.75 a 6 00—superfine
Howard-street, 5.00 a 5.12^—city mills, 4.50 o 4.75

—

Susquehanna, 4.25 o 4.50—Corn Meal, per bbl. 2.75—

Grain, white wheat, best .90 a 1.00—red do. .80 a .85-

common do. .60 a .75

—

Corn, .44 o .45

—

Rye, -40 a .50

—Oats, .20 n 25—Beans, .80 a l.Ol'-Peas, .40 a .50—

Clover seed, 4.50 a 5.00

—

Timotht S.OO—Barlet, .50

a .60

—

Flaxseed, .75 a .80—Cotton, Virginia, .8^ a

.10—North Carolina, .8^ a .9J—Tennessee, .10 o .11—
Louisiana, .11 a .13—Missouri, .9 a 10—Wool, wash-

ed, .18 a .22—unwashe'', .16—crossed blood, .22 a 24

—

half do. .24 a .26—three-quarter do. .28 a .30—full do.

.30 a .35—Fish, Herrings, 2.50 a 3.00—Shad, 6.00 a 7.00

—Mackerel, 4.50 a 5.75

—

Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 n .10

—

country .6^ a .7—middlings, .7

—

Whisket, .26 a .28

—

Hemp, Russia, clean and new, long ton, $218 a 220—
Country, dew-rotted, per ton, 100—water-rotted, $160

Feathers, .26 a .29—Beef, on the hoof, 4.00 a 4.50

—

hogs, do. 3.50 a 4.00—Veal, 2.50 a 3.00—Mutton, 1.50 o

2.00—Butter, .20 a .25—ordinary, .15 a .20.

Tobacco.—Inspections in the three State Warehouses

for the week ending yesterday morning:
No. 1, 143 hhds.

3.

FOR SALE.
Will be exhibited, and offered for sale at the auction

of the Maryland Cattle Show, (to be held near Balti-

more,) a first rate, full-blooded Mare, admirably cal-

culated for the saddle, light draught, or as a family

creature, being perfectly gentle and easily controlled.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
On the manufacture of Cotton Bagging, Cordage, &c.

and the employment of Slaves in the South for the

manufacture of coarse cottons, recommended. No. 4

—

Hemp, Letter to the Secretary of the Navy, Letter to

the Editor from Kentucky, Paterson Duck—Cotton ship-

ped last year from Petersburg-Animal Pathology, or

the Duration, Diseases, and Casualties of Animal life-

Culture of Rice—On Improving the Breed of Cattle-

Inquiry on Rollin- Lands--Prince's Variety of Straw-

berries—Meloncito de Olor, or Sweet-scented Melon-
Memorial to the President and Directors of the Balti-

more and Ohio Rail-road Company—Recipes, To make

savoury Veal, Mutton, Beef-steak and Ham Pies—Races

at Canton, Broad Rock, New Market, and Long Island-

Trotting Match at Long Island Mistake—--Cotton

Thread better than Flax to sew Shoes—Editorial, Cat-

tle Show, American Eclipse—Prices Current^

Printed everv Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN S SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, corner

of St Paul and Market-sts., where every description,

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely executed. •
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AaXlICVXiTVRB.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

COTION RECOMMENDED AS THE MATERUL FOR CoT-

TON Bauging, Cordage. &c.—No. V.

Cotton Spinster.

Dear Sir, Philadelphia, Oct. 16, 1827.

Some years ago an ingenious mechanic of Ten-

nessee invented a machine, which is used by many
wealthy planters, both in that state and in Alaba-

ma, and which deserves the notice of owners of

estates in the south. It is called the Spinster—with

this machine one girl of fourteen years of age

can gin, card and spin as much cotton as will make
from eight to ten yards of yard wide cloth every

day; which is sutlicient to clothe a large family.

This machine costs at Nashville §130 It does not

occupy more space than a small card table, and can

be tran.sported from place to place in a dearborn.

As this machine requires no additional buildings on

a farm, and can be employed in wet days and in

cold weather, on a cotton plantation, and as the mo-
del can be obtained at the Patent office, would it

not be desirable to have a factory established at Bal-

timore and Richmond for their construction. There
can be no doubt of their value in their present form,

and a premium should be offered for farther im-

provement ill its form. It should be made at a low
price, and might probably be made to spin tiventy

or more threads instead of six. Gen. Jackson has
used this valuable little machine for several years.

and with one little girl clothes his large family inosl

comfortably. They are sold at Nashville as fast

as they can be constructed. They would be very

valuable on the cotton plantations of Virginia, Ma-
ryland, and the Carolinas.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. A Tennessean.

Dear Sir, Philadelphia, Oct. 16, 1827.

A« you requested, I send you my crude thoughts,

much as they present themselves to me, and hope

you will take the raw material and fit it for jour va-

luable paper.

I am delighted more and more with the project,

which gains ground here. I am trying to draw the

great mind of my friend Cooper to our side of this

tarifl' question, by showing him the best way to

meet the Yankees. I am in daily expect.itioii to

hear his opinion. I hope soon to teil you that much
capital has gone from this place to employ slaves in

Kentucky, near Cincinnati; I wish I could say to

Baltimore and Richmond.
Must respectfully your.«,

J. S. Skinner, Esq. SAM'L BROWN.

0(1 j\Iaiuifacturiiig coarse Cotton goods in the South-

ern States.

A very sensible and interesting essay appeared, in

the Richmond Enquirer, a few days ago, on the

importance of employing slaves with machinery, in

the fabrication of coarse cotton goods. Every friend

to his country must rejoice to sec that valuable pa-

pei' occupied by a subject of such vital importance
to the whole southern ami south-western states.

When this project is liberally and minutely examin-
ed, and its incalculable importance diily estim.ilr.d,

its ultimate success cannot remain any longer equi-

vocal.

The manufacture of two millions of cotton bagg-
ing of hemp in Kentucky by sl.ives, and that hngg
ing superior to the Scotch, might, one would think,

sati.-,fy the most incredulous 'if the fact, th <t the

project was not visionary or impraelicable. Bui can
a doubt on the subject remain, when it is known
thai, the cotton gin, invented by Whitney, the great-

est labour saving machine employed in the manu-

Nu. 32. —VOL. 9.

facture of that valuable staple, is found on every
pltntation where fifty bales of cotton arc produceii.

and is managed wholly by slaves, and those by no
means remarkable for intelligence or uncommon
sagacity. It is even well known that the very first

gin ever made on the Mississippi was constructed
by a slave of the late Col. Clarke, near Fort Adams,
from a very imperfect description anil drawing fur-

nished by a traveller who had seen one in Georgia,
These gins perform the labour of one thousand men,
and are much more difficult to keep in perfect order
than mules, throssles, cards or power looms. Many
extensive iron factories are carried on by slaves in

Maryland, Virginia. Kentucky and Tennessee, and
in most of these states they do much of the labour
in hat factories, tanneries, brick-yards; and still far-

ther to the south, take charge of rice mills, and at-

tend to the still more difficult processes of the su-

gar factories. Possessed of such experience of their

capacity, can we doubt of their fitness to wotk in

cotton factories, where an ignorant child, in a month
or two, is fitted to earn from a dollar and a quarter
to three dollars per week? With a small machine,
invented in Tennessee, amJ employed by most of
the wealthy planters, a child of from 12 to 14 years
of age can gin, card and spin thread sufficient to

make eight or ten yards of cloth per day. This
machine costs about half the price of the girl; with
a machine which would not cost double that sum,
.•-he might spin fifty, or one hundred yards per day.

With the miserable machines now furnished by
their improvident owners in Maryland and Virginia,

they cannot spin one yard, and therefore go half

naked through the year. Would it not be infinitely

more wise to give the price of one slave for a pro-

per machine which will do the labour of fifty in the

hands of the other; and thus, instead of two slaves,

enjoy the benefit of the labour of fifty? Let the

people of the south retain as many women and chil

dren as will animate these machines—and water and
steam, and iron and wood, and brass, will accom
plish what millions of slaves and freemen could not
effect. It is thus that England is said to possess
the labour of more than two hundred millions of
nien. It is thus that steam and water, and iron and
brass, will become the slave of the slave states, and
clolhe and feed them bountifully, and enable their

owners to improve their condition to the utmost de-
sirable xxtent.

It is manifest that the strong and able bodied
slaves in the south and west are sufficiently tiume-
rous to produce as much tobacco, cotton ami bread
stuffs as can meet the market at a fair price. Let
the women and children be furnished with good
machinery, and they will more than quadruple the

value of the labour of those states. Steam and
water power, and machines which would not cost

half the price of new plantations in the south and
west, would in five years change the whole condition

of those impoverished regions. With a little enter-

prise and capital, the water power at Baltimore and
Richmond (vvilhout taking into account the falls of

the Great Kanawha and the interior) would be found
of more value than all the tobacco lands in Maryland
and Virginia. Such is the disproportion between
agricultural profit and that resulting from the ope-

rations of machinery! A tailor, with his needle and
thimble, can produce niore provisions in some parts

of the country, than a Maryland or Virginia farmer

with a plantation slocked with animals and slaves.

The price of making a coat in Nashville, Hunts-
ville, and many other southern towns, is twelve dol-

lars—which will procure six hundred pounds of

|iork. or fifty bushels of corn, sufficient to support

the 1 idesman one year, for two or three days' work.

Insi' -d of wheat, cotton and tobacco, let the women
anil iuldreu of Maryland and Virginia be furnished

witli good spinning machines and power looms.,

Tli r hands can be hired at §10 per annum

Oear Sir, Philadelphia, Oct. 18i7.

The essays which have lately appeared in your
very useful pa|)er relative to the employment of
slaves in cotton manufactories, have occasioned
much conversation, both among the inhabitants of
this city and the gentlemen of the south who are
now on Uieir return from their northern excursion.
One of the latter, who is perfectly persuaded of the
importance of employing African operatives, has
obtained an estimate of the machinery which can
be obtained at Patterson for a small manufactory of
cotton bagging, and of the proportion of hands ne-
cessary to carry it on.

One carding machine of 36 inches,
with the cards, . . . ^530—2 hands

One drawing frame, 3 heads, . 250 2 do.
One stretcher, CO spindles at $7 per

spindle, 420—2 boys
Four power-looms. 50 inches broad, 660—2 girls

One bobbin-w inder, 10 spindles, 40 1 "irl

$1800

With these machines, one overseer and nine hands
will card, spin and weave 450 lbs. of cotton and
make 450 yards of bagging per week, or 23,400 lbs.

of twist, or yards of cloth per annum. Three ex-
tensive practical manufacturers have made this esti-
mate, and agree that it is correct.

Here are ten hands carding, spinning and weav-
ing 450 yards of coarse cloth per week by the aid
of improved machinery. With common cotton
cards, icheels and loom, would any overseer expect
from the same ten hands one hundred yards of
cloth in the week? Whilst the ten men, women,
and children are fabricating 5000 yards of cloth per
annum in the ordinary way, ten other hands are ca
pable, by proper machines, to make 23,400 yards.
Ought not Baltimore, Richmond, and every other
considerable town in the slave states, to incorporate
and furni.sh capital to companies of machinists, who
would make cheap and simple machines for the
slaves who are nut employed in the labours of the
field? In this way, the mechanical skill and expe-
rience of the north would be called to the south,
and the energies of su|)ernumeraiy slaves muitipli
ed almost beyond all calculation. By the establish-
ment ol machine factories, every neighbourhood
could be supplied with machines proportionable to
the d.manii; the supply of provisions and the num-
ber of hands not wanted in agricultural pursuits.
Not one pound of yarn, sufficiently coarse for the

use of slaves in winter, or for bagging, is spun in
all the northern factories; and maniif.icturers do not
like to work up cotton into heavy goods. These
will be a peculiar object of attention in southern
factoiies, where the staple is abundant, and will
employ thousands of the idle women and children
who are to be found on every plantation in Mary-
land and Virginia, and the adjacent slates.

J. S. Ski.vNER, Esq. PATTERSON.

slaves, and am

Of the Study op the Anijial Kingdom with re
FEKKNCE TO AuRlOULTORE.
(Continued from p. a-li.)

Of the Distribution of Animals.

The geographical distribution of each sj>ecies of
aninud. Dr. Fleming observes, may be represented
by a circle, towards the centre of which, existence
may be comfortably maintained; but as we approach
the circumference, restraints multiply, and life at
last becomes impracticable. Each species has a
range peculiar to itself, so that the circle of difTerent
species intersect one another in every possible rela-

tion. Hitherto the geographical limits of but few
sp<'cies have been satisfactorily determined. These
chicllv belong to the larger species of quadrupeds,

I own I as the African and Asiatic elephants, the ass and
A Slave to them.

|
the qiiagga, the lion, hippopotamus, and polar bear.
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In llie tubes of the less perfect animals, the species

of nhich have been inveslii;ated by few, the extent

uf their geographical distribution has been very im-

(lerfcclly determined. They appear to be limited

to circumstances connected with temperature, food,

situation, and foes.

The degree of heat at the equatorial regions ap-

pears ta be most favourable for the increase of liv-

ing beings, and they diminish in numbers as we ap-

proach the poles. There is no latitude, however,

which the perseverance of man has yet reached,

where living beings have not been observed. The
icy shores of the arctic regions are peopled, as well

as the arid plains or shaded forests of tropical cli-

mates. When, however, an inhabitant of the cold-

er regions is transported to a warmer district, the

increased temperature is painful, the functions be-

come deranged, and disease and death ensue. The
inhabitants of the warmer regions, when transport-

ed to the colder districts, experience inconvenience

from the change of temperature, equally hurtful to

the system, and fatal to its continuance. The polar

bear appears to be accommodated to live in a region

whose mean annual temperature is below the freez

ing point. In those districts where the individuals

of a species are most vigorous and prolific, the tem-

peialure most suitable fur existence prevails. The
native country for the horse is probably Arabia.

—

1'here he exists in a wild state in the greatest

numbers. In the Zetland islands, where he is

nearly in a state of nature, he is approaching the

polar limits of his distribution. He has become

a dwarf. He does not reach maturity until his

fourth year, seldom continues in vigor beyond his

twelfth, and the female is never pregnant above

once in two years. At the line where the energies

of the horse terminate, however, the reindeer be-

comes a useful substitute. Its equatorial limits do

not reach the shores of the Baltic.

To compensate the varialions of the seasons, a va-

riety of changes take place in ihe circumstances of

animals. The clothing of animals, living in cold

countries, is not only diflferent from that of the ani

mals of warm regions in its quantity, but in its ar-

rangement. If we examine the covering of swine

of warm countries, we find it consisting of bristles

or hair of the same form and texture; while the

same animals which live in colder districts, possess

not only common bristles or strong hair, but a fine

frizzled wool next Ihe skin, over which the long

hairs project. Between the swine of the south of

England and Scottish Highlands, such difference:

may be observed. Similar appearances present

themselves among the sheep of warm and cold

countries. The fleece of those of England cons-ists

entirely of wool; while the sheep of Zetland and

Iceland possess a fleece, containing, besides the

wool, a number of long hairs, which give tp it, when
on the back of the animal, the appearance of being

very coarse. By means of this arrangement, in re-

ference to the quantity of clothing, individuals of

the same species can maintain life comfortably in

climates which differ considerably in their average

annual temperature.

The process of castini^ the hair takes place at dif-

ferent seasons, according to the constitution of the

animal with respect to heat. The mole has, in ge-

neral, finished this operation before the end of Miy.
The fleece of the sheep, when suffered to fall, is sel

dom cast before the end of June. In the northern

islands of Scotland, where the shears are never

used, the inhabitants watch the time when the fleece

is ready to fall, and pull it off with their fingers

The long hairs, which likewise form a part of the

covering, remain for several weeks, as they are not

ripe for casting at the same lime with the fine

wool.

The moulting of birds is another preparation for

Trinter, which is analogous to the casting of the

bair in quadrupeds.

The distribution of colour in the animal kingdopi,

appears to be connected with the latitude as cori'e-

lalive with temperature. In the warmer districts of

the earth, the colours of man, quadrupeds, and

birds, exhibit greater variety, and are deeper and

brighter, than in the natives of colder countries.

Among the inhabitants of the temperate and cold

regions, there are many species which, in reference

to the colour of their dress, do not appear to he in

fluenced by the vicissitudes of the seasons. In

others, a very marked difference prevails between
the colour of their summer and winter garb. A
few of the more obvious instances of these changes,

in British species, may be here produced.

The alpine hare is a very remarkable example.

Its summer dress on Ihe Grampian mountains is a

tawny gray; but in winter it is a snowy white. The
hair of the ermine is of a pale reddish brown diir

ing summer; in harvest it becomes clouded with

pale yellow; and in November is of a snow white

colour. There are many examples of changes in

Ihe colour of the clothing in the feathered tribe.

The white grous. or ptarmigan, is of an ash colour

insummei,and line *hite in winter. The black

guillemot {Uria grylle,) is of a sooty black during

summer; during winter its plumage is clouded with

ash coloured spots on a white ground. This change
of colour in Ihe dress of animals seems intended to

regulate their temper 'lure by the radiation or ab
sorption of caloric: a black animal will give out its

heat by radiation much slower than one in a white

clolhing.

The initrration of animals is another circumstance
affecting their dislribulion. Quadrupeds make only

partial migrations; as the stag ind the roe from the

mountains to the plains. The winged and finned

quadrupeds migrate more extensively, as the great

bat which inhabits England during summer, and
spends its winters in a torpid stale in Italy: and the

Greenland seal; which migrates southwards to Ire-

land in winter.

The migrations of the feathered tribe arc the most

numerous; but the same species which is migratory

in one country, i,- in some cases stationary in ano-

ther; as the linnet, which is migratory in Green-

land, but stationary in Britain. Migrating birds are

either summer birds of passage, which arrive in

this country in spring; or winter birds of passage,

which arrive in autumn and depiirt in spring.

The tuinmer birds of passaere are, among ivater

birds, the terns ami gulls; among land birds, the

swallow, quail, lurllc dove, &c. The winter birds

of passaii;e chiefly belong to the tribe of water fowls.

The swallow, about whose migrations so many idle

stories have been propagated and believed, departs

from Scotland about the end of September, and

from England about the middle of October In the

latter month M. Adanson observed them on the

shores of Africa after their migrations from Europe.

He informs us, however, that they do not build

their nests in that country, but only come to spend

the winter. ISl. Prolong has not only confirmed the

observations of Adanson, in reference to swallows,

but has stated, at Ihe same time, that the yellow

and gray wag-tails visit Senegal at the beginning of

winter. The former (Motaeilla fiava,) is well known
as one of our summer visitants The nightingale

departs from England about the beginning of Oc-
tober, and from the other parts of Europe about
the same period. During the winter season it is

found in abundance in Lower Egypt, among Ihe

thickest coverts, in different parts of the Di Ita.

Those birds do not breed in that country, and to

the inhabitants are merely winter birds of passage.

rhey arrive in autumn and depart in spring, and at

the time of migration are plentiful in the islands of

the Archipelago. The quail is another of our sum-
mer guests, which has been traced in Africa. A
few, indeed, brave the winters of England, and in

Portugal they appear to be stationary. But in ge-

neral they leave this country in autumn, and return
in spring. They migrate about the same time from
the eastern parts of the continent of Europe, and
visit and revisit in their migrations the shores of the
Mediterranean, Sicily , and the islands of the Archi-
pelago. While these birds perform those extensive
migrations which we have here mentioned, others
are contented with shorter journeys. Thus the ra-
zor-billed auk, (Mca tarda.) and the puffin, {Alca
arctica.) frequent the coast of Andalusia during the
winter season, and return to us in the spring.

Oxir Slimmer birds of passage thus appears to come
to us from southern countries, and, after remaining
during the warm season, return again to milder re-
ions. A few of our summer visitants may winter

in Spain or Portugal; but it appears that in general
they migrate to Africa, (hat unexplored country,
possessing every variety of surface, and consequent-
ly great diversity of climate. It is true that we are
unicquainted with the winter retreats of many of
our summer birds of passage, particularly of small
birds; but as these arrive and depart under similar
circumstances with those whose migrations are
ascertained, and as the operations which they per-
form during their residence with us are also similar,

we have a right to conclude that they are subject
to the same laws, and execute the same movements.
What gives weight to this opinion, is the absence of
all proof of a summer bird retiring to the north dur-
in;; the winter season.

In proof of the accuracy of the preceding con-
clusion, we may observe that it is a fact generally
acknowledged, that the summer birds of passage
visit the southern parts of the country a few days,
or even weeks, before they make their appearance
in Ihe northern districts. Thus, Ihe common swal-

low (Hirundo n:s<ico,) appears in Sussex about the

beginning of the third week in Api'il; while in the
neighbourhood of Edinburgh it is seldom seen be-
fore the first of May. The cuckoo appears in the
siime diitrict abuul the last week of April; in Edin-
burgh seldom before the second week of May. The
reverse of this holds true with these summer vi-

sitants at their departure. Thus dotterells {Cha-
radrius niorinellus,) forsake the Grampians about
the beginning of August, and Scotland by the end
of that tnonth; while they return to England in

Seplembi't, and remain there even until Nivember.
A differcnec of nearly a month takes place between
the departun; of the goatsucker {Caprimidgxts Ett-

ropmus,) from Scotland and from the south of Eng-
land.

(To he continued.)

THE LAFAYETTE GRANT.
The township of land granted to General La-

fayette, by Ihe Congress of the United States, for

his disinterested services in the cause of the Ameri-
can revolution, is in extent six miles square, and
contains 2.?,040 acres. It is located in the centre of
a truly desirable and fertile country, and is adjacent

to the city of Tallahassee, the capital of Florida.—
The citizens of the neighbourhood, by common con-
sent, have called this township the La Grange Fo-
rest, and in rambling over a surface of uncommon
fascinations, and through the romantic shades of
overshadowing evergreens, the thoughts are irresist-

ibly associated with "Beautiful France," and the

home of him whose life has been unceasingly devot-

ed to the political amelioration of mankind, and the

cause of suffering humanity. The location of the

grant has been exceedingly judicious, as it regards

soil, productions, and climate. The country is ele-

vated, being evidently one of the last expiring spurs

of the Appalachee mountain, which, in extending

south, has presented a nucleus for the attraction of

those alluvial deposits forming the Peninsula of

Florida. The surface of Ihe land is beautifully

waring, sometimes precipitous, often hilly, but
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never mountainous, and the scenery thoujsh seldom

grand, is varied and interesting. The majestic live

oak, the graceful cedar, and the white flowering

Diagndlia cast their shades over the smaller growths

of tne forest; while lakes of transparent water varie-

gate the picture, and add enchantment to the scene.

These lakes are of irregular figures, and surround-

ed by hills projecting bluff to their margins, and

again gently sloping to the water's edge, and the

whole clothed with a scattering growth of live oaks,

magnolias, and other evergreens, resembling more

an artificial park than a natural forest. They
abound in fish, soft shell turtle, and wild game, and

the lovers of nature or the sports of the field, may
on their surface and margins, find inexhaustible fooil

for the gratification of their different tastes. Though
dignified with the name of lakes, these water basins

are but enlarged springs, the sources of rivers or

branches which they supply directly, or communi-
cate with subterraneously. The whole country is

based on a calcareous porous rock, through the fis-

sures of which the minor streams, and even some of

the larger rivers precipitate their waters, and seek

a subterraneous passage to the gulf Such is the

character of all the beautiful rivulets rising in and
meandering through the hills of La Grange Forest,

the principal of which, after passing the boundary
of the grant, environs the city of Tallahassee, and
at its limits forms a cascade and precipitates its

vfaters through the crevices of a rock to the caverns
beneath. The re-appearance of these streams is not

less singular; impatient of confinement and strug

gling for a vent, their agitated waters force a pas-

sage through the rocks, and roll in successive

volumes to the surface.

The soils of the Lafayette srrant possess all the

various qualities of the oak and hickory and the

hammock lands. The former a rich earthy mould
mixed with vegetable decomposition; the latter more
silicious with a preponderance of the vegetable mat-

ter, and both durable as based on clay. The pro-

ductions are sugar cane, tobacco, black and green

seed cotton, rice and corn, with the smaller grains,

as wheat, rye. oats, and the esculent roots. The
orange, the olive, the fig and the grape, have b^en
cultivated with success, and a well grounded ex-

pectation is entertained that most of the tropical

fruits may be gradually acclimated.

The La Grange Forest is on an elevation of about

200 feet above the surface of the ocean, within

twenty miles of the gulf of Mexico, and in latitude

30° 30', North. The climate is mild, salubrious and
healthful, tempered in winter by its vicinity to the

sea, and refreshed in summer by the constant breezes

sweeping over its surface. Within the influence of

the trade winds, and in the neighbourhood of the

tropics, the atmosphere is constantly agitated by
the alternate currents of air struggling by day and
by nitfht for supremacy. The days in summer are

generally pleasant, and the nights invariably cool

and never oppressive. Whatever diflerence of

opinion may prevail as to the beauty of the country
and the character of the soil, all travellers concur in

paying tribute to the delightful climate of the land

of flowers. So soft, so pleasurable, and exhilarating

to the feelings, that the enjoyment of it is invaria-

bly accompanied with the regret that, Camelion
like, we could not exist and luxuriate on air.

What disposition General Lafayette may con-
template making of this desirable body of land is

yet unknown It is rumoured that he has in agita

tion the project of a colony of French peasants,
with a view of introducing; extensively and success
fully in Florida, the cultivation and preservation of
the fig, the olive and the grape. Should he do so,

a nation's gratitude for his agency in behalf of our
political revolution, will be heightened by the obli

gation for these his latter eflTorts in contributing to

our social comforts and moral improvements. There
Can be no doubt of the favourable adaptation of the

soils and climate of Florida to 'iiost of tht, produc-

tions which have contributed alike to the prosperity,

the comforts, and luxury of the south of Europe;
and if the attempts of Americans to introduce these

exotics hitherto, have not been crowned with all the

success desirable, it may be ascribed more to want
of skill and management than anj' other cause. Our
Americans, however, are apt scholars, and but af-

ford them the example, and our Tallahassee, La
Grange, and Cho co-halloway wines, may, at no
distant day, vie in delicacy with the St. Julian, the

Hermitage and the La Rose, and the health, the

conilbrt, and the luxury of climate and good fare,

fall equally to the lot of the inhabitants of the banks
of the Attapulgus, and the elevations of Allachua,

as to those living in the valleys of the Arno, or on
the shores of the Garonne.

SMUT IN WHEAT.
Some curious and interesting experiments upon

this subject have been made by Dr. Pew, within the

last two years. In a glass of rain water he put fifty

>mut-balls, which, on the tenth day, exhibited an
immense number of minute animalcula; which, on
<-xamination with a microscope, proved to be of two
kinds; eel-like insects, and very minute creatures,

destined to be the food of the former The eel-like

insects amounted to about thirty; the minute ani

malcula to several millions. In the course of the

month, Dr P. witnessed three or four generations
of the eel-like insects, and the others were continn
ally regenerating; but some cold nights about the

middle of October, induced torpor, and finally death,
to both kinds. From this last circumstance, the

Doctor concludes, that severe winters, adended
with much frost, and much snow lying on the

ground, must be the most effectual preventive of
smut for a time, sensible as these creatures appear
to be of cold. It seems also, that if old wheat he
sown, even though infected with smut-balls, little or
no smut may be produced; which is accounted for

on the same principle that the eggs of hens and
other birds become addled by long keeping, so those
of the smut animalcula fail to hatch. The Doctor
finds that the very soil, at length, becomes affected
with the sraut-balls, and that though pure and clean
wheat be sown, smut on these lands will be produc
ed. He proves also, that lime, used hot from the
kiln in great quantities, effectually destroys the in-

fection, and frees the land from smut.
[Gard. Mag. March.

Remarks—There may arise, in the minds of
some, a doubt, whether the microscopic insects or
animalcula of Dr. Pew, proceeded from eggs in

the smut balls, or were generated in the rain water.
But when it is recollected, that smut is propagated
by smutty seed, or by putting clean seed into a bag
that has held smutty wheat: that seed which is a

year old, although smutty, seldom or never gives
a smutty crop; and that hot lime, applied to the
seed, effectually prevents this malady; which truths

have been proved by innumerable experiments—

I

think we ought not to doubt the Doctor's inferences,

until, by experience, we have found them to be in-

correct. In my short experience, I have never sown
wheat, not limed, without having a smutty crop

—

and have never had smut when the seed was limed.

J. B.

ON BURNING CLAY—INQUIRY.
Mr. Skinner. Virginin, Oct. 10, 1827.

Sir.— I find it frequently stated in your very use-

ful agricultural paper, that burnt clay is a valuable

improver of lands, worn out by severe cropping. I

am the owner of a clay land farm, much exhausted
by previous bad management, and have been long
anxious to try clay burning as a manure, but have
not been enabled t« meet with any practiced direc-

ions by which 1 can accomplish this desirable ob-

ject. General Bealson's pamphlet, I never have

been so fortunate as to obtain, allhouKh I have fre-

quently inquired for it at our booksellers. I have

tried without success, the plan recommended in

Cobbctt's Year's Residence, and what Loudon in his

EncyclopEdia of Agriculture, (page 467,) terms,

"the coDJinon method of burning cl:iy." From a
want of skill, or practical knowledge of the subject,

I have failed; as well as several of my neighbours,

who have made the same trial. In iheStli vol. page
90, of your useful American Farmer, I see it slated,

that the committee of the Maryland Agricultural

Society awarded "the first premium on wheat to

John Mercer, Esq of Cedar Park, West river, for

the very capital crop of 3G bushels of prime wheat
to the acre from 31^ acres of land, actual produce."

I'his is followed by a communication from Mr. Mer-
cer, dated May 30th, 18i6, in which he says, the

soil of the field on which this crop was grown, "was
formed of a tenacious, whitish clay, resembling iu

colour and consistency, what is commonly called

fullers' earth. In its natural state, there is no soil

less productive." He then goes on to say, that he
met with ti.e tract of General Bcatson on the sub-

ject of clay burning, and accordingly set to work
to prepare his kilns. To this clay burning, and the

ashes spread upon the land, he ascribes the great

improvement of this field, and the very fine crop of

wheat it yielded him. Now, sir, you would oblige

several of your subscribers by publishing in your
paper, from the tract of General Beatson, (which if

you have not, I am sure you can obtain from some
one, of your many friends,) the General's directions

at large for clay burning, and his mode of applying
the ashes; and to Mr. Mercer please say, that he
would do the public an act of much service, if he
would be kind enough to communicate, through the

medium of your valuable journal, the process he
followed, and if it differed from Genera] Beatson's

directions in any respect; how large his kilns or

piles of clay were, how long was it necessary to

keep up the fire before the clay was reduced to ash-

es; what was the probable cost of burning; the

chief difficulties he encountered, and how deep he
buried the ashes with the plough? Also, if his field

continues to present an appearance of lasting im-

provement, or if the crops of wheat consumed most
of the manure. These, and any other remarks
which Mr. Mercer may think will throw light on the

subject, and render the mode of clay burning easily

understood, and easy to be practised, will greatly

oblige some of his acquaintances in Virginia. If

any other gentlemen among your many correspon-

dents, have practised the same process to improve
their lands, they are invited to lay the mode, and
their experience before the public. These are

times, when farmers should not be backward in

communicating their ideas on such subjects as will

prove of practicable benefit to their brethren, and
the public at large. By giving this a place in your
Valuable journal, or using it, in any way, that will

obtain the information sought for, you will greatly

oblige, A Subscriber.

PRODUCTIONS OF KENTUCKY.
To give our readers an idea of the productions

of Kentucky, we extract the following paragraph

from the Lexington Reporter, of tlic 15th ult.

" Tlie Season.—The crops are very abundant in

this section of the state. The hemp stalks 15i feet

long, sent to us by Major Robb, are much admired.

We have likewise a specimen of fine corn from
General Shelby's farm. The ears are between 13

and 14 inches in length, and contain each beti*eeD

8'i0 a[id 900 grains. Fruit—apples, peaches, pean,
plums, &c is also abundant. We received yester-

day morning from our friend J. E. Davii, Esq. a

large basket, full of large apples, with the follow-
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ing note: 'I send jou a basket of apple?. aveiM^ing

12 inches in circumference. You will find Ihem as

excellent in quality as size.' They are indeed very

fine; some of Ihem ivei°h more than a pound. We
have seen peaches from Mr. Wliitc's orchard almost

as large as these apples."

HOKTICUXiTURE.

FAMILY MILLS-INQUIRV.
Mn. Skinxeh, PrinctUm, J^. J., Oct. 1 7, 1807.

An agriculturist of New Jersej-^ who has derived

(lie greatest advantages from the study of your ad-

mirable publication, and owes to it nearly all the

theoretical Unowlcdgc of farming he po'tcssos, would

be glad to he informed through it on the subject of

"Family Mills." He saw a newly invented one ad-

vertised about a year ago, by a Mr. David Hagg, of

Maine, which seemed by the description likely to

answer all the purposes of so greatly needed a ma-
I'liine, but has not been able to get any information

about it since. Having lately obseiv.il in some o(

Mr. Cobbett's writings, that mills, making; flour of

all kinds, in the best manner, are extensively used

in England on farms, worked both by hand and by

one-horse power, his desires to obtain something of

the kind has been greatly increasid. Arethcfar-

mers of Maryland acquainted with one which can

Toe recommended? And at what expense can it be

obiained? If the machinists and agrinillurists in

the eastern parts of the Union could give the infor-

mation here desired, and tell at what ex|)ense a ma-
chine of the kind, well proved and recommended,
can be delivered at, in New York or Pijikidi-lphia, it

would greatly oblige, I doubt not 1 may say many,
as well as

One of your Constant Re,\ders.

A GOOD SHEARING.
Mr. Ezra Childs, a farmer of Bath, Me., sheared

(liis season from 18i Mcrinoes, 481 lbs. of wool.

Probably from not finding a market lor the article

in its present depressed state, he manufactured
from it 16 pieces, containing 435 yards of tine cloth.

As this is said to have been excellent cloth, it might
iiett, deducting the expense of manufacturing, &,c.

$3.00 per yard. This would s,ive Mr. Childs about

^2.70 per lb. for his wool. If the present system
continues, the farmers must all turn manufacturers,

and sell their wool in cloths of their own make.
[Boston paper.

PROSPECT OF CROPS.
De.^h Sir, J^tar WoodcilU, JV. C, Oct. 9, 1827.

The storm of the 25th and 26lb of August, and
the previous heavy blows which we have had in this

section of the state during the present year, have
presented us with a gloomy prospect of crops, in-

deed.

We have had an unusually long drought imme-
diately following the storm, and to a great extent
our corn stopped growing, from that lime, being
not more than from one half to one third made.
This is consod'/ig-, indeed, to the agriculturist, when
he remembers that notioithslanding the price of the
article upon which he chielly depends for the sup-
port of his family, or the payment of his debts,
from the great abundance which may be made, will

not thereby be at all the more in demand; and if it

should, it must be from the mutual losses of his

neighbours, or fellow citizens, and will pass awav
when the effects of the casualty is removed and "a

proper equilibrium is restored! This state of things
is almost sufficient to make him, like the desperate
gamester, willing to hazard every thi-ig, and wish
for the success of the "great American system,"
although to him, in every view, at variance with
every evidence of his senses, and only the schemes of
mental delusion or infatuation.

PEARS.
Mr. Skinner, .ijftaiii/ JWsery, Oc(. 13, 1827.

The improvement of this excellent table fruit has

for many years been prosecuted with zeal in Flan-

ders. Gentlemen of fortune, amateurs and nursery-

men, have vied with each other in producing supe

rior varieties; and every year brings us acquainted

with the nanaesof new kinds possessing uncommon
merit. The Flemish gardeners are now enabled to

furnish a succession of pears for the table, during

the whole year, surpassing in excellence most of

the old varieties.

Dr. Van Mons, professor of agriculture in the

University of Louvain, has taken the lead in this

branch of horticultural improvement. Some idea

of the extent of his labours may be formed, from

his manner of improvement, and the extent to which

t has been carried. His method is, to select seed-

ings of promising appearance, hearing- analogy in

wood, foliage, &c. to some good known variety, and

when they fruit, to select seeds of the best, plant

them, cull the best plants, and when these bear

fruit, to select the best for planting again; and so

continue to the fifth and sixth generation, culling

the best plants and best seeds for propagation.* In

this way he has produced an infinite number of fine

varieties. It is stated, that in these operations,

which have been continued nearly forty years, he

has raised eighty thousand seedling pears. When
we consider that the same means have been em
ployed by him to procure new and valuable varie

lies of the apple, peach, apricot, and other fruits,

we cannot but admire the industry and patience

which have distinguished his labours, nor avoid the

exiiression of our gratitude for the benefits which

he has conferred on society.

Dr. Van Mons' labours have had the further bene-

ficial effect of stimulating others to imitate his ex-

ample; and we find among the propagators of choice

new varieties, the names of the Duke d'Aremherg,

of Brussels, Count Caloma, Chevalier Neilis, and

M. StofBes, of Malines, &.c. The horticultural pe-

riodical publications of Great Britain and France,

canvass the relative merits of these new pears, and

furnish lists of the choicest varieties, drawn up by

amateurs and experienced nurserymen. I find them

all, with partial exceptions, enumerated in the col-

lection in the London horticultural garden, from

which I have received and propagated about 30

kin.ls, and taken measures to obtain the other most

esteemed varieties in the spring.

J. BUEL.

CHINESE CHRYSANTHEMUM.
Linn(tan Botanic Garden, near J\^eto York,

i

J. S. Skinner, Ksij. October 16, 1827. I,

To me the delight at introducing new plants from

foreign regions is so great, that I cannot suppose

that others can he insensible to the pleasures they

inspire. The subject of my present remarks is also

among the most brilliant appendages of our gardens,

during the autumnal months, the Chinese Chry.san~

Ihemmn, or Chrysanthemum sitiense. The first varie

* The experiments of Professor Von Mons affords a

hint of uivaluable importance to the gardener and far-

mer—that if seed is selected only from the best plants,

a progressive improvement may be depended on. This

truth was amply demonstrated by the late Mr. Cooper,

of New Jersey. It furnishes another striking analogy
between the vegetable and animal kingdoms. Bake-
well, and other distinguished breeders, succeeded in

their great improvement of live stock, hj breeding only

from the best individuals. Loudon pays you a great

compliment in calling your Farmer the best agricultu-

ral paper published in any country—and 1 believe a just

one; but /ought not to say this, as you have been in

Albany twice without calling on me.

ly of this plant was introduced to this eountiy .ibout

the year 1798, having been carried from China to
Europe in 1790. This was the dark purple, and
was imported by John Stevens. Esq. of Hoboken,
N J.—a gentleman distinguished for his love of bo-
tany, as well as for other departments of science.

About the years 1814 and 1815. many other varie-

ties were introduced; but it remained for the last

four years to present to the view the rich accumu-
lation of splendid varieties which had doubtless

been cultivated for ages in China unseen, and un-

known to the rest of the world. The number at

present in my collection consists of forty-three va-

rii'lies, of which thirty only are in the latest edition

of my Catalogue, viz:

1. White quilled.

2. Buff, or orange. c/io(igea6lc, rerf and orange

flowers on the same plant.

3. Purple.

4. Lilac quilled.

5 Rose-coloured, or pink.

6. Lilac and white, chnigeahle.

7. Dark crimson, or Spanish brown.

8 Straw coloured.

9 Straw-coloured quilled.

10, Golden yellow. '

11 Orange.
12. Tassclled white.

13. Superb white.

14. Semi double quilled white.

15. Paper white.

1() Quilled flame yellow.

17 Sulphur yellow.

(8. Superb clustered yellow.

19. Small yellow.

20, Single yellow.

21 Quilled pink.

22 Cluster pink.

23 Seiiii double quilled pink.

24. Quilled orange.

25. Semi-i'ouhie quilled orange.

26 Earlv crimson.

27 Curled lilac.

28. Quilled light purple.

29. Expanded light purple.

30. (Quilled salmon.

The following are entirely new, having been in-

troduced by myself the last spring, and with the ex-

ception of one kind, they are supposed not to be in

the possession of any one else in this country; hut

as I have greatly increased them, they will be spee-

dily disseminated.

31. Double Indian yellow.

32. Double Indian white.

33. Brown purple.

34. Early blush.

35. Golden lotus.

3G. Quilled purple.

37 Starry purple.

38 Pale buff

S9. Pnrks' small yellow.

40. (Quilled yellow.

41 Semi-double quilled pale orange.

42. Two coloured red.

43. Curled huff or salmon.

I consider the entire collection of this plant to

form as interesting an assemblage in point of beau-

ty and variety of form, &c. as can he found in Flo-

ra's doiuain. They are also deservedly esteemed

on account of their being perfectly hardy, and af-

fording a most brilliant display, at a time when the

chilling blasts of autumn have left us hut the ves-

tiges of departed verdure.

^V'ith the highest respect,

WM. PRINCE.

Maxims.—Who is wise? He that learns from

every one.—Who is powerful? He that governs his

passions.- -Who is rich? He that is content.
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BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
Memorial

To the President and Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio

Rail Road Company.

(Continued from p. 2'16.)

From Covinston, on Jackson's river, to Slannton;

situated on a branch of the Shenandiah. the dis-

tance is about seventy- seven miles. The different

routes by which a rail-road may be conducted be-

tween these points, have all been surveyed with a

view to a turnpike, by Claudius Crozet, Esq , the

principal civil engineer of Virginia; and we best

leave lo refer you to his report, made to the Board

of Public Works, on the lOlh of P'ebruary, 1S26. (D.)

We regret that his instructions did not include the

levelling, as well as surveying of the lines which be

examined; but the company wdl perceive, and per-

haps not without surprise, that in so mountainous a

district, leading vallies should be found so nearly

level in their natural stale; and from the description

given of them by Mr. Orozet, as well as from the

knowledge which some of us have acquired of these

Tallies, we anticipate no peculiar difficulties to the

formation of a rail-way, from Covington to Staun-

ton.

At Staunton, the alternatives ofll'er, of crossing, the

Blue ridge at Rockfish gap, and passing through

the counties of Albemarle, Orange, Madison, Cul-

pepper, Fauquier, Prince Wdliam and Fairfax;

crossing the Potomac within the District of Colum-
bia, and from thence to Baltimore: or, of descend-

ing the Shenandoah river to Swift run, or Thorn-
ton's gap, and after crossing the Blue ridge, at one

of these points, passing through the counties situ-

ated immediately at the east base of the ridge, to

the Potomac between Conn's and Noland's ferries;

and from thence to Baltimore: or, of continuing

down the rich and extensive valley of Shenandoah,

(o Harper's Feiry; and from that point to the one of

ultimate destination. On examination of the latter

line it may be found, that by entering the valley of the

Buffalo run, at (he Butfalo gap, twelve miles west

of Staunton, and following the valley, watered by
this stream, to its junction with the Middle river;

down Middle river to where it enters the South She-

nandoah, near Port Republic; and down the latter

to Harper's Ferry That a rail road may be form-

ed without extraordinary expense, at an angle on
which locomotive engines may operate without the

aid uf staliunaiy ones. Our knowledge, however,
of these several routes is so limited, that we do not

hazard any definite opinion, as to the relative ad-

vantages which they may offer. A general know
ledge ol the country alone, induces the impression.

that either uiight he ailoplcd wilhout encountering
any serious difficulties. From the best information
which we possess, the distance by each is about the

same, or so nearly so, as not to make any essential

diflerence, and which we are informed is usually

computed at one hundred and eighty miles.

The entire distance by the proposed routes, from
the Ohio river at Point Pleasant to Baltimore, i^

thus ascertained to be four hundred and ninety-fmir
miles: nearly double the distance by which the Bal-
timore Committee, in their report of the )9lh ol

February last, expect to reach the Ohio river. Bui
ought this fact to be regarded as deci.^ive, against
the route which we reconmiend to examination?
The distance assumed by the Commitiee is obvidus-
ly conjectural, the sinuous course of the Potomac,
the high and abrupt ridges that must inevitably
compel a circuitous and winding course, from the
last liver to the Uhio, seems not to have been fully
considered; whilst the route now proposed, offers its

distances from actual surveys of the principal part
of the entire line.

The Committee, perhaps, had not their views di-

rected to the passes south of the Potomac, as they

speak of the one to which their views were direct-

ed, as the "easiest, and by far the most practicable

route through the ridges of mountains which divide

the Atlantic from the western waters." If the route
which we have described, is to be regarded as in-

cluded in the contrast, we think the surveys to

which we have referred, compared with the reports

of the engineers employed in locating the line of
the contemplated Chesapeake and Ohio canal, would
be decisive of the question: and as additional pre-

liminary evidence, we beg leave to refer to the ex-
aminations made between James and Kanawha ri-

vers, by Captain McNiel, under the directions of
the department of war. and which, we think, will

fully corroborate our representations, so far as the

line which we propose has been within his observa-
tion

How far the difference of distance may be com-
pensated by the diminished number of stationary

engines, and inclined planes, we have no satislac-

tory means of deciding: but we anticipate, from ac-

tual examination, as favourable a contrast in this

particular, as may be against us when distance alone
is compared. If. however, the length of the rail-

way should be considered seriously objectionable,

it may be diminished, without, perhaps, materially
lessening the commerce on the line. Virginia is

now improving the navigation of the Great Kana-
wha river, to an extent which will secure three feet

depth of water at all seasons of the year, from Point

Pleasant to near the great falls; and by which the

strength of the current in the sluices ivill be reduc-
ed to a velocity of between four and five miles to

the hour. Upon this river, so improved, steam boats

of useful character, (E.) may be employed between
the falls of Kanawha, and the mouth of the Scioto,

to great advantage at all seasons of the year, by the

improvement of a few shoals in the Ohio. This
substitution of the steam boat for the railway, along
the valley of Kanawha, would abridge the length
of the latter about ninety miles. But is the dis-

tance by which the Ohio is approached really a
matter of importance to the success of the Balti-

more enterprise? The great object of her present
efforts, is to secure to that city" a large proportion
of the rich and already immense commerce of the
west: lo place herself in an altitude to compete
with her rival sister New York, in the trade of the

great Northern lakes: with her neighbour, Phila-
delphia, in the commerce of the upper Oliio, and
its tributary streams; and to divide with the present
emporium of southern trade, the commerce of the

great valley of the Mississippi. In effecting results

so splendid and important, it becomi'S much more
iiiteresling to discuss the means by which they may
be best secured, than to estimate the number of
miles to be passed over. If to share with Philadd-
|)hia the trade of the head of the Ohio, was the
only boon which Baltimore proposed to herself, her
line of communication might terminate as near
Pittsburg as practicable; as from that point, Penn
sylvania is opening her canal, to waft the commerce
of that region to her ancient m.etropolis. If com
petition with New York for the traile of Erie and
the lakes bryond, constitute her only ulterior pur-
pose, Baltimore might perhaps attain this olijecl,

by terminating her railway either at Parkersburg,
or opposite Marietta; as the execution of her enter-

prise would probably leail to the opening of the ca-

nal, which the slate of Ohio seems to contemplate,
between Marietta and the point where her Erie and
Ohio canal may be intersected in the valley of the

Muskingum. But if a combination of these advan-
tages, with a large participation in the present vast

but still increasing commerce, of the southern and
middle parts of the country between the Alleghany
and the Rocky mountains, forms, as we are satisfied

it does form, the great purpose of Baltimore; then

H'e venture to suggest some ol the reasons which in-

duce the belief in our minds, that her objects will

be greatly promoted by adopting the line of inter-

course which we have described.

(Note D.)

Extract from a report of v'U. Crozet, principal Engineer o-f

Virginia, to the Board of Public fVovks, dated tOlh Fe-

bruary, 1 8-6.

"Route by Coviiig:ton to Sluunlon—keeps along
the turnpike from Callaghan's to the town, a dis-

tance of a little upwards of five miles; from Coving-
Ion it passes for twelve miles through a complete
wilderness. Starting from the court house, the route

surveyed strikes a swell of ground opposite to this

building, and thereby avoids the loiv spungy soil

by which the town is surrounded, and which makes
the present road very deep in wet weather. In sight

of Covington, the extreme end of the Warm Spring
mountain, whose elevation there is very inconsi-

derable, is ascended at an angle of three degrees;
after this short ascent, the line keeps nearly on a
level along the declivity of the hills, and soon reach-

es the Pounding mill run, up the valley of which it

proceeds until it ascends the gradual slope of the

dividing ridge, between the waters of the run just

named and Smith's mill creek. Along the Pounding
mill run there are some rocky places. From the

top of the dividing riilge, the ground descends
very gradually towards Mill creek; it is occasionally

stony.

"The creek is crossed near McKaw's gap, where
it breaks through Middle or Little Mare mountain.
The gap is very rugged, but not impracticable for

a road: it is only one-fourth of a mile long.

"After having crossed the creek, near the end of
the gap, and ascended a small elevation, this route
reaches a flat part of the mountain, from which the

Bratton's run road and Porter's creek route di-

verge.

"The BratlorCs Run route—leads along Wilson's
creek, by Boston Hansbarger's. There the wilder-

ness ceases and an open road is taken; it proceeds
down Shaver's run to the Cow-pasture river, which
is crossed at a wide place just at the end of the Mill
mountain; the ground so (ar is pretty good. The
road continues up Sampson's creek, at the head of
which it ascends a dividing ridgp. The graduation
is steep, and the road rocky. The elevation of the
ridge is two hundred and fiftj-six feel. On the
other side of this ridge the des-ent towards Brat-
Ion's run is easy, but very stony. There are about
ten miles of stony and rocky road along .Samfison's

creek and across the ridge. The road pursues Brat-

ton's run down to the place where it empties itself

into the (ireat Calf-pastiirc river; n^ar Ibis (loint

tlife road unites itself with Ihe Panther gap road.
Along Bratton's run, the ground is mo.slly good; the
run must be crossed several times, 'i'here is be-

tween Sampson's creek and Bratton's run about
twelve miles, which are not settled, and are hardly
susceptible ever to be so

: "Tlie Porki^s Creek Rmile—passes by John Hans-
barger's, beyond which place it traverses a wilder-
ness up a branch of Wilson's creek, across a slight

dividing ridge, and down Porter's mill creek lo

.\dam Porter's farm; thence an open road is pursu-
ed along this mill creek down to its moulh, just

above which, the Cow-pasture river is crossed at a
very eligible site for a bridge; from this point the

distance is short and Ihe ground good to Williams'
springs, wln^re Ihe Panther gap road is fallen into.

The whole of this route is nearly level; the dividing
ridge between Porter's and Wilson's creek, is pass-

ed over unperceived: the ground is generally good,
but occasionally stony along Wilson's creek."

In the same report, M. Crozet describes the route
from Staunton by the Buffalo and Panther's gaps to

Williams' springs, as follows: "This road passes
round the end of the North mountain, and then
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through fbe Buffalo ^ap, over a aW^ht and short

rid^ce which divides the waters of the Shenandoah

and James rivers: this part of it is stony. It con-

tinues down the valley of the Little Galf-pasture

river, between the North mountain and Fore moun
fain, which divides the Little from the Great Calf-

pasture river. In this valley the road may be said

to be level; the few and short ascents which inter-

vene, being merely occasioned by the furning; of

the road for the farms. The road turns round (he

end of the Fore mountain, and takes its direction

towards the Panther's gap, after having crossed the

Great Calf-pasture river.

"A survey was made along a path across the Fore
mountain, by which three-fourths of a r.iile might
be saved in the distance to the Panther gap; but

the leading spur on the west side was found too

short to allow of a proper gradunfion; the map
shoivs this survey; from the end of the Fore moun-
tain, however, a straight direction may be taken to

the Panther gap; two crossings of Mill creek will

thereby be avoided, and better ground passed over,

but no material distance gained. This improve-
ment is indicated on the map.
"The Panther gap is formed by the breaking of

Mill creek through Mill mountain; the road Ihrough
the gap continues level, but is very rocky. The gap
is nearly half a mile in length; the crossings of Mill

creek in it may all be avoided, without any increase

of distance worth noticing. From the Panther gap
the ground is good, to near the last crossing of Mill

creek, where it is miry. Beyond the creek, the

long spur is ascended imperceptibly; the descent on
the west side, is more rapid and badly graduated:

the Long Spur has been ascertained by computa-
tion, to be only three hundred feet high above its

western base, and is susceptible of a graduation
at three degrees. It is the only hill of any conse-
quence on this route, and affords the best sort of
ground for a firm and dry road. At a short distance
from the long spur, the road passes by Williams'
spring."

(E.)

A description of the steam boat rfafcas/i, built and
owned by Capt. John Shallcross, a respectable and
enterprising citizen of Louisville, and now employ-
ed in the trade between that place and Ferrebaute,
on the VV^abash.the upper towns on the Cumber-
land, and Florence on the Tennessee, furnished by
her owner:—length of keel /OO feet, depth of hold 24
feet, breadlh of beam Itii feet, draft of water with
her engine, furniture, and crew on board 18 inches;

engine of power equal to those usually employed in

boats of 120 tons; her freight is carried in two keel

boats of about -13 tons burthen each; one towed on
each side of the steam boat; they draw, when load
ed, from twenty-five to twenty-seven inches; but
they are about to be replaced by boats of a greater
width, and less depth, so as to adapt them to water
as shallow as that for which the steam boat is con-
structed.— Captain Shallcross is about preparing
barges for passengers, to be used whenever occasion
may require, in lieu of onn or both the keel boats.
The IVubasJi runs eleven miles per hour in still wa
ttr, without her tow boats, and seven miles per hour
with them both leaded; so that by deducting the
force of the current at any given place, her velocity
up stream may be ascertained. Her enjine cost
from §2300 to >3000, the boat §1000, to which may
be added the cost of her keel boats or barges, to
give the entire expenditure necessary.

(To be conlinuetl.')

Maxims.—A man who does not examine his own
conduct, will be sure to find some good natured
friends ready enqugh to do it for him.
Many men's estates come in at the door and go

out at the chiomey.
Make one bargain with other men, and four with

yourself.

iiAHmS' DEFAB,SnXXiZsTX.

Of the Exercises most conducive to Health in

Girls and Young Women.
Nearly the same exercises, with the exception of

wrestling, cricket, quoits, and those sports properly
termed athletic, which are proper for boys, may be
recommended for young girls. Trundling a hoop,
battledore, trap-ball, and every game which can
exercise both the legs and the arms, and at the same
time the muscles of the body, should be encouraged;
but the writer of this essay would hesitate in recom-
mending the Calisthenic exercises for girls under
twelve years of age, unless it be that which obliges

the person to run round an upright pole, which has

a pivot on the top, lo which cords are affixed, and
in holding which, while she runs, the velocity of the

child is increased by the centrifugal force, until she

is raised from the ground, and flies, as it were,
round the pole. In this kind of exercise the limbs
are gradually brought to the greatest degree of mo
bility of which they are capable; whilst the muscu
lar power of the arms is also increased, by the ne
cessity of their supporting the whole weight of the

body in the act of flying. It ought, however, to be
mentioned, that this exercise cannot, with prudence
be permitted to children who have narrow chests

or a tendency to pulmonary diseases; nor is it alto

gether safe for those in whom there is any consider

able determination of blood to the dead. For girl;

above the age of twelve, such exercises may not be
allowable, except under particular circumstances of

privacy; and therefore the following must be sub-

stituted in their stead.

yF(dkiiig is an exercise conducive to health. In

girls' schools it is now a common practice to teach

the military step under the guidance of a drill Ser-

jeant. His object however, is to restrain much of

the free motion of the trunk of the body, and to

preserve it in too erect a position, either for real

grace or for healthful exercise; and although the

military step displays firmness of tread and equality

of b:ilance, yet it wants that spring of buoyancy
ivhicli characterizes the walking of a well formed,
healthy female. By a natural step, however, the

writer of this essay does not mean that which is too

often contended to be natural, produced by a straight

forward position or the turning in of the foot. The
nature of and anatomy of the head of the thigh-bone
renders the turning out of the toes necessary for the

freedom and elasticity of the motion; but there is a

medium in all things; and although in women the

toes are naturally more turned out than in men,
from the greater breadth of the pelvis or haunches,
yet that degree of turning out which is too frequent
ly the result of the lessons of the dancing master, is

highly injurious to walking: the natural turning out
of the feet I'ives the elastic step which is peculiar to

the sex and is truly graceful, the artificial pointing
of the toe produces a hobbling gait in the progres
bion of the body and is in direct opposition to grace
fulntss. When walkiirg is used as an exercise it

ought not to be carried beyond fatigue: the atten-

tion also should be diverted by a succession of new
ideas; for the body is tired long before the muscular
power is even moderately exhausted, if the same
monotony of objects be presented to the eye. The
procession of a boarding school, soon causes fatigue
to the girls,—yet it can scarcely be regarded as af-

fordins; exercise to any of the individuals who com-
pose the train.

Dancing is the most favourite exercise of young
women: and when properly taught, is healthful, and
confers gracefulness of gait, resulting from the dis
ci|>lined management of the whole body. In gene
ral, however, the movements are confined in the
feet and legs, whilst the action of the other part of
the frame is wholly neglected. There is a wish also
to imitate professional dancers in young females:

but the steps are in general too rapid to be altoge-
ther safe for the fender frame of women who are no*

,

regularly trained to the art: the body is supported
too much on the toes, and the fine elasticity of the
double arch of the foot endangered; the ligaments
of the ankle are apt to be strained and ovel-length-
ened, and the instep to lose its heistht, from the- ten-
don of the sole of the foot being overstretched:
thence, when the dancing is discontinued, the gait,
instead of being firm and elastic, is shufBing. Pro-
fessional dancers have generally flat feet, and walk
as if they were lame. Independent, however, of the
mode of dancing, it is an exercise the daily employ-
ment of which greatly benefits young females at
that period of life when most of their other occupa-
tions are of a sedentary nature; but as they are uni-
versally fond of if, they are likely to carry it to
excess, which should never be permitted; particu-
larly when the more rapid and violent dances. Scotch
reels, for instance, are attempted. Exertions such
as these dances require, if long continued, are ex-
tremely injurious to girls of a delicate frame and
with a narrow chest—Dancing is also injurious
whilst the body is yet weak in convalescence from
acute diseases. When too much exercised, if like-
wise is apt to produce ganglions en the ankle joints
of delicate girls, as wind galls are produced on th6
legs of young horses who are too soon or too much
worked. Upon the whole, nevertheless, dancing is

the exercise best adapted for young women; and
one, when discreetly employed, highly conducive to
'iealth.

Riding is a most salutary exercise for young wo-
men, from its engaging many of the muscles of the
body, as well as those of the arms and thighs; and
from the succession of changes of respirahle air,

which the rapid progression of the body through an
extensive space, in a short time, causes to be con-
veyed to the lungs. But the position which women
are obliged to maintain on horseback is not favour-
able to very young girls; and, if the exercise be olten
carried to fatigue, nothing is more apt to produce
deformity, from diseased curvature of the spine, than
the placing a young girl too soon on horseback. If
riding be recommended on account of health, girls

should be taught to ride on both sides of the hor.^e,

to prevent that twisting of the body, which the con-
tinued use of one side is apt to occasion.

The limits of this essay do not permit many other
kinds of exercises, which may be considered js sal-

utary, to be described. It has been stated that none
should be carried beyond the point of fatigue; but,
even in this case, rest, or the suspension of action,
is not always the most advisable method of relieving

the uneasy sensation and the apparent exhaustion of
the body; for these are often more quickly dissipat-

ed by merely changing the nature of the exertion,
than by actual rest. Thus, if a child who is much
fatigued by a long walk, and even is so apparently
exhausted as to render his farther progress piclile-

malical, receive his father's cane to ride upon, he
will run off and gallop along as nimbly as if his little

limbs had been recruited by a long night of repose.

Much danger, however, may result from acting too
long upon this principle; for as the new stitnulus is

purely mental, the exhaustion of the corporeal pow-
ers when tlie exertion is over, and if must sooner or
later terminate, may be so late as to be productive

of the most dangerous consequences. Exercise, of
whatever kind if is, is doubly salutary when taken
in the open air, in the fields, and amidst the beauties

of nature:

••Where scatter'd wide the lily of the vale

Its balmy essence breathes, where cowslips hang
The dewy head, where purple violets lurk:"

There health is alone successfully wooed; and if tbe
span of life be not lengthened, it is at least renife'ed

happy in the possession of a blessing for which man-
kind cannot be sufficiently grateful.
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CANTON RACES.
3d Day—Mr. Godraan's mare. Mulatto Mary, took

the purse in two heats, beating Fairfax, Medora and

Diana. Opinion at startins seemed to be nearly

equally divided between Mulatto Mary and Fairfax,

the furmer however, appeared to be somewhat the

favourite —The first heat was finely contested be-

tween the two last named horses, and the heat won
by the length of a neck by Mulatto Mary; Diana
came in third best, being six or seven lengths ahead;

Medora was distanced.

The second heat aflforded choice sport for the

lovers ol the turf, and created a most livily interest

in every spectator. In starting, Mulatto Mary took

the lead, but was immediately locked by Fairfax,

who passed her within the first three hundred yards,

but WHS soon overtaken by her, when a most beau
tiful competition ensued for the first post. Fairfax

came in a little ahead the first mile, the mare on
his withers, both running at fine speed; with Di-

ana several lengths in the rear. On the eastern

side of the course just before they reached the

rising ground. Mulatto Mary and Fairfax commenc-
ed an animated struggle, which was continued for

the fourth of a mile with unabated speed; the former
was enabled to keep the course, and the latter

seemed content to remain on her flank until he made
the last turn, when he renewed the strife with fresh

courage and persev-srance, and it was thought for

a time that he would gain the heat, but Mulatto
Mary proved herself equal to the task imposed upon
her by the occasion, and maintained her ground till

the end of the heat, beating Fairfax about a length

and a half.

Time of running, first heat 3 min, 55 sec.

" second heat 3 min. 57 sec.

4lh Day—Ladies' Purse. The ladies' purse was
won by Louisa Simms. Although she had the heels

of her adversaries, the race was not without its in-

terest, as repeatedly through the heats the most
gallant efforts were made to pass her: these, how-
ever, were made without success; for the rate she
had taken at starting was beyond their speed, and in

defiance of the best exertion and the most deter-

mined resolution, she kept the post of honour. The
first heal the respective horses came in, in the fol

lowing order: Louisa Simms first, Florelta second.
Florivell third, and Trippelt fourth. The second
heat, Louisa Simms was first, Florivell about six

lengths behind, Floretta and Trippett each a few-

lengths in his rear. The contest between the three
last horses for the second post of honour aSForde.d

great ^port, and could the spectators have abstract-
ed their minds from ihe circumstance tliat Louisa
Simms was ahead, a more interesting scene could
not have been desired.

Having given an account of the race, we return
to the most agreeable part of our duty to state, that
there was a witchery about that portion of the spec-
tators whose Carriages were ranged on the east side
of the Judges' chair, which we are willing to hope
even reconciled the losers to their lot, and gave to

the race an interest which none but a pure mind
could enjoy; nor was it a little complimentary, that
their presence had brought hundreds from their
plodding vocations who otherwise would have slaid
at home; and without exaggeration, we can say
that the course has not been so brilliantly attended,
since the organization of the "association," such is

the influence of those "who bind up the wounds and
pillow the aching head" of man.

f Ckron.

NEW MARKET FALL RACES.
The races over the New Market cour.se com-

menced on Tuesday last. Owing to the inclemen-

cy of the weather, there was not many spectators;

but the few that did attend enjoyed much sport,

there being four heats, all closely contested. Only
three started—one paid forfeit. The folluwing colts

were entered, which came out in \bi respective

heats as designated by the figures. The knowing
cues tvere dished.

Mr. Bott's, . . 3 2 11
Mr Johnson's, . . -2122
Mr VVynn's, . . . 13 3 3

2d Day.—Proprietor's purse, ^300—three mile
heats.

JNIr. Johnson's b. h. Trumpator, 2 11
Mr. Garrison's g. h. Pacolel, dist.

Mr. Bott's b h Lnfayette, 1 3 2

Mr. West's b. h LeopolstadI, 3 2 3

Yesterday, the Jockey Club Purse, JJ700—four
mile heats, was won by Mr Johnson's mare Sally

Walker, at two heats, beating Dr. Wyche's mare
Ariel.

Pedigrees of Valuable Horses.

(Continued from p. --39.)

The elegant thorough bred Horse

THE BAY COLT,
About five feet two inches high, daily growing and

improving, being only four years old, is a fine dark
bay colour and beautifully marked, will stand (if not

sold before) the ensuing season, at Chalmeria, si-

tuate in the county of Dinwiddle, between the Na
mazeen and Coxe's roads, about 18 miles above Pe-
tersburg, and will be let to mares at four guineas the

season, two and a half guineas the leap, and eight

guiiieas insurance, with three quarter dollars to the

groom.
The Bay Colt was purchased in London by Mr.

Wm. Barksdale, of Petersburg, and is of the very

best stock in EngUnd, as appears by the certificate

of Lord Grosvenor, as follows, viz:

'•January 31st. 1797.—This is to certify, that the

Bay Colt was got by High Flyer, dam by Eclipse

from Young Cade, which was the dam of Vauxhall.

"GROSVENOR. (seal.)

"N B. The Cade mare, the dam of Vauxhall,
was also the dam of Dulcinea, Mambrino, Cervan-
le.s, and Saiieho— all first runners."

Good and extensive pasturage gratis, but will not
be liable for any accident

JAMES STRANGE.
Manchester, J^ov. 23(i, 1797

The thorough bred Horse

BELVIDERS,
Five years old this spring, 5 feet 5 inches high, a

beautiful hay, finely marked and elegantly foraied;

stands at my stable in Brunswick county, about two
miles from Thcophihis Field's Mill, on Waquay
creek, and four miles from Charles Harris's, and
will he let to mares at eight dollars the season, to

be paid on or before the first day of November next,

five dollars the leap paid down, and sixteen dollars

to ensure a mare's being with foal; those persons

who put by insurance, and part with their mares
before the time of foaling, to be answerable for the

same Good pasturaga gratis, but I will not be lia

ble for escapes or accidents of any kind. Belvidere

was got by Col. Sym's celebrated horse Old Wild
air, his dam was got by the imported horse Clock-

fast, his grandam by Col. John Tayloe's noted

horse Old Yorick, his great grandam by the said

Tayloe's imported horse Childers, his great great

grandam by Morton's imported I'raveller, out oi

the famous imported mare Jennv Cameron.
HARTWELL TUCKER.

March 15, 1198.

JIM CRACK,
Late the property of Peter S. Randolph, Esq.

will cover mares the present season at my house,
near the centre of Amelia county, at six dollars the
leap, fifteen dollars the season, with one shilling and
sixpence to the groom; the money for the leap to be
paid at the stable; the money for the season may be
discharged by the payment of twelve dollars at any
time before the 1st of October. Gentlemen who
n.ay choose to send servants with their mares, shall
have them accommodated on very moderate terms.
My pasturage is good and well secured; but will not
be answerable for escapes or accidents.

Jim Crack was got by Mr. Hart's imported Med-
ley, i^the best blood in England) his dam by Ariel
brother to Old Partner, his grandam by Whitting-
ton, his great grandam by Dabster, out of Colonel
Anthony Thornton's celebrated Roan Mare, con-
sidered as the finest mare of her day in Virginia.

The performances of Jim Crack on the turf have
been equal to most horses that have been raised in

Virginia; having been matched against three horses
of Ihe first reputation for running, to wit: Mr. Pros-
ser's Wildair, two mile heats. Mr. Tayloe's Bell Air,

three four mile heats, and Mr. Tayloe's Nantooka,
one four mile heat, all of which he beat without
losing a single heat. He is a horse of great vigour,

and his colts are greatly admired, for their size as

well as their beauty.

THOMAS PERKINSON.
March 3, 1798.

The lately imported complete horse

TRAVELLER,
The last son of O'Kelley's famous Eclipse, will

stand the ensuing season at Buck Hill (on the south
side of James river) about one mile from Richmond,
and will be let to mares at six guineas the season,
four guineas the leap, and twelve guineas insurance;
either of which, with a dollar to the groom, to be
paid before the mares are removed. The insurance
money will be returned on application with proof
(hat the mare did not piove with foal.

In addition to what pasturage there may be at

Buck Hill, I have rented (at one hundred pounds
per annum) a considerable quantity of the Falls
Plantation for the purpose of pasturage, equal to

any in the slate. Great attention will be paid to

mares and to keep the fences in good order, but will

not be responsible for any accident. Traveller, is

a beautiful bay full five feet three inches high, was
got by Eclipse, his dam by King Herod, grand dam
by Blank, great grand dam by Old Cade. His fine

figure and justness of form, are such as to excite

the admiration ')f all who see him, and his blood,

great size, strength, and beauty indepemient of his

performance entitle him to be placed among the

very first horses, and induce me to believe that he
is not inferior to any here ever imported Pastur-

age gri.lis. JAMES STRANGE.
MancUtiler, Iblhjanunry, 1793.

IMCXSCEXiXiASfEOVS.

The management of fish-oonds is well understood
in France oiving to fish in all Catholic countries be-

ing an article of necessity In the internal districts

there are many large artificial ponds, as well as na-
tural lakes, where the eel, carp, pike, and a few oth-

er species are reared, separated, and fed, as in the

Berkshire ponds iu England.
Poultry is an important article of French husban-

dry, and well understood as far as breeding and feed-

ing. It is thought that Ihe consumplioii of poultry

in town is equal to that of mullon. The poorest

cottaaer owns a few hens, and a neat little roost in

which Ihcy pass the night secur* from dogs, wolves

and foxes.
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STOMACH PUMP.
An American Invention.

Mr. Skinner. Irvine, Warren, Pa. Sept. 30.

Dear Sir.— In your paper of the l4th, I observ-

ed an extract from a Dublin Journal, giving an

ac-ouiit of a Doctor Simon's invention for removing

fluid.-i from the stomach. This I take to be nothing

more than a common apparatus, consisting ol a

flexible tube, and a syringe or large gum elastic bot-

tle. My motive in noticing it is, that we owe this

invention, to an eminent surgeon of our country.

Dr. P. S. Physick; and not as we would he led to

believe by the European journals, to a Ibreigner. I

am surprised too, that it should be a novelty in

Dublin, for we have frequent accounts from Eng-

land, of poisons bavins; been removed from the

stomach by those means. The last accounts I pre-

sume, gave it as the invention of some apothecary

in London, whose name 1 cannot now recall. Cer-

tain 1 am, that this improvement was proposed by

Doctor Physick more than twelve ye^irs since.-—

The present professor of Surgery in Philadelphia,

Doctor Gibson, has been in the habit of exhibiting

to his public class, every winter for several years

past, this mode of removing poisons. VVe have at

least, the right to claim our inventions, and I am
astonished that this robbery has not been before now

noticed. Medicus.

avocations into which manual labour enters. But

then he has his season of enjoyment, and is at all

times relieved from the responsibility, anxiety, and

the risk of the merchant, or the intense iipplication

and fearful solicitude of the professional man. 'I'lie

occupation of agriculture being more steady and

less hable to the (luciuations experienced in almost

every other vocation, more especially to those im-

mediately dependant on coraiuerce, tends to a more

regular, simple, and consequently, to a more moral

life. It is this favourable tendency of their habits

and mode of living, which has entitled the yeomm-

ry to that political importance, which attaches to

tliem in almost every other, but more particularly

in this country; our government being founded on

ecpiality of right, and our institutions recognising

equity as the rule of conduct. The yeomanry were

the instruments by which our independence was

achieved; from their bosoms the republican spirit

was transfused into our political institutions; and

with them by whomever assailed will rest the defence

of those privileges, civil and religious, which we

now so eminently enjoy—on their honesty, intelli

gence and firmness we may always rely to perpe

tuate the enjoyment of these privileges. [Bost. Put.

ii^l'he history ol Eclipse, promised t>. be gnen
in this number, is necessarily postponed for some
time.

INSECT SAGACITY.

The banbul tree aff .rds a curious specimen of in-

sect sagacity, in the caterpillars' nests sus|iended by

thousands to the branches. Thislillle animal, con

scions of its approaching change, and the necessity

of security in its helpless state as a chrysalis, in-

stinctively provides itself a strong ininsion during

that metamorphosis. As a caterpillar, it is furnish-

ed with very strong teeth; with them it saws o(T a

number of thorns.'tlie shortest about an inch long,

and glues them together in a conical form, the points

all tending to one direction, the extremity terminat-

ing with the longest and sharpest. This singular

habitation is composed of about twenty thorns, for

the exterior, lined with a coat of silk, similar to the

cone of the siik-worni, suspended to the tree by a

strong ligament of the same material. In this asy-

lum the banbul caterpillar retires to its long repose,

and, armed with such formidable weapons, bids de-

fiance to birds, beasts, and serpents, which might

otherwise devour it. When the season of einanci

pation arrives, and the chrysalis is to assume a new-

character in thepapilio tribe, the insect emerges

from the fortress, expands its beautiful wings, and

with thousands of llultering companions, released at

the same season from captivity, sallies forth to en

joy its short-hved pleasures, [i'arbes'' Oriental Mem.

Mr. Editor, J^ewbern, Sept. 26, 1827.

Will you be good enough to let a young faimer
inquire through the medium of your journal, which
will answer the purpose best—a large cart of a small

wagon; or, in other words, in which can two horses

draw the most, with the most ease, in a cart, or a
wasonf A Subscriber.

BA.I.TintOaE FAXCBS CUHRENT.

COAT OF MAIL.

The antiquarian would delight to hear, that there

has been discovered, about fifteen miles north ol

Craftsbury, Vermont, a shirt, without sleeves made

of wire a little larger th.ui that of the small steel

purses; in fact, a real coat, or shirt of mail, of the

ages of chivalry. It was (ound in the valley of

Black river. I believe, within the limits of the town

of Coventry. It was much rusted and decayed, but

sufficient of it remains to show its shape.*

[SiUiman's Jour, of Jh-ls.

^^^m ^i.^mmm^
Baltimore, Frid.\y. October 26, 1827.

Cultivation of the Annual Sunflower.

Allow me to recommend through the medium of

your useful miscellany, the cultivation of the annual

sunflower, as possessing the advantages of furnish-

ing an abundance of fodder for cattle, in their

leaves. When, also, they are in bloom, the bees

flock to them to gather sweets. The seed is valua-

ble lor feeding pi^s. sheep, Sec; it produces a strik-

ing efl'ect on poultry, in occasioning them to lay

- more esgs than usual; the dry stalks burn v^ell, and

the ashes afford a considerable quantity of alkali

[Pciiia. Gazette,

It has been justly said of the farmer's occupa-

tion, that it involves as much skill, as much inter-

est, and as much honour, as any object within the

range of the attention, or the action of man. It

was certainly man's first employment, and without

doubt, the happiest in which he can be engaged.

True he labours hard, and by the sweat of his

brow cams his bread; and this is common to most

5^0f the Cattle Show, we have time, at present,

to say but little; though what we have to state is

highly encouraging. The exhibition equalled our

expectation in every department except that of

sheep, wherein it was miserably deficient, not in

the quality, but in the numbers of those upon the

grwind.

The show of horses of every sort, neat cattle,

and of domestic fabrics, far excelled what was ex-

pected, an<l was yet much diminished in every par-

ticular by the brvd weather of Monday. It rained

incessantly throughout the day, and must have pre-

vented much slock and many people within forty

miles from coming, and as it could not be known in

the country that the show had been postponed for a

dav, the exhibilion may be considered much infe-

rior to what it would have been, highly satisfactory

and encouraging as it was. The grounds are beau

tifully adapted to the purpose, and we may aiitici

pate an improvement, from year to year, in every

branch ol agricultural labour, and in every species

of domestic fabricks.

The next Cattle Show will probably be held not

later than the miihlle of October, which will make

it much more agreeable, the days being then longer

and the weather milder.

A more detailed account of the Exhibition, with

the reports and awards of Committees, will, of

course, be published in the American Farmer.

Reported for the American Farmer, Ji/ Lewis Sutton S( C».

Tobacco continues depressed; some little continues

to be done every week, js usual, however, at prices

within our standard rates^ We have no remarkable
sales to report. Tobacco is plenty in our market, par-

ticularly Ohio, beyond the demand, except leafy Ma-
ryland for manufacturers, of which there is a limited

supply, iihio tobacco is more brisk, and rather higher

ill price than for some time past; more inquiry for it

this week than usual. Some sales have been made from

^6.50 to 1.50 and 8.00, and some very line up to f lO.OO

to 11.00 and 12.00, we are informed. Standard rates of

Seconds, as in quality, $;3.00 a 6.00—common crop,

3.00 a 4.00—Do. red, 4.00 o 4. 50—good red, 5.00 o 6.00

—Fine red, 1.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 1.00 o 10.00—

Yellow do. 5.00 a n .00—Fine yellow, 15.00 a 20.00—

Virginia good, 3.50 a 8.00—Rappahannock, 3.00 a 3.5Q

—Kenuicky, fine, 4.00 o 5.00—do. for wrapping. 6.00 a

1.00—Cuba do. 18.00 a 23.00—St. Domingo, 14.00 a

18.00.

Flohr—white wheat lamily, $5.15 a 6 00—superfine
Howard-street, 5.00 a 5.12^-city mills, 4.31^0 1.15—

Susquehanna, 4.50 a4.15—Corn Meal, per bbl. i.lb—

Grain, white wheat, best .90 re 1.05—red do. .80o .85—

common do. .60 a .15—Corn, .45 re .46— Kte, -40 o .50

—Oats, .20 a 25—Beans, .80 n 1.0> —Peas, .40 a .
'>0—

Clover seed, 4.50 a 5.00—Timothy 3.00—Barley, .50

.60—Flaxseed, .15 re .80 -Cotton, Virginia, -84 o

.10—Upland fair, 9^ a lOJ—Loui.siana,.! 1 a 13—North
Carolina, .8^ a .9-i—Tennessee, .10 re.l 1— Alabama, .10

„. Ill— Wool, wa'shed, .I8n.22—unwashe'', .16— cross-

ed blood, .22 o 24—half do. .i4 re .26—three-quarter do.

.28 a .30—full do. .30 re 35—Hemp, Russia, per ton, $-'18

re 2-JO—Country, dew-rottcH, ton, 100 a 150—water-rot-

ted, 150 i< 115— Fish, Herrings, 2.50 a 3.00—Shad, C.OO

a 1.00-.Mackerel, 4.50 re 5.15—Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 n

.10—country, .6^ a .1—assorted do. 1 a ^i—Whiskev,

.26 a .-.'8 Feathers, .28 re .29— Beef, on the hoof, 4.60 o

5.00—Hogs, do. 3.50 re 4.00— Butter, . 16 « .25.

Several vessels, loaded with wheat, from St. Mary's

county, have arrived this week, and sales have been

made by us from .65 to .35 per bushel, all red wheat.

[•When the Editor of this paper had once the plea-

sure to see Mr. Jefferson at Monticello, he shewed him

a similar coat of mail which had been ploughed up in

a field not far off from Jamestown, in Virginia. He

said he supposed they « ere worn by some of the first

settlers, as a means of defending their bodies against

llie assaults of Indian arrows ]
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AaRXCVIiTVRE.

ANNUAL CATTLE SHOW,
For the exhibition and sale of Improved Domestic

Animals, Jls^ricxdtwal JIachincry and Implenunts,

and Household Manufactures, S,-c.—held by the .Ma-

ryland Jli^rictdtwal Society for the ff'estern Shore

of Maryland, agreeably to appointment at Carroll's

Point.

[Monday, the day previous to the one which bad
been appointed for the show, being one of incessant

rain, the Trustees who were then in the city, con-

cluded it would be best to postpone the show for a

day, especially as there seemed, at a late hour on
Monday, to be no prospect of good weather the

next day.

The show accordingly commenced on Wednes-
day morning, and was, as we have before stated,

superior in all respects to what might have been
expected. A pretty general impression prevailed
that the continuance of the shows tvould depend on
the result of this one, and Ihc event has bi en such
as to ensure not only their continuance, but that

their good effects will be augmented and become
more and more visible from year to year. As an
evidence of the light in which the awards of the

Society are already regarded, the single fact may be
stated, that (he owner of the stallion which took
the Society's premium, as the one best calculated
to get stock for the saddle, held him immediately
previous to the show at $300, but on receiving his

silver cup, refused to take less than $500.
Some days prior to the Exhibition, the following

letter from the late President of the Society was
received by tfae "Corresponding Secretary—wh'ch
being made known to the Board of Trustees, B. W.
Hall, Esq. was unanimously appointed President
pro tern.}

J. S. SKtNNER,EsQ. Driltimore, Oct. 16, 1827.

Correspd'g Secr'y Maryland .J^ic. Society:

Dear Sir,—'I he recent occurrence of an afflict-

ing event will prevent me from attending the ap-

proaching meeting of the Agricultural Society of
Maryland.

I beg leave to request you to communicate to the

Trustees, at the meeting which I understand is to

be held on Saturday, and also to the Society, my
wish to retire from the office with which 1 have
been honoured.

Be pleased to tender to the Society my sincere
acknowledgments for the confidence reposed in

me. and to assure the members that the evidences
they have given me of it shall be ever held in grate-
ful remembrance.

It will always afiford me pleasure to aid, as a
member, in the Society which has contributed so
much to the benefit and improvement of the agri-
culture of our state.

With great respect and consideration.
Yours, very truly,

GEO. HOWARD,
President Agric. Society.

[Doctor Joseph E. Muse, President of the Dor-
chester Agricultural Society, was requested to deli-

ver the premiums—and accordingly attended and
performed that service for the Society at 12 o'clock
on the second day of the Exhibition, agreeably to
the following reports:]

FARMS.
The Committee appointed to award the premiums

oflTered for the best farms, respectfully report:
That they award the first premium of plate, va-

lued at $50, to Jacob Hollingsworth, Esq., of Elk-
ridge; whose farm, in the opinion of the committee,
founded upon a report, after inspection, by the hon.
Thomas B. Dorsey and Col. Thomas Hood, mark-
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ed A., and hereunto annexed, has been cultivated
with an extraordinary degree of skill, judgment and
economy, and recovered from an extremely unpro-
ductive and exhausted condition, and raised to a

state of great fertility, with a rapidity almost unex-
ampled.

The Committee beg leave to suggest a hope, that
Mr. Hollingsworth will, for the benefit of the agri
cultural community in general, and especially for
the instruction and aid of proprietors of worn-out
lands, of a soil originally good, prepare and com
municate to the public through the medium of the
American Farmer, a more minute and detailed state

ment of his successful management than is contain-
ed in the report above referred to.

V. Maxcy,
R G Stockett,
John L. Potts,
H. G. S. Key.

(A.)

To the Tiustees af the Mai-yland Jgrictdtimd Society

liENTLEMEN, Eticridge, Ocl. 13, 1827.

In virtue of powers with which you have invest-
ed us, we have viewed the farm of Jacob Hollings-
worth, Esq. in Anne Arundel county, and beg leave
to present to you such facts relative thereto as were
furnished by our own observation, and such as were
derived from sources in which we repose implicit con-
fidence. There are about three hundred and fifty (o

four hundred acres of cleared tillable land, which is

judiciously divided into nine fields of unequal dimen-
sions. When purchased by its present proprietor,
the farm was wholly unproductive, filled with gut-
ters, sedge, and almost every species of filth, and
nearly destitute of fencing. It is now, as is a mat-
ter of notoriety, one of the roost highly Improved,
best cultivated and productive farms in the county.
The system of tillage has, notwithstanding, been a
severe one; the repetition of crops upon the same
grounds lapid.and the rests but short; yet such has
been the success of the system, that it has become
a general theme of conversation in the neighbour-
hood; and the best and most experienced farmers
amongst us are repudiating what was considered bv
them one of the best established axioms in hus-
bandry, that old, exhausted lands can only be re
stored to a high state of fertility by copious appli-
cations of manure, or by a succession of grain crops
•'few and far between." During the very precarious
seasons and general failure of the wheat crop which
have been so remarkable for some years past, an
average of more than 1500 bushels a year have
been raised on this farm: and the crop now on
hand (saved last July,) although not wholly thresh
ed out, will not yield less than 1700 bushels. The
quantity of Indian corn during the same period has
been abundant; more than 500 barrels were gather-
ed last fall; from the best judgment that cin be
formed on the subject, there will not be a much les.-

quantity at the present autumn. A quantity of rye
and oats were also raised, from fifly to sixty tons of
hay saved annually, and crops of tobacco made,
varying from five to fifteen hogsheads per annum.
Ihe hve slock on the farm is excellent, and in high
order. The number of draught horses used are
SIX, and the labouring hands are six men and four
boys; and little or no hiring takes place even during
harvest, although the wheat crop is so heavy that a
considerable portion of it is saved with sickles. As
an exam|ile of what we call severe cropping, we
beg leave to state, that the fallow field sown this
month in wheat, was cultivated in Indian corn in
1825, and bore a crop of wheat in 1826. so that it

cannot be said to have had more than one year's
rest. Yet, notwithstanding this course of culliva
tion, which, until recently, would in our neighbour-
hood have been denounced as most ruinous and in-
judicious. Woolly farm, which relies exclusively on
its own resources for manure, except gypsum, has

mproved in fertility as rapidly as any farm in ilie

county; and the industry, zeal and ability with
which it has been managed, have long been a sub-
ject of general conversation. Excuse the extreme
haste with which this communication, from acciden
tal circumstances, has been written; it has nothing
to recommend it but the accuracy of the facl.s

which it details With sentiments of the highest
respect, we are, gentlemen.

Your most obed't scrv'ts,

Thomas B. Dorsev,
Thomas Hood.

CROPS.
The Committee appointed to award Ihe preniiun).>

for crops, having carefudy examined the various
communications submitted (o them, respectfully re-

port:

That they award the first premium for wheat ol'

the value of )J20, to Mrs. Sarah West, of Peters-
ville, Frederick county, for her crop on a lot of IT
acres, 3 roods and 8 perches, averaging 32 bushels
and 21 lbs. per acre.

That for the best ten contiguous acres of Indian
corn, they award (he premium of §15 to Dr. Joseph
E, Muse, of Cambridge, who produced evidence of
the product of a lot of^ ten acres, at the rate of 76
bushels per acre; and for the best five contiguous
acres of Indian corn, producing, according to the
documents exhibited, an average product of 89
bushels, 8 pecks, 1 gallon and 2 Sths of a gallon
per acre, they award the premium of g.10 to the
same spirited, enterprising and scientific agricultu-
rist. For the particulars in the management and
cultivation of these lots, they refer to his interest-
ing letter, annexed to this report, and marked B.
A letter from Dr. Muse was also laid before the

committee, in which he states, that he had raised
this year 24,000 lbs. of seed cotton. While the
committee pLice the utmost reliance upon the accu-
racy of this statement, tliey, with rcbictaiicc, de-
cline aivarding the premium assigned for the larg-
est quantity of seed cotton raised in the state, for
want of] the authentication required by the rules of
the society.

Mr. Reuben M. Dorsey exhibited a certificate of
the sale of five hogsheads of tobacco, of the growth
of 1825—shewing, that three hogsheads sold for
$23 per 100 lbs ; one do. at $7; and one do. at §30—
making the average price §21.20. If this certifi-
cate had been accompanied by testimony, that Ihe
above five hogsheads were the whole of Mr. Dor-
sey's crop, be would have been entitled to the pre-
mium for the crop of highest price tobacco.
The Committee award the premium of §10 to

Mr. Charles Whittemore, for the best crop of po-
tatoes, who exhibited the necessary testimony, that
he had raised 1292 bushels from 4 acres 2i roods
being something less than 300 bushels per acre.
To Job Smith, E<q , the Committee award the

premium of $10, assigned to '-the proprietor of the
best apple orchard, consisting of not less than 200
trees, which shall evince the nio-^t judicious manage-
ment." It appears from the testimony exhibited,
that this gentleman's orchard consists of 353 healthy
and thrifty trees; that great care had been taken in
pruning, and that the fruit was remarkable not only
lor goodness, but for variety, there being no less
than 32 different kinds.

As the object of agricultural societies is to col-
lect and diffuse useful information, the Committee
on crops beg leave, respectfully, to recommend the
adoption of a rule, which shall require all competi-
tors for premiums for crops to accompany the tes-
timonials of the amount of crop, with a detailed
statement of the mode of cultivation.

V. Maxcv,
R. G. Stockett,
John L. Potts,
H. G. S. Kbt.
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[The folloHln;; is a list of the diflerent kinds of

apples in the before described orchard, viz:

Cart-house, Early Catlin,

Phoenix, Flat Pippin,

Robinson, English Pippin,

June apples. Grindstone,

Rambo, Spicelin,

Hard red, English I5ed-sfreak,

Gold finger, Svveetlin,

Queen, or pumpkin ap- Sheep-nose,

pie. Lady fins'^r,

Orange, Sunmier Ked-streak,

Catlin, Thin Skin,

Green Pippin, Gold Pippin,

Black Vandever, Siberian Crab,

House apple, Virginia Crab,

Vandever, Long-stemmed Pippin,

Gray-house, Quince apple.

Rusty-coat,

fjorchesler county, lo wit— Oct. 8, 1627. ( I
Your Committee beg leave further to observe

Joseph E. Muse deposeth that he accurately »ur- they were much gratified by the opportunity afford-

Dear Sir,

(B.)

Cambritlse, Oct. 4, 182'.

Last winter, some gentlemen, entertaining the

same sentiments with myself, of liie propriety of

cultivating less land with more attention, in pre-

ference to more land with less attention, determined

on a sweep-stake on 5 acres of corn, free to all the

farmers of the county who would throw in $5 each,

to be laid out in a silver plate for the victor. Un-
fortunately only six entered for the race; unfortu-

nately, too, 7iiy corn was planted four weeks alter

theirs, and the drought of a month fell directly upon
the first shooting, (as it is called,) or earing of mine,

which I had planted in a manner novel here, (I once,

some years ago, saw the mode described, or nearly

so.) Upon my five acres I had twelve thousand

stalks lo the acre. My land was laid oil' in double

drill, 18 inches apart, lands 4i feet apart, and so

throughout, and the stalks in these lines about 12

inches apart—nraking a regular series of isosceles

triangles. My ground was nmst perfectly pulveriz-

ed by the plough, roller, harrow, and scarifier, be-

fore planting. When the cor[i was six or eight

inches high, I bar-ploughed it very deep, and let the

earth remain unreturned till I supposed the roots

had descended under the furrough; which was my
object, that iti case of drought the depth of the

root might supply the moisture, which would be so

extravagantly demanded by the excessive number
of plants. I'hese are the only peculiarities attend-

ing my experiment, and the ground was cultivated
' in extremes; my corn had seasonable weather and

made a growth of twelve feet high, and as large

stalks as couhl be desired; but unfortunately, at the

Tery crisis of fructiJicalion,a. drought commenced
and continued about one monlh. The effects upon
my thick growth you may imagine; my neighbours
;)rcdicted that I would make none; and I think 1

veyed and measured the ground from which John

Wheeler, his overseer, swears he obtained the obrn

below mentioned; and that the one measurement

contains five acres precisely, and the other measure-

ment ten acres to the best of hj> knowledge.

Taken and certified by me, a justice of the peace

for the county aforesaid.

JAMES HOUSTON.

John Wheeler deposeth that the corn which grew

on the above named grounds this season, measured

as follows, to wit: on the five acres, four hundred

and forty-nine bushels and one half bushel and one

half peck of shell-corn, or ninety bushels per acre

wanting a half peck—and on the ten acres, seven

hundred and sixty bushels of shell-corn, or seventy-

six bushels per acre.

Taken and certified by me, a justice as afore-

mentioned. JAMES HOUSTON.

cd them of viewing, amongst other fine animals ex-

hibited, the beautiful and justly distinguished tho-

rough bred horse, '•Northern Eclipse," the property

of Stephens, Esq. of New York.
Thomas Kell,
Samuel Stevens,
NiMKOD OwiKGS,

Oct. 1827. John Ridgely.

ASSES AND MULES.
The Committee on Asses and Mules, regret that

ihey are under the necessity of reporting, that there

were none offered worthy of a premium.
John Mercer,
Thomas Hood,

Oct. 24, 1827. Samuel C. Owings.

HORSES AND MARES.
The Committee appointed to award premiums

for horses and mares exhibited at the present cattle

show, have performed the duly assigned them, (as

declared below.) Some of the premiums, it will be

seen, remain uuawarded, where the exhibitions did

not come within the range of the views and regula-

tions of the Society, in the instances designated.

For the best thorough bred stallion, pedigree pro-

perly authenticated to be produced, and left with

the Society for publication, $20

This premium remains unawarded, there being

no exhibition to which its requisitions suffi-

ciently apply.

For the best stallion adapted to get stock for the

saddle, ?15
This premium is awarded for the bay horse Wild

Herod, 4 years old, the property of Mr. Gore,

of Baltimore county.

For the best stallion adapted to get stock for a

quick draft, §15

This premium is awarded for the grey horse

Eclipse Fagdown, 4 years old, the property of

Mr. Boyce, of Elkridge.

For the best stallion adapted to get stock for slow

draft, .
*15

This premium is awarded for the dapple grey

horse Bolivar,? years old, the property of Mr.

Bostler, of Frederick county.

For the best thorough bred brood mare, $20
This premium is awarded for the bay mare Prim-

rose,* (ti years old, the property of Mr. Jacob
Hollingsworth,) by Telegraph out of an Oscar

mare, her family, through sire and dam, of high

pedigree,

would have made (but for this mishap.) fifty per For the best brood mare adapted to the saddle, ^10

cent. more. As it is, 1 ought to be satisfied, having This premium remains unawarded for the like

swept the stake.

I enclose a statement of the product of the five

acres; and also of ten acres, and will thank you to

exhibit them to the committee on crops, at your
cattle show; and whether I be or not, the success-
ful candidate for the five or (en acre premium, or

both, or neither, I feel gratified that under the most
unfavourable circumstances of weather, 1 have con-
vinced many obstinate farmers of their error

—

quod
crut desideratum.

You will perceive that I have had all these m;it-

ters verified on oath; and this full authentication
ought to be forever required by your board; nor
does it imply suspicion, but it will make the over-
seers more particular, and (he owners perhaps also:

and it goes abroad upon a firmer basis than a loose
letter of conjecture.

The board generally prefer to possess the mode
of cultivation. You will please to use this as may
best suit their views. Yours, respectfully,

J. S. Skinnee, Esq. JOSEPH E. MUSE.

This premium remains unawarded for the

reasons with the first.

For the best brood mare adapted to quick draft, $10
This premium is awarded for the bay mare Jnli

ana, ? years old. the property of Mr. Scott, of

Baltimore county.

For the best brood mare adapted to slow draft, glO
This premium remains unawarded for the like

reasons with the first.

There were indeed many other fine horses and
mares on the ground, with several promising fillys

and colts; atTordingthe assurance of the continuing

and unceasing care and attention of (he farmers of

Maryland, to this kind of stock, highly praiseworthy

in them and gratifying to the Society.

NEAT CATTLE.
The Committee on Cattle have witnessed with

great satisfaction the uncommonly fine show of Cat-

tle on the ground, and have discharged the duty
entrusted to them with the diflSculty which must
always attend the selection of the best from among

large a number of nearly equal merit.

They have awarded to Henry Thompson, Esq. for

his bull, Hamlet, the premium for the best bull

over 2 years old, full blood Devon, jjl5 00

To James Carroll, jr. Esq for his bull, Blu-

cher, of the Dutch and Devon blood, the

premium for the best bull over 2 years old

of any other breed, 15 GO

To John Mercer, Esq. of West River, for his

young bull. Eclipse, the premium for the

best bull, under 2 years old, of any breed, 10 00

To Henry Thompson, F^sq. for his short horn

cow, Eliza, the premium for the best miich

cow, 20 00
To Wm. Patterson, Esq. for bis Devon cow,

Daisy, the premium for the 2nd best Do. 15 00
T« Wm. Gibson, Esq. lor his cow. Flora, the

premium for the 3rd best Do. 10 00
To Ij. N, Rogers, for his 2 years old heifer,

Silver Skin, of the improved Durham short

horn bret'd, the premium for the best heifer

of any breed, 15 00
To Jnhn B. Morris, Esq. for his Devon heifer.

Rose, 1 year old, the premium for the 2nd
best Do. 10 00
The Committee cannot close their report with-

out commending the handsome display of fine De-
von, Short Horn, anil other cattle which have
been exhibited, and only regret that the limited

number of premiums did not permit them to gratify

their feelings by a more substantial testimony of ap-

probation than mere praise.

The fine bull of the short horn and Alderney
breed, shown by Mr. Charles Whittemore. The
cows, heifers, &.c. of Mr. John Mercer, Mr. Job
Smith, Mr J.imcs Carroll, &c are entitled to the

highest praise, and they conclude their report by
recommending the example of (he gentlemen who
are thus exerting themselves wi(h so much zeal and
spirit to improve our breed of Cattle to the general

imitation of their brethren, the farmers of Mary-
land.

*The full blood bay mare Primrose, was got by Tele-

graph, her dam by Oscar, her grand dam by Apollo, her

g. grand darn by the imported horse Granby, her g. g.

grand dam by Dr. Hamilton's Figure, her g. g. g. grand
dam by Othello, Othelloout of Selima got by the Godol-
pliin Arabian, thus shewing a very perfect pedigree.

PriDuose, the property of J. Hollingsworth.

October i4, 1827.

James C. Getting,
William Gibson,
D. MURKAV,
Christopher Carnan,
James .Svk-Es,

Richard K. Meade.

ON SWINE,
The Committee beg leave to report that they

have carefullv e.tamined the swine exhibited, and
have also obtained every information in their power
to enable them to form an accurate judgment.

Although but few specimens of that useful animal
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were produced, yet they are pleased to state, that

they were all very fine of their kind. No breeding

sows nor boars, under one year, were exhibited.

They award the first premium of $10 to Mr. N.

Underwood, of Orange farm, for his veTy fine white

boar Tom, aged two years and five months. Tom,
witlioiil any extraordinary keeping, would weigh
near 600 pounds
They also award the premiiin of #5 to Mr. N. Un-

derwood for the best sow pig, being one of the pigs

from his boar Tom.
ALEX.4NDER NlSBET,
John Kelso,
John Ensor.

SHEEP AND WOOL.
The Committee on sheep and wool, exhibited

at the nieeli.iiC of the Maryland A;;ricullural So-

ciety, of the 24th October, 1827, have awarded as

foli'.ws:

To William Patterson, Esq. for the best fine

wiioled ram, (Saxon) jJ15 00

To R. G. Slockett. Esq for the best pair of fine

wooled ewes, (Merino) 10 00

Te J:imps Sykes, Esq. for the best South-

down ram. 15 00

To R G. Stockett, for the best ram (Merino) 15 00

To R G. Stockett, for the best pair of ewes,
(M.-rino) 10 00

To John Ensor, for having raised the best

stork of lambs, 10 00
There were no Southdown or Dishley ewes ex-

hibited, and the rams of the hitter breed, though
good sheep, were not con^ide^ed so extraordinary

as to merit a preiiiium.

There was no oflcr of wool of any description.

AV. B Buchanan,
Daniel Hughes,
Wm. H Stump,
C. BiRNIE.

HOUSEHOLD MANUFACTURES.
The Committee on Domestic Manufactures ex-

hibited at the meeting of the Agricultural SJciety

of Maryland on the 24th October, 1827, award as

follows:

To Mrs. Daniel Murray, of Elkridge Landing,
for the best piece of carpeting, ^S 00

To Henry V^ Somerville, Esq. of Baltimore

county, for the best piece of kersey, 5 00

To Mrs. Eliza Gist, of Talbot county, for the

best hearth rug, 4 00

To Miss Mary A. West, of Baltimore, tor the

second best hearth rujr, 3 00

To Jacob Wilderson, of Baltimore, for the best

woollen counterpane, 4 00
To Mrs. Anne Morris, of Anne Arundel county,

for the best pair of woollen hose, 2 00
To Miss Anna Maria Stevens, of Talbot coun-

ty, for the second best pair of woollen hose, 1 00
To Mrs. Anne Morris, for the best pair cotton

hose, 2 00
To Miss Orrick, of B.iltimore county, for the

second best pair cotton hose, 1 00
The Committee feel themselves justified in re-

commending to premium Miss C Knight of for

the very excellent specimens of carpeting exhibited

by her, and in bt itowing their encomiums on Mrs.
R. A. Skinner and Mrs. Ensor, of Baltimore couaty,
for their exertions in this description of manufacture.

Mr. John Wilson, of Baltimore, also exhibited

some very good productions in this line from his fac-

tory in the city, which, though they could not come
into competition for the premium as they are not

considered in the light of household manufactures,
are fully entitled to notice and recommendation.
We must likewise mention an excellent exhibi

tion of carpeting, made at the factory of Mr. D. G'
McCoy, of Harford county, as among the best de-
scriptions we have seen.

The very beautiful hearth rug, exhibited us the
work of Miss Leah Goldsborough, of Talbot county,
they think entitled to a premium as an evidence of
the good taste and ingenuity of the manufacturer.
And the talents of Mrs. Daniel Murray, Mrs. R A.
Skinner, Miss Mary Coppuck and Miss VVateis, in

similar fabricks, deserve the liishest commendation.
A piece of drab cloth from R. B. not [uoperly

kersey, and consequently not provided lor m the
list of premiums, was much approved by the Com-
mittee, and some short hose manufactured in the
lamily of John Mercer, Esq from cotton grown on
his estate at West River, were of remarkably fine

quality and texture.

.\s the productions of the silk worm have not as
yet come under the consideration of the Society, the
Committee can only observe of the cocoons and
skeins presented by Mis. Norris, of Baltimore coun-
ty, that they appear to be of very good quality; and
tliey recommend that provision should be made in

future exhibitions (or the encourngement and re-

gard of this interesting branch of industry. The
I irge amount of silk maiiulactures, yearly imported
into this country has drawn the attention of the
Committee more particularly to this subject; and
llieir anxiety to promote the attraction ol this im-
portant material amongst us, has induced them to

avviird a premium of $15 to Mrs. Norris for the zeal
and intelligence she has displayed respecting it.w b. buch.^nan,

George Hoffman,
Thomas T. ^0MERVELL,
Bartus Comegvs.
James Syees.

BUTTER AND CHEESE.
The Committee on butter and cheese having ex-

amined the several samples of fresh butter present-
ed lor their consideration, found considerable dilli-

culty in deciding between the merits of a [iremiuiu,
exhibited by John Smith, Esq of Baltimore county,
and one furnished by Daniel Murray, Esq. of Anne
Arundel county. They, however, do award the
premium of $10, for tbe specimen of ihe best fresh
butter to John Smith, Esq. There being but one
sample of preserved butter, the Committee declined
awarding a premium as it was not considered en
titled to the ene placed at their disposal.

Henhy Thompson,
Thomas Kell,
J. Spear Smith,
Llo¥d N. Rogers,
Robert Ridoell.

THE PLOUGHING MATCH.
The Committee charged with the superintendance

of the ploughing match, directed their attention to

the duty assigned them. They laid otf Ihe ground,
(which luckily hapfiened to be a fair piece for all the
competitors,) into lands of 70 leet in length and 27
in breadth, leaving an interval of six feet between
each land.

There was but one three horse plough that enter
ed the hsfs, which, although without competition,
and under the disadvantage of having by mistake
ploughed up the interval as well as the (o/irf assigned
it, made her task in less time than any other plough:
and made an average depth and slice superior to any
plough there. We therefore assign to this plough
the premium of JIO.

N. b. VV'e are desired to observe that the above
plough WIS owned by Mr. Eastman, of Baltimore
city, the driver and horses by Mr. Baker Johnson, of
Baltimore county.

With respect to the two teams of oxen, we take
pleasure in bearing testimony to their unexpectedly
fast performance, but as those two ox teams were not
to vie with each other, particularly, but to contend
also with the horse teams, we cannot say further

than to observe, that their performance atTorded,
what we hope, may be a salutary proof of the fallacy
of the prevailing prejudices against those exceed-
ingly valuable animals as ploiighers; one of the
teams being beaten in point of time only one minute
by one of the two foremost horse teams, and the
other one minute behind the horse team last out.
Your Committee have, (hut they regret to say not

without some dilfcrence of opinion,) adjudged the
premium allowable to the best performance among
the two horse teams, to that owned by Mr Eastman,
of Baltimore. Your Committee will conclude their
report by observini;, that they are of opinion unan-
imously, that the whole work was well executed, and
the competition admirably maintained. All of which
is very respectfully submitted by

Your humble servants,

Thomas B. Hall,
John Schwartze,
Thomas Mituphy,
Samuel Stone,
Joshua Jones,

Oct. 25th, 1327. Carroll Hammosd.

FAT CATTLE.
The Committee on fat cattle and oxen, have to

regret that llir couipetition was so limited, and not
of a superior quality; but in the discharge of their
duty, do award the [iremium of ij20 to W. F. Pierce,
of Baltimore county, for the best lot of fat cattle;
and the premium of $10 to Judge Archer for the
second best; and to Enoch Clap, of Anne Arundel
county, the premium of $10 for the best pair of well
broke oxen.

John Kelso,
John L. Potts,
Charles Carroll,
Isaiah Mercer.

The Rebello Premium.
A silver cup of $20 value, to the constructor of

(he cheapest and most economical apparatus for
cooking food for stock; adapted to the use of the
generality of farmers. The contrivance to be ex-
hibited in operation on the Cattle Show ground.
By Jose Sylvester Rebello, minisler from Brazil.

The Committee on volunteer premiums awjird to
Mr. Coppuck Mr. Rebello's premium for "the cheap-
est and most economical apparatus for cooking
food." The constructor is willing to contract for
putting up his apparatus, adapted to the largest farm,
lor the sum of 150 dollars.

J. S. Smith,
Samijel McCulloh,

Oc<.24, 1827. Benj.M. Hodges.

The undersigned, appointed by the President of
the JMar)land Agricultural Society, having counted
(he votes of the society, report the election of the
following gentlemen:

W. B Hall, President.

James Cox, Treasurer.

James Howard, Secretary.

J. S. Skinner, Corresponding Secretary.
Charles Ridgely, of Hampton,")
H. V. Somerville,

David Williamson, Jr.

Nicholas M. Bosley,
George Howard,
James Carroll,

Jacob Hollingsworth, ^^TrusteQS.
Allen Thomas,
George Cooke,
Samuel W. Smith,
James Swan,
Richard CatOD,
John B. Morris, ^

II. V. Somerville,
J. B. Morris.
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THE CULTIVATION OF THE LOCUST.
Wairen connty, Pennsylvania, )

.1. .S. Skinvkr, Esq. September, 1327. J

Dear Sir.— I profited bv tlie information rommu"
nicaled in a letter of one of your correspondents,

wbicli was published in the American Farmer about

livo years since, relative to the propagation of the

Locust tree from the seed. And I take pleasure in

giving the result of mj' experiment for the advan-
tage of those who niay feel a desire to cultivate,

with certainty, this very useful tree for many pur-

poses.

I had procured a quantity of the Locust seeds,

(black Locust so called,) with the intenlion of plant-

ing them early last spring. The backwardness of

the season prevented my doing so at the time in-

tended, and my numerous avocations thereafter

caused nie to forget that those seeds were in my
possession, until (he 18lh of June, when, late as it

was, 1 determined to experiment with them. Ac
cording to the directions given in the letter referred

lo, I jioured boiling water on the seeds, and suffered

them to remain in the same water for 12 or 14 hours,

fhroiving away the few light seeds that rose to the

surface (hereof My gardener, a soldier of the revo-

lution, had previously prepared a bed for the recep-

tion of the seeds, and on the morning of the 19th of
June he drilled them in, four or five inches apart,

covering them lightly, the rows about a foot apart:

every seed, I think, vegetated. In a few days they
appeared above ground, and so rapid a growth of
trees I never before saw. On the 23d of August fol-

lowing, I counted 500 vigorous young trees, some
of which measured in height 2C inches, and not any
of them short of 20 inches. There was great uni

formity in the size of the trees. 1 have oidy to add
that a small quantity of refuse mortar which had
been [)repared early in the spring for plaistering a

house, had been strewed upon the bed in which the

Locust seeds were drilled. I.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the material .for Cot-
ton Bauging, Cordage, &c.—No. VI.

Slave Lahour and Domestic Mainifactwcs.

Ravensioorth, near JHexuridria, D. C. \

J. S. Skinner, Es«. Octcber -^i, 1821. ^

Sir.— I have seen, with very groat satisfaction, the

efforts making through the njeJium of your valuable

paper, to awaken my fellow citizens of the South to

a sense of their true interests, in relation lo domes
lie manufactures: and I gladly avail myself of the

offer of at least one of your correspondents to seek

such further intbrmalion on the subject, as may be

of use to a very large proportion both of Virginia

and Maryland. Almost all the country north of the

Rappahannoc is too high for the successful cultiva-

tion of cotton; but it possesses every advantage both

of soil and climate for the production of wool: and
be.<ides being abundantly supplied with water power,

has a considerable proportion ol slave labour, en-

tirely unproductive in its present occupation. My
object is, to ascertain whether this labour cannot be

advantageously employed in converting our wool

into cloths, calculated for our own market? and for

this purpose, 1 beg leave to propose the following

queries lo the experienced practical manufacturers

of the Noith.

1st. Can women and girls above the age of ten,

be advantageously employed in a woollen factory?

2d. Would any mate labour be necessary, and if

so, in what proportion?

3d. Could ,1 single skilful and experienced manu-
facturer drill any nuniher of raw hands to the vari-

ous operations connected with the conversion of

wool into cloth?

4lh. If not, what ready taught labourers or maiku-

facturers would it be necessary to employ?
(

51h. What would be the cost of a factory (includ

ing both horse and machinery) for the employment
of forty women and girls?

6lh. What quantity of wool, or (for the manufjc-
ture of cassinetl) of wool and spun cotton, would be
requisite for keeping such a factory in operation

throughout the year?
7lh. On what terms could a competent superin-

tendant be procured?
8th. And if any additional experienced labour

must be employed, what would be its cost?

Answers, as much in detail as possible, to these

questions, will not only confer a great favour on the

individual asking them, but may very possibly ren

der some aid to the interests both of agriculture and
manufactures.

With great respect, sir, yours, &c.
WM. H. FITZHUGH.

Suffolk, J^ansemond county, Virginia, I

Thomas Massev, Esq. October 23, IS21. ]

Dear Sir.—I now have that valuable paper, the

"American Farmer," of the 19th October, 1827,

vol. 9, No. 31, before me, in which you very polite

ly offer to give any information that may be required

by any one respecting the costs of an establishment

to manufacture cotton or wool, and say if any south-

ern gentleman will give you the costs of slave la-

bour, you will then make the calculation, &c. neces-

sary for them, not that 1 ever expect to bo concern-

ed in manufacturing myself, on account of my in-

ability in funds, even were I disposed; yet the infor

niation here asked, if answered, may be of some use

to our southern country, and perhaps this section,

where we have many slaves, and the}' yield us very

little. First then I will say a likely man can be hired

for a year, ...... ifio

Feeding, from 18 to 25, say . . 20
Clothing, from 10 to 15, ... 12

Taxes, about 2

Boys under 12, hire per year for about

Feeding, as much as a man.
Clothing, about ....
Taxes, (none)

Girls under 12, same.

Women hire for about from 15 to 20,

:

Feeding, as above, . . . .

Clothing, about ....
Taxes, about

$69

*36

$17
20

$47

I have here given you the highest hiring prices,

and perhaps the clothing might be less; the feeding,

if any thing, is more; and if the slave is not hired.

Doctor's bill to add; if hired, the owner pays them.

Men that will hire for g35 will sell for about from
jpSOO to $350. Boys at $8 hire will sell for about

from $150 to $250. Girls same, and women not

much more, I speak as to this section ef country

particularly, where money is so very scarce. Now
1 would ask of Mr. Massey the costs of a small fac-

tory for cotton that would employ the least number
of hands so as lo be profitable, and what could the

cloth be made for per yard, and what capital neces-

sary to carry it on, how long it would require to

carry one into operation, (as we Virginians say

from the stump,) and in fact, sir, any other and all

information necessary to erecting one that may be

required, (which I, a novice as 1 am, in such things,

may have omitted lo inquire of you,)" and the same
information, (if you have time,) relative to a wool-

len (actory: this information, as before stated, is not
for myself, but for any of my friends that may think
they can profit by the answers to be thus given.

^Vith due respect,

JOHN THOMPSON KILBY.

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir.—Wi]\ you be pleased to let the forego-
ing letter appear in your paper, with this further
inquiry, if any one has yet invented a machine to
cause a mill or factory to be moved alternately by
the same water, thnt is to cause the water thrown
(rom the water wheel into the race to be agaia
thrown back upon the wheel, and thus constantly,
(with a very small stream,) to keep a large mill in
operation: it does seem to me that I have some where
seen some hint relative to a machine of this kind;
should it be practicable, (of which I have no idea,)
the discovery, if once made, would be of great ser-
vice to a flat level country in the operation of water
power: the idea, formed by something I have read
on the subject, is here merely suggested for the pur-
pose of calling out information upon the subject.
Should it be found to be impracticable, the enquiry
can do no harm.

Respectfully, your most obedient,

JOHN T. KILBY.

SEA ISLAND COTTON IN VIRGINIA.
Fredericksburg, Virginia, )

J. S. SKiNNtR, Esq. October 22, 1827.
J

Sir.—Perhaps it may be useful to the public to
know that the growth of the Sea Island cotton is not
confined to countries south of North Carolina. The
sample forwarded is the product of this year. It was
raised on the farm of Francis W. Taliaferro, Esq.
about four miles below this tov n. Though I am my-
self an editor of a newspaper, yet, as your Gazette
is exclusively devoted to agricultural concerns, the
notice of it there may be more extensively useful
than in the "Arena." In very great baste, I am, sir,

very respectfully.

Your obedient servant, J. MERCER.
[Sample, very beautiful, to be seen at the office of

the American Farmer ]

HORXXCVXiTURE.

CHERRIES.
[Extracted from Prince's "Treatise onHorticcl-
ture"— the numbers refer to the enumeration in

his catalogue.]

22. Yclloiu Spanish.—This is a cherry of the larg-
est size, and at the same time one of the most lus-

cious. It is a variety of the Duke, of a straw co-
lour, dotted on one side with small red spots, and
added to its fine quality, it is a constant bearer.

The skin appears so dolicate, that 1 do not think it

so well calculated for transportation as some others,

and 1 have also noticed that, probably, from the
same circumstance, the fruit is apt to rot during
long continued rains at the period of ripening. At
Boston this cherry is sometimes called the Carna-
tion, and at others the Bigarreau; the latter term
invariably indicates hard cherries.

38. Elkhorn —This is one of the largest black

cherries I have ever seen; its size varies little from
that of the bbick Tartarian, but it ripens two weeks
later, and is peculiarly distinct from every other

kind; the flesh, when eaten, having a liver-like con-
sistence and being very solid. It is, perhaps, less

highly flavoured than some others, but still a supe-

rior fruit; and from its solidity is well calculated

for transportation lo the markets, and its ripening

at a later period causes it to be most suitable for

filling up the space between the ripening of the ear-

lier Duke and Heart cherries, and the common
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Kentish and Morello varieties. I discovered this

variety on a tour through Maryland about thirty

years ago, growing in the garden attached to a ho-

tel, and finding it very different from any that I had

seen, 1 brought home some scions for inoculation;

the l;<ndlor'l called it the Eikhorn, which name I

adopted for it.

4. Black Tartarian.—This cherry, now well

kn0l^n in nikny parts of the Union, i? not surpass-

ed by any other Heart cherry with which I am ac

qu.iinted It is of the largest size, of a fine black

colour, very superior in flavour, and the tree i» a

great and constant bearer, lis period of ripening

IS the same as the Black Heart; but for all purposes

it is far more desirable. It is, without doubt, the

best market cherry of its season, and in connection

with the yellow Spanish, may he considered not to

be rivalled for the dessert. It has been the fortune

of this, as of most other choice fruits, to receive in

England a great number of titles, and no less than

ten are enumerated, by which it has been sold in

that country. It has even in our country, from the

before mentioned circumstance, been disseminated

un<ler two names, different from the one that heads

this list—the Ronald's Black Heart, and the Circas-

sian, both of vvhich refer to the same fruit.

5. IVhite Tartarian—The cherry long cultivated

by this name in our country, I have ascertained to

be incorrect, and is nothing more than a half bar-

ren variety of the White Heart. I have recently

introduced the genuine kind, which is a most beau-

tiful transparent fruit, of a very fine quality, but not

of very large size.

44. Plumstone Morello.—The varieties of the Mo-
rello are considered the finest fruits for tarts and

preserves, and also for putting in brandy; but the

European varieties are far surpassed in size and

value by the present one, which is a native, disco-

vered by myself in travelling through Virginia. It

is far larger than any other variety, extremely rich

and fine, and his pits shaped like those of the plum;
whence its name. I have never found eilher this,,

or the large English morello, attacked by the insect

which perforates the branches of the common mo-
rello, and causes large excrescences to be formed,

which, if left to increase annually, and not lopped

off in time, destroy the tree altogether.

60. ^^Vapolcon B\a;a^-reau —The growth of this

tree is the strongest I recollect to have seen, ex-

cepting the Tobacco leaved cherry. Its general

appearance is indicative of a superior fruil; and al-

though I have not yet myself seen its produce, still

it may reasonably be supposed that this tree, which
originated in France, would not have received the

name of the greatest favourite of the nation, wilh

out its possessing superior merit. It was intro

duced to this country but three 3'ears since by

myself.

1-2. China Heart.—This cherry I raised from the

seeds of the Ox Heart, and it is different from any
other that has met my view. It is but of moderate
size, but beautifully mottled, more like a waxen
fruit, or like some representations on China ware;
the flesh between the solid and the melting, quite

sweet, and with a flavour peculiar to itself, differing

from all others. It is an exceedingly productive
tree, and the lower branches, as it advances in size,

assume in many cases a pendant form. It ripens

just after the Black Tartarian and many others are
past, and forms a link between them and the later

varieties

39. Remington White Heart.—This is the latest

cherry which has originated in this country, and in-

deed, with few exceptions, later than any known in

Europe. A bunch of the fruit was sent to me from
Rhode Island, about the middle of September, which
was just then ripe; but at Long island it ripens in

August. The fruit is of a pleasant flavour, but no-
thing superior; the tree is very productive, but the
late period of ripening forms its greatest merit.

DOMESTIC WliNE.
The Georgetown Republican publishes a letter

from Mr. Adlum, (so celebrated fur the perfection
to which he has brought domestic wine fiom the na
tive grape,) from which we extract the following re
cipe for making wine of wild grapes. This, as he
remarks, is the season at which the common Fox
grape and other large grapes are ri[ie; and as others
will be ripening until after the frost, it is well lo

draw the attention of farmers to the subject. Air.

Adlum says that there are thousands, if not tens of
thousands, of bushels of wild grapes of various
kinds, now growing in the different sections of our
counlrj , each bushel of which will make from two lo

three gallons of wine, much better than the wretch
pd stuff imported in wood called Claret, and other
imparled wines of low prices. He gathered some of
the Fox grapes for experiment, from the places
where they grew naturally, and bruising them and
straining them through a thin piece of muslin, tried

the siiecific gravity, and found it to be 1055. which
was the average of three different wines, and which
is equal to one pound lour ounces of the sweet prin-
ciple, that is, (sugar,) to the gallon of the juice or
must. [JV. V. Statesman.

To MAKE WlNE OF WiLD GraPES.

Gather the grapes when ripe and bruise them with
a mallet, or in any other way , just to crack the skins

is sufficient, but take great care not to bruise the
seeds—and when the grapes are bruised, put them
into an open headed cask or tub, but do not fill it

more than two-thirds full, where they are to remain
for one, two or three days, according to the tempe-
rature of the weather, or until the pulp or colouring
matter is dissolved. The skins and seeds will have
risen to the surface and the wine is to be drawn off

by a hole made within one or two inches of the bot-

tom, the wine will run off tolerably clear; but have
a hair sieve to let it run through to catch every thing
that may run off with the wine—when you have the
wine drawn off, add sugar to your taste, or it is a
better way to add sugar until a fresh egg swims, just
so that the upper edge is even with the surface of
the must, and as soon as it is dissolved, put it into
a clean cask well fumigated with a sulphur match
and bung it up tight; bore a small giniblet hole near
the bung, into which put a peg, not so tight but that
a little air may escape to keep the cask from burst-
ing. In about three weeks, drive the peg in tight,

and it is not necessary to look at it again until the
tirst week in December, when in nine cases out of
ten, the wine will be perfectly fine and bright; you
need not be under any apprehension about the fer-

mentation, as it will go on its own way, and nature
will perform her office in the best manner possible
On a clear cold day early in December examine

your wine, and in nine cases out of ten it will be
completely fermented, and will be perfectly fine

and bright. Then rack it off into a clean cask, fu-

migated with a sulphur match, and in the month of
March following, rack it again as above—and if it

should not be perfectly fine, fine it with (if red wine)
the whites of eggs—if white wine, with milk.

If all these operations are done with proper care,
it will then be incorruptible, and last for an age, or
ages if necessary.

I am here speaking of the Fox and other larger
grapes.

If the smaller grapes are used, such as the fall or
frost grapes or others, as the chicken or pigeon,
which are full of seeds and have thick clammy juice,
it will be necessary to add from one gallon to a gal
Ion and a half, of water lo the bushel of grapes, ei-

ther before or after they are bruised, the grapes to

be first measured in the clusters—put the water to

them a little more than milk warm, and rub them
well with the hand, then put them into a cask or tub
as above mentioned, and follow the directions given
for tli« manufacture of the Fox grape wine. In rub-

1

liing them with your hands, it is very easy to get
most of the stems off the giapcs, and if separated,
will make a neater wine.

Where you have not the means of getting the in-

struments for ascertaining the specific gravity of the
must of the grape, and if you wish a wine to keep
for an indefinite length of time, the way is lo add
sugar to the must slowly, and dissolve it until a fresh
egg swims, so that the upper edge is jusi even with
the surface of tUe mvst of the grapes, which will
then be equal to about three pounds of the sweet
principle, (sugar,) to the gallon; where there are
about two pounds of the sweet principle, in the gal-
lon, it will make a wine that oUKht to be drank with-
in the twelvemonth following. But for your grog
bruisers, whiskey, rum and Madeira drinkers, who
drink for the "intoxicating quality and not for the

flavour"— it will be necessary to add from tiiree to

four gallons of strong brandy to the barrel of wine

—

with four gallons of brandy lo the barrel, that wine
which has but two pounds of the sweet principle to
the gallon, will suit most vitiated tastes best.

There is now a sufficient quantity of the wild-
chicken and frost grapes within half a mile of my
house to make a pipe of wine, and I should suppose
that in Montgomery county, which joins the Dis-
trict of Columbia, there are wild grapes sufficient, if

they were gathered, to make between one and two
hundred pipes, otherwise they will be left to fall

and rot on the ground, or be eaten by the birds;
and in the whole state of Maryland, there is now at
this present moment, enough of wild grapes on the
vines to make two thousand pipes of wine, and many
of the other stales would produce as much, which
would be worth, if properly manufactured, from fifly

to one hundred cents the gallon.

September i't, 1627. JOHN ADLUM.
P S. I have always observed that the wild grapes

are infinitely more abundant in slatey, gravelly,
sandy and other poor land than on the rich lime-
stone lands.

SILK.
The county court of Johnston, N. C recently ap-

pointed commissioners to purchase land, and to
have erected thereon suitable buildings for the re-
ception of the paupers of that county. Mr. John
MacLeod, one of the commissioners, preseriled to
the court at August term, a memorial, in which he
states that the paupers "can be profitably employed
in the production of silk." The article is publisjied
at length in the Raleigh Register, accompanied by
the following remarks:
"We heartily approve of that part of Mr. Mac-

Leod's communication, which proposes to employ
our paupers in the cultivation of silk; and we trust
that the example set by Johnston county will be imi-
tated, as it deserves to be, by the other counties.
It is well known, that all the" necessary labour at-
tending the culture of silk, may be performed by
children or superannuated persons. A crop of silk
is the work hut of forty days, the first twenty of
which occasion but little trouble. The mulberry
tree is easily propagated, and possesses the property
of enriching the soil where it is planted. V\'e are
pleased to see that Mr. MacLeod is not a mere
theorist on the subject, but has reduced to practice
that which he recommends."

TO IMPROVE TEA.
The cheapest, and most expensive teas, are said

to he all the leaves of the same tree. The high
flavour, therefore, of some of the sorts, and liie

want of flavour in others, must arise from the man-
ner of preparing them. The substance found to
agree best with the original flavour of tea, is the
oil of bergauiot, by the proper management of which
you may produce from the cheapest teas, the finest
flavoured bloom, hyson, gunpowder, and cowslip.
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XNTES.NAII IMPROVSQIMCENT.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
Memorial

To the President and Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio

Rail Road Company.

(Continued from p. 251.)

The Ohio and Erie canal, now in great forward-

ness, and which will probably be completed in 1830.

will traverse the rich and I'ertile state of Ohio, for

a distance of 307 miles, and open between Cleave

land, on Lake Erie, and Portsaiouth, on the Ohio ri-

ver, all the advantages of intercourse and transpor-

tation which are now in use between Buffalo and

Albany. This canal unites with the Ohio about 90

miles below the mouth of the Great Kanawha: and

in its progress down the valley of the Scioto, is at

the mouth of Salt creek, within about 45 miles of

the latter place; and presents, in connection with

the route which we recommend for the Baltimore

rail-road, a continued line of communication from

thai city to Lake Erie. Whether this connection

would be most advantageous, by the use of steam

boats between the moulh of Scioto and Great Ka
nawha, or by extending the rail-road (over ground

believed to be very favourable to this species of iiii-

provenient,) forty five miles west of the Ohio, so as

to unite the railwav and canal at the mouth of Salt

Cfi-ek, in the valley of Scioto, are questions which

future examinations will best enable the company

to decide. By pursuing the Ohio canal to Forts-

mouth, and ascending the Ohio river to the mouth

of Kanawha, the entire distance from the mouth of

Ca^ahoga to Baltimore, will not exceed eight hun-

dred and ninety miles. By extending the rail-road

to the mouth of the Salt Creek, the distance will he

diminished to eight hundred miles. From the same

point on Lake Erie, the distance to Buffalo is two

hundred miles; by the canal to Albany three hun-

dred and sixty-four miles; by (he North river to New
York one hundred and fifty five miles: making the

entire distance from Cleaveland to New York, of

seven hundred and nineteen miles. When popula

(ion and civilization shall spread over the important

and extended district of country which surrounds

the great lakes of the north-west, and their tributa

ry rivers: when science and the arts, aided by mer-

cantile capital, shall invigorate the industry, and

give directions to the sources of that region, its

commerce must be incalculable, and will richly re-

pay any expenditure that provides for it the facili-

ties of interchange at any of the maritime cities

In estimating the portion which Baltimore may se-

cure, by opening the channel of intercourse which

is here suggested, we must bear in mind, that in

commercial operations, distance is as nothing, ex

cept as it affects the time and safely, certainty and

cheapness of transportation: and how will stand the

question in relation to e.ich of these particulars be-

tween New York and Baltimore? The canal ol

Ohio will furnish transportation equal in each, to

that of New York. The railway, when the propel

ling power is steam, admits of a velo';ity, limited

only by prudence, and which is unattainable by the

steam boats, that may be employed in the naviga-

tion of the Hudson and Lake Erie: this, we think,

is proved by the reasoning of an engineer of high

standing, to whose remarks we take the hberty of

referring (F )

The expense of transportation between Lake Erie

and Baltimore, we presume, cannot be greater than

from the same point to New York; the diminished

time, combined with equal certainty as to the pe-

riod of arrival, and salVly of the rommodities trans

ported, would seem to us, to incline the balance in

favour of Baltimore; but when it is considered, that

the New York canal and the Hudson river are

closed bj ice, about four months in the year; lli I

three months at its northern extremity, and rarely

more than for a few weeks at a lime on its southern

end; that the section occupied by the rail road|will,

without interruption from ice, at all seasons of the

year, transmit the commerce of the valley of the

Ohio, with that which may accumulate on its shores,

to the most eligible port on the Chesapeake, where
the winter rarely presents serious impediments to

foreign trade; all doubts must be removed as to the

superior advantages possessed by Baltimore over

her more northern competitor, in relation to this

trade. Should the main stem of the Ohio canal be

intersected by one opened along the valley ol the

Muskingum, it would present an additional tribula

ry stream to the Baltimore railway: as the com
merce of that rich valley would more conveniently

unite that destined for Baltimore, by descending the

Ohio to the mouth of Kanawha, than by pursuing

any other routes to an eastern market. Looking to

the great valley of the Scioto, already boasting oi

a population of 150,000 souls, with a soil prover

bially fertile, and destined to reach the highest state

of improvement, population and wealth, commer-
cial advantages must present themselves in favour

of the route which we suggest, entitled to great

weit':ht in deciding the location of the railway.

—

Sboulil the effoits of these enterprising people,

realizing their future anticipations of connecting

the Scioto with the Maumee, by the Auglaise; the

Maumee with the Wabash, and the Wabash with

the Illinois; a flood of business must be let into the

Ohio canal, and transferred to the Baltimore rail-

way, which the most languine may not anticipate.

But receding from the west, let us look at the valley

of the Ohio river for its probable contributions to

the trade ol Baltimore: although Pennsylvania, by

her c^.nal, may divide the trade between the mouth
of Muskingum and Pittsburg, yet the influence oi

her efforts will probably not extend below that point:

looking down the Ohio, Louisville presents itself as

the probable point from which Orleans and Baiti
more may respectively claim the trade; the extent
and value of the commerce of this great artery of

the confederacy, may be in some measure estimat-

ed by the number and tonnage of the vessels to

which it now gives' employment. (G.)

extent of velocity of which the propelling power
itself is capable. Because the power of horses de-
creases rapidly when their speed is increased, it fol-

lows that on a railway, as well as on a canal, their
velocity cannot be considerable; and that the ad-
vantage of railways, that velocity does not incrgaie
resistance, is counteracted by the diminution of the
power of exertion of horses when their speed is in-

creased.

"Still, owing to the circumstance that railways
cost less than canals in England, transportation is

found to be nearly the same there by either mode
of conveyanse, even when horse power is employ-
ed. But recently a new propelling power has been
introduced, which, like friction, remains the same
whatever may be the velocity: this is the locomotive
engine. After once having set a train of wagons in

motion, the engine will continue to act with constant
and undiminished power, and will accelerate the
peed of the whole tram, until it has attained the
maximum velocity that can be given to the wheels
by the strokes of the piston.

"By increasing, therefore, the velocity of the rim
of the wheels by any means whatever, the speed of
transportation on railways might be increased ivith-

mit limits, by a propelling steam engine: prudence
alone fixes a limit to (he velocity.'

The following tabh is given in a recent and va-

luable work, by Thomas Tredgold, to shew the

length of time that horses are capable of different

velocities:
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PbcDnix,

Magnet,
Velocipede,
Commerce,
Lexington,
Paragon,
Favourite,

Louisville,

Indiana,

Plough Boy,
Belle Creole,

Patrick Henry,
President,

General Jackson,

Kmerald,
Rambler,
America,
Feliciana,

Natchez,
Red River,

Fort Adams,
Superior,

Elizabeth,

Neptune,
Louisiana,

Ramapo,
Huntress,

160 Gen. Hamilton,

140 Geo. Carroll,

120 Opelousas,

200 Messenger,
200 Marietta,

35G Gen. Marion,

240 Phoebus,

180
300
140

130

140

96
50

50 Walk-in- the-AVater, 350

120 Kolarv, 25

100 Albion, 30

120 Union, SO

80 Miami, 50

300 Jubilee, 200

340 Amazon. 300

150 Oregon, 200

120 Fame, 300

300 Columbus, 350

300 Car of Commerce, 200

200 Essex, 200

150 Wm. D. Duncan, 80

100 Hercules, (tow boat) 200

100 Post Boy, 220

200 Olive Branch, 300

100 Wabash, with her

100 two tow boat.s, 90

100 Ben Franklin, 150

280

Number of Boats, 109—Burthen, 18,597 tons.

There are now building, two boats on the Cum-

berland river; one at New Albany, two at Cincin

nati; one at Marietta, and two at Pittsburg.

(To be conlinued.)

spinning a stop is to be made at every third step,

and that half the steps are to be taken backwards.

Where, we ask, is the yovng man, who would un-

dertake to travel twelve miles and a half in a day,

one half the distance backwards, and stop on the

way 14,400 times?

The young women, of course, had to travel a

roater distance; but they are doubtless some forty

years younger than Mrs. , and find it a mere
pastime,

"To trip it as they go,

On the light fantastic toe."

But we cannot do less than recommend them to

the particular attention of those who are in pursuit

of wives, as better calculated to make a man happy,

than if they had spun a thousand miles of street

yarn. [Berkshire American.

SFORSIZirO 0£I0.

RAIL ROAD.
Morgantoion, Oct. 6, 1827.

The Engineers returned to this place on Wednes-
day evening, from the Ohio river. We understand

that they went up Buffalo, and down Fishing creeks;

and returned up Fishing and down Dunkard creeks.

They will remain here some time examining the

surrounding country.

WASHINGTON JOCKEY CLUB RACES.
First Day.—The race for a purse of 400 dollars,

for four mile heats, was won by Hippona, entered

by Mr. Burwell, beating, in two heats, INIr. Pye's

Coniwallis, and Mr. Harbaugh's Louisa Savary.

Second Day.—The club purse for two mile heats,

was won with ease in two heats by Morgan Rattler,

beating Gracchus and Medora.

TIdrd Day.—The purse for three mile heats, was
taken at two heats, with ease, by Louisa Savary,

beating Wharfrat, Mary lander, and Morgan Rattler.

XiADXSS' DBFARTXaZSirT.

SONG.
(From the Italian.)

Oh, who art thou of pensive beauty.

Whose looks so soft, so sad appear.

All court thee with assiduous duty.

And yet all greet thee with a tear?

I sing in low and plaintive measure.
Of days and sorrows long past by.

And young and old with weeping pleasure

Dwell on the strains of Memory.

Oh, who art thou of youthful brightness.

With airy step a;id locks of gold;

The heart to meet thee bounds in lightness

The eyes with smiles thy form behold?
I strive to gild this world of sadness

And change it to a sunny slope;

All love my song and tale of gladness.

And call me by the name of Hope.

Pedigrees of Valdablb Horses.

(Continued from p. 255.)

HEATH'S CHILDERS.
Sir, Leonard-Toicn,July 12, 1184.

Agreeably to your request, the following is a pe-
digree ol' a sorrel horse sold by the late Abraham
Barnes to Daniel Heath, called Childers. He was
got by a horse of Col. Baylor's called Fearnought;
bis dam an imported mare bought of W. Wildman,
in England; she was got by Bajazet, son of the Go-
dolphin Arabian; her dam by Babraham; her grand
dam by .Sedbury; her great grand dam by Childers,

which was called Lord Portmore's Ebony.
I am, your most obed't serv't,

RICHARD BARNES.

"LONG YARNS."
Mrs. , iipivards of sixty years old, and two

young women in the same family, not two furlongs
from our office, on the lOlh inst. spun 28 skeins of
woollen yarn, each skein containing 15 knots. Of
this respectable day's work, Mrs. did 8 skeins,
and the young women 10 skeins apiece.

In performing her task, (as a man of arithmetic
assures us,) the aged matron had to walk 43,'iOO
steps, which on calculation arc found to make about
twelve and a half miles. Here, then, we have no
small degree of "industry in the feet, as well as the
fingers—especially when it is considered that, in

CUB.
Cub was got by Yorick, his dam by Silver Legs,

out of the imported mare Moll Brazen. Yorick was
got by the famous imported horse Morton's Travel-
ler, his dam by Blaze, in England, out of Col. Tay-
loe's imported mare Jenny Cameron; Silver Legs
Was got by the above horse (Morton's 'Pravcller,)

out of Jenny Cameron. Moll Brazen was bred by
Mr Hodgson, of Tadcaster, in Yorkshire, and was
got by Cub, son of Old Fox and the Warlock Gal-
loway; her dam by Torrismond, son of the Bolton
Starling and Young Cade's dam; her grandam by
Second, brother to Snip; her great grandam by
Mogul, brother to Babraham, her g. g grandam by
Sweep-Stakes sire of the dam of Whistle Jacket,
her g. g. g. grandam by Bay Bolton and sister to

Sloven, her g. g. g. g. grandam by the Curwen bay
Barb, her g. g. g. g. g. grandam by Curwen's Old
Spot, her g. g. g g. g. g. grandam by the white-

legged Lowther Barb.
Copied from the race book and certificates of

DANIEL McCARTY,
Test, Wesimoreland county, Va.

Presley Thormtoh.

BELMONT,
Was got by Tanner, bis dam by Selim, (out of an

imported mare hied by Lord Godolphin;) she was

got by Panton's grey Arabian, her dam by the Go-

dolphin Arabian, her grandam by Snip, out of Mr.

Panton's famous Withrington mare. Tanner wa«

an imported horse and a well bred son of Cade'.'.

37iB celebrated imported real hred turf horse

EXPEDITION,
(First called Ballinamcch,)

Will stand this season in Moorestown, New Jer-

sey, nine miles from the city of Philadelphia, at the

stable of Thomas Porter, sign of the Golden Fleece,

and will be let to mares at twelve dollars the season

and sixteen to insure a foal. Good pasture will be

provided at the common price, and the utmost care

taken of mares left, but not answerable for either

accidents or escapes.

JOSHUA HUMPHREYS.
Expedition is fifteen hands three and a half inches

high; his movement and action are inferior to

none; he was bred by the Earl of Egremont,

and was got by Pegasus; his dam Active, by Wood-
pecker; grandam Laura, by Whistlejacket; great

grandam Pretty Polly, by Starling; great great gran-

dam sister to Lord Leigh's Charming Molly atid

Diana, by Second; Stanyan's Arabian, King Wil-

liam's Barb, without a tongue, Makeless, Royal

Mare. Pegasus was got by Eclipse; his dam by

Bosphorus; grandam (own sister to Grecian Prin-

cess) by Williams' Forester Coalition colt. Bustard,

Second, &c. &c. Pegasus won six of the King's

plates, and Bosphorus won seven. Woodpecker
was got by king Herod; his dam Miss Ramsden, by

Old Cade, Lonsdale's Bay Arabian, Bay Bolton,

Darley's Arabian, Place's White Turk, Byerly

Turk, Taffolet Barb, Natural Barb mare.

Expedition, when three years old, (the pro<ierty

of Lord Egremont.) won three purses of fifty gui

neas each, at Lewes; he was then sold to capt. Bla

grave, and won a plate of oOl. at Egham. In 1799,

(by the name of Ballinamuch,) won the king's plate

at'Guilford. four mile heats. In ISOO, he was the

property of Wm. Whaley, Esq. who called him Ex-
pedition, and in Whaley's possession he ran Second

for the Oalland stake, beating Wrangler, Stamford,

Hornby Lass, &c. and won 23 guineas, 50 guineas,

and 50 guineas at New-Market, 50 guineas at Ep-

som, SO guineas at Winchester, oOl. at Salisbury,

and 501. at Reading. In ISOl, he won 50 guineas

at New-Market, and 501. at Guilford. He was then

re-purchased by Capt. Blagravc, of whom he was

purchased by Air. Willis, who shipped him for Ame-
rica, on board the Juno, John Clark, master, at

Black Wall, in presence of Mr. Williams, the late

Consul, and several other gentlemen.

Captain Blagrave's certificate, witnessed by the

proprietor of the English racing calender, is in the

possession of the owner, for the satisfaction of those

gentlemen who wish to send their mares to said

horse.

For. the Mange, or Itch in Doos.

This is a disease to which dogs are very liable>

and is contagious; but it may be so certainly cured
that no humane owner of a dog, after knowing the

remedies, will allow a faithful companion, devoted
as every good dog is, to his master's interest and
pleasure, to suffer long with a complaint so distress-

ing. We have already published several recipes,

which are believed to be effectual; but the one
which has not been known to fail by a single appli-

cation, is the following: Take one pint of train or
fish oil, one pint of oil or spirits of turpentine—one
pint of soft soap, and one pint of (lour of sulphur;

mi.'c ih<se well together, and rub thu.-a in well all

over the dog, espccialij ii.to tUe parts most affect-
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ed.anil tie up the (log for a day or two. Tlie frieiH.

who gave us this prescription, said he had never

known a single application to fail in curing the worst

cases.

Another and a cleaner Remedy.

Take half an ounce of the dried leaves of digitalis-

commonly called foxglove, and pour on it a quart

of boiling water and wash the dog well with il.

This is generally sufficient, hut if not, repeat the

washings once or twice.

IMCXSCB£IiASrZiOVS.

manag'i the concern so as to derive the greatest ad-

vantages from the soil, agreeably to the most judi-

cious procedures. They will receive 300 pupils who
will be taught the theory and practice of agriculture,

horticulture, the economy of farming, and the art of

deriving by means of various fabrications, the great

est possible advantages from the productions of the

soil. The shares arc liJOO francs each; the society

is chartered for 40 years; the king takes 400 shares,

and abandons the profits, which are to be applied to

the increase of the establishment, and to the diminu-

tion of the pension required from the pupils.

—

Ibid.

BATTLE OF ANTS— it/ JVi flanhart.

The author in this memoir describes a battle

which he saw between two species of ants; the one

fo'-mica rvfa, and the other a little black ant, which

he does not name, (probably the fofusea.) In other

respects there is nothing new on this subject, this

kind of combat having been described in detail,

and in a very interesting manner, by IVl. Huber,

(Rcchcrches sur les nioeurs des Fourmis, 1810,) a

work to which we refer, not being able here to en-

ter into the requisite details.

M. Hanhart saw these insects approach in armies

composed of their respective swarms and advancing

towards each other in the greatest order. The for-

W^'i^ 'iL'^^'^'^i

Baltimore, Frid.vy, November 2, 1827.

miums offered by them for the best two and three horse
ploughing for three years In succession, each year being
tried in different soils, and in competition with various
other ploughs. If further proof of their merits should
be required, he would refer to any one of his numerous
customers who has used one of his ploughs a sufficient

lime to get the mouldboard smooth.
He has also on hand, Hill-ide, Substratum, and Shovel

Ploughs, swingle and double trees, for two and three
horse gears; Harrows, Cornshellers, Washing Machines,
Cultivators, Cast steel Axes, Carpenters' Hatchets,
Picks, Grubbing Hoes, and Mat Axes, &c. all warranted.

Also on hand, Grist-Mills of Harris & Wilson's patent,

for sale. His patent Cylindrical Straw Cutters, and
Brown's Vertical Wool Spinners, on hand as usual, &c.

JONA. S. EASTMAN,
No. 36, Pratt street, Baltimore.

P. 3. All communications post paid, will receive
prompt attention. J. S. E.

mica nifa marched with one in front on a line Irom

9 to ]i feet in length, flanked by several corps in

square masses composed of from twenty to sixty in-

dividuals.

The second species, (YMe blacks,) forming an

army much more numerous, marched to meet the

enemy, on a very extended line, and from one to

three individuals abreast. They left a detachment

at the foot of their hillock to defend it against any

unlooked for attack. The rest of the army march-

ed to the battle, with its right wing supported by a

solid corps, of several hundred individuals, and the

left wing supported by a similar body of more than

a thousand. These groups advanced in the great-

est order, and without changing their positions. The

two lateral corps took no part in the principal ac-

tion. That of the right wing made a halt and form-

ed an army of reserve; whilst the corps which march-

ed in column on the left wing manoeuvred so as to

turn the hostile army, and advanced with a hurried

march to the hillock of the formica rvfa, and took

it by assault.

The two armies attacked each other and fought a

long time without breaking their lines. At length

disorder appeared in various points, and the com
hat was maintained in detached groups; and after a

bloody battle which continued from three to four

hours, \.\\e formica rufa were put to flight and forced

to abandon their two hillocks and go off to establish

themselves at some other point with the remains ol

their army.
The most interesting part of this exhibition, says

M. Hanhart, was to see these insects reciprocal-

ly making prisoners, and transporting their own
wounded to their hillocks. Their devotedness to the

wounded was carried so far, that the formica rvfa

in conveying them to their nests, allowed themselves

to be killed by the little blacks without any resist-

ance rather than abandon their precious charge.

From the observations of M. Huber, it is known
that when an ant hillock is taken by the enemy, the

vanquished are reduced to slavery, and employed In

the interior labours of their habitation.

Bull. Univ. Mai. 1826.

S^^VVe are aware that some of our subscribers

make objection to the insertion of accounts of races,

pedigrees, &c.; but there are many others who find

such things not only entertaining, but valuable, as

connected with their own stock. A gentleman of

Pennsylvania, who has done much to keep up and

to disseminate in that state the best blooded stock

that has ever been known in the country, wrifes^us

under date of the 27t'u ult:

"1 have derived valuable information from the

publication in the Farmer of the pedigrees of im-

ported horses, as I have thereby been enabled to

trace the blood of some of my brood mare» to very

remote generations, and to the most valuable stocks

of imported horses. Have you the pedigrees of

Chesapeake, Geddings, and of the imported horse

Dove; imported by Doctor Hamilton?"

We can never have the best saddle horses, and

horses swift in harness, that will hold U, without the

racing stock. To keep them pure, pedigrees must

be faithfully recorded and kepi; and to have them

of the highest qualities and powers, there is no lest

but the turf. From a horse that has run two or three

four mile heats within 8 minutes, you may most

safely take your chance for stock, that, under the

saddle or in light harness, will go it quickly and go

it Ion";.

BAXiTixxoax] PHioxis cva&zsnrT.

^^-Wauted, a person acquainted with farmin

and gardening, to superintend a farm and cultivate

a garden near this city. To a person who can

come well recommended, liberal wages will be given.

Inquire at the office of the American Farmer.

Reported for the American Farmer, by Lewis Sutlon Sf Co.

Tobacco continues gradually to go off at our former
quotations, nor is there any remarkable change; since

the last week prices of Maryland common have con-
tinued low, Ohio only has improved a little; no remark-
able sales. Standard rates of

Seconds, as in quality, iji3.00 a 6 00—common crop,
3.00 a 3.50—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—good red, 5.00 a 6.00

—Fine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 6.50 o 10.00—
Yellow do. 5.50 a h'.00—Fine yellow, 15.00 o 20.00—
Virginia fat, 6.00 a 8.00—Rappahannock, 3.00 a 3.50—
Kentucky, 3.50 a 6.00—do. for wrapping, 5.50 « 7.00.

Flour—white wheat family, $5.76 a 6 00—superfine

Howard-street, 5.00 o S.lJi—city mills, 4.50 a 4.75

—

Susquehanna, 4.25 o 4.50—Conn Meal, bbl. 2.75 a 2 87-i

;—Grain, white wheat, best .90 a 1.05—red do. .80 a. 90

—ordinary, .65 a .75

—

Corn, .45 a .48—Kvr., -40 a .50

—Oats, .20 a 25—Beans, .80 a l.Oi

—

Peas, .40 a .50—
Clover seed, 4.50 a 5.00—Timothy 3.00— Barley, .50

(1 .60

—

Flaxseed, .60 a .75—Cotton, Virginia, .9 a

.10^—Louisiana,. 11 a 13—North Carolina, .8^ a .10

—

Alabama, Ii' a .1 1—Missouri, U4 a .11— Wool, washed,
.18 a. -22—unwa6he'',.16—crossed blood, .20a 22—half
do. .24 a .26—three-quarter do. .28 a .30—full do. .30 a
.35

—

Hemp, Russia, per ton, $22'' a 225—Country, dew-
rotted, ton, too a ISO—water-rotted, 150 a 175—Fish,
Herrings, 2.75 a 2.8'4—Shad, 6.00 a 7.00—Mackerel,
3.57 a 4.75 a 5.75—Bacon, Bait, hams, .9 a.lO—country,
.64 a .7—assorted do. 7 a 7^—middlings, 7^

—

Whiskey,
.26i a .27—Feathers, .28 a .29— Beef, on the hoof, 3.50

a 4.5i)—Hogs, do. 3.00 a 3.50—Veal, .2^ a .3—Butter,

new, .20 a .25—ordinary, .16 a .20.

Grain has improved a little; one load from St. Mary's
(red wheat,) sold this week for 90 cts. very good.

A FEMALE TEACHER WANTED
To lake charge of the Female Department of an Acad-

emy in Virginia The situation is a reuiarKably eligible

one. The whole income of her Department' will be

given her as her salary, and that this amount may not be

precarious, -a sufficient number of pupils will be war-

ranted and are already buliseribed, which will afford a

salary of between 4 and 500 dollars. The situation will

be probably worth from 6 to 800 dollars. She must be

qualified to instruct in music, (and find her own instru-

ments,) drawing, painting, all kinds of needle-work,

and all other oraiiches usually taught in our best

.Academies. Her services will be required on the first

Monday in January. For further particulars inquire at

the office of the American Farmer.

JV«U) Agricultural and Mnnvfacturing Establishment
ill France.

Tobacco.—Inspections in the three State Warehouses

in the city of Baltimore, for the month of October:

No. 1 639 hhds.

2, 574

S, 764—1977

The ' "ng has directed the purchase and addition

to the uomains of the crown, of the territory de

Grignon, at the price of about a million. It will be ^
placed at the disposal of a stock company who will 1

beld in the vicinity of Baliimore, the two highest pre-

AGRICULTllRAL WAREHOUSE
And Manvfactory of Implements of Husbandry.

The subscriber would inform the public that he is

constantly adding to his stock of Agricultural Imple-

ments such articles as are most improved and uselul,

and he hopes to introduce none but such as will give

entire satisfaction alter being fully tested.

He has now on hand a good assortment of Gideon

Davis' highly improved Ploughs, and to prove their su-

periority over all others, it is only necessary to state

that they have now been awarded bj the Maryland

Agricultural Society, at their Cattle Shows and Fairs

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Account of the late Annual Cattle Show and Exhibi-

tion of Domestic Manufactures, by the Maryland Agri-

cultural Society, at Carroll's Point, with the Reports

and Awards of the Committees appointed to distribute

the Premiums—The Cultivation of the Locust—On the

manufacture of Cotton Bagging, Cordage, &c. and the

employment of Slaves in the South for the manufacture

of coarse cottons, recommended. No. 6—South Sea

island Cotton, cultivated in Virginia—Choice Cherries

—Adlur, on Domestic Wine—Culture of Silk in North

Carolina—To improve Tea—Memorial to the President

and Directors of the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road Com-
pany, continued—Song, from the Italian—"Long Yarns"

—Washington Jockey Club Races- Pedigrees of Valua-

ble Horses, continued. Heath's Cliilders, Cub, Belmont,

Expedition—Recipes for the cure of the Mange or Itch

in Dogs—Battle of Ants—New Agricultural and Manu-

facturing Establishment in Frauce—Editorial—Prices.

Printed every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, corner

of St. Paul and Market-sts., where every description

of Book and Job Printing is handsomely executed.
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AeS.ICUIiXUB.S.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SO-

CIETY.

Mdress of the Hon. John Lowell, fresidertt of the

Massachxisells Agricultural Society, delivereit at the

public meeting of the Society on the \lth Oct. pre

vious to the declaialioii of the prciniwna awarded to

the competitors at the Cattle Show.

The Trustees of the Massachusetts Aaricultural

Society, this year resolved to m:ike a very iinpor

tant r'lant^e In their arrangements; instead oC ex

tending their show to t»vo successive days, they de-

termined 10 imitate the example of other societies

in this state, by confining it to one. It may natural-

ly be asked, why such a mea:iure, so convenient to

competitors, was not adopted before. To this we

reply that our situation was, in many Important re

spects, ditferent from thai of the interior societies

Our society was a general one, offering premiums

throughout the whole stale. We had two classes

of corajietitors; those in the adjacent counties ol

Middlesex and Norfolk, and those from the most

remote parts of the state. With respect to those

who came from a great distance, It was imposblble

for them to return home, either the night of the

show, or even the next night. It was, therefore

of comparatively small moment to them, whether

they were or not detained one night longer. With
respect to competitors in the adjoining counties,

most of thera could return home the first day, and

were not competitors on the second. The Norfolk

and Middlesex farmers, who entered Into competi-

tion in the ploughing matches and working cattle,

came only on the second day. But to the trustees

themselves, and to the spectators, the repetition

was very inconvenient, expensive and tedious. The
trustees, influenced by these considerations, kave

this year unanimously decided to try the experiment

of confining the e.y^-^'-'-n.^ ^.r ,.„nip il.o r.u„a:liir);

matrh and of workiui; cattle, to one day. 1^,,

change obhged them to give up all prepar.iory

meetings, and to make the day purely one of ousi

nes8 The s^me necessity obliges us to dspens-

wlth all Ibrmal addresses, and to limit ''ur.eh es u

the simple declaraiion of the premnns auar.l d.

lihdse farms are of considerable extent, hiue gene-
rally received a suitable educntlon, by wliich their

iiinds are enlarged; animated with a desire to im
irove their condition In the world, and rendered
equally quick to perceive, and ready to adopt, such
iiiprovernents as may occasionally be proposed.
Ii former times, it was objected that farmers were
oislinule and bigoted, averse to every kind of inno-
ration upon established practice, and persisting in

ancient systems; even after their deficiency and in

ulilily had been ascertained In the most decisive
m-.nner. Whatever truth there might formerly be
111 he objection. Its force Is now completely removed,
thee being no set of men, whatever, more open to

coiviction, or more willing to adopt new practices,
thai the British farmers of the present day. This
cluige of disposition has been accomplished by a
geieral circulation of agricultural knowledge, since
llM National Board of Agriculture was establisited,

Ijynumerous periodical publications on rural econo-
ni', and by that increase of wealth which flowed
Iran the exertions of the farmer, and which natu
raly stimulated a search after new Improvements.
Acording to the measure of attention bestowed
upn the education of farmers, it may be expected
flit Improvement will hereafter advance. A man

uncultivated mind may hold a plough, or drive a
nrrow, m a sufficient manner; but he ivill aeldom
ir.roduce an itnprovemenl, or be the mea s of etlect-

115 any change in the established system of rural

eoiiomy."

—

Brown's Treatise on. Agriculture.

This extract from a Biilish work is truly cheer-
iig to the friends of agricultural improvement in

oir country. I know my audience too thoroughly
ti rely upon their unqualified acceptance 01 ilie

tutbs therein alleged, without due evidence. We
New England, are a cautious and tlnuking peo

ps, slow in adopting new opinions. Long uui) we
ccitinue such. Well, then, are the facts slated by
tb writer li-ue, as respects England? They are
wthin my own personal knowledge, derived from
^"•lieniic documents, and ocular evidence, stricfy
i.io, aiium liu uc^icc caa^^craieu, uritisn agri
;ulture in 1780, when the Royal Instituiion funis
promotion, was founded by ParliHmeut iviiu an am-
ple donation of #ii,OaO a year, was in a belter slate
than ours is at lUtpicseat liiue. Yet lue process

reat 10 (ireal Britaiu since ilie esla-
iias been so

without those explanations of the .rounds upon Iblishment of llie National Board ol Agriculture, and
whicli the decisions are founded, wfch have been Jul ih.> B.uh and West of t:

,
gland bocieiy fur tlie

usually given on such occasions, ^deed Uier. '"j prouioliun ul the same objects, ihat it Ims been fully

less HOC. ssity for such niiniiteness. .n the 01 igiii 01
1

proved liy ollicial ducunitiil^, that Ihe produce 01

the iiislitulion, there were little uiuuiided jealou-' Biilish laruiiiis; industry, vvilli a worse clmiate anU
sies to lie overcome; there was noUhat entire con- j^oil, is to that ol Fran, e, taking tUe iiuuiO,

fidence in the rectitude and lairnet ol the judges,

to which experience has demonsialed Ihey were

entitled. It was improperly vicwl as the cxhil)i

tion of the more opulent fariuersin which a phiin

cultivator stood a very humble cance. All these

errors and prejudices, (for they wre ahvajs siieh,)

have been dissipated by time. Th whole course is

so fair; the trustees have so little <ency in uw;,rd

ing the premiums; they are so entiry under the con

trol of experienced graziers, that « need no lunger

to make apologies or excuses f' our decisions.

The question, however, will naturly occur, and il

ought, in every successive year. 1 be repeated-

have these shows been produclii of serious ami

lasting benefits to the agricultural ierests, or which

is the^same thing, to the nation? This is a qiies

tion u\' fact, which every man wllbllle in his oivn

mind, according to his experience his prejudices.

For myself, I have no doubt that t effects, remote

and immediate, of these public hibitions, have

been as great as their most sangne friends anti-

cipated. 1 cannot better introduia few remarks

on this topic, than by a very apsite quotalioii

from a recent British work, insertc in a late num-

ber of the New England Farmer.

"The great body of cultivatOM Great Britain,
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cres and labourers into view, nearly as two to one.
-et us illustrate this important fact by reference to
•le successlul culUvalor. Mr. C.jke, of Norfolk,
hose name ought to be familiar with every Ameri-
in as well as British farmer, inherited some tliirly-
e years since a great landed estate in Norf Ik,
e whole rental of which was only 2000;. or ;^8Suo'
year. Being an active and Intelligent man, be in-
Jduced the TuHian husbandry, which consists in
queiit rotations of crops, and in sowing in diids;
short, in a more spirited use of the plough and

fler improved instrumenl.s. In Ihe lifetime of this
man, and he is still alive, by Ihe plough alone,

d by adopting proper successions of pla.ii's, he has
ised his rental from *S8uO to JJ200.0O0 a ye.ir; in
ber words, Increased Ihe value of his estate ij
lies. No speculations in banks, no mining disco-
ries—no, not even Potosi, in its virgin stale when
ver was found upon the surface, can show such
ppreciation of property as has been produced
kill, enlightened skili, applied to the surface,

xet all this has been effected by tenants, not own-
of the soil, but underleases for '21 years, subject
the hazards of a refusal to renew the leases, by a
I enlightened heir. These are facts not to be dls-
ted, and they prove that agriculture, la the short

space ol one mans hie, has underg ,.,. ..,,Move-
ments of which antiquity had no conception.

Is it possllile that the freemci of this country.
owners of the soil, are not as capable of improiing
the condition of Iheir farms? Most assuredly Ihey
are so—they are doing it as rapidly as could be ex-
pected, and Ihey are alive to the advantages afford-
ed to them by the attention paid to the subject by
well Informed men, by the circulation of facts and
experiments in useful periodical journals. The very
lact that such journals are so generally patronized,
is of itself conclusive proof of the progress which
they are making in knowledge, and of their zeal to
acquire more. The friend of improvement should be
as patient as he is firm; changes in habits, and espe-
cially in the habits of a retired class of men, must
be slow. The manufacturers, vigilant, and combin-
ed, eager, and quick-sighted, learn in a week, or a
month, any uew improvement introduced by their
rival, however distant. But the farmer is slow, his
interest is less direct; without capital, he dreads a
new experiment; but still his progress is perceptible,
and unquestionable. We, who have been called
by our official duties to watch the Improvement In
every branch of agriculture, perceive a vast change
within the last twenty-five years; new fruits, new
roots, and grasses, new modes of culture, greater
attention to the preservation and making of ma-
nures, are most obvious on every side; our mea-
dows are betler ditched, we learn that s.^nd and
gravel are better f.ir them, than the finest .soils and
the richest manures. Still there are some hundred
thousand acres of meadow land which produce grass
scarcely worth Ihe labour of cutting, which may,
by skill and a little labour, be rendered the most pro-
ductive parts of our farm.

Thirty years since the general complaint was,
that our old orchards were perishing, and no new
ones planted. The complaint was well founded, a*
all of us of three score years of age well know.
I his .society, alarmed at the fact, offered more than
r.iHeyciTs since, a liberal prcmlum—a premium of
Itself sufTieient to defray the whole expense of plant-

;;;^.:";;::':i:^.'!':-'''te'-"-"'^'h^r''-icon-

No
premium unlil the present year. This year lour
competitors presented themselves for this premium.VVe need not say how gr.ilefnl such applic.tmns

Z7, ? ,?• ^k7
^"^'^ ''^'"'^ "'^' °"^ premiums had

excited the public attention; they »-.-,ve the satislac
tory assurance that the apple tree, ihe farmer'shest
friend was no longer neglecte.l; lis fruit, ihe most
profitable produelion of a farm; its product in ci-der, the best possible subslilule for s|,ir,|uo„s li-quors, and .he abuu.lance of which, if 'well manu-
factured, IS much more lik.ly to check the use of
d s Hied spirits, than all the associations and too
little discriminate representations which the wellmeant zeal olpmus and excellent friends to virtue
could put forth.

At any rate, the abundance of a pleasant andwholesome beverage, of less intoxicating qualities.
best auxiliary to the laudable effort

^ ine premium from that lime to Ihe present
ipphcation has, however, been made for Ihli

the

making to diminish the consumption of ardent spi-
rits. In all these views, so many applications I'orpremiums or orchards planted since ISlli, and«h,ch will be m perfection In the days of our grand
children, were to be regarded with great interest.
1 here will be some benefit, we hope, derived from

Uom°
" account of these several applica-

The applicant whose orchard we first examined,
was Charles Davis, Esq. of Roxbury. To thosewho knew the spirit and Intelligence with which he
has managed a rough and neglected farm. It will beno surprise to learn, that in a piece of ground entire-
ly covered with rocks and bushes In 1819, he has an
orchard of the most uncommon growth and beauti-
Ihe whole number of apple trees planted out by
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hi,,, Miice (liat pciioJ, is I JO; such was their flou

lisliiii"- stale lliat the committee, on leaving Ins

laini.'lliounlit that he must be the successful com-

iietilor. For his laudable and successful exertions,

the trustees aivard to him an honorary premium ol

ten dollars. From his estate, they proceeded to

examine the orchards of Mr. Baldwin, ol

."Milton. There could scarcely be a more interest
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,„- exhibition than Ibis farm afforded. Mr. Bald-

ivi^.an old revolutionary soldier, took possession ol

this farm when he was 55 years of age; it was in

(he roughest possible state. He has made a const

dcrable portion of it a perfect garden; his apple

trees, planted in 1815 and 1816, are, we believe,

the largest and finest in the state. He has aiso

done great honour to himself, and benefit to the

public, by Ibrming an extensive nursery of Iruit

trees, for which we have been, and still continue to

be in a great measure, tributary to the cultivators

of other stales. When we left Mr. Baldwin, it was

with a deep conviction of his rare merit, as a skil

ful cultivator, and with a hope, that we should be

enabled to award to him the society's premium ol

50 dollars; but subsequent examinations render this

impossible, consistently witii our duty and con

sciences. We have, "therefore, recomim^nded to

the trustees, and they have agreed to award to Mr.

Baldwin, an honorary premium of 10 dollars, for

the spirit, intelligence and perseverance which he

has displayed in his nursery and orchard Some

lime after, the Committee, consisting ol the hen

Messrs. Welles, Sullivan, Guild and myself, visited

the College farm, which was under a long lease to

Mr Nahuni Hardy. Mr Hardy claimed the socie

ly's premium. We there found an orchard of ei;'ht

acres, reclaimed from the wildest state, and filled

with a most beautiful display of apple trees. 500 in

number. The slate and condition of the trees

evinced the greatest care and skill, and we congra-

tulate the public, who are owners of the farm,

through the medium of the University, on Iheir

l,avin"- a tenant so capable of increasing its value,

and who appears to have devoted his capacity to

ood eflect. lnimedi,.tely after viewing Mr. liar

some it, when we see, at once, four competitors, dis.

lant from each other, in Norfolk and Middlesex

competing for one of our most important, and hi

Iherto neglected premiums? We hope yet to see !

claim for our premium for forest trees. Let us h
patient. Improvement in every branch of industry i

slow, but certain; in agriculture, more slow than i

any other; but as it is more slow, so it is more pet

manent and more important. Let us all, then, bl

moderate in our expectations, but ^rm in our reh

ance on eventual success. Our tempeiate climatf)

our natural industry, zeal and intelligence, will mt

deceive us. New England will be, what she alw#s

has been, the nursery of arts, of intelligence, of fri-

lerprise, and the abode of virtue, obedience to he

laws, and love of liberty She will never desert ler

rulers, whether national or state, so long as shjis

convinced that they consult the true interests of tie

republic. She will forever cherish agriculturets

Ihe acknowledged foundation of all national weali,

while she will recollect lh.it her numerous harboVs

invite her to avail herself of (he benefiis of foreit,

commerce, which has raised her to her present coi

parative importance, and produced a surplus ca -

tal, which can in times of peace, only be successfi

-

ly employed in manufactures and internal iiiiprov-

ments, to which the rare mechanical skill, unlirii;

industry, economy and perseverance of her cilizf s

especially invite her, while her numerous and ine

haiislible waterfalls afford her facilities, which )

other portion of our country can boast. Lei o\r

maxim forever be. -'A liberal union, without jealoi

sy, of agricultural, manufacturing and commercil

skill " By a strict adherence to this liberal princ-

pie, the population of New England must increase i

wealth and power—pouer, of the noblest descri •

tion, most advantageous to the nation, the power If

mind; a moral --.nd beneficent power, which oudt

not to he the subject of jealousy or envy, but whili

vvill command Ihe respect of our sister states, whje

it will essentially promote their best interests. \

must be forever supDlied with our (Jniir and pouon, ' .j.,,^ j,„„, .,^„ „g,^

from the South, bul we sliall send them, in 'e—n I V
j^^^^ of hands from .

their own products in a manufactured state, and con ^ \

rit this Society could do no less than to present to
each of thise brothers, rivals in good works, their
gold medal of fifty dollars.

General Coffin, with the same untiring zeal for the
interests of his native country, has purchased three
rams and three ewes of the Devonshire Nots, a race
of long woolled sheep closely allied to Ihe improved
Lricesters. One of these sheep was sheared at a year
old on his passage, and gave 13 peunds of long and
i\ne wool. They are as valuable for their meat ae
for wool, the quarters weighing from 30 to 40 pounds
per quarter, and as it is said of an excellent quality
for the table.

The trustees will endeavour so to place these
sheep, as that the beneficent object of Ihe donor shall

be carried into full effect. Geo. Coffin, not content
with purchasing them, at an age above three score
years and ten, has followed them, during their long
passage to New Brunswick, and thence, without de-
lay, from Eastport to Boston, in order that they
might grace the show of this Society on this anni-
versary He is now present at our festival.

I here is no feeling stronger, than that of an at-

tachment to the country in which we are born.

—

Tune and distance have no effect, unless it be in

making the feeling more intense. 1 know ol no case,

more touching, none in which the strength of that

naiural feeling has been more strongly exemplifi»>d,

than in that of these two brothers, who separated

from their country in youth, engaged in the service

of a nation, now foreign to us, look back with a kind,

alVeclionate anil devoted attachment, to the country

ol Iheir birth. This family, (it is probably well

known to you all,) were among the earliest settlers

of Nantucket, an island which has done more than

any other spot, to raise the reputation of our nation,

for hardy enterprize and uiblemished morals.

Shall I receive a single dissentient vole, when I

propose the thanks of this assembled body of full

blooded yankees, to General Coffin, and his brother.

Admiral Sir Isaac Coflnn.

ueing put to vofp. was carried
every person present.]

[Mw England Farmer.

should be ..... — ,-
i u-

refieclion will convince our audience that this is ei>

tirely impracticable. The new arrangements hat

left "no trustee at leisure to make any written r^

wilhout any regard. n.n5.,;Mr.^Phjnney,^u^^

S;^rS?s^w::rlt=t c^^i n^n]'^- n.ls^

ceededMr Phinney's in number l^ lOf- ''^'=7,1°' '' ^ P'S^ A I

,.,i„ee consider Mr Hardy entitled to "'«
J^^^'^'f^ L^'f^,;

•

^that fn n y own branch of duty the shw

premium of 50 dollars-and they award it to ''""
;\"/,;'iy,'^;7;;pec,able. Full reports will be mde

accordingly. ,, „, . , /• „,..,. hi ihe^chiirmen of the several committees, wbh
The general state of Mr. Ph^n.n^.Vll^fY?.,,";^.

1 .^11 n"sf 'n t^^^^^^^ of their respective decishs^

gross neglect on my par if

the renewed exertions of ir

neral Coffin, to contribute)

very succcsslul experimeni in maK.uK "—
' "T I ::.::j, .i,„ „.,V.„„i,„r„ „r his native state. Genal

carefully, and judiciously extirpated, and their gene-

ral health gave the best evidence of judicious ma-

na^'cment. If the premium of the society had been

offered to the orchard, in all respects best managed

The general state of Mr. Phinney's farm was. by the chairmen ol tne

howeverso perf ct, considering the means applied will assign the grounds o

l^Itralere fas so much good judgment in
J^^'H ^^^ ^^ ^^-^li^^,

operations; he having made also 10 fi,^^

;iurexpenmei,t in making wine, <>- | fellow couiU^i^^^^^^^^^
^^ ^ .^ ^^^^.^^ ^^^,^

the-native grape, that your commUtee recommena- wa .,s - -n-
'^ ^^ ^^^^^^.

cd, and the trus.ees have ->-''';,''--;;
,,^VS U^^^^^^^^

g-^'' expense, a .1-

Phinney a cup, ol the value ol iiO dollars, "ilh such ^u, gene
y prodigious po>r,

inscriptions as a conmiiUee of the trustees
'"='.\^;,, ''""/^^f„','; e H''» '"•""'"' ^'''"'"'' *^" '*'

vise, indicative of. his -;^-. -^^^K[noS>od fe^ffin! M "^.lus time^has pre^^^
then, my fellow citizen

results from these socieiies'

men, who merit well of their country, have a siicc

Is it of no benefit 'that state. Admiral, a bull of the finest short l>"'n«rf ''''•

'

a cow of the same race; a Herelordshire bull)ir

l.saac, of uncommon beauty, and whose stock t ly

Z^-i.panUl meansof -^i"S their mer.
^.oj^.J

U;.acc.,m
,^^

.

Are our (arniers so debased so indifferent to heir own Uno
. ,

Yorkshire race, and a mare obe

-",'-'.;^l't!!^!.!'::^:Z: r'-^lfh^:;::^ 'J^. :Set::d^ For these repeated act. of public...

cited by the success of others? Why should we pre-
{
same

Of the Stixv of the Animal Kingdom with re-
ference TO Agriculture,
\Continued from p. 250.)

Of\e Dislribuiion nf Aiimuls.

The torphlilipr hybernation of animals, is evident-
ly designed to ibrd protection against the cold of
winter. ThereVre several quadrupeds which be-
come torpid, as he bat, hedgehog, marmot, ham-
ster, dormouse, c. The torpid animals of Britain
usually retire ir October, and re-appear in April.
Previous to theii'ntrance into this slate of lethar-
gy, these animal select a proper place, in genera!
assume a partici r position, and even in some cases
provide a small ack of food.

Ml the torpid linials retire to a place of safety,
where, at a dis(ii;e from their enemies, and protect-
ed as much as p sible from the vicissitudes of tem-
peratures, they ly sleep out, undisturbed, the des-
tined period of eir slumbers. The bat retires to
the roof of glooy caves, or to the old chimneys of
uninhabited cas s. The hedgehog wraps itself up
in those leaves which it composes its nest, and
remains at the )ttom of the hedge, or under Ihe
covert of (he fue, which screened it, during sum-
mer, from the s rching sun or the passing storm.
The marmot arthe hamster retire to their'suliter-
ranean r. treatund when they feel the first ap-
proach of the t( id state, shut the passages to their
habitations in s i a manner, that it is more easy to
dig up the eart ny where else, than in such places
which they hav bus fortified. Having thus made
hoice of silua is where they are protected Irom

sudden alteriit s of temperature, and having as-
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sumeil a position similar lo tlmt of their oniinary 'lii-y may be of its presence for Iheir ordinary per-

repose, these hybernating animals fall into a state of sonal wants.

insensibility to external objects. In this torpid state! The rapacity of some animuls considerably affects

they suffer a diiuinution of temperature; their res- the distribution and extension of others Of all the
foes of the animal tribe none is so powerful as man
Against many species, hostile to his interests, he car-
ries on a war of extermination. Others he pursues
for pleasure, or for the necessaries or luxuries of
life which they yield. In these conquests, the supe-

mats. Many species of insects are restricted in their liority of his mental powers is conspicuously dis-

eating to one kind of plants, or are parasitical on one played, and his claim to dominion established. Un

piration and circulation become languid; their irrita

bility decreases in energy; and they suffer a loss of

weight.

The ubuiulance or scarcity offood has a powerful

influence on the. geographical distribution •>( ani

species of animal. The distribution of such animal

is thus dependent on their food. The same remark

is generally applicable to carnivorous and phytivor-

ous animals. But, in many species, though the re-

slriclion is absolute as to the nature of the food, it

admits of a considerable range with regard to the

fariely or kind. 'Ihus, though the lion is restricted

to flesh, his cravings are equally satisfied with the

carcase of a horse, a cow, or even of man. The hog-

in general feeds on roots but is not confined to those

of one kind of plant; hence it can subsist wherever

the earth is clothed with verdure.

ble to contend with many species in physica.
'trength, he has devised the pitfall and the snare,
he lance, the arrow, and fire arms. Aided by these,
'Very animal on the globe must yield to his attempts
;t capture. The lion, the elephant, and the whale,
hll (he victims of his skill, as well as the mouse or
he sparrow. Since the use of gunpowder, indeed,

he contest is so unequal, that it is in the power of

(nan to control the limits of almost every species

whose stations are accessible The havock which
man thus commits in the animal kingdom has occa-

ioned the extirpation of many sneeies from thcsp

The seiisons exercise a powerful itifltience on ani- countries of which (hey were formerly the natura
mnts, directly, in relerence to their temperature, and
indirectly, with regard to the production of thei

food. Thus, the insect that feeds on the leaves ol

a particular tree, can only enjoy its repast durin

that part of the season when (his tree is in ha
How, then, is life preserved liuring the remaining
portion of the year? The resources are numerous
It either exists in the form of an unhatchfd egt;. ai

inactive pupa, in the imago state, requiring liltl-

food, 01- actually becoming torpid.

T7ic birds luliich feed on insects in summer, in thi

climate, are, (rom the absence ol this kind of sustp

nance in winter, obliged to have recourse to varioii

kinds of vegetable food during (hat season. Shoiili

this change of diet be unsuitable, migraiion to o(he

districts, wheie a proper supply can be ofctained

becomes indispensably reqiii»i(e. In compliaiu-

with these reg"l"'"°"s. we ..Iwervp niii.>ernit8 nmn
malia, birds, and fishes, accompany (he slonlsor

herrings in their journeys; and (he gr.mipu anif.eal

en(er the mou(hs of rivers in pursuit of tie siimon.

The bats, which feed on insecis In siicjmer, -ould

not in this country obtain a suitab'e supply of fiod

Vet the race is preserved, since tie fall of (empW-*-

ture, which is destructive to inset life, brings on he

winter torpor. With many qiadiujieds. ho'vevr,

and even insec(s, especially th^ bee, where misa-

tion (o more fertile districts s impracticable, lid

where torpidity is not eongenal to the coiistitutln,

there is an instinctive dispositon lo be providrnlof

futurity. Of quadrupeds vvlich possess this dispki-

tion, the beaver ai.d the squi rel may be cunsidid

as among (he most rcmaikahe. i

The injlueace (f sUuutioi. on the dislriliutioiof

aniviab, is considerable Sone animals reside wil

ly in w ater; others are amphbious. Among teiJs-

trial animals, there are man' which execute alUe

operations of life in one paticular si(ii-i(ion. ii|i-

enced, however, by its vaJous conditions, ^fh

animals are necessarily lim{cd to those coun ;»

where such situations occir. There are otl

bov\ever, which shift their .ituations at particpr

seasons. Without reference ether to temperal

food. The curlew, which cm at all times p

a subsistence on (he sea-sho-e. and resist nr

teract the changes of the se.sons, retires durin

period of bleeding, to the inland marshes,

heron, which is equally succssful in procuringid

on the shore, is deslined to mild its nest on (s.

and conseqiiendy must betale itself to wooded s

tricts for the [lurposes of iniubation. Its haui n

Britain are termed heroiiriesor heronshaws. Iiy

terrestrial animals, especiall; of the insect kind

the first period of (heir exist'.nce in 'he water
old animals in consequence ^eek after that eldnt

in which to deposit their egp, however indepept

possessors In this island, since the Roman invasion,

some species of quadrupeds and birds have disap
peared; and others are becoming every year less nu-
merous. Of those which have been extirpated, the

bear and the beaver, the crane and the capercailzie,

may be quoted as well known examples. The same
changes are taking place in every cultivated region
of the earth, each having within the very limited pe
rind of history or tradition, lost many of the original

inhabitants

^Jn acquaintance with the laifs lehich rapilate the

lieoaraphical distribtUion if animals is indispensably
necessary in our attempts to tiuluralise exotic species.

The temperature most sui(ed to their health.—the
food most congenial to their taste, and best fitted to

(heir digestive organs,—the situation to which their

locomotive powers are best adapted,—and the foes
against which it is most necessary lo guard them, are
circumsin„vcs u,. ..,,..1. ..^ „„^,;. .„ i,,„„„ ,i.o n.o^t
scrupulous attention, in order to insure success.
There are many animals which can call forth but
few counteracting energies, an.I. consequently, cease
to thrive, upon the slightest alteration taking place
in their physical condition. With' others, the case
is very difierent, and these we can easily naturalise.
They can accommodate themselves to a variety of
new con.litions, and successfully resist the destruc-
tive tendency of the changes to which we subject
Ihem

The chanfrc in the condition of the animals we wish
lo naturalise, should, in all cases, be brought about
as slowly as circumstances may [lermit; In this
manner, the first counteracting effects of the sy...tem
«row into organical habits, before all the evils of
the situation are experienced, in which they are
destined ultimately to reside. In this gradual man-
ner, man has become fitted to reside in every cli-
oiate, as Well as many of the anitaals which he has
rcclnimed.

The total number of species of animals hitherto des-
cribed exceeds fifty thousand; but of these, upwards
of lorty thousand aie insects or reptiles.

The British Fauna, or number of species of ani-
mals, native or naturalised in Great Britain, might
be arranged .as residents, periodical visitants, irre^u
lar visitants, extirpated, extinct and naturili..ed a^ii-
raals. But, as Dr. Fleming has observed, British
zoologists have p„il little or no attention to the geo-
graphical distribution of the native animals, ,Spe
cies which really live in the country are associated
with such as visit it periodically, and with those
which have been extirpated, have become extinct,
or have been naturalised The consequence is, that
it is difficult to form a correct view of either the
number or characters of our native animals.

{To be continued.)

AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL.
We insert the subjoined communication with par

ticular pleasure. The project of Mr. Morris is wor-
thy of encouragement in itself, and will, we think,

be judiciously conducted. Long since we dwelt, in

our columns, upon the excellence of the Fellenberg
model, and its particular aptitude for the meridian
of the United States. [A'nf. Gaz.

Much has within a few years been done by the
intelligent an<l [ihilanthropic portion of our fellow
citizens for the advancement of science and educa-
tion generally in our city; it remains only for some
minds of the same mould to extend the appropriate
means of improvement to the country, by introduc-
ing some general system of education, which will

bring to the door of the agricultural and labouring
classes, (the landed interests of our state,) that
knowledge which cannot be given to them within
the walls of large cities.

That our school system for the country is inap-
propriate and inadequate to the wishes, the wants,
and the interests of the agricultural community, is

a fact too obvious to require illustration. It would,
indeed, be safe to say, that in Pennsylvania there is

no uniform system of education for the country
population, nor any adequate provision made for a
compliance with the constitutional injunction that
the poor should be taught gratis. It was therefore
with peculiar pleasure (hat at a late meeting of the
Philadelphia Agricultural Society, we listened to a
communication from a fellow citizen, formerly a
prominent member of our political society, who vo-
luntarily' retired from the second station of honour
in the state, and engaged zealously and extensively
in agricultural pursuits, and who, as appears from
the cotnmuiiicalion referied to, afterwards visited
the justly celebrated Agricultural Institute of Fel-
lenberg, near Berne, in Switzerland, with a view to
the introduction of its principles and practice into
Pennsylvania.

The son of this gentleman, Mr. James Pcmber-
ton Morris, who is himself a practical farmer, has,
it appears, devoted such portion of Bolton farm as
shall be required, to the piirposes of the proposed
establishment, submitting its arrangements, with
the foundation and supennlendance of the insliiu-
tion to his father. Anthony Morris. Esq., ivhose ex
pcrience.as well as his early and extensive acquain-
tance with the agricultural interests and characters
throughout our slate, will, it is confidently presum-
ed, enable him to select such aid in every depart-
ment of the institution as will justify the expecta-
tion of its friends. His efforts, it is understood, are
directed only to founding the institulion.and are no
otherwise interested than as they may tend to intro-
duce and to disseminate throu^hnut Pennsylvania,
an<l it is hoped throughout the United States, a sys-
tem of education adapted to its landed interest.
Thus sanctioned by the opinions of some of our

most ilistinguished fellow citizens, ami supfiorte.l by
friends to the general extension of knowledge, and
particularly those portions of it most appropriate to
.igriculture, Mr. A, Morris has undertaken the ar-
duous task of establishing among us an agricultural
institute, to which will be united all the various
branches of classical and scientific education for
those, by whose parents and guardians the country
is preferred as the most favourable situation for the
attainment of moral and inteJIectual iiuprovement.
and for the preservation of health.
To the laboiiring and mechanical classes also, to

vyhose instruction and im|)rovement no direct atten-
liun has been given in any of our plans of educa-
tion m the country, a pa'rticular attention will be
paid by practical masters. In short, the object
seems to be to extend to the country all the facilities
of education attainable in the .in, and to add to
these such as are peculiarly appropriate to rural
life.
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FLORIDA SUGAR.

A epnileman from Florida, lias left willi us a sam-

ple of suear made on the plantation of colonel Henry

yonge. of Gadsden county, Kast Florida. That part

of Finrida, in which this su»ar was made, was a \vil

derness when thi- territory passed from the Spanish

to the United Slates government; indeed, colonel

Yi-iite, who has only resided (here three years, >yas

amon; the first settlers. It is now rapidly setllinj;

by iiiiellisent and enlerpiizinjj men, who are turning:

their attention to the cultivation of sugar, and a sam-

ple of the result of the first experiment is that now
before us, which >3 a sppcitnf-n of a crop of thirty

barr.'ls made last year by colonel Yonge. The sugar

appears to us to be superior to that of Louisiana, in

strength, though its colour is not so fine as some of

the latter, owing to its h iving been packed up be

fore the molasses was sufficiently drained off. Its fla-

vour is peculiarly delicate, resembling that of cand}

;

and, indeed, its granulation seems to have been more

a process of ciystaliz.ition, than that of any sugar

we have S'-en, the particles being uncommonly large,

transparent, and perfectly formed crystals. From
the gentleman who favoured us with the sample, we

learn, that the experiment thus far has denionstra

ted. thit an acre of land which would yield twenty

bu-hels of corn, will turn out a hogshead, or a thou

sand pounds of sug.ir, the molasses paying the ex-

pense of cultivation, and the sugar being worth to

the planter, upon au average, seven cents a pound

Ne,rly all the land in that part of Florida, and pro-

bably the greater part of the whole territory, i-- ca

pable of pr iducing Ihe same results. VVh it an im-

portant item will not this lie to add to our national

resour''es—what a pillar 10 our indepe.nden e—how
lou.llv doth It i:ot speak in favour of the policy ol",

and of hi. II who adiled it to, the American system!

The sugar may be seen at this office.

[Baltitrwre Patriot.

in his approach to scenes, 'able to drive all sadness

but despair'— a forcible illustration of the influence,

which the charms of nature exert over the mind and

the heart. Who would not prefer to gilded palaces

and regal couches, such a bower as that in which the

parents of the human race re[iosed?

'Thus talking, hand in hand alone they passed

On to their blissful liower: it wjs a place

Chosen oy the >overeigii i'lanter, when he fram'd

All things to man's delightful u5k: the roof

Of thickest covert was inwoven shade.

Laurel and myrtle, and what higher grew
Of firm and f'ragrarit leaf: on either side I

Acanthus, and ead odorous bushy shrub,
|

Kenced up the verdant wall: each bounteous flower

Iris, all hues, roses, and jessamine,
Rear'd high their flourish'd heads between, and wrouj

Mosaic: under foot the violet,

Crocu'* and hyacinth, with rich inlay

Broider'd ihe ground, more colour'd than with stone

Of costliest emblem.'"

iixfXE&iMAi. i^ipaovaiaiJi^iT

HOB.TICVXiTUB.fi.

LARGE FRUITS.

tiniKcnii botanic Gard'n, near Aeic York,

J. S. Skinner, Esu. Octuber 21, 1827.

Sir.—.As notices of large fruits seem now to be
quite ihe order of the day, I will annex a few no-

tices that have met uiy eye. and which may be con-

sHered interesting. In Loudon's >Iagazine, No. fi,

p. 243, notice is made nl a pear presented to the

London Horticultural Society, by a person of Ihe

i.-le i.fjeisey, which wi ighed 44^ ounces, and mea-
sured It) inches in circuiTil'erence, and ten inches

liom the top lo its base. This pear was thought oy

some to he ih. Rate u jrris, liul it was filially deci-

ded lo b« the Uve'dule s St. Germain.
The editor ol a papt-r at New Brunswick, New

Jersey, adverli.-ed last year that a pear could be

seen at his office, weighiiig 405 ounces, and measur
ing si.xteeii inciies in circumference, which he sta-

ted was raised on Ihe f.irm of captain Munroe, near

that place. In France they consider the followin

IS their largest pears, viz: Oi^iaranje r,n
"

FurcTin

Eitract from Mr. Carter's Mdress lo the Aew York
Horlicullural Society.

"Impressed as I am with a firm belief, that orna-

mental gardening is more compatible with Ihe siiu-

plicity of our republican institutions, than are most

others of the fine arts— that it has a more salutary

influence on the mind and feeling*, v.hile at the same

time it contributes essentially to the external heauly

of a country, I leel a peculnr solicitude ihat it should

receive a proper direction, and become a more pro-

minent object of attention.

"It IS worthy of rem.irk, that we first find man,

pure from the hands of his Creator, placed in a gar

den, as such a retieat was most conducive to health,

innocence, and happiness Even the peculiar pre

senrc of the Ueity himself hallowed the paradise he

bad made. His imajte there appeared and his voice

was heard 'in the cool of the day.' And may not

his (ootsteps slill be traced in the garden—impress-

ed on the dei\y leaf and opening flower?—And is

not his voice yet heard in the chorus ol the noods,

in the fall of the fountain and the whispers of the

breeze?

"In every system of religion, Pagan, Jewish,

Mahomcdan, and Christian, a paradise or garden is

made the abode of the blest The most prominent
objects in the elysium of the poets were bowers for

ever green, flowery vales, pure streams, an air

bre ithing fragrance, and groves vocal with the me-
lody of birds:

Locos laetos, et amocna vireta

Fortunatorum nemorum, sedesque beatas.

"With .Milton's gorgeous description of Eden my
auditors are doubtless familiar. He makes even the

arch fiend himself feel a momentary gleam of joy.

unces, Bon Chretien' FurcUros Kateau gris, Chap-

lal, Tonneau, Tresor d'Amour, Angelique de Bor-

deaux. Calebasse. and the different winter Bon Chre-

tiens. Frequent notices have appeared of exceed

ingly large apples produced in Pennsylvania, .New

Jersey, on the Hud-on river, and on Long Island.

The most of thes.> refer to the same fruit, which is

called .New York Gloria iMundi, Monstrous Pippin,

and Ox apple. A fruit of this kind «as once exhi-

bited in the .New York market, weighing 35 ounces;

and great numbers are sold Ih-re which weigh from

'20 to '23 ounces The Ballimore apple, which ori-

ginaleil in vour vicinity, and which has been noticed

by the London Horticultural .Society, is secondary

ill size to the one just named. The largest apple

menlioned in the European publications is the iMe-

nagere, a Rus>ian fruit, which I have now under cul-

ture, but which has not yet produced fruit with me.

Morse, in his geograph). describes an apple under

the name of A'irc/sAot, which he slates to exist in Rus-

sia, and to weigh four pounds: and it was in endea

vouring lo oblain this, that I received the Mena-

gere, which they stated as surpassing all their other

apples in point of size.

I will on another occasion take notice of the large

fruits of other species.

Yours, &c. WM. PRINCE.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
Memorial

To the President ar^d Directors of the Baltimore and Ohit
Rail Rind Company.

(Concluded from p. 263.)

Independent of Ihe trade which (he Baltimore
rail-roaU may draw to the Ohio river, and from it, it
seems lo the undersigned, Ihat very strong induce-
menls will lie found within Virginia, for the exami-
nation and ado|,tion of the line which they have in-
dicated. On its margin, are the Kanawha salt
works now manufacturing upwards of 600.000
bushels of salt per annum, of an improved quality,
while many of the furnaces are withdrawn from
the operation, for the purpose of keeping the quan-
tity within the demand The apparent inexhausti-
ble supply of water, highly impregnated «\ith sail:
and ol coal, the only fuel used in its evaporation.
warrants the belief, that the quantity of manufac-
luied salt, may be increased to any amount for
which a fair demand m ly he made The present
limmished quantity, after being barnlled, nailed
ml inspected, is sold at twenty five cents per bushil

of filty pounds weight. If we assume one dollar
per ton. for each hundred miles, as the price of
transportation, Kanawha salt may be purchased at
the place of iiianulacture. at its present price, and
iJelnered in Baltimore at less than forty cents jier
huslicl; that the intermediate country wmiM receive

ire supply from this source, scarcely aHr:.its
?l question The mounl.iins of Virginia, rich in

ssils and minerals, and her forests clothed with
lluiost all the varieties of valuable timber, would
urni.^h inexhaustible supplies for transportation.
This region abounds with iron and coal: the first,
in important material in Ihe construction of the
road a-id Ihe engines; the latter equally necessary
o th.ir cheap and efleclire operation; and both fur-
l,\sliin» aln)n.«i endle,.s enudnjaieni for the road and
i* carnages.

Presf.rv.\tion of Greek-house Plants.

It has been ascertained by Mrs. Tredgold, that

plants may be completely protected from the depre-

dations of insects, by washing them with a solulinn

of liilter aloes, and the use of this wash does not ap-

pear to eflect the health of the plants in the slightest

degree; wherever the solution has been used, in-

sects have not been observed to attack the plants

again.

V?nc.lture must also contribute a large quota of
em,<j,ym.„l to the railway. The western Voiinties of
Virgfnia. anhough disting.ii-hed for their lofty hills
are not less notfd for their fertile vallies; and bypvrsmng the cou«e of the Shenandoah river, the
hie valley of that name must contribute, of itself
arich and active tade. But may we not look '.till
fr another sourceof commerce and of wealth
ihich this southern i„e can only secure to the city

dallimore? Lat^al railways must necessarily
lllow the completio. and successful operation of
le mam stem; and ly conducting Ihe laiter as {mmlhas .-^taunton aDoint wo.ihf he gained from

'J^'*"
"J^"'':'} ^JMrth, conducted up ihe great

illey of \ irginia to Abingdon and Knoxville. .fould
Iroduce a trade froi. the south west, Ihe value of
hicb the merchants <f Baltimore are best able to
umale. Its lurllicr dongalion, might render Bal-
nore Ihe market tovn for the inhabitants of the
Ihesol Ihe Cumberiind and the Tenne.ssee.
The undersigned wll not attempt to review the
obable effects that iiust follow to Baltimore, to
e country in whose tade she proposes lo parlici-
te, or to Ihe fortunfS of those public spirited in-
.iduais who have onlrihuled Ihe fund.s, by the
licious location andhappy completion of this gi-
nlic work
When they contedplate this great avenue of
mmerce, one end jesting on Ihe shore of tljp
lesapeake, the olhetJon the margin of the Ohio;
Ttiifications and auxiiary channels, drawing to it

; commerce of the rest, from the farthest lakes
Ihe one hand, and jerhaps from the Tennessee

1 Missouri rivers ol Ihe other, (hey are struck
h admiration and rispect for the nobly enlarged
1 patriotic minds tlat conceived, and are now
paring to carry int^ effect so beneficent a mea-
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sure; one so c;'lin!atecl to iiii|'rove Ihe condition

of ail within its influence, and fo happily calculated

to add to Ihe duri.bilily of the Union.

Returning to the siitijectof more immediate con-

siderntion, we advert to the act of the \ irginia le-

gi.xUture, rlirecting thrit the Baltimore rail-road shall

not sirike the Ohio river at a point lower down than

the mouth of the Litlle Kanawha. Whether this

restriction formed part of the Baltimore application,

or whether it ivas inserted as a feature of Virginia

policy, we are not informed. If it may be traced to

the first source, the undersigned suppose it must

have been suggested by the opinion, that in no

event, a more southern route would be desirable

How far this opinion is likely to prove correct, the

company uill now be better prepared to decide

That fears may be snlertained of a loss of trade to

Saltimore. by passinj; the valley of Jackson's river,

is readily conceived; but how far this apprehension

ou£ht tu wei^h against the many advantages which

this line presents, will be tested by the following ex-

an:ination. At Covington, Richmond and Balti-

more are about equi distant. By the valley of the

Jackson and the James river, the first is two hun
dred and fifty-four miles; by the route which is

iere recommended, the latter is two hundred and
fifty-^even miles. \N hether Virginia will, at some
future day,re^ume her line of improvement towards

the west or not, is a question which the undersign-

ed are not prepared to answer. The abandonment
of the work which she commenced with so much
apparent zeal, and the present deplorable apathy
manifested in the councils of the state, gives but

slight ground to hope for more fortunate exertions

hereafter. The expense of completing the improve-
menl of her central communication with the west,

as high up as Covington, by an indepeudent canal,

is estimated by her enirmeers at §4,750,000. By
locks and dams, at §1.752 400. Should public spi

rit, however, again prevail in her legislature, siiflB

cient to induce her encountering this expense, and
completing her communication to rocrt the Brtlti-

more line at Covington; with perfect equality and
facilities in each, what portion of the trade destined

to that city, would probably be diverted to the m«
tropolis of Virginia? Baltimore already possesses

a commeicial capital, far bejund that of Richmond;
giving steadiness of demand and unilormily of {irice.

to all articles reaching her market and as uiercan

tile profit is invariably less, pro rata, when larjse

operations are carried on, than when small transac-

tions take place, the venders of commodities will

find the double indmen.etit of uniformity of demaml
and iin; rovcnirnl in price, conducting them to the

must e.\teiisive m;irk*l. B.dtmiore is almost on the

verge of (he baj-, uith a foreisn commeice rHivly

interrupted by frosts or winds, ^nd in wliiih tlie

larjrest ships may readily approach her wharves.
Richmond is one hundred and fifty inlks from
Hinipton Roads, a cr loked river to navigate, ivhii h

is often closed by ice, and is obstructed by bars,

which prevent large ve-sels (rom ascendiii:; above
Bermuda Hundred But let us suppose what we
should be very much gratified to witness, that Vir-
ginia, aroused by the patriotism and enterpiise nl

her sister Maryland, should form a canal, or rail-

road, I'roni Coviiijiton to Richmond, and remove
the obstructions that impede h-r course to the sea;

woiild not this circumstance, by insuring to llie

wot a competition in the eastern market, greatly
condu.e to the enlaigeuient of the general mass of
commerce, Hhich would receive an eastern direr-

tion, and pour into the Clie>apeake,at each end of

the bay, sirea.iis of trade with which the growth of
Billiiiiore and of Richmond wuuld scarcely keep
pace, and for which the Kruwirit: capit I of bolli

combined, would scarcely nroude? And although
thi- undersigned may ^ul'je(•l themselves to th--

charge o( temerity, they will not retrain fiom the
expression of the opinion, thai should traosporta-

lidii be reduced to one dollar per Ion per hundred
uiics, the towns on the Chesapeake and its tributa
res, would be inadequate in commercial capital,
U the influx of business, which they would transact
«ith the transmountain country.

In looking to the legislature of Virginia, as the
scurce of this limitation, the undersigned can per-
ciive no possible motive for her adhering to it. If

sle designed, at some future period, to resume her
pirpose of participating in the trade of the west,
b; connecting her eastern and western rivers; and
WIS unwilling, for that reason, to give up to the
B Itimore Rail-road Company, her central line

ol intercourse; she has defeated such ulterior pur-
prse by permitting that company to come to Ihe

upper Kanawha, a point within less than forty

mles in a straight line of Point Pleasant; and bv
aithorizing an almost parallel line of commercial
cmimunication. But Virginia could have no such
n:rrow purpose; she could not have acted upon
Mch selfish and futile views: her population is al-

uust exclusively agricultural, and so far would re-

c<ive the same benefit, whether the product of their

irdustry found a market in Baltimore, or in Rich-
uond. So also of that part of her population who
ae devoting their capital and enterprise to manu-
fanuring; and to suspect her of sacrificing these

g)eat interests of Ihe community, because the mer-
Pintile profit was not also secured to Ihe common-
»^allh, would be unworthy of the character of the
stdte. To her statesmen it must be apparent, that

tie greatest possible benefits must be conferred, on
lie largest portion of her citizens, by pursuing with
tie Baltimore rail-road the route which has been
Iere recommended; and that by its ado|ili6n, and

]

inprovement alone, she can anticipate the diversion

o! any part of the western trade to her capital —
Tae undersigned, therefore, think that no difficulty

cai be experienced on applying to the legislature ol

\irginia, to remove this restriction; either prepara
l.iry to the examination of Ihe line, or for the more
important purpose of adoptintt it as the course of
Ihe rail-road. Indeed, so deeply is Virginia inte

rested in the great work now under consideration,
and in giving it a proper direction, that the under-
signed can but anticipate from her every liberality

which the Baltimore Company may have occasion
lo ask, whether in relation to the location of the
hain stem, or of the lateral braiii-hes of the rail-

bail; and that if necessary, she will liberally con-
Jibute hei funds in aid of an enterprise which must
oonfer great value on her unproductive mountains.
a\d double the available products of nearly one half
oi her territory.

Signed.

PHILIP R THOMPSON,-)
LEWIS SU-MMRRS, 9
JOSEPH LOVEI.L, ' S
JOSEPH L. FRY, fl.
JA.MES C M-FARLAND,

I
?

DA.MEL SMIIH, J
^

James A Lewis, Cor. Sec.

Tanawha county, July 20, 1827.

th

i liter from Col. David Ruffner toJiuls;e Summers.

'EAR Sir, Kanaicha Salines, July ZS, 1S-'7.

take pleasure in answering your inquiries so far

my recollections and knowledge serves me at

time. Some years ago, while acting as a cum-
ioner under an appointment by the legislature

^irglnia, to open a road by Bowver's ferrv to

ihaTalls of K.inawha, I examined Ihe shores of S'ew
riv , between these points, in company with Major
Hasford and others. Although our principal pur-
pO! Was to examine how far it was practicable to

i>n|ove the navigation, my employment in locating

aru constructing Ihe road, confided to my superin-

tenance, with some experience in road miking, in

dui d more than ordinary attention to the sboresof

the river, and to the practicabilitv ol forming,i road
near its margi:i. I found the din's very high, and
in some places almost perpendicular, but I Ihink,
that in every part of the ravine, 1 found suflScicnt
space between Ihe margin of Ihe stream and the
base of the cliffa, for a road of from thirty to forty
feet in width.

The fragments of rocks lying between the water
and the cliffs, (evidently precipitated to their pre-
sent situation on Ihe disrupture of the mountain by
the force of Ihe water in past ages,) formed the
principal impediments to the opening of an ordina-
ry road. This accumulation of stone al the foot of
Ihe cliffs would, however, probably constitute a fa-
cility rather than an impediment to the forming of
a road, on which railways are to be placed. These
locks are of the kind usually denominated sand, or
free stone; they split with ease into any form or
size, and equally resist the influence of water or air.

Their positions, I think, will generally be found fa-

voui-able to their use in constructing walls on the
water side, for giving to Ihe road a level bed, and
for furni-hing Ihe supporting blocks where the joints
of the rails meet; and would seldom require any
other means than a moveable crane for putting them
in place.

I have looked over so much of the reports of
Judge Marshall and Mr. Moore as relates to this
Si ction of New river, and while I entertain the
most profound respect for the opinions of those dis-
tinguished citizens, I can but think that the novelty
of the scenery in which they were placed, and the
dangers which presented themselves in the perilous
navigation which they had undertaken, and to which
their surveys were mainly directed, must have con-
tributed to heighten the difficulties which they
ascribe to the shores. And as the impressions ap-
parently made on their minds, differ from those
which I received, from an examination of the shores
themselves as to the reasonable practicability of
lormiiig a road along Ibis ravine, with an equal an-
gle of ascent corresponding with that of the water,
I can but hope that a more minute and careful ex-
aminatioQ will take place, and its fitness and capa-
city for improvement by a rail road better ascer-
tained.

Judge Marshall, speaking of this section of the
river-, saith, "in some places, for a mile or more in
continuation, it is compressed by the mountains on
each side into a channel from twenty to sixty vards
wide;" and in another part remarks, '•there are une-
quivocal indications of the river having risen in these
narrows from thirty to lorty feet perpendicular."

Mr. Mo'ire, 1 find, employs Ihe following lan-
guage: ••Below Bowyer's ferry the scene is consi-
derably changed; tremendous cliffs, from five to se-
ven or eight hundred feet in height, generally form
the boundaries of this frightui ravine; these are so
continuous, that in one part for four miles in extent
the riv.-r is entirely unapproachable by man, from
either side. Confined within these rugged limits to
a very narrow space, Ihe water sometimes rises to
the extraordinary height of fifty feet, notwithstand-
ing Ihe great fall in Us bed." The height ascribed
to the clifl's, their proximity on the opposite sides of
the river, the extraordinary rise of the water, and
Ihe want of space between Ihe base of the cliffs

and the margin of the river are all at variance with
the impressions which I received from personal ex-
amination. 1 remarked no indications, bv which I

Was induced to ascribe a greater elevation to the
water by freshets than twenty or twenty-five feet;

the narrowest parts of the river appear to me to be
from fitly to seventy five yards; beside, the spaces
between the water and the'cliffs and the width which
I thought might be gained for a road, I have already
slated. Whether a greater familiarity with the
wild and savage aspects presented by our rivers,

where they seem to have burst the b:»rriers which
apparently once obstructed their courses, may have
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re»<*r«<i me less seasiWe to the laii I'-ire of tbe coantrr and in Earope, we deemed it advisable t 'e.;:riTd pb,T>ician has justly remarked, "become

iMwrfiii I
which tbey'pTeseat to iBproTODeiit for

eonmocal paqxtses; or whelker ifce bisUy le-

spectaUe gealknea, whose Rfiarts I hare aobeed.

froa beag note bwliar with &e esoipuatncly

pbcal abeans aad si^ aadiifatiaas of ooreasten

co^trj, Bij hsTV b(«ii led to OTcmle tbe diffieai

ties to be caro«iteTed. does not becocoe me to de-

cide; b«t I will Bot retnin Troa a repetilioB oT tbe

hope tfal these coofictiBS opiaiams nnj be tested

br caicM aad sfcUfal exasnatMiaaL
'
Ahias the nviae of New riicr, I did sot otueiTe

3BT vems of caal. b«t the eeaeni forsutioB bidi-

cates Its tsisteoce: Near tbe gieat &Bs of Kaaa-

wba k is di9Co«<efed beds nch aad eitessiTeL

—

Coestiwctiag what is caHed the Loop road over

Gaaky o—tiiia. i fa—d it fireqaeBt aod abuadaat.

I kaow aal of tbe existeaee of aaj Urge atasses

of ifoa ore near Ibis sectiaa of the liver; aor have

I heoid of aay aaawntioes ande ia tbu qaaiter

far its discoTcir; it is, however, frt<peally. per-

eeiTed aa the sor^e of the groood, ia combnatiaa

witb sand stooes; and chalybeate spnags are aot

IB mna Whether these iaAeatioas wanaat a

beSef Ifatf it aay be faaad iiifc ii iit qaaatilies

far ^eM paiposes, miBerafa^siB «i3 be best aUe
•o deciJe.

The pnyiietow of the prapetty at the Great

jaHs beSere that large q^ulities esiit in ibat Bei>fa-

lnwahawl, bat 1 da aot kaow that aay examiaatioa^

or eipenaMals bare beea onde to TeniV tbe accu-

raer of these opiaioas. The pecaSar adapledcess :

of the bts tut e%erj species of water works, and
'

tbe adraatageoas ases to wbkb they icaj be appli-

ed, ia aid of the improreaieat aaw eooteaiplated.

wiii ..ot, lam sore, escape observaiioD. Witbaiaeb
respect aad caasidetatioa,

I am, dear sir,

Voor rtn hiaaklr aad obed^ •err't.

i^Sigaed) DATID RLFFNEB."

emploT oaiselres id the first instance, in coUectiitr lOi; a;,d spongy-, whereas, in tbe duij eiercised, they
additioBa] kaowted^e in reUlJon to ihe best plaiis>l ire as hard, too^b, and compact as ivory." For fe-

coastractiB^ this descripnon of reads, and the met ii..iie>, in particalar, daily and properlv regulated ex-
rfficteat aad economical means of empiovisg a erci^e is reqijisite; and id those <vho do not attend
oriag power apoa tbem. It affords me siacee

;

to this, the body and the mind equally become weak
pleasare to iafarai too, that macb very va!j'-.l!e r

forraatioo opoa these poiats has alreadj

qoired, aad that we are daily coUectia; l.

which greatly coafirni oar confidence of s— ^.^.^

The goremment of the United States hare «-
tended retr important assistance to this compaiT,

fay detariuBg to its service several of the most ttk
aad cffieteat atenbers of the Tcpograpbical eiss.

TWse geotieaKa are dow actively engaged i~ m^
iag tbe aec^eary recoanoisan es prepars:

:

sarreying aad ioeating of tbe ro^d; and
oonelTs with tbe hope that we shall ti^

antocdoarplaasastobeable to canuDence ibe*:-

i-i : diseased: let us. therefore, endeavour to ascer-
first, the quantity of exercise which the femile
CiQ admit of with impunity; and secondlv.

....!= kinds of exercl^e which are "best adapted for
preserving it in a state of beallb. In girls and in
youDg vromen ander twentv years of asre.

i- Of the qwintily vf eiercist proper for sirls and
iK^ng women—The projmety of apponionins (he
cjiiidty ol eiereise to the strength and habit of tbe

.-. idvjil, is so very obvious, that it appears almost
: jIojs to ttiv-DtioQ it: yet there is no rule so fre-

::!iy overlooked, and so often broken. In schools,
pdriicuiar, youn^ and delicate girls are forced to

taai eoastmetioB of tbe rail-road is tbe coomof .
t-alk the same riistacce, to undergo tbe same exer-

Ibe rmaiag spring- ^ ;e^es> aad to dance lor the same number of boars.

Permit me to 'a^ore too of my sincere ancwe- as the older and more robust giri?; the consequence
spectfal '•'tr-mt and regard. ' of which is, on impaired state of health; for as mus-

~ E. THOMAS, Prandak '^"'*' action eannat go on but at the expense of tbe

Lemit .Siaimni,
|

JoKfkLotM, I
JoKfkL Pt». f

Jamet C. MeFmiatd,
\

Batdd Smith. I

Z.ASZSS' l>EgAB.taftBlfT.

Of tut :!rT OF EsEECl-£ PEOPEE FOi G,-

O^ 1^ tie AAwre< Otw Bal SMri )

oi:sTixic;k, Crwyj, Jug, l-i, 1S^<- )

Toor laaaii itiiia. addressed to tbe Presidesi

Tis s-jcbioals as you
That Bsake the vmiW fid ttt iU-favoarM cHI'ir;:.

.

I
Tis B0t her gtas, biA |Ui that Batter ber,

t
Aad oat ot yoa die sees hCRcif Bote proper

Tiaaa any of ber liaeaiaents taa ^now her.

No ab~ardity b greater tbao that which as.soc.

female beautr wiib great delic<icy ol bjdy at.J o: •»•

aad Duectonaf the Baitiaoce aad Ohio Rajl-road , bUity of coosUlutwn. If beauty, as the trn.i is uf»-lteurit> are attaine

Cootpaay, tiaasaatted thnx^yoar delegate James derstood ra Europe, m-.y '-e d-'t--^ -he r-.-.'-? :-' T; saf^l mle for exercising yonng girls, n (o

power, too much of it must produce injurious

exuiuslioo; and thence the strong desire of loocg-
iDg, arising from a wish to obtain relief from roos-

cubr fatigue. This, in addition to Ihe constrain-

ed attitude of sittiLg very erect, which equally es-

bi jsts tbe energy ol tbe muscles of the back, is a
i trv freqnent cause of a diseased curvature of tbe
__'.-^'. It tii'-iy not be out of place to notice here the

.• of conceiving that grace consbts in a
-:ect position of tbe back, or spinal chain.

, r more at variance with ihe natuml state

:c part, which is that of the ffracefil carve,

b artists denoaiiriate tbe /t«e o^ btavty; and it

.- :t.is state which readers it a s jfe support to the

L -A, by yielding to every movement, and prevent-

\n;- «b».t jar to tbe braio which any sudden step in

.- TT in dabcing would cause, were tbe bones
» plic-i prrpendicuUr on one another,
•jin tbe natural curvature which it pos-

acts like a spring, and thus both grace and

C. M-Fariaad. £«<}. has beea by that geotleoian

scboiili^ to Ihe Buard.

The very iatercatiag iBfarraatioa which this do
caneat picMats, m reUtion to tbe topo$;rapby of

the coaotry proposed to be esamiced, aad tbe tBt-

perlaat news which it oiijblds ia regard to the pro-

bable eflicci of tbe coatempiaied tail-raad apoa tbe

gree of perfection o!

ceptible, evc.-y dev;-.

diaiBisb the pretej - -

woald aot be more u co::i;;:e_: :o r:;) .

bathed in the refreshing dew of the a.

UasbiBg bealthfal oo its stem, is le*s bea ^

that which is drooping ai.d withering froa^ ;

of exercise to their own feeling

aru this can only be effi'cted by allow-

3 ria and enjoy tbe same exercise as

-, iti!bio a limited space. They must,
'• f-ncouraged and even urged to motMn;
ire Ol ieuia'.e educaTinn, from tbe earliest

t»«»fe- jperK*<i» Ol Ui<-. ar.d the social habits of the sex, even

immease aad iacreasiag trade of tbe n^oas west ' iul rflecu ol the canker-worm in its core, (ban tiat j* girlii ^od. itictifie mnny girls, in the gard-n and

of the Oiuo, as weB as opoa tbe intentodnte coao- !tae femde Pj.in i= more beautiful or ioter&:ling la-jibe pl/iyKround,^lber to sit conversing in groups,

tiT between tbe waters of the Chesapeake bay and . der ibe pressure of disease. Fashion, tbe t^ran of] or to s^iunter. Ieaoi<igon one another, than to take

tfc»t river, are deeoied of great iaterest by the jopinion. bas occa>ionallj decreed tb^t elegance -^nlaclive et'rcUe. To overeoroe this evil, gyma»stic.

Board, aiid canaot (ail to strcAglbea oar zral aed only be looud associated with laogour, and \bA aland what are termed Caiisthenic exerrises bave

determioatioa, to parsoe 'be eaterprise ia which we ' paie visage and a hectic 6ii.-* are the legitimate in-
j

been introduced; bot wh-n tb»se are reganlcd as a

areeaibarked.toasaceeasfalteriLiffatioa. Tbe ob- 1 dicalieas of btanty: but tbe same Cipriciuos le^u- j task by tbe children. tb»-y lo^ Iheir benr-ficial inflii-

jectof this eoaipany beitg to connect tbe city of|lator hat, at ote'tirae, determined feat a wooaoeace as exercise: and Ibe greatest judgment is re-

BJ isMWe, \n aicansof a rail niaa tijaagh tbe most : sbeuM be ak^ied like a wedge, be pigeon breased,Wite tu proportion tbe efforts which they demand,

practicable and direct raate, wiib Ae aavigabie h^ al -hii'. '<:r-. -r J l-\- r. j t.- ir-cbes, st ai,<jber. to Tt- -.-fngtb of the individuals. W hen such ex-

waters of tbe west, we propose, prerioas to any lo- - employed in schools, Ibe efforts must be

catioo beicg drtr-mia-d apoa, to i i laiinr every jrougbt on, an.l not too suddenly discjn-

pas« tbroogb tbe moaolaiBS wiucb may be suggest ;, -r -nould they ever be exerted beyond the

ed. aad shall eadeavoar to avaiJ uwgelro of tbelneoce o* w.invu c&uierre»J ce.eLiiU o;. iae H.>lUti«l , pi»»<rr oi the girl. Tbey should alsobed.ily and

one which may oppose the fewest obstacles and io I Vi;.ius. To be serioas, there can be neiiber boutylregitilarly perfirmed; f-^r by this means, tbr body,

Toive tbe least expesse-
;
r.-ir symaielry of fbrm without ae.aitb; and the (»po • being under a kind of training, gradually arq-iires a

I am. tiierefare, iitstrqeled to assare yoa of tbe rii^ opinion can have originated only trum the pre-
1

power which it did not naturally po»-es5. arid be-

esiire wuuagacsA of ibiS company, to- rspkire tbe 'jodice tliai to be full of beajtb, is to be fat, earje,' eomes capable of exertions wbt'-h, tir.der other cir-

eo^try referred to, as proposed .br yoa, prorided 1 ai.«l ndsar. ' eomstances, wooid produce inflamm-ition, and, pro-

the re^trietiaas pbcied opoa its by tiie leg^siatare of: Exercise ooly can folly unfold tbe mu^olai sys-' haUy, fatal resalts. Tbe beneficial effects of regu-

fvgiaia aboald be iCMored. ' tem in both seres: it kiiits well tbe join''. f-»ke« br exerriv« in young gir«s, are tbe same as th-.se we

A» oar alack af iafonBatioa apoa the cmeral tnem cleaa and small; iricreases tbe

aab^^ect af rail raads was aot tvSaemt to warrant a every moveable organ; confers ac!iv,

tiaStJ eoMfarratftof the worJuaHhoagfa we had and cheenolBess of s|wiU: it ii, t^,

^baadaat reasoa to fed coafideat ol iu pcacticabiii
|
merely neceaaary (or tbe perfect

'
r biMB the lac cew whicb had attended similir ca- ' real frame, bnl also for it- pr>:- : ^

I scale, both ia this 'oot a dae pnifiortioa of it, "evec '.t :

d in the last essay, wh:-n tre.»ti ig of exer-

rr.Mil to health in boyhood: bit in young
or-? essential, from the sedentar\ habit* of

- J- J
- w, .fcisre to foliow. in an after pe.'iod of life; and

\ ,:.- also to coiicterscl that sljggish state ol the botsels

a: a ' which is so commoa in female habil:, and so much
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at variance with health If the estreire hr lakco i^owcriul influence of ^|jnn» in rc^'orinS the riv^f*^-

within a limited space, the kind of it should be fw of det.ilitatiog plf^arei on the delicate frames of

queuilv changed, to eiiCoura^c the continuance of it,
1 rouns womeD, the necesiarr consequence of a win

bv renewing the stimulus of exertion; and it shooJd ter in town The sofa, the bed, and inaction, are

cot the proper restorers of the bad? from this wretch-

ed slate; and it mar be said of them, as of that de-

luHve repose of the ocean, which imperceptibly at

tracts the oatisator to his destruction,

—

This calm of bearen, this mermaid's melodj.
Into an unseen whirlpool draws you fast.

Aiid in a moment sinks roa.'" Detdes.

If it be the object of mothers, in the encoarag«-

ir'-iit and cotintenance which they afford to fashion

alle dissipations, to procure hasbands for their

djuihters, they ougrht at the same time to recollect

that, in attaining their wish, their daughters are

aiso be of that description which calls into action

every muscle of the body. This, however, cannot

be accomplished if the body be cased in stays; for.

though the limbs and arms are free, yet the musdec

of the baek and loins are cirt-urascribed in Ineir ac-

tion, and a stale of debility in these parts is thereby

induced; for it is an undeniable truth, that a musde

which is not used soon loses its power The proof

of the influence of psertion in strengthening partico-

lar ^ets of muscles is dailv before our eyes in the

limbs of the professional dancer, and in the arms of

the Irlacksmilh: but, to insuie general health, and -to

diffuse vigour over the whole frame, every muscle

must be brought into play, and evrry par: bear a

share of the exertions which are aliernpted.

The necessity of proportioning the eff-«rts in ex-

ercise to the strt-n'tb of the airl, though it has been

already insisted on, yet mast be here repeatedj.

if iiumediate injury does not result from si

over-€%ertion, the daily renewai of it has a more pef-

maiiently bitd effrct, by wearing out th^ powers of

the bodv, and brinjingon premalur* ohi age. Sucb

a d<gree of exertion, indeed, is not hi;ely to occor

from almost any kind of exercise in tbe middle and

higher ranks of life; but nothing is more comm^p
than to see young >vomen. under thirty years ofa^
with the look of sixty, from bavio£ been overwodK-

ed as servants: and «urely the interests of bumaaily
require that an evil of this kind should not be ovet-

liK'ked. it may be argued, that much of this iiM%

arise from ro:ifiaement to hot kitchens, and from
the Ir.hour being carried on entirely within doois
the argument is not without weight but do we not

see the s;^me effects of too early hard labour is NuKFOLK RACES.—Oci. 31, 1-.:

manv of the children of the poor, who live in lie Fint Day.—The only horse entered was

purest air,—farmers' boys, for example, many of ].
J -Vinson's Snow Stornn, which galloped round th'

whom have the appearance of adult age before they course, and took the ^iCK) colt purse.

are fourteen, and often become prematurely old. I Second G»y—The public expcctatioa was again

A's the girl rises into tbe young woman, the ac-( sadly disappjinted by the purse of 4300. for three

live exercise which has been recommended, be-
| mile beats, being surrendered withDut a contest.

Qtolv one horse, Mr. W R. Johnson's Sailr Waiter.

li JiC^fclS.

^^'Etta the •.TD L . j.^ing items will be consider-

ed a, worth the = ..brrrirtoa price of this paper by
persons who Lave much 13 do with, and a proper

feeling for horses.]

Deak So, LoTilio. Va. OcL SI, 1837.

The followisg extracts from a very popobr scien-

tific work oow pa-))isij!ng in England, and called

'•The Library of Useful Knowledge," will save, I

hope, many a p^or horse from much suffering and
injury. With this view I take the liberty to <tfer

them for publication in your very useful paper.

Yours, with regard.

JA.ME5 M GARNETT.
Speaking of tbe eye-lids of birds, tbe writer re-

irdl to become mothers, and how inadequate thev ; mariis; "A third eye iid of the same kind is found

"il t>e to the duties of this sacred trusl. with brokeii

cja-tilutions and irritable nerves, incapable of sup

pvrting properly their own frames, much less of af-

fording nourishment to their offspring.

[BcsMei InUl.

Here follow observations on the exercises most

lOr.ducive to health in girls and young women—on

Walking—dancing—riding; which were published

in :he American Farmer, No. SI.]

SFOfi.TZZVG OZ.IO.

Mr

comes, in some degree, incompatible with the hi

bits of the sex; but it should still be continued with

in bounds of propriety. The various kinds of exer

cise will afterward be discussed; but we may observe

here, that the restraints imposed on young women
in society, ought, under no circumstances, to pre-

vent such exercises from being daily taken as will

bring every muscle of the body into action. The
necessity for adhering to this rule is even more ne-

cessary after a young lady is brought out, as tbe

term is; for, though the result of late hours and dis-

sipation be fatigue and debility of frame, yet, these

are not to be sopposed to warrant listlessness, apa
thy, and indulgence in bed, till the period of the d^v
arrives when 'he same round of pleasure is again to

commence. If a young lady, after the fatigue of a

ball, were to rise in the morning, and get on horse
bark to breathe the balmy and refreshing air of ear-

ly day. she would feel invigorated, cheerful, and
even fitted for a renewal of the dissipations of the
evening, provided these be not too frequently re-

peated; whereas, if she remains in bed till midday,
she will rise pale, languid, listless, and unrefresheii;

and though the stimulus of pleasure, which is one of
exiraordinar)- power on a youthful mind, mav ena-
ble her to run the circle of a winter's assemblies and
visitings; yet, at the terrainati.in of the season, a

shock has been given to the constitution from which
it ran never recover. It is not the province of the

phrcisian to preach morality, or to notice the debili
tatiag effects of fashionable dissipations on the men-
tal energies of the rising aristocracy of this countrv;
but he may be permitted to point out the injurioii- ' -?t

consequences to health of prolrarling what is ter
ed tbe ninter in town till the suniiner be far adv.

having been entered—she galloped round the course

lod l-ore off the money.

,
Third Day.—This race is said by the oldest sports-

aeo. to have been the best, as regartls time and
' ittom.on record.

The following fine first rate horses were entered:

jMr. Bracy's s. m. Sarah Bell, 5 years old,, by Sir

by.

ilr. Elliott's g. m. Betsey Ransom, 3 years old,

bi Virginia.

ilr. Wilson's s. h. Pirate, 4 yrs. old, by Sir Archy.
kir. Green's brown m. Columbia, 6 years old, bv

Si Archy.
The first heat was won by Pirate—time, 7 min

j( lec. Betsey Ransom second in the race, bat

c« Id evidently have won the heat, had the rider

m le bis ran sooner; (in fact his orders were not

tonm for the fi^^t heat.' Second heat won by Bet-

«jRansom in 7 m. 45 s !! and the third heat in 7 m.
5S .—carrying 3 « lbs. over the weight The course

ha been properly measured, and is hand to be 6

y« Is over a mile. This race is i!5 seconds less in

Al three heaU ..1-i miles,) than Eclipse and Sir

111 ry's celebrated race-

Then it i^ recollected that Betsey Ransom is but

3 J ars old. and that she has run the foar mile day
at ew Vork. Jistar.cing tbe field, > tbe four oule

dajjat B.ii'iiuiore, again distancing the field, and
la^ the three heats at Norfolk as above, all in the

shot space of about three weeks—she may very

he considered, if not the first, among the first

-- '^-,es in America.
'>:j.—This race. l»est three in fire, one

won bv .Mr B jokes' E.igle. beating

the horse, and called the katr; it is moistened

with a pnlpy subst^ince (or mucilage,} to take

bold of the dust on the eye ball and wipe it clean

off, so that the eye is hardly ever seen with any
thing npoB it, though greatly expised froa its size

and posture. Th-- swift motion of tbe haw is given

to it by a gristly, elastic substance, placed between
the eye bail and the socket, and sinking obliq iHy^

so as to drive Oiit the haw with great velocity over

the eye, and let it cone back as quickiy. Ig-

norant persons, when this haw b inflamed from
cold and swells so as to appear, which it never does

in a healthy state, often mistake it for an imperfec-

tion, and cat it oS: S3 nearly does ignorance pro-

duce the same mischief as cruelty! They might as
well cut off tbe pupil of the eye, taking it for a
black spot."

The other extract relates to the horse's hoof, and
is as follows: "The bones o( the foot are not placed

directly under the weight; if they were in aa uptight

position, they would make a fiim pillar, and CTeiy

motion waald cause a s'oock I'hey are placed

sl-.nting, or oblique, and tied together by ?- elastic

binding OB their lower surfaces. »o - ?'

as exact as those which we make - eel

'or carriages. Then tbe flatness . ^ ch
Iretches out on each side, and the I'ljg cjming
down in the middle between the qjarlere, adds
greatly tD the elastici'y of the machine. Ignorant

of this, ill-infarmed farriers nail the shoe too Ikr

baci:. fixing tbe quarters, and causing permaneot
contraction—so that tbe contracted hoof loses its

elasticity; every step is a shock; inflammalion and
lameness ecsoe."-

ced, instead of going into the coun'.nr to eniov tiie ; iU»cUs, L.ilambus, Sarah Bsll and giiuda

BiLTIMOaE, FrIDAT, Nov-KMEER 9. 1S27.

8:^The Lixp Tortoise of Fi-Obida.—In a letter

to the Editor of the .\merican Farmer from Genend
Lafayette, he expressed a desire to introduce the

trmtpin which is found in the Chesapeake and con-

stitutes S'j great a delicacy on our tables. Tbe can-

vass back dark, he said, he knew was only to be
enjoyed on the Susquehanna and Potomac—a con-

dition to wi,ich he would, if he could, most cheer-

fully submit."' Nothing would hsve been easier

than to seed him the terrapin, but ihey would not

lire ar.i f "r^rri*? :n i-tenrr fr-;'-, wztjrs What
will a- - - ; is.

proba our

Iriend .z-

der t'ne cire ji a mul,i^ itn^i lo tiic
,

Li Grarige-

Theellersonoftbe Editor of this pap :.. ;

in France under the guardianship of G.W Lafayette,

wrote to hi: mother that nothing could be aiore cu-
rious, nor more acceptable to the ladies at Lft

Grange, tha.n an American mxkins bird—the qoB-
pireil of feathered songsters; and we are happy to

state tbe gcoenJ's ackMnried^meat of its safe ar-
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rival .<ntl presentation to hi3"lar»e family of grand

daughters," together with a male American part-

ridge, the female having died on the way. Mr.

JefTerson stated that nothing had been found more

difficult than to transport in safety the mocking

bird across the Atlantic; but it seems as if Provi

dence smiles on all, even the humblest attempt, to

shovr gratitude to the good and great friend ol

America.
TJ. S. ship John .3dams, )

Dear Sir, JVoi/offc, Oct. n, 1821.
J

I send you, by Mr. A. H. Campbell, some land tor

foises from Pensacola. They are produced in great

abundance in the sandy coast of P'lorida, and con

stitute an important article of food for the inhabi-

tants. The flesh is delicate, and makes excellent

soup, not inferior, I think, to that of the green tur-

tle. They feed on herbs, and burrow in the earth

in winter. I am informed, on good authority, that

they differ little from the Gallipago tortoise of the

islands in the Pacific, except in size, being smallt-r.

They are excellent for sea stock, and live several

months without food. We have used them con-

stantly in our mesi for the lust eighteen months.

Your friend and obed't serv't,

JOHN N. HAMBLETON.

C^Frencb Chestnuts.—In number 27 of this

volume, we took notice of the luxuriant crop of

grapes at St. Mary's College, and referred also to

their figs, French chestnuts, &C. The following

note, mislaid until now, will show the size and
weight of these as compared with American chest-

nuts.

MR' Skinner,

Comparative weight of the chestnuts grown from

seed from the south of France, in the garden of St,

Mary's College, and of the average American chest-

nut:

Ten French chestnuts weighed last

autunm, . . . . 8 oz 14 grs

Ten American, . . . lioz.

French to American, in the ratio of 120 to 19.

Their comparative volume:

Ten French, made a volume of 6 solid cub. inch.

Ten American, . . . li do. do.

In volume, therefore, their ratio is as 24 to 7.

From his well wisher,

M. F. WHEELER, Preaident.

ty-The Dorchester County Agricultural Cattle

Show and Exhibition of Household iManufacliires,

was held agreeably to appointment on the29lh and

SOth inst. It gives us pleasure to learn from the

Cambridge Chronicle, that the vvoalher was fine,

the concourse of people large, and the exhibition

such as to meet the sanguine expectations of the

friends of the society; and that, the President, Doc
tor Muse, delivered in his usual eloquent and forci-

ble manner, an able and lucid address. The pro-

ceedings are on file, for insertion in the American

Farmer, in pursuance of the request of the society.

The friends of the society must have been the

more encour;iged by the large concourse that at

tended, notwithstanding the refusal of two of the

judges of the court, then in session, to adjourn even

for one day, though requested so to do by the grand

jury.

We believe it was the emperor of China who
made it a rule to do honour to agriculture, the great

mother that gives support to all other pursuits, by

descending from his throne, on a given d.ty in every

year, to guide the plough with his own hands: and

all people in all countries have applauded that act

of imperial condescension as one of profound policy;

but these industrious judges could not spare one

day to encourage the zeal of a few public spirited

citizens who are exerting themselves to promote a

knowledge whereby farmers may learn in these

truly hard times, the great desideratum,—How to

employ their slender capital and to apply their hard
labour with the oreatkst profit.

How do the slates' officers get their salaries but

from the earnings of farmers? Well would it be

for these if their reward too was Jixed, in despite of

frost 01 fly—of rain orrust. As they have but one

annual meeting for the rival but amicable display of

their best productions, we should suppose, that

even a court would not soil its ermine, nor disregard

the public interest by adjourning for one day. A
friend who was educated at William and Mary
college, once told us that whenever it was known
that Mr. Wirt, then a very young advocate, was

certainly to speak. Bishop Madison u»ed to tell the

students they might shut up their books, and go (o

more profitable employment of their lime in listen-

ing to the young orator.

We mean not the slightest personal disrespect to

the gentlemen of the bench—we only think they

took an honest but mistaken view of the public in

terest for that one day. It is not of patient, devoted

public servants like these that it could ever be

said, they would sooner

"Hang the guiltless, than eat their mutton cold."

The Horses op Socth America.

Extract of a letter to the Editor of the American
Farmer, from a distinguished oflScer of the United

Stales navy, dated Callao Roads, June 12, 1827.

[The mention of the fine points and paces of the

hDises of Chili by gentlemen who have been through

the interior, and allusions made to fine chargers sent

presents to the Prince Regent by general Bolivar,

Sic induced us to call the attention of an officer of

great intiUigence and public spirit to the subject.

We hope the men are improving since the revolu-

tion more than their horses, according to the follow-

ing account]

"I am of the opinion that the wealth of these

South American states is greatly overrated. They
have mines to be sure, but they neither are. nor can

be worked, to much profit; for both individuals and

cumpanies have failed who have of late attemptel

It; and the other products are very limited. Chili

and Peru are by many degrees the poorest countrits

I have ever seen, and can there be a stronger evi-

dence of this truth, than that with a small deb and

scarcely any military force, their treasuries are il-

ways empty—their expenditures though but little

more than jJ4,000,000. yet exceeding their incoiuf.

"1 would contribute, al almost any Iroi.ble, to my
improvement in the breed of hurses in our couii* j;

but I am confident that there is not a horse or mire

in Chili or Peru that would sell lor one hundred lol-

lars. I mean for the purpose of breeding, and for

the saddle. 1 have not seen one which could, il in

the United States, bring sixty dollars. I have bo(ghl

a saddle horse from Mendoza, one of the haid-

somest that 1 have seen here, and gave ten duubhons

for him, which is the highest price going; but eal-

ly in JNlaryland he would not sell for sixty dolars;

and this horse has been brought over the Cordllc-

ra» to Valparaiso, 4'i0 miles, and from thence lere

by water, from 12 to 15 days sail.

"You certainly know that the horses, cattle, sfeep,

and hogs of Spanish America, were all brought rom

Spain; and the only port of exportation for hese

animals was Cadiz, the southern extremity of Aida-

Insia. Consequently the animals of that provnce,

and I do aver, much degenerated from their pro;eni-

tors in form and size. No one who has been ii An
dalusia would be at a loss to perceive that the above

mentioned animals have had their origin then; the

form, colour, and spirit is very much the same, par-

ticularly the latter, which is remarkable, aid is

qually perceptible in the wild horses of Louisiana
and the state of Mississippi, and the western Flo-
rida."

Errata in the Cattle Show Report In Horses
and Mares, for ''Mr. ^ostler," read "Henry Boteler."
Domestic Manufactures, for "jMrs ^mie Morris," rea.i

'•Mrs. Jinn M>rris."
Butter and Cheese, in the fourth line, for "prrmium,"

read ' .specimen"—fifth and ninth lines, for "/o/m Smitft,"
read ".fob Smith "

Ploughing Match—for "70 feet in length and 27 io
brea<ith," read "70 yards in length and 27 feet ia
breadth."—[So says Mr. Eastman.]

PARTNER WANTED.
A gentleman of active and business-like habits, is of-

fered a share in an horticultural and agricultural con-
cern, which promises the most profitable results. A
capital of from 2 to 3000 dollars will be required. The
most unexceptionable references will be given as to
the respectability of the advertisers. Further informa-
tion may be obtained by addressing C. C. D. (post paid)
Post Office, New York. JVo». 9.

BAZaTIMOaB paicxss CUBKSnX.

Reported for the American Farmer, by Lewis Sutlon S( Co.

Tobacco continues to be depressed, yet some sales

are made at low prices, particulirly Ohio, which ap-
pears to be in more demand than for some time past—
but these sales are at prices below former quotations.

Th^i prospect for tobacco in general is very discourag-

ing. Standard rates not materially changed. Grain
has improved consi' erably. We sold one cargo yester-

day from West river, Anne Arundel county, good and
inferior, at 90 cts. best; and .SO for ordinary; some su-

perior brought 93—all red wheat.

Seconds, as in qunlity, <>3.00 a 6 00—common crop,

3.00 a 4.00—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—good red, 5.00 a B.OO

—Fine red, 7.00 a 8.00—Yellow and red, 7.00 a lO.nO—
Yellow do. 5.50 a I '.00—Fine yellow, 15.00 o 20.00—
Viiginia do. 3 50 o 8.00—Rappahannock, 3.00 a 3.50—
Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00—do. for wrapping, 6.00 a 7.00.

Floor—white wheat family, J5.75 a 6 00—superfine

Howard-st 5.00 o o-l-J^o B.OO^ity mills, 4.50o4.75—
Susquehanna, 4.50 a 4. 75

—

Corn Meal, bbl. 2.76 a 2 87^1

-^Grain, white wheat, best 1.00 a 1.06—red do. .90o.93
—ordinary, .75 a .80—Corn. .45 a .43

—

Kte, -40 a .50

—Oats, .20 a 25—Bj-.ans, .80 a 1.0:'—Peas, :40 a .50

—

Clover seed, 4.50 a 5.00—Timotht 3.00— 13arlet, .55

a .58

—

Flaxseed, .75 a .80-Cotton, Virginia, .8^ o

.104—Louisiana, .11 " .13—Alabama, .10 a .1 14—Mis-

souri, 10 a .lOi -N. Carolina, .S\ a .94—\VooL,nash'd,
.18 a.22—half blood, .26 a 28—three-quarter, .28 a .30

—full do. .30 a 35— He.mt, Russia, per ton, $-'25 a 238

—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140—water-rotted,
170 a 190—Fish, Herrings, bbl. 2.75 a 3.00—Mackerel,
3.75 a 1.75 a5.75—Bacon, bams, .9a.lO—hog rouhd, 7 a

74—Feathers, .28 a .29— Whiskey, .264 « .27—Beef, on
the hoof, 3.50 a 4.5n—Hogs, do. 3.50 a 4.00—Butler,
bust,. 20 a .25—ordinary, .124 " ''5.
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AaKICUIiXVRB.

DORCHESTER COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The third annual Cattle Show and Fair of this

association was held on the 29lh and 30th Octoher

The weather was uncommonly tine; the visitors

were numerous and 'espectable. and the whole rha

racter of the exhibition was such as to demonstrate

that the efforts of the society have, in a remarkable

decree, promoted the purposes for which it was in-

stiluted. Since the organization of the society, the

attention of our agriculturists has been bestowed

upon a greater variety of objects; and emulation

has been excited in almost every branch of bus

bandry and domestic industry. It is ri^ht that an

institution, promotive of such useful ends, should

flourish; and the permanency of the Dorchester

As;ricultural Society is, therefore, reckoned upin,

with feelings 'of peculiar stratification. The Neat
Cattle, Sheep and Swine exhibited, were generally

of improved stocks, and in excellent condition. A
few fine Horses were entered for premium, and the

Domestic Manufactures were of great varietv, beau-

ty and excellence. Some interesting articles were
presented for exhibition, for which the society had
provided no premium: among them were some co-

coons of beautiful silk, from worms fed upon let

tuce and the leaf of the common purple mulberry,

by Dr. Woolford. Also a fine specimen of rice,

from the newly reclaimed marshes of this county
At 12 o'clock of the first day, Dr Muse, the pre-

sident of the society, delivered an address, whic^
will shortly be laid before the public. It emmentlj
combined the practical knowledge of experience,

with the unerring deductions of judicious theory.

The certain and valuable effect ol' agricultural so-

cieties, and their annual exhibitions, upon the inte-

rest of the conimuniiy, were hiippilj illustrated.

Errors in tillage, which lime and usage have conse-
crated, were clearly exposed and poignantly ridi-

culed; while a useful and improving system of agri

culture was pointed out and strongly recoQinjendHd.

The address, itself, was a striking prof^'of the asser-

tion, that philosophy is the best ally of commou
sense.

Crops.

The Committee on cwp-* award to Dr. Joseph E.

Muse, for the best Sve contiguous acres of corn,

(90 barrels, 1 (lie premium of 8 dollars. To James
i)ixon, f<" the best ^ve contiguous acres of wheat.

(100 bushels,) the premium of $8 To Thomas
Harward, for the best acre of potatoes, (1774 bush-

els,) the premium of 8 dollars. To Wm V. Mur-
ray, for the best acre of mangel vvurtzel, (700 bush-
els.) the premium of 8 dollars. To Dr. Jose|Hi E.

Muse, for the largest crop of seed cotton, (24,000
lbs.) the volunteer premium of 20 dollars.

John Muir,
Peter Lecompte,
Samuel Cook, Jr.

Horses.
The Committee on horses award to Wm. V. Mur-

ray, for the best stallion, (Emperor,) the premium
of 10 dollars. To Lewis Ross, for the best marf,
the premium of 8 dollars. To Daniel Ross, for the
best colt under 2 years, (black colt, sired by Dare-
devil,) the premium uf 5 dollars.

Salsburt Collins,
Wm Jackson. Jr.
John R. Keene.

Neat Cattle.
The Committee on neat cattle award to James

B. Steele for the best bull over 2 years old,(Devo;
bull,) the premium of 10 dollars. To Dr. Jciseph
E Muse, lor the best bull under 2 years oM. (Dur
ham Short Horn,) the premium of 8 dollars. I'o

No. 35. —VOL. 9.

ThoiiMs 11 Hii'l;s, l'„r llie secoul U.-^i in, II umli-r 2
years old, ihe piemiuni of 3 dolhirs. To John \V.
.Martin, (he premium for the best cow. To Charles
Goldsborough, the premium for the second best
ccw. To Isaac F. Williams, the premium for the
bejt heifer under 2 years old. To Junes Dixim, the
premium for the second best heifer under 2 years of I

To Thomas Hayward, (he premium for the best
vnke of oxen. To James W. Vickars, the premium
for the second best yoke of oxen To Charles Golds-
borough, the premium for the best fitted bullock.

Joseph Nicols,
Wii liam Craft,
John Vikcekt.

Swine.
The Comraittee on swine award to Wm. Vickars,

•he premium for the best boar over one year old.

To Dr. Thomas Woolford, the premium for the
best sow with a litter of pigs. To Thomas Hayward,
the premium for the best sow pig, under 10 months
old. Lewis Ross,

Daniel Ross,
Thomas White.

Sheep.
The Committee on sheep award to Samuel Ste-

vens, Esq. of Talbot, the premium for the best ram.
To James B Steele, the premium for (he second
best ram. To Samuel Stevens, Esq the premium
for the best ewe. To Dr. Thomas Woolford, the
premium for the second best ewe. To Dr. Thomas
Woolford, the premium for the best lot of wethers.

Thomas Ennalls,
John H. Hoopek,
Wm. W. Vickars.

Domestic Manufactures.
The Committee award to Mrs. Einify L Wood-

;ird, the premium for the best piece of flannel. To
Mrs. Elizabeth Pattison.the premium for the best
piece of kersey. To Mrs. Eliza Jones, the premi-
um for tlic best piece of lin.iey. To Mr». Dr. Ni
cols, the premium for the best piece of carpeting.
To Mrs. William Gist, the premium for the second
best ditto. To Mrs. Wm. V. Murray, the premium
for the best hearth rug. To Mrs C." Goldsborough,
the premium for the second best ditto. To Afrs.
Eliza C. VVaggaman, the premium for the best
counterpane. To the same, the premium for the
best piece of linen sheeting To Mrs. Emily L.
Woodard, the premium for the best piece of linen
diaper, for table cloths. To Mrs. Elizabeth Patti
SOD, the premium for the best piece of towellino-
liaper. To Miss Emily Dorsey, the premium for
the best puir of knit woollen stockings. To Mrs.
Elizabeth Woodard, the premium for the best pair
of cotton stockings.

Dr. Joseph E Muse exhibited an excellent piece
of cotton bagging; which, however, was not enter-
ed for premium.

Isaac F. Williams,
D. H Barrow,
Samuel Sewell.

No Implements ofHusbandrt were exhibited for
premium; but the Committee particularly remark-
ed Coppuck's economical ajiparatus for cooking
food for stock, and Isaac Clowes' model of an im-
proved saw and grist mill.

Wm. IM'Kenzie,
Thos. Dail.
Benj. Slacum.

Butter.
The Committee on butler, award to Mrs M.

Steele, the premium for the best fre.ih butler. To
Mrs. James Dixon, the piemiuiii for tht second best
fresh butter. Mrs. M.irgaret Haywun), the pre-
mium for the best potted butter. To Mrs. Sophia

.lose, the premium lor ihj second best polled bul-
'sr. Akthuk Rich,

Saml. Stevens,
Noah Dixon.

Fermented LiquoRS.
The Committee on fermented liquors award the

premium to Mr. Benjamin Wuoil ird, for a b irrel of
fine cider. PniLip S Yates,

Reuben Tai l,

Jjhn R. Makti.t.

Ploughing .Matches.
The Coramittee report that six plou^'hs were en-

tered on the ploughing iii.,tebes, and they awcrd the
first premium to Thomas Hayward and the second
to Dr. Muse. . Wm M Kenzie,

L. M Robektsow,
Anthony Manning.

On Tuesday, at noon, a general meeting of the
society was held. The President, after expressing
an undiminished interest in the concerns of the as-
sociation, tendered the resignation of his offi?e; the
Vice-Presidents mide a similar lender; and the
members then proceeded to an election of offi -ers
for the ensuing year— when Dr Muse was unanr-
mnusly re-elecleil President; Dr Thomas VVool-
Foi:n and Col. A .Manning were un^nmioiisly re-
elected Vice Presidents—and the following gentle-
men Curators:

James Thompson,
Thomas H Hieks,
Win. W. Eccleslon,
J imes B Steele,

J-iines Alfred Pearcc,
Samuel Leco npte.

were re-appointed

John C. Henry,
Thomas Hayivard,
Wm. V. Murr.iy,

James Dixon,
Wm. Lecompte, O P,

Joseph Byus,
James Dixon and Wm. Re

Treasurer and Secretary
On motion of Samnej Lecompte. it was Resolved,

That the thanks of the meeting be ten I. red to the
President and Vice Presidei U. for their indefati-a-
bie exertions in behalf of the s.ici-ty.

'

Resolved, That a copy of the President's address
be requested for publication, and that it be printed
in the American Farmer, Cambridge Chronicle,
Baltimore Patriot, American, and Chronicle.

Resolved. That these proceedings be published in
the Cambridge Chronicle, and American Farmer,
and that James Alfred Pearce and the Secretary, be
a committee to prepare the same for publication.

WILLIAM REA, Hcc'ry.

Of the Stvdt of the Ammal Kingdom with re-
ference TO Agricoltuue.
(Continued from p. 267.)

Of the Econonueal Uses of Animals.

On the importance of animals in the arts as labour-
ers, as furnishing food, clulliing, medicine, and ma-
terials for various manufactures, it is needless to en-
large.

As laLomers the quadrupeds are almost solely em-
ployed; and of these the most universally useful is
the horse, ami next the ox and the ass. V\ iih.jut the
constant use of these animals, the general economy
of civilized life in the temperate climates, and more
or less in every climate, would be entirely altered'
as would be the economy of Arabia, and many parts
of Africa without the use of the camel. The" dog is

valuable as a messenger and watching animal, and
has been and is employed in that capacity in all
ages and ceunlries

c/Js articles offood man employs animdls belonging
to every class, from the quadruped to the zonpliyle.
Ill some cases, he makes choice of a part only of an
animil, in other rases, .he devours the whole. He
kills and dresses some animals, uhile he swallows
others in a live stale The taste of in:in evhibils still

more remarkable differences of a rational kind. The
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animals v.hich are cao;crly sought after by one tribe,

are nc^^Icclcd or despiscdbv another. Tlius the seals

and porpoises, which, a lew centiiries^ago, were

e«ten in Britain, and were presented at the feasts of

kin;;s, are now rejected by the poorest of the people.

Those qvadrv/ieds and birds which feed on grass or

grain, are generally preferred by man to those which

subsist on P.eih or fish. Even'in the same animal,

the flesh is not always of the same colour and fla-

\ our, when compelled to subsist on Hifforent kinds

of food. The feeding of black cattle with barley

straw, has always the efTect of giving to their fat a

yellow colour. Ducks fed on grain have flesh very

different in flavour from those which feed on fish.

Theparticularodourof ihe fatofsome animals seems

to pass into the system unchanged, and, by its pre-

sence, furnishes us with an indication of the fcod

which has been used.

While jiuiiuj kinds of animals are rejected as useless,

there are others which are carefully avoided as poi-

sonovs. Anions quadrupeds and birds, none of these

are to be found, while, among fishes and mollusca,

several species are to be met with, some of which

are always deleterious to the human constitution,

while others are hurtful oidy at particular seasons.

The use of skins as articles of dress, is nearly co-

eval with our race. With the progress of civdiza-

tion. the fur itself is used, or the feathers, after hav-

ing been subjected to a variety of tedious and fre

quetiily complicated processes. Besides the hair of

quadrupeds, and the fchlhers of birds used as cloth-

ing, a variety of products of the animal kingdom, as

bone, shells, pearls, and corals, are employed as or-

naments of dress, in all countries, however different

in 'Ji'-ir desrree of civilization.

JMedicine. The more tfiiiient products of the min

era! kinudom have in the progress of the medical art

in a great measure superseded the milder remedies

furnished t-y animals and vegetables. The blister-

fly, however, still remains without a rival; and the

leech is often resorted to, when the lancet can be of

no avail.

Tlie arts. The increase of the wants of civilized

life calls (or fresh exertions to supply Iheni, and Ihe

animal kinsdoin slill continues !• furnish a copious

source of materials for the arts. EmcIi class presents

its own peculiar offerins:, and the stores which yet

remain to be investigated, appear inexhaustible.

Of the Modes of killing ^inimals.

The mode of l.illiap; an'nuds has coKsiderabh effect

o'l tlia JlesU of Ihe animal. Most of those slaugh-

tered fur food are eiilicr bled to death, or arc bled

profusely immcdr.Ucly alter being deprived of life

in soint- t(h»r n.iy. The common mode of kilting

caltle in tlus kingdom is, by sirdiing them in the

forehead with a polc-a.Ke, and then culling their

throats to iilccti ihem. But this method is cruel,

and not I'rec from danger. 'J he animal is not al-

wa-.s brou',;bi down by Ihe first blow, and the repe-

tition is ddlicull and uncertain, and if ihe animal be

not very well secured, accidents may happen. Lord
Sonnerville {General Survey of the Jigriculture of

Shropsiiire. hy Joseph Plymley, M. Jl. 8vo. London,

1803, \\ 243.) iheiefore, endeavoured to introduce

the m. thml of pithing or laying cattle, by dividing

the spmal marrow aboie the origin of the phrenic

nerves, as is commonly practised in Barbary, Spain,

Portugal, Jamaica, and in some parts of England;

and Jaok.'on tays, that the "best method of killing

a bullock, is by thrusting a sharp-pointed knife into

the spinal marrow, when the bullock will imme-

diately fall without any struggle; then cut the arte

ries .ibuut tl.c heart." {Reflections on the CoimneTce

of the JMediterranean, by John Jackson, F. S. A. 8vo.

London, 1804, p. 91.) Although the operation of

pithing is not so difficult but it may, with some prac-

tice, be performed with tolerable certainty: and al-

thous'i Lord bomerville took a man with him to

it a condition that the prize cattle at his e.xhibili(ins

should be pithed instead of being knocked down,
still pithing is not becoming general in Britain.

This may be partly owing to prejudice; but we have
been tolil that the flesh of the cattle killed in this

way in Portugal is very dark, and becomes soon
putrid, probably from the animal not bleeding well,

in consequence of the action of the heart being in-

terrupted before the vessels of Ihe neck are divided.

It therefore seems preferable to bleed the animal to

death directly, as is practised by the Jew butchers.

Du Gard's observations on pithing, deserve atten-

tion This gentleman, a surgeon of the Shrewsbu
ry Infirmary, after mature consideration, is against

the practice, as causing more pain than it is intend-

ed to avoid. He says, "Pain and action are so ge
nerally joined, that we measure the degree of pain

by the loudness of the cries, and violence of the

consequent exertion; and therefore conclude, on see-

ing iwo animals killed, that the one which makes
scarcely a struggle, though it may continue to

breathe, suffers less than that which is more violent-

ly convulsed, and struggles till life is exhausted. It

appears, however, that there may be acute pain

without exertion, perhaps as certainly as there is

action without pain; even distorlions, that at the

first glance would seem to proceed Irom pain, are

not always really accompanied with sensation To
constitute pain there must be a communication be-

tween the injured organ and the brain."

In. the old method of sluughtering. a concussion of

Ihe brain takes place, and therefore the power of

feeling is destroyed. The animal drops, and al-

though convulsions take place generally longer and
more violent than when the spinal marrow is divid-

ed, yet there is, I think, reason to believe that the

animal suffers less pain. The immediate conse

quence of the blow is the dilatation of the pupil of

Ihe eye, without any expression of consciousness or

fear on the approach of the hand.
From all these circumstances, Du Gard concludes

that the new method of slaughtering cattle is vmre
painful than the old. The puncture of the medulla
spinalis does not destroy feeling, though it renders

the body quiescent, and in this state the animal both

enduies pain at the punctured part, and suffers, as

it were, a second dealh, from the pain and faintness

from loss of blood in cutting the throat, which is

practised in both methods. Everard Home, in a

valuable paper, {Shreic. Rep. p. 250,) has suggested

a mode of performing the operation, which w-ould

answer completely, could we be sure of having ope-

rators sufliriently skilful; but we may the less re-

gret the ditficidly of getting new modes established

when we thus see the superiority of an old custom

under very improbable circumstances; and if well

meant reformers wanted any additional motives to

care and circumspection, a very forcible one is fur-

nished in the instance of the time and trouble taken

to introduce this operation, and which, as it has hi-

therto been practised, is the very reverse of what
was intended.

Jewish modes. The Mosaic law so strictly prohi-

bits the eating of blood, that the Talmud contains a

body of regulations concerning the killing of ani-

mals; and the Jews, as a point of religion, will not

eat the flesh of any animal not killed by a butcher

of their own persuasion. Their method is to tie all

Ihe four feet of the animal together, bring it to the

ground,«nd, turning its head back, to cut the throat

at once down to the bone, with a long, very sharp,

but not pointed knife, dividing all the large vessels of

the neck. In this way the blood is discharged quick-

ly and completely. The effect is indeed said to be

so obvious, that some Christians will eat no meat
but what has been killed by a Jew butcher Calves,

pigs, sheep, and lambs, are all killed by dividing at

once the large vessels of the neck.

,Snimals which are killed by accident, as by being

nous animals, are not absolutely unwholesome. In-
deed, they only differ from those killed methodical-
ly in not being bled; whii^h is also Ihe case with .<ni-

mals that are snared, and in those killed by bouiid».
Animals which die a natural dealh should never be
eaten, as there are umleniable instances of disease,
and even death being Ihe consequence.
Animals fieqiiently undergo some preparation be-

fore Ihey are killed- They are commonly kept with-
out food for some time, as if killed with full sto-
machs their flesh is not considered to keep well.
Oxen arc commonlj' fasted two or three days, small-
er animals a day; but it is evident that the praciice
must not be carried too far, as the opposite effect
will be produced by the animal falling offer getting
feverish. Dr Lister has stated that nothing con-
tributes more to the whiteness and tenderness of
Ihe fle^h of calves than often bleeding thera, by
which the colouring matter of the blood is exhaust-
ed, and nothing but colourless serum remains. A
uch more cruel metlmd of preparation for slaugh-

ter used to be praciised, though now much less fre-

quently, in regard to the bull. By sorne amient
municipal laws, no butcher was allowed to expose
any bull beef for sale unless it had been previously
baited. The reason of this regulation probably was,
ihat baiting had the effect of rendering the flesh or
muscular fibre much more tender; for it is a univer-
sal law of the animal economy, that when animals
have undergone excessive fatigue immediately be-
fore death, or have suffered from a lingering death,
their flesh, though it becomes sooner more ridged,

also becomes sooner tender than when sucjdenly de-
prived of life in a state of health. The flesh of hunt-
ed animals, also, is soon tender and soon spoils, {Re-
cherches de Physiologic et de Chimie Palhologiqite

,

par P. JV. J\'ysteu. 8vo Paris, 1811;) and it is U|.on

this principle only, that Ihe quality of pig's flesh

could be improveu by the horrid cruelty said to be
practised by the Germans, of whipping the animal
lo death.

Poriugal to be instructed in the method, and made drowned, banged, or frozen, or by a fall, or rave-

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the material for Cot-
ton Baggino. Cordage, &c.—No. VII.

•A/eor IVUmington, Del.
\

J. T. KiLBY, Esq. JVot>. 1, 1827. J

In reply to your queries ii. tbe American Farmer,
vol. 9, p. 2t)0, on manufacturing of cotton in the
southern states, I answer, first. The po-ver requir-
ed to drive a pair of 5 feet mm stones, is swfficient

to drive 1000 spindles with all the preparatory ma-
chinery, equal to the power of five good hors«s.

2d. The cost of a building, mill-wright work, ma-
chinery, &c. may be estimated at $12 per spindle;

and a factory of 3 to 500 spindles will be as profita-

ble as a larger one, in proportion to the capital em-
ployed. 3d. In this neighbourhood I could ereet a.

building, and have 1500 spindles in operation in six

months; woollen machinery is not half so costly as
cotton.

Your statement of the prices of slave labour will

average for women, boys and girls, $41 per annum;
the same hands, in our factories, average $77 per

annum at the very lowest—being nearly double.

Dr. Cotton factory of 500 spindles, for one
year, on coarse work, cost of building, mill

work and machinery, . . . $6000
Premium of insurance 5 per cent; interest 6j

wear and tear 9 per cent.—is 30 per ct.

Wages of 20 boys, girls and women, at $41

per annum, . . . •

Superintendant and a mule spinner,

66,000 lbs. cotton required, at 1 1 cents per lb. 7260

Cost of 60,000 lbs. yarn, $9880

As the cotton loses 10 per cent, in spinning, it

$120»

820
600
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JeavfS 60,000 lbs —losl J9S8U; or say 16,^ ceiils per

ib. lor yarn ready for the weaver, of the size of five

hanks to the pound— whicli would be the average

of blanketing and negro clothing.

60 000 lbs. No. 5 yarn, sells wholesale at 25

cents per lb 15,000

60,000 lbs. No. 5 yarn, costs per Dr. Cotton

factory,

Leaves for clear profit on the spinning, |5.1'20

The profit on weaving is small, perhaps 25 to 30

cents per day on a loom. An expi*rt weaver on low

priced coarse goods can earn 75 to 100 cents per

day, piece work; he must work diligently, and at

least thirteen or fourteen hours, to make his 871 cts.

As slave labour is only one dollar per week, and al-

low him only to do half what the white weaver

does, h& will make J2 624. and add 15 cents per day

profit on weaving, is 90 cents per week—makes

$3 524; deduct his wages, *H.00, leaves ij2.524 clear

prolit per week on a loom, or per annum fil26. The
500 spindles would keep ten to fifteen looms at work

—say average twelve, and each make $126—would

give $1512 per annum as the profit on weaving;

added to the profit on spinning, $5120—is $6632

profit on the establishment.

A plain fly-shultie loom, with every thing requisite,

may cost fifteen to twenty dollars. Your query

—

Can water be returned, after it is used, into the

pond, to any advantage? I answer, no; it would re-

quire at least 100 gallons of water from the head,

to return 85 gallons back again.

In answer to Mr. Fitzhugh's queries, vol. 9, page

260. To the first—can women, and girls above the

age of ten, be advantageously employed in a wool-

Jen factory? Yes. To the 2d, 1 to 12; 3d, yes; 4th,

2 to 4; 5th, 4 to 6000 dollars; 6lh, 25,0U0 lbs. wool,

and 8 ts 10,000 lbs. cotton warp; 7th, 300 dollars

per annum, and found boarding; 8th, the first year

300 dollars. THUS. MASSEY.

ON THE USES AND VALUE OF THE ROL
LER.

J. S. Skikneb, E94. Roxbf^, Oct. 31, 1827.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Wr. George H. Chees-

man, of Rockingham, V'a. having requested intor-

nialion, as to ihe bcn«rit of applying; the smooth

roller to lands Idid down 10 grain or grass, and hav-

ing myself been in the practice of applying the rol

ler !'jr l"'^rity ycais. il is with great pleasure thai I

afforH liiin the results of my long, and uninterrupt-

ed e.spfnrnce. 1 should mver think of sowing
grain, or grass, without the roller.

Ill answer to his q.ieslions, in the Older stated by

him, I reply, that my oun e.\peiicnce has only ex-

tenJed to light loamy lands^ some of them without,

and some with small stones on the surface. 1 have
no clayey soil, but from my knowledge and observa-

tion of such soils, I should believe that there arc

none to which ihe operation of rolling would he

more beneficial than to them, provided the surface,

at the time of rolling, was perfectly dry. it would
in such a state ol Ihe soil, (I should suppose,) be

eminently serviceable in breaking down tlie aggre-
gated masses of cla}; but in any other state of the

clayey soil, I should suppose the rolling highly inju-

rious. jBut this is meie theory, having no practical
acquaintance with such soils. In loamy, or gravel

ly, or sandy, or slony soils, the practice of 1 oiling

is, I can safely affirm, of great use. In sowing
grasses, or grain, I have applied the roller, immedi-
ately after the bush harrowing. The effect of Ihe

roller, at that period, is eiiiinenfly and unquestion-
ably valuable. It leaves a smooth and beautiful
surface, resembling the nicest garden culture. It

prevents the unequal distribution of the grain or
grass seeds, (if well distiibuied in ihe first instance
by the sower,) by copious showers on an unequal

surface. It puts every stone, not exceeding four

inches in diameter, below the scythe, and of course
the sickle. It facilitates in a degree above our ex
peclation, the germination of the seeds, whether o(

grass or grain, by bringing the soil into close con
tact with the seeds, many of which, without ap-
proxi'iiation, would remain for many days, or even
weeks, without germinating.
On grain, or grass lands, t apply the roller in the

spring after the sowing, but not until Ihe surface has
become so hard and dry that the horse's hoofs shall

not penetrate the soil too deeply. I precede the
rolling with a li^'ht harrovv unloaded, never feaiinj;

the occasional dislodgement of the plants. 1 then
follow with Ihe roller, though the plants are often

four or five inches high. The roller then settles the
roots firmly in the ground, which had been raised

by the preceding winter's frosts, and in one week I

perceive the beneficial effects of the roller, though
its first and immediate effect seems to those unac-
customed to its use, pernicious or destructive. The
roller I have used has been of free-stone, 18 inches
in diameter and 3i feet in length; its weight, I

should suppose, cannot he less than 500 lbs. at the
least; but as such rollers cannot easily be procured,
a smooth log of 13 inches diameter, or a plank one
of 2 feet, will answer equally well, having directly

over the axis a box filled with stones to such a

weight, as a common horse, can conveniently drag
over an undulating surface. 'J'his can only be set-

tled, by each individual, according to the strength
of his horse and the inequality of his ground, of
which, every man, on the spat, can alone be the
competent judge.

I have no hesitation to say, that among all the
improvements of modern husbandry, the roller holds

an important, and 1 should say, an indisfiensable

place. JOHN LOWELL
N. B. It may seem to those, who judge of the

labour of any proceeding, by the words used in its

description, that this is a very operose and expen-
sive process. For the information of such, I would
say, that an acre may be rolled by one boy and a
horse, in one hour, at the most moderate calcula
lion—at least so wc find it in New England.

GUINEA GRASS—GRAPES, &c.

WoodvilU, milcinson, (Miss.) )

DsAR Sir, Sept. -'5, IS;i7.
I

I send you a few seed of a gass that grows in

nur vallies in this county. I think it will make fine

meadow grass, planted on land somewhat damp. Il

lias a broad, rich green leaf, with a long stem when
i( goes to seed.

We have a wild grass, called the JVimhcrvdl, that
nrows in our woods, and much esteemed here.

—

Neither tiuiolhy or blue grass will succeed here.
The short while clover has a brief existence with us,
but it looks very fine as long as it lasts. Can you
send me a grass (evergreen,) adapted to our climate.
The Guinea grass, cultivated in our gardens,

grows ten or twelve feet high. No grass exceeds il

for abundance and luxuriance. The frost kills it,

and it must be planted every year from the seed.
Could you furnish me with a quart of seed.

VVe have tried many varieties of grape here; they
rot every year, and we cannot succeed with any.
Could you furnish me with a few cultings adapted
to our climate, and the mode of culture.

Yours, W. HAILE.
P. S. The Cheiokee (nondescript,) rose succeeds

here. We have several hedges in cultivation. Gen.
Ivor, who introduced it into this state, has a hedge
of a mile in e.xtent on his plantation. A complete
hedge can be made in three years. VVe plant the
cuttings in damp oc rainy seasons, in December or
January. One rovv will answer; but three is better.

[Can any gentleman supply us with a small quan-
tity of Guinea grass seed?]

SPADE IllJbBANDKY.

There appears to be a strong feeling among Bri-

tish :.giiculturis(3 in favour of substituting the

spade lor the plough, in tilling tiie earth. The ex-
ample of the Fl<-mi.^ll, wliose country is entirely cul-

tivated by the spade, and which has acquired the
appellation of ''the Girden of Europe," seems to

have lately attracted coiisidf-rable notice, and to

have led to experiments in England, which have
been attended with the most satisfactory results.

In 1815, Sir John Sinclair, formerly president of the
Board of Agriculture, attracted by the high enco-
miums which he had heard on the Flemish system,
visited the country, and al't-ir residing there for

some lime, so deeply was he iii.pressed with the no
vel and extraordinary scenes he had witnessed, that
he addressed a letter to Ihe editor of the Brussels
Observer, in which, among other expressions of
high satisfaction, he remarked: '-I shall never fijr-

ret what I have seen in this country; a picture of
the most ravishing description to a lover of agricul-
ture; a soil become rich through the effect of cut
tivation.and consequently by ihe skill of an indus-
trious people, who receive Ihe due reward of their

admirable exertions, in the product which they ob-
tain."

About fiAy years previous to Ihe period of Sir
John Sinclair's visit, Flanders was almost a moving
sand. With a climate not more favourable than
that of England, land has since quadrupled its

value; fallows have been entirely banished; Ihe
produce in nine years, is generally fifteen harvests,
ol which wheat yields, on an average, four quarters
per acre; barley, seven quarters and a half, and oats
eleven and a fourth quarter; and Ihe borders of Ihe
fields are planted with trees, in such numbers, that
by their sale the proprietors acquire, every forty
years, a sum of money equal to the value of Ihe
soil. The cause of this wonderful improvement and
fertility, is chiefly attributed, by Vanderslraelen,
author of a treatise on Flemish husbandry, to the
care taken to "extirpate noxious plants and roots
every six or every three years, by' digging all the
land on their respective farms By this operation
they revert to the surface a stratum of fresh soil,

which, for three or for six years, has been absorb-
ing Ihe salts of manure as they filtered to the bot-
tom of the roots"

In a communication, addressed to Mr. Robert
Owen of New Harmony, by William Falla of
Gateshead, Newcastle upon-'l'yne, dated. 13ih No-
vember, 1820; the latter gentleman gives a detail
of experiments he had made, during four successive
years, in the cultivation of wheat by the spade,
which places this mode of tillage in a very favoura-
ble liglit. He had for many years adopted this
method in a nursery ground of 100 acres, by which
he accumulated a large lortune; when his attention
was directed to the spade culture of wheat on learn-
ing that an experiment had been tried at Nottin"--
ham, "Ihe produce of which was beyond all exam-
ple." From his statement of the expense of dit>--

ging and sowing one acre, broadcast, including the
price of the seed, it appears that the cultivation by
the spade cost five shillings sterling more than by
the plough. But the comparative advantage of
produce was so great as to leave no doubt of the
vast superiority of the former method. Averaging
Ihe crops of two years, raised by spade cultivation",
they gave for each year 684 bushels of wheat per
acre. The average produce of bis neighbourhood,
raised by the plough, was 24 bushels; "but instead
of making that a criterion (says Mr. Falla) by which
to make Ihe comparison, I have to stale that in the
autumn of 1819, a good deal of pains was taken to
ascertain the quantity of wheat upon a field imme-
diately adjoining my land, and which was what is

considered a remarkably fine crop, by which it ap
pcared to be 38 bushels per acre. This was 01^
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lanr), hlthouRli adjoiiiiiii^, yet of a iiatinallj better
qiialily than mine, and quite as high aiarjured,
Morlifd in the nsunl manner of this country, with a
(uo horse ploush, and sown broadcast." Staling
the wheat at Ss. a bushel, the folioviing was the re-
sult:

By <he spade. 68d bushels per acre, at 8s. 1-21 8
By the plough, 38 bushels per acre, at 8s. 15 4

AMERICAN FARMER. [Nov. 16, 18tS7.

The difference is il'2 4
Being an advantage gained by the extra expense
of 5s.

In recommendinK the adoption of spade husband-
ry to the aicricullurist of Great Britain, Mr. Owen
has the folloivins; judicious remarks:—Pi actical cul-
tivators of the soil kiK.w, that the most favourable
circumstance for promotins; the growth of vceta-
tion is a due supply of moisture, and that when
this is provided for, a general crop seldom or ever
fails. Wafer enters so largely into the food of all

plants, that if its gradual supply can be secured, the
farmer and horticulturist feel assured of a fair return
for their labour. Whatever mode of cultivation,
thirclore, can best (ffect the object of drawing off
frotn the seed or plant, an excess of water, and re
taining this surface as a reservoir, from which a
gradual supply of moisture may be obtained as re-
quired, must possess decided advantages. It is aKo
known to all practical agriculturists, that to obtain
the best crops, the soil ought to be well broken and
separated; and that the nearer it is brought to a
garden mould, the more perfect is the cultivation.
These facts no one wdl dispute; nor will any deny
that the spade is calculated to prepare a better re-
cipient than the plough for an excess of water in

rainy seasons, and to return it to the seed or plant
afterwards, in a manner more favouralile to vegeta-
tion The spade, whenever there is sufficient soil,

opens it to a depth that allows the water to pass
freely below the bed of the seed or plant, and to
remain there until a long continuance of huat draws
it forth again to replenish the crop in the ground
when it most requires to be gradually supplied with
moisture; and the greater the depth to which the
soil is opened, the greater will be the advantages of
this important operation.

The action of the plough upon the soil is the re-
verse of that of the spade, in thise important par-
ticulars:— Instead o( loosening the subsoil, it hardens
it, the heavy smooth suiface of the plough, and the
frequent trampling of the horses' feet, tend to form
a substance on the subsoil, well calculated to pre-
vent the water from penetrating below it; and in

many soils, aftrr a few years ploughing, it is there
retained to drown the seed or plant, in rainy sea-
.sons. and to be speedily evapor.ited when it would
be the most desirable to retain it. Thus the crop is

injured, and often destroyed, in dry weather, for the
want of that moisture which, under a ditferent sys-

tem, niisclil have been relauied in the subsoil.

In the United States, where the low price ofland,
occasioned by its abundance, renders cultivation
soineivhat different from what it is in countiies
where land is limited and dear, it may be thought
that the spade system would not be profitable. But
when we consider the trbulile attending the man
agement of a large fani, and calculate the original
cost, and the expense of supportin;; the numljei ol

cattle necessary for tillage, and removing the fruits

of the earth to the barn; together with the capital
sunk in impUments of husbandry, we shall, pruba
bl> see cause to think otherwise. At all events, it

seems deserving of a trial

[From tlie Farmer^ and Mechanic's Mag.

Rot in Sheep—The most efficlual preventive
for the tot in sheep, is to keep theni on dry l,!i!d;

it being found, liy i^ennal expi riin. p, thai \\i I l:i:;ii<

bring this disease on them, especially if the iced be
bare.

HOR'i-xc axi^'V xis:

.

PRINCE'S CATALOGUES.
Linnman Botanic Gardm, near Jfew York, }

J. S. Skinner, tsQ. Ododer 26, 1827.
\

Sir.— A? the culture of grapes seems to attract
so much attention, I send you descriptions of a few
kinds which is extracted from my work on Horticul
ture, whose publication is now nearly completed

—

the numbers refer to their enumeration in my cata-
logue.

Yours, &c. WM. PRINCE.

87. L'yverdun, or L'erice JYoir.—This grape, a
native of Yverdun, Canton of Bern, Switzerland,
flourishes in the most uulavourabie situations as to

soil and exposure. It is extensively cultivated in the
north of the Department of (Meuse,) France, lat.

49 degrees 30 minutes, and also in the Department
of Meurthe. Even on the north side of hills, where
no other grape will succeed, it is said to produce
abundantly in seasons when other kinds are blight-

ed. The berries are black, of an agreeable taste,

and about the size of the Burgundy. Its wine is con-
sidered of a secondary quality, but is far superior
to the harsh Spanish wines which are so much used
here. I have had tnis grape under culture for four
years, and have found it to be very hardy; indeed, I

have never protected it, and it has been invariably
uninjured. I consider this grape, and the other vines

from Switzerland, and those from the vicinity of
Mentz, lat. 50 deg. Ki min. where tiie Rhenish wines
are made, as decidedly the best to be cultivated in

the eastern states lor the purpose of making wine.
As for indulging the expectation, that the grapes of
the south of France and Italy will flourish to the
north of New York, it is sacrificing all the plainest

deductions of reason to an ephemeral indulgence of
fancy.

185. Red Swiss.—This grape I received, with 11
other varieties, from the vicinity of Liausanne, in

Switzerland. It is represented as an excellent grape
for wine, and as yielding great and regular crops in

unfavourable situations in th.it country; in fact, hav-
ing made a request of my correspondent there, who
owns a vineyard, and is a gentleman of extensive in

furnialion, to send only those which are there cuiti

vated with most success, he in consequence sent me
1'2 varieties of grapes which succeed there, among
which this was mentioned as one of the best.

184 Fondant Veil, or Gretn Mtlting.— I'his also

came from the same person as the above and is

highly spoken of The whole number of those re-

ceived from Switzerland will be found in the enume-
ration of grapes.

46. White, on' Hungarian Tokay, or Tokai Gris.—
The berries are somewhat oval, and closely set on
the bunch, which is of moderate size; the skin is

thin, and the flesh delicate, abounding with ver)

agreeable juice. This vine is cultivated to the great-

est extent in Hungary The well known Tokay is

raised on the last chain of the Carpathian hills, in

the neighbourhood of the town of Tokay. The dis-

trict extends over a space of about twenty English
Hides. Throutchout the whole of this country, it is the

custom to collect the grapes which have become dry
and sweet, like raisins, whilst hanging on the trees.

'J'hey are gath'-red one by one; and it is from them
ahiiie that the prime Tokay, or, as it is termed, To-
kaj Ausbruch, is prepartd, which, in l8(i7, sold for

too florins the cask of ISO halbes,on the spot. Ihey
are lirst put together in a cask, in the bottom of
which holes are bored to let that portion of the juice
escape which will run from them without any pres
sure. This, whidi is called Tokay essence, is gen-
erally in small quantities, and Vtiy highly prized.

I'he grapes are then put into a val, and trampled
v.illi the bare ieel, no greater pres-iir>- bt ins Heinut-I

ted. To the squeezed mass is added an equal quun-

1

lily of good wine, which is allowed to stand Iwenlv-
four hours, and is then strained. The juice, e-(ei pt
in Tokay, is difficult to be obtained, and sells in
Vienna at the rate of 12/. sterling per dozen The
greater part of these vineyards is the property of
the e.nperor; several, however, are in the hands of
the nobles.

Another species of Hungarian wine, called Mine-
ser, is said to equal Tokay; next to that in value
eomes the wines of Eden burg. Rush, St. Gyorgy,
and Ofen, followed by a great variety, whose names
are as various as the hills which produce them. The
srrapes which are preferred for making the Tokay,
and the other Hungarian wines of that character
are the White Tokay, or Tokai Gris, and the Blue
and Black Tokay; the Blue is figured and described
by Sickler, in his Garten Magazine of 1824, as the
Hungarian Blue.

181 Ferdi/Aio.—This is well known to be the
grape which gives strength and body to the wines of
Madeira, and is generally considered the best wine
grape of that island. It may rather, in point of ri-
pening, be considered an early fruit. I received this,
the Nigrinho,theTinto, and the Violet, from a wine
house of high repute in Madeira, and they stated to
nie, that these were the finest grapes known there
for the making of wines.

White Italian, or Persian Mulberry.
The citizens of Chester county are respectfully

informed, that by the politeness of Dr. Abraham
Stout, I was furnished for planting with a parcel of
seeds from the Italian mulberry, introduced by the
late Bishop Etwein, at Bethlehem. They are of the
most approved kind for the food of the silk wcrin.
I have now eight or ten thousand sets, which I wish
to give away to persons in different parts of the
county, with a view to encourage the production of
silk Each person applying shall be ivefcome to an
hundred plants, until five thousand are gone: then,
if the applications are numerous, the number to
e»ch wUI be fifty, until eight or ten thousand (the
ha\f 1 havo.) are disposed of For an hundred, a
bed should bt prepared, rendering the ground deep-
ly mellow and u^derately rich, fifty feet long and
three feet wide, so a^to place the roots in two rows
a foot apart. The next fall or the spring thereafter,
they will do to set out in oi<ihard fashion, or where-
ever there shall be room for them. Any time in
the month of November they may be removed. The
leaves will he valuable in two years.

Spring Grove, Oct. 27, 1827. C. MINER.
P S. It may be proper to say, that the ensuing

winter, the Report on rai.-ing the mulberry and pro-
ducing silk, will be made by the Secretary of the
Treasury, which will contain and disseminate all

the information that is valuable upon the subject

Opium from the Indigenous Poppt.

In October, 1821, M. Lane had a considerable
space sown with poppies, of the kind called blind

poppies, disposed in rows two feet asunder. Al-
though these poppies made a very indifferent ap-
pearance in the spring, they greatly improved after-

wards, and every one produced from eight to twen-
ty capsules. In April the ground was dug and
raked, and in May the plants were eaitted up.

Most of them grew to the height of four feet and a
half The method (bllowed to gather the produce,
consisted in making incisions in every head or cap-
sule, with an instrument formed of two blades or
edges, htted into a little wooden handle, so as not

to project beyond it mure than about a quarter of a
line, the incisions being as much as possible in a
spiral direction Children followed the person who
cut the poppy-heads, and gathered the milky juice

which escaped, with a small brush or pencil, the

size of the little linger. When the pencil was fufl
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of juice, (hi*y pressed it >vilh a finder ii^dinsl tli-

inside of a little tin vessel, in llie same ivay that

pniiiters press the oil out of tlieir brushes in order
to rl. an lliem. At the end of every half-days' noik,
all that Was colletted was put together into a flat

essel, where it was left to evaporate to dryness.

xzirssjairAXi ivarvLOxruvanvtv

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
Rlfokt

Tolhe Presiden: and Directois oj tite BatUmore and Ohio

. Hail Hood tompany.

Gentlemen.—Id conformity to a request of your
President, we have ihe honour to subiuit a bnel
summary of the operations in which we have been
engagtd, with reference to the contemplated Rail
rouil I'rum Baltimore to the Ohio river; premising,
however, that the account which we are about to

furnish, from Ihe limited time allowed for its coiiipi

lation, (as well as from the absence of our assistants,

whose reports we have not yet received,) must ue-
cessarily be brief, and in some respects defective.

Early in July, Lieut. Col. Long, alter a few days
duly, was attacked by a severe illness, which has
almost to Ihe present period prevented his co-opera
tion in the labours of the season. Deprived of his
assistance, a report was made to you by two of the
undersigned, oti the 14lh of August, in which you
were then apprised that we had comideted our ob
servations of the country from Baltimore westward
as far as Williamsport, and southward as far as the
Potomac, near the mouth of the .Vlonocacy.

Since that period, having received your instruc
tions for the further prjsecution ol our operations,
the rceonnuissances have been resumed and extend-
ed to the Ohio river, by Ihe difl'erent routes indicat-
ed by the topography, as most suitable to th»-enter-
prise in view.

The general direction of our examinations will,

however, be more clearly seen by the lollowing
enumeration of the different routes which have been
reconnoitred; and which will be found to include
not only those whose examination was enjoined by
your instructions, but every route, (save some par-
tial deviations that may subsequently be suggested,)
which, from our Unowledge of Ihe direction of the
respective tribut^.ries to the Potomac and Ohio
rivers, and of the intermediate country, could in
any respect be recommended.
They are included within a triangle, the base of

which is formed by the Ohio river, between Ihe pa-
rallel of Ihe southern Pennsylvania line, and the
mouth of the Great Kanawha, and whose apex is at
Baltimore; and are as follow:

1st. A route thronsh Ihe valley of the Potomac,
by feavage river and Crabtree creek to the Allegha-
ny mountain; and thence to Ihe Ohio river by the
various routes which were su-gested between the
mouth of Fish creek and that of the Little Kana»fai,mer Some of the examinations, however, beyond
the A leghany mountains, relative to the continua-
tion 01 a route from the north branch of the Poto-
mac, although in the progress of fulfilment, are not
yet completed.

2d. A route through the valley of the south branch
o. the Poiomac, and thence by its north fork, to the

fn, ^^."•^
?>0""t-"ns; whence Ihe examination >vas

conducted in such manner as to ascertain the feasi-
bility of prolonsing Ihe route, either from Ihe Gieen-
briar rivei to Elk riv. r, ;,nd thence to Ih. Litil.-

CWr''
•"•• "f.''«^'^e'»li;'K 'he Gr.enbnar and

i^rcat Kanawha rivers, to the Ohio.
3,1. All exiiiiiination was made of the countiv intcrn^d „ ,„ Harper's Fe.ry, and the Oh"o rfveru.tn lelerrnce to a rontf aaoss .he vMlev of the'Shenandoah, and the different r.Jges between that

valley and the Ohio: its continuation beyoud the M
ksihany mountains, might of course be in the same
direction as by the first route.

4th. A general examination, from Harper's Fer-
ry through the valley of the Shenandoah, was made
with reference to a route contemplating a connec
lion with the Great Kanawha river.

Although it may appear, from the above enume-
ration, that the valleys of the streams have gener.il
ly been pursued as the basis of our operations; yel
as we have in no wise confined our observations to
them, we may safely promise ourselves that the ac
qui.«ition of the requisite preliminary topographical
knowledge, as far as relates to the general direction
of Ihe routes, will result from the reconnoissances of
the season. And we are satisfied, that when at a
future day we shall be able more fully to develope
those results, it will be apparent lo the company,
ihere exists no insurmountable obstacle to the com-
plete success of their enterprise.
We have .'bund the country more favourable to

theaccompli.shmentof such an object as that of the
contemplated rail-road, than could reasonably have
been expected from its rough and broken aspect.
Great facilities for the construction of such a work
have, on a careful examination, with the object in
view, been developed, where a superficial observa-
tion could hardly have led to expect them; and when
minute and accurate surveys shall have determined
the precise fi-atures of the country, we may antici-
pate the discovery of still gr^^ater facilities.

The difficulties which occasionally present them-
selves, it is true, are great, but we have met with
none which we do not even now think that we per-
ceive the modes by which they may be successfully
overcome: and when science and experience shall
have increased our resources, we may reasonably
expect that with their aid, these obstacles will di-
minish to a much lower point than that at which we
have now estimated them.

It is also necessary to remark, that interspersed
with these difficulties are considerable extents of
lavourable ground, which, by the facilities they will
atlord.will compensate for the expenditure accumu-
lated on the rougher portions, and thus reduce to a
reasonable amount, the average cost of the whole
work.

Our conclusions, founded as they are, on a mere
examination by the eye, are of course liable to er-
ror, and may not be sustained by a more minute and
accurate survey with instruments; but, with this
qualification, we feel warranted in pronouncing,
that the Rail road from Baltimore to Ihe Ohio is
practicable; and that it can be accomplished at a
reasonable expenditure of time and money.

In the further prosecution of this great work we
would recommend, that surveys be undertaken, and
actively carried on, as soon as convenience will per
mil, beginning at Baltimore, and extending, in the
hrst instance, only as far as may be necessary to de-
termine the gener:il direction of Ihe road f.om this
cily lo the Potomac. This being accomplished, Ihe
lorce at the disposal of the company may be con-
centrated so as to ensure the most speedy com
mencemeni of the actual exe.-ulioii of the vvork- .so
that once b. g,m, Ihe different examinations and'va-
rious operaliwns which shall be necessary, may all
proceed simullaneously, and thu^, what is'so desira-
ble be effecled.as early a completion of this magnifi
cent un lerlaking as its magnitude will admit.

In aniicipation of Ihe commencement of surveys
even at this late season of the year, ive have already
recalled Lieutenants Barney, Trimble and DilU
hunty.and Mr Harri.son, the officers assigned to us
as assisianls b> the War Department, and their re-
turn to BVtimore may be expeeted in a week or ten
days. Meanwhile we shall m -ke the necessary ar
range^nient, preparatory to scirvet:n-. so that we
nay be rea'ly lo lake the field, if such be your wish,
on their arrival.
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The favourable disposition, moreover, which has
already been evinced by the War Department, to
afford every facility, which from the national charac-
ter of the work it may be entitled to, induces us to
believe, that if it shall be necessary lo ask further
aid of the executive, it will not be "denied, if it can
be granted consistently with the interests of the
public service.

Much time must necessarily be consumed in pre-
paring a connected view of the discoveries tvhich
iiave been made, accompanied by appro|)riale de-
lineations of the country embracing the several
routes; and the delay of our final report on the ope-
rations of the past season, beyond the period at
which we could otherwise present it, will of course
be a consequence of our personal attentions during
the progress of the surveys which have been alluded
to. But no inconvenience will result from this cir-
cumstance, since the winter season will afford ample
time for collating from the voluminous notes which
are in our possession, the data requisite for our re-
port.

In the progress of our examinations, particularly
in the western districts, we have experienced great
facilities from the inhabitants, many of whom, in-
spired by the intense interest which pervades that
section of the country on the subject which has oc-
cupied us, have taken considerable trouble lo ren-
der us all the information and assistance in their
power.

Respectfully submitted by

S H. LOXG,
Topographical Engineer. Bl. Lt. Col.

V\ M HOWARD,
U. S.JlssisVint Civil Engineer.

vvM. G. McNeill,
Captain U. S. Topographical Engineers.

JVovember tith, 1827.

It will be seen by the following, lliat the direc-
tors with a characteristic proinptne.s«. have adver-
tised for proposals to furnish the necessary stone,
timber and iron, for the commencement of the Rail-
road.

Office of ihe Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road Company,
\

8th November, I8i7.
\

Notice is hereby given, that proposals will be re-
ceived at the office of Ihe •'Ballimore and Ohio
Railroad Company," until the I51h day of Janua-
ry, 18i8, for the furnishing of stone, timber and
iron of the following dimensions, to wit;

Oak or yellow pine scantling 7 inches square in
pieces of 12 lo 18 feet long,

Do. do. 8 do. square do. do.
Do. do. 9 do. square do. do.

Locust posts 8 feet long, 6 inches diameter at the
small end.

Do. do. 7 inches do. do.
Do. do. 8 inches do. do.

Locust keys, 2 feet long, 2i inches thick and 4 in-
ches broad,

Do do. 1 foot long, -2* do. do. do.
Rolled iron bars, 24 or 23 inches wide, 3-8 inches

thick and 15 feet long.

The foregoing to be delivered in the cily of Bal-
timore on or before Ihe first day of July, 1828.

Slone bloeks of granite, gneiss, or other hard tex-
ture, 8 by 12 inches, and from (> lo 12 feet long, un-
dresseil, Ihe price lo be stated at which they w-ill be
delivered, in the city of Ballin.ore or at quarries,
near to the route of the conteinpaled R,il road.

P. E. THOxMAS, President.

P. S. Persons desirous ofcnntracling lor an\ part
of the foregoing malerii.ls, may reeeive furlhfr in-

niatioi., i( desired, upon application at the office
of the company.
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(From the Parthenon.)

Female Beauty and Accompmshments.

If a woman be as beautiful as one of the celestial

beings, with ivhom the viviil dreams of imasinalion

have peopled Mahomel's paradise, as lovely and

fresh as the fabled Aurora, and as lii;ht and as grace-

ful as Hebe, 3ct if she does not unite to the exter-

nal charms of iier person, the refined accomplish-

ments and sublime sentimF-nli of an elegant nund,

she can never enchain the heart of a husband with

those poiden frlteis which only death can sever.

Sweetness of disposition, and iiitelleclual endow-

ments, wreathe those letters with the ever-bloom-

ing roses of enjoyment, and call forth into action

all the tender charities vtich irradiate tlie sphere

of connubial happiness. A woman may shiue in

mechanical accomplishment, though a ray of men-

tal light does not dawn upon her mind: she may
paint, sing, and play upon musical instruments, and

by these manual vocal arts, gam a transient triumph

over those who are contented with female cultiva-

tion han;iing on walls, or hearing it vibrate upon

strings. But the man of discernment feels that a

woman, thus gifted, can only amuse for an hour,

and attract by her adscililious donations, some frip-

pery fops, who, like the stupid butterflies, light on

exotic flowers, without fragrance or perfume, rather

than on the odoriferous blossoms that yield delicious

honey. The looks of a stupid beauty, who "has

not soul within her eyes," are fixed on the dead

calm of insensibility; they emit no electric spark to

kindle the aflections; so that they are examined

without emotion, and as they do not express passion

or intellect, they are beheld without love. "I ne-

ver," said one of the mistresses of a royal profligate

of France, "dreaded the rivalship of a mere unpo-

lished lump of beauty; but the wiles and sorcery

of a sentimental Circe cannot be resisted." Ordi-

nary features, when lit up with the sunbeams of

sensibility, generally excite the same passions which

they express; and the winning attractions of tlieir

smile invests them vvilh adventive charms, like va

riegated hues with which a brilliant rainbow tints

the gloomy clouds. This is the fascinating charm

which captivates without the aid of nature; it emi-

nently displays itself in a silent complaint of patient

sufferance, in poignant affliction, and in tears,'whe-

ther of transporting joy or of wailing sorrow, it is

more irresistible than the artful languishmenis of

unlettered beauty. Looks, which do not corres-

pond with the feelings of the heart, cannot be as-

sumed without labour and pain, as masked affec-

tion is easily known. The artificial aspect is as

poor a substitute for the expression of sentiment as

the smear of p'Siint for the blushing roses of blooming

complection.

it has been remarked, that the countenance is a

Kiirror that reflects (he predominant passions of the

soul, and displays an angry, a disdainful and a sus-

picious temper, in prominent characters, that are

universally understood. It is also equally true, that

the more pleasing, exalted and softer passions of the

female heart legibly impress their signatures upon

trie visage. Beauty then may be pronounced a

bright emanation of intellectual excellence, that re-

flects in its limpid current, the brilliant atmosphere

of a sprightly temper, and galaxy of refined senti-

ment.
In the winter of life, when the gaudy flowers of

personal beauty are nipped by the "rude breathing"

of age—when the lustre of the blue eyes are dimm-
ed, and the bloom of rosy cheeks faded, how fallen

then will be the unideaed woman, who has no re

sources in the treasury of the mind; she will re-

main a tyrant without power, a prey to. envy and
remorse. A woman of intellectual accomplishment,

on the contrary, in the evening of life, will draw at

ihe fountain of the graces, the limpid balsam of

literary knowledgi', diffuse the pleasure of instruc-

tion to her children, and illuminate by her cheerful

conversation, all who are circled within the attrac-

tive sphere of the society in which she moves.
Beauty is as fleeting and as fragile as the bloom of
an exotic flower, blown under the chilling influence

of the norlhern breeze; education alone is the tower-

ing oak that defies the tempest of years.

The most inestimable blessing which the benign
bounty of the creator has bestowed upon man; is

the possession ol a virtuous, amiable and educated
woman—ber love the highest delight which glad-

dens him in Ihe vale of suffering; it is a green basis

thai .spreads for him its grassy verdure in the de-
sert despair. In (he possession of a lovely sym-
pathetic woman, even in the solitudes of life, only
illuminated by her smiles, the soul is more gratified

than upon the throne of Napoleon, when the world
honoured it with its homage, and were dazzled by
the lustre of its glory.

Though Rousseau threw enchantment over the

tender passions—though Byron and Ossian trans-

fused the most sublime and profound sensibility into

love, yet they never experienced all those fine feel-

ings ol which the pure heart of woman is suscepti-
ble. It is the fountain from which pity and ardent
affection gush cut in a spontaneous and sweet
flowing union. It is in the midst of trying suffering,

in scenes of distress and anguish, that the finest

qualities of the female, and the noble traits of the

female character, are displayed in all their charac-
teristic grandeur. When a husband is suffering
under Ihe pressure of unutterable wo, when his

prospects are withered by the dissolved illusions of
hope, and the ciuel desertion of fiiends, it is then
that the consolations of a wife pour the balm of
sympathy into the corroded bosom of grief. Ad-
versity only gives an additional impulse of ardour
to her attachment; it seems to inspire her with a

spirit of devotedness to the object of her love, which
rises superior to the afflictions of misfortunes. No
changes or chances can estrange her constancy or

subdue the intensity of her devotion.

The glowing and courageous attachment of wives
to their husbands, under calamity, danger, and ad-

verse fortune, has been nobly and singly exempli-
fied in many instances during the Augustan pro-

scription, and the plague of Florence; and the he-

roic virtues and conjugal piety of Lady Russell and
Madame Lavaletfe, must stand on the records of
immortality, emblazoned among the most resplen-

dant exploits that shed lustre on the female charac-
ter.

Women love with more truth and fervour than
men. Women are bound by the sympathies of the

heart, and guided by the precepts of relitjion; and
moral obligation; but alas! with men these ties are

not so sacred. !>ome men exult, ivhen. by sworn
vows and persuasive promises, they seduce inno-
cence and triumph over virtue. The viotini of se-

duction must regret having ever experienced the
devastating and desolating sentiment of love, that,

like the scorching blast of tropical tempests, parch-
es the flower and blights the foliage of Ihe orange
tree, which otherwise would spread its fragrant
blossoms in the atmosphere, and shoot its graceful
branches to the skies. Fingal.

sFORTxsra olio.

Sir, ^'ovember 9, 1827.

Referring to your No. 33, vol. 9, I take the liber-

ty to offer some amendment to the pedigree of Prim-
rose. Othello did not come out of Selima, but got

some good stock from her. It appears that he was
imported several years after Selima. He was the

property of Col Tasker, who also owned Selima.
I could show you many ancient pedigrees, to prove

this. I'erhnps the following one, of a celebrated
runner, (for Ins inches,) may satisfy.

CINCINNATUS, (BOWIE'S )

The bay horse Cincinnatus was bred by me; he
was Kot by Lindsey's White Arabian; his dam by
Dr. llimilton's imported horse Figure; his grandam
(Thistle,) by Dr. Hamilton's imported horse Dove;
his great grandam (Stella,) by the imported horse
Othello out of Col. Tasker's imported mare Selima,
which was got by the Godolphin Arabian. Stella
was full sLster to Col. Brent's famous mare Ebony
and Mr. Galloway's celebrated horse Selim.

Signed, WALTER BOWIE.
Clie^ipeake was a grey horse, and was owned by

Mr. Giltings, of Long Green, Baltimore county,
and no doubt some of the family may have the pe-
digree. You have the manmcript copy of Old
Dove's pedigree. Dove died the property of my
fathir. I ihink he died about 1774. You are going
to have an abimilaiice of Gracchusses, Ratllers, Sir
Arclnei, John Richarcb's, &.e. &c. heaping confusion
upon cunfi.sion.

I am yotir obed't serv't,

J. S. SiftNNER, Es(l. F.

[We are almost tempted to wish that no horse
that bears Ihe name of another horse may ever win
a race. It is always a source of confusion, and
sometimes the means of fraud. For example, a few
wetks since a gentleman had agreed to pay a large-
price for a horse which the owner said was got by
Tuckahoe, in general terms. Of course the pur-
chaser thought of no horse but the celebrated Tuck-
ahoe bred by Mr. Wickham;but by chance, just as
he Was about to pay Ihe money, it leaked out that Ihe
sire Was Fot/ng-Tuckahoe. The purchaser had ne-
ver before heaid of Young Tuckahoe, and of course
refused to pay the money. Do gentlemen believe
there is any magic in a name, that is to give foot to

a slow horse, or make a dunghill nag game? Or is

it, that, in good truth, they cannot hit upon some
name th^t no other American horse of character
ever posseiscd? Whether the one or the other, the
practice is ridiculous, and its effect not a little mis-
chievous, as well as inconvenient. F'or the help of
those who have difl^iculty in choosing a name, with
all the trees and flowers, and birds, and rivers be-
fore them, we refer to pages iSG. vol. 8, and 15, vol.

9, and can give a thousand more, if need be. In
fact, it can be of no consequence what name a
horse bears, with this only exception—that no hwsc
in the same cowilnj has borne it before ]

Pedigrees of Valuable Horses.

(Continued from p. 263.)

The well known rurmiug Horse

ALDERMAN,
Just arrived in the Ceres, from London. Alder

MAN is a beautiful dark bay, ten years old, near six-

teen hands high, bred by Lord Grosvenor, and got

by his lordship's highly celebrated stallion PotSos,

out of Lady Bolingbroke, who was Ihe diim of I'e-

tolum Pr'-mier, and many other fine horses; she was
got by Squirrel, out of Cypron, the dam of King
Herod, who was got by Blaze, Bethel's Arabian,
Graham's Champion, Darley Arabian, Merlin.

In performances, Aldeiman, perhaps, has run

more than any other horse now on the turf It

would swell this advertisement beyond the usual li-

mits, were they to be all enumerated here. Those
of most consequence will be meniioued, referring

to the racing calenders.

His first race was in 1790, when he started at two
years old, at New Market, for the Craven stakes;

fourteen horses started; he was the fourth, beating

the Duke of Bedford's S«allow, and Lord Grosve-

nnr'9 famous horse Alexander, with several others.

1791. He Won at Huntingdon at Ai'e heats, against
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four year old horses, he receiving 4 lbs. less in

weight than usually allowed. There were six hors.es

starird; Alderman came in •1—3—1—0—1; won the

last heat by only half a neck. Same year, at Derhy,

he lost the two mile heats; several horses started

—

3— —2. Same year, he run for the subscription

plate at New Market, which was won by Creeper;

he was not placed by the judge. Same year, he

won the Nottingham purse, two mile heats, beating

the Duiie of Gialton's Spearman, and distancing a

filly of Lord Gainsborough's; and the next day he

run the four mile heats against Sulkey, Stc. but was

beaten, though he cauie in very handsomely. Same
year, at Derby, be beat Lord Donegall's Primrose,

and Sir John Leicester's Smoaker, /our heats—2

—

"

1—1. S.iiiie year, at New Market, he beat Mr.

Churchill's Sir Charles, giving 7 lbs. over the Bacon

course, 4i miles. Same year, at New Market, be

run for the subscription purse; all the first horses

in the kingdom were in (he race; Alderman was the

sixth horse.

1792. He paid forfeit at New Market to Hector;

a match of 200 guineas, to give Hector 12 lbs.

Same year, at New Market, he beat the Duke of

Bedford's Halkin and six others. Same year, at

Brighlelmstone, be run with lour horses, four mile

heals—he was first in the first beat, and was second

in both the other heats. Same year, he run for the

Oatlaiid stakes; twenty horses started; he was not

placed by the judge; but the odds were 16 to 1

against him at starling Same year, at New Market,
'he paid forfeit to Toby, 75 guineas, match for 200
guineas. Same year, at New Market, he received

forfeit 200 guineas, of Lord Craven's Trumpetta.
1793. He run at Egham, three /our mile heats,

but was beaten; seven horses started; he came in 4—^3—2. Same year, he run at New Market for the

Kinp's plate, carrj ins 16S lbs. four mile heats, but

was beaten by the fine horse Ksparskes, whom Al-

derman had beaten before. Same year, he was
beaten at New Market by the Duke of Bedlbrd's
Halkin, whom he had before beaten.

1794. At Ascot, he run against five horses, heats

i.i miles; Alderman was third horse; and next day
he run at (be same place, the same distance, came
jn .second horse, giving 13 lbs. to the losing horses,

and 5 lbs. to the winnmg horse of the same age.

Same year, at Blandford, he won the plate, four
mile heats «

1795. At New Market, he won a match for 400
guineas, against Mr. Mizzinghy's horse. Same year,

at New Market, he beat Mr. Durand's Saltrum filly

for 200 guineas, two miles. Same year, at Ascot,
he lost the plate, Iwo mile heats; he came in 4—1—2; and on the same day he run a 21 mile heats,

and was the second horse; and the next day he run
against Tearcoal, three miles, but was beaten; gave
Teareoat 11 lbs. At Lewes, he was beat by Al-
borne, for 100 guineas, IJ mile heat; he gave Al-
borne 14 lbs.; and the next day he was beat by Mr.
Concannon's Woodpecker colt, carrying 7 stone, (or

a single rpile, for 50 guineas; and on the same day
he lost another race io Mr Deime's filly, by VVood'-
pecker. Same year, at Egham, four mile hetitu,

twelve horses started; he was third horse; and tin-

next day he beat Victor, for 50 guineas, two miles.
Same year, at Abingdon, four mile heats, five horses
started; he came in 1—2—2. Same year, at Epiom,
four mile heats, he beat easily Mr Durand's Li^t-

combe. Same year, at Ne.v Market, for the swef(i-
stakes across the Flats, several horses started; he
was second horse, but ivas beaten only half a length
by Janette.

1796. At New Market, he received forfeit from
Juggler, 100 guineas. Same year, at same place,
he run again with Mr. Concannon's Four Year Old,
four miles, who again beat him. In this race he
broke down.
From this attested statement of his pedigree and

performances, it will appear that Alderman has held

a very distinguished place among the hist racing

horses in Kngland, during (he years 1791, '92, '93,

'94, and '95; and that his botloni is equal to any
horse that ever run. I am authorized to assert, that

Aldcrm%n was once sold for 1500 guineas. Perhaps
Ihis information is of little moment, as judges will

determine on him from his blood, his pcrl'orinances.

and his figure, more than from assertions of this

kind, however well attested. The horse is now at

my stable on the Church Hill, where any gentleman
may see him. He is offered to the public for sale,

and in doing this, 1 trust it will not be deemed an
idle boast, if I recommend him (taking his blood,

his figure and performances together,) as one of the

first horses ever imported into this country.

Richmond, Jan. ^Z, [199. JOHN BANKS.

XMCXSCE££AITEOVS.

STOMACH PUMP.
Sandy Spring, Montgomery co.,Md. )

J. S. Skinner, Es*. J^oveinber 5, 1827. )

Dear Sir,— In your number of the Farmer, Octo-
ber 2Uth, 1827, vol. 9, p. 256, you have inserted a

communication over the signature of "Medicos,"
respecting the flexible stomach pump, for extracting

from that viscera, poison, and, it might have been
added, any other noxious substance. The strictures

of Medicos are, no doubt, just, as respects the base-

ness of depriving Dr. Phjsic of the merit of so use-

ful and ingenious an invention; but as to the slow
moiion of a useful invention, no surprise need be ex
pressed; since the most efficacious remedy for the

7nost active poison known in nature, though actually

in practice upwards of six hundred and seventy
years, remains at this moment merely empirical

—

that is, suction by the human mouth, in cases of

wounds into which poison is injected, and which
may be extended to those from the fangs of serpents,

particularly from those of the rattle snake; and 1

have DO doubt, also, but (hat the same remedy
would have equally beneficial results, if applied to

wounds inflicted by dogs under the influence of hy-
drophobia.

'Ihal I am not writing from mere hypothesis, the
Ibllowuig fiicts will determine. In A. D. 1147,
Louis VII. ol France, set out on a crusade, and
while on the expedition, was wounded by a poison-
ed arrow. The wound was healed by the lips ol

his wife, Eleanor of Guiennc; (and paid by royal in-

gratitude;) of course the effect of suction was tben
known; and yet, strange as it may appear, the me-
dical faculty at Rouen, in February, 1827, and the

Academy of Sciences at Paris, at the same epoch,
seem to have been eittier ignorant, or neglectful, of
the most simple and easily applied mode of extract-

ing animal poison from the human body. In the Nat.
Intelhgi-ncer, June 28th, 1827, is inserted a con-
densed account of death from the bite of a rattle-

snake, at Rouen, on the 8lh of February, of the

current year. As reported in the National Intelli-

gencer, Mr. Drake, an Englishman, was conveying
10 Paris a small collection of rattle-snakes and cro-

codiles. This wretched man, it would seem, was
entirely unacquainted with the physiology of the
animals under his care. On arriving at Rouen, he
mistook torpor from cold, for death; and handling
one of the serpents near a stove, it revived, and
vvounded him in the hand, in two places, on the

back and palm. In the utmost terror and anxiety,

he requested the attendance of a physician, and in

the mean time rubbed his hand on ice, and bound
his arm with a cord. The physician, on his arrival,

cauterized the wounds, and gave the patient olive

oil to drink. "He then appeared," states the ac-

count, "perfectly composed; but in the course of a
few minutes the ino.it fatal symptoms manifested

tbemselvesj and destroyed all hopes of saving the

unhappy viclini Hi- deal h took place eight hours

and three quarters after the accident."

Here was one instance of a human being hurried

out of his existence, from not knowing that his own
mouth was a ready, and 1 may assert, an unfailing-

physician. The cure of such wounds ouc;ht not to

have detained him one day. Col. John Wharf, of

Washington county, in Pennsylvania, sucked a
wound on the foot of one of his sons, inflicted by a
rattle-snake. A young woman, within a quarter of

a mile of my father's house, performed a similar

cure on the loot of her brother. In neither instance

was the slightest inconvenience experienced, from
(he poison being received into the mouth, nor did
the wounds amount to more after suction, than a
briar scratch would have protiuced; and 1 mention
these cases as instances coming under my own
eye. In fact, the North American savages are

perfectly aware of the certain benefit of suction,

but, as well as the whiles, are deterred, in many
instances, from its application, from an apprehen-
sion of danger to the person who performs the hu-

mane act. I will not say, that in the performance of

such an act, there is no danger; but I have known no
serious consequences follow where I have known it

put into practice. Cupping, cauterizing, and every
other remedy which superinduces delay, is worse
than useless in most cases of rattle-snake wounds;
instantaneous cure, or rapid dissolution, generally

follows. Whilst I resided in Louisiana, an Indian

on the road from Opelousas to Natchitoches, whilst

stooping to drink at a fountain, was struck on the

breast by a rattle snake, and after a convulsive ef-

fort to reach his companions, who were preparing
th'eir camp at a few steps' distance, fell dead. A
negro man, belonging to Judge Collins, at Opelou-
sas, was struck on the foot by one of these reptiles,

and expired in a period of four or five minutes. In

brief, 1 have never known an instance of a wound
inflicted on the naked skin of a human being, by a
rattlesnake, but what was followed by sudden death,

if not prevented by suction.

Though I have never known this operation put in

practice in cases of wounds from rabid animals, it

is more than probable that if so applied, the most
beneficial effects would be produced; and what in a
special manner recommends suction, is, that in a
great variety of cases the patient can be his own
physician; and that if two persons are together, an
instant cure can be performed.

1 have long intended to make this, or a similar

communication to the public, through the Farmer,
but have been prevented until this time by various

causes. This is, however, a favourable moment, as

the note of "..Medicus" will, no doubt, draw some
attention to the subject of poison.

WILLIAM DARBY.

To SPLIT LARGE STONES.—Kindle a fire on the

upper surface, which being expanded by the heat,

(he slone splits. The hardest and largest stones

may be split by this method, continuing the fire and
increasing the heat in proportion to their size.

T^M )^A)S,'£'^)ki

Baltimore, Fkid.vv, November 16, 1827.

53!-The next meeting of the Trustees of the Ma-
ryland Agricultural Society, will be held at Mr.
George Cooke's, on Thursday, the 22d inst. rain or

fair.

Correction.—In the report on Crops, p. 257, 4th
paragraph, where Dr. Muse is slated to have raised
24,000 lbs. of cottonseed '7/m year," it should read "in
18-26." In p. 2SS, lor "Bonchretien Furc," read "Bou-
chretien Turc," For "Xirf/sfcoi" read "ifiressAoi."
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Baltimore A^D Ohio Kail road.

We insert below an extrHCl of a letter from Col-

Lon^, addresi^ed to (he President of the Baltiuiore

;ind Ohio Rail road Company, in which we tiiid a

hi;,'lily iiiteresling- di^(luisition upon the subject of

ihc pou-sr to be eni|jluyed in the transportation on

lb." contemplated Rail-road between this city and the

Ohio river.

It appears, from the exhibit hereaflforded, that the

p-aiie of the road should be so regulated, as that the

same force of traction or draft, will be adequate to

the transportation which will otTer, in both direc-

tions, and of course it becomes important to ascer-

tain the actual amount of tonnage that will pass

each way, in order that the road may, as near as

possible, be adapted thereto.

The calculations of Col. Long, so far as they re-

late to this object, are predicated upon the suppo-

sition, that there will be/our t'lnei as much tonnage

transported upon the road, from west to east, as wdl

be conveyed from east to west. The inquiry is one

of deep interest, and we should suppose demands
I he careful attention of the directors, it might, per-

haps, ;.fford important aid to the company, if per-

sons, whose pursuits in business have led them into

a practical acquaintance with this subject, would

. freely communicate their opinions upon it, and any

Vfliich may be addressed to the editor of the Amen
can Farmer will be thankfully received. We deem
the object of such vital interest, both to the compa
ny and to the public, that we will cheerfully open our

columns to the insertion of estimates and c.ilcula-

tions which would have a tendency to shed light

upon the subject, and aflfurd any infonnalioii that

Would aid the directors in arriving at a safe conclu-

sion as to the probable relative amoimt of transporta-

tion, cant and wi;st, upon the road.

All editors of papers ihrougii the range of coun-
try connected witli this great work would promote
its best construction, by aiding in the attainment

of information on the points here slated.

Observations on the manner of adaptins; Rail roads to

a reciprocal cnniinercc,e.,lracted frnm a htter of

Col. Lonjr to Pliilip E. Thomas, Esq President of
the Ballin%.yre and Ohio Rail road Company.

Among the consideratinns that ought to govern

in the location and construct!, n of a rail road, in-

tended for a reciproi-al trr.Hic,a ^rruduatinn adapted

to the relative amount of transportation in each di-

rection is of primtry importance. Where lliese

amounts are precisely equal, the road shouhl be

p rfeclly level; but where (hey are different, a cor-

respondins inclination should be substituted, if

practicable, instead of a level, in order that the

same power, whether animal or mechanical, may be

conipelent to the transportation in both directions.

The data requisite to determine this inclination

are,

1st. The amounts oi outward and return transpor-

tation respectively:

2d. The weight of the carriages compared with the

greater »mouiit of transportation.

3ii. The Iriction of the carriages upon a level

road, or the stress or draft neci'ssary to overcome

the friction, as indicated by a portion of the weight

or load to be propelled.

With respect to (be first of these elements it has

been staled, in referonre lo (lie contemplated Bal

limore and Ohio Rail ro:id, that (he amount o(

transportation from Baltimore westward, will be to

that in the opposite direction, in the proportion of 1

to 4, or four limes as great in the latter ^or east

Ward) as in the former direction. !( docs not appear,

however, that this estimate has been derived from

any statistical account of the products, merchandise.

Sic.ada lied to the trade likely to resuli from the ac-

compli-hment of this urreat enterpris.-, but that it

rests upon the opinion generally entertained by per

sons supposed to be well informed in relation to the

trade heretofore carried oa between Baltimore and
the west. iMore particular information, tberelbre,

upon this imjiortant que?tion, is very desirable, and

it may not be amiss to adopt elTccIa d meiisures (or

the speedy attainment of it. The amount of trans-

por(a(ion will no doubt be found to v^ry on did'erent

portions of the road, and will of course require a

corresponding variation in its declivity.

It is obvious that the remarks just made are ap-

plicable to those portions of the ro.id ihal are to be

regarded merely as horizontal, t::ougu olitrhlly inclin

ed, m contradistinction to inclined planes wUich are

indi-pensable in the passage ol a ridge oi mountain

too high to be graduated according to the principle

just advanced. Aor is it expected that the gradua-

tion here adverted to, is applicable in ail siiudtions,

where inclined planes are not necessary.

For example, the inclination required, agreeably

to the plan suggested, may amount to a rise of 20

feet in the mile, whereas, the natural surface of the

ground for several miles along the route, may be

level, or have but half the inclination above men-
tioned; in this case, it is obvious, that the expense

of embankments necessary to the graduation pro-

posed, would be far greater than a due regard to

economy would justify. The rule given can ap
ply only to portions of the route similar to that be

tween Baltimore and the ridge dividing between the

waters of the Monocacy river, and those that fall

into the basin or harbour of Baltimore.

In relation to the Sid element, viz. the weight

of the carriage compared to that of its maximum
load, what we have to state is drawn from a few

practical examples, and is as Ibllows:

On the Hetton Rail-road, the weight of the carriage

is to that of Its load, as 1 to 2.5

'I'roon do. do. do. 1 " 2.7

Quincy do. dj. do. 1 " 2.5

Mauch Chunck do. do. do. 1 " 2.-2

Resulting in an average proportion of 1 to 2i.

It is believed, however, that a reciprocal com-

merce, such as will probably take place on the Balti-

more and Ohio Rail-road, will admit of a greater

disparity between the weight of the carriage and

that of its load, and we shall accordingly assume, as

more applicable, the proportion of 1 to 3; that is, a

carriage weighing one ton may be made sufficiently

strong to carry a load of three tons.

As" to the 3d element, viz: the /riciion of car-

riages upon a level road, various estimates founded

upon experiments under a variety of circumstances,

have been made. Mr. Tredgold estimates the fric

(Ion upon edge-raiU, at 1-130 of the load; while Mr.

Wood, whose experiments are more satisfactory and

conclusive, states it at 1-200 of the load. Various

considerations relative to the mode of construclion

proposed for the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road, have

induced a preference for an intermediate q lantum

of friction, and we have accordingly sub»ti(uted

1-150 of the loid, as the probable amount of fric-

tion on this road.

Hence a force or traction equal to 1 pound is sup

posed to be suliicient to drag a load of (50 pounds,

or a traction of 14 93 pounds is sulBcient to dra

(on, the weight of the vehicle being included.

Agreeable to the foregoing premises, that is, the

amount of transportation eastward aeing four times

as great as that westioard; the weight of thecariage

being one-third of that of its load; and the friction

upon a level road, equal to a stress or tractiou of 1

pound for every 150 pounds of the load, the inclina-

tion of the contemplated road host adapted to the

trafl'ic thereon, would be equal to 13.8 feet in a

mile, or 9 7ninutes of a degree.

But in order to a more enlarged view of this sub-

ject, we will present, in a tabular form, a variety of

statements illustrating the nianner of applying the

forejjoins principles, and the results arising from

different proportions in the data before mentioned.

Table
Exhibilin§ various inclinatlciu of a Rail road, cor-

responding to different proportions in the data here-

tnjore specified. V'Z in the amount of transportation

ill a recipinad rom.nerce. in the weight of earriigei

ciimpared with that of their loads, and in the /no-
tion upo I the road

1°

1?
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AGB.ICUX1TUB.B.

AN ADDRESS
Delivered on the 10th of October, 1827, at the third

,/iiiniial Exhibition and Fair, of the Dorchester

^.Igricidlural Society, at their tent, before the mem-

bers of the society, and a numerous uudienct of

other gentlemen and ladies—By Dr. Joseph E.

MosE, President of the society.

Fellow-J\Iembers and Friends of our Society:

It is once more ray gratifyin? duty to greet you:

not on the arena, gorKeeus with emblems of vanity

and of folly, with gilded columns, statues and pa-

rapets, for pompous exhibition or sanguinary con-

test; but upon the unadorned theatre of nature; for

a friendly, though zealous emulation, for the palm,

to be awarded to the richest possessor of rural vir-

tue and talent; to offer and receive gratulations on

the arrival of another, a third anniversary of our

popvilar and auspicious institution, and upon the

evidences, which surround us, that no empty, osten-

tatious words, or chimerical views, but operative,

and fruitful deeds characterize its designs.

In addition to the improved stocks, and other

numerous results of a hardier and more laborious

attention, we are presented with multiplied evi-

dences of cultivated taste, and line execution, dis-

played by our ladies in their manufactures: whether

these efforts be viewed as exemplary to the commu-
nity; as proofs of well timed economy, and judi-

cious CO operation on the part of tlieir fair authors,

to relieve domestic pressure, or, as demonstrations

of native inherent virtues; the effect will be the

same; the philosophic mind, indeed, the soul which

is not dead to every moral impulse., will leel a trans

port of jo),at associations so full of kindness, sym-

pathy and active excellence.

Thus we have secured, for our costs and toils, an

ample equivalent: and we have not only a present

possession and a (lallering promise, in regard to our

own interests; but the gratitiration of an intuitire

and paramount sense of parental affection and duty;

by transmitting to a grateful posterity, the exa<n]Ae,

the Jyuils. and the records of a moral, intelieclxial

and sccud life.

Upon sentiments so obvious and just, I will not

occupy your attention; but will offer a \'^^'^ rcller-

tions, which my small experience and studies of

agrifuitural subjects lead me to belii-v- worthy of

communie:4ion and subsidiary to ou' designs; it

is a conlri'aition, that eacii member o' the ;.. lety is

equally bound to renner,as far is hi^^'esea^cll or ob-

servations of the works of nature may enal)le him;

and I may take this occasion to exiress a regiet that

the archives of our instiuition conlsin so few in-

stances of regard to this important duly, to the ob-

servance cf this maxim of moral truth: "Prestat na-

tures voce doceri, quam siw iit'j;enio sapcre."

By investigating the operition.^ ol nature, we dis-

cover our numerous errors; by the discovery nnd

record of those errors, we .ipproach the truth; by

the observation and com|)arison of results, qualities

and properties, w^ are enauied to form a correct

judgment of tiie respective value and charjcter qf

things and of modes; the human mind possesses

no iiinate, abstract sense of truth or error; but by

tbe divine faculty of reason, exercised upon obser-

vation, it masters all difliculties and accomplisiies all

reasonable designs; and thus it is, the cuitivalcr o!

the soil must obtain the knowledge he is in que?t

of; his detection of one error will advance him one
step to the attainment of truth; as the celebrated
Morreau h.as justly remarked, "we never proHl

more than from the unexpected results of experi-

ments which contradict our analogies, and precon-
ceived theories;" a frank, mutual and unreserved
communication of these discoveries by tbe several
members of a society entertaining the same objects
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and the same interests, will neces.^^arily multiply

those profitable steps; it will hasten our march
through the devious path of research in the ratio of

the performance of this, our relative duty.

Another resource is to be found in books and pe-

riodical publications connected with agriculture;

among these, it is gratifying to repeat the often

named, and well known eminence of the "American
Farmer," edited in Baltimore by .J. S. Skinner, Esq.

yet the small patronage in Dorchester, of this inva-

luable work is calculated to produce a correspon-

dent mortification; also (for it is not too broad a

scope for the practical farmer) may be named the

American Journal of Science and Arts, conducted

with pre-eminent abilities by Professor Silliman, o(

Yale College; it contains the most modern im-

provements and discoveries in chemistry, botany,

geology, mineralogy, mechanics, and most of the

useful arts and sciences associated with agriculture;

accumulated by American enterprise, from the lite-

rary funds of the universe; and by the universe, ex

ccpt at home, exalted; thi.s work to be commanded,
annually, at little more than the price of a common
country newspaper; not surpassed, for the judicious

selection or original matter, by the experienced

and well supported journals of Europe, is suffer-

ed to languish for American patronage; patriotic

pride abstracted from the intellectual enjoyment,

which it offers to the rational mind, should impel us

to sustain this able demonstration of American cha-

racter.

If the sarcastic epithet of "book learning" shall

have operated to delude tbe judgment; if the frivo-

lous weapon of ridicule shall have penetrated the

mind with poisonous impressions, to the prejudice

of this channel of knowledge, we must apply the

antidote, by the exercise of that faculty, with which

omniscience has seen fit to distinguish man; thence,

\\f shall learn to appreciate the labours of others,

and to regard with diffidence the self-sufficient com-
pftency of individual attainment.

In no art, in no science, has one individual been
so fortunate as to reach this climax of supremacy;
we must look to, and respect the observation oi

others, as well as ourselves; and its graphical cha-
racter, or its publication, cannot be presumed to im
pair the trutli or diminish the importance of the

subject matter.

In conformity with the principles which I have
assumed, I shall offer in the most concise manner
possible, a few reflections on some points of agri-

cultural practice and theory, to assist in the pro-

scription of some gross and fashionable dogmas,
founded in fal«e reasoning; or, perhaps, in the ab
sence of this faculty, the offspring of accident, fos-

tered by the over-ruling influence of custom, into a

formidable existence, detrimental to our local inte-

rests, and possibly to those of American agricul-

ture.

Among those most conspicuous for tlieir perni-

cious consequences, may be named the eiror o( deep

seedinf:; Ibe error o[ thin seedins:; the error of mi-
timely seeding, in regard to season; and the injudi-

cious adherence to usual crops, regardless of cli

mate and of other circumstances, and, in obedience
to an obstinate and irrational attHchment to a ciis

tomary rot;.tion, because it is customary; and when
it has ceased to be profitable; and lastly, the error of

' ton extensive cuUiration.

Of those d( srn IS, that of deep seeding, and that

of thin seedins, are intimately connected, and may
readily be associated under one view.

The efl" ct of the former upon the grain is to

multiply the culms, and to substitute or countervail

a paucity of seed, but the energies exerted for this

purpose, are morbid, excc:''ive and debilitating to

the cmbryon plant, and to its subsequent growth.

The first process of vegetation from the seed, is

the disclosure of the radicle descending into the

earth, and the plume which is elevated by a central

stem, the caudex into the atmosphere; it is a phy-

sical truth advanced upon eminent authority, that

nature has affixed to every class, order, genus, and

species of the vegetable world, their respective

length of caudex, by as distinct limits, as she has

bounded the extension of the stalk, body and boughs,

after their expansion in their proper element; yet

with providential care, she has endued them with n

recuperative or self-preserving power, to elongate

the caudex, if accident or design shall have buried

them too deep in the earth, for its natural structure

to attain to the surface; and to effect this, new ef-

forts are made, by the multiplied growth of new
and less vigorous caudexes, each from the terminat-

ing joint of the former, issuing forth new stems:

these derive their support, at this stage, from the

oil, mucilage, Kluten, farina, and other proximate

principles of the seminal grain, as exclusively, and

essentially, as the embryon chick from those of the

animal egg; and thus expending upon many, the

supply of parental nutriment, designed for a (ew,

and necessarily enfeebling by the multiplication the

offspring of the parent seed, its energies will be ex-

hausted, and its health and vigour impaired.

From these considerations may be deduced, the.

errors of deep seeding and thin seeding, and the

propriety of throwing into the earth as much seed

as the powers of the soil may sustain, without hav-

ing recourse to the artificial mode of supplying the

deficiency, by the multiplying effects of an unnatu-

ral depth; and though extreme fertility of soil, fine

tilth, and propitious seasons, may partially atone

for the error, yet, cceteris paribus, copious and shal-

low seeding, modilied by circumstances on which

the judgment of the farmer must be exercised, will

afford the best prospect of a rich and luxuriant ve-

getation; which theory and [iractice, the results of

my experiments have fully settled to my own con-

viction.

The error of untimely seeding I have frequently

to my disappointment and mortification, reluctantly

witnessed; the too late seeding of my wheat, and
the too early planting of my corn and cotton, have
considerably curtailed my harvests.

A large majority of my cotton of this year, was
planted on the first of May, and was up by the 15th

of the month; a small portion was planted the last

of May, and came up on the 10th of June: frequent

cold rains more usual at the former than the latter

season, foiled the first, in its germ; from which it

has never fully recovered; whi[e the latter planting,

under a well-timed season has grown and flourish-

ed without a check.

Most plants have their favourite seasons; and the

probability of accommodating them in their habits

and preferences, should control the seed time; the

anticipation or delay of this period, will be general-

ly attended with disappointment.

Thoiign many may deny the irritability of vege-

table life; yet all will consent that some plants will

endure a higher and some a lower degree of tem-

perature th;.n others; that, that degree for which
they have a natural or acquired appetency, can be
but gradually changed, in consistence with their

heallh; and that sudden vicissitudes of heat and
cold, are pernicious to all, but more especially to

some, and in their earliest development.

These tarts are iiifwllibly true, and whether we
gratify our vanity by confining to a higher order of

beings the attribute of irritability, or allow it to be
extended to vegetable life, the deductions will be
the same; 1st, that it is consistent with the he.ilth

and growth of a plant, to select for the period of
seeding that point of time which will affoidfrom

cxpeiience, the quantity of heat, and the course of
season which is conformable to its habits, whether
these be native or acquired: 2dly, to fix this period

as remotely from the season of winter as the course
will allow, that the sensitive fibrils may not come
within the reach of excessive and destructive chan.
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ges of temperature; from which the young plant,

once aflectet), seldom fully recovers: Sdly, not to

risk a period out of time, though apparently pro-

mising, or because such a one may have been at-

tended with a fortuitous success; but to adopt that,

which is predicated upon the usual climate and ha-

bits of the plant.

Though chance may embolden us to deviate from

general rules on this subject, yet success will more
generally attend their observation.

Unfortunately, the Hessian fly has thrown our

wheat crop too much upon the winter, a circum-

stance greatly conducive to the disasters, for many
years incident to this, our once most valuable staple;

one, whose loss we must deplore; one, I emphati-

cally predict, gentlemen, you will not shortly re-

gain; and from which you must consent to release,

what I will venture to pronounce your natural in-

veteracy of attachment.

The tly, the long culture, the change of climate,

want of market, or deficiency of demand, most im-

periou?ly call upon you, to rid yourselves of this

incubii!;; to divest yourselves of this bewitching in

fatuation, this morbid addiction to ancestral cus-

toms and practices, uhich though consistent with

the best and kindest moral leeling, is pregnant, in

this instai ce, with physical evil.

Numerous, crops better adapted to our present

climate and our present market, are within our
coninianil; it is a duty we owe to our country, our
neighbours, our families, and ourselves, by inquiry,

by experiment, by every mode of research, to ex-

plore the vegetable kingdom for such as will best

suit our purposes; to discover if possible, and pro-

mulgate the results, and receive, if no more, thf

self approving consciousness of having performed

our obligations, 3S well to Gud as to man, o( having
applied those talents, with which he m;iy have seen

fit to endow us, for the promotion of his great de

sign, the happiness of his favourite creation.

The deplorable misfortunes of the agriculture of

this county; indeed, of this state; and peihaps :i

wider extent, lor this and a few years pa^t. cull

upon us; not for despondency; it is unmanly; it is

unrighteous; but, for redoubled exertions, well di-

rected efforts to regain what we have lost, (o sup-

ply those wants, those enjoyments, those luxuries,

the fruits of agricultural labour, which Prosidence
has placed in our power; by the proper exercise of

those faculties with which she has kindly invested us.

Among the causes tvhich have led to agriouitural

distress, [lerhaps none have had a more steady ope-

ration, a more effectual agency, than that, which I

pro[)Osed for discussion, as the last, and possil)ly the

worst of enumerated dogmas; one which Is repug-

nant to the dictates of experience and of theory;

and could the expression avail, I would venture to

add, of common sense: it is an overweening se.ili-

ment, in favour of "extensive cuUivation," without
re&aid to competent abilities.

This may be pronounced a general and railical

error of Maryland aKriculture; it is. in this county,
one of the most prominent, and one of the most dis

aslrouf, practically, in our agricultural community;
and it would seciu that we had been riveted to it.

by some demon chain, for past offences, for which,
we must atone; it is one, whose detection needs
neither the abslrnse research of the metaphysical
inquirer, nor (he profundity of the mathematician;
it is one, within the reach of the smiplest school
boy, who knows the quotient of two in four, and yet

it is one, which most of us adopt and practice, be-

cause it is adopted and practiced.

Three hundred acres of arable land constitute a

usual farm in Dorchester, for a beginner, vvithoul

experience, and without the means of slocking and
cultivating one hall, prob,ibly one (burth of IIh

quantity: these are l.;id off into three fields, one, for

wheal, which he knows he cannot ;;roiv,one for corn,

wluch be knows he caDOot sell to repay him for bis

labour: and one, (called an old field) for nothing
except possibly, a few impoverished cattle, fit em-
blems of his forlorn and hopeless system.

This is notoriously the general practice of Dor-
chester; it is one of those morbid addictions, based

upon custom; it is one of those ancestral relics, one
of those sanctified patrimonies, which the habit of

devotion, seems to have made sacrilege to violate,

and it is ruinous as it is general and steadfast.

It is demonstrable, that one acre which is manur-
ed and well cultivated, is worth many of our com-
mon lands.*

The expense of cultivating one poor acre, yield

ing five bushels of grain, a fair average of our
wheat crop, is as great as that of a ri.h acre, yield-

ing twenty bushels; but the one yielding four times

as much as the other; the expenses of cultivat-

ing the one, will be in reference to the crops, only

one-fourth of those of the other; and this ratio

of three-fourths of the exp.'jnscs saved, on a farm ol

usual size, will make a considerable improvement in

the profits of the rultivation.

This gentleman is not visionary; it Is easy too, of

adoption and of practice. Consent to devote youi
attention to one-lburth of your present undertak
ings; cuncentriite upon this, the energies you hud
dispersed on the wl)ule,and it is adopted. And what
do you gain by it?

Grant the cost of cultivation of an acre, to be two
dollars for rent or interest of purchase money, and
two dollars for other expenses—making lour; and
grant you have made five bushels of grain, and sold

it for one dollar per bushel, making five dollars; de-
duct your expenses belore stated, at lour, and you
have only Ohi dollar, lor profit. But apply your ioi

provcnienis to one acre v.'hich you intended lor four,

and you will theneeforlh have the product from
one acre which jou would have had from four; that

is. twenty bushels at the juice alloived lor the former,
will be twenty dollars; Irom which deduct expen-
eo of one acre, as before stated, at lour dollars,

nd your irofit will be sixteen dollars on the acre,

iusli^ad of one; or an adv.ince upon the intrinsic

value ol the i apital, equal to fifteen hundred per

cent; wilh less trouble too— because you have less

space to cultivate; and wilh less uncertainty, be-

cause the richer the soil, the more rapid and vigor-

ous the growth; and the more rapid and vigorous

the growth, the less subject to casualties.

In truth, Ihe question I am discussing, is so plain,

that 1 touch it with embarrassment; yet I press it

lor the necessity, the prosperity of that class of so

ciety to which I belong, from which I derive my
well-being, and on which j rely lor the comforts of
life, demand it of me, and will plead my apology.

M.iny errors of cultivation, beside those enume-
rated, might be adduced as concurrent causes of
the present embairassment; they are considerably
within our control, and should be corrected. I

have, on a (brmer occasion, expressed my convic-
tion of the existence of some of them, and the
grounds on which it resied; and shall now only re-

peat, thai, in Ihe catalogue, that of an extreme pau-
city of crop-, in point ol chaiacter and kind, has had
a con-idcrable agency.

'I'he advantages derivable to the soil, from a di

versitjcation ol crops, were known to ages past: the
I lassie farmer of Mantua, more than ei;^hleen cen-
turies ai;o. has recorded those sentiments, '-Sic quo-
que mutatis reqnieseunt fetibus arva;" the pracliee
was adopted in the highly cultivated region of Italy.

It his been recognized, at all times and in all places,
where agriculture has tlouri.^bed, until, in the mo
derii age, Maryland, and some neighbouring states,

have seen fit to disclaim it.

By a mutation of crops, your fields are, quasi—at

rest; diverse proximate principles, diverse eleuients.

* See report on my corn crop at the last Maryland
Cattle Show—page Jidl.

in various proportions are called into requisition, for
various plants; and their respective dimauds, when
annually diversified, are supplied by the accumula-
tion of a new stock; which, if otherwise perpetually
drawn upon, must of necessity, be exhausted.
As a proof of my conviction of the truth of the

principles of physiology and vegetable economy,
which I have been endeavoring to support, I shall
transfer them the next year, practically, and at
large, to an experimental farm of one hundred acres
of arable land, about eight miles from Cambridgej
on the Transquakin river, to which I Invite your at-
tention. In the menacing aspect of the times, no
apology is due for my design or my invitation; no
effort should be omitted or deemed superfluous,
which will possibly meliorate the condition of agri-

'

culture.

Upon these lands I shall introduce, as far as the
friends of our profession, at home and abroad,
or other opportunities to procure iheiu may ena-
ble me, (which I now unreservedly and publicly so-
licit,) every species of crop, apparently consistent
ivnh our climate, and our market, with a view to
select such as will best answer the purpose of diver-
sifying rotation to advantage; and I shall there have
a lull scope of experiment, for those |)rinciples which
i proless to entertain; and further against those er-
rors v.hich I have theoretically and practically de-
iiounceil

To form a judgment of those families or spe-
cies of plants, wbiib may supply our accommoda-
tion, tliou;;h experience must finally decide, yet
much is to be learned from reflection upon the in-

tluence of c/i»iaie, of S(jil and of ciiltuie.

Of lire first, where a paiullel may be drawn be-
tween the country of the exotic and thai of its in-

rcniled idoption, in reference to the native or ac-
quired habits of Ihe plant analo;;y will justify the
txpirimrnt. Experience too, will sanction, under
A Kieat diversity of h.tbits, the attempt at aeclima-
truri; and frequently may the change of its nativity,
even ameliorate and highly improve the character
of a plant

It is affirmed as a general truth, that in southern
countries, vegetables enjoy a higher degree of en-
crgelii: properties, than In northirn climates; if so,
from tKe boundless fiilds of higher latitude, we may
derive unlimited advantages; extremes of heat and
cold, we kri(u\ to be unfavourable to vecetable
growth. Inhabiting a mediate space and a mediate
leniperaturp, far removed from the ariil deserts of
Nubia, or llii" frigid plains of fSiberia, we have much
to anticipate, in respect to climate.

In point of siii/. vie posse.ss the most multiplied ad-
vantages; Irom the warm and dry sllicious, to the
rich and humid alluvial; every texture, every useful
combii.ation are notoriously within ourconrmand.
And lastlv,—By the influence of culture, many of

our iiidigenous plants, now useless, and even poison-
ous, may be metamorphosed into wholesome and
nutritive food; we have Ihe authority of Biiffon, for
till' fact, that wheal is a (actilious production, from
a worthless wied, by the force ol culture: and Co-
lumella stales, that the peach possessed deleteiious
qualities, when first introduced, from Persia, into the
Ionian empire; it is well known, that the potato, a
na ive of South America, (there a wild and common
weed.) "bearing small tubers, loo bitter for use,"
has been reclaimed by cultivation; and ranks among
our choicest vegetables.

In the language of an acute enquirer into the ar-

cana of nature, if there be any who leel sceptical

upon the subject of such metamorphoses, let hira

visit the fairy bowers of horlir ulture. and he will

there perceive, ihat her magic wmd has not only
converted the tough coriaceous covering of the al-

mond, into the soil and mellinsi flesh of the peach;
bu . by her spells, 'he s,'ur sloe, has ripened into the
delicious pli.m; and the austere crali, of our woods,
into the golden pippinj the acrid and poisonous
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apium giavcolens.has bei n chnngcd iiilo delici-

ous celery; and the common colewort, appears, by

culture, under the improved forms of cabbage, savoy

and cauliflower.

The magnitude of my subject, the providential

mysteries and fascinations of agriculturc,>«ll palliate

the oflence of my devotion; its science is enchanting

and boundless; its practice is coequal and co-ordi-

nate with the creation of man; its march is pari

passu with that of his moral virtue, and his intellectu-

al character; it has been employed as the tirst instru

ment of his creator to accomplish his great and glo-

rious ends; and he who holds it in contempt, he

who holds it subordinate, he who does not assign to

it its lofty position in the tenjple of science, its pre-

eminence in the circle of useful arts, is entitled to

our sympathy and commiseration.

How infinite and sublime are the subjects of re-

flection! How subtle and complex are the objects

of admiration, connected with the purposes of agri-

euhure! From the highest to the lowest rank of

animated nature, are found branches of useful study

for the cultivator of the soil: the very tribe of in-

sects imperiously call for his judgment and atten-

tion; some species assist him in the pleasures and

necessities of his life; and he must learn to preserve

them; while others are unwelcome intruders upon

the fruits of his industry; and he must learn to in-

trench nimself against thera.

Upon this subject of American entomolopty, pro-

fessor Say of Pennsylvania, has commenced a pub

liciition of the results of his own researches; his in

choHte labours offer the fair promise of a splendif'

wreath for individual merit and national benetil; if

lost for want of patronage, the American agricultoi

will have neglected his interest—the student of na-

tural science, a source of infinite gratification

Other and more popular branches of study, zoolo-

gy in general, botany, chemistry; in fact, the whole

scope of the material world, organic and inorganic,

contribute to the dignity and fame of agriculture.

and invite us to the apt efl'usion of the poet "mobi-

litate viget , viresque acquirit eundo."

Finally, gentlemen, (he present distresses of our

agricultural community demand of us to exert our

best energies; to adopt the sentiment of a homely,

though wholesome motto, "excitari, nor, liebesccre:"

it cannot be concealed that our farmers are labour-

ing under unparalleled misfortunes, their wheat

crops blasted, their corn, in the fufi luxuriance of

its promise, arrested in the very crisis of fructifica-

tion, by a hapless and fatal drought; our incipient

and flattering reclamation of marsh lands, has been

frustrated by the floods; a tremendous storm has li-

terally swept off, and annihilated our cotton in the

promising infancy of its e.xperiment; and odious bul-

letins are d^ily announcing some new victim to ad-

versity; it may truly be said, the heavens are filled

with clouds, and all naturn wears a lowering coun-

tenance; inactivity will universalise the evil; sloth

and indolence will merit no relief; and they will ex-

piate their crimes by bitter penance.
By well disciplined effoits and economy, another

ond more propitious sun, under the divine influence,

may shed his genial lustre upon us; irradiate, with

his etherial presence, our clouded prospects; pre-

serve us from the precipice of our imminent situa-

tion; reward us with the fruits of our toil; and heap
upon us, in return for a virtuous perseverance, those

necessaries, those comforts and those luxuries of

li(e. which the beneficent great God of nature had
ordainea, for the enjoyment of the highest order of
his creation.

Brown Bread.—Dr. Majendie has shown that if

a dug is fed on vthite bread and water, and con-
fined wholly to that diet, he will die within fifty

days; but if the bran is left in the bread, no bad
effects are experienced by the animal.

AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS.
We have frequently called the attention of far-

mers to the importance of associations for mutual
iniproveraent, and for the promotion of their farm-

interests; but we hope a repelilion of the call

will not be unacceptable. Of all classes in commu-
nity, agriculturists are most benefited by associa-

tions. Living at some distance from each other,

they have not frequent opportunities to interchange
opinions, and consequently are less under the happy
infiuence of emulation than those of most other pur-
suits. In cities there are societies for gardeners, at

(he meetings of which, each takes a pride in exhib-
iting the best productions of his ganlen—societies

for (he promotion of manufactures and the me-
chanic arts, the members of which enjoy the bene-

fits either of libraries, of periodical addresses or

lectures or of the exhibition of their productions.

And even in the country, most mechanics, from the

nature of their business, are often brought together

in numbers siilficiently large to borrow improve-
ment from each other, and promote inquiry. But
the farmer works single-handed and alone, conse-

quently the spirit of inquiry and enterprise lies dor-

mant. To this cause is to be attributed, in past ages,

the slow progress of improvement in agriculture,

and the antipathy of farmers to any innovations in

established customs. But since they have begun to

associate, and to extend information, great advance-

ment has been made in every branch of rural pur
iuit—agriculture has opened a wide field for the

lisplay jf industry and enterprise, and given a scope

sufficiently ample for the most active minds. In

the pursuit of it, there are continual occurrences in

viting to investigations that require the most accu-

rate and extended acquaintance with the laws of

nature.

We are confident that it would be greatly for the

interest of the farmers of every town, to form an as-

sociation adapted to their peculiar circumstances. To
illustrate our meaning, and to promote the object
we have in view, we will subjoin, as a specimen, an
account of an Improved Agricultural Society, form-
ed three years ago in Brookl5eld, Madison county.
New York.

Among the oflficers, (says the Journal of Com-
merce,) are of course, a President, Secretary and
Treasurer, whose duties are too obvious to require

explanation. The other officers are one or more in-

spectors, and not less than three nor more than i\ve.

ppraisers. The duty of the inspectors is to inspect

ail the property of members belonging to the so-

ciety intended for market, (except live stock,) and
decide whether it is suitable and in good condi
tion; and no property, not thus inspected and ap
proved, shall be sent to market by the society.

The appraisers' duty consists in viewing and ap-

praising all live stock, intended for market by the

members of the society. When a sufficient quan
tity of live stock, and other property, is prepared to

be sent to market, one or more agents are appoint-

ed to attend its transportation and sale. When this

is effected, he returns with a full account of his

sales, and the monies accruing therefrom are dis

tributed to the members in proportion to the pro

perty owned and forwarded by them. Another
part of the duty of the agent consists in making
purchases. For this purpose, previous to his de-

parture for market, each member gives to him a

minute of the articles he desires, which he accord-

ingly purchases, and distributes to the individuals

requesting them. The conditions of admission are

the possession of a good moral character, and the

payment of an initiation fee of twenty-five cents.

The agents, inspectors and appraisers, are allowed

such compensation for their services as the society

deem reasonable.

Such is a hasty outline of the organization of the

society, from which its object will be plainly per-

ceptible. An asbijciatioii of this kind, well and
spiritedly conducted, must be of great benefit to the

farmer, and if we are not mistaken, has communi-
cated to farming operations in the town where it is

located, a highly important impulse, and effected a

very considerable saving in the annual and necessa-

ry expenditure of (he members. On this point,

however, the following certificate, which accompa-
nied the constitution sent to us, will speak for itself:

Certificate.—We hereby certify that the Brnok-

field Farmers^ Association was organized in 18-24,

under a voluntary and free constitution, in which
year they sent to the New York market, over

40,000 lbs. cheese, 1,000 lbs. butter.

18i5—50,0t)0 " " 2,200 "

18i(>-88,0U0 " " 3,000 " "

At a saving of from one to one and a half cents

per pound over what the cheese could have been
sold for near home, and from four to five cents pel'

pound on the butter; besides some saving on lard,

potatoes, and about seventy head of ordinary cat-

tle. And from thirty to fifty per cent, on, from one
hundred to three hundred and fifty dollars worth of

family groceries each year, in return to each of the

members who sent for the same.
Besides these advantages, stimulating to industry

and enterprise, and tending to increase the price of
produce in the adjoining towns; others consist in

social meetings, in which inquiries are made into

the best method of cultivating farms, improving the

breed of cattle, horses and sheep, manufacturing
cloth, making butter and cheese, preserving the

same, curing hams, meat. Sic.

In l8-i4, the society consisted of about twenty-

five members; in 1825, of thirty-five or forty; and
it now consists of more than seventy members; and
is like to become so large as to branch into other

societies. S. H. COON, President.

Brookjkld, Dec. 1826. [JV. Y. Journal.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the material for Cot-
ton Bauging, Cordage, Sic.—No. VIII.

Mr. Skinner,

Sir,—Some of your highly respectable and intel-

ligent correspondents, have stated in the F'armer,

the prices of slave labour in different parts of Vir-

ginia and Maryland, as well as the expense of main-
tenance. I now transmit to you a bill furnished by
several very skilful machinists and cotton manufac-
turers, of the cost of machinery and number of
hinds required to card, spin and weave one hun-
dred yards of cotton, for cotton bagging, per day.

This bagging is 42i inches, and will weigh one
pound per yard.

2 Cards, to work 100 lbs. per day, will cost jJ680
1 Stretcher, (80 spindles,) . . . 320
Roving frame, or speeder, . '. . 150
Drawing frame, . . . . : 100

3 Looms 60
Cans, Bobbins, &c 90

$1400

Ten hands, mostly women and children, will be
sufficient with an overseer, to manufacture six hun-
dred yards per week. The above machinery is

well suited to the fabrication of negro clothing.

The Virginia and Maryland farmers can readily in-

form you what would be the quantity of such goods
manufactured by ten hands, employing the common
cards, spinning wheel, and old fashioned loom in

use on all the southern plantations, where domestic
goods are manufactured. 1 am assured by the ma-
nufacturers that a common log or frame building,

25 or 30 feet square, would be sufficient for the

above named machines. They can be moved by
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a single blind liorsc, or an ox, or an inclined wheel,

or bj' a band atlached to a water wheel in a mill.

Either Baltimore or Richmond could furnish houses

and power for one hundred snch establishments,

and profitable employment for thousands of ne-

groes, ''ichn do no rvurk to-dtiy." Mechanical talent

is at market in all the eastern states, and much
capital would collect around the new manufactories
on account of the cheap labour and abundance of

the material produced in the vicinity. Dr. Jones is

surely g;ood authority fur the opinion that the best

of operatives can be found among your slaves, and
that their condition would be greatly ameliorated
by their employment in manufactories. It is hu-
mane, it is wise, so to employ them as to enable
their masters to feed and clothe them, and to give

those habits which would fit them, in due season,

for freedom and independence.
Philadelphiensis.

Mumifaclures in Virginia.

On Saturday last, a meeting of the people of
Fredericksburg, Falmouth and the adjoining coun-
try, was held for the purpose of inquiring into the

policy of establishing manufactories at the falls of
the Rappahannock. Messrs. Harrison and Storrow
addressed the meeting in favour of the project, and
a number of resolutions were passed, which the

Editor of the Arena states he should have been
"glad to publish for the benefit of other parts of the

state; but that a gentleman to whom they were
lent for perusal, carried them oflf with him, nobody
can tell where!"
To the high tariff we were opposed; but as it is

established, and is likely to remain as the setiled

policy of the country, we think Virginia and the

southern states generally, would be playing a churl-
ish part, not to make use of the many advantages
which nature has given them, and avail them-
selves of present favourable circumstances. In our
opinion the time has arrived for considering this

matter serionsly; and in order to furnish the best

information in relation to it, we have recently pub-
lished a number of valuable essays from the Ame-
rican Farmer, as well as other respectable sources,

tending to show the policy, nay, absolute necessity

of establishing manufacluries among us, on a scale

suited at least to the home demand. We regret

the accide'it which has denied us the pleasure of

layinjj before our readers the views of our fellow

citizens of Fredericksburg, on this interesting sub
ject. \Pdersburs Intel, JSor. IG.

SHEPHERDS' DOGS—SHEEP AND WOOL.
Dear Sir, SUubenrille, M\rv. 2, 1827.

I have to acknowledge the receipt of your several

letters; the last enclosing one from Gen. Lafayette,

the beloved patriarch of Lagrange, in which he
kindly promises to send me another pair of shep-
herd's dogs, in lieu of those which "proved desert-

ers." As soon as they arrive, have the goodness to

drop me a line, and I will immediately send for

them. The dear old gentleman never fails to ma-
nifest his love for us wnenever occasion offers, even
upon our most minute concerns; and I am confident

that ours for him will never cease, but will become
more genuine, if possible, as lime operates upon
our recollections of his rare services, like its opera-
tion upon the pure juices of his native grape. I

hope he will obtain the opinions of competent judg-
es with respect to the samples of fine Merino wool
which I sent to you for him, and that he will make
the result known to you. They were taken from
some of the finest sheep in my flock, which I have
been nurturing for at least fifteen years, with the
roost unremitting care; and I do not believe that

^er animals can be found in Saxony, or any other

country. In introducing the subjects of sheep and
wool to you, as I have often done, it was never
iny intention to give rise to any unprofitable con-
troversy or strife among my brother wool grow-
ers; but, on the contrary, to excite a laudable
emulation, with a view to build up fine flocks of
Merino sheep, and thereby aid in consummating
our independence, which must ever remain incom-
plete so long as we have to rely upon Great Britain
or any foreign country, for woollen goods, which
can so readily and certainly he made at home. 1

was conscious that we had m this neighbourhood as
hne a stock of Merinos as Saxony could produce,
and seeing that a mania was about to rage for "Sax-
ony sheep," and ,the country (as I thought,) about
to be laid under contribution, I was disposed by ac-
tual demonstration, to open the eyes of the farmers
of the country, and prove to them, that the Ameri-
can Merinoes of the west were equal, in every essen-
tial respect, to the boasted Saxons, (indeed, they are
precisely the same race of animals;*) and that it was
useless to send to Saxony for an article which might
be procured at home upon much better terms. And
hence, I have proposed to you the occasional exhi-
bition of fine stock rams at some central point of
the United States, as well as comparisons of fine

samples of wool and fleeces. I wish to see as cor-
rect a feeling cultivated in this country, on the sub-
ject of wool, as was ever felt in England during her
proudest days.

The real value of Merino sheep Is not as yet
known, and never will be, until our government
shall completely protect the manufacturers of the
raw material which they produce. Then, and not
until then, will it be discovered that they carry on
their backs a mine of wealth of more intrinsic worth
than the boasted mines of Potosi—and one altoge
Iher inexhaustible; which will not only yield its an-
nual revenue, hut will continue to grow, in propor-
tion to the care and attention bestowed upon it by
its ownSr.

In (he American Farmer of the 13th of last July,
you have published two letters, which have perplex-
ed some of our shepherds of the west, by reason of
the strange discrepancy in the opinions of the wri-

ters, with regard to the value of two samples of

wool; one from the Saxon flock of Mr. Hurlbert,ol
Connecticut, the other from my Merino tlock; and
I have been appealed to by several persons f r an
explanation; to all of whom I have told the plain,

unvarnished truth, that Mr. Sykes had been himself
deceived in giving his opinion as to the value of
of Mr Hurlbert's wool; and that he had been inno-

cently deceived too, because Mr. Hurlbert "in send
ing the sample to Mr. Skinner, never intended it for

exhibition, it having been taken from a sheep idIUcIi

died of sickness."

Phis information I obtained from Mr. Hurlbert
himself, at H.irrisburg, who promised me, at the
same time, that he would write to you and explain
the transaction; and I am sure he would have done
so, but that it has escaped his memory, i had, in-

deed, determined (knowing Mr. Sykes to be mis-
taken,) to "take the bull at once by the horns," by
proposing to Mr. Hurlbert that we would exhibit
the identical sheep from which the samples were
taken, at your first cattle show; and thus settle the

question. Every person conversant with wool, will

tell you that "dead wool" has a silky, artificial soft-

ness, which will sometimes "deceive the very elect

themselves." W. R. Dickinson.

rNov. 23, 182T.

CARTS AND WAGONS.
Mr. skinner,

vJ"q"'''oL*° J''u
''"?"''y "' "A Subscriber," in

vol 9, p. 256 of the American Farmer, as to the
preference to be given to a cart or a wagon, I would
say that It depends whether they are wanted for
plantation or road use. Carls are best for the for-
mer, and wagons for the latter. The reasons may
be given in a few words: '

On a plantation, many short turns are made-
hacking IS required to receive or deposit loads; corn
ridiies are often encountered; loads are to be tum-
bled out ten times in a day—and for all these carts
are preferable. On the road, where the labour is
continual, it is important there should be no wei-ht
upon the necks and backs of the animals, in order
that they may derive ease and rest from standing
still, and when moving along a declivity. Hence
wagons, here, have an advantage.
Both cart and wagon wheels are usually made

much too high for ease of draught, or convenience
ol use. Cart wheels should he considered high at
four feet, and the rims should be rather broader
than common, say from 2^ to 3 inches wide, to pre-
vent the injury of the land, or the heavy draught
resulting from a deep cut. All the wheels of a wa-
gon should be of the same height, and ought never
to exceed four feet. One ox, in a cart, can do the
work ol two horses; and light carts are more con-
venient and useful than heavy ones.

Experience.

HOKTICUIiTURE.

* The Saxons obtained their stock from Spain about
sixty years ago. 1 could mention the names of several
persons in this neighbourhood, who own flocks (branch-
es from my flock, by the by,) containing sheep as fine,

no doubt, as those which have been recently imported
from Saxony, at very high rates. As lonj- ago as 1 806,
my own stock (on the male side,) was selected from
one of the finest flocks in Saxony, crossed upon the
finest Spanish ewes, imported by Col. Humphreys.

GRAPES.
[Extracted from "Prince's Treatise on Horticul-

ture." The numbers refer to the enumeration in
his Catalogue.]

1. July Grape, or Morillon Hatif. This is also
calleil the Madeleine. It is the earliest grape known
in Fraijce. The bunches are small; the fruit is also
small, of a deep violet colour, and pleasant flavour;
but it IS mt much esteemed, except for its early ma-
turity; rijxfls here early in August.

2. White Muscadine, or Early Sweet Water. This
is a round gripe, with a thin skin, and of a delicate

wl"""^'!,:''
'* ^ ^great beare.-, and resembles the

.Vhite Siveet Water in almost every respect, ex-
cept that it ripens much earlier, being usually in

'

perfection from the 20th to the end of August.' It
is recommended as particularly suitable for the
country, and for more northern latitudes, where,
with attention, it will be sure to yield plentifully and
regularly.

'6. Meunier, or Miller's Bvrgvndy. This is one
of the earliest grapes; the berries are black, of mo-
derate sixp, rather oval, and pretty closely set on
the hunches, which are short. Its leaves, particu-
larly when young, are covered with a white down,
which easily distinguishes it from others, and whence
it derives its title. The juice is pleasant and vi-
nous; it is an excellent wine grape, and produces
well; is very hardy, a sure grape for a crop, and is

one of those that will succeed farthest north. It

enters largely into culture in the vineyards of
France, and is well calculated to succeed for the
same purpose in this country.

89. White Min-illon. The berries are nearly round,
and firm a bunch of good size: the fruit, in flavour,
resembles the black Morillon, but is rather more
sweet; it is a pleasant early table fruit, and ripens
at the end of August or beginning of September.

80. Striped Meppo. This is a variety of the Mo-
rillon; the berries are on some bunches black, on
others white; but very frequently black, white, and
striped on the same bunch; the fruit is similar to

the Morillon Noir in quality, being pleasant, and
ripening early. It is sometimes called Raisin do
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Suisse, and by others Morillori Panache. I con^

sider this grnpe would mature its fruit in Boston,

and for some distance to the north of it; ripens at

the end of August or beicinnins; of September.

7. Auveriiat. or Fineau J\'oir. This is a wine

grape, much cultivated in Bursundy; the berry is

not lars;e, but closely set on the bunch, ;.nd of agree

able flavour; the hunches are but of moderate size.

It is often called Pineau Noir, but is quite distinct

from the following; ripens the beginning of Septem-

ber.

Pineau Franc. A fruit of mmor size and oblong,

with small bunches of a form somewhat conical,

and the berries closely set on the bunch; it is not

the most productive, but its fruit is of excellent fla-

vour, and produces the most delicate wines of Bur-

gundy. The finest vineyards of that part of France

are mostly composed of the varieties of the Pineau

and of the Morillon. They all ripen about the

same period, and in this vicinity are at maturity

the beginning of September.

70. Pineau Gris, or Gey Burgundy. This grape,

also called AuvernatGris, is u.-.ed in connection with

the Auvernat Blanc and Auvernat Rouge Claire, to

form the far famed Champaigne wine. The bunch

of this is short, unequal in its form, and moderately

large; the berries are round, pretty clos", sweet,

fine flavoured, and of a greyish colour. Furnierly,

many vineyards in France were entirely composed

of this grape, and at present it forms a large pro-

portion of several. It is sometimes called Griset

Blanc; ripens in September.

as. Pitieau Blanc, or IVhite Burgundy. This grape

is also called Buurguignon Blanc; the berries are

somewhat oblong, and so closely set on the bunch,

that in very rich soils, it is not uncommon for a

portion to fall off in order to give space for the re

mainder. The fruit, when ripe, is of a yellow co-

lour; ripens in September.

9S. Boitrguignon J^oir. This is another variety

of the Morillon, and is somewhat allied to (he Pi

neau; the berries are, however, less closely set on

the bunch, and the fruit less oval than the I'atfer;

they are black and sweet,_and the bunch is often

winded or shouldered. It is cultivated ir connec

tion H ilh the others referred to in the fine vineyards

ol Burgundy, and ripens at the same time.

26. While Chaiselus. Royal Muscadine, D'Arboyce,

or Chasselus Blanc. This has round amber coloured

berries, of moderate size, thin skin, and soft juicy

flesh; the bunches are very large; it is a great

bearer, and ripens in September.
This grape, which is the most cultivated for the

table in the middle of France, but which does not

come to perfection in the noith of that country, un

less in very favourable localities, does not fail to re

gularly ripen its fruit in the vicinity of New York;
and when excellent wines are made far north of

where this grape is found to succeed, it proves at

once the fallacy of the assertions made by some,
that vineyards cannot succeed in this vicinity. One
circumstance is fully proved in the experiments
with the above grape, which is, that if our season

is in reality shorter than in some parts of France.
where it flourishes, still, that its greater intensity

compensates for the shortness of tts duration. Col.

Clapp, of Oxford county, ISew York, has found
this grape to ripen perfectly well in that locality,

but he covers the vines in winter; they ripen with
him the beginning of September. This is some-
times called Chasselas de Fonlainbleau.
The varieties of the Chasselas are considered in

France among the finest of their table erapes, and
are very extensively cultivated for that purpose.

17. Violet Frontignac, or Muscat Violet. The
leaves are similar to the white variety; the berries
are large, oblong, of a violet colour, and high musk
flavour; they are powdered with a fine bloom, and
are very delicious. 1 consider it one of the best
table grapes; ripens in September.

II. Grizzly Frontignac, or Muscat Gris. The
berries are round, tolerably large; colour brown,
red, and yellow intermixed, and they have a high

musky perfumed flavour; ripens in September.

81. Morocco, or Le Cceur. The berries are un-

equal in size, of a heart shape, and violet colour,

forming very large bunches; every part of the plant

indicates a vigorous state; the leaves are large and
deeply indented; it is not considered as a very high

flavoured fruit, and should have a warm situation.

60. jyttite Seedless Corinth. This is the smallest

grape 1 have ever seen; white, round, sweet, and
of delightful flavour; its size, appearance, and being

seedless, make it particularly interesting; the bunch
is long, winged, and regularly formed, the berries

not being too compressed; it ripens early in Sep
tember.

APPLES A YEAR OLD.
We were presented last week with a sample of

apples, of the growth of 182tJ, which had been kept

to this time in a sound state, by Mr. Nathan War-
ner, of Woodbury. His method of preserving them
is very simple, and one that may be easily practiced.

The apples are to be laid down in dry flaxseed

chiff, where they remain until some time in the

month of June following, when they are to be over

hauled, those that are unsound thrown aside, the

chaff spread out and dried, and the sound apples

packed down again along with the chaff as at first.

Managed in this way, Mr. Warner has had plenty

of fresh apples through the whole of the past season

and until the ripening of the same fruit this autumn.
[.^eio Hampshire Journal.

RURAIi ECOirOSIY.

THE DAIRY.
The milk from which butter is to be made, may

either be put at once into the churn, and left there

to send up the cream, or it may be made to cream
in milk dishes, and the cream alone churned. The
last is generally considered the best mode; and in

carying it into effect, the milk, being drawn from
the cow, is to be strained into the creaming dishes,

which should never be more than three inches deep,

and of about a gallon and a half, or two gallons in

capacity. In genf-ral, the best cream will be fit for

removal in seven or eight hours, though for ordina-

ry good butter, it may stand twelve hours; but

where the very best butter is wished, and such ar-

rangements are formed as admit of converting the

milk to cheese, or some other use when it is sweet,

it may be separated after standing only two or three

hours. In performing the operation, first pass the

cream knife round the edges of the vessel, to se-

parate the adhering stratum of cream, and then

draw it to one side; lift it off with the skimming
dish, and put it in the cream bowl to be carried to

the cream barrel. Where quantity more than

quality is desired, the whole of the milk is churned
without separating any cream; the milk is ke|)t in

the churn, or in large barrels, for two or three days,

till it begins to get sour.

The operation of churning, where the cream and
milk are both to be agitated, is necessarily tedious

and laborious; but a great weight of butter is un-

doubtedly obtained, the quality and flavour of which
will depend a good deal on the peculiar properties

of the milk. In the process of churning, great nice-

ty is required; a regular stroke in plunge or pump
churns, and a regular motion in those of the barrel

or turning kind, must, if possible, never be deviated

from. A few hasty irregular strokes, or turns, has

been known to spoil what would otherwise have

been excellent butter. Nothing is more easy thin

the process of making butter, where the cream has

been duly prepared.

The best time for making butter, during summer.
is early in the morning, before the sun acquires

much power; and if a pump churn be used, it may
be plunged a foot deep into a tub of cold water,

where it should remain the whole tjme of churning,
which will very much harden the butter. During
winter, if ever necessary to churn near the fire,

care should be taken to prevent the heat from act-

ing on the wood of which the churn is composed;
otherwise it would impart a rancid taste to the but-

ter. As soon as it is made, it must be separated
from the milk, and put into a clean dish; the inside

of which, if of wood, should previously be well rub-

bed with common s^lt, to prevent the butter from
adhering to it. The butler should then be pressed
and worked with a flat wooden ladle, or skimming
dish, having a short handle, so as to press out all the

milk that may be lodged in the cavities of the mass.

A considerable degree of dexterity, as well as of
strength, is requisite in this manipulation: for, if

the milk be not entirely removed, the butter will in-

fallibly spoil in a short time; and if it be much
worked, the butter will become tough and gluey,

which greatly debases its quality. This effect is also

occasioned by pouring cold water on the butter, for

the purpose of washing it; a practice entirely use-

less, as the butter can be effectually cleared of the
milk in the way we have stated.

In salting or curing butter, the use of wooden ves-

sels is preferable These should previously be ren-
dered as clean and sweet as possible, well rubbed
with salt, and the cavity between the bottom and
sides filled with melted butter. An excellent com-
position for preserving butter may be made, by re-

ducing Into fine powder, and carefully mixing to-

gether, sugar and nitre, of each one part, ami two
parts of the best common salt. Of this composition,
one ounce should be thoroughly mixed with every
sixteen ounces of butter, as soon as the latter has
been freed from milk; and the butter must be im-
mediately put into the firkin, being pressed so close
as to leave no air holes, or any kind of cavities

within it. The surface must be smoothed; and if

a day or two be expected to elapse before more can
be added, the vessel must be closely covered up
with a piece of clean linen, on which should be laid

a piece of wetted parchm-nt, or (if I his is not pro-
curable) with a piece of fine linen, dipped in melt-
ed butter, exactly fitted to the edges of the vessel

all round, so as tQ exclude the air as much as possi-
ble.

When more butter is to be added, these cover-
ing are to be removed; the butter is to be applied
close to the former layer, pressing it down, and
smoothing it as before, till the vessel is full. The
two covers are then to be spread over it with the
greatest care; and a little melted butter poured all

round the edges, so as to fill up every part, and
effectually to exclude the air. A little salt may then
be strewed over the whole, and the cover firmly fix-

ed down. Butler thus cured, does not taste well

till it has stood at least a fortnight after it has been
salted. Ai'ler that period, it acquires a rich mar-
row taste, and will continue perfectly sweet in a
moderate climate, for many years. It it be quickly
consumed, it may be taken up as wanted, without
any other precaution than that of keeping it care-

fully covered up; hut if it is to he used slovvlv, and
it acquires a rancid taste, from exposing it to the

air, a strong brine of salt, (>trong enough to float an
egg,) should be poured, when cold, on the surfice

of the butter; and allhough the quality of Ihe latter

will be somewhat injured by the action of the water,

yet that is a much less evil than the slightest ran-
cidity would occasion.

When butler is to be exposed io Ihe heat of a
warm climate, it should he purified by melting, be-

fore it is sailed and packed up. Fur this purpose,
let it be put in a proper vess'-l, and this inirrn rs- d
into another, containing water. Let the water be
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heated until the butter Is thoroughly melted; let it

continue in this state for sonne time, when the im-

pure parts will subside, leaving at the top a per-

fectly pure transparent oil. This, when it cools,

will become opaque, and assume a colour nearly re-

sembling that of the original butter, being onl)

somewhat paler, and of a firmer consistence. When
this refined butter has become a little stiff, but

while it is somewhat soft, the pure part must be se-

parated from the dregs, and salted and packed up

in the same manner as other butter; it will continue

sweet much longer in hot climates, as it retains the

salt belter than in its original state. It may also be

preserved sweet without salt; by adding an ounce

of fine honey to every pound of butter, and mixing

them thoroughly, so that they may be perfectly in

eorporated. A mixture of this sort has a sweet,

pleasant taste, and will keep for years without be-

coming rancid. [Famier^s and J\Jechanic''s -Mag.

isfXiSJAZtrAL x»aFRov:£iaffix:i?rT.

Preparations or Milk in Flanders.

In that country there are two curious prepara-

tions of milk in common use among farmers. The
first is a mess called sour milk, much used by the

country people, and made as follows: a considera

ble quantity of milk is put into a deep wooden ves-

sel, and a certain quantity of salt is added to it. It

is then left until the whey separates from the curd,

when the former is poured ofl'and given to the pigs,

and the latter is stirred round, and more milk is

added to it. This operation is repealed until the

desired quantity of curd is obtained, which is found

to have acquired a very acid taste. In this state it

is kept for winter use, and used in mixing a quan

tity of it with water and flour, which is boiled, and

then bread is added to it. This mess is used for

breakfast and supper, which always concludes with

bread and butler. The second is a mess of curd,

often used in the summer months, and much relish-

ed for supper. For making it, vessels are procur

ed, the one of which goes within the other, the in-

nermost being perforated with numerous holes for

the escape of the ^^ hey. The milk is coagulated by

means of rennet made by infusing a small piece of

the dried stomach of a young hare in white wine.

To the curd, well freed of the whey, is added salt

and pepper, but many consider eschallots an indis-

pensable ingredient. [lb.

BEES.
The barbarous and cruel system of smothering

bees may now be totally dispensed with by a plan

recently adopted with complete success; it is called

driui/ig-, and is easily accomplished; thus—At dusk,

place a metal pot near where the old hive stands;

have a new hive prepared, with cross-sticks, and

cream, and sugar, smeared inside; invert the old

hive into the pot, and quickly place the new one

over it; tie a cloth round the meeting of both hives,

so as to prevent any of the bees escaping; then

keep striking the bottom of the metal pot with an

iron instrument, and in less than ten minutes all the

bees will be driven by the sound from the old to the

new hive; then untie the cloth, and lift the new

hive to the place where the old one stood, at the

same time quickly covering the honey hive with a

white cloth to prevent any of the liees returning to

it. In the morning lift a corner of (he cloth so as to

make a small aperture to let out any of the bees

that should remain, and by striking the pot as be-

fore, they will instantly depart, and join their com-
panions in the new setlUment. It may be necessa-

ry to feed the bees well for a few days with sugar,

arid they will proceed to work immediately after. [lb.

CANALS—RAIL-WAYS.
The number and magnitude of the various works

of internal improvement, strictly so called, canals,

rail-ways, &c. in progress, and projected in various

parts of the United States, is truly astonishing, and

almost incredible. We will enumerate some of

them from memory. To commence with our own
state—we have near 500 miles of canal completed,

in progress, or provided for. We have also the

Schuylkill navigation, lOsJ miles, in full operation;

the Union canal, 00 miles, nearly completed; the

Lehigh navigation, say 60 miles, connected with a

rail-way of 9 miles. Tributary to our state, we have

the Delaware and Chesapeake canal, the Delaware

and Hudson canal, the Morris canal, and prelimi-

nary measures have been taken for the construc-

tion of a rail-way from Columbia to Philadelphia;

another from Danville to Mount Carbon; and lor

the connection of the Susquehanna with the Dela

ware, by canal or rail-way, or both, by the Lehigh.

There is, also, the Conestoga navigation, which,

we presume, must be near completion; and meet

Ings have been held to procure the continuation of

die Pennsylvania canal, from Middleton to Colum-
bia upon the Susquehanna. In the west, we have

the Ohio canal, in a forward state, which, when
completed, will form a line of about 300 miles. It

is proposed also, as our readers have lately been in

Ibrined, to connect this by a cross canal with the

Pennsylvania canals. In the south, the Baltimore

and Ohio Kail-road is in progress; and strenuous

exertions are making to commence the Chesapeake
and Ohio canal. Ench of these works are of im-

mense magnitude. In Virginia, there is a canal,

and one or more have been projected in South

Carolina.

The steps which have been taken towards the

construction of a Rail-road from Camden, opposite,

this city, to South Amboy, and the erection of the

Delaware and Rantan canals, have been recently

aid before the public. In Massachusetts they have

the oldest canal and rail-way in the union; and pre-

liminary measures have been adopted for the erec-

tion of the Boston and Hudson Rail-road; and we
believe it is in contemplation to make a Rail-road

from Worcester to Boston. The people of Ver-

mont are engaged in a project for connecting Lake
Champlain with Connecticut river. We have not

mentioned the public works of the state of New
York. Her Erie and Champlain canals are stu-

pendous works, which cannot be forgotten or over-

looked. She is also engaged upon other canals.

We have no doubt some works have been
omitted in the foregoing enumeration, but we chal-

lenge the world with those which have been men-
tioned, to show any nation in any age, which has
undertaken public improvements at all to be com
pared with ours in extent, value and importance.

[Penn. Gaz.

Z.ADIES' DEPAKXZaXSZirT.

Cauliflower.—Cauliflower may be kept for a

length of time by cutting them in a dry day, stripping

off all the leavesj and then burying them among bo

mould. L^'''

ANECDOTE OF MRS. CANNING.
We copy the following description of Mr. Can-

ning's business-room, from a London paper, be-

cause we are inclined to think, that whatever re-

lates to so distinguised an individual, may be ac-

ceptable to the general reader:

At the desk which he usually sat, on the right

hand side, were the handles of five distinct bells,

with the names of the five secretaries respectively

upon the plates. Here also, over the chimney-piece,

hangs a line three-quarter portrait of Mr Pitt, the

pol'tician, "in whose grave," said Mr. Canning once
at Liverpool, "my political allegiance lies buried."

! There is also, at one end of this room a handsome

ofien book-case, containing principally works of re-

ference, such as the Annual Register—the Parlia-

mentary Reports the Poets the Edinburgh
Review—Johnson's Works—Voltaire's Works

—

— Swift's Works, &c. The door of this apart-

ment in the interior side, is fitted up artificial-

ly, so as that when closed, it appears to form a
continuation of the shelves of the book case. A
stranger would not easily get over the illusion, and
would be at some loss, when once within, ^o find

his »vay out again. In the neighbouring room, which
was prepared for the reception of the noblemen and
gentlemen who attended the funeral, the stranger is

at once struck with a painting which bangs over the

mantle-piece. This is a picture of Mrs. Canning
and the Duchess of Portland, her sister. There
appears to be a great disparity of age between the

figures, the Duchess being on the canvass much
the less youthlul of the tv\o. I'he latter is repre-

sented to be leaning towards her sister, and in the

act of atiectionately caressing her. This attitude,

it is said, was chosen by the painter, at the express
solicitation of the Duchess, and the motives are too

honourable to the two sisters not to be mentioned.
The father of the ladies was Geu Scott, well known
in the fashionable circles for a great many innocent

eccentricities. He made a singular will, for it is ia

that, the most solemn instrument of their lives, that

men seem to concentrate all their whims and oddities.

Gen. S. amassed an immense sum in ready money;
he divided '200,000i. between his two daughters; but

having during his life-time contracted a strong dis-

like lor the aristocracy, he devised the sura in ques-

tion to his daughters, upon condition that if the

eldest married a nobleman, her portion of the be-

quest should devolve to her youngest sister, and
vice versa. But it so turned out, that the elder sis-

ter did resolve to unite herself to a member of the

aristocracy, the Duke of Portland, vvhen Miss Joan,
with a generosity that did her credit, declined taking

advantage of the clause in her lather's will, and al-

lowed her sister to have the full enjoyment of the
monty, as though she had not forfeited it by her
amb.tisius marriage. Such is the story that forms
the key to the abovementioued picture.

Remarks.—The interesting anecdote here related

of Mrs. Canning, and the recital of the magna'
iiimity which she displayed towards her sister, the

Duchess of Portland, bear honorable and lasting tes-

timony to the goodness of her heart, and the noble-

ness of her mind. Although such conduct should

be expected from every one, and each and all should

be governed by the same noble and virtuous princi-

ples, still how rarely is it the case that we see them
exhibited by our species. By this single act, Mrs.
Canning has endeared herself to the world, and
gainedfor herself a lustre of character, and a wreath

ol gl.>ry, which far outvies the brilliancy of the tin-

selled title of her noble and pre-eminent sister. It

is said that the Duchess of Portland, grateful for

the magnanimity of her sister, has ever endeavour-

ed to repay the debt of gratitude she owes, and in

:h« midst of Mrs. Canning's late afflictions, has

proved herself thrice a friend, and more than a sis-

ter. This little anecdote ofMrs. Canning's noble-

ness of mind, ought toTae written in letters of gold.

[Cadet.

(From the North American.)

THE GRECIAN MOPHER.
"Arm! arm thee quick, my gallant boy!

And speed to the battle field.

The widow's pray'rs—my only joy.

From danger be thy sliield.

Away—away! and join the glorious band.

Who are battling in blood for their native land.

Heard you not that wild, startling cry?

There's vengeance in the sound;

The Moslem hosts are drawing nigh.
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diiy, bealiiii; Faiil.tx At ISuttovvaj. Ariel won the

four mile day, beating Medley. Sally Hope won
the three mile day, beating Trumpalor. The next

races are at Halil'ax, and then at Boydlon, where
Ariel, Betsy Ransom ard Kally Walker will con-
tend for the four mile day.

Races yet to come, Halifax, Boydton and all the

South Carolina and Giorgia Jockey Clubs. We
may expect to hear of great racing to the south this

winter, as sever.tl fine nags start in a few days—such

as Betsy Ransom, Ariel, Maid of Lodi and ^ally

Hupe. With respect, H. E.

The Belfield fall races commenced on Wednes-
day the 7th inst.

1st Day—A sweepstakes of $200, 2 mile beats, by
3 years olJs.

Mr. Johnson's gr. c. Medley by Virginian, 1 I

Mr. Wynne's b. c. Merlin by Sir Archie, 2 2

Mr. Garrison's b. c. Ivanhoe by Virginian, 3 3

Time, Sill. 57s.—4in 3-.—won with ease.

2d Day—The Proprietor's purse of #200, 2 mile

heals.

Col. Wynne's ch. m. Sally Hope by Sir Archie,

5 years old, 1 1

iSii. Johnson's b. c. Snow Storm by Contention,

3 years old, 2 2

Time, 3m. 57s.— 4ra. 4s.—won with ease.

3rf Day—The Jockey Club purse of :^400, 3 mile

he Its.

Mr Johnson's ch. m. Sally Walker by Timoleon, 5

yens old, 1 1

Col. Wynne's g. m Ariel by Eclipse, Sj'ears old, 2 2

Ti. le, 5rri. 46s.— 5ni. 48s. 1 ids was a beautilid

and interesting race—2 and 3 to 1 on SallyWalker.

Their blood shall slain the ground!

Thou art soon prepar'd—yet a moment stay

—

Another kiss, and then—aw.ay, away!"

Swift he sprung to his charger's back.

The errand pleas'd him well;

And bounding o'er the well known track.

He wav'd his last farewell.

The tear-drop glisten'd in the mother's eye

—

It was her only child—and should he die!

There was a quick, convulsive start.

An ashy paleness on her brow,

That told a pang had cross'd her heart.

Remains there aught of terror now?
Hf-r visage lliish'd—she rais'd htr hands on high.

While all a uiujnau's soul shone in her eye.

"And should he die!
—'twere better thus

To sleep on the battle plain.

Than live degraded to the dust,

G died by a tyrant's chain.

'Twere better to weep o'er a freeman's grave.

Than to blush for a son who lives a uluve."

The next day came—the tiuht was o'er,

'1 he- oiolluT suus;iit her son.

And slrsii^ers bore hiai lo her door.

His earthly race was run!

He loiiiid wh.it many sought in vain— a tomb;

I'he freeman's rel.ige from a tyrant's doom.

The mother bow'd beside her child.

And sooiiht (in prayer; relief;

So pale, ?he seeni'd the spirit mild

Of sad and tearless giiei.

For suil she shid no tear—she heav'd no sigh.

But every loi/k was full ol silent agony.

Ye who have heard the fervent prayer

Ascend in aceetits strong and wild.

Would quick have deem'd a mother there

Was praying for an onl\ child.

Long and silently she knelt, beside the dead

—

One groan escap'd—wiiere has her sjiirit fled?

Jokes.

SrOK-TISIO OIiIO.

RACES.
Dear Sir, Pttersbur^, J^ov. 1827.

According to promise I now send you an account

of all the races that have been run this fall. Al

Broadrock laces, Sally Walker won the lour mile

day, beating Ariel. Sally Hope won the three miles,

healing Tniiiipator and Phdlis. At New York, Bii

sey Ransom won the four mile day, beating Janneue,

Count Piper, Lady Flirt and Valeiiline I'he tiiiei-

mile day was won by Sportsman, beating Rich.) rd

3d, American Boy, Misforlune; and Jack on the

Green won the two miles, beating Lalla Riiouk, La
dy Hunter. At BellGelil, Medley won th' sweep-

stake, beating Merlin and Ivanhoe. Solly Hojji

won the two mile day, beating Snow Storm; and

Sally Walker beat Ariel anU won tlie three uiili

day. At Norfolk, Snow Slorm won the two miii-

day. Sally Walker the lliree mile day, and Bel?*

Ransoiu won the lour niile day, beating Pirate. !!'a

rah Bell, and Mr. Green's Ari-hy hlly. At Pet.is

burg, Sally Walker beat Ariel the four ajUe d:;_\.

Tiumpator won the tiiree miles, beating Latayeli'

and Leopoldstadl. Niger won the post stake— Ni
ger won the sweepstake. Ai RuUmond, ,\lr. Boti>

won the sweepstake willi his Charles coll. iiealinn

Merlin and Medley. Sally Walker won the (our

mile day. beating Frantic and Gohann.ih. Ariel

won the post stake, beating Trumpaloi. .Silly Hipt-

won the three miles, bei. ting Sihuia. At Biltinmie,
Betsy Ransom v\on the lour mile liav, iRaling Mu-
latto Mary, Fiorivillc, G> neral JaVksun. Fi.re.,l

Maid won tl\e three miles, be.itin;,' i.ii.Uiy U.uri!

Eliza While, &e. Mulatto Mary tvun the two luile

DEER HUNTING, &c.

Di.iR Sir, Salem, JVor. "(ft 1827.

The fore part of last month 1 spent a week iu our

pine forest hunting deer, when I killed a tine buck

and have just returned from another deer hunting
ivlien 1 killed another Four of us spent four day.-,

on the sea shore, in Cape May county at Beesiej s

Point, where the deer are more plenty than 1 ever
saw any where. We killed and brought home four

deer, three red foxes, one opossum, thiee rabbits,

three partridges, two wild geese, two wild ducks, live

dozen snipe, one bittern, fifty pouii'ls of rock and
perch, and as many planted oysters as our wagon
could carry. You will say that we had help from the

neigiiborliood; 1 liate only to say that we paid a visit

lo Mr. Ihonias BeesJey, where we met with more
hospitality and kind attention frum him and his amia-
ble family, tog-ther with ail the neighbours, than

can be louiid any where else in our state. I'he flat-

leriiig account you publisheu las! spring of Salem,
is nothing when compared to Beesley s Point. 1 wish

you had as much idle time as 1 have, or in other

words take, that you mighl in reality see sport info.x

nunting. Our beaches are five and sv ven miles

longlium filly lo four hundred yards wide, in many
places narrow margins of cedars and bushes, the

most part bare sand and short tussick grass. One
man goes in the Shiall clumps of cedar or other co-

\ev witli two siiingles slapping them together, and
on an aveiage one Ids lor every quaiter of a mile is

started. '1 o avoid the dogs, they run in the edge ol

ihe surf so that each wave may wash away the

scent You have only to sit down and hold the

dogs until the tbx con.es up, when away they go as

far as the >ye can see. At times they cruss the

beach, and take to the salt marshes all in sight.

VVIial a line place to break pups; they would
learn to press on much faster than if hunted in

the woods in the usual way, where tliej hunt lor

years Without seeing what they ar^- after. We shot

ah ours belore the dogs, as we did not take our

liorscs, whuh we mighl have done by boating

theiu across the sound a quarter of a mile. 1 here

relurn Mr B's letl.rs-, he is well acquainted with
hunting; his dog Calver must be a superior dog.
The properties complained of by some in him is a
great recommendation to me. You cannot catch a
good old red fox with dogs that fall back for the

track. A dog, with the proper sagacity, will, and
ought to range ahead. I should as soon complain
of a horse spoiling the sport by distancing all others

as a dog running al! others out ol cry. A few years
ago we lent a dog to our friends in Delaware; many
of them complained of him. that he spoiled Ihe

chase; true, said one of them, who had hunted se-

veral times with us, he does in Delaware, where
our dogs do not catch a fox a year, but I have seeu
him in Jersey only barely able to lead', where they
expect to take one and two a day, if the day is

good. Were he noiv alive, you should have him,
to match Calver. Rolla, J fear, is not quite equal;

but 1 wish to hear from them. I doubt there being
many such.

On Wednesday next we are to have from four lo

six 3 and 4 year old colts, run one mile and repeat,

fur a small purse. They are all Sultan's, the im-
ported Arab. The course is fourteen miles from Sa-
lem. There will be many from Philadelphia, Cum-
berland and Gloucester counties, to see Ihe race;

and I understand that there are olhers training for

the next day. This is a bold undertaking here, as

the law makes the horse liable to be seized, and the

parlies pay heavy penalties. It is the first circular

course we have ever had. Should this effort to im-
prove Ihe horses be tolerated, then blooded horses

will be of value here. T. R.

J S Skinner, Eso.

DEATH OF PIPER.
Sir, Washington, J^Tov. 1827.

I return you Ihe letter of your friend Doctor
Wilson, describing the last illness and de;ith of
Ihe gallant Piper. According lo your portrait of
him he must have been a true model of the genuine
Ei.glish fox hound. It may be lamented vvithout

affectation or misplaced regret, that such a noble
creature, one that had performed bis part with so

much courage and ambition; should have fallen by
Ihe riillian hands of some skulking coward.
To that departed leader of a gallant pack, might

not Ihe following lines be applied with justice?

To THE Memory of Piper.

Poor faithful Piper ! thou canst lead no more;
All thy fatigues and all thy triumphs o'er!

Triumphs of worth, whose long-excelling fame
W'lis still lo follow true the hunted game !

When the warm pack in faull'ring silence stood.

Thine was the nole that rous'd the lisl'ning wood.
Rekindling every joy with tenfold force,

Throuch all the mazes of the tainted course.

Still foremost thou the dashing stream lo cross.

And tempt along Ihe animated horse;

Foremost o'er fen or level mead lo pass.

Anil sv. eeplheshowring dew drops from the grass;

Then bright emerging from the mist below
To climb the woodland hills' exulting brow.

Pnde of thy race ! with vvurlh far less than thine;
Full many human leaders daily shine;

Less f.iilh, less constancy, less gen'rous zeal

!

Then no disgrace my hiinilile verse shall feel,

^^hcl•e nut one lying lin<- to riches bows.
Or puisoned seniiiiieiit from rancour flows;

Nor (lowers are slicisn around .\mbilion's car:

An honest dog's a nobler theme by far.

Each sportsman li-ard the tidings with a sigh.
When death's cold touch had slupt his tuneful cry;
And though high deeds and fair exalted praise

In memory lived, and Unwed in luslic lays.

Short was the strain of muuuniental woe:
"Foxes, rpjoice!_ here huned li"s your foe !"
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A Cement Wash, Weather-proof, for Brick
OR Stone Work.

White's hydraulic cement, (the New York canal

cement,) being well mixed with \\ parts of clean

and sharp sand—should have water added and stir-

red into it till it becomes of the consistence of thick

cream, il may be laid on the wall with a white-

wash or paint-brush. The mixture must always be
well stirred befjre dippiiij; in the brush.

A single coat \vill sulfice, if it be made of such
consistence that it will not drop readily from the

brush; if it be thinner, a second coal may be ne-

cessary. Brick work should have been laid two or

three years before this wash is applied.

Cure for Burns.

The Boslon Medical Intelligencer states, that

several very bad and dangerous burns have recently

been cured with a soap or ointment, couiposed of

equal parts of olive oil and lime water, to which a

little axunge was added, to give it consistence. Il is

added, that this ointn)ent has been found to useful

at the iron works at Carroii, Slerlingshire, that in

all Scotland it has obtained the name of Carroii oil.

We can speak from experience of this valuable
ointment, having derived great benefit from using il,

upwards of twenty years ago. A very (em applica-
tions removed the effects of a severe scalding; but
there was nothing added to Ihe olive oil and lime
water. Previous to every new applicalion, (once in

six hours,) the wound was cleansed with warm milk
and water. We are inclined to think that Caslde
soap suds, recommended in the Boston Meiiical In-

telligencer, would answer better as a cleanser.

Damp Walls.

A hall, of which the walls wete constant!}' damp,
though every means were employed to keep them
dry, was intended to be pulled down, when M.
Schmitthals recommended, as a last resource, thai

the walls should be washed with sulphuric acid. K
was done, and the deliquie.'icent salts being decom-
posed by the acid, the walls dried, and the hall was
afterwards free from dampness.

[Bulletindcs Sciences.

Roman Cement.

M. Minard has discovered that the properly w hich

Roman cement possesses of setting under water,

belongs to almost all calcareous slonos. Some lime-

stone, employed in the [>roduclion of lime, gives,

at pleasure, a Roman cement which sets in a quar-

ter of an hour; another requires four or five days;

and also a rich lime that will not harden at all. To
this effect, the stone must lose 8, 1'2, or 30 per

cent, by calcination. M. Vicat has recently pub-

lished one fact, which perfectly agrees with Ihe ge-

neral remark of M. Rlinard, which is, that chalk,

feebly calcined, gives a morlar capable of setting

under water. Various experiments induced M. Mi-
nard to presume that Roman cements owe their

quality to a subcarbonate of lime, produced by the

action of fire on the natural carbonate. The re-

sult of bis numerous experiments is, that Roman
cement may be made in almost every j)lace where
limestone is found.

To PRESERVE Potatoes from the Frost.

If you have not a convenient store-place for them,
dig a trench three or four feet deep, into which Ihey

are to be laid as they are taken up, and then co-

vered with the earth taken out of the trench, raised

up in the middle like the roof of a house, and co-

vered with straw, to carry off the rain. They will

thus be preserved from the frost, and can be taken

up as they are wanted.

^^^ wjL^am'M^,
Baltimore, Friday, November 23, 1827.

J^The use of ardent spirits by labourers.
If the Editor of Ihe American Farmer can fur-

nish, through the columns of his interestirjg paper,
answers to the following queries, he will oblige

A Subscriber.

Does a practice prevail, among the farmers of
our country generally, to furnish their labourers
during the summer, with a daily portion of ardent
spirits?

Do any associations exist among the farmers in

any part of the United States, for the purpose ol

discouraging this injurious practice? And if such
societies have been formed, what success has attend-
ed their philanthropic labours?

Philadelphia, JVov. 15, 1827.

[The practice, we believe, does not prevail gene-
rally, by any means. Il is customary to give, in

hard weather, a dram of whiskey to slaves who
have been much exposed—and more or less to all

Ihe labourers, black and while, in lime of harvest.
We know of no associations to suppress this prac
lice, nor of any like that in Philaoelphia to sup-
press the vice of drunkenness generally. Amongst
those who belong to the society of Friends, or
Quakers, ardent spirits are not used at ail; and eve-
ry one knows liuw exempt tney are from the misery
and degradation of every sort which proceeds horn
the too free use of them; yet, according to our ob
servation, drunkenness has not increased ol late

years. We do not see a greater, il as great a num-
ber of people making beasts of themselves at iiiili-

litia musters—at country villages on pubhck days,
and in the streets of large cities; at least such is our
impression; and amongst gentlemen, at dinner .ind

at other convivial parties, it is certainly not so com
mon for all iiands to get mellow, as we are luld by
older men, used to be the practice. It was then not
uncommon alter the meats were removed and the

ladies retired, to lock the dour on the inside, the

host putting the key in his pocket, and his gue;ts

under Ihe table, if he did not get there too soon
himself. We repeat, we have ollen heard of such
things.

It raay seem paradoxical, but it is really question-

able with us, whether the very low price ol ardent
spirits, being nearly as cheap as water, contributes

to general drunkenness—except, perhaps, amongst
free blacks, whose existence and habils are, of all

people's, the most miserable and destructive. Our
impression, or rather idea, (for we have not adopt-
ed the impression,) is Ihis—that many men who
have a propensity to take ardent liquor, but from its

high price have not Ihe means of getting it, will be
apt, when the rare chance offers at one ot those in-

famous eleclio)ieering treats, to seize the bottle and
make the most of his chance, and swill away as

though he would make up for lost time, and lay in

enoug-h to last him until another opportunity otters;

whereas if these men cuuld have it constantly in

their houses and drink at pleasure, they would soon
come to take it in moderation. We lepeat, that

according to our observation, druu/ienncss i« not so

common as it used to be—we are not so often shock-
ed with the odious sight of a beastly sot staggering
on the high-ways; yet we know thai there can be no
complaint of the low price of whiskey or the scarcity

off/rum shops, for in our cities, and especially in the

neighbourhood of our market houses, almost every
other housekeeper sells liquor, by license, or with-

out it, and a man may get drunk on what would
buy him a quid of tobacco.

We recollect, with pleasure, that in some of our
counties, Ihe practice of treating, a.s it is called, at

electioneering meetings, has been reprobated by

[Nov. 23, 1827.

the grand j.ries and In associations of Ihe citizens;
but It IS still loo true that too many of our publickmen are elected, not by Ihe force of their talents
nor the lustre of their publick services, but by drink-mg themselves, and being the cause of drunkenness
in others -by vulgar arts and vulgar habits Far-
mers would consult economy, their own happiness,
and the publick morals, by uniting in resolutions
netlher to drink in their families, nor offer to their
I. lends any thing but cider, or beer, or home-made
wine, all to be made in their own families]

Maxims on Ebriety.
Drunkenness expels reason; drowns the memory-

defaces beauty; diminishes strength; inflames the
blood; causes internal, external and incurable
wounds; is a witch to the senses, a devil to the soul,
a thief to the purse; a beggar's companion, a wife's
wo, and children's sorrow; the picture of a beast
and self-murderer, who drinks to others' good health
and robs himself of his own. Beware of drunkeji-
ness, lest all good men beware of you. When
drunkenness reigns, then reason is an exile; virtue
a stranger; God an enemy; blasphemy is wit; oaths
arc rhetoric, and secrets are procl.mations. Drunk-
enness and covetousness do much lesembl- one
another, for the more a man drinks the more he
thiriteth; and the more he hath still the more he
coveteth.

BAIiTISKORE PRICES CXTRHEXTT.

Reported for the American Farmer, by Leicis Sittton fy Co.
ToBArco.—But little selling now, and 'ess coming in:

the prices are about the same as last week.
Sccuiids, as in quality, |3.00 a 6.00—Scrubs, 4.50 a

1.50—C(.mmoncrop,3.00(i4.00—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—
go.id red, 5.00 a 6.00—Fine red, 7.00 a S.OO—Yellow
and red, 1.00 a 10.00— Yellow do. 5.50 n 10.00—Fine
yellow, 15.00 a -'0.00—Viiginia do. 3.60 « 8.00- kap-
pahannoek, 3.00 n 3.50—Kentucky, S.50 a 5.00 do. for
wrapping, 6.00 a T.OO.

Flouh—white wheat family, $5.75 a 6 00—superfine
Howard-st 5.00o 5.12^ n 6 00—(-ity mills, 4.50a 4.75—
Susquehanna, 4.50 o 4, 75- Corn Meal, bbl. 2. 75 o 2 87i
—Grain, white wheat, best 100 a 1.06—red do. .90 o 98
-ord'y, .76 a .60—Corn, new .42 o .43— Kye, -40 n .50
—Oats, .25 a 30—Beans, .80 a 1.0. —Peas, .40 a .iO—
Clover seed, 4.50 a 5.00—Timothy 3.00— Barley, .55
.68— Flaxseed, .75 a .80 -Cotton, Virginia, -H a

.lOi—Louisiana, .11 a .13—Alabama, 10 „ .1 ii_\,;3.
souri, IOa.lOi_N. Carolina, .8^,1 .9i—Wool wa.sh'd,
.18 a. 22—half blood, .26 a 28—thre"-quarter, .28 a .30
—full do. .30 a .35—IIkmp, Russia, per ton, J225 a J38
—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 1 10—water-rotted,
170 n 19 —Fish, Herrings, bbl. 2.75 a 3."0—IVIackerel,
3.75 a 4.75 a 5.75

—

Bacon, hams, .9B.iO—hog round, 7 a
74—Feathers, .23 a .29—Whiskey, .26i a .27.
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AGS.XCUXiSUB.I3.

(From Young's Principles of Vegetation and Tillage.)

ON SOIL.

ed to heat, and the conlracdun of lis parts is in

proportion to (he intensity of that beat. It thus
I'orms an exception to that almost general law, by
which bodies expand under the action of caloric

I and when once strongly heated, it is ever after less
isl coherent.When we cast our eye on the surfi'.ce of th

globe, and observe such a multitude of matcriids.| 4th. It powerfully retards putrefaction by enclos-

tliffering in thi>ir colour, bulk, form, weis'it and ing as in a case, animal and vegetable remains, and
other sensible qualities, all of them scattered in dis- thus shutting out the dissolvent action of the exter-

order and blended in endless combinations, we are nal air.

ready, to roncfidc. that their numbt^r must be infi If we shall now call to our recollection the pur-

nite, and their disposition under the ituidance of no poses served by the soil, we shall be enabled to

general laws. No judgment could be m.ire precipi- judge how far clay, in its original and unsubdued
tate or worse founded. In Ibis apparent scene of stale, is favourable to vegetation. The roots, which
confusion the utmost regularity prevails: and the

whole mass is made up of a few simple ingredients.

The order of the parts is so detenninate, Ihaf it ob-

tains not only at the surface, but in the viry bowels

of the earth The internal structure is composed
of strata, either loose or solid, as far down as hu-

man art has been able to penetrate, and the pre

sumption is, that they extend to a vast depth. VVith

regard to agriculture, our geological inquiries are

bounded to the soil on which we tread, and to the

substratum which supports it. Thesi', in a judicioiSs

system of farming, are objects of gr^at interest and

importance; and both of them should be examined
with a scrupulous nicety. The obstncles, which baf

fle the hopes of improvement, are just as likely to

lie in the subsoil which is placed beyond the reach

of the ploughshrtre, as in the upper surface, which
is more immediately subjected to culture; and for

this reason neither of them ought to be overlooked

nor disregarded. A coat of stiff clay has been ren-

dered productive, by the mere circumstance of
resting on a bed of sand, or a rock of limestone;

and, therefore, every cultivator, who wishes to pur-

sue a course of good management, should go over
all his fields, by digging pits in various places, of at

least eighteen inches down, that he may know and

are the collectors of the nutriment, and are withal
if a tender and delicate texture, cannot easily
stretch themselves in a substance of such stiffness
uid tenacity; and which, besides, so readily con-
olidates after rain into a compact body. Its close
less opposes material resistance to their extension,
;nd accordingly, in its unmellowed state, (he fibres
ire hampered, and cannot ramble forth to pasture
Jesides, admitting that they overcome in part thi;

)bstacle in the soil, they must, whenever it harden-
n the sun and g.ipes into chinks, be violently torn
isunder, and separated from the stem. The strong-
u tibres may escape unhurt; but, generally speak-
iig, the finer and more slender filaments must suffer
(uiisiderjbly. .

If clay be so hurtful on the surface, it is almost
tjually pernicious in the subsoil, from the capacity
I has of interrupting the passage of water down
v.rds, and of keeping the roots perpetually drench
el—evils no less destructive to the health and vigour
u' the crop than the opposite extremes. Again,
lorn its antiseptic power, putrefaction goes on slow
b, and the vegetables growing on it are ill supplied
uith that generous and nutritious food so essential
to their perfection and maturity. All its qualities,
lierelorc, are unfriendly to vegetation, except its
- [Mcity of absorbing and retaining moisture; anddiscover the materials on which he has to op __

He can then lay his plan with greater certainty of)''"* '* of such immense importance as, in 'some
success, and, what often happens, the iubsoil ma/, ""^^sure, to make atonement for its other defect;
furnish him with the means by which to ameliorate

the surface.

In the progress of (his letter, I shall direct tie

attention of my readers to the component prirc

pies, which constitute that exterior coveritij of

earth with which our globe is encompassed; Ishal

enumerate and explain their qualities, so far as re

spccts vegetation; and I shall point out some of the

advantages which must result to agricultuie in this

province, from beginning to analyze our soils.

Notwithstanding the different appearances which
the surface exhibits, it is, in reality, compounded,
in all its varieties of wet and dry, of wirm and
cold, of light and heavy, of barren and fruitful, only

of four simple and primitive earths—clay, sand,

lime, and magnesia.
I. Clay, called indifferently in ag'icultural publi

cations, alumine or argillaceous ear.'h, is a substance
so easily distinguished from all o'hers, and so fami-
liarly known, that it needs no particular description.
When pure, it is white, and when cbrystallized, be-
comes the white sapphire, but in general it is found
discoloured by (he mineral waters, which are per-
pc(ually escaping from their beds and runnin" on
the surface. It is tinged with blue, brown, grey,
and red shades, for it has a strong affinity to all co-
louring matter; but these affect it not materially in

an agricultural point of view, and arc, Iherelbre, of
little consequence. As an ingredient of soil, it has
the lour following properties, by which it exerts a
powerful effect on vegetation:

1st. It absorbs water like a sponge, and is so
close in the texture as to prevent it from fiKratius
through its pores.

2d. When thoroughly soaked, and afterwards
dried, it hardens and cakes into a solid mass.

Sd. It shrinks considerably in bulk, when expos-
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When existing by itself, this virtue, which it pos
sesses in so eminent a degree, is useless and un-
availing; but when mixed with other ma(erials of a
loose and friable nature, it gives tenacity and firm
ness to the whole, absorbs the aqueous vapours
which are suspended in our atmosphere, and is
highly retentive of the dews and rains which fall to
fertilize the soil.

11. Sand or gravel, called sometimes silex, silica,
sihcious matter, or earth of flints, is distinguished
by properties ol a totally opposite character, which
reqmre to be enumerated, that their influence may
be distincdy and visibly displayed.

1st. Sand is incapable of retaining water when
poured on it, and far more of attracting moisture
Irom the atmosphere.

2d. It powerfully promotes putrefaction; but it
allows the gases set at liberty to escape, and the
soluble fluid matter to descend.

3d. It has little or no cohesion among its parts,
and never binds by the alternations of wet and drv
v^ealher into a compact body.

It will appear from this account of (he properties
ol sand, that it is provided as a corrector of alu-
uiine; and that in their effects, the two are destined
to counter-work each other. This sort of contri
vance in nature is no uncommon occurrence; and
while we trace such curious adaptatiuns, we are
struck with the wisdom (hat fabricated and reared
this noble edifice. Inconveniences are obviated by
correspondent checks, and (his system of balancing
all things, displays more conspicuously the indica-
tions ol design, than if there had been no diflirul
ties to overcome, and no evils to remedy. Let us
contrast sand and clay in their qualities, that this
singular and important (ruth may be more slion"-|y
impressed. Sand suffers water to filter easily

through its pores; clay is highly retentive: sand
promotes putrefaction; clay delays i(, but absorbs
(he gases which are formed in the decomp.isition:

sand opens an unobslructed path for the extension
of the roots; clay gives them firmness in their

course, and supplies the moisture which sustains

(hem: in fine, the two may be classed among the
contending elements, of which a union heighten?
their common virtues, and rectifies and subdues
their defects.

111. LiinCj commonly called calcareous earth, en-
ters into fhc composition of soils.

' This is never
found naturally in a pure stale, hut in combination
wi(h (be acids—-chiefly with the carbonic, for which
it has so strong an affinity that it attracts it from
the atmosphere. The burning of limestone is on

-

dertaken for no other purpose than to e.xpel by heat
this gas, and lednce the base to a caustic powder,
for the purpose either of building or of agriculture;
and in the process it loses about the half of its

weight. But no sooner is quick-liine applied (o use
and exposed (o (he adiiosphere, than i( greedily ab-
sorbs a( first moisture, and then carbonic acid; and
thus either in the ground or in the new-formed
wall. It quickly hardens and returns to its original
state.

1st. Lime is closer than sand, but much less adhe-
sive than clay. It occupies, therefor.', a middle re-
gion between the two, free from their imperfections,
and blending their common qualities

2d. In its caustic stale, it is a povverful promoter
'>f putrefaction, and helps to decompose the animal
and vegetable matter lying in the soil. To this cir-

cumstance is owing, to a certain extent, its eiricacy
as a manure.

3d. It has the power of combining with carbonic
acid, in different proportions. In the common state
in which it is found as;lime3tone,it is perfectly insolu-
ble in water, and of course is denied all entrance,
by means of (he sap, into the composilion of plants:
but i( can unite with an adilitional dose of the acid,
and then constitute what is called a hypercarbo-
nate.* This compound possesses new properties,
which render it subservient to vegetation; fur it is
highly soluble in water, and the excess of carbonic
acid adheres very loosely to the base, and can be
expelled by a sli;;ht degree of heat. "Hence (he
lime helps to fix (he carbonic acid, which is gene-
rated by (he fermentation of putrescent manures in
the soil, or i\hich flo^its in the air on the surface of
the earth, and it freely imparls this gas, in union
with wa(er, (or the nourishment of plants,"

It is not necessary to dilate farther upon the pro-
perties of calcareous earth, as at the first glance it

must be recognized as an extremely valuable ingre-
dient; and, accordingly, wherever agricniluie is

carried on with spirit, it is eagerly sought after,
though at a high price. This earlh exists in im-
mense abutKlance among the solid strata of our
globe, mostly without any foreign mixture, except
the acids with which it combines; but occasionally
It is blended also with the other primitive .masses.
With carbonic acid, it forms (he most frequent com-
pounds, denominated carbonates of lime, ami as-
sumes a variety of names and appearances, and
even possesses distinct properties. Spar, marble,
stalactKe.s limestone and chalk are all varieties of
(his combination. With the sulphuric acid (which
is composed of sulphur and oxygen,) it forms plas-
ter of P.uis—a rock \w]\ known, as it is profusely
scattered by (he hand of nahire (hroughout this
province. Lime is, also, found mixed with clay,
and someliines with sand, and then receives the ap-
[lellation of marl, and which is valuable precisely in
proportion to the quantity of this earlh Sea shells
(00 derive their fertilizing qualities from the lime of
which they are composed; and, without descending
to f.irther particulars, it may be safely affirmed, that

'Farmer's Magazine, vol. !6, p. .iSC.
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so necessary is calcareous earth in the composition

of soils, that wherever nature has not blended it in

their original formation, the agriculturist should,

though at great expense and much trouble, supply

the deficiency.

IV. The last earth wliich has been found in soils,

and that too in a much smaller proportion than the

other three, is magnesia— a substance with which

every farmer must be acquainted, since it is com-

monly used as a medicine of the shops. Us projier

ties are nearly analogous to those of lime, and were

long supposed to operate in the same way It has

also a strong, though less affinity for carbonic acid,

and often forms a constituent principle in limestone

rock: but at present agriculturists are divided about

its usefulness as a manure; some of them holding it

up as a poison to plants, and others defending it by

an appeal to experiments. Mr. Tennant was among

the first in E.isjland, who raised an outcry against

the magnesian limestone, and who was at the pains

to analyze it, that he might detect the pernii-ious

principle it contained. In 100 parts of the rock, he

found that there were from -20 to -22 of pure mag-

nesia, and that the rest consisted of Inue, carbonic

acid and oxide of iron. He ascribni at once the

deleterious effects to the presence of the magnesia;

and Sir H Davy has since attempted (o account for

the phenomenon, by referring it to the propertj pos-

sessed by this earth, of remaining lor mouths in a

caustic state, allhough exposed to the air. It be-

comes quite harmless, so soon as combined with

carbonic acid; and in many cases seems, in its mild

state, d useful constituent of soils. It is found in

the counties of Somersit, Leicester, Derby, Dur

ham and York; and I Ireheve, also in Shiopshire.

The abundance of magnesia in the soils of so Qiany

English counties, and these of eminent fertility, has

given reason to doubt altogether of the ju^lnes3 oi

Mr. Tennanfs objections, and to seek lor some

other cause in explanation of the effect. It has

been therefore supposed, that the soil, which was

the subject of experiment, had been previously

overcharged with magnesia, and that the noxious in-

fluence was owing to siiper»atU!Htion. l! is not

worth while to introiluce my readers further into

this dispute, as I am uncertain whether our lime-

stone cont;iins any portion of magnesia; alihongli

its presence in the old country, iipuii accurate inves-

tigation, is found to be a very common occurrence

At all events, it is probably only pernicious when

applied in an excessive dose; and this holds equ.illy

true with respect to lime; for these two earths

should, in all cases, be used sparingly by the skillul

cultivator.

On analyzing the various soils and subsoils, they

have been found to resolve themselves into one or

all of these primitive earths; and their barrenness

and fertility have, in no small degree, depended on

the mixing and assorting of these ingredients. Loam

is by no means a distinct body, possessing in itself

appropriate and marked characters, as many of our

farmers with whom I have conversed, ignorantly

suiipose; but is a combination of clay, sand or c.il-

oareous matter: and as we advance in science, and

men among us arise versed in conducting such in-

vestisatinns, the component parts of our rich inter-

vals and uplands will be ascertained and given to

the public. The very diversity, which exists among

what are accounted loams, is a decisive proof of

what I advance. Some of them we denominate

clayey, from the excess of argillaceous matter;

others open and light, from the preponderance of

sand. In fact, these two original ingredients seem

capable of being compounded in sui h an iiifiniie

variety of ways, as to give occasion to that diver-

sified texture of soils met with in all countries and

situations; and are contrived to counteract each

other's qualiiies, that by their union, they luijiht fur

nish the bed of that beautiful and splendid creation

»f llow«rs and plants, of shrubs ami trees, which de-

corate the face of nature, and charm us by a sweet
assemblage of all that is gay and soft in colouring,

with all that is elegant and attractive in design.

Besides these four primitive earths, which consti-j

tute equally the soil and subsoil, the upper of these,

or the mould, as it is sometimes called, contains the

putrid relicks of organiz'd substances that havel

grown and decayed upon it, or have been conveyed
thither in the progress of cultivation. The decom-
position of these is the proximate cause of lerfility

.ind the richness of soils bears reference to the re

lative quantities. The residual earth remaining
Iter the process of dissolution, is extremely light

in weight, and always of a blackish colour. It i*

owing to this, that a garden, which has been undei

long continued culture, approaches to a black shade/

progressively deepening, according to the abun)

dance of this matter.

In addition, all soils lying in the territories of an olj

Country, are found to contain various chemical con)

pounds, mineral salts, and metallic oxides some^f
which are beneficial, others harmless, and a few m

pletely Cry; and luiii it over frei|uently that it may-
be well mixed together. From the heap take exact-
ly four ounces, and pass this through a fine sieve,
which will allow all the particles of sand and gravel
to escape, but which will hold back atones, small
fibrous roots, and decayed wood. VVeish the two
parts separately, and take a note of each The
stones and other bulky materials are then to he ex-
aniined apart from the roots and ivood. If they are
h'rd and rough to the touch, and scratch glass
easily, they are silicious or flinty; if thev ar^, with-
out much dilficulty, broken to pieces by the fingers,
and can be scraped fiy a knife to powder, they are
aluminous or clayey; or if, when put in a wine-
glass and common vinegar poured upon them, small
,iir bubbles ascend to the top of the liquid, they are
calcareous. The finely divided matter, which ran
through the sieve, must next undergo the test of ex-
periment. After being weighed, agitate the whole
in water, till the earth be taken up from the bottoiu
ind mechanically suspended, adding ivater till this

clfect be produced. Allow the mass then to settle

lur two or three minutes; and in that time the sandy
partirles shall have all sunk to the bottom. Pour
off the water, which will then contain the clay in

suspension, and the insoluble earth arising from
animal and vegetable decomposition The sand
should first be attended to, and if from inspection it

lie thought either silicious or calcareous in its na-
tiiie, the requisite tests may be instantly applied.

By this time the mixture will have deposited at the

bottom of the vessel the clay, and other earths,

ivith the insoluble ammai .md vegetable matter. Af-

ter poiiringotf the water, dry the sediment, and ap-

ply a strong heat by placing it on the bottom of a
put ignited to redness, and the animal and vegeta-

iile matter will burn and fly off in aeriform pro-

duets. The remainder lying in the bottom will be
lound to consist of clay, magnesia or lime. To ob-

t.iin accuracy, another one fourth of a pound should
be talien Iruiii the same heap, and the whole pro-

jurious to vegetation; and which either pre existej

in the strata from which the surface has been forin

ed, or have been carried to it by subterraneoii

springs, or by foreign causes operating in the courie

of past ages. These chemical bodies are so few ii

number, so small in quantity, and generally of suii

unimportant efficacy in vegetation, that it would h
|jreposlernus, considering the present state olknov-

ledge, to dilate upon them in these elementary It-

lers. The most frequent are, Kpsom and commci
salt, combinations of potash, soda, lime, and ma •

nesia, ilh the acids and the oxide of iron—whih
last is ju.st the rust produced by exposing this nii

tal to the action of the air It is this oxide, whid)

gives the brown and reddish colour, as well as t e

intermediate tints to sand and clay. /

It seems plain, that considerable advantages miisl

be deiived liy the practical farmer from anal^ziiK

the ditferent kinds of soils; from coiiiparins!, ihi^

proportion of the earths in the productive, wittiVess gone over a second, a third or even a fourth

those found in the barren; from stuvlying the sepaltime, that the operator may rectify any blunders he

rateefiiclsof these ingredients; and from all these [had previously committed, and be satisfied as to the

results, deducing the most skilful plan of procedure

in efi'ectuating permanent improvements. Che
mists of great fame have embarked in this line of

research, and vast progress has been made by their

elucidations. Thev have laid down rules to assist

and guide the agriculturist in this department of his

art, they li ive exemplified the ditferent processes to

lie perlormed, and even described the instruments

necessary lor an elaborate, and accurate analysis.

All this matter lies vastly beyond the limits of our

inquiry, and we must wait, till the cultivation of the

human intellect, as well as the cultivation of the

provincial soil have advanced forward to an on

known and remote distance, ere it can be n lished

or understood. It would be easy, hut extremely in-

judicious, to transcribe the directions given: and all

that I can attempt to achieve, is merely "to hold

the mirror up to nature," to portray the images

which crowd upon the eye, and by their novelty,

their beauty, their importance, their variety, impe-

riously to excite attention, to awaken enlerprise,

and, if possible, to create a taste for such investiga-

tions.

There is, however, a less laborious and less in-

tricate analysis of soils, defective as our knowledge

of chemistry may be, which is placed wilhio our

reach; and which may in time lay the foundation of

more perfect and accurate methods. Some of my
correspondents may repeat the experiment, and

communicate to me the products, that I may pub-

lish them and give the farming classes some idea of

such researches.

In the field to be examined, take earth a little be-

low the surface, from four separate places, about

one fourth of a pound avoirdupois from each. Ex

results of his sxperiment. He should provide him-
self with a pair of fine scales and a set of weight*
divided at least into ounces and drachms. Although
vinsgar will detect lime by eftervcscence, it does
not dissolve it so effectually as the nitric or mu-
riatic aciii; small quantities of which may be pro-

cured from the di legists at no great expense. I ara

parlicu\arly anxious to ascertain the existence of
lime in our uplands or intervals; because from the

vast abundance of gypsum, and liiiiestone-rock in

all parts of this province, 1 strongly suspect that

this eanh will be found a very general ingredient in

most of cir soils. AGRIGOLA.
//(i/i/ux, Oclobev 12, 1818.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton kecommenoed as the m.itekial for Cot-
ton Baoging, Cordage, &c.—No. XI.

EXTRACT FROM AN ADDRESS.
On ifie progress of maiuifailures and internal int^

provcment in llie Umlud Sinks, and patticvlarly

on the advantages to be derived from the employ-

ment of slaves in the manvfacturiMcr of cotton and
other goods Delivered in the Hall of the Franhlin,

InMule.JVovember ii, 13i7,4i/ Thomas P. Jones^

M. D.

The great progress which has been made in the

work of internal improvement, and more especially

in the establishment of manufactures, has hitherto

been principally confined to the eastern, the middle

and the western states. There are, however, seve

^ _^__^ ^ _ r:,! works for the spinning of cotton to the south ot

p'ose'u" to the"sunror before the fire, till it is com- ! the Potomac, and others are on the eve of being
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established; and if I am not greatly in error, another

bond of union will, in the course of a very few

years, be added to the confederacy by a community

of pursuit, in the extension of manufactures, over

that important section of our country.

I have, for some years, been convinced, that the

«laves in those states mi^ht be advantageously em-

ployed in the manufacturing of some staple articles,

and more particularly in that of cotton; this con-

viction I hare long forborne to promulgate, because

I have thought that the only result would be to affix

on myself the imputation of sinjfalaritv. «• least, if

not of absurdity. I rejoice, however, to perceive

that the Question of the practicability, and the eligi-

bility of the measure has lately become a subject ol

discussion in the public papers, and tbat much has

been said in its favour. While expressing my own i

convictions and anticipations upon this point, I am
aware that they will appear sanguine, if not ex-

travagant, even to those who, to a certain extent,
i

think favouralily of the proposition: these opinions,

however, have been the result of much observation

and reflection, under circumstances particularly

favourable to the formation of a correct judg-l

tnent.
i

It has formed no small portion of my occupation
|

through life, to render mysi'lf familiar with the

structure of niaclunes and tlieir application to ma-
nufactures; and to estimate the portion of skill re-

quired in their mnnagi'incnt, in estaiili^hmcnts upon

a large scale, where the division ol labour is neces-

sarily carried to the utmost extent I h^ve also re

sided for a considerable number of years in the I

southern states, and h^ve in consequenie, acquired

some share ol kiion|pdt;e, wi.h regard to the habits,

inclinations, and cap.icities of the negroes; the re-

sult of which is, that I am thoroughly convinced, not

only that they may be profitably employed as ma
nufacturers, but that they are peculiarly suited to

this purpose. It would be improper, here, to enter

into a discussion of the question, whether the ne-

groes are absolutely inferior to the whi!>-s In intel-

lect; and indeed were we able to settle thi-i ques-

tion, it would scarcely atfeci that upoo which I n'u

speaking, as only a small degree of intelligence is

necessary to the acquisition of the utmost skiP in

the performance of an individual operation, Jow
ever delicate it may be. In all extensive minufic-

fories, we meet with the veriest dolts, who oecorae,

as it were, a part of the operative machirery. per-

forming, from habit, the business allolteJ to them,

with a degree of dexterity and precisioii which ap-

pears almost miraculous; and which those who are

adepts in other departments of the same business

might essay in vain.

The object proposed to be accomplished, is to

teach the negroes to work machines which have

already been invented, and extensively used; their

occupations would be those of mere routine, and for

this they are peculiarly fitted; tlieir deficiency in

imagination and inventive genius may fairly be

thrown into the scale of advantages, rather than

into that of objections. With respect to the actual

employment of slaves in manufacturing hempen
bagging in Kentucky 1 extract the following remarks
from one of the essays upon this subject, which
appeared first in the Ariel, published at NatcheE,
Mississippi, and since in the American Farmer, and
some other papers:

"Strange as it may appear to those who have
never observed for themselves, nor reflected on this

matter, it is demonstrably true, that slaves are the

most profitable of all operatives in the business of
manufacturing coarse fabrics, where ingenuity has
furnished them with suitable machinery. In Ken-
tucky, for instance, by the assistance of trillins ma-
chines, slaves manufacture vast quantities of hem-
pen bagging. We, indeed, scarcely see any other
operativis in the gieat factories of Lexington, Paris,

Danville, Shellbyville, and other towns in Kentucky.

"If we except a manager or two, and a machinist,

neither Englishmen, Scotchmen, nor even New
Englandmeii, are to be seen in these profitable es-

tablishments. Wliy are slaves employed? Simply
because experience has proved that they are more
docile, more constant, and cheaper than freemen,
who are often refractory and dissipated; who waste
much time by visiting public places, attending mus-
ters, elections, &,c. which the operative slave is not

permitied to frequent."

"The quantity of bagging and cordage used for

the packing of cotton, is immense, as will appear
from the statements of the demand for Iher.i in some
of the cotton growing states. In Louisiana and
Mississippi, only, the last crop was estimated to re-

quire 800,000 yards ol bagging; consuming, if made
of cotton instead of hemp, 2,5U0 bales ol 400 pounds
each; and should the cordage be made ol the same
material, the amount used would be doubled, say

5,uOU bales, or two millions of pounds. The facts

appear to be sutlicienlly well ascertained, tbat the

bagging and rope can be made much cheaper from
cotton, than from hemp; that it is equally suitable

for the purpose, in some respecis superior; it is

averred, that cotton bagging can be made at six-

teen cents per yard, whicn shall equ.il in quality

the hemp bagging, formerly imported in large

quantities from Scotland, and that it may be advan-
tageously substituted for the Kentucky bagging,

which is about 40 per cent, cheaper.

"It is computed that North Alabama consumes
400,000 yards of cotton bai;ging annually, at an
average expense of §100,000, which large amount
is priucipajiy paid to the Kentucky manufacturers
in money, (jf the coarse clothing which is annually

imported, it is impossible to take even a conjectural

estimate of the quantity." Some progress Ijas been

maile in supplying coarse cottons from slave labour

in Tennessee, where a factory has actually been es-

tablished, in which the entire labour is perlbrmed
by negroes; a large portion of Tennessee and North
Alabama are supplied from it with coarse cotton
goods; tbe works are said to be very profitable, being
quadruple that of the cotton grower, with the same
number of hands.

A proposition to encourage the employment of

slaves in the manufacturing of cotton bagging, cot-

ton cordage, cotton blankets, and coarse clothing,

was made at a public meeting convened for the pur-

pose, at Natchez, in July last, and such prelimina-

ry measures adopted, as were thought to be neces-

sary for the attainment of the end. The resolutions

passed were conceived in a spirit of liberality, em-
bracing the promotion of manufactures in every
part ol the union. Their views were, very proper
iy, restricted to essaying, in the first instance, the

coarser fabrics; it will be seen, however, in the
course of this address, that I am of opinion much
more than this, can, and will be accomplished, as 1

believe the slave population to be peculiarly fitted

to learn, and to perform most of the operations re-

quired in the co:ton mill.

Early impressions, and habit, are nlone sufficient

to account for the expectations, and even the de-

sires, of the slave being circumscribed, within very
narrow limits; one of bis most ardent wishes, hoiv-

ever, is to learn some mechanical business, and he
who has a trade is, by common consent, considered
as superior in situation to him who works upon the

plantation, and even to the house servant. Many,
indeed the greatest part of them, are but indifferent

workiiieu; this, it is evident, does not arise from a
want of cajiacity to become otherwise, but from de-

fective instruction, indifl'erent tools, and that sloven-
ly habit oi doing almost every thing with make-
shifts, as they are called, which is perhaps unavoida-

ble under exislin;> circumstances. Indeed it is ra-

ther matter of surprise, tbat so much skill exists as

is frequently manifested, where nearly every plan-

tation has its blacksmith and its carpenter, whose
operations are limited to the immediate wants of

home; were white men brought up under the like

circumstances, it may be fairly questioned whether
they would exhibit any portion of that superiority

which is so generally ascribed to them.
In all the larger towns, and in many of the small-

er, there are negro workmen, particularly black-

smiths, who execute with great cleverness, and
sometimes, with extraordinary skill. I have seen
several well made screw presses, for baling cotton,

which were entirely the work of negroes; the gins,

which are almost as numerous as the larger planta-

tions, of cotton, are usually tended exclusively by
them, although they exact as much care and skill

as are generally required in the processes of the

manufacture of that article into yarn and cloth.

(
To be concluded in our next.)

*The cheapness of slave labour may be seen from a
statement made by Mr. J. T. KilDy, of Virginia, wbicli
appeared in the American Farmer, of the id inst. p. 260.

CULTIVATION OF RAPE.
The cultivation of rape has recently occupied the

attention of the Pennsylvania farmers, not only as af-

fording a nourishing food for sheep, but on account of
the quantity of oil obtained from the seeds. In one
instance it gave a gallon to a bushel, which sold for
one dollar. 'I'he cake, after expressing the oil, is rich
food for cattle, and when powdered, is extensively
used in England as a manure for drilled turnips.
From the oil and potash, the savon DCi'i, or green
soap, is made, which for scouring wool, is preferred
in the manufactories of France to all other soaps.

I'his plant will do on almost any soil, but suc-
ceeds best on those that are deep, with a clayey
bottom, with manure and deep ploughing. Farmers
in England generally plough up the fallow early
in the spring, and let it lie till the latter end of
March. I'hey then plough it again, harrow it down
and lay on a coat of manure. Alter this is spread,
they cross plough it again in May, and get it in fine
tilth by the end of June. About the first of July,
or the first rain after that lime, they sow the seed,
about half a peck on an acre. The seed is scatter-
ed with three fingers broadcast, and the land lio-ht-
ly harrowed and rolled. In September they hoe it
in the manner they do turnips, setting the plants
out at about a foot distance, and clear out the weeds.
This hoeing renders the plants much stronger than
they otherwise would be, and makes them produce
more seed. If any part of the field miss, they fill

It up with plants from the thicker pait, in the latter
end of October, or beginning of November, which
answers much better than transplanting them ia
January; for in the latter case, should a sharp frost
succeed, they would be mostly killed from not being
rooted; otherwise the sevep^st frost in England will
not injure ihera. The produce is from three to si.^

quarters per acre.

The plants, when young, are in great danger
Irom slugs, who prey on them voraciously. The
best w,-iy of preventing this, is to strew over the
plants a mixture of slacked lime and woi«d ashes;
ten bushels of lime and fifteen of ashes, are enough
for an acre. This not only destroys the insects, but
promotes the growth of the crop greatly, so that it

gets to a strong head before winter. lu the month
of September they cut and thresh it on a floor made
in the field, and covered with a large cloth or wagon
tilt. The straw and chaff" are burnt for the sake of
the ashes; but sometimes, when the stalks are very
strong, they are used for enclosing fences in farm
yards, to protect the cattle from winds in winter.

'i'iie idea that rape impoverishes the soil, seems
to be a mistaken one; for very good crops of wheat
are got after it. This plant should not, however,
be sown two years together on the same land. It
always does best after beans, turnips, or cabbages.
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ir (lie •ieiMl Iw lar^e, lilack, iiiid I'rue froui red ones,

it is rcckDiieii good. If tlie crop be krpt loni; be-

(ore it is sold, it sliould be laid very dry, otherwise

it will lose its colour, and be much damaged.

Some farmers sow rape seed merely for the sake

of the winter feed if afl'ords their cattle. It is the

most fattcningol any winter feed for sheep. They

will thrive more on rape seed plants in one month,

than on turnip?, in two. if put in soon after Michael-

mas. In this case, wh>n (he crop, is fed off, the

Enu'Ii^h f.uMiers plou;;h it up early in the spriuR,

and always have a y;iod iTO(( of barley. Bui this

mellioJ is not generally praclis.-d; for it requires

great care and pains to char the land ol the rape

seed platits, whi.h would, if nol deslrojed, soon

glow up above tiie barley, and injure the crop; and

besides, whenever rape seed is at a tolerable price,

it is not iviaUint; the most of it to fi-ed it <iff. Th'^rp

is one thins; to be observed in ploughing for rape,

uliich in senerd is little attend^-d to; and that is,

\vhf n von pi 'Uirh for sowing, plough north and south

if ymr Held will admit of it; and then the land,

when sown, will lie full faeedto the sun, and receive

a gieater share of its influence.

[funiiei-'s and MechanWs Mag.

silicious soils, or other soils containing no remarka-

ble quantity of carbonate of lime. [lb.

IRRIGATION.

Waterine; land, called irri2:atir:n, is a practice

which, at first view, appears the reverse of torrefac

lion; and in general, in nature, the operation ofwa
ter is to biin^ earthy substances into an extreme

state of division. But in the artificial watering of

meadows, the beneficial cflTects depend on many
ditferent causes, some chemical, some mechanical.

Water is absolutely essential to vegetation; and

when land has been covered by water in the winter,

or in the beginning of spring, the moisture that has

jienctrated deep into the soil, and even the subsoil,

becomes a source of nourisbmf nt to the roots of the

pl.-.iit in the sui'imer, anil prevenis those bad effects

that often happen in lands in their natural stale,

from long continuance of dry weather.

When the water used in irrigation has flowed

over a calcareous country, it is generally found im-

prcgn lied with carbonate of lime; and in this stale

it tends, in many instances, to ameliorate the soil.

Common river water also generally contains a cer

tain portion of organizable matter, which is much
greater after rains than at other limes, and which

exists in the largest quantity when the stream rises

in a cultivated country. Even in cases when, the

water used for flooding is pure, and free from animal

or vegetable sul)stan.;es. it acts by causing the more
equable diHuMon of nutritive matter existing in the

land, and in very cold seasons it preserves the ten

der roots and leaves of the grass from being affect-

ed hv frost Water is of greater speritic gravity at

12° Fahrenheit, than at 32", the freezing point; and
hence, in a meadow irrigated in winter, the water

immediately in contact with the grass is rarely be

Iov^ 40*. a degree of temperature not at all prejudi-

cial to the living organs of plants. In 1804, in the

month of Ma«h, Sir H Davy examined the to

pcrature in a water meadow, by a very delicate

thermometer. The temperature of the air at seven

in the morning, was 29''. The water was frozen

above the grass. The temperature of the soil below

the water in which the roots of the grass were fixed,

was 43".

In general, those waters which breed the best

fish, are the best titled for watering meadows; but

most of the benefits of irrigation may be derived

I'rom any kind of water. It is, however, a general

principle, that waters containing ferruginous im
pregnations, though possessed of fertilizing effects,

when applied 'o a calcareous soil, are injurious on

soils thai do not cfFervesce with acids; and that cal

careous waters, which are known by the earthy de-

posit they afford when boiled, are of most use on

(From the N. England Farmer.)

ON LEAVES FOR MANURE.
Mr. Editor,—The changing foliage warns the far-

mei again to make ready for gathering his supply

ol leaves; the comfort of his cattle requires it; and
a clean abundant litter, to make warm nests for his

hogs, will assist much to their fattening These
advantages would pay for the trouble of getting in

leaves; but when their value as a manure is well

considered, it seems that no one would overlook a

way so easy to benefit himself That leaves ma-
nure the land, is not a new doctrine; it is as old as

the world. Their yearly fall, and the occasional

fall of timber, are the ancient ordinance, by which

the happy soil which we till, was prepared for cal-

tivation; whether its primitive sweetness and vir-

ginity has been impaired by injudicious husbandry,
and are to be reclaimed, or whether the owner
wishes to preserve it entire, the means are the same:

a steady industry to provide manure, in such pro-

portion, as always to exceed somewhat the mere
requirements of the crops.

Uf these means, the gathering of leaves where
woodland is near, is the easiest and the most pro-

fitable; it is much attended to in the most cultivat-

ed parts of Europe. The Swiss, who have to sup-

port a thick population upon a rough and rocky

soil, gather leaves wherever they are to be found,

in their apple and chestiurt orchards, by the road

side, and in their small cities, the privihge of raking

up the leaves from the public walks, is paid for by

tiio farmers. In Flanders they gather great stocks

of them, and their beautiful cattle and horses have
the benefit of most abundant litter.

I am urged again, Mr. Editor, to these remarks,

by the benefits which I have received from the

practice; I have endeavoured every season to get

in more ihan before, and I hope soon, if the weather
proves favourable, to secure a greater stock of them
than ever I have yet. Well mixed with cattle dung,

they are the most assured means of raising a good

crop of potatoes, of superior flavour and excellence.

The gathering uf leaves may be greatly accele-

rated by suitable arrangements; a carl with ladders

fore and afi.and long slats of boards to go from

ladder to ladder, to secure the sides and slakes, is

the best adapted carriage. The leaves should be

raked in small heaps, a sheet of tow cloth two yards

square should then be laid on the groi nd, and the

small heaps be raked into it; when full, a man ties

the corners of the sheet and hands it to a boy, who
keeps on the carl, and receives il; he unties the

bundle and lets the contents go, and keeps treading

all the "vbile In this way a load is soon obtained;

and to the above tackling, some little brush may be

added to ih'- sides of the load to build il up, and
bold on the leaves. I have tried to use baskets to

load the leaves, but have found the above sheet to

work easier and quicker, and in order to make it

more durable, I have had a small rope sowed round
the edge of it, and let out about eighteen inches at

the corners, which makes it easier to tie, and se

cures the sheet from getting torn. Such a sheet

will cost about one dollar.

In the use of leaves, the hogs excel, for whether
as a Idler in the covered parts of their stye, or whe-
ther thrown in moderate quantities in their yard,

when miry, they soon work them, and secure them
from the power of the wind; when used for litter-

ing cattle, it is absolutely needful to work them with

their dung. When Ihe floor is cleared in the morn-
ing, the dung, urine, and leaves should be well

worked and chopped together with the shovel before

they are thrown out on the heap; if it is not so

done, Ihe wind will surely take hold, and disappoint-

ment and disgust ensue. When so mixed, they will

soon dissolve in the ground, and seldom any trace
oi' them be seen in fall, when potatoes are dug.

With much esteem,
I am your friend and servant.

JF»ston, Oct. 18, 1827. j m. G.

BOB.TXCiriiTXJrK£.

(From the National Intelligencer.)

IIntroditction or Foreign Plants and Seeds.

j

The following circular, addressed by the Secreta-
ry' of the Treasury to a portion of the American con-,
sills abroad, in relation to the introduction of valua-
ble foreign plants into the United States, is made
ijublic, in the hope that the object which it has ia
tievv may be the better promoted, by causing it to
pe more generally known.

I
Copies of the circular have been placed in the

lands of the principal collectors, of whom they may
(le had by such masters of vessels, or others going
ibroad, as may be willing to aid in carrying into

kffeet a design believed to give promise of public
itility. —

ClRClTLAR.

I Treasury Department,

)

\

September 6, 1827. >

Sir,—The President is desirous of causing to be
troduced into the United States all such trees and
ants from other countries, not heretofore known

1) the United States, as may give promise, under
roper cultivation, of flourishing and becoming iise-

s well as superior varieties of such as are al-

'eady cultivated here. To this end 1 have his di-

leclions to address myself to you, invoking your aid

io give effect to the plan that he has in view. Fo-
jest trees useful for timber; grain of any descrip-

tion; Iruit trees; vegetables for the table; esculent

Jools; and, in short, plants of whatever nature, whe-

fter useful as food for man or the domestic animals,

ot for purposes connected with manufactures or

any of the useful arts, fall within the scope of the

pUn proposed A specification of some of them, to

be Ijad ill the country where you reside, and believ-

ed V) fall under one or other of the above heads, is

given«t the foot of this letter, as samples merely, it

not beiiig intended to exclude others, of which you
may youself have knowledge, or he able on inquiry

to obtain k^iowledge. With any that you may have
it in your p>»wtT to send, it will be desirable to send

such notices of their cultivation and natural history

as may be altainable in the country to which they

are indigenous; and the following questions are

amongst those that will indicate the particulars con-

cerning which information may be sought:

1. The latitude and soil in which the plant most
flourishes.

2. What aret^ie seasons of its bloom and maturi-

ty, and what the term of its duration?

3. In what manner is it propagated? by roots,

seeds, buds, grafts, layers, or how? and how culti-

valed? and are there any unusual circumstances at-

tending its cultivation?

4. Is it effected by frost, in countries where frost

prevails?

5. The native or popular name of the plant, and
(where known) its botanical name and character.

6. The elevation of the place of its growth above

the level of the sea.

7. Is there in the agricultural literature of the

country, any special treatise or dissertation upon its

culture? If so, let it be stated.

8. Is there any insect particularly habituated to

il?

9. Lastly—its use, whether for food, medicine,

or the arts.

In removing seeds or plants from remote places

across the ocean, or otherwise, great care is often

necessary to be observed in the manner of putting
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Hieoi up and covering i.i.n lo aul ynui cllous

in tills respect, upon the present occasion, a papn

of directions has oecn prepared, and is lierewiln

transiuilted.
,

The President will hope for your attention to the

objects of this comruutucation as far as circum-

stances will allow; and it is not duiibled but that

your own public feelings will impart to youi en

deavours under it, a zeal piopomoned to (lie bene

ficial results to which the comamnication looks. It

is proper to add, that no expense cm at present be

aulhurized in relation to it. ll is possible, however,

that Congress may nut be indisposed to provide

a small fund for it. The seeds, plants, cuttings, or

whatever other gernunatins substance you may

transmit, must be addressed to the Treasury De-

partment, and sent to the collector of the port to

which the vessel conveying them is destined, or

where she may arrive, accompanied by a letter ol

advice to the Department. The Secretary ol the Na-

vy has instructed the commanders ofsuchol the pub.

lie vessels of the L'nited States as may ever touch at

your port, to lend you their assistance towards giv-

ing eli'ect to the objects of this communication; as

you will pereeive by the copy of his letter of in-

structions, which is herewith enclosed for your in-

formation. It IS believed also that the m.isters of

the merchant vessels of the United States will ge-

nerally be willing—such is their- well known public

spirit—to lend their gratuitous co-operation towards

effecting the objects proposed. 1 remain, respect-

fully, your most obedient servant,

RICHARD RUSH.

Directions for piiiling vp and Iransmitling seeds and
plants, accompamjing the letter of the .'Secretary of
the Treasury, of September ij, !8i7.

With a view to the transmission of seeds from
distant countries, the first object of caie is to ob
tain seeds that are fully rip;, and in a sound and
healthy state. To thi^ the .--triclest attention should
be paid; otherwise, all the care and tiuuble that

may be bestowed on them, will have been wasted
on objects utterly useh:ss.

'I'hose seeds that are not dry when gathered,

should be rendered so by exposure to the air in me
shade.

When dry^ the seeds should be put into paper
bags. Common broivn paper has been foJiid to

answer well for making such bags. But. as the

mode of mauufacluiing that paper varies in differ-

ent countries, the precaution should be useU of

putling I portim of the seeds in other kinds of pa

p,

vJuiii ihc air ivilhoiil exiiosing the contents ol the
I'ov to be disturbed by mice or accident. The seeds
Ibus put up will germinate during their passage,
iiil will be in a state to be planted immediately on
iht-ir arrival.

Althouijh some seeds, with a hard shell, such as

liUts, peaches, pluuis, &c. do not come up until a
bug time alter they are sown, it wouUl be proper,
vh.n the kernel is oily, to follow the method just

^oinlcd oul, that they may not turn rancid on the
|as-age. This precaution is also usiful for the fa-

.iily of laurels, {lauriuce,) and that of myrtles, (myr-
ti,) especially when they have to cross the equalo-
n.il seas.

To guard against the casualties to which seeds in

a germinating state may be exposed during a long
vj)age, and, as another means of insuring tlie suc-

;<bs of seeds of the kinds here recommended to be
[HI into boxes with earth, it would be well also to

eiclosesume of them (each seed separately,) in,

a

coat of bees' wax, and alterwards pack them in a
box covered Hith pitch.

In many cases it will be necessary to transmit
roots. Where roots are lo be transmitted, fibrous
roots should be dealt with in the manner herein re

cuniiueiided for young plants. Bulbous and tube-
lous roots should be put into boxes in the same
iianiier as h.is already been recommended for olea-
ginous seeds; except, that, instead of earth, dry
Solid, as free as possible lioin earthy particles, should
be Used Some of the bulbous and tuberous roots,
iisicad of being packed in sand, may be wrapped
11 paper, and put in boxes coVered with net work
or lailis. Roots should not be put in the same box
with seeds.

Where the seeds of plants cannot be successful-

ly transuiitied, tiiey may be sown in boxes, and
stnt in a vegetating state. Where more than one
ki.d is sown in the same box, they should be kept
distinct by laths, fastened in it crosswise on a level

uith the surface of the ground in which they were
fown: and when different 8oil«-are required, it will

be necessary lo make separate compartments, in

.•he box. In either case ihey should be properly
marked, and referred lo in the descriptive notes
which accompany them.
When plants cannot be propagated from seeds

with a certainty of their possessing the same qua
ties which long culmre or other causes may have
gneii Incm, they may be sent in a growing stale.
For this purpose, they should be taken up when
}ouiig. I'hose, ho»ve\er, who are acquainted with
their cultivation in the countries where they grow,
will know at what age they may be safely and ad

Those that mo.sl effcctuallj exclude air and vanlageously removed. They may be transplanted
moisture, are believed lo be the best lor that pur direct into the boxes in which they are to be con-
pose It would be proper, also, to enclose sometveyed; or, where that cannot be conveniently done,
of the seeds in paper or cloth that has been Ihey may be taken up with a ball of earlh about
steeped in melted bees' wax. It has been recom-
mended that seeds collected in a moist country,
or season, he packed in charcoal,

After being put up according to any of these
modes, the seeds should he enclosed in a bos;
which should be covered with pilch to protect them
from damp, insects and mice. During the voyage
they should be kept in a cool, airy and dry situa
lion; not in the hold of the ship.

The oily seeds soonest lose their germinating fa-

culty. They should be put in a box with sandy
earth in the following manner: first, about two
inches of earth at the bollorji; into this the seeds
should be placed at distances proportionate to their
siz'S on these another layer of seeds; and so on
wilh alternate layers of earth and seeds, until llie

box is filled within about a foot of the top, which
space should be filled with sand, taking care that
the earlh and sand be well put in, that the seeds
may not g.t out of place. The box should then be
covered with a close net work of cord, well pitclicil,
or wilh epht hoops or laths, also pitched, so as to

the roots, and the roots of each surrounded with
wet moss, carefully tied about it to keep the earth
moist. 'I'hey may afterwards be put into a box,
and each plant secured by laths fastened crosswise
above the roots, and the interstices between t e
roots filled wilh wet moss. The same methods may be
observed with young grafted or budded fruit trees

Where the lime will permit it is desirable that
the roots of the plants be well established in the
boxes in which ihey are transplanted. Herbaceous
plants require only a short time for this; but, for

plants of a woody texture, two or three months is

sometimes necessary.

Boxes for the conveyance of plants, or of seeds
that are sown, may be made about two feet broad,
two feet deep and four feet long, with small holes
in the bottom, covered with a shell, or piece of tile,

or other similar substance, for letting off any supcr-
lluous water. There shouhi be a layer of wet
oioss of two or three inches deep at the boLtoni, or,
il they cannot be had, some very rotten wood or de-
cayed leaves, and upon that about twelve inches

depth of liesh luamj e..i!li, into which the plants
that are lo be transplanted sh.uld he set. The sur-
face of the earth should be covered wilh a thin layer
of moss, cut small, which sliould bo occasionally
washed in fresh water during the voyage, both lo
keep the surface moist, and to wash oH' mouldiness,
or any saline particles that may be on it.

When the boxes are about to be put on board the
ship, hoops of wood should be fastened t > the sides,
in such a manner ihal arching over the box, they
may cover the highest of the plants; and over these
should be stretched a net work of pitched cord, so
as to protect the plants from ext.rnal injury, and
prevent the earlh from being disturbed by niice or
other vermin.

To each box should be fastened a canvass cover,
made to go entirely over it, but so constructed as
to be easily put on or off, as may be necessary to
protect the plants from Ihe salt water or winds, and
sometimes from the sunshine. Strong handles
should be fixed to the boxes that Ihey may be con-
veniently moved.
During the voyage, Ihe plants should be kept in

a light airy situation; without which Ihey will
perish. i'hey should not be exposed to severe
winds, nor to cold, nor for a long time lo too hot a
sunshine, nor to the spray of the salt water. To
prevent injury from the saline particles with which
the air is oftentimes charged at sea, (especially
when liie waves have while frolliy curls upon them)
and which, on evaporati .n, close up the pores of the
plants, and destroy ihem, it will be proper, when
they have been exposed to them, to wash off the salt
particles, by spiinkling the leaves wilh fresh water.

'i'he plants and seeds that are sown, will occasion-
ally require watering on the voyage; for which pur-
pose ram water is best. II, in any special case, par-
ti.;ular instructions upon this point, or upon any
other connected with the management of the plants
during the voyage, be necessary, they should be
made known to those having; charge of the plants.
But aller all, much will depend upon the judicious
care of those to whom Ihe plants may be confided
duiing the voyage.

flanis of the succulent kind, and particularly of
the bulbous lamily, should not be planted in earth,
bul in a mixture of dry sand, old lime, riibbish, and
vegetable mould, in about equal parts, and should
nut be watered.

il may not be necessary, in every case, to observe
all Ihe piecaiilions here lecoiiimcnded in regard to
Ihe pulling up and Iransmission of seeds; bul it is

believed Dial there will be the risk in departing
Irom Inem, in proportion to the distance of the
country liuiii winch the seeds are lo be brought,
and to the dilference of its lalilude, or of the lali-
tuUes through which Ihey will pass on the voyage.
It is not intended, however, by these instruclions,^to
exclude the auoptioo of any other modes of putting
up and transuiitting seeds and plants, which are in
use in any particular place, and which have been
lound succesifnl, especially if more simple. And
It is recommended, not only that the aid of com-
petent persons be accepted" in procuring and pul-
ling up tlie seeds and plains, but Ihal they be in-
vited to offer any suggesiioji in regard to the treat-
ment of the plants during the voyage, and their cul-
tivation and use afterwards.

(circular.)

jVavy Department.
Sir— I have to call your attention to the enclosed

copy of a coiniiiuiiicaiioii from the Treasury De-
pdrlment lo Ihe consuls of the Unilcri Slates al va-
rious ports; andtodtsiie Ihal the obj.!cls of that
coniiiiunicrtlioa lUdy be promotcu by you, on all oc-
casions, as far as nity be in your power.

I'he iixccutive takes a deep mlerest in this mat-
ter, and, by parlicul.ir attenlion lO il, }ou will pro-
bably coufcr a tasting benefit lo the country.
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The letter of the Secretary to llic Treasury is so

fall and satisfactory, thai no further explanation

seems necessary on my part.

You will be pleased tu report to the Department

what you do in execution of this object, and return

the papers to the Department when you are detach-

ed from the vessel which you now command.
1 am, respectfully, &c.,

SAM. L.SOL' THARD.

GRAPES.
Llnnaan Botanic Garden, near A'cw York, )

J. S. Skinner, Esd. JVoDemder 10, 1827.
J

.Sir,—Numerous have been the disqiii.<itions, both

on the applicability of the soil and climate of our

country to the growth of foreign vines, and to the

applicability of American indigenous grapes to the

purposes of making; wines. Sec.

It is the opinion of Mr. Adlum, who has made
many experiments »vi(h the American varieties, that

for the purpose of making wine, the Catawba stands

first; the Blands, second; and the Alexander, or

Schuylkill, third; but, at the time this opinion wns
expressed, he, had not made any experiments with

the Isabella, which I had just introduced to notice.

At the present period, having made wine from the

Isabella, which has been considered by myself, and

by some of the most intelligent men in our country,

zmrivalted as American witie. I cannot withhold my
opinion, that it stands ;)re-emment for that purpose.

After which, I accord with Mr. A. as to the respec

tive rank in which he has placed the other three va-

rieties referred to, with the exception, that the me-
rits of the Scuppernong being less known both to

Lim and mysell', no ultimate opinion is given with

regard to that gra|)e.

Knowing that much prejudice exists on the sub-

ject, 1 am determined to remove it, as far as in my
power, by the most convictive reasoning—and my
course will be. to let the xoine tender the query to the

palate, as to its real merits. Not doubling, sir, thai

you will second the course proposed, I now send you

a bottle of Isabella wine, made exclusively from the

grape of that name, during the season of 18i6; but

in justice, I must state, that so numerous had been

the visitors to my establishment, that of about 30

or 40 bushels of these grapes, only the refuse and

unripe remained; and it was from these that this

wine was made. I have this season made a quanti

ty from the best grapes of the kind, and in doing

so, I have been also careful to preserve the seeds,

to rear new varieties. As a particular description

of this grape may be acceptable, I extract the fol-

lowing from my Treatise on Horticulture.

105: Isabella Grape.—This is an American grape,

a native of Dorchester, South Carolina, and was in-

troduced to this state by Mis. Isabella Gibbs. the

lady of George Gibbs, Esq., of St. Augustine, who
then resided at Brooklyn, Long island, and in ho

nour of that lady, has been called Isabella grape.

It is a dark purple fruit, of a large size, oval form,

and juicy, and equals some of the European wine

grapes; and, for vigour of growth, and an abundant

yield, exceeds any other yet cultivated in this coun

try, and requires no protection during the winter

season. General Joseph Swift, of New York, in

formed me, that a single vine in his garden produc

cd above eight bushels during several successive

seasons. This grape promises to make an impor-

tant stand in this country for the purpose of milk-

ing wine, as it possesses all the requisites to insure

success in making wine of a fair quality, or for

making brandy equal to that of France. I ha\e

made wine from it which far excels any American
wines I have ever yet tasted, and which has met

the same derision from some of the most accurate

indges in our country. Indeed, this grape, of whicii

but a single vine existed in any gartleii in 1816, and

which 1, at that time, met with in the [lossession ol

the gentleman before mentioned, and deemed wor-

thy of notice and a name, has now become disseini

nated to the remotest parts of the Union, and been

sent to a number of the countries of Europe. And
although it has never been offered to the public as

on an equality with the highly cultivated and deli-

cious table grapes of France, still it offers to any
one who chooses to plant it, a plentiful crop of plea-

sant fruit, without requiring Irom hliu the least care,

or needing in winter the least protection, however
cold may be its situation. I have also ascertained,

that the bunches may be dried, as raisins, with the

greatest facility, and that they may be preserved in

dry sand, saw dust, or any other similar substance,

for many months, in the mo.^t perfect stale.

It is a subject of gratulation that the public at-

tention seems so fully drawn to the culture of the

grape. It was not till after immense ditficulties that

the grape was brought to its present stale of suO^

cessfufculture in France; and it should be no cause

for discouragement, if some experiments are made
ill this country without the anticipated success, la

fact, so many causes exists where an error in judg-

ment, or the want ol the necessary information, mar
produce a failure, that it would be a miracle if al

were to succeed. Already, lor years, has the vine

been most successfully cultivated on the Rhine; an4

in latitude 50°, the most choice Rhenish wines art

made. Recent accounts tell us of vineyards haw-

ing been successfully established in the more nortb-

eiii parts of Germany, and in several parts of Rust

sia: and the Swiss have been,'for a course of year^
most plentifully supplied with wine froi« their owi

soil. Shall, then, America alone, be debarreil fro

this, one oi the buuntil'ul gilts of nature? Shall

country, posse^-sing every variety of climate whic

is combined in all the wine countries of Europe,

and extending through all the degrees ol latituA

which are there deemed the most genial to ijs

growth and produce, be said to be totally inappro-

priate to its success? Shall it be said that a pl.ini,

which culture has aiJtommodated to almost every

other clime to which it has bee^i inlrodu; ed, can

find no spot whereon to flourish, in a country ex 1

tending from the 25lh to the 47th degree of lati

tude, and that we can boast no such congenial soil

In an empire, whose bounds are the St Lawrence

and the Gulf of Mexico, and whose settlements al-

ready extend from the shores of the Atlantic to the

sources of the Missouri? It is high time such delu-

sions of blinded theorists should give way to the lights

of reason ami of judgment, and that the culture of

the vin •, to every variety of which we have a soil

and climate suitable to otter, should assume that

importance to which it has already attained in

countries possessing comparatively few advantages.

Let, then, the beams of intelligence, which are im-

parting so much benefit to mankind by their wide

diffusion, disperse these clouds of ignorance and

error from the enlightened horticulturists of the

American republic.

Yours, respectfully, WM. PRINCE.

2:S7TB%XirAXi I]MC?B.OV3S»IS£«rT.

RAIL-WAYS.
In reference to the statements of S. H. Long, pub

lished in the American Farmir, vol. 9, No. 36, re-

lating to the graduation of a R.til-road, some illus-

trations may be needful, in order to render the

document more intelligible, and at the same time

establish Its claim to accuracy. Ii» the communi
c;4ion alluded tc, it Is stated, that when the inclina

tion of a R;iil road issuch as to give a rise of 21 12

feet in the distance of one mile, the weight of the

carriage being to that of Its <li->cendinir load as 1 to

3, and the friction on a levil ro.id as 1 to 150, the

same power or foiri- that is required for the tnins-

purlalion downwards, is only sufficient to return

with the empty carriages. The correcmess of this

statement will appear from the following investigs^
"in:

1st. To determine tbe gravity of one ton, or ra-
ther its tendency to descend upon a plain haring an
inclination of 21.1-2 feet in a mile.

As 5280 : 21.12 : : 2240: 8.96, which expresses
the number of pounds that wili balance a ton on
uch a plain.

2d. To determine the friction of one ton.

As 150 : 1 : : 2240 : 14.93 puunds=the friction

required.

3d. To determine the power necessary to ascend,
and that necessary to descend with one ton.

14.934-8.96=23.89 pounds=power required to

ascend.

14.93—8.90=5.97 pounds=power required to

descend.

4th. To determine the load for one horse, ascend-

g and descending, weight of carriages being in-

cluded and the power of a horse being estimated at

112 pounds.
1 12 =4 688 tons=load for 1 horse, ascending.
23.89 "

—^ =18.76 tons=load for 1 horse descending.

But, agreeably to the statement, the ascending
load is tu consist of the carriages only, and their

weight will consequently be 4 688 tons; which, be-

ing deducted from 18.76 tuns, will leave for tlic de-

scending load, exclusive of the weight of carriages,

14.071 tons. It is also stated that the weight

ol the carriages must be to that of the load in the

proportion of 1 to 3. Accordingly, as 4.688 ; 14 07

1

: : 1 : 3,001 resulting in an error of —- only which

is attributable to the use of decimals.

Hence it is proved that when the inclination of a
Rail road is 21. |2 feet in a mile, the weight of car-

riages being to that of their descending load in the

proportion of 1 to 3, and the friction being equal to

— ef the whole load, (carriage included,) the
50

\ a J

iame power required to descend with a load, is suf-

f»^,ieiil to return with the empty carriages only.

Ajain, when the freight or tonnage ascending is

to that descending in the proportion of 1 to 4, the

friction upon a level road being -— of the whole

load, the inclination of the road must be 13 8 feet

In a mile. In order that the same power may be
idequ.ite to the transportation in both directions.

The correctness of this position will appear from
the following investigation, simUar to that just in-

stituted,

13.8 X 2240 . „, , f J .1 . Ml=o.85=number of pounds that will
52S0 '

balance one ton on a plain whose height is 13.8

feet, and length one mile.

-Z— ^14.93= friction of one ton on a level road.
150

14.93 -f- 5.85=20.78 lb.=power required to as-

cend wiih one ton.

14 93—5.85=9.08 lb.=power required to descend

with one ton.

=5.39 tons=load for 1 horse ascending.

-!-^^ = 12.32 t«ns=load for 1 horse descending.
9.08

" =3.08 tons=weight of carriage.
3-1-1

5 39 -3.('8=2.31=rreight or load ascending.

12.32—3.08=9 24= freight or load descending.

But, agreeably to one of the conditions of the

statement, the freight ascending Is to th.it descend-

ing in tlj;- jir-i'Oition of I to 4. A.-cordingly,

At. '.! 31 : 9 24 : : 1 : 4 which proves the state-

ment to be correct.
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Olher examples ati^Ul lie lurnishfil in di-iuoiislia-

tion of the accuracy uf the slaleinerits relerreii to.

bui these are decoied sutficient on the present oc-

ca^ion.

XiASZBS' JiJiT/k:K'EVflJlXST.

VALUABLE SUGGESTION.
If there is a qiiahfication in whicli a female ou«;ht

to excrl, it is a lhoroui;h and practical acquaintance

with the arts and duties of domestic life. Sh^^ft)^

be ignorant of o, her brunches ol human knovvledge,

and .!i ficient in more refined attainments with coin

parative impunity, but embellishments cannot sup-

ply her deficiency in these. These constitute her

peculiar and ap(iropriate employment, and so far

fioiii lieing beneath her regard, they adorn and
be.utily tlie most distinguished ol her sex.

The sentiment may nut exactly accord with the

opinions of the present age, but it is one that ou^ht

to lie inscribed on the heart of every female, that in-

dustry and economy are her true ^hiry. There is

no apolouy for a slothful woman. A slothful woman
is Qiore fit for a domestic druuue, or the slave of an
eastern despot, than for the elevated station which
freedom, civilization, and Christianity have assigned

her. A woman who is occupied in little else than

receiving the courtesies of the other sex, hv-
ilig every want supplied by obsequious attendants,

if she does not become torpid by luaclion, is alni.)St

always the victim of that moroid sensibility , which,
H hile it can weep over tiie iileal scenes of a no\ el or
tragedy, has no interest in llie aliuciiuj; re.iiaies of

human life, and passes lhruu(;h itie tvurki without
communicating happiness, or acquiring responsi-

bility.

Few appreciate the obligations, cares and labours
of an industrious female; aint few, i f.ar, are seii-i-

ble of the perpetual self-denial « hich slie is called to

exercise in the perAirrnance of •er laborious .«nd re-

iterated duties. Her eye must be every where in

her own proper sphere; her aulhori:y every where
in her own retired iioniiniuii; her hand on every
spring in all the departments of domestic labour;
and cheerfulness and care constitute the prominent
exi ellencies of her character. A female that has
been induced to believe that she was made lor

nothiii;;; but to be beloved and admired, and who is

never pleased but by alternations of idleness and dis-

sipation, has never learned to estimate het true
worth and excellence, and is a stranger to the high
destination of a woman.

Kehsion in woman, as in man, is not only "ol
the operation of God," but the result of reflectioTi,

comparison and choice', and consists in a cheerlul
and happy renunciation of all the heart holos dear,
for Jesus Christ, and of every opposing interest Ivr
his kingdom and glory, and this is her distinguish
ed excellence. Let the fear of God, and the love
of Jesus Christ control her domestic virtues; let tiie

humility, patience, faith, hope, charity and resigiia-
tion, ol the Gospel, become interwoven with j.er
sonal accomplishments, and sweeten and govern
her conduct; and how lovely is such a woman ! It

has frequently been remarked, that pious women
are not oi.ly more numerous, but more pious than
pious men. Flow infinitely superior are her charms
to allihe faiciiialions of beauty, all the splendours
ol external accomplishment, and all the delicious
joys of giddy dissipation? How invaluable does
such a woman appear, adorned and dignified, not
only by all that earth can give, out decked in the
robes ol that piety and loveliness which earth can
neither give nor take away,

MOTHERS.
If any thing in life deserves to be considered as

at once the exqmsue bliss and pre-eminent duty ol

a mother, it is this—to waleh the dawning disposi
tion and capacity ol a favourite child; to discover
the earliest buds of thought; to feed with useful

truths the inqunitiveness of a young and curious
n,ind; to direct the eyes, yet unsullied willi the wa
lers of contrition, to a bounteous benefactor; to lilt

the little hands, yet unstained with vice, in prayer
to their Father who is in Heaven. B'lt so it is. the
child, as soon as it is released from the bond.ige of
'he nurse, and needs no longer a careful eye to look
liter its steps and guard it from extern.il injury, is

too often surrendered to instructors, some of whom
are employed to polish the surface of the character,

and regulate the motions of the limbs, others to fur-

nish the memory, and accomplish the imagination,

while n Irgion gets admission as she can; sometimes
in aid of aiith irily, and sometimes in a .Saturday's

ta^k, or a Sunday's peculiarity, hut how rarely as a

~eniiment. Their little hearts are made to flutter

wilh vanity, encouraged to pant with emulation,

persu.iiled to coiilr.ict with parsiincui> , allowed ti.

glow wilh revenge, or reduced to absolute numb
ness. by worldliuess and cares, before they have

ever felt a sentiment o( devotion, or beat wilh h

pulsilion of sorrow for an offence, or gratitude for a

benefit, in the presence of God. Believe me, mo
Ihers, vou have no right to expect lliat the sense oi

religion will be infused by tiie labours of others

VVheii parents have ceiised to be teachers, reli

gion has ceased to be taught.

SPOB.TIZ7e OIiIO.

iNST^ucrioxs r.) young Spoktsmen.
The following directions to young sportsmen are

copied from an excellent work, with the above title,

by Colonel Hawker, who is an excellent shot and in

much pr:ictice:

First, let the young sportsman take a gun that he
can manage, and be shown how to put it to his
shoulder, with the breech and sight on a level, and
make hiui--elf master of bringing them up to a
water Then, wilh a wooden or bone driver (in-
stead of a Hint,) let him practise at this mark; and,
when he thinlis he can draw his trigger loilhout
Jlinchhis:. he may present the gun to your right eye,
by ivliicb you will sue at once, if he is master of his
first le-soii. In doing this, he must remember, ihat
the morneni the gun is brought up to the centre of
the ohj^ci, the trigger should be pulled, as the Jirst
sight is unquestionably the best. Then send him
out to practise at a card wilh powder, till he has
got steady, and afterwards load his gun, occasional
ly, with shoi; hut never let Ihe lime of your_ mak-
ing this

: ddition be known to him, and the idea of
it being, perhaps, impossible t> strike his obj-cl,
will remove all anxiety, and he will soon become
perfectly collect.id.

The intfrmediate lesson of a few shots, at small
birds, may be .jiven; but this pim throughout must
be adopted at game, and continued, in the first in
stance, till the pupil has quite divested himself uf
i>ll treiimr.il the siuiiiiiing of a covev, and observed,
in the lust, till must of his charges of shot have

proved fatal to Ihe birds. If he begins with both
'•yes open, he will save himself the trouble of learn-

ing to shoot so afterwards. An aim thus, from the

right shoulder, comes to the same point as one
taken with the left eye shut, and it is the most ready
method of shooting quick.

Be careful to remind him, as a beginner, to keep
bis gun moving, as follows: before an object, cross-

ing; full high, for a bird rising up; or Hying away,
very low; and between the ears of hares and rab-
bits, running straight away, (all this, of course, in

proportion to the distance; and if we consider the
velocity with which a bird flies, we shall rarely err,

by firing, when at forty yards, at least five or six

inches before it,) Till the pupil is au fait in all

ihis. he will find great assistance from the sight,

ivhich he should have precisely on the intended
point, when he fiies. He will thus, by degrees, at-

tain the art of killing his game in good style, which
is to (ix his eyes on Ihe object, and fire the moment
he has brought up his gun. He may then, ultimate-

ly, acquire the knack of killing snap shots, and
bring down a November bird the moment it tops

ihe stubble, or a rabbit popping in a fuiz-brake,
with more certainty than he was once used to shoot
.1 youi;g grouse in August, or a partridge in Sep-
tember, [Farmer^s and Mechanic's Mas.

Pedigrees of V\li;able Horses.
(Continued from p. 219.)

OLD DOVE.
Sir, March 30, 1772.

Dove was bred by JSIr. Thomas Jackson, Sen in

Ihe north of Kagland. He was got by Young Cade,
his dam by Teaser, bis grandain by Scawrihg's
Arabian, and out of the Girdner mare, that won
SIX royal plates of IdO guineas each. He run at
New Caslle-upon Tyne, at four years old, and beat
;he Duke of Cleaveland's roan Alley Roxana, the
hay colt Swift, belonging to \Villiam Swinburn, Esq.
Charles Wilson's bay colt Windless, William Con-
soitb's bay colt Montreal and Sillimton's bay fiUey
Nameless.

The Celebrated Imported Horse,

SIR HARRY,
The handsomest and one of the best sons of Sir

Peter Teazle, will stand the ensuing season at the
larm of Samuel G. Griimi), in Harford county,
about five miles below Havre-de-Grace, on the
Philadelphia road, at forty dollars the season, or
sixty dollars to ensure a foal. Good pasturage for
mares fiom a distance, and every attention paid to
tliem, but no responsibility for accidents or escapes;
the se.ison commences the 1st of March, and ends
the 1st ol August.

Sir Harry is of a beautiful brown colour; his
form unexc.plionable, 15 hands 3 inches high, wilh
extraordinary great po.ver. He is out of "Matron
by Alfred, and partakes of all the favourite and
the b.sl blood of Eiigl.ind, viz:—Godolphin Ara-
bian, Cullen Arabian, Place's White Turk,B.irt-
lefs Childeis, Devonshire Childers, Regulus, Mark
Marcheiij, Old Fox, Tartar, Herod and High-
flyer, and wilh truth it may be said, that he is equal
if not superior, to any horse ever imported. His
stock has run with more success than any horses in
Virgini.i; witness Sir Alfred, twenty miles run at
Fairfield, when he run two dead heats with Dciroc,
and won the third heat with ease—and Sir Hal's
race at Bro.id Kock in the fall of ISU, when he
broke down his antag.inisl, a.id run tiie four miles
in seven minutes and forty-two second,, believed to
be Ihe fastest heat ever run in the Uniied States—and
in the f..ll of 1815, he won the Joe ;e.- Club purses
at New Market and Bellefield, b'aiing the finest
horses in Virginia with Ihe greatest e.ise Oni'. dol-
lar for the groom must be s.ni with everv mare

PETER SHIPLEY, Manager.
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The fuU-blooJed and vmclt dislin^uisheil Turf Hursc

TIPPOO SULTAN,
Will be let (o mares, the present season, at the

stable of Hjat Lyons, near the Court-honse, White
Plain?, county of Westchester, 27 miles from New
York, at ten dollars (he season. Insurance by a^ree-

monl. If the money is not paid by the first of Oc-
tober next, eleven dollars will be deniandcii. Any
person parting with an insured mare, bel'ure it can
be ascertained she is v.ilh foal, shall be linble to |)ay

the same sum as if said mare had been put by the

season.

Tippoo Sultan is a fine bay, near sixteen hands
high, twelve years old next grass, with black legs,

mane, and tail; a remarkable share of bone, and is

free from any blemish. He stands as high, in the esti-

mation of horsemen, for his great strength, elegant

figure, superior movement, and successful perfor-

mances on the turf, as any horse in this country;
and his stock are large, bony, and very promising.

'I'ippoo Sultan w;is got by Tippoo Saib, who was
sired by the imported horse Messenger. Tippoo
Saib's dam was got by Norlhumberland,his grandam
by Snap; his great grandam, Gipsey, was got by
Bay Bolton; his g. g grandam by the Duke of New-
raslle's Turk, out of a daughter of the Byeily Turk.
Northumberland was got by Cade, who was sired
by the Godolphin Arabian. Northumberland's dam
was the dam of Snap, she was own sister to Slipb3',

by Lord I'ortmore's Fox. Tippoo Sultan's dam,
Rosette, was got by Bajazet, who was sire of that

celebrated horse Polydoie. Baj:izet was gut by Mr.
Westenhomes' Tanner, his grandam by Babraham,
his great grandam by Seabury, and his g. g. gran-
dam by Childers, who is said to have run a mile in

a minute. Tippoo Sultan's grandam was got b}

Bashaw, who was sired by Wildair, out of the Cub
mare, his great grandam by Young Bulle-Rock,
who was sired by Old Bulle Rock, out ..f the Bri-

tannia mare; she was full sister to True Briton, and
dam of Liberty, King Herod, and Wilkes. Bri-

tannia's dam was the celebrated imported mare Mi-
lia. Old Bulle-Rock was sired by the well known
imported horse Old Sparks, out of a full blooded
mare. Tippoo Sultan's g. g. grandam was got by
the noted turf horse Seliui, the property of Samuei
Galloway, Esq.; his g. g. g. grandam by Col. Hop-
per's Pacolel; his g. g. g, g. grandam by Old Sparks;
his g- S- C. g. g. grandam was Col, 'J'asker's marc
(Jueen Mab; his g. g. g. g. g. g. grandam was Miss
Calilwell.

rerfonnances.~-\n the spring of 1304, before he
was three years old, he won a purse at the Island of
Trees, on Long-island, beating Mr. Jones' and Gen.
Coles' colls.

In the autumn of the same year, he won a colt's

purse at New Market, distancing the whole field,

although he carried thirteen pounds over his weight,
and run the second round of the second heat in one
minute fifly-eight seconds. Allowing for the over-
weight, it is the greatest run ever made on the
same course. ^

In 1 sot), he won a purse at New Market, the three
mile heat.s, healing O'Kelly, Warran. Morgan, and
Potomac. A few days after the preceding race, he
won a purse at Haerleni, the four mile heats, dis-
tancing Alfred and Warran.

In 1807, he won a purse at Hacrlem, the three
mile heats, healing Mr. Hughes' horse. Lurcher, ami
run it in a shorter lime than it was ever run before
on Ihe same course.

The following week, he won a purse at New Mar-
ket, the four-mile heat», beating, with ease, Mr.
Bond's horse Sir Solomon, distancing Hamiltonian
and one other.

About ten days afler. he won a purse and match
race at Haerhni, the four mile heals, beating i\!r.

Bond's celebrated and successful turf horse,'First
Consul.

It is proper to observe, that at the last race. Tip
poo Sultan ran to an evident disadvantage, havin«_
run two races shortly before, and First Consul was
a fresh horse, not having run once the whole season,
and was trained on the course where they run for
three or (bur weeks before the race.

In 1808, while in covering, he was matched
against Gen. Coles' Miller's Damsel, for $4000; the
match, in consequence of the Damsel proving with
foal, was not run.

In the spring of IS09, he received $500 forfeit

from Mr. Cocks' Hamiltonian; and the following
day won a purse and match race at Haerlem, beat-
ing Mr. Bond's and Hughes' horse Bright Pbcebus,
a full brother to the Mdler's Damsel.

^pril, 1813. L & I. TERHUNE.

^^M WAmmMm,
Baltimore, Frid.w, November 30, 1827

f^The Postmaster of this city has been directed
by Ihe Postmaster-General, to be prepared to send
a daily mail to Harrisburg and the principal otfices

on the York route, during the ensuing session of the

legislature of Pennsylvania, which will be commenc-
ed on Tuesday next.

A similar order has been given in reference to

Annapolis.

'I'here are now very few seats of State govern-
ments, however remote, which are not favoured with
dady mails during the session ol their legislatures.

Under the new contracts, the Postinaster-Goneral
has arranged to have the mail delivered at Cincin-
natli in six days from Baltimore; and so prosperous
are the ali'airs of the department under the adiiiinis-

tralion of Mr. McLean, that we have reason to

think he will report a net surplus revenueof «;100,UOO
alter a prodigious extension of routes, and increase
of facilities; and that he will be able and willing to

make Ihe turnpike from this city to Philadelphia,
with the revenues of his department, should Con-
gress deem it expedient and within the power to

"establish post roads."

^^The remarkable ox which has been exhibit-

ed during the past summer, in the easlcrn cities,

denominated the "New Hampshire PuoiNOMENON,
OR ox WITHOUT A PAKALLEL," IS on his Way to Ual-

timore, and will arrive about the last of next week.

SILK WORM EGGS.
J. S. Skinner, Esa.

I have a quantity of silk worm eggs of the best

Italian stock, which I am desirous of disjiosing of to

persons in the country who wish to inakt them
selves practically acquainted with the cultivation of

silk, either for the satisfaction ol a laudable curiosi

ty or for the purpose of introducing it into their

agricultural pursuits. 1 propose dividing them into

small parcels, that a general knowledge of this in-

teresting subject may be disseminated, and to ac-

company each parcel with directions for the ma
nagement of the worms from the egg to the cocoon,
thence lo the laying and preservation of the eggs
for another year's use. During the cold weather of
winter, they can be sent, by mail, to any part of the
Union, and the postage on them will not exceed
treble postage on a common letter. Those who
may wish for eggs may apply to me by letter, by
mail, enclosing five dollars, for which a sufficient

number of eggs will be sent them, with proper di-

rections for them to obtain a practical knowledge of
Ihe cullivation of silk, and an abundant supply of
eggs for commencing the business on an exten.-ive

scale another year. Fiom the egg? I will send Ihcm

(or five dollars, they may obtain from 150.000 to
500.000 egg'i for the next year—which will of course
produce them as many worms. Though Ihe white
mulberry is generally preferred, it has been found
that the black mulberry answer-i equally well for
feeding Ihe worms. Letters should be directed im-
med.ately to me in Baltimore, postage paid, and
Slating the object of the writer, whether the eggs
required are for the purpose of entering into the
cultivation of silk, or merely lo obtain a practical
knowledge of it.^ GIDEON B. SMITH.
[We had the pleasure to see Ihe worms from

which these eggs were procured, in full operation
last spring, and none could be more healthful and
vigorous, An opportunity to procure the very best
stock is here presented, and the readers of Ihe
American Farmer have seen enough to be satisfied
that Mr, Smith's "directions" will be minute and
practical. We are much gratified to see that the
observations of several years, to which he was
prompted by curiosity, and for amusement, are
about to be turned to such an useful account

]

BAZiTIMOax: FHJCCES OUaREZTT.
Reported for the American Farmer, by Lewis SiUton Sf Co.

Tobacco.—But little selling now, and less coming in;
the prices are about the same as last week.
Seconds, as in quality, iJjS.OO a 6 00—Scrubs, 4.50 a

7, 50—common crop, S.OO o 4.00—Do, red, 4,00 a 4..''0

good red, 6,00 a 6,00— Fine red, 7.00 a S.00—Yellow
and red, 7.00 a 10.00— Yellow do. 5.50 a 10.00 Fine
yellow, 15,00 a 20,00—Viiginia do. 3.50 a S.OO—Kap-
pahaiinock, 3.00 a 3.50—Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for
wrapping, 6,00 o 7,00.

FLour,—white wheat family, 55.75 a 6 00—superfine
Howard-st 5.00 o 5. li^ a 6.00—city mills, 4.50a4.75—
Susguehanna, 4.50 n4,75—Corn Meal, bb], 2.75a2.S7i
—Grain, white wheat, best i.OOn 1.10—red, .90 a l.OS
— ord'y, .75 a .80—Corn, new .42 a .43

—

Kve, -40 a .50—Oats, .25 n 30

—

Beans, .80 a l.On

—

Peas, .40 a .50
Clover seed, 4.50 a 5.00

—

Timothy 3.00

—

Barley, .55
a .58

—

Flaxseed, .75 a .80— Cotton, Virginia, .8^ a
.10,^—Louisiana, .11 a .13—Alabama, ,10 a ,11|—.Mis-
souri, lOo .lOi—N.Carolina, .84 a .9i—Wool wash'd,
.18 a. 22—half blood, ,26 a 28—three-quarter, .28 a ,30—full do. .30 a .35—Hemp, Russia, per ton, $225 a 238
—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140—water-rotted,
170 o 19 —Fish, Herrings, bbl. 2.75 a 3.00—Mackerel,
3.75 a 4.75 o 5.75

—

Bacon, hams, .9 a. 10—hog round, 7 a
7i—Feathers, .28 a .29—Whiskey, .26;^ « .27.

Wheat is scarce and in good demand—our sales
have been made for good red at $1.03.
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(From Hints for American Husbandmen.)

ORCHARD GRASS.

On Orchard Grass—Manner of CtiUivntion—secur-

ing the seeds— Quautily soivn—Seasuii and mode—
Causes vf failure— Product and value for pas-

turage and hay — its 'uUrilive qmdiiks and superi-

wily over Timothy, both when green vid dry.—By
LoYD Jones, Es*

Dear Sir, J\lor>tgoinery co., Pa., Feb. 5, 1827.

I have cultivated orchard grass for five and twen

ty years. My crops failed from the bad quality of

the seed, until they were secured by myself When
they are in the state at which they can be shaken

from the heads, the stems are cut by a gkill'ul

cradler just above the tops of the under grass.

After some practice, he is enabled to catch with bis

left hand the portions taken by the cradle, and to

pi. ice Ihem regularly as he advances. They are

immediately bound in sheaves large as a man's leg.

Double swarlhs are afterwards mown with a naked

scythe to remove the under grass, and leave at pro-

per distances througliout the field, openings upon

which the sheaves ar.' shocked. Th.»y remain in

this *t:ite from eighl to tini days, until sufficiently

dry to be carried to the btrn, .vbere they are forth-

with thrashed to guard against heating, the great

source of injury to the seeds of this valuable crop

The usual manner of securing them, by puiting the

sheaves into the moiv,i,s, I am satisfied, the most

effectual mode to destroy the princiule of vegeta

tion, as they can rarely be so treated, without being

mow-burned.
After having been thrashed, they should be strew-

ed upon the bain floor—occasionally stirred, if thf

quantity be l.irge. during eight or ten days, uniil

they are perfectly dry—without this precaution thej

woidd inevitably be heated.

The under grass should all be mown for hay, ss

soon as possible, after the seeds have been hKrvcvt

ed. If it be allowed to stand but for a few days, it

loses its nutritive properties— in fact dies, a'tc hav-

ing lost the heads. The hay thus made, and pro-

perly secured, although necessarily haP'ft Irom hav-

ing been allowed to pass the stigeof its groivth

when most succulent and nutritio''*. i have found

good fodder, for both horses and real cattle.

The product of seeds varies torn ten to twenty

bushels per acre. I have had i> a very favouralile

season, twenty bushels upon .and which would nut

have afforded, 1 think, ten o' wheat. The product

of this, as of all crops, depends much, of course,

upon the season, and the (ireparation of the land.

The crop to which I adtert, was purposely gru>\n

upon a poor soil, to stow the excellence of the

plant, and the fallacy of the assertion, that it re-

quired very rich land.

I sow from eight 'o ten quarts of clover sc'ds,

and a bushel of orchard grass seeds per acre in

February, upon wheat or rye land. I should prefer

their being sown with oats or barley, as the seeds

could be covered more regularly with the harrow,

and their vegetation would be secured. I do not

apprehend injury from frost in early sowing, but I

dread the effects of dr^oight fiura late I have
never suffered from early, but have geneially hbd
cause to regret the evils of late sowing.

I consider orchard grass the best herbage lor

pasturage upon upland—for hay it certainly cannot

be excelled

I cultivated timothy for many years. As pas

turage it is utterly worthless alter the first of July,

upon ujfland. Timothy hay is valuable (or turf

horses, and those used in quick draujiht— iiut lor

the purposes of farmers, I think it should not be
raised. I have long since discontinued its growth.
It is a great exhauster, and should uever be cultivat-
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ed, unless it cun be carted lo market, and be re

placed by large supplies of manure.
I am, very obediently, &c. yours,

LOYD JONES.
John Hare Powel, Esft., Powelton.

GRASSES.
On Grasses—Orchard or Cocksfoot— Timothy and
Rrd-Ti'p, or Herds-grass— their com/iarative va-

lues fur Pasturage and Hay.—By John Hare
POWEL, Esft.

Pmcellon, Feb. 10, 1827.

Fn presenting Mr Jones' communication, it is not

necessary that I should advert to his accuracy and
reputation as a farmer, with which you are suffi

ciently acquainted, to receive his opinions and state-

ments, with implicit reliance upon their validity and
force. He is the most successful cultivator of orch-

ard grass, with whose practice I have become ac-

quainted in any part of the United Slates.

As he has detailed his mode of securing the

seeds, I may be allowed to state, that I have for se-

veral years induced him to send large quantities of

them to ray agricultural friends, whose experience,

in confirmation of my impressions, that when pro-

perly treated they seldom fail, establishes the cor-

rectness of his management in collecting them.
I have before brought to your notice the extraor-

dinary product of cocksfoot or orchard grass as pas

turage upon strong soils—its early appearance in

the spring—its vigourous and rapid growth through-

out iiie summer and autumn, affording even in De-
cember, the most succulent and nutritive herbage I

have in this climate seen.

Of timothy as pasturage, I have had during
twenty years, opinions similar to those conveyed by
i>lf. Jones.

On highly manured, or deep alluvial soils, it pro-

duces greater crops of hay, than any grass I have
grown, except red clover. Mr. Welles, of Boston,
a lew years since obtained four tons of timothy hay
per acie, iroiu a large field. His well known preci-
sion, independent oi the ample proofs he adduced,
sufficiently e>iabli»hes the fact. When allowed to

become mature, 1 think it causes as much exhaus
tion as a crop of spring barley or oats. And so far

from land becoming better, whilst exposed to the
effects of the scythe, and the rays of the sun in a
regular course, wherein timothy is introduced as
the meliorating crop, I am led to believe that it i^

made worse. If liuiolhy be depastured alter the
first crop has been taken, I apprehend that, as its

after growth is extremely feeble, in this climate, the
sun must have great effect upon the soil, throughout
the hottest season of the year.

Red-top or herds-grass has recently been brought
more into notice, and it wid, I have no doubt, be
extensively cultivated, when it shall have been bet-

ter known. We see it generally upon the ill re-

cliiinied marsh lands of an adjacent state, where
perhaps its extraordinary hardiness and large pro-
duct, even under the most slovenly management,
may have retarded to a certain extent, the improve-
ment of the district in which it is principally grown.
It will flourish where no other grass, wiiich we cul-
tivate, can live. Its apparent qualities, and the
quantity of nutritive matter, are no doubt very
much influenced by the state of the land upon
whuh it is produced; hence when offered in the
market in competition with the produce of the most
highly cultivated upland— it is condemned. The
seeds of this grass, as of those of cocksfoot, are
rarely brought to the shops in a sound state—they,
as the former, are surrounded by chaff, which, il

closely examined, will be found frequently to enve-
lope shrivelled kernels, and to be infested with some
of Ihe most noxious weeds with which a farmer can
contend.

Upon a sraail piece of land which bad been oc-

cupied by Swedish turnips, and had been carefully

tilled for many seasons in succession, two bu.shels of

herds-grass seeds per acre, in addition to the usual

quantity of clover and timothy seeds, were sown
wiih Persian barley in the spring of 18'20. A^much
larger piece was sown at the same time, with timo-

thy alone. The timothy soon disappeared from

both—the clover of course long since went out—
the herds-grass has formed a tough and valuable

sward.

Upon arable farms it is sometimes troublesome,

as it is as tenacious of life as blue grass. Its product

is not generally heavy upon such lands, and I should

not therefore cultivate it with a regular course of

white crops, although upon a grazing farm, or upon
some large southern domains, where it would be
well that the l.indholders should forget half their

possessions, it might be expedient to cultivate it

largely, and obviate the necessity of indulging the

fatting bullnck.i with a regular ramble for the solace

of their stomachs, throughout some hundred acres

of growing Indian corn. The herds-gr.ass has the

great merit of being able to take care of itself.

I have the honour to be, &c.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
To the President of Ihe Penn. .4ji-ic. Society.

DEEP PLOUGHING.
On Deep Ploughing— Oyster -shell Lime—the mat-

nagement and application of Vegetable and Aii-
mal Manures.—By John Hake Powel, Es^.

Poirelton.

I have reclaimed, by oyster shell lime and deep
ploughing, ^ farm, made sterile by a series of Ihe
mast exhausting crops, which the cupidity or folly

of bad tenants could suggest. I am not ignorant of
the objections which have been often brought, and
not less ingeniously supported, against breaking Ihe
"pan," and reversing the sub-soil; but I have seen
few instances, where rdtimate success has not at-

tended deep
j loughing, in a judicioiis course of ma-

nagement, except on arid samis. I have turned up
sub-soils, of different hues, mixed with substances,
varying from tenacious clay, to loose gravel, or
sparkling sand, and have found, that those who
condemned my '-burying fertile mould beneath ste-

rile clay," confess, (hat at the end of five years, I

obtain great crops, by means of deep and fine tilth,

from a chesnut ridge, and gravel bottom, originally
covered with barren oak and cedar trees. Some of
my friends, who are in the h;ibit of hauling manure
to the distance of twelve miles, may imagine, that
my pro.xiniity to the town, affords a remedy for all

the defects of soil. Within twelve years, I have
expended but six hundred dollars in the purchase
of manure, although during part of the time, large
quantities of hay were sold from my farm. Where
the mould was five inches deep, I ploughed ten in

the autumn—applied caustic oyster-shell lime, in

quantities, equal to eighty or an hundred bushels
per acre. In the spring, I ploughed six, reversed
the subsoil, and look a white crop. In the next
autumn, I ploughed nearly eight for a winter crop

—

in the succeeding year, the original depth of ten
inches was reached by the plough. In some in-
stances, for root crops, it has been gradually in-

creased. This day with Wood's Plough, No. 2,
dravvn by four oxen, my land has been ploughed
for mangel wurlzel more than fourteen inches deep.
The -'caput morluum" or sub-soil, after having in

the first instance been corrected by the causticity
of lime, and Ihe expansion of frost—improved by
the atmosphere, and the calcareous matter which
remained, was turned below the depth of an ordi-
nary furrow. The first crop was certainly better
than that which had preceded it, as the advantages
derived from the lime, the larger supply of mois-
ture, secured by the greater capacity of tbe loose
soil for its deposite, and the increased depth of
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(iltli, more (liiiii compensated for the injury, that

might be apprehended, from the admixture of small

portions of "sour soil." The next crop was nearly

as ^ood—the succeeding crops have gradually in

creasgd in quantity, weight, and value. The Inge

nious inventor of the sub stratum plough, has added

much to our means of improvement, in this, as he

ha.< done by the application of his skill to the pro-

duction of various implements, valuable by their

simplicity and cheapness—but whilst I acknowledge

the benefit he has conferred, by placing a substitute

for deep plouKhing within the reach of those, who
cannot be tempted to reverse the sub soil, I cannot

avoid thinking, that if the sub-soil in all cases be

deleterious to vegetation when brought to the sur

face—when meliorated by the chemical acti m of

lime—by the expansion of frost—by exposure to

the influences of heat and light— by the operation

of various agents and manures, employed for the

mechanical separation of its particles, or the sup

ply of its deficiencies, it must, in most cases, be in-

jurious to the tender radicles, which have been led

to a "caput mortuura;" whither they never could

have been seduced, but by the attractions of water,

to vegetate, for a time—soon after to die, and dis

ease or debilitate the plant.

I have never had apprehension of the loss of ani-

mal manure by sinking, as its component parts are

generally so insoluble in water, as to cause them to

be left by filliation sufficiently near to the surface

for all our purposes: but I have had many motives

to guard against its escape by evaporation, and
therefore invariably deposile it deeply, and gene-

rally in its freshest state, beneath the surface of the

land. My experience during nearly twenty years

has taught me that in this climate, where tlie exhala-

tions of the sua during one season, the influence of

wind—the eti'ects of melting snow, and torrents of

rain, during another, upon a surface made imper-
vious by frost almost to the edge of an axe, top

dressing, except when principally composed of cal

careous matter, should seldom be applied. Old
pastures remarkable for the excellence of their her-

bage, or grass lands within the reach of large

towns, may be profitably enriched by the applica-

tion of animal manure to the surface in the spring,

when the soil is open, and the grass by pushing
forth its leaves, soon atlbrds some protection, from
the sun, whilst they imbibe to a certain extent, the

fertilizing principle, passing off in a gaseous form.

The expedients which the deariiess of land, and
the cheapness of labour, have coerced certain Euro-

peans to adopt, cannot for ages become profitable,

where tiie farmer tills generally his own soil; and
the labourer is paid, and protected, as being worthy
of regard, and the wages of his toil. Compost
heaps, in certain situations, may be advantageously
formed. In very few would they repay the cost ol

chopping, turning, and scientific commixing, with
out noticing the loss, in this climate, at each opera-

tion, of animal matter, by the escape of its vola-

tile parts—not the least essential of which it is

formed. I am satisfied, that all animal manures
should, if practicable, be applied in their freshest

^tate.—that where this cannot be done, they should

be covered with earth, and exposed in the fold yard,
to the treading of beasts, in order, that the mass
may be made compact—the air be excluded—and
consequently, decomposition regarded, until its in-

fluence shall be directly applied*, to stimulate plants,

and enrich the soil.

The curious sheds, ingenious stercoraries, and
mellow compost "pies," of which prints are given,

and on which long essays have been written, I have
been convinced, are adapted neither to the climate
of Pennsylvania, nor to our purses nor plans.

1 should be unwilling to shake off some of the

prejudices, Vvhich we have imbibed, with our mother
tongue: but although I do not object to cut a heavy
cloth coat in an August day, after a foreign winter

fashion, I am not prepared to remain a colonist in

thinking, that we cannot manage our farms, with-
out European precedent or rule.

If any man were to cultivate a large farm in this

-tate, after the most approved scientific mode,
which the agricultural doctors would have us adopt,
he might expect to have an empty barn, and ere
long a light pocket.

Science is essential to the agricultural art—che-
mistry aids it at tvAy turn,—cooking is a chemical
process; yet I should be unwilling to be fed, with
soup from the laboratory of the great Davy himself
mless he had been practised in seasoning his broth
—even if with the aid of the whole college of physi-
cians, it were scientifically compounded, as Smol-
lett's feast of the ancients and served in classic vases
of gold. I am, very obeiliently, yours. &c.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
To the President of the Penn. Jlgric. Society.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the material for Cot-
ton Bagging, Cordage, Sic.—No. X.

EXTRACT FROM AN ADDRESS
On the progress of manufactures and internal ini-

]irovement in the United States, and particularly
on the advantages to be derived from the employ-
ment of slaves in the mamifacturing of cotton and
other goods. Delivered in the Hall of the Franklin
Institute, JVovember 6, 1827, by Thomas P. Jones,
M. D.

( Concluded from p. 291.)

The negro possesses, in general,adegreeof emula-
tion, equal, at least, to that of the white labourer; I

say at least equal, but, in my estimation it is superior.

1 have been repeatedly struck with the avidity with
which they seek, and the gratitude with which they
receive instruction on any point relating to their bu-
siness; and surprised to hear how anxiously the
wish has been expressed that they could visit the
north, to see and to learn new methods of working;
a wish entirely unconnected, I am sure, with any
other idea than the simple one expressed. Although
thus emulous, the emulation of the negro is limited

to his own particular business, and if this be one
simple operation, requiring to be perpetually re-

pealed, he is perfectly satisfied to pursue it, and
will be proud of any superior skill which he may
acquire.

Assuming these positions as facts, and such I

know them to be, it will readily be admitted, that

better materials for making workmen, in any regu-

lar and ordinary manufacture, where labour saving
machinery is employed, do not exist any where. It

is not merely in cotton bagging, and other fabrics

of the coarser kind, that the negro may be employ-
ed; although these will necessarily come first in or-

der, he, I am convinced, will be found equal to the

production of some of the finer articles furnished

in the spinning factory, and by the loom; what va-

lid reason can be urged to the contrary, I am utter-

ly at a loss to divine.

So little aware of this fact, or so averse to its

manifestation, have been those persons who have
conducted the establishments for cotton spinning,

to the south, that in mills which have been in opera-
tion for three or four years, none but white persons

are, or were lately, employed, excepting in offices of

mere labour. Some enterprising individuals are

now establishing cotton works in the vicinity of Pe-
tersburg, in Virginia. A gentleman who has taken

great interest in this subject, accidentally met with

the superintendant, and inquired whether it was his

intention to employ negroes in the manufactory; he
replied that it was a thing of which he had never
thought; and until very lately, all the owners of
slaves appear to have been in the same predica-

ment: even now, there are but few of them prepar-

ed to give credit to the doctrine which I have sO
confidently advanced. This, however, need no*
excite surprise, as most of them are acquainted
with the manufactured goods in their finished state
only, and cannot, therefore, estimate the moderate
portion of skill required by each individual employ-
ed in their formation. This can be done only by
those acquainted with the details of the workshop.
Should the truth of the doctrine which I have ad-

vocated be admitted, the philanthropist, and the
political economist, xvill hail with equal pleasure,
the change which will be eflPected in the south, by
the introduction of manufacturing establishments;
as it will, at the same time, add greatly to the com-
fort of the slave, and to the solid wealth of the
community. For a considerable period the planters
in many places have found it extremely difficult to
pay their current expenses, and to feed and clothe
their negroes, from the annual produce of their
lands; and thousands have removed to the more
fertile regions in the western states, not with the
expectation of accumulating wealth, but merely for
the purpose of obtaining a ready and abundant sup-
ply for their negro families. Thousands more of
our southern fellow citizens will be compelled to

adopt the same expedient, unless some new re-
source be obtained.

Do not imagine that I am the friend of slavery,
or that I would willingly promote any measures
which I believed to be in the slightest degree cal-

culated to extend, and perpetuate this great moral
evil. At the present day slavery has but few advo-
cates; and they are as rare among the intelligent

slave-holders to the south, as they are with us. A
long residence among them, and an intimate ac-
quaintance with many of them, enable me to make
this declaration with the most undoubting confi-

dence; and I feel, therefore, that in making it, I

perform an act of simple justice only, and should
be much gratified if I were able to remove any por-
tion of that prejudice which tends to estrange one
part of our country from the other.

Wlten 1 first removed to the south, I carried with
me ma^y of those prejudices which are common io

the non-;lave holding states; and although, from the
very naturtof moral truth, it was impossible for me
to see any th'flg which could lessen my abhorrence
of slavery, in 'he abstract, I yet found that much
more had been Cone than I had apprehended, and
that much is still jn progress, to lessen its attend-
ing evils; and was hIso thoroughly convinced, that

its removal is a probi»m of no easy solution. The
work, however, is n.aking a sure, though slow,

progress; the slaves are ^rradually acquiring informa-
tion, and their owners eener.tlly both confess, and
feel the iniquity of the system. Examples of cruel-

ty are very rare, and indelible disgrace affixes itself

to bim who has the character of being a bad mas-
ter. The friends of eman'jipation must rejoice

should one of the most serious obstacles to its ac-

complishment be removed, by training the slave to

habits of industry, in a business which will tend

to prepare him for a state of freedom, and thus pave
the way for the gradual removal of an entailed evil,

which cannot be directly, or suddenly, touched,

without committing monstrous injustice in the case

of both the parlies concerned.
At present, the occupation of the plantation

slave is, in many instances, an alternation between
absolute idleness and severe labour; most of the

crops raised, demanding at one period, unremitted

attention, and at others, allowing long intervals of

complete relaxation. The principal product of the

plantation, which exacts regular attendance and af-

fords employment to the younger negroes, is the

cotton crop; and this circumstance has operated as

a strong inducement to many planters to cultivate

it; as every intelligent man is aware that moderate,

and regularly continued labour, is the naost favour-

able to the physical and moral constitution of man.
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The period, however, has arrived, when, as I have

already remarked, the coHon crop will not, in many
situation.'", pay for its culture, preparation, and

carriage (o marljet; and it is ahsolutel} necessary

that other en)ployiiient should be found for thi

hands, there bcins no prohahility, and scarcely a

possiliility, of an advance in the price; indeed, the

very reverse of this may be anlicipaled. I have

attempted to indicate that new employment, which

is so much needed, and to prove that it is not only

necessary and desirable, hut practicable.

In the introduction of every new system, diffi-

culties are to be encountered, and removed; but

those which at first appear insuperable, yield rea-

dily, and rapidly, to the energy of determined per-

severance. In the present instance, as in must

others, prejudice and habit both stand in the way.

The south will not supply persons able to establish,

or to superintend these new manufactories, and tlie

proper inanagrement of the slave, requires consi

derable knowledge and experience; his usefulnes?,

and even his happiness, demands that the kind of

familiarity which is adnjissible anionj: white per

sons should be avoided, and that the diflerence of

situation should he constantly and distinctly mark-

ed; and all this may be, and is done, w ithout viulat

ing the duties of kindness, or of humanity. Persons

brought up to the north, frequently err in this

point; for although there are some whose under
standings will enable them at once to adopt the

right course, the greater number are inclined to be

at first too familiar, and subsequently too severe, and

there is consequently some well grounded preju-

dice against making them the managers of ne-

groes. This may limit the number of suitable

managers, yet it is not an insuperable objection to

the system i ara advocating; the practice of a few

years would enable the south to supply her own su

perintendants, and in many respects with manifest

advantage to herself.

There is another class of persons existing in the

southern states, who are in fact, though free, less

happily' situated than the slaves themselves, and

which by the extensive introduction of 'he manu-
facturing system, would not only be rec'eemed from

wretchedness, but become a mine of wealth to the

country, instead of remainmg a degraded cast, and

a heavy burden; I allude to the poorer portion of

the white inhabitants. Among ffiese there is a very

large number of widows, with families of children,

who, with the utmost efforts of their industry, earn

a miserable and precnrious subsistence; of these,

all who are able, would soon l)e employed. I'hat

the number of widows and orphans, in the situa-

tion represented, should be comparatively much
greater in the southern, than in the northern states,

may, to some, appear paradoxical and incredible; it

is, however, a fact, and one for wliich it would not

be difficult to assign a reason, were it necessary, or

suitable to the occasion.

It is a subject of increasing difficulty in the part

of our country of which lam speaking, that the oc-

cupations are so few, which are deemed reputable

for the sons of those who are in good circumstances;

and, in the present state of things, this difficulty is

a real one The encouragement to become plant-

ers is very small indeed, and the professions of me-
dicine, and of law, are overstocked. Manufactories
do not exist upon a scale sufficiently extensive to

afford acceptable stations; and until they do, it

would argue but little knowledge of the stale of af-

fairs in the south, or of the principles of human na-

ture, to expect those who are considered as holding

a station in the his;her walks of society, to devote
their attention to the mechanic arts. A deficiency

io the requisite talents will not be expected, fur

although the opportunities of displaying it have
been less numerous, the same aptitude at invention
and adaption exist in the south, which is so cha-
racteristic of the inhabitants of the northern states.

I'he records of the patent office, and numerous in

gi'iiious contrivances which have been deviseil, and
are in use, mi^ht be adduced, were proof of this

thought necessary.

Of the awakening attention of the south, to th

diffusion of information on the important subject of

thf mechanic arts, many evidences might be ad
duced; one only shall be mentioned. 'I'he board of

visitors of the University of Virginia, have, by a re

cent regulation, made it the particular duty of the

professor of natural philosophy, to include in bis

course of lectures, the application of this science to

operative mechanics.
It may be thought by some, and perhaps correct

ly, that a subject might have been cho.>.en better

suited to the purpose of an opening address to the

Franklin Institute, than that to which I have given
a prominent place. Tlie uses and importance ol

science to the artizan, have been so frequently treat-

ed on, that the subject has become trite, and they

are now so generally admitted, as scarcely to need
being insisted upon: that which I have preferred ap-

peared to me to be one of high interest to every ci

lizen; and one also which will inevitably, and
quickly, force itself upon public attention. A tO[)ic

so immediately connected with the extension of

manufactures in our common country, cannot be
out of place when brought before an instituliim,

which, though nominally Pennsylvanian, is essential-

ly national.

To the political economist I commit the discus-

sion o( the question as it respects its connection
with his inquiries. I have very slender claims to

knowledge upon this subject; in fact, I can scarcely

say, that 1 have formed a theory for mjself; af

though I, of necessity, entertain opinions which ap
pear to me to have their foundation in practical

truth, which is my only guide. In the field of po
litical science I have been only a gleaner; my at

lention has been directed almost exclusively to Ihi

physical sciences; and these admit ol no Procrus
tean bed, but consider every well established (act
as standing upon a basis which no theory can re
move.

African Mode of Dteino a Rich and Lasting
Blde.

Dear Sir, Pliilaildphia, Mv. 30, 1827,

I am now so well convinced that the manufacture
of coarse cotton goods, will become general in the
south, in consequence of the idea 1 suggested to

you, of employing a portion of the slaves as opera
lives, that I shall venture to recommend to you a
process, purely African, for dyeing blue, which more
than twenty years ago 1 extracted from the travels

of Mungo Park:

"The women of Mandingo, Kaarfa and Luda-
mar, dye cotton cloth of a rich and lasting blue, by
the following simple process: The leaves of indigo,

when fresh gathered, are pounded in a wooden mor-
tar and mixed in a large earthen jar, with a strong
ley of wood ashes. The stuff is steeped in this

mixture, and allowed to remain until it has acquired
a proper shade. Where indigo is not plenty, they
collect the leaves, reduce a sufficient quantity to

powder, and mix with ley, as above. In either way
this colour is very beautiful, with a Jine purple gloss,

equal to the best Indian or European blue." (See
Park's Travels, p. 318. American edit.)

Indigo is cultivated in many of the southern
states vviih almost as much ease, as clover in Penii-

ylvania. Instead of pounding, it can be passed
through rollers like sugar cane, and placed in vats

made of brick work lined with water cemeni; and
thus used on a large scale to dye cotton yarns for

the northern markets. By this cheap and simple
process our yarns will acquire a value of twelve or
fifteen cents in the pound. It is very troublesome
and uncertain to form cake indigo out of the weed.

and the artificial blue vats are expi'iniie a.iu pre

carious. The African dyes are the best, and beyond
all doubt the cheapest If our factories succeed, as

we are well assured they will, southern planters

should cultivate indigo, as well as cotton, in the

vicinity of them. If the southern agriculturists are

not wanting to themselves, what have they to fear?

With the judicious employment of our cotton

and slaves, and our indigo, our eastern brethren

will soon acknowledge the value of our whites, our
blacks, and our blues.

An Indigo Planter.

If any doubt remains of the capacity and fitness

of slaves to conduct the operations of a factory, let

the experiment be fairly made by selecting an equal
number of slaves and of free white persons, and
place them in rival factories. This would awaken
emulation, and test the opinions for which I have
been contending, and which I am happy to perceive

seems now gaining numerous converts in the south
as tvcll as in the north. It would be well to suggest
this idea at the meeting to be held in Richmond, on
the nth inst. B.

Suffolk, J^'anscmond coxinly, )

Thohias Massey, Esq. Va. ^8(/i M>v. 1827. \

Sir,—Your very polite answer of the 7th inst.

contained in the American Farmer of the l(>th inst.

vol 9, page 274-5, to my queries of previous date
is thankfully received and read by me with inucli

pleasure and interest, and I doubt not but the same
will be interesting to many gentlemen of the south,
and since you have been so good as to [iromisc in-

formation on the subject of slave labour in facto-

ries, may 1 be again permitted, through that valua-
ble paper, to trouble >ou as to some further inqui-

Iries, the power required to driie 1,000 spindles
with all the preparatory machinery, and being
equal to the power of five good horses; do you mean
to be understood to say, that the horse power will

be ^with the deduction of the expenses of the horses
and an extra hand to drive) as profitable, or nearly
so, as the water power, or what per cent upon the
capital assumed by you should be dcducleil from
the horse machine, and also what would be the ex-
tra cost of steam over and above water, and to
what advantage do you think horse or steam power
(or both) couid be used in a slave country? 'J'hese
inquiries are made for the benefit of the peopir- of
my adopted county, (not that I ever expect to he
engaged in inanufacltiring,) and you will readily see
the object of my minute inquiry when 1 inform you
we have no sites for mills, other than tub-mills, anil

in the sumiuer they generally dry up: we have iiore
than an abundance of wood, not one sixth of our
lands being cleared, so that if horse oi steam power
could be used to any advaiilage and without a de-
duction of too much per cent, from the water pow-
er, we might then justly say that nature had made
equal provision for all. One more inquiry and I

am done for the present. Could a tub uliecl uiifl,

i\ith sufficient vvater power, be used to the same ad-
vantage in propellinK all the machinery, Sec. as an
over or under shot ivheel? I know it would require
heavier ivater poiver to carry the tub than the other
wiieel. Excuse these inquiries if you please, and
believe rae Ihcy are intended for the good of my
country. I am, sir, with due respect,

JOHN THOMPSON KILBV.

ESTABLISHMENT AT GREAT FALLS IN
NEVV-HAMPSlllUE.

Mr. Russell.—You will gratify a number of your
friends in New-Hampshire, and the friends of the
Annncan System at large, by C0[)ying the folloiv-

ing article from the Pliiladelphia Gazette of the
Untied Slates. It is unquestionably from a correct
intelligent, and impartial source; and affords tn
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forniation of an establishment, which, although the

third in raiili in our country, is hut very little known

even in JVew England. Permit me to add to the

articles consumed at the establishment '230 tons o(

the anthracite coals, from the state of the intelli-

gent traveller. Yours, N. H.

(From the United Stales Gazette.)

Havina; lately seen in the United States Gazette

an account of the village of l.owel, Massachusetts,

and its large mani.facturing establishment, which

gave me great pleasure; I beg leave, thiough the

medium of your useful paper, to oB'er you an ac-

count of tie village of "Great Falls," situate on

Great Salmon Fall river, in Summersworth, Straf-

ford county, live miles from Dover, and seventeen

from Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

I spent a few days there la>t summer, and was

so highly gratified, and delighted, that 1 took occa-

sion to inform myself of the rise and progress of

this splendid concein, which, as regards capacity

for manufacturing, has no rival on this siite the

Atlantic ; and, in point of arrangement, is exceed-

ed by none, either ht-re or in Europe.

The site on which now stands the beautiful vil

lage of ''Great FalN," was a wilderness five years

ago— it now contains fifteen hundred inhaliitants,

two hundred neat dwellings, five stores, a tavern,

and five large hoarding houses. The ground foi

the erection ol this "Manchester in miniature,' was

first broken in 18i2, by an enterprising imlividual,

who built a frame Collon mill, pvliich is, Iherelore,

called mill No. 1.) Il is three stories high, base-

ment and attic, 65 by 35; contains 1700 spindles,

and 45 power looms, consuming, weekly, ItiOO lbs.

cotton, and producing, week!}, 6500 _\ards of fhirt

ings and piinting cloths, from yarn No. '25 ; em-
ploys nine men and boys, and sixt} girU ; the girls

can earn from Jl 50 to j>2 50 per week, and their

board, which is esliriiated at ^l 17 per week.

In 1823 the present company was incorporated

with a c.ipital of five hundred lliousand dollars, and

in the spring of 1824, comiuenced the building of

Mill No. 2, which is of beautiful bricks, made on

the premises , is three stories higli, bastnient and

attic, 154 by 45 feet, contains 7000 ^pindle3 and

183 power looms ; consumes 3300 lbs. of cotton

weekly, and produces, weekly, 4000 yards of shirt

ing and 15000 yards of printing cloth', from No
40 ; employs 40 men and boys, and 175 girjs. This

mill went into oper.ition in July, 1825

In 1826, the capital was increased to one million

of dollars, and Alill No. 3, cuninienced in the

spring, and roofed in the same fall ; is 390 feel by

48, four stories high, with basement and attic ; it

is calculated for 20 000 spindles, and 600 looms,

which will produce 70,000 yards, made ol yarn No
35. and require 12 000 lbs. of collon per week, ll

has four water wheels—two now running and the

gearing nearly ready for 6,000 spindles, which are

almost completed, and are expected to he in opera-

tion in January next.

This is the present projected, and nearly com
plfted, establishment of the cotton department,
which, with the woollen mills to be meiitiniied di

rectly, occupy the present level of thirty feet fall,

equal to 30.000 spindles; and this is hut one foiirtli

thf power. As soon as Mill No. 3, shall be filled

will) machinery, there will be in operation 28.700
spindles, 823 looms—weekly consumption of cotton

16.900 lbs.—average No. of yarn 33 ; weekly pro-

duce of yards, 95 500—employing 169 men and
boys, and 760 women and cliililren. 95,500 yards
per week, gives per annum 4,966,000 yards, which,
at 12 cents, is $595,920 00
16,900 lbs. of cotton per week, is per
annum, 878.800 lbs. which, at 12 cts.

per lb., is 105 956 00

We now come to the Woollen mills, one of which

is for the manufacture of carpeting, where it is

made to any pattern by a plan invented by a young
man, a native of Connecticut, who never was out

of this country, and I think never saw a yard ol

carpet wove until he contrived his plan. You see

nothing in the weaving room but common tour-

treadle looms geared in a new way ; the whole

figure of the pattern being regulated io the room
above, and this is done to the greatest accuracy,

so that a common weaver can soon learn the pro

cess, there being very little required mure than in

common weaving, but to be caielul to change the

colour of the yarn for the filling. ai;d that there

shall be no danger of this, a small ball, which is

suspended above, falls down and strikes the weaver

gently on the forehead every time the colour is to

be changed.

I was peculiarly struck with the simplicity and

ease with which the inventor wove a very difficult

pattern; indeed, not seeing the apartment where the

pattern was made, it seemed more like magic than

any thing else, that the simple working of four

treadles should produce so complicated a figure.

In the old countries, boys are used to draw the dif

ferent treadles, which make the figure, and are de-

signated by numbers. The invention, at "Great
Falls," saves all manual labour, except as in a

common loom, one man inaKes about six yards,

each loom, per day, and there are ihirty in opera-

tion—which would, of course, be 54,000 yards per

annum, worth, when finished, about Jl 25 yeryard.

The fabric is remarkably stout and strong, and

with pro|ier encouragement from the government,

no doubt remains, that, in a little time, ihis manu-
facture vvill be extended, and will entirely take the

place of imjiorteri ingrain carpeting.

The broad cloih mill next presents its command-
ing .appearance, in a building five stories high

basement, &.<•. , 220 by 48 leet ; now manufactures

250 yards daily; and has machinery enough to

manufacture, per day, four hundred yards. U was

ill operation the day of my visit, and I had a lu

opiiortunily to examine the whole process Hav-
ing been in some of the most extensive maiiutac

toiies of cloth in England, and been accustomed

to see the process u( cloth-iuakiiig, as well as cot-

ton spinning and power loom weaving, I ven-

ture to say more beautitui machinery is not to be

found in the whole world. With the woollen cards

1 was peculiarly struck, as being of the most sub

staiilial make, and finished in the style of clock

work.
But it is invidious to praise one department,

where all was of the very first stamp. It is impos-

sible to pay a visit tc ihis magnificent establish-

iiienl, without the greatest wonder being excited at

Ihe silence, the order, the decorum every where
observed ; as we walked through the mills not a

word was uttered ; every one seemed acquainted

with his business; and as every thing is made on

ihe premises, it may be presumed the occupations

are very numerous. I w;,s inloriiied that all I saw,

Ihe bricks of which the mills and houses arc built,

and every thing but the iron, was manufactured on

tlie premises—even the tools to make the machinery
witli, were all made in llw-ir work-shops, which are

on the opposite side o( the river, and are in the

stale of Maine. 1 inquired particularly as to the

morals of the hands, and was assured they were
better than those of the same class, employed in

agricultural and other pursuits. For their physicjl

appearance, 1 can speak myself, for 1 saw nothing

but rosy conteniment and comfort; and I hesitate

not to say, there are no farmers' daughters, in any
country, who live better in every sense of the word.

To such an extent do they carry this, that good
iry paths are kept, in winter, from the boardin

The curfew bell (as they call it) gives, at 10 o'clock,

the summons to retire for the night, and is strictly

observed. All then is silence, except the noise of
the ceaseless stream, tumbling over the dams, and
dashing among the rock? below. If is impossible

to pay a visit to this wonderful place, without in-

dulging in the future prospects which are dawning
on the country. What may we not expect, when a
protection from the government shall call all our re-

sources into action. If in this one establishment,

with only its present capacity, (which, he it remem-
bered, can be quadrupled,) the value of three hun-
Ired thousand dollars, of raw material, is yearly

enhanced seven hundred and eighty thousand dol-

lars.

Say, 1.000,000 lbs. of cotton, manufactured info

5.000.000 cloth, say of yards, at the moderate
price of 12 cents, $600,000

Cost of 1.000,000 lbs. of raw cotton, at

12 cents per lb. 120 000

480,000
.Say 240,000 lbs. of wool, made into cloth,

2 lbs. to the yard, is 120,000 yards, at

$4 per yard, is 480,000
Cost of 240,000 lbs. of wool, at 75 cents

per lb. 180,000

800,000

Value added to the ra^v material, $489,964 00

Total, $780,000

Who, with such facts before them, can doubt the

capacity of the country, to increase in solid wealth

«nd power, through the medium I'f manufactures,

to an unlimited extent ; and who can fear that,

with such resources, our foreign commerce will not

greally increase.

This single manufacturing establishment noto

eonsuioes large quantities of spermaceti and olive

oil, 2,000 barrels of flour, 6.000 bushels of corn,

per annum—much iron, tobacco, rice, and 9,000
lbs. of madder 40,000 lbs. dye-woods, 3,500 Ills, of
copperaa. 4,000 lbs. of alum, and 800 lbs. of cream
and crude tartar.

I give you this hasty sketch, Messrs Editors, not

doubting one single item, and should the magni-
tude of the dfstription create doubts in the minds
of any of your readers. I recommend to them a
trip to the vilhige of Great Falls, which, I venture

to say, will fully co-ifirm all my statements, and
amply comprnsate theai for the fatigue and expense

of the journey. * Viator.

RECLAIMED MARSH.
Yarmauth, James City, Mov. 27, 1827.

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Sir,— Having received much agricultural infor-

mation from the pages of the "American Farmer,"
I know riot that I could make a more suitable re-

quital for the instruction thus imparted, than by
comtnunicatini; to your valuable paper the result ol"

my own experience on a subject of some interest

to the community I am no theoretical farmer, go-
verned by Ihe influence of speculation alone; nor

am I a wild experimentalist. The habits imposed
by parental discipline, have formed me into a dif-

ferent character; being a plain, practical agricul-

turist, having seen in the course of my life much
cultivation of the soil, and being conversant with

the manner in which land, generally speaking,

ought to be managed.
1 have just completed the exclusion of the tide

from a piece of marsh on the waters of the Chicka-

homiipy, supposed to contain 100 acres, which, in its

unreclaimed state, was the most miry wild oat bed I

ever saw. Such was the condition of Ibis marsh,

thai two monlhs ago, a hog could not pass over it;

houses to Ihe mills; and, in very stormy weather. I and now, in consequence of my successful opera-

they are taken to and fro in carriages and sleighs. ) lions in regard to the exclusion of the tide- water, it
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ha* be.'-oine so tiriu, that m yeftercUy i-veiuii«; I

walked wiih Tacility over the ^reitPr (>;irt of il

You may readily suppose that in the reclamation of

(his Qiarsh, 1 have had to encounter coiisiderable

labour and expense; but the labour and i-xpinse ivilj

be amply repaid by the increased value of the land

to its proprietor. It is, I think, as it now appears,

the richest land I have ever witnessed; the soil beina

of great depth, and composed, it would seem, en-

tirely of decomposed vegetable matter. I have in-

vited several s;entlemeii to be spect.ilors of what

has been effected, and ihey have uniformly ex

pressed much admiration at the fertility of the soil,

and no little surprise at the greatness of the under

takin;;. knowing it to be executed by the resources

of a single individual.

The dyki s or dams constructed by me were short,

it is true; but I had to cross three creeks from lorty

to one hundred and ten feet wide, which I filled up

with the mud or turf taken along the creek in

lighters. In these dykes I have three trunks that

work with the tide, and in an efficient manner. Be
fore the accomplishment, and iluring the prosecu-

tion of my labours, often have i been jeered by uiy

acquaintances about the iinpraetieability of the at

tempt; but beint? convinced of ultimate success, I

persevered until I not only dried the marsh, but

lelt the mud Hats of the creek entirely bare; and
now I am perfectly satisfied that I shall be able to

raise Indian corn on all the higher parts of the re-

claimed land the ensuing year, and that the remain
der will be equal to any hay land in the lower part

of Virginia, without any exception whatsoever.

As far as my knowledge extends with reg.ird to

the marsh lands of York, James, and Chickahoini-
ny rivers, I entertain no doubt but at least one
moiety of them can be reclaimed at a cheaper rate

than a piece of piny land that is thickly set with
trees 1 ven twelve inches across the stump. To all

proprietors of marsh land. I earnestly recommend
that Ihey lose no time in reclaiming such land, as

the value of thrir estates will be wonderfully en-
hanced by pursuing this course. Such is the high

opmi'in which I now form as to the value of the

marsh reclaimed by me, that I would not accept the

oflFer of §100 per acre.

A Farmer and Subscriber.

ZXORTICVIiTURB.

ROSA GREVILLII.
Linnaan Botanic Garden, near A'eio York,

]

i. S. Skinner, Esa. J^oveniber 19, 1827. i

Sir.—You have doubtless perceived, in perusin,^

the Kur ipean publications, that among the number
of beautiful new roses which have been introduced
from China and India, and the hytirids which have
been produced from them, the Rosa GreinlUi, or
Greville's Rose, has been particularly noticed, Suuie
cursory remarks were made relative to this rose a
«liort iiiue since in our public papers; but probably
no fieltcr description could be given to the public
than by quoting the statements in Loudon's Gar-
den r's Magazine and in the Transactions of the
London Horiicultural Society.

In I he 4lli No. of Loudon's Magazine, page 467,
the I illowing description is given in a letter from a
gentleman to the Editor:

"You will no doubt recollect the shoot I showed
you of my Greville Rose, which grew eighteen feet
in a lew weeks. It is now in bloom, and is the
mu.-t siiignlaf curiosity of all the rose tribe that has
Come under my observation, it grows on an E by
N. aspect, on the gable end of my house, covering
above 100 fV-el square, with more than a hundred
tni-ses of bloom. Some of them hay- more than
fil'V buds in a cluster, and the whole will average
abooi iiiirty in a truss, so that the amount of flow-
er buds, is little, if any, short of 3000. But the

uijsI .slonishing euri'isity is the variety of colours
produced on the buds at first opening, white, light
blush, ileeper blush, light red, darker red, and pur-
ple—all on the same clusters

In the report of the Horticultural Society of Lon-
don for the month of June. 18i6. the following re
marks are made "Ros i Gr^villii— in a single fasci-

culus of flowers are roses of every shade of purple,
a. d from while to the darkest tint; it is one of the
handsomest of climbing roses."

Alter these statements, any further descripti(m
from me is deemed unnecessary, and I will merely
remark, that it is the sirnngest rose in its growth
and the most rapid in the Ibrtuation of long, vigriur-

ous shouts that I have ever seen, and will very
speedily cover a large space. I have succeeded
during the past season in rearing about 150 young
vigduroiis plants, one half ol which have been dis
sciiiin .ted throughout the Union. The present col-
lection of roses of all the different kinds cultivated
at this eslabli»hinent, exceeds six hiindied varieties,
of which about five hundred are enumerated in the
Catalogues, the others having been received since
their puljlication. In this number are included about
one hiinilred vari. lies of Chinese and India roses,
and their hybrids. The whole are regularly la-

belled, which aflbrds to the amateur at the season
of hloom a full opportunily of contrasting their
conip iralive beauties, and at this period most forci-

bly blinds to mind the poetical description of what
is termed in oriental chmes, "the least of roses."

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

SILK WORMS.
The members of the Linnean Society of New

York, being a branch of the Linnean Society of
Paris, met on Tuesday the 20lh inst at the Lyce
um ol Natural History. Dr Felix Pascalis, presi-

dent of the branch, read a very learned, elaborate
a ri.t interesting history of the silk worm.
As the dissertation cannoi be anticipated before

its publication at Washington, we can only give
out readers a foretaste of the subject by stating the
heads of the chapters (a copy of v-bicb we have ob
tained.) The preliminary discourse contains the
history of the gradu d introduction of the silk worm
from India into Euro|>( . Sec, and the body of the
work is divided into tvvelve chapters, from which
something valuable and important may be anlicipat
ed, viz:

Divhion of Chapters.

1. Natural history and the mode of cultivating
the mulberry tree.

2. Selection of the seeds or eggs of the silk worm,
and instruction on the hatching of the same.

3. Distribution of the insects in boxes, on malts
^nd over litter, of the condition of the ouiseries for
rearing them.

4 Description of the silk worm, ^Bombyx Mori,)
its .natomy, and physiological observations on its

lif' and functions.

5. Peculiar habits and wants of the silk norm
3. A theory on the temperature and pure air as

lequired by the silk worms; of the artificial heat
and use of light and faggot fires; the silk worm an
electrical insect.

7. Of the different ages, growth and moulting.
8. Condition of the nursery and litter in Ihe last

age, and ol the worms; preparation of the bush
wood

9. Various diseases of the silk worms to be notic-
ed and att'-nded to; their moulting and spinning the
ball of cocoon.

10. Life and metamorphosis of the Bombyx into

a Chrysalis and Phaltena.

11. Of gathering, fleecing and unwinding of the
cocoons.

12. Life of the Phalcena; laying and fecuiidating

the eggs, and keeping the same. [Jour, of Com,

MULBKRRY HEDGES.
A writer in the New-England Farmer recom-

mends the substiluiion of ^lulberry hedges in the
place of the walls commonly used in this country
for the division of fields. The tree is well calcu-
lated for Ihe purpose, being easily cultivateil. of a
thick growth, and of such a nature as to bear clip-
ping an.l cutting without injury. The leaves, of
course, might be profitably applied to the feeding
of silk-worms, the raising of^ which, on an exten-
sive scale, has baen again recommended to the at-
tention of farmers. The plants should be set into
the ground about one foot apart, and they should
be clipped so as not to exceed five feet in height,
and eighteen inches in thickness. Let a farmer
compare the annual expense of taking care of such
a hedge, with that of keeping in repair a wooden
fence, and he can easily ascertain whether a change
would be profitable. [JY. Y. Jdvertiser.

CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL.
The public in general and our citizens especially,

feel so much the importance of Ihis great work, that
we believe a short notice of its present state, ob-
tained from sources which may be relied on, will
oe read with interest.

The three sections through the marshes from the
Delaware river to Si. George's, about four miles in
length, are filled with water nearly as high as the
common high water of the river, and an active na-
vigation along It in sloops and scows for the pur-
poses of the canal is earned on, a dredging ma-
chine is employed in excavating such parts as are
not of the full depth of ten feel; the towing path
embankment through the marsh has ceased to sink,
and appears to stand perfectly firm, the south guard
bank, of which the sinking was so rapid and ex-
tensive, and the extra expense so great, will be
completed, it is believed, very soon, without anj
recurrence of difficulties.

The fourth section of the canal, through St.
George's mill pond, about three miles, is also filled
with water and navigable.

The fifth seclion, comprising the deep cut, said
to be the most stupendous instance of canal exca-
vation in the world, is in a great degree completed
up to the summit bridge, to which point boats from
the Delaware now sail The sides sf this portion
of the canal are to be walled with thick masoury
to the height of twelve feet, and for a distance in-
cluding both banks, of five or six miles. Much of
this gigantic work is done, and the masons are en-
gaged in completing it as rapidly as possible.
The remaining sections, to the Chesapeake, have

been for some lime finished, and are ready for the
admission of water as soon as the rest of the work
will permit it.

The four locks are completed, and the bridges
are in use; that at the summit is a noble structure;
it spans a gulf nearly three hundred feet wide and
a hundred deep, presenting from the road way a
view along the canal east and west for several miles.

It is believed that the western division of the
work will he completed early in the spring, and
that the whole will be done by next summer.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL-ROAD.
In exploring the Falls road route and the Pataps-

co, or soutliern route, fifteen miles have been trac-
ed by tlie Engineers, and the irregularity of the
giound has been found far less tlian was anticipated.
It is said to be an interesting lact that the facilities

discovered are such as those only who are familiar
with Ihe subject of topographical surveys, could
suppose possible; and Ihe c-rtainly of making the
railroad, thus far. with comparative ea e, is .iscer-

tained beyond question. [Goje«ev
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(From Ihe U. States' Review and Literary Gazette.)

THE BKfDE
The h(\y sate in sadness— her fair lid

ShruiidinK her eye"s dark beauty, v\hile soft hands
Were wreathing her thick tresses, and amid
The glossy ringlets twining costly bands
Of snowy pearl; hut oft a deep-drawn sigh

Heaved Ihe rich robe that folded o'er her breast.

And, wlien she raised her head, within her eye
Sparkled a tear \vhich would not be represt.

She glanced toward the mirror, and a smile

Crossed her sweet lip,— it was a woman's feeling

Of mingled pride ami pleasure, even while

The blight of sorrow o'er her heart was stealing.

Yet, as she gazed, she thought o( by past hours.

When she was wont, within the orange bowers.
To sit beneath the moo .light, and the arm
Of one she loved was folded round her I'orm;

While to his throbbing breast she oft would cling,

Anil playfully her loosened tresses fling

(Ligiit fetters) o'er hi-; neck, then with bright cheek
Smile when he strove his tenderness to speak.

Another change came o'er her face; she turned

And rait^ed a crystal cup that near her stood;

Upon her cheek a deeper crimson burned.
And to her eye there rushed a fearful flood

Of wild emotion; eagerly she quaffed,

With trembling lip, the strangely-blended draught.
And then, in low and faltering accents, cried,

"Am I not now a gay and happy bride?"

She stood before Ihe altar, her pale brow
Uplifted to the holy cross; Ihe sun
Shed through the painted window a deep glow
Upon her cheek, and he, who thus had won
Hit hand without her heart, was at her side.

The holy priest, too;—but as less allieil

To earth than heaven she stood; when called to

speak
The deep response, her voice had grown so weak
She scarce could utter it; her fragile form
Shook with convidsed emotion; hut Ihe arm
Of her stern sire supported her—her head
Fell helpless on his breast, and she was wed.
The bridegroom press'd his lip to her pale face;

She shrank from him as loathing his embrace,
Then starting up, with fearful calmness said,

"Father. I promised— have I not obeyed?
But there is yet another vow unpaid

—

For I am the betrothed of Death, and, lo!

The bridegroom waits his promised bride e'en now.
Our nuptial toreh shall be the glow-worm's light.

Our bridal bed the tomb. Oh! it is sweet
To think that there no grief can throw its blight

O'er young airection! Aye, e'en / can greet

The marriage cup, when drugged with aconite!"

She trembled, would have fallen, but again

Her father's arm upheld her, while her breath
Grew fainter, and her breast heav'd as with pain;

Lowly she spoke; '"Let not my bridal wreath
Lie on my bier. He deems me faithless—now
Let him bend o'er this cold and stony brow.
And learn how well I lov'd!"—a fleeting spot

Of crimson stained her clieek and

—

she was not!

Ianthe.

BVO^.TZTiO OZiXO.

RECIPE TO MAKE A NORFOLK DUMPLING.

Mix a thick batter as for pancakes, take half a
pint of milk, two eggs, a little salt, and make it into

a batter with flour; have ready a clean saucepan of
water boiling, into which drop the batter. Be sure

the water boils fast, and two or three minutes will

boil them; then throw them into a sieve to drain

the water away; then turn them into a dish, and stir

a lump of fresh butter into them; eat them hot, and
they are very good.

ON FEEDING, EXERCISING AND GROOM-
ING HORSES.

The following are the directions of Mr. White,
in the last edition of his Farriery, who for many
years was Veterinary Surgeon to the Royal Dra-
goons, and whose opinion and experience are enti

tied to the greatest attention, as they haveraised far-

riery from the degraded state in whieh it continued
to his time. The beautiful and powerful horses ol

the British cavalry are managed as directed by Mr.
White, and are in much better condition than the

horses of private individuals, which in genera! are
allowed three times the quantity of food he recom-
mends:

If a horse cannot get fresh vegetable food, such
as lucern, vetches, (tares) clover, &c. you will find

carrots a useful substitute during this time of rest.

The horse should be allowed to drink frequently;

and, if he be not immoderate, he may be suflered to

drink as often, and as much as he pleases. He
should be fed sparingly with oats; and on no ac
count be allowed beans, or any thing of the kind.

The best general diet of the dry kind is, perhaps,
a mixture of oats, ch ipped hay, and bran, to be
given alternately >vilb green (bud; or, if a sufficient

quantity of green food can be procured, very little

dry meat will be necessary. This treatment wili

serve in some measure as a substitute for a run of

grass, provided the stable be large and airy. The
light also should be freely admitted, and if a con-
venient court be adjoined to the stable, the horse

may be sutTered to run in and out at pleasure,

but, if there be nothing but the stable for him
to run in, it will be proper to walk him out quiet-

ly every morning and evening, allowing hitii to

drink freely in a running stream or river, the

feet during this time should be kept cool and
moist, for which purpose they may be steeped daily
with a mixture of soft clay and cov-dung. When
a horse is taken from grass, or from tlie situation

and treatment we have just described, in order to

be got into a condition for racing, hunting, or the

road, the first object of attention is, to bring about

the necessary change in his food, and other circum-
stances, as gradually, nnd ivilh as liille inconveni-
ence to the animal as possible. If he be taken
from grass, let him be put at first into a large airy

stable, and suffered to exercise himself in it. Let
him drink frequently; and, instead of depriving hina

of his green food allow him at first some carrots

with bran, and a moderate quantity of oats. He
should be walked out once a day at least. His al

Iowa nee of oats should be gradually increased, and
thai of bran and carrots in like manner Uimini.sheri

until the latter is wholly discontinued. If he be a

large drinker, he should be allowed but a moderate
quantity at once; but at all times, and in almost all

circumstances, it is proper to allow a horse water

four times a day; which, instead of oppressing his

stomach, or injuring his wind will facilitate diges-

lion, and materially conduce to the preservation of

health, and the improvement of condiliiin. I am
aware of the prejudice that exists against this prac-

tice—that it is supposed to give a horse a large

belly, and render him unfit for galloping any length

of time without endangering his wind. I am also

convinced, however, not only by my own experi-

ence, but by that of some experienced sportsmen
also, that, so far from injuring a horse in any one
respect, it is extremely beneficial; and that wlien a

horse is allowed to drink four or five times a day,

he is not inclined to drink much, and often does not

drink so much in the twenty-four hours as one that

is allowed to drink only twice a day, as much as he
pleases. As the horse's allowance of oats is increas-
ed so should his exercise he, and if this be properly
managed, there will be no absolute necessity for

bleeding or medicine. It is necessai^, however, to
observe the horse carefully during the time we ar^
increasing his allowance of oals, and diminishing
that of carrots and bran; and if he appear dull or
have a cough, however tnfliiig, it indicates an in.
flammatory disposition of the body, and points out
the tiecessity of bleeding or of physic. But under
proper management I do not think such symptoms
ivould ever lake place, though they always almost
do, when a horse is changed from grass to a close
stable and dry food loo suddenly; and in such cases
both bleeding and physics are indispensably ne
cessary to prevent the occurrence of very senoui
diseases.

Error Corrected, and Challenge Given.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Dixon's Spring, JVor. 16, 1827

In consequence of indispositio.T I have deferred
until this late period conlradieling a mistake that
you made in the publication contained in your pa-
per of 31st August last. The grand sire of the
mare, there described, as raised tiy the subscriber,
instead of Timoleoo, is Triixton, who was, by Dio-
med. I have a half brother of the above mare,
sired by Oscar, who was sired by Wonder. This
colt is three years old next spring, and I will run
him against any colt of the same age three miles
and repeat, next fall, for $5,000, in the United
States, out of the county of Sumner, according to
the rules of the course where we may agree upon.
Respectfully your friend and obeilient servant,

ANTHONY BLEDSOE SHELBY.

xaxscEXiiiAsrsovs.

AMERICAN FAMILY PHYSICIAN;
Detailing important Means of Preserving Health,

from infancy to old age; the ofllices women should
perform lo each other at Births, and fhe Diseases
peculiar to the sex: also those of Children and
Adults—with an Appendix, containing Hints res-
pecting Ihe Freatmenl of Domestic Animals, and
the Best Means of Preserving Fish and Meat
by Th Ewell, J\l. D, member ol the Philadel-
phia Medical Society; formerly Surgeon of the
Navy Yards at New York and City of Washing-
ton; and author of the works, entitled Discourses
on Chemistry, Letters to Ladies, Attempt to im-
prove Ihe Theory and Practice of Medicine, &c.;
second edition, improved.

As the persons for whom this work is designed>
may not be acquainted with Dr Ewell's professional

character, the publisher deems it proper, to insert

the following from the Medical Repository, of New
York, conducted by the celebrated Dr Samuel S.

Miichell. and that no less eminent physician, the
late Dr. Miller. In announcing Dr. Ewell's intend-

ed publication on Chemistry, the editors add:

—

"This gentleman has distinguished himself by
some ingenious and learned performances. The
zeal and enterprise he displays in scientific pursuits,

give a pleasing earnest of what his country may
hereafter expect from the application of his talents

lo professional objects, or any other by which pub-
lic good may be advanced."

—

[JVew-York J)Iedic<d

Repository, vol. 9, p 234, published in 1S06.

"Dr. Thomas Ewell appears before the public at

an early period of life, and therefore does not
claim for his performance that maturity of execu-

tion, which a more deliberate exercise of his powers
would undoubtedly confer. He is impelled by aa
ardour of enthusiasm, natural at his age, which
every liberal mind will cherish and commend. Af-

ter doing so much so well, in so short a time, and
under the pressure of other pursuits, it would be

unjust to require perfection. We warmly recom-

mend his work to the perusal and patronage of the
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public. We consider him as one of (hose on whom
the hopes and confidence of his country may safely

rest; and from the talents, enterprise, and research

displayed in this publication, we look forward to

his future exertions and rising powers, as a source

of usefulness, distinction, and lasting fame.''

—

[Ibid,

vol iO, p. iS6, pxiblished in 1807.

J^The above work may be had of any of the

Booksellers in Baltimore—price, neatly bound, $3.

TABLET OF MEMORY.
Edward J. Coale, bookseller, of Baltimore, in-

tends to publish shortly, by subscription, a work
with the above title, prepared by William Darby,
well known for several useful works, statistical and
geographical. The prospectus states that this work
will contain every memorable event in history, from
the creation of (he world, classed, in a methodical

manner, under distinct heads, with their dates; an

epitome of his(ory, biography, and general chro-

nology; brief accounts of inventions and disco-

veries in every department of science; discoveries

of countries; foundation and fall of empires; and
an outline of the history and constitution of each of

the states of the United States of America, &c.
&c.; with several valuable statistical and other ta-

bles. Tjis edition will be much improved, and
brought down to the year IS23. The Tablet of
Memory will be published on fine paper, in 12mo.
form, and contain upwards of three hundred pa-
ges, neatly bound. Price to subscribers, $2.

There can be no doubt that such a work may be
of great utility; and we wish the publisher suc-
cess in his undertaking. [JY. V. Com. Mv.

[We copy the following for the sake of spreading
the compliment to the genius of the artist, not in

the idea that a pile of stone and mortar can add
any thing to the fame of Washington, or to our
reverence for his publick and private virtues. The
art of printing has superseded the necessity for,

and effect of. stationary memorials.—Besides, they
are equivocal at best. They are often erected (o
the memory of unworthy men; and, for ourselves,
we regard the idea of a monument to (he memory
of JFashington, as being as vain, not to say as
ridiculous, as would it be to attempt to widen the ex-
panse and swell the volume of the ocean by pouring
out on its bosom a quart bottle of salt water. As
particular spots derive interest and inspire, some-
times, more lively, patriotic emotion, by the force
of association in the mind with great events that
have occurred upon them, such as Penn's Treaty
Ground and Bunker's Hill, it may be well enou"-h
to identify them by monumentafpiles of endurin"
materials.]

°

ON CHANTREY'S WASHINGTON.
Grave,—grand,—sublime: thy simple majesty.
Dead father of the people, still is here:
So,—o'er a thraldom-shackled hemisphere
Didst Ihou look forth erewhile, and made it free.
The gorgeous East might send her kings to thee—
And throned monarchs, sitting by the West,
Might come to bow their faces, nor divest
Old hoary thrones of ancient dignity; ''

Lord of thyself in strength, severe of soul;
Thy form is rescued from oblivion's dust,—
And freedom's watchword now from pole to pole,
Thy name is with the wise, the brave, the just
But thou did'st hold virtue and fame in fee,
And so, (hy glory boundless and sublime.
Wrought in the tissue of Eternity,
Needs not the feeble praises of all time. L.

Literature may surely be said to flourish, when
one highly spirited publisher alone announces sev-
enty-two new works, all to be pubhshed during the
ensuing season. ^
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Meteorology of October and November at
Baltimore.

Ociofccr—Mean -temperature early in the morning,

Highest, on (he 9(h, 60"—22d,62°.
LoHest. 27th, 33«.

The first white frost, noticed on highlands, was on
(he morning of (he 11th.

Mean temperature in the afternoon, 63.6^.
Highest, 2d, 74»—3d, 77".

Lowest, 26th, 48°.

Mean temperature, i hmif past swi-set, 50°.
Mean of the month, 57 2".

Winds.—From N. to E the latter only inclusive, 9
observations-from E to S. U—from S. to W.
27— from W. to N. 12—Calm. 2.

Weather.—Rain on 13 days. Thunder on 2.
The foliage of the hickory, and of some other

delicate trees, began to appear variegated on
the 1st.

o ft- 6

JVoi'cifiiei-—Observations imperfect.
Lone9(,in tU«t morning—22d,24''; 21st, 23d,24tb,

27th and 28th, 26".

On the 24th, the ice in ponds and small streams
was strong enough to bear a man.

Weather.-Rain on 7 days. Weather, in general,
clear, with westerly winds.

Richard Sexton.

Prevention or Starvation by the use of the
Stomach P[tmp.

- A gentleman of this town had a paralytic shock
on the morning of the i8lh of October, which so
affected the muscles of deglutition that he was
wholly unable to swallow either solid or liquid food.
He remained almost three days and three nights in
this stale. The physician in attendance, fearing
that his patient would famish before the power ol"

swallowing could be restored, determined to use (he
.Stoniai-h Pump, if one could be procured, for (he
purpose of conveying food in(o his s(omach. He
sent (0 Dr. John D. Fisher, of Boston, (who re-
cently brought one of these important ins(rumen(s
from Paris.) to consult with him in the case. And
we are happy to learn (ha( they succeeded perfect
ly. A quantity of broth was thrown into the sto-
mach of the patient with great ease to the operator
and without pain to himself He has been fed
twice a day, by the same method, ever since, thus
escaping (he horrid death of starvation by the use
of this ingenious machine. [Dedham Register.

DESCRIPTION OF TALAHASSEE
From the message of his deputy excellency the

Hon. George Walton, late Treasurer ex-offieio of
the territory of Florida.

"Since the period of your last meeting a metro-
polis has been surveyed on the assigned location,
divided into lots, the lots exposed to sale, and a set-
tlement on them invited. You will judge of the re-
sults, when I inform you, that a quantity, of less
than one hundred and sixty acres of land has pro-
duced a sum closely approximating to twenty-five
thousand dollars. Already are built and building,
a hundred tenements, houses of public entertain-
ment are opened, the merchandises of every quar
ter of the globe, embellish while they enrich the
conipartmpBts of many a storehouse, and the arm
of the industrious mechanic is raised in evcy direc-
tion, subduing every material that is stubborn or
refractory. The edifices, which are destined to be
at once the comfort and the ornament of Florida,
when she assumes her rank as a sister of this stu-
pendous federal republic, are in progress, and pre-
sent accommodation is even foumled on the provi-
sions, organized for a still more splendid future.
"Thus you perceive, gentlemen, that within a few

short monlhs, the dominion of the forest, and of
(he sons of (he forest, have been at (he same (ime
subverted, and (lia( civilization blooms, were fero-
city reigned. The sword of the hero has penetrat-
ed, the foot of (he sage has pressed the lair of (he
barbarian. The woods have yielded (heir shade to
(he saw, (heir quie(ude, to the hammer, and the
sound of the Gospel is heard among scenes once so
sanguinary, that history recoils from (hem in dis-
may. Streams that have been stained, even with
infanticide, now waft in peace (he protecting banner
of our nation.

"Assembled where you are, gentlemen, it is only
necessary to open the eye to behold all these won-
ders. But will later times accredit them? Thus
you also perceive, gentlemen, what even a few
months can do, where courage and wisdom have—
laid solid foundadons for (he prosperity of a com-
munity."

The following instances of erroneous estimates
by publishers, are given in Mr. Goodhugh's work,
"The English Gentleman's Library Manuah"—At
first Mr. Miller would not give Mr. Thomson a
farthing for his "Win(er;" he afterwards gave him
(hree guineas for it. Cave offered half (he book-
sellers in London (he proper(y of -The Gentle-
man's Magazine," and as they all refused to en-
gage in it, he was obli«;ed to pubhsh it himself.
"Burns' Justice" was offered in vain to every pub-
lisher for 501 Dr. Buchan offered his '-Domestic
Medicine" to every principal bookseller in Edin-
burgh and London for lOOl, without obtaining a
purchaser; and after it had passed through twenty-
five editions, it sold, in thirty-two shares, at 501.
each. Beresford offered (he copy-right of "The
Miseries of Human Life" for 20/.; it afterwards
realized 5000/.

^mM ^^^E'^m^
Baltimore, Friday, December 7, 1827.

CONGRESSIONAL ITEMS,
Of General Interest.

Twentieth Congress -KrsJ Session.

In Senate—Deccmfter 3, 1827.—The hour of 12
having arrived, the Vice President took the chair
The roll of Senators having been called over bv
Mr. Lowrie, the Secretary, it appeared that every
member was in attendance, exce[)t Mr. Webster,
of Massachusetts, and Mr. Thomas, of Illinois.

House of Representatives.
The Huuse was called to order by M. St. Clair

Clarke, Clerk of the House, precisely at twelve
o'clock, and the roll of the House being called over
by states, it appeared that two hundred and seven
members, out of two hundred and thirteen, havin"-
answered to their names, the House proceeded to
ballot for a Speaker.
For Andre^tevenson, of Virginia, . . 104
For John Vy. Taylor, of New-York 94 *

For P. P. Barbour, of Viiginia, .
.' .' 4

Scattering votes a

In Senate—Dtc. 4, Col. R. M. Johnson, of Ken-
tucky, introduced a bill to abolish imprisonment for
debt. [Strange, (ha( such a relick of barbarism
should have remained so long on our s(atute book.]

In the Plouse of Representatives, the followin"
gentlemen were appointed to compose the Commit"-
tee on the memorial ol the Revolutionary officers-
Messrs. Burgess, Condict, Drayton. "Livingston,
Taylor, Hylmcs, and Mitchell of Tennessee. The
House agreed unanimously, on the motion of Mr.
VVickliffe, to wear the usual mourning in respect to
(he memory of (he late W. S. Young, of Kentucky.
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Extract from so much of the Fresideiifs JHessage to

Congress, on Txicsday last, as relates to the Post

Office Department.

The report from the Post Master General exhi-

bits the condition of that Department, as highly

satisfactory for the present, and still more promis-

ing for the future. Its receipts for the year ending

the first of July last, aniounteil to one million, four

hundred and seventy three thousand five hundred

and fifty-one dollars, and exceedid its expemlitures

by upwards of one hundred thuusand dollars. It

cannot be an over-saii;!,uine estimate to predict,

that, in less than ten years, of which one half have

elapsed, the receipts will have been more than

doubled. In the nnan time, a reduced expenditure

upon established routes, has kepi t>ace with increas

ed facilities of public accommodation, and addi

Hional services have been obtained at reduced rates

of compensation. Within the last year.,the trans-

portation of the mail in slas;es has been greatly

augmented. The number of Post Offices has been

increased to seven thousand; and it may be antici

paled that, while the facilities of intercourse be-

tween fellow citizens, in person or by correspon-

dence, will soon he carried to the door of every

villager in the Union, a yearly surplus of revenue

will accrue, which may be applied as the wisdom of

Congress, under the exercise )f tlieir constitulional

powers, may devise for the further establishment

and improvement of the public roads, or by adding

still further to the facilities in the transportation of

the mails. Of the indications of the prosperoirs

condition of our country, none can be more pleas-

ing than those presented by the multiplying rela

tions of personal and intimate intercourse between

the citizens of the Union dwelling at the remotest

distances from each other.

(From the National Intelligencer.)

Quick Travelling—By sending express to

Baltimore on Tuesday, after the delivery of the

President's Message, so as to overtake the Eastern

mail, which leaves that city in the steamboat at five

o'clock in the afternoon, we wure enabled to fur-

nish all of our Northern and Eastern subscribers

with copies of the Message, twenty-four hours ear-

lier than the mail would have carried them from

this city. The messenger who performed this ser-

vice, and was also the bearer of copies for all the

Baltimore editors, left our office door in a light two-

horse wagon, at twenty minutes past 12 o'clock, and

arrived in Baltimore at half past three! Consider-

ing that he carried in his wagon about 5,000 copies

of the Message, and had but two change." of horses

on the road, the journey was perfoi-med with sur

prising quickness. The express was furnished by

the enterprising mail contractors, Messrs. Stockton

and Stokes.

[The distance was travelled from Merrill's to the

Post Office in Baltimore, very nearly thirteen miles,

in forty five minutes, by two black mares, sisters,

bearing hard on the bit. They were bred in Wash-
ington county; and, it is needless to add, they were

deep in the blood. This shows what can be done

•Three hours and ten minutes for thiql^-eight miles.]

there is an express agreement, (not an understand

ing.) entered into by England, Russia and France,

to conquer and partition the Turkish dominions in

Europe and Africa. Constantinoiile and its depen

dancies are allotted to Russia—Egypt to Englaiid,

and the isles of the Mediterranean, and some por

tions of the land adjoining that sea, to Fiance.

The Turk is to be driven into Asia, and the Greeks

are to have a government of their own, under the

guaranty and proiection of the three powers.

We are not at liberty, for obvious reasons, to

give names in regard to this information;—we can

only say thai it comes from a responsible source,

through a respectable medium.
In the partition, PVance appears to take what she

can get, not what she would wish. The object of

England is obvious; her India trade will pass

through the Mediterranean, to the fine and spacious

harbour of Alexandria. Cos^eir, situated in lat.

ae-^, on the borders of the Red sea, would make a

port of immense consequence for vessels to and

from Hindoostaii, and thus the most danger.tuspart

of the navigation of the Red sea, (from Cosseir up

to Suez) would be avoided The route Iroin Alex-

andria to Cosseir, (not 200 leagues) might be made
safe and commodious. The immense produce of

the East would How into Egypt— it would lorm the

point of union between Europe and Asia, and be-

come the centre of the conimercial world.

For these great advantages. England may well

yield the Euxine, with all its vast resources, and

with its key, Constantinople, to Russia, for the best

of all reasons, that by the bargain she obtains still

greater resoijrces. Russia ca.. never comprtewith

her on the water, and w.th the immense advanta

gcs arising from the possession of Egypt, the greater

facilities and expedition of communication with In-

dia, she has nothing to fear from the encroach

menls of Russia, by the way of Pt-rsia, upon her

Eastern domains.

But what will Austria say to this? We appre

hend that the three powers care very little ivhatsiie

may say or do. Perhaps they may appease her

appetite, by throwing her the provinces of Bosnia,

Servia, Wallachia, Bulgaria, and Moldavia, and

thus render the "dark roiling Danube" wholly an

Austrian river.

But will the Turk be tamely driven back to the

regions of Saracenic ancestors? Will he sli'-ink

from the imposing appearance of the lion banner

of England, the lily of France, and the black eagle

of Russia? No!—he will stand by his crescent,

and unite with his neighbour Persia, which is again

becoming a martial nation alter a long lapse of

luxurious weakness

—

"rroin the sands of the south shall the Saracen come,

And the Tartar shall rush from his den"

—

and the shores of the Hellespont will be crowded

with an array more numerous than ihey have seen

since the followers of Xerxes encumbered them.

There needs no prophetic spirit to foretell the re-

sult—the Moslem will be driven into A-.ia, and the

face o( Euiopt; will be changed —[JV. Y. Morning

Courier, Dec. 3.

for it a fair price, that repays, and handsomely, the

growers of that article. It has been stated, that,

hould the present price be reduced 25 per cent.

the raising of tobacco would still be a more profita-

ble business in Ohio than the growing of bread-

stuffs, at the prices they have borne for the last

seven years.

RAIL ROADS
In the United States of America: or, protest and argu-
ment af;ainst a subscription, on the part of the State

of Maryland, to the Baltimore and Ohio Rail-road

Company, .Addressed to the Officers and Represen-
tatives of the people in the several States of the

Union, and the General Government

—

By a Citizen of
Baltimore.

For sale at the different booksellers and printers ia

the State of IVIarylaad, at IVIr, Pisliey Thompson's book-

store, Washington, and at the printer's, R. J. Matchett,

No. tS South-street, Baltimore.

FOR SALE.
The thorough blood Durham sbort-horn bull Defi-

ance. He is from Colonel Powcl's very superior im-

ported cow Stately, by the celebrated bull Bishop, (see

the memoirs of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society.)

He was bred at Powelton, cost '.'75 dollars when six

months old, and is believed by the subscribers to be

equal to any bull in this country. He is jpw three

years old, and will be sold at a very reason^e price.

Applications made to either of the undcrsigtied, near

Newtown, Bucks county, Pennsylvania, will be duly

attended to. JAMES WORTH,
AARON FEASTER.

B.AXTinioaE: vaxoss oaaRENT.

[From a Correspondent.]

"I should like to buy this w inter, three or four bay

brood mares, at least three fourths blood, or two

full bred. Do ym know of any? They must be

fifteen and a half hands high— i want to try and
raise coach horses."

Important private Ikteli,igence.—The packet

ship York brought a letter to an Englifh gentleman

in this city, from which we gather important intel-

ligence with respect to Greek and Turkish aflairs

This letter is from a gentleman in London, occu-

pying a responsible official station. He states that

Ohio Tobacco.—An Ohio paper states, upon the

authority, as it says, of a highly respectable gentle-

man, that four commercial houses in the ccmnties of

Muskingum, Knox, and Licking, had, in July last,

sent oflf to the eastern markets about 1600 hhds. of

tobacco, which constituted, however, but a part of

that raised during the past season in those three

counties. One thousand of this was sent across

the mountains; the remainder by the lakes and Erie

canal to New York, and thence to Ballimnre, and

this, too, at a less expense than was incurred foi

that which was forwarded direct to that city by the

way of Wheeling These are important facts. The

quality of the Ohio tobacco is such as te command

Reported for the American Farmer, b\) Letow Sutlon Sf C»,

ToB-Accn,—But little selling now, and less coming in;

the prices are about the same as last week.

Seconds, as in quality, jJS.OO n 6 50—Scrubs, 4,50 a

6 50—commoD crop, 3.00 a 4.00—Do. red, 4.00 a 4.50—

"ood red. 5.00 a 6,00—Fine red, 7,00 a S.00—Yellow
and red, 7.00 a I O.dO- Yellow do. 5.50 o II .00—Fine
yellow, 15.00 a 20.00—Virginia do. S 50 o 8.00—Rap-

pahannock, 3.00 a 3,50—Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. fot

wrapping, 6.00 a 7.00.

Flodb—white wheat family, Si5,75 a 6 00—superfine

Howard-st 5.00 o 5.1 -'io 6,00—city mills, 4.50 o 4.76—

Sus(|uehanna, 4.60 a 4,76—Corn Meal, bbl, '.2.75 a 2 81^

—Grain, white wheat, best .95 a 1.00—red, .85 a .96

ord'y, ,60 a .76

—

Corn, neiv .42 a 43

—

Rtk, '56 a .58

—Oats,' 25 a SO—Beans, .80 a 1.0' —Peas, .40 a .50—

Clover seed, 4.50 a 5.00

—

Timotht 3.00— Barlet, .SS

.58— Flaxseed, .75 a .80- Cotton, Virginia, .8^0

10^-Louisiana, .11 a .13—Alabama, 10 a .l|i—Mis-

souri, lOa .lO^-N, Carolina, .84a .ei—WooL wash'd,

.18 n.22 half blood, ,26 a 28—three-quarter, .28 a SO

—full do. .30 a ,35—Hemp, Russia, per ton, #325 a 238

—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140— water-rotted,

no a 19 —Fish, t^Ierrings, bbl. 3.25 a 3.50—Mackerel,

S.TS a 4.75 a5.75—Bacon, bams, .9 n, 10—hog round, 7«

74—Feathers, .28 a .29— Whiskev, .28 a .29.
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AG^lCTSV£Vn.E.

(From Hints for American Husbantlmen.)

HAY AND HAY HOUSES.

On making Hay—Hay Houses—Pennsylvania Bams
— ./liraiiiremcnts of the Fold Yard.—By JohnHare
PowEL, Esq.

Potcdion, July I, 1S24.

Sir, Your profitable management, much more

than the hi?U slate of cultivation, in which thr

officers of the society found your farm, leads me to

desire a statement of Ihe system you pursue, in the

preparation of your soil—the arrangement of your

gelds—the rotation of your crops—the mode of se

curing fodder— feeding cattle—and the application

of their manure. I was struck by the appearance

of your stock, and gratiHed at finding fliat our

opinions and pnotice coincide, in the preparation of

hav- and distribution of it in hay houses, instead ol'

huge mows.

1 have thonRht the parade of Pennsylvania barns

not more profitable than the decoration of our fine

blue wa^ous, or the musical hells attached to our

teams. The inijenious mode adopted to deprive

grasses of their most valuable and nutritious parts,

is so absurd that it long; since would have been

abandoned, I should hope, had not our prejudices

in favour of old usages, which generally keep prac

tical farmers right, in this instance put us all wrong.

In good weather, most crops of grasses can in

this state he secured without heing simhen from the

swarth. My uniform practice for many years has

been to allow grass to ren)ain nearly two days un-

touched, to gather it hy an horse rake, cock it in

the hot pari ol the day, salt it, and place it in an hay

hou!M!, which admits a free circulation o( air. My
clover, like yours, re tains much of Ihe colour of its

blossoms and leaves. The advantage ol pitching

hay from the carriage, into "a bank b;iri.," .toes not

couiiterbalance the expense of labour in preparing,

the loss of nutrition in drying, and the great dingi i

of fire from heating, as well as from Ihe escape ol

moisture, which so often in this climate attracts

lightning, to Ihe uller destruction of the building,

and all the ho|>es of Ihe farm.

The convenience of feedintr, has also been brought

to aid the arguments, in favour of a gnat Pennsyl

vania barn. We owe much of our srccess to Ihe

industry, cate, and skill, of our excelenl German
population, but t think it may be qufslioned, whe-

ther Ihe expense they incur, in the arrangement of

their farm buddings, is not very oflei mischievous,

not merely useless, in making lentfer their catth-,

and diseasing them by bad hay. Itis scarcely pos-

sible in this slate, where the change of climate are

guilden and severe, to guard fanr stock from suf-

ferins, when they are made warn throughout the

ninht.and are necessaiily exposed o peltinj; storms

during part of the day. I am convnced, that milch

cows, and very young calves, rquire protection

from cold—all other cattle, if guar'ed from wet and

currents of wind, feed with inon appetite, diifi-sl

with more ease, work with mon vigour, and en-

counter ac':idental exposure win less danger of

harm, than if they be confined fithin thick stom-

walls, inhaling an impure atmoshere, from which

hy the instinct of nature, if not Iwarted by the ill-

judged contrivance of man, they>vould fly.

I would suggest, that the poilion for the farm

yard be selected, as usual, at le foot of a small

hill, of which the southern sid, should be cut ii.

sue!-, manner, as to admit the ejction of a barn sul

ficiently lar^e for all its usual prposes, except that

of holding hay, and feeding calle. Roofs pitching

to the south, and sufficiently apacious to protec
all the hay, straw, fodder an: stock of the farm,
should be extended at both able ends. For th'-

support of the fodder lofts, ,nd roofs, pillars ol
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brick, or stone, should be eieetud al pioper inlii-

vaN; for the security of the bank, and the road :it

its edge, a wall somewhat hi.;her than it, should be

built—a space of two feet should be left between

the northern side of the loft and the wall, Rjcks
shnuhl be placed perpendicularly, with their outer

edges exactly correspondin;!;. and parallel with the

wall, and side of the loft. Thus a space of two feet

ivould remain between them and the wall, to be

tilled with hay. A long shutter, sufficiently wide,

may be secured hy hinges, attached to posts, on the

outer side of the wall, in order that when the rack

shall have been filled, hy pitching from above, it

may be closed at a proper angle, to exclude rain or

cold air.

Stalls for cattle, pens for sheep and calves, should

be at fit distances placed beneath the hay—palings,

and gates, might secure them on the southern, or

outer side. The hay being exposed on two of its

sides, would require infinitely less drying, than if

pressed closely, in a great mass, within the thick

walls of a barn. It is scarcely to be believed, by

those who have not seen the experiment, how little

drying grass requires, when it is to be salted, and

thrown lightly into an open hay house. By begin

ring at one end of a long loft, and discharging the

loads, so as to not more than half fill it, until the

,iay be extended to the other, by the time that the

end at which the farmer be; an, shall be quite Idled,

lis hay, in despite of the state in which it had been

liauled, will be sufficiently dry.

The advantages I propose, are Ihe saving of la

bour in making the hay, of money in building Ihe

3arn, of nutrition from not exhausting the glass by

jnnecessary exposure to the rays of Ihe sun; and

to practical farmers, what to Ihem is of consequence,

a return in profit, on cattle, which after being fed

from January to July upon hay, and grass alone, may
lie exposed on Philadelphia shambles with credit to

Ihe feeder, as yours have been shown.
.. I am yours, &.c.

JOHN HAllE POWEL.
To John G. Wapmough, Esa.

ON MEADOW AND GRASS LANDS.
On Jileadow Lands— III effects of close feeding at

CO tain seasons—Advantageous rcstdts of repeated

experiments in protecting the soil hy after grass—its

value and use.—ByJonn Habe Povvfl. Esq.

Pomlluii, I'tb. 1, 1S27.

Long experience in Ihe management of alluvial

nieaditw, had induced me to believe that Ihe injuries

apparent after a succession of hay crops, proceed
not so much from the effects of the scythe, as from
the continued and close feeding, which has gene
rally been practised in this county by tenants who
occupy much the Urger portion of Ihe marsh land

It was supposed that the extreme heat and
drought, which generally succeed Ihe season, at

which the first crop is taken, are particularly inju-

rious to grasses upon such soils.

I caused a grazing farm of nearly an hundred
acres of alluviim, which had been subjected to

every evil which the cupidity of Ihe tenant could
produce, to be mown for hay, at Ihe lime when the
grass was in full bloom. No animal was allow-
ed to feed upon it until the latter part of October,
when its luxuriant pasturage afforded a larger re-

turn than I could have obtained, had the usual sys-
tem been observed, in depasturing it throughout the
term of the greatest heat.

lu the succeeding year, the same practice was ob-
served with similar success. The land was evident-
ly improved, and has since commanded higher rent,

although the price of meadow land has not general
ly increased.

1 have the honour to he, &c.
JOHN HARE POWEL,

To the President of tin Penn. ^ipic. Society.

On Grass hands— VUver— Sowing, fyc.— Dy John
Haul Powel, Kstt.

Pi,welton, Ffb I, iS?7.

Ft is 'admiltcd, that in our climate., one of the

most (flfficult itims of the liusbandiiiai 's ait, is the

successful "laytng d.non" of grass lands Witli'iut

adverting to the necssily of fine tilth—the fit st ile

of the soil, and proper selection of ^t-eds, I wO'ilU

suggest that not nmie than half of ibi- pio[>er quan-

litv, whether of clover, orchard grass, limolby, or

herd's grass, \i usu illy sown upon American farms.

In Englanil, where clovir is less injured by

drouKhi in the early seasons of its growth—by heat

when the crop is removed—or by Ihe efTects of frost,

succeedfd by sudden thaivs in Ihe winter and
spring, a peck of clover, mixed with a proportionate

quantity of other grass seeds, is usually sown upon

an acre of land.

In Ibis climate I have found three half peeks of

clover seeds, when combined even with two bushels

of orchard grass seeds, in no instance too much for

one .\cre of land.

Light harrowing, and rolling of the grain crop,

if the weather and soil be in a proper state, imme-
diately after Ihe grass seeds are sown, I li.ive always

considered the best mode of securing Iheir <'egeta-

lion, as well as the best means ol improving the

grain.

It has often been recommended to harrow in Au-
gust with a heavy brake, and to sow again those

parts of (he field which appear bare of grass alter

the crop of grain has been removed. I have never

succeeded in Ihe attempt, except when small quan-

tities of manure were soon after scattered over the

parts, which had been sa treated, and in such cases

I have never falleil.

I ani Inclined to believe, that autumnal top dress-

ing, tvith long manure, may with great profit be ap-

plied 10 protect Ihe young clover, especially if the

improvident husband,nan has allowed it to be fed

clo'.ely, by horses or sheep.

In addition to the great advantage arising from
the stalks of hay being finer and more v:iluable as

food, an important object is attained by using abun-
dant supplies of seed in our climaie. The land

being nior<; clo^ely covered vvith Ihe larger quanfity

of plants, is not so much exposed immediately after

the crop has been taken, and of consequence is iess

exhausted during the season of greatest heat, by
the rays of the sun.

I have the honour to be, &c.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
To the President of the Penn. .'J^ric. Society.

On Grasses— Stibstilvles for Red Clover—Lucerne—
Unintfoin.—ByJanti Hake Puwel, Esq.

PotccUon, Ftij. 1, 1327.

We have long sought a suhslitute for red clover,

and notwithstanding the efforts which have been
made lor the introduction of lucerne and rye grass,

I am disposed to think that the agriculturists of
America have been generally inatlenlive to Ibis im-
portant subject, involving bolh the support of our
live stock, and to a great extent, Ihe nianore for our
fields. Lucerne requires more labour and accuracy
of tillage than most farmers m this state have either

the means or the disposition to apply. Its principal

use is in soiling, which no husbandinan in Pennsyl-
vania, notwithstanding all that has been written or
said, has ever systematically pursued throughout a
succession of years.

Rye grass has not succeeded in Ihe few instances

in which 1 have known it tried.

Saintfoin has been neglected, most probably, in

consequence of the failures proceeding from the age
of Ihe seeds—they seldom vegetate when more than
a year old, and hence fail when Ihey have reached
us in the coHimon course with dealcr.i' supplies.

It is found in various parts ol Europe—in Ger
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many—S«ilzeil;ind—England and Irani-;. It is

considered one of the most valuable sorts of her-

bage which can be cultivated on dry soils. Its lon^

root insinuates itself to a great depth in gravelly

and rocky lands. Its stems and abundant leaves

afford succulent pasturage, as well as e.xrellent hay.

Deep calcareous soils are preferred for its growth.

If the ground be prepared by very deep phvghUig

and proper cleansing crops, the product is unusually

great.

Its hardiness in resisting the effects of frost and

drought, would render it peculiarly useful in Ame-

rican husbandry. It should be sown as early as

practicable in the spring, with half the usual quan-

tity of barley or oats. Four bushels are the proper

quantity of seeds for an acre, Their quality may

be known by the brightness of the capsules, the

fulness of the kernels, and by their colour, which

should be blue grey or y-'llowish-red. As the seeds

are large, and are enveloped by thick capsules, they

must be covered at greater depth, and toith moiethau

vsualcare. The roller should be applied, if the soil

and weather be in proper slate.

The price in England is from five to six shillings

sterling per bushel. Jiaintfoin is managed as clo-

ver, to which il is equal in nutrition and product.

Jt sffiirds valuable alter grass, which it is to be la-

mented our husbandmen too much disregard as the

means of saving fodder, and keeping their breeding

ewes until the season of greatest trial, on the ap-

proach of the spring.

This valuable plant continues durinK nine or ten

years in the soil. My attempts to cultiiate it have

not been successful, as all the seeds which I had

procured were old and did not grow I abandoned

lucerne, as it required more labour than I was dis-

posed to apply.

I have the honour to be, 8ic.

JOHN HARE POWEL.
To (/« President of the Pemi. .igric. Society.

It produces in ordinary seasons on rich alluvial,

or other deep friable soils, from forty to seventy

bushels of seeds, determined in quantity, very much,
by the accuracy of tillage and the condition and
nature of the land. Great care and precision are

necessary in harvesting the seeds in June or July,

of the year succeeding that in which they are sown.

When the pods assume a brownish cast, and some
of the seeds become black, the crop is reaped with

sickles— laid regularly in handsful or grips in rows,

where it continues until the straw becomes some-

what white—the seeds of the colour of which we
find them in the shops. If they be allowed to be-

come too dry, they fall out on the slightest motion;

when carried too green, they are liable to be heat-

ed. At the proper time they must be thrashed in

the field upon old sails or cloths, to which the crop
should be carried upon sledges prepared with cloths,

or by similar means. The seeds must be carefully

spread in smalj quantities in granaries or on barn

floors, and be occasionally moved.
Sheep and neat cattle are extravagantly fond of

it—but of all plants, perhaps it is the most likely to

cause them to be blown.

There is much difference of opinion as to its nui

tritive properties in the green state. I believe, tha(

it quite equals the common cabbage, and very fai

exceeds turnips of all kinds in the quantity of nu-
trition it contains— in the value ol the oil for vai
rious manufacturing purposes, and the excellence of

the cake, after it has been expressed, for cattle foo(^

and the manure of drill crops, no question can b«

entertained.
i

Il is not a certain crop—as it is exposed to all

the enemies which attack turnips and cabbages—
and is liable to be injured at the season of blossom
ing by mildew and sometimes by frost.*

RAPE.
Qn Rape—Its cultivation and produce in Seed—Its

value as Green Food for jyeat Cattle and Slicep.—
By John Hare Powel, Esq..

Pou'ellon, Pliiludelphitt counly, ISil.

Dear Sir,—In accordance with your request, I

have prepared a notice on the cultivation, uses, and

value of cole or rape.

I am not aware that rape had been cultivated ex-

tensively in any part of the United States, until

1824, when Mr. Miller and Mr. Phillips of this coun-

ty, obtained crops so extraordinary in product and

value, as to induce them to recommend it to the no-

lice of their neighbours, by the only sort of evi-

dence which operative farmers will receive.

I have no knowledge of its cultivation, except

from my observations abroad. It is highly valued

in many parts of Europe, as well for its product in

seeds, as for the large quantity of green food which

it affords throughout the greater part of the year.

It may be sown either broadcast, or as turnips, in

drills—or, in beds, and be transplanted as other va-

rieties of the Brassica or cabbage genus. The
usual and most successful mode, is to sow from two

to three quarts of seed broadcast in June or July,

when intended for green food, but in August or Sep-

tember, when destined to produce seeds in the next

year.

The process of transplanting is too expensive in

this country—the necessary hand-hoeing, unless the

land has been well prepared by previous cleansing;

crops, would make rape, in the broadcast system,

much more troublesome, than if cultivated in rows,

admitting the introduction of a horse-hoe. In fa-

vourable seasons I should not hesitate, where land

is cheap and labour is dear, to allow it, when in-

tended for green food, to take its chance, without
the aid of either hand or horse-hoeing.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
For the coimties of Loudon, Fauquier, Prince Wil-

liam and Fairfax, Virginia.
1

Extract to the Editor.

J. S. Skinner, Es». Loudon county, Dec. 1, 1827.

Dear Sir,—"I enclose you a paper containing the

account of the meeting of our Agricultural Society,

recently held at Warrenton, Fauquier county. You
will fin<l in it the address of Mr. Marshall, to whom
the duty was deputed, and which it is the desire of

the Society to see embodied in the pages of the

'Farmer.' Mr. Marshall, the eldest son of the

Chief Justice, is distinguished amongst us, as one
of the best practical farmers of the State; any thing

coming from him has, therefore, the weight of high
authority."

ADDRESS.
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Society:

It is a subject of mutual felicitation, that instead

of being wholly discouraged by the depression un-

der which the Agriculture of our country has been
labouring for several ;fears, the members of this

Society continue to assemble annually; and, faithful

to the objects of their institution, contribute, by a

mutual interchange of observations, and by an ex-

hibition of numerous and diversified specimens ol

skill, industry, and intelligence, to diffuse the bles-

smscs of .Agricultural science.

The humtile tribute tvhich, on this occasion, it is

my purpose to throw into the common stock, will

consist in a brief review of the past and present

state of Agriculture in this section of Virginia.

*Thi3 excellent plant and mangel wurtzel, were as

early as the year 1188, brought into the view of our far-

mers, by the original Philadelphia Society, which hav-

ing two years before recommended clover and gypsum,
continued its career of exertion and usefulness, until

the year l"93, when the President, and with him that

Society, died.

A century has barely elapsed since the first axe
of the woodsman was beard in our mountains. A
small clearing afforded to the early settler the means
of subsistence. His artificial wants were few; and
the only article of production, which could yield
the means of gratifving them, was tobacco. The
cultivation of this plant required that new and ex-
tensive clearings should be frequently made. The
forest soon disappeared, and a country, which na-
ture had designed to exhibit a beautiful alternation
of woodland, meadows, and luxuriant fields, pre-
sented every where disastrous evidences of prema-
ture exhaustion. Plantations of Indian corn, in

which, extent of surface, and frequency of tillage,

were relied upon as substitutes for fertility, contri-
buted to increase the evil Wheat was raised in

patches only, and for family consumption. The
hope of a market, at one time, induced a compara-
tively extensive cultivation; but the hope proved
illusory, and the article perished on the fields where
it grew. It was not until after the close of our
own. and about the beginning of the French revo-

lution, that the demand in Europe for bread stuffs,

of all descriptions, and particularly of wheat, gave
a new impulse, and a new direction to Agriculture.

At first, the cultivation of wheat was limited to

those fields which had yielded corn; and, although
the produce may not have been considerable, yet
exemption from disease, which seems to follow in

the train of cultivation, and daily increasing prices,

could not fail to give the farmer a rich reward for

his toils. By degrees a more improved system was
introduced. Fields, green with clover, which a
new and almost magical agent had made to spring

from the bosom of sterility, were every where sub-
jected to the plough. More than thirty years have
passed since that venerable patriot, and patron of
Agriculture, Judge Peters, with a zeal as untiring

as it was benevolent, made known the efficacy of
plaster in restoring the productiveness of exhausted
lands. No individual, in this country, has done

I

more to improve its Agriculture; and though the
frost of age has long since silvered his head, bis

heart reViins the animation of youth, when excited
by his favourite science.

To preserve and extend fertility on a soil par-
tially enriched, when the remains of former crops
supply maltrials for those which are to follow, may
be effected with a due degree of perseverance on
the part of tie proprietor; but to work without ma-
terials; to eliiit fertility from an apparently barren
waste; requiris more than any ordinary application

of wealth, or combination of industry and skill.

What wealth, lor labour, nor science could effect,

was accomplishid by plaster. The precise mode of
its operation is to this day, a problem, as well
among writers Of chemical Agriculture, as among
men of practicalobservation. Whether it acts as
a stimulant, or aja solvent; or whether, by its kind-

ly influence, it Ittracts moisture from the atmos-
phere, has neve been determined. One fact is

certain: that in |he early stages of its application,

(and to this day \\e same effects, under like circum-
stances, are ob.^rvable,) it brought into active

operation the domant properties of the soil, and
clothed with verdlre the arid hills of our country.

It was a boon whili nature seemed, in kindness, to

confer on those i^o could not be blamed for the

poverty which sur»unded them. It furnished the

means of restoring fertility; and, with proper ap-
phcation on the pal of man, that fertility had been
rendered permaneii— it produced clover in luxuri-

ance, but that clovt was in too many instances fed

off injudiciously—ilaugmenled the grain crops of
all descriptions; bulthe straw and litter of those

crops, instead of beig converted into manure, and
applied to the purpees of re-production, were al-

lowed to be exhaledby the sun, or dissipated by
the winds. An idea apeared to prevail that plaster

was to procure weah without tbe oeoessity of ju<
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dicious husbandry. This golden dream was bul too

well aided by the extravagant prices which were

paid for the produce of the soil. The days of our

prosperity seemed to be interminable. I need not

remind you how soon the illusion vanished, but far

from (living vent to vain regrets, I think it may be

fairly questioned, whether the sum of actual enjoy-

ment will be less, when difficulties inseparably at-

tendant on ch.inges in the economy, the employ-

ments and the habits of the people shall have ceas-

ed; when old contracts shall have been discharged;

and when prices shall generally conform to the

value of our staple products.

Other difficulties, not less important, but arising

from causes purely natural, distinguish the present

state of Agriculture. Though various and multi-

plied improvements have been made in the imple-

ments of husbandry, though the ordinary operations

of agriculture are performed with a skill not com-

mon heretofore, complaints are universal, that the

earlh does not yield her wonted increase—of that

product, in particular, which affords the only lucra-

tive returns. Disappointment has sometimes re-

sulted from causes as transient as they were severe.

The evil has ceased of itself; or attentive observa-

tion has indicated the means of escaping it. Even
the ravages of the Hessian fly have been, in a great

measure, eluded by attention to its history and ha
bits, and by sowing at a period which experience

has proved to be the safest. But Ihe evil more par-

ticularly adverted to, is a failure in the crop at the

crisis of its growth; the period when it may be said

to pass from the grass to the grain state. Various

are the opinions and speculations on this subject.

Many conceive th.it the ferliliiy'of the soil ha

been impaired by ihe use of plaster—more by its

abuse. Some impute the failure to unfavourable

seasons; others ascribe the evil almost exclusively

to the fly. Few consider the blue grass as a cause;

it is most generally thought to be a consequence of

failure.

On this subject, interesting to us all, i shall haz-

ard a few remarks, with a diffidence becoming one

who is aware (hat he can say little to elucidate tlii^

subject, and who will be content, if the exaniph-

now set, should excite discussion, and ultimately

lead to satisfactory cniichisions.

My impression, then, is that the evil in question

results from two causes, which, in Ihe most general

terms, may be stated to he : Imperfect cultivation,

and a deficiencj' of food for the wheat.

The bare enunciation of these causes, shews (he

importance which 1 attach to blue grass. Success

on fallow is absolutely unattainable when if abrjunds.

It bids defiance to the severity of winter; and if tli'»

season be unpropilious, either to the germination, oi

to the sprin;; growth of wheat, this formidabh- rival

pre occupies the soil, and mars the expectation of

the farmer. lis fibrous and web-like roots not only

monopolize the aliments of vegetable life— Ihcy
bind the soil in masses, and render it impervious to

the roots of other plants. When the period arrives

for the development of the fly, (he sickly yellow
wheat is unable to stand the test; and the fly is

charged with a mischief more fairly imputable to

Ihe ;rrass.

When plaster was introduced, our lands were
unoccujiied wi(h aiy groivth not easily exterminat-
ed; the roots of wheat found ready admission and
undisputed possession; clover grew with vignur,
and ample harvests ensued for several years. Un-
fortunately, the soil was deemed richer than in fact

it was. The scythe and the hoof were indiscreetly

used; and these soon destroyed the vegetable trea-

sure which ought to have been husbanded most
carefully. Blue grass succeeded; useful enoo[!:h as
pasture, but ill calculated to improve the soil, and
fatal to the wheat crop. To a state resembling its

original exemption from the tough and fibrous root-
ed grasses, we must reduce the soil, if we hope to

attain similar results. Much laliour is wasted on
the weeds and grasses of summer growth, which
usually appear on the surface of a fallowed field.

They may be easily kept down with stock; they pe-

rish with Ihe early frosts; and wilh oidinary care

are absolutely harmless. Blue grass, on the con-
trary, declines in summer; and we too readily be-

lieve it to be extinct. At the approach of autumn
it revives, and often, contrary to expectation, begins

even then a contest for superiority.

The nature of an address like this will not per-

mit a detail of the various modes in which this

pest may be eradicated. Our corn fields furnish

abundant evidence of what may be effected by ju

dicious labour, aided by our ardent sun; they prove
too, that after the first ploughing, the work sliouhl

be superficial; and, I will venture to add, that what
the plough and the harrow cannot perfectly subdue,
must be vanquished by the hoe.

Another cause of failure in the crops of wheat
was stated to be a deficiency of tha food suited to

that plant.

It is asserted by those whose course of study and
research has led to an analysis of the component
parts of vegetables, that wheat is more complex
than any plant with which we are conversant. Sub-
stances of great variety, and some which had been
(bought peculiar to animal composition, are essen-

tial to its perfect formation. It is possible (hat loo

frequent culture, or the lavish use of plaster, may
have exhausted the pabulum which nature had col-

lected. However that may be, the fact is incontes-

tible, that wheat will not always succeed on lands

ithich once yielded it abundantly, and which still

retain a capacity for bringing other crops to perfec-

tion Some remedy must be resorted to; and hap-
pily we are not dependent for it on theory alone.

Experience confirms the deductions of science, and
establishes this important fact—that the mo^t valu-

able, the most certain, the most durable remedy, is

manure; duly compounded of animal and vegetable
iiiafters, properly fermented, and judiciously ap-
plied.

Let it not be objected that F recommend an ex-
pedient of which all know the utility, but which
few can adopt; that the quantily of manure which
an ordinary farm affords, is too ineonsideiable to

produce an effect extensively beneficial; or that (he

labour requisite for making ami applying it exceeds
the ability of ordinary farmers. VVitli regard to

quantity, I will observe that, whoever founds his

estimate on the scanty self collected mass which ob-
trudes itself on his reluctant notice, and which he
is occasionally compelled to remove, will be agree-
ably surprised at the augmentation of its bulk,
when made an object of his care and particular at-

tention. In manure properly compounded, the mat-
ter, purely animal, forms a comparatively small
portion of the mass; but that portion is sufficient (o

change the properties, and add greatly to the value
of the vegetable recrements with which it is com-
bined. Nature delights in reproduction; and it is

(he part o(' man to collect, compound, and apply to

specific uses, (he niaterial.i within his reach, \vhich

otherwise would not avail him. Candour compels
me to acknowledge that I have liitherto done litde

to verify my o'vn assertions; but mj' experience
warrants the belief that there is no ftrm within the
range of my observation, where the soil was origi-

nally good, on which, by a proper economy and
use of all the means that it affords, manure may not
be made to an extent which shall ultimately equal
the annual demand.
To accomplish an object so much to be desired.

It cannot be denied that great and persevering la

hour is essential. It is nevertheless true, that it is

rot so important to employ an additional force upon
the farm, as that the labour now used should re-
ceive a new direction. Oxen must be more gene-
rally employed for draught; the wagon must give

place to the tumbril and the cart. The collection

and composition of materials for manure, must at all

times be an object of primary attention. Finally, a
diminution in the quantity, with a correspondent
improvement in the quality of fallow must occur;

and the produce of this smaller surface will soon
surpass what had resulted from a system as expea-
sire to the farmer, as it was ruinous to the farm.

THOMAS MARSHALL.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the materiat, vox Vot-
TON Bauging, Cordage, &c.—No. XI.

[There need be no better authority for the follow-

ing statements, going to show the new direction

which agricultural labour and capital are undergo-
ing in North Carolina, than the following statement
by the well-informed and venerable Editor of the

Raleigh Register:]

Wc are pleased to learn from several of our
members of the General Assembly, that plans are
forming in different sections of the state, by our in-

telligent farmers, for consiilerably increasing their

flocks of sheep, and also for establishing cotton and
woollen manufactories, as the most likely means of
relieving themselves from the pressure which they
have for sometime experienced from the depressed
prices of every aKricultural product. They are
now convinced, that those of our sister states whose
citizens are partly engaged in manufactures, as vit]}

as in agriculture and commerce, succeed much bet-

ter in providing the necessaries and comforts of life

for themselves and families, than they are able to

do from agriculture alone, and have therefore wise-
ly come to the determination of following their ex-
ample, possessing, as they do, equal, if not superior
advantages, both for raising sheep and carrying on
manufactures. The advantages which they have
for raising sheep are, the cheapness of our lands
and the shortness of our winters. In the northern
states, lands suitable for the purpose of supporting
these animals, cannot, we presume, be purchased
for less than ten dollars an acre; here, it can be had
for one dollar. In the New-England states, far-

mers have to feed their sheep four or five months in

(he year: here, not more than as many weeks. Our
advanlaiies for engaging in manufactures are equal-
ly great. We have water power to any extent
which would be required, and the raw material at
"ur doors. And we heard a gentleman s(ate, a few
days ago, who had visited the northern manufac-
tories, with a view of obtaining information on (he
subject, that in working a colton manufactory of
1000 spindles, in this state, by means of slave la-

bour, for a period of ten years, (here would be a
saving of $16,000, in this ai(icle of labour alone,
when compared wilh tlie cost of working the same
in the north. Besides saving "2i cents a pound on
the colton used during that period.

The great difficulty in raiding sheep in this coun-
try heretofore, has been to preserve them from be-
ing destroyed by do:;s But this danger will now
be abolished, by keeping large flocks and employ-
ing shepherds to watch over them.
How much preferable would a course of this

kind be, to ciillivaling a jealous, discontented spi-
rit towards our more industrious and enterprising
brethren of the N.jrih, and how much more honour-
able and useful to our stale!

JVcor jrdmirtgtcm, (Del.) >
J. T. Kii.BT, Esq. /)ec. 10, 1827.

\
Sir,— In my reply to your first queries, I stated

the power to drive 1000 spindles, wilh the prepara-
tory machinery, was, what was required to drive a
pair of five-feet millstones, equal to the power of
five good horses. I have seen many small factories
worked with horse-power—the only objection I
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have to tlieni is, lU irregvhu- molim. W li-re lue

is as cheap as a liollar |)ii cord for wood, 1 would

prefer a steam eiixine lo water power; and If an ex-

pensive Jam and race are lo be encountered, I be

lieve llie steam engine would cost less. The horse

mill would bo equally profitable as one driven by

water, except the cost of keep, and depreciation of

the horse. The wood to work an engine to drive

1000 spindles, about two cords every fourteen hours

would be required. A tub-wheel would drive the

machinery as well as any other;—a cotton factory

should never slop for want of power; a great loss

accrues, where the hands are hired by the month or

year, and the machinery receives more injury from

bcin» idle, than at work. Yours, &c.

THOMAS MASSEY.

Mr. Skin'ner, Miwbrrn, blh Dec. 1S21.

Sir,—X gentleman, Mr. Thomas Massey, who has

written some communications for your paper on the

subject of manufacturins;, having drawn my atten-

tion to the subject, I shall be much obliged to him

(o give answers to the following questions:

—

1. Can machinery, for manufacturing cloth, be

advantageously moved by horse power?

2. If it can, what number of horses will be neces-

sary to work one hundred spindles?

3. Can machinery, calculated lo make a mixed

cloth of cotton and wool, be used to make each

kind of cloth separately?

4. If so, what should be the proportions of the

cotton and woollen parts thereof?

5. Will the same loom answer to weave either

sollon or woo!, indiscriminately?

6. What loom will be most profitable for coarse

cloths, the (ly shuttle or the power loom?

7. What is the ditlerence of their cost?

8. What sized house, and the kind of house will

answer for 100 spindles?

9. Would the town, or the country, an.«wer best

for the location of a manufactory of cloth?

10. How would a person, unacquainted with the

subject, designate, or be able to select, the proper

sort, or sizes, of spindles, carding machines and

looms, to make coarse cloths, for negro clothing?

11. Will the machinery for making cotton bag-

ging of cotton, answer for the making of negro

cloth?

12. If any other information on this subject, it

will be gladly received. GEO. WILSON.

AGKICL'LI'URAL AXIOMS.

In no department is Bacon's celebrated maxim
more true, "knowledge is power," than in regard

to agriculture. Hence no farmer can lie accounted

skilful in his profession, who docs not avail himself

of the information to be derived from the experi-

ence of others of husbandry, by the perusal of the

ablest books which have been written on the subject.

It is absurd to imagine that the communication o(

knowledge by printing, which has promoted the ad-

vancement of every other art, should be of no use

in agriculture

Endeavour to raise good grain, for it will always

sell, even in years of plenty, whereas it is only in

dear and scarce seasons that there is demand for

grain of an inferior quality.

Let your stock of cattle, horses, &.C., be of the

best sort, and more remarkable for strength than

fashion.

Be not above your profession, and always consi-

der it as the first that any man can follow.

Admit no guests into your house who cannot live

upon the productions of his own country.

No farmer ou^ht to undertake to cultivate more

land than he can stock and manage lo advantage.

It is better to till twenty acres well, than one hun-

dred in a slovenly mmiiier.

A man's sowing a large farm is no excuse for him.

What he cannot improve he need not undertake to

cultivate. Most of our lands in New-England, if

left alone will be profitable with no more labour than

is necessary to keep them clear of the bushes But

to run over twenty acres of plougldand or mowing
land for what, by good cultivation, may be obtained

from five acres, is the quintessence of bad hus-

bandry.

A large fium without skill, capital and industry,

is a plague to its owner. It is like what somebody

said of self-righteousness—the more you have of it

the worse you are off.

Be not afiaid to try experiments; but let them

be on a small scale at first, and few at a time.

INQUIRIES.

Mn. Skikner, Smik Carolina, l-ilh Xm>. 1837.

Permit me, through the medium of your useful

paper, to ask a few questions, which, I hope, some
of your numerous readers will be good enough to

answer. Having lately received from the North, a

few field seeds, of different kinds, the time and
manner of sowing which I am unacquainted with

—

I v\ould therefore ask,

1st. What is the best time for sowing the white

flint wheat?
2d. The best lime for sowing spring barley?

Sd. The time and manner of sowinir red clover?

4lh. The lime and manner of sowing timothy, or-

chard grass and red top or herds grass?

The quantity I have is small, and shall sow, prin-

cipally, for experiment. Answers to these 6i!ii(ile

questions, or any other information on the subject.

by any one or more of your many readers, will be

very thankfully received by your humble servant.

A. P.

Extraordinary Fecundity.—A sow was lately

slaughtered by Captain Robert Buntin, of Aliens-

town, and twenty seven pigs were found in the pri
mary garden of life. Surely a prolific garden!

£fOaTlCUI.3t7B.E.

A CCRIOSITY.

The New York American of the 24lh ult. says,

William Stuyvesant, Esq has just called to show

us some lye grain, dug up yesterday in a piece of

ground belonging to the Stuyvesant estate, near

English-street, upon the east side of the first ave-

nue. This grain was found five feet under the sur-

face, and in a layer of about two inches deep. It is

black and apparently charred, although it ha<l un

dergone the action of fire, still the form of the

ijrain is entire. According to the tradition and re

cords of the family, there never was a house upon,

or contiguous lo the spot where the rye was found.

Winter Harvesting.

It is stated in the Worcester and Springfield pa-

pers that there are large fields of corn still standing,

great quantities of potatoes fast frozen in the hills,

and thousands of bushels of apples in the orchards,

waiting to be thawed out before they can be ga-

thered.

Veget.4Ele Prodocts.

A potato, raised on the hills of Crooked run, in

this county , during the present 'eason, weighed 2

lbs 6 oz., and six others weighed 9 lbs. 12 oz. A
pippm, which grew in the orchard of Major Seth

.Mason, near White Post, weia,hed 17 ounces; and
five other apples, gatheied at once, weighed 7 5 oz.

[Wiitchester (Va.) Rep

Maxim — People never speak ill of themselv
except when they believe that they shall be contra-

dicted.

STRAWBERRIES.
Liimrtmi Botanic Gardtn, near A«o I'orit, >

J. S. Skinner, Esq. December 4, [8'>1. '

\

Sir,—So many inquiries have been addressed to
ine on the subject of the different varieties of straw-
berries, of which a descriptive list was a short lime
sii.ce published in the American Farmer, that you
would oblige me by staling, that plants can at pre-
sent be supplied of the 27 varieties first enumerated
in tliat list, and as soon as the three other kinds can
be supplied, it will be publicly announced. The
collection of Strawberries which will be offered to

the public in the course of the ensuing year, will

exceed ffly varieties, and will include all those kinds
which have recently been brought into notice in

England and France, and which hare received the
highest encomiums from the most intelligent borlt-

cullurists of those countries,

Yours, most respectfully.

WM. PRINCE.

Extracted from "Prince's Treatise on Horticulture.''''

Chinese Jlilanthus.—This splendid tree, whose ra-
pid growth and pinnated leaves are frequently of
the length of three and a half to four feet, is greatly
admired. It was introduced from one of the Lon-
don nurseries by the author, under the name of
Tanner's Sumach, and the error remained uncor-
rected for a number of years. It is now becoming
extensively planted for ornament, as it forms one
of the most bea<ttiful trees when at maturity, and
withstands the severest cold. In Rhode island,

where it is frequently called Tallow, or Tillou tree,

there are a great number which are several feet in

circumference. It was there supposed, for some
time, to have been brought from South America,
Ibut latterly, its introduction has been traced direct

from China. As few trees are calculated to make
as fine an appearance in so short a period of time,
it is particularly suitable for purposes where trees

are required lo promptly form an ornament.
Cahjcimthus, or Mspice tree.—Of this tree there

are seven S()ecies and varieties, all of which with-
stand the winters of Long island. Four of these
are natives of the United Slates, viz. Ihe glaucus,

floriJns, pensyhanicus. and IcEvigattis. These vary
in the colour of their flowers, the form of their fo-

liage, and In possessing, to a greater or less degree,
a delightful striwberry-like fragrance, both in the
flowers, and in Vhe bark and leaves. The three
others are fiom China, viz. the prcecox var hitea, or
Yellow Flowering; the var. albo, or White Flower-
ing; and Ihe grandiflorus, with larger flowers. These
also possess a delightful fragrance, and their flowers

are of very curious structure.

Fir trees.—In this class of ornamental Irces, those

most esteemed are the Balsam Fir, or Balm of Gi-
lead Fir, a native of this country; the European
Silver Fir, somewhat resembling the foregoing; Ihe
Red Spruce, Black Spruce, Hemlock Spruce, Scotch
Fir, Pineaster, or Cluster Pine, and the Stone, or
Eatable Fruited Pine of Italy— but none is superior

in point of ornament to the Norway Spruce, which
has also the advantage of growing on poor soils, and
of supporting the severest blasts of winter in any
clime.

Yew.—Of this there are three species usually cul-

tivated, the Taxns bcccata, or English Yew, used

very generally in England as an appendage lo their

burying grounds, on account of its dark green fo-

liage and sombre appearance. This is certaiidy one
of those shrubs which impart a great deal of beau-

ty to a varied shrubbery, by its uncommon dark
green and very dense foliage. The American Yew
Is of much humbler growth, seldom rising over

three feet in height. The Irish Yew much resem-
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bles the Ennli-h, except in its giowlli, which is

much more upii^lit.

Arbor vita —Of Uiis there are two varieties, both

extremely ornaniental; the foliage is peculiarly form-

ed, the leaves on each branch havin-- a tl..t or com

pressed appearance. The Chinese Arbor Vitae has

foliage of a pale green—that of the American is of

a much darker hue.
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ISABELLA GRAPE.

Mr. Skinner, minungton, (.V. C.) Dec. 5(/i, IS27.

I have reason to doubt the correctness of Mr-

Prince's histoiy of the Isabella Grape; and although

it may not be a matter of much importance, yet it

is, at least as well, that the history of such matters

should be pcrfcclly correct.

I am aware the grape was first carried to Long

island by the lady named, but I was informed it was

carried from this place, and was a French grape,

well known and common in this country, called the

Laspeyre grape, from the name of the gentleman

who first imported it here. I am the more inclined

to this belief, from having seen the vine growing on

Long island, in the garden formerly Mr. Gibb's,

when bearing. The grapes were not ripe, but had

precisely the appearance of the grape I speak of.

Wr. Laspeyre, a French gentleman, well skilled in

vines, fee, calls it the large Muscatelle grape.

The doubt could easily be solved by Mr. Gibb's

statement from what place the grape was carried

to Long island. A Constant Reader.

XNTSANAIi IXtSFROVEnXENT.

Liverpool, Manchester and Birmingham Rail-
Roads.

We lately received from a friend, a pamphlet,

published two years ago, setting forth the claims of

the subscribers to the Liverpool and Birmingham
Railroad to an act of Parliament, in reply to the

opposition of the Canal companies; accompanied

by a map, showing the route of this Rail road, and

also of that from Liverpool to Manchester. Since

that date, the plan of the first mentioned road has

been given up by the subscribers, with the excep-

tion of that part of the route, which is between

Birmingham and Wolverhampton—a distance of

fourteen miles only. The principal opposition to

this Rail-road came from the proprietors of canals,

who enjoy a monopoly of the heavy carriage.

One of these canals, the original cost of which

was 140/. a share, has advanced to 3,iJ00/. a share,

and paid in some years an annual dividend of

140/. Another, which cost iOOl. a share, has ad-

vanced to 4,ti00/., having paid an annual dividend

of 160/. Another canal has advanced from 100/. a

share to 1340/. and another from 140/ to 9G0/.

The pamphlet, in setting forth the advantages of

the Rail-road over the canals, for transportation,

represents that the distance would be one-fourth

shorter, being reduced to 86 miles; that it would
carry, at a lower freight, that by canal being from

30s. to 50s. per ton; and that the transportation

would be more rapid, so that meat, butter, and

other articles might be conveyed to market, which

cannot be carried by the canals." It states also

the frequent obstruction of the canals by frost, and

for repairs, and gives a number of tables to show
the frequency of these obstructions. The delaj

for repairs is considerably more than would be sup-

posed; that occasioned by frost is less than it would

be in this country.

The distance from Birminghara to Liverpool, bv

the way of Fazeley, on the Birmingham, Coventiv.

and Grand Trunk Canals, is 115 Hides. From
Birminsham to Preston Brook is 93 miles, and lli'-

Fly-boats pass this part of the route in 44 hoo.-s

little more than two miles an hour. Froiu Pre^iuti

Brook to Liverpool, the time is uncertain, beiiiit

dependant on the wind and tide. By way of Wol-
verhampton, on the Biniiingham, StalTord and
Worcester, and Grand Turk Canals, the distance

to Preston Brook is 97 miles, and the Fly-boats

perform it in 47 hours. 'I'hc heavy boats average

Iroui three to four days from Birniiiigliam to Pres-

ton Brook. The prospectus of the Rail-road com-
pany professed that they should be able lo carry,

by ilti^and niiht, at all times in Ike year, in periods

offtost or of drought, at the rate of at least eight

miles an hour, dnd III AU expense less by one third,

probably by one half, than the sum paid for freight

by the canal.s.

This pr'iject was abandoned probably from the

difficulty of obtaining the act of parliament, au-

thorising it. That for the road to iManchester has

bei'ii, for more than a year, in the process of con-

struction, and notwillistanding the necessity of

seeking an access to the heart of the city of Liver-

pool, bv means of a tunnel, passing directly under

it, below the bottom of the wells, which makes the

work laborious and expensive, it is expected that

it will be finished at the end of another year.

LABIES' DSPARTlVIBirT.

(From Hints for the Improvement of early Education,

and Nursery Discipline.)

AUTHORirV AND OBEDIENCE.
All who are engaged in bringing up children

must, necessarily, possess a certain share of autho-

rity or power over them. This power, being the

chief instrument in education, it is to the judicious

use which is made of it, that many of the prevalent

defects among children are to be ascribed. On the

one hand, we may observe self-indulgence, insubor-

dination, and disobedience: on the other, a broken

and depressed spirit, one of the most serious and

least curable evils which ill-management, on the

part of those who govern, can occasion. The for-

mer, arising from a weak, indecisive, and irregular

exercise of authority; the latter, from coldness and

severity.

It is our business to steer as clear as possible be-

tween these opposite evils—bearing in mind that it

is essential to the welfare of children to know how
to obey, to submit their wills, and to bear a denial;

while, at the same lime, their minds should be left

free and vigorous, open to every innocent enjoyment

and unfettered by the thraldom of fear. We shall

best unite these important advantages by an autho

rity.firm but affectionate, equally free from peevish-

ness, ill temper, and an excess of indulgence; regu-

lar and consistent, never unnecessarily called into

action, but always with effect; exercised with a sim-

ple view lo the good of those under our care, ac-

cording to the dictates of judgment, and from the

principle of love; for the reproofs, corrections and

restraints which are necessarily imposed upon ehil-

dren, should spring from love, as well as the en-

couragements and indulgencies which we bestow

upon them.

"Such authority, in shew,

When most severe, and must'ring all its force,

Is but the graver countenance of love;

Whose favour, like tlie clouds of spring, may low"r,

And utter, now and then, an awful voice,

But has a blessing in its darkest frown,

Threat'ning, at once, and nourishing the plant."

Authority thus guarded, combining in right pro-

portion, decision and mildness, will produce, in the

subjects of it, an invaluable union of happy freedom

and ready obedience.

Decision of character is essential to success in

the business of education. '-Weakness, in every

form, templ.s arrogance: when a firm, decisive spirit

is recognised, it is curious to see bow the space

clears around a man, aiiil leaves him room and free-

dom. I have known several parents, boll) fathers

and mothers, whose management of their families

has answered this descriplion. and has displayed a
striking example v( the facile complacency wiUi

which a number of persons, of diirt-rent ages and
disposilions, will yi<-ld to the ilecisions of a firm

mind acting on an equitable and enlightened sijstan.'''*

But while we do justice to this great and most ef-

fectual quality, it must never be forgotten that deci-

sion, when untempered by affection, and unpoised

by a wise, considerate. j;pnernu3 estimate of the

rights of others, too quickly degenerates into stern-

ness and severity.

And is not authority often converted into an in-

strument of evil rather than of good, by being ex-

erted for self-gratification, from temper, from im-

pulse, and sometimes from that love of rule which
closely borders upon tyranny?

What is more common, too, than a frequent,

weak, irritating exercise of power which teases the

child, and frets his temjier, while it rarely com-
mands his obedience?

A nurse forbids a child to meddle with the pen
and ink wilh which he is playing, but he goes on as

if deaf to her voice. She repeals her prohibition,

in a louder and more peevish tone, "Don't do so,

I will tell your papa, I shall punish you if you go
on." The child obeys, perhaps, for a minute, but

having often heard the like threats, and as rarely

found them executed, he soon creeps lo the table

and again lays holii of the forbidden objects.

The nurse complains how unmanageable are her

children, little sup]josinK that she herself is the cause!

She should, in the first instance, wilh kindness

and decision, have told the child that she forbad his

playing with ink and pens, and therefore that it

must not be done. Should more be necessary, let

her add that, in case of his once again transgres-

sing, she shall be obliged to send him out of the

room, or to take him to his papa.

The absolute necessity of executing these tHreats

has already been remarked.
When the child sees his attendant rise to do it, he

will, very often, tlien relent, and then submit, pro-

mising to repeat his offence no more; but this should

make no difference; it would be merely adding to

future trouble, and to future disobedience. Our
word once passed, must not be broken.

Also, if a child be fretting, or crying, it will little

avail to say that he is nauihly, and to order him,

many times, to be still. Rather let him be told

that, if in live minutes, (for we should allow him
lime to recover himself,) he is not perfectly quiet,

he must be removed from the table, or sent into the

next room.
In such cases, it is of comparatively little use to

threaten punishment, g'encrrt//!/—we should alway-s

state the particular privation which we mean to

impose.

It is the result of experience, that authority is to

be established, rather by actions than words. What
is vulgarly called scolding, is altogether unneces-

sary; tlie government of the tongue is therefore es-

sential to those engaged in the business of eiiuca-

lion. In mind and action we should be firm; in

manner, mild and quiet. It is a common mistake to

talk too much, to make loo much noise, in man-
aging children. A millipllcity of words—com-
plaints; encouragements; rebuke>; threats; but no-

thing done, nothing efi'ected, when, prob.ibly, one
decided action would have accomplished the object

rtithout fitrlher trouble.

(
To be concluded in our next.)

A fine woman ought to add annually to lier ac-

coinplishiiieiits, as much as her beauty loses in the

time.

* Foster's Essay on Decision of Character.
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SFOB.TI5TO OIiIO.

Pedigrees of Valuable Horses.

(Continued from p. 219.)

Mb. Skinner, Raleigh,M: C;Dcc. 1, 1827.

I have to request you to publish under the head

of "Sporting Olio," the following account of the

justly celebrated horse Citizen. He got much va-

luable stock in VirKinia.and became the sire of Pa-

colet, trained by VVm. R Johnson, and proved a

first rate race horse; was purchased by General

Jackson, carried to Tennessee, and there propagat-

ed a stock excelled by none. Among the number
ma}' be placed Monsieur Tonson, who very much
resembles his grandsire, Old Citizen, in colour and

form. I much approve of your plan of devoting a

portion of j-our paper to giving an account of the

valuable blood stock of our country; for we must

be always indebted to them for our best saddle, har-

ness and cavalry horses. I speak from experience,

knowing the value of the turf stock in imparting to

the common cold blood, wind and foot, and light,

springy action. I acknowledge my obligations to

"F," for the information he has aflbrded me under

this head, and would thank him for the pedigrees of

Tippoo Saib and Grimmer.
Author of "Annals of the Turf."

The celebrated English Stallion

CITIZEN,
Lately from England, in the ship Gosport, Capt.

Chamberlin. He was landed at Portsmouth, in Vir-

ginia, on '2C(h of September last, in fine health and
condition. Citizen is a most beautiful animal, stands

five feet one inch high, has great grandeur and sub

stance, is a rich brown bay, with black legs; full of

bone, perfectly sound, and has remarkably good
action; descended from the best slock of horses in

England, as will fully appear from his pedigree be

low; and was well known on the turf, having won
nineteen different races, and the most of them four

mile heats—beating the best horses in England, to

wit: Mendoza, Bustard, Regulus, Roseland, Caven-
dish, Mayfly, and many other capital racers. Men-
doza beat the Duke of Btdford's Grey Diomed and

Dragon. (See the Racing Calendar for the year

179-2, p. 1-2S and 139.) The same year Bustard

beat Lord Grosvenor's Cayenne, and His Royal
Highness the Prince of Wales' Whiskey, the Duke
of York's Spankaway,and several other fine horses,

(see p. 9 and 34.) Regulus was a most capital

racer, having won seventeen races out of twenty-

one, and the most of them four mile heats—he was
got by Young Morvvicke out of Citizen's dam.

Performances.

Citizen first made his appearance on the turf in

17S9, at Beverley, June 3d, then four yearsold. He
won the Ladies' plate of 50/. two mile heats, carry-

ing 1 12 lbs. beating Nightingale, four years old,

Chesterfield, Sept. 3.

—

501. for all ages, heats twice

round the course; Citizen (four years old,) first the

first heat, dead heat the second, and first the third

heat, beating Dorinda, Florizel, Vision, Shaver, and
Thistle.

Leicester, Sept. 16.

—

501 for all ages, two mile

heats, Citizen four years old, 1 18 lbs.; first each

heat, beating Vision, Scugg and Tenderling.

Same place, next day, 501. four mile heals, bay

horse Citizen, carrying 98 lbs., first each heat, beat-

ing Dorinda and Light Dragon.
Manchester, May, 1790.— 50/. four mile heats, Ci-

tizen 5 years old; fourth first heat, first the second

and the third heats, beating Abbe Thule, (four year

old,) Spangle and Attraction.

J^ewcastle, June 30.

—

501. four mile beats, Citizen

first each heal, beating Amadis,
Broonugrove, July 2-2.—50/. four mile heats. Ci-

tizen came in dead heat first, and first the second

and third heats, beating Benedick and Sunflower.

Litchfield, Sept. 16.— 50i. four mile heats. Citizen

fourth the first heat, first the second and third heats,

beating Harlot, (aged,) Florizel, (six years old,) and
Merry-Andrew, (aged )

Shrewsbury, Se]>t. 21.— 50!. four mile heats, Citi

zen third the first heat, and first the second and
third heats, beating Evergreen, Labourer, Doubtful,

Julia and Charlotte.

Ludlow, Sept. 29.— 50/. four mile heats. Citizen

carrying 121 lbs. beating Mr. Ladd's b. c. by High-
flyer, four years old.

His performances in Sept. 1790, as given above,

are astonishing. 14th, he ran two heats of 3 miles;

16th, three heats of four miles; 21st, three heats of

four miles; 29th, two heats of four miles—making
in the whole 38 miles in fifteen days, and that at

three different race fields; which is unequalled in

the annals of the turf

Conway, Jiugust 23, 1791.—His R. H. the Prince

of Wales' plate of 100 guineas, Citizen carrying

126 lbs., first each heat, beating Duchess.

Manchester, June 1, 1792.—50/ four mile heats.

Citizen seven years old, 126 lbs.; third the first heat,

first the second and third, beating Young Cicero

and Harlot.

JVewcastle,July b.—50/. four mile heats. Citizen

aged, 129 lbs., first each heat, beating Gillflower.

Knutsford, ,^vgust 2.—50/. four mile heati, Citi-

zen aged, 126 lbs., fourth the first heat, and first the

second and third heats, beating Bergamot, Tele-

scope, Lizard, and Mousetrap .

Chesterfield, Jlusust 30.— 50/., twice round the

course, Citizen 129 lbs., first each heat, beating

Lord Belfast's Magnolia.

Vnncastcr, Sept. 15 —Citizen, 129 lbs., beat Lord
Belfast's Magnolia, 1-24 lbs , four mile heats, for 500
guiiieis.

Manchester, May 20, 1793.—A sweepstake, four

mile heats, 13 subscribers, Cilizen eight years old,

126 lbs., third the first heat, and first the second and

third, beiiling Roseland, Mendoza, Microscope, Bus
tard. Cavendish and Mayfly.

Oxford, Jlufr.'ii.— 50/., three mile heats. Citizen

aged, first each heat, beating Accus and Master of

Arts.

Manchester, June 9, 1794.—A sweepstake of 20

guineas each, to which was added 50 guineas (or

all ages, four mile heats, 6 subscribers, Citizen Hide

years old, first each heat, beating Lord Slauifoid's

b. c. Weazel, four years old.

In order to give the public every information in

my power of Citizen's superiority as a foal getlt-r,

as well as a racer, 1 have Ihouglit proper to insert a

paragraph from Wm. Barksdale's letler. (the gen-

tleman who purchased Citizen for ine.) and also

another from Capt. Evan Bowen to Col Hainilton,

dated Lonilon, 1st July, 1797, which plainly shows
thai Citizi'n was a favourite, and ranked wilh H^tm-
blelonian, the most favourite horse that ever appear-

ed on the British turf

From ^Ym. Barksdale's letter, London, Aug. 5, 1803.

"After a long trial, I have succeeiled to get you
one of the horses on your list, called Citizen, 13

years old. He is a most beautiful animal; his stock

is running with very great success, and there are

four of his colts that have won at different places

this spring. He has covered 150 m.ires in Derby-
shire this spring, and is esteemed one of the surest

foal getters. There is no horse in England getting

better stock. Sir Peter excepted."

Paragraph of a letler from Evan Bowen, of Lon-
don, to Col. Hamilton, of Norfolk, respecting the

price of full bred fillies in EngUnd, got by Triiiu-

pator, Diingannon, Skyscraper, VVoodpeckf-r, An-
vil, Diomed, Rockingham, &.c. which were the hors-

es on the list sent out to get a filly from. After

making a statement of the different prices, agree-

ably to their ages and qualifications, he observes,
"Hambletonian and Citizen are at this day the fa-
vourite horses in England, and Ihe prices for their
fillies, supposed to be Ihe same as those above men-
tioned." London, 1st July, 1797.

Signed, EVAN BOWEN.
pedibree.

The bay horse Cilizen was got by Pacolet, his
dam Princess by Turk; Fairy Queen by Young
Cade; Routhe's Black-eyes by Crab; VVarlocke
Galloway by Snake; Bald Galloway; Curwen's bay
Barb, &.c. Pacolet by Bl.ink (a son of the Godol-
pliin.) his dam WhiSeneck by Crab; Godolphin Ara-
bian; Conyers' Arabian; Curwen's bay Barb; Mar-
shall's Spot; Lowther Bnrb; Old Vintner mare.

These are sufficient to prove to the satisfac-
tion of every person conversant wilh the turf,
that Citizen, as a racer, was inferior to no horse
in England, Hambletoni.'^n excepted; and as a foal
getter, he has fully established himself in England,
being the sire of Dapple, Nautilus, Hotspur, Tum-
mos. Little Cilizen, and many others who have run
with success against the best horses in that country.
All which, unquestionably goes to prove, thai Citi-

zen came to this country as well recommended as
a blood stallion, racer, and foal getter, as any horse
ever did.

STEPHEN W. CARNEY.
Halifax county, Jf. C, May 10, 1804.

TIGER HUNT.
A letter from Nagpore adverts to a Tiger Hunt,

which took place in that neighbourhood on Ihe 27th
of February, when a small party of gentlemen,
mounted on elephants, succeeded in killing a large,

tall, and ferocious Tiger. His length was ten feet

hvo inches, which, we believe, is rather common.
His height, however, was more extraordinary, being
lour feel two inches; and the circuinlerence of what
our correspondent calls his fore-arm, was two feet

and a half inch, and stout throughout The mons-
ter had killed a bullock un the 26th. hut his depre-
daiions were distined soon to be terminated. When
he found the game was up, he showed much pluck,
and charged in such desperate style, that he had
nearly annihilated the mahout of one of tlie ele-

phants, but luckily did no more mischief than leav-

ing the marks o( his claws deeply indented high
upon t)olh sides of the elephant's head. Although
he received several shots, which knocked him down
repeati-dly, he char^pd several limes before he re-

ceived the coup de ^race While on the subject of
Tigers, we may as well mention a circumstance
which happened at Amherst island, which shows
that nil desperanJum is a good rule in Ihe most
desperate circ.unistaiiees. A Tiger breaking into a
shed in which a colt and ponj- were sheltered, killed

the former. The pony then attacked the Tiger, and
pummelled him so heartily wilh his heels about Ihe

head and ribs, that he knocked out some of the

monsler's tedh, and all his courage, for he had just

strength enoiigli to crawl to a nullah hard by, where
he was found by the iialives shortly afterwards, and
he appeared so much bruised that he could hardly

move. They accordingly fell upon and killed him
wilh bludgeons. Previous to this, five horses had
been killed near the same spot. [India Gazette.

Contagious Glanders in Horses.

It Is said that Mr. Lcwel, the very able Assistant

Professor of Ihe Veterinary College, (England,)

and celebrated Meunotonist, has been so furtunate

as to discover a remedy for the above mentioned

malady, hillierlo considered incurable. It is Sul-

phate of Copper, (blue vitriol,) given in bolus or

balls, in (loses of from one to two ounces daily, (or

several weeks. [Philosophical Magazine.
'
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MxsoaiiZiA'craous.

(From the Independent Public Ledger.)

Instructive Tale.—We have seldom heard of

a tale of human life, more instructive than that we
are about to relate. We heard the substance of it

related by a frien'!, and have taken the liberty to

throw it into the pre'sent shape and lay it before our

rea'iers. (t is a fine illustration of what Frinklin

so muoh insisted on, that industry and temperance

are almost certain to lead to independence and com
fort.

Thomas P , at the age of 18, was, by the

death of his ui r.ti-r, lurnsd loose upon the world to

gain a livelihood as a shoemaker. He shouldered

his kit and went from house to house making the

farmer's leather, or mending his children's shoes.

At length a good old man. pleased with Tom's in

dustry and steady habits; offered him a small build-

ing as a shop. Here Tom applied himself to work
with persevering industry and untiring ardour. Ear-

lier than the sun he was whistling over his work,

and his hammer-song was often heard until the

"noon of night." He thus gained a good reputa-

tion, and some of this world's goods. He soon mar-

ried a virtuous female—one whose kind disposition

adiled new joys to his existence, and whose busy

neatness rendered pleasant and comfortable their

little tenement The time passed sm )Othly on

—

they were blessed with the smiling pledges of their

affection, and in a few years Tom was the possessor

of a neat little cottage and a piece of land. This
they handsomely improved; and it was evidently the

abode of plenty and felicity. But now Tom began
to relax from his strict habits, and would occasion-

ally vvalk down to a tavern in the neighbourhood.
This soon became a habit—and the habit impercep-
tibly grew upon him, until, to the grief of all who
knew him, he became a constant lounger about the

tavern and extremely dissipated. The inevitable

consequence soon followed: he got into debt, and
his creditors soon stripped him of all he had. His
poor wife used all the arts of persuasion to reclaim

him; and she could not think of using him harshly,

for she loved him even in his degradation, and he
had always been kind to her. Many an earnest pe-

tition did she proffer to heaven for his reformation,

and often did she endeavour to work upon his pa-

rental feeling. He often promised to reform, and
was at last induced to stay from the tavern three

days together; and his solicitous companion began
to cherish hope of returning happiness. But he
could endure it no longer—"Betsey," said he, as he
arose from his work, "give ine that decanter."
These words pierced her heart—and seemed to

sound the knell of all her cherished hopes; but she
could not disobey him. He went to the tavern, and
after some persuasion, he induced the landlord to

fill the decanter; he returned and placed it in the

window immediately before him, "for," said he,

"I can face my enemy." With a resolution fixed

upon overcoming his pernicious habits, he went
earnestly to work—always having the decanter be-

fore him, but never touched it. Again he began
to thrive—and in a few years he was once more the

owner of his former delightful residence. His chil-

dren grew up, and are now respectable members of

society. Old age came upon Tom, but he always
kept the decanter in the window where he first put
it; and often, when his head was silvered over with
age, he would refer to his decanter and laugh heart-
ily at its singular effect; and he never permitted it

to be removed from that window while he lived, nor
Was it until he had been consigned to his narrow
home.

i^iioj is'^a^ii:^:^.

Baltimore, Friday, December 14, 1827.

When we are young, we enjoy the pleasures of
youth, and never ihink that those pleasures may
bring oo the mortifications of age.

President's Message and its accompanying
Documents.

[The Reports from the heads of the several De-
partments, appear to present very satisfactory views
of each branch of the publick service; in some of

them, however, there is little which has any direct

be ;rhig upon the topicks for the elucidaiion of

wliicii this paper was established, and to which it

has rigidly adhered. Such parts, however, of these

documents as have direct reference to agriculture

and internal improvements, our duty to our patrons

requi'es that we should record.

The Report of the Postmaster General is so short

and so pregnant, the operations of his department
are so essential to all sorts uf improvement and so

interwoven with everyone's business and feelings,

that we feel justilied in publishinj; that, in exteiiso.

The Secretary of the Navy presents a very am
pie and detailed view of the state of that service.

The passages which full within the scope of our de-

sign, are the following:]

Live Oak Timber.—Under the second section

of the "act for the gradual improvement of the

Navy," passed at the last session, contracts have

been made for the frames of five ships of the line,

five frigates, and five sloops of war
Under the authority vested in the Executive, re-

servations of land have been made in Louisiana

and Alabama, and of a tract adjoining the Navy
Yard a' Pensacola. Orders have been given to the

Commandant of the Yard to plant live oak on the

latter. An examination of the coasts of South

Carolina, Georgia and Florida, as far south as Mos-
quito Inlet, has made made, with a view to the pur-

chase and reservation of land having timber upon
it. Much less was found than bad previously been
hoped for. Orders have also been given, and are

in a course of execution^for the examination of the

western coast of Florida. It is manifest from the

information already obtained, that we shall be obli-

ged to plant extensive tracts of land with the live

oaks, or that we shall, after a few years, be depri-

ved of this most valuable timber for the uses of the

Navy.
Importation of Animals, Seeds, Plants, &c.—

It has been customary with the Department, for

two or three years past, to direct the attention of
our commanding officers abroad to the propriety of

adding something to the agricultural, while they were
protecting the commercial interest of the nation, by
procuring information respecting valuable animals,
seeds and plants, and importing such as they could
conveniently, without inattention to their more ap-
propriate duties. Very few of them have returned
without some valuable importations of the kind.

More precise and detailed instructions have, under
your directions, and in connection with the Trea
3ury Department, been prepared, and wHI hereafter
bs given to each officer who commands a vessel in

commission. The most benelicial results are anti

cipated from this course, and will certainly be pro-

duced, so far as they are practicable by the inilivi-

dual exertions of the officers, there being no appro-
priation out of which any money can be taken for

this desirable object.

[War Department.—In our next, if we cannot
find room in this number, we shall give, so far as

they relate to roads and canals, a list of the objects
on which the Board of Internal Improvements has
been occupied during the past year, when the sug
eestion will be confirmed, which we have before
made, that the labours of the Engineer Department
are of an elegant and scientific character and of a

practical value and national importance, far beyond

what is perhaps generally known. Where times and

means have not been adequate to the completion of

contemplated publick works, information has been
acquired and plans have iieen prepared in regard to

them, which make plain the mode and (he cost of
their execution hereafter, and justify the appropri-

ate declaration of the President, that they 'may be
considered rather as treasures laid up from the con-

trihutions of the present age, for the henefii of pos-

terity, than as unrequited applications of the accru-

ing revenues of th." nalion."

In reference to the general state of the army, we
may be permitted to insert the following eonpre-
hensire and llatlering expressions of the Secretary

of VV'ar. ill his repoit to the President:!

I renew, with pleasure, an expression of my en-

tire satisfaclim at tde CLituJition of tiie Army, both

a.s to its moral and iiiilitniv character. I'.; its good
discipline generally, the uio-it ample lestinii* iv is

borne, and particularly by Major (jenerai iirown,

nho, durii.g the present ce.'r, 'nxie a lour of in-

spection through tbr-^e of the great .sections of the

Union. The two schools of practice, Foiires- Mon-
roe and JefJbrson Bf.rraeks, will be great auMliiries

in promoting its perfe.ction For (he heiiefit of the

former, I again renew a retomrnendation for the

purchase of horses, contained in former rep iris, and
for the reasons therein presented. The fiscal ad-

ministration of the Armv continues to be entiilad to

the highest commendation, both as to its economy
and punctuality.

Report of the Postmaster General—aeeompanying

the Presiileiit s Mesxagc.

Post Office Deparlinen'., Mji'cmber I3th, 1827.

Sir,—The Receipts of tliii De|)artmenl for the

year ending 1st July last, amounted
to $1,473,551 00

During the same period the expendi-

tures were l,373.i39 00

§100,312 00
Leaving one hundred thousand three hundred

and twelve dollars, surplus of receipts.

The receipts of the last year exceeded those of
the four preceding years, the sums slated, viz:

1826, 8,85.134 13
1825, 221.489 68
1824, 304.352 09
1823, 3.59.205 88

If to the above sums there be added the apuuiint

of the reduction of expenditures, ooon est liili-lied

routes, without lessening the puhlie accommoda-
tion, and due allowance be made for increased ser-

vices, at a rate of compensation below what had
usually been paid, the condition of the D. (lanment
will be found to have been improved, within four

years ending first July last, more than a million of
dollars; and the last year, in comparison with the

year preceding first July, 1823, near half a miliion.

Within the last year an augmented transporta-

tion of the mail has been authorised, of four iiun-

dred and fifteen thousand two hundred and fourteen

miles, annually, in stages, and on horseback or in

sulkies, five hundred thousand and thirty-two iMiles.

Under the contracts recently made, great addi-

tional facilities hare been tfiven, by accelerating the

mail on leading routes, increasing the number of
trips, and establishing lines which connect impor-
tant districts of country. There are few towns or

villages in the Union which are not accommoda-
ted with mail stages.

The post offices have increased to seven thou-

sand.

In the last four years there has been added to the

mail operations of the country, in revenue, trans-

portation of the mail, and post olliees, ,nore than
one third. The means of the De^larlnlerlt are now
ample to meet the reasonable wanis if the country,

and a vigilant administration of its affairs, for a few
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)-eiirs to con)p, "ill plac'- al llie ilispoMitiDn ul the

pnvernmeiil, an anmnl surplus of more Ihan half a

million of dollars. This sum will he augmented as

facililies of mail inlprcourse are niiilliplit-d, and can

be most advantasjeoiisly applied, if deemed uithin

the constitiitional powers of Congress, in the cslah-

li?hnient and repairs of m;iil roads.

By the lust annual statement, there was shown to

be ill deposit, and due from postmasters, including

jiidgments obtained on old accounts,

the .-um of ^ilO.SU 87

To this sum may be added the surplus

of last year, 100,312 00

«,370,t)j3 87

The repairs lately atilhorised to be made on the

mail roads from Columbus to Doaks, in the state ol

Mississippi, and from Fort Mitchell to Line CrefU.

in Alabama, are nearly completed, under contracts,

which require the work to be done in the best man-
ner and at a price that cannot fail to meet the pub
lick approbation.

I have the honour to be, with great respect, your
obedient servant, JOHN M'LEAN.

CONGRESS.
In Sex.\te, Dec. 10.—This being the day appoint-

ed for the election ol the St.inding Committees, the

Senate proceeded to ballot for the Chairman and
members of each in rotation, when the following

apfioint nenli were made:
Committee on Foreign Relations; Mr. Macon,

chairman; Messrs. Sanlord, Bell, Tazewell, and
White.

Committee on Fi.iance; Mr. Smith, of Maryland,
chairman; Messrs. McLane, Smith, uf S. C, Parris,

and Branch.
Coiiimitti e on Commerce; Mr. Woodbury, chair

Ihan; Messrs. Silsbee, McLane, Johnston, Lou., and
Williams.

Committee on Manufactures; Mr. Dickerson,

chairman; Messrs. Knight, Ridgely, Ruggles, and
Barnard.

Committee on Agriculture; Mr. Branch, chair-

man; Messrs. Baleman, Willi y.Boulij,ny, and Bar-

nard.

Ciimmittee on Military Affairs^ Mr. Harrison,

chairman; Messrs Johnson, of Ky., Chandler, Bar-

ton, and Hendricks.

Committee on the Militia; Mr Chandler, chair-

mi n; Messrs. Harrison, MrKinley,!Marks, and Tyler.

Committee on Naval Affairs; Mr Ilayiie, chair-

man; Messrs Robliins, Tazewell. Seymour, and
Woodbury. The Senate then adjourned.

Dec. 11.—The Senate resumed the balloting for

the Standing Committees, and the following Com
roittees were chosen:

On Public Lands: Mr. Barton, chairman; Messrs
King, Ellis, Eaton. Kane.
On Private Land Claims; Mr. Smith, of S. Caro-

lina, chairman; Messrs. Berrien, McKinley, Kane,
Thomas.
On Indian Affairs; Mr Benton, chairman; Messrs.

Fool. King, Cobb, White.
On Claims; Mr. Ruggles, chairman; Messrs. Bell,

Cobb, Chase, Rowan.
On the Judiciary; Mr. Van Buren, chairman;

Messrs. Seymour, Beriien. Rowan, Ilayne.
On the Post Odice and Post Road.s; Mr. Johnson

of Kentucky, chairman; Silsbee, Ellis, Johnson, of
Lou , Tyler.

On Pensions; Mr Noble, chairman; Messrs Chase,
Marks Cobb. Foot.

On the District of Columbia; Mr. Eaton, chair-
man; Messrs. Bouligny, Chambers, Noble, Ridgely.

()n Conlingent Expenses; Mr. Kane, chairman;
Messrs Hendricks, Chambers.

Oil Engrossed Bills; Mr. Marks, chairman; Messrs.
Parris, Willy.

HuusE OF Representatives, Dec. 10.— The f il

lowing were announced as the Standing Committee-;
of the House, appointed by the Speaker pursuant

to the order of Thursday last

Of Elections; Messrs. Sloane, Anderson, Alston.

Fucker, of S. C. Claiborne, Phelps, Slower,

Of Ways and Means; Messrs. Randolph, McDuf-
lie, Spragiie, Verplanck, Dwii^ht. Brent, Gilmer.

Of Claims; Messrs. Williams, McCoy, Whittle-

sey, Barber, of Con. Clarke, of N. Y. Mclntyre,
Ramsay.
Of Commerce; Messrs. Cambreling, Newton,

Phompson, of Geo. Gorham, Barney, Harvey,
Sutherland.

Of Public Lands; Messrs. Isacks, Vinton, Whip-
ple, Jenmngs, Haile, Duncan, Davis.

On the Post Office and Post Roads; Messrs. Ing-

ham, McKean, Vancey, Connor, Magee, Hodges,
Russell.

On the District of Columbia; Messrs. Alexander,

ingersoll, Bryan, Weems, Kremer, Varnura, Allen,

ol Va.
On the Judiciary; Messrs. P P. Barbour, Liv-

ingstone, Buch nan. Rives, Wickliffe, Kerr, Storrs.

On Revolutionary Claims; Messrs. Wolf, Hunt,
C.eighton, Dickinson, Tucker, of N. J Fry, Healy.

On Public E.\pendituri;s; Messrs. Johnson, of JS

Y. J. S. Barbour, Bailey, Martindale, Buck, Gale,

Nuck lis.

On Private Land Claims; Messrs. Buckner,
Moore, of Alabama, Armstrong, Earll, Shepperd,
Bates, of .Missouri, Steregere.

On Manufactures; Messrs. Mallary, Stevenson, of
Pa. Coiidict, Moore, ol Ky. Wright, of N. Y. Stans
beiiy, Martin.

On Indian AITairs; Messrs. McLean, McKee,
Carson, Daniel, Swan, Simpkin, Smith, of Indiana.

On Foreign AH'airs; Messrs. Everett, Taylor, of
N. Y. Archer, Sergeant, Drayton, Oiven, Polk.
On Military Afl'airs; Messrs. Hamilton, Vance,

Smyth, of Va. Desha, Floyd, of Georgia, Hobble,
Orr.

On Naval Aflfairs; Messrs, HofTman, Bartlett,

Crowninshield, Carter, Miller, Dorsex, Ripley.

On Agriculture; MessfS. Van Rensselaer, Roane,
VVil.>-on, of Md. Barlow, Hallock, Merwin, Culpeper.
On the Territories; M. ssrs. Strong, Clark, of

Ky. Sawyer, Wright, of Ohio, Bruncr, Lea, Coalter.

On Military Pensions; Messrs Burgess, Mitchell,

of Tenn., Bates, of Mass., Lawrence, Long, Le-
complc, Forward.
On Unfinished Business; Messrs. Pearce, Reed,

Wilson, of Pa.

On Accounts; Messrs. Allen, of Mass., Belden,
Plant.

On Expenditures in the Department of State;

Messrs Blair, Letcher, Trezvant.
On Expenditures in the Department of the Trea-

sury; Messrs Hall, Mitchell, of Pd., Barringer.

On Expenditures m the Department of War;
Messrs. Haynes, Woodcock, Turner
On Expenditures in the Department of the Navy;

Messrs. Litlle, l..yon, Keese.

On Exuftnilitures in the Post Office; Messrs.
Holmes, Li tfler, O'Brien.

On Expenditures on Public Buildings; Messrs.
Sprigg, John J. Wood, Swift.

THE GREAT OX COLUMBUS,

Weighing 4,000 pounds, probably the largest in the
world, is now exhibiting in Harrison street, near the
Fountain of the Centre Market.

This wonderful animal was bred in Greenland, N. H.,
is now seven years old; and, it is the opinion of good
judges, that he has not arrived at his full size, but may
be made to weigh 1,000 pounds more than at the pre-
sent time. He has been viewed by more than 40,000
persons in Boston, New-York and Philadelphia; and is

more admired for his symmetry of form and beautiful

colour, than for his extraordinary size. All that have
viewed him have expressed their most perfect saiisfac-

tion, and have pronounced this ox to be one of the
most noble and extraordinary animals ever exhibited.

His immense dimensions are given in the following
measurement; Length from the nose to the rump ele-

ven feet; height live feet ten inches; girth around the

body, eleven feet six inches; shoulder to brisket, four

feet six inches; horns from tip to tip, three feet three in-

ches.

BAIiTISSOaE FBICZS CTTAREMT.

Latest from Edrofe.

A letter from our correspondent at Liverpool, da-

ted evening of the 3d ult. says—-'rhe sales of <

ton to day have been extensive, about 3,500 bales,

a large proportion ol them Al ibanias, at 5i to 5Jd,

and are understood to be at .ibout l-8th per pound
under the prices obtained at the public sale yester

day. Some ordinary Uplands sold at 5Jd; and good
fair ones at Gid. 500 bales have been taken on

speculation. In other articles very liule ha-- been

done." [,'VewYurk pajier.

Reported for the .^men'can Farmer.

Tobacco.—Seconds, $3.00 a 7 00—Serubs, 4 50 o
6.5U—common crop, 3.00 a 3.75—Do. red, 3.75 a 4.,=.0

—

good red, 4.50 a 5.00—fine red, 5.50 a S.OO—Yellow
and red, 1.00 a 10.00—Yellow do. 5.50 a li.00—Fine
yellow, 15.00 ij 20.00—Virginia do. 3 50 o 7.00— Rap-
pahannock, 3.50 a 4.O0—Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for

wrapping, 6.00 a 7.00.

Flour—white wheat family, §5.75 a 6 00—superfine
Howard-st b.ib—city mdls, 4.75—Susquehanna, 4.75

—

Corn Meal, bbl. 2.62J a J. 87^—Grain, white wheat,
best, 1.00 a 1.10—red, .85 a 1.00—Corn, new .40 n .45

—RvE, 56 a .58—Oats, SO—Beans, .80 a 1.0'— Peas,
.40 a .'jO—Clover seed, 4.75 a 5.50

—

Timothy. 3.00

—

Barley, .75

—

Flaxseed, 1.00—Cotton, Virginia, .8^ a
A0\—Louisiana, II a .13—Alabama, 10 o .114—Mis-

souri, 10 n . 104—N. Carolina, .9.5 « .104

—

Wool wash'd,

.18 ci.ii—half blood, .26 a JS—three-quarter, .28 a .30

—full do. .30 a 35

—

Hemp, Russia, per ton, $250 a 275

—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140—water-rotted,

170 a 19 —Fisii, Herrings, Susqueh. Ijbl. 3.12—.Macke-

rel, 4.25 a 5.7j

—

Bacon, bams, .10 a. 1
1—Feathers, .26

—

WiiiSKET, in hhds 1st proof, .25— in bbls. 26^ a 27.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
Mr. Skinner,
' Having observed (bat Ihe columns of your very

useful paper are occasionally employed upon the

suliject ol' education, and knoiving; your just viws

generally re«ppctinK the necessity of its diffusion

amona/drmfi-s and all classes of people, particular-

ly under our happy Kovernment, where each indivi-

dual, however humble, is an important unit in this

great and rising conimonwealth. I take the liberty

ol enclosing you a sketch of the plan of the exercises

at "Rensselaer Schuol"* at Troy, in New York.

A school, which, for the originality of its concep-

tion and its practical utility, has not met that meed

of commendation it merits, because it is not suffi-

ciently well known. The plan of this school, per-

haps, was tjrst suggested by those of Fcllenberg

and Lancaster, and while it embraces some of the

important features of each, it very materially dif

fers from both, and I think not to its disadvantage

It is under the government of an able faculty, and

in the immediate charge of Professor Eaton, a sci-

entitle man, possessing a sound and discriminating

mind, and who from his character and deportment

appears well calculated to insure to the school ulti

snate success From the name of this school, you

will necessarily inf r that it has been got up by Gen.

Van Ren.-seluer, of Albany, and for the laudable and

patriotic purpose of holding out inducemenis, parti

cularly to ihe farmers and Jiicc/umics of the country,

to acquire that sort of education which shall quali-

fy them to till their respective vocations as rational,

intelligent, and, if you please, as scienlilic beings,

instead of mere mechaincs: whose leisure moments
may be rationally and usefully employed, insteaf

of being, as they too often are, employed in acts o'

dissipation, debauchery and vice.

Math', malics is here, as it should be at all schooU,
the basis on which rests their other branches. Stii

dents cannot enter here under 17 jears of age, and

until they have previously acquired a certain quan-

tum of learning; and when they shall have gradual

ed, they ought to be qualified for the transaction of

any ordinary business of life, e.tcept the duties ol

what are termed ''the learned professions " The in

tended farmer "ill know Ihe why and the when-
fore of whatever pertains to his vocation; how to

do, and to calculate lor every thing, even to the

measurement and contenting of his land. His know-
ledge of chemistry will disclose to the intended me
cbanic the whole mystery of dyeing, and his know-

ledge of Ihe principles of machinery will make him
sonjething more than a mere machine himself. Wo

also a knowledge ol entomology and botany, is by

no means a useless knowledge.

It is the fashion of the day to laugh at giving a

farmer scienlilic knowledge! The lime was when
it was equally a suliject of derision to suppose that

a mere mechanic oii^ht to have science; but the ge

tiius of such men as Ihe Arkwrighls and the Fiil

tons have long since exploded this absurdity; and I

think, sir, to go no farther, Ihe American Farmer is

fast exploding the like absurdity in reference to the

farmer.

It is painful to see that Ihe fashion in this stale,

among farmers and others, is to give llieir most pro-

mising sons a smatlerinu: of the languages, and then

the profession of law or physic! Lawyers and
doctors are therefore becoming so abundant, that

they will very soon have to sue and bleed each

other, to have subjects to work on. A fashion

among our people, which thus throws out annually

a mass of young men, till all our cross road places

are overstocked with them; who possess neither

the education nor the funds (most of them,J to ena-

ble them to wade through Ihe deep research of Ihe

learned professions, and who are taught to believe
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Ihcy are to hold themselves above llie diudgi ly ol

active life, is progressively lowering Ihe standard ol

the intellect of the community, while it is sapping
and corrupting Ihe vitality of its industry, and pa-
rylizing its energy.

It is wholly a mistake, when it is supposed that

such schools as the one in question, is to turn out

ni-ne hnt "dilitaitli" farmers. Nothing, in my opin-

ion, can be wider of the mark than such a supposi-

tion. If the southern young man should learn no
tiling here but the habits of northern farmers, in my
humble opinion, he would be remunerated for the

time and money spent during the course of his in-

struction. The vacations here, as you will see, are

spent in travelling on geological, agricultural and
botanical examinations; and besides the advantages
of these objects, the student may have an opportu
nily of travelling through, and seeing to the best ad-

vantage, all the eastern states; and he is compelled
to travel in that kind of way which must necessari-

ly teach him habits of economy. The Professor,

and a portion of his pupils, travelled in July last,

over a distance of two hundred miles, chiefly on
loot, at an expense to each individual of about $20.

It is. I conceive, by the acquisition of such habits

as may be learned here by the gentleman farmer,

that our state (favoured as she has been highly by

Ihe hand of nature,) is destined to be saved and re-

suscitated, or she is doomed to sink into a wilder-

ness of ignorance and of weeds.

No man can visit Albany; and hear the senti-

^lent^ of the people respe«ting Gen. V"an Rensse-
laer, and know the various acts of benevolent mu-
nificence which he is constantly rendering: no man
can visit the school at Troy, endowed by him, and
to which, for chemical and philosophical apparatus,

and for other purposes, he has already advanced the

sum of jf-iO.OOO, from the purest motives, and for

Ihe most benebcial purposes, without the expecta

tion of ever being refunded; no man, 1 say, c.-ii

lilness these things without feeling proud that wi

have such a citizen.

An inordinate share of wealth, centered in an in

dividual, is often found to produce envy, jealousy

corruption, and sometimes oppression in a neigh
bouihood. But Gen. Van Rensselaer has pioved.
that in the hands of a benevolent patriot, it may b

wielded lor the public good, without detiiment to

the individual. It redounds also much to the credit

of thi^ individual, that he has caused, at his own ex
pense. Professor Eaton to make a highly useluland
interesting geological and agricultural survey of

Albany and Rensselaer counties; and believing you
will be gralitied by a sight of copies of these sur

veys, I will convey them to you by Ihe first sale op
portunity. A Makvl.\nuer.

PUMPKINS.
Ilinson's fJaven, Kent county, Md.

}

Dear Sir, Oclobir 6, 13i7. ^

Apprehending that it might be useful to the agri

cultural interest to be made acquainted with the un-

common producti(3/i of a small piece of ground
planted with pumpkins this season, which you arc

at liberty to publish in your useful paper if you see

proper. 'Ihe facts herein stated could be attested by

several of my most respeelalile neighbours.

I piepared a small piece of ground by several

ploughings, and planted the pumpkin seed on the

10th day of iMay, in hills eight feet apart, manured
in the hill with old well rolled hog manure; the

plants were kept clear of weeds, and the ground
kept loose about them. On gathering the crop, I

counted 1076 sound pumpkins; on weighing two
of the largest and two of the smallest, I found them
to average '20 lbs. which induced me to carefully

measure Ihe ground with chain and compass, and it

contained fifty-eight and an half perches—making
58,858 lbs. per acre, and were of an excellent quali-

ty lor either table or stock; (I also planted a row of

potatoes between the rows of pumpkins, which look

well, but are not yet gathered.) 'I'he seed was got

of Sinclair & Moore, of Baltimore, who called them
the cheese pumpkins. I think it my duty to stale for

the encouragement and information of the public,

that I have, at different times, got of them varieties

of cabbage, beet, parsnip and other seeds, which
fully answer their description and my most sanguine
expectations.

I am, with high respect, your friend, &c.
J. S. Skusner.Esh. MICHAEL MILLER.

Seed of large Cucumbers and of Guinea Grass
WANTED

—

Ravages of the Hessian Fly.

Sir, Columbia, Dec. 10, 1827.

Seeing you always so very obliging to your nu-
merous agricultural friends and subscribers, by send-
ing them seeds of rare plants, Stc, I therefore wish
to make one request; w fiich is, that you would send
me a few seeds of Ihe large Cucumber, of which
frequent mention is made in the Farmer, and said
to grow from six to eight feet in length—and a small
quantity of Guinea grass seed. Any other new seeds
would likewise be very acceptable.

No doubt some of your correspondents will fur-

nish you with some, if requested by a few lines in

the Farmer.
The fly is making great havoc in our wheat fields

this fall, and if the present wet and warm spell

does not put a stop to them, (by causing the plant
to send forth new shoots and new roots,) I am afraid
we shall have a poor crop of wheat next year.

I am trying the rare-ripe this season; but can say
nothing, as yet, as to its quality of withstanding the
fly. That the fly deposits its egg on it as well as
on other wheat, is certain.

Yours, respeclfullv,

J. S. Skikner. JACOB B. GARBER.

URINE, OR LIQUID MANURE.
Sycamore Farm, Lancaster county, Pa., )

J. S. Skinner, Es*. Die. 8, 1827.
^

Through the medium of your valuable journal,
I would beg leave to inquire what would be the most
practical method of distributing or manuring land
with urine, or liquid manure. If there is any me-
Ihod practiced to that effect by any of the cor-
respondents of the Farmer, I would be much bene-
fited by an exposition of Ihe most simple method of
carrying it to the fields over an uneven surface, and
of the manner of distributing it evenly over the
field most expeditiously. The manure will be (jump-
ed out of a reservoir into which it is collected.
The desiied information will not only be of lasting;

benefit to myself, but will be of practical ulility to
every farmer, and will be the means of making two
s[iears of grass grow where but one grew before.

E. B.

[A hogshead, on low wheels, letting the liquid
manure into a trough at the rear of the cask, with
holes in the bottom of it, as the streets are watered
in New York, we should suppose would be the sim-
plest method, nevertheless a particular description
of the best plan, founded on trial and experience,
would be acceptable.]

COTTON.
The manufacture of this article, itself one of the

staple products of our soil, has been greatly extend-
ed in the United States within a few years; and
now, probably, embrace.s more capital and gives
employment to more persons, than any one other
branch of industry, excepting agriculture. Consi-
dering that our country has numbered only the fifty

first year of her independence, the progress made
'-

this manufacture, as also in others not yet
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brouiilit to tin; same lic-ree ol" perlection, is iude<-d

wonilerlul. I)ut more wonderful lias been the pro-

press made in this manufacture in Great Britain,

Hnd still more important its consequences to that

kingdom.
.

It is but little more than half a century smce the

British cotton mtinufacture, which now gives em

ployment to millions of capital and thousands of

operatives, supplying bread to a lari;e portion of

the population, was in its infancy. Tins branch of

manufacture was first bepran in England, early in

the seventeenth century, the precise year not being

known; and the town of Manchester is first spoken

of in connection with it. Down to 1773, it was

spun and used only as weft or filling, linen thread

being used as warp, which was brought from Ger-

many and Ireland. The system was that of domes-

, lie manufacture, the cotton being carded, spun and

wove by different members of the same family.

In weaving narrow cloth, the shuttle was thrown

from handlo hand, and in weaving the wide, a per-

son stood on each side the loom to throw the shut-

tle. This practice was continued till 1738, when a

simple contrivance for that purpose, called a a pick

iti'T peg, was invented. The export of cotton stuffs

from England commenced in 1760, by which the

demand for the yarns, and consequently the prices

of spinning, were greatly enhanced. This led. to

great and successive improvements in the process

of carding and spinning, by means of which the

manufacture was much facilitated. The most suc-

cessful, among the early inventions for spinning

was, the spinning frame, by Sir Richard Arkwright,

who was the youngest of thirteen children, and

bred to the trade of a barber. He became after-

wards an itinerant hair merchant, in which business

he accumulated a little properly. The steps by

which he was led to the invention of the spinning

frame, are not known; but it is stated, on his own

authority, that he derived the first hint of spinning

by rollers, from seeing a red hot iron bar elongated,

by being made to pass between rollers. In the pre-

paration of the parts of the machinery, not being

himself a mechanic, he was assisted by John Kay,

a watchmaker. In the first factory built for the

use of these frames, the spinning was done by

horse-power; but this proving too expensive, a se-

cond was built, and operated by a water-wheel

The originality of this invention was contested in

behalf of a Mr. Highs, whose claim appears not to

have been sustained. Mr. Arkwright was High

Sheriff of Derbyshire, and in 1786 was knighted.

The spinning frame was well fitted for warp, but

for the filling or weft, Hargrave's jenny was used

till 1775, when it was displaced by the mule jenny

of Samuel Crompton, which latter was so near

perfection, that in 179i, no fewer than 278 hanks

of yarn, forming a thread upwards of 132 miles in

length, was spun with one of them by John Pollard

of Manchester, from a single pound of raw cotton

Mr. Crompton took out no patent for his invention,

but in 1812, he applied to Parliament and received

.5,000J. as a reward for an invention by which the

country was enriched. The subsequent application

of Watt's steam-engine, to operate the jennies,

seemed to be the grand desideratum in the spin-

ning of cotton, as the factories could be set up in

any convenient location. In 1787, Mr. Cartwright,

a clergyman, patented his power-looms, all the

movements of which were by machinery. No less

than 43,000 of these looms are estimated to be em-
ployed in Great Britain in the spinning of cotton

only, about 8,000 of which are supposed to be in

Scotland; and, it is thought probable, that but little

lime will elapse before weaving by machinery will

entirely supersede hand-weaving.

In evidence of the effect of the improvement

made in spinning, it is stated that in 1786, yarn

which brought 38s. has since fallen to 3 or 4s. By
these iuj^iOTe^jaeats, one persoo can now produce

as much yarn as two hundred could have done sixty

years ago. The entire value of all the cotton goods

manufactured in Great Britain in 1760, was esti-

mated at 200,000J. a year, and the amount of these

manufactures in 1827, is computed at the vast sum
of thirty-six millions sterling. The present average

import of raw cotton (exports deducted) is estima-

ted at one hundred and forty millions of pounds
weight, of which one hundred and thirty millions

are manufactured. Deducting the cost of the cot-

Ion from the value of the manufactured goods,

there remains 27,000,000/. sterling, (no small part

of which has been paid by the United States,)

from which fund are defrayed the expenses of man-
ufacturing; thfi surplus being the profits of the cap-

italists. Fifteen millions of this sum, it is compu-
ted, arc paid to the 705.000 operatives directly em-

ployed in the different departments of the manufac-

ture; while, directly and indirectly, this branch of

manufacture is judged to furnish subsistence for

from one million to one million one hundred thou-

sand persons.

From the latest custom-house returns, it appears

that the export of cotton goods and yarn amount to

about 17,000,000i. a year, and form about two-

thirds of the total value of all the wove fabrics ex-

ported from Great Britain. The vast extension of

the cotton manufacture has produced, in those dis-

tricts where it has been chiefly carried on, a corres-

ponding increase to the population. Thus Man-
cliester and Liverpool have nearly quadrupled their

population in half a century. The raw material

for this important manufacture, previous to the

American revolution, was obtained chiefly from the

West Indies and the Levant; but of late years the

supply has been drawn, in a greater proportion

than one half, from the United States. The forego-

ing statement we have compiled principally from a

long hut interesting article in the last number of

the Edinburgh Review. [Boston Patriot.

2d. The superior cheapness of slave labour is

also evident, to any one who will reflect, that the
price of a boy, or a girl, sufficiently large to draw
the thread, can be procured in Maryland, Virginia,
or Kentucky, for ^200

Interest on this sum per annum, $12
Price of feeding and clothing one hand,

in cotton per year, 32

Total, $44

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the material for Cot-

ton Bagging, Cordage, Stc.—No. XII.

Manufactures.
At a meeting of the citizens of the town of New

Baltimore, in Fauquier county, Va., held ou the 7th

instant, it was determined to establish a manufac-

tory of cotton, wool, and flax, in that town. A pe-

tition is accordingly t9 be presented to the next

General Assembly, for an act of incorporation.

Manufactures in the South.

The capacity of the Southern states for manu-
facturing their great staple, is no longer a matter of

speculation. Practical experiment has demonstra

ted, not only their capacity to manufacture, but to

manufacture their own staple at a cheaper rate

than in any part of the union. Last February a

year, I accompanied a most intelligent Tennessee

planter from Pittsburg to Nashville, a Mr. Nightin

gale, formerly of Rhode island. He was then ta-

king with him a foreman from Providence, Rhode
island, to superintend his cotton factory. This

factory is located in Maury county, Tennessee.

The machinery is propelled by a never-failing, and
never-freezing water power. The entire labour is

performed by slaves. Mr. Nightingale now sup-

plies a large portion of Tennessee and North Ala-

bama with coarse cotton goods. His profits upon

his capital are said to be quadruple the profits of

the cotton grower. What, then, but enterprise, is

wanting to introduce the manufacture of cotton,

largely, into the Southern states, from Maryland to

Louisiana— for the following reasons;

The same hand in New-England, would cost the
proprietor of the cotton factory, per year, $125.
This is a most important difference in favour of

the south; but, in addition to this, the slave will be
yearly increasing in value, without any increase of
the price of maintaining him; so will the Northern
hand increase in value; but his wages must also in-

crease.

3d. There will be no turning out for higher wa-
ges in the South, and the consequent loss and de-

lay—no abandonment of the factory by any of the

hands—no fluctuation in the labour. The water
power will scarcely be more steady than the slave

power.

4th. The superior mildness of the climate, not

only facilitates the operation of the spindle and the

loom, but arrests the hand of winter, which binds

the Northern water power in fetters of ice.

5th. We have the cotton at our doors; this is im-

portant, as the expense of sending off the raw ma-
terial thousands of miles, and bringing back the

manufactured article, in cotton bagging, ropes, &.c.,

would be very considerable.

Why, then, should we hesitate? Almost every

part of the South is abundantly supplied with nev-

er-failing, and never-freezing water power, in Ten-
lessee and Virginia, especially, the best in the

union. Why should these beautiful streams, invi-

ting the hand of industry, be permitted to roll by

—

"Wasting their (power) on the desert air."

If the slaves of Kentucky are found, by experi-

ence, to be the best and cheapest operatives in

hemp factories, why not in the cotton factories also?

The Northern, as well as the Southern philanthro-

pist, will also repeat, that it would be a real mercy
to the slave— for the labour in a cotton factory is

infinitely more easy than in a cotton field.

MiasissiPFi.

(From the Pouglikeepsie Journal.)

SHEEP.
It seems to be generally agreed among the intel-

ligent farmers in this country, that sheep are the

most profitable stock a farmer can keep; and the

prevalence of this opinion among the Dutchess coun-

ty farmers has induced them to incr&ase their flocks,

until they probably exceed in number the sheep to

be found in any other district of the same extent in

the United Slates. Mr. Everett, of Boston, during

the last session of congress, in his speech on the

woollens bill, estimated the whole number of sheep

in the United Stales at 13,000,000. At the last cen-

sus the returns of sheep in this county amounted to

a fraction short of 350,000. It is estimated, by those

best acquainted with the subject that the increase

since that period has swelled the number to at least

450,000. It will thus appear, that Dutchess county,

embracing a territory less than thirty by forty miles

in extent, owns one twenty-ninth part of all the

sheep in the United Slates.

Nor are the flocks of Dutchess less distinguished

for the fineness of their fleeces than for the largeness

of their numbers. In no part of the United Stales,

we venture to say, has more care been taken to ob-

tain the best sheep and insure the finest wool; nor

do we believe there is any section of the union in

1st. The capacity of the slave to manufacture, is I which better wool is grown,

demonstrated by the test of practical experiment. | Persons who have paid most attention to the sub-
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^ect, Riid arc tlierelure hest <ju.ilitir(l to judge cor

rectly. are of opinion, that (lie >> jii i towd in Dutch-

ess county the past yv.n^ besides whut is m:inulac

tured in the t'amilips of the throwers, is not less than

500.000 pounds, and that the ;iveias'' price uiaj be

set down at 40 cents. This ivill nue (he round sum

of ti2()0 000 (or the fleeces only, after deducting

what IS consumed in the vaiious household manu-
factures, which probably amounts to more than hall

as much more. If to this be aUded another 100,000

dollars for the sales of store and fatted sheep and

Iambs, it presents a very iiiiposui!!; sum, as the an

liual proceeds of sheep in the county Until within

the last ten years, the wool annually ^rown in Dutch-

ess did not, we presume exceed the annual con-

suiiiption of its inhabitants for linu>ehold manufac-

tures. Since that time the incre.se of sheep has

been very rapid, and if the value of :his description

of stock is fully understood and duly apprec iated,

they will continue to increase more rapidly than

they have hitherto done.

What has been the effect of Ibis large increase of

sheep upon the other laiiuing interests of the coun-

ty? Has the quantity of grain, j| butter and cheese,

or of beef and pork, annually sent to market from

this county, decreased in consequence of the large

increase of sheep? JNot so. On the contrary, we
are assured by those who have made it a subject ol

inquiry, that the quantity of grain has increased, and

we have little doubt, that the other items would be

found on inquiry, to have increased also.

What then is the inference? VVhy, surely, that

the county gains annually about 300,000 dollars, in

consequence of its zealous attention to increasing

the numbers and improving ihe quality of its sheep.

In proof of the substanti.il correctness of this view

of the subject, we will descend from general esti-

in:ites to particular cases, which have come to our

knowledge.—A farm in this town of about 300 acres

had been managed till within the last lew years

without sheep. A few years since 500 sheep were
put on it. The same farmer has continued to man
age it, and he now admits that he can keep the sheep

and raise as much grain yearly, as he could before

the sheep were put on. The whole product of the

sheep then, consisting of their wool and lambs, after

allowing for the interest on (heir cost, and the trou-

ble of taking care of them, is clear profit. This is

but one of many instances, we could mention.

Those who have not considered the subject will

doubtless be at a loss to understand all this. The
explanation may be found in the tendency of sheep

to enrich the soil, hy the manure which they scat

ter over the ground, and which in a few years re-

stores the most worn out and barren fields to a high

state of fertility.

TALL CORN.
The Morgan, (Ohio) Sentinel contains the follow

ing notice of a plantation of corn. A short time

since on the head waters of Duck Creek, in this

county, we had our curiosity considerably enliven

ed, by seeing a man on horseback, toppin .; corn.

The corn, notwithstanding the dryness of the sea-

son, had grown quite beyond the reach of the tall-

est men among us, when standing on the ground
The stalks were generally from seven to nine feet

high, and unusually large. Another striking evi

dence of the fertility of our lands, is an inoculated

peach tree, of but two years growth, which mea-
sures more than five inches in diameter, and has
branches proportionably large.

List week, nine bogs were brought to Mr. Sam-
uel Yardley's store in this place, which weighed
4091 pounds, three of which weighed upwards of

500 pounds, the largest weighed 534, and the small-

est 350 pounds, they were fed by Messrs. Merns of
Warrington township. [Doylitoum Intel

AURICbLlURE.
Si. Lawrence cimnty against the Slate.

There is a farmer in the town of Louisville in (his

county, who has had a harvest this year of more
than six htiidred acres of produce. The following
are some of ihe items.—upwards of 200 acres of
Wheal; 100 acres of Rye; 80 acres of corn; 50 acres

of Potatoej; 60 acres of Oats; 30 Peas; together
with Barley, &tc. &c. The number of men employ-
ed was thirty; all Ihe grain was very fine and well

secured. This same farmer has 100 horses which
he is raising for market.
There are several farmers at the west who keep

more stock and cattle and cut more hay; but we
doubt whether there are any who can boast of a

greater harvest of grain.

—

St. Law. Guz.

INTERESTING TABLE.
Mr. Editor.—The following is taken from a late

English paper, with the exceptions of the prices in

Some of the American markets, which I have added
anil are believed to be correct. The statement is

further altered by being adapted to our measure and
currency. PIKE.

Prices of Wheat per bushel of fiO lbs in various

parts of the world, in May and June, 1827.

AMERICA.

Norfolk, Va. May.— i|;l 16 cents.

New York, June 20, 90
Montreal, Ca June, 90
Cincinnati, Ohio, June, 50
Pittsburg, Penn. June, 44

NORTH OF ECROPE.

London, June 20,

—

%\ 79 cents.

Antwerp, May 30,

Hamburg, May 15,

Bremen, May 15,

Danlzic, May 25,
Stettin, June 15,

Copenhagen, May 31,

1 21

87
81
76
73
72

SOUTH OP EUROPE.

Nice, June 25, $1 31 cents.

Milan, iMay 31, I 27
Santander, Spain, May, 1 26
France, June 30, 1 17
Genoa, May SO, 1 05
Leghorn, May 31, 1 03
Civita Veichia, May 31, 90
N-.ples, May 31. 88
Trieste, June 15, 83
Odessa on the Black Sea,

May, 49

IJV. Y. JVat. Adv.

NEATNESS.
Extract from an Address bifore the Hartford County
A^icidtural Society, by the Rev. C. A. Good-

rich.

With little more than an allusion to another subject,

I will relieve your patience— I mean the want ofatten-

tion to neatness and order about many of our jarm-
houses.

New England has many points of advantage; but

in respect to neatness and order about her villages

and farms, she contrasts badly with other countries.

Englishmen who visit us are disgusted with the ap-

pearance of our villages, for in their own land, they

are accustomed to see them adorned by the hand of

system and taste.

Let us look to this point (hen. Neatness and or

der are enjoined not only by economy, but by com-
fort. Every slovenly farmer resiirns one of the choic-

est pleasures within his reach, that of seeing his

house and home surrounded by the marks of neat-

ness, industry, and taste. He brings up his family

amidst confusion, and presents to his cliildren in

example of negligence the most unpardonable. Can
he wonder if they follow this example? They will

go further.—In their very partialities, they will have
a vicious preference for what just taste, good sense

and sound economy condemn. They will regard
with less respect the decencies of life, and be more
like to abandon the paths of virtue and morality.

There is much meaning in the old adage, and the

observance of which, let me urge as a remedy for

every degree of the evil I advert to—"Have a place

for every thing, and keep every thing in its place."

In the language of a venerated man, now (func to a

better world

—

Let order o'er your time preside.

And method all your business guide.

One thing at once, be still begun,
Contriv'd.resolv'd. pursued and done;

Ne'er till to-morrow's light delay.

What might as well be done to-day.

Neat be your barns; your houses neat,

Your doors be clean; your court yards sweet;

Neat be your farms; 'tis long confess'd.

The neate$t fiirmers are the hest.

FACTS.
A single mercantile house on Long wharf, has

sold, since the 1st of January last, thirty seven hun-
dred barrels of Genesee flour; of which less than 300
barrels have been dis|)osed of coastwise; the re-

mainder has been sold to country traders and chief-

ly those in (he manufacturing villages.

Another house has paid, since the first of April,

one hundred and ffty thousand dollars for American
wool, purchased of farmers and wool growers be-

longing to the New England states and New York,
and sold out again to the manufacturers of New Eng-
land.

The Boston and Canton Factory company import-

ed, during five months preceding tbe lirst of May
last, one million pounds of Smyrna wool; all of which
is used at its own factory, in the manufacture of
what is called negro cloths.

Is it possible that our manufacturing establish-

ments can be detrimental to commerce and agrxul-
tiire, when a single establi.^huicnt imports wool
enough in five months to freight three or four ships

(to say nothing of the articles necess.irily used in

the manufacture of the wool?) when a single dealer

in American wool pays, in the same time to the farm-
ers 150,000 dollars? and another imlividiial receives

from another portion of farmers and sells oft' the

country flour enough to makes its first owners rich,

if not independent? [Bustou Cow.

CATTLE.
At the late Cattle Show at Washington, in this

state, some of the cattle exhibited were weighed,
and their weight shows no trifling iiiiprovment in

(he breed of cattle in that quarter. A bull calf,

nine months old, weighed 7»4 lbs.; another, si.>:

mouths old, 700, and many others nearly equal to

this. A heiler, two and a half years old, 1232; a
bull, 19SS; a cow, 1498. All the specimens given
were, with the exception of one bull and some
oxen, of the improved short-horn breed.

[Penn. Gazette.

WINTER FOOD FOR COWS-
M. Chabot, the dictator of the veterinary school

at .\lfort, had a number of cows which yielded

twelve gallons of milk every day. In his publica-

tion on the subject, he observes, that cows fed in

winter upon dry substances, give less mdk than

those which are kept upon a urecn diet, and also

that their milk loses much of its quality. He pub-
lished the following receipt, hy the use of which
his cows alforded him an equal quantity and quality
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H-.rrant the belid', that his piorluce will be vahiH-

ble, not only lor Iht- toil, hut for all the piiipu

ses for whii'h hoisi-s are wanted. Any further in

forioation may h.- luul. by applying t<. ihe ({rooiu at

Richu)on(l, Henry Booth, or to the siihscrilir-.

ELISHA LAIKD. NewYork.

[Theahoi'e is from the New-York Evening Post.

The lollortitiK letter, addressed to the Editor of Ihe

American Farmer, is worthy of a place here, as a

proof of how much ilie value of a tine horse is en-

iianced l>v proving his capacity to run four mile

heals Hi quick lime. It needs no argument to prove

that, for all (he u-esof a gentleman, lasliuKness and

speed arc the t'ue testa, and all experience shows,

that these qualities abide only in the family of the

bred horse.)

J. S. Skixner, Esq. ^Teuy-York. Jan. 1, 1851.

Dear Sir,—Yours of Ihe 28th of December is re-

ceiied. respeclina; my horse American Eclipse; the

ownership stands as when I saw you, although he is

under my immediate control. I do not believe he

can be had lor less than $-.2,500; and I believe him
to be Ihe cheapest horse in America. As regards

his being foundered, it is not a fact. He was in

train last fail, and got wrong by bad management
in training under loo much clolhing. Sic; but he
soon got over it, and would have been continued in

train and run. had not my partner died at that time,

and his relatinns disapproved of it. He is as fine as

he ever was. and 1 believe he can outrun any gen-
tleman's horse the four mile heats, in the spring, and
if I purchase him I shall train him with my colt

—

he is a horse of Ihe greatest constitution I ever
knew. He never covered a mare until last spring;

he has covered about forty, and 1 am told, very
generally with foal. As you only wish him for a

brood horse, I can only add, that he is one of the
best horses to cover mares I ever saw. Cockof
the-Rock IS sold and gone into Ihe upper part of the
state of Vermont, and Duroc is going to the north
ward. There is no horse here that stands like

Eclipse; and was he to be let to mares, he would
command as many as would be reasonable to put

him to at a high price. You will piense write to

me on the subject, and may rely on my candour,
8tc. Yours respectfully,

C. W. VAN RAN ST.

Pedigrees of Valuable Horses.
(Continued from p. ;}10.)

Tlic celebrated Racer SIR ARCHIE;
A fine hay, five feet four inches high, gotten by

old Dioraed.oul of Caslinira, who was imported by
colonel John Tayloe, of Mount Airy, Virginia, and
sent over to him as the best blood slock in England;
she was got by Rockingham, out of a Trentham. Sic.

Sir Archie will sland at New Hope, two miles from
the town of Halifax, (N C.) the ensuing season,
which will commence the fifteenth day of February,
and eniJ on the first of August, to cover mares, at

forty dollars the season; which may be discharged
with the payment of ten pou.ids Virginia currency,
by first January, 1811.

Good and extensive pasturage, and servants'
board gratis; the mares, if ordered, will be fed with
corn at a low rale, and every possible attention paid
to Ihem; but I will not be accountable for accidents
of any description.

As a racer, OT a hlaod-horse. Sir Archie is inferior
to no horse ever bred or trained in this or any other
country. At New-Market and elsewhere, he has
beaten the following famous horses: Wrangler,
'J'om Tough, Pallafox, Minerva, Ratray. (iallatin!
Sic., and also General Carney's celebrated racer
B'ank, by Citizen, never beaten before or since.
The above will appear by reference to a letter now
in my possession, from Mr William R. Johnson,
who formerly trained and own«d him, and from

• rhich the following is an extract:—"I have only to

»ay that, in my opinion, Sir Archie is the best horse

I ever .saw, and I well know th it I never hai! any

thing to do with one that was at all his equal; und

this I will back, for, if any ho-sn in llie world, will

run against him at any half-way ground, four mil.'

beats, according to the rules of racing, you may
consider me five thousand dollars with you on him.

He was in good condition this fall, and has not run

with any horse that could put him at half speed
towards the end of the race. Yours,

W. R. JOHNSON"
Mares now in foal should he sent before the time

of lolling, to avoid travelling the colts too young.
One dollar will be expected by the groom for each
mare ALLEN I. DAVIE.

Halifax, (J^. C.) January I, 1810.

The celebrated and vnequalled running horse

POTOMAC;
A fine bay, five feel four inches high, seven years

old next spring, handsomely marked, very large

hone, great muscular powers, lengthy, and his form
not inferior to any horse on earth, will stand at

my stable in Mecklenburg county, state of Virginia,

to be let to mares the ensuing spring, at ten pounds
the season, payable on or before first of January,
ISU.

BLOOD.

Potomac was got by the imported horse Diomed;
his dam. Fairy, by Pegasu.-, who partook of the

following crosses, viz: Wildair, the imponed Fear-

nought, the imported mare Kilt'. Fisher, the impor-

ted horse Traveller, Mark Anthony, Aristotle, Bon-
ny Lass, the imported Jolly Roger, Yorick, Sic.

PERFORMANCES.

Potomac's performances on the turf have far sur-

passed any horse of his age ever raised in America,
and is admitted by all the old racers, and others

who have seen him run, to be the best distance
horse that ever was on the American turf, and sup-
posed to be equal to any on earth His speed is

this day unknown to all who have seen him per-

form, although he has often started against the best

horses both in Virginia and North Carolina. He
has been several times excepted from running four

mile heats, and eleven times a winner without find

ing a horse to put him to his speed. At three years
old he was twice a winner; once at New-Market,
beating with ease several fine horses; and the se-

cond time at Smithfield, for the proprietor's purse,
two mile heats. At four years old, he whs six times
a winner, four mile heats, ruunitig over the follow-

ing courses, viz: Smithfield; New-Market, spring
and fall; Fairfield; Norfolk, and Belfield. At five

years old he was three times a winner; spring and
fall at New-Market, four mile beats; and at War
renton, three mile heals—healing and distancing at

different times and places the following celebrated
horses, viz: St. Leon, Whiskey, JColus, Topgallant,
Doctor, Monticello, Sir Harry, Carolina, Sweetlips,
Slump-the Dealer, Ratray, Sir Peter, Cedar, At-
lantic, Magic, Young Peace Maker, Surprise, and
Dun Quixolle.

Potomac, the last season, covered 146 mares, and
has proved himself a sure foal getter; and is now
in high health and vigour and not a bleuii-h about
him. MArtK ALEXANDER.

.Mecklenburg, Va. Feb. ist, 1810.

Richmond Races, over the Three Hill Course.
Interesting to Sportsmen of the Turf.—There are

now open to subscribers, until the first of January
next, (at which time they will close,) the following
sweepstakes:

1st. A sweepstakes for colts and fillies, three
years old next spring; to run next fall, two mile

heats; entr.ince )>500, half forfeit; to which there
are now five subscribers.

2d. A post s.veepslakes for colts and fillies, three
years old next spring; to run next ipring, two mile
heats; entrance JiOO, half forfeit; o which lliere

are four subscribers.

3d. A produce sweepstakes for colts and fillies,

d opt next spcing: to run spring 1831, mile heats;
entrance J 100, half forfeit; to which there are now
nine subscribers.

4th. A produce sweepstakes for colts and fillies,

dropt next spring, to run fall 1831, two mile heats;

entrance $200, half forfeit; to which there are now
eight subscribers.

Any person desirous to subscribe to the above
stakes, will direct, by the first of January, to the'
subscriber, at Tree Hill, near Richmond.

'

J. M. SELDEN.
Tree Hill, Dec. 11, 1827.

A large grey or black eagle, was shot on Mon-
day, the 3d inst., on the farm of Mr Isa^c Grove,
within a few miles of York, Pennsylvania, by two
citizens of that place, who were on a gunning
excursion. It measured across (he wings, when ex-
tended, between seven and eight feet.

XKII30a^LAlVBOUS.

VrHllE MUSTARD SEED.
We have been requested to give the following

article an insertion in our columns, by a respecta-
ble and intelligent individual, who hi lieves that Ihe
community may be benefited by its publicalioo. The
simple medicine recooiuiended in it, (observes the
Editor of the Christian Intelligencer,) we under-
stand, is held in high estimation by Dr. Vaughak,
of Hallowell, who is the owner of the hand bill,

printed in England, which we now republish below.
[Boston /'.'v. Gaz.

Obaervalions on the medicinal efficacy of fVhile JHus-
tard seed, written by a iientlemaii in Lincolnshire,

from his personal exitericnce, and originally circu-
lated by him for the general benefit.

In the month of June, 13-22, I first made trial of
the White Mustard Seed, merely as an aperient;
ivben the generally improved state of my feelings,

which imniediately followed, inclining me to give it

credit for other medicinal properties of at least

equal value, 1 gave it to some of the sick poor in

Ihe neighbourhood, with a success that excited my
astonishment. From that time to the present I

have been in the habit of recommending it very
generally; and the opinion which I have always enter-

tained is now fully confirmed, that the public are not
aware of its extraordinary powers, nor of the very
great variety of cases to which it is applicable; and
that in order to its general adoption as a remedy lor

disease, its virtues require only to be known, to be
adequately appreciated.

The white mustard seed is an almost certain re-

medy for all complaints connected with disordered
functions of the stomach, liver and bowels, and has
been eminently successful in the following cases: In

tendency of blood to the head, headache, weakness
of the eyes and voice, and hoarseness; in asthma,
shortness of breath, wheezing, cough, and other

distressing afTections of Ihe chest; in indigestion,

oppression after eating, heartburn, sickness, wind
and spasms, cramp, and other uneasy affections of
the stomach; in debility, uneasiness, pain and sense

of tenderness and soreness in the interior, and par-

ticularly at the pit of the stomach, and in pain in

the sides, and the lower part of the body; in all

complaints arising from bile, scirrhous liver, and
other morbid affections of that organ; in deficient per-

spiration, gravel, scanty and unhealthy slate of the

urine, and other disorders of the skin and kidneys;
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and irr liable bowels, rtutulence, and occasional or ha-

bitual costiveness; in severe colds, rheumatism, lum-

bago, spasms and cramp in the body or limbs, par-

tial and general dropsy, palsy , coldness ol' the limbs

and feet, and in loss of appetite, failure of sleep,

weakness of nerves, depression of spirit, and gene-

ral debility of the system. In ague, gout, rheuma

tic fever, epilepsy, scrofula, scurvy, piles, erysipelis

or St. Anthony's fire; in the dreadfully painful affec-

tion califd the small pox, typhus and scarlet fevers,

and other severe disorders, has likewise been taken

with very considerable advantage. For the long

round worms, as well as the small white ones, it is

also incomparably the best remedy, inasmuch as

both in children and grovvn up persons, it not only

destroys those reptiles, but if persevered in long

enough to restore the tone of the stomach and bow-

els, will entirely prevent their recurrence in future.

The following case furnishes a striking proof of

the extraordinary remedial power of the mustard

seed. A very respectable surgeon and apothecary,

whom I have long known, a person of regular and

rather abstemious habits, who, during a period of

thirty years had sustained the fatigue of a most ex-

tensive country practice, with scarce a day's illness,

at the age of fifty-two was suddenly attacked with

a severe pain in the left side and lower part of the

body. Supposing the disease to arise from consti-

pated bowels, he had recourse to calomel, rheu-

barb, castor oil, and several other active aperients,

without obtaining relief. He then took an emetic,

was bled largely in the arm, used a hot bath, was
blistered in the part aflfected, and lay for seventy

hours in a most profuse pers|)iration. By this treat-

ment the pain gradually abated; leaving him, how-
ever, at the end of four days, extremely weak and
emaciated. For the space of two years afterwards,

be had frequent and severe returns of the pain; and
bis constitution being undermined, the stomach, li-

ver and kidneys became sensibly affected; and indi-

gestion, constipation and flatulence, were succeeded
by every appearance of general decay. Having
consulted several professional men, and taken a

great variety of medicines during the period, but to

no good purpose, in November, ISii.he made trial

of the mustard seed; and it is remarkable, that in a

very few days after taking this remedy the pain en-

tirely ceased, and has never since returned. The
action of the affected organs was gradually improv
ed, digestion was restored, the bowels resumed
their functions, and at different times he was reliev-

ed by the discharge of several small portions of

gravel. Encouraged by th' se advantages, he con
tinued the use of the seed with increased confidence.

In Nov., 1823, he discharged with ease a large, rug-

ged oblong poi tion of gravel, and to use his own ex-

pression, his health had then, and for some time be-

fore, attained a state of wonderful improvement.
The white mustard seed is also fully as valuable

for the prevention as for the cure of disease, and of

its power as a preventive, the following case is a

remarkable illustration. A friend of mine had for

five or six years previous to 1823, been regularly
attacked with the hay or summer asthma, in the

months of June or July, in each of those years.
The attacks were always violent, and for the most
part accompanied with some danger; and such was
the impression made on his constitution by the
disease, and the remedies resorted to, of which
bleeding and blistering were the chief—that each ill-

Jiess led to a long confinement to the house, extend-

ing to a period of nearly three months. In the early
part of 1823, he resolved to make trial of the mus
tard seed, in order to prevent, if possible, a recur-
rence of the complaint, and has since regularly
taken a dessert spoonful about an hour after dinner,
daily, to the present time; during which long period
he has not only wholly escaped the disease, but his

health has never been interrupted by illness of any
kiad, and has been progressively improving, until

he is now enjoying a gceater degree of strength and
activity, and much belter spirits, than he recollects
ever to have had bel'ore. 'I'he most formidable bo-
dily evils to which we are f-xposed, are well known
to originate in colds, to which, from the extreme va-
riableness of our climatp, we are peculiarly liable.

As a means of preventing this fruitful source of
disease, by obviating the baneful cfl'ecis of sudden
exposure, the mustard seed has, in most instances,
been remarkably successful. Fiver since 1822, 1

have myself regularly taken it once a day; and dur-
ing all this time 1 have never been troubled with
the slightest cold, and I have enjoyed an uninter-
rupted flow of health. A near relation of mine,
whose lile for many years had been frequently ex-
posed to imminent danger from the inflammatory
afl"ections of the chest, brought on by cold of which
he was remarkably susceptible, has also happily
experienced a similar advantage from it; and if per-
sons of consumptive and delicate habits, or other-
wise constitutionally susceptible of cold, would avail
themselves of this hint, and if all persons, indiscri-
minately, on the first attack of disease, would have
recourse to mustard seed for a few weeks, the ex-
tent to which human suffering might be thus pre-
vented, would, it may reasonably be presumed, ex-
ceed all calculation.

In the white mustard seed are combined a valua-
ble aperient and an equally valuable tonic; and thus,
while it affords the most salutary and comfortable
relief to the bowels, it never weakens, but on the
contrary always strengthens, both those organs and
the stomach, and ultimately the whole system. Its
efiicacy probably consists in a communication of
energy and activity to those movements of the canal
by which the aliment is propelled, and in this way,
[jerhaps, it operates in animating and improving
those secretions of the stomach, pancreas, and liver,

by which digestion and chylification, those most im-
portant lunctijns in the animal economy, are effect
u<l. ll has very frequently succeeded xvhen all other
mcdiciucs have Jaded; it never loses Us effect by use;
it requires ncitlier confinement to the house, nor any
particular attention to diet; and, in the absence of de-
cidedly inflammatory symptoms, is ahvays safe., (n
order to take it with advantage, the patient need
only attend to its effects on the bowels, which, ge-
nerally speaking, it is not designed to purge, but
merely to maintain in an uniformly open and com-
fortable state; and in securing this effect, of which
any one may easily judge for himself, the whole art
in the use of the medicine consists.

After what has betn already stated, it is almost
superfluous to observe that the mustard seed is pe-
culiarly adapted to the case of those whose habits,
situations, and conditions in life, render them more
particularly liable to disordered functions of the
stomach, liver, and bowels, with the endless variety
of distressing maladies flowing from those causes.
Of this class are principally the studious and seden-
tary; persons whose constitutions have suffered
from long residence in hot climates; mariners and
sailors while at sea; manufacturers and mechanics
of every description; miners and such as work un-
der ground; the indolent and intemperate; the poor
who suffer from hard labour and scanty means of
support, and persons advanced in years. To chil-

dren also in the early period of infancy, the white
mustard seed is highly beneficial not only as a re-

medy for worms, but as a means of obviating the

extreme debility of th» stomach and bowels, so fre-

quently attached to their tender years.

'I'he mustard seed ii always to be swallowed whole,
not broken or masticated; and either alone, or in a

little water, or other liquid, warm or cold; and the
best general rules for taking it are the following; Ge-
nerally speaking, three doses should be taken every
day without intermission; the first about an hour
before breakfast, the second about an hour after

dinner, and the third either at bed time, or an hour

before. Those who dine so late as six or seven
o'clock, taking the second dose at two or three
o'clock in the afternoon, and the third about an
hour after dinner. Each dose should contain that
quantity, which in the whole, shall bo found suflicient
to produce a heallhy evacuation of the bowels
every day. Two or three large tea-spoonsful in
each dose will generally produce this effect, though
with some constitutions much smaller doses will an-
swer the purpose; but should that quantity fail,

each dose may be increased to a table-spoonful; and
in some instances a fourth table-spoonful may be
added between breakfast and dinner. When the
quantity fails to produce the desired effect on the
bowels, a circumstance which very rarely occurs, it

will be proper to assist the operation of the seed
with a little Epsom salts, or other mild aperient,
taken every morning, or every second or third
morning, as occasion may require, instead of the
first dose of the seed, for the space of ten days or
a fortnight, or such longer period as may be found
necessary. And if the patient be troubled with
piles, it will be advisable to relieve the bowels oc-
casionally with a small tea-spoonful of milk of sul-
phur, and an equal quantity of magnesia mixed to-

gether in a little milk or water, taken at bed-time,
either with or after the dose of the seed.

In palsy, asthma, ague, diseases of the liver,

rheumatism, and worms, the seed should be taken
somewhat more freely than iu other cases; and in

instances of long standing and great obstinacy, to

the extent of four or five large table-spoonsful in

the course of each day, if the bowels will bear that
quantity without much inconvenience; and in these
as in other cases, the patient must have recourse to
Epsom salts, or any other mild aperient, or to the
mixture of sulphur and magnesia, if necessary.
When the seed Is taken as a preventive by persons
of consumptive and delicate habits, or otherwise
constitutionally susceptible of cold, or by others for
the purpose of preventing the recurrence of disease
of any kind, or as a remedy for costiveness or any
slight attack of disease, a single dose taken every-
day about an hour before breakfast, or, which is

generally to be preferred, about an hour after din-
ner, will very frequently accomplish the proposed
object, provided it be sufficient in quantity to keep
the bowels in an uniformly open and comfortable
state.

1 will close these observations by remarking, that
a steady daily perseverance in the use of the mus-
tard seed, according to the rules above recommend-
ed, for the space of two, three, or four months, and
in many instiMices for a much shorter period, will

seldom fail to convince the patient of the extraor-
dinary eflicacy and singular value of this very safe,

cheap and simple medicine. 1. T.

New and economical Prep.\ration of Tar as a
Covering for Houses.

Mr. Seinncr,

Sir,—The recent scarcity, and consequent high
price of tar, induces me to appeal to an experi-
ment, the result of which I submit to your judg-
ment either to communicate to the various readers
of your useful paper, or otherwise dispose of it as
you may think proper. Finding it a difficult mat-
ter to mix tar and red ochre, suitably, for the roofs

of my houses, &c., I could not make a mixture of
those two articles, that would not, when cool, be-
come separate. I was induced to make the applicv
tion of a third ingredient, viz: very strong brine,'

which has not only removed the difficulty complain-
ed of above, but has enabled me to effect the object
with six barrels of tar, which nine, in the ordinary
way of applying it to the roofs of houses, would not
effect, in the following simple manner. In the ket-

tle in which I warmed mot boiled) the tar, I put
half a barrel of tar. After placing a gende fire

arouud it, only sufficient to warm it entirely, I ap-
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pluu oiiii t Willi '.il iiiiijL, 111,-iiic as strong as sail

would make il, lo every lao g:illoDS ol the tar; la-

kins; as mucli of tlie above described quantity ot

brine as was necessary to mix the red ochre lo the

consistency of f;ruel; then mixing the whole toge-

Ihcr, and stirring- it till entirebj united. Tiiis, I lind,

produces a better body than any produced hereto-

fore by the tar and ochre alone,—and when the ad

vantages (of lessening the quantity of tar, the supe-

rior cement thus formed, together with the generally

very desirable effect the salt will have to resist the

ravages of fire, shall be placed in the scale of the

additional expense of salt, which does not, I think,

exceed a peck to each barrel of tar, ami that used

by me was dirty lish salt) shall be tested by the ex

perimentalist, I am induced to think, he will also

recommend the plan to his fellow citizens.

A VIRGhNIAN.
N. B. The above should be applied boiling hot.

^mi ^jL'jiwmi
Baltimore, Frioat, December 21, 1827.

^^Baltimore and Ohio Raii.-road Stock has

been selling for 12.00, for one dollar paid.

(From the Saturday Evening Pobt.)

SURiMISES ON SWALLOWS.
The general idea about Swallows is that they emi-

grate to warm climates to avoid winter in high lati-

tudes. They must have been (his year, 18:!7, in a

very great hurry to avoid being caught by the frost

—

if you consider that on the 1st of September, they

took their departure, and during that lapse of time,

there certainly has been a great many sultry days

far from being frosty. It is said they migrate into

warm climates; but yet in those countries they di:

appear after having raised their brood, and from

November to March they are absent, not for want

of heat certainly—yet they are gone—where? This
is the question; gone to warmer climates, seeking

for heat—but in this month, September, there was
no occasion for them to seek for such a thing; chief

ly when you consider that at their first appearance

here in the latter end of March, or in April, the

frost is hardly out of the ground, and the tempera-

ture very cold in comparison with this month, Sep-

tember—is it then a decree of nature that their

lives should be suspended, and be subject to a met-

amorphosis—(his is not a new thing; we know ani-

mals, reptiles, &.c. that are subject to a suspension

of life—some in that state toa metaniorphosis—eve-

ry one previous to that time has received of nature,

the instinct to prepare an habitation for (heir inter

mission of life—some for a few days, or for a few

months—and in this country we have a kind of Ci-

cada that makes its appearance every 17 years

—

what becomes of them during their extinction nobo-

dy knows. Do the Swallows emigrate? or, as some
pretend to say, do they prepare fur their time of ex-

it at the bottom of ponds, lakes or rivers, a huniid

residence? Do they in that watery, temporary grave

conserve their feathers? do they loose them? some
say nay, some say yea— if they traverse the oilcan,

as some believe, why should they prefer a watery
surface, and abandon flying over land where they

may get subsistence as they go along, I am sure in

the air there is no mountains, no rivers, no impedi-

ments to obstruct their course? why are they not

seen flying in (locks sou(heily, chielly when i( is

known (hat they disappear suddenly—some think

they sink in the mud, and assert they have seen

them plunge in the water—some say that fishermen
have dragged masses of them enclosed in clay—af-

ter all there is nothing but surmises. Heaven from
all creatures hides (he book of Fate—and from
brutes wha( men know.—The idea of submersion
was adopted by the ancients, they thought (ha( life-

less, wi(hout feathers, they lay on (he bot(oin of (he
wa(ers; so says one of (heir Poe(s.

f^A Sweepstake over the Washington City
Course.

A suhscripdon paper will remain open until (he

31st of March next, for a sweep»(ake for colls (hree

years old in 1828—^'200 entrance—half forfeit. It

is confined to colts foaled north of the Pamunky
river. Colts to be en(ered wi(h (he (reasurer of the

Washington Jockey Club, who will give any infor-

mation required by persons wishing to become sub-

scribers.

N. B. We understand there are three subscribers

already.

fy-MARTLAND Marble.—From a friend, we
have received what, he says, is an inferior speci-

men of superior marble from Blechar's or Bleck-
ar's quarry, in Washington coun(y, (welve miles

trom Frederick(own and five miles from Harper's
Ferry,—and he fur(her and very properly suggests,

(hat if a s(atue of Washington is to be erected up-

on the monunjen( dedica(e.d (o him by the people of

Baltimore, should not the material be of the pro-

iluce of the s(a(e. The Academy of Fine Ar(s oi

Philadelphia, have pronounced (his marble supe-

riour to that of the statue of the king of Roui«.

The specimen may be seen on our desk, where we
find it very convenient as a paper presser.

Cotton Crop.—An extract of a letter from Co-
lumbia, S. C. published in the Charleston Mercury,
states it is the opinion of planters from every dis-

trict of the upper country, that there kas iwt been so

short a crop of cotton for many years.

(From the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser of Dec. 17.)

GREAT NEWS FROM GREECE.
By the packet ships William Thompson, Captain

Maxwell, and Helen, Capt. Cobb, Iroui Liverpool,
we have our regular files of London papers to the

IWth of Nov., and Liverpool of llie t7lh. By the

Bayard, Capt. Robinson, from Havre, we have Pa-
ris papers to the 15th Nov., inclusive.

The storm which hits so long been gathering in

the E.ist of Europe, has at length i)urst upon the

Turks with terrific fury. A ire.nendous blow has
been iiillicted upon the Turkish and Egyptian Ma-
rine, w liich must convince (he .Sul(an, and (he Egyp-
tian butcher in the Morea, that (he Allied Powers
are a( length in earnest. U will be seen by (he olii

cial advices from the British Admiral in ihe Levant,
that the combined fleets of England, France and
Russia, finding il neeessary to enter the harbor of

Navarin (o eii]brce Ihe armistice to which Ibrahim
Pacba had agreed, but which he was violating by
waging a still more terrible war upon the poor
Greeks, were tired upon by the Turkish and Egyp-
tian ships. A general and bloody engagement en-

sued, which continued four hours, and resulted in

the total destruction of the combined Turkish ma-
rine, with an iiumense loss of lives. The combined
lurkish forces consisted of 3 ships of the line, (6

frigates, 27 bugs, and i!7 corve((s—in all 73, exclu
siveof a number of fire ships.

The badle seems to have been fought with great

fury on both sides: but the Turks do not appear to

have lost that obstinate courage for which they have
bien remarked ever since they became a nation.

Considering the number of ships of the line oppos
ed to the Turks and ihe Egyptians, it is surprising

that the battle lasted so long. Certainly the Turks
have shown by (his ba((le, (ha( in point of ability,

they are superior to what we have supjiosed. They
indeed fought to des[)eralion, and their loss was ter-

rific. In one of (heir largest ships 650 men were
killed, and in another 400. The Ibllowing is a sy

nopsis of (be forces of the respecdve par(ie3:

Line. Friga(es. Corveds. Sloops, &c. I'otal
English 3 4 4 u
French 3 2 2 7
Russia 4 4 8

.\llies 10 10 6 26
Turks 3 19 26 l.S 66
Four of the frigates, were, in fact, sixty-four gun
ships, and there were forty transports moored be-
hind the line of battle. The allied fleets carried
1260, and (he Turkish 1718 guns—(he foimer how-
ever had an advan(age in weight of metal, and the
latter had the assistance of the batteries on shore.
The Turks set fire to their ships rather (han sur-
render (hem, and nearly (heir whole fleet was de-
stroyed wi(hou( any being captured. "One Turk-
ish line-of battle-ship was burned; two driven on
shore, wrecks: one double frigate sunk, one on
shore, a wreck; two burned: fifteen frigates burnt
and sunk; three on shore, wrecks; one on shore,
masts standing: fifteen corvettes burned and sunk;
four on shore, wrecked: nine brigs burnt and sunk;
one on shore, masts standing: six fire ships destroy-
ed and three transports. Of the sixty-six vessels

of war, only eight are left afloat."

Marketing—Apples, bush. 75 a 100; Butter, Ist qual.
lb. 31 a 37^; Chickens, per pair, 37^a50; Ducks, can-
vass back jjl; Geese 3'^ to SO; Turkies 75 to 1 •25; Cab-
ages, per hundred, 4;3 50 ; Eggs, dozen, 20 cts.; Pola-

toes, bushel, 50; Parsnips, busriel, 75; Turnips £0; Beef,

prime pieces, per lb. S; Veal, 6; Mut(on, 5 to 6; Pork,
4 a 4 50; Live Cattle, beef, §4 60 to 5.

Hay, per ton. 5 10; Straw, $6; Oats, per bush. 30 cts.

SAliViSaOlBLlB PaiCXiS ClTBZlXiHT.

Tobacco.—Seconds, 5,3.00 a 7.00—Scrubs, 4.50 a
6.50—common crop, 3.00 3.75—Do. red, 3.75 a 4.50

—

good red, 4.50 o .5.00—Fine red, 5.50 o 8.00—Yellow
and red, 7.00 a 10.00— Yellow do. 5.50 o H'.OO—Fine
yellow, 15.00 a 20.00—Viiginia do. 3 50 a 7.00—Rap-
fi.ihaiinock, 3.SO a 4.00—Keiilucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for
wrapping, 6.00 a 7.00.

Flour—white whoat family, $5.75 a 6 00—superfine
Howard-st 5.12^; city mills, 1,75; Susquehanna, 4.87^

—

Corn Meal, bbl. 2.62J ,1 2 75— LfRAi.v, white wheat,
best, .90 a 1.05— red, .80 a .95

—

Corn, new .42 a .43

—KiK, .50 a .52—Oats, 30—Beans, .80 a I.0(—Peas,
.40 a .iO—Clover seed, 4.75 a S.Sd-Timothy. 3.00—
Barley, 75 a 80

—

Flaxseed, 90

—

Cotton, Virginia, 10a
104—Louisiana, .11 a .13—Alabama, .10 o .11^—Mis-
souri, 10 o .104—N. Carolina, .940.104

—

Wool wash'd,
.18 B.22—half blood, .26 a 28—three-quarter, .28 a .SO

—full do. .30 a .35-Hemp, Russia, per ten, 275
—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140—water-rotted,

170 o 19';

—

Fish, Herrings, Susqueh. bbl. 3.12—Macke-
rel, 4.25 a 5.75—Bacon, hams,. 9 a. 10—Feathers, 26a28
— Whiskey, in hhds. 1st proof, 244 « -*— '" hbls. 26.
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AGB.ICU£iTUB.3E:.

FARMING.
[The follo-.vins;, from the New England Farmer,

will give (o us Soulhroni. some "notion" ortlie ex-

pense and products of a New England priie fam.
Passing (liroush that land of steady habits, one is

struck by the neatness and snug management that

characterizes their little farms of one and two hun-

dred acres; but you see no lartce fields or crops of

any thing. You cannot help asUing yourself—well,

in the name of heaven, what do these good people

make? What have they to sell? On what do they

live? The fact is, that' they make a little of every

thing, and not nmch of any. Here we see, in the

accounts of the prize faimer, (ot rye straw, three

doUiirs! Now if a Ro.moUe farmer had but three

flollar.s worth of rye straw, it is ten to one but he

would leave it to he rooied and rotted in the stack-

yard, or burn his chimney with it, on some despe-

rate rainy day.

It would be curious and instructive to see an ac-

count current of a southern farm, drawn up by a

JVeui England farmer. For example, the charges

he would make for some of the following items:

Cost of superannuated .slaves—food, clothing, and

doctor's bill, above the product of their labour.

Ditto for young slaves. U^elessness and abuse of

superfluous horses—the ii.terest on the money they

would sell for, the food they must cons sme, and the

means of idleness they atl'ord to young men and

women, and the value of their hair, horns, and

shoes, when dead.

Provender of every kind \vasted.

Purchase of a thousand things which might be

made in the family, or dispensed with.

Time lost in lounging at country stores, or politi-

cal meetings; tools in the hands of some dema-
gogue of small calibre, who wants to be set down
at Annapolis, or at Washington, as the great man
of his hundred or district.]

If as great improvements were made in agri -ul-

fure as in the mechanic arts (and the pro- cm mo !
^

of cultivating the earth are undoubtedly susceptiiixj

of great improvement) the business of farmers

would become, if it is not now, one of the most

profitable that is pursued. There is no opinion

more mistaken, we apprehend, thaa that which is

very extensively entertained, that there is nothing

to itSi^learnt in agriculture. A knowledge of the

nature of the different kinds of soil and n)anure,

and the ajiaptation of the different products to

them, are unqufstionably as necessary for success

to the farmer, as a knowledge of the fitness and re-

lation of things to e.ich other, are necessary in

other branches of business. In illustration and
proof of these observations, we make the extract

below, shewing the yearly expense and income of

a well cultivated farm of about forty acres.

The Agricultural Society of the county of Ply-

mouth offered a premium the last year of 50 dol-

lars for the best cultivated farm in the county.

There were two claimants for the premium, viz.

Mr. Alpheus Forbes, of Bridgewater, (who ls high-

ly commended for his skill and industry in the ma-
nagement of his farm,} and the Rev. Morrill Allen,

of Pembroke, to whom the premium was awarded.
The following is a statement of the expenses and
income of Mr. Allen's farm, which but a fi^w years

ago, it is stated, "yielded little else than briars and
thorns."

EXPENSE OF FARM.
Seed used and manure purchased, . . ^-iO 30
The lahour of one man at j.20 per month,

board included, three months and three
quarters, 75 00

The labour of a lad at $16. seven months, Hi 00
28i days' labour, hired at jfl.25 cents per

day, 34 42
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'20 days' labour, at 92 cents, . . • 13 40
Use of farming tools, . . . • 10 00
Use of oxen, 50 00
My own time and attention in directing the

course of business, . . . . 50 00
If the farm were subject to taxation, the four

lots which have been described, would
probably be assessed about . . . 25 00

Labour on lot No. 4 10 00
Manure made by the stock, . . . 25 00

$441 12

FARM CR.

The absences of the monthly labourers are put
to the credit of the farm at the monthly wages:

The man at $20 per month, 3G days, . 27 50
The lad at gl6 per month, 3J days, . . 20 IS

53i bushels oats; at 42 cents, . . .22 47
i ton of oats, cut in milk, , . , 2 50
d6i tons hay, at §12, . . . . 405 00
5 do. do. 9, . . . . 45 00
5 do. do. T, . . . , 35 00
14 2-5 do. 6, . . . . 86 40
li second crop, 8, . . . . 14 90
li ton oat straw, 6 00
19i bushels of rye, 19 50
Straw of rye S 00
80 bushels and 19 1 4lhs of corn, . . 80 24
162 do. potatoes, at 25 cents, . . . 40 lO
Corn fodder, . . . . . . 10 00
Fall feed, . . . . . . 25 00
Garden vegetables, 20 00
Apples and pears, 15 00

ECONOMY IN FODDER.
[We have, for a long time, believed that a great

saving might be accomplished in the item of horse
feed, by substituting altogether cut, for long pro-
vender. When Mr. Uarnum was building his new
range of fine stables, we recommended him to dis-

pen^'e with racks entirely, and to have all his" hay
cut; and we are convinced that it would have been
attended with a saving through the year of 25 per
cent. At that time we were not aware that the ex-
periment had been systematic.illy made on so consi-

derable a scale, and its results so well attested, as

we find they have been by Doctor Sully.

On large farms, where all operations are con-
ducted without any approach to regularity or pre-
cision, it can scarcely be hoped that the system
here recommended will be attempted; but on small
farms, and in towns and villages, where many keep
a horse and a cow, its advantages may be easily

realized; and we should suppose that all owners of

hacks, and lines of stages, who have to buy all their

provender, would not hesitate to adopt the plan of
ciUling all their provender. Where horses are kf-pt

merely as pleasure horses, one half, or, at mOsI, two
thirds of the quantity of food here recommended,
would answer to keep them in good condition.

12d. Am. Farmer
]

From the New Enc.i.and Farmers' and Mechanicks
Journal—cunducled bij E. flulmes, J\I. P., Professor of
Cliemislrij, J^'atural History ami Jlgrkulture, in Gardi-
lur Lyceum, Mtilne.

It may appear to many, somewhat useless to de
vote an article to this subject at the present time;
a tiuic when every barn is overflowing with hay and
the maiket almost glutted with it. But it seems to

us that farmers, as well as others, should learn wi
dom from the experience of the past. It is ahao
invariably the case that in years when hay is cut

short and there is much alarm respecting the lack
of fodder, that the spring finds comparatively plen
ty to spare. On the other hand, during years of
great plenty, the reverse is too often the case. It

ds no inspiration to divine the cause ol this

seeming inconsistency. In the first ca.^e, great eco-
nomy is used, every thing is subjtilutcd ivhich can
be profitably, and not a struw is wasted. The re-

ward of this care is a plenty of fodder during the
winter. But when nature opens her hand more
wide, and bestows her bounties with Kfealer libe-

rality, there is too much inattention and caielessness

in feeding cattle—and ihe result is a comparative
scarcity at the end of the foddering season. WoulJ
it not be advisable, during se.isons of great plenty.,

to use the same economy as in limes of scarcity?
Could not a large portion of surplus hay, straw, &.C.

he laid by for a time of need—for a ac uce year,
and thus save much of the sacrifice which farmers
have hitherto been compelled to make at sucb
times?

We thiDfc this would be good policy, and for this-

reason shall, from time to time, publish what we
can collect from good sources relative to this sub-
ject.

economical method of keeping horses.

By Henry Sidly, M. D.

Having received innumerable letters from gentle-
men who keep horses, requesting a description of
my plan of feeding, I shall save much trouble to
others as well as myself, by laying my .system be-
fore the public. Having pursued the plan above
seventeen years, I am enabled to appreciate its full

value, and, being perfectly satisfied of its superior
excellence, I hope to continue the same as long as
I keep horses.

Most people who know me will allow, that hoises
in my employ enjoy" no sinecure places, and few
people can boast of their catlle being in better
working condition or more capable of laborious un-
dertakings, than mine.
The loft above my stable contains the machinery

for cutting chafTand grinding corn. From this li»ft

each horse h^ a tunnel of communication with the
manger below, and a tub annexed to each tunnel
in the loft for mixing the ingredients composing the
provender.

There swHud be no rack in the stable, because
this may tempt the groom to fill it with hay, and
thus by overloading the horse's stomach, endanger
his wind, to say litile of its expense and waste,
for it is a well known fact, that if a horse has his
rack constantly replenished with hay, he consumes
and spoils upwards of 30 lbs. per day.
The manger with which the tunnel communi-

cates, should have cross-bars of firm o.d<, placed at
the distance of ten or twelve inches from each
other, to prevent the horse from wasting his pro-
vender in search of the grain it contains, and this
space between the cross-bars, allows the horsa
plenty of room to take his food. ,

The chaff-cutter I make use of, is manufactured
by Mr. Wilmott, a very ingenious mechanic, who
resides about five miles from Taunton, on the road
to Wiveliscombe. He also provides corn bruisers, of
the best construction; and any person keeping three
or four horses, will save the prime cost of his ma-
chinery the first year of his trial, and the horses
ihemselves, thus fed, to use the language of horse
keepers, will always be above their work.
When the provender is thoroughly mixed in the

tub, previously w.-ighint? out each ingredient, the
mixture should be given in small quantities at a
time, many times in a day; and at Flight, enough is
thrown into the tunnel to last till morning. ''I'his

process will be found of very litile trouble to the
groom, who will only have to go into the loft six or
eight times a dny. As the component parts of the
pro\einJer a;« weighed separately for each horse,
we are certain he has his just proportion; and 1

have hereunto annexed my scale of feeding In four
classes, for it sometimes happens that some of the
ingredients cannot be procured, and at other times,
that it may be better to substitute others; but, what'
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CM r t;raiii i> t;iv(ii, il .-innilu ,il>v;iy5. ijf

co;trsf.ly :i,ri)uiiil, and careliillv ueislinl on.; i >i- i>i

weight alone, is it possible lo judge of the quanliH

of fai iiiiiojous siihblances the horse coiisunii s; it Lie

iiiK «ell known that a peck of oats varies Iroi.i

seven to tivelve pounds; consef|uently if the proven

der were niixed by measure; lliere wouM he Ire

nu( ntly an uncertainty as to quantity. V\ heat v i-

ries from sixteen to twehe; l)arley from thirteen li

ten; peas from fifteen to seventeen; bean^' from (il-

leen to seventeen per peck. And a? v\heat, beans,

peas, barley and oats, are equally good, and of verj

trifling dift'erence in price when their specific gra

vitv i- taken into consideration, I am equally indif

ferent which i;rain I use; bat I should always prefer

boiled or steamed potatoes, for hard working horses.

to '• •
: e'im|ionent ingredient, whenever they can

be procured.

.1.- 1 tall all ground or bruised grain, of whatever

c^e^. iiption, /nc!«n, it will be so distinguished in the

following
SCALE.
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not more than sulficc for two of them. I fed them

on ruta liaga and hay till about the 20th Maj', when

1 commenced cutting, and feeding my Luceiii,

morning and cvenins;. in such quantities as I found

my cattle would consume. By the time I had cut

over the acre, the part first Qioun was again fit for

the scythe. Two cutlings, with ttie small pasture

in which the cattle run, sufficed till my meadows
and grain fields were fit to turn into. A third crop

was cut for hay, and a fourth miu;ht have been cut

also, but for the difficulty of curing it. This is the

field which you saw when at my house.

From my own experience, as well as from the ob-

servations of others who have cultivated this grass,

I am satisfied, that an acre of good Lucern will feed

si.x cows five months, from the 20th or 25th May to

the 25th October. This, to a person located as

I am, upon a small farm, where land is high; would

be worth $45, or $1.50 per month for each beast.

Lucern is less aifected by drought than any grass

I am acquainted with; and but few grasses abide

longer than it does in the soil. It does not attain its

full strength until the third year, and its medium
duration is ten or twelve years.

I will further remark, for the guidance of those

who may undertake to cultivate Lucern, and are

unacquainted with its character and habits, that

It requires a rich, deep, clean, light and dry soil

It will neither do well upon clays nor wet grounds.

It should be sown only in spring, when the ground
has acquired warmth sufficient to promote a quick
and vigorous growth

It should he mown for soiling as soon as the blos-

soms appear; and be permitted to wilt a few hours

in the swath before it is fed to neat cattle; and last-

ly, like all other crops, i

It is benefitted by an occasional dressing of ma-
nure. I thiuk the best way is to apply compost or

short dung in autumn, and harrow with a light har-

row in the spring.

When cut for hay, there is a diffi.-ulfy in curing
Lucern without great loss, as the leaves dry and
crumble before the stem is cured. It should, be
managed |iUs clover—lay a few hours in swath, uriti

then he put into small slender cocks with a fork

It will cure in two good days. I mixed my autumn
crop, in the barn, with alternate layers of straw.

Respectfully, your obedient servant,

Isaac M. Ely, Esq. J. BUEL.

EASTON CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR.
Report on Horses and Mares.

The committee deputed by the trustees of this

institution, to award the premiums offereil for the
best stallions and mares, which, in their judgment.
Lave been exhibited at the present show
Report^That four stallion and two stud colls

only were entered for premium; to three of which,
in their estimation best entitled, they have a.«signed

the premiums offered by the society to stock of this

description, and in the following order:

To Edward Roberts, for his full-bred horse
Tuckahoe, the first premium of fifteen dollar*; to

Philip Wallis, for his thorough-bred Hunter Sky
Lark, the premium of fen dollars; and to .James
Bartlett for his irse Logan, sired by Emperor, the
premium of five dollars.

To Thomas Hemsley, for his grey mare Lady
B<dl, the first premium of ten dollars; to William
H Decoursey, for his bay mare Stella, the second
premium of eight dollars; and to Thomas Murphy,
for his bay mare, the premium of five dollars all

which is submitted by John Edmondson, "1

Edw'd .S. Winder, I O
Ja.mes Denny,

|
Thos Hemsley, |» g
Charles C. Blake, |

~.

\j. C. Pascault,
JVw. 2, 1827. Perry Roberson,

On Asses and JMulcs.

The committee of judges, appointed on mules
and asses, respectfully report: That we award to

Edwaril N. Hamblelon, Esq., for his Jack Bolivar,

the premium of ten dollars; to Governor Stevens,
for his female mule, seven years old, the premium
of eight dollars; and to Richard Spencer, Esq., for

his yearling mule, the premium of five dollars.

R. H. Goldsborough,
Horatio L. Ed.mondson,
Henry Hollyday, Jr.

Ennalls Martin, Jr.

Thos. B. Cook.

On Catlla.

The committee appointed by the trustees of the

Maryland Agricultural Society for the Eastern
Shore, to view the cattle exhibited for show and
premium, report: That they have carefully examin-
ed all the cattle shown to them under the rules of
the society, and do award the premiums as follows:

For the best hull, over two years old, they award
the first premium of ten dollars, to Thomas Hems-
ley, Esq .of Queen Ann's county, for his half blood
red bull Young Bergami.
For the second best bull, over two years eld, they

award the second premium of eight dollars, to

Henry Hollyday, Esq., of Talbot county, for his

half-hlooded Teeswater pide hull Caesar.

For the best bull, under two years old, they
award the first premium of ten dollars, to Thomas
Ennalls, Esq., of Dorchester county, for his black

bull Jackson, of the Teeswater breed.

For the second best bull, under two years old,
they award the second premium of five dollars to Jas.
Parrotl, Esq , of Easton, for his red bull Northum-
berland.

For the best milch cow, over three years old,
they award the first premium of ten dollars, to Dr.
Ennalls Martin, of Easton, for his black cow.
Your committee regret that though there were

several other cows in the stalls well worthy of no
tice, they are compelled to withhold several premi-
m:iis, which might probably have been awarded, if

they had received such certificates as the rules of
the society require.

For the best heifer, under three and over one
year old, they award the first premium of ten dol
lars, to James Gaskins. Esq. of Easton, for his very
superior half-blooded Teeswater heifer.

For the second best heifer, under three and over
one year old, they award the second premium of
five dollars, to col. Nicholas Goldsborough, of Tal-
bot county, for his red heifer, eighteen months old,
country blood.

For the best stall-fed beef they award the pre-
mium of eight dollars, to William H. Decoursey,
Esq., of Queen Ann's county, for his heifer.

For the best gr.iss-fed beef, the premium of six

dollars, to Richard Spencer, Esq., for his red ox.

Wm. FAR(iunAK,
FitEDEKICK PuRNEI.L,
W. H. TlLGIlMAN.

On Oxen.
The committee on Oxen, award the premium of

ten dollars to Mr. Thomas Murphy, of Queen Ann's
county, for the best yoke; but do not consider any
other yoke exhibited entitled to the second pre-
mium.

Philip Wallis,
.John Dawson,
Henry Spencer,
Charles Goldsborough,
Hugh S. Hambleton,
Nicholas G. Singleton.

On Sheep.

The committee on sheep have awarded the pre-
mium for the best ram, over one year old, to Sam'l
Stevens.

The premium lor the second best ditto, to Rich
ard Spencer.

The premium for the best ewe, over one year
old, to Samuel Slovens.

The premium for the second best ditto, fo Ed-
ward N. Hambleton.
The premium fur the two best wethers, over two

years old, to Nicholas Hammond.
The premium for the second best ilillo, to Sam'l

Stevens.

The premium for the two best wethers, undeT'

two years old, lo Samuel Stevens.

And the premium for tlie second best Jilto, fo

Nicholas Hammond.
The sheep generally were of an excellent quality,

and the committee found considerable difficulty in

deciding to which the preference ought to be given.

Though no premium has been awarded to Nicholas
Martin, yet the ewes and wethers oflercd by him
were considered nearly equal to any that were ex-
hibited. W. Gkason,

Lambert ^V. Spencer,
Lambert Reardon,
Jos. P. RiCHARDSO.V,

W. II. Hayward.
On Swine.

The'coniniittee appointed to examine and aivard
premiums upon swine, have great pleasure in sta-

ting, that too high commendation can scarcely be
passed upon those gentlemen who have entered to

compete for tlie above description of animals. The
number offered, added lo their various qualities,

such as form, size, age, and pedigree, have been
rarely equalled, and probably never surpassed by
any former exhibition, and have imposed a very
nice, hazardous, and difficult task upon the com-
mittee. But after strict scrutiny and much deliber-

ation, they have awarded the first premium to John
Arringdale, of Tidbot county, for his boar, of the
Dutch slock, fourteen months old, being of uncom-
mon form and size.

Wc awani the second premium to Richard Fid-
deman, of Talbot county, for his boar, ten months
old, as ha is very remarkable for his early rapid
growth and easy keep.

We award the premium for the best breeding
Sov\, to Thomas Murphy, Esq , of Queen Ann's
county, as possessing great capacity and beauty,
for tui" procreation of her species.

We avard the premium for the second best
breeding sow, to Thomas Holnisley. Esq., of Queen
Ann's county, for his sow called 'J\IoU," as being
of fine form and very prolific, having produced
sixty-one pigs ia fine year and nine months.
We cannot forbear lo mention, that Dr. Harriss,

of Queen Ann's county, the Rev. Messrs. Bayne, S.
Stevens, E Roberts, W. H. Hayward, P. Mackey,
I. G. Rhodes, and N Martin, exhibited swine, that
attracted the serious consideration of the com-
mittee.

There were many beautiful pigs exhibited, whose
a»e, in the opinion of the committee, excluded
them from a preiniuni. All which is respectfully
submitted. Theodore Denny,

Thos. Martin,
Rich'd Fiddeman,
Nicholas Martin.

On Household Maniifacliires.

The committee appointed by the trustees of the
Maryland Agricultural Society, for the Eastern
Shore, to award the premiums ofl'ered for household
manufactures, have been much gratified at the hand-
some display of useful and elegant articles exhibited
for their inspection, and after a critical examinatioB
of them, do hereby award the premiums as follows,
viz:

For the best piece of kersey, (M\ of wool) we
award the premium of five dollars, to Mr». Roysten
A. Skinner, of Talbot county.
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For Ihc best pkce of Ui-rsey, of cotton «'arp, we

award the pr(^miimi of live dollars, to Mrs. Mary
Chance, of Caroline county.

For llic best piece of flannel, we award the pre-

mium of five dollars, to Mrs. Anne Hardcastle, of

Caroline county.

For the best piece of cassinet, we award the pre-

mium of five dollars, to Mrs. Sarah L. Redgrave,

of Talbot county.

For the best piece of carpeting, we award the

premium ef five dollars, to Mrs. William Gist, of

Talbot county.

For the best hearth rug, we award the premium
of four dollars, to Mrs. Roystcn A. Skinner, of Tal-

bot county.

For the second best hearth rug, we award the

premium of three dollars, to Miss West,

of Baltimore.

For the best counterpane, we award the premium
of four dollars, to Mrs. Elizabeth Maynadier, of

Annapolis.

In regard to the second best counterpane, the

committee have to observe, that they found two so

precisely alike, in all respects, that they could not

prefer one to the other. On examining the sealed

tickets attached to them, it appeared that one be»

longed to Mrs. Margaret Richardson, and the other

to Sarah L. Redgrave, both of Talbot county; the

committee then concluded to decide the case by lot,

on d)ing which it resulted in favour of Mrs. Rich-
ardson, to whom they award the premium of two
dollars, provided this course of decision meets with

the approbation of the trustees, which the commit-
tee hope they will s^mction, as the competition, wc
understand, was in the same family.

For the best piece of linen sheeting, we award
the premium of five dollars, to Mrs. Mary Hardcas-
tle, of Caroline county.

The committee have to regret that there was no
competition for the article of table linen, one piece

only being offered for their inspection, the quality

of which they do not consider entitled to a pre-

mium.
For the best piece of toweling, we award the

premium of three dollars, to Mrs. Robert Hardcas-
tle, of Caroline county.

For the best pair of knit woollen stockings, we
award the premium of one dollar, to Miss Eliza

Pierson, of Talbot county.

For the best pair of knit cotton stockings, we
award the premium of one dollar, to Mrs. Elizabeth

Woodward, of Dorchester county.

The committee are sorry to say, that there was
not a single pair of thread stockings offered for the

premium; they also beg leave to observe, that there

was a piece of white kersey, of cotton warp, offer-

ed by Miss Eliza Pierson, of Talbot county, of most
excellent quality, and although not quite equal to the

one to which we have given the premium, we think

entitled to great credit, and regret we have not a

premium to award to it. Also wish to notice, a

piece of blue cassinet, offered by Mrs. Wrigbtson
Lowe, of Talbot county, which we consider of most
excellent quality, but being deficient in colouring,

we could not award to it the premium.
Of carpeting the committee thinks there has been

the handsomest display ever offered at this place for

examination; anil they beg leave to congratulate

the society on the great improvement made by the

ladies in Ibis article since the lust exhibition.

Of hearth rugs there were not as many as were
offered at the last show, and the comniillee wi.sh to

observe, that the one which they had selected for

the first premium, bclooKed to Mrs. Wm. Gist, of

Ttlbot county, we altenvanls understood had the

same premium awarde.d to it at the late exhibition

gf tiie society in Baltimore, and therefore, agreea-

bly 'o the understandiiiK of the committee, is not

eiitiiled to it agsin. Auiong the various articles ex-

ex]>i'ess their great admiration of a beautiful thread

lace cap and pelerine, ingeniously knit by Miss Ann

B. Fontleroy, of Talbot county, which, they think,

discovers great taste, and regret they have not a

premium at their disposal to award to them.

All which is respectfully submitted.

Wm. B.\ker,

Wm. Cl\p.k,

Wm. .Jehkins,

W. H. Gr.oosE,

Severn Teackle.

From several parcels of cider, (he committee se-

lected a bottle offered by Henry Hollyday, Esq. as
the best, and have pleasure in pronouncing it fairly

entitled to a preminm.
.ToHM Leeds Kerr,
TiiisTR.tM Thomas,
John D. Green,
Thos. Murphy,
Thos. C. Eabi.e,
Anthony B.^nning,

W. M. Hardcastle.

0)1 Implements.

The committee on implements and machines of

husbandry, at the present exhibition, have found

their duties to lie in a very narrow compass. The
only machines or implements on the field, were a

few ploughs and harrows shown by Mr. James Me-

loney, and an imperfect threshing machine, said to

be tnade by Mr. Michael Bonnewell, of Delaware—
but as the committee could see nothing essentially

new in the principle of any of them, they cannot

feel warranted in awarding a premium for either.

ElWARD TlLGHMAN,
Fayette Gibson,
John W. Battie,
John S. Martin.

After the foregoing report was made out and sign-

ed, a double plough, invented and patented by Mr.-

Geo. DolHer, of Frederick county, and designed for

the purpose of bar-ploughing, and throwing the fur-

row slice back at the same operation, was brought

on the ground by Colonel Maynadier. of Annapo-
lis. It was not offered for premium— but the com-

mittee thinks the implement a new one—deserving

of the notice of the society, and well worthy of

patronage.

0)1 Butter.

The committee to whom the butter was referred,

found upon the table provided for that purpose, a

most choice and extensive assortment of that mui-h

esleeraed article, both fresh and salt— all of which

were put up in a great variety of beautiful and

tasteful forms; and for colour, flavour and good
management, could not have been readily surpass-

ed. The committee owe it to those ladies, under

whose directions the several parcels had been tnade,

to stale, that so nearly similar, in all respects, were

many of the parcels, that it was with the greatest

difficulty they could make a selection, but after re-

peated trials, made up (heir minds and awarded as

follows, viz:

The first premium for fresh butter to Mrs. Anne
Hollyday.

The second premium for do., to Mrs. M. Rogers.

The first premium for salted butter to Mrs. M,
Rogers.
The second premium for do. to Mrs. Harris,

of Bloomingsdale, Queen Ann's county.

On Plonghing Matches.

The committee on ploughing matches report that

there were four two-horse ploughs entered and start-

ed for the society's premiaui, viz: No. 1, a self-

sharpening plough, by Mr James Mtloney. of Tal-
bot—No. 2, a Chenovvith plough, by Mr. Geo. Ste-

vens, of Talbot county—No. 3, an Alexander plough,

by Mr. Thomas Hemsley, of Queen Ann's—and No.
4, a Sinclair plough, by Mr. Wm. Jenkins, of Tal-
bot counties, respectively. That No. 1 finished the

allotted space of 1-8 of an acre in 22i minutes

—

No. 2 in 27i minutes—No. 3 in 29^ minutes—and
No. 4 in 29 minutes. The committee think that all

the work was well done— that by Mr. George Ste-

vens' plough in a particularly neat manner; but they

have determined, as their best judgment, under all

the circumstances, to award the premium offered

for the best ploughing with two horses or mules, to

Mr. Thomas Hemsley, of Queen Ann's county

—

and the premium for the successful ploughman to

the black man Vincent Hollyday, who drove his

team; there was no plough with oxen entered.

Jas. C Haywarh,
Peter Webb,
Lambert Reardon,

' EdW D TlLGHMAN,
Jas. Chambers.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton recommended as the material for Cot-
ton Baugiko, Cordage, &c.—No. XIII.

Mar Vilminslon, Del., )

Mr. Skisser, Dec. 19, 1821. J

Sir,—In answer to Mr. Wilson's inquiries in the

last number of the American Farmer, page 308, I

reply to the first, I would not reeommend horse

power to work a woollen factory; the fulling mill

requires too much power. Horses, are often used

to drive the carding engines, but their irregular

motion is a great disadvantage in spinning; and in

all the horse factories I have seen, the spinning ma-
chines are propelled by manual labour. The spin-

dles in a woollen factory are generally worked by a

woman; they are called jennies, and for coarse

rr,, ., , ., -. . r work, a frame of 40 to 50 spindles is used, and
The committee regret to slate, that no infot-ma-

^^^,^ f^^^ jj ^^ ,,j j^,,^^^ f -^^^^ ^ ^illy is
,n relative to the mode of preparms and making;

1

fi,,, u,ed, lo make a coarse yarn from the rolls

made by the carding engine; this operation is called

tion reiative to tne moUe ol prepa

the aforesaid parcels of butter were communicated.
John M. G. Emory,
Wm. VV^ Moore,
Robert B. A. Tate,
W. H. Decoursey,
J. NiCOLS.

On Fermented Liquors.

The committee on fermented liquors beg leave to

express their regret that so few specimens have
been this season offered to the society.

Of cordials, of several kinds, presented for the

judgment of the committee, that which was found

marked with the name of Mrs Doctor Denny was
decided by them to be very superior, from il.< deli-

cious flavour and fineness, and therefore entitled to a

premium. A bottle of strawberry cordial, marked
with the name of Mrs E. Jenkins, was much ap
proved also by the committee, and several other

hibited for our inspection, the comnailtee wish to I gentlemen whom they had called into council

slubbing, and for negro cloth the billy would spia

quite fine enough. A woman works a hilly; they

are 30 to 40 spindles; cost 3 dollars per spindle.

Mules for spinning cotton in the horse factory are

always worked by hand. A woman can work a

mule of 120 and 240 spindles; the first coarse, the

last very fine; they cost from 2 to $3 per spindle.

To the 2d, 3d and 4th: 'I'he machinery for card-

ing and spinning wool, is so very different from

that of colton, that the woollen manufacturer al-

ways buys his cotton yarn when he intends making

a cloth of cotton and woollen. 1 would not advise

the spinning and carding of both in the same build-

ing. Two horses would drive carding engines to

supply 100 spindles on wool

5th, 6th and 7lh: A fly shuttle loom may, by al-

tering the harness and reeds, (or rather changing

1 them,) be made to weave any kind of coarse clolh,
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mi.\ed or not; such as bugging, blin.'iCls, sheetings,

negro cloth, and the coarse shirtings; .ind would

prefer (hem for coarse work to po^ve^- looms, that

cost from four to six or seven times as much. v

Sth. A building, 23 by 30 feet, two stories, would

be Urfre enouijh for a woollen factory of 100 .-piii-

dles, the ground floor used for looms; and the same

size, three stories, would contain 500 cotton spin-

dle?.

9th. Near a small town or village, is an advan-

tage in this neighbourhood, as the hands can be got

wilh more facility, and saves the erection of build-

ings to accommodate the work people. But where

the labour is to be done by slaves, I would prefer

an isolated situation.

10th. 1 would advise a person unacquainted with

manufacturing, to visit some of the ealablishtnents

at work, or a machine shop. Any machine maker

could inform them the proper kind for any intended

factory; and in Baltimore all the information may
be obtained.

11th. All the machinery used to card, spin, and

weave the cotton bagging, «ill answer for any kind

of cloth not finer than sheetings, or the coarsest

shirtings; particularly cotton blatikets, which are

an extraordinary good substitute for woollen, are

very durable, and can be made very cheap, requir-

ing little labour to knap them, which is done by

merely laying the cloth on a table after it comes
from the loom, and dragging a very coarse hand

card the length-way of the cloth. They are as soft

as a mole skin, and at weight for weight, equally as

warm as the woollen blankets. In 1806 or 1SU7,

1

suggested the economy of luanufacturing and using

the cotton blankets to Tench Co.\, pjsq., then pur-

veyor for the army, who contracted for and had a

quantity made and tried, they are used by the army
and navy, I believe, to this day.

The manufacturers long established, have uni-

formly discovered a very decided advantage in mak-
ing as little variety in an establishment as possible.

Altering the machinery and preparing for making a

fine article, after running a length of time on coarse

ones, requires time and often expense. I woidd
recommend the same; let one keep to a particular

article, which will be the means of soon bringing it

to perfection, as is done in Europe and all the work
shops of England. It enables a person soon to be-

come master of the business, and get along wilh sa-

tisfaction to himself, and credit for making a supe-

rior article. With one experienced, trusty hand,

there is no ^fficulty in establishing a woollen or

cotton factory. THOMAS MASSEY.

KOKTICUZiXURE.

ISABELLA GRAPE.
Linnccan Botanic Garden, near A'eio York,

)

i. S. Skis'S'er, Es.1. December 20, 1827. j

Dear Sir.— In the last number of the American
Farmer, I perceive a communication signed "Aeon-
slant Reader," in which the writer supposes some
error may exist in my statement relative to the na-

tive country of the Isabella grape. To me, sir, the

study of horticultural and botanical subjects is so

pleasurable an avocation, and accuracy in every point

in relation thereto, iiffurds so much satisfaction in

its attainment, that it is peculiarly gratifying to me
to find gentlemen willing to investigate them.
To satisfy the doubts of your correspondent, and

to throw as much light as possible on the subject, I

will now mention my authority for the statemeut,
re|i;tive to the grape in question, and which happil)

is the very'Taiiiily, which he supposes so capable oi

impartibg 'poriect information on the subject.

—

George Gibhs, Esq. (now of bt. Augustine) was loi

a' long period of years a resident of this Island, and
1 had the pleasure of being on terms of great Inii

mac} with Iris excellent family, and it was^ronj tltem

tliat I obtained ull my information, as to the place of
Its origin.

Whether it was first brought from South Caroli-
na to Wilmington, and thence transported to Long
island, I cannot attempt lo decide, but it strikes me,
some remark of that kind was made at the time.
Certain however is it, that at my request, Mrs.
Gibbs traced it as far as possible, and stated as the
result that it had been first brought from Dorches-
ter, S. C.—As memory may however, sometimes
tail alter a lapse of years, I have written to them
and again, solicited the particulars, and the result

shall be communicated through your paper.
As to the title mentioned by your correspondent

ai " Laspeyre Grape," I must state that I had never
previously heard of the name, although 1 have en-
deavoured to elicit every information with regard
to the Vine, which a very extensive correspondence
throughout the union could realize.

As to its being a native of our country, no doubt
can reasonably exist among persons who will inves-

tigate the subject. The characteristics of exotic

and of native grapes, are so very dissimilar both in

the growth, and appearance of the wood—and espe-
cially \n foliage, that there can be no mistake on a

full examination of these points, and even the dif-

ferences in the appearance of the naked wood in win-

ter are so strongly marked, (hat one can scarcely

err in distinguishing them thereby— It has been
hitherto (he practice to condemn indiscriminately

every thing American, and even (he Vine has shared

in this unnatural but almost universal antipathy.

—

It is therelore highly gratifying to find that intelli

gent gentlemen, even from the famed "land of the

Vine," "Labelle Fiance" itself, can perceive in the

native productions of our country, (hose qualities

(ha( Americans have of(en disregarded, and pardc-

ularly (hat (he meri(s in (he present case should be

so highly estima(ed, as to be considered (o identify

the '-Isabella" with the far-famed "muscatelle"

grape of France.

But sir, flattering as (his compliment is to the na-

tives of our soil, and pleasurable as it is to me, to find

I'ini: although American it is appreciated; still i

cannot agree to its applica'ion in the present case,

for the characteristics of the three varieties of the

Muscatelle or ftluscadelle grape are well known
to me, and I can find no striking similarities.

In addition I have to remark, that as the Isabella

grape has been sent to a large number of the most
celebrated collections in Europe, and no statement

has appeared mentioning its identi(y with any pre-

viously known to them; it serves as confirmation

strong of other circumstances. I will now conclude
by mentioi.ing that the singular circumstance oc-

curred to me a few days since, of receiving an or-

der from Madeira, for a quantity of Vines, exclu-

sively American, of this and other varieties.

Yours, most respectfully.

WM. PRINCE.

IStVUANAIi ISaVROVTmaHNT.

(From the Savannah Georgian.)

Canals, Rail way, the Tkade of the Gulf of
Mexico.

In a day or two, Mr. Cruger, (whose arrival we
have recently noticed,) wi(h his two associ.t(es,

Messrs. Wrigh(aiid Pascales, will proceed to fix the

line of canal from the Ogeechie to the AUtamaha
We have (he strongest assurance of (he eminent
qualifications of thia gentleman, in (he fact tnat he

lias been selected hy Judge Wright, for the duty ii

which he has embarked, who has placed under him
one of his own sons.

The importance of this work to Georgia, cannot

bo, readily appi-eciated. The amount saved by (Ik

p!in(er,in the transporlaliori oi bis produce to mar
ket, will, in three or four years, equal the cost oi

execution. It is not, however, important (o Georgia
alone— it will constitute an important link in the
chain of interior communication be(ween the mid-
dle states and the Gulf of Mexico. It will super-
sede the canal contemplated to pass through Flo-
rida if, as we presume, i\Ir. Spalding, (who is about
to obtain a charter for a canal or rail way from (he
Flint to the Ocmulgee rivers) shall proceed prompt-
ly in (he execudon of his project. To suppose
otherwise of (his patriotic and public spirited gcn-
(leman, we believe, would be doing him icrea( in-

jusdcc. It is but thirty-six miles from the Ocmul-
gee, at Hartford, to Fort Pearly, on the Flint river,

up to which latter point there are always five feet

water. By the extcntion, (hen, of our canal (o (he
Alatamaha, a distance of sixly-six miles from Sa-
vannah, and the union of the Ocmulgee and the
Flint rivers, by a canal or rail-way of (hir(y six

miles, (he (rade of the Cha((ahoochie, which washes
(he borders of Alabama and Georgia, for a great
distance, and the commerce of (he Gulf of Mexico,
even to New-Orleans, can be brought through
Georgia to Savannah. Excepting (his distance of
one hundred and two miles of canal, the whole
route admits of good steam-boat navigation. We
are aware of some obstructions now e.visting in the
Alatamaha and Ocmulgee. They are, however,
entirely of logs, and arc about to be removed, un-
der appropriations alreaily made by the legislature.

We know of no work so well deserving (he consi-

deration of this state, nor one so important in tinne

of war, to the United Slates. In importance to (he
la((er, i( is not to be brought in(o comparison wi(h
(he Dismal Swamp Canal, nor with that iiniliiis: the

Delaware and Chesapeake bays— to both of which
Congress have liberally subscribed. The execu-
tion of these laltf-r, at bes(, bu( saves a safe navi-
ga(ion of two hundred or (hree hundred miles.

The union of the JSavannah and Alatamaha rivers,

and (he Ocmulgee, (a branch of the latter) and the
Flint, (a tributary stream of the Chattahoochie)
which at most, cannot exceed in cost one million of
dollars, would save the dangerous navigation around
Cape Florida, aiuf reduce the distance to New-Or-
leans at least one thousand miles.

KADXES' DEFARTIMCEXTT.

(From Iliiils for the Improvement of early Education

and Nursery'Discipline.)

RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION.
Religious education has been so ably and satis-

factorilj' treated of in several works already before

the public,' that (he Author would be unwilling,

even were she competent, to ofler a full or connect-
ed disquisition on the subject.— But as she couhl
not entirely omit (hat which is (be foundation of all

good education, she has slightly touched upon some
points, which from her own experience she con-
ceives to be of particular importance.

"The spirit of true religion is diflusive, and (here-

fore (hey that are actii.itcd by it, as they wish the

happiness of all, so they labour lo set (hem in the

right way (ha( leads (o i(, and more especially will

they do so, with respect to those whom the divine

Providence has pu( under (heir immediate direction

and conduct, whom the Fa(her of spirits hath com-
mitted to their care as so many talents, which he ex i

pects they should improve for his service and to his

glory. Parents shnuM remember (ha( their chil-

dren are designed to he citizens of another world,

and therefore that their principal study must be

how to fit (hem for the employs of (hat blessed state.

"Monro's Pious Institution of Youth—Babington's
Practical View of Christian Education—Doddridge'j
Sermons on Education; and the \'. oiks of Mrs. Trim
mer, and Mrs. H. More, on the same subject.
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The m.5/mc(s ol" nature prompt parents to ilo good

to their children, Init rc/jVion cxahs those instincts,

o-ives them more noble tendencies, higher aims, and

a diviner bias."* .

It is the deeply-rooted conviction, that in bringing

up a child, we have to do with an ininioi tal spirit,

—which can alone excite that strcni;th of feehns;.

and depth of interest, essential to the performance

of our hiuhest duties towards him. That many

well-meaning parents, who take it for granted, they

are bringing up their families religiously, manifest

so little earnestness in the cause: that religion is, in

fact, made so secondary an object, must, in many

cases, be attributed to the want of strong practical

faith; to the want of a real and operative belief in

the solemn and repeated declarations of Scripture,

that the present world is but a state of probation,

and that on the short time spent here depends the

everlasting condition of every individual. Amidst

the various cares, engagements, and jileasures of

life, there is great danger of neglecting those things

which though most important are least seen. We
arc called upon to apply ourselves in earnest, and

"whiLst it is called to-day," to the religious improve

ment of our children, as lliose"whose time is short;"

as those who remember that in this case there is a

double uncertainty, in the lives of tlieir children,

and in their own; "as those who know that the pre-

sent mny be the only opportunity of performing the

high duties required at their hands But enlighten-

ed'zeal is ever accompanied by wisdom and pru-

dence—our eftbrts will many times be hidden and

unseen, for when outward exertion would be ill-

timed or injudicious, may not a parent promote the

best interests of her children by that unobserved

vigilance, that spirit of the heart, which we may

confidently believe will not fail of its reward?

Some parents are deficient in the religious care

and instruction of their children, from the false no

tion that as it is divine grace alone vvhiih can change

the heart; so they have little else to do than to sit

Still, and leave their children to the operation of

that grace; supposing that with it all will be well,

and that without it, whatever thet CKn do, is to lit-

tle purpose. Others fall into the contrary extreme;

and confining their views to human eftbrts alone,

often fail by imposing burthensome restraints, and

renderin" religious duties laborious and wearisome.

But there is a happy medium between these oppo-

site errors. The belief that God is pleased to work

by means;—that he has graciously promised to bless

the faithful use of these means;—that he has de-

clared "as we sow, so also we shall reap;"— that he

Las commanded us "to train up a child in the way

he should go, and when he is old, he will not depart

from it;"— this belief uill stimulate to a diligence,

a constancy and a fervency of spirit in the religious

education of our children. At the same time, the

sense of our own insultiqiency—the conviction, that

although we may plant and water, it is God alone

who can give the increase, will combine that mod-

eration with our earnestness and activity; that calm-

ness and quietness '.vith our zeal; without which,

they will often prove im ffeclual, and should lead us

to implore the divine aid and blessing so graciously

promised to those who ask.

It is not to be forgotten, that as religion is the

most important, so also it is the most sacred of all

subjects; and that although, froni its importance,

it is ever to be kept in view; yet, from its sacred

character, it must not be made too common or fa-

miliar.
" IVuc religion," a late valuable writer remarks,

"mav be compared to a plum on the tree, covered

with its bloom; men gather the plum, and handle

it, and turn and twist it about, till it is deprived of

all its native bloom and beauty." We are in dan

ger of doing this, if we impart religious instruction

as a task, either to ourselves or our pupils: if we at-

tempt to teach the sacred fiuths of Christianity,

whilst we have little sense of their beauty or of the

savour that attend them; if we arc in the habit of

bringing forward religion without a corresponding

feeling and reverence; if we can talk of it with the

lips whilst the heart is little alive to the subject; and

if we imperceptibly adopt a religious tone, because

it prevails amongst those about us. By this mode

of proceeding, vve may encourage in those under

our intluence an outward profession of what is good;

but we are not likely to foster that substantia! and

practical principle, which is the life of religion.

It is a very mistaken idea, and not the result of

experience, that regular connected teaching is un-

necessary on religious subjects. We have the di-

vine command, '-thou shalt teach them diligently."

It is therefore our absolute duty to obey, and to en-

Ughten the understandings of our children in reli

gious truth, in proportion as they are able to re-

ceive it. But we are to enter upon this work, not

as we would undertake the dry routine of a com-

mon lesson, but as a business in which we peculiar

ly need that "wisdom which comelh from above;"

as a business that has to do with the heart more

than the head; in which our chief endeavour should

be to engage the inclination and affections of our

pupils; a business of incalculable importance as re-

garding the most momentous interests of those to

whom we are bound by the lenderest ties. In the

study of the Scriptures, it is not enough to read

them as a letter; it should be our desire to imbibe

ourselves, and to infuse by sympathy into the hearts

of our children, a measure of that spirit which

breathes throughout them. We Would not, for ex-

ample, give them the particulars of the life and

death o( the Lord Jesus, merely to be accurate-

ly learnt and remembered as any other subject ol

historical information; but it ought to be an object

so to comiiiuniiate this most interesting of all nar-

ratives, as to excite in their hearts a love and grati-

tude towards him, as their divine and compassion-

ate Redeemer.
{To be conchided in our next.

)

STOJ&.'SltS& OIiXO.

'See Monro's Pious Institution of Youth—Vol.

18, 19, aad33.

THE WAR-HORSE BAVIECA.

tThe intrepid spirit which characterized the mi-

litiiry career df Alexander the treat, was indicated

at an early age, by his fearlessly undertaking to

mount and manage the yet unbroken and liery Bu-

cephalus; and, by the force of association, llie horse

IS little less known th.tn his imperial master by

wh .m he was subdued, and rode with triumph

through many a fitid of war and glory. But a heio

equally brave, and more magnanimous, and a charg-

er more gallant and docile, have, by the force of

circumstances, been less celebrated. The hero Rod-

ligo, or the Cid,and his war horse Bavieca, will be

better known since the ajipearance of Sismoiidi's

excedent work on the Literature of the South of

Europe. Of what relates to the latter, we ex ract

the following for the entertainment of those of our

readers who take pleasure in what has a tendency

to make known and perpetuate the fame of animals,

noble in their kind, and distinguished for endurance,

courage, patience, and docility.]

The subject of the next ballad is Bavieca, the

Cid's charger, whose fame has been celebrated in

almost every romance which has recorded the ex

ploits of his master. He is also mentioned in the

Cid's will. "When ye bury Bavieca, dig deep; for

shameful thing were it that he should be eat by curs

who hath trampled down so much currish (lesh of

Moors." Rodrigo likewise directed that his dead

body should be placed in armor, upon Bavieca, and

JO led to the chu rch. Alter this ceremony had been
performed, no man was again suffered to bestride
the .»a!lant charger. Bavieca survived his master
'bout two years, having lived, according to the his-

tory, full forty years.

The king look'd on him kindly, as on a vassal true.

Then to the king Ruy Diaz spake, after reverence
due:

"O king, the thing is shameful that any man beside
The liege lord of Castile himself should Bavieca

ride.

For neither Spain nor Araby could another charger
bring

So good as he, and certes the best befits my king;

But that you may behold him and know him to the

core,

I'll make him go as he was wont when his nostrils

smelt the Moor."

With that the Cid, clad as he was in mantle furr'd

and wide.

On Bavieca vaulting, put the rowel in his side.

And up and down, and round and round, so fierce

was his career,

Stream'd like a pennon on the wind with, Ruy Diaz'

minivere.

And all that saw them prais'd them; they lauded

man and hor«e.

As matched well, and rivalless for gallantry and

force;

Ne'er had they look'd on horseman, might to this

knight come near.

Nor on other charger worthy of such a cavalier.

Thus to and fro a-rushing the fierce and furious

steed

He snapt in twain his hither reign—"God pity now
the Cid!

"God pity Diaz!" cried the lords—but when they

look'd again.

They saw Ruy Diaz ruling him with the fragment

of his reign;

They saw hini proudly ruling with gesture firm and

calm,

Like a true lord commanding, and obey'd as by a

lamb.

And so he led him foaming and panting to the king.

But, "No," said Don Alfonso, "it were a shameful

thing

That peej'less Bavieca should ever be ifcestrid

By any mortal but Bivar-mount, mount again, my
Cid."

WILD GAME.
Among the many "signs of times" noticed by our

brethren of the type, is the fact that wild game,

such as bears, deer, wild turkeys, squirrels, &,c. are

uncommonly plenty. Whether there is any thing

ominous in this we pretend not to say. It is a fact,

however, not unworthy of record, that game of the

above description has not been so plenty in this

countv for thirteen years at least, and perhaps not

since 'its first settlement. In our own neighborhood

it has not been an uncotnnion occurrence this fail

for a bear to come to a pen within a few rods of a

dwelling house, and take out a (al bog; three cases

of this kind we have heard of. As an evidence of

the abundance of wild turkeys, we state the fact that

Garrett Biirget of Pine Grove, lately killed Ihrefj

at one shot, with a fowling piece. Two were killed

in the suburbs of our village day before yesterday.

Deer are killed daily in all directions.—The smaller

game, such as birds and squirrels, have been ex-

tremely destructive to fields of grain. Every field

has suffered more or less, and very many nearly de-

stroyed. Seventeen hundred were killed in one day

by a party from this village and vicinity.
' "^ [Warren Gazette.
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HAWKING.

This ancient and noble spnit was. Ias( wpek, re-

vivcil in Euston park, in (hi." county. (Suffolk.) On
Tlimsday. his Grace (he Duke of Grallon, nilh the

ladies Fitzroy, and a eay train of fifty, ("ok (he

field ivilh ten gallant falcons Each hird had three

fine flisihls, and proved his pure breed and good
training, by retcularly striking his quarry, and re-

maining with it till holh were taken up The hawks
(eynses.) were brought from Germany, and trained

by the famous falconer, Epps, of Hertfordshire.

AVe understand it is his Grace's intention to follow

{he sport regularly during the season at least twice

a week. [St(ffolk Herald.

A wild deer was taken at sea, about (wo miles
from Newburyport, a few days since, by two men
in a skiff. It had probably escaped to the water as

a refuse from huni;ry hounds.

SdlSCBIiZiASVSOirS.

EFFECTS OF RIDING IN CONSUMPTION.
The cure I atn aoins to mention, was of a gen-

tleman who is rf lated to the doctor, and is now liv-

ini: ill Di)rsetshirc, who was brought so low by con-
sumption, that there seemed to be no possibility of

a recovery, eith.'r Ijy medicine or excicise; but, it

beinj; too late (or the first to do any j;ood, all that

was to be done was to be e.',pected from the latter,

though the doctor did not think that even riding

would then do. Hoivever, the poor gentleman see-

there was no other hope left, was resolved to at

tempt to ride into the country; but was so extreme-
ly far gone, that at his setting out of town, he was
forced to he held upon his horse by two porter.*,

and when he (;ot to Brentford or Hounslow, the
people of the inn, into ivhich he put, were iinvvilling

to receive him, as thinking he would die there, and
they should have the trouble of a funeral.

Notwithstanding, he persisted in his riding by
small journeys to E.\eter; and got so much strength
by the way. that though one day his horst, .:s ho
was drinking, laid down with him "-- •-•-- ' '

i RON.—There are m Centre county, Pen.i.-) I

vai.ia. s-veii blast furnaces, ca|)alil.- of proilucing
8,t)00 toiiN, and annually producing 7 400. and em-
ploying 275 hands; and nine forges, capable of pro
ducing 'i,490 tons, and actually producing 2,0.50
tons, and cniployinK 230 hands. The annual value
of these maniiiacluies Is .is follows:

7,400 tons casting.?, at ^30, $222,000
2.050 do. bar iron 100, 205,000
Employine; 505 hands, nearly all able budied

men, and probably subsisting at least two thousand
persons.

There are also three rolling mills in this county,
but the proceeds of them are not stated; and a
manufactory of "wood screws," at which was made
last year 10,700 gross.

Rliode Island imports about 19,200 tons of cast
and bar iron, annually, from New York, New Jer
sey and Pennsylvania.

Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia and Ken(ucky, all abound in

iron ore, and have large manufactories of if. Ore
is also plenty in several other states, and is manu-
factured in them.

At Taunton, Mass., l.'JOO tons of nails are made
annually, and 300 Ions of plates, hoop'j and ma
ctiiiiery. At Pittsburg, there are seven roiling and
siiding mills, eight air foundries, six steam engine
factories, one wire factory, &c. Some of these are
very large establishments; one of them has two en-
gines of 100 and 120 horse power.
COTTON.—Much cotton printing is d.ine at

several places. Taunton, M.iss. and Dover, N. H.,
re. among the most famous; at the first named,

2,000 pieces are pritited weekly, and the quantity
is increasing; much also is printed at the Warren
IViclnry, near Baltimore, at which between 900 ami
I"iOO persons are subsisted. These prints are all of
coarse cotton; but the finer fabrics will be made,
and sold cheaper than at present, it the minimum is

advanced as suggested. Great preparations are
making to extend this business.

Flllcen thousand yards of cotton cloth are wove
.•' at I-iwpII. Mass.
vVOOL —Three towns in Maine, containinu-

Hiuss AND Skins.— I'lie product and manufac-
ture ol hides and skins is a very important part of
the internal business of the United Sta(e,s, and em-
ploys more thgii 100,000 persons. In 1826, the
cattle in New York amounted to 1,513,421, exclu-
ding those under a cert .in age; in Vermont they
are about 300,000; in ISIO, in Pennsylvania, six
hundred and twelve thousand nine hundred and
ninety eight; the returns no doubt imperfect. Their
probable aggregate in the union is 14,000,000.
The manufactures of bides and skins, by the short
returns of the marshals in 1810, were valued at
17.935,477. The whole present value, including
the increased values of the articles passing through
the hands of different manufacturers and mech.an-
ics, cannot be estimated at a less sum than fifty
millions of dollars annually; which will appear
moderate when divided among the whole people of
the United States, and including the various pur-
po.ses for which leather is used.
The value of leather, and of boots and shoes ex-

ported to foreign places, in 1826, was §586,576.
The value of shoes made at Newark, New Jersey,
and sent south, is about ^300,000 a year. From'
1,200,000 to 1,400.000 pairs of shoes are annually
made at Lynu, .Massachusetts; their value is about
1,000,000 of dollars; 60,000 dollars are paid to wo-
men for binding and ornamenting them. In part of
the supplies of (lie people, (he Lynn fishermen, in
the season, bring in daily 6,000 lbs. of fish. About
5,000 persons arc here supported by the manufac-
ture of shoes.

^. the water, and . . „

he was forced to ride part of the day's journey in ''?''"' ^'^^O inhabitants, and from 75 to 100 square

that wet condition, yet he sustained no harm by it, 'V''^*
°^ territory, wintered, last season, H,53l

but came to the above mentioned place considera

biy recovered; when, thinking he had then gained
his point, he neglected to lide any more lor some
time. But, afterwards finding himself relapsing, he
remembered the caution vvhich Doctor Sydenham
had given him, at his setting out, that if he shinild

be so happy as to recover, he should not leave off

•ridinjj too soon; for he would infallibly relapse and
die. If he did not carry on that measure longenojgh;
so be bi-took himself to his horse again, and rode
until he-obtained a perit-ct recovery: Sure m\tkoil

of imjjnjviiig health and prolonging life.

[We may add to the above, that some Jecks
since, a dislinguislied and valuable member of so-
ciety, and friend of agriculture, a Virginian. kiss-

ing through Balliijiore, observed to the Editir of
this paper, that he had been once very immiitnlly
threatened with a confirmed pulmonary comp|iint,
whereupon his physician advised him to get a iacic

of hounds and betake himself to fox hunting, 'fliat

he did so .accordingly—was very soon cured q all

consumptive symptoms, except a consuming ipe-
(ite, with health, and good will to eat his allowiice.
'I'hat at his own instance, several of his friendsliad
arrested the progress of that deadly malady by
similar means. I3y the same amusenaent and der
cise, riding sometimes at more than half spied,
thirty miles before breakfast, the Editor has ben
cured of that villanous disorder, now vulgarly clll-

ed indigestion, alias dyspesia.]
'

Give a man work, and he will find money.

sheep, producing three pounds of wool each, and
bavins 6,770 lambs this season. Some of these
sheep are fine woolled breed. From various details,
it is believed (ha( (he sheep last winter, in Maine,
amounted to between 800,000 and 1,000,000, and
(bat the present stock is 1,300,000.

Mr. Davis, in his speech in the House of Repre-
sentatives, on the Slst January last, estimated that
the amount of wool worked up was 32,000,000 lbs

,

and that 3,000,000 yards of broad, and 32,000,000
of narrow cloths, were annually produced, and
about 100,000 persons are directly'or indirectly em-
ployed in this busines.s. We gather his opinion
aiso, that more than one hundred millions of capital
were vested in the growth and manufacture of
wool; and he put down the sheep at fifteen millions.
The island of "Rhode Island," fourteen miles

long and less than three wide, has more than thir(y
thousand sheep upon it. There are about 200,000
in Berkshire co., Mass. Many in the western parts
oi Virginia; one gentleman in Ohio co. has more
than 3,000; he sold his crop of w ol to Mr. Rapp,
at Economy, for 3,400 dollars. There are in the
slate of New York, about four millions of sheep,
between two and three millions in Pennsylvania, a
million in Vermont, &c.

it has been calculated (hat the manufacture of
wool, including the various mechanics and labour-
ers employed, in the New England states, subsists
about 20,000 families, of 120,000 persons, and that
hese wdl consume the surplus products of 40,000
imilies of agriculturists; together about 360,000
ndividuals.

A Mr. Ahijah Colburn, of Dedham, (Mass.) on
splitting open a maple log last week, which had
been felled about a year, discovered in a cavitv,
iwenly-nne young rattle snakes; Ihey were in a tor-
pid state, and from nine to ten inches in length.

A London paper of the 1st ultimo, contains an
account of self destruction by a man who left be-
hind him the following letter, which m.ay have as
strong a mar«J '•">.

< as a f'.-mal e.xhortatior, agai.ist
drunkenness:

"Simdaii, October 2S.
"Dear wi/e- 1 hope you will pardon the act I

have conimilted,and pray to God to forgive me my
sins. Ob, my dear wife, for some time past I have
been distracted. From Wednesday till I returned
home on Saturday night, I did not see a bed. Ex-
cessive drinking has brought me to my present mis-
ery and guilt. For God's sake cauti-n the poor
children, when they grow up, to avoid drinkin-'— it

has brought their poor father to a miserable death.
I have left 13/. in a drawer in my bed-room. Give
my poor boy Bill my watch Oh my God! it must
be— 1 cannot survive. I hope, my dear wife, you
will soon recover from your confinement, and that
you will make the business answer better now I am
gone. God bless you, Hirewell. Pray to God to
forgive me.—Adieu.—Your unhappy and lost hus-
band. W. PARKER."

The publication of Lord Byron's Life, written by
Mr. Moore, has, we understand, been transferred
from Mr. Murray to Messrs. Longmans. It is said
between one and two hundred letters, written by
the poet to Mr. Moore himself, will be inserted in
the work.

A writer in the National Intelligencer states that
he has been completely cured of the habit of chew-
ing tobacco, by using Slippery Elm Bark as a sub-
stitute for a time. He recommends (he experiment
to (he attention of the slaves of this nauseous habit.
A gentleman of our acquaintance in this city has
tried the experiment, and he says it has weaned him
cntirelv from tobacco, and that he has not the least
inclination for it, [Raleigh Register.
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S.BCIPE3.

For CtTRiNO and Cooking Pickled Fish.

The use of pickled fish, such as mackerel, Sal-

mon, Sliad, Sec, is becoming more general than for-

merly, and would be still more extensive if the pro-

per mode of preparing them for the table, was bet-

ter understood. These fish constilutc not only a

salutary diet, but, in many cases, make a very bene-

ficial change in our food.

Whoever will give the fjllowing directions a fair

tri.il, will heco oe sensible of their value:

First—The fish should be kept covered by the

pickle, bv means of a flat stone or slate laid on

them. The oil or animal fat, which floats on the

Jop of the cask, should not be renioveil, as it pre-

vents the fish froai rusting; but in taking the fish

jroni the barrel or keg, this oil ought to be put

aside, care being taken not to let the (i.»h touch it.

Secondly—The fish should be washed clean, then

put to soak in a large quantity of water, for eight

or ten hours, with the flesh side down. The time

of soaking may be varied to suit the palate. It

must again be washed clean, put it to soak six or

eight hours in milk, (if you have it,) then dry it

by the fire.

Tliirdlij—When dry, lay if on the gridiron, with

the fiesh side downward, over pretty lively coals,

for five minutes, or till it is moderately browned,

^isi w^':^m-mi

Baltimore, FRiD.iY, December 28, 1827.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER'S ALMANAC.
Mr. T. G. Fessenden, well known as the intelli-

gent and industrious editor of the New England
Farmer, has this season commenced the publica-

tion of a Farmer's Almanac, with the intention of

issuing it annually. No person is better qualified

to render a work of this kind a vehicle of useful

and practical information than Mr. Fessenden, and

we are glad he is disposed to devote to it a share of

his time and attention. Those who cannot avail

themselves of more expensive informalion, may de-

rive from it many hints and suggestions on agricul-

tural subjects, that will be valuable long after it has

ceased to answer the common purposes of an alma

nac. It may safely be recommended as a useful

appendage to every farm-house. The following is

a sketch of its contents:

This almanac, in addition to the usual miscella-

neous matter contained in similar works, contains a

calender of the courts for each state in New Eng-
land; the sun's declination; and ten pages of agri-

cultural matter on the following subjects:

On soaking seed-corn in copperas water; on small

on fish, used as a manure; onfarms; on charcoa

then turn itwilha plate, or some flit^instrument I
gapes, or pip in poultry; agricultural axioms; on

hat will not break the skin, and let it remain over
|

fallen fruit; on stagger in swine; how toj;aise cab

the coals ten or fifteen minutes, or till it is cooked

sufficiently. Slide it off" the gridiron into the dish,

and strip off the back bone with a broad knife; pal

the fish, to cause the thick part of the fish to ab-

sorb the fut fiom the belly part; use no butter

—

then you will enjoy all the flavour and juices of

the fish.

If a mackerel or shad so prepared iloes not relish,

it must he more the fault of the pal.ite, than of the

food. How many articles, capable of being made
into excellent dishes, are lost or spoiled from want
of care and skill in dressing thsxjs-

To Cure Bacon.—To half a bushel of small

hoir.iny salt, pounded, and one bushel of blovn salt,

put ti\o pounds of salt pctre and three quarts of

molasses— mix all well together, and rub your hams
and shoulders tlioroushly wit') it, and put a thin

layer on each piece; then pack the hams in the pow-

dering tubs, with the skins downwards and as com
jiart as possilile; first spriiikling the bottom of the

tub with uiiiTii.\cd blown salt When the tub is

half full of hams, put in the shoulders until three-

quarters full, then fill up with the middlings, jowls

hud heads, giving a thin l.-.yer of unmixed blown

sal! between every layer of meat. After your meat

has remtiiiied, (if s;nall, four weeks, if middling

size, five weeks, and if large, six weeks,) take it

out and hang it up to smoke, wilh the hocks down-
v.ards. Whin w.ll smoked, take it down and rub

it tliorouuhly with hickory ashes, and pack it in

dry hogsheads, uilh the bocks down; once or twice

during the, summer examine, rub it again with

hickory ashes, and towards the fall it may be hun
up, and it will then keep for many years.

[We have not the luast ajiprehension in recom-
mcndins the above, with which we were favoured

by Mr. E. I. Wiilson, comuiission merchant of this

city. We have our diuibts whether the addition of

molasses be not superfluuus, but many think olher-

V ise, and it can, at all events, do no harm.]

Cider —To improve the flavour of a hogshead,

fuke one gallon of French biandy, half an ounce of

cochineal, a pound of alum, and three pounds ol

suitar candy beat the latter articles well together,

and sieep ihcm two d.iys in brandy; pour the whole

info the cider, and slop it close six months.

bages, which shall not be club-footed, by Dr. Green,

of Mansfield, Mass.; how to fatten fowls; a cheap

method of preventing the disagreeable smell of

privies; root-steamer, with a drawing; on grafted

trees; on painting walls to mature fruit; on cattle

stalls; signs of a good farmer; on drying peaches;

on the value of time; machines for gathering clover

heads, with two illustrative engravings; Sir Astley

Cooper's chilblain ointment; recipes for the ladies,

containing directions for making several kinds of

cake; miscellanies, &c.

EASTMAN'S MANUFACTORY OF AGRICULTURAL
I.MPLEMKNTS,

JVo. 36, Fratt street, Baltimore.

On hand, a supply of superior cast-steel A.Tes, also

Malaxes and Guibliing Hoes of cast steel; also, improved

patent Cornsftcifos that can be recommended, price $16.

."Vlso, Brown's Vertical ff'ool Spinners, embracing every

tiling desirable in an implement of the kind for family

use. Also, the subscriber's patent cylindrical Straw

Cutlers, which have never been equalled in any country

for cliaffing all kinds of long forage with ease and fa-

cility, such as hay, corn stocks, cane tops, &c. &.C., the

machinery permanent and not liable to get out of order;

price of small size, including extra knives, $55; the se-

cond size, with extra knives, $61. ,^lso, West's patent

spring M'ashing Machines, can be highly recommended,
price"$15. Also, a complete assortment of Gideon Da-

vis' highly improved Patent Ploughs, made of the best

materials; Cultivators, Swingle Trees, double and sin-

gle, fee. &.C.

^:^A11 orders by mail, post paid, will receive prompt

attention. JON.-VTHAN S. E.iSTMAN.
Agents for the subscriber, where gentlemen can leave

their orders:

Messrs. Jor.a. Alden, Phdadelphia.
Barr, Aucliincloss &. Co. New-York.
David J. Burr, Riclunond, Va.

Randolph Webb, Raleigh, N. C.

J. C. & C. Burckmyer, Charleston.

Dr. VV. W Anderson, Statesburg, S. C.

J. G. Herbert, Savannah, Geo.

A Private Teacher Wakted—\ gentleman acquain-

ted with the various branches of an English education

and competent to teach reading, writing, arithmetic,

English grammar and Geograjihy, who can be content

to receive a moderate salary, in a private famil) in a

healthy situation in the country, may hear of employ-

ment by addressing a letter to T- E" Post OiSce, Cen-^

treville, E. S. Md.

Nf.wspaper and Glneral Agency Office, Washing-
ton ClTT.

The subscriber will attend to offering for sale, rent
or hire. Lands, Goods, cr Properly of any description, situ-

ated in this city, or elsewhere; settling accounts witi
government, merchants, or private individuals; ohtain-

subscribers and collecting d< bts for editors of news-
papers, and periodical and other works; and any kind
of business in which an agent is necessary or useful.
The subscriber will also attend to paying taKes in the

different states and territories, on lands owned by non-
residents; and will, if required, offer the same for sale.

Persons at a distance, having business to transact in

this city, or any of the neighbouring towns, by address-
the subscriber, post paid, will be punctually attend-

ed to on reasonable terms.

Conveyances, deeds of trust, apprentices' indentures,
and other instruments of writing drawn at the shortest
notice.

The subscriber is acting as agent for several cheap
and valuable newspapers.
For Sale, an elegant Mansion, suitable for a foreign

minister, or private gentleman, handsomely situated in

a central part of the city, with the necessary out-build-

ings attached. It is valued at fifteen thousand doltari,

but much less would be taken for it. Only one-third of

the purchase money will be required in hand, and the

balance on a long credit, if the interest be paid

promptly.
Apply to the subscriber, at his oiEce on Pennsylvania

avenue, opposite Jlr. Wright's Auction room.
E. F. BROWN,

.NeiDSpaper and General ^genti

BAXiTISXORC PRICES CITRRZiZI'T.

nrecled for the Jlmerican Farmer, by Edward I. Willsonf

Commission Mcrclumt and Planters' Jigent,

Ho. \\,Biniily't wharf.

ToE.wco.—Seconds, |3,00 o 1,00—Scrubs, 4 50 i
6,50—common crop,3,00'n 3,15—Do. red, 3.15 4.50

—

good red, 4.50 a 5.00—Fine red, 5.50 a 8.00—Yellow
and red, 1.00 a 10.00—Yellow do. 5.50 a I".00—Fine
yellow, 10,00 a 15,00—Virginia do. 3 50 a 7.00—Rap-
pahannock, 3.50 a 4,00—Kentucky, 3,50 a 5.00 do. for

wrapping, 6.00 a 1,00.

Flour—white wheat family, $5.15 a 6 50—superfine
Ho%v-vJ-st. 5,12i; city mills, 1,15; Susquehanna, 4.81^

—

Corn Meal, bbl. 2.62^ a 2 15—Grain, white wheat,
best, .90 o 1.05—red, .80 a .95—Corn, new .33 a .36

—RvE, 50n.52—Oats, 2-2

—

Beans, .80 a l.Oi

—

Peas,. 45
a. 50

—

Clover seed, 5.00 a 5.50—Timotbt, 2,00 n 2,50—
Barlkv, 60 a 75

—

Flaxseed, 90

—

Cijtton, Virginia, 10a
-Louisiana, .11 a .13—Alabama, .10 a .il^—Mis-

souri, .10 n ,10i—>. Carolina, ,9^ a ,105

—

VVool, com-
mon, ,15 a .16—wash'd,.l8 a .20—half blood, .20 a 25—
three-quarter, .28 a 30—full do. .30 u .35

—

Hemp,
Russia, per ton, $215—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136

140—water-rotted, 110 a 190

—

Fish, Herrings, Susque-
hania, bbl. 3.12—Mackerel, 4.25 a 5.16

—

Bacon, hams,
.9(1. 10—Feathers, 26 o 28—Whiskey, in hhds. 1st proof,

244 < 25—in bbls. 20.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
Ol Farming in New England—Economy in the use

of Fjdder and olht-r Provender for Horses and Cattle

—Airiculture in the State of New York—Easton Cattle

ShoT and Fair, and Reports of Committees awarding
the mnual rremiurns—Manufacture of Cotton in the

Souhcrn States, No, 13— Isabella Grape, by William
Priiie—Canals, Rail-way, and Trade of the Gulf of

Mesco—On Religious Instruelion— Poe/n/, The War-
HoEC Bavieca, from Sismondi—.Abundance of Wild
Gare—Hawking revived in England—A Wiid Deer
takoi at Sea— Riding, a cure for Consumption—Manu-
faclires in the United States; Iron, Cotton, Wool, Hides

ancSkins—Remarkable Rattle-Snakes—Dreadful effect

of Intemperance—Life of Lord Byron—Remedy for

Toacco Chewers—Recipes, For Curing and Cooking
Pi«led Fish; To Cure Bacon; To improve the flavour

ofOidcr—New England Farmer's Almanack—Adver-

tisments—Price Current.

Punted every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, cnrner

of St. Paul and Market-sLs , where every description

of printing is neatly executed.

...J
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AGRZCUIiTUB.B.

[We have been requested to insert in the Ameri

can Farmer, the following; queries on the subject of

Agriculture and Rural Rconomy. which have been

put into our hands by Caplain Basil Hall, of the

Royal navy, now travellins throush Ibis country.

We understand that these queries were drawn up

chiefly by Mr. Jacob, a gentleman »vell known to

European agriculturists, as the author of a report

to the British House of Commons, on the price of

gr;iin in the diflferent countries of Europe. The
last query. No 106, was given to Captain Hall by

the celebrated Mr Mallhus, who is extremely de

sirous of obtaining accurate information through

the medium of personal inquiries, in different parts

of our country, on this interesting branch of politi-

cal economy.
Answers to all, or any of these queries, from dif-

ferent parts of the country, if addressed to the Edi-

tor of the American Farmer, will be transmitted to

Captain Hall; and it is only necessary further to

suggest, that, as these queries were drawn up by a

person unacquainted with the peculiar state of this

country, there may be omissions, which the intelli-

gent readers of (his journal will have it in their

power to supply; and, as the object is to gain accu-

rate and extensive informati-in. Captain Hall, we
are sure, will be very grateful to any gentleman

who will take the trouble to extend their number
and variety.]

INQUIRIES RELATING TO AGRICULTURE
AND RURAL ECONOMY.
Weights and Measukes.

1. Are the weights and measures the same as

those of England? If not, stale what they are.

2. Is the new imperial bushel, or the Winchester
bushel, in use?

3. Is the measure of land, Ihe English acre, uni-

versally adopted? Or, in the seltlemcnts composed

of Irish, is the Irish acre, in those of Scotch the

Scotch acre, or among Germans the morgen, made

use of?
,

Cultivation.

4. When land is brought into cullivrition fioni a

state of nature, how many times is it necessary to

turn over the soil, either by digging or ploughing,

before the seed is deposited in it?

5. How many successive crops can be grown on

such land before it requires to ie refreshed by ma-

nure?
6. Is the seed on such land scattered by sowing

broad cast, or is it drilled by a machine, or is it

planted by hand?
Corn.

7. How many bushels per acre are commonly

sown of the several kinds of grain, viz: wheat, rye,

barley and oats?

8. VV hat is the average produce per acre of those

several kinds of corn? what is it on the best land?

and what on the worst lands actually in cultivation?

9. What quantity of rice, and of maize, is usu-

ally apr'ied per acre for seed?

to. What is the usual average produce of those

two kinds of grain?

11. What degree of exhaustion is operated on

the soil by each crop of grain; or, in what propor-

tion does each of them, relatively to the others, de-

stroy or lessen the fertility of land?

Shell Fruits.

12. Are shell fruits, such as peas, beans, fares,

kidney beans, caravanses and others, extensively

cultivated? What is the usual increase of each of

these, viz: how many times does the produce ex-

ceed that ol' the seed, when cultivated on the field,

not the gardes system?

No. 42.—VOL. 9.

Roots.

13. Are edible roots, potatoes, turnips, carrots,

mangel wuitzel, parsnips, or any others, cultivated

on the agricultural system, or merely by gardening?

14 Are they used as food for cattle; or, are they

used for distillation, or extensively as aliment for

Ihe population?

15. Are sugar, molasses or starch, made from any
ol" these roots, and how extensively?

IG. Does Ihe cultivation of these several roots

appear to exhaust or diminish the fecundity of the

soil; and which of them is thought to deteriorate it

the most?
17. Is the cultivation of these roots, or of any

others, deemed or found in practice to be beneficial

to Ihe crop of corn which may be grown next in

succession?

18. Are the necessary means provided for pre-

serving the roots in question from the injurious in-

fluence of the frosts during winter?

Articles tor Commerce.

Ifl. What is the annual cost of cultivating (per

acre) tobacco, including all expense unlil it is fitted

for sale?

20. How many hundred pounds weight docs an

acre usually produce?
21. To what extent is the fertility of the soil di-

minished by a crop of tobacco?

22. What is the expenditure on an acre of sugar

canes?

23. What the subsequent cost, till it is fit for

sale?

24. What the annual weight, per acre, of sugar?

25. What is the value estimated to be of the resi-

duum of the canes as food for catlle, per acre?

26. What is the cost of production of cotton per

acre, when Ihe bushes are arrived at full bearing?

27. How long from the planting to their being in

full bearing?

2S. How long do they continue in full bearing?

29. What is the cost per acre after gathering,

before it is fit for sale?

30. How many pounds is the usual produce of an
acre?

Pasture Lands.

31. Are there any natural meadows, on which
oxen can be fattened, so as to become fit for the

butcher?
32. How many oxen can, in the space of one

year, be brought from a lean stale to be fit for meat,
on a hundred acres of such natural meadows?

33. Is there any upland or dry pasture, fit for the

rearing or fa'tining sheep?

34. Of what species of the grass tribe does the

food on the moist and dry pastures consist?

35. Do any of the feslucas, poas, avenas or pra-

tenses, grow in them spontaneously; and which of

them predominate?
36. Are the artificial grasses cultivated, such as

lucerne, trefoil, sanfoin, red and while clover, and
especially the Lolium perenne?

Cattle—Oxen.

37. What is the average weight of the oxen in a

lean state?

38. What is their average weight when killed?

SO. What season of the year is most favourable

for fattening them?
40. How long a time is generally requisite to

bring them from their lean state till they become fit

for the butcher?

41. When slaughtered, what proportion does the

weight of the tallow bear to that of Ihe meat?

42. What is the average weight of the hides?

Cows.

43. Is the milkjof the cows converted into cheese

and butter?

44. How many pounds of butter weekly is deenij

ed the fair average produce of each cow?

45. When the skimmed milk is converted into

cheese, how many pounds of such cheese is the

weekly produce of a cow?
46. VVhen no butter is made from the cream, but

Ihe unskimmed milk used for cheese, how many
pounds does each cow aflford weekly?

47. At what age are the calves usually weaned?

43. Are calves, when intended to be used for

food, fattened by any other means than milk?

49. At what age are the calves commonly slaugh-

tered?
Sheep.

50. Are the sheep of a coarse or fine woolied

breed?

51. Is the wool long or short?

52. Is it the custom to emasculate the males, te

fit them for the table?

53. What is the usual weight of the several kinds,

viz: wedders, rams and ewes?

54. What is the average weight of the fleeces of

the above three descriptions?

55. At what age are the wedders, or, when it oc-

curs, the ewes usually deemed fittest for the butcher?

56. Is any preparation used by fattening before

they are slaughtered?

57. Are the sheep usually kept in a fold during

the night, or are they m winter kept in covered

houses?
Manure.

58. Is it the practice to fold sheep on the fallow

land, adopted for the purpose of manuring ii?

59. Is the dung of cows and sheep, as well as

of horses and other beasts, carefully preserved for

Ihe purposes of manuring the land?

60. Is the manure ploughed in before seed time,

or is it ever applied as a lop dressing?

Ul. Is it laid on in a raw slate, or after it has un-

dergone putrefactive fermentation?

Swine.

62. Is the number of swine considerable?

63. Do they draw their chief subsistence from
the woods, or from the refuse of the dairy and the

farm?
64. Are they carefully and cleanlily kept up when

destined for the slaughter?

65. Is any corn, or peas, or beans given to them,
as a preparation for the butcher?

06. What is Ihe usual weight when slaugh-

tered?

67. What proportion of that weight is commonly
rendered into lard?

Horses.

68. Of what description are the horses employ-
ed in agriculture?

69. Wiiat is considered to be the usual weight
for four horses to draw in a wa^n, or for two in a
cart.'

70. How many miles are deemed the proper day's

work for such teams? ^^
71 How many hours in the day can horses Vork

at field labour.'

72. On a comparison of Ihe benefit of the labour
of horsps and oxen in Ihe field, which is found to be
preferable?

73. Are asses employed in field labour, or as

beasts of burden.'

74. Are mules bred to any extent, and are they
used as beasts of burden.'

Slave Labour.

75. Are the lands cultivated with slaves?

76. What is the money value of a working slave,

not being an artificer, or handicraft, but employed,
and capable only of being employed in field work?

77. What is estimated to be the expense of maiii'

taining such slave'

78. What would be the amount of the annual
value of the labour of such slave, when compared
with the prices paid for similar labour to freemen
in the nearest district^
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79 Can the blMcks labour a longer time, or with

more intensity whilst (hey work in the open air and

in the heat of the sun, than white men?
80. What comparison can be made as to the

relative portion of labour which can be performed

by the t>ro classes?

81. Is the labour of the blacks equal to that of

the whites; or, if it is greater, is it in the propor-

tion of 1 1 to 10, or of a higher number?
8-2. How much higher is the cost of maintaining

a white labourer than that of a black slave; calcu-

lating the interest of capital invested in the latter,

and the insurance of his life against casual or natu-

ral death?

Free L.iBonR.

83. Where no slaves are used as labourers, what
is the price of the day's wages of a common agri-

cultural man, when his food is provided for him?
81. What is it when he provides himself with

food?

So. What is the price paid per acre for reaping
wheat? what the price of mowing barley or oats?

8(i. What the price for mowing grass for hay?
87. Is (he threshing of corn practised by machi-

nery, or by hand labour? When the latter, what is

paid per bushel for threshing, winnowing and clean-

ing wheat, barley and oats respectively?

S3. What extent of wheat land can one man, on
an average, reap in a day?

89. What extent of land can he mow when the
cro[i is barley or oats?

90. IIow much grass land is usually considered a

day's work for a man to mow?
91. Hnw many bushels of wheat can a man com

monly thresh in a day?

92 How many builiels of barley or oats?

9.5. \Vhat is ordinary food of the labourer?

94 How many hours are there in an ordinary
day's work, iu summer, and also in winter?

Domestic Labour.

95. What are the wages of a first rate man ser-

vant, or butler, as he is called?

9(1. What the wages of an under servant, and
for what length of period is he hired, generally?

97. What are the wages of female servants

—

housekeepers, cooks, nurses, chambermaids? and is

the custom of giving servants written characters,
general?

General Queries.

98 What progress has been made, or is now ma-
kin?, to improve the modes of cultivation?

99. Has much attention been paid to improve
the several descriptions of the live stock, by cross-

ing the breeds? What are the best American pub-
lications on these diflorenl subjects?

100 Prices of the unlocated lands bought of the
government'

lOl^tough estimates of the profits of trade in

the mvn»?
10-2 Whether there are many or 0)11/ landholders

living upon their rents, like English landlords?
103. Whether the banking system is now in a sa-

ti^f irtory state, and Ihe notes of all the different banks
readily cxchaniced for metallic money at par? What
are the best publications in America on banking?

104. The comparative fertility of soil in the east-
ern and western states, as far as it has been guessed
at?

105 Registers of mortality, whether in towns or
country, particularly in the la'ter?

106. Proportions of biilhs to marriages in the re-
gisters; and furlher, Ihe piuliticn.ss of married wo-
mrn,or the number of births which married women
have had during the period of their child-bearing.
This can only be obtained by personal inf|uiries.
Dr Krankhn's conjecture was eis^ht M Murat, (as
stated in the chapter on the Iruitliilness of mar-
riages in Mr. Mallhus's essay on population,) made
some inquiries of this kind at Vevay. in the Pais de

Vaux, from which it appeared that the results were
essentially different from the proportions of births

to marriages in registers; and it would be curious to

know, what is the difference in America as compar-
ed with Europe, in the fruitfulness of marriage!
arising from the habit of marrying earlier in Amer-
ica, or from any other cause? It is particularly re-

quested, that the answer to this query be the result

of actual inquiries; and, in that case, it ought to be
stated, if possilile, how many separate families are

taken into account, in order lo draw the average.
The detail of each inquiry would be very valuable.

*»* The reply to these queries may be addressed:
"Cajitain Basil Hall, R. N., Care of Tiios. Wal
KER & Sons, New-York;" and indorsed "Jlnswera
to Queries.''^

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES.

Cotton kecommended as the material for Cot-
To.N Bagging, Cordage, &c.—No. XIII.

Mr. Skimser, Virginia, Dec. 15, 1827.

Sir,— If a subscriber to your paper, and a per-
sonal friend to its Editor, may take the liberty of
offering a few criticisms, he will do so, on the oSlh
No. of your 9th volume. This number, in my hum-
ble judgment, is decidedly the most interesting

which has appeared for many months. I was par-
ticularly struck with the extract from the addresj
of Mr. Thomas P. Jo.ies to the Franklin Insiitute,

which is excellent throughout. ''Viator's" commu
nication likewise possesses much merit. The spirit

in which it is made, as well as his facts, are highly
gratifying to every sincere lover of his country. But
these are blended with certain opinions, which I am
sorry to see, are gaining proselytes so fast, that

even you, Mr. Editor, (if you will pardon me for
saying so,) have lately manifested several symptoms
of having caught the infection. 'I'hese opinions
are, that more government protection and encourai;e

ment is wanting to our manufactures— especi.illy of
woollens. Admit the fact, and admit also the prin
ciple, that good policy requires the continued inter-

("irence of government in the application of every
species of labour, until we are able, (as such politi-

cians contend,) to supply all our own wants within

ourselves. How, I would humbly ask your friend

Viator, and all who think with him—how will it be
possible that "our foreign commerce will greatly in-

crease," when it must be manifest we shall want
nctldu';; but what we ourselves can make? An in-

terchange of superlluous commodities being essen-

tial to the very existence of commerce, our mak-
ing more of any thing, than we want for home
consumption, will avail us notlimg, unless we will

take ill exchange from other nations a portion, at

least, of what they muke beyond their home con-

sumption. But this cannot possibly be done with-
out violating the first—nay, the vital principle of
what has been, with very little honour to our-
selves, called "Ihe American system." This prin-

ciple is, "to buy nothing from abroad, which we
can make at home, with due encouragement and
protection from our government." What would be
the sure, the inevitable consequence of carrying
into full ctiect, sj hopeful, so grand, and palnolic
a system? Why, there would soon be nothing, in

fact, but what we should make; since we have every
variely of soil and climate, with corresponding va-

rieties of fanciful /)TOJcc(o?-s and uioon-strucksc/iCHiers

to ask and lo receive goiemment encouragement

—

even to the substitution of sheep for men, by way of

restoring the primitive innocence of the pastoral
ages, and of silk worms and mulberry forests for

horses and corn, lest we be gorged to surfeiting with
a superlluity of the last, and tempted to indulge in

idle, tupeuiive pageantries, by possessing too tiiany

ol the first. Covernment, or rather, our rulers, and
not ice ourselves, must duly apportion all these mat-
ters for usj and between vs, we being too stupid

either to see, or to pursue our own interest, without
their special and continual prompting, guiding and
ordering all our concerns, both national and indi-
vidual. Happy, most happy country, to be so su-
premely bless, d wilh such kind, such willing such
every vvay competent guardians. We have only to
carry this interfering principle a little farther, and
our cookery books may all be thrown into the fire-
we shall have government recipes enforced by pe-
nallies—even for frying a pan of hominy, or making
a pot of coffee, (for which last beverage by the
way, I once had a mortal dread upon me,) that we
should be compelled by legislative enactments to
swal;owdrtily,a most villanous solution of toa-led
rye, by way of countervailing the British West In-
dia policy.

Close upon the heels of this communication from
your friend Viator, wilh which, upon the whole I
was very much gratified, you have given us some
poetry, the style of which is certainly very good
But, in a moral view, it is highly objectionable; for
so (ar as It goes, it is an encouragement to'self-
muider, and that too, in young ladies who marry,
(as far too many probably do,) without affection
lur their'husbands. This apparently being a digres-
sion of a very excursive character, in reference to
the hrst part of my letter, I hold myself bound to
oflei as good an explanation of it as J can. Know
then, my good sir, that I verily believe nations, as
well as individuals, may be guilty of selfmurder;
and that your poetic extract brought this belief so
full upon me, as to force my pen to express it. The
protecting and encouraging duty project, as it is
now pressed upon us, in every imaginable way, and
by all grades of writers, from the sapient, most
prolound politician, to the silliest scribbler who can
get his erudition into a newspnper, will prove (as I
do most solemnly believe, if it becomes the settled
policy of the government,) one of tbcsa self murder-
ing (tcts. Let the numerous volunteers in our be-
h.ili, persuade us, if they wish, and convince us, if
they please, that our negroes would be more pro-
fitablj- employed in managing spinning jennies and
power looms, than in cultivating corn, wheat and
tobacco: but, for pity's sake, let ihem withhold their
bands and pens from all attempts to show, that we
tuo, (1 amn we Southern men,) must join in clamo-
rous and importunate petitions to Congress for more
du.ics-more duties—more duties, to enable us to
make this clunge. We want no "wise men of
Gotham," eithet here, or elsewhere, to satisfy us,
that a part, at lea»t, of our labour, must be employ-
ed in something else than agriculture, or we shall
run a great risk of Marving-notwithstanding the
parental care which government has, for many years
past, so kindly taken of Southern interests. But
»ve think it requires no great stretch of forethou.'ht
or sagacity, to understand tKat this change can be
bcnehcKdIy made, without the smallest interference
whatever, in our behalf, on the part of our govern-
ment. We will readily admit, Ihat they mav be
much wiser than we are, and more fajpalde of judo--
ing what is best for us; but we do be,; and implore
them to let us manage our own private (^airs, in our
own way. If we go wrong, the loss, as well as the
blame, will all be our own; and we shall have no
pretext, as heretofore, for laying such heavy sins at
their doors, as the sore— the very sore, and undeni-
able depression of the great agricultural and com-
mercial interests of our country.

Your friend and subscriber,

Tuckahoe.

P. S. As nearly every thing, Mr. Editor, in these
times, even to the fashion of ladies and gentlemen's
apparel, is turned to party purposes, I deem it ne-
cessary to assure you that 1 am perfectly innocent
of any such design, either express or implied, in
the foregoing letl;r. The anti-agricultural and an-
ti-commercial policy which i would denounce, has
ruled our councils, more or less, ever since the me-
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morable days of our embargo and non-intercourse

laws; for if these two great national interests have

enjoyed any brief periods of prosperity since, they

have more lesembled the fitful gleams of an expir-

ing taper, than the steady blaze ol a nacridiao and

effulgent sun.

[Our correspondent appears to write under Sonne

degree of apprehension that his crili'„isnis will not

be well received. If ihis b'- (he fact, ho is entirely

in error We have no less confidence in his discre-

tion than in his aliililies and sincerity, and we shall

be glad to hear from him at all times. He has only

to bear in mind that we must keep clear of bein;;

enlisted for party purposes, in the sense he speaks

of. As for the great question, so much is said pro
and con, that like some other wiser ruen than oar-

selves on other subjects, we are in a quandary. We
saw the tariff system of 18-24 established, and in

1827 the farming interest is more dejireised than tue

ever knew it. Well, then, it is said that this distress

is occasioned by the peace of Europe It is true

that many factories have been established. They
give daily labour and daily bread to a great many
people who rise by (he toll of the bell, and go to

bed by the same token, and (he proprietors, we un-
dersland are accumulating large fortunes—and it is

said that if Congress will make certain enactments
in their favour, that a great number more of people
may awake, work, eat, and sleep by the same rules

in woollen factories, and those who aie rich enough
to build them, may become yet much richer; and
that the farmer may get a betler price for his wool;
in shoit, that it will be of immense advantage to

the country; and all this is promised by men for

whose wisdom and judgment, and superior talents,

we have the greatest respect: we are in—a quan-
dary.]

Answer to Inqttiries.

Afar Wilmwglon, Delr, )
Mr. Skinner, Dec. 20, IS.'T.

J

To obviate answering individually the numerous
inquiries for information on the subject o'' manu-
facturing coarse collon fabrics in (he Sou(hern
s(atps, which queries vary so, as (o reijuire quite
diifercnt estimates to answer, i. have concluded
to give an estimate and such informstion as to suit

them generally, and all who foci an interest in em-
ploying their idle slaves in tlie manufacturing ol

coarse cotton and woollen clol.'is: being confined
with a violent cold, I lake (he opportunily of com-
niiinica(ing the following, which, wilh a litde calcu-
ialioii, may serve generally ^is answers, and show
how advantageously (heir slaves can be employed,
instead of being a lieavv tax on their owners.
A building. 25 by 30 feet, three stories, would

contdin 500 spindles, the cost of which may vary,
according to sKuation, ma(erials, &c. &c.

100 spindles, wiiii the carding engines, and
roving and drawing frames, calculated to

make coKon bagging, blanke(s, iic. and
the looms, &c. to weave the yarn, would
cost about $1350

And would spin 48.000 lbs. cotton per ann. of stain-

ed and inferior quality, which may be bought
for 7 cents, is .... . SjJso

The slave labour to card and spin it, . 400
Do. to weave, . . . 370

Wear and tear of the machinery iO per cent, 135

$-12U5
The cotton loses 10 per cent, in manufac-

turing.

43,200 lOs. of bagging would be obtained at
the cost of . . . . . . ji,4265

20 oz to the running yard of bagging 4-2 inches
wide, would be very stout. My opinion is, (hat a
pound of well twis(ed yarn, would answer equally
well for bagging. At 20 oz. the yaid, it would cost

Ihe manufacturer nearly 12i cents; at 16 oz. i(

would cost nearly 10 cents. I estimate the labour
agreeably to Mr. Kilby's statement of slave labour,
viz. $41 per annum, average of women, girls and
boys; and jS52 for men, being about half (he price
of white labour here for the former, and one third
for the. men. The spinning of yarn for cotton
blankets will cost a trifle more (ban (ha( for bag-
ging; (he weaving double that of bagging; and as
they require better cotton, would cost nearly doubl
per yard what I have estimated Ihe bagging. They
may be twilled, made of fine yarn, and a knap
raised on them to look very handsome; (hey are
soft, durable, and as warm as woollen blankets, and
soon mighl be in(roduced as a complete subslilule
for them.
The 100 spindles, wilh one third of the carding

engines required for the bagging, would produce
40 lbs, of No. 5 yarn per day, suitable lor coarse
nheetings and negro shirtings, and when wove
"ould make 120 yards. Requiring only 46 lbs. cot-
Ion at 10 cents, is . . . . §4. 60
Labour of carding-, spinning and reel-

ing 133
Do. weaving, • . . . 1.50

«i7.43

The 120 yards would sell for 10 to 12J cents per
yard, and amount to jJlS 20, leaving a profit of $5.77
on (he day's work. The same machinery would
answer (o make all the upper clothing required by
Ihe slaves. By twilling the clolh and close weav-
ing, they may be made warm and comfortable for
Ihe coldest weather; could be dyed wilh walnut
hulls, hickory, or oak bark, and would not cost the
manufacturer more than 15 cents Ihe square yard,
and would wear nearly as tough as lealher. The
labouring class in England are nearly all clothed
wilh cotton fustians, made heavy; they are found to
be more durable and cheaper than any of Ihe low
priced flimsy woollens, though much better than
those the slaves are clothed wilh. I have no hesita-
tion in saying, that a suit of stout twilled collon
drilling would last as long as two of the miserable
trash of woollen, called negro clolhs, which cost
more than double per yard square; and feel very
certain Ihe collon drilling only requires a trial, lo
entirely supersede Ihe use of wool for the clolhing
of slaves, and as certain 1 am, that Ihe idle women
and children in the Southern slates, are sufficient
(with the aid of machinery,) lo maiiufaclure all Ihe
bagging and negro clothing required; and instead of
sending their cash abroad, for Ihe purchase of those
articles, they might readily retain it.

THOMAS MASSEY.

understand the necessity of a man beiiig c! laird
00 a horse's back, to top such corn; and, in fact,

were the horse taller than a Welch pony, it wsiild
be a dillicull task (or a man mounted to reach down
to Ihe point of excision.

Your present correspondent grew several acres
of corn, this year, eleven feel high, and yci !,e had
no occasion to resort to cavalry for topping it.

In (ru(h, sir, seven feel is an unusually low growlli
for corn, and it is such as our worn out lands pro-
duce; and a foreigner, who know-' Ihe character of
Ihe plant, would be most uiiftvour.ibly im[ire.s.-*ed bf
Ihe vievv of sui-h an article in a Ma.'yluud paper, as
that headed "Tall Corn,^' AGaioui.Tor,.

TALL CORN.
Dorchester county, Md. >

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Dec. 24, iH2 7. (

Dear Sir,—When a farmer reads a wondrous ac
count of a vegetable phenomenon, his aslonishuieni
is excited; when it is incomprehensible, or incon-
sistent, his curiosity is roused at the enigma, and it

is, at least, excusable to express the difficullies Ihal
occur lo him in the case: In the latter dilemma,
your present correspundei.t feels himself placed, by
the notice going Ihe rounds in the newspapers, and
conspicuously headed "Tall Corn;" and extracted
from the "Morgan (Ohio,) Srnlinel," where it is

slated—"We had our curiosity considerably enliuened
by seeing a man on horseback topping corn;'' and Ihe
idea is di>tinclly conveyed, that this mode was ne-
cessary, in Ohio, from "the prodigious height of the
corn, which was generally from seven to nine feet.

The usual length of top fodder from corn of a
tolerable growth, is at least three feet; then the
point of excision on the seven feet stalks, would be
only at ihe distance of four feet from the ground;
and that of the highest named Ohio corn would be
but six feet from the ground; now, it is diliicult to

FOREST TREES, ORCHARD TREES, 8cc.

Rensselaer Scliont, Troy, ..Ipril 30, 1821.

Effects of Light.—Clouds and rain have obscured
Ihe hemisphere during (he las( six days. In that
time Ihe leaves of all Ihe forests, which are seen
from Ihis place, have greatly expanded. But they
were all of a pallid hue, until this afternoon. With-
in the period of about six houfs, they nave all chang-
ed their color lo a beautiful green. As the only etti-

cient change which has taken place is, that we have
a serene sky and a bright sun, we may say wilh con-
fidence, that this change of color is produced by the
acSion of the sun's rays.

Seven years ago next month, I had a still more
favourable oppoitunily lo observe Ihis phenomenon,
in company wilh (he Hon. J. Lansing, late Chan-
cellor of this Stale. While we were engaged in
taking a geological survey of his manor of Blen-
heim, the leaves of the forest had expanded (o al-

most Ihe common size, in cloudy weather, I believe
the sun had scarcely shone upon them in Iwenly
days. Standing upon a hill, we observed that Ihe
dense forests on the opposile side of the Schoharie,
were almost white. The sun now began to shine in
full brightness. The color of Ih.' forests absolutely
changed so last, (ha( wc could perceive its progress.
By the middle of Ihe afternoon the whole of (hese
ex(ensive forests, many miles in length, presented
their usual green summer dress.

Direction of the branches (f trees.—A tree shoots
out Its branches hke all olher.lrees of (he same spe-
cies, external circumstances being similar. But (here
is one remarkable fact in (he direction of branches,
which 1 have not seen noticed in any publication.
Ml trees wilh spreading branches, accommodate

Ihe direciion (f the lower branches to the suiface of the
earth ov.-r iclnch they extend.

'i'his may be seen in orchards growiii" on the
sides of hills, and in all open foiesls. But Ihe crowd-
ed situation of (he wild woods of our country, pre-
venis a sufficient extension of branches to exhibit
this character.

This fact presents a curious subject for (he in-
vestigation of the phytolo-isl. The question pre-
sented IS this: What iii.qucnce can the earth have
upon Ihe branches on (he upper side of Ihe Iroe,
which causes them lo form a diflen nt angle with
the body of the tree from the angle (brmed'by the
branches on Ihe lower side, so that all (he branches
hold a parallel direciion lo the earth's surface?

Hollow Trees.— The growth of trees is not influ-
enced by any circumstance connected with their inter,
md woody parts.

Mr. Kiiiglit s centra! vessel hypothesis, and the
authority of numerous able physiologists, seem to bo
at variance wilh (his position.' I shall not enter up-
on a discussion of Ihe subject, but merely introduce
a few facts.

The sugar maple, {acer saccharinum,) after being
lapped and drained of its internal sap fifty years,
and after Ihe whole interior has become dead, grows
hs fast and presents an aspect as vigorous and bloom-
ing, as any sound tree of (he same species and same
age, which stands by its side. For the truth of this
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fact, I refer tu ;ill ni.uiulaclurers of tlie maple su-

gar. I susrtjested lliis oiiinion more than tweiitji

years ago, and frequently afterwards, wben I was

employed among (lie tenants of Messrs. Livingston,

McEvers, Ludlow, Cutting, and otbers, between

the spurs of Calskill mountain Every manufactur-

er with wboui I conversed, in this native residence

of the sugar maple, confirmed my opinion.

The common apple tree {pynts mulus) grows

thriftily and bears abundance of fiuil, many years

after its interior is so completely rotted away, as to

leave but a very tliiii hollow cylinder in possession

of llie living prmciple.

We prefer solid trees in our forests and orchards;

because they have more strength to withstand the

force of winds, and because the unfavourable cir-

cumstance, which caused the interior to decay, may
efiect the total destruction of the tree. But as all

depositions of matter, in any way affecting the

growth of the tree, are made between the bark and

wood, after the first year, in the form of a mucilage,

called caiiibiuin, it seems that the internal woody
part has no influence upon the external growth.

Yours, respectfully, A.mos E.iton.

[SiUimarVs Journal.

GUINEA GRASS—AMERICAN SYSTEM.
Benvenue on Locli-a-Cray, luar Tallahassee, )

Mb. Skinneb, December 7, ISiT.
J

In a communication made to you, from a gentle

man of Woodville, Wilkinson, (Missouii) Sept. 'i5,

1827, I observed, with some surprise, that the Gui
neu {irass, cultivated in the gardens of that place, i:

annually killed by the frost, which makes it neces-

sary to replant every year from the seed.

The Guinea grass, which 1 have at this time grow

ing on my premises, is a peieiininl, and springs U|

early in the spring, from the old ratluoii. I have two

er three species of grass, which, at the time I pro-

cured them, were called Guinea grasses; but I now
became convinced, from the superior luxuriance

and permanency of the real Guinea grass above al

luded to, that they did not deserve the appellation

Its essential character: calyx two valved, involu

ered, with a long lanago, corolla two valved. Natu
ral order ofgramina, or grasses; and belongs to the

class Triandria Digynia.

I know of no plant, of this species, that can with-

stand sufficiently the frost of any country, be it ever

ao slight, so as to continue uninterruptedly its vege-

tation through the winter. The seed of the Guinea

grass is difficult to save; it keeps constantly falling

as it ripens, and if cut previous to full maturity, not

one in an hundred will be found to germinate.

That which falls to the ground, however, is sure to

come up in the spring, and may be transplanted in

rows about two feet apart. Sonir little atleiilion w ill

be required to keep down the weeds for about six

weeks, after whirh it requires no further care. The
growth of this grass is aslonishingly rapid. I sow
ed some in drills two feet apart, in the month of

March; it came up in April; my first cutting was in

June, and in October I cut it for the fifth time.

The seed of this genuine Guinea grass, was pro
cured some three years since in the Havana, and
since its introduction into Cuba, has almost entirely

changed the economy of agiicultural operations in

the interior of that island, with respect to whose
soil, and physiognomy of surface, there exists so

striking a resemblance to the Tallahassee country.
Before the acquisition of this important grass, the

planter of Cuba was under the necessity of sowing
Indian corn, or Guinea corn, to be cut and used as

a grass, or cured as a fodder, for his operative ani-

mals. Here we depend, al present, upon the native
wild grasses for the support of our stock; but when
Ibis interesting country shall become densely popu-
lated, and the cattle range destroyed, the culture of
tbe Guinea grass will place us ou an equal footiDg

with the northern growers of artificial grasses, and
enable us to continue the rearing extensive stocks

of neat cattle, horses, sheep and goats. This, you
know, to a southern planter, is a great desideratum;

the absence of which, strange as it may appear, is

one of the proximate causes (excuse the digression)

of the total discomfiture of the cotton and woollen

manufacturing establishments erected in the soiilb;

and not the impracticability, as has erroneously

been believed, of employing slave labour in them.

On the contrary, I am convinced, from my own ex-

perience in establishments of this sort, that slave

labour can be employed, to better advantage in a

manufactory, than while labour, both on account of

its certainty and cheapness; and that a manufactory
of cotton attached to a southern plantation, and
carried ou in conjunction, will, in a few years, not

be more a subject of wonder or novelty, than a rice

plantation with its hulling mill, or a sugar planta-

tion with its refinery, now is, and will yield more
profit, by 100 per cent., than any other investment

of capital. These ideas 1 have long entertained,

and am happy to see them so ably illustrated and
enlarged upon in the late numbers of the Farmer.
The ball of the "American system" has taken a

southern direction, and such will be its uniformly

accelerated motion, and effect upon the merits of

our southern nabobs, that while their orators are vo-

ciferously declaiming, on the floor of Congress,
against internal improvements and tariff, they them-
selves will be making strong, and, I trust, successful

experiments, and complete the combinations of the

three generic branches of human industry, agricul-

ture, mannfactures and commerce. But I commenc
ed Willi Guinea grass, and I find myself travelling

too rapidly into more extensive matters; suffice if

to say, that I shall be happy to furnish the
j

tleman of Woodville with the genuine Guinea grass

seed. I am very respectfully,

DAVID B. MACOMB

ZZORTICVXiXURE.

To the Honourable the President and Members of the

Senate of the slate of S(nith Carolina, the follow-

ing memorial is most respectjully submitted:

Gentlemen,

It is undoubtedly most pleasing to see an indi-

vidual make honest endeavours to improve his con

dition,by whatever talents and industry he is en-

dowed with It is a most glorious and inipresting

object, to view a whole community making greai

exertions to improve the happiness of lliuusands.

These exertions are now making, and the present

slate of our country seems to require they should

be made with additional vigour.

This state of things may plead a better excuse

for your memorialist, for presenting himself before

your honourable body, than any thing else he could

adduce, besides conceiving it the duty of every

citizen, to add his efforts to the general mass, for

the benefit of his country.

He would then most respectfully represent, that

a very great proportion of this state, perhaps nearly

one half, consr-ts of pine barrens, sand hills, and
other light lands. That these, in their present state,

are productive of little or no advantage to the indi-

vidual proprietors, or to the state, either in valuable

productions, or by supporting an useful and abun-
dant population; a great dcideratum in these

southern states; even more so than la other coun-
tries, for very obvious reasons.

Satisfied that the goodness of Providence has

created nothing in vain, it has been the object of

his most serious and anxious thoughts, for a great

number of years, to find out some important culture

which could render these extensive wastes, in some
degree, valuable. This pursuit has cost bim much

time, labour ani expense, and the result of his ex"
pi^ri'-nce is, that without srarce.ly a shadow of doubt,
this desert is capable of yielding some of the most
valuable productions of the earth; and bearing, siip-

pirling, and enriching a comparatively dense popu-
lalion. Most undoubtedly, the greatest part of this
land is capable of producing great crops "if wine,
silk, and oilier ohjecls usually produced in similar
latitudes I'he culture of the vine, however, is the
most important of Ihese, and that on which your
memorialist has chiefly hitherto bent his efforts and
means. This country is capable of producing the
richest wines, and in quantities not to have been
expected, a piiori, (rum the apparent sterility of the
soil. Experiments clearly show that, with only
tolerable cultivation, average crops of at least three
hundred gallons of very good wine, can be produc-
ed per acre.

It i.x not, however, in the power of an individual
of very limited circumstances, to carry an object of
this importance, to the extent it deserves, and with
ihe most beneficial results to the state.

It is generally said, and perhaps with truth, that
objects of acommircial and agricultural nature, are
best left to the interested exertions of individuals.

True as this position may be, in ordinary cases,

your memorialist believes this to be an exception,

and begs leave to submit to your collected wisdom,
the following reasons for his opinions:

1st. The culture of the vine is an art which can-
not be easily acquired from the mere analogy with
other objects of ciillivalion; neither can it be learn-

ed, except by very few, by books alone.

'2(1 p'xperience has shown, that the mode of cul-

ture must be very riiffrrenl here from what it is in

Europe; so that Europeans, unless lliey were taught
in what this difference consists, would not succeed
except after experiments that require a great num-
ber of years to be fully made. Europeans, how-

j
ever accu.slomed to this culture in their own coun-
tiios, could soon learn and understand the method
necftssaiy here.

3d. The owners of. or rather the dwellers on this

extensive tract of cuunlry are, with few exceptions,
persons 'jf insnfTicieiit enterprise and pecuniary
means to np.dcrlalie a culture so perfectly new to

them, paili<-ularl\ when it cannot be expected to

yield any return lor at least ihiee years. The own-
ers of lir;re tra'ils are generally persons who have
other lands suitid to the cullivalion of the staple

articles of our slat?, and are nol likely to undertake
the exercise of an avi they know nothing of, unless

they can readily procure suitable persons to direct
their labour.

4th. The difficulty of obtaining such persons, is

consideralile in these souihern states, owing to Ihe
most erroneous impression obroad, that this is a
most deadly country for foreigners; whereas, Ihe
truth is well known to you, that there is no heallhiet

country in the world than our pine lands, and par-
ticularly our sand hills.

To obviate these difficulties, I woMJd most res-

pectfully submit to you, genth men, whether it

would not be most beneficial to this country, to im-
port a number o( vignerons from France, Italy, Ger-
many and Switzerland, to establish them in small
communities, in diflerent sections of the state under
consideration. The amount of money required for

this, need nut be large, but the benefits will neces-

sarily be in proportion to the su,ii judiciously ex-
pended.

As an individual, if my pecuniary means permit-
ted it, I should adopt some plan like the following:

Have agents in Europe to procure suitable indivi-

duals, chiefly in families, as much as possible, defray

the expenses of their emigration, and to repay me
for the same, I would have them to work for me,
about five years, during which time; I would feed

and clothe them, &.C., and at Ihe end of ii, gne them
(to each prime labourer,) fifty acres gf laad, in fee
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jim/)(e,— in which case, 1 ivoald petiliuM yuuiliOM-

curable body to exenipl them Iroiu the u|ieratioii i

the law of escheat. I would, besides, sive then

such facilities to commence their establisliments a»

might be proper. There is no doubt, but a sreal

number of honest and industrious persons could be

procured on some such terms, and that their sue

cess would induce many of thi ir friends to joni

them; some of them with ample means and eco-

nomical habits, who would form lart;e and useful

establishments. The current once directed to our

southern states, there is every probability that it

would continue to flow spontaneously; and the e(

feet of this would m>si undoubtedly be iliat, la a few

years, this land, now a desert, would be lompara-

tively thickly populated; would yield to individuals,

productions of immense value, in every point of

view, and to our state incalculable advantages.

If your memorialist can be, in any manner, in-

strumental in producing such a desirable state oi

tbinss, he begs leave to assure you, that his ex

ertions will not be wanting, and he truly believes

that his e.xperience in the culture of the vine, and

the making of wine in this country, sufficiently

warrant him in thus making the proffer of his best

services.

If you think proper, gentlemen, to honour this pa-

per with your notice, 1 shall, with great readiness

and pleasure, communicate to you, through your

committees, (or in any other manner you may
choose to direct,) any further information or expla-

nation you may require.

I am, with great respect, gentlemen.
Your fellow citizen,

JN. HERBEMONT.
The committee on agriculture, to whom was re-

ferred the memoriiil of N. Herbemont, beg leave

to report. That among the means calculated to ad-

vance the agricullnral interest of South Carolin.i,

the subject to which the memorialist has invited

the attention of the Ir^Hlatuie, is one of the most
important and interesting. The depreciation in t!ie

value of cotton; the imprqbability of any future

amelioration in the price of that commodity; the

admirable adaptation of ai) immense area of the

lands of the state to the culture of (he vine; the

full and satisfactory experiments in reference to this

new branch of industiy, all concur to favour the

belief, that the period has arrived when the compe-
tent authorities should inquire, whether our agri-

cultural products shall continue to descend in the

scale of Value, or whether it is not expedient to di-

vert, by legislative bounty, a portion of the capital

now engaged in unprofitable labour, and direct it

where it can be nmre advantageously employed.'

The landed capital of South Carolina is, in effect,

smaller than any slate in the union. Of about

1(1,000,000 of acres, which its territorial limits em
brace, tliere are less than 1,300,000 actually cul-

tivated. It is conceded that the stale furnishes at

least 5,000,000 of acres, which, if not subjected to

the raising of the vine, is, perhaps, destined to per-

petual sterility, with regard to the known produc
tions of our country, it is on such land, valued at

from ten cents to five dollars an acre, that the me-
morialist realized the present and past y.^ars, at the

rale of 300 gallons per acre, of wine, for which he
has readily commanded $2 per gallon. Admitting
that a r»:duction in price will necessarily result from
its i-.Ntended cullivalion, and that the period will ar-

rive when domestic wines will be vended at twenty
five cents a gallon, yet retrospective consiilerations

induce the committee to infer, that it would then
be viewed as one of the most |)rofitable investi.ienis

of capital To say that every efi'ort which may be
us'd t'> biino; about this desirable state of things, is

laudable and patriotic, is but to flatter at the ex
peuse of words. 'I'he public attention has been liit^-

rally forced to this subject of geueial interest, by

>'te unwearied perseverance, untiring industry, and
I itaiiical research of the memorialist. In the fur-

therance of his views, he visited France a few years

igo, at a very considerable expense; and on his re-

'iiro, he presented to his adopted country, two hun-

Ired and sixty fnur varieties of the vine, as a testi-

•noniil of gratitude for the political blessings he

enjoved. Since that period, he ha.i laboured zea-

lously in his vocation, and from present indications.

South Carolina will yet have ample cause to rank

the memorialist among her distinguished benefactors.

Impressed with this conviction, the committee can-

not restrain the expression of their regret, that the

present financial condition of the state will deter

Ihem fioni recommending, at this session, any ap-

propriation in aid of the highly commendable and

benevolent scheme of the memorialist. They there-

fore beg leave to submit the following resolution,

to wil:

Rcsdlved, That it is expedient to encourage the

cultivation of the vine in this state, but that the

condition of the treasury will not authorise the ap-

propriation of money for that purpose at this time.

WHITEMARSH B. SEABROOK,
Chairman-

of the tree, being frequently welled with (he same
water, so as to retain them in a properly moistened

state. But it is always best, if possible, to immerse

the plant. Shoots, sprigs, slips, and ro)ts, are to

be treated in a similar manner. If plants thus treat-

ed be not restored in four hours, (heir death may be

considered as certain, for they cannot be recalled to

life by any artificial means. They should, conse-

quently, never be left more than four hours in the

camphorated bath; because the exriling action of

the camphor, when it is continued for a longer pe-

riod, may injure the plants instead of doing good to

them. It is not necessary to say, that the final pros-

perity of the plants, thus reanimated by the cam-
phor water, must depend upon the particular pro-

perties of the former, the stale ol their roots, and

the pains that are taken with them. The camphor
produces no other cflect than to restore life to plants

nearly dead; after that, all proceeds according to

the ordinary habits, and their ultimate state must

be left to art and nature. [Journal of Science.

REVIVING PLANTS-INQUIRY.
J. S. Skin.ver, Esq. Backwoods, Dtc. 18, 1S;;7.

Sir,— I herewith send you a paragraph cut from

a newspaper, on the subject of reviving plants. I

do not recollect having seen it in the American Far
mer, and if you consider it worthy, you may re-

cord it. 1 wish to inquire of your horticultural cor-

respondents, whether any of Ihem have made a fair

trial at budding or grafting any of the species of

domestic cherries upon the wild cherry.

This cherry is what I suppose some call the

bird cherry, (Prunus virginica ) The fruit is about

the size of the largest pea, and the tree springs up

in great abundance in the corners of fences and all

other uncultivated spots that have been divested of

the forest timber. It is a very smooth and thrifty

tree, and if adapted as a stock for domestic cher-

ries, it will be a very valuable acquisition for horti-

culturists in many parts of the United States. 1

hope this will be noticed by your correspondents,

and the desired information given.

Respectfully, your humble serv't,

W. B. W.
Method of Reviving Plants.

This is called a proper method of reviving plants,

when their leaves and buds are faded, and their

bark and roots hard, and nearly dry, by M. de
Drosle, of Hulrhof The directions are, to dissolve

camphor by saturation in alcohol, adding the for-

mer until it remains solid at the bottom; a suliiiient

quantity of rain or river water is then to have the

alcoholic solution added to it, in the proportion of

four drops to one ounce of water. As the camphor
comes in contact with the water, it will form a thin,

solid film, which is to be well beaten up with the

water in small flocculi, but will ultimately combine
with the fluid and disappear.

Plants which had been removed from the earth,

and have suficred by a journey or otherwise, should
be plunged into this camphorated water, so that

they may be entirely covered; in about two, or at

most three hours, the contracted leaves will expand
again, the young faded and dependent shoots will

erect themselves, and the dried bark will become
smooth and full. That being effected, the plant is

to be placed in good earlb, copiously watered with

rain or river water, and protected from the too pow-
erful action of the sun, until the roots have taken
hold of the ground.
When large plants, as trees, are to be revived.

their roots are to be plunged into the camphorate<l

water for three hours; the truiik, and even the bead

SILK.

EXTRACT TO THE EDITOR, FROM
Wasliinglon, Dec. 3, 1827.

"From Mr. Rush I learn, that the report on the

production of silk is nearly ready, and will be full of

valuable matter. In half a tentury, the raising of

silk will be as important a branch of agricultural in-

dustry as that of cotton. The extraordinary dura-

bility of silk, combined with its beauty, and the fa-

cility with which it may be produced, will bring it

into extensive use, and I cherish the hope that large

quantities will be exported."

IXfXE&XlTAZk IMPROVEXMCEZVT.

(From the Baltimore American.)

RAIL ROAD SURVEYS.
We have accounts from Frederick which men-

tion that»everal parties of the Engineers of the Rail

Road have been actively engaged in that neighbor-

hood, notwithstanding the inclement state of the

weather for some time past. It is understood that

one party which had been engaged in surveying the

passes of the Mountain at Harman's Gap and its

neighbourhood had reached Williamsport, and there

suspended their operations for the season.—On Sa-
turday last one party was engaged between Freder-
ick and the Potomac, and another in the valley of
Bush creek; a third party was understood to be in

the neighborhood of Sam's creek. We learn that

all the parties expected to finish their surveys for

the present season within a day or two. Several of
the officers are said to have suffered to a consider-

able degree from being frosted, and other indispo-

sition produced by the severe exposure to which
they have been subject. VVe have not obtained

any satisfactory informalion from the conversation

of the officers, which of the two routes surveyed
seems entitled to the preference, as they are very
caulirius in expressing any opinion on this subject.

All that we can learn is that Ihey have met with no-

thing III discourage Ihem, the surveys having shewn
more facilities fur the construction of the work, than
they leerc aware of.

Extract of a tetter to the editor of the Baltimore Ga^
zcttc, dated Frederick, Dec. 30th, 1827.

"Several parties of the Engineers engaged in the
surveys of the Rail Road, have bfen for several days
in this neighborhood, and have been industriously

employed, notwithstanding the severity of the wea-
ther. Capt. McNeill and Ur. Howard, are at pre-
sent here, and from them we learn, that they expect-
ed to finish the surveys for the season, in the course
of to-day and to-morrow. One of the brigade.- had
completed several days ago, the examination of a
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ine from the Monocacy to Wllliamsport, crossing

he mountain at Harnian's Gap—anollier bri^'ade

«as expected to reach tlie Potomac to-day, near the

I'oint ol rocks, forming the continuation of Ihesouth-

crmost hue examined. One of the hnes passes at

the edge of this cily near the Calhohc church.

We cannot learn from the Engineers which line

(hey are likely to prefer: they will all return to

quarters in a few days to arrange and digest the ma-

terials they have accumulated, leaving to the spring

the prosecution of some necessary surveys, such as

that by Liters and Cramton's Gap, that by Bennett's

creek, and also the surveys necessary to fix the ex-

act location of the road."

of internal improvement, the result of all which, as

far as we can learn is, that after giving an account

of the surveys that have been made, and some gen-

eral views of the subject, they inform the legisla

ture that they have done but little—the reason of

which, they say is, that the general government

have kindly taken all the trouble ofl' their hands,

and relieved the state from all the expense—a re-

port, we presume, that will be well received on all

hands."

LADIES' DSfAR9»S3B2«rX.

The following letter is on a subject which will

obtain for it an attentive perusal and consideration.

AVe are promised a particular statement of the a-

niount of merchandize, and the number of passen-

gers, which are annually in transit between the Po-

tomac and Baltimore:

—

Extract of a letter receivedfrom a gentleman of Prince

George^s County.

Among the valuable improvements which have

been suggested to advance your cily, it is surprising

that some attention has not been bestowed on the

advantages which would result to it from a railway

between Baltimore and Washington. After a little

investigation, the facilities which exist for the con-

struction of such a work, and the great benefits it

would confer, nut only on th.'? public and the coun-

try adjacent to its line, but also en the stockholders,

would be conclusively established.

In the hope that this subject may attract the no-

tice of our capitalists, and be ultimately accom-

pli^hed, I should be glad if you would lefer some

induential individuals to the report made to the

governor, in Dccemlier, 1S2.3, by the commissioners

appointed to ascertain the practicability of a canal

between the Palapsco and the Potomac; tlicy will

find that the following highly valuable facts may be

deduced from the survey then submitted, namely:—
that the surface of the country is particularly fa-

vourable for a rail-way—that it would require little

expenditure for cutting or embanking—that in only

two pl.ices would deep cuts be necessary, neither

of which would exceed in length half a isile, or in

depth at their summits, twenty-five feet— that for

twelve miles the road would he perfectly level, and

the remainder of it would not, any where, rise more

than fifteen feet in (he mile—and that its length

would not be greater than the present hilly and ex-

pensive turnpike.

As to the profits of the enterprise, it can be shown
that without any increase beyond the jiresent trans-

portation between the two cities, of persons, mer-

chandise or produce, it would yield a great revenue;

not less than fifteen per cent, on the probable in-

vestment—estimating the cost of the work at twelve

thousand dollars per mile, liut the saving in time

and expense would, as in all other cases, vastly in-

crease such transportation, to the extent, 1 have no

doubt, of three fold; e>pecially when the great Ohio
rail road shall be completed.

I do not deem it necessary to enter into any mi-

nute details, as your own experience and observa-

tion will, I dare say, confirm my views. I will only

add, that I feel extremely anxious to see a work of

this kind commenced; its advantages would be in

calculable to Prince George's county, and the plan-

ters on both ."ides of the Potomac, presenting to

them a choice of markets, and to the District, a fa-

cility in receiving and aft'ording supplies.

The Easton Gazette of Saturday last says: "The
Board of Public Works have just had a meeting at

Annapolis, and we learn that they have prepared a

report for the General Assembly, upon the subject

(From Hints for tlie Improvement of early Educ ation

and Nursery Discipline.)

RELIGIOUS JNSTKUCTION.
{Concluded from page 326.)

Although we would not lessen the value of other

means of instruction, it is evident that the most im-

portant and purest source of religious knowledge
is the simple, unprejudiced study of the Bible. If

we take the scriptures in their regular order, omit-

ting only those parts which are above the compre-
hension of children, they will supply "that which is

able to make them wise unto salvation:" every chris-

tian doctrine, every important piecept, will be pre-

sented in succession, and will afford the most favour-

able opportunity for useful observations and indivi-

dual application: and these will be most likely to

prove beneficial when they spring naturally from

the subject before us, and from the lively feeling

which it excites. Fenelon advises that we should

not only tell children that the Bible is interesting

and delightful, but make them /cci that it is so.

We should endeavour to make them feel the deep

interest of the narratives it contains, and the exqui-

site beauties with which it abounds. 'I'his cannot

be accomplished if they read it as a (ask; an histo-

rical acquaintance with scripture is, indeed, very

desirable; but it is from a taste lor, and an interest

in the sacred writings, that the most important be-

nefits are to be derived.

As children are little capable of receiving ab-

stract ideas, it is probable that they will not derive

much benefit from being instructed in doctrines se-

parate from facts—by facts we may convey a strong

and simple view of the most important truths ol

Christianity. If, for examjile, we can represent in

lively colours to their imaginations, the beautiful

history of our Lord calming the storm when "the

waves be.it into the ship," and his voice was"migh
tier than the noise of many waters," they will im-

bibe a stronger and more practical sense of his

power, than could have been imparted to them
by any bare statement of if. We shall also best

be able to impress upon their minds his infinite

compassion towards us by reading or relating them,

so as to realize the transactions, and interest the

feelings, such narratives as those of our Lord's

taking the infants in his arms and blessing them;

of his raising the widow's son, of his healing the

lunatic child, and lastly, of his sutTering and dying

for our sakes, that we might be made the heirs ol

eternal life.

It is of great importance that all religious instruc-

tion be given to children with reference to practice.

If they are taught that God is their Creator and
Preserver, it is that we may obey, love and adore

Him; if, that Christ is their Saviour, it is that they

may love hiui, give themselves up to him, and trust

in the conditions he has prescribed for forgiveness

and salvation. If, (hat the Holy Spirit is promised

for their direction, it is that they should beware of

grieving that secret guide, which will lead them out

of evil, will enable them to bring forth the fruits of

righteousness, and prepare them for a state of hies

sedness hereafter. The omnipresence of God >hould,

also, be strongly and practically impressed upon

the raind in early life, not only as a truth peculiarly

calculated to influence the eonduci, but, as a con-
tinual source of consolation and support in trouble
and danger.

It is to be remembered, that religious instruction
is not to be forced upon children; wisdom is requir-
ed in communicating it to them, that we may give
them "food convenient" lor them, nourishing them,
not with strong meat, but with "the sincere milk of
the word, (hat they may grow thereby;" making the
best use of the natural and gradual opening of their

understandings: and we may acknowledge, with
thankfulness, that there is something in the human
mind which answers to the most simple and sacred
truths. '1 he mind of man seems formed to receive
the idea of Him who gave it being. A premature
accuracy nf religious knowledge is not to be desired
vvi(h children: but that the views of divine truth
which they receive should be sound and scriptu-

ral, and be so communicated as to touch the con-
science. If the conscience be touched, if the fear

of God be excited, a fear to offend him; a dread of
sin; there is something to work upon, and a founda-
tion is laid for advancement in religion, as the cha-
racter ripens. But we are not to forget the general
balance of scripture, or to give force to one part by
overlooking another. Thus, in our endeavours to

touch the conscience, and to excite a dread of sin,

we must also be careful to represent our Creator as

the God of love, the God of peace, the Father of
mercies— to direct the attention of our children to

that "Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of
the world;" that the result of our labours may, with
thelJivine blessing, be an union of fear and love in

the hearts of our pupils; that tenderness of con-
science should not lead to the spirit of bondage;
nor fear degenerate into religious terror, and, con-
sequeiilly, superstition.

In the minds of many people, from the want of
this early judicious care, religion and superstition,

quite unknown to themselves, have become strange-

ly interwoven. They surrender themselves to su-

perstiiiuus or enthusiastic impressions, because they
do not distinguish them from the voice of truth,

and feelings of piety; but enlightened religion is, in

fact, in direct opposition to superstition: they are as

ditJerent as light from darkness; for superstition

quits the solid ground of revealed truth, and forms
conceptions for itself, of what the will of God may
be towards his creatures. But it should be our ob-

ject to give to children a scriptural, and therefore a
reasonable and healthful view of religion; to guard
them against all that is erroneous and morbid, and
to prepare them lor the reception of "the spirit of
power, of love, and of a sound raind."

The curioaity so natural to children is not to be
hastily repressed, on religious subjects; we are rn-

ther to direct than reprove it, reniembering 'iiat,

within due bounds, the exercise of the natural pow-
ers may be made subservient to the most important

ends in acquiring religious knowledge. At the same
time, any tendency to a critical, cavilling disposi-

tion, is to be uniformly discouraged; nor is it of

small importance that children should be guarded
against the inlliience of those from whom they may
iuihibe such a habit of mind. As their understand-

ings improve, they may be led lo consider the infi-

nite distance between God and man—that "He is

the high and lofly one that inhabiteth elemiiy,"

whilst man is like "a shadow that declineth," or as

the grass of the field, which "in the morning flou-

risheth and groweth up, but in the evening is cut

down and withereth," that we see only the smsllest

part of the works of God; and of that small part

much is to us incomprehensible;— but that, great as

he is, his love extends to the meanest of his rrea-

lures; that, for man he has provided eternal happi-

ness; and that, in the scriptures, he has been pleas-

ed to reveid all that is necessary for us to know and

believe, in order to attain it. That we are, there-

fore, to approach these treasuries of heavenly know-
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Jedgc, with DO expectation of lliidin? every liilBcul-

ty solved, or all made clear to our weak and narrow

understandings; hut, with a hnnnble and teachable

disposition, for spiritual food, and for spiiitual life:

knowing ttiat "the secret things belong unto the

Lord our God; but those things which are revealed

belong unto us and to our children for ever, that wc

may do" them. If we attempt to explain the deep

mysteries of rtligion further than the scripture has

explained them, we shall be more likely to degrade

what IS most sacred, and perplex the mind, than to

enlighten the understanding, or elevate the afi'ec-

tions.

BUCKMINSTER S SERMONS.
Mr. Skin-nlr, Jaiiuanj I, 1828.

The very beautiful passage under the head of

"Mothers," in No. 37, vol. 9, is taken, I find, from

Buckminsler's Sermons, p;ige 361—a volume which

ought to be found in every family. Mr. Walsh, in

Lis article on American biograi)hy (Am. (Ju.ir. Rev

No. 1,) says: "The volume of LJuckrainsler's ser-

mons, edited by his friend the Rev. Sam'l C. Thach-

er, and prefaced with an elegant and pathetic no-

tice, deserves a high place among American pro-

ductions. Buckminsler was cut oti in an early stage

of usefulness and honour, (and he died at the age

of 28,) and his biographer, whose excellent sermous

have also been collected into a volume, accompa-
nied by an ample biographical memoir (from the

gifted pen of the Rev. F. W. Greenivood,) fell like-

wise prematurely into the grave prepared by his

devotion to learning and the ministiy. We had the

advantage" continues Mr Walsh, "of a personal

acquaintance wilh both those pious and accomplish

ed victims. Even strangers, ol any sensibility, could

scarcely peruse the zealous narratives ol their lives

and virtues, in connexion with their literary re-

mains, without being touched with lively regret for

the double loss, and tenderness for so exemplary
and hapless a union."

I do not think it possible to present to your fair

readers a more beautilul "Neiv Year's gill" than

the following extract from Mr. Buckminster's dis

course on the influence of the go-pel on the charac
ter and condition of the female sex.

Your constant reader, Rusticus.

"Sensibility degenerates info weakness, and reli

gious awe into superstition, m your sex, oftener

perhaps, than in ours; yet, wilh all these dan
gers, e.nd inconveniences, i believe, thai, if chris

tianity should be compelled to llee from the man
sions of the great, the academies of the philoso

phers, the halls of legislators, or the throng of busy
men, we should find her last and ]mrest retreal

wilh woman at the fireside; her last altar would be
the female heart; her last audience would be the

children gathered round the knees of a mother;
her last sacrifice, the secret prayer escaping, in si-

lence, from her lips ,and heard, perhaps, only at the

Ihione of God."

ANCIENT ROMANS.
The Roman Republicans were plain men, accus-

tomed to daily labour, and quite unaccustomed to

finery of apparel or luxury of living. A Roman of
even noble blood tilled his little field with his own
hands, and was proud of tilling it wilh superior in-

dustry and skill; whilst his lady, if lady she might
be called, made it her chief ambition to be an ex-
cellent housewife. While this state of things last

ed, and a long time it did last, the Romans were
eager enough to get themselves wives. They mar-
ried generally and they married young; lor they
thought and well they might, that whoso found a
wife, found a good thing— a real helpmate, as well
as a dear and faithful companion. And what is

singularly remarkable, if true, it is recorded by a
Roman historian, that there had not been known.

ill the city of Rome, ,< single instance of divorce
nient during the whole space of five hundred years,

though the law had put it in the power of the hus-
band to repudiate his wife almost at pleasure.

Unfortunately for the Roman republic, and espe-
cially the female part of it, a great and splendid
event quite changed the morals, the taste, and the

habits, of the whole of the country. One hundred
and ninety years before the Christian era, the Ro-
luaiis, for ihe lirst time, entered into Asia wilh an
army, uhich, under Scipio, defeated and conquered
.^iitiochus, the Great King of Syria: and from
ihenc they brought home such a taate for the luxu-
ri-s ol. the East, as promoted and hastened the ruin

of the commonwealth, and in no way more directly,

lluM by a practical forbiddance of mairiage.
The Roman women, once so plain, frugal and in-

dustiious, became enamoured of the costly finery

that was brought from the East. One of them,
name1 Lullia Paulina, when dressci in all her jew
•-Is, is said to have worn to the value of three hun-
dred and thir(y-lwo thou-^and pounds slerli^ig. And
liiough this was the mo.st extraordinary instance of
ih" time, yet it is reasonable to suppose, that of the
rest of the ladies every one strove to get as near
the top of the fashion as she could, and that wilh
all the females, who tliou»ht any thing of them-
selves, ihe rage was lo be fine and fashionable.

This new order of things, while it precipitated

the lepublic into the abyss of ruin, brought mar-
riiige almost into disuse; insomuch that Augustus,
the first Roman emperor, finding among the men a

general disinclination to marry, was fain to pass se-

vere penal laivs to enforce them, as it were, into the
bonds of matrimony—but it was to little purpose.
Despot and tyrant as he was, he found it impossible
to compel the bachelor* to marry, as Peter the first

long since did, to compel the Russians to shave olT

Iheir beards.

SFoa.TixirG oz^io.

^^D—

FOX HUNTING.
Do you hear, brother sportsmen, the sound of the horn,
And jet the sweet pleasure decline.'

For shame! rouse your senses; and ere it is morn,
With me the sweet melody join.

Mr. .Skin.ver,

I read little, and write less.—The National Intel-

ligencer, the American Farmer, the Almanac, an
old broken set of the Spectator that belonged to

my great grandfather, an old family Bible, and
Shinn on .Salvation—make up my library. You
will not think it much to my credit, but the truth
must be told, that although a farmer, and my land
rather the worse for wear, my sheep a little ragged,
my cattle none of the best, and my horses often on
ihe wrong side of the fence, the Sporting Olio is

that portion of your paper which first attracts my
notice. With the various incidents and anecdotes
it contains, I am much amused; hut regret to fin

that you have so few correspondents on that most
manly of all rural sports. Fox Hunting. I am per
buaded, that if that were followed in the leisure

season of winlerj it would give us stronger and

more athletic men, and better cavalry. Why is it

that this most exhilirating pastime has declined
wilh other field sports? Of all others, it is un-
doubtedly the most healthful and manly. There
are objections to racing, fishing, &c. which do not
apply to huiilhig wilh Ihe pointer or the hound. My
neighbour, old Mr. Nimrod, who has followed his
hounds, man and boy, for fifty years, tells me that
in England large monthly magazines, dedicated en-
tirely to the detail of rural sports, meet wilh wide
circulation and splendid patronage.

It is not, perhaps, that there are not in our coun-
try as many good riders and good sljots as in any
otiicr, that we do not hear more of iheir achieve-
ments; nor would it, one would think, be difficult

to find gentlemen willing to beguile a leisure mo-
ment in detading them; the difficulty, we should
hope, has consisted in not having a regular channel
or repository for recording them. I rejoice, there-
fore, that you have constnted to assign a ftw of
your 24 weekly columns to those who may have the
generous disposition to interchange wilh ihcir bro-
ther .sportsmen a view of tin ir field no/ej from their
respective sporting journals.

On fox-hunting, I can point you wilhin the rano-e
of my own personal observation, to sources from
which you might derive materials abundant and
highly entertaining, lo fill up weekly durin"- Ihe
season, one column at least of your sporliii"- olio.

There are at this lime at active work, several packs
of staunch hounds, that, if Ihe country was equally
favourable, would do their work in as quick time
and as good style as Lord Petre's or Lord Pufet's,
or any other Lord's pack in Old EngUinil. " My
words will be made good, if you can get any of the
gentlemen, members of these respcclive hunts, lo
give you a brief sketch of each day's work; bullet
it be understood ihat he is to give Ihe blank days,
and the bad days, as well as ihe most successful
and brilliant. At present, I will name only Ihe Fair-
fax hunt, the Washington hunt, the Delle Air hunt,
the Annapolis and Soush river hmil, the Garrison
Forest hunt, the Lower Marlborough hunt, Ihe Cen-
treville hunt, and the Baltimore hunt. The per-
formances of these packs, candidly stated and pub-
lished, wouhl be amusing to all parlies, and would
stimulate all lo improve their dogs and horses in foot
and wind. Let the name of every gentleman be
given who takes the brush for Ihe day, especially if
he rides at the lad of his dogs; for they are too often
taken by those who do not ride at all—who lie by
to watch fur the rush when Ihe fos is sinking, with-
out any merit but that of /iK/i^cnmg- to be nea'r when
the dogs are running into their game.

I have written you a long saw, Mr. Editor, in-
tending only to suggest that you should endeavour
to prevail upon some member of these and other
hunts, to give you short notes of each day's sport.
In my next I may say something to you of Ihe cha-
racter of Ihe respective packs here referred to, from
the slight knowledge I have of them. The Wash-
ington pack has probably mouthed the greatest
number of foxes this season; but they have been
almost all i^reys.

The Washington pack consisted last season of
about seven couple of lopping red fox dogs—with old
Rattler (sirnamed Industry,) to sirike the trail afar
off—old Juno to lead and run close upon a hot
sctHl, and Slim always at hand, with his cold nose,
to hit It off at a loss upon a dry road— with a good
break and a tolerable day, he must be a "sly rey-
iiaid," that did not give up the ghost in two hours.
But it IS reported that for ivide and rapid circling,
and ardour in pushing ahead upon a red, they have
been injured by running and killing grci/s exclusive-
ly in the commencement of the present season

—

scarcely one of these has stood up for an hour.
The President of that hunt is, in soul and coun-

tenance, a genuine sportsman of Ihe old school, fond
alike of his line and his basket—his dog and his gun
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his horse and his hound—each in its season, and

worthy of (lie first niche in any temple deilicated to

generosity and all the manly virtues. 1 ^vi^h I could

send you his portrait, as an appropriate capital to

your sporting; column. But alter this trihute of

truth to merit, were I to mention his name, he would

sboot me; or, what would be nearly as annoyinj;,

he would never more let me hear tlie sweet music

of his hounds in full cry. I saw a letter from a

member of that hunt to a friend, wherein, if my
memory serves me, he slated in substance—"Kill-

ing; one red fox in a morninji; is a proof of '.;ood dos;s,

but killing two, (as at Annapolis,) proves the pack

to be good in blood and well managed into the bar-

gain. I have never known the same pack kill two
reds on the same mornino;. Captain T****** and
old Mr. C********* killed six red foxes in six succes-

sive days, four of which were killed on the ground

and two earthed, or look to trees, and were dug or

cut out; and the last day (Saturday,) tHey killed a

grey fox after killing a red. This is the greatest

success in hunting within my knowledge. Capt T.
says the weather was fine as could be wished. It re-

quires a good day and good ground to kill a red,

imless, indeed, you by chance find a fox with a rab-

bit or two in his belly, and then any tolerable pack
will easily kill him.

I think our dogs have killed too many grey foxes

to hunt reds with success. 1 will advise Capt. U»*'"*

to take his dogs about twelve miles to a rough dis-

trict on the Difficult creek, and shoot a few before

them. There are two hills, and they are easily shot

in passing the flat ground.

HORSES.
fl'ashitxgtmi Hall, JVcio York, )

Mr. Skinner, Dee. ib, 1827. 5

Dear Sir,— I think I can see a very great change
in the minds of men, respecting the difl'erence in

the value of blood, and other horses, and especially

in the state of Pennsylvania. Whether there may
be barriers to the importation of horses now, which
there were not some years since, f am not able to

say, but it is a fact, 1 believe, that very few of this

race of noble animals, have been imported for the

last several years; that is, from England. The
Arabian has been imported, in many instances, but

my opinion I have before expressed to you on this

subject. The genuine, or real Arabian, is of him-
self, insufficient in weight to accomplish the purpo-

ses for which the horse is useful in this country,

and to perfect the race, the English gentlemen of

fortune get that race and cross it with their best

stock—they then produce their most perfect animal

for strength, performance, and beauty; and in my
opinion, this is the stoek wanted in America. You
may say, why then not breed from an Arabian in

this country, direct.' My answer is ready— because

our general stock is far inferior to that of Great

Britain, which has so many crosses, all of which
are fine, that the probability is, that the progeny
will take after sire, grandsire, great great grand-

sire, or the family on the side of the dam. You
may say, why not breeil after the side of the real

dam? To this question my reply is also ready

—

because the American, and esjiecially Pennsylvania,

are a regular line, of descendants, like the families

of monarchs, and are made inferior by relationship.

Now, my dear sir, if you can make any thing of

this for your Farmer, I beg you to do it. They are

facts, and no subject in this country deserves more
attention; and if any number of gentlemen can be-

ieve the subject worthy their attention, and also

believe me worthy of their confidence, I am willing

to embark in it, in a limited way—say to advance
one thousand dollars, cross old Atlantic, and select

one, two, three, or as many as they may say.

General Ridgely will probably recollect the horse

alluded to by my note below. One point ia a horse

I believe indispensable. There never was, nor ever
will be, a horse of any great performance, that was
very tight about the vitals. This does not consist

so much in a full breast, as beinp; deep from the wi-
thers to the close of the ribs below.

*Arahian, so called of late years here, (America)
is any horse coming from any of the Barbary
coasts, Tunis, &c., &c.; and a horse, called an Ara
bian, sent a present to the President of the United
Slates, in 1803, or about that lime, called the Black
Sultan, was, in my opinion, as great a slouch as this

country could produce—to be a horse, there must
be the form to produce strength and action.

^1^1 w^^m^^i
Baltimore, Friday, January 4, 1828.

A1aV1A.NA.C for 1828.

2 ^ I ^ ? 2^

3 4 'a July.

^}yrU.

Uret;.

6 7 8 9
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AaH.lCC'XiTVK£.

SPANISH SEGAR TOUACCO.
House of Reprrseiilativa, }

jr. S. Skinner, Es«. Decemba 2\, ISZl.
<s

Dear Sir,— I send yoii an interestins memoir ol

my iViemi Gi-or^je J. F. Clarke, formerly the lieu

tenant <;o\eriiiir of the province of East Florida, on

the lultivation of the Spanish segar tobacco. I feel

n anxiety that this paper, the pruduclion of a man

of science and a practical asriciiltMrist, shall ap

pear in your verj useful and widely circulating'

journal. From all that I have been Uile to learn

on the subject, ( do not doubi but what Mr. Clark

is correct in his view.;, '('here can be no question

thai the Unileil States are paying annually several

millions of dollars for W'l-.st India productions thai

can be cultivated with success in Florida. I haw
been much gratified to perceive that the people oi'

the Souih are turning; iheir attention to other arli

cle> than those siaples which have been alimst ex

clusively cullivated there for the last twenty years

I discover in a paper now before me, that the Geor

gia lesislature have taken up the sniiject. and a re-

port ul suni'- interest on the cultivalrm of the oli\,

has been published. This report, idinpouuded f.

fact and speculation, does not present the very iui

port.int and interestinj; lact, that there is now cuili

vated within the stale, a considi'rable number ol

the olive trees, ivhich have been, and are now bear-

ins; in sjreat perfection. Upon the estate of ilrs

Shaw, on Cumberland island, at the nnnilh of S;

Mary's river, there are thirty or Inrly trees fro .1

which olives are gathered, and preserved equal Id

anv in France, Naples, or Sicily. I believe tin'

this fruit, vvhicii constitutes a lar^e portion of lli'-

wealth of the south of Fiance, could l>e raised 11;

sufficient qu.intities to supply the whtdi' Uni!iii

States witli pickled olive and oil, in Florida. The

idea of its rtquinii)!; tuenty years ("r maturity, is

wholly erroneoii<; 11 in.ty require th:it time in F.u-

rop-", but I aoi inloiuied upon the most un'iueslion-

able authority, that the tree on Cumbeilaud island

will bear fruit in seven years.

I am now colleclin;; some facts iu relation to se-

veral subjects of an highly interesting character to

the agriculturists ol ibis country, with a view of ex-

hibiting the advantages that Florida promises to

agricultural enterprise over other portions of our

continent.

I have the honor to be.

Your most obcd't serv't,

JOS. M. WHITE.

(From the East Florida Herald.)

Mr. Editor,—Spanish segais, as they are gene-

rally called, are now in a fair way to become, im-

mediately, a lucrative article in the exports of this

province. The experiments of the last summer have

evinced, notwithstanding the umomuion droughts

of both, that we make as good Spanish segars as

they do in Cuba; and, certainly, with more profit,

by at least the amount of duties on importation

And why shmild we not exceed them in this article?

We have improved on their oranges and sugar

cane. I do not hesitate to give as my opinion, that

our si gars generally wdl be intrinsically belter; and

that we will mike more of them to the acre than

they do; because of this singular mediucrit) in the

temperature of our climate, and that more removed
fnin drought and deluge, and from the frequency

and violence ol winils. The genial inniience of

these is potent in our exlraurdinary assortment of

indigenous vegetables. And as to soil, we can make
that what we please with but little expense or la-

bour, lor nature abundantly furnishes the means on
every side. Our orange trees are larger, and so are

their fruit, and finer tlavouied. Our cane has lost
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athing by the chang-. .:.,,, I n .s gaiiieil a very

iiporlant trait in its character, that of laying by
cut for months without injury to the sugar

The present year's crop of toliacco is not yet in

market; but I am convinced that I have now by me,
cured from it, as fine 111 size, texture, colour and
iVagran.e, as any raiseil in Cuba of the same age;

and I have segars manufactured from the same that

want but a year's ripening, as it is called, to equal
lUe best quility usually imported into the United
Stales from Cuba. James F. Clarke's segars, from
Ins last year's experimental crop, now a year old,

corroborate this; and which, from their quality and
quantity to Ihe land planted, has been piincipally

ihe stimulant to the considerable quantity of this

ii)l)acco raised this year in and about this city. His
••rop alone, from a moderate siz' d garden lot, a mere
beiwei'ri-time amusement, and no capital invested,

Auii'lerlul to tell, will make him above eighty Ihou
sand segars!

Now, sir, these facts being the case, of which I

osurc you I am experimentally satisfied, besides

iiaving been the larger part of my life a consumer
• it this article, why should we be so bare of business

•IS we are.' Why should such sums go to Cuba for

liie purchase of Ikeir segars.' The idle lots and
small ^uburb fields of this city would yield an income
siidicient to in.ike us rich, if we but put our shoul-

ders to Ihe wheels, and not violently either ll 1-

but a light and neat exercise to make our tobacco
during summer; and roll our segars, in a snug cur
ner, in winter. The idle stray time of any man, not

bound to a rigorous daily duty, would make at least

as much by it as would support him decenlly. In

New V ork tl have it from good authority,) many
lonigners are maintained by purchasing at a time

eiu,lit pounds, the complement of a thousand segars,

ol tobacco that go ther- in bales from Cuba; this

they manufacture, and live by the profit. Huw
much more so should we, who can so easily raise,

and roll, or have it rolled at a comparatively small
expense

To communicate the improvements I use in the
culture, ciuting, and manufacture of this much va
lued article, is Ihe primary object of this address
I am well aware that old habits and fixed prejudices
are not lo be shaken by one pub; and, unfoilunate-
ly, they are insurmountable any how. That inven-
tions and ioiproveiiients are innovations which re-

qi.ire the civil force of demonstration, and the aid

of time, to work Ihemselves a bed. 'I'he Cuba se-

gars, say some in opposition, are already fine. True;
bul / want that we, not they, should make them so;

and if we can make them only as guod by a less

slovenly and more certain culture; by a less trouble

some and more safe course of curing; by a better

and mure earl} period of maiiufacluie, why should
we not do so.' Others advance the Cuba process

as sanctioned by ages. Agreed; ages, alas! of er

ror, and want of com|ietition, the soul u( improve-
ment. Spam has been for cenluiies among the least

informed of civilized nations. Aits; agriculture,

even commerce, were held in conienipi; at least

deemed inlcrior pursuits, and consigned to the vul.

gar. What else; then, but stubborn or passive er

rors are to be expccti d from the least inlormed.'

But in what country is it that mere mechanics and
labourers are inventors or improvers! Tangible
evidences are in my possession, offered in tribute,

pressed on none.

1st. I have ascertained, that only such intensity

and dnralion of frost as very rarely occurs at this

place, is capable ol destroy ing the vouig plants.

2d. That it is important to the quantity, and still

more so to Ihe quality, of the tobacco, to have the

body of the crop, the first and second general cut

tings, reaped in during the early pari o( summer.
In a favourHblr- season, on land well manured, and
laying moderately low, it ivill afford two or three

more general cuttings from a third or fourth suit of

riloons. Bul these are comparatively light in pro-

duct, and not quite as good iu colour, unless show-
ers are frequent and pretty heavy; ami even then

the season, from a redundancy of heat and moisture,

is th>- most unfavourable for curing. This portion

sh.iuld iie kepi apart for the filling of segars, the

wrappers sehcled from Ihe more early cutling.s. Re-
m»*mber though, liiat none of thfse cuttings ar«

general as to lime; only the ripe plants are submit-

ted to tile knilV; conseqiienlly it becomes a series

of cutting and curing from the commencement of
this operation t > the end of the crop, which, under
favourable circumstance*, terminates with frosty

•veathcr, and nii.;ht be, continued perennially, but
that it is belter to plant seed anew.

3il In ord.r 10 Ihe foregoing advancement of
the crop, the seed beds should be planted in De-
cember, on high rich soil, under the warm southern

cover of a northern hedge or close fence; and fre-

quently watered with a pan having a finely pierced

rose, IS the h-avy drops from a common rose must
destroy, unless in an adhesive loamy soil, a large

portion of so diminutive a plant, by breaking loose

their early hold in rooting. The practice of burn-
ing the surface of the ground intended for seed
beds, by a quantity of dry brush, just before plant-

lug, IS very gojd; that deslroys a large portion of
Ihe seeds of grass ami weeds that would come up
uith the tob CO, while the alkali of the ashes rein-

states Ihe ii)''asure consumed. And I would re-

lOiiimend that Ihe covering earth be taken from
eight or ten inches below a common surface; and
silted on to I lie seeds by 1 coarse sieve, as prefera-
ole to raking

4th Wneii th' pla.ts are fit to set out, 3 or 4 inch-
es high, but a small part ol a seed bed are of this size,

the rest remaining ilimmotive; and these few, in start-

ing above the rest, have killed many, and are them-
selves slender in foliage and roots, from having
been crowded; then in drawing them up from among
Ihe rest, thei fibrous roots are, for the most |)art,

torn off; coiiscquenlly they remain sickly until
others are reproduced. In a couple of weeks later
a few hundred more are fit to transplant; and so on
from a bed that will finally supply eight thousand
plants, about the complement of an acre; they are
in plantii.g out from the 1st of March to the 1st of
June. Here is then an unequal, ill-set, and in the
major part a tardy crop; of which many die from
debility and drought, for Alay and June are com-
monly our driest monlhs, and the whole of June is

occupied in replanting, shading, and watering plants
that come to but lillle good. Now, instead of this
course, as soon as the plants have a leaf of the size

of a thumb nail, or less, have a piece of good ground
piepared lor a nursery; manured, tilled, raked and
tramplid out into beds three feet wide; take up the
whole of the j)lanls in sod«, broken up by a trowel,
as you want them; carefully shake them loose from
the earlh, lo preserve their finer roots; and set them
out in lows, two or three inches apart each way.
They take root immedi.Ltely at ihat size and in that
season; a smart boy will put oul, «ilh a dibble slick
a lif.le l.irger than his filler, several thousands in a
day; and frequent watering will rapidly increase
their groivlh. By this melhud, a bed of the size
and age above mentioned will y i Id, instead of eight,
sixteen .;r eigh een thousand wholesome, sturdy,
well rooted plants, nearly all of a size, and ready
to be set in their station by the middle of March, or
earlier, and the crop is set at once and take root
directly. But always break up all plants from the
ground, that are to be replanted, with a tool; draw-
ing Iheni up is ever a bad practice.

5lh. In setting the plants in their stations, a staff
dibble four feet long, about three inches diameter
below, tapering to a point, and tapering up to a
coiivenieiil grip for the hand, is .iuch preferable to
a hoe or any other tool for opening the holes. This
is less laborious, more expeditious, and has a decid-
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ed u'lvuht.^;," h\ aihiiiltii.s tlie roots !u protect their

whole h'ti^lh ihun in planliiig with a hoe, the

roots, in a bunch, are f^eutr-My bent on one s'de,

layins horizontally and superficial. There are other

griod reasons in I'avour of the dibble in all trans-

plantini;s of smaller plants. Should the o;round he

too dry for its use, make but prints with its point,

pour a little water into each, and as soon as that

settles down the dibble will have its desired effect in

the driest soil.

6lh In preparing new land, or that which has

been loii^ idle, the herbage should be hoed and

raked off to a dunghill; unless it be full of ripe

seed, and then it had better be burnt; break it up

thoroughly with a plough or hoe; but a spade well

handled is belter than ( ilher; and harrow or rake

it level. Land lately under culture will require, af

ter clearing it of weeds as before, to be tilled only

in the rows where the plants are to stand; a deep

furrow wide wilh the plough, or the breadth of a

hoe or spade, and raked I'he rows thirty inches

apart from centre to centre; the plants twenty-four

inches. The laud should he rich and moderately low.

If originally poor, or exhausted by bad manage
jrent, a case so common m our southern uncivilized

course of culture, a double handful of any well rot-

ted manure, laid under each plant, will pay well the

trouble. This is an easy and cheap mode of ma
nnring to be done after tilling. The ground should

be kept clean of weeds by very light hoeings; and

the more often this is performed, the better, parti-

cularly in very wet and very dry spells of weather.

Lelting in liberally atmospheric air to the roots, by

frequently stirring the surface of the ground, has a

fine eflect on all vegetables. It is as necessary to

their roots as such to their foliage, and which very

wet and very dry weather obstructs, by paralyzing

the leavening effects of the manure on the soil, and

frequently forming of surface the one a tough, the

other a hard crust. Always perform the works of

tillage as injmediately before planting as conve-

nient.

7lh. As soon as each plant has formed the num-
ber of leaves desired, (rom twelve to twenty, ac-

cording to the strength of the soil, no matter how
diminutive the upper leaves may then be, the bud
should be nipped off, and the earth hauled up to the

plant, a continued ridge along the rows like corn

beds, or in small detached hills six or eight inches

high. Three or four of the bottom leaves that would
come in the way of this bed, or hang low enough
to chafe on it. should be previously stripped off;

and these strung by a large needle and thread and
hung up in the drying room. The number of leaves

mentioned above are independent of these.

8lh. In curing the tobacco much importance is

very erroneously attached to its being wdt sweat-

ed; that is, alter a parcel is quite dry, before it

is laid away, it is dampened by various mixtures,

crowded into a pile, and covering with blankets

to bring on a fermenting heat; and left in this si-

tuation three days. This, I know, is sanctioned
by a long course of practice, but not the more
immaculate on that account. Sweaiing is limited

to three days' duration by even writers on the sub-

ject. Now this is but another term for fermenta
tion, nature's lirst stage of putrefaction; and which
is altogether dependent to the meeting of heat,

moisture and air. To attempt, then, to reduce to

a standard of time the eftects of an unqualified

meeting, progress and duration, of three agents, so

precarious, so mutable, is at once evidence of a

want of information. We had better leave it alone;

it always britigs ivith it labour, risk, injury to the

Bolour and to the fragrance; and not one real good
can be set up in its justification. It may be very
well to sweat northern tobacco, intended principal-

ly for chewing; and which commands a better mar-
ket in Europe, where the idea of strength is asso-

ciated with the dark colour, this sweating gives itj

and il is in ilsclf comparatively a lhi> k, tou^h leaf,

capable ol bearing some fermentalion. Not so wilh

this kind of tobacco, valued for its thin, delicate

texture, lively yellowish brown colour. Iragrance in

burning, and the whiteness of its ashes used as a

dentnfice.

When we see a batch of tobacco come from this

sweating process wilh the desired colour, il is high-

ly praised, and the conclusion is, that if las taken

a great sweating; whereas, the fact is, that it has
not been sweated at all, or so very little as not to

have perceptibly changed it; that is, though the to

bacco felt a little warm, it fortunately escaped the

heat intended; never measured by a thermometer or

other guage than the feeling of the band—a misera-

ble criterion: il did not, from want of bulk, or owing
to the dry state of the air, the coolness of Ihe wta
ther, &c. reach the fermenting point, and the to-

bacco escaped with its native qualities unimpaired.

When the fermentation is effected, Ihe colour is in

jured, the fragrance spoiled, it no longer yields

while ashes, and won't keep fire a moment without

sucking. I'his is then attributed to any other cause

but Ihe real one, even superstition is not without its

influence. Il is sometimes turned over to Ihe snuff

manufacturer; but, too often, it is worked into se-

gars mixed with a belter batch, well scented, and
palmed on those who are not judges. To these

circumstances of accident and design arises, prin

cipally, the great difference in quality all connois-

seurs must have met with under the name of Ha-
vana segars.

My method is this; When the plant is at a cer-

tain stage of maturity, (which must be shewn in

the field.) it is cut down, and immediately hung u|)

in a tight and dry room, shut up from li^'ht and
air, and left for some weeks to diy. If the drying

is very gradual, the leaves change from their native

green to a clear light yellow, and from that to the

fine yellowish brown; but when the drying is pre

cipitated by light, a dry, cold or heated atmosphere,

it passes from the green to a dull greenish brown,

which age will measurably improve, but it never

looks as well as the others—the other should be se

lected for wrappers. W'hen the stalk of the leaf is

thoroughly dry, the windows are thrown open dur

ing a dewy night;, this will dampen the leaves so as

that thev can be handled without breaking, in

stripping the leaves from the parent stalk, beat

each small handful several times against the other

hand, holding the bunch of leaves by one end, then

by the other, to shake out Ihe sand from among
them; and lay away those handfuls in a pile as broad

as the length of two leaves, wilh their butt ends

outwards on both sides, that these may dry tho-

roUi«hly, which are, at this part of the work, still

lull of moisture. Keep a board with two weights

on the top of the pile in order to press it, and keep

off the air from the body of the leaf. Here it may
stand in store, or be packed away at pleasure as

soon as the butt ends of the leaves are quite dry.

I use no sprinkling, scenting, brushing, or sweat-

ing.

9lh. It is customary to let the tobacco lay one year,

at least, after being cured, to get mellow: that is, to

lose by age a degree of asperity to the taste attend

ing on new tobacco; this is called the last ripening.

I prefer having the segars made as early after cut-

ting the tobacco as convenient, so as to let this ri-

pening take place in the segars themselves, boxed

up tight, to that of making tbeni after the ripening.

Opening and moistening the tobacco then, to make
it pliable, the long handling and exposure to the

air in that dampened state during the manufacture,

and then drying the segars for boxing, necessarily

gives room and cause to the escape of much of its

strength and fragrance.

lOlh. Among the very best segars, we now and

Iheu meet a bad one. This happens mostly from

leaves, that either from aa unfavourable situation

in the drying in damp weather, or perhaps Ihe un-
healthy sl,ate of a plant, will become mouldy in the
drying. These ought to be carefully kept apart,
and turned over to the making of snuff; for where-
ever they occur, either in filling or wrapper, they
spoil the segar.

Snuff ought not to be neglected; it is a profitable
concomitant on the manufacture of segars. The
shreds, injured leaves, leafstalks, thrown aside from
the one, work well into the other; and the labour of
pounding or grinding is but trivial to its profit.

I am of the opinion that one acre of good land,
well tended in culture, suckering, worming and cur-
ing, vvill keep an active hand busy all the season;
but this will make a valuable return.

Three kinds of worms attack this crop. First:

the cut worm, a dirty looking fellow, who lies con-
cealed all the day in the ground, and cuts oflf the
young plants just above the surface in the night.

This worm is the least destructive of the three, and
can be kept under by keeping the land clean of
dry ligneous weeds. All such as form wooded
slalks, should be destroyed in a young succulent
state, as the eggs of a butterfly which produce these
worms, are deposited on the bark of such weeds,
and hatch from the dried stalks. By the bye; the
sanje industry is excellent for exterminating all

kinds of annual grasses and weeds; and greatly di-

minish all those that are perennial. The second is

the leaf worm; green, large and ravenous; he can
eat up nearly a whole full grown leaf in a day; but
yet less injurious than the third—the bud worm, a
striped, slender animal, that cuts through branches
of the young leaves just formed; and these small
holes grow with the leaves large enough to admit
the fist through them. These last, if not attended
to wilh much care, will destroy all the seed of the

plants left lor seed. The earliest plants and latest

ratonns, are the best to insure seed from their ra-

vages. These three kinds of worms follow in suc-

cession; their number and duration depend greatly
on (be state of the weather; but they can always be
kept down with proper care. A good flock of tur-

keys arc of great value in a tobacco crop, and they
thrive finely in it.

lllh. The. opinion that we must import the seed
of this tobacco from Cuba every year, is wrong.
The seeds of some annual plants in ail countries

had better be changed in longer or shorter periods,

as expeiience fairly point out; and others degene-
rate, not so much from the nature of the climate as
from misnjanagement in their culture I have paid
close attention to this point during a successive cul-

ture of the same seed of this tobacco for the last

four seasons, and cannot perceive the smallest de-

generacy in the plant or ils product.

GEO. J. F. CLARKE.

AGRICULTURE IN GEORGIA.
Mr. Bevan's Report.—The joint committee on

Agriculture and Internal Improvement, to which
was referred the resolution from the House of Re-
presentatives of the 23d ult., have maturely consid-

ered the same, and have the honour to submit the

following Report:—
That from the continued depression of the cotton

market, whereby the principal staple of the state

is become gradually a drug, it is all important that

the attention of the people of Georgia, should be

directed to its improvement, and also to Ihe rearing

and cultivation of other articles for export and
home consumption, than those now reared and cul-

tivated; but more especially, to an improved condi-

tion of all that extensive alluvial region within our

borders, ordinarily known as the "Pine Barren"
land, whereon many of its inhabitants are forced to

glean a miserable subsistence, without comfort in

their present condition, satisfaction in the recollec-

tion of the manner in which they have been obliged
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to rear tlirir aff-i.nii;?. oi liop-- lor hcllrr lmie.»lruMi

either the qiLintity, qcnhly or vahie of the setcMl

proiluctions that Iheir farms are now tnaile to yii l<i

That when this state was tirst sellleH in 1733, by

Gt-ilfral Oe;lellior|if, il was an in-eparahle condition

annexed to every sraiit, llial a certain niiiiiber ol

the white nmlherry tree shouhl be reared npon every

allotment made to the colonists. That, in conse-

quence thereof, the iinporlant article of silk wa-

produced gradually, and in small quantities, until the

year 17.57, when ten hundred and tiily two pounds

weisht of cocoons were received at the filature in

Savannah; and, that the year following, in conse

quenceof sonie encouianement jjiven by the British

Parliament, produced in Georgia and Furysburg or

its neighbourhood, no less than seven thousand and

forty pounds weight, and in the year succeeding

that, an amount considerably above ten thousand

pounds, was also received at the old capilol of the

state. The culture continueil to progress, until it

was destroyed by the occurrence of the American

revolution, and the introduction of the mure prolita

ble, but more unhealthy articles of rice and iniligo.

But when we reflect, that the mullierry will glow

upon the most light sandy soil, and that the whole

process of making silk may be carried on by adult

females and children, sureh the culture deserre.* the

serious attention, and fostering aid of the legislature.

In regard to the olive, your committee beg leave

to report, that upon the plantation of that useful

and enlightened citizen, Thomas Spalding, Esq , ol

Mcintosh county, there are already five bearing

trees, and about forty or fifty which promise soon

to arrive at maturity.

The state is also deeply indebted to Thos. M'Call,

Esq. for his successful experiment in relation to the

making of wine from our native grapes. So far

back as 1740, there is historical evidence, that very

good wine could be made in Georgia; and when we
take into view, the health, the morals, and the

character of our people, surely. this branch of agri-

culture likewise merits all the countenance that

their representatives can give it.

Respecting indigo and tobacco, and sugar cane, it

is only necessary to refer to our own statute book, and
the experience of many now living, to determine
their utility and value, and adaptation to our state.

Besides indigo, there are several vegetable dyes,
which, it is believed, would eminently contribute to

enhance the value of our exports, and promote
alike the agricultural and the commercial pros
perity of the state. That most to be recommended,
is the madder, which has many years since been
cultivated with success in Georgia, and is known for

its properties in dying the Turkey red. It is suited

to those sandy loams .so common in our country,
whether light or deep, that are not retentive of
moisture—asks for its cultivation, but little and light

labour—requires, to be sure, three years to bring
the, plant to maturity; and, though" expensive at

OrsI, when once done, a supply from the plantation
will constantly be had for a long time; and, accord-
ing to the best calculations, will yield, at the least,

a clear profit of §130 per acre.

The white poppy is also believed to be v\ell adapt-
ed to this climate. Il forms a considerable branch
o.'" the commerce of Asia; and, when the fact is sta
ted, that six hundred thousand pounds of opium are
exported from the region of the Ganges alone, an-
nually, there can be no doubt that the subject is

well calculated to arrest the attention of the agri-
cultural portion of this community.
The next object to which your committee would

desire to call the attention of the people of Geor-
gia, is the cultivation of natuial and artificial
grasses. The experience of that celebrated agri-
culturist. Colonel Taylor, of Caroline, in Virginia,
has established the following facts—all important to
this state, as they must be to the vthole southern
section of this union:

1 That the gn at value of a selection from the

gramineous family, is illustrated by a comparison be
Iween the productions of a kitchin garden, and
those which are the spontaneous oll'ering of the wil-

derness.

2. That they enable the farmer or planter to raise

meats of all kinds, either for his own use, or for the
market, of the best quality, in the cheapest modes,
and to increase the size of all animals destined to

slaughter or labour.

3d. That they produce a considerable profit, by
saving labour— because the poor land requires the
most toil to be exerted on it, at the same time that
it yields the least profit.

It may, moreover, be added, that as our territory

exceeds in proportion, in the Pine Barren lands, the

population scattered over it, there is the greater
necessity to us,.- all our endeavours to convert this

dreary and monotonous region into something more
of an arcadia, than it is at present. And why
should we not.' We have the very high authority
of Mr. Stephen Elliott, of Charleston, for saying.
that "the cultivation of the Bermuda grass, on the
poor and extensive sand hills of our middle coun-
try, would probably convert them into sheep walks
of great value." Also, that "the crab or crop
grass, already so well known to the planters, though
an annual, is yet the best grass lor hay, at prest iit

known in the low country." In addition to which,
your committee would respectfully recommend, that

the attention of the |)ublic should likewise be turn-
ed to the cultivation of the lucerne, and of the sain

foin; both of which, besides being well suited to

our soil and climate, are also extremely profitable;

the first of which delights in rich sand, l;ght bur
substantial; and the other possesses the very advan-
tageous quality of succeeding in the very poorest
land, and upon declivities of which it keeps the
ground.

Your committee would likewise very respectfully

urge upon the attention of the public, this fact, that

the argument in relation to the culture of the
grasses, applies in full force to the ruta baga turnip
and of the mangel wurtzel, or root of scarcity, as
food for cattle. If the pursuits of the herdsman
are any way to be consulted, they are of opinion,
that these products, already tested in our soil, and
their value appreciated by a portion of the people
of Georgia, however small, should really lead to

some inducement, on the part of the legislature, to
encourage the nurture and the cultivation of them.
The committee therefore recommend, that when

ever the necessary appropriation shall be made for
the specific object, that the board of commissioners
for the internal improvement of this state, as soon
as the same shah be constituted, be empowered to
award premiums for the following objects:

1. To the person who shall deliver to the board
an effectual method of counteracting Ihe rot in cot-
ton, and of liestroying the insect commonly called
the caterpillar, both of which are occasionally so
destructive to the cotton plant: and to the person
who shall devise the best mode of improving the
quality and value of each variety of that st.iple.

2. For the greatest quantity of raw silk, produc
ed by any person in Georgia, from silk-worms bred
in the state. Specimens of the silk, not less than
one pound, with an account of the method in which
the silk-worms were managed; the kind and size of
the mdberry trees from whence they were furnish
ed with food, and particulars respecting the cultuie
of the mulberry trees for that purpose, to be exhi-
bited to the said board of commissioners for the in-

ternal iin|iro\ement of the stale.

3. For the greatest quantity of merchantable
olives, being the produce of Georgia; with an ac-
count of the number of trees, Iheir age, nearly the
quantity of fruit on each tree, and the manner of
culture.

4. For the greatest quantity of mechantable icine,

produced by a citizen of Gcorgi .; tvitii an ace, ciut

of the mode of culture pursued by him; the vines,

whether native or exotic, which yit-ld the greatest

product; the processes and method of preparing
Ihe wine, together with the number of gallons so

made.
5. P'or the greatest quantity of sugar, Spanish to-

bacco, opium, and valuable vegetable dyes; with

samples of Ihe same, and an account of the mode
of culture pursued.

6 To the person who shall most successfully cul-

tivate the greatest quantity of artificial or natural

grasses, in a manner the best cah-ulaled to assist

the farmer in the rearing of stock; particuLjrly the
sainfoin, lucerne, crop or crab grass (Digitaria lan-

s;uinalis,} and the B'-rmuda grass, (Digitaria dac-

tyloii)—with certificates from persons having view-
ed the sam'- in a proper stale, that they are one or

other of the grasses above mentioned, indicating

clearly the particular species, and stating that the

sample produced, is free from weeds or mix.ure
with others of the same family.

7 For the best experiments on the feeding of
cattle, in order to prove the earliest maturity and
greatest propensity to fatten; with an account spe-

cifying the nature of the food given, together with
the daily consumption of each beast, with its week-
ly increase in weight; and such other observa-
tions upon the method employed and expense at-

tending the system pursued, as may be deemed of
consequence.

8. For the most satisfactory account of the best

method of improving any one of the soils, com-
monly known among the people of this state, by the
denomination of the red, the grey, and the Pine
Barren lands; with a statement of the number of
acres, of the quality of the land so improved, and
of every operation and expense, the stale it is in as

to the proportion of grass to arable, and the aver-
age value thereof.

But, your committee cannot conclude this report,

without reminding every liberal and enlightened pa-
triot ol an aphorism derived from Dean S\vift. well
worthy of the young and the aspiring, that the man
who causes two blades of grass or two stocks of
corn, to grow from the soil where only one grew
before, is worth the whole race of politicians put
together.

BLISS' MOVEABLE HAY PRESS.
[|:^\Ve have before adverted to Ihe demand

which exists in this and other parts of the country
for some simple contrivance that might be used by
common labourers for pressing hay and straw in
such compact form as would admit of their bein"
transported by water to supply the demand of large
cities.

If such contrivance were brought into general
use, large qiiantilies of these articles which have
been made beyond Ihe consumption in the few
stales on the waters running into the Chesapeake
b.iy; and yet larger quantities that might have been
made if they could have been sent to a safe mar-
ket, would have been sent to Baltimore, when hay
has been selling at prices varying from fifteen to
thirty dollars per ton. In the .Sew England states
this thing is well understood, and we believe that
a large proportion of hay consumed in the New
York market, is brought there by water, after hav-
ing been pressed into a small compass. If agricul-
tural iinprovemenla did not travel at a pace, in com-
parison wherewith that of the tortoise is fleeter
than the greyhound, the most inqirnved hay presses
would, before now, have been cniploved in this and
the more southern parts of the U ited Slates. It ig
calculated that when the rail road is finished, /lau
will be amongst the commoditiis that will coiue to
us fr.im the fertile valli.s of the west.
On opening the first number of a new work pub-

lished in Maine, entitled the New England Far
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me.Ts' and iMechanicks' Juurnal—the first article is

one on Bliss' Moveable Hay Press, fruin which

we extract (lie followins;. The subject is there il-

lustrated by a lithographic print, and explanations:]

We have now in operation in this village two hay

presses. One of them is the hydrostatic press of

immense power; the other is known by the name of

"Whitney's hay press"—A very convenient ma
chine, and although not so powerful, yet it is much
cheaper in its construction, and presses sufficiently

hard for common purposes. Both of these are fix

ed, and all hay to be pressed must be carried tj

them. It has long been a desideratum (o have a

press which should be moveable, which could be

carried into the meadow with ease, or from barn to

barn, and thus SHve the la hour of moving the hay,

(perhaps several miles,) to the press.

This has been very ingeniously effected by Mr.

Moses B. Bliss, of Pitt^town, (Me.) This improve-

ment consists, in the words of Ihe specification, in

making the box to revolve on trunnions which project

from near the centre of its two large sides, so that

it may be turned to an upright position for the ton-

yenience of filling and stowing, and then to a hori-

zontal one for Ihe pressure.

We had an oppoiluiiity, not long since, of seeing

this machine in oper.ition, and were much pleased

with Ihe ease and facility with which the hay is

pressed. Two yokes of oxen are sutficient to move
it to any distance.

It is taken Into the barn floor a:-d filled from the

biiys or mows, and require s one man to pilch Ihe

hay, and aiiolher to slow it in the box; when thus

filled, the box is brought down to a horizontal posi-

tion and lecured by burs, and the bay witliin these

subjected to the pressure. The sirenglh of two

men is amply sufficient; even one might do it. 'Ihe

time eaipluyed in pressing is about five minutes.

Two men can press two Ions per day.

When the liay is sutiiciently pressed, Ihe two

side doors are opened; Ihe hay secured by huop^;

the top door is llien opened and Ihe h-iy n pushed

out in the foim of a cuiiipact b.ile ^.boiil liiree feel

long and two wide, and weighing from two hundrcl

and fifty to three hundred pounds, and soiiieumes

more.
We earnestly recommend this machine to Ihe at-

tention of the public, lu Ihe farmer who is in the

habit of screwing his hay b) hand, for a distani

market, it presents peculiar conveniences. ihe

cost of one of them, c unplele, is akioul two hun-

dred and filly doll.irs. and as they can be moved
from place to place wilh ease, one or two would be

sufficient fo! a town. Should any person be desi-

rous of purchasing one of Ihem, or a patent right,

or of making any further inquiries, he is ref. rred to

the inventor in Pillslown, or to Calvin VViug, Ma-
eiiinist, of Gardiner.

IZOB.TICVXiXVB.Z:.

FINE SPINNING.

In Ulster, Irelvind, a y<iung girl, named Catherine

Woods, spun seven hundred hunks from one pound

of flax, iiiMking a thread 2.5-21,400 yards in leuslh.

Seven hanks containing each lliOO yards, is as fine

as the linen coinnioiily sold in the sliops at a dollar

per yard. Sixty-four h: nks, produced from one

pound avoirdupois, was so fine as to require split-

ting Ihe fibres of the llax with a needle, and it was

a fortnight's work for one wnman to spin one hank.

In the same pari of Ulster where the above named
extraordinary spinning was done, several industrious

females produced (rom one pound and a half of

flax, which cost two shillings, an elegant cambric

thread, which sold fur 51 2s. <li(Z—and yet such is

the length of lime taken to spin this exceedingly

fine thread wilh the fingers, that it is not coiisiiler

ed profitable, and it is only done by some palieot

iadividuals.

(From the St. .Augustine Florida Advocate.)

ON THE CULTIVATION OE ORANGES.
One of the most profitable ways of Investing

money near this city, and in most parts of this pro-

vince, for a person who is both able and willing to

wait for the interest of bis money, and principally

lor a father of a family, is by establishing an or.inge

srove, because lime and almost lime alone, will suf-

fice to make it exlre.iiely valuible Such an esta-

blishment rf quires only two negroes, workins uniier

the direction of an intelligent white man or man of

colour. It will yield in time (considering; the small-

ness of the sum invested, and the few hands which
are wanted,) a greater reward than any agriculliir.d

produce raised or known here, cotton, corn and the

sugar cane not excepted.

1st. The seed of Ihe China or sweet orange tree

planted here, on a suitable spot, will show its two
first leaves in six, seven or eight weeks, according
to more or less rain received.

'id. Thai young trees will require an easy atten-

dance during the three or four first years, lo prevent

its taking a bent, forking, or branching oul too soon.

Often, also, the slender stem will want a proper

guiile given il, in order that it may grow straight

and of a proper shape.

3d. When six, seven or eight years old, it will

yield from 25 lo 50 oranges. VVhen nine, it will

yield mo and upwards, and thus go on increasing

every year.

When fifteen, it will yield from 500 to 600 oran-

ges; and when twenly. which is its prime, ihougb
iiol its full growth, loilO.

When thirty years old, il will, if having always

been thriving, yield from I600to2l'00—and so go
1)11 increasing with age, till il will yield as many as

6000 orani!,es every fruitful year, as m.iny trees do
ill this proi iiice. That tree lives jtenerally here one

Hundred years, or a little more, and then decays gra-

lually.

4tli. Oranges will .sell here generally at $10 00 a

llioiisarid, ill Septenibi r and October, and Al^i.bO

in November ami Uicernber.

5lh. Were Ihe owner to have his oranges boxed

up properly, (only two hundred in a bux, in which

stale Ihiy would keep three nnmths,) and exported

!o Pliilad.lphia, New York ..r Boston, he cc.old al-

ways count upon an average sale of from $15 00 ti>

),,2iJ 00 a ihoosand, and all expenses paid, and all

deductions made fur the oranges which nii;iht be

rotten. He could also gain always from five lo ten

per cent, on the employment of his funds, being

sent bick ht re.

6lh. A square of six acres, (2bl,300 feet, or 510
feet square.) will contain four hundred orange trees,

ptanied in lour clusters of one hundred each, at 20

feet distance from each other, and will afford in llie

centre a suitable place for a two story dwelling

house, 54 ffet long north and south, and 18 feet wide,

fur three rooms above and two ^lillfiiies in liie

leiij^lh way of Ihe house; spaces also for four walks.

80 feet wide from the four gates to the house, and

a walk of 34 feet wide in (bur directinns along the

four fences, (leaving one foot for the fence,) and

conseqiienlly surroundini; the four clusters above

mentioned of one hundred orange trees each. On
e:ich side of these walks, grape vines, young oraui^e

trees from seed and for s. le, and all kinds of vege-

tables may also be planted in beds, 6 feet wide, taken

oul of the centre of each north and somh walk

which IS between the trees, and there are thirty six

such walks. Each of the four clusters of one hun

dred trees each, ought to have a well in its centre,

the dwelling huuse of course one also. The lowei-

|)arl of Ihe house (after reserving two rooms for

coukinj, washing and iioninj;.) ought lo he kepi for

receiving, drying and packing up the crop. Also to

lodg-: the overseer and Ihe labourers, to .-heller the
calls iind a chair if used; to store tlie instruments
of horticulture, the lumber for the boxes for oran-

s, to receive the benches of the carpenters mak-
ing ihem. the boxes made, &c. The stable for two
horses and two cows may be built against the lence,
and also some lodging rooms for the people. The
dwelling house and oul houses, the stable. Sic. ought
to be built only wilh the pmceeds of Ihe sale of
the oranges. The ground and its fences only ought
to be bought and made at first, with a small house
of<{I00fiir the overseer, and one hut or two for

the liboure-s, until Ihe orange trees yield a crop.
7i|i. Suih a giove as Ibis would, when Ihe four

hundred trees becomes 20 years old (and supposing
them to be in a thriving state,) yield at least $3000
a year-; and if Ihe fruit was exported wilh due care,
froni $4000 to $4500, without reckoning the proceeds
of the sale of the urasses, young orange trees and
vej;. tibles which might be raised at the same time.

Sill An intelligent and industrious man, soine-

tiiing of a gardener, with two or three negroes, will

suffice to attend such a jjrove, and also the gar-
den, except in Ihe lime of Ihe crop of the oranges,
when a greater number of hands will be wanted,
during two or three days, from time to time, to

gallnr the fruil.

9lh. A bel er plan than that of raising such a
groie frmii the seed, would be (as small sweet
orange trees cannot be procured here,) to plant four

hundred straight and healthy sour orange trees, of
lour or five years of age, (which ate abundant here.)

and engraft on th< m the buds of such China orange
trees as are known to ) ield very sweet fruit. This
wouM advance ihe crop four or five years, but

would cost more money. 'J he lormer plan, there-

fore, ought to be pursued, if economy be the prin-

cipal object, and the latter plan, if the saving of
time be llie main point

-Till' loiiu which 1 would recommend as the most
ehgible for such a grove, is given below.

lOh. What I have staled, is derived from mea
of experience, and is good in all its parts; 1 believe,

however, a square of ten acres (..r 669 feet square,)

Would be far preferable, inasinuch as it would ena-

ble the owner to place his four hundred oiange trees

at 2t> feel distance from each other, instead of twen-
ty, lo ni.ike Ins thirty six beds for vegetables, be-

tween ih." four hundred orange trees, much larger,

the same in the four walks converging lo the house;

the same in the (bur walks along the fences to have
more room for stables, pens, store rooms and lodg-

ing rooms along Ihe fences, to cultivate more grapes,

more veget.ildes, and to have more orange trees

raised from seeds, and for sale every year, and final-

ly lo procure to liis four hundred standard orange

trees, and whatever else he would raise, more air,

heat, light and moisture, which are well known to

be the great promoters of a strong vegetation.

Culture of 1 ea in Brazil,

Botanic gardens are established throughout the

country by government, who have directed the at-

tention ol cultivators to CaiueUia bohea and viiidit,

of which one proprietor already has a plantation of

4000 plants, i^isial. Jnurii fur .Xov 1825.)

Apples marked with the impression of a leaf

are sold in Iho bazars of Persia. 'J'o produce this

impression, a leaf of some flower or shrub is glued

or fastened wilh a thread on several parts oi' Ihe

fruit, while \el growing; the apple gradually ripens,

and all that the "sun reaches becomes red; the parts

covered by the leaves remaining of a pale green or

yellow colour.

Pepper.—There are no fewer than 41 kinds of

pepper A Balaviao naturalist of the name o( Blume

has written a description of liiem, accompanied wilh

plates.
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XlffTS&lVA]:. lIWEPROVEIVIBMiT.

BALTIMORE AND SUSQUEHANNA RAIL
ROAD.

Report and Proceedings in relation to a Rail road

from Baltimore to the Susquehanna.

BiiHimore, August Sd, 1SJ7,

On this day, a meetins; consisting of deleirates

from the BaUiniore and York Turnpike, the York

ami Maryland, \he Conewau;o Canal Turnpike, anil

thi- York Haven Company, was held in the city ol

B Jtiniore, in the Km hantce buildings, when John

Smith Hoi.lins ivas i-alled to the chair, and George

WiNCHt.sTt:R appointed secretary.

On motion, the following resolutions were adopt

ed:—
Resolved, That in the opinion of the delegates

hen; assernlded, it is desirable that a survey or ex-

anunation of the rouiitry between Baltimore ami

Yoik Haven, should l)e made by a committee, to

consist of at least one dt legale from each of the in-

corporated companies here lepresented, with a vie»\

to obtain such information, to be communicated to

the several turnpike companies, as will enable them

to decide whether it be pr:.ctic,)ble 10 make a rail-

roail upon the bed of the present turnpike, or whe

ther it will be a<his:ili|e for them to uniie in ron-

ftiui-ling a rail road from Baltimore to York Ha-

Teii- anil that (be several corpoiations here repre

tented, contribute equally to the expense of making

juch examination.

Resolved. That the conmiittee unite with the gen

tlenien appointed at York (own, for the purpose of

making the survey, and Ihe secretary is directed to

notify them of th-- proceidings of this meeting, and

request their attendance in Baltiniore.

In pursuance of Ihe above resolutions and pro

ceedings, a committee was appointed, and proceed-

ed, during the month of August last, to make the

investigation directed.

Their report, accompanied hy a profile and map

of the country between Baltimore and the Susque-

hanna, 13 now submitted to Ihe consideraiion ol thi

jjeople of Baltimore.

It has been delayed until this moment, that no

room should be left even for conjecture, that the

project which it pnsints was intemled, or shouhi

in any manner, interfere with the gr. at scln-me ol

the Baltimore and Uiiio rail-road. Public opinion

is now so settled, as to the importance and feasi-

bility of that enterprise, as to place it bejond the

reach of competition, and I'ar above opposilion or

impediment from any quarter, even if such were

intended. It is believed by those who are instru-

mental in bringing before the public, the Susque-

hanna rail-road, that it will, by its success, tend lo

strengthen public opinion, and sustain the conli

deuce of the community in the maguiticent under

taking which has preceded it.

icabilily of making a rail road upon the Led of the

present tiirnpike road, commencing at Baltimore,

passing by York Town, and ternjinaling at York

To the President and Directors of the York Rnad,

the Voik and Maryland Line lioad, the York and

Cnuewago Canal Tuntpike road, and Ike YurK

Havea Company.

The committee appointed by a convention of de

legates, from the abuve instituliTiis, to examine into

the practicabilily of making a rail road from Balli

more to Ihe Susquehanna, now report

—

That in execution of the object of their appoint

-

Dient, a majority of the cominillce proceeded lu

examine and explore Ihe country between Balli-

more and the Susquehanna, with a view lo olilaiu

the iiiformalion requisite to a judicious direction ol

such future operations as might giow oit of the

suggested enterprise of a rail-road liom Baltimore

to the Susq .eliaiina.

Tlie more iiiiiuediate object of their appointment,

Qte coiuiuiUce <tre aware, w<ts lu abcertuiu (lie prac-

passing l>y

Haven, upon the Susquehanna. To this particular

object Ihe committee have not failed to pay the

proper and necessary altenlion; but the pursuit of

that mvesligation, extended their views over a more
enlarged field of inquiry to the general question of

Ihe practicabilily of a rail-road from Baltimore to

the Susquehanna, without reference to any previ-

ously designated route—indeed, Ihe special object

of their appointment, necessarily called for this en-

larged examination of the country adjacent to (he

line of the turnpike road, inasmuch as the positive

advantages of the iurnpike route, must, in a great

measure, depend upon a comparison of it «i'h other

routes, which the reronnoisance of the country ne-

cessarily brought under the in-pection of Ihe com-

niillpe We shall submit a brief and condensed

new of the result of our labours, guided by the

lii.eral and extended constructions we have given ol

the object of those under whose imuiediate direc-

liOM Ihe investigation was iinderlaken.

The public mind has at length become directed

lo the improvement of our internal resources, and

it is mailer of great gratification to find the senti

inent pervading the whole community, thai the com-

mercial existence of the city, rests u|ion opening an

intercourse with the vast regions west of the Alle

gany, and the extensive tracts of country included

wilbiii the states of New York. Pennsylvania and

Virginia. To facilitate tiie natural means, or to

create an artiticial means of easy communication

with (bis immense region, seems now lo occupy the

undivided public opinion— the liberal and enlighl

„[„.,]— ibe bold ami manly enleiprise «hich belongs

lo our city, is all directed to the completion of this

magnificent undertaking, and we may look lorward

with a well founded confidence lo the period when

we shall realize all its promised rewards.

I'hat the period lor systematic and powerful ex-

ertion, on the part ol Baltimore, has at lenglli arri-

ved, is no longer doubted. The great plans which

are going on, and, in a great measure, matured in

iNew York, and thosi which are projected, and will

be coiiiph ted in PennS) Ivania, show a deteimiiia-

lion on the part of our rival cities, to pu h, as far as

unlimited capital, seconded by liberal views and

;;reat enterprise, a coiiipeiilion, which can only be-

come dangerous if we permit their schemes to be

oiatuied, and the current oi trade to take a settled

direction in the channels provided for it by our ri

viils— foi commerce, like water, will seek its level,

depending upon natural or artificial causes, and if

we once perniil it to be diverled Irom its natural

channel, it v\ill be found most difficult to bring it

back.

If, on the other hand, we enter early into the fii-ld

of competition, and improve our natural advanta

ges, we may make the ettorts of our rivals tribulaiy

to our views, and they cannot make a loot of canal

or rail-way, erect a bridge, or pave a turnpike road,

which does not necessarily lead the trade or com-

merce embarked upon it, directly lo our own door

-"e have nothing, in fad, to do, but to take up the

work where they leave it, and to finish, at a tr:fiing

I xpense, a great line of internal coinmunn-alion.

which the pxerlions of our spirited and enterprising

neighbours have conducted within our reach.

'i'hat this is the present situation of things, a

>hght view of the map of the adjacent country, will

M.llicienily deToonstrate. The husq'ielianna river,

which finds its oullel at our hariiour, stietches its

brioches to the north, the east and the west, reach

ing to Ihe borders of Ihe lakes, on the one h

.•lid ascendieg, upon the other, Ihe ridge of the Al

leghany. The st.ile of N.-w York, animated by the

SiMiit of her enlightened chief magistrate, and pur

a liberal ,.nd enh-btened poll -y, has Com. le

other country has ever accomplished. Pennsyl-

vania, following this noble example, has commenced
a system of internal improvement, which seems to

have no limit short of the boundaries of the slate.

Co.mmencing at Middlelown, it stretches to the

Juniata—thence up that river to the foot of tlie Al-

leghany mountains on the east, and crossing the

ridge to connect the waters of the Susquehanna

with the Alleghany and Ohio river, ascending the

main branch of the Susquehanna to the dividing

point of the eastern and western branches, it con-

templates an improved navigation to the sources of

these great streams, as well as some of their tribu-

tary branches—presenting one connecting chain of

improved or canal navigation of not less than five

hundred miles in extent.

The New York canal, connecting the waters of

lake Erie with the Hudson river, is a violent eft'ort

lo drag, by artificial means, the trade of that coun-

try out of its nalnial channel down the diflferent

branches of the Susquehanna, which stretch almost

to the loot of the lakes, and skirt the borders of the

canal itself Even in their present natural condi-

tion, they attract an immense trade, and when im-

proved by the efforts of Pennsylvania, they will ex-

b.iust the Erie canal at every pore of its unnatural

burdens, and conduct lliem to the borders of our

own state; so, in like manner, will the canal up the

Juniata and the western branch, conduct to the

same point, the trade of the fine country east of the

AUtghany ridge, and thai which the same exertions

may have transported over Ihe ridges. The whole

trade, then, of the country referred to, seeks its out-

let in the valley of the Susquehanna; and, pursuing

Ibe artificial channel provided fiir it, terminates at

the end of the eastern section of the Pennsylvania

canal at Middlelown, at which point the competi-

tion for its possession between Baltimore and Phila-

delphia must commence.
'i'lie efforts which have b>=en made, and those

which are still making by Philadelphia lo supply,

by artificial means, the disadvantages of her natural

position, deserve great commendation, and n fleet

infinite credit upon her enterprise, liberality and in-

telligence.

ihe Union canal which commences at the mouth

of the Swalara,and there forms a junction with Ihe

grand Pennsylvania canal, is intended to conduct

from that point the immense trade which must be

there concentrated, as the termination of the canal

navigation of Ihe whole slate The difficulties which

have been encountered and overcome in Ihe pro-

gress of this work, show the importance which is

justly attributed to it by our neighbout-; it is now
in a gieat slate of forwardness, and will no doubt

be finished in a short time. It was intended, and its

projeclors calculated originally that it would be suf-

licient to carry the whole trade of ihe Susquehanna,

and thus form one continued line of canal navigation,

raiiiilied over Ibe whole state, and teriiiiiialing at

Pliiladelpbia. If their expectations had been realiz-

ed, it would indeed have proved a feaiful, if not a

buccc-slul compelilioii Willi Baltimore, for the trade

of a country which is ours hy all Ihe lies of nature.

But, It is believed, that as this canal approaches to

It:, complelio.i, much ol Ibe speculation indulged in

about its cajiai ily and importance, have been made
(o yield before the difficullies arising from the na-

ture ol Ihe Country over which it passes, and the

want of an adequate supply of water for the summit

level. 'I'he Union canal, from these causes, has

therefore diminished in some measure from its im-

portance, but slill is capable of conducting a great

commerce lo and from Philadelphia, and opening a

connection which Ihe spirit and capit d of Philadel-

phia ivill extend by all o'.lier means tb.it the improv-

ed slate of knowledge on Ihe subject of internal

communication will place at her disposal.

The trade of the Susqiieh.inna which now floats

led one of the tjieales't works which this, or any
|

on the suilace of Ihe river and finds its way through
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this natural channel to Baltimore, "'iil, when ttie

system of canals shall be eompU led in Philrtdelphi;!,

be cairied to a market through the artificial coin

munication tlins provided: and it is manifest, there

fore, if «'e expert to retain the traile of that coiiii

try, «e must secure it by means of roads and ea

nals, similar to tho'se which our neighbours are

maUing to conduct it to their capital.

The moment for commencini; this system has, as

all a^ree. at length arrived, and the only quesiion

now rcmainintr, is not whether it shall be done, but

what is the best mode in which it can be done.

The division of public opinion on the subject of a

canal from the Susquehanna, has retarded the pro-

gress of this important communicaliou for many
years, but it seems now to be a s;eneral, and indeed

almost universal impression, that a rail-road from

Baltimore to the Susquehanna presents the cheap-

est and best mode of forming this important commu
nication.and to examine and ascertain the correct-

ncs of this opinion was the duty conimilted to our

charge, which we have endeavoured to perform to

the best of our ability and kno» ledge; and if the

result of our labours should not prove entirely satis-

factory, vvilh regard to the details of the project, we
trust it will produce conviction in the truth of our

general views, and an accordance in the opinion

which we entertain, that a rail roail Irom Baltimore

to the Susquehannna is practicable at a moderate

expense, and will afford an ample revenue for the

capital wanted in its construction.

In presenting our views, the subject naturally di-

vides itself into different points of niquiry.

1st. The general piaclicability ol a rad-road from

Baltimore to the Susquehanna.
2d. The route which ought to be pursued in the lo-

cation of the road, and the power to he used upon It.

3d. The probable cost of the road—the material

of which it should be formed—and, lastly, the re-

venue vfliirh may be calculated upon being derived

from it, upon the ca[iital invested in its formation.

As to the general question upon the praclicalnlity

of making the road, there is neither room nor ne-

cessity for much observation.

The construction of rail-roads, from their simpli-

city, was very naturally the first species of improve-

ment upon public highways, which followed the in-

troduction of wheel carriages, when civil zation and

commerce enforced the adoption of means of com
munication more siiilalile to the improved condi-

tion of society; and hence we find that rail-roads

are alm.;st coeval with the first dawnings of society

in England, and indeed may be traced back to the

invasion of that country as one of the means adopted

by its conquerors to preserve their dominion by af-

fording facili'ies to the transportation of men and

munition of war; their recent revival in England
has, however, afTorded a fruilful subject for specu-

lation and an anqile field for the ingenious mecha-
nic—the visionary theorist and the sanguine politi-

cian, to indulge in their various pursuits— to give

birth to endless projects, many of ivhich have been

started and adopted only in turn to make room for

others equally short lived, and destined to share the

same fate which had consigned their predecessors to

oblivion; hut this system of speculation, conjecture
nnii experiment, has led to the acquisition ol a vast

body of useful and practical knowledge which is

now difl'ufing itself over the whole kingdom, and
producing immense works of public utility, and ol

national and individual enterprise and wealth— per-

haps, however, there is no subject upon which Ihe

experience of another country could profit us as lit-

tle as upon that of forming artificial communica-
tions by means of roads and canals.

The difference of cUmale—rf suil—of Ihe generul

face or topography of the cnunlry—nf the popubdion,
and inte)ci,msc amongst a dense population—and
above all, the great and essential difierence in the

purposes to which rail roads are applied in Eng-

land and those to which it is designed to apply them
111 this country, will and must r-'nder their improve-
ments, adapted as they are to all these localities, of
little service on Ihe more extended and enlarged,
and novel ground which rail-roads are expected to

occupy in this country, it is true we may draw
much useful knowledge from Englaml, with regard

to the mere mechanical construction and titling of

the material of ivhich the road is to be constructed
and put together^but when we come to stretch

such a road over the high, broken and uneven sur-

face which intervenes between B dtiinore and the

Susquehanna, or the more mountainous and rocky
barrier which separates us from the western coun-
try, we look in vain for infoniialion and instruction

from the rail roads in England, which travel for the

most part over a level surface, and are not impeded
by a hill or a valley in their progress, from its com-
mencement to their terminations, worthy of being
mentioned—we should find oiirseives still more at a

loss in endeavouring to fashion the propelling power
to such a road; to the inevitable inequalities mark
ing the [irogress of our daring enterprises, descend-
ing into deep vallies or scaling the boldest acclivi-

ties; and we should wholly fad, if, pusliing our ex-

amination further, we endeavoured to find the

sQiallest instruction upon the purpose to which rail

roads are intended to be applied in this country

In England they are generally used rather as pri

vate ways than otherwise, and chiefly to conduct
burthens in one ilirectlun— but the attempt to apply

a rail-road to all the various purposes of a public

highway, is an experiment which has been tried,

but on a very limited scale in England, and which
in thi' cou.try must depend for its success upon the

genius, intelligence and enterprise of our own peo
pie, applied to the actual condition of the country
and tfje nature of the work.

Our own experience upon the subject of forming
canals in this country, points out the necessity of

drawing upon our own resources instead of relying

upon foreign instruction and foreign models. i>iany

eti'orts were made to i onstruct canals in ditlerent

parts of the United Slates, and the advice and assis-

tance of foreign engineers were procured at enor

mous salaries, and millions of money were wasted

111 unsuccessful atlempts to imitate the works ol'

another country. The ^ew York canal project

languishing for years under Ihe incubus influence

of foreign science and experience, which, however
valuable where it was acquired, was more than use-

less here, and it »as left for the genius and bold

practical common sense of our own countrymen, to

project and complete one of the noblest and great-

est of human undertakings.

These observations are made with a view to illus

trale the position, that the general question of the

practicability of the railroad, must depend upon

the peculiar circumstances attending tlie particular

enterprise, and that but little or no aid, or iniorma

Hon, can be had by relere ce to works in other

places which have nothing in common with this,

but that they are used as the means of communica-
tion from one place to another.

There is nolhing of mystery in the nature of a

rail road— it is a milter of plain common sense, and

ulieii divested of a few technical words and phrases,

it IS fairly open to the plainest understanding. In-

deed, it may be resolved into the simple proposi

tion, that whenever a turnpike, or any other road

for the transportation of commodities in carri iges,

can he made, a rail road may also be constructed.

A line of rail-road is as easily conducted over a

surface of country as any other road; and the ques-

tion to be disposed of, ia not the physical practica-

bility of making a rail-road in any particular direc-

tion, but wliich is the mode of doing it so as to

make it productive of Ihe greatest possible benetit,

at the least possible expense. There can be no

doubt, that a rail-way is equally suited to any sur-

face of country, over which it may be desired to
carry it, whether it be mountainous or broken, or
comparatively level; and tin- only subject fur con-
>ideration is, that which we have suggested as
forming the second point uf inquiry, viz;— The route
which ought to be puisiipd in the location of llie road,

Upon this head, our views must necessarily be of

a general character, as the information upon which
our opinion is founded, is not of that precise and
definite kind, which would enable us to say posi-

tively what direction ought to be adopted in the lo-

cation of the roid. Still there are some leading

features' wtiich our reconnoissance of the face of
the country, presented to our view, that we
deem proper to present to the consideration of

those more immediately interested in the location

of the road, as well as to affinl information to the

community at large— and, in either way, calculated

to lead to further investigation, and, in some mea-
sure, assist future inquiries.

P'rom Baltimore to York Haven, in nearly &
straisht line, upon Ihe bed of the turnpike road, is

a distance of sixty miles, passing over an undulating

country, intersected, in its whole course, by a ranj^e

of hills, which cross the turnpike road neaily at

right angles. These hills continue to ascend gra-

dually from the tide at Baltimore, with occasional

abrupt acclivities and descents, until they reach llie

summit level at Sirasburg, a small village near Ihe

thirty-sixth mile stone on Ihe York turnpike mad,

where it attains an elevation of one thousand and

nine feet above the tide, and from thence it de-

scends to the Susquehanna, over a country of a very

similar description, till it strikes the river at York

Haven, maintaining an elevation at that point of

two hundred and fifty-six and a half feet above the

tide. The dividing ridge of land, of which Stras-

burg is the suuimit, ranges along the Pennsylvania

and Maryland line; it is about fifteen miles wide,

and extends, without any material depression, from

beyond the Monocacy, in a direction a little to the

norlh'vard of east, till it strikes the Susquehanna
river at McCall's ferry, when it presents itself for a

short distance in a narrow ridge, and then spreads

out ill Lancaster county

The range of hills, therefore, presents an obsta-

cle which cann t be evaded, but must be overcome

in any location that may he given to the road, pur-

suing a course along the direction of the turnpike

road or parallel to it, as the country on either side

presents the same uniform surface, and nearly the

same elevation. Such are the general features of

the country between the Susquehanna and Baili'

more, lookins at it with a view to forming a connel»'

ion by a line which would pursje nearly a stra-gbt

direction from one point to the other— in the nalurd

situation of the country, there would be no choice

as to the route, as the same difficulties are found io

any which might be selected.

The same riilge of land, above mentioned, aho

forms the dividing summit between the streamsof

wafer n-ing upon either side of it, and running on

the s'juth towards Baltimore, and upon the north ai

rributaries to the Cidorus, emptying into the Sus-

quehanna. Deer Greek has some of its smaller

-ounces near the summit at Strasbiirg, from whence

It runs in a south easterly direction towards the Sus-

quehanna, into which it empties opposite to Port

Deposit at tide. This stream is too far out of the

course to need observation, as is likewise the Little

Falls of Gunpowder.
The Great Falls of Gunpowder rises in several

sources from the dividins; ridge, and crosses the

turnpike road, about twenty-eight miles from BaH

timore—then takes a direction parallel with the

turnpike for abuut twelve or fourteen miles, and

then pursue? an easterly course, and at right anjW
to the turnpike road to its mouth in the Great Gun-

powder river at tide.

{To be conlinueil.)
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EMILY GEIUER.
"Though now thy fiail body in death is reclining,

Thy bright, spotless spirit with angnls is shining;

Thy mild spirit left thee as pure as it found thee.

Ere the cold cares of life spread their darkness around

tliee!"

At the time Gen. Gr'^en retreated before Lord

Raudon, from Ninety Six, <rlien he had passeJ

Broad riier, he was very desirous to send an order

to Gen. Sumpter, who was on the Wateree, to join

him. that they mi^ht attack Rawdon, wlio had now

divided his force; but tlie General could find no man

in that part of the state, who was bold enoiii;h to

undertake so dangerous a mission. The country to

be passed llirough, for many miles, was full of blood-

thirsty tories, who, on every occasion that offered,

imbrued tiieir hands in tlie blood of the whigs. At

length Emily Geiger presented hersell to General

Green, and proposed to act as his messenger, and

the General, both surprised and delighted, closed

with her proposal. He accordingly wrote a letter

and delivered it, and at the same time communicat-

ed the contents of it verbally to be told to Sumpter

in case of accidents. Emily was young, but as to

her person or adventures on the way, we have no

further infoimalion, except that she was mounted

on horseback, upon a sidesaddle. On the second

day of hei journey she was intercepted by Lord

Rawdon's scouts. Coming from the direction of

Green's army, and not being able to tell an untruth

witiiout blu-hing, Emily was suspected, and confin

ed to a room; and as the officer in command had

the modesty not to search her at that time, he sent

for an old tory matron as more Citing for that pur-

pose. Emily was not wanting in expedient, and a»

soon as the door was closed and the bustle a little

subsided, she ale up the letter, piece b\ piece. After

awhile the mnlron arrived, and upon searching

carefully, nothing was to be found of a suspicious

nature about the prisoner, and she would disclose

nothing. Suspicion being thus allayed, the officer

commanding the scouts suffered Emily to depart lor

where she said .'he was bound; but she took a route

somewhat circuitous to avoid further detection, and
soon alter struck into the road leading to Sumpter's
camp, where she arrived in safely. Emily told her

adventure, and delivered Green's verbal message
to Sumpter, who in consequence soon after joined

the main army at Orangeburgh. Emily Geiger af
terwards married Mr. Thertvits, a planter on the

Congaree. She has been dead thirty-five years, but

it is trusted her name will descend to posterity

among those of the patriotic females of the revolu

tion.

walks through life erect, and steady to the dictale^

of decorum and self interest, without a slip or false

step.

Inexorable to all helpless females, who, from the

frailty of nature or perfidy of man, are observed to

totter, or even to stoop, in their progress, she insists

that they should be forever excluded from the so

cietv of the upright; and if any person shows a dis

position to palliate their errors, this outline of chas

tity quits, for a moment, the frail bird on whom sh.-

has pounced, and turns her envenomed beak against

those who are for showing the smallest degree ol

mercy; and being freed, by nature, from any pro

pensity to one particular frailly, she indulges, with-

out bounds, in the gratification of envy, hatred

slander, haughtiness, and other vices of the same

class, for which, from her childhood, she has disco

vered a decided taste.

Although an English Countess sat for the above

picture, many years ago, we believe that there is

more than one female, on this side the Atlantic,

who would pass for the original. [X. ¥. Jlhror.

SFO€(.TI3if6 01)10.

IJut even liiis was no safely—the crv of coming foes

^iill rung aloud, and he once more leaped the boun-
daries of Benhain park, the hounds being well upon
his scent. As a last resort, he betook himself to

the noble extensive fish pond; the hounds (those

still in wind) gallantly folloived, endeavouring to

Irive him out, but in vain. lyord Craven, Honour-
able Augustus Craven, and Granlley Berkeley, pro-

perly attended, pursued in a boat, but their exer-

tions availed not. He was determined to tire them,
or die game, though not on terra finna. After an
hour spent in useless exertion, one of the attendants

threw a rope over his antlers, and forcing him
ashore, we succeeded in taking this noble animal

alive, and thus terminated a capital day's sport.

"The bald faced stag" was, yesterday morning,
conveyed to Granlly Berkeley's, and no doubt, from
the favourable specimen now exhibited, the gentle-

men of that hunt will wait his re-appearance with
considerable interest.

The time of the chase was from three o'clock in

the afternoon until nearly eight in the evening.

.Many of the hounds were quite knocl:ed up, beat

out of time, tune and track, so that some of them
did not return to kennel until the following morn-
ing. Fortunately, the day was cool for the horses,

or possibly there would have been ''bellows to

mend," if not worse signs of distress; as it was, the

noblemen and gentlemen who followed, were great-

ly satisfied, though many were compelled to cry
'hold, enough."

It will not be mal-apropos to state, as a proof of
he great breed of partridges this season, that, on

ilie noble domain above alluded to, there have
iieen, up to the '21st of September, eight hundred
head shot, and an abundance yet to be seen, a

covey, indeed, in almost every field. T. F.

A FEMALE CHARACTER.
Brunella takes erery opportunity of insinuating

that she has been, in her youth, greatly distinguish
e<l for her beauty. Her charms, however, whatever
they have once been, are now entirely fled: but she
still retains all the vanity, insolence and caprice,
which ever attended the bloom of beauty, with the
addition of that peevishness and ill humour, which
often accompanies its decay. Her insolence, how-
ever, Is only displayed to the unprotected, and her
ill humour to her servants; far to her superiors she
is always obsequious, and to her equals, she wears
an everlasting simper of approbation. This wo
man's benevolence is regulated by decorum; her
f'.iendship by convenience; and all her affections by
etiquette. Her heart has no concern in any of
these matters.

She is chaste, without being virtuous; because, in
her it proceeds from constitution, not sentiment.
Guarded by the breast-plate of frigidity, which, like
the digis of Minerva, repels the »haft3 of love, she

(From Iht JtnnaU of Sporlins;. of JVovembpr, ISil.)

The Berkeley Hounds— Gai,i..\m Chase with

THE BALD-FACED StaG.

On Wednesday, the 17th ultimo, the neighbour-

hood of Newbury was enlivened, the first time this

season, by the animating sound of the "horn," with

its responsive replies, "taron, ton." Gianlly Berke
ley's stag-hounds were turned into the woods ad-

joining Hampstead park, the seat of the amiable
Countess of Craven, in order to find out an "out-

lying buck," known by the appellation ol the "bald-

faced stag." 'I'hey roused him, after some little

tmie, in Enborne copse. He went away in gallant

style, leading his pursuers through numerous cov-

erts; but, being closely pressed by this staunch
pack, he leaped the pales, and took a circuit several

times round 'he park— still finding that he could not

elude his pursuers, he left his native haunts, and be

took himself to the meadows adjoining (closely fol-

lowed all this time) at his best possible pace, Hear-
ing the music (to him discordant) of this merry-
toned little pack close at his heels, and the Kennet
and Avon canal presenting itself, he viewed the

'stilly waters" as a friend, and dashed into it, and
crossed it; then skirting the meadows between the

canal and the old river, which he also swam, he led

his pursuers over many a wide leap, into Benliam
park. There he dodged them for some, till, again

closely pressed, he took the Park-wall into the Bath
road—thence traversed the lands belonging to the

Reverend George VVyld, and entered Dean wood.
But this he could not keep, for his pursuers stuck

so close upon him, that he was compelled to break

again for the grounds adjoining, and to dash along

home at his top speed, as true to the turns as an old

cunning hare, and as if he were accustomed to this

very round. Entering his native haunts,

Where long

He langed the branching monarch of the shades:"

Heroic Conduct op a Voutil

On Monday, October 8, as the pupils of Mr. Mur-
phy's acade:ay, a.t Youghal, were bathing in the

sea, a respectable youth, about twelve years old,

was carried o9 by the strength of the waves, and
in a drowning condition, when one of the ushers

srtam to his assistance, and caught hold of him, but

fiom the agitated state of the water, found it im-
practicable to bring him in, and called for h>~Ip,

but none offered; he then left him to his fate, and
sought his own safety by swimming to shore; but

Samuel Green, a lad of fil'leen years of age, whose
bosom filled with manly courage, and with an ar-

dent dcsiie to rescue his schoolfellow, hastened to

undress himself, which, by the time he had done,

tlie object of his anxiety was carried a considerable

distance to sea. The little hero jumped in, and,
C«ssi«s like, b iffe.:ed the waves until he reached

the motionless body, and nothing being visible but

the crown of the head, he caught by the hair; hut

it being too short to afford him a hold, he took him
by the wrist with one hand, and swam with the

other, dragging his almost lifeless treasure, and
presented him to his numerous companions, who
stood on the strand, with streaming eyes and heart-

felt anxiety for the safety of them both. He was
immediately restored to animation, and, we arc

happy to say, is now perfectly recovered.

Partridge Taking.

On Wednesday, October 10, two gentlemen be-

longing to P'alkirk, went out to shoot paitridj;es, ac-

companied by an excellent greyhouml bitch They
had not been long in the fields before the bitch

raised a partridge, and pursued it on loot for a con-
siderable distance; and just as the bird had taken
wing, the spirited animal made a leap and caught it

in the air, to the no small surprise of the sportsmen.

Go as early as you can to market, and as late as

you can to battle.
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House Portrait

The Marquis of Loiidoiidcrry has givei) an order
to Mr Janies V. aid, llie cclebrat»;d painter of

horses, to e.xecute a portrait of liis Lordship's la

Tourile Araliian. The painting is nearly completed.
The animal is in full aclion, lakins; a tlviii;; leap

over a ravine. The tire and ener:;v displayed in

this dilHcult position, manifesting the greatest ana
tomieal skill; as it is, indeed, the only manner in

VPhnh the animal should be drawn, i e in action
suited to his breed and bu- iness in life. A fact, this,

which ue have more than once taken the pleasure
to explain, as reyards Mr. Ward, in particular, and
also to coiis;ratulate his departure from the stiff and
Still position of Haphazard, Sic.

(COMMUNICATED )

MY DOG.
By my side, when requir'd, old Mingo will stay;
When order'd through fields he'll roam far away
In diligent search of a trail, hot or cold;

If any be found 1 am sure to be told.

No bye-path or cover he ever pass'd by.
Or probable place neglecting to try;

If no trace of a fox be there but the signs.

Then old Mingo is heard from, only in whines.

By the sound of his voice,! very well know.
If the trail be bui cold he often will blow—
But if it be warm, I am certain to hear
The keenest ol tongueing soud borne on the air.

When once he has found out v»here Reynard hath
been.

Then faithful old Mingo no more will be seen.
Until he be join'd by the rest of the pack.
For he never thought about quitting a track.

Where ever he strikes to make off and follow.

He'll circle and search each hill and each hollow;
Then try by the bushes in every course;

At such lime forgetting both master and horse.

If baffled in these, next in turn, and with care.
He'll ^viiid all around him, thus searching the air;

Hence, by my old Mingo, the fox will be Ibund,
If moving or lying when he's above ground.

And when, e'er he is up, that quickly is known
By Mingo's loud note and his musical tone

—

Then each other dog must soon hark and aieay,

Or else be thrown out for the rest of the day.

For Mingo don't tairy, no effort will spare,

!Nor others depend on his labours to share

—

But onward he goes through the toil of the chase.

And, for hits and for heels, to none will give place.

But if chance, or if spceii shoidd, during a bunt.
Place old Mingo behind, all others in front.

At the very next baidk look out for the lead.

For he will wi/jc quickly and be off ahead.

If any short turn, or any quick double

Occurs in the chase, they give lillle trouble

To cunning old iMingo, wlio knovis what to do

—

For he wont over-shoot, and he'll double too.

And if a Ions happens, it cannot last long,

So widely he circles, that soon his loud tongue
Proclaims ihe recover in snani)), wood . lieldj

Then to run and carry to none will he'yield.

In spirit and knowledge, my dog far excels
Most other dogs, as his fame often tells

—

And to all ivho know him. he's Isnown as abound.
That il treated fairly, will hunt the year round.

KSCIPZiS.

Before you make a promise, consider well its im-

portance, and ascertain whether you can perfoim
it.

FOR DESTROYING R.\TS.

Among the various poisons, and other means of
destroying these obnoxious aniiuds. 1 have always
found the following to be a most eSVctive, but siiii

pie and harijiless plan of ridding my premises ol

these vermin. Take a few fresh corks; grind them
down into sniali particles; fry them in the common
way, Willi a little butler or (at; place it while warm
at the places where the rats are plenty, and if pos-

sible, when they may eat the dose undisturbed hy

any noiMC; leave no water within their reach, and in

a lew days not a vestige of the creatures is to be
seen.

TO MAKE A MARROW PUDDINO.

Take a quart ol cream and milk, and a quarter of

a pound ol iNaples biscuit, put them on the (ire in a

stew-pan, and boil them up; lake the yolks ol eight

eggs, the whites of lour beat very line, a little soil

sug.ir. some marrow chopped, a small glass ol bran-
dy and sack, a lillle orange flower wale"-; mix all

well together, and put thrm on the fire; keep stir

ring till it is thick, and put it away to gel col. I; have
a dish rimmed «ilh pnlf paste, put your stuB" in,

sprinkle currants that have been well washed in

cold water, and rubbed clean in a doth, manou
cut in slices, ind iome candied lemon, orange and
citron, cut in shreds, and send it to the oven; three
quarters of an hour will bake it: send it hot up.

A YOKKSHIKE PDDDING.

Take a quart of milk, four rgg-, and a little salt,

m.ike it up in a thick batter with tloiir, like pancake
batter. Have a good piece of meat at Ihe fire; take

a slewpan. and put some dripping in, set il on the

fire; whm it boils, pour in tlie pudding; lei it bake
on the fire till you think it is nigh enough, then turn

a plate upside down in the dripping jjaii, thaWhe
diipping may not be blacked; set th^- slewpan on it,

under tiie meal, and lei the dripping drop on the

pudding, and the heat of the fire come to it, to make
11 of a fine brown. When the meat is done and
sent to table, drain the lit from the pudding, and
set It on the fire to dry a li He; then slide it as dry
as you can in a dish; rucll butler and pour it in a

cup, and set it in the inidille of ihe pudding. 11 is

an excellent good pudding; the gravy of the meat
eats well with it.

A BOILED PLUM PUDDING.

Take a pound of suet cut in pieces, not tso fine,

a pound of currants, and a pound of r.<isiiis stoned,

eight eggs, half a nutmeg griled,and a tea spoon-

ful ol beaten ginger, a pound of flour, a pint of
milk; beat Ihe eggs first, and add half Ihe milk;

beat them together, and by degrees stir m the flo«r,

then the suet, spice, and fruit, and as much milk as

will mix it together very thick. Boil it five hours.

MODE OF STOPPING EPIsTAXIS (BLEEDING AT THE
NOSE.

A young man, nineteen years of age, bled from
the nose so profusely, that he fainted several times.

Mineral acids, ice to the nape of Ihe neck. Sic. wi re

tried, but without stopping the flow of blood. Doc-
tor Bruner was called in on the third day, and he
lilew up powdered gum Arabic through a quill—the

hemorrhage ceased directly.

[Phita. Jouriiul of Med. and Phys. Sciences.

INDIAN CURE FOR THE EAR AGUE.

Take a piece of the lean of mutton, about the

size of a large walnut; put it into the fire and burn

il for some lime, till it becomes almost reduced into

a cinder; then put it into a piece of clean rag, and
sque.-ze It until some moisture is expressed, which
must be dropped into the ear as hot as tLe patient

can bear it.

'£^Ji oriiliis^i.3^,

Baltimore, Friday, January U, 1828.

$>-The communication from a much esteemed
coiTes|iondent on Pope's Machine for cleaning Rice,
will appear in our next.

S>Long as is the Report in regard to a Rail-way
Irom Balliniore to Ihe ."Susquehanna, we have not
fell at liberty to abridge il. Il will be continued un-
til the whi.le is published. The exposition is as able
as the subject itself is interesting and important.

METEOROLUGY OF DECEMBER
at baltimop.e.

Mean temperature early in Ihe morning, 37.9°.
Highest, on Ihe 9lh, 49"— lOth, 52°.
Lowest, 23d, 17«— 24th, 22°— 3l»t, aT**.

.Mean temperature in the afternoon, 45.2°.
Highest. 9th.63''-15th,55°.
Lowest. 23.1, :rfl°.

Mean teii.perature. . hmir after sun-set, 40.8°.
Mean of the month, 41.3°

Winds.—From N to E the latter only inclusive, 1$
observations— from E to S. 9— from S. to W.
16- from W. to N. 20—Calm. 1

Weather.— Rain on 12 days. Snow on the 22d,4
inches deep on a level; snow also on the 24lh.
But 10 observations in 62, are marked clear.

Richard .'^extow.

SA.Z.TlJaOS.E PRXCSS CUHAENT.
Co7Tec(fii for Ihe Jlmerican Partner, by Edward I W.llioi^

Commission Merchant and Planten'' .igevJ.

No tl,Bonlii'tw/i-r/.

Tobacco.—Seconds. ^S.OO a I.Oo— 8crulis, 4 50 «
6.50—common crop. 3.00 (/ S. 75—Do red, 3.7S n -I.oO

—

iroocl red, 4.50 a 5.00— Fine red, 6.So a SOD— Yellow
and red, 7.00 a 10.00 - Yellow do. 6.50 n I .00— Fine
yellow, 10.00 a 15.00—Vii ginia do. 3.60 a 7.00- Rap-
pahannock. 3.60 11 4.0U—Keulucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for
wrapping, 6.00 a 7.00.

Flouk—white wheat family, $5.75 a 6 50—superfine
Howurd-st. 4.37^ a 5; city milis, 4.75;Susq. 4.62^ a 4.75;

Corn Meal, bbl. 2.62^ o 2 lb— Cibain. white wheat,
best, .90 a l.O.J—red, .SO o .90—Corn, Dew .40 n 4S
—KvE, 50o.5'-> -Oats, 24— Beans,. 80 1.0. — fE.4s,.48

a .id

—

Clover seed, 5.00 a 5.5o

—

Timotht,2.00 aJ.50—
Barley, fiO a 63

—

Flaxseed, 90—Cotton, Virginia, lOe
104—Louisiana, .1 1 « .It!— Alabama, to a .II4— Mis»:

souri, .10 a .10^-N. Carolina, .SJ n .lOJ

—

Wool, com-;
mon, .15 a .16—wash'd,.18 a. 20

—

half blood, .20 o 25—
threp-quarter, .28 a 30—full do. .30 « .35—Hemp,
Rnssia, per ton, 5-75—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a
|.jo— waler-rotled, 170 n 190

—

Fish, shad, Susquehanna,
6 n B.i"; do. do. trimmed, 6 50 n 7; Herrings, Susque-
hanna, bbl. 275 a 3.OJ —Mackerel, 4.76 o 5 75— Bacom,
liains, .9 a. I2i—Feathers, 26 a 28— Whiskey, in hhds.

1st proof, 22 o 23—m bbis 26 —Pork, drove, S.75 n 4;

wagon 4.50 a 4.75; Eastern Shore 4.50 o 5—Beef, stall-

f.'d, 5; do. grass, 4n4.50.
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AGRICTrLTTTRE.

(From llie New York Stale?man.)

LUCERNE.
We recently published a correspondence between

Isaac M. Ely, Esq. of this city, and Ju<lge Buel, of

Alhany, relative to the method, and (he advantages,

of the cultivation of lucerne. That correspondence

threw much lisht on the subject, and has been ex-

tensively republished, as being hiijhly interesting to

the farmer. We are now favoured by Mr. Ely with

another communication, which will be found below,

from VanbruKh Livingston, Esq , of Westchester

county, who has also devoted his attention to that

species of grass. It will be seen that he entirely

concurs with Judge Buel. Mr. L. is an intelligent

and zealous agricnllurist; and he is aided in his ex-

periments and efforts for the advancement of rura!

economy, by the enlarged views acquired in foreign

travel.

To the Editors of the Statesman:

I send you a further communication on the cul-

ture of lucerne. From your agncidtural notice of

the correspondence between Judge Buel and myself

on this subject, I have no doubt Mr. Livingston's

interesting letter will find its appropriate place in

tb* Statesman.
Yours, &,c. I. M. ELY.

January blh, 1828.

Calendar, (near Yonker's,) Westchestei )

Dear Sib, covniy, Dec. 3 1st, 1827.
J

Your favour of the 2Glh inst, together with an

accompanying copy of "Ihe Statesman" you were

so obliging as to send me, 1 received by this morn-

ing's mail.

I have attentively perused (he statement of Judfje

Buel, in his letter to you on the subject of iucer'.».

and am pleasod to finti that his experienie, in its

culture, so fully accords with my own. 'I'he tirsi

experiment I made with this grdss was in the sum-

mer of 1821; but the seed Hid not vegetate, owing,

doubtless, to their being unsound, rather than to

any peculiarity of ms-'agemenl; for, when good,

they appear to germ»'ate as freely as those of red

clover. Not being discouraged by my first essdy,

I prepared the ollowing year, the same piece of

ground for the reception of iresh seed. This wa<

sown, broadcast, 'n the early part of July, 1822,

without a piJlectiug cover. The plants soon made
their app<^''4"ce, notwithstanding a period of dry

weather *'i'ch succeeded, and continued to grow

finely,-'" checked by the frost. As the crop was

neith'"" '^^^ ""'' depastured, a large burden was left

on -be ground; and in the ensuing spring, before

(^oer grasses had yet started, the lucerne exhibited

i flourishing growth. Without entering into any
further details respecting this crop, it will be sutli

cient to say, that it completely justified, in all re

spects, the encomiums I had read upon its value.

It may be well, however, to remark that, in accor-

dance with the directions of some writers on the

subject, I had the groimd harrowed, for the alleged

purpose of extirpating weeds and promoting ils vi

gotir This was done in the third year of its growth,
and by these means more than half of the roots

were destroyed i'he remainder, ho»vever, con-
tinued to grow well for a year afler; but as the crop
did not exhibit the flourishing appearance as before,

I determined upon breaking up the ground.
In the beginning of M.iy. 182.'j, 1 had about two

acres sown with lucerne. The ground nas divided
info three pieces, and each piece was, along iviih

the lucerne, sown with a different grain crop. These
consisted of barley, buckwheat and winter rye.

—

The result of the experiment was as follows, viz:

that sown with the rye proved the best, and that with
he barley ranked next in quality; but what accoai-
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p:\iiied Ihe buckwheat was entirely smolnered.

—

The lucerne growing on the two former pieces,

being now in ihe fourth year of its growth, is in a

most vigourous state; and so far from evincing any
symptoms of decline, continued to grow, the last

season, more luxuriantly than ever. 1 commenced
cutdiig, it la^t spring, on the 27th of April. It then
yielded, I should judge, at the rale of a ton and a

half to the acre, on the supposition that the grass

bad been cured into hay. It was cut for the pur
pose of soiling, and given to horses in the stable

and to working oxen. The produce amounted, dur
ing the season, to six cuttings. In (his experiment,
the quantity of seed used was at the rati, of 20 lbs

to the acre. It was cultivated on a soil similar to

that described by Judge Buel, as indispensable to

its success.

It is unnecessary here to recapitulate all that has
been said and written in favour of this plant. I

would remark, hovvever. that the great advantages
which have been alleged in its favour, are fully

borne out by my own experience. It may, further,

be well to observe, that, in referring to the remarks
of Judge Buel, there is no dilRculty whatever in its

being made into hay, when managed in the mode
he describes. And it stems to me a nialter of some
importance to bear in mind that, although the vir-

tues of lucerne have been most largely descanted
upon by British writers, it is a plant which is .'"ar

bet(er adapted to our own climate than that of Bri-

tain. The latter country, it would appear, does not

possess the requisite degree of heat and dryness, to

insure the full advantage of its real value. And it

seems to be expedient, if not necessary, in that

country, to cultivate it at the expense of drilling—
while here it answers with perfect success in the
easier and cheaper mode of broadcast.

Notwilbsianding, however, what has been said in

praise of (he merits of this grass, I am not unaware
I',' the objections that have been made to its gen
rat introduction in this country. More especially of
(hose advanced by a dislinguished agriculturist in

Ihe vicinity of Philadelphia. It was my intention
lo have noticed them, and to have offered some
views of individual practice in relation to the sub
ject, leading to a diflerence of conviction. Tlie
length, however, to which this communication has
already a((ained, preven(s me from dwelling any
longer upon (he merits in question.

With great respect, I am yours, &c.
VANBRUGH LIVINGSTON.

I. M. Ely, Esq.

POPE'S HAND-THRESHING MACHINE.
J. .S. Skinnkr, Esq. Bris,klon, Mass., Dec. 26, 18J7.

Dear Sir,— I lately had an opportunity of view
ing an operation of threshing rtce xeilh Pope's im-
proved machine—the exhibition of which was for-

tuitous; but Ihe result may be interesting to our
southern bre(hren who cuUivate (ha( iinpor(rtn( s(a-

ple; and being desirous (o con(ribu(e my feeble ef
for(s towards promcjling the prosperi(y of our whole
coun(ry, (he lollowing strt(emeiit and remarks are
submitted to your disposal—to pass for what (hey
may be wor(h.

Abou( a year since, I was requested by Mr. Dab
ney, the United Sta(es' Consul for the Azores, to

procure one of Pope's hand threshing machines for d
friend, who cultivated wheat extensively in the
island of Terceira; but as my discretion was relied
on, I delayed a compliance till within a few weeks,
when one of an improved cons(ruc(ion was preseii(
ed. Wi(h i(s performance on rye I was fully sa(is

lied—the straw being completely cleared of grain
wi(h as(onishing expedition, considering the small
size of Ihe machine, and that the moving power
was only one man. There being no wheat wiihin a
reasonable distance of B iston, and the vessel thai

was to take out the machine on (he point of sailing,

1 told Mr. Pope that if it would perloriii well ou
rice, of which he had a small parcel, prorun d frum
the south for the purpose of (esdng his niM hiiie, (

would dispense wi(h i(s ac(ion on whe:i(— feeling

confident from the efl'ect on rye, that all reasonable
expectations would be realized.

With the labour of one m-in to turn, and anothe.-

to feed, (his machine (hrcshtd three sheaves, thirty

inches in leng(h in some(hing less than a minute;
affording a peck of clean rice. It apjieiired (hat (he

f.eder was not more (ban half supplied with material,

and that the same po»ver would have ac(ed on dou-
ble (he quan(i(y within the time I ii)iis( confess
(ha( I was not prepared (o wi(nes3 so complete an
operation. Considering the form of a panicle qf
rice, so essentially different from an ear I'f wheat or

n/e, I was apprehensive (hat a portion oC itif piduncles
or foot italiss wo\i](i break otT and escape the Ac«<-

ers, or pass thiough a((achpd singly lo (he grain.

But this was not (be case Indeed i( does not ap-
pear possible to thresh rice more completely with
flails, in the usual way, than was demonstrated in

this instance; and if we may judge from (he result

of an experiment so limi(ed, 1 think i( may be safe-

ly es(ima(ed (hat such a machine, with Ihe l.ibour

of three men and a boy, will thresh from 150 to 200
bushels of rice in a day—and with the increased ve-

locity which may be attained by the application of
animal power, an ordinary hiuZc for instance, double
(hat quantity may be turned out.

The numerous threshing machines, and speciovs
models of them. Ih.il were exhilu(ed to the Trustees
of the Massachusetts Society for promoting Jigricul-

ture, during a long period thai I had (he honour of
a seat at that boiird, as trustee an<l vice-president of
Ihe institution, which proved either complete fai-

lures, or, after ephemeral exhibidons and cessation
of novelty, "rest from Iheir labouis," with attempts
at perpetual molion and other abortions, produced by
the. fecundity >. Invn-ilive genius in our counliy

—

the models of which assist to load the shelves of the
Patent o^ce—induced a degree of caution border-
ing on scepticism. Certainly no threshing machines
h»ve come within my view that inspired any confi-
dence in their general utility, except Popes—and I

never felt a full conviction that even that was capa-
ble of producing such important results as those to
which I have alluded. This machine promises
great durability, occupies no( more room, and is as
portable as a common fanning machine—is simple,
and so c/ic«/) as to be at the command of middling
farmers—cardinal points which mechanicians in ge-
neral are loo apt to overlook. For being encourag-
ed by A venial cupidity In Ihe public, they ende:(vour
to get too much of a good thing wherehy their ma-
chines are rendered bulky, complicated a^id expen-
sive.

It were superfluous to expatiate on the impor-
tance of eliciting the invention of simple and effi-

cient labour-saving machines, in various departments
of husbandry, as well as in (he arts; but I cannot
withhold the expression of my firm conviction, de-
rived in part from facts recently come to my knotr-
ledge, thai many valuable inventions and discoveries
are kept from (he light in consiquence of the feelde
protection afforded that species of property, or the
impunity with which it can be pirated under the ^o-
tent lams iioiv in force. For it is unquestionably
tru , that great lo<s or ruin is inevitable lo the man
who, with a verdict in his favour, prosecutes for an
infiingemenl of Wi^ pattnl!—Ai\d like a loreck strand-
ed on a barbarous coast, Ihe greater the value of his
invenlion or discovery, the greater the number and
potency of depredators will he have to contend with.
Moreov er, it is believed, thai to Ihe same cause may
be attributed Ihe imperleclum of nuniemus ma-
chines Ihat have been palmed won the public. Tne
inventor, or niachiniciaii, has little imiucemenl for
persevering lo bring his machine lo the highest
slate of improvement of which its ;.i)-i<ict;;/es may be
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susceptible—hiiving no confi<lt;nce in the laios, but

rather viewing Ihem as a trap, commences trappei

himself; and so soon as he can render it sotficiently

plausible to enable him to sell patent rights, grasps

at the morficMm offered by Joiiers—the construction

of the machine is assigned to hungleis, and the utili-

ty it might possess soon expires.

Upon what moral principle, or maxims of justice

the distinction is founded, or why it is, that proper

ty created by astonishing efforts of human intellect,

united to years of con.slant toil, when exhibited in

the form of inventions or lUscnveries that in some in-

stances seem to approximate j«o««- almost to mind,

and prove of incalculable benefit to society, should

by the same community he held so little sacred and

receive from their lawgivers merely nominal protec-

tion, while prnperty acquired by projusnonal dis-

plays of intellect, and every other pursuit, is most

litfidly secured, we shall leave to casuists and socie-

ties for the improvement of morals, to discover. But

such is the fact that the right to inventions, or what

is termed patent property, in relation to any other

kind, may be correctly compared to a xoeak and

sickly tree Hosts of insects seize and gorge upon

its trunk, fruit ;inil foliatrc, when not a soul of them,

except a lew ontcasts of their sociity, dare approach

one of the same species that is in sound health and

rigour.

It is said to be the boast of our country that her

laws are framed to dispense "equal and exact jus

tice to all." We may still hope that the grand in.

quest of the nation, ivill no longer suffi r that divine

atlrihute to be defaced by stntntes that carry pro-

tection in their front, but destruction to the op-

pressed who seek for redress under them.

With very cordial esteem,

I remain Irulv yours,

SAM'L WYLLYS POMEROY.

palpable to any who will read and reflect on Mr.

Colt's report to the Harrisbur^ Convention in July

last.

At the same time that I feel constrained to recom-
mend the perQsal of the proceedings of that respec-

table convention, I will give a short extract in rela-

tion to flax, hoping that the efforts to stigmatize

that body, as having convened for party purposes,

will not blinil our citizens to the interesting facts

which were disclosed. After a variety of details,

the report proceeds:

From the foregoing items, the following estimate

is made of the quantity, and value of the raw ma
terial, requisite for the manufacture of the hempen
and flaxen fabrics imported into the United States

last year, together with the quantity and value of

the hemp and flax in the raw state, imported in the

same period, viz: for sail cloth, ravens duck, and

other coarse articles imported from Russia alone

—

4,521,700 lbs. of flax and hemp, valued at p4i,600
For coiton bagging, requiring 3,300,000

lbs. of hemp, 184,000

For cordage, twine, &c. 1,949,915 lbs. of

hemp and flax, 147.426

Hemp in its raw state, 9,869,003 lbs. 551,757

Flax, estimated at 600,000 lbs. 72,000

Amounting to more than twenty millions

of pounds of flax and hemp, valued at $1,497,783

Requiring a cultivation of nearly 50,000 acres of

land lor the growth of the raw material, giving em-
ployment directly to 7u00 hands to manufacture it,

and indirectly to very many more.

A Native American.

MANUFACTURES.
The following is from the jVew Jeneif Society for

the Promotion of Maimfuctures and the Mechanic

Arts.

Amongthe officers of this institution are theGover

nor of the state, one of the Senators, the Chiel Justice

and the Attorney General. The formation of socie

ties throughout the country, are recommended fur

the encouragement of the manufacture of woollens,

fine cottons, and goods from the materials of flax

and hemp. 'J'he society state in their circular, that

the tariff of 1324, by altering the s[)ecilic to an ad

valorem duty, on the only article made from flax in

this country, the protection was lfssene<i nearly 30

per cent.

They further state, that "the repealed .specific

duty bad been for years existing before the esta-

blishment of a manufactory on the continent of

America." "The case of individuals," say they,

"engaged in this work, is peculiarly hard, and we
therefore beg to call the attention of all the friends

of the American System to this manufacture, and

by a strong and unanimous appeal to the represen-

tatives of the nation, secure that protection which
will tend to re-estal)lish those institutions whi.h
have not only ceased to operate, but are now offer

ed for sale, by their proprietors, at a great sacri-

fice.

"It Is neither the north, south, east, or west of our

country, that is to be injuriously affected by this

protection; but all sections and interests are to de

rive benefit therefrom: for the introduction of flax

and hemp inlerfi^res materially with coiton; and in

all the states north of Gt-orgiu (if not equally every

wherp,) flax might be grown, not only in sufficient

quantity lor the consumption of the country, but «.

could vkr with Russia and England in the export ol

this article."

The folly of withholding protection from the ma
Rufacturers of flax and beiup, will be sufficiently

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHiiRN SIATE.S—XIV.

A Kepmt on the establlihmenl of Cotton and Wool
ten Alanufactures. and on the y;)'iwing of fVool;

made to the House of Commons of JVorth Carolina,

by Air. Fislier, from Rowan, on Tuesday, January
1. 1828

The select committee, to whom was referred the

resolution on the subject of Cotton and Woollen
manufactures, and on the growing of Wool in

North Carohnii, have had the same under consi-

deration, and

—

Keport,

That the subject of the resolution is one which
deeply conceins the citizens of this «fate, and is

vitally connected with their best interest and pros-

perity. A crisi.s is at hand, when our citizens must

turn a portion of their labour and enterprise into

other channels of industry; otherwise, poverty and
ruin will fall on every class of our community
It ii a lamentable fact, that the people of North
Cirolina are indebted to one another, and to the

banks, to an amount appalling to the mind that

looks to consequences. According to recent state-

ments, the debts due to the local institutions alone,

amiiunt to f.5.22f,877; and, in the absence of data,

we believe it will not be an over estimate to say,

that the debt due the United States office at Fay-
etteville, will swell the amount to six millions of

dollars. In addition to this we esteem it a moilerate

calcul ution, that the people of North Carolina owe
to merchants, to usurers, to note shavers, and to

one another in general, the further sum of four mil-

lions, making in all ten millions of dollars. Many
of these debts were contracted at a time when a

more prosperous state of things held out better

orospects of easy and speedy payments; but the

gre:it fall in the prices of agricultural products, has

nit only reduced the value of every species of pro-

pirly, hut, as a consequence has, in effect, doubled
the debts of individuals.

Owing to the want of navigable streams in our

state, leading to good marts^ hitherto but few of our

agricultural products would admit the expense of
carrying to market. Cotton and tobacco from the
interior, are almost the only articles that will bear
transportation, while rice and naval stores, on the
seaboard, are the principal exports. When the
prices of these articles were up, the farming inter-
est of North Carolina presented something like the
appearance of prosperity; but a great depression
has taken place in their value, and at this time they
are scarcely worth producing.
The loss of the West India trade has lessened

the demand for lumber. Tobarr-o is now taxed in
the British markets more than 600 per cent., whila
the demand for cotton, our olher great staple, does
not keep pace with its increased production. Every
year new sources of supply are opened in our own,
and in other countries. Egypt, Greece, the Briti.^h

East India pos.<essions, and Suuth America, are all

well adapted to the culture of the article. If the
planter in North Carolina can barely afford to raise
coiton at eight cents per pound, he must soon be
driven from its culture altogether, by the farmers of
the west, whose new rich lands enable them to pro-
duce it with less labour and expense. Thus, while
the exports of t!iese, our great staples, have rapidly
fallen off, our importations of various articles con-
tinue neirly the same, or at most do not diminish
in a corresponding ratio with our exports. Vhe
consequence is, that the balance of trade against us,

for several years past, has greatly mcreased. Vo
meet the debt created by this b.ilnnce of trade, tlie

notes of our banks are carriid to the northern
cities, where they cease to perform the part of ino-

m-y, but like other merchantable coinmodilK^s, are
sihf at a discount of four to five per cent on their
nominal value. The notes thus sent to the north,

are soon returned on the bank, when another loss

ol lour or five per cent, is sustained by these insti-

tutions in procuring such funds as will be taken by
iKe northern holder. The annual tax thus paid to
the northern cities, is by no means inconsiderable,
and in its effects on the banks, and through them
on the people, greatly add to the difficulties of the
times.

The balance of trade against us produces ano-
ther state of things on tVg monied concerns of
North Carolina, which tbreav,ns not only thr ruin
of our local institutions, but as ,n inevitable conse-
quence, bankruptcy and distreb, throughout the
community. The United States tmk at Favette-
ville, receives in payments the- noti^ of the local
banks, but pays out none but her own. Phe conse-
quence is, that nine-tenths of her issues ire sent to
the north, to meet the debt created by the iilance of
trade; while the debts due her are always pa,j jn (q.
cal notes. The notes thus flowing in on that

.fl^jje

are returned in quick succession on their respeojye
branches, and these institutions sustain a loss ;„

procuring funds to meet these perpetual runs. Thi
extent of these runs from that quarter are not limit-

ed by her discounts; and in the course of the year,
they amount at least to half a million of dollars.

Thus the local banks of North Carolina annually
pay four or five per cent, on all tht ir notes collected
l>y this mammoth institution. Ahcudy one of the
local banks, that of Cape Fear, finds it impossible
to get on und' r the pressure of the United Slates
Bank at Fayetteville; and the president and direc-

tors have called a meeting of stockholders, with a
view of winding up their business and surrendering
their charter. The local banks are thus forced to

curtail their discounts, and withdraw from circula-

tion a part of their notes, which have the effect to

press their debtors, at a time when bad crops and
low prices diminish their ability to pay
This creates a distress that impels thousands of

ourcilizens to abandon their homes and their hopes
ill their native state, and seek relief abroad, where
better prospect? are opened to them If in trans-^

planting themselves from their native soil, they be.t*f
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ter (heir comlituJii, il is cer(aiii Unit their ^riemi^

who remain behind, are left in a worse situatiop.

Every ninn who moves to the west, is not only a

loss to the stale, but carries off with him a part of

our circulating meilium, which makes it scarcer

here. Your committee might point out other effects

arisins out of the course of tracie, uniliiiij to produce

a state of embarrassiiieiit never before equalled in

North Carolina, but lime presses on their labours

and admonishes them to omit all unnecessary views

of the subject.

The situation of our people beins as thus repre

sented, the inquiry presents itsell, how is it to be

aoieliorated and changed for the belter? It is cer-

tainly true that sonietliing may be effected by indi-

vidual ecoiioniy, but this alone will not aicomplish

the important end. JSolbing but a chaii;|,e of sys

tem can restore health and prosperity to (he com

mmiity at large. It is certainly a correct maxim lu

polidcal economy, that every state or nation should

be able to feed and clothe itself. Such, however,

has not been our case. Wiih immense tracts ol

fertile soil, the best and must productive in the At

lantic states, many ol our citizens in the easier,

parts of the slate, "for several years past, have b«en

in the practice ol pmchaaing Hour made at ihi

north, and feeding their negroes with pork shipped

from i\tw York. While every fall large droves of

Tennessee and Kentucky hogs are soid in the south-

ern and middle counljes. liven at this moment,

while we are penning these remarks, there are save

ral droves liom that quarter in tliis city, and a good

portion of the money paid by the members of the

legislature (or their boaio and lodging, will be car

ried directly to tbr we-t, in exchange lor an article

that we can raise as well at liouie.

With all the materials and aliments for manufac

turing, we aiiiinally exp. nd millions in the purchase

of articles manufactured in Kurupe and at the

north, out of our own raw materials. While under

this slate ul things, we have been growing poorpr,

the ii.rtiiiilaclurers have been gro»ing rich. Tht-

individual who buys uiore than he sells, whose ex

pendituie is greater than his income, sooner or later

must reach the brink of poverty and bankruptcy.

The remark is equally tr<Je as to a st«te or com-

munily.

In setlin" about to ameliorate our condition, the

first step is'lo ado^l some system that will enable

us to buy less ap-< sell more—that will enable us to

supply, within ourselves, our own wants and neces

silies And lieie we remark, thai in its effects on

us, it is all the same, whether we buy from Europe

or the northern states Our trade with Europe is

thruu?>^ the northern cities, ami the profits ul that

trad', "hi ther outward or inward, are mostly made

at<he north. Bui how is this important revolution

to be accomplished?—We unhesitatingly answer-
by intruilucing the manufacturing system into our

own state, and fabricating, at least to the extent ol

our own wants. We go lurthcr.— Instead of send

ing oft at great expeiise of iiansporiation, our raw

niateiial, convert it into fabrics at home, and in

that state bring il into market. In this way, our

want of navigation will not be so severely fell, for

it will cost no more to send off' )(i40,(»tlO worth of the

fabric, than it will ^•0,000 ol the raw material,

and of course the expense will be less felt, as it will

be diviiled among a larger amount.
North Carolina, during good crop years, is esli

mated to have shipped for the noilh and Europe,
through her own ports and those of her sister states,

at least 80.000 bales uf cotton. Eighty thousand

bales, at $30 per hale, amounts to '2.40(1,000. But
80,000 bales, thus worth $2,400,000 in the raw

state, when conv( rIed into labrics, are increased In

vaUii- four fold, which will make the sum of

$9,600,000, or $7,200,000 more than we obtained

for it

Again—it is not thought extravagant to estimate.

bat the people of Norih Carolina annually con

some, in cotton manufactures of various dcscri])

lions, one fimth of the crop shipped from the state,

equal to 20,000 bales. If so, then the manufactu-

rers pay us lor our 80.000 bales, by sending back of

our own raw material. 20,000 bales in the manulac
lured state, retaining (or their trouble, and the use

of ''scientitic power," the remaining ijU.OOO bales

—

which, when converleil. acionling (o the admitted

rule, will bring them 4,7.200,000. Now, if the raw
material was wrought up among ourselves, (his im

nietise sum would be made by our own citizens, and

would diffuse wealth and prosperity among all clas-

ses. As It now is, we lose it, and the profits are en-

joyed by Old and New England.
But the profits arising from the process of con

verting the raw material, are not (he only advanla

ges attending the system Aii'ther is, that it will

lake from agriculture some of 'he surjdus labour,

and turn l( into other pursuits It will convert pro

itucers into consumers, and thus create at home, in

he bosom of the community, good markets lor the

products of the farmer.

i'l a community having good water communica-
tion, these neighbourhood markets are not so essen

tial; but to North Carolina, which Is without such

means, their importance is incalculable, rhe in-

troduction of the manufacturing system would give

employment at home to our people, and arrest that

tide of emigration, which is bearing off our popu-

lation, our wealth and eiiterpri.^e, and leaving those

who remain behind poor and dispirited It would

build up flourishing villages in the interior of our

state, and improve, not only the physical, but the

moral and intellectual condition of our citizens.

I his is not speculation; (he same causes, under

similar circumstances, will always produce the same
1 ffects. Look to the north—visit their manufactu

ling villages and establishments, and you will find a

contented, happy and prospering people. By way
of example, we point to the town of Lowel. in

Massachusetts. Six years ago, its present .site was
unoccupied by the dwellings of man. Since manu
factories have been there erected, a town has sprung
up of neat and commodious buildings, with a popu
lation of six thousand souls. There are several

churches for public worship, and schools for the

education of the children. Look also to Wallbam,
to Taunton, to Patterson, to Manyiink, and a hiin

died other places in the New England and nortlieri

slates, where this system is diffusing wealth and
prosperity, and improving the moral condition ol

society

But, it may be asked, are the circumstances of

our state such as to render practicable the introduc

lion of this system among us? We answer, ihey

are. The hand of nature itself seems to point out

North Carolina as a region of country well adapted
to manufactories. Cut off' from the ocean by a

sand-bound coast, her rivers filled with shoals and
obstructions along their whole extent, and their

mouths inaccessible to large vessels, she never can

be greatly commercial On the other hand, hercli

mate and soil are equal to those of any of her sister

states, and she abounds with all the facilities neces-

sary to the manufacturing arts.

The following may be considered as the elements

indispensable for building up and sustaining manu
facturing establishments:

1. The raw material, out of which the articles

wanted are fabricated.

2. The power necessary to give motion to the

labour-saving machinery employed in manufactu
ring.

3. Labour, at prices that will afford profit.

4 Provisions, cheap, of good quality and abun-
dant.

5. Climate, healthy and mild.

6. SkUl and capitaL

I. The Raw MateriaT.
Cotton.—The soil and climate of North Carolina,

excepting the mountainous regions, are well adapted
to the growth of this great staple; and for the past

ten years, her e.sports of this crop, as before stated,

may be estimated at 80.000 bales. The quality of
the staple has been pronounced, by some of the

most skilful nianulacliners at the North, to be equal

or superior to any raised in the United States of the

same species—that is, of the common short stiple:

The fiores are not so long, but in texture they are

finer and more silky than further south or west. Il

seems to be a principle in cotton to grow finer in

staple as it goes north. Thus, the Mexican cotton,

in its progress to the north, loses something in

length, but makes it up in fineness. This raw ma-
terial, ihen, abounds in North Carolina, where it

may be had, without the expense of transportation.

I'he advantages of having the raw material on the

spot, are much more important than at first may
appear. First—the expense of transportation is

saved. This is equal, on an average, to 25 per
cent, on the present prices, or to 2i cents per lb. or

1^7 50 per bale, on all shipments, either to the North
or to Europe. Thus the 80,000 bales sent from
North Carolina, cost for transportation $600,000

—

which would be saved, if manufactured on I he spot.

An establishment at Lowel, Patterson, or Black-
stone, consuming 500 bales, must pay annually for

transportation $3,750, which would be a clear gain
to a similarestabhshment in North Carolina. 2d.

—

Another advantage in our favour is, that the cottoa

here would be delivered in the seed. Cotton takei
from the gin is in the best state for spinning. Be-
sides, we should save the bagging, roping and wast-

age—all ef which, Mr. Donaldson, of P'ayetteville,

estimates equal to ten per cent, in our favour.

IVool.—Another raw material wanted in manufac-
tories ol cloths. Is wool
The committee entertain the opinion, that the

climate and soil of Nor.h Carolina, are well adapt-
ed to the raising of sheep and the growing of wool.

In the eastern parts of the state, are extensive tracts

of land well suited to the purpose of grazing. The
same is true of the middle and southem counties;

while Ihe mountainous parts of the state stand unri-

valled for extensive ranges of the most luxuriant

grass. The opinion is held by some that a northern
climate is better adapted to the growing of fine

wool than Ihe south. If so, we have such a climate
in our mountains to produce wool of that quality,

while the eastern and middle parts of the slate will

produce wool of the coarser sorts.

In the business of raising sheep. North Carolina
has two very important advaniages over the north-

ern states. 1st. The juice of lands. 2d. The ch-
male.

North of the Susquehanna, lands range at a much
higher price than in this state. One thousand dol-

lars in North Carolina will purchase a more exten-
sive sheep walk, than ten thousaud will command
in New England, New York or Pennsylvania. In

the northern stales, sheep require to he fed nearly
SIX months in the year; while here, six weeks is as

long as is necessary. There Ihey must be fed with
succulent vegetables and other expensive food; while
here, a cheaper food will answer, or at most, a less

quantity of vegetables and grain. In addition to

this, the severily of the climate at the north, re-

quires more care and aitcnlinn to be paid to the
young, than Is necessary here. All these things
considered, it is evident that we can raise sheep at

least 35 or 40 per cent, cheaper than they can be
raised at the north. Yet, hitherto, but few sheep
have been raised In North Carolina. We scarcely
grow as much wool as is wanted for domestic uses.

The fact is, that the culture of cotton has misled us
from our true interest, and caused us to neglect eve-

ry thing else.

From recent calculations, it is estimated that
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(here are, al this lime, in Pennsylyaiiia, about three

millions of sheep. In New York, about four mil

lions. In several of the New England states, there

are numbers still larger, in proportion to their ex-

tent of territory.

It is not supposed that any of these states are

overstocked with sheep; o;i the contrary, they are

capable of increasing; their number to a much great

cr extent. Tliere are about forty millions of sheep
in Great Britain and Ireland.

But lake Pennsylvania as the data of calculation,

and give North Carolina as many sheep, according
to her territory, as she has. We should then num-
ber three millions, or one sheep to every ten square
acres. Three millions of sheep, yielding 3 lbs. of
wool eanh, at 25 cents per pound, would produce
$2.-25O,0OO, while our wliole cotton crop only yields

$2,400,000.

Now, the cultivation of cotton requires the best
of soil; it exhausts the land, and requires much la-

bour, while "the raising of sheep gives value to

lands not suited to ordinary cultivation, and makes
worn out fields productive of profit to the farmer.
Further, it requires but little labour, and that of the
lightest kind.

But again. Instead of sending abroad the nine
millions pounds of wool, were we to manufacture it

into cloths at home, then its value would be enhanc-
ed to at least ten millions of dollars. In addition
to all this, the mutton would be a great source of
profit. It would supply the place of pork in a con-
siderable degree, and be a more healthy and less

expensive food. The manure produced by the sheep
too, would nearly, if not wholly, pay the expense
of keeping them.

Iron.—In addition to cotton and wool, we may
.^dd iron ore, as a raw material abounding in our
state. Beds of this ore, inexhaustible in quantity,
and of a superior quality, abound in various parts.

In the western section of the state. It may be found
in almost every county; in Johnston county, and on
Neuse river, are located extensive bods of good
quality. Notwithstanding this, large quarytities of
iron are every year imported from abroad into North
Carolina, and sold to her citizens.

Besides these, the raw material of various other
articles of necessity and comfort, may be found in

the greatest abundance in various parts of the state,

but the Committee are limited by time and circum-
stances from enlarging any further on this interest-

ing branch of the subject.

II. Water Power.

Few states in the Union abound more in sites of
water power than North Carolina. The shoals and
falls in her primary and .'secondary rivers, obstruct-
ing navigation; the small rivers and large creeks,
all furnish never failing supplies of the finest water
power in America. Much of this power is found
in that range of country where the cotton grows
well, and is extensively cultivated; and higher up,
near, and in the mountains, there is no limit to this
power. It being thus abundant, it must forever re
main cheap, whde at the north it is dear. A water
privilege, conveniently located at the north, with
power to carry 5000 spindles, is worth $12,000 or
$15,000, often more: here, it may be had, in favour-
able situations, for one tenth ol that amount. Even
in the eastern section of our stale, this species of
power may be command.'d. When Ihose extensive
lakes, Matlamuskett and others, are drained, the
canals drawing otf the water, will furnish admi
rable sites for mills and manufacturing establish-
ments.

Under the head of climate, we shall mention an
imporlant advantage which our streams have over
thns of the north. On the score of jjoioer, then,
we have all th.it can be desired.

( To be concluded i?i ovr next.)

(From the Cambridge Chronicle.)

GRUB, OR CUT WORM.
I have heard a number of farmers complaining

of the ravages of the Grub, or Cutworm last sum-
mer. The prevention of this scourge is always in

the power of every provident farmer; and if he will
not prevent, he ought not complain of the injuries
to which his crops are subject. The prevention is

fall ploufching, which exposes the progeny of this
insect to the inclemencies of the winter. I fallowed
la.st fall and winter, about thirty-five acres in my
field, and will venture to assert, there were not one
hundred corn-hills injured by the. worm. There
were five acres in the same field that were not
ploughed until a day or so before the corn was
planted, which was nearly all destroyed by this pest.

^ member of the Dorchester Agricultural Society.

HORTICVIiTURE.

MULBERRIES.
LinncEan Botanic Garden, near A'ew-York, )

J. S. Skinner, Esq. January 7, 1827.
]

I am happy to understand that we may expect
soon the elaborate report of our enlightened Secre-
tary ol the Treasury, the Hon. Richard Rush, on
the subject of the culture of the mulberry, the rear-
ing of the silkworm, and (he manufacture of silk.

When this subject seemed to be viewed as of the
greatest mterest to our country, about two or three
years since, I sent to France for every publication
that was considered valuable relative thereto, and
received, to my astonishment, no less than eighteen
different works on the subject.

These 1 have freely loaned to those gentlemen
who desired them, and they have doubtless shed
much light on the subject. I now enclose you some
remarks on the mulberry, extracted from my forth-
coming treatise, being ever willing to contribute my
mite to the advancement and welfare of our com
mon country. With much respect,

WM. PRINCE.
"Of Ihis tree, about eighteen varieties are culti-

vated in this country, a few only of which are pro
per for the table, the others tvre either useful in tlit

arts, or for purposes of ornament only.

Table Fruit.—Those most valued for their fruit

are (he ones commonly called Black European or
Black English, but which came originally from
Asia, and the Red American, a common native of
our forests.

Ornamental.— 'Those cultivated particularly for

ornament, are the three varieties of the Chinese pa-
per, or Japan mulberry, which form trees of large
size, dense foliage, and finely formed for shade.
The fruit of these is perfectly round, and about as
large as a hiccory nut of the usual size. There is

one peculiarity about these trees, which is, that
generally on the same tree, leaves are found of a
great variety of shapes and forms; and taking every
point into consideration, they are as well calculated
to beautify, adorn, and afford a fine shade, where
trees are wanted more spreading than lofty, as any
with which I am acquainted.

3. White Chinese, or Italian Mulberry.—This is

the species which has always been cultivated for

rearing silkworms. It is originally from China, but
from being so extensively cultivated in Italy, it is

more generally called the Italian mulberry. The
tree is very easy of cultivation, and of very rapid
growth, and may be reared to any extent without
difficulty, as it agrees so well with our clirnate, (ha(

they are found growing spontaneously in the hedgos
on Long island, from seeds which have been scat-

tered by the winds or birds. But there is one cir-

cumst.ince which I do not recollect to have seen no-
ticed in any American publication, which I consider
of the utmost importance; it is that in the silk rear-

mg countries, the kind generally known here as
suitable for feeding worms, is not the only one used,
but they have a number of varieties, produced by
a long course of culture from the same species,
which are deemed far more suitable for their pur-
pose. In the south of France nine of these varie-
ties are cultivated, and the produce of the worm is
found to be materially difTerent, according to the
particular variety on whose leaves it has been fed.
These results have consequently reduced that part
of this interesting occupation to the following dis-
tnctions with regard to the diflTerent trees used,
and their eflTects upon the produce of the worm, viz:

Varieties causing the production of particularly
fine silk.

Dilto causing the production of silk of a coarser
texture.

Ditto causing the production of very strong silk.
Ditto producing a greater quantity of silk.

The enumeration of (he varieties used in the
snuih of France is as follows:

Mortis macrophylla. or grosse-reine.

rosea, or feuitle rose

lasciniata, or feuitlcs decoupees.

lohata, or fetdtles lobees.

oblongata, or langue de bteuf.

ovalifolia, or Romain.
nana, or nain.

ilalica, or hois rouge d'llalie.

Constantinople.

In other parts of France they also enumerate la
reine, la fcuillc d'Espagne and la feuille de Floes, but
there is little doubt that these local names apply
also to some of those before enumerated.
When (he great case with which (his tree can be

cultivated to an almosi interminable extent is taken
into consideration, in connexion with the immense
national importance which must attach itself to the
manufacture of silk, if not wholly, at least in a
measure, to supersede its extensive importation, the
permanent establishment of such manufactures,
could not fail to be considered as forming as great
an epoch in the history of this country, as its first

introJuction did in that of France. Another great
consideration is, that while (he rearing of silk may
be pursued in any part of (he union, it seems to be
particularly adapted to the southern states, and it

will be doubtless there found v, flourish most; and
our government may, by fosteriig and protecting
this species of manufacture in thtt portion of the
union, form a counterpoise to that degree of pro-
tection which it has thought proper to extend to the
manufactures of the eastern and some of the mid-
dle states.

SCUPPERNONG GRAPE.
Mr. Skinner, lialeigh, {X. C.) Jan. 4, 1828.

Sir,—Seeing considerable notice in your weekly
journal of the Scuppcrnong grape, induces me to

offer a few remarks, subject to your disposal. The
community of \ ignerons i», or should be, much in-

debted to Mr. James G. Hall, of Currituc county in

this state, for the fine expose he has given us of this

grape.

I am clearly of opinion, that this grape is not
"a native," and that its introduction is well and
truly accounted for in some extracts in your paper
^in the seventh volume,) from the early natural his-

torian of North Carolina, Surveyor General Law-
son, who resided at the little town of Bath, on a
little hay which makes up from the sound. For
confirmation of this, I refer your readers to the ex-

tracts— Lawson diatinclly says that a French colony

had moved into that part of the state from Virginia,

attracted by the mild climate in winter for the very
purpose of "raising and making wine, silk, &,c."

That seed of the best grapes of Madeira and the

south of France, the Banks of the Rhine, were re-

ceived from Europe and profusely scattered. There
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was also a colony of Palatines at .>ewuern, in

Craven county, induced by the same motive to set-

tle in North Carolina. Yours, ORION.

^Tbe weather here (the 4th of January, 18'28,)

is remarkably mild. Hyacinths and other Rarden

flowers, are putting forth. Much agricultural de-

pression prevails in the prices of produce. Negroes

sell for little or nothing, and hire for one fourth lesb

than 1 have ever known them. Cotton goes for a

song; and upon the whole, the planter or farmer

sees the sheriff often, and goes to market but

seldom.

TEITS^XJAJm improvemcent.

BALTIMORE AND SUSQUEHANNA RAIL-
ROAD.

Report and Proceedinsrs in retatinn to a Rail road

from Ballimort to the Susquehanna.

(Continued from p. 342.)

Jones' fulls rises to the west ol the turnpike, and

is about fourteen miles in length, including Roland's

Run, which approaches the York turnpike road op-

posite the tenth mile stone—from the head of Ro-
land's run, there is a valley stretching to a branch

of the Beaver Dam, and from thence to the western

branch of the Great Gunpowder the ground is easy

of approach. The western branch of the Gunpow-
der extends some ten or twelve miles in a direction

towards the Hanover turnpike, where it heads and
where the country spreads out into high and broken
ridges. Between the v;illey of the Western Run
and the ravine of the Gunpowder itself, there is

an exceedingly high and continued ridge, without

any valley intersecting it through which a passage
could be found from the one to the other, and the

only mode of approach would seem to be, to follo»v

the valley of the western branch until you reach the

high lands where the valley is exhausted, and from
a point above the Blue Ball (tavern) on the Hanover
road, to strike across the ridge above mentioned in

a direction nearly north to the ravine of the Gun-
powder, which reaches to the summit of the dividing

ridge on the south.

The head streams of both the Concwago and the

Codorus approach the summit of the ridge on the

north, and the intermediate vallies between the

points where the streams find their sources, are

found upon the table of the ridges, and of course

must be favourable for operation.

This general view ol the country will, upon re-

ference to the map, exhibit, it is believed, all that is

necessary for the purpose of the present inquiry.

It may be proper to add, that our reconnoisance of

the country was greatly aided and directed by the

information derived from the woik of the commis-
sioners appointed in 1823 hy the legislature, to sur-

vey the route of a canal from the Susquehanna to

Baltimore, under whose direction, a line of levels

was run along the bed of the turnpike road, and the

elevation of every mile stone, and every prominent
point on the road, was marked, and the record pre-

served and placed in our possession. From this in-

formation we were enabled to ascertain the exact

elevation of any given point ah .ve the tide, or the

relative elevation or depression of any point or

points above or below each other, and could form
also a more accurate estimate of the adjucentcoun
try, from being well informed of the position we oc-

cupied.

The turnpike road froin Baltimore to York Haven
pursues a straight direction, crossing the hills and
valleys nearly at right angles; and immense sums of

money have been e.\pciided in reducing the hills

and filling up the intervening valleys, so as to bring

the whole to the grade recjuired by law. Il is cer-

tainly matter of regret that in the location of the

'.urnpike roads from Baltimore, the principle should
have been adopted of pursuing a straight line, re-

gardless of every consideration but that of shorten-
ing the distance—a principle, which experience has
demonstrated to be radically wrong, and that dis

tance is no object in comparison with the superior
advantage of moving in a more devious course,

where a smaller power will move a greater burthen
at a more rapid pace, and continued power of ac
lion, if, therefore, it were an original question, and
the country were to be surveyed in its luitural state,

with a view to the location of a line of road, it is

quite probable that some other route, than the line

ol the present road would be selectfd.

Bui as matters now stand we are to look to things

as they are, and to the effect of the operations of the

tuinpike companies upon the surface of the country.

By these means we find that the operations on the

line of the turnpike roads has reduced the average
elevation of the hills to about two, or two and a

half degrees; and possibly at some sharp points the
angle of ascent would be found greater, whilst the

greater part of the road presents uncommon facili-

ties, in a succession of planes of easy ascent and
descent.

The prominent points of difficulty which present
ed themselves on the line of the turnpike road, are

to be found— 1st, at the valley of the western branch
of the Gunpowder, between the fourteenth and fif-

teenth mile stones—2d. at the valley of the Piney
run, about the seventeenth mile stone— 8d. at the

valley of the great branch of the Gunpowder falls

—

4th, at the valley of the Little falls of Gunpow-
der, and from this point to the forty-third mile

stone, a distance of nhont eighteen miles, il is unbro-
ken by a single ravine of any moment, but presents

a beaut ifid plane, ascending at the rate nf about thir

ty six feet to llie mite, to the summit at Strasburg, and
descending at an elevation not exceeding eighteen feel

to the mile. From this point you descend into the

valley of the Codorus, which presents the fifth point
of difficulty; after which the passage to Yorktown is

easily accomplished, and from thenee to York Ha-
ven, there are but two points adhering to the line

of the turnpike road, which present any difficulty,

and these are found at the valley of the Conewago,
and the Codorus. Upon the whole line of the road
there does not appear to be more than six points

where any extraordinary labour would be required
by reducing the hills and passing the valleys on
bridges; and this it appeared might be done at a
moderate expense. The excavation for the passage
of a rail way and the bridging being not more than
one third the width of a turnpike road, and the dis-

tances in each instance being comparatively short.

Indeed, from the survey which we made at these
points of the adjacent country, it would be easy to

avoid them altogether by deviating to the right or
left, and returning again to the line of the road

—

if, upon examination, it should be found too ex-
pensive to reduce the line of the road to the proper
level.

With the exception of the points above referred

to we are decidedly of opinion that the line of the

turnpike road presents uncommon facilities for the

location of a rail road upon it, and that it might be
accommodated at a reasonable expense to the con-
tinued action of a locomotive power upon the whole
distance. In some cases slight deviations might be
judiciously adopted, and in many places shurp (loints

of hills would have to be reduceil, and the abrupt-
ness of small vallies filled up or briilged over; with

these alterations, trilling in themselves when com
pared with the important object in view, more than

two thirds of the present turnpike might be fUled to

the purposes oj a rail-road; and the more prominent
points ol ope/ation, we have alieady staicd to be

nrither formidoble or insunnonntable. There arc
beside the. iiuportaiit considerations we have already

lueiitiuiied, many others which are v\'orthy of rellec-

lion in looking at the turnpike road as the route for

the rail road; the whole expense of clearing, grad-
ing, grubbing, and all the incidents of labour and ex-
pense which belong to the location of a new road
would be at once saved; and it is well known that

these form very important items in the construction
of such works; beside which very great saving and
despatch would be produced hy using the road, in

hauling materials, for the completion of the work.
It is, moreover, not to be forgotten, that difficulties

of another kind are to be anticipated in the location
of an entire new route, in the invasion of the right
of private property, and the removal of which have
been often found greatly to retard the progress of
works of great public utility, and too frequently oc-
casion vexation and expense as well as delay, and
sometimes to require a reference to the sovereign
authority of the legislature, before the work can be
permitted to progress.

But whatever may be the positive advantages of
the turnpike route, it is not to be preferred, unless it

is found, when considered relatively, to any other
route, to possess superior advantages.
No temporary considerations—no local interests

no partial or contracted views, ought to influence
the decision of such a question, or couliol opinions
upon a subject of such great and general interest to

the city, and ultimately indeed of great national im-
portance. Wherever the best route can be found
it ought to be taken, and in the end it will be the
wisest and soundest policy.

Too many errors in our public works, springing
from such causes, are present to our vision or fresh

in our recollections, not to warn us of the fatal con-
sequences which invariably follow from such inte-

rested and contracted views. In our examination of
the country betiveen Baltimore and the Susquehan-
na, we have endeavoured to obtain such inform.a-

tion with regard to its natural advantages and faci-

lities as would enable us to present a general view
of other routes which have either been suggested
by others, or grew out of our own investigation.

First.— It has been suggested that a rail-road
iniglil be laid from hence to Havrede Grace, and
from thence to ascend on an inclined plane along
the banks of the Susquehanna to York Haven, or
as much higher as might be thought advisable.

Secondly,— It has been imagined that you might
reach the Gunpowder river along the shore of the
Patapsco, or between that and the ridges, and then
ascend up the ravine of that stream to its source or
sources on the dividing ridge, and thence across the
ridge by some valley leading to the head waters of
the Conewago, and thence down the ravine of that
stream to its junction with the Susquehanna at York
Haven.

Thirdly.—A third course presents itself more di-
rectly in the line of operations, and that is, to ascend
from Baltimore up the valley of Jones' falls, to or
near Caton's mill—thence across the ridge in a di-
rection towards the Gunpowder, and thence up the
ravine of that stream towards the summit ridge; and
to form a junction and descend the valley of the
Conewago to the Susquehanna.
The valley of the Codorus also presents itself

stretching up the north of the dividing ridge and ap-
proaching towards the suniinit, and might be con-
sidered as another avenue of descent to the Susque-
hanna. Il is not our intention to enter into any de-
tails in the examination of these various routes, or
to compare minutely their relative advantages or
disadvantages with the turnpike route. A few gene-
ral rem.uks, taken in conneclion with the geogra-
[)hical sketch of the country, and the course of those
streams given above, will be sufficient to render the
matter intelligible.

It is admitted upon all hands that the dividing
ridge, which is about midway between Ballmiore
and the Susquehanna, one thousand ami nine feet
above the former, and seven hundred and fifty-three
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above tlie liiller. iiiust be surmDiiiiteil. hs llu-reaie no

vallies penelratiiiK llu' ritl^jc throush wliicli il can be

passed. The question tlien is, which is llie ea.•'ie^t

and best mode of crossing this ridge, by a continued

inclined plane along the vallies of the streams on

each side of it—or by a succession of smaller jilanes

and levels, taking a course .icross the country in the

direction of the present turnpike road.

It seems to be taken for granted that the first i.-<

the preferable mode, and that it ought to be pursued

without regard to the increase of distance, where

ever it can be attained. This opinion is adopteij

from the English writers and Ensciish works, and

from a supposed analogy between rail-roads in that

country and in the United Slates, which, perhaps,

will be found upon examination, not to be exactly

correct, or at all events that it is perfectly clear that

the principle ought to be adopted as an axiom in

the location of rail roads in this country. In Eng
land, rail-roads for the most part are constructed

with a view to the transportation of heavy burthens

in one direction only; and hence they are contrived

to have the inclination of the plane in the direc-

tion from which the burthens are to be transported,

navin;; nothing to carry back but the empty carriag-

es. The Maurh Chunk and Quincy rail-roads in

this country are made fur the same purpose of car-

rying; stones from the quarries or coals from the mine

to which they are to be shipped. In England, where

the roads are not constructed with this object, and

are used to transport burthens both ways, they are

made to travel upon a level, or upon what is nearly

so> and the burthens propelled by locomotive steam

engines. The rail-road from Baltimore to the Sus-

quehanna, is intended to carry on the trade between

this city and the immense country with which it

connects us, and of course must be adopted for

transporting burthens in both directions with equal,

or nearly equal facility— for, although it is true

that the products of the Susquehanna country, such

as coal, whiskey; iron, flour, wheat, &.c which are

to be transported to Baltimore, are infini'.ely more

bulky than those to be sent back in return, still il

is equally true, that the commodities to he sent b;ick

are of considerablii bulk and weiKht. and the road

must be adapted to their convenient transportation;

beside too many articles of the first necessity with

which that country is to be supplied from Baltimore

are of great bulk and weisht. Such are the loreiirn

liquors, brandy, wines, sugar, coffee, &.c ; and the

demand for which must continue to increase with

the increase of the population and the progress ol

luxury and refinement, in a country possessed ol

every advantage which a bountiful Proviilence could

bestow upon il, and destined under the happy in

fluence of our political institutions, to advance to

the highest state of wealth, prospeiity and happi

ness. For many years to come, the demand lor

imported manufactures of iron and hardware, of

every description, will continue to be very great

in a country whose population is just beginning;' to

fill up, and whose cities and towns are yet to bi-

built. Even then, if we contracted our views to the

present condition of the trade between Baltimore
and the Susquehanna country, it is evident that the

road must be constructed for the transportation of

burthens in both directions with lacilily and conve
nience; but if we extend our views a little forward
to the period when that country shall, in the natu

ral course of things, extend its population to mil

lions, spread over (he surface now occupied by a .""ew

hundred thousand, we may safely anticipate that the

intercourse between it and its great commercial em
poriuin will be very diff'ercnl from that which is now
carried on, and require a means of communication
equally adapted to the convenience of passage and
transportation in both directions—and how else is

this to be effected but by locating the road over -.i

succession of planes and levels, easy of ascent and
descent io either way-'

It wdl not be pretended, (even sup|)('si]ig it prac-

ficable, which it is not,) that a long continued plane

.iscending on either side to the sufoinit of the divid-

in;; ridge, would answer the purposes of such an

intercourse; and it remains yet to be demonstr.ited,

as an abstract proposition, that any given power
would ascend and drag after it a given weisnt, up
a long continued, though gradually ascending plane,

i\ilh greater ease and to greater advantage than

the same power would ascend- ihe same elevation,

broken into a succession of smaller planes, until it

surmounted the summit.
But in piint of fact, no such route as that suppo-

sed IS to be found between Baltimore and the Sus-

quehanna,

'I'be route to Havre de Grace, first mentioned,
could onlv be reached by travelling over the broken

and precipitate ridges which lie between that place

and Baltimore, and wliieh must be crossed trans-

versely, as the hills continue to maintain their ele

vation down to the water's edge, and afford no

>pace between them and the water along which the

road could be conducted. 'I'his is suHi iently de
monstrated in the location of the contemplated ca

nal from Havre de Grace to Baltioiore, which, in

order to avoid the precipitate hills intervening, was
obliged to be carried so low down, as to pass over

the rivers by aqueducts, some ol them a mile in

length. The distance to Havre de Grace, accord-

ing to the location of the canal, which, of course,

pursued the nearest direclion, was thirty seven

mitis; nearly equal to two thirds of the whole dis

tance from Baltimore to York Haven, and over a

much worse country.

The second route above mentioned, which con-

templates extending the rail-road from Baltimore to

the Great Gunpowder, and then ascending the val

ley of that river up to its source in the dividing

ridge, is liable to the same objections as the first

The approach to the valley ol the Gunpowder must
he over the sime country, pursuing the line of the

Philadelphia road, and crossing several intervenin

rivers; or if you attempt to go higher up, and folio

the track of the Belle Air road, the course is impe-

ded by the range of high lands called Sater's rid,;e,

which must be crossed transversely to enable you

to strike the valley of the Gunpowder, at a distance

of aliout eighteen or twenty miles from Baltimore,

and nearly at right angles to it. But independently

of the o+ijeclions arising from the nature of the coiin

try lying between Baltimore and the Gunpowder,
llie ravine of that river is exceedingly unlavourable

for operations ol any kind; the river itself is a rapid

torrent, buried in a deep ravine, and its banks bro-

ken and precipitate, and presenting a rocky and un-

even surface, its course is very crooked from its

source to its mouth; being once in the ravine,

^ou could never escape from it, but must follow its

devious course to its source on the summit ridge.

I'he expense of excavation, and all the other labour

necessary to prepare the banks of such a river lor

the bed ol a rail road would be enormous, and as

the hanks of the river pres(^rve the same uniform

appearance and presents the same dilliculties, the

labour of advancing would continue throughout the

whole course to the summit ridge, a distance pur-

suing the sinuosities of tiie river of not less than

seventy miles, which is ten miles more than the

whole turnpike route from Baltimore to York-Ha
ven. And even if these difficulties were overcome,

the same labour and increased distance await you
in descending on the other side of the ridge by the

valley ol either the Codorus or the Conewago. Up
on either of these routes we have no hesitation in

expressing our opinion, they present no one solitary

advantage, whilst they would require at least about

double the distance, and increase the expense to an

inCaU-ulable aniount.

The third route proposes to pursue the valley oi

Junes' l'all& to its head, and then crossing the coun-

try to intersect the valley ol the Gunpowder higher
up, and follow it thence to its source on the summit
ridge and descend the valley of the Conewago or
the Codorus, as might be (bund most convenient
This route is in one respect entitled to more con-

sideration than either of the others, and perhaps a
partial adoption of it, might enter into the viewi
and be entirely consistent with the plan before sug-
gested. 'I'o take it altogether, il appears obnoxious
to some of the objections applicable to the other
routes, which have been referred to Adniitling
that the valley of Junes' falls presents one of the
best, if not the very best, openings ihroiigh the am-
phitheatre which surrounds Baltimore, it is quite
doubtful whether, in pursuing the suggested line

from the head of that stream, you do not I'ncounter
difficulties equal to those whicli the turnpike route
opposes to your progress. From Caton's mill, which
is at the head ol Junes' falls valley, looking in any
direction northwardly, (unless at the valley o( Ko-
larid's run, which forms a conjunction with Juies'
falls, at Hunt's meeting house, about a mile b.low,)
you encounter a range of high ground in th' ap-
proach to the waters of the Gunpowder—these hills

are of considerable elevation and the same which
cross the York turnpike a few miles to the east-

ward, and ol the same height; traversing these, you
intersect the valley of the western branch of the
Guiqiowder, which, if you descend into, must be
pursued till it is exh..usted in the high lands in th8
neighbourhood of the Hanover road eastward of the
Blue Bail, and then strike across the country to-

wards the main branch of the Gunpowder, over a
high and broken ridge; after passing which, you
descend to the valley last mentioned, ;<nd pursuing
its devious course, reach the summit ridge. 'I'bere

may be some facilities upon this route. In striking

and following what is termed the "Horse shoe Val-
ley;' but still the i-levafed country between the

western branch and the main branch of the Gun-
powder, must be crossed, and presents a hairier

quite equal to any to be encountered on th direct

line. If, on the other hand, you attempt to escape
from the valley of the Western run, and mar. h in a
straight line towards this main braneh of the Gun-
powder, the deep and almost inaccessible valley of
the Piuey run,anoiher tributary of the Gunpowiler,
crosses your path about midway, and must either

be penetrated and followed to its source, (whicl( is

found in the elevated country where the western
branch valley loses itself.) or else must be ascended
over a range of hills that forms its left bank at an
elevation greater than is to be met with in the range
from Baltimore t.wards the Susquehanna.
Looking at this route, then-fore, in any directioa

after it quits the head of Jones' falls valley, it is

found to traverse over a high and broken country
so long as it takes a straight direclion, where it

penetrates ti.e intermediate valleys between Jones'

fails and the main Gunpowder, it labours upon the

broken and precipitate ravines of those streams,

without advancing much in its progress towards the

sumiiiit ridge.

We cannot, therefore, see in this location, any
thing which should entitle it to a preference over

the turnpike road, as it travels, for the most part,

over a country of precisely the same character, pre-

sentmg the same obstacles, and increasing the dis-

tance without any adequate compensation in the

convenience of ascent or the facilities of operation.

But there is another aspect of this route, which

we deem it our duly to point out as worthy, not

oidy of being looked at, but demanding fuith- r in-

vestigation, and probably of being adopted as part

of the contemplated route of a rail-roid from B dti-

morc to the Susquehanna. It is this—the York
turnpike road, m its course from Baltimore north-

waril, comnieoces a pretty rapid elevation soon af-

ter it leaves the city, and continues to ascend ti> the

I high land about Govan's town, from whence it de-
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sceiiiis slightly, and agaiu rises and crosses the ele-

vated ridt;e called Sater's ridjje, and Crom thence

descends to the valley of the Beaver dam and the

Wi'stern run of the Gunpowder, which crosses the

road near Mr. Webster's farm, about the fifteenth

laile stone. This forms about one fourth of the

whole distance between Briltiraore and York Haven,

and ranges across the intervening hills in some of

their most prominent points and most unfavourable

aspects; to evade these difficulties is, in every way,

desirable, and the valley of Jones' falls certainly

does present many attractions with this view.

Jones' falls forms a junction with the York turn-

pike road at the northern boundary of the city;

from this point, lookmg northward, ils valley lies

to the west of, and nearly parallel with, the turn

pike road—passins through Saler's ridtre, aud con-

tinuing the Srtuic pinllel course up to Hunt's meet

ing bouse, whence it is joined by a stream called

Roland's run, which rises near the York turnpike

road, and whose source is found on or near the

southern edge of the estiite of the late Capt Dye,

and within a very short distance of the h' ad of the

Beaver dam, a stream which crosses the Yurk turn-

pike road at Cockey's tavern, about fourteen miles

from Baltimore. (To be continued.)

SADIES' DEPARTDIZENT.

A QUESTION.
I am constrained to plant a grove.

To entertain the mawi I love;

This grove, she says, 1 must compose.

Of just nine trees in ten straight rows;

And three in every row must place.

Or ne'er expect to see her face;

But if the grove in order rise,

I win the maid— a glorious prize.

Ye men of arts, with honour crown'd.

Lend me your aid to work the ground.

That this fantastic grove may shade.

The blushes of this charming maid. V.

Sir,—The above question, in your 9th volume,

No. 15, not being answered by any gentleman, I

take the liberty to send the answer, hoping I may

S«t the swain.

Yours, Maria.

{Similar answers have been received from other

correspondents ]

(From an Engli-ih Paper.)

THE FLirCH OF B\CON.
Most of our readers have prob;ibly heard of the

ancient custom maintained at Ounnitw, in E^sex,

of awariling a flitch of bacon to an» wtdiled cou|ile

who would satisfactorily and profortna testily, that

after having lived together a year and a d ly in hily

matrimony, they did cot repent, nor had once re-

pented themselves, of their union. Tl.is custom
was instituted in or about the year 111 I, by Robert,
son of Richard Fitz Gilbert Earle of Clare, and re-

quires that if any married couple would take the

prescribed oath, which follows, kneeling upon two
bare stones within the church door, before the pri-

or and brethren, they should have a gammon of ba-

con freely delivered to them, which is done with
great ceremony.

THE OATH.

"You shall swear by the custom ofour confession,

I'hat you never made any nuptial transgression.

Since you were married man and wife.

By household biawls or contentious strife;

Or otherwise, in bed or at board.

Offended each other in deed or in word;
Or, since the parish clerk said Amen,
Wished yourselves unmarried again;

Or in a twelvemonth and a day.
Repented not in thought any way,
But continued true and in desire,

As when you joined hands in holy quire;

It to these conditions, without all fear.

Of jour own accord you will freely swear,

A gammon of bae.on you shall receive.

And bear it hence with love and good leave.

Fur this is the custom at Dunmow well known.
Though the sport be ours, the bacon's your own."

The happy pair are then taken upon men's shoul-

ders in a chair, (kept for the purpose,) and carried

round thescite of the priory, from the church to the

house, with minstrels of every description, and the

gaiuinon of bacon borne high on a pole before them,

.ittended by the steward, gentlemen, and officers of

the manor, and the several inferior tenants, carry-

ing wands, &c. A jury of bachelors and maidens,

(six of each sex,) following two and two, with an

immense multitude ol other people, young and old,

from all the neighbouring towns and villages Ih'-re-

abuuts.and several more, that came from very great

distances, (to the amount of many thousands in the

whole,} rending the air with their shouts aud accla-

mations.

This custom is still kept up at Dunmow, which
was formerly a priory. The last couple that claim-

ed the bacon was Thomas Shakeshaft, in the parish

ulVVenstei field, in the county of Essex, weaver, and
Anna his wife, who went to demand, and actually

did re. eive, agimmon of bacon; having first knell

down upon two bare stones, within the church door,

and taken the oath pursuant to the ancient custom,

in manner and form prescribed as aforesaid, the

20th of June, 17ol; in commemoration ol >vhich a

picture was painted, representing the procession,

and containing the portraits of the affectionate and

happy couple.

Before the dissolution of monasteries it does not

appear, bv searching the most ancient records, to

have been demanded above three times, and includ-

ing this, just as often since; so rare are the instances

of perfect conjugal felicity in the marriage state.

'I'he chiir in which the worthy couple were wont

to be seated on these occasions, is still preserved in

the church, and from the narrow accommodation

which it must needs afford to an ordinary sized cou-

ple, seems well fitted to try their (brbcarance on tlie

very spot, if not very loving indeed: it is snl)>tan-

lially made of onk. and time which antiquates

every thing that is durable, had given it a very ven-

erable appearance; but the late church wardens in

their renovating career have had its wormeaten
sidis thickly covered with a coating of paint to

iiiike it har'Donize with their other beautificatioiis

inside the church. A noble tree (no, upon which

from time immemorial (he bacon was wont to he

suspended, has, in a similar outrage upon antiquity,

been I itely cut down! Whether it was "thril't

this quaint fruit of the older we know not. It may
be added, that of the few ancients who have witness-

ed the custom, we know there is still living one old

lady, who remembers the giving of the last flitch,

and who partook of the bacon: this was 76 years

ago— has Dunmow forfeited ils charter? or were
Thomas and Ann Shakeshaft the last couple in the

county of Essex, who have been able to substantiate

the conditions of the claim?

SFO&TIZfa OLIO.

(Prom the .Annals of Sporting, of Mnember, 1827.)

Shooting-match at Partkidges.

On Monday, September 24, a shooting match at

partridges was decided between J. C. Alhorpe, Esq.

of Dinninglon, A. A. Hardy, E»q. of Sheffield, E .J.

Smith, Esq. of Routh, near Beverley, and S. J.

Minilhorpe, Esq. Messrs. Athorpe and Hardy gave
their opponents seven brace of dead birds, ftlr.

Athorpe shot upon his own manor, at Dinninjlon,

and bagged twelve and a half brace. Mr. Hardy
shot upon a manor belonging to John Jarratt, Esq.,

in the neighbourhood of Doncaster, and bagged
forty-four brace, making, together, fifty six and a
half. Messrs. Smith and Minilhorpe shot near Bev-
erley. Mr. Smith bagged twenty seven, and Mr.
Minilhorpe twenty brace, which, with the seven
brace given, made fifty four brace; consequently the

match was won by the former gentleman by two
and a half brace. Mr. Hardy, who walks upwards
of nineteen stone,) commenced shooting at seven in

the morning, and shot till six in the evening; he
killed fifty -one brace of partridges, two hares and
five rabbits, 'i'he other gentlemen shot during the

same hours.

JNIr. George Osbaldestone, on his estate near Mal-
ton, on the same day, but independently, killed with
his own t;un, ninety-four brace of partridges, twea-
ty-lhree hares and four rabbits.

Veterinary Notices.

1. "Early in October, at Middleham, of mortifi-

cation, arising from an operation, died, !he lately

celebrated race-horse Reviewer, the properly of
Lord Kclburne, for sometime the favourite for the

last St. Leger, and which promised, awhile, to re-

alize the hopes and good opinion of his backers.

He was got by Abj.r out of Blue Stockings; and,
when two years olJ, was su|)posed to be the first

liorse of his ye.ir; premature running, however,
and the accustomed high training, upon which
points so much has been said in these pages, occa-
sioned saiulcrack and other di>ea3es of the feet,

that rendered his running at all very precarious.

He accordingly tell from the lop of the list of odds to

the bottom. 2 During the race for the Yeoman's
Plate, at Dorchester, on Thursd ly, October 4,a-
distressing circumstance attendeil Conquest, which
thievv a damp upon the otherwise excellent sport
these races afford. The first heat was won bv her
handsomely, but closely followed by the Wanderer
filly. On starting for the second heat, she exhibited
some sjinptums ol distress, which were regarded as
unimportant. Soon after pas^ing the rojies within
the distance, she suddenly bounded forward in her
course and imuiedialely fell. Severe internal inju-

ry had been sustained, and the poor animal suffered

greatly. It was immediately seen that she was be-
yond the reach of art, and humanity prompted a
speedy termination to her agonies: she was buried
on the spat where she gallantly termina(ed her ca-
reer, more than usually successful, having been (he
winner of twenty-five plates, cups, &e. 3. Up-
wards of sixty horses, in the parish of Horetoivn,

fahave fallen victims lately to some unaccountable
brill!' that prompted this downfall, or an impres- 1 malady that at present prevails amongst them,

sion that the lace was past bearing another crop of Some of the horses, which appeared in the best
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health at night, «ere found dead in the morning.

It is something of a contagious or epidemic nature."

[ Wexford Cliro7Ucle

.

In all the foregoing notices we have to lament the

want of precision in describing the symptoms, or

ercn causes of death; except, indeed, as regards

the sccotiil, in which we are left to infer that great

exertion was the immediate came, for another more
remote must have produced the evil which brought

on dissolution so instantaneouslj': by way of so-

iulion to the mystery, we are led to inquire as

to the nature of the alleged "internal injury,"

which we deem it a mockery to be told was inter-

nal, for there alone are situated the organs deemed
necessary to vitality. The horse should have been

opened by some one who could tell us in what the

injury consisted. The Irish epidemic, which our in-

formant considers so very unaccountable, as not even

to be guessed at, we apprehend to have been an af
feclion of the lungs, occasioned by the dampness of

the season, and the particularly low situation of

Horetown, when the horses had just lost their 6um-
uier coats. But does not all this doubt and suppo-

sition bespeak the propriety of persons of intelli-

gence being more particular in their communica-
tions to the public press— if they really mean to be

instructive, which we take to be the grand end and
aim of all such publications as deserve support?

[.Annals of Sporting.

t:^2 WA^m-^^^
Baltimore, FRin.4Y,jANtTABY 18, 1828.

^y-U gives us pleasure to learn that an Agricultural

Societv was formed, during the last summer in Ohio,

under promising auspices, and embraces three coun

lips— Champaign, Clark and Logan, (the. Mad river

country,) which were formerly nearly all embraced

under the charnoterislic name of champaign, it

is yet in its infancy, but will, it is not doubled,

prove of great utility in giving a profitable direc-

tion to labour, which has been heretofore too much
devoted to grain growiig. The raising of cattle

must, for a long time, be the mo.st profitable branch

of agriculture in these counties; and this society

will, by their effnits, not only make it more exten-

sively pursued, hut, by calling the attention of the

farmers to the slock from which Ih^y breed, will

make it more prolilable to each. We are pleased

to hear this, were it only on the score of local inte-

rest, as we cannot forget the number of cattle and
Logs our own st,ite derives from Oliio.

"We have hitherto sent out," says a valued corres-

pondent, "a large number of horses to market, chief-

ly to the south, and latterly there is much more at-

tention paid to that noble animal. Horses of a bet-

ter blood have, with much pains, been introduced

into the country, and our farmers evince a sufficient

knowledge of their own interest by breeding from

them. The breeding of mules has recently attracted

attention, and seems likely to become very general

in Ohio; not for use at home, but for exportation.

"It is in this department of agricultural knowledge
that your paper, Irom what 1 know of it, will be

chiefly valuable to western farmers. For as no
English b lok of husbandry suits an American, so

your eastern modes are almost equally unadapted

to our country. The accumulation and preparation

of manures, and a regard to the succession of crops,

is not thought to be so important with us; though

they must, at some day, attract more attention; and
the maxim that American farmers cultivate too

much land—that they shouM spend more labour on

a less quantity, is not so apjilicable here as else-

where. Wlu re land and produce arc higher, and
labour lower in price than they are here, it is the

best rule; but where land is cheap, cxtremrlv fer-

tile, produce low and labour scarce, it is best to

cultivate more and trust to the fertility of the soil.

At least this is the common opinion here of those

who pay any attention to the subject; and if they
are wrong, it may be one of the good effects of
your paper to correct their errors.

"Many of our citizens have commenced the culti

vation of the mulberry, preparatory to the breeding

of silk worms; but they have not the white kind,

and know not how to procure it. If you can inform
me how the seed can be furnished of a good quali

ty, you will much oblige them, and benefit the

country."

[We shall be glad to give the information desired,

as soon as possible, though for reasons before given,

we are strongly persuaded that ohj- tialive black mul-
berry will answer quite as well, if the silk afforded

from it be not in fact finer and stronger.]

iJ- Who'd have thought it?—The following re-

marks are by the Editor of that judicious and use-

ful paper, the Medical Intelligencer, published in

Boston—sometimes called the cradle of the Revolu-
tion—the Capital of the "land o' steady habits."

What becomes of all our unaffected eulogies on
the sobriety of New England?
"Six or eight years ago a gentleman of this city,

much interested in the suppression of intemper-
ance, took the official list of names of all persons
who had died in Boston for one year, and in order
to ascertain what proportion of this number had
come to an untimely and wretched end by the ex-

cessive use of ardent spirits, he called on the physi-

cians who had attended the deceased, or their sur-

viving families, to inquire into the subject. The
medical attendants, and more still the friends or re-

latives of the deceased, were often backward and
unwilling to say what they knew respecting the

questions put to them. Notwithstanding the diffi

culties which the gentleman experienced in getting

at the truth, he informed us ihat it appeared dis-

tinctly from the facts which thus came to his know-
ledge, that one inJive of the whole number had died

sooner or later from intemperance.

"The gentleman is not now in town, but from the

impression wh;ch his report made on our feelings

at the time, there remains no doubt that the recol-

lection of his estimate is correct."

FRUIT TREES.
The subscriber has taken the agency for the Frank

lin Nursery of Chester county, Pa. which has 34 kinds

of apple trees, which will be delivered at his ware
house in Baltimore at 12^ cents each. Also, various

kinds of plumbs, cherries, and pear trees which will be

delivered as above at 31\ cents. Those who may fa-

vour the subscriber with their orders for any of the

above mentioned fruit trees would do well to forward
llicir orders as early as possible, that he may be pre-

pared to meet them without causing any disappoiut-

men; the would mention the 16th of March next as a

day on which he would supply any orders that may
come to hand in season to have them delivered hereby
that time.

He is also prepared to meet the orders of all his nu-

merous customers for their spring supply of agricultu-

ral implements, which he will warrant to be equal if

not superior in quality to any that can be procured in

this state.

All communications (post paid) will meet prompt at-

lonlion. JONAIH.^N S. EASTMAN.
No. 36 Pratt St. opposite the United Hotel.

N. B. Catalogues of fruit trees n ill be furnished gra-

tis on application being made as above. J. S. E.

chard Grass, Timothy, Herds (irass, Tall Meadow, Oat
Grass, Gran Grass, (for lawns) Lucerne, Millet, Yellow-
Locust and Bird Seeds.

PtouGHS.—Among the extensive variety of imple-
ments of husbandry, ready to deliver at the shortest no-
tice, they would name the Barshare Plough, of all sizes,
so generally preferred for breaking stifi grass sward,
and for mellow soils. After vending; the Self-sharpen-
ing Plough for two years, to general satisfaction, and
having had forty acres ploughed with one last season,
enables them, without hesitation, to recommend them;
they take a wide furrow, turn and crumble the soil

well, and have been known to run a season without
smith's repairs.

In store. Corn Shellers, Wheat Fans, Cotton Gins for
horse or hand power, Cotton Planters, Cultivators, sev-
eral kinds of the most approved Straw Cutters, east
steel Axes, hay and manure Forks, Spades, Shovels and
Garden Tools, Wove Wire, Sieves, Safes and Wire
Work of all kinds.

Fkuit Trees—among which are .Apple, Peach, Cher-
ry, .Apricot and Thorn Quicks, all of which will be sold
on moderate terms for cash, with a deduction of five

per cent, on implemeits of their manufacture.
Just received, a few copies, McMahon and Cobbett

on Gardening. J^Orchard Grass Seed wanting.

BAIiTIMORE FRIOBS CTTRREM'T.

SINCLAIR fc MOORE,
Offer for sale, at their store, Pratt-slrect wharf, Bal-

timore, a general assortment of Garden Seeds, many of

which were raised under tlieir direction last season,

—

others are of a late imporlation, and have been proved
to grow well, which they know to be true and good.

Also, Field Seeds, such as red and white (Uovcr, Or-

Corrected for the Jlmericnn Farmer, by Edward I. Willson,
Commission Merchant and Planters' Jlgent,

Ho n.Bojely's mhnrf.

Tobacco.—Seconds, $2.15 a 1.00—Scrubs, i.^iO a
6.50—common crop, 3.00 o 4.00—Do red, 3.75 a 4. jO—
good red, 4.00 o C 00—Fine red, 5.50 a 8.00—Yellow
and red, 7.00 a 10.00—Yellow do. 5.50 o Hi.00—Fine
yellow, 10.00 a 15.00—Virginia do. 3 50 a 7.00—Rap-
paliannock, 3.60 a 4.00—Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for
wrapping, 6.00 a 7.00.

Flour—white wheat I'amily, J5.75 a 6 50—superfine
Howard-st. 4.874 a 5; city mills, 4.634; Sus. 4.75 a 4.874;
Corn Meal, bbl. 2.62^ a 2 "6— Grain, white wheat,
best, .90 a 1.05—red, .SO a .90

—

Corn, new .40 a .43

—

liiE, .46 .48—Oats, 24 a 28

—

Beans, .SO a I.Oi'—Peas,
45 o SO—Clover seed, 5.00 nS.oO—Timothy, 2.00 o 2.50;
Barley, 60n65—Flaxseed, 90

—

Cotton, Virginia, lOo
I Oi—Louisiana, .11 a .13—Alabama, .10 a .11^—Mis-
souri, .10 a .104—N. Carolina, .94 a .\i){—Wool, com-
mon, .15 a .16—wa3h'd,.18 n .20—half blood, .20 o 25—
three-quarter, .28 o .30—full do. .30 a .35

—

Hemp,
Russia, ton, <>27o 290—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a
140—water-rotted, 170 n 190

—

Fish, Shad, Susquehanna,
6 a 6.50; do. do. trimmed, 6 50 a 7; Herrings, Susque-
hanna, bbl. 275 a 3.00—Mackerel, 4.75 a 5.75

—

Bacon,
hams, .9 n. 124—Feathers, 26 a 28

—

Whiskey, in hhds.

1st proof, 22 a 23— in bbls. 25

—

Pork, di'ove, 3.75 n 4;

wagon 4.50 a 4.75; Eastern Shore 4.50 a 5—Beef, stsll-

fcd, 5; do. grass, 4a4.50.

Marketing—Apples, bush. 75 a 100; Butter, 1st qual-

lb. 25 a 374; Chickens, per pair, 374 a 50; Ducks, par

pair, 374 to ; 0; Geese 50 to 624; Eggs, dozen, I.SJ; Po-

tatoes, per bushel, 50 cts.; Parsnips, per bushel 75; Tur-
nips 50; Turkies 75 to l.OU; Veal, per lb. S; Mutton, 5

to 6 cents.

Hay, per ton, $10; Straw, do. $6.
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MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES—XV.

iS Report 071 the eslablishmenl of Cotton and Wool-

len Manvfactwes. and on the growins; of Wool;

made to the Home of Cnmmons of JVitrth Caroliua.

by cVr. Fisher, from Roivan, on Tuesday, January

I, 1828.
(Concluded from p 34S.)

III. Labour.

It has hitherto been urged »g;ainnt the establish-

ment of inaniifactures in North Carolins, and in

the southern country o;enerally, that the price of la

hour is too tiigh to yield profits, or to enable us to

compete with the northern states and Ens;land,

where population is more dense This is a great

mistake. If it were so, when the price of cotton

ranged from 15 to 20 cents per lb. it is certainly not

so now, since the great fall in price in that and

other staples.

We have two species of labour

—

white labour and

Hack labour. As to iDhite labour, we hazard no

thing in sayiag, that it is cheaper in North Caroli

na than it is either in England or at the north. The
price of labour in England is regulated by the price

of provisions and the onerous taxes imposed upon

the people. When these are considered, it is clear

that a common operator could not live in that coun-

try, unless he received nearly double what is paid

here. In England, veal is worth from 16 to 18 cts.

per lb; beef, from 14 to 16; mutton from 12 to 14

cents; while here, beef in plenty can be bad from

S to 5 cents per lb. and other provisions ia propor-

tion.

Mr. Thomas Massey, a very intelligent manufac-
turer, who has been engaged for eighteen years in

the business, gives the following as the lowest prices

ever known in his neighbourhood, viz:

For boys yd girls under 12 years, per week, $1 00
For do. do. !5 do. 1 50
For do. do. 18 do. 2 00

In the flannel factories at Aniesbury, Masiachi'-

setts, the wages for females is 50 cents per d^V' ""d

of males one dollar. The wages of girls at H years

old, at Lowell, average more than one doli-r a week
and their bnaid.

According to a statement, taken fr."" <he Pater

son Inlelligemer, there are employ"! at the Pater-

son factory, 381 men, 386 women, and 686 girls and

boys The average wages of tte whole is $152 per

year, or nearly $3 per week.
Now let any one compare 'hese prices with simi

lar labour in the interior jl' >orth Carolina, and

lie will at once come to tHe conclusion that labour

is cheaper here than at the north. Indeed, labourers

of the south can always atTord to take lower wagis.

as ihey require less fael and clothing than in New
England. The spe-ies of labour that has been high

at the south, is flat of m:.le adults; while that of

females and chiluren has always been low.

Ml. Uimald.»on, who ovins a cotton factory at

Fayelteville, and another at the falls of Tar river

—

a gentleman who has visited the northern establish-

ments and those of England, and who is well ac-

quainted with the subject, gives if to the committee
*s his decided opinion, that factory labour is cheap-

er here thai, in eilh>-r in Old or New England.
Black Labour —But if this be the fact as to Ahite

labour, it is still mure so when black labour is em
ployed.

We are aware, that the opinion is entertained at

the north, and even by some persons among our
selves, that our slaves cannot be advantageeusly
employed in manufactories. 1st. Because, as is al

leged, they are deficient in intelleclual qualifica

tions; and 2d. Because they have no mural princi-
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jde. Now, that the northein manufacturers should
hold out the.se ideas, is not to be wondered at, when
we consider that it is their interest to do so; but that

these notions should be entertained by any well in

formed (lersons acquainted with our black popula
tion, is str.inge indeed. What branch of mechanics
liave we in our country, in which we do not find

iie<;roes often distinguished for their skill and inge
.luity.' In every place we see them equalling the
best while mechanics.

But if the evidence diawn from analogous pur
suits be deemed insufficient, we ofl'er proof in point.

.Mr Donaldson, t)efoie mentioned, says, that he has
been for some time in the habit of working blacks
in his factories, and that he not only finds them
equal to whites in aptness to learn and skill to exe
cute, but, all things considered, he actually [refers

tliem. Mr. D. further states, that he has had seve
ral superiotendants from the north, and all of them,
with the exception of one, decidedly preferred black
help, as they term it, to white. VVith the blacks,

llieie is no turning out for wages, and no time lost

ill visiting musters and other public exhibitions.

But one of the great advantages of black labour
is, that you can attach it permanently to the esta

blibhment by purchase. The following calculation:

will show the diS'trence in cost between white and
black labour:

We suppose a factory is erected in New England,
to be carried on for ten years, by white operatives

Another is erected in North Carolina, to be car-

ried on lor the same length of time by black opera-
l!ies. Each of 1000 spindles, and both conducted
i't good managers.

I. r/ie one loilh ivhite labour.

According to statements to be relied on, it re-

quires 33 hands, large and small, to carry

on 1000 spindles. At the most moderate
rales, the bands will cost per week, . . $70

Or, if paid at the end of the year, . . j>3,640

The fact is, however, that the $70 is always paid

i
f ti e end of each week, which, when the interest

/. -^•••>>jd .urwarj, to the end of the year, inakrs
yearly, or altogether »109 more; but we will throw
this .iside, and state the sum at ^3,640.
From the lime of paying the first ft3,610 to the

end ol the term of ten years, will be nine years;
therefore count the interest on that sum foi- iiiae

years. On the payment of the wages for the secOid
year, count interest for eight years; on the vvagff.

of the ilurd year, add interest for seven years; and
so on to the end of the ten years. When it will be
ascertained that the sum paid out for loages atone.

with simple interest thereon, will amount tu more
than $46,000

2. 'I he establishment with black labour.

In place of hiring bands, we say let them be pur-
chased, and we allow enough, when we estimate
that hands of the right description may be had for

200 dollars each, on an average.
Instead of taking 33 operatives, the number em

i'lo^ed in the white establishment, add one in ele-

ven, making 36. These supernumeraries are put
in to make up for any loss of time on account ol

sickness or other causes. Thirty-six slaves, at jf200
each. Is »7,20O
The next inquiry is, what will it cost per annum

to clothe and feed these thirty-six blacks? Some
very inti lligent gentlemen, large owners of slaves,

give it as their opinion, that slaves ol' this descrip-
tion can be decently clothed and pK-iitilully (ed lor

25 dollars each, which would make 850 dollars per
year; but not to fall under the mark, the committee
estimate that the cost will be 1000 dollars per year
To these sums should be also added, the wages of a

sHpermtend.iiit — say 500 dollars per year. This
being the expenses of black labour, we wish now te

j
compare it with the cost of white labour of 33 hands.

The 83 whites, wc have seen, will cost 3640 dol-

lars per year; or. in other words, their wages may
be put down as worth 3640 dollars.

Now 36 blacks, and one while fuperintendant,

can certainly do as much work as 33 whites. We
therefore put their labour down at the same price

of 3,640 dollars.

Having thus ascertained the cost of black labour,

and its value in wages, we proceed to make the an-
nual calculations during the term of ten years.

M the end of the 1st year.

Dr. To capital vested in the purchase of

slaves, $7,200 00
To interest thereon for 12 months, 432 00
Clothing and feeding slaves, 1st year, l,Oi'0 OO
Wages to a white superintendent, 500 00

$9,132 00
Cr. By what the same quantum of labour

will cost, if performed by white
operatives, .... 3,640 00

5,492 00
^l the end of the 2d year.

Dr. To balance unpaid, as above, . 5,492 00
Interest thereon, . . . 329 52
Clothing and feeding blacks, and
wages to superintendant, . 1,500 00

Cr. By wages, as above, :

^t the end of the 3d year.

Dr. To balance as above.
Interest for twelve months.
Third item, as above, . ,

Cr. As above, .

3,681 52

$3,681 52
220 89

1,500 00

5,402 41
3,640 00

1,762 41
^t the end of the 4th year.

Dr. To balance as above, . . $1,762 4t
Interest thereon. . . . 157 44
Third item, as above, . . 1,500 00

Cr. By wages, as above.

Over-pays by . . . 220 15

Thus, at the end of the fourth year, the capital
invested in slaves, with interest regularly carried
firward, will be paid off, and more than paid, by
j,220 15. Besides this, the slaves have been well
fed and clothed, and 500 dollars annually allowed
as wages to a white superintendant.

Now carry on this sum of )),220. 15, with
interest, from the end of the 4th year,
to the end of the term of ten years, is $299 40

Nett wages of the 5(h year, (after de-
ducting 1000 dollars for clothing and
feeding, and 500 dollars for superin-
tendant, will be 2140 dollars, and in-

terest to end of term, . . . 2,740 00
Nett wages of 6lh year, with interest, 2.653 00

Do. of 7th year, . . . 2,525 00
Do. of 8th year, . . . 2.396 00
Do. of 9lh year, . . , 2.2. 8 00
Do. of 10th year, . . 2.140 00

$15,021 80
Thus, at the end of the terra of ten years, the

establishment carried on by white operatives, has
cost for labour alone, $46,000.

While the one carried on by blacks has paid the
purchase money with interest; has fed and clothed
the bands; has paid a superiDtendant, and made
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a s;.uhn m< lli^ l.aM- o. uliil>- l.ibour,of >15,0-2I.8U

In adimion to iIiij, llic blacks ale still on luirid,

anil worth more than when lirsl purchased. But, to

he oil the sale side, deduct for deaths and casuai-

tirs ij per cent. I'roni first cost, leaves $3,400.

Then so far as regards wages of the operatives,

if vuu employ while labour, al the end of ten years

you pav about Sl4(i 000.

If blacks are eiin^il oyed, you have the same la-

bour, and at the end of ten years, actually save

S15,0J1.10
'Ihe ivvo sums added together, $61,021. shows the

difference btlween black and white labour for ten

years, in an establishment of only 1000 spindles.

iSut there are many establishments ol 5000; of

course, th'- difference would be in proportion—that

is, »305 105.

To this add the item of transportation on the raw

material fwr ten years, on 5-0 hales, at 1,7.50 per

bale, that bi-ing the quantity of cotton annually

consumed by such an establishment, equal to 5000.

at S7.50, ist37,500.

Total difference in favour of black establishment

is 134^,605.

3 Provisions.

The soil and climate of North Carolina are well

suited to the production of all the necessaries of

life depending; on aKficullure. In this respect it

unites advantai;es over the states either further

north or south. We occupy a sort of middle ground

where the staples and products of the north and

south meet in social proximity in the same rich

fields. As we recede from the sea board towards

the western part of the state, we are constantly

ascending, and it is known that climate depends as

much on allituile as on latitude. Thus, in the up-

per regions of the state, we have a climate and at-

mosphere well suited to the growth of all the small

grains and all the vegetables necessary for the com-

forts of life. Indeed, there is no part of the state

where they do not grow well. Furnish but markets

for articles of this description, and they will soon

be produced here in the greatest quantities and at

the cheapest rates. The same may be said of

butcher's meat, particularly of beef and mutton.

In a word then, so far as the manufacturing esta-

blishments depend on supplies of provisions, abun-

dant and cheap. North Carolina can furnish them.

4. Clmate, healthy and mild.

The rigour of the New England climate is a

drawback on the profits of manufacturing. Ist. It

requires more fuel there to keep the establishments

comfortable, and for the u.'-e of the operatives than

here. 2d. The operatives have to be more thickly

and expensively clothed. And 3d. The streams often

freeze up and stop operations altogether.

In North Carolina we have a milder climate; our

streams but seldom freeze. In point of healthiness,

the western section of the state is not inferior to

any part of the Union; and when the swamps in

the east are drained, the same may be anticipated

of that section.

5. Skill and capital.

In these two requisites North Carolina acknow-
ledges her deficiency; but they are wants that can

be supplied; they are elements that may be created.

For skill, we must in the beginning, be indebted to

the north and to Europe: but let the system once

take root among us, and experience will create skill

at home. When man Hfectories were first introduc-

ed into New England, the want of knowledge and

skill in the business was as much felt (here, as we
now feel it here. Indeed, they laboured under

greater disadvantages than we do; for they had to

import their superinlendants and mechanics from

Europe, while we have Iheni nearer at hon-e. They
found it difficult, owing to the laws of Great Britain,

to ^et out fiom that country suitable and qualified

persons, while we shall find no difficulty in procur-

ng such persons from the north.

As to capital, owing to the pursuits of our people,

t is hard to be commanded here. The wealth of

our citizens consists in property that is not easily

converted into money; in lands and negroes. We
can find among us but few persons who are able to

command either the whole, or a part of the funds

necessary to put manufactories into operation; and,

therefore, for capital as for skill, we must be in somi'

uieasure depend int on the northern states: and it is

certain, when the monied and enterprising men ol

the north fully understand how profitably the busi-

ness may be pursued here, they will be the first to

embark in it But if, from prejudice, or from a

want of a knowledge of the superior advantages

enjoyed here, that should not he the case, then

there is yet a way by which capital in suffi-^ienl

amounts may be cnllectcd,to move forward the sys

tem. What one or two, or a few individuals can

not effect, may be accomplished by the union of

many persons. Companies may be formed in every

county of the state, composed of individuals, each

contributing a small amount, which in the aggre

gate, will make sums sufficient to carry through the

object It is a fact, well known, that the manufac
luring system was first principally introduced and

established In New England, by the means of in

corjiorated companies. Thus, we see durmg a sin

gle session of the Massachusetts legislature, that

eight manufacturing companies were incorporated,

some ivith large capitals; and in none of the states

at the north, are applications of this nature ever re-

fused. The "London Magazine," in a very able

article on the resources of our country, remarks on

this subject:

"By what secret the Americans contrive to ren-

der concerns under the management of companies
of this sort profitable, would be worth inquiring;

lor It is evident, from the gradual and continued

growth of establishments of this kind, that they

are not unprofitable. Seeing that they do pros-

per, companies of this description are of the

hii;he.st importance in a country like Amci+»»r -
Though wealth incr ases rapidly, it is also mucia

subdivided, by the custom of the equal partition ol'

property among the children, in a country where

marriage is universal, and families are large. There

are lew large capitals; and the enterprizes which

require large capitals, if performed at all, must be

perlormed by the union of the small portions of

wealth, which, in a saving and thriving country,

must remain unemployed in the hands ol the own-

ers, unless employed by others for them."

Another reason in favour of incorporations of this

kind is, that in this way large capitals may be con-

centrated, and large capitals will build up large

eslabiishments. Large establishments always make
greater profit than small ones; among other reasons,

because they can afford to procure greater skill

and better management. Thus, some few years

ago, before the late protection, the Waltbam facto-

r}, which bad an immense capital, divided 40 per

cent, profits, while the smaller establishments com-

plained of making nothing. To insure success in

our state, therefore, the first establishment ought to

be commenced on a scale of considerable extent,

and then they could afford to procure the best ma-
nagers that the northein states can furnish.

We wish not, by this remark, to convey the idea

that small establishments cannot be made profita

ble. On the contrary, these are the ones that will

do most to improve the general cuodition of the

community.
The committee have thus, at greater length than

they could wish, presented their vie*V3 on the policy

of introducing the manufacturing system into North

Carolina. They firmly believe that it is the only

coursi that will relieve our people from the evils

that now eo heavily press on them. We have near-

ly reached the lowest point of d.pression, and it is

time for Ihe reaction to begin Our habits and pre-
judices are against manufacturing; but we must
yield to the force of things, and profit by the indi-
cations of nature. The policy that resists the
change is unwise and suicidal. Nothing else can re-
store us.

Let the manufacturing system' but take root
among us, and i< will soon flourish like a vigourous
jilant in its native soil: It will become our greatest
means of we Ith and prosperity; it will change the
course of trade, and, in a great measure, make us
indf-pendent of Europe and the north.

Nature has made us far more independent of
them than they are of us. They can manufacture
ur law material, but they cannot produce it. We
can raise it and manufacture it too. Such are our
superior advantages, that we mav anticipate the
lime, when the manufactured articles of the south
nill be shipped to the north, and sold in their mar-
kits cheaper than their own fabrics, and when the
course of trade and difference of exchange will

turn in our favour. The committee, at this time,

are not aware that it is within the power of this

General Assembly, by any legislative act, to for-

ward the introduction of the system into North Ca-
rolina. They, however, recommend the granting

of acts of incoiportion to companies for manufac-
turing purposes as often as suitable applications

may be made.

AH which is respectfully submitted,

CHARLES FISHEK, Chairman.

PHILADELPHIA SOCIETY FOR PROMOT-
ING AGRICULTURE.

Annual Meeting, January 15, 1828.—Dr. Mease,
Vice President in the chair. The following officers

were elected:

President—Richard Peters.

fice Presidents—James Mease, Nicholas Biddle,,

Isaac C. Jones, Wm Phillips.

Secretary and Librarian—W. S. Waroer.
Tieasiirer—W. M. Walmsley.
Corr: spending Commiltee—Richard Peters, James

Ilease, Z Collins, John Vaugban, Wm. Phillips.

tA/r(((o/'s—Reuben Haines, Roberts Vaux, Ste-
phen Duncan, Jeremiah Warder, John H. Powel.
The t-illowing comuiunications and donations

were receiied:

1. From S.gnor Barbieri, curator of the Botanic
Garden of Mauua, Italy, an account of the Hibia-
cvs Hoseus Thore,^ plant which grows abundantly
in the marshes of Maly, and reaches to the height
of from 7 to 12 le^t. It is piirennial, produces
many stems from eaci root, and beautiful blossoms
from 18 to 22 inches in circumference. It is appli-

cable to all the uses of htmp and flax. A specimen
of cord and of paper made from it, accompanied by
a quantity of the seeds of \lie plant, ivere sent by
Mr. Barbieri. 'I'he seeds geminate easily, and the
plants may be multiplied by div^lmg the roots. The
thready fibres of the stalks, it is said, separate rea-

dily by maceration in water, or by being passed
through channelled rollers. The t-.ommon brake
would, doubtless, answer this object. If the stalks

be cut when in full blossom, they pI^duce fibres

almost as fine as silk, and very strong. As this

plant requires neither the annual sowing, nor the

same degree of attention, or expense for manure, as

hemp or flax, it may lay claim to some exclusive

advantages over these vegetables. Experiments can

alone determine their comparative merits.

There are ten native and three foreign species of

the genus hibiscus in the United States. The h. re-

sells is not among either; but it appears from the

publication of Signor Barbieri, that it is a variety of

the h. paliMtris, which grows abundantly in the

lower parts of New Jersey, the farmers of which

st»te have long aince found it, when macerated and
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prenared.a good and cheap 9.ib>til.ile for hemp, for

cord, plough lines, &.c. The hibUcu^ has from

remote time, been known in Italy. The classical

student will at once call to mind the two places in

which it is mentioned by the agricultural poet ol

Mantua.

"UadorumoM gregem viiidi compellm hibisco."
' Eclogue 2.

And—
"Dim sedet, et gracili fiscHlam texit hibisco."

Eclogue 10.

It is highly probable that the plant alluded to

was the hibiscus roseus. The ancients, we see,

u«ed it as a rod, and to m .ke baskets: its apphca-

tion to the purposes uf hemp and flax, is a recent

discovery, for which Italy is indehled to Signor Bar

bieri. Our countrymen have, however, anticipated

him in the knowledge of the utility o( one of the

family, as a substitute for some of the objects to

which these vegetables are applied Whether the

native plant possesses tiie tine fibre of its Italidn

relation, upon which 8ignor Barbieri dwells, re-

mains to be ascertained.

Some of the seeds were distributed to the mem-

bers of the society; the remainder shall be given to

any one disposed to make a trial of them, and who

will promise to report the result of lii.s experiments

with them. The society have to regret the neglect

in this respect, of most persons to whom foreign

seeds on which they set a vr:lue, have been annually

given for a series of years and of their (orgetful

ness to comply with their promises to send in re

turn a few seeds of the various [dants and trees ol

the Uniied States, which were particularly asked

for by the superintendent of the Garden of Pknts

in Paris, to whose polite and kind attention the so-

ciety are regularly indebted every sea.son for a box

of seeds, the growth of that niagniliient establish

ment. The seeds, nuts and acorns, ol our gardens

swamp and field plants, and forests, will all be ac-

ceptable, and will find places in (he great reposito-

ry just mentioned—one ol the chief sources of gra-

tification and delight to every traveller of taste and

lover of rural nature who visits the French capital.

II. The Committee of thj Society, charged with

the mar,agement of the fund left by the (ate John

Scott, of Edinburgh, to the corporatic" of Phila-

delphia, to reward those who "make useful inven-

tions," reporte<l,that during the past year ihey had

awarded four premiums, viz:

1. To Joel Taylor, of Danbury, Connecticut, for

an improvement in dyeinjf kettles for hatters—.4

medal and tieetUy dollars.

2. To Jaiiifts Cooper and Thomas Barnit, of Phi-

ladelphia, for au apparatus to finish hats, which

greatly diminishes the labour of the operation,

without injury to the hat

—

A medal and twenty dol-

lars.

3. To Daniel Powles, of Baltimore, for a bed-

stead which can be put up and taken down by any

person, owing to the peculiar construction of the

joints; it is also proof against insects, from the

closeness with which they fit, and the rotary motion

of the pins upon which the cords of the sacking are

fastened.

All the foregoing are in use in Philadelphia, and

highly ajiproved of

To the same, for a stirrup intended to secure the

immediate disengagement of the foot in the event

of a person being thrown from a horse -c4 medal

and lioenty dollars.

4. To Messrs. Terhoeven, brothers, of Philadel

phia county, for a machine to wind olf the silk

from the cocoons, and to twist and double the

thread at the same time

—

A medal and twenty dol-

lars

HI. Mr. N. PatruUo, ir.rrchant, of Philadelphia

presented a bottle of the seed of the very high fla

voured tobacco from Cuba, known by the name
Buella Abaxo, and from which the first quality of

segars are made in the island. This seed was part

of a parcel imported by the donor, for the express

purpose of distribution in the United States. The
Society, duly sensible of the patriotic conduct of

Mr P., resolved to present their thanks to him for

this disinterested and praiseworthy attempt to im-

prove one of the staple productions of the United

Slates—an example worthy of being followed by

our native citizens who trade to or visit foreign

countries. The donor may rely upon the best mea-

sures being taken with the seed, in order to fulfil

his intentions.

IV. Mr. J. C. Loudon, of London, presented the

tenth number of his Gardener's Magazine, viz: for

November last. The preceding nine numbers had

been already received. This truly excellent work

Is warmly recommended to every one who wishes

to improve his ground, or the quality of the escu

lent or ornamental productions of his garden. The
editor is a practical man, and well known as the au-

thor of two works on laying out country seats and

grounds, and of the Encyclopaedia of Gardening,

and of Agriculture.

The Horticultural Society of Paris seat the first

number of their transactions.

A x^EW VARIETY OF OATS.

Our agricultural friends will be gratified in learn-

ing that a new species of oats, possessing rare and

estimable qualities, has been introduced this season

into the province. A few bushels of them, we un-

derstand, were imported by his excellency the lieu-

tenant governor—sown during the last spring, in a

field upon the peninsula, and have been found to

mature and ripen nearly a month snoner than any

oat which has yet been naturalized in our climate.

They are productive, rise wnh a strung vigourous

stalk, and are large and plump in the grain. The
produce of the field, to which we have alluded

above, will he preserved as seed for the ensuing

season. It will be sown during the next in the dil-

ferent quarters of the province; and should it pre

mrve its present qualities, and continue to ripen as

early in future years as in this, it must be regarded

as a benefaction of the most important character.

Such an oat, in fact, has long been a desideratum in

our agriculture. The species, which is now com-

mon ill the country, lingers so long iiefore it reaches

maturity, Ihut it delays the harve>t beyond the most

convenient periods, and crowds the farmer's labour

U|]On bis hands. An oat which will ripen, as this

does, before or along with the early sown whe.it,

will cause a more regular distribution of the toils

of the harvest, bring the sheaf to the stack or barn

in finer condition; and multiply at once the amount

ol food both for the family and for the stock. Not-

withstanding Dr. Johnson's cynical definition of the

oat, we are satisfied that the emancipation of Nova
Scotia depends upon it, and that the universal intro

duction of a finer variety o( that grain would tend

to hasten the happy and prosperous event.

[lialifiix JVbra Scotian.

called together a very huge collection of laroier*

of the county, and from some of the adjacent cijua-

ties.

Twenty-five hogs and pigs were exhibited, and
weighed with patent balances, by Thos. C. Ferebee,
Esq., and the premiums awaided:

Hn!j;s 2 i years old.

Dr. W. F. Davis' h.g, 2i jears old, weight,

Cartwrigbt Bell's do. 2 years old, do.

$40 awarded to Doctor VVui. F. Davis.

Year o'd Figt.

Benjamin Sand's pig, weight,

Joseph J. Baliantine's d , do.

lbs.

025t
418

C Bell's,

Lycurgus Bell's

Thomas S. Sand's

Tully Bell's

James Sand's

James P. Hughes'
Jeremiah Sand's

John Brabble's

Wallace Bray's

Thomas Etheredge's

Benjamin Sand's

Joshua Baxler's

Jeremiah Sand's

Wallace Bray's

Ibi.

353
SIS
311
SOS
299
290
27T
271
2(>3

22G
210

do do.

do. do.

do do.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

J
_ do do.

$30 awarded to Benjamin Sand—$10 to Joseph

J. Ballanline, second b,:M—J7 to Cart. Bell, third

best—and |3 to L. Bfll, fourth best.

Pi^t of the same farrow, year old.

Cartwrigbt Bell s pig, weight.

Dr. Wm. F. Davis' do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

do. do.

$10 awarded to C. Bell—j(6 to Dr W. F. DaviS;,

second best—and $i.50 to Thomas Eiheredgc, third

best.

Pigs eleven months old. lbs.

Cartwrigbt Beli's pig, weight, 271
Thomas J. Sand's do do. 196

Dr. Wm F Davis', do. do. 183

John W. Hughes', do. do. 143

%6 awarded to C. Bell.

258
252
216
21SS

205
180
142

WEIGHT OF HOGS LN NORTH CAROLINA
Curiituck couiUy, JSi". C.

Early in January, 1827, a number of farmers in

the vicinity of Currituck Court House, formed an

association, and offered a premium of $40 for the

best 2i years old hog—$30 for the best year old

pig- $10 for the second best year old pig—$7 for

the third best year old pig—and $3 for the fourth

best year old pig; $10 for the best year old pig of the

same farrow—$6 for the second be^t year old pig

of the same farrow—$2.50 for the third best year

old pig of the same farrow—and $6 for the best pig

eleven months old—fo be exhibited at the court-

house, dead and neatly cleaned, on the 5th day of

January, 18i8.

The novelty and interest of such an exhibition.

SAVE YOUR OLD BONES.
They are useful for many things, even after they

have been boiled for soap grease, and all the oil and
fatty matter is extracted that the skill of man or

woman, aided by heat and potash, can obtain, la

tue first place, when pulverized they .oake an ex.-

cellent manure. In the second place, when charred

or burnt in vessels closed from the air, they make '

what is sometimes called animal charcoal, and
sometimes whit is called ivory black—substances,

the particular uses of whicii we hope to have an
opportunity of relating hereafter, At present we
will inform you of the French method of making
Bone Glue, which they consider as superior to the

ordinary glue made (rom the skins of animals.

[A". E. Farmers' and Mtchaiiics'' Journal.

"For the purpose ol making this glue, they use

the refuse bone of the table-knife maker, and the

skulls of oxen, from which the teeth have been ex-

tracted. These materials are soaked for about a

week in water, rendered very sour by the addition

of a little spirit of salt, {muriatic acid,) in which
they become quite flexible, and may be bent with

ease. Being taken out of the acid, boiling water is

poured upon the bones, or rather the glue, to sepa-

rate any grease, and also the acid that adheres to

it. The pieces of glue are then wiped, washed in

cold water, and dried in the shade. When this

glue is to be used, it is boiled in water to a proper

consistence.
" There is a finer kind of bone glue made in the

same manner, from leg of mutton bones, which is

used instead of isinglass by the French manufactu-

rers. The teeth extracted from the ox cheek bones
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are sold to the apothecaries, who use them for the

making of salts of hartshorn; as thfy yield a large

quantity of carbonate of ammonia, the scent of

which resembles that of the true scent of hartshorn,

and is free from the fetidity of the salt of bones."

[London Mech- Mag.

PROFITABLE DAIRYING.

The Rutland Herald says. "The following pro-

ceeds from twenty-five cows, the last season," we

have from the owner, Mr. Jonathan Dyer, of Cla-

renden. Such enterprise is worthy of imitation:

6017 lbs. of cheese, worth 64 cents, JSTS 10

450 do. do. do. 4 do. 18 00

1000 do. do. do. 12i do, 137 50

Proceeds from the sale of calves, 50 00

$580 60

Mr. Dyer further assures us that the whey and

hutter-milk amply paid for making and all contin-

gent expenses. The cows had no extraordinary

keeping, but were doubtless well attended to.

SHEEP.
The island of "Rhode Island," fourteen miles

Jong, and less than three wide, has more than

SO.OOO sheep upon it. There are about 200,000 in

Berkshire county, Mass.; about 4,000.000 in the

state of New Ynrk; between i and 3,000,000 in

Pennsylvania; 1,000,000 in Vermont, &c.

three to four feet wide, and from ten to twelve

inches apart each way, according to the extent to

which the variety usually expands in its growth

Most varieties do best when allowed to run together,

so as to form a complete matt—as in this case one

forms a shelter for the other from excessive heat

—

but where the fruit is desired of the largest possible

size, the plants must be kept distinct, and at the

distance of one foot asunder, and the runners should

be cut off as fast as they appear. By some persons

it is recommended to make plantations in the au

tumn, as before stated, and to keep them divested

of all runners till after the maturity of the fruit the

ensuing season.

As beds of strawberries generally want renewing

every two or three years, it will be necessary, in

forming the new beds, to select the plants in the

proportion of nine bearing plants to one barren;

and, in order to do this with certninty, it will be

best to mark them when in fruit. If, however, your

beds are not encumbered with a superfluous number

of barren plants, this precaution will not be indis-

pensably necessary; Ihoutih it is generally rt-qtusite

with the varieties of haulbois, the red Chili, (jine

apple, and some others, which are apt to produce a

great proportion of barren plants—and even, with

out proper attention, beds of these, and of some

other kinds, will become almost totally I'nproductive,

With respect to the varieties of the Alpine, or

monthly, it is preferable to form new beds every au-

tumn, as the runners of the previous year produce a

much greater quantity of fruit than the old plants.

I'he adfiition of such an extensive number, con-
sisting of varieties ol" the grape that have borne the
test of scrutiny amid the connoisseurs of France
itself, cannot but be deemed a subject of national

interest. I shall consequen'ly, on the reception of
the residue, furnish you with a complete detail, ac-
companied by a statement, mentioning the particu-

lar department of France where the respective va-
rieties have been found most to flourish, so far as

that point has been satisfactorily ascertained

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

HOB.TXCUI.TnKi:.

STRAWBERRIES.
Linnman Botanic Garden, near J^eto-York, )

J. S. Skinner, Esq. January 14, i828.
J

Sir,—You some months since published my com
munication, containing descriptions of a number o(

arieties of strawberries; and 1 now send you direc

lions for their culture.

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

(Extracted from "Prince's Treatise on Horticulture.")

Str.^wberries— Soil and Siluatinn.

The situation should be an open exposure, but

somewhat sheltered from the excessive heat of

noon day. Moisture, and a degree of shade, are

naturnl to this plant, as may be inferred from the

situations it occupies in a wild slate. A sandy soil

may cause an earlier maturity of the fruit, but will

not be conducive to an abundant yield. A light

rich loam is considered the most favourable, being

soft and pliable, so that the runners may easdy pe-

netrate it with their toots. A mixture of bog earth

is found advantageous; and, in enriching the sod,

cold manures are to be used. In the southern

states, I should consider the best situations for this

plant to be the north sides of hdls, or the shady

borders on the north side of a garden fence or a

hedge. The plantations in the vicinity of New-

York, and which furnish that city with this fruit,

are generally made by plain farmers, on good loamy

soils, whirh are light and mellow, and occupy open

and unsheltered fields. The yield from them is ini

roensc, and they are considered among the most

advantageous appropriations of the soil.

Forming Beds.

The most favourable season to form beds is in

Septemb r or October, which (lives the plants suffi

cient time to establish themselves, and become well

routed before the ground freezes, and thereby pre-

ventfc their being thrown out by the vvinter frosts.

In foritiing these beds, you should select strong and
vigouiiius runners, or offsets, in prelerence to tak-

ing old plants; these may be placed in beds from

GRAPES.
Linnman Bolanic Garden, near Jfeui York. }

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Jon. 18, 18:8, ^

It has, doubtless, been long knoivn to you that the

garden of the Luxembourg, at P.tris, was formed

as a national establishment, in which the choicest

fruits ol that fine e ^pire »vere concentrated, as well

to test their qualities as to perpetuate those most e^

teemed. In fact, this establishment in France bore

a striking analogy to that of the Horticultural Soci

ety of London. The collection of grapes, concen

trated at the Luxembourg garden, was by far the

most extensive in existence, and is said to have ex-

ceeded 700 varieties, and to comprise all those most

desirable which could be found in France and othei

countries. It may not be equally well known, that

it was determined by the French government, about

a year since, to suppress this establishment, and

mat the past season was fixed on for its total deinoli

tiun. In fact, in our bright and prosperous country,

where every department of science seems like the ex-

panding bud, seeking some new developement, we

can scarcely imagine a cause which should lead to the

destruction of an establishment, so susceptible of

imparting benefit to that country, and which has

been heretofore considered as an honour to thi

French nation.

It «as. however, my good fortune, to number
among my correspondents. Professor Bi>sc,the dis

tinguished director of that institution; and by that

gentleman I was apprized of the intended dissolu-

tion of the establishment. Under these circum

stances, 1 availed myself largely of the conlribu

lions most politely and gratuitously tendered there-

from, and my gardens now concentrate several hun-

dred species and varieties derived from thi<t cele

brated French institution. Another correspondent

of mine in France, whose particular pursuit is the

vine, has sought to concentrate in his vineyards and

gardens as many of the choice grapes of the Lux
embourg collection as it was possible to do, from a

particular desire that they should not be lost to

mankind. This gentleman has also supplied me
with above 'iOO varieties, and I am in daily expec-

tation of the whole of the remainder of his collec-

tion, the total of which exceeds 400 varieties.

PEA BUG—INQUIRY.
EXTRACT OP A LETTER, DATED

Mr. J. S. SKiNNtR, Lancaster, (Pa.) Jan. 14, 1828.

Sir,— 1 cannot persuade myself to close this let-

ter, without calling the attention of entomologists

to an insect that does unaccountable damage to

fruits, and whose habits are yet so very much in the
dark.

It would certainly be a very desirable object to

others, as well as myself, if some of your correspon-

dents, who are acquainted with the habits of the

pea bug, would give us their opinion, through the

Farmer, concerning it—as I verily believe it the

most destructive insect to pluius, peaches, apples,

&c., we have to contend with, I remember once
showing the insect, in the very act of cutting a
semi circular incision on a plum, to a gentleman
well versed in horticulture, who instantly recognised

it for the curcuho; and showing it to another, be
called it ti.e pea bu;', and informed me that he had
frequently kept peas tied up in bags, and on open-

ing them found this very insect issuing in great

numbers.

I have myself frequently seen them coming out

of peas, and compared them with some on plums,
but could perceive no difference either in size,

make, or colour. Sic. I shall therefore believe them
one and the same insect until convinced otherwisej

but if found in error I am very willing to be cor-

rected. Respectfully your friend, &c.
TYCHO BRACHE.

[To the previous part of this letter we must say,

that we have no means of information that is not

equally within the reach of the writer]

ISTTSRSTAL TSSFROVBZaSNT.

BALTIMORE AND SUSQUEHA^'NA RAIL-
ROAD

Report and Proceedings in rehtinn tn a Rail-roai

from Baltimore to the Sns(ftcehaiitia.

(Continued from p. S51.)

The approach to this point from Baltimore up
the ravine of Jones' falls and Roland's run, and the

valley, (which is not more than a stone's throw,)

connecting it with the Beaver dam. does certainly

present a most flattering aspect, affording a gentle

a.scent, broken by some elevations, which relieves

from the uniform and questionable utility of a con-

tinued ascent, and giving a total elevation above

tide of two hundred and forty-two feet in fourteen

miles, which makes an average of only seventeen

feet rise in a mile.

It is not necessary here to express the opinion

whirh follows the statements and investigation

which we have thus briefly laid before you; to us it

is manifest that the line of the turnpike with some
deviation, can be accommodated to the purposes of

a rail-road from the city of Baltimore to the Sus-

quehanna, suited to a mutual and convenient inter-

course in both ways. The route which we have

thus pointed out, may be placed in more distinct re-

lief by a slight recapitulation.
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The First Section.

From Baltimore along the vallpy of Jones' falls

to its intersection with Roland's run, thence along

the valley of that stream to the head of Beaver dam,

and pursuing that to were it crosses the turnpike

road at CocUey's tavern, or leaving that vallsy a

short distance before it intersects the turnpike road,

and keeping a short distance to the west to stretch

upon a convenient level, (which is easily attaineit,)

to the western branch of the Gunpowder, at Mr
Webster's farm. This section of the route is in the

first fourteen, and by the second about fifteen miles

from Baltimore; it passes over the most favourable

ground, and the total elevation above tide is two

hundred and forty-two and a half feet, which is

equal to but sixteen feet and a fraction per mile;

but if you take the elevation from the level of the

Falls turnpike road at the tollgate, from whence the

rail-road would depart, you may deduct, at least,

the forty two and a half feet, and thus leave the to

tal elevation to be surmounted in filteen miles to be

but two hundred feet, or thirteen feet and one third

of a foot per mile. Indeed, even some of this ele-

vation might be saved, as it is desirable to ap
pniach the Western run by as high a level as pos-

sible, in order to cross the ravine of that stream
at an elevated point to diminish the ascent on Ibe

left bank.

From the Western run the second section of ten

miles, is intersected by the vallies of the Piney nm,
the Great Gunpowder and the Little Gunpowder,
and the intermediate high lands of Love's hill, Ma-
thew's hill and Hprefjrd lull. This section presents

the most prominent difficulties on the whole dis-

tance, but some of them can he evaded by deviating

from the line of the road, and others must be over-

come by e.tcavation and embankments, or bridges
across the valley.

The third section is from the valley of the Little

Gunpowder, to or near the valley of the Codorus, a
distance of near eighteen miles, the first ten of
which stretches up to the summit a: Strasburg, at

an elevation of thirty-six feet to the mile, and de-

scends for the next eight miles to the suinuiitof the

valley of the Codorus, at the rate of about twenty
two feet to the mile. The third section compre-
bends the valley and hills of the Codorus, and the

plane of the York valley, a distance of about fifteen

miles; a portion of this route, say two-thirds, pre-

sents obstacles similar to those of the second sec

tion, and can be surmounted in the same way; the

remaining one third is perfectly easy and conve-
nient. Upon this Section, however, if it became an
object to do 60, a line might be struck off to the

east of the turnpike road, and following nearly the

track of the old road to Yorktuwn, which presents

a beautiful plane, and would avoid the whole diffi-

culties of this section of the road. The range of
hills which is traversed by the old York road, le.ids

to the summit ridge about the dividing line, and
several points of departure from the line of the
turnpike road may be selected, either on or near
the summit, or lower down, as might be f)und most
advisable.

The fonrth section of twelve miles extends from
York to York Haven. The line of the turnpike
roiid traverses (he range of hills which intervene
b'tween the Codorus and the Canewago nearlv at

right angles In the lo.atioii of this road, llierr

seems to have bi-en a most obstinate adherence to

the princijile of pursuing a straight line, and thii

too without even the plausible excuse of gdining in

distance, for the turnpike runs i^long the ed^e oi

thr hills just at the point where they are losing
themselves in the pliin, and along which the old lo.id

traversed nearly ujion a level, and is constantly in

sight ilurmg your undulating passage over the Uij«

and downs of the tndy artificial line of the turnpik'
road. Upon this section the river may be approach-

ed after you pass the slight hill on the left bank of
the Codorus, by winding round it for a short dis-

tance, on a very handsome plain which has not
more elevation than would be necessary to carry off
the Water, till you reach the ridge which forms the
right bank of the Susquehanna. There is, however,
a choice of routes upon this section either to the
right or left of the road. On the left to follow the
direction of the old road, or nearly so, and on the
right striking off from the turnpike a short distance
on this side {(he south,) of Liverpool, there is a
continued valley of gentle inclination, going down
to the Susquehanna, near a town called New Hol-
land, on the Susquehanna, from whence the road
may be taken along the bank of the Susquehanna,
or what is termed the Conewago gut, to York
Haven.
The result of this is to show, upon the whole, the

following:

First section—from Baltimore to the Western
run, fifteen miles.

Second section—from the Western run to Gun-
powder, ten miles.

Third section—from Gunpowder to the summit
at Strasburg, and thence to the valley of the Codo-
rus, eighteen miles.

Fourth section—from the Codorus to York Town,
fourteen miles.

Fifth section—from York Town to York Haven,
twelve miles.

The first, third and fifth sections, make up forty-
five miles of the whole disttnce. and there could not
be an equal proportion of the same distance found in

any part of the country better adapted for the bed of
a rtiii-road—and the whole route would present not
cxceeiiing fifteen miles of track where difficult or
expensive operations would have to be construct-
ed.

That some deviations from the line of the road
might be found judicious, we also believe and re-

commend; and particularly suggest, for accurate
and r^iiiute examination, the vallies of Jones' falls,

as forming a line of communication and connexion
with the main road at the valley of the Beaver dam,
on the' western branch of the Gunpowder, at Mr.
Webster's farm, near the fifteenth mile stone.
One of the suiijects which we proposed to exam-

ine as essentially connected with the location of the
rail-road, is the propelling power to be used upon it,

and indeed any opinion with regard to the location
of the road must depend, in a great measure, upon
the kind of power to be applied in giving motion to
carriages to be used upon it. Rail roads and loco
motive steam engines seem to have been imported
and introduced amongst us as if they were essen-
tially connected with each other, and could not ex-
ist without being associated. This we think to be
an erroneous notion, and one not founded in truth,
or existing from any absolute neces.ity. The kind
of power which is to be used upon a rail road must
depend upon the nature of the road itself, and not
the road upon the power. In England they go upon
the principle of locating their rail roads upon a le-

vel, or upon what Is equivalent to it, an ascent of
about tliirty feet in the mile, which is found to be
ihe greatest elevation that can be overcome In- a
locomotive steam engine, the power which is found
o.ost convenient, cheapest and best suited lo their

ciicuinstanccs, to apply as the molive power upon
r.iil-roads. Hence the association of rail-roads and
sleaiu engines in that country.

Bin III this country, it i.s folly to think of locating
a road for any distance and capable of any useful

(iirpose, upon a dead level, or upon an elevation of
ihirly feel in the mile. Such a thing is wholly im-
practicable, and as a necessary consequence it fol-

lows, that the locomotive power lo be used upon
r.iil-ioads \\i this country, must be of a ditfereiil

kind (lom that whi.h is applied in F.ngland. Our
rail-roddi, us the great avenues to couucct the com

merce of the cities with the country which lies in
their vicinity, or within the reach of attraction,
must pass over a broken and undulating surface, in-
capable of being reduced to a level, or any thing
approaching to a level- the elevations and depres-
sions must be as various as the country over which
it passes, and the power used upon them must be as
flexible as such varieties of surface demand. There
can be but one sort of power suited to such a pur-
pose—and that is horse-power, capable of being in-
creased or diminished, or its loss supplied to meet
accidents or circumstances, and where, as in this
rail-way, occasional points may require increased
power, it is as easily afforded as the change of
horses for a mail-stage, at the positions where such
relief is required. Neither is it requisite that the
locomotive power used upon rail-roads in this coun-
try, should be of that extreme kind as to transport
immense burdens at one travel or voyage. The
power of a single horse, according to the most mo-
derate computation of the latest writers, is, upon a
rail road, equal to seven and a half times that of
the same animal upon a turnpike road—this power,
multiplied by five, six, or seven, will be found to be
amply sufficient to give an impetus to any burden
necessary to be transported upon any rail road,
which the commerce and intercourse between any
section of the country may call for during the pre-
sent, or some succeeding generations; and when a
different period does arrive, the hills will be pros-
trated, and Ihe vallies filled up, so as to admit the
application of a power suited to the wants and ne-
cessities of our posterity.

We annex to this report some tables, showing the
value and capacity of horse power, applied as a lo-

comotive power, over a given elevation, and trans-
porting a given burden. According to the latest
and best writers, the opinion with regard to the ap-
plication of steam engines, as a locomotive power,
nave undergone a considerable change; and the use
of horses has been more extensively resorted to, as
preferable in point of convenience and expense. In
this country, where the original cost is so much less

and the feed and support comparatively trifling, the
use of horses must become more extensive and uni-
versal. Indeed, it does not seem to be a matter of
choice what kind of power, shall he used upon a
rail-road, where Ihe angle of depression and eleva-
tion exceeds a given point. The power must ac-
commodate itself to the road, and as there is none
other capable of that flexibility but horse p"wer, it

would seem that there is no alternative in the ap-
plication of it; unless, indeed, the road sh;ill be made
to accommodate itself to the application of steam
carriages, which, as we before observed, includes
Ihe idea of a level, or what is equivalent to a level.

The use of horses as a motive power has many ad-
vantages:

—

First— It can he suited lo travel the depressions
and elevations at much greater angles.
Second— ll is more certain and less subject to

accidents, and in case of accident it can be prompt-
ly supplied.

Third— It is capable of performing all that is re-
quired of a steam engine in the same time, and it is

believed at much less expense.
Fourth— In the ascent of an inclination, horses

may be made lo control Ihe biirlhen acting against
them, by their own power, and avoid Ihe dangers
to which the steam power is always subject, because
of its dependence on a secondary power, or power
by a rope or chain, which Is never safe.

Fifth— It is d powi r with >vlii,-h our people are
familiar, and understand Ihe management and con-
Irid of
The following tables will serve as a rule by which

the perlorm.iiice of a horse, on the contemplated
rail way, may be estimated, and Ihe elfect that any
variation or increase of the poiver, burden or speed,
may have respeclively on each olhur:
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will draw
tons.

miles pr.

hour.

will travel

io miles.
|

60

60

ivhole time

IQ hours.

24

12

I

74
I

60

10 10 60

'I'his estimate is 0iade supposiug the [lerlbrmance

on this pioposed road from York Haven to Balti-

more, wilh its slight undulations, may be perlormed

on "ith a burden of ten tons with equal advantage

to a level road with a burden of twelve tons.

Table referred to, showing the actual perfor-

mance of a horse on the rail-ways in England and

Wales, from which a comparative estimate may be

formed respecting the operation on the proposed rail-

way from York Haven to Baltimore.

N. B Carrying in view that we contemplate no

angle of inclination which will not come under two

degrees, aad that the amount of performance in the

table is at the rate of two and a half miles per

hour, and to be considered the excess of a horse's

performance for a short time.

Level. 1
0°.0

216

128

The third point to be examined, is the material

of which the rail-way shoulil be formed, and the

probable e.vpense of constructing the whole road,

including the rail-way.

The rail way ou;;ht to be double, or what is call-

ed the twin rail way, that is havin;; two tracks, one

going and the other re urniiig. Ami we would pro-

pose to construct it of wood, as being, under exist-

ing circumstances, preferable to iron.

Whatever may be the advantage of iron in dura-

bility and peinianence, the enormous cost ot it in

the first instance would seem to forbid the use of it

at least in the present stale of our knowledge and

limited experience ujion the subject. "If we reckon

each single rail-way, (says a lale English writer) at

two thousand pounds per mile, and allow two rails

for vehicles going, and two rail-ways for those re-

turning, the whole sum per mile will he eight thou

sand pounds per mile. In order, however, to guard

agiiinst contingent expenses, let the sum be slated

at twelve thousand pounds per mile, which 1 think

the most experienced engineers and surveyors will

allow to be the very extent." Taking this data as

correct, and supp^ sinn that the work could be done

and the malf rial s\i|)|)lied as cheap as in England,

the cost of an iron rail way in a straight line to the

Susquehanna, would, at eight thousand pounds per

mile, be two millions one hundred and thirly-one

thousand two hundred dollars; at twelve thousand

pounds per mile, it would amount to three millions

one hundred and ninety-six thousand eight hundred
dollars. It could not be expected that so enormous
a sum would be embarked in any enterprise whose
success had not been tested by experience, and
whose productiveness rested alone upon opinion

or speculation. ISeither is .t by any means clear if

such capital were at hand, that it would be judi-

cious to lay it out in such a work.

The wooden railway, it is true, is not so durable

as the iron, but then it possesses many advantages

to counterbalance this single quality of the iron way.

In the first place, the wooden rail way, if proper-

ly constructed, may be made for a sum not exceed-

ing one fourth the cost of iron.

Secondly—It is easily accommodated to the sur

face of the country in passing vallies, &c., whilst

the immense weight of the iron way vould require

solid embankments and other labour and expense to

sustain the superstructure.

Thirdly—The wooden rail way is not afifected by

the changes of temperature, and consequently the

work would always remain tirm. l he iron is con-

stantly aflected by the changes of temperature, and

besides being constantly liable to break into pieces.

It would from its liability to expansion and contrac-

tion, never remain tirm m its bed. And this effect,

which we know to be true in general, will operate

with increased force in a climate so exceedingly

variable as ours.

Fourth—The partial injuries which the wooden

railway may sustain, can be cheaj^ly and promptly

repaired, without the slightest interruption to the

travel upon the load.

These are certainly prominent advantages be

longing to the wooden rail-way, and if it is properly

constructed, and care used in the selection of tim

ber, it will be found to be much more durable than

is generally believed. If the same attention is paid

to its preservation, and timely rep.iirs are made to

supply the delects of accident or decay, it might be

always kepi in order, and would probably never re

quire to be taken up and renewed.

'J'he construction of the rail-way, its precise form,

width, &,c., will be a subject for future considera-

tion; but in order to some general opinion on the

subject ol its probable cost, we directed a model to

be lormed, representing a double rail- way four ieel

six inches wide, put together i,i the best and strong-

est manner in which timber can be joined, to be

supported on pillars or posts of the most duabie

timber, and the top or surface of the railway to be

covered with a plate of iron three-eighths of an

inch thick, well secured.

The estimate of the probable cost of such a

a rail-way, would be 1^7,500 per mile,

which, for sixty miles, if the road should

take a straight direction, would be iJ450,000

But allowing for deviation from a straight

line increasing the distance ten mdes, it

would add 75,000

Add to this for difficulties and contingen-

cies in extra labour, materials, &ic., ten

per cent. 52,500

Making the total cost of the rail-way from

Baltimore to York Haven, *577,500

'I'his we believe to be a liberal and enlarged esti-

mate, for instead ol falling short, we have rather

exceeded the calculation of cost, piedicated upon

the data upon which it was formed.

This estimate, it will be observed, does not in-

clude the cost ol the bed of the road, (or which il

would be difficult to form an estimate If the rail-

road should Ibllow the track of the turnpike road,

and the slock of the road companies, who are tue

proprietors of the route, should be purchased or

subscribed at the present prices, the aiiiouoi would

be small. If a new route should be adopted, the

cost of it must depend upon circumstances which

cannot be brought into any estimate until an actual

and detailed survey shall be made. In any event,

however, it is not believed that the cost of the bed

of the road could exceed two hundred thousand

dollars; and the probability is, it would fall greatly

short of that sum. The total amount of capital ne-

cessary lor (he aeeoiniilisbment of the work, would
not exceed eight hundred thousand dollars, and we
are greatly inclined to believe the actual expendi-
tures will fall far short of it.

Many of the details and estimates above stated,

are taken from a report furnished by William F.
Small. Esq., civil engineer, whom we engaged to

assist and direct our inquiries and operations. We
have great contideiice in his intelligence and judg-
ment, and we return herewith a general topographi-

cal map of the proposed route of the road, with
some illustrations and remarks furnished by Mr.
Small immediately after our return home last sum
mer, and we refer to il as exhibiting, not only a fine

specimen of his taste and talents for such works,

but as showing an accurate and instructive view of

the whole route. Mr. Small was engaged some
years ago, upon the same route, by the Susquehan-
na commissioners, and possessed the great advan-
tage of being perfectly familiar with the country

over which it passes.

{To be continued.)

LASISS' DEPAKTHflEIVT.

Matrimonial Maxims for Married Ladies.

The following maxims, if pursued, will not only

inake the men in love with marriage, but cause

them to be good husbands:—The first is to be good

yourself To avoid all thoughts of managing a hus-

band. Never try to deceive or impose upon his un-

derstanding, nor give him uneasiness, but treat him
with affection, sincerity and respect. Remember
lluit husbands at best, are only men, subject, like

\ourselves, to error and frailty. Be not too san-

tjuine, then, helore marriage, or promise yourself

happiness without alloy. Should you discover any

thing in his humour or behaviour not altogether

what you expected or wish, pass it over; smooth

your own teiiip> r, and try to mend his by attention,

cheerfulness and good nature. Never reproach

hiin with misfortunes, which are the accidents and
infirmities of life; a burden which each has enga-

ged to assist the other in supporting, and to which

both parties are equally exposed; but, instead of

tiiurniiiring and reflections, divide the sorrow be-

tween yon—make the best of it, and it will be

easier to both. It is the innate ottice of the softer

sex to soothe the troubles of the other. Resolve

every morning to be cheerful all day; and should

anything o'.-cur to bre^k your resolution, suffer it

not to put you out of temper with your husband.

Dispute not with him. be the occasion what it may;
but mucli rather deny yourself the trifling satisfac-

tion ol having your own will, or gaining the better

of an argument, than risk a quarrel, or create a

heart burning, which it is impossible to foresee the

end of Implicit submission in a man to his wife is

ever disgraceful to both: but implicit submission in

a wife IS what she promised at the altar; what the

good will revere her for, and what is, in fact, the

greatest honour she can receive.

Be assured a woman's power, as well as her hap-

piness, has no other foiiudatiou than her husband's

esteem and love, which it is her interest, by all pos-

sible means, to preserve and increase. Stidy,

therefore, his temper and command your own. En-
joy with him his satisfaction, share and soolhe his

cares, and with the utmost assiduity conceal his in-

firmities. If you value your own and your hus-

band's ease, let your expenses and desires he ever

within the reach of his circumstances; for, if ever

poverty should follow, you must share the evil. Be
very careful never to give him any cause of jea-

lousy. Let not many days pass without a serious

examination into your conduct as a wife; and if, on

reflection, you find yourself guilty of any foibles or

omissions, the best "atonement is to be more careful

in future.
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(From the Providence Gazette.)

The loll ivvins; lines w, re banded to the Editor

upon the recovery of a favourite child from an

alarming indisposition. The source from whence

they came, and the paternal feeling which they ex-

cite, we are full aware Rive to them a more than or-

dinary excellence in our estimation; for self love,

thous;h in its form of least alloy, mingles with the

attachment we bear to our children. Nevertheless,

v/e are confident that judgment and taste, divested

of these partialities, will appreciate the touching

simplicity, and approve the delicacy of sentiment

iU^l mark a production founded on so slight a poeti-

cal incident.

TO HENRY L. H.

Turn again thou little child,

To thy sporlings blithe and wild;

Bloom and laugh as thou hast done

—

Pain came near thee and is gone;

Thou wast sad. that art so gay

In thy happy infant play;

I have missed thy voice's spell,

And the laughing eyes that tell

How joyous life doth seem to thee.

In childhood's mirth and purity.

Now the startled roses come
Flying back to their sweat home.
Spreading softly o'er thy face,

\Vith a pure and living grace;

Now thy brow has cast away.

All the clouds that on it lay

—

Sunny smiles are breaking through

The only clouds it ever knew:

Bloom and laugh as thou hast done.

All thy days, beloved one!

Other years to thee »vill bring,

Memory of thine early spring.

Of thy childhood, and the flowers

Lighting thy path through sinless hours.

Thou art guileless— lift thy art.

Ere it learns the ways of art;

Lift thy spirit while 'tis free.

Unto him who gave it thee!

So shalt thou keep unstain'd and fair.

Even the guise thou now dost wear. Anka.

STOSLTllSta OIiXO.

MODE OF RAISING BLOODED HORSES.
Mr. Skinner,

Sir,— I have to request you to publish the follow-

ing mode of raising blooded horses, as pursued by

Mr. William E. Brodnaxe, of Brunswick county,

Va., the most successful breeder in that state, ac-

cording to the extent of his stud. This mode of

raising colts needs no better sanction than to men-
tion the fact that Mr. Brodnaxe, by pursuing it, has

made an extensive fortune in the period of thirty

odd years, during which time the sales of his colts

and horses, (as he informed me,) have averaged

him from four to five hundred dollars. A single

brood mare of his has, in the course of ten year*,

from the produce of her colts sired by Sir Archie,

yielded him, in amount, about eight thousand

dollars.

These facts go to shew the value of the blood

horse, and to convince landed proprietors of the im

portance of turning their attention to the rearing of

this noble animal; for while every kind of property,

particularly the produce of our farms, has greatly

fallen in value, yet the price of Jine saddle, harness

and turf horses, remains unimpaired, and will con

tinue to be so.

The success of this mode of raising blooded colts

is not more to be admired than its great simplicity;

it should, however, be mentioned that Mr. B. has

been greatly aided in tbi» mode of rearing blooded

horses by using no other farm stock for work except

mutc^ The value of these animals as work stock,

(rom an experience of thirty years or more, he

speaks of in the highest terms, and they have en-

abled him to devote all the finer produce of his

farm, such as hay, oats, fodder, &c., to the rearing

of his blood horses, vvhile the coarser produce, such

as rye, corn, straw and shucks, &c., have sufficed to

keep his mules, from their hardy nature, in good

plight.

If Mr. B. has been scrupulous in any one thing,

it was his particular care to breed from only tho-

routih bred stallions of the finest form, so that those

who wish to meet with his sucress must imitate his

example. Author of "Annals op the Turf."
Pieison county, (J^T. C.) January 10, ISJS.

"In the first place, be particular in selecting a

good slock to breed from: When the mare is near

fouling, let her be to herself, and if early in the sea

son, let her have a good roomy stal>le to foal in, and

in good weather let her and her colt be turned in a

lot, (of wheat I prefer.) Wean the colt the first of

October in a stable, until it is done snikering after

its dam; then turn it in a lot; if you have more
than one, they will do best together.

"Stable them at night and turn them out in the

day, except in very bad weather: force them alt you

can the first winter—to do this, their principal food

should be cut oats moistened and a due proportion

of corn meal sprinkled over and mixed with them.

Most foals are apt to be too delicate; forcing them
and keeping them warm at night will increase the

size of their limbs in proportion to the weight of

their bodies Alter they are one year old, they

should not be kept so fat, nor yet permitted to get

poor. A stud colt, which is intended to be kept as

such, should be separated from other horses at a

year old, and stabled of nights; his rack and man-
ger should be so hi^h as to strain him a little to get

li od; the windows of the stable should also be

high, as he will be looking out at them: by these

means his shoulders will be thrown back and his

withers raised. If it be wished to increase his

quarters, enlarge his muscles and other material

parts, keep him in the stable frequently for several

days together, which will animate him; then turn

him out in a lot, and encourage him to run and ex-

ert himself all you can, as his pails will acquire size

and strength in propoition to the use made of them.

"I would recommend a mare of good form and

thorough blood, though she cost the most, because

her colts would cost no more to raise them than

those from an ordinary mare, and would proba-

bly sell for more than three or four times as much.
The reason I would wean in a stable is, that in the

usual way of weaning in corn fields, &c., the colts

run themselves poor before they are weaned. I pre-

fer wheat lots for mares and colts, because they like

it better than any thing else, and I think it agrees

better with them. 1 find oats made use of as above
stated, nit only the most healthy and best, but also

the cheapest food for mares and colts. In pursuing

the course ivhich has been laid down, I obtained the

following results;

"I selected a mare which I knew to be of good
stock, but from improper raising was only four feet

six inches high, and very delicate: The first remo-
val from her was four feet ten inches; the second re-

moval five feet; the third was five ieet-two inches;

the fourth was five feet six inches.

W. E. BRODNAXE."

Admeasurement of American Eclipse.

Mr. Skinner,

I have to request you to publish the following ad-

measurement of American Eclipse, taken by an ad-

mirer and connoisseur of this noble animal, viz. by

Charles Henry Hall, of New York, on the 15lh of

September, ISi'i. Every thing cunaected with this

8
24i

celebrated horse, deserves to be known and re-

corded. -fwA"

Length of head, . . • • •
23iJ

Length of neck, . . • .
Si5

Length of body from the point of shoul-

ders to point of buttock, . • 65i

Height at withers, . . . hands. 15 1

Do. at hips, . • . . . 15 1

Do. at middle of back, . . 14 U
Girth at chest, . . . • • 74

Do. at flank, . . • . • 74

From elbow to the ground, . • • ^^i

From elbow to the middle of the knee, 19

From the knee to the pastern, . • 1 '4

Length of pastern, .... 44

Round the arm, .... 214

Round the knee, . . • • - • 12J

Round the cannon bone, ... '*

Round the pastern joint, • • • '^4

Round the pastern below the joint, •
'

From elbow to lower point of the shoulder, 16

Distance between the fore legs, . . 3

Distance between the hinder legs, 8

Length of back, . . . . 19

From back to setting on of the tail, . 19

From point of hip to tail, ... 19

Across the hips, .... 19

From hip to point of hock, . . • 374

From point of hock to pastern, . . 16*

From pastern to ground.

From point of hock to ground, .

Round the tibia, (largest swell above the

hock,) 18i

Round the hock, . . • • 16i

Round the cannon of hind leg, . . ^i

Round the pastern joint of hind leg, 11

Round the muzzle, .... 20}

Round the head at jowls,' . S6i

Round the neck at s.tting on of head, 31

Round the neck at body, . • 45

Eclipse was nine years old when the above was

taken, having arrived to the full perfection of his

form.
With the above, may be contrasted the admea-

surement in bis legs of Sampson, as taken by his

proprietor, the Lord Marquis of Rockingham, being

the only admeasurement of any English turf bred

horse that has come to my knowledge. Indic.

Dimensions of the fore leg, (rom the hair of

the hoof to middle of letlock joint, . 4

From fetloi-k joint to bend of the knee, • 11

From the bend of the knee to the elbow, 19

Round his leg below the knee, (the cannon,) 8^

Round his hind leg, narrowest part, . . 9

Sampson was 154 hands in height, and the strong-

est horse that ever raced either before or since his

time, and entitled to equal pre-eminence, if viewed

as a hackney or hunter.

These examples, and indeed the size of the ge-

neral run of covering stallions, will serve to demon-
strate, that race horses are not those spider-legged

animals whiih they are supposed to be by superfi-

cial observers.

Author of "Annals of the TtiRf."
Pierson county, J^. C, Jan. 1, 182S.

HORSES.
It may be generally remarked that men who drive

fast have swift horses, not that they drive fast be-

cause they have swift horses, but because fast dri-

ving makes horses swift. A horse may commonly
be trained to a dull and heavy, or to an airy and
fleet gait. Nature unquestionable does much; but

education does far more towards producing the

great difference in the speed of horses, than most
men are willing to allow. Horses are more fre-

quently injured by driving them beyond their ha-
bitttal pace, than beyond their native power. The
best direction for the education of horses is, "drive

fast and stop often,'''' [ Williamstown pa.
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Thermometrical Observations at Washington,
Pennsylvania.

Mb. Skinner, "4111 January, IS28-

Dear Sir.—Below you have an extract from our
Meteorological table i'or the last one hundred days,
or from the Isl ol" October. 1 have also set down the
qu.intity of rain th..t fell in the three last months of
18-2(i; and it will be found, on comparison, that a
much more bountiful supply of water has fallen in

the same period of the last year,— indeed, our old-
est inhabitants do not recollect a season so extraor-
dinary for rain. Of the one hundred last days, on
forty-six, it rained, with some half a d.izen smart
showers of snow. Five mill-dams have been swejit
off within a few miles of us.

It has been a most uncomfortable season for the
farmers. Some of the sloiv and easy ones did not
get all their seeding done—many thousajid bushels
of potatoes are yel in the ground, and a considera-
ble quantity of corn is ungalhered.
Most of our flocks of sheep look wretched. Un

Jess where they were under cover, they were fre-
quently soaking wet for ten days together. Great
numbers of them will never see the tirst of May.
The present depressed prices of wool begins to

produce an apathy amongst our farmers, which I

much fear will prove destructive to tine flocks of
sheep. No species of property has >ufl"ered so
great a depression in our country. A good flock of
full blooded sheep sold, a few days since, at a price
not equal to two dollars per head, in cash. You
will readily estimate the loss sustained in this coun-
try, which contains such vnst flocks.

The weather continues mild as May. The honey
suckle is in leaf, and the buds on many kinds o(
shrubbery are enlarging rapidly. Whilst I write
the thermometer is standing at 60", and the barom
eter is down to 28 5-10.

Yours, &c.

In October, 1826, 2 7 10 inches of wafer fell.

In October, lS.i7, 4 7-10 " "
In November, lS-26, d 5 10 inches.
In November, 1827, 4 2 10 "
In the three last months of the year 1826, 7 6-10

inches.

In December, 1826, 1 4-10 "
In December, 1827, 8 3 10 "
In the same period of 1827, with seven days of

January, 1828, 20 4-10 inches.

In January, IS23, up till 7(h.3 2 10 inches rain
Lave fallen—Uain every day e.\crpt (he first.

Average temperature of October, 1827, at one
o'clock, 59'^—maximum 73-'—minimum 28".
Average temperature ol November, 1827, at the

same hour, 45"— max. 67"—min. 22''.

Average temperature of Dec. 44 5-10—max. 61"=;

min. 5°.

mi&i£̂ )S'A:kmiik,

Baltimore, Friday, January 25, 1828.

S^Ue have received ihe first number of the
"Southern .\griculturist," by J. D Le^are, Edi-
tor—\>nnltA and published monthly, bv A. E. Miller,
Charleston. Terms, §5 00 per annum, payable in
advance.

It is remarkably well printed, and edited with so
much zeal and ability, as to leave no doubt of its

claim to extensive patronage, and that it will prove
proportionately useful in developing the resources,
and in improving Ihe practice of agriculture, not in
the South alone, but wherever it circulates. Sub
scriptions for the Southern Agriculturist will be re-
ceived at the office of the American Farmer.

€>lt is understood that there is a deficiency in
our Stale treasury, and the question has arisen how
is it to be suppli.-d? There is one resource so oh
vious, that as it has not been overlooked heretofore-
it may be supposed that it will not escape respect-
ful attention in the present emergency The land—
the terra Jirma That is visible and tangible—The
law can lay j's fangs upon it without exciting the
cry of invidious inquisitorial searchiiigs into mens
private affairs No stock lists are to be examined—
no ledgers to be opened—no mortgages to be look
ed into. A man may have $100,000 in trade, on
which he netts his ten per cent, by speculations in
the products of agricultural labour, and by profits
on articles consumed by the landholder, but there
is a magic sacredness about all such affairs that
must not be invaded. You must not pry into the
concerns of any body but the Former—like virgin
chastity, to touch, is to ruin any body else's affairs—
the clodhopper, poor man, keeps no books, and for
his land, negroes, horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, turkies,
ilucks, chickens, geese—why there they are—"he
who runs may read," and he who wants money may
tax them. True it is, that few things will so well
bear to be taxed. We all know that the condition
of the Farmer is flourishing beyond all example.
Adversity has not dared to shew his ugly face since
the days of Mr. Jefferson's embargo. All the coun-
try gentlemen, and the country is still full of them,
are not only out of debt, but they have Ihe where-
withal to live and to revel in luxury. They have
hard dollars in their desks to pay all bills on de-
mand, for they have ceased to go in debt, either for
fear of going in—limbo—or, because nobody will
trust them. Once more we say, tax the Farmer; poor
soul, tie won't know any better. It's true, 'lis said,
that ifyou tax capital in trade, it immediately 'mak
elh itself wings and flieth away." It will not come to
your state; but if you tax the land. Irom which all

our children already run away, like young partridges
as soon as they come out of the egg shell, you will
have men coming from all parts with money to buy
land, and the agricultural hie and employment, and
capital, will appreciate amazingly. It may even
cease to be more than 50 pt- r cent, below par\—hul
what Farmer cares about sordid per cent. <m his la-
bour and capital? Suffice it /or him, that from the
days of Noah to the present, all classes agree to pay
it the compliment of being the most honourable call-
ing that man can follow!!!

[Jan. 25, 1828.

.r^ T'":, .'T^"'"""-
^"•''^''^° ^"gars are firm.and refined meet a heavy market: the finer sorts arVi

j,hade higher .U the stock is short, the holders are an-
ticjpotine: higher prices.

Letters from Manchester likewise refer to the im-proved state ot things, which has had the etferl to make
holders in the Liverpool market more stiff in theiV de-mands. The transactions have chiefly been in Ameri-can descriptions.

^men
LivERpooi,, Dec. 3.—Our cotton market has been

quiet to-day, and the sales are from l.'OO to 1500 baaswithout any alteration in prices since our last quotation'The corn market at London, on the 5th, supported
former rates.

fhlisnltn-ies Src.—.\ great business has been done in
.^shes, 1460 bbls. have been sold at an advance of 1-6
per cwt. in consequence of Ihe small produce in \me-
rioa, and which had been pointed out some time ago.
Pots have realized 30, and a few Pearls at 31 per cwt.

Kv,, /J^"',.''^*"
nothing done in Turpentine; 1550

hbls. of Tar has changed hands without any alteration
in prices.

LUCERNE SEED.
We have just received tooo lbs of this v,aluable

Grass Seed, from Germany, of prime quality, the growth
"< '8 27. SINCLAIR & MOORE.

\st 7no., 28(A, 1828.

BAI.TZKOBB FHZCES CTTBBEZrT.

f^A gentleman, well qualified to instruct in the
Lalin, Italian, Spanish and French languages, de
sires to procure a situation, either as inslruclor in a
private family, or as Professor in some eslahlished
college. Reference to the Editor of the American
Farmer.

i^The Trustees ol the Maryland Agricultural
Society are requested to meet at 12 o'clock, on
I'hursday next, at Ihe residence of Jame.i Carroll,
junior, in the city of Baltimore.

COMUSBCIAXi BBCOBD.

(From the London Price Current, Dec. 5.)

He7np, Flax and Tallmc—The tallow market has been
very heavy, owing to the extensive imports, and the
consequent numerous parcels pressing on the market
for sale; ihe prices are 3d. to 6d. lower. In hemp or
flax there is little variation.

Co((o»i.—The cotton market is little varied. This af-
ternoon the market has assumed a much more firm ap-
pearance, and there is now a prospect of a general im-
provement.

Extract of a letter from Londmi, of .Vod. 30.
This morning's advices tVom Liverpool, bring ac-

counts of an increased demand for cotton; 3000 hales
had been taken on specuiation, in some instances al 1-8
to id. per lb. advance. Transactions mostly are in
Aracrican.

Corrected for the American Farmer, by Edward I. Willson,
Commission Merchant and Planters' .^"-ent,

tlo. U, Bmcli/'a vsharf.

ToB.icco.—Seconds, |-2.75 a 1.00—Scrubs, 4.50 a
6.50—common crop, 3.00 a 4.00—Do. red, 3.75 a 4.i0
b?ood red, 4.00 o 6.00—Fine red, 5.50 a 8.00—Yellow
and red, 7.00 a 10.00—Vellow do. 5.50 a 1> .00—Fine
yellow, 10.00 a 15.00—Virginia do. 3.50 a 7.00—Rap-
pahannock, 3.50 o 4.00—Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for
wrapping, 6.00 oT.OO.
Flour—white wheat family, $5.75 o6 50—sup. How-

ard-st 5.00 a 5.124; eity mills, 4.6^^; Sus. 4.75 a 4.87^;
Corn Meal, bbl. 2.62i a 2 75—Grain, white wheat,
best, .90 a 1.05—red, .80 a .90—Corn, new .38 n .40—
KvE, ,45—Oats, 24 a 28—Beans, .80 a 1.0 -Peas,
45 a 50—Clover seed, 5.00 o 5.50

—

Timothy, 2.00 n 2.50;
Barlev, 60 a 65

—

Flaxseed, 90_Cotton, Virginia, lOo
104—Louisiana, .11 a .13—Alabama, 10 o .11^- Mis.
=ouri. .10 (1 .104—N. Carolina, .91 a .IOI-—Wool, com-
mon, .15 o ,16—wash'd,,18 a .20—half blood, .20 o So-
three-quarter, .28 a .30—full do. .30 a .35—Hemp,
Rnssia, ton, $275 290—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a
UO— waler-rotted, 170 n 190—Fish, Shad, Susquehanna,
6 n 6.5';; do. do. trimmed, 6 50 o 7; Herrings, Susque-
hanna, bbl. 275 a 3.00—Mackerel, 4.75 o 5.75—Dacon,
hams, .9 n. 12^—Feathers, 26 n 28— Whiskey, in hhds.
1st proof, 22 a 23—in bbls. 25—Pork, drove, 3.75 a 4j
wagon 4.50 u 4.75; Eastern .Shore 4.50 a 5— Beef, stall-
fed, 5.60; do. grass, 4.00 a 4 50.

CONTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
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miums awarded—Uses made of old Bones—Profitable
Dairying—Sheep—Prince on the Culture of Strawber-
ries—Great and choice Varieties of Grapes, received
by Win Prince—Pea Bug, Inquiry—Report and Pro-
ceedings in Relalion to a Kail-road from Baltimore to
the Susquehanna, continued- Matrimonial Maxims for
Married Ladies

—

Poelnj. Lines on the Recovery of a
favourite Child—Mr. Wm E. Brodnaxe's Mode of rais-
ing Blooded Hordes .\dineasurenieiit of American
Eclipse—Swift Hoise.s—Thermometrical Obser^ation»
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Printed eveey Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for
JOHN S. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, corner
of St Paul and Market-sts , where printing of every
description is neatly executed.
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ARTHUR YOUNG'S KXPERIMENTS IN

AGRICULTURK,

Althoush made sixty years ago, afford much va-

Iual)le information to the modern cultivator These

experimenls amounted to nearly two thousand, and

erahraced various branches ol husbandry. They

fill 900 quarto pages, and are therefore too volumi-

Dous and expensive to be accessible to the common
farmer. I propose to furnifh abstracts of the most

iriterestins; results, as leisure will permit, with such

obseivalions as the subject may suggest.

It may not be amiss to premise, for the informa

tion of those who are unacquainted with the cha

racier of Mr. Youni;, that he was, more than an)

one individual, the father of modern improvement

in British husbandry. This great benefactor of the

human family, devoted a long life to the .•tudy and

practice of farmmg. His Eiperimental Agriculture.

Agricultural Annals, Tows and iiurveys, and his

successful ctfiirts to establi.sh a national board ot

agriculture, mainly contributed to that high im-

provement which now so pre eminently distinguish-

es British husbandry.

The experiments of which I now propose to give

a digest, were made in 1763, and the (our subse

quent years, upon a farm of nearly 300 acres, em
bracing a variety of soils.''

1 shall begin with wheat. His experiments with

this giain are arranged in the tbllowing orden

1. Culture in the old method.

2. Culture in the new method.

3. Comparison between them.

4. Quantity of seed.

."). Time of sowing.

a. Miscellaneous experiments.

7. General remarks on the culture of wheat.

I. Under the tirst head there were eighteen cx-

peiiments, embracing 60 acres of this grain. The
crops were variously managed. Some had all pos-

sible advantages of fallowing, manuring, hand-

hoeing, &c , while others were without manure or

extra labour. The seed was sown broadcast. The
results were as follows:

Average ej-jjenie of all the crops, includ- I. s. d.

ing rent and taxes, per acre, . .390
bufh, /eckt.

Average jjroduct per acre, 13 2

Do. on gravelly loam, 15 1

Do. on clayey loam, la

I. s. d.

General average profit, . .018
Piiiit on the graiell) loam, ..172
Loss on the clay loam, . . .0710

bush, pccfii.

Average product of the nia-

nuied ciops, IS 1

Do. ot crops not manured, 13 3

I. s. d.

Average Joss on the manured crops, .0 11 10

Do projit oil ihe unmanured, . . 12 1

Average expense of the fallowed crops, 4 10
Do. of tbo»e which followed ameliorat-

ing oues 5 5 4

Do. of ihat which followed an exhaust-

ins; one, (barley,) . ..4210
The manured crops rejected in these articles

—

they are

—

I. s. d.

Fallowed crops, 4 5 7

After ameliorating ones, . . . 2 16 S

bush . peckt.

Average product of the fal-

lowed crops, 18

After ameliorating ones, 12 2
Do exhausting, 14

No. 46. —VOL. 9.

riie manured crops rejected—ihcv are

—

Fallon ed ones, 15 1

After ameliorating ones, 12

/. s. d.

Average p)"o/!< on the fallowed, . .0 9i
Oo. afler ameliorating ones, . .026
Loss, exhausting, . . . . 10 6

T'he manured crops rejected—these articles stand

thus

—

I. $. d.

Fallowed ones, . , • .009
Ameliorating ones, . . , .0810
Comparison between the commojily conducted experi-

ments and the expensive ones.

I 3. d
Improved husbandry, average cx/;ense, 7 17

Common husbandry, average eipense, 3 9

Excess of the former, . .480
bush, pecks.

Improved husbandry, average
produce, 40 3

Common do. av. produce, 13 2

Superiority of the former, 27 1

Is. d.

Improved husbandry, average prq/ii, 12 5

Common do. average pni/it, . .018
Superiority of the former, . . 10 9

Improved husbandry, average projit of

three best crops, . . .31511
Common do. average prf</i<, 1 16 9

Superiority of the former, . . 1
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tling the quantity of seed best adapted to our soil

and iliniale. Much, however, will depend upan the

soil, its fertility, and time of sowing. A poor soil

requires more seed than a rich one—late, more than

earlv sowing. Wheat sown early in rich ground,

fillers better than when sown late> or on poor

ground.

Nineteen experiments were made to ascertam

the most beneficial quantity of seed in the drill sys-

tem. Two bushels per acre were found to give the

greatest product, and one foot the best distance be-

tween the drills.

V. Time of sewing. Many experiments were made

of sow ing every 7 to" 10 days, from July to May. 'l"he

greatest product was from seed sown in Se|itember;

and the next greatest from that sown the two tirst

weeks in Ociober. This result agrees with the gene-

ral opinion of farmers with us, although our climate

differs from that of England. Wheat should be well

rooted before the severe autumnal frosts; and a

"ood leafy carpet upon the surface tends much to

protect the roots from the intense cold of winter.

Any slight covering upon or near the surface, by

obstruciinK the escape of caloric, serves to mitigate

the severity of cold. The mercury has been found

to vary ten degrees of F'ahrenheit, between an open

exposure on the ground, and placed under a hand

kerchief or board spread horizontally a1 a foot or

two above the surface and the instrument. A slight

covering of ever-green boughs will protect plants

in the garden in winter, which the frost would de-

stroy in an open exposure.

VI Miacellanfous experiments.

1. Steeps. Many were tried, such as lime, salt,

nitre, urine, hlood, pigeon's dung, drainings of the

dun<'-bill, &.C. None of them appeared to increase

the product, and it was to settle this point that the

eiperiments were instituted. The seeds of plants,

like the eggs of birds, contain within themselves

the proper and only requisite aliment for the em-

bryo. The first extraneous food that the young

plant can receive, must come through its roots; and

the best way, therefore, to nurse a progeny of young

plants, is to place an abundance of nutritious food in

the soil where the roots are to penetrate. This

food is neither sand, clay, lime, or other earthy ele-

rneots, but animal or vegetable matter which has

become incorporated with those elements. The
preceding experiments show, that where this food

is supjiliod in abundance, and well blended by pul-

Terization, the product is four fold gr^-ater than

whei, it is stinted or imperfectly mixed. To econo

mizc and judiciously administer the food of vege-

tables, is one of the principal arts of good hus

bandry.
2. thai}ge of seed. Mr. Youog's experiments un-

der this head led him to the following, among other

eonclusions.

1. That foreign wheats, from the most opposite

climates, are superior to most native kinds, for

seed.

2. That sowing wheat that has for several years

been raised in the neighbourhood, is evidently a

most unprofitable practice, and worse than any

change that can be made.
3. That seed from the lich vale of Evesham, is

far preferable to that from the jioor sands of Nor-

folk.

4. That there is not much difference between white

and red wheats, the bearded ones yielJiug a larger

produce, but an inferior quality And,
5. That a mere change of soil appears of much

consequence, as appeared from the superiority of

the clay wheat on the gravel soil, and the gravel

wheat upon the clay soil.

The first maxim does not coincide with my expe-

rience. 1 have sown wheat from England, Spain

and Chili, all of which may be considered "opposite

cnmates." It uoifonDly failed to do tvell, until it

became acclimated by repeated sowings. Mi Ions

and other vines from South America and Fraiice,

have proved equally inauspicious, in regard to fruit,

though I hav« had no cause to complain of a stint-

ed growth of vine. I mean to state these facts as

exceptions to, without designing to controvert, the

general rules laid down by our author. And yet I

am induced to believe, that, in common with many
others, Mr. Young has sometimes ascribed effects

to wrong causes.

There is certainly a strong analogy between ve-

getables and animals. Until recently our farm stock

has been evidently deteriorating, for the reason that

the best animals were the most easily fattened, and
brought the highest price for the shambles—and
consequc.Tlly that the more ordinary were left for

breeding. Bakewell, and subsequently many others,

have, by selecting only the best as breeders, shown
the error of their predecessors, and by a continued

view to improvement, have quadrupled the value of

select animals. 1 refer your readers to Col. Powel's

neat cattle for an illustration of this fact. So with

vegetables. From similar and other causes, they

degenerate. But fro;i) the experiments of Cooper,
of JSew Jersey, of 't'aylor, of Virginia, and others,

it is evident that where due attention is paid to the

breeders, improvement is certain in the progeny.
By adopting Bakewoll's system, of breeding only

from select individua' Van Mons has succeeded in

the fifth and sixth generation of improvement, in

producing hundreds of new and superior varie-

ties.

The florists of Europe have, in like manner, en-

riched the pasture and the green house with finer

tints and more rich, brilliant, and diversified colours

than were known to our ancestors. Knight, pre-

eminent in horticultural science and practical know-
ledge, has given us many new varieties of superior

fruit, by observing the law which governs in the

animal kingdom—that improvement in the offspring

L"dn only be expected from excellence in the pa
rents. That Mr. Young's seed from the rich vale

of Evesham, should prove superior to that from

the poor sands of Norfolk, is no more surprising,

than that an animal from the rich borders of the

Tees, should be preferred for breeding to one from

the bleak mountains of Wales or Scotland. Fer-

tility of soil is as indispensable to the development

of vegetable as of animal excellence.

Albany, Jan. 23, 18-28. J. BUEL.

The Eastern Shore of Virginia—its Products
AND Advantages

J^orlhampion county, E. S. of Virginin, )

Mb. Skinner, January 10, 1S28. j

Dear Sir,—Being at the residence of Mr. John
Eyre, of this county, and taking a cursory view of

the American Farmer of the 21st ultimo, I therein

obs'.rved the weight of a turnip raised by Mr. An-
drew, of Danvers. This turnip is stated to have

weished eight pounds and a half, and in truth, was
large of its kind. Curiosity prompted me to see if

I could find one on the grounds of Mr. Eyre equal

to it, and this curiosity was gratified after a few-

minutes search. I raised one from its bed, which,

when closely trimmed of its branches and roots to

the very rind, and washed clean, weighed precisely

twelve pounds. There is but little doubt, had I

made diliuent search, others nii;i;ht have been found

of greater weight. Three others hard by 1 took up
ami preparing them as above, each weighed eight

pounds. Of the latter order 1 could have selected

hundreds in the space of half au acre. This, then,

beats Mr. Andrew by nearly one-third, and I wish

him to know it through the medium of the Farmer.
In most CKSes, vegetables of inordinate growth are

pithy or spongy in the interior, and of course infe-

rior in quality; but on making a central section of

this tweive-pouoder, I fuuod it solid and sweet to

its inii!Oht core. By way of digression and for the
sake of stimulating the further horticultural exer-^
tions of Mr Andrew, Wt me inform him that yes-
terday one single heail of cauliflower was adjudged
sufficient by the mistress of this family for one dish,
it requiring a large culinary vessel to boil it singly;
that this day I took the accurate dimensions of ano-
ther, and found its circumference just seven-
eighths of a yard. But, by way of consolation, I

must yield him the palm in the product of Indian
corn on one acre, as the greatest which ever came
under my cognizance in this section of Virginia,
was only one hundred and five bushels and a third.

This return, however, was not confined to a single
acre; the lot embraced four or more, each yielding
the same. Sixty bushels of corn per acre, where
much care has been bestowed, is not a very rare
occurrence from the soil of this county. Many far-

mers raise five hundred bushels for each labourer
and horse. The general aspect of the lands of the
Eastern Shore of Virginia, is unfavourable to the

eye of a stranger. Should an agriculturist be sud-
denly transplanted from the fat and virgin soil of
the West, he would, in all probability, pronounce
this unworthy of cultivation, but when acquainted
with the small force required to develope its vege-
tative powers, the wonderful encreraent of fertility,

from the slightest sprinkling of manure, its great
retention thereof, but, above all, the natural conve-
niences of transportation of its fruits to market, I

am led to believe, he would join me in sentiment
that few portions of the middle states are more in-

trinsically valuable. Northampton county is in

length forty, and its mean breadth about five miles,

and yet I may safely aver that not a solitary resi-

dent is removed more than a mile distant from wa-
ter carriage, and that nine-tenths are fixed immedi-
ately upon some navigable stream. The happjr

adaptation of this soil to the rearing of all the lus-

cious fruits of our country, (especially the peach,)
is remarkable. A gentleman, some years since, in-

formed me that he then had 30,000 trees in vigour-
OMs hearing, and that all the disposable force of the
county, in addition to his own, was inadequate to

save half the fruit. Situated as the peninsula is,

between two vast expanses of water, it is less liable

to the noxious and withering effects of continued
drought than other parts of Virginia, and is there-

fore more certain in its annual returns of food for

man. Wheat is the only precarious crop, and this

results from the contiguity of the ocean. Upon the
whole. I consider that in ten years time, this region
will be denominated the Sicily of America—the land
of milk and honey.

A general sentiment, I believe, pervades this com-
munity, tl.it the completion of the Baltimore rail-

road will give a vital slab to their agricultural pur-
suits, from the vast amount of grain which will an-
nually flow over it to the markets of the Chesa-
peake, now visited by Iheni. 1 dissent, however,
from this receive<l opinion—for, so soon as this

great work shall have begun to diffuse over the
eastern frontier, the riches of the west, thus soon
will Baltiroore commence her rapiil march to an
overflowing population, and these counties will be-

come its garden. Wheat, corn and other grains,

will give place to horticultural products. The good
people of Baltimore will resort for the earliest and
choicest vegetables and fruits to innumerable steam
boats from the south rather than their market-
houses, and the industrious husbandman of North-
ampton will rejoice in the sunshine of prosperity.

The geographical position of this peninsula justi-

fies these prophetic suggestions, and I must liere ac-

knowledge myself indebted to Mr. Caton, of your
city, for them.

A strong desire to rescue from unmerited oblivion,

this beautiful but sequestered region, my natal Imd,
has given rise to this too prolix communication.

Should there be any matter in it you deem worthy
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to meet llie eyes, of your reiuUrs, you can coinlense

it and present it to tlieni under a more poli^lled

garb. I ara, sir, «ilh much esteem.

Yours, &c.

ARTHUR UPSHUR.

•Trom the Appendix of G. Thorbiirn & Son's Catalogue.)

CULTURK OF JMANGEL WURZEL.
Every man who assists in introducing the suc-

cessful cultivation of any new variety in animal or

vegetable life, which was before unknown or prac-

tised, and which promises to be more useful than

any one of the like genus or species before culti-

vated, deserves well of the public. This service

every farmer has, at limes, an opportunity of per-

forming. The mangel wurzel holds forth this pro-

niise in a more eminent degree, perhaps, than any

other plant. It may be attempted, with hardly the

possibility of disappointment or loss. There can be

but little or no trouble or expense in making the

experiment.

Why, then, will not every farmer or horticulturist

make the trial in a small way, if it be not conveni-

ent to extend it beyond a Htlle spot on his farm, or

bed in his gardcni*

The mangel wnrzel is the bela-cicla of the family

of the beet, sometimes called the root of scarcity,

and likewise called the white sugar beet, much cele-

brated in England and Prussia.

Time of sowing, months of April and May. Pre-

pare a plot or 6eld, as for turnips or potatois; open

two drills with the plough, two feet apart, ;ind put

in a sufficient quantity of dung, according to the

ground; then cover the dung with the doubU- ;uould

board plough once, or the single plough twice, by

ridging thera up as high as can be w ell done, with

a man shovelling between the drills right and left,

smoothing the surface of the ridge above the dung,

which will leave a space of ten or twelve inches

broad. 'I'liis cora(>letc method of fallowing will re-

pay the trouble ol shovelling, by raising a full pro-

portion of earth under the roots. Alter sowing, it

should be well rolled, which completes the whole

)irocess. The crop to be afterwards treated the

same as that of turnips or potatoes, by putting and

taking off mould, &.c. Alter the roots have been

raised, the ground is in a remarkably fine situation

for wheat or any other crop—sow five pounds per

acre. Soak the seed in pond or rain water previous

to sowing.

Use.—Almost all kinds of animals eat the leaves

and roots with great avidity. Both are peculiarly

good lor feeding swine, and are not less eagerly de
voured than corn. They are excellent for milch

cows, and possess the quality of making them give

a large quantity of the best flavoured milk. 'I'hey

arc said to be equally useful for fattening cattle.

An intelligent farmer in Orange county, (N Y.,)

raised in one season, (I8-.Jfl,) from three roods and
seven-tenths of ground, l,3o9 pounds of the man-
gel wurzel, making a yield of more than twenty six

tons to the acre.

(From the New England Farmer.)

OAFS.
Mr. Fessenden,

There is a difference of opinion among farmers
as to the proper time for sowing oats. While some
conlenil tlial it is best lo sow as soon as the frost is

out sufficiently for the land to be worked, others in-

sist on a dilferent course, and choose not to sow
until the ground has become quite dry and warm. It

may be a fact that late sowed oats in some, and
perhaps in most instances, produce a greater quan-
tity of straw than those early sown; and it may be,
and probably is true in as many instances, that the
grain is proportionably lighter; so that if weight of
grain is the prime object, that course of procedure,

as it respects sowing, is best, which is most likely

to produce the desired result.

'I'liere seems to have been a general failure in

the crop of oats through this p irt of the country
the past season, there beinc but few instances wlure
they are so heavy by. one third, as they have been
in other years, when no calamity has befallen them.

Notwithstanding the gencrsl failure, I had as

good a crop of oats the past season as in any for-

mer year, having over one hundred bushels, fiom
little more than two acres of ground, weighing thir-

ty-three pounds per bushel. Such being the fact, It

is a question with myself and others, what should
be the cause of my obtaining a betler crop than
any other farmers in the neighbourhood. 'J'hat

which lo me appears as the probable and only

cause, is early sowing. Although my ground was
in no better condition than land in general, I sowed
my oats several days earlier than other farmers in

the vicinity.

There were several fields contiguous lo mine,
where the soil and cultivation were not essentially

different, but which were sowed a few days later,

which in every instance failed to produoe a mid-
dling crop. I have always been in the habit of sow-
ing my oats as soon as possible after the ground had
become settled, believing it to be the letter way;
and observation and experience the past season,
have only strengthened my belief that such a course
is the correct one. A Faumer.

Remarks by the Editor.—Deane's New England
Farmer states, that "oats cannot be sowed too early
in the spring after the ground is thawed and be-

comes dry enough for sowing. The English far-

.niprs sow them some time in February." Loudon
sajs, "tlic season of sowing oats is from the last

\;etk in February to the end of April. About the
middle of March is preferred by the best farmers."
We believe, as a general rule, neither oats nor any
Giber sort of spring grain can be sowed loo early
after the ground can be put in order to receive the
seed iu the spring. Early sown spring wheat, as
well as oats, is much less liable to blast than such
as is put into the ground late in the season.

POTATO HUSBANDRY.
xMr. Skim.vek, Philadelphia, Uec.25, 1827.

Sir,— I herewith send you a short notice of the
potato husbandry, as the most successful in mv
practice, and not usually I'ollowed.

The manure is soiuetimes applied to the field dur-
ing winter, and ploughed in; or it Is, by heller eco-
nomy, reserved till the field is ploujfhcd for plant-
ing. When the first plan is adopted, it gels ano
Iher ploughing across the field, and is then planted,
the plough going one bout alung the furrow in which
the set is placed, and then covered by the return of
the plough.

8i .^^ a.

The moiie 1 rather prefer, is prejiaring the field in

the same way as for turnips, and placing the dung
in the drill, and the set on it, (_/i'g. 85 u.) and then

coveriog them up by clearing down the ridgelel.

and forming others (6.) a furlnigbt or so alterwards;
the whole field is harrowed across (c.) as soon as the
plants have so far sprouted as that the drill can
safely be Iraceil from end to end; (d.) then the
whole field is drilled again, as at first, with a very
strong furrow, (e.) and then the harrow is set im-
mediately lo work after the plough has finished

drilling, and the field is levelled again. (/) I, from
practice, advise only paring, or earthing, as the
case may be, one side of the drill at each turn, as

you get your operations more quickly done at the
time, and are more frequently stirring the earth,
and at the same expense. The charm, if I may use
the term, of the system is, the additional drilling

up, and harrowing down; by this harrowing, all the

large clods are thrown to the furrow, where they
are fully pulverized by the drill harrow and after-

culture; and all the weeds are so effectually drawn
from between the plants, that there is no use of
hand-hoeing. Dry weather is the lime for the se-

cond drilling and cross harrowing to be performed.
Yours, R. W.

HOB.XZCTri.TUKE .

CHERRIES.
(Extracted from "Prince's Treatise on Horticulture.")

60. JVapoleon Bigaireau. The growth of this

tree is the strongest I recollect to have seen except-

ing the tobacco-leaved cherry. Its general appear-
ance is indicative of a superior fruit; and although
I have not yet myself seen its produce, still it may
reasonably be sup|)ospd that this tree, which origi-

nated in France, would not have received the name
of the greatest favourite of the nation, without its

possessing superior merit. It was introduced to this

country but three years since by my.^elf.

20. Griotle d'M'cmagne. Fruit of a red colour
and very juicy, of a good size and much esteemed;
ripe in July.

65. Select Bcnttiy. Fruit very large, with long
petioles; of a lin« red colour and excellent flavour;

the tree is not very productive; ripe in July.

36. Cluster. This is a great curiosity, for on a
single stem or petiole, which of other kinds sup-
ports but one cherry, this has a number united, thus

forming a cluster of cherries on one stem; the fruit

is delicate, but acid; the tree produces well, and
the fruit ripens in June.

64. Pigeon's Heart. Fruit of fair size, the skin

shining and marbled; ripens in July.

li. China Heart. This cherry I raised from the
seeds of the ox heart, and it is different from any
other that has met my view. It is but of moderate
size, but beautifully mottled, more like a waxen
Iruit or some representation on China ware; the
flesh between the solid and the melting, quite sweet,
and with a flavour peculiar to itself, differing from
all others; it is an exceedingly productive tree, and
the lower branches, as it advances in size, assume
in many cases a pendant form; it ripens just after

the Black Tartarian and many others are past,
and forms a link between them and the later va-
rieties.

39. Renwutoii IVhite Heart. This is the late.-t

cherry which has originated in this country, and in-

deed, with few exceptions, later than any known in

F.urope, A bunch of the fruit was sent to me from
Rhode Island, about the lOlh of September, which
was just then ripe, but at Long Island it ripens ia

August; the fruit is of pleasant flavour, but nothing
superior; the tree is very productive; but the late

period of rijuning its fruit forms its greatest merit.

5i. Tobiieco-Leaved. Relative to this tree, more
commonly known by the title "Four to the pound,"
and which has been receiitly received from Europe
with high accounts of its merit, I propose to give
some details. There arc some statements which
reach us from sources which we deem so respecta-
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We, iitiil acroiiijiiinied witlj ^'all oliiei coiiiciilfiit cii

cninblaiicRs, thai lo nn uiiprejinJiceil mind Ihey ap

[Htar conclusne. Such are the statements which have

»|i|iearfid in Europe under hish names, "ith regard to

tills Irnit. supported by the altogether unique appear-

ance and mon.«trous size of the foliaj^e of the tree.

In the '•Bun Janlinier" of 18i'2, pubhshed at Paris,

and edited by Messrs Pirolle, Vihiiorin and Nosette,

paj;p 3 It), we find the foUowins: description under

the hi.ad of "Cerisier qualre a l.i hvre," or Four to

Ilie pound, vvhich I translate hterally: "Fruit the

largest of all. flesh very firm, but inferior to the

Gros Ccjeuret, ripet.s in August; tree leinarkable

for the size of its leaves." In the edition of 18:24.

the same statement is continued. Similar remarks

appearing in various other Kuropean publications,

induced the author of this work to sufipoae they

were fonndi'd in truth, an<l he consequently stated

liis opinion lo that effect; but he now has to remark,

from his own experience, that he does not antici-

pate that any advantage can be derived from the

culture of this tree for its fruit, allhough the im
mense size of its haves, and its very peculiar gene-

ral appearance, will always render it interesting as

an ornamental tree; and as the former title is delu

.sive.he shall hereafter use the one here adopted.

A recent statement mentions that the fruit is of a

pale yellow colour, transparent, firm, and sweet, but

ol' little importance.

70. Large Daxible Flowering. This is one of the

most ornamental trees that can deck the garden;

its fl')wers, ivhirh are exceedingly douiile, resemble
be.iutiful clusters of delicate roses, and as the tree

attains to considerable size, the display is particu-

larly stiikin;;. Ii is a variety of the niazard.

71. Small Double Flowering. The llowers of this

variety are equally interesting with the foregoing,

excepting their not being so large; this tree is also

of much smaller growth, being a variety of the

Kinli.-h. and is consequently better suited where
dwarf trees are required.

4iVo/e —The number of valuable varieties of the

chcrr) latterly introduced in o notice, is very con-

siderable. The L'>nd m Hurlicultural Society par-

ticularly mention 'Knight's Early Black,' the 'Bl.ick

Eagle,' the 'Waterloo,' the 'Florence,' &c ; and in

France many very large and choice varieties have
been originated, which having been but recently in-

troduced here, are yet but partially known to our

horticulturists. Our country also has not been idle,

for some of the finest cherries known have originat-

ed in America; the total number of these which are

now culliialed in the establishment at Flushing, ex-

ceeds 80 varieties for the table, and about 15 or 20
suitable for ornamental only.

tate it turns a golden yellow, bursts open and dis

plays its seed, coated with a rich red matter, which

many persons lake pleasure in eating. In this state

it is highly esteemed for its healing powers, bein^

ooked upon as a sovereign cure in fresh cuts, bruises,

kc. For the medicinal purpose, it is preserved in

spirits for winter and spring use I have known it

applied in several cases of fresh cuts, und never

knew it fail to cure.

Respectfully, yours, &.c. C.

SILK.

One farmer in Connecticut, estimates that when
his mulberry trees, 500 in number, shall have come
to maturity, that the females of bis family will an-

nually make 300 lbs of silk. They made 50 lbs

last year, by about 100,000 worms, without feeling

any loss of labour. Silk will be extensively produ-

ced in the United States, especially in the south.

WINE.
There are about 150 acres planted with the vine

in York county, (Pa.)— some also in several other

counties. The crop has been profitable, and the

cultivation is extending. In good seasons the pro

duct is equal to about fifteen barrels of wine to the

acre.

INTBHIVAIi XiaPROVEIMtEMT.

BALTI.VIORE AND SUSQUEHANNA RAIL
ROAD.

BALSAM APPLE.
Mb. Skik.ver, Talliihaisce, January 8, 1827.

Sir,— Enclosed you have a few seed of what is

called, in this country, balsam apple.

You ni.iy be no stranger to the balsam apple, and
I send it at a venture; if il is of no service, it is only
my labour lost;—and. on llie same rule, 1 shall con
tinue to send you such things as I may conceive to

be useful or curious. I hope, for instance, to be
able to send ^ou some Beiine seed by this mail,
wilhoul stopping to inquire whether it may not be
as rnninioii wiib you as with us.

The balsam apple is a beautiful \ine, well cal

tulated for oiiirtmenl and .•hade: it trows here
from fifteen to tweiily five feet, and proves very
hardy, for it was ureen and growing at Tallahassee
long after the last frost In December The fruit,

in ^hipe, is very n;nch like to ruciimber, and taken
green and half grown, il makes an admirable piekle

for t.il)le use, and is prelerred tii every oilier kind
of pieklf at I'ensacola We have sijme making
here, hut I havi

Report and Proceedings in relation to a Railroad
from Baltimore to the Susquehanna.

(Concluded from p. 358.)

The last subject which we proposed to examine
was the revenue to be derived upon the capital in-

vested in making the road.

The amount of capital required to make this road

will not, from the best information we possess, ex-

ceed eight hundred thousand dollars. But even il"

Ibis sum should be greatly exceeded, the travel of

this road will more than aflbrd an interest upon any

amount it may be found necessary to expi nd.

Upon reference to the view of the country and

the improvements now going on in Pennsylvania,

it will be observed that our rail-road contemplates

intersecting the Susquehanna at the point where
the immense line of canals now in progress in that

state terminates. It would he wholly incalculable

to estimate the trade which must be brought lo that

point, and the immense travel which must ilepart

from thence on its way to a market. Biltimore is

nearer lo this position by one third the distance than

Philadelphia, possessing thereby an advantage which

must loiever give us the superiority in competition

for the trade. The Union canal takes a distance

of upwards of ninety miles to effect a junction with

the Pennsylvania canal at Swatara, which is one

third more than the length of the Baltimore rail-

road; and even if a similar road should be made to

Philadelphia, it cimld not, in all probability, be ac-

complished much short of 100 mile.s. Wilh equal, or

even inferior enterprise, we need not fear to secure

a full portion of the trade of this river. The quan

lity and extent of '.hat trade, as already observed,

no man can pretend to estimate; or if he did, his

opinions would be as likely to be sneered at as ex-

travagant and exaggerated, as to pioducc convic

lion of their truth, or confidence in their justness

anil accuracy.

But to the reflecting and intelligent part of the

community, who will lake time enough to reflect

upon the subject, it will be manifested that the na-

tural progress of things must in a few years extend

this trade far, very far beyond what the most saniitiiie, and ilo nut know whe
fher any is jet sufficiently juepiiied. In its ripe 1 guine advocate for its importance and value, ciol lous navigation.

even now antK-ipale. When we contemplate the

great exicnt of territory watered by the numerous
branches of the Susquehanna, its fine climate and
ferlilily of soil, the immense treasures which are
concealed in its bowels, and last, though not least,

its admirable population of active and enterprising

freemen, we cannot but think that its trade and in-

tercourse with the seaboard, will exceed what, at a
cursory glance would seem to be the bounds ol cre-
dibility. But a more enlarged view of the trade of
the Susquehanna is within the scope of reasonable
and fair speculation. It is not only the trade of the
Susquehanna country, properly so called, but that
which must, in all probability, find its way to the
seaboard, through the channel of the Susquehanna
valley. This valley is singularly gentle and easy io

its approach to the lakes on the north, and to the
very summit of the Alleghany mountains, on the
west. P^rom above the Gonewagu falls at York Ha-
ven, where the first obstruction lo the navigation
of the river commences, it is believed that the river

descends at a rate not exceeding, on the average,
ten feet to the niile; or even if it were fifteen, the

valley which contains it is capable of being ascend-
ed by a railroad at tlie most favourable level, and
from a survey said to have been made by Colonel
Long, of the engineer corps, it has been ascertain-

ed that from Buttalo, on Lake Erie, down the val-

ley of the Susquehanna, affords one of the most
beautiful routes in this country for a rail-road. A
connection with the whole lake country, by this

means, seems a natural step in filling up the system
ol internal improvements now in progress, and thus

the trade of that immense region be brought within

our reach. This route also opens a trade with a
portion of the state of Ohio, and all the upper sec-

tions of Indiana and Iirmois, will seek a vent for

their produce through Lake Erie and the various

outlets which that sea will afford. The extensive

system of canals now pngressing in Ohio, have all

a tendency to attr.ict the trade of the state to Lake
Erie, as a great central point from which it will

lake its departure for a market. The valley of the
Susquehanna which reaches to its borders, presents

at attractions to draw the trade down it, not
only upon the artificial means which are made or
making, but upon the river itself, which for several

months in the year aflbrds a perfectly safe naviga-

tion dt,iwri to the Conewago falls, and upon which
the bulky products of that countay will for a long
lime continue to find their way to a market.

If we turn to the west, and follow the valley of
the Susquehanna (either up the Juniata on the west
branch,) as it approaches the Alleghany, we see it

ascending gradually the sides o( that immense bar-

rier, and in some places actually passing the sum-
mit by an elevation so easy as to be scarcely per-

ceptible. These and other circumstances would
lead the mind to incline strongly to the opinion that

the natural means of forming a connection hetweea
the eastern and western country, is the vai^ley op
THE Susquehanna. And this idea would seem to

be strungly corroborated by the well known fact,

that the Alleghany ridge continues to increase in

elevation and ruggedness as it traverses south,

whilst it as constantly declines towards the north,

until it is lost on the shore of the lakes.

But in any event the trade which must find its

way down the Susquehanna, will be enough to gra-

tify the wishes of the most enterprising.

As we before observed, it would be difficult to

form any thing like an estimate of the quantity and
value of the produce which will descend the valley

of the Susquehanna in a few years; but some o|)i-

nion of the kind and amount of these commodities
may be formed by reference to the following ac-

count of the arks, and rafts, and boats which de-

scended the river last spring, under all the ineonve-

nienie and al all the hazards incident to that peri-
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Fiom an accurate accuunl kepi bj? a ns^eclahi.

citizen of Harri.sburg, it appears that between Ihe

28th of February ami Ji»il of June, 1827, there pass

ed that pl^ce

—

Ualts. 1631—Arks, 1J70. It is supposed that the

rafts contained on an averanc 25, 0(10 leet of luna-

ber, which would anjount to 40, -7 j 000 feet.

200 of the arks were laden with inlhracite coal,

averajjing 55 tons each, making 11,000 tons.

The n-maiiiing 1170 arks vnre laden principally

Willi Hour ;ind whiskey fur the B .lliiiiore market,

and carried on an average 400 barrels eacli. making

468,000 barrels.

It I.', supposed ihat about 300 keel bottomed boats,

cariyin:; IVuin 800 to 900 hu^ht-la of wheat, descend-

ed during the ^anie period— s.iy 800, makes -i40,000

bushels of wheat, at 35 bushels to the ton, makes
C8o7 tons.

The ardtles above enumerated found their way
to market over the difficult and dangerous naviga-

tion from York Haven to tide at Fori Ui^posil, Iroiii

whiiiie it was transhipped into bay cralta and taken

to Lialtimore.

From inlormafion derived from persons residing

on the margin of the Susquehanna for many years,

and perfectly conversant with ihe n;;lure and eileiit

of its trade, it is ascertained that if a lail-ruad was
conslrucled (rom York Haven to Ballimore, not ex

cecding eighty miles, and it Could be travelled at

the rate of three cents a ton per mile, it would ab
sorb the whole trade, which now descends the river,

as Ihe tiansportalioii upon tlie ruil ivciy would be at

hast one llaiU cheaper than by way of the river, and
in liay eratls alter it reaches the tide; at tliis rate

the transpuitalion of the produce which came down
the river between the 2S(h of February and 23d of

June last, would be as follows, upon a rail-road

sixty miles only.

200 arks, ,j5 Ions of coal each, making 1 1,000 tons,

at 3 els. per Ion a mile, for 60 miles, f 19,800
1170 arks ol Hour and whiskey, each a-k

having 400 barrels, making 468,000
bbls—equal at 200 lbs. to the oar-

rel, to 41,785 Ions, at three cents

per Ion per mile, .... 75,213
300 keel boats, each 800 bushels of wheat

—say 35 bushels of wheat to the

ton; 240,000 bush, make 6857 tons,

ill 3 cents per ton per mile. . . 12,342

1631 rafts, containing each 25,000 feet of

lumber, is 40,775,000, al <ico cents

per mile, per 1000 feet, . . 48,930

^156,285

If the data upon which these calculations are

founded be correct, the conclusion cannot be avoid-

ed—that even upon Ihe small quantiiy of produce

vvliich descended last spring, the above amount of

tolls would be received. The produce which de

scended last autumn, would also contribute to swell

the amount.
This table is merely given as a practical example,

and illustrative of the probable revenue from the

rail road, even in the present condition of the trade;

and when the intercourse shall have increased to

the extent which it must inevitably swell, the calcu

lation which shall include both the ascending and
descending trade will indeed assume the appearance

of extravagance.

The rate of tolls charged above, is certainly

much below the cost of transportation by the river

and bay. A* an illustration, w stale that Ihe average

cost of sending a barrel ol lluiir from Mr Tyson's

mill, at York Haven, by Ihe river and bay, was for-

ty cents a barrel, or _/b«r dule'irs a (o/j, whilst, on
the rail-way, the same Hour would be transported,

free fioni risk, and in one fifth the time, al iho rate

of one dollar and eighty cents per ton.

The same is equally true of coal, the coosump-

'ion of which must continue to increase to an im
mense amount.

Coal is now sold at from eight to nine dollars a

ton. 'I'his article can be brought and deposited al

York H.iven, at from two dollars and fifty cents, to

two dollars and eighty cents a Ion; and the trans-

portation from that place to Baltimore, at three
cents per ton a mile, or one dollar and eighty cents
a ton, Ihe whole distance would reduce the priee
nearly one h.df at the place of consumption, and at

this rale it would become a great article of export
from Baltimore to other cities.

The article of lime is one of the first necessity,
and is perh.ips more influenced by the expense ol

transportation than any oilier which is brought to

the city. Full one half of the whole cost of (his

important and essential material in building, arises

from the cost of bringing it to the city, the short

distance of ten miles; such things are calculated to

slarlle behel when first stated, and yet it is capable
of being demonstrated to an absolute certainly.

The limestone region lies at a distance of from ten

lo twelve miles from Baltimore, and the greatest
quantity consumed in Ihe city, is broutuht about thai

distance. Tlie usual load lor a lime wagon with
live or six horses or mules, is from forty one to for-

ty -five bushels—sometimes they exceed this, but
generally fall short of it. We will, however, adopt
the largest quantity as the basis of our calculation.

The average weight of a bushel of lime is ninety

pounds, making say two tons to the load, which
cannot be transported with less than fi>e horses

—

Ihe hire of whh;h and a driver, with the wear and
tear of the wagon transporting such heavy bur-

thens, is worth at least lour dollars and fifty cents

per day—the time it requires to make one load and
return. The loily-five bushels of lime delivered in

Ballimore is, upon a lair average of twenty-five

cents a bushel, north eleven dollars and twenty-five

cents, from which deduct four dollars and fifty cents,

the cost of lr.iiisportalion, leaves but six dollars and
seventy-five cents To bring a kiln of lime, say

one thousand bushels, to market, at the above rate,

would require twenty-two wagon loads at four dol

lars and filly cents per load, and would cost ninety-
nine dollars. Now the same kiln of one thousand
bushels, may be brought to Ihe same market on a

rail road at fourteen dollars and forty cents.

The weight of one thousand bushels at ninety

pounds to the bushel, is ninety thousand pounds, or
forty tons—which at three cents the ton per mile,

is for twelve miles, the amount above slated of four-

teen dollars and forty ceiits The comparison may
be presented more distinctly in the following tabic:

Expense of transporting a Ihnusand busltels of lime

for twelve miles, vi::

By wagons on the turnpike road—twenty-two
loads at 45 bushels to ihc load, makes 990,
say 1000 bushels, at §4.50 for each load, $99 00

On the rail road—one thousand bushels, at 90
lb-,, to the bushel, is 40 tons, at three cents

a ton per mile for twelve miles, . . 14 40

Difference in favour of the -ail-road, . .84 60

There is no mistake or deception in this calcu-

lation, and when its effect is considered on a large

scale, the result is enormous. Lime is an article

not only of immense consumplion in a growing city

like ours, but a great portion of our state, and the

country south of us, receive their supplies from
Baltimore, and will for ever continue lo do so, as

Ihe material from which it is made is not to be

found along the southern coast. In fact, at the

price al which the reduceil expense of transpoi la-

lion would make it m B.iltimore, it would become
an immense article of exportation, and its great su-

periority would give it the preference in all the

maikels it might tie carried to

All that has been baid upon the subject of lime is

applicable with Ihe same force lo Ihe Iransporta-
lion of marble from the quarries where Ihe lime is

made. Full one half of the cost of this artiirle,

arises from the expense of bringing it to market

—

a block of marble which now costs from fifty to six-

ly dollars, could be brought and delivered for from
twenty to twenty five dollars.

If we had room, we could exhibit many other
views and illustrations, based upon plain matters of
fact and actual experience, which would demon-
strate to the satisfaction of the community that a
rail road from Ballimore to the Susquehanna, is in

is present effect and operation, and its prospective
influence, one of Ihe most important enterprises
thai ever occupied the attention of our citizens.

We might show that Ihe exports from Dauphin,
Lancaster, York, Cumberland, and Northumber-
land counties, would seek their way to a market
down this road, and would alone pay an interest

upon the probable cost of a rail-road. Yorklown
must become Ihe centre from which rail-roads will

radiate in every direction. The line now contem-
plated extends north and soulh, and it will scarcely
be completed, till one is undeitaken to lead west-
ward towards Gettysburg, and along the beautiful

and [iroductive valley where it stands. F'lom York-
town, upon almost a dead level, it is but ten miles
to the bridge at Columbia; and from thence to Lan-
caster, about thirteen. The enlerprisins people of
Lancaster have already commenced the improve-
ment of Ihe navigation of the Concstoga, which
connects her interests and trade with Baltimore;
and the rail road, affording increased facilities, must
forever bind her to us.

We have already stretched this communicalioQ
greatly beyond our original intention; we trust, ne-
vertheless, that the importance of Ihe subject, and
the necessary prolixity and repelilion of some of Ihe
details will excuse its unusu.il length. It will, at

least, add something to the stock of public informa-
tion, and may lead to more extensive and minute
investigation of a subject of Ihe first and greatest

importance, in every point of view in which it can
be considered.

Baltimore must and vill be the great central city of
the Union—no rivalry can impede her progress—no
competition disappoint her destined elevation, if her
citizens are but true to themselves, and unite, witlt

their characteristic enterprise, to improve the advun-
tiigcs and cidtivate the resources which t rovidence has
placed at their disposal.

XiADIES' DEPAKTlKEXSIiarT.

PEREGRINE'S SCRAP BOOK.
JVovemhcr 26.—Heard of the death of poor Mor-

ton. If ever man died of love it was Edward Mor-
ion. The lady to whom he became early attached
was married to another. Morton was present at

the marriage, and was never seen to smile after-

wards. The lady, it is said, was unhappy in her
union, and did not survive it many years. Morton
died some time ago at Corfu. A portrait of the lady
was found in his portfolio, wrapped up in the fol-

lowing lines:

I saw thee wedded— thou didst go
Within the sacred aisle.

Thy young cheek in a blushing glow.
Betwixt a tear and smile.

Thy heart was glad in maiden glee.

But he il loved so ferveiilly

Was faithless all the while;

I hale him fur the vow he spoke;

1 hate him for Ihe voiv he broke.

I hid the love that could nut die,

lis doubts, and hopes, and fears,

And buried all my misery

In secresy and tears;
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And days pass'H on, and thou didst prove

The pang o( unrtquitcd love.

E'en in Ihy early years;

And thou didst die, so fair and good I

In silence and in solitude !

While thou ivert livins;, I did hide

AflTectioirs secret pains;

I'd not have shock'd Ihy modest pride

Fur all the world contains;

But thou hast perlsh'd, and the fire

Tliat, often check'd, could ne'er expire.

Again unhidden reigns:

It is no crime to speak my vow,
For ah ! thou canst not hear it now.

Thou sleepest 'nealh thy lowly stone.

That dark and dreamless sleep;

And he, thy lov'd and chosen one;

Why goes he not to weep?
He does not kneel where I have knelt.

He cannot feel what I have felt.

The anguish still and deep.

The painful thoughts of what has been.

The canker worm that is not seen.

But I—as o'er the dark blue wave
Unconsciously I ride.

My thoughts are hovering o'er thy grave.

My soul is by thy side.

There is one voice that wails thee yet.

One heart that cannot e'er forget

The visions that have died;

And ah ! thy form is buried there;

A doubt,—an anguish,—a despair 1

Etonian.

sroRTisra olio.

BLOOD HORSES.
Mr. Skin.ver,

A correspondent of yours, dated "W^ashington
Hall, New York, 25th December. 1827," has made
some remarks on the subject of "Horses," the tenor

of which has induced me to make you the following

communication. This writer is correct in some of

bis ideas, but incorrect in others; and as the public

at large are turning their attention to the value ol

the blood horse, I hi)pe I shall he excused for giving

niy opinion, as regards the estimation in which the

diflTerent strains or casts of the blooded horse are

held. Your correspondent is correct when he says
that "the genuine or real Arabian is, of himself, in-

sufficient in weight to accomplish the purposes for

which the horse is useful in this country;" but I can-
not concur with him in his assertion that the "En
glish gentlemen of fortune get that race (Arabian,)
and cross it with their best stock, and then produce
their most perfect animal for strength, performance
and beauty;" my impiession is, that few or no Ara-
bian horses are imported into England, nor have
been for the last half century, they choosing rather

to breed from their own thorough bred indigenous
stallions, than any oriental stock.

Conceiving that the public are, and have long
been labouring under erroneous ideas as regards the
value and uses of the diflTerent strains of the blood
ed horse, I shall proceed to lay down the following
positions, and then substantiate them by remarks
and quotations from the highest authorities on the
subject.

1st. As regards the Arabian slock: It is a fact,

which I shall prove by authorities, that the English
breeders have, for more than half a century, entire-

ly laid asiiie the Arabian stock, having found them
utterly useless-'lirst, because It is difficult to pro
cure a genuine bred Arabian, there bein" such a
vast number in that country of the spurious or bas-
tard breed. In sending to Arabia for a genuine
stallion, it is like taking a single chance in a lottery,

there being several hundred to one against you.

The English breeders have, for more than two cen-
turies, clearly proved this fact; for out of the vast

number of Arabian stallions Imported into England
during this long period, it is only a half dozen that

have established themselvei> as valuable stock-get
lers, to wit: the Godolpbin, Darley, Alcocke, and
one or two others.

2dly. The chances are greatly against the imme-
diate produce of any Arabian perl'orming well on
the turf. 'I'he faculty of speed and bottom does
not belong to the Arabian himself, and very rarely

to his immediate descendants, but only to those re

motily connected with him. This is a curious phy
sical question, but one which experience has estab
llshed as a fact. It Is true there are some few ex
ceplions; the immediate produce of the Darley and
Godolpbin Arabians ran well. The English breed
ers had to resort to Arabian, Southern or Oriental

stock for a foundation; but they soon discovered
that this foreign blood, pure In Its source, was great
ly improved in size, form and substance by accli-

mation In their fertile island, and that it was far

better to rely on their own indigenous stock for a
further diffusion of these fine points and qualities

thus obtained by acclimation than from any foreign

source.

The people of this country should follow the
same example; instead of looking to Arabia for the
Importation of stallions, they should select the Iho-
ruugh bred Indigenous horse of the British Island,

of fine size and form, or to the same strain of blood
of superior form, in some of the states of this

union.

Would it not be more patriotic in gentlemen to

the North, to select their stallions from the turf-

stock of Virginia, than to incur the heavy expense
of importing from abroad, and when, too, they
might procure horses of superior form and sub
stance. 'I'hat the thorough-bred turf-slock of VIr
ginia, are superior to those of the same strain in

Great Britain, is a fact beyond all doubt. General
Wade Hampton, of South Carolina, In an excursion
to England a few years ago, paid particular atten-

tion to the appearance of their blood horse.", and he
returned with the decided conviction on Ills mind,
that we had a superiority in all the essential requi-

sites of high blood; and he remarked that he would
wish to make no better fortune than to carry our
best turf horses to England, to compete with those

of that country in .speed and bottom. And Virginia

has made Kfcater Improvement in her stock ^vlthin

the last twenty years, than at any former period;

nd during this time she has imported no stallions

either from Arabia or England, but has realized

this improvement by breeding from native stallions

of high form, fine size and thorough blood.

I shall close this communication by quoting some
authorities, to confirm the above remarks, from
that splendid English work, "Lawrence on the
Blood horse of England."

An Advocate for the Blood Horse,
Person couiifj/, .V. C, Jan. 12, ISiS.

"The British thorough bred horse is, beyond all

question, the most useful species of the whole ge
nus, since he is applicable to every possible purpose
of labour In which horses are used. As regards the

jliubian blood, or the lately Imported foreign horses,

t proves to be far the safett and most eligible plan

for a sportsman, to breed from Eiijilisli stallions and
mares. It Is necessary here to say something on
the subject of Arabian and other foreign horses, and
ttempt a further elucidation, in which I can at

least contradict, from e.tperience, certain vulgar er-

rors respecting those foreign horses. In books of

travels we perpetually meet with the superior and
unequalled speed of the Arabian, and Barbary
horses, and of their striding, until their bellies seem
to touch the ground. This was indisputable in Ibr-

mer days, previously to the English improvement of
the Southern horse, but it has been out of date full

two hundred years, and is at present nonsense. No
Arab or Barb, comparatively, has either speed or
continuance, a circumstance so well known upon
the turf, that they are never deemed worth a trial,

excepting, perhaps, for a hack match, but are inva-
riably applied to common purposes, or those of the
breeding stud. Some thirty or forty years past, a
plate was given at Newmarket, to be run for by
Arabians, but I believe soon discontinued. The
best of all of them was their speed, and that was
sufficiently moderate. They usually, I understand,
made a burst, and then stopped short. In fact, the
form of going in most of the native Southern or
Arabian horses that I have seen, is rather a scam-
pering activity, than that reaching or energetic speed
which covers and rids ;f so much ground, a quality
only belonging to the Engll.ih bred turf-horse.

"The total inability to race, in the highest bred
Southern or Arabian horses, and that the same fa-

cully should be confined, exclusively to the descen-
dants, immediate or remote, of that breed, surely
forms a curious physical question. I shall not at-

tempt to solve the difficulty, only to state the facts.

It has proved, I believe, that in the races at Cal-
cutta, the imported English horses were invariably

superior, and doubtless such would be the case ia

Arabia itself. Are we to determine that superior
size and strength derived from the rich soil of the
British Island, impart that superiority of speed and
continuance to the descendants of the Arabian
horses.'"

—

{Lawrence, pages 220, 321.)

"It Is a prevalent Idea at present, on the British

turf, that the disadvantage in breeding from the
Arabians imported, is, that their running does net
appear until aftej* a great length of time, and in

their remote descendants. Should this be true, it

may arise from the fact, that most of these Ara-
bians, as they are called, are of a mixed broed,

whence it requires many dips in our thorough blood,

before their bastard blood can be absorbed and lost.

We should prob:ibly have a better chance in breed-
ing racers from our own Ihiee-part and seven eight

bred stock."

"On the subject of there being an inferior breed
of horses in Arabia, as well as the true, I was lately

favoured with the following shrewd remark of an
old groom of the Duke of Cumberland, uncle to bis

Majesty George 111. The Duke, who was warmly
attached to the turf, had a favourite colt, which
was got by an Arabian. Being solicitous about this

colt, whilst in training, His Royal Highness often

asked the groom concerning his improvement, but
Ibis honest servant could never be tempted by the

desire of pleasing his master to give a favourable

account. 'And please your Royal Highness,' said

the old man,' I don't like this colt's form of going,

and I have no opinion of him.' 'Poh! poh." said

the Duke,' what signifies talking at that rate, he
must be thorough bred, you know, as he was got by

an Arabian}^ To this the old man rtplied, with

half a smile, 'What then, and please your Royal
Highness, they have no cart horses in Arabia?' "—
{page 224.)

"This country (Great Britain,) has no longer any
need of a foreign supply of Arabian stallions, the

breed being fully esttblished, not only In sufficiency

of numbers, but quality of blood, which has render-

ed the English coursers superior to all others, not

only in the race where they have long excelled,

but as breeding stock.

'•This cause has, indeed, long operated again.st

the many foreign horses (Arabians,) which have
been introduced, and which have all, since the Go-
dolphin Arabian, proved vastly inferior to our native

stallions. In all probability, they have been, the far

greater part, of mixed or spurious races; nor can

the import of such horses, at a iisk,;)os»iWt/ render

any fair chance of utility or profit at the present
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time. NkvctiIh'Ibss, like the purchasing of a lotterj

ticket, for the twenty thousand pound prize, the im-

porter of a horse from the Levant, expects to draw
a Guiiijipjin Araliiau; h chance certainly not impos-

sible."—{^Lawrence, page 107.)

XMUSCEIiXiAKXlOUS.

INDIAN CURE FOR HYDROPHOBIA AND
BITES OF SNAKES.

department of War, )

Ogice Indian J]ffairs, iid Jan. 1828.
J

J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir,—Some time ago I addressed, by direc-

tion of the Secretary of War, a circular to our
agents in the Indian cuunlry, with directions to as-

certain the Indian's remedy against the effect* of

bites from mad-dogs and snakes.

I send to you, by direction of the Secretary, an
answer froo) one of our agents, and some seed, the

plant of which, as you will see, is said to be sove-

reign in overcoming the effects of bites of the for-

mer. The seed is sent to you with the view to

have it distributed, in your discretion, for the pre-

servation and multiplication of the plant. If it shall

prove to be a remedy, Ihit feeling io man which
firoiupts him to guard against evil, will doubtless,

ead to its preservation.

I endeavoured, in travelling among the tribes of
the North, and of the South, te ascertain the reme-
dies of these natives for those dreadful maladies,
(for it is most certain they possess them,) but could
never get any satisfactory answer. I was often
amused at their statements of the charms they
used, and how, after some juggling, a few sounds
uttered, after a certain fashion, and which had, I

believe, nothing of the power of words, the poison
vanished, and the victim was restored—and I saw
some white men who believed io all this, as if it bad
been part of the holy Gospel.

I am of the opinion that bandaging and suction,
are their great resorts, together with some applica-
tion, but of what, they were too superstitious to tell

me. They think a disclosure of a secret of this

kind breaks the power of its enchantment—and
lirmly believe that many such discoveries are made
by their Manitou and given to them as sacred de-
posits, and as evidences of the care which he takes
of them in these particulars, however destitute he
may have left them in others.

I am, very respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

THOS. L McKENNEY.

Canandaigua, Dec. 31, 1821.
Sir,—Your letter of 7th February last, is now be-

fore iiiC, requesting information as to the cure of
hydrophobia, as practised by the Indians, and also
the Indi in specitics against the bites of snakes. I

have not been able to obtain any informatiou on the
latter subject which is satisfactory.

1 have spared no pains to get the information re-
<]uired, and now send you, enclosed, a letter from
lloralio Jones, the Interpreter, and also the seed to
which he refers The cause of the delay is men-
tioned in his letter.

I am. Sir, very respectfully.

Your most obedient servant,

JASPER PARRISH.
Thomas L. McKewney, Es*.

Indian Office, Wuihington.

Genneste, Dec. 24, 1821.
Sir,—The cause of the delay of this letter is ow-

ing to the Indians having been drunk almost ever
since rriy return Irom Canandaigua. By calling
there fiv or six times I found them sober last night
sometime after dark, (Doctors Tall Chief Bnd Mon-
ture,) and received the foUowiug from them:

The cure for liydmplinbia is a plant resertibhii;j

the tobacco plant, which is made use of by the In

diaiis as a substitute for tobacco, which is planted
and cultivated in the same manner, and when ripe

the leaves are tied in bunches and put under cover
to dry. When a dog is afflicted, it is moistened ami
lied round his neck, and the dry tobacco put in a

pipe and smoked by a person into his nostrils; and
in case a person is bitten, he is to be treated in the
same manner, excepting binding moisted tobacco
on the wound.

I'lii-y never knew persons to be mad. though
they h.ne. been frequently bitten by mad-dogs, be-
cause they apply the remedy iinniediately, which,
(theys,i>,) stops the effect of the poison. Theie
are old and experienced doctors among the Indians,
Tall Chief being about fifty eight and doctor Mon-
ture about fifty five.

I took this description from the Indians' mouths
last night. The offer of pay was an inducement to

them to disclose the secret, w hich they wisli to come
on next spring, as an opportunity of proving the

medicine (they say,) may not occur for many years.

It certainly will effect a cure—a mad-dog was never
known to die when Ihcy applied the above remedy.

HORATIO JONES.
Capt. Jasper Parbish, Canandaigua.

TiM)^ ITJLllill^l^,

Bai.timor£, Friday, February 1, 1838.

$>Rail- roads are getting to be every where
popular. One of the strongest arguments in their

favour, ill our mind is, that Mr. Carey has seen the

error of his ways, and admits their superiority in

certain cases; and every body knows that he always
supports, with heart and hand, what he believes to

be right, never yields an inch, but upon conviction,

and is withal, disinterested. He went, saw, and tvat

conquered at the Mauch Chunk rail-way, travelled

upon it, and came back saying, seeing is betievmg.

There are now applications before the legisla-

ture of New Jersey (or four rail roads and two ca-

nals. Of the former, one is intended to reach from
the river Delaware at Camden, to the bay of Am-
boy; another from the Delaware at Bordentown, tv

South Amboy; a third from Trenton, on the Dela-
ware, to New Bruswick, on the Raritan; and a

fourth from Elizabetlitown Point, on Slalen Isluud

Sound, to the Delaware, opposite Easton,in Penn
sylvania. Of the canals, one is to connect the Dela-
ware with the Raritan, and designed to run from
near Trenton to New Brunswick; and the other is

a continuation of the Morris canal, from the Pas-
saic to the Hudson river, at the city of Jersey.

One of the most interesting and valuable works
of this description, equallj useful and feasible, is

the projected rail-way from Ithaca, on the borders

of the great Clinton canal, to the Susquehanna ri-

ver. We learn from an esteemed correspondent,
who has ijorne an active part in piomoling the

work, that a charter to incorporate a company with

a capital of $150,000, to last for 50 years, Willi libe-

ral provisions, has actually passed the Uinslature of

New York; and having confidence in the exposi-

tions which have be.n made on the siibj/ct, by men
of competent judgment, we cannot doubt that it

offers a profitable investment to such of our good
citizens, God bless them, who are never so happy
as when they are investing their money in publick

works, for the publick good, with— good security

and good interest.

If we belonged to that happy fraternity, we
should iiol lose a nioment in looking into this chance
for a good speculation. The l«w only wailed, at

the date of our letter, for the signature of Gover-
nor Clinton, and that is uot to be doubtedj for no-

bmly lakes more delight in the success of such
works so authorised. His name is associated with
Ihein in the publick mind. It is matter of regret

that we have not, this week, either time or room
fur a detail of the probable cost, advantages and
profits of the rail-way in question; but papers, il-

liistrdtive of them, may be seen at the office of the

American Farmer, until they can be published, by
any gentlemen desirous of further information.

INQUIRY.
Mr. Skinner, J^'embern, 1 6(/» Jomiory, 1828.

Sir.—Will some one of your many readers be so
obliging as to say what will be the cost of a Steam-
engine, of two-horse power, made to propel ma-
chinery for the manufacturing df cloth—and where
it can be obtained?

Where is the best place to obtain the machinery
for a manufactory of cotton cloth?

Where can the best information be obtained an
the subject of manufacturing?

GEO. WILSON.

New York Packets.—The editor of the Boetoo
Daily Advertiser, after enumerating the regular
packets which sail from this port, (amounting to

seventij-three,) adds the following remarks:
—

'I'hat

these packet lines have been in general successful

and profitable to their proprietors, must be inferred

from their being so steadily maintained after being
established, with an increase, in many instances, in

the size of the vessels. That they have been a
great public accommodation, and have served to

extend the commerce of the port, there can be no
doubt."

THE HUSBANDRY AND HORTICULTURE
Of the Middle, JS'orlhern and Eastern States; with

copious JYotices of the Present Condition and Fu-
ture Prospects tf Soulhem ^Agriculturists—collect-

ed from the most authentic sources— By James JH.
Garnett, of {'irginia.

The author of the proposed work has, for several
years, designed to make such a publication; but hereto-
fore he could afford neither the time, nor the means
for its completion. Nor can he do it now, unless he
should succeed in the experiment which he is about to
make, of ascertaining by subscription, whether the pub-
lic desire such a work, and tliink him competent to exe-
cute it. All who have studied rural economy, either
scientifically or practically, must have remarked, that
we still want some such book; conlaining something
like a system of North American husbandry; to com-
prise the various improvements made within the last

half century in this highly important branch of human
knowledge; and to condense them in a form sufficiently

compeudious to answer the purpose of a convenient
manual witliin the limits designated in the above title.

For although we have numerous and very raluabie
books, comprehending, perhaps, all that is known
among us in relation to husbandry, this knowledge is

scattered over many volumes, comparatively expensive
to procure; and blended with various other matters,
having little or no interest for the cultivators of the
soil. No single book, principally devoted to this sub.
Jecl, and adaplid to so wide an extent of country as
this will embrace, has issued from the American press
since Mr. Boardlcy's very valuable work. But this

wus much more limited in its design; and having been
published nearly or quite half a century ago, contains
ii.ithing of the numerous improvemci.ls subsequently
made in every branch of American husbandry. It is

true, that notices of most of these improvements exist
somewhere, cither in our books, pamphlets or newspa-
pers; but no man can tell where to find them: the
search would be nearly as tedious, as "for a needle in

a hay-stack." Many of these records, valuable as they
really were, have been torn up as waste pa er, and en-
tirely lost; while others are too voluminous and niiscel-

laneou' fur general use. The curicus ainatucr, per-
haps, might winnow them over, as a miser ivould a ton
of chaff for a few grains of gold; but the industrious;
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)ir;jc;ical liu-h.uidniaii would louk on Ihem as "di. Icrrfd

stock," not lo he meddled with until lie had little, or

notliinir else to do.

It is alio well known to all who have travelled, (as

the author has done,l through many of the best culti-

vated parts ol' our country, to iuijirove their acquain-

tance H-ith the arts of rural life, that there are many
very valuable iniplemohts, processes and practices of

husbandry, the knowledjjc of which is yet confined to

j)3rtieilar neighbourhoods, but which require only to be

made well known to be very generally adopted. Several

of these the author himself has already had opportunities

of J.oticing in some of the states first mentioned. But

he believes there is still much to be seen which has not

come within his observation. With all such matters he

designs to make himself as thoroughly acquainted as he

can, by an agricultural tour through those interesting

portions of our country, in the course of tlie next sum-
mer and autumn, preparatory to the completion of his

woik—provided the number of subscribers will justify

its publication. He v/ill personally observe all he pos-

sibly can, and rely for the rest upon information care-

fully collected from the best informed practical agricul-

turists to be found in the states through which he in-

tends to travel. In his whole book there shall be no-

thing of t'lose fanciful theories and speculations which
have brouj;ht such unreasonable, because indiscrimi-

nate, ridicule and censure upon all kinds of agricultu

ral publications. These, under the general cant term of

"book-farming," have long been treated with ineffable

contempt by a certain description of agriculturists, who
seem to consider the various branches of husbandry as

matters to be learned without the use of books. But
the author hopes to convince even these persons, provi-

ded they will only examine what he writes, that books

are not less necessary and useful in their profession than

in all others To render his work acceptable to his

agricultural brethren of all classes, who read at all, he

pledges himself lo advance no opinions, but such as he

can support by well authenticated facts and experi-

ments—to be examined in person, whenever it may be

in his power. His attention will be directed to every

branch of husbandry practised among us, and the re-

quisite details given in regard to each, with sufficient

minuteness to fulfil his promise of endeavouring to

make it a convenient manual for all agriculturists.

The Fmglish tourists. Young and iVIarshail, who have
rendered such essential services to the cause of hus-

bandry, will be his guides in the selection and arrange-

ment of his subjects; but he will promise no more on

the score of execution, than accuracy of detail and
fidelity of representation. In these particulars he trusts

that lie can satisfy all reasonable expectations.

\Vhether the title of his proposed work will appear

in the eyes of fastidious critics, sufficiently broad to co-

ver all which he may be disposed to introduce into it, is

more than he can predict. But a part of his design is,

to aim at relieving the dryness of details relating mere-
ly to rural atl'airs, by occasional remarks on local pecu-

liarities, prejudices and state character. In regard to

this prolific subject, the author has much too often seen

occasion to lament the great and injurious extent to

which the citizens of the different portions of our union
indulge their partialities and antipathies; and he has
been thorouzhly satisfied that the chief cause of it has
been the profound ignorance of each generally, with

respect to the ridiculous and culpable trails of their

own peculiar character; for you have only to con-
vince an> man, that he himself lives in a glass-house lo

prevent him from throwing stones at the glass-house of

another, or despising him for having so fragile a tene-

ment. It is true, that there is no small difficulty in pro-
ducing the conviction, and this augments in proportion
to the numbers who stand in need of it. In a national
view, Imwever, the task is well worth the effort for its

accomplishment; since mutual good humour and cordial,

ity among the diflercnt membersof our union, heretofore
so unjustly and injuriously prejudiced against each
other, would, in all probability, be ihe happy fruit of
such an aihievement To contribute something, there-
fore, towards this most desirable end, will be one of the
author's inciden'al labours, by way of seasoning to the
rural dishes which he proposes to serve up to his rea-
ders. Very possibly, his cookery may not suit as many
palates as he wishes to please; or he may even share
the fate of some of those adventurous peace-makers
who interfere in the quarrels of man and wife; but his
wi/i being sincerely good, the died, he hopes, will prove
acceptable in consideration of its motive.

.Another part of the author's plan is, to aid s-iuie cur-
sory views of manufacturing estahlisiinients, and iheir
effects upon our agricultural interests; but divested, as
naked as he can possibly strip them, of all p'trly poUlia;
for these, he believes, will ultimately ruin any cause in

which they may be employed; and are now not only in-

flicting deadly wounds upon all our most valuable politi-

cal institutions, but arc poisoning the purest sources of
our social happiness.

The whole will conclude with an appendix of approved
recipes in rural econoMiy, tested either by the author him-

self or by such practical agriculturists as he believes fully

worthy of confidence. Such a pledge, he knows to his

cost, is highly ne.uessary; for many have been the trials

which he himself has made of nostrums and recipes,

bearing on the face of them the fairest promises of

utility, that have proved utterly worthless.

conditions:

Should there be a sufficient number of subscribers to

defray the expense of the undertaking, Iha work will

be published (if the author lives,) some time in the'next

winter. It will be in one octavo volume; Ihe price to

subscribers $i, in plain binding, lettered on the back;
but ^'-.50 if elegantly bound, with an appropriate fron-

tispiece.

No money will be required until the delivery of the

book; nor will the author (as he most conscientiously

affirms,) desire any subscriber, who does not believe

that he will most probably receive the worth of what
he promises to pay. Some confidence must always be
reposed on such occasions; and some risk of disap-

pointment iri(i be incurred; names too, are often pro-
cured, and most reluctantly subscribed, by dint of im-
portunity on the part of the solicitors. But the author
begs to conclude with an earnest request to his friends

never to attempt to aid him by such an expedient. Let
his subscription papers rather remain blank forever

than be filled by such means; for he asks no patronage,
unless it can be given on the fair and honourable prin-

ciple of interchanging equivalents. Mere favours he
could not receive, believing them lo be such; but he is

not too proud to invite subscribers on the above princi

pie; and hopes not to be thought too vain in offering his

literary goods at what he believes a fair price. Should
his undertaking produce any profit, he certainly will

not be so fastidious as to receive it reluctantly, nor with

an affected apprehension that he may not have fairly

earned his money. Let his failings and sins be what
they may, "the pride that apes humility," so common
among those who write for the public, shall never be one

of them. He repeats, therefore, his entire willingness lo

receive an equivalent for his books to any extent: but

his primary object in seeking subscriptions is, to secure

himself against loss, in publishing what he humbly, yet

with some confidence believes, will be generally deem-
ed useful to the best interests of our country

Subscribers are requested particularly to designate

the state and county, or town in which they reside, as

well as the number and kind of copies which they

want.

IdPSubscriptions to the above work will be receiv

ed at the office of the American Farmer.

FRUIT TREES.
The subscriber has taken the agency for the Frank-

lin Nursery of Chester county, Pa., which has 54 kinds

of apple trees, which will be delivered at his ware-
house, in Baltimore, at 12^ cents each. Also, various

kinds of plums, cherries, and pear trees which will be

delivered as above at 31^ cents. Those who may fa-

vour the subscriber with their orders for any of the

above mentioned fruit trees, would do well to forward
their orders as early as possible, that he may be pre-

pared to meet them without causing any disappoint-

ment. He would mention the lah of March next is a

day on which he would supply any orders that may
come to hand in season to have them delivered here by

that time.

He is also prepared to meet the orders of all his nu-

merous ciistoujers for their spring supply of Agricultu-

ral Implements, which he will warrant lo be equal, il

not superior in quality, to any that can be procured in

this slate.

All communications (post paid,) will meet prompt at-

tention. JONATHAN S. KASTAUN,
No. 36 Pratt-st. opposite tiie United Hotel.

N. B. Catalogues of fruit 'rees will be furnished gra-

tis on application being made a« above. J. S. £.

FOR SALE,
A siipfrior thorovg:' bred youns; Stallion, of the stock

of the honourable John Randolph.
He will be four years old the ensuing spring; is now

nearly sixteen hands high, elegantly formed, of a fine
bay colour, with black mane, tail and legs, and has a
small star and snip. His pedigree is as follows:
Uam, (irand Duchess; graudam Duchess, bred by the

Duke of Grafton, got by Grause (son of Highflyer out
of Georgiana, own sister to Conductor, by Matchem;)
Ma.';net, sister to Johnny by Matchem; Babraham,&c.
He was sired by Mr. Randolph's fine horse Roanoke, by
the famous Sir Archy, out of the imported mare Lady
Uunbury, (Mr. Randolph's,) bred by Sir C. Bunbury,
got by Trumpator, Theaphia, by Highflyer; Plaything
by Matchem; Vixen by Kegulus, &.c.

This colt is full bruther to Mr. Burwell's fine mare
Ilippona, the winner of the Washington city jockey
club purse, four mile heats last fall, and immediately
thereafter of the three mile heats at Winchester, and
of the three mile heats in Culpepper, Va. (the longest
distances at the latler places.) As regards blood and
stock, it will be admitted by those who have paid at-
tention lo such matters, that this colt has not a supe-
rior as a foal getter for the turf; and as such for the
road, it is only necessary to add, that he received the
premium of the Pennsylvania Agricultural Society, as
the best two year old exhibited, without regard to
blood. Frb. I.

BAXiTZMOBZ: PaXCES CITBREZTT.

Corrected for the ^Qmerican Farmer, by Edicard I. WiUson,
Commission ^Merchant and Planters^ 'Igent,

Ho. U, Bmvly'l ivhaTf,

For Tobacco, ihe demand last week was rather great-
er, but little or no variation in prices.

TuB.\cco.—Seconds, f.2.75 a 7.00—Scrubs, 4.60 a
6 50—common crop, 3.00 o 4.00—Do. red, 3.75 a 4.:i0

—

ioud red, 4.00 a 6.00—Fine red, 5.50 o 8.00—Yellow
and red, 7.00 a 10.00—Yellow do. 5.50 a H-.00—Fine
yellow, 10.00 o 15.00—Virginia do. 3.50 a 7.00—Rap-
pahannock, 3.60 a 4.00—Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for
wrapping, 6.00 a 7.00.

Flour—white wheat family, jliS.'j a 6 SO—sup. How-
ard-st 5.00 a 5. 124; city mills, 4.76; Sus. 4.75 a 4.87^;
Corn Meal, bbl. .'.624 a 2 75

—

Grain, white wheat,
best, .90 a 1.05—red, .80 a .90—Corn, new .40 a 43—
KvE, 45—Oats, 24 a 31—Beans, .80 a 1.0' —Peas,
Jjo 10

—

Clover seed, 5.00 a 5. 50—TisiOTHT,2.00a2.50;
Barley, 60 a 65

—

Flaxseed, 90

—

Cotton. Virginia, 10 a
lO^—Louisiana, .1 1 a .13—Alabama, 10 a .114—Mis.
souri, .10 a .104—N Carolina, .9\ a .I04

—

Wool, com-
mon, .15 a .16—wa5h'd,.18 a .20—half blood, .20 a 25—
three-quarter, .28 a .30—full do. .30 a .35—Hemp,
Russia, ton, $275 a 290^Country, dew-rotted, ton, i.S6 a
140— water-rotted, 170a 190

—

Fish, .'^had, Susquehanna,
6 a 6.50; do. do. trimmed, 6 50 o 7; Herrings, Susque-
hanna, bbl. 275 a 3.00—Mackerel, 4.75 a 5.75

—

Bacon,
hams, .9 a. \2\—Feathers, 26 a 28

—

Whiskey, very flat;

in hhds 1st proof, 22—in bbls 24

—

Pork, drove, 3.75

a 4; wagon 4.50 a 4.75; Eastern Shore pork, none—Beef,
stall.fed, 5.50; do. grass, 4.00 4 50.
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Arthur Young's Experiments on Agriculture, with re-

marks by J. Biiel—On the Products and .Advantages of
locality and soil of the Eastern Shore of the State of
Virginia—On the Culture of the Mangel Wurzel—On
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- Extracts from Prince's Treatise on Horticulture,

Cherries—On the Balsam Apple of Florida—Silk pro-

duced in Connecticut by one family—Culture of the

Vine and manufacture of Wine in Pennsylvania—Re[iort

and Proceedings in Relation to a Kail-road from Bal-

timore to the Susquehanna, concluded - Poetry. Pere-
grine's Scrap Book—On the Value of the different

strains r.f Blooded Horses—The Indian Cure for Hy-
drophobia and the Bite of Snakes— Editorial—Inquiry

oil Steam and Cotton Machinery—New York Paf^keta

—

Prospectus of the Husbandry and Horticulture of the

Middle, Northern and Eastern States, by J. M. Garnett,

of Virginia—Advertisements—Prices.
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of St. Paul and Market-sts.
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[Oiir readers are, we trust, aware of our readiness

to publish at any time, the best dissertations within

our reach on any agricultural subject of general in

terest, to which our attention may be invited by

those who wish for inforuiatiun on a given topic.

A new subscriber at Hudson, N. Y.. -xpressed a

wish to know what had been or could be said by

persons experienced in the use of Inne as a manure,

and finding no original communication on our files

upon that subject, we turned to the able -'Letters

OF AoRicoLA on the principles of Vegetation and

Tillage, written for Nova Scotia—by John Young.

E'.qmre, Secretary of the Provincial Agricultural

Bo.trd. and honorary member of the Massachusetts

and Montreal Agricultural Societies," from which

we copy the following)

DISSERTATION ON LIME.

In the year 1806, I was one afternoon leaning

over the grave of Burns, and reading the pliiu in-

scription on his tomb-stone ercted in the church

yard of Dumfries. This town was the concluding

scene of the Scottish bard; and here terminated

his follies and his crimes, the last breathings of his

muse and of his life, i was indnlning in one of

those moods, in which pain and pleasure are so

«qiially blended, that the mind is thrown into a sort

of delightful melmcholy: for while I retraced

many gay and lively recollections, 1 was forced, by

present objects, to check the rising emotions and

embitter them with grief His enchanting and

splendid verses were contrasted, in the eye of fan-

cy, with the dark shades of his character; the

streiii;th and manly independence of his intellect

with the silly and inconstant waverings of his mo
ral perceptions; the bright and pronjising morning

of his life with the ominous and black cloud which

settled on the evening of his days. I was rivfted

to the spot; tears tilled my eyes; ray whole soul was
absorbed in contemplation; it was a moment of rich

enjoyiiient A slovv and faltering step struck my ear

and turning round I discovered an emaciated. b>!)

Tencruble figure approaching, in the last decrepi-

tude of old age.

"Stranger," said he, "you are paying the tribute

of respect to the memory of our poet; and I must

beg pardon fur this abrupt intrusion."—There was

such an air of good nature in the old man, height-

ened by the sense of his helplessness, that I address

ed him frankly in reply, and showed no reluda-ice

to engage ii. conversation. He sketched lo me.

with all the loquacity characteristic of his veais, the

ha: its, the faoll^, tlie drunken broils of the man,

while at the same ti.ue he .ippeared --n ardei^t ad

mirer of the faiihful colouring, the playful wit, the

winning sprightliness of the writtr.

"C'ltne," said he, "along w^'ih me to the hillock

where Burns alternately brulitied his senses, or ex

alted them by the varied inspirations of his lyre.'

I accompanied him, anJ we ascended together the

mound of earth, on <he top of which is the seai—
once the favourite baunt of this immortal and ex

traordinary genius; and alike remarkable for wit

nessing bis fits of intoxication, and in favoured in

terval.s, his effusions of poetic rajiture. It is still

shown to ihe curious, lies within the precincts of the

town, and commands a fim- prosject of the sur-

rounding country. We seated ourselves on the

grassy turf, and grown familiar by an interchange

of sentiment, we conversed on the most intimate

footing From Burns we soon passed to other
topics possessing novelty or interest.

•'The c.iuntry," said I. ''in every direction around,
and wherever I have travelled, is mo.'^tly arable, and
highly cultivated. The red and while wheals pre
vail universally, and are sown seemingly by the far-

mers in equal quantities."

No. 47. —Voli, 9.

•Yes," replied the old man, "th>;re, is a wo^.iKt-

ful change in this district since 1 was of your age;

for I can recollect the time when there were nei-

ther inclosures nor wheat in all this country.

"Is it possible," I answered, "that all these im

provements are of so recent a date, as to be within

the reach of your remembrance. I should like, if

you would relate to me the ancient state of the

country, the condition of the tenants, and the pro-

gress of agriculture."

"That I shall do with all my heart," rejoined my
acquaintance, his eyes brightening as he spoke; for

like myself he seemed fond of Ihe subject.

"I was born,' continued he, "in 1719, in Loch-
nidben, and am now 87 years of age The oldest

thing I recollect, is the great riot whi'-li ti'ok pi ice,

throughout the whole of this shire, in I7!l4, in con

sequence of the landed proprietors beginning to en-

close their estates on purpose to stock them with

black cattle. The small tenants were turned out to

make way for this improvement; and the ground
was fenced by a sunk ditch and wall, called then

park dykes Great distress was felt in the country

on account of this alteration; and the tenantry rose

in a mob, and with pitch- forks, spades and mat-

locks, proceeded to level all these enclosures, from

one end of the country to the other. My father

>vas unfortunately concerned in that disturbance;

and after it was quelled by flic help of two troops

of dragoons brought from Edinburgh, he was ban-

ished to the American plantations for his crime. I

lived aflerw:irds, and was brought up with my un-

cle in Nithdale, about twenty miles hence, who
rented there a small farm of one hundred acres, and

I assi''ted him in working it. The general produce
of all this country was grey oats; although the gen
tlemen,in their croft or best lands, raised also a lit-

tle hear or bigg, and some white oats, yet the soil

was by all men believed incapable of producing
'.vheat, and accordingly it was never tried. Our
common food consisted of these grev oats parched,

or burned out of the ear and ground in a hollow

stone by ihe hand, of milk, of kail,* of groats, with

a«ver more than one ewe killed at Martinmas for

(he family. The houses were generally built of

mud, and covered with thatch; and the cloathing
was of plaiding, a coarse twilled stufT manufactur
ed at home from the black and white wool mixed
together. Hats and shoes were only worn by the
gentry, and even they often appeared at church
with a coat of their wives' making. Potatoes were
not introduced till 17-25, and at lirst were cultivated
with much care, and in small patches They weie
carried to the great towns on horses' backs, and re-

failed at a high price by pounds and ounces. It

was about the year 1735 when they came info com
mon use, and before that period there was often
great scarcity of food, sometimes bordering on fa

mine, in this fine country, which was then account
ed incapable of raising bread for its scanty popula
tion. Dumfries at present contains more inhabitants
than were then in the whole county; and liventy

acres are now more productive than two humlred
in those days. Such was the low state of husban-
dry, that the principid supply came from Cumber-
l..iid, on the other side of the Esk; and 1 myself
have witnessed on the Wednesdays, uhich, froni

time immimorial, have been our market d.iys, sad
scenes of real distress, occasioned by the swelling

of the river, which prevented the carriers from
bringing forward the meal, as the want of bridges
often interrupted all communication.

'I have seen," proceeded Ihe old man with great

animation, and pointing with the staff' in his h.inl.

"all that country before us covered and overiirown
with whinst and broom, and not a single vestige ol

• .\ species of greens used in Scotland for broth, and
called Colewort.

t Furze.

hese hedges and stone wal .^ ivlnch cioss am! i -r-

ect the whole landscape. A few sheep and bl .ck

cattle picked the scanty htrbage, and thi v vere

prevented from eating the growing corn, cither by

a herd-boy who temled them, or by a temporary

I'ence erected every year. The common people very

often collected nettles in Ihe field, of which they

made a kind of coarse soup, thickened with oat-

meal, and enriched, on gre it days, by a piece of

butter as a luxury. The state of Scollind from my
birth up to 1745, wa< miser.ible in the extreme: the

lower classes were ill fed, ill cloathed, and ill lodg-

ed; and there ivas no revival in their circumst inces

till the introduction of p')tatoes and lime."

'Of potatoes and of lime," repeated I, "I can per-

ceive some reasiin why the first should iiiiprovo

their condition, but what connexiou had the last

with if?"

'Lime," continttr-d my instr'ictor, ''operated with

more success on tlie prosperity of the country than

potatoes; and 1 look upon it as the best friend we
ever saw."

"Explain yourself," said I, "for all this seerns mys-
terious, and I cainot conceive how lime could have
wrought such enchantment."
"To your satisfaction, then.T shall account for if;

and my present views have not been altered for the

last twenty years of my life. Seventy years ago,

17.33, there was no lime used for building in Duin-

Iries, except a little made of cockle shells, burnt at

Colvend, and brought on horses' backs a distance

of twenty-two miles All the houses were either

composed of lond walls, strengthened by upright

posts, and theie bound and connected together by
wattled twigs, or they (vere built of stone, laid, not

in mortar, but in clay or moist loam. The whole
town was a collection of dirty, mean,»and I'rail ho-

vels, never exceeding one story, because the mate-
rials had not strength or firmness to bear more.
These buildings were so peri-hahle, and stood in

need of such constant propping, 'hat people never
thought of expending time, labour and money, on
the comforts of a habitation which was to fall into

ruins during the course of their lifetime. 01 Pro-

vost Bell's housi!, which was founded in 1740. is

the only one noiv niuaining of Ihe aucieni iicvn;

and although the under story was built with clay,

the two upper were laid in lime, which is the cause
of its long standing.

"Between the years 1750 and 17tj0, the old mud-
walls gave place to those of stone laid in nior'ar,

and from that period, there has been a visible and
rapid improvement. Houses acquired permanence,
descended from lather to son, and the labours of
one generation were enjoyed by the next. To
lime, then, we owe these stately edifices, with all

the comforts and conveniences they confer; and it

hence contributed, in a remarkable degree, to the
rcfiii^'uent ;ind polish of private life.

"If to this I'o-jsil." continued the old man, "we are
indebted for the stability of out towns, we are un-
der greater obligations for its unprecedented eflfects

on the powers ol the earth When! and clover
would n 't thrive in the county of Duiiilries, or in

the Stewartry of Kirkcuilbiiglit, fill lime was plen-

fully incorporated witii the soil; and afler its intro-

duction the farmers bc-anie rnli, land advanceil in

v.d'ie, the produce was multiplied tenfold, popula-
ti n increased, and the^e couniie-. qui kiy rose to

Iheir present unexampled pro-perily. In my youn-
ger days, it cost much toil to r. ist- on ray uncle's

farm two or two and a half bulls of grey oats per
acre, and afler taking one or two crops, the ground
I ly lor four or five years in natural grass, which
w^S'Oar^e and unpalafabl.- to ihcctlle. 'I'lie rent,

only 2s (id. per acre, we found gre.t dilficulty in

scraping together, and we fell on a thousand shifts

lo accoHiplish it. Now, the same farm is rented at

3i 10s per acre, is kept under consl:int cropping,
rears excellent wheat, is wholly drained and enclo-
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ed, siipiKiits a ^entn-l ramlly ic all the coniTorts of

life, anil one year's rent of it is. douiile the sum.

whirh could have purchased it altogether sixty-five

years a^o. It is lime, that has warmed and melio-

rated the soil, that has endowed it with productive

powers, and that supports all the plenty and pros

perity you have heen admiring, as you travelled

throush the district." He paused; I looked in his

face, and a hIdw of animation had overspread the

paleness of age. His right hand was extended in

an impressive posture, and his left rested on his

staff. The pencil of Titian could not have done

him half justice. I rose and bowed; we came down

together, and I retired to my apartment in the inn,

to note down the particulars of this interesting con

versalion.

In this province we have fortunately an immense

abundance ol' lime; although hitherto it has been

much neglected, and scarcely applied to use. The
benefits of mixins it with the soil seem not to have

striiik our farmers with the force, which the impor-

tance of the subject merits: and the few trials

which have been made, have been conducted with

so little skill, and fallen so much short of expecta-

tion, that the value of (his inestimable fossil has

not been sufficiently prized The cheapness of

laud, the decided preference in favour of the graz

ins system, the easy and independent circumstances

within the reach of moderate industry, the natural

productiveness of a new country, have all operated

in repressing the elastic spring of vi;!;o^ou^ and spi-

rited exertion. The toil and expen-e of burning

and c rting lime to the extent of 150 bu'-hels to an

English acre, would have been viewed like an hei-

culean effort by men who had encountered the

hardships of cutting down the foiest, to procure

subsistence. There was, moreover, in the early set

tlement of th* country, less necessity for the appli-

cation of this beneficial manure. The exuberance

of vesielable matter incorporated with the soil, and

which had accumulated for past ages by the annual

decay of leaves and plants, yielded liberal returns

under the most careless cultivation. The marshes

and intervals, and, at times, the deep loamy up-

lands were put under the most rigorous and unspar-

ino- system of exaction, and crop after crop suc-

ceeded each other, till the original richness of the

soil was drained. When it refused to pay back the

seed and labour it was abandoned to natural her-

bage, and allowed to regain its strength by tlie heal

ing process of nature. Weeds and grasses sprung

after it bad long languished in the most abject state;

and the first thing too which raised Scotland to

opulence and independence. Lime, as a manure,

has found its way into France and Germany; and

it is blended with the soil along the shores of the

Baltic. In southern latitudes, this mineral manure

is more generally applied, either incorporated with

clay in the shape of marl, or combined with the

sulphuric acid in that of gypsum.
This whole province seems to rest on calcareous

formations; and limestone and plaster rocks pro-

trude every where on the surface. Nature has thus

secured its perpetual fertility, by dispensing in such

exhaustless profusion, the fossil manures. The only

difference between these two subs.anccs is in their

chemical combination, for the base of both is the

same: limestone being a carbonate, and plaster a

sulphate of lime. The last of these is regularly

exported to the United States as an indispensable

dressing; and is there found lo invigorate and quick-

en the principle of vegetation. Here it is neglect-

ed, except as an arMcle of commerce; and it is ge

nerally reputed to be totally useless on our lands.

Of all this I am not only doubtful, but incredulous!

and I wish that some experiments were instituted

to set the question at rest: for without the testimo-

ny of stubborn and well attested facts, no man can

believe that the substance which fertilizes in Mary-

land and New York, and now in Massachusetts,

will be inoperative in Nova Scotia. I am aware,

that climate exercises over the vegetable kingdom

a mighty and imperious dominion; and that the ef

fects of gypsum here may be less striking, and per-

haps less profitable; but that it is altogether ineffi-

cient is so incompatibU with the known principles

of order and uniformity, which prevail throughout

the laws of matter, that every one has a right to

suspend his judgment, till the foundation of this

opinion be given to the public.

But waiving this questionable point in the mean
time, there can be no doubt of the utility of lime.

In all northern climates it has produced wonderful

benefits; has been tried here lately with success;

and is scattered with sufficient liberality to juslily

its general introduction. I recommend it warmly

to (he friends of agriculture, and 1 hope this recom

mendali'in will not be lost. It is beginning to iit

tract pretty general attention, has been searched

for with care in several parts of the province, and

preparations are now making for a fair and full ex-

periment in spring.

Lime is found of extremely different qualities;

substance which both of them are in quest o(, for the
purposes of their respective arts.

To the farmer it is an object, to cart the lime,
when fresh from the kiln. By exposure to the at-

mosphere, this earth atlracts carbonic acid, and re-

turns to its original weiKht, usually in the, propor-
tion of a twentieth part each of the first five or six

days; but if spread out to the air, recovers it much
more rapidly. While it is light of carriage, it should
de tiansporled to the soil with which it is intended

to be mixed, instantly slaked, and then scattered

and harrowed on the surface. Delay here is of per-

nicious tendency, if inert vegetable matter is to be
acted on; as the caustii'ity of the lime, or its power
of decomposing animal and vegetable matter, is

most active in its simple state, before its affinity has
been exerted on the carbonic acid of the atmos-
phere: but if the application is meant to improve
the earthy texture of the soil, or to supply calca-

reous matter to the vegetable oreanization, there is

no necessity for such haste, as this fossil, consider-

ed as a carbonate, is of infinite value to the farmer,

and moreover is supposed by some inquirers to be
peculiarly useful in this latter case Directions* are

even given against using it in the former, particu-

larly in soils rich in pvitrescent manure, because it

lessens the solubility of those compound products

that go directly to the nutriment of the plant.

Halifax, Jan. n , \S\9. Agricola.

(Communicated for the American Farmer, by J. Bcel.)

ARTHUR YOUNG'S EXPERIMENTS.
{Continutd from page 362.)

BARLEY.
The experiments with this grain were arranged

the same as those with wheat.

I Broadcmt or old mei/iod.—Thirty experiments;

sixteen in the ordinary, and fourteen in the improv-

ed method. The average price of barley during

the four years 1/. 2s, the quarter of eight bushels

—

the average expense of culture, in the common way-

being 2i. 'l3s Sd. per acre, was «qual to eighteen

bushels at the general average price.

General average expense per acre, common crops,

2J. 13s. Sd.

xjn indiscriminately, and contended on equal term.. , _ , -
ii„i , „

-' •
1: and there are at present and in proportion as science comes to enlighten

for the mastery ol the :

vast tracts, which the occupiers are afraid lo bteak

up, because the weeds would instantly start into life

and choke whatever grain would he intrusted into

the earth. New lands, in such circumstances, have

been sought after to furni«h bread corn; or (he

more ruinous expedient has been resorted to of im

porting it. We are now happily ripe for a chtmge.

The aKiicuUural classes are beginning to study

their profession ivilh keenness and enthusiasm.

—

New and more liberal ideas are gaining the ascen-

dant; a spirit of enterprise has gone lorlh; the no-

ble, tiie wealthy, (he wise, are striving with each

other to raise oiir prostrate and fallen agricullure to

some sort of eminence; and a few years of such

promise will aile' the complexion of our affairs.

It is inconceivable what effect lime has on the

productiveness of the earth. Philosophers have in-

vestigated its nature and properties, to find out the

,secret spell by which it ;vorks; and while some

have attributed the effect to its power of decompos-

ing putrescible matter, or to its affinity lor carbonic

acid, others have ascribed it to the change effected

on the constitution of the soil. All, however, are

agreed, that no land, after its first and natural rich-

ness has been exhausted by cropping, can continue

fertile without a mixture of this fossil. Its use was

the first thing which revived English agriculture

our practice, we will turn our attention to the cha-

racter of the rock from which this fossil is taken.

Puie limestone consists of nine parts of carbonic

acid, and eleven of calcareous earth: and of cour-^e,

in the process of burning, which is employed solely

to expel the acid by the action of red heat, it will

lose 9-20Ihs of its specilic weight as drawn from the

kiln. Shells of first quality will require more than

their own weight of water to slake them; and eve-

ry one bushel, when reduced to powder, will inea

sure three. When the lime is intermixed with sand,

flint, or clay, its loss in calcination will be less, the

shells will yield a smaller proportion of powder,

and what is still more curious, will require a less

quantity of water. As there are great inequaliiic.^j

m the mixture of these foreign ingredients, so the

product in powder and the quantity of water used

in slaking, may be employed as certain measures of

the value of the limestone. The colour, to a cer

tain extent also, ascertains the purity; but this c:-»n-

not be relied on infallibly, as there may be a portion

of magnesia in combination, which, on account of

its equal whiteness, cannot be discriminated by the

eye. It is plain, that when our diffrrent rocks come

lo be wrnuuht, these tests will be of infinite advan

laje, and point out to the farmer and mason, those

which will yield the most calcareous earth—the

Average product of do.

Average profit of do.

Produce on gravelly loam,

Do. on clayey loam.
Profit on gravelly loam.

Loss on c\^y loam.

19

bush,

20
17

'3*'

d.

Gravel superior ]^t acre to clay, 1 6

Expense on fallow 3 8

Do. after fallow crops, ... 2 5

Difference, 13
Produce on fallow,

Do. after fallow crop.

Profit after a crop.

Do. on fallow.

h,,'h.

IS

19

Superiority of the former, •

Average expense of crops under im-

proved system, in which tillage and

manure were exerted in much per-

fection,
bus/i. pecks.

Average produce of do. 67 2

Average profit of do.

1 Davy's Agricultural Chemistry, page 320, 321.
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Comparison between the manured and vumamired.

Arer^itp expi-nse per acre of the ma- /. s. d.

mirecl, 11

Do. unmanured, ... . 2 10 5

Diff-irence, . . : . . 8 t)

ir/sA. /lecks

Average product of the un-

matiured, ii -

Do. manured, 63 3

4 5

1-2 11

Superiority of the former, 8 3

Average profit of the unmanured.
Loss by the manured.

Superiority of the former, . .10 17 4

N. B. The uniiivinured portions were well manur-

ed with (he ameliorating crops which preceded the

barley.

Comparison between the experiments conducted in the

coninmn way and those which include a perfection

of culture

Avcrige expense of improved hus- I. s. d

bandry, 7 17
Do. do. common do. . . 2 13 8

Excess of the former, . . 4
bush. peck.

Average produce of improv-

ed hiisli udry, 67 2

Do. do. common do. 59

Superiority of the former. 48 2

Average profit of improved Imsbandry, 2 7

Do. do of the common do. 4 8

Superiority of th" former, 2 2 6

The di;durtion3 from 'hcse experiments, are

1. That a light soil is brtter for this grain than a

heavy one.

2. That it does better after a fallow crop than o ".

a fallow.

3 rii;it manure is far more beneficially applif-J

to til'" preceding than to <he. barley crop.

4 Til it the proilijct, under the improved hus

bandrv, is neirly fnur times as great as that under

the coiiiMioii ; :ind,

5. Tint Ibe profits of (he fiir.'oer (the main ob

ject.) are ten times greater than those of Ifie latter

These ronclusions tally perfectly with njy expe

riemc in the cultivation -if this gruin.

r would remark, in icgurd to the lliird inference

drawn from these experiments, (hat acconling to

my observations, manure does nut answer so well

for any of the small grains, especially if unfernient-

ed, when applied directly to the crop, as when ap

plied to the crop immediately preceding. M^inure

does Mot become aliment to the culmifVrous family

of plants until it has iimlergonc decomposition. To
perfect this process in the soil the heats of summer
are requisite; and before this is accomplished the

grain is matured and the crop harvested. Those

err still more who suffer their manure to ferment

complt-tely before they bury it in the soil, as its fer

tilizing propertii-s are thereby diminished more than

one hall^ The gasses which escape from a heap

of manure undergoing fermentation, would feed a

corn, potato, or other ameliorating crop, if njixed

with the soil on which they are planted, and the

residuum would be as beneficial to the grain crop

which follows, as if the fermentation had been con

ducted in the dung-yard, and the manure applied di

rectly to the wh< at or barley. It would have an ad-

vantage. The fermentation wo(dd be less violent >n<l

wasteful in the s'lil, and .he maimre would be more
intimately blended, by tillage, for the second cr .p.

IF JVewor drill hmbandry. —Fifteen experiments
resulted in a loss of nine and a half bushels the

acre—(hat is, the e3i[>ense exceeded the product to

this amount: I. g. d.

Average expense per acre, . .894

ArtjfA, p''ck3.

.Vverage product do. 16 2 I. s. d.

Average loss do. . . . 1 10 8

III. Ten experiments, comparing broadcast with
drill husbandry. I. s. d.

Aveiagc expense drilled, . . 3 2
Do. do. broadcast, . . 2 16 6

blis/l. pecks.

Product of drilled, 18 2

Do. of broadcast 31 3

Average loss on drilled, . . 12 9

Do. profit on broadcast, . . 16

Superiority of latter, per acre, 1 18 9

These experiments go fully to justify our prac-

tice of following the broadcast system in the culti-

valiiin of bailey.

IV- Quantity of seed.—Experiments managed as

those Willi wheat. The results as fpllow:

JVilhout manure.
bush, fjecks.

i pecks on the acre produced 7

1 bushel do. do- . • - 7 1

U bushels do- do. . , .11 2

2 do. do do- . . . 11

2^ do. do. do- . . . 16 1

3 do- do- do . • .111
34 do. do. do. . . 15 2

4 • do. do. do- . . . 17 2

44 do. do. do- - . • 19 2

5 do. do. do. . . .21 1

5i do. do. do. . . . 18 2

6 do. do- do- . . . 20 2
6» do. do. do- - . . 14 2

7 do. do. do. - . . 16 3

74 do. do. do- • - . 13 3

Manured.
bush, pecks.

2 pecks on the acre produced ..92
1 bishel do. do- - - . 20 1

14 bushels do. do. . . 30 2

a do. do. do- - . - 34 3

24 do- do- do- . . - 45 2

3 do- do- do- . . . 49 2
34 do- do- do- . - . 31 2
4 do- do- do- . . . 27 1

4i do. do. do- . . . 24 1

5 do. do. do. . . . 20
54 do. do. do. . . 19 2

(5 do. do. do. . . . 19

61 ilo. do. do. . . . 18 2
In these experiments, five bushels of seed per

acre seems to be the most advantageous on unma
nured, and three bushels on manured ground. Thf
product given above is the quantity remaining after

deducting the seed, and is called the clear product.

This quantity of seed is much greater than is

sown in the United States- Two bushels is most
common, vet it has been nearly doubled with advaii

tage. On poor soils, three bushels or mure, may
be profitably sown to the acre.

V- Time of sowins;.—The results of the experi-

ments were as iullow:

Average products from sowings in February, 12

Do. do- do- in March, H^
Do. do- do- in April, 8^
Do- do- do- in May, 6

Do- do- do. in June, 3i

Proof satisfactory in favour of early sowing.

The same conclusions have resulted from our prac

lice- Al!hou;;h the seasons will not admit ol our

sowing in February, and seldom in March, yet good
farmers sow their barley as early as the condition

of their ground will admit. A preparation of the

ground in autumn is desirable.

VI. Miscellaneous experiments.

1- Steeps-—The experiments under this head sa-

fisfifd Mr. Young, that "the use of steeps is a mere
piece of nonsense," and that "barley requires

none."

2. CImnge of seed, from a distance, produced no

ertect sufficient to recnuimend it V) practice, but

varying the soil was found to be of much impor-

tance. Our author makes two sujigestions, which

lie conceives very important in the cultivation of

this grain: first, that the seed to be sown on clay

should be raised on sand or jjravel, and vice versa—
and, second, th.it the seed should be the liriKhtest,

weightiest, plumpest, and best that cm be got.

3. Experiments of curiosity.—These were made
upon a small sc.ilf, with a view of aicertainin;; the

weight of crop which the soil could be made to pro-

duce. One experiment gave at the rate of 85 bush-

els, another 120, and a third 145 bu;shels the acre.

The expense of culture, &c., was at the rate of 40!.,

133/. and 26Si. per acre.

Hiving omitted to notice in the proper place,

the result of experiments of curiosity on wheat, I

insert them here, merely as matter of curiosity.

A single grain of wheat, sown in September, se-

parated and transplanted repeatedly, and well nurs-

I'd, was made to yield at harvest five pints of i;ood

grain. The loe^s on cultivating an acre in this way,
vviih like product, is stated at 27i. 13s. 6d. la

anotht;r experiment, he obtained at the rate ol 70
bush -Is, at an expense of 70/. per acre. In a third,

the product was at the rate of 83 bushels, and the

expense 200/. the acre.

in order that the reader may better understand
the distinction between the common and improved
system of culture, I subjoin an account of the out-

line of an experiment made in each »ay.
Manure applied to preceding crop.

"Culture, expenses and produce of a rood, field

L. 1765.

"This rood yielded turnips broadcast, in 1764,
which were manured for in that complete manner
sketched in so many of these experiments. It was
ploughed twire in March, after the turnips were eat

(on the ground,} by sheep; again the first week ia

April; the secoid week ploughed it again, and har-
rowed in a busi,el of barley. This crop made an
extremely fine appearance the whole of the season;
was mown and thrashed in August. The produce
3 qrs. 1 peck, (25 bushels.)"

The expense consisted in four ploughings, two
harrowings, seed and sowing, mowing and harvest-
ing, rent, &c., in the whole' lis. Sd. The product
being worth 2/ 17s 6(/., left a profit of 2/ 5s lOd.
on the rood, or of 9/ is. 4d. per' acre. This profit,

it will be perceived principally accrued from the
manure, and a good portion of the tillage being
charged to the turnip crop which preceded the barley.

Manured crop.

"Culture, expense and produce of a rood, field

S. 1766
"Ploughed for the first time in autumn 1764. when

it w.is thrown on to the riu'tce. In .March, 1765. it

was manured with foui loads of town manure—by
the twelfth of Au-iist it received four ploughings
more. The first of September it was again manur-
ed with the same quantity of the same manure; and
in October it was thrown on to the ridge for winter,
and ill Mar h was ploughed, sown with one bushel,
md manured with ten bushels of soot. In .^ii^ust
it was mown and threshed. The produce 2'qrs.
(16 bushels,) and 1 peck The manurings amount-
ed to 2/ 12s.. and the other charges swelled the ex-
pense to 3/. Ss. Id. The loss was 17s -Id. or 3/. 9s. 6d.
per acre. A fresh proof (says the author,) that we
must not look to the first crop of corn for a reim-
bursement of the expense of ample manurings."

Without manure.

"Culture, expense and product of a rood, field

M., 1766.

"Yit-lded horse hoed turnips in 1765, which were
drawn (or cattle in March. It then received three
ploughings, and was sown with three pecks of bar-
Icy the middle of April -.oivii and threshed in Au-
gust. The product 5 bushels 2 pecks. Tne ex-
pense was 9s. 3d., and the profit II. 10s. per acre.
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O.N ^EVV IMA.NLU'ACIUUKS AND l-RO

'lEGTING DU'llES.

Mr. Editor, January 16, IS->8.

A" your late kind notice of your correspon.ient

Tijckiilioe. ivell deserves some acknowledgmetit on

l,i.« pari, you would, in all probahility, feel some sur-

prise, if not displeasure, at hi* failure lo ra.ike an} ,

were liis silence to remain unexplained. A volun

teer represenlative, therefore, takes upon liiDQ.-ell

lliis duly; and deeming short prefaces best in every

good cause, he will, at once, curae to the point.

Know then, my good sir, that the man who now ad

dresses you, is'the near neighbour and friend of your

late correspondent. Tuckahoe. We have been bred

to-elher, from earliest infancy to the present day;

and now that old at;e has overtaken us, we have

concluded (fools like,) to stick by each other to the

last hour, in spile of common usage, and numerous

illustrious examples lo the contrary. This wdl both

explain and justify my taking up my pen in his be

half as he is too much occupied, at this lime, to do

such a job for himself. To tell you a bit of a se

cret, Mr Editor, the poor old gentleman has gone

clean out of his wits. No attempt at concealment

could long be successful, and 1 have, therefore,

thought it best to let you know the worst, without

furlirer delay, that none of the exaggerations, so

common on such occasions, might reach your ears,

befuie you heard the truth His misrorlune has

been brought upon him by a very sanguine and

most eloquent projector, with whom he happened

to get acquainted, who has so far got the blind side

of him, as completely to have turned his head with

a vastly ingenious scheme to make a joint and

splendid fortune in a very short t\me—provided only,

Ihey can prevail on government to give them the

needful encouragement and protection. Tuckahoe,

poor fellow, who you know has a conscience some-

what tend.r, was seized at first with some severe

niialihs, when he heard of the enormous prices at

which the government would enable them, as it

would be necessary at first, to sell their commodl

ties; but these' qualms were soon quieted by the as

surances of his new friend, that hy and 6(/e. (which,

from all I can understand, means something like

the coming of two Sundays together,) they would

supply their customers at one-fifth of the present

prices. This hopeful scheme has now so entirely

filled Tuckahoe's brain, that he can neither think,

nor speak of any thing eUe: and would you believe

..arvellously discovered in the midst of one of our

most extensive and impenetrable Fl .rida swamps
fuckahoe's Iriend has clearly demonslrated to him

their great superiority to silk worms in several

highly important particulars.

In the Ijist place, that they are vastly cheaper la-

lioureis, siuce they can procure thdr own food,

which silk worms never do— lo say nothing of their

sleeping and gormandizing for months together,

before they ever earn (as the s:iying is,) '-salt to

their bread." Ibis procurement too, is accom-

plished by certain dispositions and arrange-nenls

best known to themselves, ol the very same raw

material to be siibsequenily manufactured into an

nlinite variety of those beautiful gossamer fabrics,

lashionalile among our ladies of the present day.

Secondly, tliat Ihey (the spiders.) coniinually serve

for exeiiipiars, which siik worui> never can, to the

mariulacturers ihemselves, in constructing their ma
chiiiery;—all spiders, but especially those of the

true native breed, having invariably discovered a

great natural talent for mechanical philosophy

And lastly, that give 'em an even start, a spider

will beat a silk worm all hollow, in ihe rapidity

with which they perform their respective tasks; al

the same time that he will spin a thread running ai

least tour times as many yards to the pound. The
only stumbling block in the way, alter the qualms

01 conscience were appeased, is a small doubt start-

ed by our friend Tuckahoe, as to the durability

of the neiv manulacture. This is in a fair way
of being successlully combatted by his friend,

the projector, in one of two ways: for like all

good schemers, he has two strings to his bow.

I'he lirsl IS, by having shown I'uckahoe the infinite

simalily (If you will pardon a new word,) of the

spider's thread, through one of those admirable in-

struments invented some years ago, by some Merino

amateur, lor examining and comparing specimens

appeared so inadequate to the effect, that our explorer

was, at first, so lost iu wonder, as to fear he was ilream-

ing, uiiiil he luckily reculleeted the case of the famous

Caplaiu Lemuel liuUiver, who was hampered and throt-

tled iu ihe same way by those pigmies, ihe Lilliputians,

ou his first visit to their island. This, at once furnish-

ed liim with a very plausible conjecture, that the spiders

must have caught the crocodile napping, as the Lillipu-

tians did UuUiver; and admonished him to take special

care how, when, and where he himself should venture

to sleep. The diificulty, however, of hitting upon a com-

plete solution of the phenomenon, did uut diminish '
nor speaKoi any iniug "^'^7. °"" ,,,,;/"-,•_J h,s eyes, as it would ha.e done wiih some philosophers,
,t, Mr. Editor, the poor old sou talks •'"^ '^<» «M

^,^ .^...{l ^^j vast importance of h,= discovery. For
about it, even in his sleep. But to

<^°™^^^'°J"^ | with the rapidity of intuition, he instantly saw in this

single operation of these self-taught mechanicians, andpoint—the project is neither more, nor less, than

to substitute for silk worms—what do you think, my

dear sir?—why spiders!* of a breed lately, and most

» This mont interesting discovery, (for all the parti-

culars of which, 1 beg you. Mr. tditor, to bear in mind,

that I will not vouch, having a strong suspicion that it

is one of the numerous hi!;hly c .loured tales, with

which Turkahoe's friend has lately so bamboozled

him,) IS said to have bee. very recently made by one ol

Ih.ise sagacious and indefaligable explorers of hidden

treasures, whose governing principle seems to be San-

cho Panza's favourite proverb, that, "tp/iere you, are least

nvan, Ihne starts the /lare." While pluiigii.g and scul-

fling through bushes, briars, and almost bottomless

mud, reckless of consequences, and without any very

definite objecl, except, in the true spirit of adventure,

i-to see what was to be seen"—his attention was ar-

rested by a very strange and most extraordinary noise, as

of some large animal in great distress. Being of thalchi-

vairic temperament which instantaneously impels the

possessor to bear relief, either to man or beast, when m
need of it. our bold adventurer hastened, as fast as he

could, to the spot whence the cries proceeued; whei

the raw material witli which they worked, an exhaust-

less supply for the manulacture of our finest fabrics, as

well as of cordage lor our navy—the tying fast of this

enormous alligator being demonstrative proof that the

new discovered raw material was admirably adapted

to this latter purpose. Out explorer, although up lo his

ears in mud, and consequently but illy situated lor me-

ditat.on, was struck instanier, so forcibly, wiih the

amazing advantages, in a national view, to be derived

from his discovery, that he scrambled out with all pos-

sible celerity; hastened to a capitalist, whom he enlist-

ed in his cause; took prompt measures to secure a pa-

tent right; and now bids fair lo be handed down to

posterity, as the great public benefactor who added the

lip top plume to the civic crown which is lo adorn his

brows, whose rare fortune it shall be lo perfect and

coiisumuiate the grand "Amer.cau system."

Our adventurer took care, in leaving the swamp to

which le waa so much indebted, to bring along with

him, in a little siiuft box which happened to be empty,

a few pair of these precious spiders, who have already

locked a large tract of country on the Florida and

Georgia line, heretolore deemed worthless; and by

of vi.-Mno wool, which, in liiose happy days, was a
pari of the regular entertainiuent ,n all our most
select companies. You might well suppose. Mr.
Editor, that such a proof of the extreme tenuity of
Ihe spider's threid. wouM have confirmed Pucka-
hoe's fears beyond the possibility of removal. But
not so, my good sir; like many other sanguine men,
he is so much disposed to believe what he wishes,

thai the finer looks the thiead, the stronger grow
Tuckahoe's hopes, and of course, th» more captiva-

ting his friend's arguments Uut Ihe reasoning
which I expect will remove all doubts, may be call-

ed, the aigumenlum ad passiinuin. It is this:—sup-

posing that spider-web habilaments should prom
less lasting than those made of silk, every body
who has the least knowledge of fashionable life and
fHshionable people, niiint know, that the oftener they
have good pretexts for buying new dresses, the bet-

ter; and by necessary consequence, that Ihe esti-

Tiation in which any recently invented article of
wearing apparel is held, will be inversely to its du-
rabilily—or in other woids, exactly in proportion to

the rapidity with which it wears out.

This, Mr. Editor, I must admit to be rather a
melancholy account of my poor friend's present

predicament, for it proves an entire abandonment
of his former opinions in regard lo what is called

"government encouragement and protection to do-

iiipslic manufactures." It also furnishes the strong-

est presumptive evidence, that nothing else but self-

interest must have produced this change. My own
private opinion is. that Ihe poor old fellow is— in-

sane; but although this will probably be a good
plea with you. who know Ihe former goodness of
his h'art and soundness of his principles, I am sure

it Hill not wilh the public at large You will there-

fore, greatly oblige me by citing, as soon as practi-

cable, in palliation, at least, of our friend's conduct,

the numerous high and illustrious examples furnish-

ed by our civil annals, of men who have been pa-

trioti.sm itself personified, a'.;ainst particular projects

involving great public interests, so long as they
themselves had no private interest to promote by
applauding them; when, behold, the weathercock
itself has never more rapidly veered round, than
they liave done, the instant their cupiility has been
excited in favour of what they had, hut a short

time brfore. condemned Press this matter, good
Mr Editor, for I know you can do it better than i

can; press it, I beseech you, at least until you either

gel poor Tuckahoe out of his present bobble, ia

furnishing so many strong suspicions against the

sincerity of his fornisr professions of patriotism, or
draw off the public ationtion from his apparent de-
reliction of principle, to some more conspicuous
and mischievous offenders. Let not his unhappy
case furnish another proof in <;orroboration of the

adage, "that the little fish art always caught,
whereas the big ones constantly are suffered to

break through the net"
I remain, Mr. Editor,

Your friend and subscriber,

TUSCARORA.

most iudutlriously, tu "devour lUeir prey. The cause I have cUristeued Monparea, wiU nev»r be e^UiUied,

(From the Hampshire Gazette.)

SHEEP AND WOOL.
The "Bulletin des Sciences Agriroles." for July,

18^7. contains a review of a German work on sheep

and wool, by J. C. Ribbe, published at Prague, Bo-

hemia, from which we have translated the follow-

ing, save what is enclosed in brackets.

The author adopts the opinion of LinnsEus. that

all the different kinds of sheep which exist are de-

rived from a common stock, the Ovis ^r^alis. [or

the wild sheep which inhabits the rocky mountains

of Asia and Greece ] The largest species of sheep

in Europe is the breed of Flanders, which Ihe Dutch

imported from India about two centuries ago. The
smallest race is that »f Scotland, [M. Ribbe refers
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to the Hebridean sheep, a small brer. I, whli h wcigli

from four to five pounds per quarter when I'at, and

yield about one pound of wool of various colours.

These small animals frequently carry four or live

horns. This breed was imported into Scotland from

Denmark at a very early period. There is now a

race ill Denmirk which ha»e four borus.] The
national sheep of Hun^iry have, in both sexes,

Straiifht horns, from 1'2 to 15 inches lon^. The
wool is five or six inches in lenglh, and so coarse,

that it is fit for nothing but blankets.

Iceland has two sorts of sheep, one large, the

other sm.ill. Their wool is brown, and the inhabi-

tants do not shear if, hut pull it off—a most cruel

operation. The Icelanders make ^reat use of sheep's

milk These animals live ail the year exposed to

the severity of the wi-atlier, and llieir principal food

in winter is the moss called Iceland moss, which
thiy obtain under the snow The small species live

amonu the steep rocks on the mountains, and some
times a flock is carried over a precipice into a gulf,

by an avalanche, where th.y remain until the

warmth of their bodies melts th^' snow which co

Ters them, and announces to their owners, by the

steam which ascends, ihe place into which they

have been carried.

In the Crimea, and some countries near the Cas-
pian seas, they have sheep that bear, when young,
short curled wool of a blue, brown, or black colour,

which is an object of commerce. That the wool
may remain in small curls, the Tartars cover the

lambs with a linen cloth sewed close around
them, which is not taken off until Ihe animal is

killed. [I'hese lamb skins are celebrated, being
damasked, as it were, by clolhing Ihe little animal.
In some of the vast forests of Ru-^sia, there are
sheep which live in a wild state; these animals are

so much affected by Ihe sounds of drums and trum
pets, that they begin to run. leap and dance as soon
as they hear them; and they continue these motions
until overcome by excitement and fatigue, they are

no longer able to flee from their enemies.
The largest breed of sheep in the world is the fat-

tailed variety; it is raised in central Asia, China,
Persia, Africa, &,c. The tail is a mass of fat, and
often weighs 30 pounds. Another variety of Asia is

the long-tailed breed, with coarse wool; its tail some-

times drags on the ground.
Europe did not possess any fine woolled sheep

until the twelfth century. The Roman writers men-
tion ihat fine wools and stuffs were imported from
Spain, hut this only proves that the Spanish sheep
were better than those of the rest of Europe In

the twelfth century some African merchants sent to

Cadiz a few sheep, the wool of which was remarka-
ble for its fineness and whiteness. They were pur
chased by a Cadiz merchant, and placed on his

country estate, where they succeeded, but he found
no imitators.

About the year 1350, Peter, king of Castile, hav-
ing been informed that there was a race of sheep in

Barbary, which had precious fleeces, sent several
persons into Morocco to buy a great number of
bucks. From this epoch commenced the reputation
of Ihe wool of Castile. In the sixteenth century,
when Cardinal Ximenes was the Spanish minister,

complaints were made to him that the sheep of Cas-
tile had deteriorated. To remedy the evil, this mi-
ni.<ter determined to import a great number from
Barbary; but as he could not obtain them by means
of negotiation, he kindled a war, and invaded Mo-
rocco. The Spanish soldiers had orders to bring
away as many sheep as they could; th>y pillaged the
country, and returned to Spain with the precious
plunder
The principal breeds of Spain are tho.se which the

monks of the Escurial possess; those of the convents
of Guadaloupe, and of Polar; those of the duk
d'Inlantailo. and of the counts of Negretti and Moi.-
tar^o. The sheep of the Escurial have the moot

icauiiful wool; iho-e of (iuadaloupe are celebrated
iiir th' ir form and fleece; tho.se of Paular have their

head covered with wool, and their neck full of wrin-
kles; those of Inf-intado are born with coarse wool,
whicu afterwards becomes very fine, and those of
Negretti have a strong and rolmst body, with fine

wool. All these races are called meriiioes,and were
formerly the travelling flocks of Spain; since the late

wais, they have hecoiue stali.nary. All the fine

races of sheep now in Europe were derived from the
merinocs ol Spain.

Bo&TicxrxiTir&s.

(From the New York Farmer.)

PEACH TREES.
Diseases io which Pe'ich Trees are subject- By A.

Pakmemtikr, proprietor af the Horticultural Bo-
tanic Garden, Brooklyn, L- I. jVeto Vork.

In this country the peach tree is attacked princi-

pally by worms that feed upon the roots, ni ar the

surface of the ground. Few remedies have been
employed »vilh success. It appears, however, as I

have been informed by a farmer of New Jt-rsey,

that the application offish placed about the foot of

the tree, driies away the worms. Last year I re-

moved many worms from a peach tree to make the

wounds which they had made to appear. I employed
with great success, bruised sorrel applied as a plas-

ter, tied upon the wounds. 1 have used bruised

sorrel in Europe with equal success upon gummed
parts of the plumb tree and apricot. It was this use

of it which first gave me the idea of applying it to

the peach tree.

It is very advantageous to make in the summer,
small heaps of earth about five or six inches high,

around the foot of the trees. The insect goes upon
idem and deposits its eggs a liltle way under the

ground in the tree. In the fall, on removing the

earth, the eggs are left uncovered and perish by the
frosi.

After the worms the yellows is the malady which
causes the premature death of peach trees. 1 be-

lieve that the cause depends in a great measure, on
a defect in setting out the trees; and it is this upon
which I found my reasoning. 1 have observed in

this country, that for the most part in setting out
trees, the earth is very rarely dug up more than two
spades deep. The tree is put in, the roots are co-

vered, and it is abandoned. If the tree is vigorous,

the roots soon extend in the loose soil, until they
reach the hard and impenetrable earth. On vege-
tating, in the spring, the roots are forced towards the
surface of the ground, where they become victims of
insects. Finally the tree deteriorates in its nature,
and a premature death follows.

A hole of three feet deep and four broad, is not
tio lirge. Sods of about three inches in thickness,
cut fine with the spade, should be put in the hole to

the d'pth of two feet, and covered with about one
inch of good earth. Then put in the tree and cover
th« roots with loose mellow earth or vegetable

mould. Precaution should be taken against the

sinking of the earth, which ought to be calculated

at one inch for one foot. If the tree is planted too
deep, it will vegetate poorly and must perish at

length, without producing but poor fruit I shall

never sell peach trees without giving these direc-

tions to those persons who have conliilence m me.
As lo the cl. que.it is produced by the interrup-

tion of Ihe sap in the cold nights of spring. It often

appears that but one part of Ihe plantation is at-

tacked, and only those trees which are in a current
of air. This disease is not very dangerous. It

more frequently kills the fruit; and it is prudent to

take iheni ofl'. because ihe tree, sotferiiig by the loss

of a great part of the leases, i.< under th. necessity

to recruit its strength. 1 have vmplu)ed with sui:-

cess, Ihe remeOy which I make use of to kill the ants

and other small insects, that take the substance from
the leaves of the frees. If the trees are thus taken
care of, they will be thrifty th? following year.

AMERICAN CASTOR OIL.

This very valuable medicine is made by express-
ing the oil from the bean of the plant "Pahna
Christ!," and is now cultivated in some of the mid-
dle and western states to great advantage. It was
not until the foreign countries, on which we here-
tofore were dependent for this article, laid a high
export duly on it, that led to the manufacture of
castor oil in the United States, where it is now
made in great abundance, of better quality and at a
less price. Large quantities of American cold-

pressed castor oil ^vere shipped to London in 18-26,

which paid the shipper a handsome profit, when
Parliament deemed it necessarj' to protect tbeir

possessions in the East and West Indies, by increas-

ing the duty on American castor oil, which is now
equal to J1.60 per gallon; and even under these dis-

advantages, it will pay a profit to the shipper. It is

supposed that the consumption of castor oil in the
United Stales is, on the most moderate calculation,

about one thousand barrels, or thirty thousand gal-

lons a year. The crop of the last season will not,

from the best information, exceed two hundred bar-

rels, or six thousand gallons. This great deficiency

is owing entirely to the low price the article had
fallen to the year previous, when the crop was more
than fifteen hundred barrels. Another striking

proof of the resources of our country.

NILES.

GRASS FOR BONNETS.
Lhmizjn Botanic Garden, near J^ew York, )

J S. Skikmer, tsa. Jan. 25, ISiS. \

Dear Sir,—A lady, of the highest respectability,
has indicated her wish to form and patronize an es-
tablishment of Leghorn hats, and solicits of me
some seeds of the "Italian gross," suitable for that
purpose. From wh it little attention I have given
the subject, I believe it is an American species of
grass that has been so successfully used in various
sections of the country. You will greatly oblige me
if you can obt.iin a few seeds of the kind generally
in use, fur the lady in question.

We have haii a most singular season here—it was
not until the nght of the 21st that the ground was
frozen so as to prevent my gardeners from workiog
the ground.

Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

WINE AND CIDER.
J. S. SEl>rMER, Esq.

Sir,—On referring to the placard, issued by the
Mirylaiid Agricultural Society, previous to their
last Cittle >how, I find amongst others designated,
the following premiums, viz:

"For the sample of the best cider, the pure juice
of the apple, SIO.'

"For the sample of the best domestic wine, the
pure juice of the grape, $10 "

1 pr.duced a bottle of wine, which, doubtless, I

thought of a superiur quality, and if I could for^n a
orrect judgment, it was esteemed at least tolerable
by the juilges, and some hy-stamlers, who tasted it

also. But having used a small quantify of sugar in
manufacturing il, I did not think that I was literally

entitled to the premium. I therefore disclaim any
disappointment, so fir as relates to myself There
were several other samples of wine amt cider pro-
duced, that Seemed to be esteemed as tolerably
innii in quality, and as 1 thought respectably vouch-
•d lor, as being "of Ihe pure juice ,>| ihe grape,"
and "of the pure juice of the apple," 1 was there-
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fore coi.fiden(, lli;it some of the camluiutcs >iould

have been successful in obt;iiniti§ the proposed pre-

miums; but behold, (excej)t some vcrbul oliserva-

tions by one of ihe judges, in which be promised a

farther e.xplanation.) there wore no premiums grant-

ed, no reason assigned— in fact, there was no report

made on the subject of "fermented hquors!!!" Now
sir, the question arises, whelhcr it would not liave

been more proper, and consiitent with the honour

of your society, for the judges in those premis.-s,

to have awarded premium^, or to have given some

good re;isons wliy they did not? I presume you

will asree with nie in thinkinj;, that there is a de-

gree of cruelly in niakiiiK such a display of valua-

ble and beautiful plate, whertby the hopes of poor

candidates are elevated, and afterwards not even tell

them why they are disappointed—besides, it must

have the ell. xt to dampen einulalion. This interfei-

ence by one who is not a member of your associa-

tion, 1 am aware may be deemed impertinent, but

let il be remembered, I complain not on my own

account, and you may either publish tliose observa-

tions, or not, as to you seemelh proper. With my
best wishes for the prosperity of your future Cattle

Shows, I remain, respectfully, yours,

C. I5IRN1E.

ThornMe, Jan. 13, 1S28.

XZfTSR^AXi X3IXFXt.OVSaXE:SS>QL'.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD
To the President and Uii-cctnis nf ths Baltimore and

Ohio Rail road Vonijiany:

Gentlemen: Agreeably to the recommendation

contained in our report of November titli, 1827, in

relation to the survey of expeiinicntal lines between

Baltimore and the Potomac river, and in conformity

_te4l!e, instructions of your President, that the sur-

veys be undertaken with all conv,er!:enl despatch,

we have the honour to report that, in order "to de-

termine the general direction of the Rail-road from

this city to the Potomac," surveys of the following

routes were begun as soon as practicable after re

ceiving our instructions, and were completed on the

4th of the present month, viz:

Ist. A route through (he valleys of Jones' falls,

Gwynn's fall*, Chenelh's run, north branch of Pa-

tapsco aiid Little Pipe creek, to the Monocacy ri

ver: whence it was prolonged (lirough Harman's

gap of the South mountain, in a direction to pass

in the vicinity of Hagtrstown, and terminate on the

Polomae river at Williamsport.

2d. A route from Baltimore to the mouth of Lit

tie Pipe creek, by the valleys above mentioned,

and thence along the valley ol Monocacy river,

passing through Freilericktown to its termination at

the Point of Rucks, where the Potomac river

breaks through the Caloclin mountain.

Sd. A route from Baltimore crossing the valley of

Gwynn's falls, and passing over to that of the Pa

tap^co, near Elkiidge landing: then ase.fnding tbi

latter valley until an opportunity olfered near Elli

cott's mills, for attaining such an elevation on Elk-

ridge as has subsequently been found to admit a

gradual ascent along the ridge to the summit at

Parr's spring; whence a descent to the Monocaey
Avas maile by the valley of Bush creek, from Ihe

mouth ol which the same direction may be pursued

to the Potomac, as by the first or second riujtes

4tli. A route Irom Baltimore through the valleys

of Gwynn's falls. Patapseo river, Piney falls, Sam's

creek and Little Pipe creek to the Monocacy:
whence, as by the first or seccjnd routes, it may be

prolonged across the South mountain to Williams
port, or through Fredericktuwn to the Point of

Rocks.
in order to ascertain the greatest depression in

the ridge dividing Gwynn's falls from the Patapseo,

having purs.ied the valley of (he loini.-r to the

mouih of Maiden's Choice brai\ch, one of its tribu-

taries, a line was, in the first instance, carried up

Ihe valley of Maidens Choice, and across the ridge

to the Patapseo at the Eagle factory, and after-

wards the line was resumed at (he mouth of M.iid-

en's Choice bianch, and continued up the valley of

Gwynn's falls lor about three miles; the ridge was
then again ascended, and on gaining its summit, a

line was continued along its crest to the head of

Powell's run valley, by which it descended to the

Patapseo, near the confluence of its northern and
western branches.

On the supposition of a road passing through any

depression in the ridge alluded to, it could, after

striking the Patapseo, be prolonged, either in the

direction ol the third route, by ascending Elkndge;
or, as any route to the Patapseo may be, by ascend-

ing the valley of the Patapseo to either of its

sources, and descending to the Monocaey by the

valley of Bennett's creek, Bush creek, Lint;aiiore,

or Sam's creek; and from the Monocacy either to

pass across the South mountain to Williamsport, or

to reach the Potomac at the Point of Rock^<.

The .survey of (he valley of the Patapseo through

out Us e.\tent, was omitted at this lim.-, because the

survey heretolbre made in re(< rence to a eonteni

plated canal, will suffice for our present purpose.

It had been, however, our intention to descend

from Parr's spring by Bennett's, as well as by Bush
creek; but Ihe very unfavourable weather wtiiuh

continued during our operations, induc<;d us to

postpone this survey to some more propitious sea-

son. But no inconvenience will result from this

circumstance, since a route to Pair's spring would

be common to one by Bush and Bennett's creek, aid

the little ditlerence which may exist in the lacilities

afforded by the valley of either creek, is not likely

to influence a decision in relerence to the general

direction of (he road Irom Biltiiiiore to the Potomac.
The hope that we might be able, duiing the next

season, to ai'i you in such a decision, and thereby

the soontr promote the actual accomplishment of

the work in which you have engaged, was our mo-
tive in recommending the comnienC' uiciit of sur

veys even at the unlavourable season at which lliey

were undertaken.

We have endeavoured thus briefly to exhibit a

summary view of our recent operations, of wliieii

a more detailed account will le rendered, in con-

nection Willi appropriate maps and profiles, from

which an opinion may be formed much more defi

nite and certain than were our former conclusions,

founded, as Ihey were, on a mere ex:.min.ition bj

the eye; and we feel gratified in expressing oiii

coufiuenee ih.il we shall soon be able to e.\hilm un-

questionable proof ol the eiilire feasibility ot }Our

enterprise, as lar as the limits to which our surveys

have extended.

A detail ol the facts alluded to, as resulting fiom

the surveys, is reserved till we shall liave coiiiplel

ed a Report on Ihe lecuniioissances of last season,

in which we propose to embrace a connecied view ol

the several routes from Baltimore to the Ohio rivi r

We beg leave to add, that the zeal and pers. vi--

rance ol the officers assistant, by whom the field

operations were carried on, under exposure to an

unusual inclemency of weather, i.-jerit an expression

of our unqualified approbation. We also request

to be indulged in the expression of our Riaiitude

for the kind attentions extended to the several par-

ties, by the inhabitants of the country through

which Ihe surveys have been conducted.

Respectfully submitted,

WM. G, McNeill,
dipt. Tim'l Engineers.

WM. HOWARD,
U a Civil Engineer.

S. H. LONG,
Bait. Jan. 12, 18^8. TopH Engineers, Bt. Lt. Col.

Xiiix»A,jQS' aj^jir.ix.A.'iii.'iiSi'i.'Sj:.

To A Group of Pl.\ting Children.

Laugh on while yet the rosy blush

or childhood's morning tints your skies;

Laui;h on, while yet the kindling flush

Is on your cheeks and in your eyes;

I would not tell, to make you grieve.

How soon that mirth shill piss away;
That morning fade, and only leave

The broad, dull light of common day.

It makes my very spirit glad

To see your mirth and careless joys;

And may you ne\ er be more sad

Than you are now, my bright eyed boys!

But I can read on every face,

—

A something upon every brow,

Which will not pass without a trace

Of things you are not dreaming now.

First, passions wild and dark and strong.

And hopes and powers and feelings high*

Then manhood's thoughts, a rushing throng.

Shall sink the cheek and dim th- eye.

And brows shall grow all pale with care.

And lips shall writhe in scorn or pain.

And age come on with hoary uair,

—

And sadly tend to earth again.

And cherished fancies, one by one.

Shall slowly fade from day to day;

And then, from weary suii to sun

Ye will noi have the heart to play.

But oft amidst Ihe shifting scene.

You'll smile on childhood's thoughtless joy.

And wish you hid loitver been

A careless, laughing, happy boy.

(Extract from the American Journal of Education.)

SnGGtSTIONS TO PaBEMTS.

Physical Kduealion:— The iense of Sight.

It has been staled, as one of Ihe characteristics

of good vision, that it should be long preserved.

This, however, requires considerable care, and aa
aitiidion to some impoitacit precautions.

First, reading, which generally occupies the eye
most intently, and therefore produces Ihe earliest

symptoms of fatigue, should not be continueil too

long in one unbroken period, but should be subdivid-

ed into the oeeupalion ol differen( pris of (he day,

and allirnaied with some other pursuit. A change of
exercise is, in itself, repose; and, with a liltle care,

this may be always effected Without any material

loss ol time; while by this process, Ihe orgdn will be
more strengthened, than by h complete alternation

from active exertions to absolute quiescence.

Reading, during the twilight, should be strictly

prohibited. Iheie is no practice which tend^ more
certainly lo develope morbid predisposition than this

unfortunate habil: for the eye is strained beyond
measure lo continue its pursuii, and is thus render-

ed weak and irritable. Sudden transitions should

always be avoided; for allhougli the eye has the

power of excluding the greater number of rays, by

the contraction ol t^e iris almost lo a point, and
again, of receiving a larger proportion by a dilata-

tion; vel Ibis cannot be elTe.ted rapidly or frequent-

ly, without a degree of sutTi'ring which is injurious.

Every imlividual may convince himselfof the truth of

this assertion, by the effect produced upon Ihe visual

organ, by the sudden introduction of candles, alter

sitting in the dark, or at least in a very weak light;

an experiment which should always be avoided in

practice: for as soon as the light ceases lo be suffi-

cient for the comuion purposes of employment, at

that instant should candles be introduced. A simi-

lar efii et s!i )uliJ be guarded against in the ch.inge

from the labours ol the study, which it baa been re-

commended to furnish with Veuetian blinds, and to
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defin'l ''oiii a very stronj; liglit, to the aiuuspoienls

of tlie play i^iound, and exposure to insolation. Tlie

transition should be gradual, and li«ht should be

admitted into the room for a lew minutes belore tin-

little pupils leave it for their out-door exercises. It

is desirable to avoid much readinR by candle lu'ht,

for a similar reason as that on which the eye should

he defended from the full blaze of the meridian sun

Bui. above all, the attempt to read by moonlight

should be most uncompromisingly forbidden: since

its insufficient, but dazzhng brightness, is peculiarly

injurious to this delicate organ.

SFO».szr7a olio.

FOX HUMTING.
SiK,

As a constant reader of your Sporting Olio, I vvas

pleased to see that we might, perhaps, be treated

with occasional extracts fioui the "field notes" of

members belonging to the various hunts in the

neighbouring counties.

On Friday last I was politely invited to join a

parly to cross the Severn, opposite Annapolis, where

it was said foxes were abundant and grounds good.

The hour appointed was sunri.'^e, to remlezvous at

the ferry, after breakfasting with a friend, but the

rain which fell at that time delayed us, so that we
did not get to cover until 10 o'clock. Two hours
passed tediously in cold drags, on which the dogs
woulii sumetiraes tongue so freely, that »e were
now in iirealhless expectation of the buml—nhen
all again >va.< silent as the grave. More promising

covers I never beheld. At last the pack, consistin

of nine couple, united and moved on hamlsomely,

the chorus swelling and the dogs becoming ujore

animated every moment, until alter a drag of a

mile, "he's up— "he's off"—was the cry of all dt

once—and each one put spurs to his horse, taking

his course tor the points which seemed best to

command a view of the chase.

"0 happy, he! whose geii'rous steed

Can course it with unrivalled speed:

He marks what dog, sagacious vies,

And justling strains to win the prize."

The morning was uncommonly fine, the scent

laid high, the ground was soft, and no losses ensued.

Unfortunately, however, what was apprehended,
soon happened; other foxes were started. The
pack got divided, with six couple after the first, and
three in pursuit of a second. The larger pack was
pushing their game in fine style, when a little ahead
we heard the report of a gun. The full cry sud-

denly ceased, and the dogs came all in a body to

their owners. Some uninspired poacher had the

cruelly to bring powder and ball in aid of a force

suflTu'ienlly quick and terrible to appal the stoutest

hearted fox that ever broke cover; and thus brought
gallant r^-ynard to an ignominious and untimely
end We then united thit pack with the smaller

one, and after a short tim--. by some odd chance,
they changed a young fox for a large old fellow al

most white, who kept thi'm hard at it for three

Lours. His runs were short and his doubles fre-

qient, on giound.s thai afiorded freqiieiil views of

liini and his implacable pursuers For the last half

hour we expected to see them run into him at every

lurn. Perceiving him, at last, bearing towards his

earth, in evident distress, we pushed for, and stopped
it. He took then another round. At this stage

of the chase, I observed an old and skilful hunts
man, who had been until then comparatively still

and quiet, become suddenly animated, and riding

up to the tail of the dogs, cheered them forward in

a way that seemed to give Iheoi new life. "Now."
said he, "is the time to follow and encourage your
dogs, if you would kill your grtme." It was Ihen halt

past three; the evening was sultry, and though
some of the stoutest dogs had occasionally given i.n,

all were now packed and running to kill—and when
we were about rushing for the brush, lucky reynard
found another earth, and saved his life— to run
"another day." The last hour of the chase was
beHUliful. The fox sometimes gained on the dogs
by a lorlunate double, and they again on him

—

doubt and confidence of killing succeeded, and
if there was any disappointment in the finale, it

could not be said that the dogs had nut behaved
well; and from the high banks in which he found

shelter from his ruthless foes, I was charmed with a

complete view of the celebrated round bay, which,
wiih its surrounding scenery, softened by the rays

of a setting sun, was well calculated to tranquilize

and soothe the feelings after their violent, but deli-

cious excitement, and to lead us to forgive any thing

but

—

shooting the fox. Amateur.

[We thank our friend Amateur, and should be

delighted with the opportunity of witnessing similar

sport with the same party. We understand thatSj

couple of fine dogs, belonging to Mr. R. D. of Prince

George's, were in the chase. Another correspon-

dent sends us extracts from letters, giving some ac-

count of the sports of the Washington hunt. We
understand that about two dozen greys have been

killed by their dogs this season, and do not believe

that the runs of all would average one hour and ten

minutes, perhaps not an hour, each!]

Ifu-^hingtm, Jav. 23, ISiS.

Dear Sir,— !)'•. dogs h^d a lurd run on Saturday,
and unkennelled a fox at the intersection of the

city and Leesburg roads—went north for a mile

or two; doubled short back and weni to C.ipl Ter-
rell's; crossed the Alexandria and Winchester
roads; dcuibled hack and made for lli.' broken
grounds on Difficult creek, a distance of rifleea

miles, hut was killed within a short distance of mak-
ing them good. Music w s up with the [lack when
lust vieweil, but Roll.i and Ratler were more than a
mile liehipd.

I have never known so many long runs before the

courting season, as this year

AiNTiqiriTV OF Tandem Driving.

It has been supposed that this description of

charioteering is a bright invenlion of modern times,

't'his is a great mi.-take; the ancients drove tandem,

but only on extraordinary occasions and long jour-

iiies. We learn from Virgil, that JEneas w. ii( to

the Elysian fields with a tandem team, for the first

exclamation of father Anchises, on seeing his son

is "Venesti tandem!" Although it is to he presum-

ed that the old gentleman was displeased at his

son's extravagance, he makes allowances after-

wards, admitting that the length of the journey

might excuse the additional horse.

"Quantas ego te terras vectum
Accipio."

This style of driving was evidently in great re-

pute with the ancients. We find Horace, ode 2d,

invoking Apollo in these words:

"Tandem vcnias, precamur

Augur Apullo."

Which means, "We beg, prophetic Apollo, that

you will come tandem." It does not appear, how-
ever, that the sun harnessed his steeds in this style,

on ordinary occasions.

I have yours of last evening. We met on Satur-

day al the bridge,—went to Piney hill.—a strong

south wind. Young Juno, Jack, (Mr. M 's fast

dog.) Slim, and four others got away with a fox to

the Creek bridge. Cedars, &c.; Ruler, Ratler, Juno,
and some eight others, got away on Ihe factory side

with another; and some others, I believe, found a

grey— the whole affair ended in disappointment.

The day was such, that we could not hear the dogs
three hundred yards down the wind, and this ac-

counts for the dogs behaving so badly. The truth

is, the dogs could not hear so as to pack.

Washington, Jan. S, 1828.

Five of our dogs are lost, and I much fear they

are lost forever. D. went up the country on Friday
Week with our little pack Killed a grev on Satur-

day morning, and a few minutes after started a red.

which played round for near an hour, then broke

away and was killed after a run of nine or ten

miles, and within lour or six of D's home.

January 15.

We recovered the last of the dogs on 'I'hursday.

Hunted on Saturday with Capt. D. and Daniel D.

—

had eleven couple; went for a red on the lower fac

tory hill; found a grey there, which was killed in

forty-four minutes by Col. Miner's watch; found a

red afterwards; run handsomely for thirty or forty

minutes, when he pushed for and made good the

Falls liili5. Young Juno Ihe favourite Sting ran

well, nothing belter, bul she is still shy. We can-

not put her in couples or in the kennel.

^ ?If I'Ci ^ A 11^W '^- Ĥi

Baltimore, Friday, February 8, 1828.

g:^The Congressional Committee on Manufac-
tures did, agieeahly to their promise, report within

the last month. We intended to have copied from

Ihe National Intelligencer, a summary of the bdl,

but have concluded that it will be better to publish

first the report and finally the bill, in the shape

in which it may be enacted by Congress, if one
should be pa>sed. The whole subject is one of

leading primary interest to all practical farmers,

and we trust that our suoscribers vvill hold us justi-

fied in giving to it a considerable portion of our pa-

per, which we propose to do for some weeks to

come—giving equal hearing to all sides.

5:^Numerou5 inquiries are made of us to know
where silk worms' eggs may be had, and how they

may be transmitted. The following note to the

Ifiditor of the /American Farmer, will serve as a
geneial answer to these inquiries, and we may say,

for the satisfaction of those who do not know the

writer, that every confidence may be placed in his

judgment and accuracy.

"I have on hand, and shall continue to keep a
supply of silk worm eggs of Ihe benl Italian stock,

a sufficient number of which for an experimem and
for a slock of eggs for future use, will he sent to

any person, by mail or otherwise, accompanied with

ample and minute directions for the culture of silk,

for five dollars. The number of eggs I propose
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SPntJiii;; to eacu lo r^Jn. U In. in 1000 lu 5000, ihe

product of which will be from 250,000 (o 1,1-J5,000

eg^s for another year's use. One thousand worms
are as raany as any person ought (o manHKe the

first year, as he ought to have pravlieal knowledge of

the process before he ventures to any considerable

extent.

"During cold weather, the eggs can be sent in let-

ters, by mail, with perfect safety, each letter being
capable of containing from five to ten thousand
eggs

"ApplicatioD for the eggs may be made to me by
letter, through Ihe Post offii-e, (enclosing live dol-
lars,) and will be promptly attended to by return
mail; or personal appliralions may be made to me
at the offii-e of the Baltimore Patriot, corner of
North, (formerly Belvidere) and Market streets

GIDEON B. SMITH."

In Congress—House of Representatives.

SILK AND SILK WORMS.
The Speaker laid before the House the followine

letter;
*

Washington, Feb. \st, 1828.

Si)\--l have the honour to present to Congress,
through you, a treatise on the rearing..fsilkworius,
by Count Vou Haggi, of Munich, who sent it to me
for this purpose. The Count has seen the resolu-
tion of the House of Representatives, direcling the
compilation of a manual on the culture of silk, aid
was desirous to promote the patriotic views of the
Housf

,
by sending the result ol his labours on the

fame subject, and as evidence of the good will he
bears the United States.

I have the honour to be, very respectfully,

„. „ ,, ^ JAMES MEASE.
Jne Hon Mr. Stevenson,

Speaker of the Hoi^e of Representalives.

The letter, and the treatise accompanying it,

were referred to the Conmiiltee on Agriculture.
It was also ordered to be translated into the En

glish language and printed, with Ihe plates therein
flontaincd.

f^The expenditures of Mr. Prince, of Long is-
land, incident to Ihe culture and extension of his
Horticultun,l establishment, exceeded, for the last
year, as we have unJerstood, the sum of jJ18,000!!

S^Wanted. for pulilicalion in the American
Farmer, for publick benefit, the pedigree of "Flag
of Truce," the sire of Levialhan—and of "Tartar,"
who was raised in Amelia county, Virginia.

communicated,

C^To any one who will leave a wine glass half
full, in a well stopped phial, of the juice of house
Jeek, the writer nill jive a sov. reign receipt for Ihe
cure of deafness—whereof the above is a compo-
nent part.

iJf-LosT—A young black fan Hound—of slender
make, hut well grown—yellow leet—A liberal re-

ward will he given to any one who ivill bring him to

Col Aniey in Paea street, or leave word at the
office of the American Farmer where he may be
found.

COMIIXIJRCIAXj aECORD.

(From tlie New VorU Statesman, ol February 5, 182S.)

Latest from Europe.
By the John Jay, files of London papers to the

7th. and Liverpool to the 9lli of December, are re

ceived; and by the Queen Mab, Paris journals to

the second of the same month.

The John Jay sailed on Ile9lh, in company with

the Pacific, on board of which is p;tssengtr the no
torious Snelson, who robbed the bank at Peters

burg, and escaped to England by way uf Quebec.
The principal part of the money taken from the

bank was found in his possession. From wh;it

transpired previous to and since his apprehension,
there can be but little doubt of his insanity.

The Queen Mab sailed from Havre on the 3d,

put into Cowes on account of head winds on the

5th, and sailed thence on the 7th December.
The great question in relation to Turkey had not

yet been decided; but the opinion that war was in

evitable, constantly gained ground.

Paris, December 2.—A courier, who arrived yes-

terday from Vienna, nas brought the following intel-

ligence:

On the 10th of this month a grand Divan was
held at Constantinople, and the answer to the am
bassadors of the Three Powers was there decided
on.

1st. Before any negociation,and as a preliminary

condition, the Three Powers shall renounce all in-

tervention, direct or indirect, in the aflfairs of Tur-
key and Greece

2d The Three Powers shall make a public and
solemn reparation to the Ottoman Porte, for the in-

sult otTered to its flag at Navarin.
3d. The Three Powers shall engage wholly to in-

demnify the Sublime Porte for all the los.^es result

ing from this insult.

On the receipt of this answer, Mr. Stratford Can-
ning demanded a firman, in order to forward it to his

government, and take its orders. The firman was
refused. The French and Russian ambassadors did

not think fit to expose themselves to a similar re-

fusal.

The Austrian internuncio, M. Ottenfels, alone de
spatched a courier at Vienna. Tnis courier was
charged with despatches by three ambassadors, and
it was from Vienna that thase arrived yesterday,
which are destined for the governments of France
and England.
Havue, 1st Dec. 1827.—Our last advices are dat-

ed 15lh lilt. Uu' cottun m,.rk«t continu»d very dull

in consequence of the elections, but the demand is

now fair, and holders have met the buyers freely at

a reduction of 2 to 3 centimes on inferioi' to mid
diiug sorts. Prices of the better qualities are sup
ported. The sales since our last, comprise 4336
bags. We refer to the annexed cotton statement,

exhibiting a stock of 43,264 bales.

Ashes have improved, and sales of pots have been
effected at 4 If, a 501'. Our market is bear uf pearls.

No rice in maiket; the first arrival will probably
sell at good prices.

Advices from France represent the price of wheat
to be advancing there so considerably, as to uiaki-

it probable the French ports will be opene'd for the

admission of foreign wheat.

—

Liverpool. JJec. 8.

When the Turkish authorities at Prevesa heard
of the affair at Navarin, they immediately prohibited

the export of provisions.

(From our Correspondent.)

Liverpool, Dec. 8, 1827.

Messrs- Carter S,- Prenliss.

Dear Sirs,— I'here tias been a steady demand for

cotton all this week, and a respectable amount of

business has been done, although the market has

been much less animated than it was during Ihe two
previous weeks, which induce<l some ol the large

holders to press sales ot Alabamas, and the middle

and better qualiti- s of Orleans cotton at a decline

of l-8d. on the curieiicy of the earl} part ol the

week The better qualities of Sea island are heavy
of sale, but the commoner sorts sell freely at 1 1 a

13cJ. From the 1st to the 7lh inst. inclusive, the

sales altogether are computed at 15,180 bags.

There continues a good demmid lor Aahes; tin-

sales this week consist of 30 buls, old U. S. Pearlt

it SO';; 850 Montreal Pols al 2os 6d ; 29..*. for old,
ind29 a 30s. for new; 630 Montreal Pearls at 29s!
6d. a Sis. 6d. The sales of other articles of U. s!
produce are, 748 bis. Tar at 143 a 14s 6d., 542 bis!

Turpentine at 10?. a IDs. 6d. 10 hhds. Quercitroa
Bark at 15s. 3d There is no further improvement
ill Indian Corn; sales are made at 34s pr 480 lbs.

Some sales of Flour have been made at 24s a 25».
|ir bbl. 28 bags new Dutch Cloverseed, of good
quality, sold at 67 s. a 70s.

The demand for Cotton to-day has been but lan-
guid; the sales are estimated at 3000 bags at the
prices of yesterday.

SIR ALBERT,
The largest bloeded horse in America, will stand for

mares the ensuing season at Frederick, in Maryland,
from the 16th of .Vlarch Until the 1st day of July next.
For particulars, see handbills.

B.aX.TIIlKORB PRICES CUHRXSNT.

Corrected for lite Jlmericrm Farmer, by Edward I. Willsor^f

Commission JVerchant and Planters^ Sgenl,

Ho. U,Bowly''3ivhur/.

Sales of tobacco during the last week, was la hhds.
of Ohio, at $5.00 a 6.00—23 hhds of do. at $6.00, and
i hhds of do. at jJT.SO The inspections at the three

State warehouses in Baltimore, was 35 hhds. There is

little or no variation in prices since the last quotations.

Tobacco.—Seconds, Jf2.15 a 7.00—Scrubs, 4.50 a

6 50—common crop, 3.00 a 4.00—Do. red, 3.15 a 4.10

—

iood red, 4.0U o 6.00—Fine red, 5.50 a S.OO—Yellow
and red, ".00 a 10.00—Yellow do. 5.50 o to.00—Fine
yellow, 10.00 a 20.00—Virginia do. 3.50 a 1.00— Rap-
pahannock, 3.00 a 4.00—Kentucky, 3.50 a 5.00 do. for

wrapping, 6.00 a 1.00.

Flour—white wheat family, J6.00 a 6.50—sup. How-
ard-st 5 00 a 5.1 2^; city mills, 4 6-^ o 4.15; Susquehan-

na, 4.15

—

Corn Meal, bbl. v;.62J « 2 15— Grain, sales

of red wheat this week at .S5, weight above the stand-

ard, and was from Virginia—white wheat, ordinary to

best, .9.") a 1.10—red, d i. do. .85 a .95

—

Corn, ordinary

to good, 3S a 43—KvE.4 3a.45 Oats, 24 a 31

—

Beans,
.80 n l.Oi'— Peas, 4:. o .'lO

—

Clovk.r seed, 4.75 a 5.-5

—

riMOTHt, 1.15a .00 —Barley, 60 u 65

—

Flaxseed, .So—
Cotton, Virginia, tOo.lti^—Louisiana, ,11 a. 1 3—Ala-

bama, 10 (X .Hi—Missouri, .10 n .lOi—N. Carolina. .9^

a .liii Wool, common, unwashed, .15 rt .16—washed,
.18 a .20—half blood, .20 a 25—three-quarter, .25 u 30
—full do. .30 a 35

—

Hemp, Russia, ton, $.'15 a 2:!0

—

Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 o 1 10— water-rotted, ilO

a 190— Fisu, Shad, Susquehanna, 6 a 6.5ii; do. do. trim-

med, 6 50 (1 1.00—Herrings, Susquehanna, No. I, bbl.

2.15 o 3.0J; do. do. No. 2, 2.62^ o 2.1b—Mackerel, No.
I, 5.00 a 5.50; No. 2, 5 00 o 5.23; No. 3, 4.00 a 4.50—
Bacon, Imms. Bait cured, .9; do. Eastern Shore, .12^

—

hog round, cured, .6 a .1—Feathers, .26 a .23—Wais-
KEV, in hhds. 1st proof, .22— in bbls. 24.

Ct")NTENTS OF THIS NUMBER.
A Dissertation on the Qualities and Effects of Lime

as a Manure, from the Letters of Agritola. written for

Nova Scotia, by Jiihn Young, Esq — Arthur Young's Ex-
periments on Agriciiliure, with remarks by J. Buel, con-

tinued - .\u t'.ssay on New Manufactures and Protecting

Duties— 1 in the Uiflferent Varieties of Sheep, and Quali-

ties of Wool—On the Diseases to vihich Peach Trees

arc subjeci, by A. Parmentier, of Brooklyn, L. I , New
York—American Castor Oil—Grass for Bonnets, in imi-

tation of Leghorn VMne and Cider—Report of the

Engineers to the President and Directors of the Balti-

more and Ohio Rail-road Company

—

Poetry, To aGrnup
of Playing Children—Suggestions to Parents, Physical

Education, the Sense of Sight—Fox Hunting, acco.jnt

• if a Hunt near Annapolis, and extracts of k tter>, with

notices of the sport in neighbouring disiricls— Antiquity

of laiidem Driving— Editorial, Silk vVorius for sale oy

Mr. ti. B. Smith, of Baltimore-Latest News from Eu-

rope—Advertisement—Prices.

fruited every Friday, at Five Dollars per annum, for

JUrlN s. SKINNER, Editor, by John D. Toy, corner

of St. faul and Market-sts.
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AaKXCUJCiWVB.;^!.

ON GRASSES.
Letters addressed to G. W. Jeffreys, from a dislin

guishcd aiiriciilturist of Massaetnisttls. fonncrlij

Freddent of the Berkshire ^Igriculiural Sociclij.

eominmiicKUd for pnbticiUioii in the .liiucrican t'lir

mer, leith uther extracts from the unijubltshcd Jlgri-

cultural correspondence of Mr. Jeffreys.

G. W. Jeffreys, Ksq. Pittyidd, Jan. 12, 1818.

Si,.,_Your obliging favour of llie 18th of No
vernber. reached me Ihe 20lh of December. It

fchould hiive been answered lon^ since, and il is re-

gretted; but such has been the pecuH.irity of my
situation, that it has been altogether inconvenient.

The extreme sickness of a son resident ai Bi-ston,

requiring absence for a considerable lime to aiiend

on him, so much accumulated ray business, that I

have found no leisure until now; and I now deiole

myself to your wishes with pleasure. You much
overrate my services, an<l i fear Ihe means I pos-

sess of being either useful or amusing to you. I,

however, freely surrender to your ohseivation sui:h

information as my experience and reflections ena

ble me to impart; and I do it with Ihe m ire confi-

dence, because the vestiges of rapid improvenn nis

in this section of our country, are visible and real

We here have great cause of gratitude to the Go-

vernor of the world, that he has inspired our fellow

citizens to enter on these enterprises, and to perse-

vere so vigorously in their accomplisiiment. The
suc.ess here is great and beyond expectation; and

you need no better evidence of the fact, than the

constant rise of agricultural societies in all direc-

tions in the northi-rn and eastern states; and to ele-

vate our joy to Ihe bituhest degree, we have ju.st

read an account that Ihe distinguished Madison,

descending from the chair ot state, is now occupied,

as President of an agricultural society in Virginia,

in dilTusmg among; his fellow citizens, those biess

ings which their rural siluation so eminently invites.

We anticipate, and anxiously hope, that ibis spirit

nill move on, and excite every region of ihis wide

spread nation, to make suitable eflforts to second

nature in her destinations, to render this favoured

land more happy, independent and s|iiendid than

any which has existed. If the genera.' government

do their duty, and perform it with an intelligent re-

gard to its importance and the elects that must

follow, we cannot be disappointed ii our most san-

guine expectations. The eflforts aid expenditures

to succeed these inestimable acwisitions. by the

Berkshire Agricultural Society, wdl entitle its

founders and patrons to a splendiJ page in the his-

tory of the age. The last anniversary of this soci-

ety, on the 1st and 2d days of Ottober last, \\as at-

tended more nunn rously than ever; excited a deep

er interest, and called forth a O'ure distinguisheil

spirit. We move on wilh a steady pace in the

great work committed by Heaven to our care. W'c
hope to see the next season amelorating and che-
rishing us in the expectation and Tuition of plenty.

If we are permitted to remain, tht next anniversa-

ry will exceed any former one, ani we believe we
shall not be exceeded in this coudry. Our cattle

are improving beyond all exptcBlion; our sheep
are again rising to their former esimation; the va

lue of wool and woollens is much improved. The
recent distress and embarrassmmts produced by
excessive importations of foreign abricks,has work-
ed its reformation—and the couitry i.i throwing ofl'

her burthens and sufferinys, anl taking refuge in

those native resources and me^ns which alone can
procure ease, plenty and inri'pendence. These
subjects are now the most pojalar, ami as you u-ish,

hnve. in fact,in this region, leconie Ihe common
themes of conversation wilhJOth sexes and among
our politest circles. This i as it should be. The
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cllects will be woiideil'ul The spirit ol inquiry will

tic sustained and increased, until it becomes satis

lied by perfect acquisition and enjoyment. In rela

lion lu tliesc subjects, I have read several excellent
essiys in your monthly paper. The subjects were
Inateil with much discrimination and detail. The
i..dy obj.'clion that impressed uic was, that they
were loo technical and i.fined for the common
ma-.s of reatlers. It is a common fault wilh most
unlers, whose purpose is to teach and inform Ihe
mass of their lellow men, that they assume a dress
for llieu Ideas above the level of common learning.
Tills renders tiiem less intelligible, hard to be un
dei>loud, slow to acquire the correct meaning— all

of wluct. finally produces disgust and destroys their
utility. In treali. g rural subjects, the language
should be plain, clear, strong, correct and inprcs-
51V. ; the sentences should be rather short, and the
order perspicuous. I'his standa.'-d will attract all

descriptions of men to read. The above papers
uere well written lor a mind that had been disci-
[diiied. They were able and elegant pcrlormunces.
I ilid not discover who was the author. I perceive
aui.jug the essays on agriculture, one or two per
sons relerred to you in your state lor cxjierinients.

1 .ipprehend that the spirit of improvement is in

cuiisiUerahle activity in your state. If I can do any
lliiiig lo aid It, or to excite to inquiry and activity,

I sli.ill feel extremely happy. In your last letter
you request of me some supplementary remarks un
glasses. I now subjoin what occurs, but it may be
iiotmiig new or remarkable. I will devote mysell
I.. SUCH gra.jses as 1 am confidenl are suited to your
sod and climatf, .mil will tie useful— viz:

English gi-rtis.— 1 his is a fine delicately flavoured
grass, usually cultivated on red and dark loam, or any
good soil rather inclined to be dry than to hold mois
t;ire or water conslanlly. it springs e..rJy in thi' sea-
son and is lit for mowing earlier than any'other grass,
I' does not, at the liist cutting, usually grow very
- ;-nse and all, but is heavy and yields well. It i

most valuable ibr the second crop, usually growin^
till, ker and plentilul. This is our best lorage lor
sheep and laltening of cattle. The seed is pro-
cured as you do clover. &C. Let a portion of the
crop get ripe, and cut it by reaping the top with a
sickle v\lien it Is damp, to prevent waste; tie up in
small bundles and set it up to dry; then thresh and
clean it. I'lie seed being fine, it requires only a
small quaiitiiy to the acre; Ihe proper ijuantity will
uepciid on your .soil. By throwing a small quantity
on a spot, you can ascertain the proper quantity lor
stocking, a usually spreads much from year to
year, and increases annually, by shelling out when
mowed. It wid continue many years without plough
ing up. To make it prolitable, it requires i-.nnually

considerable manure, il il be ii.uch fed. It always
requires more manuring than any other grass. In
this country we seldom have occasion to sow the
Seed. It appears to be a native of New England,
and is apt to make inroads on all other grasses.
We do not, however, esteem it quite so valuable as
clover and herds-grass; the English grass being in
nature inclined to cover tl.e surlace with an intinity
of strong roots, while the latter run deeper, and do
not bind and stilfen the sod. In all convertible
husbandry we esteem the latter preferable, for they
usually keep the soil lender ana light, and tiller for
the plough and Ibr crops.

Herds grass is an excellent grass; yields much, is

easily propagated; the seed is cheap and easily pro
cured. Every farmer can raise his own, by letting
a piece of it annually get ripe, and then reap oil'

the top as directed above. This grass is always
most suitable in dark, rich, damp sods, sowed pretty
dense. It improves the crop much by mixing with
it red lop, which is a rich durable grass.

Red ctoi'cr— all red loams, sandy, gravelly and
dry soils are most suitable. Il jields bountifully

and can be cut twice in a season, if not too dry ami

moderately manured. We usually cut it once, and
use the second crop for after-feed for cattle, horses

and hogs. There is no vegetable which suits swine
so well and makes thein fat so rapidly. I am dis-

posed to think that this species of grass will thrijje

remarkably well in your climate. Other grasses

are much spoken of; such as the florin, lucerne and
guinea grasses. The two first are valuable, but re-

quire too much expense in the cultivation to make
them profitable, c.tcept in the vicinity of large towns
and cities. But, sir, the Gxiinca grass merits youi-

particular atteotion. 1 have seen details of several

experiments in South Carolina, Georgia, and on tb'J

Mississippi, near Natchez and near New Orleans.

You may find an accurate account of this grass in

Dr. Mease's An-hives of Useful Knowledge, vol -,

No. 3, and also in the 3il vol. of the Memoirs of tht;

Philadelphia Agricultural Society. If you have not

e'xperienced any thing of this grass, I beg leave to

recommend it lo you. I have no doubt it will prove
useful beyond any thing you have seen. It is prov-
ed lo yield a quantity of hay, or grass, almost be-

yond belief. 1 intend soon to try il in this climate.

I have a wish that you should try the JMangel
VVurzel, or Scarcity Root. I am confident it will

flourish well, and prove highly useful during the
summer months, by cropping it and feeding it ureen
to your cows and animals that labour; and in the
winter the root is most valuable to cut up and give
to your cows and other animals, or to boil and mix
with provender of any kind. The product of this

root is very great, and amply repays every expense.
I have had considerable acquaintance vvith it, and
shall cultivate it more extensively than ever. It

much resembles the largest beet root; is sweet and
good to use for human food when small. If you
have none of the seed among you, it can be had at

Philadelphia. You cultivate it as you do beets, only
giving it more roooi, as it grows large.

Orchard grass, so called, which you mention, we
esteem very lit.; . -!i is denominated orchard grass,
because peculiar to orchards, which are usually
planted so dense as to shade the earth and exclude,
Ihe genial heal of Ihe sun, and hence a grass that is

tough and ill flavoured. It ought not to be culti-

vated. Herds grass will flourish in the same situa-
tion better, and is altogether more useful Orchards
do belter when ploughed once in four or five years,
and sowed wilh oats, rye, barley, wheat, or what
you please, and at the same time slocked wilh
herds-grass. I'he roots of Ihe apple trees for two
(eel around the bodies, should be kept free of grass,

and rather concaved. This always preserves them
thrilty.

The tall meadow grass you speak of, usually grows
on very >vet,.or swam|) land. We do not esteem it.

We use it from necessity, but change if as soon as
possible by ditching and drying such land, and sow-
ing thereon red top and herds ^rass seed, which flou-
rish extremely well on such soils. I take occasion
to remark, that the mmiber of grasses and their vari-
ety, are not so essential as a correct selection among
them; and no better selection can be maile, in a
country of thin and sparse population, than English,
red clover, herds grass, Guinea grass, white clover,
and scarcity root. These, if judiciously cultivated,
will meet all your wishes and expectations. 1 be-
lieve your views should be confined to them. I ob-
serve among the writers on agriculture, the same
unlortunalc rage /or novelty that rules over the
herd of novel writers, i'hey seldom dviell long
enougli on one subject to make a fair experiment'!
befue they resort to some neiv Ihins—and in a
course ol such tiaiisiinl elforts, lliey dissipate iheir
usefulness, and it results in no one seltl.-d and va-
luable attainment. I make these remark'* as a can ion
to all who are commencing a course of cspeiimenls.
I have onutled answering two malteis you inquire
lor MS lo the Eic>;:ish grass, viz: how much seed'is to
he sutcn to the acre, and at what time should it be.
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cut? I am not able, IVonri experience, to say how
iDiicli seed to the acre wonUI be enoiif;li, but have
poinicil out a mode for you to ascertain it. If the

seed is small, fine and sound, a less quantity will

ansiver. Probably two quarts to the acre would
answer. The lime for culling all grasses, is when
one half has s;onc to seed. It is then mature and
well flavoured, and the seed will deposit sufliciently

to keep the herbage always thrifty.

You request nie to consider the questions you
put in your letter to Mr. Watson. I have now that

letter before me, and do not perceive that lean add
any thing on those matters more than what I have
attended to in former letters and the present one.

I will, however, examine the subjects more particu-

larly It will be pleasant to me to keep up the cor-

respondence betwixt us. I will endeavour to amuse
you, at least; my aim, however, shall be at utility.

I enclose you, by this mail, our annual address

—

which 1 hope may be some gratification. We are

progressing and extending more widely our opera
tions and influence. We hope to make oursehes
felt and known throughout the nation. You will

much gratify by information of the measures taking
in your slate to improve it. We see favourable

accoimis in the newspapers. Will you describe to

rue g'-nerally your ploughs, harrows and farming
implements—your times of sowing, spring and au-

tun n, and your times of harvesting and haying

—

the various species ol corn seed cultivated, viz:—
wheat, rye, [)eits, barley, oats, buckwheat, Indian
corn,SiC? the usual produce by the acre; the kind
of amm:il.'. used in cultivation; the price of labour,

and the cummon price of cows and oxen? Have
you any dairy establishments.' What is the usual

price of butter and cheese.' Have you sheep, and
what kinds? Do you manufacture, and if so, what
kind of fabrics?

I have much anxiety to learn how you are situ-

ated. It is time to close. You shall hear from nie

as I have leisure.

I remain, sir, cordially,

Your humble servant,

THOMAS GOLD.

Sainfoin—Lucerne—Mangel JVtir:el

Dear Sir, Belmont,.March 13, 1818.

I send you enclosed some seed of the lucerne and
sainfoin, both whereof require great cleanliness

and attention whilst young. I have often endea
voured to raise them, once on a large scale; but

they require more than a common farmer can af-

ford of time and labour. Nothing would have gra-

tified me more than success in either of these plants.

The sainfoin is the hardiest of all grass, after three
years; but when young it is tender, and requires
nursing and freedom from weeds. Twice I lost it

by frosts The lucerne is excellent, and beautiful

beyond any of its tribe. In New York it grows well

in drills and they cut it as green foriigc.

I send some Guinea grass; an account whereof
you will see in our 3(1 vol. Also a few seeds of thi-

Tangier wheat, called Big rye. Sow it in a drill,

and try it as a spring grain. I have also sent a. few
seed of the mangel wurzel. I have not your letter,

but I think you desired them sent by post; I hope I

am not wrong.

I sent, a Ions time ago, my little epitome of farm
inp:, and our almanack for 1818. to Raleigh, to the
care of Mr. Gales. Mr. Small, the bookseller here,
ensaged to forward them.

Perhaps some of these seeds may succeed, and
the trial will amuse you. I keep the onobrychis, or
sainfoin, as a garden flower; and it is a handsome
variety. In Swilzerland it is a staple commodity.
I wish you success in all your asrirultural endea-
vours. Be not discouraged by failures, but perse-
vere. Yours, very truly,

RICHARD PETERS.
G. W. Jeffreys, Esq.

FELI.ENBERG SCHOOL.
[$^We have already published expositions of the

plan of the Fcllenberg system, its advantages and
its adaptation to the great mass of the agricultural
population of the United States We have now
the pleasure to lay before our readers, a communi-
cation to the President of the Pennsylvania Agri-
cultural Society, from Mr, Anthony Morris, whose
zeal and disinterestedness entitle him to be consid-
ered a public benefactor. We arc prompted to
publish it by a conviction of the utility of the sys-
tem to other states, as well as to Penn.sylvania. In
spreading before his readers the same communica-
tion, the editor of the Pennsylvania Gazette remarks]
••We have placed upon our first page, a letter ad-

dressed to the President of the Pennsylvania Agri-
cultural Society, which will be read with pleasure
by all who desire the improvement of the character
and condition of the astricuUural population of the
United States. Of the plan and site alluded to in

the letter, we do not desire to express an opinion;
but upon the principles of the Fellenberg schools,
we presume there can be but one sentiment, that of
approbation. In truth, so exceedingly judicious and
proper do they appear, it is a matter of astonishment
that they have to be introduced at this time of day.
"The first object, aim and desire of all animals

is to eat; the next step of the human family is re-
finement. Tilling the land was the first employ
ment cf man, and is now the only, at least the prin-
cipal source from whence the stafT of life, the main
staples of nourishment and existence, are derived.
It is therefore matter of surprise, that refinement,
learning and science, did not naturally at once min
gle with agricultural pursuits. This, however, ap-
pears not to have been the case. We have exer-
cises of almost every kind, military and gymnas-
tic, except agricultural, which, of all others is the
most valuable and useful.

"It is with much pleasure we learn, that a gentle
man is now in Europe making himself acquainted
with the original schools, with a view to their intro-
duction into this state."

P£NNSTLVANI.\ AGRICULTURAL SocIeTV.
A quarterly meeting was held at the Indian Queen,

in Fourth street, on Saturday, January 12, the Pre-
sident being in the chair.

A communication from Anthony Morris, Esq., of
Washington, was read, recommending the estab-
lishment in Pennsylvania of an Agricultural Semi-
nary, on the plan of Mr. Fellenberg, of Switzerland.
On motion of Col. VVatmough,
Resolved, That the society approve of the gen-

eral feature of Mr. Morris' project, that the conimu-
nica'ion be entered on the minutes, and published in

all the papers of (he state favourable to the plan.
The Society proceeded to the election of otiicers

for the present year, when the following gentlemen
were duly chosen:

President.—Jonathan Roberts.
Fiee Presidents.

William Harris James Worth
Stephen Duncan Manuel Eyre.
Thomas Serrill

Corrcspondins; Secretary—John Hare Powel.
Treasurer—George Blight.

Direclm s.

Reuben Haines
Henry L. Waddell
John G. VVatmough
Richard B. Jones
Jonathan Thomas
Lloyd Jones
Win Darlington

Samuel Davis
.James Cox
Anthony Taylor

Thomas Smith
Matthew Roberts
George Sheaff
Charles Miner
Thomas Penn Gaskell
Geo. W. Sergeant
Callender Irvine

Joshua Evans
George W. Holstein
Algernon S. Logan.

Recordinsc Secretary—John P. Milnor.
Assistant Recordina; Secretaries.

Charles J. Davis Adam Siter.

._.. (Feb. 15, I82S.

Lieut Uriah P. Levy, of the United Stales' .u^TT
presented th.3 society with a parcel of wheat, beans',
melon and pumpkin seeds, brought by him from
laraguay, which were taken by the Recording Se-
cretary for distribution. °

From the minutes.

JOHN P. MILNOR. Rec. Sec.

Plan for a Fellenberg School, in a letter addressed to
Jonathan Robert.'^, I resident of the Pennsylvania
Agricultural Society, from Jlnthony Morris, Esq.

Washington, Dec. 31, 1827.
Dear Si>,-I am much gratified to find that your

opinion of he Fellenberg system of education ac
cords with those which I had expressed, as well asthose I had received from other persons distinguish-
ed for their judgment, and devoted to the interests

Lirt '^11
^"''- '"'"'='' '""^ "> '•'eir extension

throughout the union.
To introduce into Pennsylvania, in the first in-

stance, an Agricultural Institute, connected with a
general system of scientific and liberal instruction.
5oe.xtensive as to give, in the country, all the means
of education now only attainable in colleges and ci-
ties, would be obviously an attempt beyond the re-
sources of individual farmers, an.) must rely for its
success on public opinion, that all powerful instru-
ment in modern times, of effecting every end either
of good or evil. •

= .; v

To ascertain, therefore, how far such a system
would be sustained by public opinion in Pennsyl-
vania, and generally in the United States, has beenmy first object. For this purpose my earliest refer-
ences have been made to the agricultural societies
ol Pennsylvania, and to those individu.als most
known for their devotion to the extension of know-
ledge, and the improvement of our systems of edu-
cation, especially in the country. Thus far my in-
quiries have resulted in the most satisfactory evi-
dences of a general desire to improve the moral and
intellectual character of our country population,and a conviction that this can only effectually be

ZLJ^ system of educali.M. appropriate to this
portion of our fellow citizens. Should further in-
quiry, by s more extended correspondence, confirmmy impress,ons that public opinion is prepared for
this system, a more detailed statement of its char-
acter and th.> benefits expected from it, will be nre-
sen ed on the return of a gentleman to the United
Stales who w,nt to Switzerland, and has resided
some time at -loffwyl, with the express object of
obtaining all tht requisite information, and of whose
character and taents we have the most satisfactory
references here,,, „-e|| as the opinion of Mr Fel-
enberg himself. .,f his competencv, and prepara-
tion lor the pari _ntended to be offered to him. Imust defer, until lis return, the statements and es-
timates to which you allude-he is expected in the
spring

"^

No other fund las been contemplated as essential
to the success oftbe establishment by its friends
Ihan the suhscii,lion of responsible names for the
requisite numherof scholars; which, in the first in-
stance, would b( about one hundred, at perhaps
two hundred dolars per annum for the school of
general instructi»n. On the faith of these names
and presuming «n the advance of one half year's
tuition on Its C(tnmencement, the requisite funds
for preparation n buildings, &c . it is believed
might be easily r:(sed in Phihadclphia.
One hundred a(^-es of land is supposed adequate

to the agricultural^epartment, and, for the exclu-
sively labouring ckss, the experience of Mr Fel-
lenberg is, that the-esults of their labour paid for
Iheir education, subistence and clothing, leavin"- to
each a moderate exc\^s. To this class, and to That
which would unite ar\agrieultural to a liberal edu-
caliou, more or less Wiensive. according to ihe
means and wishes of \,e scholars, Ihe immediate
benefits to the farming community are most evi-

\
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dent, in aildition to the general benefit which the

extension of the circles of science beyond our cities

and colleges, would confer on the country.

On a farrei prepared for a proper distribution of

labour, having its buildings systematically arranged

with every view to economy, provided with the due

proportion of labourers, whom we ^viII call appren-

tices, and possessing the requisite capital to conduct

(he whole system, (which Mr. Fellenberg has reduc-

ed to a science,) with the economy, regularity, and

industry to which rural labours on such a farm may
be subjected, you will readily see results in Pennsyl-

vania, such as the Fellenberg system has realized in

Switzerland, and school farms in which science would

preside, and industry, intelligence, and happiness,

would be the fruits, instead of indolence, idleness,

and misery.

Such would be the happy change to the country

population of Pennsylvania, should the system take

root among us and become the substitute for our

road-side schools, which, in general, seem only in-

tended to expose to travellers the rude state of sci-

ence in our country, and the total want of an ap-

propriate education lor its population.

Our moderate farmers and mechanics would find

at their doors a liberal and practical .system of edu-

cation prepared for theit sons, and the labouring

classes would be simultaneously employed and edu-

cated, as in the system referred to, the hours of re-

laxation from bodily labour, are devoted to intellec-

tual improvement.
Thus, labour is made to pay for education, and

education to be the reward of labour, and both

uniting in the same person to form a character as

diflferent from that of the uninstructed, undisciplin-

ed, and often intemperate clown, as the free, in-

dustrious and intelligent farmer, mechanic and la-

bourer of a republic ought to be, from the depen
dent, degraded and ignorant slave.

We may in vain look for reforms from ignorance
and intemperance in any other source than a good
education, of which, perhaps, the best parts are,

the early formation of good habits, the regular pre-

sence of good examples, the sure foundations of

Christian doctrine, and the constant guards of a

vigilant discipline; all these essential ingredients

seem more easily united in the country, than in ci

ties or colleges, and I have never seen them so effi-

ciently united, as on the farm of the truly illustri-

ous Fellenberg; hence my anxiety to have his sys-

tem received and naturalized among us, and not

only because it ivould be a public blessing, but be-

cause I wish to see such a system, prepared for that

portion of my family which remains to be educated.

You must not suppose that I aspire to the character

of a reformer; I only claim the merit of endeavour-
ing to introduce into our own country, and into our
own state, a system of education, which 1 have seen

succcsslully established in Switzerland, after an ex-

perience of near twenty years, during which time its

operations and results have received the sanction of

many ol the most eminent scientific, literary, and
practifi.lly useful men in Europe; among these I

will now only refer you to the late eminent Profes-

sor Pictfl, and bis brother Charles Pictel, of Gene-
va, the Count Capo d'Istria, who visited the Insti-

tute at Hotfwyl, by order of the late Emperor Alex
ander, the late hon. Mr Horner, Mr. Brougham,
and Mr. Jeffries; the commissioners appointed by
the Diet of the cantons of Switzerland, and to their

report.

Such are the men who have visited, approved,
and recommended the Hoffwyl Institution to their

respective governments.
It would probably be a more arduous task to pro-

cure from the legislature of Pennsylvania the pub-
lic patronage it so justly merits, than to establi.sh

an institution by individual efiforts, and thus to an-

ticipate legislation. We have seen extensive mili-

tary schools rise up and flourish among us, by the

etTorls only of individuals, and attain celebrity in

the objects of their institutions, without, perhaps,
an adaptation to our national character and interests

as universal as agriculture, and civil education.

Individual effort seems, indeed, a safe and sure

foundation for this system, and le;s liable to delay

and defeat than legislation. The system has flou-

rished in Switzerland, not only without the support
of the government, but in opposition to the aristo-

cratic features of the constitution of the Canton of
Bern, because its principles are in accord with the

spirit of the age, and extend the blessings of edu
cation to the country population.

To this great class in Pennsylvania, the least at-

tention has been paid. Human labour on our farms
has been left almost to its own undisciplined ope-
rations. No science enlightens it; no system regu-
lates it: it is not accompanied in the field by econo-
my, nor by temperance, nor rewarded at the fire-

side of the peasant by content and competence A
day of undisciplined drudgery, stimulated in the
field by whiskey, is often succeeded in the cabin of
the cottager, by a night passed in the riot of intem
perance, or the stupor of intoxication. A week of
drunkenness may be purchased by a little more than
a day of labour, and as long as ignorance shall be
the inheritance of the labourer, intemperance will

be his companion, and his consolation, against that
listlessness and languor lor which the resources of
science are the only substitutes.

Should we conceal the prevalence of ignorance
and intemperance among us, we should never suc-
ceed in removing them. It may be too late to hope
for reformation or improvement in those farmers
and labourers, who, having began their career in

lile without science or system, must expect to finish

It without profit and without pleasure. But it can
never be too early to lay a new foundation for the
hopes and the prospects of the rising generation,
enlightened by all the discoveries of the present
day, and encouraged by the successful efforts and
examples of such patriots as Fellenberg, who have
never sought for place beyond the farms cultivated

by their fathers; nor for power, but over the pas
sions and prejudices of their fellow creatures, and
who, leaving to others the fields of political and
party warfare, (in which numbers will never be
wanting,) have devoted their lives to the moral and
intellectual advancement of man.
An obvious defect in our national character is

thought to originate from the inadequate portion of
time which is generally devoted to the acquisition

of knowledge, and particularly of elementary and
classical knowledge, as the best foundation for every
other; and from the miscellaneous and superficial

education which a great number of the American
youth receive, being neither adapted particularly to

agriculliiral, professional, commercial, or mechani-
cal destinations in life, but leaving the unfortunate
subject of such a system to be guided in his after

pursuits, more by the false pride of parents, and
other incidental causes, than by any fix? d and per-

nianent principles. A change of system in this re-

spect, would probably do much to promote a change
Irom an injurious and speculative versatility of cha
racier, to a systematic permanency in the pursuit of

those objects only, to which an early system of edu
cation had been directed.

Our prejudices lead us to associate all ideas of

schools and scholars, with houses, and desks, and

benches; while the field itself, the great scene of the

farmer and labourer's operations, is seldom sug

iested as the best school for Lis practical instruc-

tion.

The field lessons and labours, in practical agri-

culture, at Hofifwyljare among the most animating

and instructive exercises of man. It is, perhaps,

there only that science and labour are seen hand in

hand, supporting and assisting each other, and that

a system of education, having its foundation in the
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pure principles of Christianity, and separated from
all sectarian controversy, is made subservient to the
improvement, moral, intellectual and practical, of
man in every grade of the human family. Is not
systematic instruction in his occupation as essential
to a farmer, a field labourer, and a gardener, as to
a carpenter or a mason? Can system be obviously
more necessary in any department of life than in
our agricultural practices.' And can any system be
selected from the distant and diversified practices
of our best farmers.'—a comparison between which
and their results can never be fairly made. It is
only where a variety of culture can be exhibited at
one time, in one place, and on scientific principles,
that comparisons can be made, or just conclusions
formed.

The principle of pattern farms, at the expense
of the state, so long solicited in vain from our legis-
lature by the politicians of former days, it would
perhaps be useless at this moment to attempt to re-
vive. You will see in this project a substitute for
these, combining instruction with exhibition To
have some ground to go upon, I have selected Bol-
ton farm, near Bristol, in Pennsylvania, as the lo-
cality for the first agricultural Institute. It is an
estate of my son, Mr. James Pemb^lon Morris,
who puts such parts of it as 1 may select at my dis-
position, uniting in my wishes for the education of
his children in such an institution. The farm con-
sists of near 500 acres, is situate in a healthy coun-
try, on the verge of the manor of Pennsborougb,
once the residence of the founder of Pennsylvania,
and selected by him for its fertility, and favourable'
position as to intercourse by land and water- to
which natural facilities will soon be added those
of the Delaware canal, located near it, and commu-
nicating directly with Philadelphia, at the distance
of tvNenty miles from Bolton.

Next to the farm, it is desirable to find the Fel-
lenberg. This is the most difficult part, but will be
surmounted if Mr. Woodbridge, who has received
practical instructions at Hoffwyl, will assume that
character. Then are to be found the funds, which
should come, I think, from the scholars, on the same
system that has elevated to so merited an eminence
among our scientific institutions, the Medical School
of Philadelphia; no staled salary being annexed to
each professor's chair, but the whole emolument
arising out of the instruction from each, would be
apportioned to its particular professor and assis-
tant.

Such, sir, are the outlines of a plan for the intro-
duction into the United States of a system of edu-
cation believed to be adapted to the character of
lur country, and especially applicable to those in-
terests and employments, in which the greatest
numbers are engaged, and to which, heretofore, the
'east instruction has been extended.
My immediate object in this communication, is

to obtain the expression of your opinion on the
subject of It, which I have no other light to solicit,

than that which is founded on a belief that it merits,
and will receive, particular respect and attention
from those classes, especially, whom it more imme-
diately concerns. It is so far circular, as to be si-

milar to those addressed to Mr. Fellenber", of Hoff-
wyl; to Mr. Madison, to Judge Peters, tlie Presi-
dent of the Philadelphia Agricultural Society; from
all ol whom the most strongly expressed and fa-
vourable opinions have been received, and are in

the hands of the chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture in the House of Representatives.

I am, Sir,

Most respectfully.

Your obedient servant, &c.

ANTHONY MORRIS,
To JoNA. Roberts, Es(i.

President of the Pennsylvania dgri-
^

cultural Society.
J
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DEVON AND SHORT HORN CAT I'LE.

Mr. Skinner, Fauquier cttunly, Va. Jan. 5, 1828.

Bear Sir,— In the reports of the last Maryland

C;iltle (shows, it is ren)arked, that there were num-
bers of fine cattle exhihited of the D'.von ami im

proved short horn breeds. Will you, or some ol

your oorrcspiindenls, he so good as to Inform me at

wh-it prices biilN of ihe improved short horn breed

can be procured, of one year old, two years old,

and three years old? and from wnom?
I have heen examining the files i)f the American

F:<riner, upon the advantages resullins; from the

eruployment of o.xen in farming operations, instead

of horses, and am perfectly satisfied in respect to

their general nlilily. and Ihe economy attending

th'ir Use. There have occurred, however, some
difficulties, "hirh, if ihey can be obviated, or shewn
to he groundless, 1 shall no longer hesitate upon
fbeir employment.

Can oxen be used in the shovel plough, so as to

pliiugh corn, or put in wheat? Can they be sub
slituted for horses in conveying our llour, &c., to a

market fifty miles distant, over a turnpike road?
(shod, of course.) Can they be used in fallowing in

Ihe months of August and September? (We have
been in the habit of employing them to assist in

hauling wheat from the field in July.) When to a

wagon, which is preferable, the yoke or harness?
Your correspondents seem to disagree materially

on this point. What is the best method of hitch-

ioe one or two pair to a plough?
Satisfactory answers to ihe above questions wili

be gratefully received through the medium of the
"Farmer." A READER.

HORTICtTIiTURE.

On the Culture of Silk— icilli samples.

Fbu.nd Skinner, JVno Village,
, 0/iio) 1st Jan., 1828.

In my last letter, I enclosed the silk-worm eggs,

which I had before promised. With this you will

receive four skeins of silk, made from the common
red mulberry, indigenous to ttiis country. I should

be glad if you would test Ihe strength of this silk

with some of the same quality made from the while

mulberry. The red yielding a more substantial

food than the white, must, in my opinion, make the

strongest texture of silk. As I am a well wisher to

the silk business, so I have been much pleased with

the perusal of many valuable pieces on that subject

in your useful work. 1 have, however, one fault to

find with the whole of them. They are too lengthy

for a beginne'r.

I have concluded to give a miniature view of Ihe

whole process necessary to the growing of silk, if

you will have the goodness to lend me a small cor-

ner in one of your pages— which I shall do in as

few words as possible, that 1 may not crowd on
other useful matter.

Silk worm eggs should be put in a tight box, 6o
as to secure them from the depredation of ants, and

" placed on a shelf in a dry cellar. As soon as Ihe
mulberry leaves put forth in the spring, bring them
up and expose them to the air of a common'sitting
room. In two or three days they wiil begin to
hatch. Lay your leaves on them, to which they
will soon attach themselves, and will be easily re
moved to smi.ll boards, and from these to shelves,
and the shelves multiplied in proportion to their
growth. Care must be taken to clean the shelves
every two or three days. The worms should be
moved soon after being fed, when ihey will be prin-
cipally on the leaves. When they discover an in
olination to wind, which will easily be known by
their beginning to travel or crawl about, set up
bushes for them to make their balls on. In less
than ten days after they begin to wind, remove the
baUg from the bushes and expose Ihem to the sun.
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or place them in an oven of moderate warmth, lo

kill the insect. Immediate reeling wdl supersede
the necessity of heat, which is done in the follow-
ing manner:

Fill an iron kelile with water and place it over
ihe fire in su':h a manner that one person may con
venienlly attend it without being too much exposed
10 the fire. An arch kettle would answer best.

The hotter your water is kept the better, provided
It doth not boil. Now put in your balls, say sixty

to begin with. Have in readiness a small brush,
made of about a dozen twigs, with this stir your
balls about, and in a lillle time you will have a sul

ficient number of fibres collected to make a thread,
when you may commence reeling, if some of Ihe

fibres bre^k or give out, the person at the kettle, by
the help of the brush, will readily collect a few
more, which will be easily united to the thread by
a stroke ol the thumb and finger. For reeling, two
hands will be necessary, one at Ihe reel and one at

Ihe kettle. It is unnecessary lo describe the man
ner of twisting, doubling, SiC. To preserve your
seed, lake any number of the best looking balls,

clear them well of the tow, and lay 'hem in any
convenient place, or you may siring Ihem with a

needle and thread, and hang them up In ten or
twelve days, your millers will come out. Spread a

sheet or sheets of papi r on a table—put your mil-

lers on the paper— in about three days they will de-
posit their eggs and die— fold up your paper and dis-

pose of it according lo the instructions already given.
With less information than I have given, a few

years ago, I commenced the growing of silk, and
you may judge of my success by the sample sent.

I remain, with due respect, your friend,

CALVIN MORRELL.
[The quality of the silk enclosed in Ihe above,

confirms the opinion before expressed, and founded
on similar evidence, that worms fed on the leaf ol

our native black mulberry, yield finer and stronger
silk than that which is imported There is in the
garden at the garrison at Annapolis, a very large
and apparently old mulberry tree, that is altogether
peculiar and unlii:e any we have seen, or read of
in Michaux, or elsewhere. Its fruit is black and of
the size and flavour of the white mulberry tree;

but its leaves are far more numerous than that ol

any other mulberry tree, and entirely dissimilar in

shape, colour, &c.; Ihe upper surface is of a very
deep green and as glossy and shining as oiled silk

clolh. Our notice was altracted to it by accident
last summer.!

BEST FRENCH GRAPES.
W. R. Prince, Esq. Richmond, December 27, 1827.

Dear Sir,—Thinking that it would please you to

know Ihe names of the best grapes cultivated in

the diflferent provinces of France, I shall devote
this sheet to information on that subject.

Burgundy, department of Soane and Loire and
Villetranche— Pineau, noir et blanc,Je tresseau,

le ronfair, le gamme; the last the most abundant
bearer, but the fruit and wine inferior to those first

mentioned. In Sens, besides these, le saumoreau,
le melier and les gois. Department of Cole d'or

—

le noirens, les pineau, best—second class, le gibou
dot, le melon noir, le gamme, these are red. The
while fruits are, le chaudenay, le melon blanc, le

narbonne ou chasselas and the gamme. The best

red fruits of the department of Soane and Loire,

are, le bourgignon, le chanay and le bronde.

The best white fruits are, the chardonnat and
bo.irgignon. Champagne, the wines of JMarne

most famous. Best red fruits, les morillons, les pi

neaux, les meuniers and Ihe fromentes White—les

epinettes and dores

—

Guienne and Gascony, depart-

ment of Gironde— for red wines, Muscat noir and
gris, le Malaga noiret gris, ^rand et petit vidure,

le carmenet, v«rdgt potit, la petouUle, I'Alicante, le

uiancin, le balonzat, le tarne, IVIUte Mu.scat bl.!nc
'I'Alexandrie, Malaga, Ic sauvignon, le semilion le
luaUoisie, la blaiiquelle, I'auha, le rorinthe I'oeil de
perdrix ou pertiiigon la muscad el le.—Lang-ucc/oe,
'leparlment of Gard—black grapes, Alicante, espa-
rulliade, piquepoule, unge, calitor. moulan, spiran,
uiarnqiiin— red. muscat rouge, spiran. piquepoule,
uourret, terre bourret, clairette, niaroqiin, raisin de
pauvre IVhite, Magdelene, unge, muscat, inal-
voisie ou mariieril, muscat grec ou d'Espagne, joubi,
doucct, calitor, colombeau. galel, servant, clairette,
muscat de magdeline, Provence—black, le morre-
giie; le Catalan, la bnine, rolivetio, I'uni. le spagnen
ou gros noir d'Espagne, le crussen— ui/iite, I'arag-
nan, I'aragnan muscat, le clarette, I'uni roiix, le
muscat blanc—secojit/ clasj,pa3cau,l'aubier,le ver-
deaux, le roudeia, le panseau. d'olivelto, le junin,
raiainet ou raisin de demoiselles, le Ion"- et gros,
guilluiume, le barbaroux. Roquevaire, besides yield-
ing muscat, has a great trade in dry fruits; the
kinds most proper for this purpose, are la pause, le
verdal, I'aragnan, le gros sicilien blanc, and the
pause muscat.

Corsica produces the following: L'Angiola ou
pisana, Trehlano, la paradisa, I'ambrostina forte

dulce, la Nera Romana, le moscadello, le Pen-
zutello, la malvasia. Spain—red and grey fruit:
Ximenes, Ximenus Zumbron, le Listan commun, for
wine, table use and dry fruit, moscatel menudo
bianco, for wine, and le moscatel gordo bianco, for

dry fruit, Peruno commun, le calgadera, le jean
blanc, for brandy, le doradillo I'almunecar or uva
passa, for raisins, le monluo peruno, le peruno duro,
le monluo de pilas, for common wine and raisins.

Many cultivators apply dififerent names to the

same vine. The gamel noir is called by some the

pinaut. The Morillon noir is called auvernal, be-

cause it originated in Auvergne. In Auvergne it is

known as the pina-^t; near Paris it is known as the

morillon rouge, beca,.- 'ntroduced into that section

immediately from Mont Morillon. The same grape
in Burgundy is called the fromen>eau. In Malvoisie

it produces the excellent wine of that name. In

Champagne it yields the Sillery wine;—so that

we may conclude that this is one of the best wine
fruits. The meunier at Montreuil and in Bur-
gundy, is called taconet, and it produces the wine
of Tonnere. Opinion here varies as to the pro-

priety of removing the wood beyond the fruit ia

what is called the summer pruning The object is

to arrest the sap after the flowering is over, and to

force it into the young and growing berry, A
French author, consulted on the subject, remarks:

that this operation is sometimes dangerous and many
times useless. In a rainy season, the branches

which have been stopped, throw out new wood
from the inferior eyes and from the insertion of

each leaf; these new shoots take an oblique direc-

tion and^prevent Ihe access of Ihe sun and air, ren-

der the vine top heavy and cause the branches to

fall one upon another On the other hand, in a dry

season, it opens Ihe vine too much to the influence

of the sun, and frequently prevents the growth of

the fruit. The treatment can only be useful in

those years when the vines push vigorously and
when the shoots crowd upon one another. About

Ihe end of August, when Ihe shoots which have

formed since the slopping, (and which spring fronj

beneath the eyes of the new wood,) oGfer an impe-

diment to the circulation of the air and influence of

the sun, be careful to remove them—and should the

season prove a wet one, repeat the work towards

the time of the vintage to prevent the rotting of the

grapes. In dry and warm seasons, this operation

performed before the 15th of August, is hurtful—it

causes the sun to burn and wither the fruit Grapes

are said to ripen in France in one hundred days

after the falling of the blossom I do not know

that il holds good in America. Yours, &c.

D. JN. NORTON.
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CHESAPEAKE AND DELAWARE CANAL.
C'>mmuiiicatioa from the President and Directors.

Sir,— The President and Directors of llie dies-

apf:il»e and Delaware Canal CornpHiiy, have liad

the pleasure to receive Crom the clerk of the Conn
cil. a resolution of the House of Delegates ol Ala

ryland, requesting informitlion on certain points, re

lative to the pulilic work under Iheir charRC. 'J'hey

take the earliest opportunity to couiniunicate this

information, from a sense of duty towards a state

which has aided public and private effort in the

construction of a great and arduous work, which

they believe will prove of signal benefit, not merely

to those directly concerned in it, but to the nation

and people in general.

The sums which have been subscribed to this

work, and the sources from which they have been

derived, are:

The subscription of individual stock-

holders at present amounting to

The subscription of the Secretary

of the Treasury of the United
States 1500

The subscription of the Philadel-

phia Bank, by order of the slate

of Pennsylvania,

The subscription of the Treasurer
of the Western Shore, by order
of the state of iMuylniid,

The subscription of the Trustee of
the School Fund, by order of 'he

state of Delaware,

SiGS shares

500

250

125

564S
This, at $200 a share, makes the a-

niount of subscriptions, . Jl. 128,600
Whereof there was received and

disbursed by the company on its

former organization, . 102.677

This leaves the amount of subscriptioD ap-
plicable to the present work, $1,025,923

The amount of subscriptions being thus

insufficient to complete the work, the

board was authorised by the stock-

holders, at their general meeting on
the 5th of June, 1826, to raise such ad-

ditinnal sum of money as niight be ne-

cessary for that purpose. In pursuance
of that authority they have negotiated

three different loans, on terms advanta-
geous to the compmy, viz:

A loan on the lOlh July, 1826, for $350,000
A loan on the 14lh January, and 15th Au-

gust, 1827, for ... . 350,000
A loan on the 10th January, 1828, for 300,000

^"iith. and a connecting quay of live hundred ii^et I

"lung the shore.

tjf the canal itself, sections 1 and 2 are finished.

Section 3, embracing the excavation througn St.

George's meadows, has proved, owing to the (lecu

liar nature of the soil, a most arduous portion ol

the work, far exceeded in expense and dilFiciilly,

the calculations ol the engineers and the board.

1 his arose (loiii the sinkinji; of the embankramls
winch were rcijuired to form the canal; and so great

>\a5 ll, that tlie heavy material has occasionally

forced up th< lluid mud at the bottom of llie canal
Iroiii the depth of forty and even (ilty Icel—so ihal

liie Horkiiieu have been in many instances couiiiell-

cil to dig that number of feet, in order lo procure

»i.\ leet of canal. These ilitfiiullies are believed to

be conquered, allliougli there may be slill some
siiglit sellling of tile t)anks in particular spots which
can be tilled up at leisure. A dredging machine is

employed in reiiioving any bars that may remain,
or eailh that has accumulated ill the bottom, and
already a bri^k intercourse is carried on for the

purposes ol the work in sloops and other vessels

llirougli this portion of the canal. It may be add-
ed, that troublesome and expensive as this section

has proved, the board are coiilirmed in opinion,

mat of all the various projects which have been
suggested lor the formation ef these banks, none
but that whirh lias been pursued, would ever have
pioved eliectual,or led to any saiislactory issue,

.md lliat consequently this will, in the end, not only

be llie most peniianent, but the most economical.
Section 4, is in a great degree coni])leted, all be-

ing linislieu, except a portion at the western end,
nliuii, embracing embankment to be lormed from
1 xcrtvalion in oilier pans of the line, must be lelt

to the close ol the work.
On section 5, a very ditiicult and by far the larg-

est portion ol tlje work, Ihe excavation alieady done
IS aooul tliree miilions of cubic yards. This auiouni,

111 tact, souiewhal exceeds the total quantity oiigi-

nally estiuiated to be done; and the excess lias

arisen Iroiu the earth washed in, while the woik
was suspended, by the injunction ol the court of

chancery ol llelaware, and tiom causes always in-

cident to canal excavations, and especially to deep
cuttings; ol course the proportion ol excavation to

be done is small, and the precise amount could only

be obtained troai the engineers on the line, it has
not, however, been thought of suliicient iiiipoitance

to warrant the delay that would be necessary to ob-
tain it.

$2,025,923
Of this latter loan the whole amount remains to

be expended, and is deemed by the board sufficient

for the completion of the work.
The proportion of the work thai has been com-

pleted is very considerable.

All the locks, as well as the two tide locks, and the

two lift locks are completed, presenting four noble
and substantial works of solid masonry, and con
tainingnot less than eight thousand perciies of stone

The large bridge at the summit has been comple
ted for more than twelve months, and presents every
appearance of security. The smaller ones at New
bold's, St. George's and Turner's, are so far ad
vanced that tbey may be put into use without delay,
as soon as required.

The Delaware harbour has been formed to a con-
sidiiiblc extent, viz: tiro hundred .ml twenty fiel

of wharf on the north side, a like distance ou ibe

comparalinly small, ll consisis, ( hiclly, in the re-

maiiiini; excavation of the deep cut; in the comple-

tion of the embankment (hrnugh the meadows; and
of section 4, in the walling of the siiles of the ca-

nal, and in the dressing and finishing of the work.

The expenditure which will yet be required, the

Board estimate, at about 300,000, Ihe amount of the

.ast loan, Tlip. remarkable state of Ihe weather

during the present winlcr, has of course been great-

ly unfavourable (o a rapid prosecution of the work;

bul the board believe that Ihcy are not at all loo

sanguine in anticipalins; that the period of comple-
tion will be early in the ensuing autumn. They
trust that before the close of the year an aclive trade

will be seen on the surface of the canal.

As to the permanency of the work, Ihe Board
have no reason to doubt any portion of it. That
whiih has been for some time finished, exhibits no

marks of material injury, allhoush peculiarly ex-

posed lo it from the neglected stale which is neces-

sarily attendant upon works, while in progress.

—

The additional eflbrls made to secure the stability

of the canal, through Ihe meadows, have been al-

ready alluded to, and Ihout^h lliey have caused an

increased expense, they appi-ar to have proved
quite efiectual 'I'liesame may be said with regard

to the walling of the bants, which is eminently cal-

culated to save future expenditure, lo increase the

speed of transportation, and to guard against the

injuries of time.

Having thus replied to all the points on which
information has been requested, it only remains for

me to add, that the sanguine hopes which were en-

tertained by the proprietors cf this great work, have
suffered no diminution during ils progress; but (hat

they still look forward lo ils completion, as an event
which will amply reward those who have interested

themselves in it; and, what must be a subject of
more general gratification, as a new and important

link in the rliain uhicli unites firmly together at

once the people of the noilh and south, and the

lifl'erent states of the Union.

I have the lionour lo remain, with great respect.

Your obcdieni servant,

JAMES C. FISHER,
President ChcMpeoke and Pet. Cnnal Compoiiii

Philuitclphia,3Ut Jamary, IS'iS.
"

To his Excel, Gov Kknt.

ZiAOISS' DSFARTnXSDrT.

(rroni the Liverpool Chronicle.)

MUSIC.
The following elegant stanzas, never before pub-

lished^ are from the pen of Miss Bkowme, a youn»
lady of fifieen years of age. Her compositions give
promise of the unfolding of a genius not infeiior to
any poetess of the present day. A volume of liei

liroduclions is alieady before the public, under the
title of "Mont Blanc and other poeir.s."

The remaining sections, 6 and 7, are finished, ll

may be interesting to add, that tlirougiioul these

sections the canal has been so conslructed as to give

a depth of ten leet water instead ol eight, as origi

naily conlem[)latedi and the locks are built wiin tlie

same view—thus making the Chesapeake and JJela

ware canal thioughoul, one of ten leet de[illi ol

Water. Ihe walling of the sides of Ihe canal, which
was originally contemplated only to a very limited

extent, has been greatly enlarged, and is pusned
towards completion wilh all possible rapidity.

I'he terms on which the work has been done,
have of course varied with Ihe ditieienl contracts.

On tlie sections through the meadows, the excava-
1 11,^^ [,(„|, are sweet,l)ut o'er dale VndhiU

tioiis may average about twenty cents a yard, while
, F^r'nie there's as beautiful music still,

the embankment costs Irom ten lo thirty cents, ac-

cording to the distance Irom which the eaitli is car- ','"'" '' '" ^^'''i' '"urmuring breath,

ried, Uii section 4, the average lor embankment is
!

.' '*''.* "'°'"^^. "]'' •?«')* ^C the purple healh;

abo'Jt sixiecn cents; on section 5, for excavation,
auout foity cents; on sections C and 7, for excava-
tion and embankment, about fourteen cents. 'I'hc

average cost of walling, which has been greatly in-

creased by the necessity of lrans[)orting a great

part of the materials required, lor a considerable! 'I'liat answers the glance of the nTel'ling eye:
distance by land, may be fixed at about four dollars And walls it home to the lover's h

Tis not in (he harp's soft melting tone.

That music and harmony dwell alone;
'Ti.- not in the voice, so tender and clear,

That come like an angel's strain o'er Ihe ear:

In the watch-dog's bark, in the shepherd's song,
In'the rustic's laui;li, as it echoes along;
In the whizxing sound of the wild bird's wing,
'I'here's inuvic, there's music in every (hing.

'I'here's muVic in the Cist

a perch.

From the preceding statement, it will be seen
that the proportion of the work to be completed is

And bids his idle fears depart;
And raises the trembling blush in (he elieet,

And says far mere than words can speak.
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There's music, too, in the evening breeze,

^Vllell it shakes the blossoms lYora the trees.

And waits Ihcm into the moon-lit heaven,

Like fair}' burks from their anchors driven;

And they, through the clear :\nd cloudless night.

Float in u waveless siea of light.

'J'here's a music, too, when the winds are high.

And the clouds are sailing through the sky;

When ocean foams and lashes the shore.

When the liglilnings flash and the thunders roar;

Yes, e'en in the tempesfs jubilee,

There's music, and grandeur, and beauty for me.

There's music, sweet music, where insects play,

AVhen they burst into life and Ihelight of day.

And shake such sounds from their shining wings.

As the wind makes in murmuring o'er the harp-

strings.

In the song of the birds, in the rippling streams;

Oh! these are such sounds as we hear in our dreams.

There's a music unheard, that is only fell.

In the bosom where pas.sionale feelings have dwell;

Where the purest and warmest of thoughts have

blent

To tune the heart like an instrument;

From whose chords, as lime hath o'er them flown.

His wing hath but wakened a tender tone.

There's music most bless'd in the house of prayer.

Aye, the sweetest and loveliest of music is there;

When innocent voices together lilend,

And their mingled tones above ascend:

There is the holiest music given,

From the heart's warm altar up to heaven.

SFOa.7Xn'G OLIO.

^^s^-^..

slut, turns out good; not fast, but to use his own
words, "she pins a trail," and is perfectly game.

—

The Saturday before i went to , li. killed

a red and grey, and since then he has killed two
reds and two greys. I do not think there are three

foxes within fire miles of the bridge, for yesterday

we drew Piney hill. Factory hills, Javen's hills,

Burch's hill, and every cover from the four mile

run to Arlington. If the river should close, we may
expect some from the eastern branch hills, where I

am told tlipy are plenty.

FOX HUNTING.
The Baltimore |iack were thrown into Gen. Sfans-

bury's covers, at 9 o'clock on Friday last. In less

than ten minutes they unkennelled two reds. One
went off, with the fastest dogs, beyond White
Marsh, taking a stretch of seven miles The other
went above Buck tavern, doubled, came back to the

eight mile stone; ran in short circles there, giving
fine sport, and was pushed to his earth and dug out

at half past twelve.

[Extract from a member of the Potomac Hunt, dat-

ed Feb. lith, lS-28.]

I have yours of last evening. 1 was out yester-
day—found at half past 1 o'clock in Arlington wood;
went to the falls. On returning only three dogs at

liim out of twenty; doubled and went back to the
falls, when the three dogs picked np about a dozen
more; went to Gen. Jones', to Leesburg road, and
l>ack by Doctor's branch and Chapman's Held, to Ar-
lington and Georgetown ferry, where the cry ceased;
and soon after i heard the horn, but did not go
down, as it was near dark. His last circle was at

least hl'teen miles, and the dogs ran without check.
His standnig up as long as be did, proves that he
has been on the stage before. Clio, iriend B 's

(For the American Farmer.)

THE BLOODED HOR.SE.
Most respectfully inscribed to the Amateur, Breeder,

Sportsman and Trainer of the American Iluce-

Horse.

How to choose a race horse by his external ap-

pearance, and to be a judge of his symmetry by
angular demonstration;

KULES.

1st. Draw a base line from the stifle joint along
the bottom of the chest to the extreme point of the

elbow, and to the shoulder blade joint.

2dly. Draw a line from the curb or hock by the

hip joint above the back, to an imaginary point.

Sdly. Draw another line from the point of the

shoulder, ranging with the shoulder and passing
above the back until it intersects the line at the

imaginary point.

4lhly. Draw a line from the intersecting point of

the shoulders, giving the same declension until it

intersects the base line.

5thly. From the stifle to the point of the buttock,

thence to the hip joint, thence declining to the

stifle.

6lhly. Draw a line from the hip to the base line,

right angular declension, then to the shoulder up
to the crest.

7lhly. 'I hen draw a straight line, regardless of

the curve of the back, to a straight line intersected

at the shoulder at the heiiirining of the crest.

SIhly. Then take a line from the point of the

shoulder, and angular degree, ranging with the

shoulder blade to the top of the crest.

Ollily. Then, regardless of the rising of the cn'st,

draw a straight line from the top of the shoulder-

blade to intersect with the point of the foimer line.

Thus, the real sjrametry of a grand and beauti-

ful horse, possessed with muscular powers and
slienglh, is formed by a rinht angled triangle—and
the farther from it a race-horse's Ibrm is, the less

pretensions that horse has to beauty, speed, bottom

or lastingness, ability to carry weight, or activity.

A thick upright shoulder, is a very certain mark
of a "stumbler," and is fit for no use whatever but

the slow draught.

A low coupling in the back, is a true mark of

weakness; it denotes want of strength, lastingness,

ability to carry weight, or speed.

A low loin is a certain mark of weakness, and a

weakly and washy constitution.

But a rising loin, of ability to carry weight, speed,

activity and lastingness, and a good constitution,

syumietry, beauty, and muscular strength.

A race horse's legs cannot be too short.

A great declivity, and thin shoulder, denotes

speed.

A narrow breast, weakness.

A horse's breast bone, formed like that of the

rabbit, denotes also speed, and is the best form for

a racehorse.
A short, broad hock, denotes strength; a broad

stifle, well let down to the curb or hock, denotes

bottom or lastingness, strength and activity

There are not two race horses in five hundred,

properly formed in the knees; which should be

small, divested of superfluous appendages, and
strong; they denote activity and strength.

A lax, bending pastern, denotes also speed; a
ong horse is preferable to a short one, because he
can cover a great deal of ground, and can bear
pressing belter and longer.

The race-horse, upon the whole, whose form in

general, is composed of the essential properties of
the following animals, viz. the rabbit, greyhound,
and ostrich— is the best.

Dcceniiei- 6, 1827. Gorwood.

miscBLiiAsrEOtrs.

THE LIVERWORT.
To the Editors of the Juilional Intelligencer:

Gentlemen,—You have frequently served the
cause of suffering humanity, by giving circulation

to important discoveries made in the healing art. I

beg your indulgence to state, for the good of the
public, that, since the winter of 1825-G, 1 have had
three violent attacks of an inflammation of the li-

ver, each subsequent attack worse than the former;
that I have thrice undergone salivation, to the ma-
nifest injury of my constitution; that, soon after

tho effect of the third salivation was wearing oflT, I

had an addition to my affliction of the most painful

kind, viz: bleeding from the lungs. To check the

progress of which, the first remedy resorted to, was
that recommended by the immortal Doctor Rush.
1 swallowed as much fine salt as my situation would
admit of. This generally checked the bleeding for

a season- 1 also had recourse to blood letting from
the arm; to the applicalion of leeches on my breast;

and to cupping: all of which I know, by experience,

to be serviceable for a time. I have also submitted
to blisieri.ig, which aflorded some relief. In fine,

from my first attack till recently, I was under the

lull itnpression Ihat the breast or lung consumption
had taken last hold on me, notwithstanding my fa-

mily phy>ician. Doctor Jones, assured me to (he
contrary, repeatedly, to whose opinion I now glad-

ly assent.

As soon as I jaw Doctor Hereford's publication of
the beneficial eflect.s proiluo' d by the drinking of

the l..iverwoit tea, I di-lermined to give the liver-

wort a fair trial in my case; and accordingly pro-

cured a supply, which I have used for near three

riioiiths as my only drink, nourishing liquids except-

ed. Since 1 commenced drird^tng the liverwort tea,

I have had no return of spitting ol blood, and my
strength has rapidly improved. When 1 call to

mind iny furnier silualion, as before described, un-

der the operation of salivation, blistering, the use
of the lancet, and all the accompiinying attendants

on a debilitated constitution, not the least of nhich
was thi danger of str.tngling, from the great quan-
tity of blood issuing from the lunjjs—to relieve me
of which thirty leeches have been applied to luy

breast at one time, and thirty-nine incisions made
on my breast for the use of the cupjiing instruments.

JI iving experienced all this distress, and infinitely

more than I can describe, during the past spring

and summer, (as often as twice in one month the

di.>-tress arising from bleeding at iiie lungs,) and
now to find mjsclf free from this alarming visitor,

and all the other evils brou^hl in its train, such as

leeches, cupping. Sec. the whole benefit resulting

from the use of the liverwort tea, (for a period but

liille over two months,) wiih my health and strength

improved— imparls to me a felicity truly gratiiying,

and which 1 desire to make known, lor Ihc benefit

of all who may be similarly atfected. All such I

exhort to give the liverwort lea a fair trial, and

be atteniivc to their diet; lor I have the best ground

for believing that it was reserved for the livei wort,

through the blessing of Divine Providence, to do

lor rue what all other expedients had failrd lo efl'ect.

.\nd, Irom (he experience I have bad of tlii- beal-

r.i'ji plant, i am of the opinion that all IIiom^ afflict-

edWith that distressing complaint, the obstruction
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t)f the uriiial passages, should diitik freely of the

liverwort lea: for it acts powerfully on the kidnej^s

and those passages. They certainly would find it

to their advantage. In conclusion, I would observe,

that 1 have, for the last sixteen months, ripidly ad

hered to a milk diet. I have drunk the liverwort

tea in its cold state, as advised by Dr. Hereford,

and have abstained from all leas and coffees in a

warm state, and all other stimulatins draughts ol

every kind. JOH > CONNELL.
Washington, Jan. 10, 1828.

P. S. Directions for preparing the Tea, Sic.—

A

double handful of the liverwort, after washing it

clean, is to be put into a saucepan, and half a gal

Ion of boiling water poured on the same; let the

pan then remain on the hot embers, or stove, and

simmer for about an hour and an half; then pour

the whole into a proper vessel to drink out of.

—

When cold, it may be drank as often as thirst or

the state of the stomach will admit. The keeping

the leaves in the vessel while using the tea, is ne-

cessary, to keep the same limpid. J. C.

ANSWERS TO QUERIES.
Small Steam Engines for Grist Mills.

York, (Pa.) February bih, 1828.

To the Editor of the American Farmer:

In answer to the queries of Mr George Wilson,

contained in the American Farmer of the 1st inst.,

we state, that we will deliver in Baltimore, a steam

engine, of two horses power, for live hundred dol

lars.

It may be a matter of interest to such of your

readers as are about (o engage in manufactures by

steam-power, to be informed, that we have recently

put up two steam eneines in grist mills, in thi>

neighbourhood, which operate with about one half

of the fuel commonly employed to do the sam
work. References for the fact may be made to

John Mumiiia, Hanover, Pa., or to J. B & J. W.
Webb, of this pl:tce.

At our establishment are also made all kinds of

machine screws for pressing paper, cloth, oil, to-

bacco, &c.
DAVIS & GARTNER.

.igcncy, to be made acquainted with persons dispo-

sed to embark in the business, or with those more
particularly who are concerned in manufactories,

and wish to branch out with an establishment ol

this kind. I had much rather be associated with

some responsible person or persons acquainted with

the business, than engage in it alone, knowing but

little of establishments of this description. I am
well assured that handsome profits might be real-

ized, and ready sales effected on a greater propor

tion of the articles manufactured, at the Hictory and

the adjacent counties. I should like to be inform-

ed where the necessary machinery can be best exe-

cuted, and the cost of two thousand spindles, with

all the necessary appurtenances, &c., for weaving

as well as for spinning cotton and wool. If it is not

imposing too much on your time and disposition to

accommodate, you can inform your townsmen, Sin-

clair Si Moore, thai their self-sharpening ploughs

are in very high repute in this section of country,

being preferred to all others, without exception,

and the reason they are not more generally used

is because there are not more of them offered for

sale at the different mercantile establishments in

this vicinity. Could some of (hem be consigned to

John Ross Si Co , T. Jordon & Fjumpkin, Aylctts,

King William ci.unty, to B. Si A. Temple, Walker-
ton, King and Queen, they might be readily sold on

moderate commissions. Ihe most suitable are Nos.

3, 2, and 0, but more of the two last numbers.

Any information or services you can render me
relative to this proposed establishment, will be duly

appreciated by your old subscriber and well-wisher.

M. G. FAUNTLEROY.
Clarkston, King Sf Q,ueen co., Va.

Ri:crf£3.

Another Answer.

Mr. J. S. Skinner, Paterson, 4lh Fib. 1S2S.

Dcnr Sir,—The inquiry of your North Carolina

corr.r>pondcnt, Mr. Wilson, will be best answered
on the subject of steara-engincs, by the president

of llif West Point foundry association.

Cotton machinery, for manufacturing cloth or

for spinning, may be obtained here as cheaply, and

as well made, as in any part of the United States;

and we have here very intelligent gentlemen, manu-
facturers, who can and are ever ready to give

every information that may be desired on the sub-

ject ol manufacturing cotton, hemp, floss, iron or

wood. I am very respectfully, yours. T.

A Partner wanted in a Manufactory in the
South—Sinclair and Moore's Self Shaepen-
iNG Plough approved.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Jan. 2-2, 1828.

Dear .Sir,— i have a meal mill neatly fixed up af-

ter the most modern construction, with cast-iron

gearing, within thirty miles of Richmond and on na-

vigable water, with a powerful and never-failing

supply of water. I wish (o have attached to this

site a cotton factory, as it is in a wealthy and
healthy section of country, where provisions of

every description and labour are cheap; and where
vast quantities of cotton are annually cultivated for

exportation, and the desired quantities of wool for

coarse goods, might be easily obtained, for such
an establishment. I would wish, through your

THE WEATHER.
Mr. Skinner, Jforthern J^fck, (Va.) Feb. IjXSiS.

Dear Sir,— I am surprisea to see so little said by

your correspondents about the remarkable season

we have had, and which still continues. From the

commencement of the winter to this time, with Ihe

exception of a few days, we hare hnd the tempera-

ture of Ihe month of April, Ihe thermometer (leing

seldom below 60°. At this lime we have daisies in

bloom in Ihe woods and violets in bloom in our gar-

dens, and the frogs have kept up a continual

concert all winter, whilst the nuisquiloes are

nearly as troublesome as they are in the month of

August. Many of the early springing shrubs and

trees have acknowledged the influence of the mild

season, and are in full bud.

Another circumstance worthy of remark is, the

quantity of cloudy and rainy weather. I have kept

a strict account ol Ihe state of Ihe weather for Ihe

last Ihirty-eighl days; say from Ihe first day of Jan-

uary, and find it to stands thus:

Cloudy and rainy, ... 27 days.

Clear, II "
—33.

The long continuance of damp, warm weather,

has had a very deleterious ctlect upon the health of

our population, producing many cases of typhoid

pneumonia, which frequently proves fatal. Our ice-

houses are entirely empty, and there is now but lit

lie prospect of getting them filled this season.

With respect,

A SUBSCRIBER.

method of destroying rats.

For the discovery of Ihe following conipWe reme-

dy, we are indebted to G. W. Miller, an ingenious

apothecary of Wernigerode, in Germany. He can-

didly acknowledges to have derived the first hint

for such a purpose, many years since, from a book

written by a celebrated economist. In short, it will

be found the most expeditious and eflectual mode
that can be pursued. A capacious cask, covered at

top, of moderate height, must previously be procur-

ed, and put in Ihe vicinity of places infested with

r.-vls. During Ihe first week this vessel is employed

only to allure Ihe rats to visit the top of the cask,

by means of boards or planks, (arranged in a slop-

ing direction to the floor, or bottom of the cellar,)

which are every day strewed with meal, or any

other food grateful to Iheir p;, late, and Ihe principal

pari of which is exposed on the surface. After hav-

ing thus been lulled into security, and accustomed

to find a regular supply for their meals, a skin of

parchment or sheep skin is substituted for the

wooden top or cover of the cask, having been pre-

viously cut with transverse incisions, (thus x ) for

several inches through Ihe centre of Ihe skin,

so as to yield at the slightest pressure. At the

same time a few gallons of water, to the depth

of five or six inches, are poured into Ihe empty

cask- In the middle of this element a brick or stone

is placed so as to [ roject one or two inches above

the water, so that one rat may find on Ihe former

a place of refuge. These preparatory measures

being taken, the boards, as well as the top of the

cask, should now be furnished with proper bait, in

order to induce them to repeat their visits. No
sooner does one of these maurauders plunge through

the section of the parchment in the vessel than it

retreats to the brick or stone, and commences its

lamentations for relief Nor are its whining notes

uttered in vain; others soon follow and share the

same fate, when a dreadful conllict begins among
them to decide the possession of Ihe dry asjium.

B;i tiles follow in rapid succession, attended with

such loud and noisy shrieks, that all the rats in the

neighbourhood hasten to the fatal spot, where they

experience similar disaster Thus hundreds may be

caught by a stratagem, which might be greatly fa-

cilitated by exposing in the cask a living rat taken

in a trap. In this way those destructive vermin

may be suddenly exterminated from a house or

neighbourhood at very little trouble or expense.
[Vomeilic EncijclopciUa.

INQUIRY.
J. S. Rkin.s'Er, Esq. Panther Creek, 29(/j ./an. ISCS.

Sir,— I will consider it a great favour if you will

be so kind as to send me a recipe for the best

mode of rectifying whiskey— also, a recipe for dis-

tilling rye whiskey.

1 have Ihe honour to be, sir,

With very great respect.

Your obedient humble servant,

N. L. WILLIAMS.

pocock's pickle.

Mr. Skinner, October 29, 1827.

Sir, In your American Farmer, of October 5,

I observed Hn inquiry for pickling beef. The fol-

lowing recipe is one which I have known to have

been practised with success. If you consider it

worthy of a place in your useful paper, you are at

liberty to publish it.

Yours, respectfully,

Thomas Hormsbv.

To four gallons of wafer, add one pound and a

half of brown sugar or molasses, two ounces of salt

petre, and six pounds of alum salt— boil all together

in an iron pot, and skim it as long as any skim rises;

then cool it. The meat being placed in a barrel,

pour the pickle cool on it till covered. Beef cured

this way has been found as good after three months

as if It had been sailed but a few days. If the

meal is to be preserved a considerable time, the

pickle must be boiled over, in the course of eight

weeks, skimming off all that rises, and throwing in

during the boiling, two ounces of sugar and half

a pound of salt. This pickle will keep twelve

months.
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On the 21st ulf. a nejrro lad, the property of Mr.
Diinslan Banks, near tliis place, as he was relurri-
in«;lVoni work, about dark, was bitten by a rattle-
snake so severely, that in a few minutes lie became
entirely blind, and Cell down He was carried to
the house, when a niesscii-er was despatched to
(own tor Dr James Gniid, who, in about an hour
afterwards, reached Wr. Danks. Al the lime of
his an i\ al, the boy was siiflVring (he most excruciat-
ing ai;.iiiy, when he had a coiniijon black orjunk bot-
tle about half fiile.l «ith llu> spirits of turpentine,
made quite warm, and after scarifyin- the wound
made by the snake, applied tlio mouth of the bottle
to it, and commenced pouiins cold water on the
bo((le, until the contents wo.e perfectly cooled. In
aliout half an hour, and before the bottle was re-
moved from the wound, the boy became perfectly
easy, and fell into a sound sleef.. Next day he was
able to walk about, a-id the day following he was
at work as usual. We would recommend this sim-
ple and easy application, as it is in the povyer of al
most every one to procure it sooner than almost
any other, and its immediate efficacy is a great con-
sideration. Any spirituous liquor would have the
same eflect; and even if that cuuld not be immcdi
ately procured, warm water would answer a very
good purpose.— ruscK^oosd Chron.

[Feb. 15,1828.

t^.SwEET scENTKD ToBAcco Sked.—The Edi
tor would feel particularly indebted to any grntle
man who can supply hira wiih a small quantify of
genuine sweet scented Cuba tobacco seed. Several
requests have been made for it by gentlemen that
we are bound, and should always be slad to oblige
Some months since a gentleman stated that he

had received, or brought home, lobacco seed of this
kind, which he would send to the office of the Ame-
rican Farmer. It has escaped his memory, as his
name has escaped ours.

^Many subscribers to the American Farmer
would feel themselves under particular obligation to
any eentleman. practically familiar with the subject,
who would send for publication, a communication
on the subject of the lime and method of saving,
getting out, and cleaning clover and orchard grass
seed.

fim:i ^AUim:^^,
Baltimore, Friday, February 15, 1828.

The Meahe IMeasurer.

veTt'ed brrK'u"' r'\'r'"'' '" '«>P'<^""-nt intented
1.3 K. K. Meade Esq., one of the best in-formed and spirited agriculturists of our country,

?K» xP'
1"" .P'''^^^."'^'' to ""• IJoard of Trustees of'he AJ.iryland Agricultural Society.
"^

Its design is to measure the depth
of ploughing, which it does with
the utmost facility and accuracy, by
placing the foot of it across the bol
(om of the furrow, and the measurer
then places his foot on the slider
above, and pushes it down to the
unbroken land side of the furrow.
The steel spring keeps (he slide in
Its proper place, and the figures de
note the inches and half inches.

The "Meade Measurer" was usi-d
at our last ploujhing match, with
perfect satislactiori; and we have
had an engraving made, to show
with how much ease and truth
ploughing may thus be mea.»ured by
a simple contrivance. But there is

the argument against this invention,
which applies (0 a thousand others
of more magnitude— to wii: It was
not used by our lathers If not found
m a book, yet it may be the result
of mathematical rellection, or sonie-
thin- which may have been found in
booh. Farming, and all connected
ilherewith, is at its ne plus vltra—
Maimers have no more business
with improvements in the field than
Ihey have wi(h I. gislation. What
bearing can the laws have upon (he
every day business and concerns of
(he (armer? Let us eschew all new
fangled inventions—all books—and

get hivU (0 the .•'lod old times of wooden ploughs,
cow-hide traces, (ruck wheels, hand mills. i!ic.— and'
leave all books lo lawyers and doctors, all legisla-
tion to those that have been educated, and have a
genius for it! !!

COMMUNICATION.
Who would have thought it, in this enlightened

age, when the "spirit of impro\ement is abroad in
the world," that in a city famed (or its Sunday
schools, its old and younjc men's Bible societies, its
active Colonization societies, its priiyer meetings,
&c., one ol the items of the annual revenue of the
city, should be "nett proceeds arising from the stile

offree negroes." aye, and that loo, to an amount
mure than sutficient to defray the e.\pense of 'the
relief of the widows and orphans of those who tell
in (he defence of the city, and exceeding by some
hundreds of dollars, the whole amount paid lor the
support of public schools. Truly this is not only
an enlightened, but a very consistent age.

,
"Steady Habits "

P. S. Query—Does the correspondent of the
Medical Reporter mean that one tifib part of the
whole population in Boston, inclmling wo.nen and
children, ilie of drunkenness, «r only one fifth part
ol the men? Surely that is right moderate.

The Jones Arabian is a beanliful dapple !;rey, black
legs mane and tail, seven years old last spring, lifteca
hands high, of fine temper, spirit and action.
When it is well known that the English blood horse

derives his fine qualities from the Arabian, it is scarce
ly necessary to say any thing in the way of commenda-
tion of this stock The Darley .\rabian was the sire of
Chdders, the fleetest horse in the world, and the Go-
dolphin was the sire of a numerous progeny, unrival-
led in the history ..f the horse. Almost all the famous
racers -.f (ireat Britain and this country, have been ob-
tained by crosses of the Arabian blood, and trace in
their pedigrees, Curwen's Barb. Croft s bay Barb Lind-
s-y's Arabun, the Paget Turk, the Byerly Turk and
other famous Arabians. Medl.y, Citizen, .Sorrel Diomed
Grey Diomed and other famous Southern stallions, pos-
sess a great portion of the Arabian blood.
The JDnes Arabian has stood for mares only a few

years; his oldest colts are but two \earsold next sprinr
and have been universally admired.
Any person wishing to view this horse can see him at

the stable of the subscriber, near St. Stephen's church,
Sa-safras Neck, Cecil county, Md.

GIDEON LUSBY.
Siissiifras A''eck, llh Feb. 1828.

EASTMAN'S MA^UFACT()RY OF AGRJCUL-
TURAL IMPLEMENTS.

.No. 36, Pratt-st. ISallimore, opp site tUe Uvitcd Hotel.

The subscriber would inform the public, that he has
on hand, a large assortment of Gideon j.avis' improved
Patent PLOUGHS of cast iron and wrouglil shares
with and witiiout Coulters, Hillside, Substratum and
Shovel Ploughs, a large stock of Cidtivalors of superior
quahtj. Harrows, Swingletrees, double and single Corn
Shelters, and Washing Machines. Also on hand as
usual, his patent Cylindrical Straw Cutters, which have
given universal satislaclion.and Brown's Vertical Wool
Spinners, Caststeel Axes, Grubbing Hoes, Picks and
Mattocks, which he warrants of superior quality; very
superior Oil Stones, saturated with oil—all of which
will be sold at reasonable prices for cash or acceptan-
ces in this city.

His very extensive sales of the above articles for the
last three years, is an evidence of the general satisfac-
tion he has given lo his numerous customers, and he
flatters himself that with the increased pains he has la-
ken in selecting his limber and other materials lhisse.a-
son, and also lo improve, as much as possible, on tile
workmanship of his implements, thai he will continue
to merit the public patronage which has been so liber-
ally bestowed, and for which he takes this opportuniiv
to express his grateful thanks.

Orders by mail, (post paid,) will receive prompt at-
tention. JOIN.ATHAN .S. EASfM.\i\
N. B. On hand, nine bushels good MILLET 15ELD

which will be sold low. FRCIT TKEES will be lur-
nishcd to orders. Implements ordered by any custo-
mers, which I do not keep on hand, will be carefully se-
lected and furnished to the orders. J. s. £.

THE JONES ARABIAN FOR SALE.
This full blooded .Arabian horse was purchased by

Major Slith, the late American Consul al Tu:.is. foV
Com Jacob Jones, and by him imported into this coun-
try iu the spring of J8-M.

A BROOD MARE FOR SALE
The advertiser has for sale, or he would exchange for

a riding horse, a yoiing Mare, of good size, superior
form and carriage, seven-eighths blood; sired by a pre-
mium horse; well gaited, &c. She is wfill calculated to
make one of the best breeders, for quick draft or the
sa Mle, in the state of Maryland. For particulars, in-
quire at the office of the American Farmer.

B-AIiTIMOUE PRICBS 0173REWT.
Corrected for the ^'Imerican Farmer, by EJiaard I. Wilson,

Commissmi Merchant and Planters' .Igenl.

Ho n. BoTcly'i -ivhir/.

Tobacco.—Scrubs, jl4 00 1 T.00—ordinary, -'.60 „ 3.60
—red, 3.50 a 4.00— fine red, 4 0.' a 4.5U—wrapping
6.011 a 9.C/0—Ohio yelioiw and red, 4 00 o 7.00— Yellow,'

JO.oO.

Sales of 200 hhds Ohio and 100 hhds. Maryland since
our last.

Floor—while wheat family, |6.00 a 6 25—sup. How-
ard-strcet. 5 00 a ..12^; city mills, 4.7i; Susquehan-
na, 4.75-Corn iMeal, bbl. -'.62—Grain, bestred ivheat
.95 a 97-best while wheat, .95 a l.tO—ordy. to good
.85a.95—Corn, .35(1 36— |{tk,45o 47— Oats, 21 a .23— BEA.VS .80 a 1.0(1-Peas, 46 o .51—Clover seed,
4.50 a 5.00-TiMOTHV, 1.75 n 2.00—1)arley,.60 a .6 .—
Flaxseed, .75 a .80 Cotton. Virginia, .9i a.lO—Loui-
siana, .10 o .13—Alabama, 9 a .12—Mississippi, 10 o
13 -N. Carolina, .9 n .li>\—Georgia, .9 n lOJ— Wms.
KEY, in hhds Isl proof, .22—in bbls 23 o 23^

—

Wool,
common, unwashed, .15 a .16—washed, .18 a 20— three
quarter, .25 a 30—full do. .30 n S6—Hemp, Russia,
ton, 52SO—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140—water-
rntted, 170 a 190—Fish, .shad, Susquehanna, No. I, bbl.
6 00 a e.'ii; do. do. trimmed, 6 50 a 7.On— Herrings, No.
1, bbl. 2.87' rtS.OJ; No. 2, 2. B2i—Mackerel, No 1,5 75;
No. 2, 5 371, No. 3, 4.51-Bacon, haras, Ball cured, .9;
do. Eastern Shore, .121—hog round, cured, .6 o .7

Feathers, .26 a .28.
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A&s.xcuXiSUit.i:.

In Congress—House of Representatives.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON MANU-
FACTURES.

Mr. Mallarv, fiom the Committee on Manufac-
tures, mailt- the rolkuving Report, accompanied by
a bill in alteration of the several acts imposing du-

ties on imports.

The Commiliee on Manufactures, to u'hich have befii

referred the numerous petitions and memorials on

the subject of further protecting duties itpon im-

parls, Report—
Th;it tlipy commenced their examination of the

various subjects refeired to them, immediately after

the appointment of the committee v.as announced
to the house; that they sought in vain, from the do-

cuments referred lolhern, for information sufRcienl-

Jy specific upon Ih.; subjects embraced in iho-'B do

cumenis, to enable them to determine the etfect of

the, existing laws upon the various interests upon

which they were intended to operate; or to mea-

sure the additional protection which the complain-

ing interests required, or their present condition

would warrant the committee iu recommendins;.

Under this .ilisence of accurate inforniiition, and

constantly busied in searchins the voluminous exc

cutive reports from the treisury department, and

other state paptis, from which is to be learned the

situation of our foreign tr,ide, and the character

and amount of our foreign importations, and in ob

taining from that department the returns of that

trade, for the last year, the committee waited until

the petitions and memorials upon which most dcpen

deuce seemed to be placed by the friends of (be

protecting system, had reached their hands, through

the only authorized channel, to warrant their acting

Hpgn Ihem, ami until a^ouf the 28'h ol December
last past, when, still finding themselves iinjupplied

with (he precise facts uf (in which alone they were

willing to act upon the important and highly re-

sponsible subjects committed to their charge, they

came to the resolution of submitiing their ditficul-

ties to the house, aiul of asking the power to send

for persons and papers, which would enable thein

to determine, with precision and certainty, the true

condition of those interests, and more especally of

those manufacturing interests which had preferred

their claims for protection to the national legisla-

ture.

This resolution was presented to the house on

the first day of its session, after the committee

adopted it, and on its passage no time wis lost in

learning the names of witnesses for whom t should,

in the oiiinion of the committee, be deiirahle to

send, and despatching summonses by nail, to be

served.

This labour being performed, the committee at

once began their examinations of such witnesses,

members of the house and others, as vere within

their reach, and believed to be possess;d of valua-

ble and practical informition upon an* of (he sub-

jects before them. The examination jf these wit-

nesses was not completed, when the a'rival of some,

attending under summonses, was amounced. An
application was then immediately raa.le to (be house

for leave to sit during the hours cf the session of

the bouse; and nearly every day dnee that leave

was granted, has been entirely occupied, to the

almost total neglect of other puttie and private du-

ties, in the laborious exaiuiuatioJ of witnesses, pur-

•euant to the resolution under vhich the committee
were acting. 1( is but justice here to remark, that

the original expeetation of (le committee, under
the resolution offered by (hen to the house, was to

have made an expeditious inquiry into the situation

of one or two manufacturing interests, rather to

enable them to determine vhat further protection
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these interests really required, than with the expec-
tation, within the limited time which they had al-

lowed (o Iheinselves for the purpose, of being able

to collect and report to the house, a body of evi-

dence upon several important branches of our do
mestic manufactures, so digested and arranged as

to he of any essential service td the hovisc or to the

public, as a source of correct infic'^iation upon
these complicated subjects. The anicndmont, how-
over, which was made to the resolution by the

house, so as to give to the committee the atiXhority

••to send for and examine persons upon oath, in re-

lation to the present condition of our manufactuFes,
and to report the minutes of such examination to

Ibis house," it will readily be seen, added greatly to

the labour which the committee had proposed for

(hemselves; as, by that amendment, it was made
the duly of the committee, should tbey think pro-

per to examine wi(nes.«es, to take their testimony in

detail, and in such order as to render it at least

passably intelligible to the house. This additional

labour was in no other way exceptionable to the

committee, than as it rendered somewhat doubtful

their ability to give their report to the house within

the time which they had signified that it would be
received. But, even under this apprehension, so

ilesirous were the committee of a full development
yf facts, that the amended resolution met their ap
probation: and they entered upon their duties, de-

lurmined, if possible, to realize the expectations of

die house, so far at least as regarded a report with-

in (he time they had indicated.

They have examined little short of thirty wit-

nesses, and the testimony of each, ha-tily written
iHjt by way of question and answer, and annexed (o

this report, will show what facts have been collect

«d by the examination, as well as the extent of the

; 'hour which the committee have performed. The
I -sliraony of each witness, after it was taken, has
been carefully read over with him, and so correct

'.s to meet the full assent of the witness as to its

accuracy.

The leading subjects presented to the committee
ior additional protection, are iron and several ma-
nufactures of it, wool and its fabrics, hemp anil

some ol the manufactures from it, tlax and it^ ma-
nufactures, and domestic distilled spirits from grain,

particular descriptions of glass, and fine and prim
ed co(tous. Upon all these subjects witnesses have
been examined, and their testimony, herewith re-

ported, comprises the evidence, upon each subject,

which the eomniiitee have taken under the reaulu

(ion of the house, and embodies most of the iiilbr

mation upon which they have acted, in determin-
ing the features of the bill ivhich they have agreed
upon.

The examinations of witnesses by the committee
were not closed until Saturday night last, and Mon-
day of the present week was entirely occujiied in

correcting and arranging the testimony taken, and
which had not been corrected, thus leaving but two
days to (hem to digest their bill, and prepare this

h'dsty report. Under these circumstances, it cannot
be expecteil (hat a minute examination of the va-

rious subjects included in the bill prepared by the

committee, will be gone into; much less (hat a dis-

cussion of the great question involved in (he system
of extending protection to the languishing in(eres(s

of (he country, by an increase of duties upon im-
ports, will be attempted. The /brmer would be a

task requiring time and care, combined with exten-

sive research; and the latter, even if time were al-

owed to the committee, is a subject much better

suited to a discussion in this house, than in the re-

port of one of its committees.
The committee, therefore, do not attempt to go

into the reasons which have governed them, but

merely to give a concise history of their doings.

After examining all the witnesses who had attend
ed pursuant to summonses, up to Saturday night

last, and also all the manufacturers and olheis, who,
up (o (hat tim : had, to the knowledge of <he com-
mittee, arrive- in this city, for the purpose of giv.

ing the commi tee information upon any of (he sub-
Jcc(s before th-m, and after having spent the day,
on Monda^pf the present week, in the correction
and very hasty arrangement of the testimony ta-
ken, (he comnTiittee proceeded to consider and ar-
range the't^rms and provisions of the bill they
should report, :snd a reference to it is made for the
detailed information as to what have been their
ebnclusiong,-.

The first sabject which will be found in the bill,

is that of iron; and considering the importance of
the article, as one of both national and individual
necessity, tha<;hanges in the present rates of duty
are comparatlTely very light. An increase "upon
iron in bars, dct inanufaetuied, in whole, or in part,
by rolling," oF from ninety cents upon 1 12 pounds,
to one cent per pound; upon "iron in bars, manu-
factured in whcic or in part by rolling." of 7 dollars
per ton of 2240 pounds; and upon -'pig iron," of
I2i cent? per 112 pounds beyond the preseni rates
of duty; are the most material changes upon this
article. Some amendments in the existing law,
when evasions of the present duty have been dis-
covered to exist by delects in the wording of (he
law, and some addidons of du'y upon pardeular
descriptions of iron, and upon particular manufac-
tures from it, complete the provisions on this sub-
ject.

The next subject in order, is that of wool and
woollens. Xp these subjects the greater part of
the testimony of the witnesses has been direct-
ed, and the committee have used every eflTort

in their pov\er to obtain precise inloi mation as to
the facts as they do actually exist in rel.>iion to
the interests both of the wool grower and the manu-
laet'iror of wool. The real importance of these
subjects to th' se sections of the country where
wool i« grow", a d in vthieh the manufactories are
located, the feeling which has for some time agitat-
ed the public mind throughout the whole country,
ill relation, on the one side, to the necessity of fur-
ther protection to them, and on the other side, to
the injurious effects which such a measure would
have upon the purchasers of woollen fabrics, have
all conspired to induce this exertion on the part of
the committee. They have, therefore, made the
examinations of the witnesses upon those subjects
as uiinule as possible, and perhaps, in some instan-
ces, (hey may appear tediously so. Indeed, many
of (he questions put to the witnesses, will afford
abundant evidence tha( (he conin'iit(ee had not suf-
ficient practical knowledge upon the subjects before
them, to enable them to make a series of interroga-
tions, till' answers to which would place the testi-

mony taken in the clearest light. And when the
members of the house shall have examined the evi-
dence relating to the manufacture of woollen goods,
the committee cannot doubt they will be entirely
convinced that none but a person intimately ac-
quainted with (he various operations, could have
draivn out a series of questions upon this subject,
susceptible of clear and intelligible answers. The
lime of the committee did not authorise even an at-
tempt to do this, and, therefore, the examinations,
and particulaily of some of the witnesses first ex-
amined, will appear as (hey were really taken—(he
one answer, in many, if not in most instances, sug-
gesting (he subsequent question. It will also be
found, upon an examination of the testimony, that
the manufacture of woollens is hardly susceptible
of being reduced within the limits of exact milhe-
matical calculation, so as to enable the coln^^ittee
to arrive, with this kind of ccrtain(y, at (he amount
of duty which will furnish full protection, and
at the same time will not go beyond (hat point.
Certain [lositions, however, they believe to be prov-
ed by the evidence they have taken, which furnish
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grt-Ht assistance in approaching to correct conclu-

sinis.

In relation to unnianiif;ictijred wool of a)mestio

growth, the committee consider it to be fully proved

tha the present price- in our marl<ets, are unus\ially

liiw.and the s:4les very dull; and that these efl'«ct»

are produced by the combined influence of the larj^e

importations of foreign wool, and the excessive im-

portations of foreign ivoollrn goods. Contrary to

the .ipinions of some of the witnesses, the com

mittee are strongly convinced Ihit the provisions of

th'^ present law. permitting the introduction of for

ei^'ii wool, costing not exceeding ten cents per

pound in the foreign market, at the almost nominal

duty of fifteen per cent, ad valorem, does admit

wool payins this duly, and invoiced at and below

this price, which, in qu.ility and use, materially con

llicts with the common native woid of this country.

This opinion is strongly corroborated by the pre-

sent ilion, by one of the witnesses, to the commit-

tee, of five diff-rent specimens of foreiKn wool, im-

ported into, and (luring the last fill selling in the

Boston market, at from six cents to fourteen cents

per pound. The foreign invoices of all these, wools

were at a price not exiceding ten rents per pound,

and consequently paid but a duty of fifteen per

cent, ad valorem. At least two of these specimens

of wool, the committee believe, when properly

cleansed, would clearly appear to be equal in quali

ty to the common native wool of the United State
;

and the very rapid increase in the importations of

the-e low qualities of wool, since the passage of the

tariff bill of 1824, furnishes the strongest reason to

conclude that they are supplying the demand, and

answering the uses which the coarse wools of

our country would, in most cases, well supply; and

that the foreign article is sought because, by means

of the very low duly it now pays, it can be obtain

ed at a less price than the domestic. There are

also strong reasons for believing that, by importing

several qualities of foreign wools in the grease and

dirt, they are invoiced at a price not exceeding ten

cents per pound, xvhen, if the same wools were

cleansed, as the foreign wools usually are for the

market, they would necessarily be invoiced at a

much higher price; and that, in this way, the spirit

of the law of 1824 is, to a very considerable extent,

evaded. The law of 1824 imposed upon wool,

costing in the foreign market a price exceeding ten

cents per pound, a progressive duly, commencing

at 20 per cent ad valorem, and ending at 30 per

cent, ad valorem. This duty reached reached its

maximum on the 1st day of June, 18:26. The
question, then, as to the manner in which these low

priced wools could he effectually reached, without

imposing an exorbitant duty iijion the higher and

finer qualities, was first to be determined. And the

bill herewith reported, will shew that the conclu-

sion of the committee has been to impose a specific

duty of seven cents per pound upon all foreitrn

wool, without regard to its quality, and to retain,

at the same time, the ad valorem duty, with a pro-

position to increase it from 30 per cent, the present

duty, to 40 per cent., and to make it progressive, at

an increase of five per cent, per annum, to fifty per

cent , and applicable to all kinds of wool. These

alterations, if adopted by Congress, will operate

proportionably more heavily upon the coarse than

upon the fine wools. But the committee suffer little

apprehension from this fact, because they consider

it satisfactorily proved that the capacity of this

country to produce wool is onlv to be limited by the

demand for the ariicle; that the manufacturers they

liave examined are using much the largest share of

the finer wools; that the coarse wools of this coun-

try are little sought, because foreign wools of a

coarser quality, and answering the same uses, are

procured at lower prices; and that, in the assort-

ment of the wools of this country, for the purposes

*r manufacturing, a larger share will fall within the

low ranges, and will fairly supply the place of the

coarse imported wools. And the commiltee will

not disguise the fact, that it has been their inten

tion, in the bill they should report, to extend every
protection, which the nature of llje case would ad
mit, to the grower of American wool. If they have
not done this, they have erred in judgment, and
have not accomplished ttfeir own intentions. If the

duties th(-y have proposed upon unmmufactured
wool are too high, and shall thus prove injurious

to the manufacturer, and not beneficid to the far

mer, then they have mistaken their proportions

which the relative cost of the wool ami the fabric

will warrant, and have thus been led into uninten-

tional error

In relation to the additional protection required

by the manufacturers of woollens, the committee
have found themselves most in need of specific in-

formation. The law of 1824, imposing additional

duties upon imports, was, at the time of its pas-

sage, no doubt, believed, by those who framed, and
by those who supported it, sufficient, both in its pro-

visions, and in the amount of its duties, to afford a

fair protection to this important national interest

But experience has shown that this belief vvas fall.i-

cious, and that the operation of the law has disap-

poiiited both those who passed it, and those who
sought its passage.

Fi)rmer laws had also been passed, with the same
intentions, and had failed to realize the expectations

of those who acted under them. The knowledge
of these facts it was which induced the committee
to propose a mode heretofore untried in this gov-

ernment, of obtaining precise information upon
which to legislate. They have been indulged by
the House in making the experiment, and, although

the information collected may not be as precise and
detailed as a greater allowance of time and a wider

range of examination, might have made it, the com
mittee do believe, that certain positions may be as-

sumed from the testimony, as fully proved, which
will afford much aid in determining the defects in

the existing laws, and in applying the proper reme-

dies to those defects; and they cannot but hope that

this information, coming from persons intimately ac-

quainted with the subject of which they speak, and

given under the solemn sanction of an oath, will

have greater weight than the ordinary information

upon which former laws upon these subjects have

been passed.

The following positions, as relating to the manu-
facture of woollen goods, the committee believe

themselves warranted in deducing, from the evi

dence they have taken, and they depend upon the

evidence and opinions of the witnesses for the

soundness of them:
1st. That the manufacture of woollen goods in

this country is, at this time, a business labouring

under severe depressions, and attended with loss

more severe upon the finer qualities.

2d. That these depressions are owing, in a very

great degree, to the excessive and irregular impor

talions of foreign woollen goods into our markets:

thus causing a fluctuation in, and an uncertainty of

price for those goods, more injurious to the Ameri

can manufacturer than even the depression of price

which these importations produce.

3d. That the difference between the prices of

wool, of the same quality, in this country and in

England, is at the present time about fifty per cent,

in favour of the latter country.

4th. That the cost of the raw wool in this coun-

try is about one half of the cost of the fabric, when
prepared for the market, as a general rule applying

to most kinds of cloths.

5tli. That if the cost of the wool and the cost of

the foreign materials used for dying, were the same
in both countries, the process in manufacturing the

wool into cloth, fitted for the market, can be per-

formed as cheap in this country as it can in England.

Cth. That the present duty upon woollen goods
does not furnish the desired protection, and that no
reasonable duty can be effectual, unless if be a spe-
cific square yard, instead of an ad valorem duty.

With a general reference to these positions, so
far as they could be made applicable to the subject,

and with a proper regard to the whole body of the
testimony taken, the committee have proceeded to

detail their propositions for the alteration and in-

crease of the duties upon woollen goods. The law
of 18J4, vvith certain exceptions enumerated in the

act, imposed a duty of 2.5 per centum ad valorem
upon all foreign woollen goods imported into this

country, the actual value of which, at the place
whence imported, should not exceed thirty-three

and one third cents per square yard; and a duty af-

ter the 30th day of June, 1823, of thirty-three and
a third per centum ad valorem upon those costing

more than thirty-three and a third cents per square
yard. The exceptions from the duty of thirty-

three and a third per cent, were blankets and wors-
ted stuff goods, upon which a duty of twenty five

per centum ad valorem was imposed, and from the

goods paying a duty of twenty five per centum ad
valorem, as costing less than Ihirty-thiee and a
third cents per square yard, were excepted flannels

and baizes, which were to pay a duty of thirty-three

and a third per cent.

The committee have proposed to change all

these ad valorem duties upon cloths to specific

sq tare yard duties, making the same exceptions

which are made in the act of 1824 Some of

these exceptions the committee have left unaltered,

and others they have proposed a small increase of

duty upon. The article of blankets now pays a

djty of twenty five per centum ad valorem, and
they propose to increase this duty to thirty-five per

cent.

This they have done, because they think the tes-

timony warrants them in the belief, that, if the

manufacture of blankets is encouraged in this coun-

try, they can be made here as cheap, in reference

to the quality of the blanket, as they are now im-

ported, and that, in this manufacture, a consumption

may he found for large quantities of our native

wool. The committee also consider blankets an ar-

ticle so essentially necessary for the soldier, as to

become an object of national policy, and a neces-

sary fcr which we ought not to be dependent upon
any foieign country.

(To be concluded in our next.)

(Communicated for the American Farmer, by J. Bcel.)

ARmUR YOUNG'.S EXPERIMENTS.
(^Continued from page 371.)

Oats.

The exneriments with this grain were conducted

in the sarae manner as those with wheat and barley.

Fourteei experiments were made in the broad-

cast method, part under common, and part under

improved oilture. Under the first there were two
experiment!, which gave forty-five and sixty bushels

the acre—oie of which was after lucerne, and the

other alter ttrnips, manured »rith hog dung In-

cluding these the results under the common man-
agement, were
\verage expeme per acre, 2Z. Is. Id.

Do. product, do. 25 bus. 1 p.

Do. profit, do. 12s. 3d.

Under the imp-oved culture, the ground was ei-

ther manured for oats, or highly so for the preced-

ing crops, which vere ameliorating ones, such as

turnips. Sic. In twj cases, the grounds were in fajs
'

low the whole of the preceding season. The
ploughings were thr«e, four, ten and eleven. The
result as follows:

Average expense pencre, 5'- 17s. Sd.

Do. product, dc 91 bus.

Do. profit, da 4J. 10s.
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Here we n^n\n perceive the advantages of rua

nure and pulverization, the protit being nearly seven

times as great as in the slovenly method; and if we

exchule the two crops which followed lucerne and

turnips, the improved is ten tinier more profitable

than the common. "The perfection consists in no-

thinji, but the quaatity of common means."

The experiments in the drill system resulted in

an absolute loss of 2? Us. 4rf. on the acre, and ol

course was infinitely inferior to the broadcast me-

thod.

Quaiility of seed.—The results of six experiments

were as follow:
bush, pecks.

2i bushels seed an acre, gave 10

34 do. do. 13 S

44 do. do. 17 2

6 do. do. 20

64 do. do. 22 2

7 do. do. 25

10 do. do. 20

lOJ do. do. 20

13 do. do. 16 2

Thus seven bushels of seed was found to be the

best quantity,

Time of sowing—The experiments conclusively

show, that the earliest sowing (in February,) had a

particular advantage over all that was sown subse-

quently.

The result of these exp-riments, F must confess,

have quite altered my opinion of the profits of the

oat .'rop. My error arose from the fact, that oats

are stener/fllv sown upon lands where no other crop

of grain will grow to advantage, and which receives

but inadequate tiliHge. But it seems that labour

and manure will render this crop more profitable

than one of wheat—(he product of oats being near

Jy quadruple that of wheat under improved culture,

and the price of the former, in our market, ranging

from one third to one half thai of the iailer.

The Usual quantity of seed sown by our larmers,

is two bushels the nc-e. The remarks I made in

regard to wheat tilling better here than in Eng
land, applies to all the small grains. My practice

has been limited in regard to oats, having been

prejudiced against them; but I suspect vve may in

crease the quantity of seed with pretty cerl.iin ad-

vantage.

Early sowing has a manifest advantage with u<;

oats deteriorate as the climate beonies warmer;
their most favourable climate seems to be the north

of England, Scotland, and corresponding latitudes.

They are heavier in Great Britain than in the Unit

ed States— heller in the northern than in the mid-

dle stales, and light in proportion to the delay in

placing the seed in the ground. The study of our
farmers, therefore, should be to remedy the defects

of climate, by selecling, for (his grain, cool moist

grounds, and by sowing as early as the frost will ad-

mil. The ground should be prepared in autumn;
and upon light or warm soils, this makes a good
fallow crop upon a grass ley. They are gross feed

ers, and exhausting, and will be benefitted by the

coarsest manure.
Buckwheat.

Exj)eriments. Expense. Proihict Profit,

I. s d. bvsh l- s. d.

No. 1 2 15 5 36 2 6"2 1103 38 223"3 1111 40 3 17 3"4 1 14 9 72 8 12 4"5 3 2 4 31 6 3"6 1 12 5 32 2 14 7"7 1 16 3 72 8 10 9
Two other experiments resulted in a loss The

fourth experiment was made after turnips, and ^he
seventh after cabbages, both well manured and the
soil finely pulverized Hence even buckwheat, the
very refuse croji of the farmer, is sensible to good
usage, and amply repays for extra attention ia its

culture It is raiher a precarious crop with us, and
is but little cultivated by good farmers.

1 will repeat what I have elsewhere stated, thai

good husbandry does not require the repeated

ploughings in the United States that it docs in

tjreat Britain; dry do not require so many as moist
soils; nor light so many as heavy. The object of

ploughing is to break down and pulverize the earthy
matter, that the roots of plants may penetrate free

l>;—to mix and blend the manure, or food of vege-

tables, with the soil, that it may more readily be
converted into aliment, and find more ready access
10 the mouths of plants;—and lastly, to render the

soil more open and pervious to air, heat, light, and
moisture, the great agents for |)re|)aring vegetable
lood and rendering it subservient to vegetat)le de
velopment. The climate of Great Britain is more
humi I, and less warm than with us, and conse

q lenlly more labour is required there to pulverize

llie soil, and render it pervious to these agents, than
with us. The oxygen of the atmosphere, heat and
moislure, are essential to fermentation, the process
i^hich converts vegetable and animal matter into

the food of vegetables. VViien the surface of the

soil becomes baked, or compact, by allernate rains

mid sunshiffe, these agents are excluded, and the

supply of food to the plant is consequently dimm
ished or wholly suspended. This compactness of
the surface prevails most in moist and clayey soils,

and hence they require more labour to bring them
into proper condition than dry silicious and caica
reous soils. The atmosphere is lilkd with the food
of vegetables, in a gaseous form, and the dews are
strongly impregnated with it. A porous surface, or

one naturally compact, but kept loose by art, freel)

admits both these to the roots of plants. Hence the

utility of hoeing and stirring the soil, even in the
dnesi wealher. "Plants are very much benefitted
by having oxygen applied to their rools, being
found to consume more than their own volume of
that gas in twenty-four hours; and, when applied
by Air. Hill to the rools of melons, hyacin(hs, &c ,

the first were found to be improved in flavour, tne
second in beauty, and all in vigour."

—

Hort Trans.
vol. l,page 233. Oxygen, your readers must all

know, is a constituent of the atmosphere. Light
soils are easily pulverized, and are so porous as at

all limes freely to admit the pervasion of the atmos
phere; and therefore, by this extra exposure, (frc

quent ploughings.) the vegetable and animal re-

mains are hastened in decomposing, and much of
their fertile cunsliluents evolved in the state ol gas,
or carried away by tne rain. Sic, vilhout there be-
ing any crop upon lh< ni to benefit by them. Thus
theory argues, and practice certainly seems to sup-
port, in Ihis instance, her doctrines. Swiizer, one
of our horticultural classic>, says: "Rich heavy
giound cannot uell be ploughed too olten to make
11 lighl; as light, pour ground cannot be ploughed
loo seldom, (or fear of impoverishing it."

—

Jchno
graphia Rualica, vol. 3, p. 237 Aly own practice,
upon sanUy loams, is, lo plough but once for a crop,
and to have the seed lollow the plough as soon as

practicable. J. BUEL.
Mbany, Feb. 8, 1828.

COTTON AND SUGAR.
The editor of the Alabama Jnurnal, printed at

Montgomery, has written a series of articles, in

which he recommends the cilizi-ns of Alabama to

turn their attention to the raising of Ihf sugarcane,
asserting that the present price of cotton will no
longer warrant its eullivation. I'he discovery of
coKon, h'- observes, was, perhaps, the greatest im-
provement ever made in clolhing: unlike the sug.tr

cane, il is unlimited by dilTerence of soil or climate
in our southern country.

Let us for a moment, says he, draw a compara-
tive view of the profits arising from the culture of

cotton and the sugar canr. One hand, wiln ,ne
portion of corn necessary to be raised on a farm,
connected with other incidental circumstances, will
not raise more than 6000 pounds of cotton, which,
when ginned and packed, is equal to 1500 pounds;
this solil, say at eight cents, amounts to f!20 I'his

calculation, we conceive, on an average, will be
found to be more than is realized. Five acres of
sugar cane, the quanlily we allow to one hand, will,

according lo a previous calculation, nett 5000 lbs.

of sugar, which, sold at eight cents per pound, is

equal lo flOO, being $280 more to the hand than is

realized from cotton. The molasses is omitted to
be included with the sugar, being left as set oft"

against the incidental expenses atleniling the latter.
The great difference in profit between the two arti-
cles is then manifest; and to the agriculturist of
Alabama we would say, "How long wilt thou slum-
ber?" It has been a subject of some contention, as
lo Ihe number of hands that would have necessa-
rily to be employed on one farm. Few have at-
tempted sugar on a small scale; but the corrfclness
of the opinion may be doubted, that only very large
capitals can be employed to advantage on a sugar
farm. No good reason, except we admit custom as
logic, can be given why five, ten, or fifteen men,
may not make a proportional quantity of sugar, as
well as of cotton or corn. When ihe subject is ex-
amined seriously and separately, the rich reward
that is promised to the farmer of Alabama, from
Ihe culture of the sugar cane, will not appear de-
lusive.

CONQUEST AND IMPROVEMENTS;
Or, Sword versus Plough

Extract from Arthur Young's Agricultural Travel*
in France, .'>paiu and Italy, volume '2, page 165
Dublin edition

"When Louis XIV. beggared his people in order
to place a grandson of France on the throne of
Spain, and to acquire Flanders and Alsace, he
would have rendered his kingdom infinitely richer,
more prosperous, and more powerful, had he ban-
ished the naked fallows from half a dozen of his
provinces, or introduced turnips in some others.
There is scarcely a step he could have taken in such
improvements of his agriculture, which would not
have given him more subjects and more wealth than
any of his conquered provinces, every acre of which
was purchased at the expense of ten of his old
acres rendered waste or unproductive; nor was one
Fleming or German added to his subjects, hut at
Ihe expense of five Frenchmen."

ZZORTICVZiTVKE.

(From the Farmers' Magazine.)

FRUIT TREES AiNU CIUER.
Extrncl of a letter from B B. Cooper, Esq to David

Lawsoa, Esq , on the culture of Trees, iyc.

If'aterford, (..V. J ) Jan. 2, 1S27.

Dear Sir.—Almost a conlinual absence from
home since the receipt ol your letter, is the only
apology I have to offer for delay in answering y..ur
inquiries respecting th- dillireiit kinds of a'pples,
mode of planting Iret-s, Iriiuuiing, succession oior-
ibaids, making and fining of cider, thai I have
adopted or most approve of. In ihe selection of
fruit, after collecling such kinds as is n-cessary (or
family consumption, or lui nnrkel, (if within the
viiinity of one,) avoid variety, as Ihey tend raiher to
•imuse tlidii remunerate— il made inio cidir, produce
a kind of sulomon gruudy (or wretched compound,)
whii h in Ihe market, produces from one to two dol-
lars per barrel, and worth Iroiii five to ten to drink
il. If you want fine and superior cider, it is as ne-
cessary to have superior apples, and of one kind to
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make it, as it is to have fine and superior wool, and

of one kind, to make fine and superior cloth. The

day is not far distant, when the apple will receive

the culture and inana»;ement it merits, and the

cider distinguished hy the apple from which it is

made, as much as the imported wines from the

kind of grapes.

In the selection of fruit, care should be taken to

choose those best adapted to the soil and climate

they are to be planted in. The pippins flourish in

clay, and perish in sandy soils—the wine-sap flour-

ishes in sand, and mildew and blight in adhesive

cold clay soil. Il is nut alone discoverable in the

apple, in the forests lefl to nature, the pine flourish

es in sand, and perishes in clay, and vice versa with

the oak.

In planting out trees, the hole should be suffi-

ciently large to admit the roots being expanded

without coming in contact with the walls, the hole

to be filled up »ith fine dirt equally around the tree

from the lop of thi- ground, leaving that taken from

the hole to throw round the butt of the iree, which

should be raised from four to eight inches high, and

as loose as possible. Smce pursuing the above

mode, (the land under culture the ensuing season,)

I have not sustained a loss of one tree to the hun-

dred, in planting out upwards of ten thousand. Il

is a common practice in planting out trees, after

throwing in a IVw shovels full of dirt, to raise the

tree and tread the dirt, by which means the small

fibres that convey inoislure, collect in a wad not

more efficacious to the growth of the tree than as

much tape lied to a cane; also treading round the

tree on the lop of the ground after planted, causes

it to bake and crack, from which tlie transition from

wet to dry, and from heat to cold, is frequecilly too

great for a transplanting tree, round which it is as

necessary to have the land loose and njoist, and

more so, than round Indian corn, possessing the ad-

vantas^e of its original roots.

In trimming, if any, the first season should be

light, leaving the suckers to attract the sap. From
the fir^t season until the tree is three or four inches

through, the suckers to be cut close under ground

and from six to eight inches above it, from thence

snag them oflf at about four or five inches from the

tree, until you come to the limbs intended to form

the top, by which means you obtain a greater pro-

portion of root and body, for the want of which

the tree is often carried away to destruction. Care

should be taken in forming a top to keep it light, and

leave no more limbs in the first instance than is in-

tended to form the tree—though much risk is run

by leaving too much top while young, greater inju

ry is sustained and premature decay experienced in

cutting off large limbs, and in too close and fiequent

trimming when old.

On trees covered with moss, old bark, or insects,

lime as a whitewash, may be applied once in eight

or ten years wi(h safety, and to advantage; if too

frequently used, its corroding quality cr (cks and

destroys the skin, covering the bark on the south,

lets the rain in and decay ensues. A more safe ap-

])lication. if frequently repealed, is that of soil soap

undiluted applied to the tree in the same manner as

whitewash, from which no injury is experienced,

and frequently results in much good.

As to land not producing a second orchard equal

to the first, prejudice might as well tell me that a

mother could not produce a second child without

degeneracy, languor and disease. Treat the infant

as you treated the adult in infancy, and you may
expect the result the same; treat an infant as an

adult, and you discover all the degeneracy you fi-

gure to yourself, in a succession of orchards. A
young orchard cannot bea • the hardships and expo-

sures of an old one, more than a thild can that of

an adult. Providence never intended mother earth

to be so unkind to the human family, as to produce

but one orchard, and from theocefortb to be barreoj

on the contrary, treat the young tree as you treat-

ed the old one ivlien young, and you may expect the

result the same, from the Christian era to the end

of time.

Orchards are generally in perfection at from for-

ty to fifty years from planting; if the land is sandy,

the sooner in maturity and sooner in decay. If

your orchard is on the most desirable spot on the

farm, and thus decaying, plant an intermediate or

chard at the most extreme distance from the old—
attend to its culture, and when of a size that the

old orchard interferes with its growth, cut away
such of the old decayed and interfering trees as do

not sufficiently reward for exhausting of soil, until

you have an entire new orchard of the best tested

and most profitable fruit in our country, without

loss of t'me or additional expense of culture.

In making cider, most people after grinding their

apples, let the pomace continue in the trough or tub

over night; immediately after grinding, I have it

put on the press, and as the cider runs off, return it

to the cheese, (or as much as it will contain, 1 for

one, two and sometimes three days, according to

the weather and season of the year, keeping the

cheese saturated with cider, that the pulp oT the ap-

ple may become decomposed, and itj nutrieious

principle imparted to the cider, which adds much
to its spirituous property, colour and strength. In

the leaching of ashes, the good husbandwomen of our

country return the ley upon the tub again and again,

until the colour and strength designed is obtained.

There is, however, an exception to the crab cider,

which is a thin watery substance at most, and much
lighter than other cider (particularly the Harrison

& Cooper's russetting,) more liable to be sour, and
most safe to press it off and remove il to the place

from which it is racked as soon as possible. Some
people pretend to cleanse cider by filtering it

through dirty sand. This operation is, in itself,

premature and injurious, (except for cider royal,

where it is not intended to ferment,) as it tends to

retard and lessen its fermentation. The great se

cret is in assisting nature while in the act of fee

menting, to divest (he lees from the cider arti-

ficially, if not spontaneously, achieved—and the

sooner it is effected the finer anil more valuable

will be the cider—true it is, that cider from some
particular kinds of apple, contains much more spi-

rit than others, and the quantity of juice obtained

from the same number of bushels, much less, yet

more (o be relied on for draught or long keeping, than

from apples producing the greater quantity of ci-

der, which is apt to be a thin watery substance,

soon becoming sour, ropy and nauseous. There is

also an essential dilTerence in cider produced from

ditfereiit kinds of land. I have uniformly discover

ed at the distillery a difference, of from one to four

gallons of whiskey to the hogshead, of cider from

the orchards ol my neighbours, between that pro-

duced from high, ridgy, dry, poor land, over that

which is flat, rii h and moist. The increased quan

litv of cider from the one, and additional strength

of the other, leave the value of apples about the

same for whiskey; though for superior cider in fend-

ed fiir sale or Iceeping, the difference is but toy

great. If I have a good stock of cider on hand, I

rarely ever use it under five years; that now on tap

is seven and eight years old, and its quality contin-

ues to increase with its age-

In the western section of this state, but few peo-

ple turn their attention to the cultivation of apple

trees and making of cider in perfection, they requi

ring so long a credit, that the peach mania has

drawn the scent so near the eye as to eclipse that

which, in the end, will be more profitable.

In the eastern counties of this state, the cultiva-

tion of apple orchards and making of fine cider, is

made a business of, as much as the raising of wheat
or the rearing of cattle is in yours. I have in my
possession a report of the committee of Orange, in

this state, among which, are 6000 barrels of cider

annually sold at |J30,000, made principally from the

Harrison apple, so celebrated in Essex county. No
section of the union that i have ever been in, con-
tains such a variety of fine fruit as the vicinity of

Philadelphia, and none from which so little has
been exported or turned to so small an account.

Individuals to the east have sold the annual produce
of their orchards for more than five thousand dol-

lars, and I am inclined to believe that the annual

amount of exports for cider from Philadelphia, will

not amount to half that sum.
The soil of your northwestern clime and variega-

ted region, is more congenial to the growth of trees

and preservation of cider, than the level sandy
lands on the western section of this state; the later

the fruit is in ripening, and making it before frozen,

the less will be the risk in making and preserving.

I am, very respectfully,

Your most obedient servant,

BE.NJAMIN B. COOPER.
David Lawson, Esq,-

(From the Winchester Republican.)

THE VINE.

Presumins it would not be unacceptable to your
readers, I offer a statement of my progress in the
cultivation of the vine. Having by lung experi-
ence, discovered that the farming business is ex-
tremely precarious, owing measurably to the rava-

ges of the fly, together with unfavourable seasons,

Stc, and having perused various treatises on the

cultivation of the grape, I determined on trying my
success in a business to which I had been hitherto a
stranger; and in the autumn of 18-24, I employed a
vigneron from Switzerland, who represented to me
that he had been long acquainted with the business,

(and I have no reason to doubt his assertions,) who,
during the succeeding winter, prepared about two
acres of ground, of a south exposure, and of very
thin, unproductive and slaty soil, but such as was
preferred by him, although I protested against the

location, and recommended other situations which
1 conceived would be far more productive; but be-

ing a stranger to the business, I yielded to his supe-

rior judgment, and during the months of February
and March, 182.5, I procured from iVIajur Adlum,
near Georgetown, two thousand cuttings at thirty

dollars per thousand, exclusive of a considerable

number from gentlemen of this and the adjoining

counties, amounting, in all, to about three thousand.

These were planted during the aforesaid months of
February and March, 1825, in the following man-
ner, say the cuttings (generally about two and a
half feet long,) were laid in rows seven feet apart

one way, and three and a half the other, in a hori-

zontal position, in trenches about two feet long, one
foot wide and about one foot deep, allowing from

one to two buds to appear above the surface, and
filling up and packing pretty close with the surface

of the ground (which was carefully preserved lor

that purpose in excavating.) The season proved
unfavourable, and I presume that not more than

about one half vegetated the first year, which pro-

duced a small quantity of grapes the next season,

1826; and in 1827, iny vigneron sold a considera-

ble quantity of grapes and made about fifty gallons

of wine. I have now increased the size of my vine-

yard (say in 1826 and 1827,) to between five and
six acres, continuing to reset where the cuttings liad

failed to vegetate. All of them now appear in a
flourishing condition.

It will appear by the foregoing statement, that

my first planting will have been only three years in

th^ ensuing February and March; and that plant-

ing, after deducting such as failed to vegetate, can

only be estimated at about an acre; and from the

proceeds of the last, I think I can safely calculate

on from five to ten barrels of wine the approaching
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season. Thus it will appear that c-ither the climate

or the soil, or both, are better adapted to the pro-

duction of the vine, than any which had hereto-

fore come under my observation; as those of the

United States who have preceded me in the busi-

ness, generally state the bearing as very inconsider-

able until the third year, whereas my first planting

bore lu.\uriantly in the second. Ploughing and the

cultivation of the ground, I find, is attended with

about the same labour as an equal quantity of

ground in corn, and the cultivation of the vine is

also easy and simple.

Respectfully your ob'l,

JOSIAH LOCKHART.
Back Creek Valley, Fredtrick counly, Va.

INTTESIZITAL IMPKOVIinaEJDrT.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Pittsburg, Feb. 13, 182S.

Sir,—Reflecting upon the contents of my letter,

since its "committal" to the post, 1 am coiivitjced

that my statements are not ex;iggerated. In ^ene
(

ral my colouring has been a little paler than the

truth. One slight inaccuracy I would beg leave to

correct. 1 stated that Cumberland was nearer to

Pittsburg than to any other point on the Ohio by

!25 miles, and that in any other map than Shriver's,

the distance was greater The difference 1 have
since ascertained to be 20 miles instead of 25, and
that Shriver does not vary from the others except

in one instance.

I am Sony to see some of the Philadelphia papers

opposing the Baltimore and Susquehanna rail-way.

Our friend Col Powel has set them an example of

liberality, which 1 hope will be followed. If there

was a man in the legislature, or the state, more in-

terested than any other, in the western trade con-

tinuing to pass over the permanent bridge, it was
Col. Powel, of Powelton. To him and to Mr. Dun-
can, much of the credit is due, for the passage in

the Senate of the bill to enable the Baltimore and
Ohio rail-way to enter the state.

Yours, with respect,

VVM. H. DENNY.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. PUtsbiirg, Feb. 9, 1328.

Sir,—You have, no doubt, observed that the Se-

nate of Pennsylvania have passed, by a large ma-
jority, a resolution permitting the Baltimore and
Ohio railway to enter the state of Pennsylvania,
provided a branch be made to Pittsburg. This re-

solution is made the order of the day in the House
of Representatives for the tSth inst and will cer-

tainly pass that body. VVe are glad to hear that

the condition is not disagreeable to the Board. We
mu^t do ourselves the justice to say, that many of

us here wtre willing to give you the privilege with-

out restrictions; but since they are likely to be im
posed, we hope and expect they will prove in the

end to be golden fetters.

The road Ihrougli Pennsylvania to Pittsburg will,

on this side of the Alleghany, pass through a rich,

long settled, highly cultivated and populous coun
try, where the materials aud iron works are already

at hand for the construction of a road; and subjects

for Iransjiortatiori are produced in no small amount.
When it reaches Pittsburg, it is at once the shortest

route to the ocean for all the prolific trade of a

great manulacluring disliict, of which Pittsburg is

the centre. This district will sustain, and doubtless
will one d.iy possess, an iiiimense population, ma
nufacluring more domestic, and coitsumiug mure im-
ported gouds, than any other of the same extent in

the United Stales. It now transacts a business
with the maritime cities ol tcreat value and amount
Our Manchesters, Lep(l>, and ShetBelds, will be
within this region, and uliichsoever sea port will

command its trade, will be the Liverpool of the

country. Adjacent to this manufacturing district)

is the great agricultural plain of north eastern Ohio
(the Poland of America,) one of the most fertile

and productive tracts of land in the world; well set-

tled and beautifully improved by an intelligent, en-
terprising, and an industrious population. The
Pennsylvania canal from Pittsburg to Lake Erie,
by Beaver and Chenango, will touch the eastern
boundary of this valuable granary. The line of this

canal at the mouth of the Mahoning, is about 80
miles from the Ohio canal. The Ohio commission-
ers have surveyed the route between the two, and
have (ound their junction practicable, and recom-
mend it as the most direct route eastward, and as
obviating the danger and uncertainty of lake navi-
gation. It is obvious that the whole trade of the
Ohio canals and the lakes may be reached by the
rail-way to Pittsburg.

In a direct line Cumberland is 25 miles nearer
Pittsburg than any other point on the Ohio. By
any other map than Shriver's, it is more. The
steam boat navigation to this place is more than
adequate to the trade. For the la»t six month-
there have seldom been less than from live to ten

sleaui boats at our wharf. Scarcely a day passes
witnout one or two arrivals and departures. In

coinpanson with the eastern waters, our beautiful

Ohio, as you well know, is a gentle and uiirippled

stream from Louisville to its head. Its ob'truclions
above Wheeling have been greatly overrated. Such
as they are, half the difference of expense between
the construction of a rail-way on the lower and upper
route, would make the river better above the mouth
of Fishing, than it is below that creek.

I am aware that from a cursory reconnoissancc,
jour excellent engineers are impressed with a be
hel, that more facilities occur than we had fancied

could be found among the hills of Green county
aud the mountains of Green- briar. But if upon
actual survey, the impediments on the southern
route should prove to be much greater than were
expected, the main stem may be made to Pittsburg
in the lirst instance, and the more mountainous,
protracted and expensive branch postponed until

luilher experience and greater improvements in

science are brought to aid it.

I'he United States and Pennsylvania engineers
have ascertained that the route of Castleman's ri-

ver or Deep creek, aud the Youghiogheny is prac-

ticable for a canal, a fortiori it is practible /or a

rail-way. (3ne stationary steam er.gine only would
be required upon it. It is only by levels, or a great

proportion of levels, that the full merits and supe-
rior advantages of the rail-way can be realized: for

a distance so great as the one proposed, and for a

trade so various and immense, the embarrassment
ol inclined planes and stationary engines, is to be

avoided, if possible.

By following the valley of the Youghiogheny,
there need be no clashing with the Chesapeake and
Ohio canal; on the contrary, the two operations

may go on together and mutually aid each other.

Engineers say, iii.lced it is obvious to any one, that

there can be no better track for a rail-way than the

berm bank of a canal. The Grand Trunk canal in

England is said to have several rail-ivays on its

bank. The companies might join in the expense of

levelling of deep cuts and embanking; by joining

viaduct with aqueduct, they would strengthen bolh,

and lessen the expense of each. The railway
company would be obliged, in some places, to ex-

tend 81 cr the berm bank the road and farm bridges.

Whilst they would increase the span of the bridges,

they would, in the same proportion, add to their

height and essentially benefit the canal. A gentle

inclination of the berm bank throughout would im
perceptibly overcome the lockage. The raii-waj

would protect the canal from the vernal slips of the

hills, a frequent and expensive occurrence, and
which makes it an object for a canal to have a

bro;id berm bank; whilst on the other hand, the ca-
nals would protect the rail-way, by firm protection
walls, from the damage of floods and the encroach-
ments of the river. It may yet be found, that the
best way of applying steam power to canal boats, is

by locomotive engines, travelling on a rail-way
along- the bank of the canal. 1 shall not, however,
be considered visionary in believing that these two
national improvements, running with generous emu-
lation by each other's side, whilst they test with
the fairest experiment their comparative advantages
on the grandest scale, will lessen the expense of
each, and augment the business of both. To the
common route of both would be directed the multi-
farious productions of the west, and their less bulky
but more precious returns, certain that whatever
might be the season, and whatever the nature or-

the value of the article, there would be the best

chance of the cheapest or speediest conveyance.
Passengers, whether for business or curiosity, would
be doubled on the rail-way.

If i had time, I would give more reasons why a
canal and railway might go along the same route,
cheek by jowl; and find it their mutual advantage
in clubbing the expense, and constructing their

works at the same time.

With very great esteem and respect,

WM. H. DENNY.
Note.—Pittsburg has 2,600 hands employed in

fiictories—a capital of 2,000,000 Thirty-one steam
engines in operation—each of them by a vertical

mine could raise its own coal to su|)ply itself. Coal
this winter trebled its price on account of bad
roads. The rail road to Baltimore, would have
saved Pittsburg this winter, #20,000 in the price of
coal, besides the suspension of several extensive
factories. The Pennsylvania canal being on the
west side of the river, where the coal is scarce for

twenty miles up, will not avail us so much in the
coal trade as the Baltimore rail-way, which will

wind along the base of our richest hills of coal in

its route for many miles, and in the immediate vi-

cinity of the city, No attempts have been made to

raise coal from the lower stratrum, which has been
lound uniformly, in boring for salt, to be rich and
thick; nor will there be, so long as it can be got
without capital, from the horizontal and self-drain-

ing pitts on the hills.

XiAOXES' DEPAXtTIMCENT.

Family Worship in a Cottage,

Listen! 1 heard a voice, a solemn voice,

But sweet and fervent too, like that of prayer;
Such as would make angelic breasts rejoice,

And call to hearken from their starry sphere,
t-'rom yonder cot it comes—I'll draw me near,

Its light shines like a star upon the night,

And tr, my wandering footsteps far more dear;

A better guide perchance, a holier light,

Leading more near to heaven than that above my sight.

Oh, 'tis a lovely scene! The grey-hair'd sire.

With lifted hands, imploring on each child

.\11 that the lip can breathe, the soul desire,

To guide their footsteps through the world's deep
wild:

See how the glittering tears his warm cheek gild!

How rushes through the wane of years, the glow,
How beams his look, with all the father hll'd!

The ardency, inlense, lights eye, lip, brow.
Which all his bosom's thoughts, hopes, fears and wishes

show.

There kneels the mother by her partner's side;

Silent her tongue, but oh how full her eyes!

Look at those sacred tears, whose gentle tide

The loudest utt'rance of the lip supplies.

Oh! what can equal her beseeching sigh.'

If 'tis not heard in heaven, then never came
Thither the sound of supplications high:

Vainly 1-ive nations pti'd the altar's Bame,
The intcuscst of them al! ne'er reaeh'd a moticr's claim.
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Beside her, rising mai.houd s form,

Her SOD, ber secret pride and glory, bows:

Bright in his cheek, with labour's colour warm,

The lionourahle that hib forehead shows;

His eyes' dark glance is veil'd as it would close

Awhile to all ..n earth his heart deems fair,—

His lips soft moving, 'till responsive vows

Are rising to his hoary father's prayer,

Pleading with the high Heavens—"Oh, guard from

every snare."

And yonder there's a group in happiest being,

The fairy tenant of the cottage dome,

Kneeling before the eye of Him, all-seeing,

Who watches of their thoughts or glances' roam.

The doll untouch'd is laid before the drum;

That treasur'd instrument of loudest sound

Stands close beside its master, but as dumb

As if forgotten, on tlie darksome ground,

While like niglit's dcw-clos'd Howers they bend and

cluster round.

Look at the little hand upon each brow,

Covering the face, before the unseen God I

Listen! ye might have heard the lisped vow

Like cherub echoes seei.ing his abode.

Revile it not, despise it not, ye proud!

Nor say it is the jargon learn'd by rote,

Useless and meaningless: those words allow'd

Upon the youthful memory to float.

Shall be the waking chord to many a heavenly note!

Oh, lovely scene most lovely; would that thou

Didst not bedeck the cottage bower alone.

But beneath every roof in beauty glow,

From the low hamlet to the lofij throne.

Then, England, were the smiles of Heaven thine own,

The bright paternal smiles of Deity;

Then, my lov'd country, would tliy soil he known,

The hallow'd, and the blest, the truly free.

And every evening hour a nation's worship see.

AMERICAN FARMER. [Feb. 22, 1828.

LEAP YEAR.
The following is extracted from an old volume

printed in ltj06, entitled "Courtship, Love and Ma-
triinonie:"

"Albeit, it is nowe become a parte of the Com
men Lane, in regard to the social relations of life,

that as often as every bissextile year doth return,

the ladyes have the sole privilege, during the time

it continueth, of making love unto the men, which

they may doe either by worries or loiikes, as unto

them it seemelh proper: and moreover, no man will

be entitled to the benefit ol Clergy who doihe re

fuse to accept the offers of a ladye, or who dothe

in any wise treate her proposal withe slight or con

tamely.

sieur's Ibfthand is inexpressibly beautiful, arising

from his long swan-hke neck, small head, fine ereci

ears; but more so from his expressive countenance,

which is lighted up by a pair of uncommonly full

and brilliant eyes. His neck rises and arches from

his wiihera in fine style, giving him a gallant ap-

pearance. He has the capacious, oblique shoulder,

deep chest, close coupling, oval quarters, broad

lengthy thigh, large hock, and all other points

which so conspicuously present themselves to the

connoisseur in the conlonuation o( the blood hurse.

In fine, there is in his tout ensemble, a. beauty and

justness of proportion, a delicacy combined with

strength and muscle, which has ever constituted the

blood horse, (when seen in perfection,) the pride

and admiration of every age.

As regards his performances on the turf, he ranks

upon an equality, if not superior, to any horse ol hia

time. With one of the proprietors of this horse,

(Mr. Thomas Watson,) I am well acquainted, and

I can recommend as a genllemaii, in who .• every

contiilence is lo be placed. He will ilevote his per-

sonal unremilted attention to all those mares thai

may he sent to this horse, in seeing that they are

duly stmted and preserved in good coiKlitniii.

Author of "Annals of the 1'ukf."

PACOLE r.

The full-hlooded and celebrated running horse Pa

colel will stand Ihe ensuing sea»oi., cummencing lOlh

March, and eiiuing lOtli July next, at uiy strtdies,

one mile wesi ol Ualladn, i eniie^see, at }p2a Ihe

season, wiucn may be discharg d by Ihe |i.,yciieni

of ipiO, if paid previously to the lOlh July—0(1 the

insurance, or ^12 the single leap. Maies pas nred

and grain led at one doll ,r per v\eek. Care will be

taken to prevent accidents or escapes, but without

responsibility on my part Ibi euher.

GEORGE ELLIOI'T.
Sumner Ciiunty, Feb. 14i/i, 18:;5.

Pedigree on the sires side— Pacilet was got by the

imported horse Citizen, (oee American Farmer, iNo

39, page 3i0, lor a lull aciount of Citizen's pedi

SPO^TIITG OIiIO.

BLOODED HORSES.
Mr. Skikner,

I enclose you, for insertion under the head of

"Sporting Olio," an account of the celebrated horse

Monsieur Tonson I rode up to .diltun, a ir.vi days

ago, to view this horse before he took his departure

for his stand in Virginia, and sinci- 1 have seen hin

and also the subjoined advertisement, I can truly

say, that his proprietors have been extremely mo
desi in describing him and his performances on the

turf

I viewed him with admiration, and was forcibl\

reminded of the high formed stallions in England
of former days—he mu. h resembles Shakspeare,
(parlicularly in his forehand,) as tlie likeness of this

horse is given in Lawrence's splendid work. Mon-

giee and perloruiances on the turl in England;) his

dam (Pacolet's,) by Tippoo Saib, he by Limlsey's

bian, Pacolet's granddam by Bummer, babra

ham. Jolly Roger, &.c. Brimmer, a celebrated ra-

cer, by the imported hor-e Valiant— Babrahaui by

the imported horse Jumper, out of the imported

mare Seliii.a by the Godolpbin Arabian.

Peiformance on the Turf.

1811, Spring meeting— Then three years old, he

started lor a sweepstakes over lue Halifax turf, mile

heals, and was second lo Mr. Macbiu 6 .oil, by

Diomed. Pacolet was quite lame, though he lost

only a lew inches.

1811, Fall meeting—Then three years old; he

started lor a sweepst.tKes over Spnng-hill course;

seven subscribers ai s20U each, which he won with

great ease at two heals, running tvvo mih heals,

and beating Mr. Goode's bav coll, by Citizen, ana

Col. Holcorjb's filUy, by Citizen—the others paid

foifeil.

1811, same season— he received forfeit from five

colls, o\er the Bellield eouise, » 100 each. The day

after this, he run lor the Piupiielor's purse, which

he Won vvilli great e.ise, beating Mr. Burivell V\ ilke's

horse Monroe, by Wonder, and sev, ral others.

lall, same season— he started lor a sweepstake

or the iSewmarket coiii^e, two mile heats, six

subscribers, jiOO each, which he won at three heals,

beating Col. William Allen's horse Conqueror, by

Wonder, and distancing Mr. HrtXall's Cup Bearer,

by Sii Harry—the others paid foifeil.

1812, Spiing meeting
—

'1 hen lour years old, he

started for the Jockey Club purse, four mile heats,

over the Fairfield course, which he won at t«o

heats, beating Mr. Wynn's mare Koxana.Mr Wat-

son's xVlaria, and live otncis. First heat, eight min-

utes and twenty secomls—second heat, seven i;.m-

utes and fifty tour seconds—the best second heat
ever ran over that course.

I hereby ceriify that i trained and ran Pacolet in

all the above races, and that they are correctlv stat-

ed. Given under my hand this 22d June, 1812.
W R. JOHNSON.

Pacolet was sold by Mr Johnson, immediately
alter the last above stated race, to General Andiew
Jackson, of Tennessee, lor the sum of three thou-
sand dollars.

P. S The acknowledged and deserved celebiity

of this horse, is so well known throughout the Unit-
ed States, as to require no additional notice respect-

ins his figure, strength and puw. rs; his colts are

certainly among the best in the union. G. E.

Pacolet is ihe sire of the celebrated racer Mon-
sieur Tonsoii, who will shortly take his stand for

ihe spring season, at the Nottoway race course,
(.Col. Jeter's,) V irginia.

MONSIEUR TONSON
Will stand ihe ei. suing season at Colonel Jeter's,

.Nollaway county, Virginia, coium- iicing Ihe 15th

Febru.iry, and teriiiinalinii the 1st July, and will be
let to mares al Jifty dollnrs Ihe season, lo becoiue
p.iyable on the Isi Uclolier

—

seventy Jive dollars .iii'ti-

rance, payable wheneier the mare (noves to be in

lo il—one dollar to ihe groom in every case. Alt
(hose gentlemen who pay within the season, will iie

allowed len per ceni. for ca>h payment. The pro-

piielors have made the most ample arrangements
10 have mares well attended lo that may be sent to

Ihib hurse; having rented several large field.--, and
hid a considerable quantity ol wheat sowed for pas-

turage, Willi the addition of a good stock ol grain

aiiu lor.ige lor feeding them. I'hey have also en-

Kiged an extensive suit of slables at Ihe .-landjsuf-

hcieril lor a hundred mares, to secure them Irom
Ihe iiicleiiiency of bad, rainy weather 'I'liese ar-

rangeoieiits, together willi the personal attention of
one ol the subscribers, a>sisted by faithlul ostlers

provided for the purpose, will be a warrant, it is

iiopeijthat ina e» will be vvi II treated and returned

to their owners in good condition. No responsibili-

ty for accidents or escapes, but every exertion will

be made to prevent them.

Desckiftion.—Monsieur Tonson is five feet three

inches high, a beautiful blood bay, with black legs,

mane and tail, with a most beautiful coat of hair,

which, lor sleekness and fineness, is seldom equalled

and never exceeded, which is highly indicative of
his great purity of blood.

He possesses great beauty and corresponding
symmetry, and combines as many, or more racing

points than any olhei horse now in Ameiica. That,
together with his distinct blood from Ihe Archie and
Diomed slock, renders him so highly valuable and
such an acquisition to this part of he country, pos-

sessing those strains ol blood which are helel in

such high estimation by judicious sportsmen and
bri eders— vve allude to the Ciiizen, Gallatin and
Medley. Slriiiiis which he so fully comliines in his

pedigree, and which remiers him so fine and remote

a cross upon the stock ol horses of the present day.

Much more could be said, but the gentlemen of the

turl and breeders in Virginia and North t arolina,

are too generally aiquainted vvilh the beneficial re-

sults fro;n judiciau> crosses, to require any thing

but their own judgment and discretion to induce

them to embr.ice the present opportunity of improv-

ing their stock.

Pedigree.—On Ihe sire's side. Monsieur Tonson
was got b> Pacolet; Pacolet by the imported horse

Cilizcn; lie by Pacolet. of Ei gland; be by Blank,

and he by the Godolphin Arabi.n; Citizen's ilara.

Princess, by Turk; he by Regulus; and he by the

Godolphin Arabian: his grandam. Fairy Queen by

young Cade; he by old Cade; and he by Ihe Go-

dolphin Arabian; his great grandam, Routh's Black
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Eyes, by Crab, out of the Warloi-k Galloway b\

Snake, "Ball Galloway, Curwen's Bay Barb. Thi

dam of Pacolet was Col. Eppe's grey mare by Tip-

poo Saib, (she was also the dam of several race

hoises, among them Pallafox, Wilkes' Wonder, &c )

Tippoo S.tib by Lindsey's Arabian. For an account

of this horse, see American Farmer, No. 2S, vol 9

Pacolel's i;randam by Brimmer; he by the imported

horse Valiant; he by Dormouse, and he by the Go-
dolphin Arabian. 'Fhe dam of Brimmer by the in,-

ported horse Jolly Roger. Pacolet's great grandam
by Babraham; he by the imported horse Juniper,

out of Col Tasker's imported mare f^elima, by (h""

Godolphin Arabian; Juniper by Babraham of Eng
land, and he by the Godolphin Arabian. Paccdet's

great, great grandam by the imported horse Jjlly

Roger. On the side of the dam. Monsieur Tonson's
dam was got by Top Gallant; he by Gallatin; Gal-

latin by the imported horse Bedford, out of import-

ed mare by Mambrino. Bedford by Dungannon.
one of the best sons of the celebrated English

Eclipse. The dam of Top Gallant by VVildair; be

by P>arnaught; he by Rpgulus, and he by thi' Go
dolphin Arabian. The dam of VVild lir by Jolly

Roger, out of the imported mare Kitty fisher The
grandam of Fop Gallant by the imported horse

Othello (commonly called Black and-all black.) he

b> old Crab, out of the famous Miss Slammerkin
Monsieur Tonson's grandam by grey Medley; he
by Hart's old imported Medley The dam of grey

Medley by Skipwith's Black and all black; grandam
by Bay Bolton; he by Bay Bolton of England, out

(he imported mare Blossom; great grandam by old

Partner; great, great grandam by Longsdale; great,

great, great grandam by old Fearnaught. Skip-
with's Black-and-all black by the iinpoiled hor>e
Br.inswick; he by Oronoko; he by old Crab, out of

Miss Slammerkin. Black and-all black hy Ariel, full

brother to old Partner, b'-ing got by Murton's'l'ravtl

ler out of Seliina, by the Godolphin Arabian. Longs-
dale was got by Jolly R();ier, out of an imported
mare, bred by Sir John R insden and got by Mon-
key; her dam. Lord Longsdale's Bla>k Arabi.m,
Bay Arabian, Coneyskins, &.C. Monsieur Tonson's
great grandam by the imported horse O.scat; he by
young Snip; his dam by Lord Morton's Arabian;
grandam by old Crab; great grandam by the Bald
Galloway; great, great grandam by tlie Darley Ara-
bian. The great, great grandam of Monsieur Ton-
son by the imported horse Fearnaught; he by Regu
lus, and he by the Godolphin Arabian. Thus it is

evident, from the above pedigree, that Monsieur
Tonson is descended from the most valuable blood
in this country, including that of Citizen, Gallatin,

Medley, Wildair, Fearnaught, Jolly Roger, Va-
liant, old Partner, Stc.,and goes directly back in ail

his crosses to the most approved blood of England,
particularly that of the Godolphin Arabian, of which
celibraled horse he partakes of more than a dozen
ditferent crosses.

Pekfokmance —Monsieur Tonson made his first

appearance upon the (urf in 18-i4, then two years
old, and was beaten mile heats by Mr A. B Shelby's
Pacolet fdly Maria, in consequence of being lame
and out of order. Three weeks after, he won the

t»\o year old stake at Cairo, Tennessee, mile heats,

beating the above filly of Mr Shelby's and others.

In the spring of 1S25, then three years old, he won
(he jockey club purse at Gallatin, two mile heals
In the fall of the same year, he won the great coll

stake at Gallatin, mile heats, eleven entries, ^-200

each, beating Mr- Connally's Pacolet filly, Mr. Sliel

by's Maria, Colonel Smith's Andrew Jackson, and
others. Time of the first heat, Im. 50s; second
heat, Im. 51s. A few days after, he won the jockey
club purse at Florence, Alabama, beating Andrew
Jackson and others. He was then travelled from
Florence to Matchez, wilh the view of running him,
(here and at New Orleans; but on his way he was
taken with the distemper, and his feet became

diseased with the thrush, owing to which he was
not run in that country Early in the s[iring of

ISi6, Henry M.Clay, Esq purchased an interest in

him, and travelled him to Milton, North Carolina,

a distance of twelve or thirteen hundred miles, ar-

riving in June; and in July, put him into training

tor the fiill races, and commenced his racing career
III this country, by winning the jockey club purse at

Milton, 21st of Sept. healing Capt. Harrison's Juliet,

iwo mile heats. The week after, he won the jockey
liib purse at Caswell Court House, heating Sally

Walker, two mile heals. On the l9th of October
followmg, after travelling a distance of 150 miles,

lie won the jockey club purse at Tree Hill, beating

Ariel, Gohanna, and Blenheim, four mile heats
Two weeks after, he won the jockey club purse at

B'dfield, beating Sally Walker, Ariel, and Lafayette,

three mile heals. The next week; he won the jockey
club purse at New Hope, beatingShakspeare, three

mile heats. Two weeks after, he won the jockey
club purse at Boydton, beating the famous mare
Sally Walker, four mile heats. This was acknow-
ledged to have been the best four mile race ever
run in Virginia, having been run over a very tough,
heavy track; Hrsl heat, in 7m. 55s ; second heat, 7m.
5-l,s. In the spring of 1827, he was put into train-

ing with the view of running for the great stake at

Tree Hill, but becoming lame, he was turned out,

and so far recovered from his lameness as to war
rant the hope of his being able to run in the fall.

.\nd in September, he won the jockey club purse
at Caswell Court House, beating Capt Harrison's
horse Frantic, three mile heats. From the previous

injury of the tendon of his left fore leg, he broke
down early in the second heat of this race, having
to run nearly the whole of the heat, as was evident

to the spectators, on the other three legs. Thus
ended the racing career of this noble animal; hav-
ing beaten all his conipelitors every distance (long
nr short,) with considerable ease, clearly demon-
strting his superiority, whether they run for speed
or bottom, which justly entitles him to rank with
the best horses of the age. Thomas Watson,

Juiuiary 30, 1828 Abnek Robinson.

TROTTING MATCH.
Montreal, Feb. 2.—On Wednesday last a trot-

ting match look place between a horse owned by
Mr Samuel Cutter, and a mare belonging to Mr.
Oliver Waite. The distance trotted was about 18
miles, (from the Hay Market in this city to Lachine,
and "back again," as Donald says,) which was per-

formed in about 70 minutes, Mr Waite's mare
gaining the match by a few rods. This is consider
ed great speed, as the roads were heavy and uneven
on account of the recent snow storm.

nSISCELIiASTEOUS.

INQUIRIES.
Sir,—Permit me to ask, through you, Alexander

Macomb, Esq , or any other who may be able to

answer it, a question relative to the tapia work, he
dnscribes in so interesting a manner in the Farmer,
forJanuary 26,1827. Is a house built of tapia not

subject to damp? or would it probably be in a

northern climate? Sweating walls are unwhole-
some and unpleasant. If my fears on that point are
removed, I feel disposed to try the experiment.
There is another question I have an anxious de-

sire to have answered, and yet I fear it interferes

too much with the secrets of a particular art. How-
ever, there is no sin in asking. How is the finish

ing coat, in the beautiful plaisler vvork, in imitation
of marble, prepared and laid on?
A correct answer to these two queries, I should

consider a full compensation for the yearly cost of
the Ameriean Farmer. Yours, &c.

J. S. Skinner, Esq, GEO. JENKINS.

POST OFFICE.
The following is stated in a report from the Post

Master General, to be the nett amount accruing at

each Post office in each state and territory of (he

United States for the last year:

New York, .... §229.794 72

Maine 26.143 01

New Hampshire, .... 13,250 51

Vermont, 13,554 93
Massachusetts 98.930 44
Rhode Island, . . . . . 13.397 22
Connecticut, 30.160 13

New Jersey, 16,227 44
Pennsylvania, 127,821 51

Delaware 4,834 10

Maryland, 59,335 33

Virginia, 71,536 76
North Carolina, 27,571 81

South Carolina, .... 46.402 00
Georgia, 42,524 24
Ohio 32,309 15

Kentucky, 25,572 26
Tennessee, 17,990 78
Alabama, 20,164 98
Mississippi, 10,314 87
Louisiana, 28.763 92
Indiana, 5.673 36
Illinois, • 2,856 55

Missouri, 6,932 94
Michigan Territory, .... 2,284 41
Arkansas Territory, . . . 1,046 49
Florida Territory, .... 2.698 67

District of Columbia, . . . 10,586 55

Grand total, .... $988,676 10

PLAISTERING LATHS, &c.

Mr. Lewis VVernwag, of Virginia, near Harper's
ferry, has set in motion, at his valuable saw mill, a
machine for cutting plaistering laths, sash stuff, &,c.

By this improvement, 1000 laths can be sawed in

an hour, of such uniformity of size as to make every
one fit for use. They will cause a vast saving, both
of labour and expense, requiring less mortar, and
enabling the workmen to make a true wall without
the use of straight edge, float, Sic

Mr. W. contemplates applying the improvement
also to the making of shingles. His eiiterpiize, in-

genuity, and improvements, besides his talents at

bridge building, have rendered him a highly valua-
ble member of the community; and we sincerely

hope he may meet, from public spirited citizens,

such aid and encouragement as will enable him to

give full scope to his talents and enterprize.

[Free Press.

Getlysburg, Penn., Jan. 16.

A stranger, apparently about forty-five years of
age, of genteel appearance, came to Mrs. Winrott's
inn, in this town, on Monday morning last, and
complaining of indisposition, was shown a room,
where he remained during the day, and it is suppo-
sed took a quantity of opium, as some of the article

was found in his pocket. He was discovered in aa
insensible state in the evening, and every means
was used to relieve him in vain—he died in a few
hours. There was nothing about him to lead to a
discovery of his name, or whence he came. He
had stated that he had traded to New Orleans In

his hat were some paintings, and in his pocket book
were written these lines:

Let me live, and let me die,

And never a stone tell where I lie.

Two scions put into the body of a small pear tree

but two inches over, in May last, standing in the par-
den of Mr. J. Edgerly, of Sandbornton, grew in all

their branches exclusive of the original scions, the

present season, Sftj-six feet and eleven inches'
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HOGS.
Immense numbers of ho^s have been driven inta

North and South Carolina, Virginia and Georgia

—

pork is consequently plenty and cheap.

'•], John Fletcher, keeper of the turnpike Kale at

Cumberland river, do certify that there have p:iss-

ed this gate, in the year 18-!7, one hundred and five

thousand five hundred and seventeen (105.517,)

hogs." [Western Carolinian.

RECIPES.

CURE FOR DEAFNESS.

Equal parts of the juice of house leek, brandy

and sweet oil in a phial, to he hung up exposed to

the sun for a month or more. This dropped in the

ear at night, and on wool to be kept in the ear—

a

sure remedy for deafness.

POULTRY.

It is said, that hens may be made to lay eggs

during the winter season, when their laying powers

are usually dormant, by the following cheap and

simple means:

"Dilute and mix 2 ounces glauber sails in a dish

of cold porridge, or any other food, and scatter the

same well about the poultry yard, so that no bird

may eat too much; and if the effects are not appa-

rent in two or three days, repeat the dose at short

intervals, till the accumulation of eggs indicate that

you have gone far enough."

HORSE CHESTNUT DYE.

A permanent buff, or nankeen dye for muslin,

linen, cotton, silk, or woollen cloths, may be ob-

tained from the horse chestnuts. For the buff co-

Jour, take the whole fruit, husk and all, when quite

young; cut it small, and put it into cold soft water,

with as much soap as will just cloud or discolour

the water. When deep enough, pour off the clear

part, and dip whatever is to be dyed, till it is the

colour required. For the nankeen colour, take the

husks of the fruit only; cut or break them small;

steep them in soft water, with soap as above, and

dye in the same manner.
The husks may be used for the buff dye, after

the kernels are formed; but it is only when they are

the most imperceptible that the whole fruit is used,

and the brightness of the buff colour diminishes as

the husk ripens, till when quite ripe the dye is most

like nankeen. [Masonic Mirror.

TO CLEAN MOULDINGS OF CARRIAGES.

Take one table-spoonful of rotten stone, finely

levig;ited, two ounces and a half of spirit of vitriol,

two ounces and a half of spirit nf wine, and one

pint of water, wine measure; put the spirit of wine

in Ihst. and a few small pebbles to help in shaking.

Apply it with a piece of thick flannel, then rub it

off with a piece of moist leather, afterwards with a

dry flannel.

excuse us, if they could see the diffii'ulty in the

way. If they could see the number of unanswered
letters, and the constant occupation of the clerk in

the office with its indispensable business— this mat-

ter of distributing rare seed, which are sent, we
may say, from all parts of the world, to the office of

the American Farmer for distribution and eXj)eri-

ment, would,o/i<se/f, give occupation to a clerk, if we
could afford to pay one; and so we could and would
do, if subscribers in arrears would pay what they owe!

There is, too, some discouragement arising from

the fact, that of the hundreds upon hundreds of

cases, where seed has been thus sent into every

state in the Union, so few reports of the result

of experiments with them have been sent for publi

cation. Nevertheless, we shall persevere in the

good work, as fsr as we /wtie time to do if, taking

care never to let official duties be neglected—and

here we are proud to challenge any complaint of

want of attention and civility, and fideli'y in the

ntercourse of the publick with the Post Office

There is now in the Farmer office a keg of the

Alfalfa seed, sent by Com Jones from the Mediter-

ranean, for which see his letter in this number.

There is also a large bug of the seed of the Nankin

cotton, which is naturally of a deep and enduring

Nankin colour, sent by John Mitchell, Esq., of

Gates' county, N. C. Of the first, any one who will

call at the office, can have a pint; of the latter, half

a gallon. To those who cannot call, half an ounce

may be sent. There are also beans unknown in

this neighbourhood. Bene seed, and various other

seeds. FromMr. Colt, ofN Jersey, we received, and

have distributed, nearly all of a small parcel of cot-

ton in the seed, from trees in Otaheite, which grow

as large as our largest peach trees, and yield ai)un-

dantly—-from Mr. Prince, a few seed of the Isa-

bella grape—Spanish black beans, very rich -ind de

licate, brought by Lieut, Campbell, from Vera Cruz
— from General Harwood,of Annapolis, some seed

of the sweet-scented Cuba tobacco, reared by

him. We doubt if any of the peculiar flavour of

the original plant will be preserved beyond the se-

cond year's growth. Like the wines of France, it

depends on soil as well as climate.

SINCLAIR &, MOORE,
Pratt-street u-harf, Baltimore, offtr for sale.

The following FIIU.D and GARDEN .SEEDS: lied
Clover, Timothy, Orchard Grass, I-Ierds Grass, Lucerne,
Millet, Mangel Wurzel, Ruta Baga, Early Potatoes,
amongst them arc, the Early English Kidney, Mercer,
and VVilles, Spring Rye, early Golden Souix Corn, large
Scotch Cabbage, Rape, Turnip, Maryland and Cuba
Tobacco Seed.

GARDEN SEEDS.
Early Frame, Divarf, and Jail Marrowfat Peas, Ear-

ly York, large York, Early and Late Savoy, Sugar Loaf,
Drumhead, and other Cabbage Seeds, Scarlet, Salmon,
Long White and Turnip Radish, Beet, Carrot, Parsnip,
Cauliflower, Brocoli, Beans assorted, Onions assorted,
Lettuce, Bird Seed, 1-Ierhs and Flower Seed, &c.
IMPLEMENTS OF HtjSBANDRY, generally, both

large and small, as usual, Fruit Trees of sorts, and
Thorn Quicks, Grape Cuttings and Plants, of the most
ppprovcd kinds—all which can be taken from their

Nuvsery near the town, when ordered, and will be sold

low for cash, or acceptances in town.

BAZiTIMOaZ! PHZCES CXTaaENT.

^w^^ 2?i^:ii:i:^2i8

Baltimore, Friday, February 22, 1S28.

^The Trustees of the Maryland Agricultural

Society will please attend a meeting, without fur-

ther notice, at the residence of J. B. Morris, Esq., on

Thursday next, the 28th February, at 12 o'clock.

ALFALFA SEED.
v. S. ship Brandijtrine, )

J. S. Skinn'Er, Esq. Valparaiso, t'ld Xov. 1S27. ^

Dear Sir,— I have just time to say that I send

you by the Peruvian, bound to your port, a keg of

what is named here jl/alfa seed. It is a trefoil with

a straight stalk, attaining, in the fields here, the

height of three or four feet, with a small blue bios

son).

It is sowed broadcast, and I observe they sow it

very thin; yet it makes a heavy crop. It is the only

grass cultivated in Chili or Peru, it succeeds best

in moist ground, and is cut two and three times a

year. It is, 1 think, the Jllpcstre, or long-leaved

purple trefoil.

i wish you could have it raised by some careful

persons in both sorts of land, dry and moist.

Respectfully, yours,

JACOB JOiNES.

^^i-DiSTRiBUTrON OF Seed.—We are grieved at

the apprehension that very many of the most

esteemed patrons of this journal may think them-

selves slighted, in not being supplied with a small

portion of the seed which are left in the office for

gratuitous distribution; but vfc are snre they would

Errata.—In page 3G2, 2d column, to end of 2d para-

graph, add: of fruit, particularly pears; and two lines

below, for pasture, read parterre. In page 31;!, 3d co-

lumn, 13th line, for argumcntum ad passimum, read or-

'^um^nliim ad pt^simwn.

A SITUATION WANTED AS MANAGER OF
A FARM.

The advertiser being well acquainted with the man-

agement of a farm, would wish to be employed in that

capacity. Satisfactory recommcnditions will be given

\ line addressed to AD. and left at the otJice of the

American Farmer, will be immediately attended to

February 19(/i, 1828.

Corrected for the ./Zjitmcim Farrner, by Edxriird I. fViHson,

Commission Merchant and Planters^ ^igenl,

Ho. 11, Bawly's mharf.

Tobacco.—Scrubs, ^-lOO a 7.00—ordinary, 2. SO u 3.50

—red, 3.50 a 4.00— fine red, 4.00 a 4.50—wrapping,
6.00 a 9.00—Ohio yellow and red, 4.00 a 7.00— Yellow,

7.on n iO.iiO.

The rates of Tobacco continue about the same as

last week.
Flour—white wheat family, $6.00 o 6 25—sup. How-

ard-street, 5 00 a 6.12^; city mills, 4.76; Susquehan-

na, 4.75

—

Corn Meal, bbl. 2.62

—

Grain, best red wheat
.95 o 97—best white wheat, .95 a 1.10—ordy. to good,

85 0.95—Corn, .35 n 36—Rte,45(i 47—Oats, 21 n .23

Beans, .80 a l.Oo

—

Peas, .45 a .50

—

Clover seed,

4.50 (« 5.00 Timothy, 1.75 o 2 00— Barley, .60 o .62

—

Flaxserd,.75 a .80—Cotton, Virginia, .94 a.lO—Loui-
siana, .10a .13—Alabama, 9 a .12—Mississippi, .10 a

.13— N. Carolina, .9 a .10^—(Jeorgia, .9 a .10^— Whis.
KEV, in hhds 1st proof, .22— in bbls. 23 a 2Si

—

Wool,
common, unwashed, .15 or .16—washed, .18 a .20—three

quarter, .25 o 30—full do. .30 a .36

—

Hemp, Russia,

ton, $280—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a MO— water-

rotteil, no a 190—Fish, Shad, Susquehanna, No. 1, bbl.

6 00 a 6.50; do. do. trimmed, 6 50 n 7. Oi)—Herrings, No.

I, bbl. 2. 87 i aS.OO; No. 2, 2.62^—Mackerel, No. 1,5.75;

No. 2, 5.374; No. 3, 4.50—Bacon, hams, Bait cured, .9;

do. Eastern Shore, .t2i—hog round, cured, .6 a .7—

Feathers, .26 a .28. ______
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AGRXCVIiTVKE.

In Congreis—House or Representatives.

REPORT OF IHE COMMI ITEE ON MANU-
FACrURES.

{Concluited Jiom page 3S6.)

The propositions of the cotiimittee as to the al

teratinn and increase of duties upon woollens, gene

rally, are as follows:

Isl. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of which

wool shall be a component part, the actual value of

which at the place whence imported, sh.tll not ex-

ceed 50 cents per square yard, a specific duty of 16

cents upon every square yard

2d. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of which

wool shall he a component part, the actual v.ilue of

which, at the place whence im()orted, shall exceed

50 cents per square y^trd, and shall not exceed ^l 00

per square yard, a specific duty of 40 cents upon

every square yard.

3d. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of which

wool shall be a coinimnent part, the actual value of

whiih at the place whence iiU|iorted, shall exceed

f 1.00 per square yard, and shall not exceed Jii 50
per square yard, a specific duty ol ^l 00 upon evei'

square yard.

4th. Upon all manufactures of wool, or of whii

Wool shall be a component part, the actual value of

which at the place whence imported shall exceed
$2.50 per square yard, and shall not excei-d 4.00

per square yard, shall be deemed to have cost §4 00
per square yard, and at such valuation shall bi

charged with, and pay a duty of 40 per centunn ad
Talorem.

5!h. Upon all manufactures of wool, &c. the ac
tual value of which, al the place whence imported,
shall exceed $4.00 per square yard, shall be charg-
eil with, and pay a duty of 45 per centum ad va^
lorem.

It will thus be seen, that the propositions made
by the coinmii<«'o,;r u<)opled, will givr a considera-
hle ii!Prp;,se ui«>r, th« i.ro6..nt r;,|p.^ r>r ,t.,tv .L-

-'"

event, and may Rive a very laree increase, i) the im-

portations should not be regulated by the rates of

th'- duty. Should they be so regulated, the intf rme-

diate spaces W"uld be left entirely to be supplied

by the American manufacturer; and this, it is be

lieved, would not only furnish him a market for Ihe

great body of his cloths, liut would enable him to

compete with the foreigner, even at the prices at

which the minimum principle does not operate ex-

tensively to increase the duty The com:ittee

have not gone to the extent proposed by many of

the memorials, in the regulation of these duties, but

they have gone to the extent to whiih, from the

evidence taken by them.lh'y lielieve tie prosperity

of our woollen manufactures require.

Heaip and flax, and some of the iianufactures

from them, have next claimed the cnsideratio.. of

the committee The evidence whi'-h hey have col-

lected upon these subjects, though bjno iiicans vo-

luminous, in their opinion, satisfactory proves, lijat

large sections of the country are cpable of pro

diici. g either kind of the raw mati-ril above men-

tinned to »iiy extent. So tar as the cmmiltee have

be.ii able to learn, the state of Kenicky seems to

ha»e paid the most attention to le culture of

hemp, and, at this time to possess te most exten

sive manufactories <d the article of 'y state in the

Union; while the states of Pennsylviia and New
Jersey seem, as yet. to take tiie lead i the growing

and uianufactiire ol flax Yet thei caiim.t be a

doubt, bul that die smi "!' ither of I'se stales, as

wtl as of m.my, and pi rh ips, mnstif the oilier

states, is well adapted to the growth (either hemp
or Hax, and ihat they oidy need the c sumption in

duck, cordage, 8ic of our extensive rnmerce, and
of our growing navy, to these branch of agricul-

No. 50. —VOL. 9.

lure, an encour.iie.ueiit imicu uojiu sjon make
the raw materials, articles, not d import, but ol

export, and would supply the wants of our own
coiintiy with as cheap and as valuable a fabric as is

now obtained from loreign hands.

Indeed, if there are any articles, the production

of agricultural and manufacturing labour, which
more than others, would seem to claim the foster-

ing c.ire of government, not as a matter of policy

merely, but as a matter both of interest and inde-

pendi uce, hemp and tlax would seem peculiarly to

belong to theui. These are materials, the growing
of which brings into profitable use, not only the

lertile laiid> ol the country, but ihe active labour of

'lie husbandman, and the manufacturing of which
into the fabrics of most extensive utility, would
seem to be so simple and easy, as not to require the

aid of foreign skill in its accomplishment And, to

our comiiierce in peace, and to our navy in war, as

well as to the common uses of all classes of society,

m.iterials and fabrics of more prime necessity can-
not be named.
The committee cannot here refrain from direct-

ing the attention of the house, to th; testimony of a

viry intelligent manufacturer of flax,- which will be

found to compose a part of the evidence herewith

reported From the facts stated by him il would
seem that Ihe alleged inferiority of the American
hemp and flax, when compared with the lur( ign,

arises, not from any inferiorily of either ol the ma-
terials grown in this country, but from nut pulling

or harvesting the crop at the proper time, and from
giving tliena a deiv, instead of a water rot. The
commiliee solicit p.irlicular at:ention to this part of

the evidence ihey have taken, and hope it may at-

tract Ihe particul.ir notice of the fai mers of the

country generally. The principal additions which
Ihe committee have proposed upon these articles,

are upon the unmanufactured materials and upon
sail iluck. The increase proposed upon raw heoifi,

IS jlO 00 per ton, and that upon raw flax, is jp9.00

per ton; and both are made progressive, until the

>'«>iy shall be ^60 per ton upon each, it now being

Y'''99i\W"' l't*"M> aii.) 15 i.,--h;p". ..r Mh„„( ,.,„i,,l
to ijbb.OO pel ton upon llax. The proposition is to

change the duty up m sail duck, from an ad valo
rem duty of 15 per cent, to a specific duty of 9
cents per square yard, and to regulate the drawback
upon the article.

The next subject in order, though not second in

importance to the agricultural interest ol the couii-

try, which has occupied the attention of the com
iniltee, in the itraft of the bill they now submit tu

the house, is lhat of a further prote.-lion to the do
meslic spirits distilled from grain in the United
Slates. And here the committee feel bound to in-

form the house, that it is not with any view to benelit

the manufacturer of this description of ardent spi

nts, that they have at all entertained the subject.

It is the interest, and solely the interest, of the lar-

lUerwho grows the grain from which the spirits are
distilled, which renders it a subject at all worthy
Ihe consideration of congress, as connected with
the protection of the industry and substantial inte-

rests of the country. But, if the most extensive
larming interests of these United States, the gram
growing interests of almost every section ol the

country, are subjects of importance, then, surely,

the protection of domestic spirits, distilled from
grain, cannot be unimportant For it is a fact, too
well and too generally known to require a repeti

tion by the committee, that this manulacture has.

for a number of years now last pasi, afl'orded at

most the only market for the coarse grains in the

interior of the country. These grains are of so

bulky and so heavy a nature, compared with the

present market values, that they will not bear trans

porlalion beyond a very limited distance, even when
water conimunic.ilion is aff.i'ded; and where this

means of traosportation is not enjuyed, their abili

ly tu reach a m.ukel is reslriciou imIiuii exireni ly

narrow limits. But did not even ihis insuperable
ditficulty exist, it IS equally certain that our large

maiket towns do not, and have not offered even a
tolerable market for these grains in kind, for some
years last past; nor do the coiiimittee see thai there

is any prospect they will do so while our (oreign re-

lations remain as they now are. But convert tuese

grains into spirits, and a partial luirkel is afforded,

not profilatile. it is true, to the enterprise ol the far-

mer, but betler than an entire loss.

f'he committee reler Ihe house, for evidence to

support these positions, to the testimony of the wit-
nesses who have been examined upon this subject-

A perfect reme.ly to the farmer for these evils, llwy
do no! believe to be within the reach of con.;res8.

But partial reliel ivould seem to be very plainly

presented. Our tables of imports, for the last siK

years, show a very regul ir aiinuil importation of

foreign spirits (rum grain and other materials, va-

rying from 3,0011,000 to 6,000,000 gallons, a very
siuall share of which is re exported, and the resi-

due is consumed in '.he country, and, consequently,
to that extent, limits the demand for the domestic
spirits. The committee ar- aware that the time
has been when Ihe whiskey of this country ivould

h.ive been a very im.iccep' ible exchange for foreiga

spirits to the higher classes of consumers. But they
do not believe that that objection can at this time
be alleged. Such has been the advance in skill and
experience in ihe art of distilling spirits from grain,

lhat the whiskey of this country has become a very
palatable and a very fashionable, as it ho doubt is

the least injurioas liquor. The committee, there-

fore, cannot suppose that the comforts, or even the

luxuries of our citizens, will be much restricted, or
materially affected by such an increase of duty
upon foreign spirits as will reduce the quantity im-
ported.

But as inseparably connected with the suhject of
foreign spirits, is that of spirits distilled in our owo
country from foreign materials. Although the corn-

mitlee have no means of ascertaining the quantity of
,1... i.;„,i .-lopiriis at p, . A.^i.n^., ,^ ti.„ Uniied
Slates, yet, IVoiu the large importali.ms of the ma-
terials frum which it is made, there is strong reason
to conclude that the nuciiber of gallons miisi be
somewhat greater than the whole number of .^,11-

lons o( foreign spirits iin()orted. The iiiiportat'ion
of molasses into this country, f.ir the last six \. ars,
has ranged from U.nOO.OOO to nearlv 14.000. iiOO
of gallons. By an ex iniination of the import ta-
bles III the frea.sury otfii-e, it is ascertaineil that out
ol 13.000,0110 impi.rled during the last year, more
than ll.iiOO.uOO were earned into the purls east of
Ihe porl of Nert York, not including the latter port.
It Would hardly seem proh,,ble, that the quanlity
consumed m the doniesiic way, in this section of
the union, could so far exceed the consu-npliun of
other sections ol the couniry, where sugar anil mo-
lasses are not maiiulactiiied, ,ts tliis' proportion
Aould indicate, and, therefore, it is presumed, lhat
much ol the niolass. s taken into our eastern ports,
IS Used for ilisillat , This con (usion is tender-
ed siill more nalurd, when il is known thit in lhat
seclion of the United Sla.es. are located the most
exiensive distilleries ol rum from molasses. 'Ihe
spirits thus produced, mterhres equally with fo-
reign spirits, with the demand for the spirits pio-
duceu Ir .m ilomestic material.s; and, as the com-
iiiiltee have proceeded upon the principle in rela-
lion to iron, wool, hemp and flax, that the domestic
article, where it either exists, or can be produced
in sulFicient quantities, .should be preferred to the
loreign, even (or Ihe use of our own nunulac'iires,
o, in the case of mo asses, they propose to ipoly
the same rule. The committee h^ve no me ,ns by
which they can even calculate the qn mtity of grain
now annu..lly distilled in the United States, or the
juautily of spirits produced by such distillation.
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But Ihey liMzaiO nolhiiig in (he assPition that the

coarse grains are now grown in these states in suf-

ficient quantities to furnish to them a full supply of

ardent spirits, if the demand was in no other man-

ner supplied; and they refer to the testimony wliich

has been given before them, to show, both the pre-

sent depressed prices of these grains, and of the

spirits produced from them; and. also, to shoiv that

the quantity of these grains can be increased in dif-

ferent sections of the country, to answer any de-

mand, if demand could be created.

With these facts before them, the committee

have proposed in the bill they report, to increase

the present duty ten cents per gallon upon all fo

reign spirits imported into the country; and to in-

crease the present duty upon molasses five cents

per gallon.

By a reference to the table of domestic exports,

it will be seen that a part of the spirits distilled

from molasses in this country, is exported; and the

law as now existing, allows, upon these spirits so

exported, a drawback of four cents per gallon. An
examination of these tables will show that most of

these spirits, so exported, go to the iame mar-
kets with our domestic spirits distilled from grain;

and with this drawback, operating as a bounty upon
their exportation, they must, according to the rela-

tive values of (he two kinds of spirits before expor
tation, have the advantage in the foreign market to

which they both go, over the spirits from grain, of

just (he amount of this drawback. The committee
have, therefore, propufcd a repeal of the provision

allowing the drawback.
The subject of glass has also been proposed as a

matter of examination before the committee, and two
very intelligent witnesses, living in sections of coun-
try remote from each other, have been examined in

reladon to it. A reference to their testimony will

show that the present protection to window glass,

of smaller size than 10 by 14 inches, is abundant,
and that most other descriptions of glass are in the

same situation. In this these witnesses both agree,
and they are both practically acquainted with the
manufacture of varir>i"= ^>=•^;pti^^s of iho -...i^^ic.

But one of the witnesses proves that the denomi-

nations of window glass exceeding 10 by 15 inches,

is not sufficiently protected, and the committee

have proposed an alteration in the present duties

upon these sizes of window glass.

The only other material alteration which the

committee have proposed in the existing laws regu-

lating our duties upon imports, is an increase of the

minimum upon cottons, from 30 cents, at which it

now stands, to 35 cents. The object of this has

been to reach a finer description of cotton cloths;

and, for the evidence upon which they have recom

mended this alteration, they refer the bouse to the

testimony of the witnesses who have been examin-

ed upon the subject of cottons, herewith reported.

Should there be found errors in this report, the

committee have to offer for their excuse, the very

short time which has been allowed to prepare it;

and they would gladly have avoided accompanying

their bill with any report, but for the fact, that their

request to he allowed to examine witnesses, has ex-

cited some feeling in the house, a?well as in (he coun-

try, and they have felt it a duty they owed to them-

selves, to give this detailed history of the manner

in which they have discharged the important trust.

(Commuuicated for the American Farmer, by J. Buel.)

ARTHUR YOUNG'S EXPERIMENTS.
{Continued from page 367.)

Peas.

Ten experiments were made broadcast, partly in

the ordinary, and partly in the improved vvay.

Average expense per acre, 41. Is. lOd
Do. product, do. 30 bushels.

Do. profit, do. ll. 3s. 6d.

The average price of the crop was \l. 9s. lOd.

The expense of culture, therefore, was equal to

twenty- three and a half bushels.

Average expense of common crops, ll. l9s. 8d.

1-2 bushels.

6s. Od.

Is. lOd

51. 16s 5d.

product, do.

Do. profit, do.

Do. expense improved crops.

Do. product, do. 37 b. 2 p.

Do. profit, do.

This is in the proportion of one itnproved acre

being equal to more than twelve common acres.

In one experiment, where tillage and manure were
carried to an extreme point, there was a loss of

more than SI. The best culture seems to have

been in a course after other crops which had been

highly manured; and this Mr. Young calls the im-

proved system. When dung was applied to the

crop, the vines grew too luxuriant, fell to the

ground, and the lower parts had not air enough to

produce pods, or ripen the corn. I'he eflTect of the

pea crop was found to be beneficial, by smothering

the weeds, and loosening and mellowing the soil.

The drill system was found to be less profitable,

even in the pea crop, than the broadcast. The
comparison between gravelly loam and clayey loam,

resulted in a decided advantage to the former.

Loss on clayey loam, . . . Oi. 1 Is. Od

Profit on gravelly loam, . . 01. Is. 2d

and fed on dry pasture. They are extensively cul-
tivated for cattle feed. Barley generally succeeds
them.

Thirteen experiments in the broadcast method
gave the following results:

Expense.

. 1 Is. ad.

Tons.

16

32
17

41
5

3

46
20
38
36
43
44
24
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higti expectation r-l pro6t wliii h Mr. Young's ex

penments are calculated to inspire. They consti-

tute excellent feed for cattle of any description.

The Flemings sow carrots with their flax. The
ground is well prepared, and highly enriched with

liquid manure. The pulling of the flax loosens

the soil, and if the needs are then carefully extir-

pated, very little after-culture is required. The
carrot and flaxseed are sown together. I have seen

mention of an experiment on the Flemish plan

made IT, Columbia, which succeeded remarkably

well. J. BUEL.
Jllbimy Mtrsery, Feb. 16, 1828.

ON AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

I^om a distviB:uished ai^ricuUuiist of Moisaclmsetls,

formerly Fresideitt of the Berkshire Agricultural

Society

G. \V. Jeffreys, Esq. Pittsfield, March 24, 1819.

Sir,—Your obliging favour of the 12th of Jan

last, was received the 26th of the same month. 1

also received the account of the existence of a So-

ciety for the improvement of the Agriculture of

North Carolina. No event in this class would have

given rue more pleasure. It i» of almost infinite

importance to the welfare ol your citizens. If the

objects of the association should be lailhlully pur-

sued, the improvements will soon be visible; and,

as the people witness the utility, the progress will

be rapid. As your local situation is not favourable

for navigation, your population will be belter em-

ployed in providing the materials for domestic ma-
nufactures, and for the supplies of those slates

whose ehief dependence is on navigation nod com-
merce. Your natural resources are immense

—

your soiU are good, your climate is favourable; all

that is required to give it activity and success, is the

diffusion of agricultural science, and the knowledge
of the best modern implements for common use.

From your associalion must emanate the knowledge
required. It should be universally diffused. Means
should be found to incline the husbandman to search"

for knowledge, as lor a niaacn treasure—to impress

on him industry, economy, and a taste for reading.

Here, sir, is a wide field for action; here are sub-

jects to occupy genius, learning, and talent. In this

field great success may be expected, and great ho-

nour must await such as labour perseveringly. Your

labours were commenced at the dawn, and already

lead the way which your patriotism will encourage

j-QU to pursue. Fellow labourers will increase, and

your arduous duties will he lighlened. In this great

and best of causes, the necessary expenditures will

be considerable. As the benefit will be common,
so the expense sh )uld he defr;<yed b' the state.

There is no other resource sulficienlli productive

and permanent. Hence, your legisliture should

provide adequate funds. Your successful progress

will chiefly depend on this measure VVe. at the

north, have experienced much on thissubject. For

a time our private contributions wen regular and
sufficient. But they began to fail from various

cauies—such as death, removal, failires, Stc. VVe
bave, at last, in this commonwealth succeeded in

getting a permanent law; by whici each society

consisting of a county, may draw aniUally from the

state treasury $600. 'I'his is on cindition, how
ever, that the members of the sociel furnish a cer-

tain yearly contribution, and have a ermanenl fund

of at least $1000. When the goof effects of this

measure shall be seen, no doubt tie sum supplied

by the state will be increased to {.liOO. The state

of New York have no»v before tbtir legislature, a

measure essentially like that of M;ssaehusetts, only

more liberal I have the pleasun of assuring you
that tlic associations in this quarter of the United
States for agricultural and manufaturing purposes,
are constantly increasing- Our mn of talents and

learning-, as well as our husbandmen, are making it

a common cause, and engage with zeal and effect.

This county yet continues (says common fame,) to

hold its high standing and its well merited distinc-

tion. Great exertions are making for the shows
next fall. I feel particularly happy in seeing that

your essays on agriculture are publishing. It is no
flattery to say they contain great merit, and will be

extensively useful. I wish you to consider me a

subscriber for the work. 1 shall forward you short

ly our collection of papers and essays on rural eco-
nomy, for the year 1818. We at present only pub-
lish at one place, viz. Boston; that society being the

oldest in charter, and having the funds for |>rinting,

&c. It will not be long before the county associa-

tions will so organize as to publish a collection annu-
ally. This species of literature and science will be-

come common, and we may then expect to see provi-
sion made in all our seminaries of learning for pro-
fessorships—to which should be attached chemis-
try. It should be our constant aim to infuse into

our population a deep impression that a regular

education is not complete without a course of lee

lutes and experiments on rural subjects. By these

means, education will become the handmaid of in-

dustry and economy in the great rural pursuits,

which should and must employ our youth. It is

their best and safest destination.

I am, sir, with sentiments of very sincere esteem
and regard.

Your friend and hamble serv't,

THOMAS GOLD.

MANUFACTURE OF COTTON IN THE
SOUTHERN STATES—XVI.

Lf.tter from a Gentleman in Virginia, to

Mr. Tiio. Massey. JVor. 23, 1827.

Sir,— I am a subscriber to a paper, published in

Baltimore, called the American Farmer, m which I

have this moment read a letter from you, to I. S.

Lilly, Esq., upon the subject of what we sometimes
Call a cotton factorv; and being- desirniio of imthpr
information in relation thereto," I have taken the
liberty, notwithstanding I have not the pleasure of
a personal acquaintance with you, of addressing
myself to you.

I am desirous of putting up a factory, with from
300 to 500 spindles, but as there are no such estab-
lishments in Ibis section of the country, I am very
deticient in practical knowledge. You will, there
fore, greatly oblige me if, at some leisure moment,
you would favour me with information upon the
following points;

1. VV'hat sh'iiild be the size of the house, and
with what materials constructed?

2. I can form an accurate estimate of the cost
of building a house of a given size, and the costs
of conducting water to the wheel,—suppose su

much of the work to be done—that is to say, the
house built and the water put upon the wheel, what
will then be the piobable cost per spindle, of con-
structing machinery for spinning cotton?

3. Would an ingenious millwright, who had hare
ly seen a collon factory, be competent, so la; lo

progress with the work, as to locate the house, and
conduct the water to the wheel, or would it be best
lo have, from the beginning, a workman experienc-
ed in the construction of cotton manufactories?

4. W^hat part of the machinery, (if any,) and
the materials, would it be best to purchase in those
sections of the country in which such machinery is

constructed?

5. I bave a pond and a race, hitherto used in con-
ducting water to a saw mill, where I propose to

erect the factory; with so much done, what length
of time, with ordinary industry, would it take to
put into operation, a manufactory with 300 to 500
spindles?

Your answer lo these inquiries will confer a sin-

gular favour upon me, and I will only further add,
that it will afford me great pleasure In reciprocating

(should it fall in my way,) the favour.

Yours, &c. A,

Mn. Massey's Reply.

JViar mimington, (Del.) Dec. 1, 1827.

Dear Sir,—Yours of the 23d ult. I duly received,

wherein you state you are desirous of putting up a
factory of 300 to 500 cotton spindles, &c- In an-
swer to your queries: 1st. A building 2.5 by 30 feet,

three stories high; the ground floor used for looms,
work-shop, Sic; the second story for carding and
preparina;; the third story for spinning frames,
mules, and the garret for picking cotton. Where
stone is cheap, it is the material generally used

—

brick next, as frame has to be lathed and plaistered

throughout, and costs as much here as stone or

brick.

2d. Carding engines, .... 8900
Drawing and roving frames, . . . 200
Cans, bobbins, &.c. ..... 50
120 throssel spindles, .... 600
80 slutcher spindles, 400
300 mules spindles, .... 800

500 spindles cost 2950
Drums and gearing to drive the machinery,

exclusive of water-wheel and fore-way, 250

3200
For very coarse work, such as bagging, blankets,

Stc, it would require more carding engines to

keep 500 spindles at work, than is here estimated.

3d. Any millwright would be competent to locate

the house and put up the water-wheel, provided he
placed the shaft in the centre of one end of the mill,

with a ivheel-pit to take a six-feet pit wheel to drive

the drums.
4th. As it requires a great many expensive tools

and engines lo make the machinery, I think it

would be cheapest to get the machinery roaile at an
established machine-shop in Baltimore, or the near-
est place to you. It can be packed up and wagon-
ed without injury.

5th. By tlie time the buildings and millwrights'
work are completed, the machinery could be ob-
tained from any extensive machine-shop, and in

three weeks after it is in the building, it could all

be put in operation.

Respectfully, your friend,

THO. MASSEY.

HEMP AND FLAX—INQUIRIES.
Virginia, J^'anseutonit county, }

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Suffolk, lilh Feb. 1828. ij

Sir,—At the request of a friend, I have presum-
ed, through that valuable paper, the "American
Farmer," lo ask answers from some of your sub-
scribers and correspondents, to the following que-
ries:

1st. What kind of land is best suited to the grow-
ing of hemp?

2d. What ought land, capable of producing an
average crop, to produce to the acre?

3d. What quantity of seed should be sowed to
the acre upon the most indifferent land in which
hemp should he put; what on average land, and
ivhat qnaiitily on the best quality, designating be-
tween high and low land?

4th. What is the proper time to sow in all sorts
of land, and what lime is the hemp ready to be sav-
ed, and how, and in what manner is it generally
saved to the best advantage, and how is it then dis-

posed of previous to the season of preparing it for
sale?

51 h. And which is considered best, dew or water-
wret, and the whole process while undergoing the
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wn liiii"" liDH liini, and thin whal is necessary to

be <k)ne, in fniMlly preparinj; it for sale?

Aiirf 6ih,anii lastly. Any and all information ne-

cessary from the bf-ginning of the out-goins; to the

end ol llie in romine;;—and the same queries and

answers as to flax. Answers to the several queri s,

as well as any other information necessary to be

given, will greatly oblige my friend, as well as do

infinite service to many in this section of country;

as I hope I see a strong disposition in the farmers

generally, to improve their soil and cause their

farms to put on a more pleasing appearance to thi-

eye. as well as congenial feelings to the heart, and

U more solid constitution to the whole frame, as

well the body politic as in all its parts. And may
I, for my own amusement, ask the favour of you to

send me a pamphlet, if not loo voluminous, contain-

ing the constitution and by liws of your agricullurdl

society. And I .-hoiild like also to receive a minute

detail from Mr Gideon B. Smith, respecting silk-

woruis. and if they could be managed here, I would

at once send on five dollars, and obtain its worth

(Could they be made to answer here, I should like to

introiluce theui into our poor-house establishment,

lhiiiking,as I do. that it would be an easy and plea-

Saiil aciiusenieni for some of the good old women of

tlie place. And to have them pleasaiitly and profita-

bly employed. I Hoirld. with pleasure, be at the

expense of ppieuiing ihe necessary means, to begin

a raw silk establishment. Wishing your paper suc-

cess, I am, dear sir, respect fully.

Your most obedient,

JOHN THOMPSON KILBY.

N. B. Will you be so good as to enter me a sub

scriber to the work to be published by Mr. Garnetl,

of Essex, Va.'—to be in calf.

Answer to IwftuiRr.

CI.OVRR AND GRASS SEED.
Time and inelhnd of saviiifi, getting out. and clean

ing Clmier, and Orchard Crtas Seed.

In compliance witd a request in the Aiiicii>-<iii

Farmer of the 15th inst., desiring practical infor-

mation of the Imie and method of saving, getting

out .nd cleaning clover and orchard grass seed, I

submit the following: 'I'he proper time to save

clover seed, is when about two-thirds of the

heads of the second crop of common red do
ver, are of a darkish brown colour. For saving

clover seed, the ligrse and hand comb has been

tried, and used by many persons, particularly the

kind drawn by horse, which is contrived so as to

comb the heads ofl and leave the stalk and leave? to

coiei ihe lind or for pasture, but as it is ditfieull to

cure and decompose clover heads on the long stub-

ble, without great loss of seed, I would, Iherefbre,

recommend Ihe crop to be cut with the scythe, by

cutting it so high as to save only the heads or up
per parts of the stalks. It can be done with great

dispatch—leave it to dry a day or two, and then

rake the seed-hay into small winrows, where it

ought to remain from one to three weeks, according

to the quantity of warm rain or dews that may fall

on it to decompose Ihe cup or capsule which contains

the seed; thereby lessening the lalinur of threshing,

treading or milltng out the seed. After warm rains,

care must be taken ta turn or open Ihe thick parts

of these winruwsto prevent too much fermentation,

wliiih vvoulii destroy ihe vegetative part of the

seeil, and the same h.irm may he done by stacking

toii damp, which ought to be Chcefcilly guarded
ag.inst Much seed is spoiled in this way, and re-

quires experience to detect the injury thus sustain-

ed There are different ways of getting out Ihe

* We here repeat the readiness and pleasure with
whieli we will lake the name 'if any gentleman wishing
to subscribe to the above mentioned work.

—

Ed.

clover seed; the most common is with the fiail. or

treading it out by horses—except where there are

clover mills made on purpose;— in that case, the

farmers thresh or tread it oflflhe straw, and in bags

they haul it to Ihe mill, where it is milled and clean-

ed fit for market. I at one time got out clover

heads sufficient to produce ten bushels of seed, and
had it taken to a common flour mill, and obtained

privilege of the miller to take up the upper mill

stone, and on the head of Ihe spindle, in its place,

1 m.ide a cross by halving into each other two pieces

of three by four scantling, which revolved on Ihe

seed and soon got it out, which was a good substi

lute for the clover mill, so common through Penn-
sylvania and some other states, which could not be

made by a description only.

The orchard grass seed is ripe when the beads
turn a yellow brown, and the blades begin (o fade,

then reap the tops and bind them into small sheaves

and place them into long open shucks, where they

will freely receive alternately the rays of the sun,

rain and dews, which will prepare it for threshing.

In two or three weeks, haul those shocks into Ihe

barn whi n quite dry, and whilst the sun shines;

but let Ihe hauling be done no faster than it is

threshed, and in this way it can be threshed clean

and fast; to clean the seed, run it through the com
inon wheat fan twice, turning each lime very slow,

so as to make a light wind. The first time use the

chaffing riddle, and the next a fine riddle, which
will only pass Ihe seed, with a cover over the

screen of the fan—the seed will then be fit for mar
ket; and I hope much more seed will be saved and

brought to market to meet the general demand.
While on Ibis subject, I will remark, for the infor

nation of those who are yet unacquainted with the

valuable qualities of the orchard grass, that after

cultivating it for about fifteen years, 1 find it best

for early and late pasture, and if sowed thick

enough and cured whilst in blossom, makes good
hay, and much of it; it thrives on land moderately

rich and moist, and where it has free access to the

sun and air, shade being rather detrimental than
USrful n l.-- l,nlll,d tuthcfvyul ;., 13..^1.... J, 1-.JI llUVT

it has derived its present name in this country, I

have not asceitained; but am certain it is not pecu-

liar to orchards. ROBERT SINCLAIR.

Another Answer.

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Washington co., \6th Feb. 1828.

Si>—The last Farmer asks information on the time

and melhod of saving, getting out, and cleaning

clover seed.

When the heads of the second crop of clover are

entirely brown, I commence the cutting for seed

with a cradle, throwing twoswarths together, in the

same manner two furrows would be backed with a

pl'TUgh, and when tolerably well cured, it is raked

in small Ininches or cocks. The advantage of cut

ting with the cradle is, that the heads are collected

with less stem and consequently the ground shaded

and pasturage retained; after remainin-g two or three

weeks in small cocks, the chaff has undergone a

partial decay, and the seed more easily threshed out.

In stacking, a damp day should be selected, or

before the sun has its influence. In Ihe cold dry

days of winter, I commonly thresh by hand only to

separate the stems from Ihe chaff; after which I put

on Ihe horses, who with their rough shoes, will

greatly expedite the forcing the seed fiom Ihe cups.

I think it the interest of the farmer, where his seed

is not intended for market, to sow it in chaff, as a

great loss ensues in cleaning the seed, produces

great libour, and can only be accomplished by a

hand riddle. To use the fan, much light seed is

blown off in the chaff The solicitude I feel, at all

times, to receive and impait infi.rination, has pro

duced the above details, founded on
ExFEitlGDCE.

HKO-iPlitjr OF CROi'S.
Extract op a Letter to the Editor.

Jeffrrson county, f'a., Feb. 20, 1828.

I cannot lay down my pen without a word on the
iUbject of our crops, to so distinguished a palroa
)f agriculture as yourself; but the effort of my peo
would be feeble to paint the brilliancy and. beauty
of our wheat fielils, which, indeed, no pencil caa
rival; they are as verdant and luxuriant as gener-
ally in Ihe vernal month of iMay. The winter has
been throughout so asionishingly mild, Ihat vegeta-
tion has scarcely sustained a check. Some farmers
declare Ihe intention of grazing Iheir fields to re-

press the prematurity of their growth—in my opin-

ion, a hazardous experiuient, promising no possible

good, and risking much probable injury I think

our prospects are flattering for a most abundant
harvest. I wisb there was a prospect o( corres-

ponding prices. The wind is now at north west,

and Ihe temperature as clement as April. All hope
abandoned of getting any ice this winter, and much
regret felt at the privation.

Yours, truly, T.

HORTXCVXiTU&E.

THE PEA BUG.
J. S. Skinner, Esq.

Dear Sir,— In answer to your inquirer, Mr.
Brache, about the pea bug, in the Aii.erican Far-
mer, No 45, 1 will remark, that his inquiry is really

directed to the curculio, the destroyer of our plums.

My communication to you some years since on this

subject having miscarried, I have seen in your pa-

per since Ihat was written, other notices of Ihe cur-

culio; I need not, therefore, go so much into detail

about them as 1 then did It is about Ihe size of a

pea bug, but rather narrower across Ihe breast Its

shoulders have auburn spots on them, which Ihe

pea bug has not, nor has the pea hug a rostra; the

curculio has one, say three-siiteentbs of an inch
Ions;, ...... .....^u ., „.-Lu.., a,v, ..rc..l,.r incision. If
these incisions are cut out with a sharp knife, the
pinm recovers, unless Ihe insect is afterwards laid

in the wound. The curculio when approached, if

at work and feels itself discovered, drops off and
draws up its legs, and its shell is so hard, thai a
bird or fowl would likely drop it after picking it up.
They depredate at all hours of Ihe day, but are so
shy that they are seldom seen, and after dropping
on the ground, are difficult to find. I have oltea
sprinkled hot embers around the spot where they
fell, befor.? I could find them. This is Ihe only
thing that I have yet found to have an effect on
them. 1 hfve dissolved gunpowder and rolled them
in it. I hate moistened lime and did the same;
when it driis on them, they deliberately use one
foot or claw to cleanse another until they become
relieved. Ttey care not for tobacco smoke, nor in-

deed for anything I have tried, but hot ashes; they
seem as inseikible to every thing as the fleas were
to the Frenchnan's biick dust When the curculio

is resting himlelf from his labours, he generally sits

at a small fon, or at Ihe footstalk of a leaf, and is

so quiet as frejuently to pass for a bud of Ihe limb;

on a windy Jay they often take the leeside of
a tree, frequeitly below a limb. Our plums of Ihe

freestone kinc succeed best, because the worm is

not always abl to cause it to drop, meandering its

course next to Ihe stone without having to cut its

way. In the cingstones, the worm is generally in-

serted at or ne>r the point farthest from the stem;

it cats in until iVreaches the stone; runs along the

seam or edge ofthe stone which conducts it under
the stem, bavin; passed under it. the plum drops,

it is not alwayshus with the freestone. J have the

last season seensome remarkably larff egg shaped

ipluais that escpcd destruction in this way, but
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even III many •<( tln-tn the wuiin was living, but li i'

duuf little injury. (I we e.\^iect |>luiiis to pay u-

for lli>- irouhle, we must keep them in lots where

ho^s continually live; they eat the I'alhiia; plum.-

and destroy the worm.
In the seventh volunae, page 43. you have re pub

lished Pomona from the New England Fanner
The fish oil, the oakum and brimstone therein re

commended, I cannot see the utility of; for, not

wiihstanding any injury done in the blossom (u

plums, there will be more shaped and live until (he

store becomes hard, than the tree can ripen, anrl

none injured in the blossom will ever harden the

stone, f. however, see mueh ^ood to result from
"(lis;ging the earth about Ike r lOts some ii:che$ deeji

and cai rying it off and repiaciiio; J rah suds.'^ 1 hi^

is, indeedj the grand sei-ret o( all Pomona's atteii

tioti and care of his trees, and it i.s for this he is re-

w.irded with fine fruit. In digging and carrying oH
the old sods and earth, he carries ofl'the enemy be

fore it reaches the surface. Many of us can make
this experiment; it is but ai small job, and I woulii

recommend a trial of it. But for several weeks
smoking the blossoms and limbs, we recoil at the

trouble. Some pluni.s.of a choice kind, I have had
to ripen by protecting them with gauze. The cur-

ciilio commences his depredations as soon as the

pluiii commences hardening the stone, and contin
ue^ as long as a plum is left on which to do fresh

mischief. The real pea bug cannot injure the fruit

I have already been more tedious than i intended.

A Subscriber.

he south; and I am happy that the state of feelin;;

which pervades our country, is so favourable to the

ilucidation of every sort of information, as I should
be just as well pleased to be placed right by new
light, sulficient to lead to conviction, as to be so at

first, for all I truly desire are the facts themselves.

With much respect,

WM. PRINCE.

THE GREVILLE ROSE.
LiniKEan Botanic Garden, )

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Feb. I6, I82S. S

Dear Sir,—As much interest has been e.xcited re-

lative to the Greville rose, in order that every one
may know this plant at first sight, and to guard
against any inaccuracy, the following remarks may
be useful: The petiole, or stem which supports the
leaf and attaches it to the plant, is of peculi:ir for-

mation—the lower part being quite broad, and
deeply serrated, and having tiie appearance as if

bordered with hairs; the upper part next the leaf is

narrow, and formed in the ordinary maimer; the

leaves are very singular, being beautifully cut or

fringed on the edges, and when first expanded and
for a period after, have a red border, which, on
close examination, renders them peculiarly beauti

fill. The shoots have a vigorous and rugose ap-

pearance, and when the plant has sufficient space
to expand its roots, they grow with a rapidity sur-

passing any other rose. The very singular and
striking appearance of the flowers, when develop
ed, has been before noticed in various European
and American publications, as forming one of the

greatest curiosities in the horticultural department
Yours, most respectfully,

WM. PRINCE.

THE SCUPPERNONG GRVPE.
Linnaan Botanic Garden, )

J. S. Skinner, Esq. Feb. It>, 1328.
]

Dear Sir,— In youi Farmer of January IHtli,

page 348, I notice a communication signed Orion,
in which he contends, that the Sciippernong is not

a "native" grape. I had not time then, nor have I

now. to make a detailed statement on the subject;

but I am not willing to let the occasion pass with-

out giving my decided opinion, that it is a native.

and can he so proved by the manner of growth and
the appearance of the wood and foliage, and on some
future occasion, I will explain fully ray ideas rela-

tive thereto. I am aware of the lact to which your
correspondent refers, vie: the introduction, long
since, of foreign vines into some of our southern
slates, and I know He may be expected to have
much light throno ou the subject by residents at

AMERICVN GRAPES.
I S. Skinner, lisa. Franklin, Tenn. Feb 14, 1828.

.Sic,— I have seen, with much concern, the great

•:ti(irl3 to <letract, liom American soil, the credit of
producing any fine or valuible grapes for table

use or wine. A laie writer in the Farm r, ilenies

Mie l>abella grape being indigenous. In the fourth

>"luiiie, page 3G0, of the American F'armer, Mr,
Swill gives a prttty satisfactory history of that

grape. Any person a -quainted with European and
.American grapes, will be at little loss to decide be

iween iheiii even in winter and in summer. They
ire to be designated almost as far as they can be
seen. The American vine throws off tbe bark an-

'jually, and gives a deeper shade to the green leaf.

The Scuppernoiig, the president of the American
grape, stands alone— it resembles nothing of the

grapes known in France or Spam or on the Rhine, so

say several French gentlemen ivho have seen it h-re
in lull bearing—the smooth skin and small heart-
shaped and finely indented leaf, is peculiar to itself.

There is cultivated here, a variety of forest and
seedlin grapes— nliite, red, purple, blue and black;
simie round and some oval.

Enclosed is a small notice taken of the produci
of the vineyard of Mr. Field, who made last sea-

son, wine from tight species of grape, seven of
them native, or raised from seed of native vines.

From our native vines, seven years from the seed,

he informs me he made as much wine as from fifty

European vines, and of superior quality.

A Fkiend of the V^ine.

"It is with no small degree of pleasure that 1

have for sotnelime witnessed the enterprizc of a
few of our citizens in the culture of the vine.

Some days since, I was presented with several bot-
tles of Mr J Field's wine; and I do assure you.
(my experience, by dealing in liquors for a long
time, being pretty extensive,) I have never tasted a

more pleasant drink than the wine produced from
his Sciippernons* and Isabella grapes. Mr. Field
a.^sures me that he can afford to Sell his at one
(ourlh the price paid for foreign wines When we
consider, that not less than four or five thousand
dollars are annually drained from this county for

' a subject well worthy the consideration
of our planters. .4 Friend to the Vine."

RURAIi ECOlVOZaV.

Dwelling Houses.

1. Of the Situation and Plan of Dwelling Houses.

The i>land ol Great Biitain is of grt-at extent

irom north to south, but narrow frsiii east to west.

Hence the raw, piercing winil> of one season, and
the refreshing breezes of the other, come across

the island from the ocean either from east or
west. Hence, also, to have a protection at one
time, and to be suflSciently exposed at another, the

best situation of houses in that island is a west or

east front—doors that open to the east and west.

In the cold season, the doors and windows next to

the wind are closed, while the other side has a com-
fortable front, and in the warm season are favoura-
ble to the reception of breezes; accordingly that is

the fashionable situation of houses—a fafthiou which
ha.s grown out of long continued ooservatiun, and
which is governed by utility.

The liiuled Slates were settled originally from

England; all their habits and fuMons have been

transcribed into our manners, and transplanted into

our soil—among the rest the position of a house.

It is difficult to eradicate old habits from common
minds. Men who do not think and inquire for them-

selves, resist all improvements, and consider them
as deviations from the standard of correctness.

They relusr to be wiser than their fathers. A
planter tviU not use a plough of a different con-

struction from that which he was first taught to

use. A mechanic does not inquire whether a pro-

posed alteration will be an improvement, but he in-

slanly rejects it, because he was taught different-

ly; because it is against rule, and cannot be right.

Look to the history of the arts, and you will find

that most of the great mechanical improvements
which have been made, did not originate with the

professors of the trades themselves. A penny bar-

ber (afterwards Sir Richard Arkwright,) invented

the spinning machine, which has enriched England;

and a schoolmaster (Mr. Whitney,) invented the

cotton gin, which has enriched America.

I'his indisposition in the mind to receive new
truths, which makes all men act as though they be-

lieved what a polemic divine once declared, that

"an old error was better Ihan a new truth," has

made too many in this country still cling to the good
old customs of our forefathers, to still front our

houses to the east, when our climate and prevailing

v»inds declare so strongly against its propriety.

In this country our cold winter winds are com-
monly from the north and north west; a south front

is therefore the most agreeable in winter In sum-
mer, our cooling breezes are generally from the

south; hence a south front is the most agreeable
also in summer. It is that which is suited to all

seasons. Men of observation have long known this;

but the million have it jet to learn

There is also another consideration which should

determine the cardinal points of exposure in a
house in this country, which has little relative con-
sequence to influence such a determination in the

"fog-wrapt isle" of Britain. It is the exposure to

the sun.

A house which has an east and west front, has at

all hours the sun's rays pouring with full force into

the doors and windows, and upon the body of the
house on one side or other during the whole day.
The afternoon's sun, in such houses, shoots his long
beams with burning intenseness through their doors
and windows, and upon the whole side of the house.
This might make a tolerable residence for a sala-

mander, but is an intolerable one for the human
species. It is the nursery of fever, and deprives
even the healthy of comfort. But a house that has
a southern aspect, with few or no inlets to the sun's

rays on the east or west, receives so few directly

within it, that it seems to be situate within another
climate. Will not these remarks occasion those
who read them, to observe the advantages and dis-

advantages of a house having a particular direction
ol^ front? If it does, a greater innovation than ever
will be made upon the English law of custom, and
tyrant habit will lose some of his blinded votaries.

2, Of shading Houses and adjoining grounds by Trees.

Some modern traveller speaks in terms of high
satisfiction of the comforts he enjoyed in a .sum-
mer house by its being enclosed with canvass, upon
which servants were constantly throwing water.
This must have been grateful and healthful in a hot
climate and season; but a man who has sense enough
to let the natural forest trees remain when he builds
a n'-w house, or ingenuity enough to plant some
nhere none at present exists, will derive from their
shade and balmy perspiration, all the advantages
whiih Ihe nabob derives from his cloth sunimer-
hou-e, w.ter. engines, and servants; aid at no ex-
pense at all. The health will be benefitted in the
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game firi^rep thiit comf rt is proniiitpd. He;tl, of-

tentimes aliino, but sometimes in conjunction ivitli

othei' agents, is the common cause ol lever. The
inhal)!lants of houses exposed by position and by

want of shades, and particularly the unhappy ten-

ants of lodging rooms annexed, as is oftentimes

the case here, to the u-esl side of a house, or of a

second story that has small or high windows, are

usually its victims, while those bi-,tter exposed to

the summer breezes, and better protected l^rom tlie

sun, usually escape The town of Edenton has been
rendered much healthier than formerly by having
its streets and houses shaded by trees.

The vicinity of trees to buildings have been ob
jected to, because it is said they will occasion the

Jatter to rot. Indeed!! Then are not health and
comfort objects for which houses are built? and it

is not the fact that they occasion houses to rot, un-
less they confine the dampness to the north side of

a house, where they are never wanted; on every

other side, if they are not too close to prevent the

circulation of the air, if their branches do not rest

upon the houses, they have a contrary efTecl. Those
then who saciifice their health and comfort to pro
long the existence of a few shingles, manifest a fol-

ly, and receive a punishment that commonly awaits

the narrow principles of avarice.

3. To preserve buildings from danger bxj Fire.

Shingles, by being suddenly wetted and as sud-

denly dried by a hot sun, very soon suffer a change
that gives them the nature of spunk; a sparU
of fire falling on this is very liable to produce a

flame. To prevent this rot, the roof of a house, in

preference to any other part, should be painted.

The common ml paints, or the durable lime and
chalk washes, which are of late getting into use, and
on account of their cheapness to be preferred, will

secure it against sparks or even coals of fire. The
police of all towns, as a measure of general safety,

ought to require that all roofs, particularly of old

houses, should be painted.

4. Of the colour proper to render a house cool, and to

give to an assenih'nge of them a Mi^htly appearance.

Philosophers tell us that white is produced by
the reflection of all the rays of light fHlling upon a

substance thus d'nominated, and black by the ab
sorption of all. Htnce the reason for what all ex-

perience tells you, what every body who has worn
black dresses in a summer's sun can inform you,

that black is warm, and white cool. Hence houses,

and particularly the roofs, ought to be white. A
white house, exposeil to the sun, makes a habita-

tion many degrees cooler than one of a dark colour;

and the appearance, particularly in a town, is an

object of some moment. When towns are viewed
at a distance, the roofs are most conspicuous, and
black roofs give a uluomy and dismal appearance,
that might suit monks or the tenants of a peniten-

tiary, but are abhorrent to every person of taste.

Nothing is said of the durability these give to roofs

and houses, for that, though not inconsiderable, is

little compared to comfortable and healthy dwell
ings, and the safety of a town. [Mmanacts.

XiAJ>Z£S' SXSPAZLTIVXEIirT.

How exquisitely has a kindred thought been ex
panded by the pen of one who never tourhes tlie

lyre without thrilling the bosom of sensibility with
its tones:

'"Twas a lovely thought to mark the hours,
As they floated in light away,

By the opening and folding flowers
That laugh to the summer's day."

Mas. Hemans.

But the whole poem cannot but live in the me-
mory of all who worship nature, or render homage
to genius; and therefore we return to the subject of
this number.

THE JESSAMINE—EMBLEM OF nELICACT.

What a beautiful similitude! One of the most
captivating traits of the human mind and persons
is typically characterized by a comparison with the

sweetest ornament of the flower garden: the delici-

ous perlume of the jessamine is truly illustrative of
that "breathing emanation of the soul," that purity

of thought, and word, and action, which constitutes

the peculiar charm of delicacy. This beautiful

shrub, with its slender branches, its delicate flowers,

and its fragrant odours, loading the air with sweet-
ness, is a most appropriate emblem of a young and
lovelj female just entering upon the enjoyments of

the world, when life is but a fairy dream, and all

around her breathe the atmosphere of delicacy

—

"And oh! that the world had no picture but this

—

That all the bright forms which have gilded life's

hours.
Might rove through its bowers, and taste of its bliss,

Yet still be as pure as the jessamine flower."

THE WORMWOOD—EMBLEM OF ANGUISH.

The peculiar qualities of the wormwood plant are

proverbially well known, and have established it as

the insignia of hitter sorrow, of anguish—deep pierc-

ing anguish. In this sense it has been used by an

old writer, thus njodernizcd.

"For what shall banish heartfelt sorrow,

Or sweeten wormwood's bitter pill.'

Where shall atlliction comfort borrow,
To bid these anguish throbs be still?"

Medicinal virtues have been ascribed to the decoc-

tion of wormwood, and many a thrifty housewife

has brought its qualities to the test in her domestic

pharmacy. A wine produced from this plant in a

proper state of preparation, has been found of infi

nite service in arresting the progress of pulmonary

aficctions; and thus is the wormwood, whose bitter

distillation affords relief to the attenuated frame of

the invalid, like many of the bitter afflictions of the

world that "minister to a mind diseased," and have

a tendency to restore it to "a pristine health."

(From the New York Mirror.)

It was in the true spirit of poetry—not of romance,
but of nature; that the idea was conceived of like-

cning the various creations of the vegetable ivorld

to the feelings, character, and attributes of huma-
nity; to the ever varying sensations of the corporeal
frame, and even to the almost inscrutable workings
of the mind: the heart insensibly yields to the truth

of these emblematical allusions, because it traces in

them a continuation of that beautiful symmetry of
connexion which pervades the wonderous mysteries
of nature.

THE FAMOUS HORSE LATH.
r,ath is fifteen hands one inch high, strong and

boney, was got by Shepherd's Crab, sire of Mr.

Vernon's Shepherdess, (at present the best mare in

England.) the Duke of "Devonshire's celebrated

p'airy, and many other famous racers. Shepherd's

Crab was a very excellent son of old Crab, and

out of the famous Witherington mare, daughter of

old Partner. The dam of Lath was got by old

Lath, one of the best sons of the Godolphin -Ara

bian,and out of Roxana, a daughter of the Bald

Galloway, the fleetest horse (the Devonshire Chil-

ders excepted,) that ever ran over the Newmarket
course. His (Lath above,) grandam by Flying

Childer;, great gr-ndam '.ly Makeless, out of a full

si-.-.r to the Honeycomb Punch, son of the TaflTo-
lei Barb, his great great great grandam was a na-
tural Barb mare. The grandam of Lath was the
grandam of Col. Tasker's famous mare Selima and
Lord Rockingham's famous horse Weasel. This
horse, in 1767, then four years old, won the great
eight hundred guineas at Newmarket, beating Lord
Bolingbroke's TartufTa, and seven others. Tartuf-
fa won one thousand guineas and two plates the
same year.

In 1768, Lath was landed in America, and that
year won the fifty pound weight forage plate at

Newmarket, Long island. In 1769, he won the
jockey club purse of one hundred pounds, at Phila-

delphia, beating the be.^t running horses from Mary-
land. In 1770, he also won the one hundred pound
purse at the same place. In 1771, he won the one
hundred pound purse at Ivewmarket. Long island,

and never was beaten in this country till last year,
when he ran out of condition, otherwise it is thought
he would have won easily. As Lath is descended
from the most valuable blood in England, including

the Godolj'hin Arabian, Childers. Ciab. Makeless,
and the Taflolet Barb, together with the Bald Gal-
loway and honest old Partner, and is a horse of
speed, game and temper. He doubtless promises

to inipiove very eminently the breed of burses in

this country, and may be justly pronounced the best

bred stallion in America, Wildair excepted, which
horse has lately been sold ami embarked for Eng-
land— his blood being in such repute there, that

though nineteen years old, a large price was paid

for him. Lath's grandsire, on the daco's side, was
full brother to Old Cade, the sire of the above men-
tioned Wildair, also of Matchem, Young Cade,
Sprightly, and many other very high-formed horses.

CHARLES SALLARD, Sr.

March 1st, m9.

THE CELEBRATED HORSE COLLECTOR,
A most beautiful dark bay, nearly fifteen hands

hiRh, and as to activity and muscular strength, he
is eoAitxl. ,r not superior to miy hor>.G on the conti-

nent, u ill stand twelve miles below Halifax town.
No. 6, niid cover mares at the price of ten dollars

the li-ai, twenty dol.'aiS the season, and forty dol-

lars tl.' insurance.

C oUeclor, wlicn on the turf, was thought by the

bi St 1 1 judjcs of horses in this country, to be as

fliel a horse as ever started. He ran frequently

and never lo^t a race, and in fact was never put to

his .speed when he would run kindly, except once at

Tarboro'. when he had the misfortune to fall ia

running, though e\i.ieiil to e\ery spectator that he

would have won with the gre test ease, had he not

fallen. But, owing to his uniform restiveness in

running, he trained off the turf, and was put to cov-

ering.

But few of his produce have as yet appeared on
the turf, all of which have been winners, except

ont-; hf was second best, five others starling, though

he was in extremely bad order.

Doctor Edward Pasteur's Snap Dragon, at pre-

sent, confessedly the hero of the turf, is one of his

getting.

It is given up by every person conversant with

the turl. that had Collector have had an equal num-
ber ol blood mares with other good horsea on the

continent, that his stock would have been the fa-

vourite turf horses of the present day.

Pedigree.—Collector was got by the celebrated

racer Mark Anthony; his dam, the famous race

mare Lady Legs, by the imported horse Centinel;

grandam by Spadille, (he by .Janus, out of an im-

ported mare,) great grandam by Ohl Fearnought,

out of an imported mare of Colonel Randolph, of

Virginia.
STEPHEN K. CARNEY.

jaan\ 1st, 1803.
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NOVEL UNDERTAKING.
Mr- T. Barnes, a gentlemdii of I'ortune, residing

near Hackney, England, recently un.lertooU, for a

wager of 500 guineiis, to walk one mile forward,

one mile backward, run one mile, bowl a hoop one

mile, draw a gig one mile, and wheel a barrow one

mile, all of which he undertook to do in fifty min
utes- The remaining part of his task was to trot

one mile, g^illup one mile, ami drive one mile in

harness- This was to be done in ten minutes, for

two hundred guineas more; two minutes allowed

for harnessing. He then made a bet of three huii

dred guineas more, that the whole should be done
in an hour; making the total undertaking for 1000

guineas- This m:itch had been anxiously looked
for by the sporting world, and betting ran thus;

five to four against the first undertaking being done
in fifty minutes; seven to four and two to one
against the second part being done in ten minutes;

and six and seven to four against the completion of

the whole in one hour Owing to the unpropilious
state of the weather, the ground was but thinly at

tended. The match took place upon a one mile
piece of ground on the Bristol road, and was done
as follows:

FIRST PART. M. S.

Walking a mile, 11 i24

Walking backw'd 10 '2

Running a mile, 5 10
Bowling a hoop, 6 20
Drawing a gig, 7 5f)

Wheeling a barrow S 52

SECOND PART.
Trotting a mile.

Go Hoping a mile.

Harness,

M. s

S 6

3 10

3 40

9 56
Total, first part, 49 44

49 44 Grand total, 59 40
Thus finally winning the match by only twenty

seconds. The cognoscenti, on this occasion, were
forced to confess that the thing was well done.

(From the Cambridge Chronicle.)

On Cutting out Haws, or Hoocks.
Before I was acquainted with this subject, two

years ago, I had two fine yoiine horses sacrificed
to this mistaken and ruinous operation. Ignorant
quacks do not know that the horse has a membrane
peculiar to the animal, which is at pleasure drawn
over the eye. 'I'he enlargement of this, by a fever,
produces the appearance, which, in the jocky slang,
is called the hoocks Reduce the fever by deple-
tion, such as bleeding plentifully, purging, &c , and
have the horse well rubbed, and the hoocks will
disappear; that is, the membrane is restored to its

natural size and office, which is to clear the eye
from dust, &c. accident.illy entering it. I need not
mention (he cutting out of this useful membrane
unnecessary, as I have proved the uselessness of
this operation by restoring a horse wilhcut it, a few
<Jays ago. W. V. MURRAY.

Clifton Place. Jan. 16.

Produce of a Pointer Bitch,
Nell, pupped in May, IS21, in NVedwood forest,

Slaflordshire, England, and of the best stock of thai
country—property of Mr. K. of Market-street, Bal-
timore:

1st litter I4lh August, 1822, puns 7
2d do. Illh April, 182.S, .

' do 7
3d do. 20th March, 1825, . . do 6
4th do. 19lh June, I82tj, do 10
5th do. 10th Feb. 1827, . . do 7

To Preserve Gun Barrels from Rust, occasion
ED BY Salt V\ ater.

Three ounces of black lead, half a pound of ho-'s
lard, one quarter of an ounce of camphor, buile<l
oyer a slow fire; the barrel-, to be rubbed with this
mixture which, after three days, must be wiped off
With a linen cloth. This process need not be re-
peated above twice in the winter.

To Colour Gun Barrels.
One ounce of blue stone vitriol, dissolved in a lea-

cup full of warm water, six ounces of sweet spirit
of nitre, one ounce tincture of steel, that which
causes rust; put these into nearly half a pint of
spring water, shake it well and it is fit for use. Lei
the barrel be properly cleaned wilh a buff strap, or
fine emery paper. A little unslacked lime will take
the oil or grease olT; then take of spirit of salt,

aquafortis and water, equal quantities; shake it

well, and rub the barrel wilh it; let it stand still

next day—this is called pickling. Then apply the
mixture with a piece of soft rag; let it stand one
day, and rub it with a superfine steel scratch-brush,
repeating it till it comes to your mind. Wash the
barrel over with boiling water, then apply a little

sweet oil with alkanet.

»iiscz:i.LAM^EOtr&.

SIZE OF BALTIMORE.
From the returns of the superintendants of sweeps

to the corporate authority, it appears that the whole
number of houses in the city of Baltimore, at the
termination of the year 1827, was 11,271—of the
following sizes and location:

1

Story.

1st and 2d wards, 302
3d do. 134
4th do.

5th and 6th do.

7th and 8th do.

9th and 10th do.

Utband 12tb do.

Stui-y. Storj-.

1867 99

4 5 7
iry. Story Story,

246
143
211
134

309

1126
674
617
857
980
1661

55
64

787
332
257
303

1487 7772 1897 113

HUMAN LIFE.
"When we set out on the jolly voyage of life,

what a brave fleet there is around us. as stretching
our fiosh canvas to the breeze, all 'ship shape and
Bristol fashion,' pennons flying, music phying,
cheering eaeh other as we pas's, we are rather amus-
ed than r^larnied when some awkward comrade goes
right ashore for want of pilotage! Alas! whei.the
voyage is well spent, and we look ahimt us, toil

worn mariners, how few of our an<-ient consorts
still remain in sight, and thty, how torn and wasted;
and, like ourselves, struggling to keep as long a»
possible ofl'the fatal shore against which we are all
finally drifting." \_Walkr Scott.

BURNING TO DEATH.
The late shucking instances of females having

bet-n burnt to de:ith, renders the knowledge of a dis-
covery lately published bv sir Richard Phillips, in
the Monthly Magazine, for their total prevention,
ol the highest consequence. He deduces from the
principle of the ascension of fire, that ladies ought
lo lie down as soon as they discover their clothes to
be on fire; that the progress of the flames will by
that means instantly be checked, and may be easily
and deliberately extinguished without any fatal in-
jury, as usual, to the head, face, bo.'^om and throat.
He proves his principle by the following experi
ineni; he took two slips of printed cotton, a yard
long, and on lighting one of them at the lower end,
and holding it pe.pendicularly, it was consumed to
.1 cinder in the fifth of a minute, and the volume of
flame was so great as to rise nearly two feel. He
then lighted an exactly similar piece of cotton and
laid It horizontally on a pair of longs, so as to lie
hollow, and in this situation it was five' minutes burn
ing, and the flames, at no one time, ascended an
inch in height, and might have been extinguished
by the thumb and finger. This plain and easy e.x.

periment ought to be read in the presence of the
females of every family. [OldMnanack.

Oyster Beds.
In a report made by a committee of the legisla-

ture of New Jersey, on the value of the oyster beds
in Delaware bay, Cumberland county, it is stated,
that the number of vessels employed on those beds,
Ibr three hundred days in the year, is more than
five hundred sail, employing about two thousand
men, and taking about one hundred and fifty thou-
sand bushels of oysters per year.

RECIFES.

PRECAUTION AGAINST DROWNING.

When a boat has sprung a leak, and is in danger
of sinking from the weight of the passengers, the
only way to keep her up, is for them to lie down m
the water within the boat. The specific gravity of
the human body being less than that ot water, the
body will of course float, and the pressure of the
passengers on the boat, the cause of its sinking, will
thus be removed. Every thing heavier than water
must of course be thrown overboard, and nothing
left standing above the level of the boat. These
precautions will prevent the boat from sinking till

assistance can be procured. [Old Jitmanack.

EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING.

Persons apparently dead from lightning have been
recovered by r.peatedly throwing cold water over
the whole body. Many instances are recorded.
The Rev. Mr. Steele, of Paris, in the state of New
York, has lately in the newspapers mentioned a case
of this kind. A lady was with her husband in the
house, and the latter was struck apparently dead by
lightning The lady happily recollected having a
few days before read in the newspapers of the effi-

cacy of cold water, and had the presence of min<l to
make trial of it; on the effusion of the first bucket
full, be began to move, and on the repetition of a
few more was restored to sense and health. If dur-
ing iccuvcry tiic i.i.lsc 13 slow and extremities cold,
bleed largely at the arm. A gentleman now living
in Johnson county, (R. Gully, Esq.) was a few years
ago struck down by lightning, and recovered by ex-
posure to a heavy lall of rain. rjj.

KILLING BUGS.

Dissolve half a ilrachm of corro.sive sublimate ia
a quarter ol an ounce of spirits of salt and mix it
Wilh one quart of spirits of turpentine, shake the
whole well together and wa.-,h all the places where
the bugs are supposed to lodge, with a brush or
leather. rj-j

TO DESTROY RATS.

One pound flour of malt, three drops oil of rho-
dium, two ounces loaf sugar, eight cloves, and a
table spoonlul of carraway seeds, all beat fine in a
mortar Lay it in small parcels where they frequent
three or lour nights, till Ihey eat if freely; then add
prepared arsenic; set water in diflerent places with
some infused into it. To prepare the arsenic, pour
spirit of salt on it till it dissolves. When il i^ thus
managed, it will not make th.-m sneeze, which i<. the
cause ol their refusing lo eat it You will often find
their runs in banks very thick; cut Nttle bend
dip them in treacle and meal mixed with
pass them into the holes, leaving the bottom, . ,„,.
this will stick on their backs, and they will lick it
oU. U hen you trap them, use only the fe^,l, plant
the traps amongst it, and drop two or three drops
of mu.-k on the bridge of each trap. This will cause
them to be taken by the head, which will prevent
their crying to alarm the others.

A CORN PLASTER.
One ounce of naval pitch, half an ounce of eal-banum dissolved in vinegar, one scruple of ammo-

nia, and one drachm and a half of diachylon, mixed
togetlier.

era,

poison;

lear;
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Tall^ Si^)ii^:^)ii^

Baltimore, Friday, February 29, 1828.

*>.Rail Road fkom the Chesapeake to the

Delovare —Publick meetiiiKS have been held, af

fcr due notice, in the towns of Wilmington and

New Castle, which have resulted in resolutions to

apply to the Lf-tiislature of Maryland for an act of

incorporation to make a rail way from Wilmington

to Frenchlown, on the south side of Christiana

Teek, with branches from the main stock to New
Caslle and Elkton. The union of the towns of

Wilmington and New Caslle, ausurs favourably to

the success of the undertaking;; and as it is propos-

ed, we believe, to rely for the means of making it

on individual cnlerurise and capital, it is not to be

apprehended that any difficulty will be found in ob

taiiiins the charter. Local jealousies and rivalry

Lave too often and too long prevented or retarded

the commencement of great publick improvements.

Wf hope that none may spring up in this case to

parahzethe good and liberal spirit which seems

now to animate all parties. The least rellection on

the subject does, indeed, lead us to wonder that the

practicability and advantages of rail ways, were

not, above all other places, first illustrated by the

construction of one across the peninsula of the

Delaware, to facilitate the intercourse between Bal

timore and Philadelphia, or rather the eastern and

southern states on the Atlantic border. Where

could one be made that would be used by so niany

travellers, from every part of the Union.' How
could the knowledge of what a rail road is, and its

advantages over other modes of conveyance, be so

easily and so widely diflfused, as by a rail way from

the Chesapeake to the Delaware -a distance of

about 16 miles, over ground peculiarly well adapted

in a topographical view, to the execution of su< h a

work, with limber on the spot, and the means ol

transporting stone to wiiliiu « »>rrT abort dUii^npe

by water. Everv thing seems to invite to the com

plelion of this work, and we trust that not many

years will elapse before we shall have seen it

realized.

Baltimore and Ohio Rail road.—The bill for

authorizing the construction ol thi^ Rail-road hav

inn passed the Senate of Pennsylvania, was taken

up in the House on the 20th instant, and the first

section, which contains the whole principle of the

bill, was agreed to— ayes 70—nays 16.

House op Delegates of Maryland,
2b tk February, 1828.

On motion, by Mr. Gantt, the house agreed to

proceed to the elei tion of a director on the part of

the state, in the Bank of Baltimore, this house be

ing entitled to tlie privilege of choosing such direc-

tor—when Mr Gantt nominated John S Skinntr

for that office—whtreupon.

On molion, by Mr. Thomas, of Cecil, it was or-

dered and declared. That John h Skinnei being

the only person put in noiiiinalion, be, and hereby

is, uijanimously elected by the house of delfgates,

a director on the piirl ol the st.ite, in the Bank ul

Balliiu'^re, for and during the term prescribed by

law.

One of the most important articles of intelligente

ontained in the English papers, is the departure ol

the ambassadors from Constantinople.

The three ambassadors quitled the capital of the

Turkish empire on tne 8lh of December. Their

families and eflects had been embarked several days

previous. Mr. Stratford Canning embarked for

Corfu, and M. de Ribeaupierre for Odessa- The
French accounts say that an attempt was made to

detain the ambassadors by a proposition of a gene-

ral amnesty to the Greeks. This not being the sort

of concession the ambassadors were instructed to

require, it was of course not accepted. The Aus-

trian Internuncio yet remains at Constantinople.

Now that the negociations of the allies have failed

of their object, which was to induce the Ottoman

government to accept of their mediation, nothing

seems to remain for Ihem but to fulfil the condiiions

of the treaty into which they have entered, and the

conditions ol which the Greeks have accepted, and

to compel the cessation ol hostilities on the part of

the I'urUs, both by sea and land. Whether there

will be a war, we suppose, will depend upon the or

ders which the Turkish forces may receive from

their government as to the manner in which they

are to treat the requisitions of the loices of the al-

lies.

The report of the destruction of the Greek fleet

before Scio, turns out to be ueslitute of louiidation.

Most of the Knglish merchants had lell Constan-

tinonle, although they were assured by Turkish offi-

cers, that they might remain in safety.

It is said that the deficiency ol the public revenue

of Great Britain for the present quarter his b. en

greatly exaggerated; and that the actual diminution

will be less than 400,000i

There prevailed a report in London that the go-

vernment were about to send consuls to Greece

A change has taken place in the French minis-

Irj—M. Villele has resigned and a new ministry has

been Ibimed.
Liverpool Market, Jan 8

I'here was a gooil det.iHiid lor cotton i;«st week;

the sales amounted to 14,400 bags, ul which 5000

Dags American were trthen by spt^culatois. The
saks incluile iSOSea Islanilsat Hid to 16i(/.; 5460

Boweds 5 1 8d- to 6id; 1 230 Orleans oid. to 9a.;

4000 Abbamas, &.c 5rf to 6 1 8d

1 here wa- a good demand for cotton on Saturday

and to-day, the sales amounted to upwards ol 5uu0

bags, about 2000 of which have been on specuU.ioii

1 here is no alteration in prices, but they continue

hrm
There was an extensive inquiry for pot ashes,

during the week, and more business would n ive been

done if holders had not demanded higher prices.

The sales coiiipri e about 600 bis. Monticals ;it 28s.

6rf- for old, and 30 to 32 lor new; and 20 bis. old

New Yolk Pearls at 31s.

JVaval stores — There has been nothing done last

week in rough turpentine except one small parcel ol

50 bis fine quality, from the quay, at lis per cwl

Ihe sales ol tar are 600 bis. American ol good qua-

lity at I2s. and 200 bis Stockholm, lu bond, at Ijs.

6d. per bbl In losin little doing.

Hides, ^-c—The only bu.-iness in hides is 1620

.^,.lted North American at 4«rf. lor middling quaiiiy,

and bid for 1000 prime.

E.ASTMAN'S MANUF vCTORY OF AGUlCULrUKAL
IMPIJ'.MENTS,

JVo. 36. Pratt street, Baltimore.
On hand, a supply of superi r cast steel ,ixes also,

Mallocks and Grtibbins Hoes of cast steel; also, improved
patent Cornshellers, that ran be recommended, price
$15. .Also, Brown's vertical fVnul Sinnners, embraein"'
every thing desirable in an implement of the kind f.ir

family use. Also, the subscriber's patent rylindrical
S(iaip Cullers, which have never been equalled in any
coiiiitry for chaffinL' all kinds of long forage with ease
and facility, such as hay, corn stocks, cam- lops, &c. &c.
—the machinery permanent and not liable to get out of
order: price of small size, including extra knives, <ti5;

the second size, with extra knives, jl61 .Also, West's
patent sprins Jf'ashing Machines, can be highly recom-
mended; price |I5. Also, a complete assortment of
Oliteon Davis^ liisbly vnproi-ed Patent Ploughs, made of
the best materials; Cultivators, Swingle Trees, double
and single, &c. &c.

^I^All orders by mail postpaid, will receive prompt
attention. JONATI-IAN S. F.ASTMAN

Agents for the subscriber, where gentlemen can leave
their orders:

Messrs. Jona. Alden, Philadelphia.

Barr, Auchincloss & tio. New York.
David J. Burr. Richmond, Va.

Randolph Webb, Raleigh, N. C.
J. C. fc C. Burckmyer, Charleston.

Dr. W. W. Anderson, S atesburg, S. C.
J G. Herbert, Savannah, Geo.

BAIiTinXORE PRICES CVaKEWJl

.

coxsiaiiRciAX. Bi;Co:a.i>.

CFrom the New York Evening Post, February 26.)

Latest from F,uri>pe.

The packet ship Birmingham, which arrived last

evening from Liverpool, has brought us Liverpool

diites 10 the 8lh, and London dates to the 7lh ol

January.

f^The splendid thorough bred Horse Rinaldo,

a capital son of Sir Aichey— will stand the ensui,,-

seasonal VVilmmgioo and Newark, in the state of

Delaware. Particulars hereafter.

OVERSEER.
A situation wanted immediately, by one who under-

stands the management of a larm and servants, and

who can come well recommended. Inquire of Mr.

luchard Bailee, No IS, Light si. wharf. The shortest

notice will be puncuially attended to. Feh. 29.

Corrected for the .American Farmer, by Edward J. W'dlionj

Commission Merchant and Planters' Jigenl,

^0 4, Bajvty's wfif rf,

ToE.ACCo.—Scrubs, $4.00 a 7.00—ordinary, i.bO u 3.50

—red, 3.50 a 4.00— fine red, 4 Oi' a 4.50—wrapping,
6.00 a 9.00—Ohio yellow and red, 4 00 o 7.00— Yellow,
7.00 o-JO.OO.

Flocr—white wheat family, $6.00 a 6 25—sup. How-
ard-street, 5.00 a j.l2i; city mills, 4.7.".; Susquehan-

na, 1.6:3^

—

Corn Meal, bl. ^62— Grain, bestred vvheat

.95 a 97—best white wheat, .95 a 1.10—ordj. to goud,

85 0.95—Corn, .36(1.38—Kte, 45 a. 47 -Oats, 21 « .2S
—Beans. .8o a i.oc— Pbao, --li, a ^o

—

Clovk.b seed,

4.50 a 5.00—Timothy, 1.75 a 2.00—Barley, .60 a .6.'

—

Flaxseed, .75 a .80 -Cotton, Virginia, .9 a 1(— Loui-

siana, .10 o .13—Alabama, 9 a .12— .Mississippi. . 10 a
.13—N. Carolina, .9 a .lOJ—Georgia, .9 n 10^— Whis.
KEV, in hhds 1st proof. .21— in bbls 23 o 234

—

Wool,
common, unwashed, .15 a. 16—washed, .18 a .20— three

quarter, .25 a -30—full do- .30 a 35

—

Hemp. Russia,

ton,<lJSO—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140—water-

rotted, 170 190

—

Fish. had, Susquehanna, No. I, bbl.

6 00 a 6.50; do. do trimmed, 6 50 a 7.00— Herrings, No.
1, t)bl. 2.874 o3.0d; No. 2, 2.B24— Mackerel, No 1,5.75;

No 2, 5 374; No. 3,4.50

—

Bacon, hams, Ball cured .9;

do Eastern Shore, .124—hog round, cured, .6 a .7

—

Feathers, .26 a .28.
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(For the American Farmer.)

ON THE
EFFECTS OF THE PROTECTING SYSTEM

Upon the Jlgricuiiural Interest.

Brtgnlcn, near Boston, iSlk Ftb. IS29.

To John S. Skinijir, Esq.

Dear Sir,—By an editorial article in a late Ameri-

can Farmer, (No. 42.) we learn that you are "in a

quandary on the tariff question," that you "saw the

system ol lS'i4 established, .ind in 18x!7, the farm

ing interest more depressed than you ever hnew it
"

Every friend to his country, who has witne.iscd

your zeal and untiring exertions to promote its best

interests will, from motises of gratitude, feel dis|)0s-

ed to lend a helping hand to relieve you. Thus
actuated, I proffer my feehle aid.

I shall commence with an expression of my de

liberate opinion, that a mania with regard to the

question at issue, has been somewhat rife in our

country for several years past; and, as in the physi

cal system, when an epidemic prevails, (h-- robust

are often its victims, while the feeble escape, so in

th-! intcUectzial, when a mania r.iges, it not unfre

quently passes by the weak and puny, and seizes

upon the wise and sagacious.

But before we proceed to discuss the subject, 1

crave your indulgence to e^olise a lillle. I am not

ati iiiiporter of Euro|)ean commodilies of any kind,

and never have been.

I was formerly engaaed in mercantile pursuits,

anil shipped (lour to France, that was purchased, or

rather <aken by the French republic, for which they

promised to pny silver bars, but my supercargoes

nor agents, could never gel Ihem or any other pay,

a'though some of my brelhrt-n were so fortunate a>

to get paid for thrir flour from the droppings oflhe

Louisiana purchase. I consoled myself, however,

that when the revolutionaiy volcano had spent its

furv, France would settle down with a permanent

government of some sort or other, and being im-

pressed with an idea that no government can be

permanent unless administered upon principles of

strict justice, at the same time seeing her riches

••jirogressive," I consoled myself, as before obserr

ed, that I should ultimately get my inns, or »n equi

Talent in coin. But it was not long before I was

deprived of that consola'ion— for our own govern-

ment took my cl.iim, together with others similarly

situated, into their own hands, and without our con-

sent, relinquished them to redeem a guarantee of

the West India islands, which hid been pledged to

France at a critical period if oJr war of indepen

denee, for the assistance rendered in that struggle,

without which it is doubtful wtclhcr our complete

emancipation would have beei the result. Not-

withstanding I lost my claim <n France, being ha-

bitually an optimist. I still deried consolation; as I

considered the reilemplion ofne guarantee of near-

ly as much importance in it consequence, as was

Ihe assistance originally derivd by the pledge;— for

there can be no question, bu that it prevented ihe

nation from being involved «lh one or other of the

belligerents, at a crisis that s very existence ivould

have been imminenilj jeoprdised.

Ever since the loss of ly flour or silver bars.

which is more than thirty jars, I have lived on my
farm, chiefly occupied in hticuUure, farming and

breeding of animals;—undoing located in the vi-

cii.ily ol thK great Cattk'uir, which is attended

weekly the year round, I farmers, grainers, and

dairy-men from all pari of the New England
stales, opportunities offen, which I was not back

ward in improving, of ming and conversing with

a class of men, vvho, for rength of uiiderst^ndinK,

intelligence, and innate rewdness. >mII not suffrr

by a comparison with ar class or body of men on
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the globe. Olten liave 1, iii time.s of great agiicul

tural distress, leaned over the pens or fences, and
communed with Ihem for hours on the causes that

led to such a lamentable slate of things. I have
also associated with many of the most intelligent of
the mercantile classes in Ihe capital and principal

trading towns of New England, during the period
referred to, and anxiously s luglit their opinions on
Ihe measures oflhe nalional councils for promoting
the comiTienial prosperity of our country, in which,
from investments dependent on it, I felt a strong in

(erest. 1 doubtless have not protiled by such ad-
vanlases, so much as many others would, thus situa-

ted. I have deemed it necessary, sir. to speak thus
far of my own affairs, in order to shew the causes
nhich placed me on Ihe field o! observation, among
such practical men as I have named, during a pe
riod of thirty years, which has enabled me to assert,

lliat the positions I am about to assume, are not
founded upon hasty reflections, elicited by recent
di.sappointments, or my conclusions drawn from pe-
rusing Ihe writings of political economists. Thus
supported, f fearlessly declare my most solemn con-
viction, that the internists of agriculture require no
other protection than a free unshackled commerce,
and a fair scope for competition in foreign markets.
Ami that to legislation upon the model of -vhat is

termed (he counting house policy, or moniipotising
system of Great Britain— (o protecting stalulcs. ex-
cited by circumstances of Ihe moment, may be. at

tributed by far Ihe greater portion of agricultural
distress and jiublic calamity, that has befallen Ihe
nation since the days of the "first Mams.''^ We
th' n heard that exalted patriot and profound slates

man, declare, that "the interests of agriculture and
commerce were inseparable—their only effectual
protection, 'wooden loalls.'

"

A long time elafised, unhappily too long, when
Ihe nation united with one accord to hitild those
teullt. Then arose a t^lcim of hope tlr..". Ihe golden
days were about (o return; but it proved delusive.
'I'lie snake was not killed, nor even '•scotched;" he
laid torpid bui for a moment, and has come out,
clothed in a more spurious garb, with renewed vi-
gour, to protect manufactures wilh his/oiigs-charm
agriculture with his rattles, and crush commerce
amid his folds.

I most conscientiously believe, sir, (hat "lime,
with which every thing rises and falls," will prove
this assumption to be a 'faithjul saying''— thAt il is

not declamation, nor the languajie loo highly figura-
tive, to pourtray the 'fm-m and pressure'' of Ihe
American System. I shall not plough over Ihe
whole surface ol that field, nor explore the strata
hidden beneath it~my Kibours will be confined lo ae
obscure corner, and I trust 1 shall he able to de
monstrate that this same system or any of its raniifi
cations, will operate most injuriously, if not dcslnic-
tively to the interests of the agriculturists of our
country.

1 begin with analysing Ihe sugarplums heretofore
given, and now held out to ihose sickly children to
induce them to take their physic
The first item to he examined on the catalogue,

is a tariff on cheese of nine cents per pound, grant-
ed in 1816—this has, doubtless, been considered by
the farmers as amounting to a proliibilion, and of
course a complete protection. But it is probable
they, nor the national legislature, were aware thai
one more potent then existed, and still exists—
naiiely, that such foreign cheese as would sell in
•he United States, and could possibly come in com
petition, costs in Ihe country where' it is produced,
with the chaigcs of importation, exchange and a
living profit only to (he importer, full three times as
much as cheese from the best dairies in our counU;!
Dr. Franklin would have advised those who granted
Ibis boon, to '-save the paper'— ihe, parcliment on
which Ihe law is engros>ed, was worth more to the
farmers than the protecdon. As we may derive in

siruclion from this article, I .-hall .itlempt a hrief
history of its progress towards improvement: Be-
fore tiie adoption of the federal consliliilion, much
Ihe greater [lortion of cheese made in iSrw I'aig-

land, was disgustinf:ly inferior lo wUni it now is;—
nearly all the wealthy classes in Ihe commercial
cities and southern stales, were supplied wilh fo-
reign cheese—chiefly English;—there were a few
good dairies, but so rare that Iheir product was clis-

tinsuished by the names of the nriprietors. The
faimers who brought Iheir poor stuff in the grocers,
saw English cheese selling for three times, :ind that
from Ihose dairies I have named, tivice as much as
they could get for theirs, entered into a s;>irited

competition before the impost of four cents a pound
was laid in Seplenilier, 1790. Foreign cheese was
considered a luxury, and >vas (axed as a fair object
of revenue. The preamble lo the act which con-
(ains (his item, recites:-"To nuke provision for
Ihe payment of the debts of the United Stales." Rev-
enue was Ihe only object—no one ever dreamt that
it was for the prolLCtinn of a particular class of citi-

zens. The discovery that Congress possessed the
power of imposing prohibitory tariffs, was reserv-
ed for more "evil times." 'I'his is an excrescence
thai has attached to the coiislilution since that
period. Had it appeared then, every hand of those
illustrious patriots who organized the government,
would have been put forth lo pluck out the ron-
structive tumor by the roots. They wouhl have
pronounced most emphatically that "the state legis-
latures were the only legitimate almoners of "the
people's money!"

1 believe i( will not he denied, (ha( the want of
success in (he produclion of good cheese, may be
ascribed more (o the want of knowledge in the "pro-
cess than to soil and rliiiiHle—that a coniplete
i.nowleiige rests on chemical niceties which are iiot
practised—or Ihe making il sy.itematically deiieiids
on Ihe unerring i::]-i\ of science, in wbi.-li ihe c.:,n-

duclors of dairies are not versed 'Ihe dairy wo-
man having brought her cheese, by guessing, to
such perfection as to reacli the point to eomm 1 a
ready sale, at a satisfactory price, for the homt
market," keeps her secret and guesses no farther.

It is the opinion of numbers of such men as 1
have named, who attend the Brighton fair>, (hat the
bcs( machine in New En-lanil for Iransmutmg herb-
age in(o money, is a dairy, when cheese wilf brin"
SIX cents a pound at Ihe door; and I believe the
same may be said of all well-managed dairies
Ihioughout the whole hill country, as far south as
the cotton latitude. But we cannot well have stron-
ger proof than that duiry farmers arc more fl.ur-
ishing than any others; indeed, they appear lo be
t!.e only class that are growing rich, ex.ept the
giewers of fine wool that manage iirudentlv.

Such has been the increase of populaiion, and
Ihe extension of new settlements where dairies do
not flourish, that the supply of thecsc Iihs sel.i„m
exceeded the consumption. Sometimes, howeier
It does, and then it perishes in the warehouses of
the sea ports, as you informed your readers was the
c.ise last year in Philadelphia— the blessed effects
o. a '-home market." As for Ihe cxpor(a(ion of good
rich Ameiican clKcse, il is out of ihc question "But
lillle of It will keep at home after the !ii>t year
Some skim-milk cheese is exported, lo which 1 hive
no reference; for it has been satisfactorily a>crrtain-
ed, that the dairy-woman who robs her cheese of
Ihe cream, robs her hu^hand's pocket: as ihe loss
in the qiiantily of curd, and of course wci^hl. with
the dillereiice of price, is considerably more, than
Ihc value of Ihc butter. There are often a Ivw
lays in a season, however, when it is found, from
the slate of Ihc weather, profitable to make skira
milk cheese. There have been a few instances of
good American cheese keeping sound (o Calcuda
that was sold at tucnty five cents a pound, when
fc^nghsh cheese, stored in the same warehouse, sold
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ai tilly cf-iils. Bui iiu prudent nierch.int will .-hip

riiii iifw" 'i'il'> cluese tu warm cliuiales. Whereas

if it >vas made to imitate EiiKlisli or Dutch cheese,

in quality <n(l keipiiig priipcrties, scarcely a ship

biitiiKt 111 the East and West Indies or South Amer
lea, but would have her cargo assorted with consi

dtrahle investments, even at filly per cent, above

thi' present price But the dairy farmers have had

a "Iwme maihet " 'J'bey saw no foreign cheese and

raturallj siippiisins; the tariff prolicled them, bad

ni> induceini nt to imitate it; as ihcy were sellini; at

thfir own doors at seven or eiglil cents a pound,

they were satisfied—nut being; like some of their lei-

low eilizons enj;;;trec! ill other pursuits, '-never con-

Uut but with (1 little more"
Now let us sujipipse that Congress, instead of

graiitim; a pnibiliiloiy tariff, had offered a bounty

on the impurlaf.oii o( foreisrn cht-e«e, (which, I con

tend. Ihi-y had an equal rischt to do,) for the pur

po^e of stimulatiiiij; the faruiers to eiiler into com
petition with it. that they njight brinu the maniifac-

t;iie to such perfeftion as to compete in all foreign

niarkets—and no d'jubl they can—thernby creating

a ver? important staple of export. Is it not proba-

ble you mis;bl, by tins lime, have seen the slop- s

and gorges of the All "hinies covered with dairy

farni.s? And Hoiild not such a measure ••/jcoDirfe

fur the cnmtiioti defence, promote the general welfare,

and re:sidate commerce xcith foreign nations,'" (the

only ''jiciis" in Ihe constitution the protecting sys-

tem can 'h.ing upon,") full as well as a prohibitory

taiitl? It IS said Great Biitain will take nothing of

us but coltun;—she would be glad to take our

cheese if it was equal to her own, which sells on the

spot at eighteen or twenty tents a pound. Our
merchants Vould not make a belter remitt.ince for

"coarse lenoUeiis," than to purchase such cheese for

filtec n cents.

Great Britain draws large ".upplies of butler and

cheese from Holland; she has no land to spare for a

corresponding incre.ise of Ihe dairy willi her popu-

lation. She is so much attacheil to home coiisvmp

tion, that double the number of horses are kept lor

at;rieultu'-e that are necessary— </iose and her com
lairs eat up every thing. She even imports larjce

quantities of eggs and poultry from France. Yet

ID what country do yeomanry, landlords and tenants

complain more?
The tariff intended for the protection of other

products of Ihe soij, except those which will be no

ticed in the sequel, may be r.inUed with cheese

Ten cents a bu.shel on potatoes is mere sound; they

are a bulky perishable article. A few fanners in

the vicinity of sea ports may, in some seasons, be

benefitted. But il will come out ol Ihe pockets of

those of Ihe south, who are obliged lo purchase

their seed every year.

The report of the commillee on manufactures,

and >.he lid presented by them to Ihe House of Re-

presentatives, providing for an increit*ed tariff on

wool, woollens, hemp, &.C., having just come to

band, we proceed to --xamine Ihe proleclion held

out to agriculture, i'he first in order are wool and

woollen manularlures. I must here express my as-

tonishment at Ihe want of information manifest

ed by tlie attendants on Ihe •'protecting system' at

Hariisbiirg, and of those now in attrnilance at

Washington, of what perlains to the yarmiiig in-

terest Indeed, I cannot furnish a more forcible il

lustration, than to transcribe a story told of tlie na

fives of Chili, by the celebrated Zimmerman, which

I finil qujfi-d in a recent British pohlicalion now on

inv tablr: "In Chili," says Ziiniuermau, '-the phy-

sicians blow around the beds of their patients lo

drive away iliseascs, and as the people of that coun-

try belit-ve that physic consists wholly of this wind,

their doctors would take it very ill of any person

who shoulii attempt lo make the method of I'lire

more dilLciiU They think Ihcy know cnOHg/i u-hen

they know how lo blow." If the farmers cao be in-

duced to consider Ihe tariff on wool and woollens

any protectirm, it may with truth be said, that "cre-

dulity is indigenous" in other countries besides

Chili.

The committee state in their report, that "the
very rapid increase in the importation of low quali-

ties of wool since Ihe tariff of I8J4. furnish the

strongest reasons to conclude that the} are supply-

ing the demands and answering the use of which
the coarse wool of our country would, in most

cases, supply." Without stopping to inquire whe
ther this conclusion is not founded upon isolated

facts, or whether the real cause of these imporia

lions is not physical; namely: that such qualities

cannot, and never will be, found in our country; I

would respectfully intimate to the honourable com
mittee, that numbers of intelligent men, who con

stantly attend Ihe Brighton lairs, and whose vera

.ity they will not question, could inform them that

the farmers throughout New England were striv-

ing, with all their might, long before the fall of

wool, or Ihe importations relerred to by theru, to

get rid of their na'ive coarse woolled sheep, and to

substitute those that produce fine. "Excellence is

of slow growth;" time is required lo change the

flocks of a country. 1 1 has been estimated by com-
petent judges, that within Ihe last four or five

years, half a million of native sheep and lambs

have been sold al Brighton, and a great portion of

those that came in autumn and the early pari of

ivinter, at prices little above the value of their pelts.

|i is an unquestionable fact, that a drover has been

Known to start from Vermont for Brishton with a

flock of native sheep and a drove of swine—and to

slau;;hter the sheep to fatten his hogs on the road,

throwing their j)d/s into his wagon, to sell on his ar-

lival.

I have made inquiries of numbers of wool grow-

ers, as to the relative profit of growing fine wool or

coarse; none ti.v Ihe diffrrence at less than three

pounds of fine for two of coarse at the same ex-

pense. I am aware that difference in flocks and

their location, may cause some variation. I place

great reliance, however, on Ihe information of a

gentleman of science and observation, who h

been a wool grower for twenty years past, and,

moreover, is interested in woollen maiiulaclures

that he could raise two pounds of fine merino al

less expense than one pound of native coarse wool!

With »uch (\sitd, figures will demonstrate that, until

coarse wool bears a price vastly higher than fine, it

is in vain to Ihmk of obtaining a supply, except by

importation It must appear evident, that a tariff

that wouhl induce our farmers to grow coaise wool,

would shut the gates of every woollen mairufactory

adapted lo that description ol material, in the coun-

try. There are facts from official sources now be

fore the public, which prove that Ihe importation

of wool, of all qualities, has not exceeded live |)er

rent, on the quantity grown in the country; and

there is Ihe strongest presumption that the produc

tion of fine wool Iks nearly reached the point of

ilemarid by the manufacturers. One of th-" most

extensive wool g'owers in Ihe union, expresseii lo

me a few days since, an opinion decidedly confirma

l,,iy— concluding with this remark, "tee only want

to be let alone" The inlbrmation 1 have been able

lo colled from various sources, justifies the conclu-

sion, tliat the period is at hand, when the staple ol

our fine wool will be so much improved as to be-

come an article of export The dissemination of

considerable flocks of Saxon sheep, has caused a

spirited and healthy coi.',petilion, that will, il not

p:iral.z-d by tariffs, be productive of such results,

when the art of stapling is better understood, as to

compete with the wools ol Spain, and even Saxony,

in the British markets.

Il I have been so fortunate as to convince you that

a tanffon wool will not benefil tlie'-/armmgi)i(eics<."

it will not be necessary to shew that the enormous

one alreaily existing, md the increase now contem-
plated, on coarse woo/^eiis, will tie alike inoperative.

But let us look on the other side of the wall. Will
any one contend that this protecting tariff will not
operate, in every section of our country, as a most
grievous burden— a tax, and nothing but an unequal
tax on the many for the benefit „{ the few? And
will not the agricullurists feel it most sensibly—do
they not at Ibis moment in a very important section

of the union?—those whom il is (he fashion to style

"nabobs of the South," perhaps from the eircum-
tance of their showing a fondness for the innocent
luxuries and elegancies of life—a taste which, it

must be admitted, has no tendency lo retard the

progress of civibzition and the social virtues, if it

does not promote them, and make men less jealous

of their just rights.

I his class of citizens seem, by the advocates of
the ''American system," to have been placed under
"the ban of the 'protecting' empire." Is il because
lb' y inherit a property in ••persons held to service or

labour," which their ancestors protected with their

blood, and which, if the consliiulion did not guar-
antee to them as sacredly as it does the New Eng-
land farmer his freehold, they possess by a para-
mount title? I am not a Southron, but a full-blood-

eil Yankee; my ancestors fled from Ihe tariff of
James the First, and Ihe constructive religion of
Archbishop Laud, one hundred and niirety years
ago, to the banks of the Connecticut, and I now in-

herit some of the soil they then located;— nor am
I an advocate for slavery, sir; WHberforce, Clark-

son, nor Ihe most zealous member of the society of
friends in our Country, do not hold il in greater ab-

horrence, or will go further to promote Us aboli-

tion, if it can be accomplished without manifest

injustice and encroaching upon rights that are

held sacred. I am sensible that il is an evil of
enormous mae-nilude. thnt is increasing But I

see not a finger lifted lo check it. We, of the free
states, declaim and scold about it, and complain
that the consliiulion tias enti'led our Southern bre-
thren to votes in consequence of their slave nopula-
tion. Would it not be better, instead of treating
the subject in this manner, and attempting am in-

fringement of their rights, to consult with Iheni as
brothcis of the same family, and endeavour, by the
joint ani strenuous efforts of the whole nation, to
mitigate the evil, and, if possible, to lay a Icgitintate

foundation for its ultimate removal.

I have never seen Ihe question fairly met;—ac-
cording to my apprehen.'-ion, there has always been
loo much enlhusiism manifested on Ihe one hand,
and irritability on Ihe other, to lead lo an investiga-
tion of the subject in that cool, dispassionate man-
ner its high import.iice demands.
We all ought to know, that a delusion seized

Ihe whole e/i/ts(iar. Vorld with regard to slavery,

two centuries ago, Jid continued till the war of our
revolution Even tip Quakers, "the salt of the
earth," did not scrupUto hold slaves until some ten
or twenty years befo\;. when the exhortations of
that exemplary man. Anthony Benezet, convinced
them that it did not comport with the principles of
their faith.

It ought also to beinown,that it is physically
impossible for all the lo', country south of ViiviniaJ
and some parts of thalslate, to be cultivated by
any but the Jlfrican raci

IVhite cultivators, in 111 present state of the coun-
try, cannot exist there, nail probability it would
have been a d'sert, had Depended on their labour,

to this day. Take the sl/es away, and their pro-
prietors must starve or alfidon their dwellings and
the tombs of tlieir ancflnrs—manumit them on
Ihe spot, anil the remedy Wld be as bad, or worse
than the disease. \

Can we wopder, then, tit our fellow citizens of
ihKl section are so sensitiwon this subject? And
will those feelings be miUted by taxing them
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enormously for the clothing of their labourers, un-

der pretence ol protecting the growers ol coane

wool, who will never grow a pound il they can

chani^e, tlieir Hocks.

The next item we shall consider is hemp, that

pay5 a tariff ol thirty (ive, which the bill before

Cuiit!,ress increases pros,ressively to sixty dollars

per I n. Are the advocates of 'independence on

foiei^n countries (or all we want,"awaie that those

vei) nations to whom they are indebted for nearl)

or quite all the exanjple- brought to prop the

"Aiiiencaii systeiu," do nut hanker after such inde-

pendem c? I'he whule niari. e ol Ureal Britain and

France, are I'urnished with hemp Ironi ilie Baltic

It does nut seeui to agree with the monopolizing

policy of Great Briiain, to proti ct the growih o(

beuip in Ireland, ouf of the most fertile spots, ami

as well suited to ih^t crop a~ any on the globe—ami

by ihal lueans add a little coiiiloi , by attbiding em
plu}inent to a portion of hi^t six millions ot kind

hearted subjects, that have been debusei/ to be sub-

dued—lo/io labour to exist, and exist to labour.

France lias found it for her interest to send hn
wiucs and the "lineries from her work sho(is tu

Russia far hemp, and grow wheat that ollen com-
petes with our tlour, in the West India and (south

American markets

riow do our merchants pay for tlie Jive thousand

tons of loreigii beiiip tnat is annually worked up in

our country? They take our Hour, purk, lard, an.l

a idr;;e amount of other produce lu Giib.> .mil Bi^-

zil, .Hid wiih the proceeds puichase suy,urs, nhuh
are taken to Russia, and cargoes ol liemp brougiil

b ik m return, to be manuficturcd into cornage ir.

rig ill -ir ships, and to expurt to the repuiilics ui

JVJi xico ai'd SiMith America. This trade demand.^

a I'.it;' a suuiit ol tonnage, with provisions for tlii

cievvs. And until the preparation ol hemp is betlei

understood and pr.icli^ed, will it not piomoletue
"larming interest infinitely more ihan to grow tli.it

crop? The coniiuitiee say ••htnip and Jlax Only

need the consunipliun ol duck and cordage ol oin

exlensive commirce and growing navy." But the

commissioners of the navy ivill not hazard their

welt earned reputation, by sending he national ships

to wa clothed with sails and rigging made of nia-

tena.-. th' growth of our country, nor will the ship-

o\. . r.-. Bui il they are a little more oppressed

Willi tarijffs, they will send Iheir ships to Europe lip

be clotheil. There is no question but, by a proper

system of n.aiiagemeiit, hemp can be grown in the

western country, and become a prolilaljle staple ai

one hundred dollars a ton; and we cm prove by

facti, that it was piepareil in New England, during

tlif last war, equal to the best Russian hemp. I'he

system, as now practised, is radically wrong A
hit;h tariff, however, will not change it—during the

War, hemp sold for jSSO a ton; since, the price has

averaged over $'200^ it is n w {,275 in Boston.

Where do we see hemp prepared in the Russian

manner? It should be considered, that all improve
niPiits in agriculture are of "slow powth." The
only method to bring hemp to such perfection as to

be consumed by our marine, is for the state legisla-

tures to ofler large bounties lor hemp that shall

equal Russian, and io encourage the erection of

Iti.ichinery for dressin; it, b\ loans to the farmers

for that express pur|0 e;—and even then the in-

crease will be so gradual, that it will lake pr ba-

bly twenty years to firnish the dem .nd for our na

Tigation.

if the supply coulc keep pace with the increas-

ed consumption for ten years, it would be doiii;;

well. Ill lSi6. ther! was exported only from St.

Pi tershurgli, 2"J73 tons of hemp to the United
St.ites, and 463^ lots in 18-27. 'I'he cordage aianu-

faelurers, if the 'pnsent bill passes into a law, and
they are not allowel a drawback, will be fairlj run
d':wn by the tarijf ship, as those of iliick were
in iS24. Flax nay be supposed, with trihing

variations, to stand on the same bottom with

iiemp.

The proposed increase of the tariff on ardent spi

)i(s, sweetened as it is with niolusscs, aa a proteciion

to the agriculturists of the nation, is loo disgust-

ing to dilate upon. If cur countrymen will take

poison, it is quite immaterial whether it is hellebore

or arsenic. It is believed however, that the present

hii^h duty on West India rum, has done more to oc-

casion the loss of the British colonial trade than any

mismanagement in negoiiatioii. \s the planters

had nothing but rum to pay lor such of our agncul

lural products as they wanted, they have not been

very strenuous to induce the government to open
their ports.

Internal improvements are said to be pressed into

he service ot ilie -Jlmericaii System." If that is

the case, does not one ol its leatuies resemble a

iteam boat with hut wheels moving in contrary direc

lions.' We hnd that the legislatures of the several

slates and individuals are most ardently and lauda

bly engaged in cutting canals and conslruciing rail

icuys lor the express purpose ol enabling the (armer

IO transport his produce to marke' at a veiy cheap

rate. 1 he advocates of the -'protecting systent,' by

iii^h tariffs on hemp, iron and duck, am taking the

most etieetual nieiiiod ihat can be devised thai he

should transport it coastwise and tu loreign markets

.it a very dear rale, t'oi it is as certain as that the

tide will liow , as the materials fur ship building

.idvance in price, the iVeights of our imiiiense

coasting navigation as well as that carrying our

I

ruducts to loreign ports will advance in pioper-

Iloll.

Having denied that Congress possess the power

(lie^ have assumed, and on which the "protecting

-yslem" is based, it is incumbent on me to produce

authority other than my own opinion, which cer

tainiy ought not to weigh a leather against a con

irary doctrine, embraced by very aole opponents

llappily I have it in my power to off( r such as, I

Uust, will be considered paramount to Ihat ol those

eminent characters ever so learned and well skilled

m the science of consti-uctioa.

Il rt.is my good lortune, sir, to be on the stage

when the federal constitution was formed, and, dur
iiig the debates of a convention of delegates, chosen
liy the people of my little native state of Connecti-
cut, to deliberate upon the question of lis ratifies

iion; I attended in the galleries every momeiK ol

;heir sessions. I was young, ardent, and "my little

all depended upon the issue; and, as you may well

-oppose, not a hsp escaped me. I there heard
lyilliam Samuel Johnson, Roger Sherman and Oli

ver KUsworth* who had assisted to Irame that com
pact, explain and delend its provisions, answer ob-

jections and allay the prejudices of strong, pure
i.iinded men, with such eloquence, calmness and
energy that ,made an indelible impression on my
mind. At that period, the people wore jealous of

privileged orders; and a promnient objeeiion was.

that Congress might appropriate the pulilic lands

with olhi 1 wealth ol the na'ion, and •jrani inunnnitivs

to some laige and favorite slates or class ol citizens,

i hey were answered, "that as by express provision,

no moneij could be drawnfrom the people by taxes but

in the ratio of represeutatiuu," Vit inleience was icie-

sislible thai it must tlow back thruush the same
channel. That considering the proviso that "all

duties, iniposls, and excises should he uniform" il

w .old bt ail absurdity to suppose that grants oj land,

motley, or any immunities whatever should not be
equdly so. That the constitution conferred no
powers on congress to make an}' other disposition of

the surplus wealth of the nalion, than to hold it in

trust lor the people, and that the legislatures of the

•Mr. Ellsworth's name does not appear affixed to the
consiituiion as published, bul he was a member of the
convention and a powerfully active one.

states were the only con-ttilvtional almoncis of the

people's money.
I do not pretend to have repeated (he lansiuage

used by those highly talented men, but I declare

what I have slated to be the purport, that seems as

vivid to ray recollection as if it was but yesterday.

It may be said thai it is dilDcult to remember senti-

ments expressed forty years ajco 1 appeal to any

man who has been upon the stage of life for that

period, whether he cannot recollect Ihe substance of

remarks that ocrurred at that distance of time on

particular and interesting subjects, with as much or

more accuracy, than such as he may have heard

within one year

I assure you, sir, that I never shed a drop of i ik

n support of party polities or with electioneering

•iews in my life, and never will. As 1 have ani-

madverted ufion the "Jimcrican System" which ap-

pears, from what cause I cannot ilivine, to be in

some way connected with the Presidential question,

I deem it an imperative duty to declare, that I have

not in the most remote degree had reference (o that

question, and thai I entertain the highest opinion of

the preeminent talents and inlciirity of the [ircsent

Incumbent, and a firm conviction that those associ-

ated with him in ihe administration are actuated by

motives ol the purest patriotism

I have done, sir—if you are relieved of the diffi-

culty under which you laboured, I am most richly

rewarded. Be it other.vise. I feel assured of com-
pensation b> your smiles. Fur the notion is strong-

ly impressed on my mind, that '-man is irresistibly

imprlled to laugh rather than weep at the vauily of

his fellows." Be it as il m.iy, you may rest assur-

ed of my cordial good will im! esteem

SAiMLEL VVYLLYS POMEROV.

Readings on the 1th volume of the American Farmer.

M.ViE AS A MANURE.
(See vol. 7, American Farmer, p. 9, &c.J

On the 12th of April, 1827, I put about a pint of
lime in each of three hills, and in each hill planted
three grains of corn. This corn came up in go id

time and finely coloured. It was fiequently struck
by frost and hard freezing weather, but recovered,
grew luxuriantly and produced Iw o fine cars to each
slock. It was planted among potatoes which were
limed.

For several years, I have planted all my potatoes
with lime. The manner ol doing il is, ti run a fur-
row wi.'h a plough, drop ray sels ten and twelve
inches apart, and drop half a pint of lime on i-acli

set. The crop is improved one third or an hnlf
The effects of lime arc more immediately observ-

ed on sand Ihan on clay or loam. It is said in Eii"--

land, marie produces no beneficial effect on clay-
hence the old adase:

He who marles sand,
- Buys land;

He ivho marles clay,

Throws all a.vay.

This should be received with great caution.
Marie aniehorates cliy Lime put on clay will
render the draii.^ht an horse lighter. Thus "a stiff
unyieMing clay, which requires three horses to'

break up, can be brok'-n up vvllh two horses with
ease, if well limed.

I'he general rule in Pennsylv mia is, to put forty
bushels to the acre, and in three years renew (he
application. This will last twelve or fourteen years
(Jo our cold, white oik, slaty lands of Ihi* cmnty
lime has the mu-t salutary effect. I believe i( dou-
bles the crop. It does not act so (lowerliiHv on
limestone and limestunegravel, bul yet its effects
are very important.

Lime can be bought in this neighbourhood for
ten cents per bushel at the kiln. Suppose Uvo ,n,-n
with a lour horse team, can haul and spread two
loads a day, of forty bushels each.
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80 bu>hels lime, at 10 cents.

Hauling,
Spreading, . . . . 50

Tolal, S.11 50

'Which is §5 75 per acre. Can there be a more
foonomical mode of enriching land? Last summer
I hail a kiln burnt of 1000 bushels, which cost but

fi>e cents a bushel, including every iota of e.xpen

diliire. Lime, as a manure, may be multiplied

^vilhuut bounds. Barn-yard manure mu*t always
be limited in quantity, and though a judicious sys-

tem of management will greatly increase the quan-
lily, yet 1 know of no farmer who is able to dung
all the land he puts in crop. If to make one acre
yield the number of bushels which two now yield,

be a matter of national importance, as well as indi-

vidual benefit, the judicious use of lime cannot be
too strongly urged.

About Iburleen years ?go, one of my neighbours
burnt a time luap in his meadow. After the lime

was removed, the spot produced nothing for two
years. Every year since then the grass has lodged
on that spot.

PLOUGHING.
Eiirls Stimson and Lorain disapprove of deep

ploughing. The ideas of the former appear to be

grounded on the beneficial etTecls of shallow plough-

ing on his own particular farm. It is a practical

result of a solitary experiment.

Lorain argues that deep ploughing places the

rich surface mould beloiv the reach of the roofs of

the vegetable, and should never be resorted to ex
eept when the surface of the soil has been e.xhaust-

ed by a bad system of tillage, and the subsoil is

rich and deep, and will supply the deficiencies in

vegitiible pabulum, causeil by frequent ploughing
arid severe ciopping.

—

(See^m. F v.l.,p 49.50.)
The adviicates of Jeep ploughing (and Tull led

the way,) assert, that at every ploughing, a great

f( iinenlhtion takes place, and an exhalation of

many Ions to the acre, and that the quantity of gas
exh.lc d is in a ratio with the depth the earth is

n)OVed. 'I'hat the ground being moved to a great

d( plh, the roots of the plants have greater latitude

to extend themselves, and consequenlly the facili

ties of collecting their food mulliplied. That the

moisture does not evaporate as rapidly from deep
as from shallow moved earth, consequently the

plants are less affected by dry seasons.
'1 here Is an appearance of liuth in each hypo-

thesis, but "vvho shall di cide when doctors dis-

agree." It is probable the practice of each is ad-
visable, under certain circumstances. I cannot,
however, reconcile the theory of Lorain with the

practice of the Chinrse. They never suffer their

lands lo rest; they plough deep and spade diep;

but then they manure for every crop. But froni

whence conies the matter, the material which en-

ables them 10 return as much from the soil as they
take from it? We answer, by the strictest care ol

the barn-yard manure, by a judicious use of lime,

ashes, and above all, the preservation of that most
pouerlul of all manures, night-soil, without which
l;isl, China wouM not support, by a number of njil

lions, as many souls as now find plenty and happi
ness ur.iii-r th auspices of a wise and benignant gov
ei nnieni; but uur vulgar, barbarian prejudices, cause
us lo look upon it as a nuisance In Pekin, INaiikin,

Sic ,il is mixelwiihlime fashioned into cakes and ex-
posed on the slia-ubles for sale to the counliy pei pie.

I have often thought that the relation of what
one has done in the pursuit of one's pnilession, is

worth a volume of theory. To relate actual expe
riments, I conceive to be the best way of convey
ing inl'iirmaiion lo il,>- great mass of readers.

In llie lall ot I8-.J-1 I fenced in a!)nul an acreof linri

lor a gardi ii,aHei cuiting the timber olf it. It was
manured and well broken up. In the spring it was

harrowed, cross-harrowed, and sown with some gar-
ilen seeds. The crop was poor, as might be ex-
pected from such rough preparation. 1 had often
heard of trenching a garden, and knew that Mr
.MeJMihon, late of Philadelphia, seedsman, had
trenched his garden two feet deep. When I saw it

some fifteen years ago, it was astonishingly produc-
tive. William Cobbelt, in his excellent' book on
gardening, recommends the practice strongly. 1

determined lo make the trial, and if the success
justified the expense, to trench my whole garden.

In the fall o( 18-25, the garden was manured hea
vily with a vegetable substance, taken from a cran-
berry swamp, (iMr. Eustis' Ash Pocosin.) mixed with
lime, ashes and barn-yard manure. A bed of four

square rods was marked out, and two men, each
wilh a grubbing hoe and shovel, began to dig a

trench 2 feet wide and i feet deep. When this was
dug, they began another trenrh of the same width,
the earth of which was thrown into the first dug
trench, the top soil, lime, ashes, and all into the but

torn, and the bottom soil on Ihe top. 'Ibis work
was continued till Ihe bed was trenched, and it was
a matter of great labour.

Dung was hauled on the fop, spaded in, and in

the spring, parsnips were sown in drills, and radishes
between the parsnips. The radishes vegetated
weakly; the greater part died by reason of liost or

other causes. The few that survived were very

small and ligneous, and totally unfit to eat. Very
few of the parsnips came up, and supposing the

frost had destroyed them in Ihe seed-leaf. I re sowed
them. About the middle of June, found the prospect

of a crop desperate, and having some beet plants,

set them out in the vacant spares. These flourished

well, some of them attaining the weight of four or
five pounds. 'I'he parsnips were good for nothing.

In Ihe spring of 1827, this bed was again manured,
dug well with Ihe spade, and soivn in parsnips. They
were well worked during summer and harvested

the middle of November; a poor crop, bad straggling

roots. A carrot, the seed of which had no doubt
been deposited by accident, came up in the bed and
was dressed with the parsnips. It attained an unu-
sually large size and was very finely formed.

A bed dug deep with the grubbing hoe, for it was
loo Bard and stony for the spade, and sown the day
the parsnips were sown, produced a large crop and
finely formed.

A vinter of Ihe neighbourhood, who trenched his

vineyard as I did my parsnip bed, sowed carrot seed
on the fresh earth, which was a slate gravel, and
the crop was large and very fine.

It appears from this, Ihaf beefs and carrots thrive

well on land which has been deeply moved, though
the subsoil contains but little vegetable matter, while

parsnips and radishes, decline and die. It is a fair

inference that deep ploughing is beneficial lo some
vegetables and injurious to others; that Ihe surface

of the earth must be made to contain the nutriment

of plants before the seed is deposited, or the plant

will not arrive at its greatest excellence; that plants

absorb a portion ol their food by the agency ol

Ihe foliage; and that Ihe radii-ula is a co-agent in

Ihe work; that the larger the leaves, the greater is

the absorption from Ihe atmosphere, and the less

will il exhaust the soil. Hence beets and cabbage
are not as great exhausters as oats.

Tobacco, however, is said lo be a great exhaust

er and no doubt is so. But tobacco returns nothing
lo ihe soil; nine-tenths of Ihe pl.int is shipped lo

other countries But if cabbage or beets are fed to

cows on the land, as much fertilizing matter is de-

posited as will compensate lor exhaustion by tlieir

culture, and I believe much more, because the nu-

Irilious gas attracted by the plant from the atmos-

phere is concentrated there, and will serve in repro-

iluction. if not suffered lo estape

In August last I placed some manure from the

hog pen round some beets. Their lops soon exhi-

liiteii the effects of Ihe applicalion. Iloiiiislurii' be-
vond expectation. What the result v\ould have
been, I was prevented from observing, by reason of
one of Ihe domestics seeing Ihe tops remarkably
luxuriant, pulled them for the cows. From the
moment of this operation the plant ceased to thrive.

Bedford county. Pa. T. B. M.

SHORT HORNED CATTLE.
Ilurlsville, Buck's county. Pa. )

J. S. SKra>fER, Esq. Fib. JS, 1828. J

Sir,— In Ihe American Farmer of the 15th inst.

I observe some inquiries relalive lo short horn cat-
lie. I now state in reference to those inquiries that
I have a yearling improved short horn bull, and also
a bull calf, which I am willing to sell. The former
was a year old on th>- 6th of November last, and
now weighs about 1050 lbs. being in tolerable order
only; his dam Flora; (an imported cow, who took
Ihe first premium at the cattle show of Ihe Philadel-

['hia Agricultural Society, held near Philadelphia
in 182-2,) his sire BIythe, out of Shepherdess, by
Champion, and look the first premium of Ihe Penn-
sylvania Society in 1826. He will be delivered in

Philadelphia for §200. His colour is white.

The latter was calved in August last, dam Rose,
(oul of Cora, an imported cow, by Bishop,) his sire

BIylhe. Both Cora and Rose have taken premiums,
in competition wilh Ihe finest cattle in this country.
Phis calf's colour is roan, and will be delivered in

Philadelphia at $100.
Any further information may be obtained by writ-

ing to me.
Very respectfully yours,

JAMES COX.

EXTBACT TO THE EdITOR.

Calvert county, }
S. S. Skikner, Esq. Feljruary 24th, IS-iS. I

Dear Sir.— I commenced house-keeping on the
]sl ol January, 1810. since which time I have gene-
rally been at home, except the two last winters—my
family have always resided on my patrimonial estate
since I commenced farmer. We have had sprouts
and turnip-tops for weeks past, and Ihe latter are now
seeding or going lo seed, lo use a common expres-
sion— I could endeavour to account for this on astro-

nomical principles perhaps, but I will leave the sub-
ject lo others more versed in such matters; suffice

it to say that such is the fact. I covered my cab-
bage stalks with corn stalks, after burying the
heads, as we are in the habit of doing, and my tur-

nips left in the patch after putting away the larger
ones for winter's use, with pine brush- You can
make what farming use you please of this, so that

you keep my name out of public view—yet, if ne-

cessary, I will give you a certificate substantiating

Ihe above statement.

Your friend. Sic. J. J. B.

HOKTICVIiTURE.

AMERICAN WINE.
J. S. Skijojer, Esq. Columbia, S C. Jan. 18, 18-:8.

Dear Sir,— I have been Tor a long time but a
sorry correspondent of youis, or rather no corres-

pondent at all. It is not, I assure you from a dimi-

nution of my great regard for you and your most
useful labours; but from causes which I could not

perhaps account fur satisfaclarily To maki^ some
little amend, however, this islo inform you, that I

have just put in a box, directed to Mr. George Filz-

hugh, Jr three bottles of my ivine, made last Au-
gust. Two of them are of the Madeira grape, (so

called here,) Ihe other of a native grape commonly
called here the small suuimef grape. Finding it

very good aud deserving a oamei I called it "Arena."'
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This vine grows abundantly in our suiul lulls. The

Arena n-quires at least one year belore it cm bi-

projierly judt;ed of, .is before this, it has a wild uii

ple.tsant taste, which clianges so much as to become

(thi)UKh an uncommon) a very pleasant, strong

boilied, highly fl.,voured ivine. I beg therefore you

will husband it so as to keep some till it has attained

the ai;e of at least one year You may easily do

this by filling a smaller bottle, after it has settled so

as to be perfectly clear, cork it well, and keep it on

its side in a cellar, till you think proper to pass sen-

tence upon it. The other which I call 'Palmyra,"

from the name of my placp, is now fit to drink

though it does improve also by age. I believe the

Arena will be found the best grape for wine among
the natives. It also miprovcs much by cultivation,

in point of siz. . juiceness and other valuable quali

ties It is only a snull grape; but the vme bears

abundantly, never rots ind never fails, that 1 have

ever noticed The native grapes are, however,

much more diflicult of cultivation than the old cul-

tivated ones Cultivation, however, corrects some-

what of its uncivilized qualities. The greatest diffi

culty is in propagalmg it by cuttiiigs, which will so

seldom take root, that not more than three or four

will grow out of perhaps fifty; but cultivation im-

proves considerably this unsocial temper.

I see Mr. Prince has a dispute on his hands rela-

tive to the birth place of his favourite the Is.ibella

grape, and seems determined to prove it a native of

this stale All the inquiries and researches that I

have made on this subject have proved fruitless, and
it is cert:iinly not known as a native in Dorchester,

allhoush it is very common all over ihis country;

but no one seems to know where it came from. It

certainly bears strong marks of some of our natives,

particularly that called the Fox grtipe. Cultivation

has, no doubt, rendered some of them less sensible.

It IS, in common with the Fox grape downy under
the leaves; but in all the native ones I have noticed

the down is of a russet colour, and in the Isabella

it is white. This may not he a character sufficient

to condemn it; for thoimh I have not noticed a white

down on the wild ones there may be many that have

it, and join to this its taste, which has strongly that

of the Fox grape. 1 hope Mr. George Gibber will

solve the ditfi ulty

I am, with great respect, dear sir.

Your obedient servant,

N. HERBEMONT.

Extract to the Editor.

West Chester, Pa. Feb. 21, 18-2S

As I have to acknowledge that a portion of your
complaint, about the negligence of your eorrespon

dents to furnish reports of the results of experi

menfs with seeds formerly sent, applies to myself,

I will avail myself of this occasion to furnish a brief

account of the fate of those few seeds heretofore

forwarded to me. Three or four years ago, I re

ceived from you some seeds nf the "Guinea grass."

which were carefully planted, but not (me of them
vegetated. So there was an end of them. About
the same time, you favoured me with some "labbit

lerries," from the Missouri country—of which a

frien.l of mine, who has much skill and experience
in gardening, succeeded in making three or four

grow. The young trees are doing well; and I hope,
in 1 few years, to see some of them in fruit. The
botani'-al name of the rabbit berry tree, or shrub,
is Shepherdia argen<ea, of Nuttall; or Hippophue, of

Pursh- Being a dioicous plant, it remiins to be

seen whether any of our young trees will prove to

be fertile. The next of ynur retnitt.inces, to be no-
ticed, is the "Egyptian iiiillet,"or Holcits spicatiu,

of VVilldenow. The seeds of (his grew very well,

but the frosts of autumn ciu;;lil the pl.nts whilst

in full bloom. Our SH;,-ons me entirely too short
for the culture of this vegetable. The only addi-

tional parcel, which I recollect to have receiml
from you, was a few seeds ..f a grass sent from
Missouri, (See Am Farmer, vol. 8, ;)((g-c '244 ) I re-

cognized the seeds to be those of the Tripsacum
dacUjluiiies, of the botanists, commonly called He
same grass. I planted them carefully, but they did

not grow. I have since observed the grass in two
old botanic gardenc lu this county. It is a plant of

coarse, luxuriant growth; and I believe, might be
propagated without much dilficulty But I doubt
whether It would be found so valuable as your cor

respondent, Mr. Hardeman, seems to suppose. It

certainly, in my judgment, would nut be well adapt
ed to our system of fariuing, in this neighbourhood

I am, ruost respectfully.

Your most obedient,

J. S. Skinner, Esu. W. D.

XNTfiRXVAIi IXtUPKOVZilMLEZaX.

SUSQUEHANNA RAIL-ROAD.
The following memorial was presented to the le

gi^lature of Pi'niisylvania, by a deputation of gentle
men from Baltimore:

—

To tite honourable the General ..Issemblij of the Common-
icealth of Pennsytvania

The undi-rsigned, commissioners from the state of

Maryland, respectfully represent: That the act ol

the state of Maryland, passed at the present session

of the legislature, incorporating the Baltimore and
Susquehanna Rail road Company, contemplates a

rail-road Irom Baltimore to a point or points on the

river Susquehanna, without designating the particu-

lar point of intersection on that river

On behalf of the state of M.ryland we submit this

law to the consideration of the state of Pennsylva-
nia, in full confidence, that it will be disposed of as

its importance deserves.

The spirit of internal improvement, which it now
abroad in the United Slates, call for the exercise of

liberality and comity between the states composin
this great republican family. The ideal lines which
separate the several states should not, lor a moment
involve any division of interests. We are but one
nation, in fact and in principle; and the closer the

ties aie drawn, which bind us together, the more
firm and lasting will be our political institutions.

The relative position of Pennsylvania and Mary
land has long ago demonstrateil the intimate con
nexion of their interests and the identity of their

policy; and hence your honourable body will find

the statute books of both states, marked by numer
ous acts of CO ordinate legislation, authorising and
encouraging public improvements, called for by the

progressive advancement of the country and the

more (requent and extended intercourse between
the citizens of the two states. No local interests or

sectional considerations have ever yet interrupted

the harmony and liberality of the people or the legis-

lature of the two states.

The extensive territory and unbounded resources

of the state of Pennsylvania have enabled her to un
dertakc the execution of great and splendid public

works. The operations of Maryland have necessa

rily been more limited; but still she lias not failed

to imitate the laudable and liberal example of the

former. Her citizens have expended large sums
of money, and now hold an unproductive stock,

amounting to many thousand doll.irs, within tin-

limits ol P.'nnsylvnnia. She has promptly uniti-d.

and expended dollar for dollar, in improving the na-

vigation of the Susquehanna, so as to facilitate, if

not create a commerce of great and increasing iiii

portance to the vast country watered by th.it gre.it

river, and its tributary streams; and when the trade,

thus alti acted to tide, bi'Came an object of interest

and attention to the great emporium of Pennsylva
nia, the state of Maryland promptly co operated in

the construction of the canal, which is to unite the

Delaware with the Chesapeake bay, and subscribed

«i50,000. toward the execution of that great work;
evincing thus, in all her public acts that she is not

tardy, to meet her great sister state, in the true sp.-

rit of comity and liherality.

It is not for us to offer any observations upon the

wisdom, justice or patriotism of a course of policy,

thus binding together the two states, already united

by a community of interest, and a vicinity of posi-

tion. We do however respectfully suggest, that in

the enterprize now submitted to the legislature of

Pennsylvania, the interest and trade of a vast por-

tion of that state hath a deep stake, and will be pro-

portionably benefitted by shortening the distance

and reducing the expense, time and labour of trans-

portation. Considerations such as these have ever

received the attention, encouragement and support

of the enlightened body to whom they are now sub-

milled.

We trust, that we do not deviate from the strict-

est propriety in adverting to the numerous memo-
rials and remonstrances against the incorporation of

this company, which have been presented to your
honourable body. The grounds and arguments con-

tained in those remonstrances, it does pot belong to

us to discuss. All that is desired or intended to be

etTected by the enterprise noiv submitted to your
wisdom, is an open, fair and honourable competi-

tion for the trade of th.it immense country, which
finds its outlet by the valley of the Susquehanna; to

improve, facilitate, and cheapen the communication
to B.iltimore, now the great mart for the produce of

the Susquehanna, and thereby advance the interest

of our own city and state, whilst at the same time

we encourage the industry and increase the wealth

of our neighbours. All of which is respectfully sub-

mitted.

GEO WINCHESTER.
K W. EVANS.
W. FRICK.

Harrisburgh, Feb. 25. 1828.

IiAOXES' DSfARTIMlXSXffX.

(From Hints for Improvement of Early Education and
Nursery Discipline.)

RELIGIOUS HABITS.
Besides the religious instruction of children, we

have also lo attend to the formation of religious ha-

bits. If these be well established in early life, even
though the heart be not always engaged in them as

it ought to be, yet something is gained. Such ha-

bits frequently become the channels through which
spiritual good is conveyed— besides, whenever the
vital principle of religion begins to operate, they
render the path of duty less dilficult.

Amongst the most important religious habits, may
be ranked the daily exercises of devotion; a fixed

time and plan for reading the scriptures; a regular
attendance, and serious behaviour, at a place of
Worship; and a practical regard to the Sabbath.

Devotional Exercises.— In bringing up chil-

dren lo regular and stated devotional exercises, it

rtill also be necessary to instruct them in the true
nature of prayer; and this may best be done by ex-
amples. We may remind them, that the woman of
Canaan prayed, when, tliough often rej.:cleil, she
still called upon her Saviour, "Lord help me;"—that
the disciples prayed, when, in the midst of the.

iimfiesl, they cried, "Lord save us, we peiish;"

(Malt, viii )—that the publican prayed, when he
smote upon his breast, saying, "God be merciful to

me a sinner;"—that the blind man prayed, when,
uotuitlislanding many discouragements, he still re-

pealed, " I'hou son it' David, have mercy upon
me;"—and that these are all instances of that fer-

vent and humble prayer of the heart, which "avail-

elh much."
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Childrpn ii);iy b. :i^k(d. il \hey were hutiKrv or

atbirst, distressed or in danger, in what manner
thi-> would call upon their earthly parents for relief

and deliverance? and reminded, that it is with the
like e^irnestness they should beseech their heavenly
Father to pardon their sins, to strenijthen their

weakness, "to deliver them from evil," and to grant
them "his favour, which is better than life." Their
attention should be directed to the powerful and
fender affeciions of their earthly parents towards
them, that, from this consideration, they may be
the better able to comprehend the love of God, as
being infinitely greater, more tender and unchange-
able. They may be taught, that as God heareth
the ravens cry, and satiafieth the wants of every
living thing, much more fs he ever attentive to the
feeblest desire, or the least sigh raised in the hearts
of his children towards him: that ii is the prayer of
the heart alone, which is acceptable in his sight, al-
thdugh a form of sound words is valuable, as an as
sistance in raising the affections and confining the
wandering thoughts.

But children are too often suffered to repeat their
prayers with as little reflection, and almost as little

reverence, as they manifest in the common engage-
ments of the day. We should endeavour to brmg
them into a serious and trHnqnil state of mind, be"
fore they kneel down. They may lh<n be remind-
ed of their faults with good effect; and thus gra
dually accustomed to unite self f.xamination with
the duties of devotion; ex;-mination, not only uf
their outward conduct, but of Iheii niotivrs; a habit
essential to real religious advancement

!

The morning and evening affuid the best opp./r
tunities for devotional exercises; and it should be
our earnest desire to accustom our children lo be
gin and close the day with Hmi in whom they "live,
and move, and have their being;" to accustom them
"to see\ijirsl the kingdom of God;" to make it their
first business, on waking, to give thanks for the
mercies which are "new every morning," and to
seek for daily strength, support, and protection:
that thus, when they arise, "they may siill be with
lira;" that he may

"Guard their 6rst springs of thought and will,
And with himself their spirits till."

In the evening, when they have prayed for par-
don and peace, let us endeavour to infuse the spirit
of that beautiful expiession in the Psalms, "I will
both lay me down in peace and sleep, for it is thou,
Lord, only, makest me to dwell in safety." At no
time IS the influence of a mother more valuable
than when her children are retiring to rest. It is
th^n, that having ceased from the business and the
pleasures of the day, their minds are quieted, their
feelings more tender, and more fitted (or the recep-
tion of religious impressions. Happy is it. if the spi-
rit ol her own hcai t he such as to enable her to njake
full use ol these f.ivoured moments; to make use of
them as valuable opportunities for withdrawing the
hearts ol her children "Horn things which are tem
poral," and ol fi.xing deeper and more lively impres-
sions of hose "Hhich are eternal." In the absence
of a mother, on these occasions, it is the duty of an
assistant, as far as possible, to supply her mIkcc.
VV hen a child has repeated his evening prayers, she
should not allow him lo return to trifling conversa-
tion or common pursuits, but take him quietly to
bed, and she will find it beneficial and gra?iiyin^ to
him, then, to read a p.salm or hymn, as the last
thing beloie she leaves him.
The prayers of her children should be simpleand suitable to their understandings and state of

min.l; we must not, however, expect that they willalways enter into them with the feeling we may
OPMre. Vet, as we are to persevere, through all
dis-ouragement.s ,n the performance of this sacred
duty ourselves, must we not also train up our chil-

Itn ""/T"""'"""'''"" ">'->•• Kf*-"' inliro,i.ies,in
Simple obedience to the express commands of God:

[March 7, 1326.

in humble reliance on bis blessed promises; and
with full confidence in him who is not an "high
priest, that cannot be touched with the feeling^ot
our infirmities, but who ever livelh to make inter-
cession for us? ' and might we not hope, that the
prayers of our children would be less defective,
were the spirits of those about them more serious
and more devotional?
A love for the sublime and beautiful works of na-

ture should be early cultivated, not merely as afford-
ing a source of pure enjoyment, but as a taste,
which, if properly directed, may promote a devo-
tional spirit, and elevate the mind, by raising the
views through "things which are seen," to Him who
is invisible.

"Happy, who walks with him! whom what he finds,
Of flavour, or of scent, in fruit or flower;
Or what he views of beautiful or grand
In nature, from the broad majestic oak
To the green blade, that twinkles in the sun;
Prompts with remembrance of a present tjod!
His presence, nho made all so fair, perceived.
Makes all still fairer."

Gkace before meat.—Children should be taught
to receive ti.eir daily brchd as from the hand of
God, and that excellent custom of grace before and
after meat, ought, surely, to be kept up in the nur
seiy, as an open acknowledgment of gratitude to
Ihe Giver of all good.

Daily study of the Scriptures.- It will be ol
advautage, il Uie dally portion ol scriptural instruc-
tion can be given to chiiilreii as the first employ-
mem after th. ir morning prayer.s; and it is much lo
be desired, that parents should retain this part ol
education in iheirown hands; lor the situation of a
parent gives advantages for the perlorniaiice of this
duty, which are rarely possessed, in an equal de-
gree, by a tutor or governess. Perhaps the earliest
scriptural lessons, are best given in cunversaiion,
assisted by prints By this simple method, even
\ery young children, before they can read, are ca-
pable of understanding, and ol profiling by many
parts of sacred history. A reference lo VVallis
map of Canaan, with little figures, and when chil-
dren are old enough, to Border's Oriental Customs,
or Calmet's Dictionary, will add to the interest of
the historical parts of the Bible, and will conirihiite
to render the Scripture lesson amusing as well as
instructive.

(
To be concluded in our ruxl.)

sroAVXxta oxizo.

FLAG OF TRUCE
-Mr. Skinner, Red House, JV. C, Feb. 24, 1828.

Y u have requested that the pedieree of "Flag
of I ruce" should be given to the public through
th- medium of your paper. The following account
IS from an old man who formerly resided in Virgi
nia, and is much conversant in the pedigree of
horses, and I make no doubt may be relied on as
"orrect."

"Flag of Truce was raised by Colonel Portres.i,
Prince George county, Va.; was got by Goldt^nder,
his dan, liy ihe imported horse Crawford, grandam
by Aristotle. GoldCnder by old Fearnought out oi
Kitty Fisher."

Extract of a letter from a s:e>itkman—dated Galla-
tin, Ten.. January 5. 18-.'8

The spirit of patronizing tlie blood horse is felt
by many gentlemen m this country Napole(m Hill
stand here, and will cover at fiO in the season, J25

out. Sto.kholder is here as yet; whether he will
leaie the neighbournood or not. I am not able to
say hir Richard (full brother to Monsieur Tonson,)
will stand at Nashville; SO and g3o will be his terms
bir William »vi|l stand at the same; I think his pros-
pects are good for a great season. He has more
weight and strength than Richard or {stockholder-
his blood and performances entitle him to a stand-
ing equal to any .stallion in the ivestern country or
perhaps any other. The old mare, the dam of
Monsieur Tonson,' looks hke a stallion, and Is in
foal to Stockholder. I am offered $500 for the colt
It dropped ahve. Her colts are all good, and her
youngest, by Pacolet, cannot be bought for ^2500
He IS two years old this spring; very promising; a
good bay, with a most beautiful front; of fine size,
with the best set of feet and legs I have ever seen
possessed by any colt o( his age. He is Monsieur
1 onsen's youngest brother."

VIRGINIAN.
Mr Skiknkr, Person co. ^Y. C., Feb 15, 1828.

I am desirous to see recorded in .so permanent
and extensively ci-culated a wrk as the American
farmer, for general information and future refer-
ence, an account of the celebrated horse Virginian
Virginian was allowed on all h^inds to have been
one ol the finest horses ever raised in Virginia My
own opinion is, after critically examining bim at
various times, ihal taking into consideration his
great size, he was the very finest horse 1 ever be-
held. Jt IS true 'hal 1 have seen small horses of
equal beauty, symmetry and proportion, but he
combined Ihese requisite qualities with vast size,
powei and muscle. This horse is now no mure, and
as he left an extensive progeny ^for Ihe time he co-
vered,) ol superior form and powers, consisting of
colts, fillies young studs, rarers and covering stal-
lions, which are dispersed throughout our country.
It is conceived that all breeders and sportsmen will
take an interest in the lollowing account of this
celebrated horse This horse, while living, had his
enemies, and they endeavoured to undervahi,. |i,m
by representing bis blooil not to have been ol ihe
best; but I hope uiconlestibly to prove Ih t there
was no better bred horse in our C(.u..tiy; for he
evidence that will be adduced, will .show thai he
was descended from a race ol ancestors remarkable
lor their pure blood and high form Afler he had
arrived lo Ihe full perlectior, of his forn,, and his
progeny began to appe.r, all his enemies disappear-
ed; and there needs no better evidence of the esli-
matior. in whieh he was held as a horse of uncom-
mon properties than to mention the fact that Wil-
li mi R Johnson, Esq (who has seldooi, in his life,
had any thing to do with covering stallions.) pur-
chased a half interest in bun a few months before
be died, at a high price.

The greater part of the following account is ex-
tracted from the first advertisement of this horse,
a. given to the public by his owner,J J. Harrison.
E q. I'heie is <n enihusiasm .lisplayed in this ac-
count which this liberal minded breeder and sporls-
man has always felt towards the blooded horse; but
111 this case it certainly was an enthusiasm justly
felt, and extended towards a noble and appropriate
object.

An Advocate for the Blood Horse.

The noted horse of Horses ! .'—The celebrated
and unrivalled rare horse Virginian:

"'Ihe masterpiece of nature herself!!
In the formation of this noble animal, she has

(after several thousand unsuccessful attempts,) at
last arrived at perfection."

PEDIGKEE.

Virginian was foaled in the spring of 1815, was a
beautiful bay, and when full grown was upwards of
5 leet 4 inches high- He was gol by the celebrat-
ed horse Sir Aichey, his dam Meretrix by Magog,
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gr.'»tidam iNuree'sa by the imported hor^e Mink,
great granilam Roseita by the imported horse Cen-

tinel. great great graiidani Diana by Claudius great,

great, great grandam Sally Painter by Sterling,

great, great, great, great grandam the imported

mare called Silier, imported by William Evans, of

Surry county, Va. and got by the Bellsize Arabian.

Magog was got by Chanticleer, (the best son of

Wildaire,) his dam Camilla by VVildaire, (the best

son of Fearnought, 1 his grandam Minerva, by the

imported horse Obscurity, his great grandam Uiana,

by Claudius as above.

Claudius was got by old Janus, his dam Mr.

Meade's famous mare by the imported horse Aristo-

tle out of an imported mare. Claudius was full bro-

ther to old Celer.

Sterling, a beautiful dapple grey, wcs foaled in

l76-i, was got by the Bellsize Arabian, (which Mr.

J .Simpson offered 1500 guineas for) out of Mr.

Simpson's Snake mare: She was got by Bow's
Sn.^ki", and he by the Lister Turk.

[The following letters are introduced by the wri-

ter (urther to illustrate the pedigree and noble gene-

aloi-y of Virginian.]

Extract of a letter from James J. Harrison.

"Magog, the sire of Virginian's dam, was one of

the finest lonking horses, and hut for his ancles

giviiii; way, one of the best race horses of his day
I mu fully sensible, that it has been the particular

wish "il some gentlemen to have something to say

to Ihe dispaiageinenl of Virginian's blood, but they

dare ni)t meet me on the sulijecl; as to his blood,

take it all in all, is equal or superior to any in Ame-
rica.

"Old Narcessa, the grandam of Virginian, was
said to be the prettiest and the finest looking maie
(except Rosptta, her mother,) that was ever seen. I

gave not in aciuaf specie for her, the first mon^j
I ever made after I left ray father, and made too by

hard labour. Narcessa was by old Sh.irk, and said

to have been the last colt he ever got. Virginian s

stock on the dam's side, is where he derives hi^

beauty from, as they were undoubtedly the prettiest

horses that ever have been seen in this country. No
credit is given Archie on that score; he gels size

and strength from him, not that size w.is manifesllj

wanting on the dam's side, but that Archie is mas-

terh; so that in Virginian, all things are combined.

JuJi/ 20, 1822. J. J HARRISOiN."

Extract of a letter frotn fVm. E. Brudaaxe, of Va.

"Virginian is a fine bred horse; mjsl of bis cross-

es were of ray old stock. Sail) Painter, a remote

cross in his pedigree, was a grey, 4i leel high, sired

bv Sterling; she was small and deluale, owing tn

her bad raising. She had several loals belore I got

her; she bniughl me four or five foals, aV valuable;

after which I sold her, and she was carried to llie

north.

"The only one of her produce which I retained,

was Uiana by Clauiiius; she was a bla( k, 4 (cet 10

inches high, and remarkably stout made, and a veij

fine ra.re She died at 22 years old, having pro

duced me a dozen foals or more She had a iieck

like a stallion, and all her produce wee fine. Tin
only one I retained of them was her first, viz: Mi

nerva by Obscurity, 5 feet 2 inches high, a dark

bay. stout made and a fine mare She brciuebi me
only four or live foals; died young with (lie sleepy

staggers. I only retained from her Camilla l>>

Wildair, a blood I a\ , 5 feet 2 inches high; siie died

at 14 years old. She was nne nl Ihe finest mares

I ever saw, and all her proiluce fine; she was the

dam 01 Magog, Cilizen, Sir William, and several

others In those d.iys but lew horses were 'r.ined

or run, I raised only for size imd beauty. But .,11

that were tr.iined of Ihe above stork run wi II; ihe

fact is, they tnrni d oul nime raiers than any ollni

stock of my knowledge in Vugiuia. Madison and

Alonroe, raised and run liy Bnrwell Wilkes, were
from said stock; and every good racer raised by

James J. Harrison were also t>om said stock; I might
particularly name Virginian, who either lineally or

collaterally partook in his pedigree on the dam's
side, of every cross of the above stuck.

W. E. BRUDNAXE."

PERFORMANCES ON THE TURF.

Spring I8i8, Viiginian being three years old, won
the large sweepstakes at Newmarket, seven sub-

scribers, $500 each entrance, two mile heats, with

exceeding great ease, heating amongst others the

celebrated Contention, &c.
Fall meeting <8l8, he won the sweepstakes at

VVarrenton, N. C, two miles heats, six subscribers,

I'iOO each entrance.

Next week he was started at Drummonsburg, for

the post stake, two mile beats, which he accidentally

lost, having won the first heat in great style, and
was in a fair way of being victor of Ihe field in Ihe

second heat, vvhen, making a very short turn, (the

ground beiiii-; very miry,) his rider fell off him; not-

withstanding the accident, Virginian kept the track

himself, and came in before all the horses.

Same fall he won the .produce sv;eepstakes at

Newmarket, two mile heats, thirteen subscribers,

$200 each entrance, at a single heat, distancing the

field.

Next but one day, at the same place, he won the

proprietor's purse, three mile heats, beating the

celebrated and victorious Sir Hal, with the most

imaginable ease.

The we.»k following, he won the proprietor's

purse at Beifidd, two mile heats. This race was
ivu.i at three heals, owing to his attempt to leave the

ir .ik in the firsi heat, but so soon as he arrived at

ilu- «:>clt>sing Icnce, he suddenly made a stop, turn

nl around and started again, (when quite 20U yards

behind;) he saved bis distance, and clearly proved

that if not for the turning out, he could easily have

won the heat: the next two heats he won with

the greatest ease, beating Young Timoleon and

others.

Sj)ring 1819, four years old. he was trained and
carried to Ncwmaikel. but having received an in-

jury in one of his fore legs, he became lame and

was not started. Next week the lameness having

subsided, he was slarttd at Bioad Rnk, for the

propiietor's purse, two mile heats, which at two

heals he won very easily indeed. The judges and

iie.ily all the spectatnrs. give it as their decided

opinion, that as he iiiuved so sm.pothly along the

course, he could have run this race in a shorter

time than ever had been run by Miy horse in Ame
rica, he having run il in 3 miii. 49 seconds; having

lieen kept b,,ck in all possible reserve, ihe boy

swinging to him, to hold him back

Ne.\t week, Virginian won tlie jockey club purse

al Drnmmnnsburg, four mile heats, beating Mr.

Wj nil's famous maie the Lady of the Lake 'I'nis

race was ran and decided in superior style at one

heal.

Fall 1819, he won ihe jockey cliili purse at W'ar-

rcnlon, three mile heats, beating Mr. W'ynn's Ra-

rity with great ease.

Next week he won the jockey club purse at

Drunimond-burg-, at a single heat, beating the cele

brated horse Carolinian, finisliin.; Ihe race in play-

ful style

Next week he won Ihe jockey club purse at New-
iiiarkel, al two heals, beating Young Timoleon

-vilh all imaginable ease.

Same fali; I ran him at New Hope, N C. for

the ji'ckey cluli purse, four mile heals, and was
bcaien l)y Napoleon, not for want ol either speed

or bottom, but fur want of strpn:-th in the buy who
nde him, arifing from the weakness of one of Ins

I nees, wliicli had been produced by the bite of a

uorse. The pain and weakness in the rider's knee

becarue so great in the second beat, that be was
compelled to disengage his foot from the slirrun,

which prevented him from holding back the bard
moulbed Virginian in such manner as to preseive
his wind.

Spring 1S20, I trained him; he fell lame from a
relapse in his fore legs; however, by the assistance

of rest and the use of epispastics, he so far reco-

vered that he was started for Ihe proprietor's purse

at Belfield,two mile heats. The first heat he won;
he ran restive and lost the race.

Same fall, he was again ran at New Hope for the
jockey club purse, four mile heals; he won the 6rst

heat; in Ihe second he likewise ran restive, and ul-

timately broke down, which caused a complete rup-
ture of the suspensory ligaments in both fore legs

to lake place. Here he finished his racing career;

rarely equalled before him by any horse on the

American turf, and never surpassed, after making
his owner a complete sum of ten thousand dollars.

Although Virginian has left the turf and been
beaten, yet he carried his celebrity along with him
wherever he went. He sustained no disgrace, for

he reigned for several years Ihe triumphant victor

of the turf, without finding a competitor which was
able to put him to Ihe utmost of his speed. He pos-

sessed both speed and bottom; he was a very suc-

cessful racer in all distances; he never yielded to

the pressure of fatigue. So great were bis muscu-
lar powers, that there never was a single race horse

before him possessed of Ihe like SnflSce it to say,

such posterior extremities never were before form-

ed by nature of such exquisite exactness. In a
word, he combined transcendant beauty with match-
less strength. In conclusion, I have just to remark,
that from two letters lately received from gentle-

men of celebrity, that it is the opinion of one, that

one bundled years >viH elfipsc betbrr the equal of
Virginian will be produced; the other says that

Virginian is a hor^e "exactly formed to his liking,

exactly made and filled to his taste." Janus, Shark,
Eclipse, .Mar-ke, Citizen, Arch Duke, Robin red-

Breasl, ;ind Knowsley, all wanted either size, co-

lour or beauty. Virginian is at Ihe climacteric of
his glory, fur he combines ail these inestimable and
desirable qualities, in an eminent degree.

Jau. 27, 18J1. JAS. J. HARRISON.

^jC:£ '^k'^wi'^.

Baltimore, Frid.iy, March 7, 1828

S^Occasion has been taken heretofore to urge

the econmiiy and great advantages of employing

mules, to a greater extent and in a greater variety

of agricultural operations than has been hitherto

done. Il IS well known that in Spain and Pnrliigal,

and in their coloni.-il settlement'., the mule continues

to be used not only as a beast of burden and drudge-

ry, but for Ihe saddle and for light draft, in the

coaches of the grandees and the royal families.

A singular evidence of the estimation in which

they have long been held in a country which boasts

its splendid .-Viidaliisian horses, may be found in the

follo^vlll^ ceiliilt. by Ferdinand of Spain, granting

to t'liristiijihir Columbus, t'ltr extraordinary privilege

of riding a mule, m con.sideratioQ of sickness and

boiiily infiiniity

"Bv the King. Whereas I am informed that you,

the admiral D .ii Clirrs'o;iher Columbus, are indis-

posed in boiiy, bv reasiin of certain infirmities,

whicli you have had and now have, and that you

caniKil ride on horse back without great prejudice

to V'Ur health, therefore, in consideration of .he

foregoing, and of your age. by these presents I gne
you permission to ride a mule with saddle and briille,

ill wbalMie'.er parts of ihe^e kingdoms and .seigiio-

ries you chouse or deem ineei, uotwitUstanding the
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decree niaknig o,-,,. a,o.. th.-icir, Ano 1 couimand

(he justices in wlmtsoevor parts of said kingdonas

and seignories, not to make or consent to making any

impedinient respecting tlie same, under penalty of

10,00(1 maravedies for the chamber, against whoever

does Ihe contrary. Dated at Toro, February 23d,

1505."
.

But our purpose is to introduce the followmg ex-

tract, to shew tliat mules are now beginning to be

brought into actual use in the mail stages of our

qwii country.

Mb. Skinner, Porhmouth, {Ohio,) Jfov. 2-2d, 1S:7.

Si)-,— A friend of mine having it in contemplation

to engage in the business of raising mules, wishes

me to obtain for him the best information, as to Ihe

probable profits that would arise from such an un-

dertaking; and also as to the kind of jacks most

suitable to raise from, the price at which one of the

best could be purchased, where to be obtained, &c
Knowing you td feel a deep interest* for the agricul-

tural prosperity of our country, and that your in

formation is general on every subject connected

with it, I have taken the liberty (o address you, for

the purpose of obtaining the necessary information

and advice. Owing to the low price of every kmd
of produce raised in this section of country, the

farmer is compelled to resort to some other mode
of agriculture, or become ruined. The raising ol

corn at l-i^ cents per bushel, «ill not do; lo

engage in raising wool, is thought to be dangerous;

that of pork has been already found ruinous, and

this county, and those adjoining, are not altogether

suitable for cattle. Several farmers of my ac-

quaintance have proposed raising horses, but I have

given it as my opinion, that mules would yield the

most profit. Many of Ihe farmers, however, have

taken up the whimsical notion, that mares will never

more breed colts after having foalod n mule,* and in-

deed, they know little of the value of mules, or the

price they will command in market. The gentle-

man, Mr John H. Thornton, for whnse benefit,

particularly. I seek information at this time, has

had some tiiai ol them. He has a pair at his time,

the finest that i have ever seen bred from the com-
mon jacks. He runs them regularly in the stage

from this place to Chillicolhc, (about forty-five

miles,) three limes a week, over the worst of roads,

and he thinks they are able to perform more than

the seivice, {at that kind of business,) of two pair

of horses.

Yours, respectfully,

J. A. BINGHAM.

S^Letters to the editor, by the Sully, captain

Macy, give interesting accounts of Ihe marriage, in

January, of Adolphe Perier, to Natalie, the elde^t

daughter of G. \V. Lafayette. The friends of the

La Grange family, (and who in America is noi their

friend,) will hear with pleasure that this event has

been the source of unmixed happiness to all the

parlies. The following from Ihe editor's son, (at

school near Paris) to his mother, presents a pleasmg
picture of the popularity of the General, and of the

simple and constant devotion of Ihe honest peasan-
try around, lo all the household of La Grange.

•'On Tiiisday, we came to Paris, on account of

MissNatalie's wedding, which look place on Wednes-
day. There I saw our Ambassador, Mr. Brown, and
Mr. Barnet, our Consul. Mrs. Brown did not come,
on account of indisposition. The mass was over
at twelve o'clock, when we returned home to break
fast, and about Iwo o'clock, set out for La Grange;
on account of th". roads being so much frozen, we
did not arrive there until after twelve at night;

where we found a great number of the neighliour
ing villagers, who came to compliment the Gi iieral

OD his arrival. There was one ol tne poor men

who delivered a very kind and effectionate speetli

to the General and his family; and another who
sung a song, composed by himself, in honour of the

bride and bridegroom—after some time tbey all

went away, crying as loud as they could roar:

—

"Vive 1,\fayett£"
In a letter from the General himself, of the ISth

January, he says, 'Our vacation, for George and

myself, will, also, be soon at an end, as we both

have been returned members of the Chanibrc des

Deputies; by two neighbouring districts in this de

partment."

QUINAR SEED.
J. S. Skinner, Esq. Baltimore, March 4, 1823.

Dear Sir,—I send you a quantity of qiiinar, a

vegetable much used in Peru, and formerly very

much esteemed by the Licas. Should it succeed in

our climate, of which I have but little doubt, it will,

I think, be found a very great acquisition to our

vegetable productions.

It is sowed broad cast.—It is boiled like rice, and

has its appearance, only darker.

Hoping it will succeed,

I am, very respectfully, your ob't serv't,

F. S. COOKE.

coxxiaxiacxAXi BECoao.

jesty the ad lice required from him, only alter the
most mature consideration.

Thus matters stand at present, and it remains to

be seen what the result will be. We will not ven-
ture to give an opinion, whether a mixed govern-
ment, or whether a purely lory one, or purely whig
one, will be recoiimienried to his Majesty. We
may, however, safely add, that what we have stat-

ed, is all that can be known at present, and that we
will state, as soon as we are informed, who is Min-
ister of this Empire.

London, Jan 11.

Cotton rrooZ—Sales limited; 70 Bowed, 6 1 4d;
30 Madras, 4d; 40 Bengal, 4 l-8d; 30 Demerara,
8d per lb.

At Liverpool, 4000 bags sold on Wednesday, at

A decline of l-4d, on new Boweds; inferior to good
supported.

Rice.—Old Carolina selling 2 Is. to 23s. ex. dut)'.

* A gross-error

(From the New York Evening Post, March 4.)

Latest from Europe.

By the arrival late this forenoon of the elegant

ship Sully, capt. Macy, in 41; days from Havre,

Paris papers to the 15th Jarmary inclusive, contain-

ing London advices to the 11th inclusive, have been

received.

Change in the English Ministry.

It appears that the late rumors of an intended

change in the British Cabinet, were by no means
without foundation. Lord Goderich had resigned

Ihe Premiership, and a new Ministry had actually

been njmed, or would be wiihin a day or Iwo.

The London Morning Herald, of January lOtb.

publishes the following list of Ihe new .Ministrrs:

—

First Lord of the Treasury, Earl Grey; Chancel

lor of the Exchequer, Mr. Peel; Secretary o( Stat^

for the Home Department, Mr. Franklaiid Davis;

Secretary of State I'oi Foreign Alfairs, Sir Charles

Stuart, or the Marquis of Wellesley; Secretary for

the Colonics, Lord BathursI; Master of the Ordi

nance, Duke of Wellington; President of the Coun
cil. Earl of Shaftesbury; Privy Seal, Marquis of

Londonderry; Treasurer of the Navy, Mr. Dawson;
Chancellor, Lord LyndhursI; Chancellor of the

Duchy ol Lancaster, Lord Bexley; Master of the

Mint, Mr. William Horton.

The following is from the Morning Chronicle of

the lOih of January:

Our readers must have been prepared, by what
they have lately seen in our pages, fur some ministe-

rial changes. We understand that, on Tuesday,

Lord Goderich went down to Windsor, lo lay beibre

his Majesty some circumstances of an embarrassing

nature in the conducting the government; when his

Maji sty observed, that, under existing circumstan-

ces, he deemed it necessary to form a new govern-

ment, and desired that he might see the Lon) Chan-
celloi Ihat evening, though it might be Lite. The
Lord Chancellor accordingly went down that even-

ing, and the King requested Ihat he would come
donn again jeslerday rrorning with the Duke "^f

Wellington. The noble Lord and Ihe Duke saw

his Majesty, and it ivas arranged that his Grace
should go down this morning to deliberate with his

Majesty on the subject of the proposition then

made to him, he having expressed a wish, under

circumstances of so much moment, to give his Ma-

SPRING BARLEY.
80 bushels very superior Spring Barley, suitable for

seed just received and for sale by
3d mo., 7. GEliARD T. HOPKINS & MOORE.

BAZiTISIORZ: FHICBS CUBBEXTT.

Corrected fm- the jJmeritan Far'iier, by Edward I. Willion,

Commission Merchant and Planters^ -^gent.

No. i,B(iwly'l-ahnrf.

ToB-Acco.—Scrubs, $4 00 a '.00—ordinary, 3.00 a 4.00

—red, 4.00 o 5.00— fine red, 5. On a 6.00—wrapping,
G.OO a I e.OO—Ohio yellow and red, 4.00 o 7.00—yellow,
7.00 o iO.OO.

Floor—white wheat family, $6.00 a 6 25—sup. How-
ard-street, 5.00 a 5.12^, city mills, 4.i0; Susquehan-

na, 4.62*

—

Corn Meal, bl. 2.62— Grain, bestred wheat
95 a 97—best white wheat, .95 a 1.10—ordy. to gocd,

85 a .95—Corn, .34 a .36—KvE, 48 a 50—Oats, 21 o .23

-Beans, .80 a l.Oi —Peas, 45 a .50—Clover seed,

4.75 a 5.25—Timothy, 2.50 n 3 00—Barlet, .60 a .6 2—
Flaxseed, .75 a Sn - Cotton, \irginia. .9 a .!(!—Loui-

siana, 10 a 13—.Alabama, 9 a .12—Mississippi, 10 a

.13— N. Carolina, .9 ii .lOJ-Geornia, .9 a .lOJ— VVhis.
KET, in hhds 1st proof, .21— in bbls 23 a 234

—

Wool,
common, unwashed, .15 o .16—washed, .18o.20—three

quarter, .25 a 30—full do. .30 a 35

—

Hemp, Russia,

ton, §280—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 a 140—waicr-

rolted, 170 n 190

—

Fish, shad, Susquehanna, No. I, bbl.

6 00 (1 6.5'; do. do. trimmed, 6 50 a 7.00—Herrings, No.
I, bbl. 2.87 i a 3.00; No. 2, 2.62^-Mackerel, No. 1,5.75;

No. 2, 5 37i; No. 3, 4.50

—

Bacon, hams, Bait cured, .9;

do. Eastern Shore, .12^—hog round, cured, .6 n .7

—

Feathers, .26 a .23—Plaster Paris, cargo price per tori,

>J3.00.

MARKETiNo—ippies, per bush. 1.25; Butter, lb. .STJ;

Chickens, pair, .3.ia .75; Ducks, .37^; Eggs, dozen, 9;

Potatoes, bu^hel, .50; Turnips .£0; Beef, prime pieces,

.8; Veal. S; Mutton, 6; P..rk, 6; Cabbages, hund., 2. <iO

a 3.00; Sprouts, kale and turnip, per peck, .6^; early

brocoli, cabbage and spinage, .12^—Live C attle, 5.50.
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AGRICVLXUKE.

(Communicated for the American Farmer, by J. Buel.)

ARTHUR YOUNG'S EXPERIMENTS.
{Coniinued from pa^e 395.)

Potatoes.

When Young made his experiments, this root

was not considered a farm crop; it «as very little

cultivated for market, and not at all for farm stock.

The commort method then was to dibhle in the crop,

which was done in this way: a man^ furnished with

an iron-pointed dibble, struck holes promiscuously,

about li inches asunder, women and boys followed

and dropped a cutting in each holi"; and the whole

was then covered with the harrow. The crop was
hand-hoed generally three times, and the plough

used only in taking up the crop. This method has

since given way to the drill and horse hoeing sys-

tem. 1 shall, therefore, omit the e.\periment9 with

the dibble, as irrelevant, and confine my notice to

those made with horse-hoed crops. These gene

rally received three preparatory ploughings; and

the after culture consisted of three or four horse

hoeings, and as many hand-hoeings. The results

are stated below.

No. Preceding Expense. Product. Profit. Loss.

cnjps. /. s. d. bush. U s. d, j. d

1, fallen', S 19 1 104 at Is. erf. 2 18 6

2, barley, 4 5 9 128 2 7 11 10

3, wheat, 6 13 6 46 20 1

4% do. T 16 10 101 20 2 5 6

5, do. 6 2 6 39 iO 16
6, do. 7 19 4 63 iO 16 U
T", do. 4 14 5 no 20 9 2

8, do. 8 9 3 30 iO 15 T

9», do. 4 12 1 210 20 112 9

These results show the importance of manuring
The manure employed in these esperiments, I ob
serve, was uniformly rotten or fermented. Modern
experience has demonstrated, that in our climate,

except upon very warm porous soils, which are not

exactly adapted to this crop, long or unfermented
nianures are preferable. The product is in gene-

ral diminutive for improved husbandry, and it was
far the most so upon clay wet soils.

There are many erroneous notions in regard to

the culture and treatment oi the potato, which every

class in society have an interest in exploding, as

this root has become a necessary ibod in every i.\-

mily. 'I'hese errors consist in supposing: 1st That
potatoes should he grown on a dry warm soil. 2d
Th:it they should be dried in the .sun, or washed,

to rentier them pleasant to the eye. And 3d. That
they shnii/d be kept warm and dry during winter, to

fit Ih'n' lorculinarj uses; and 4lh. That they shoidd

be of large size. In contradiction to these popular

opi'iiuns, 1 will venture to say, and will endeavour
Xv prove

—

1 That the best potatoes are grown upon cold,

lnoi^t, but porous and rich soils.

2. That it were belter Ihe sun should never shine

upon them; that they shouh! be housed with all Ihe

dirt that adheres to Ihein; and that it is beneficial

to aild mure in the bin or cask, to exclude external

air as much as possible.

3 I'liat their surlace should be kept moist, and
the iitmo.sjihere which surromds, as little above Ihe

poii.l of freizingas possible. And,
Lastly. Th;il those of m-diuni,or small size, na

turally, are beit for all purposes; fur they gennrally

po scss the best flavour, and conlnin the most nu
trilious matter aceordmtc to their volume.

1. The best potatoes are grown in Ihe west coun
ties of England, in Ireland, and in Nova Scolia.
where the average temperalure of .summer is pro
bnbly twenty degrees lower than in New York, and
where clouds and fogs ob.scurf the sun great pirt

•Manured crops.
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of the season. We approximate this natural cli

mate of the potato most, when we plant tii«m in

cool, moist and porous soils, such as reclaimed
^'wamps, well drained, and abounding in vegetable
matter.*

2 The potato belongs to the poisonous family of
so!anum, of which the deadly night-shade is a mem-
ber, lis deleterious qualities are developed in pro-
portion to its exposure to the sun and atmosphere.
Excluded from these it is a palatable nulricious ve-

getable. Exposed for a long time to their influ-

ence, its colour changes to a livid green, and its

qualities undergo a chemical change; and in this

state potatoes are said to have proved a poison to

animals which have fed upon it. Whydowead
mire this root most when fresh dug, or just taken
Irnm the pit, where they have lam buried in the

cold moist earth during winter? Why do they so

soon become clammy and slrons in a dry cask and
warm cellar.' And why do they deteriorate in pro-
portion to their exposure.' Correct answers to these

interrogatories surely indicate, that potatoes intend
ed lor our tables, sliould be exposed as little as pos-
sible to the sun or atmosphere

3. If a cool and humid soil and atmosphere are
most congenial to the perfeclion of this tuber, in

its grou'th, they certainly must he essential to the
preserviitioii of its good qualilies, after it is taken
from the ground I appeal to the experience of any
one who has taken coirnizHnce of the fact, do we
[not reject those which by exposure have become
[green, as vxorthless for the talde? Do they not de
, teriorate in proportion to exposire? And to what
cause can this change be ascribed but to the ab-
'sence of humidity and the presence of heat? 1

was formerly in the habit of putting my potatoes
into dry casks, and freeing them from dirt. Under
this management they became, in a few weeks,

1
comparatively worthless. Reflection taught me to

vary my practice. I now put them in bins, with
all the dirt which comes with them from the field;

and I have added earth to the extent of two cart
loads a season, and keep my cellar windows as
open as the weather will admit, to preserve humid
ty and coolness. They now do well, and are but
little impaired in quality by keeping.

4. Size is a bad criterion of quality, in vegeta-
bles as well as in animals I gave illustrations upon
this subject in the American Farmer last winter.
Suffice it. for the present, to .say, that one pound of
Ihe small kidney potato has been found, on chemi-
cal analysis, to contain about as much nutritious

matter as two pounds of the large ox-noble. [See

ith vol. of tlir British Board of Jlgricullure . on the

culture, ^-c of this n I.] For delicacy ol flavour

and handsome appearance at table, the kidney has
no less Ihe advantage. And as to product, the dif

Terence is not so great as might be appri bended.
One gives Ihe largest tubers; the other the greatest

number of ihem. But mark! .While the woody
fibre anil water of the ox-noble abounds in all soils,

Ihe slarc-h, mucilage, and saccharine matter -^ f

Ihe kidney, should be liberally furnished in the

form of manures. A good potato requires a rich

soil.

In cullivating the potato, I prefer reclaimed
swamps, abounding in vegetahle mailer, and tho-

roughly drained. A good dressing of long manure
will repay expense even upon sueh soils; and it

should be Ihoruughly turned under by the plough.
even though an extra hand should be required to

rake It inio the furrow.

•In 18-'6, I planted the same variety of potato on a
warm sandy soil, and in a reclaimed swamp, which
mi^hl be called cold and moist. Buth were manured.
1 he latter was most abundant in product, and decidedly
preftr.ibic in flavour. Those on the silicious soil were
half cooked ere they wire dug; and, on beins brought
to tabic, were found comjuarativeJy clammy and sti-ong.

The potato i^ furnished with two sets of roiti,

the offices of which arc distinct and diflTerent. o<fC

supplies food to the plant; the other convi-ys this

food, after it has been elaborated and converted
into nutriment by ihe leaves, to Ihe young tubers.

The first, Ihe proper roots, shoot down or obliqu. ly;

and Ihe food should be placed within their range.

The others spread horizontally, after inclining up-
wards, and should have a bed of loose earth to re-

pose in, and to permit Ihe free expansion of Ihe
progeny which lliey nurture. The fruit bearing
roots, or runners, require air and warmth; and as
often as these agents are excluded by earthing up
the crop, the plant sends out new runners near the
surface, and williin their influence, which in their
turn are furnished with tubers, which monopolize
the food supplied by Ihe plant. Frequent hoeings,
therefore, may incn ase the number, wiihout aug-
menting the bulk of the crop.

Upon a sand or gravelly loam, or other light soil,

the potato is nialerially benefited by a grass iay or
sod. This shiilds the roots from extreme heal, and
counteracts the severity of drought. Miniure ig

profitibly applied in ihis case; but on stid' adhesive
soils it is indispensable to a good crop.

To produce early potatoe*, I find it recommemled
in Loudon's Grtiilener's Magazine, to save seed be-
fore the tubers have fully ripened; expose them
some days to the influence of the sun, and to select
the top ends for the earliest crop. A coriespondent
made the following experiment. He dug every
other row for seed while the vines were fresh, ex-
posed them in the sun until they had become wilted
and green. !n February he cut them crosswise,
leaving the top and bottom in separate sets; he cut
those which had been suBered to ripen, in a similar
manner, and [ilanled the four kinds in alternate
rows. They were all planted on stable lilter, and
covered with about three inches of earth. A part
of each kind received no subsequent earthing. I
give Ihe result in Ihe writer's words:
"The early potatoes not earthed up, grew close

around Ihe stock or stem, like eggs in a nest, and
so near the ground that they might he picked off
with the finger, leaving the slock or stem uninjured,
to produce more potatoes from the runners. From
the eye sets of the unripe tubers, we had a full sup-
ply every day for :i fortnight, when those from the
bottom sets came into use lor another fortnight; at
that lime potatoes from the eye or 'op sets from
the ripe seed came into use, and were succeeded by
potatoes froii- the boltom sets of the ripe seed.
Those kept for seed, or tl.e table, were earthed up
:is Usual, and each row produced almost as large a
crop as any two rows not earthed up— the luxury
of an early potato being a greater object than the
quaniity."—GarJ Mag 11 172.

By way of contrast to Mr Young's experiments,
I subjoin two experiments made by myself, in which
Ihe results were carefully noted. It is proper to re-
mark, however, that I imnrove a light silicious soil,

which is rather injured than benefited by repeated
ploughings.

Experiment 1.

Culture. Expense, Produce and Prnfil on art acre of
sand Inam.

Culture.—Thf field was in clover. I carted into
it 25 loads long manure in May, and dropped it at
suitable distances lor spreading; marked out two
l.iiids of eqii.il breadth. 20 feet; and having my seed
prepared, proceeded to plant, nhich occupied" three
men, a boy and team, three half days. One man
took charge of the team; a second raked Ihe ma-
nure into the furrows and trod it down; a third
spread the manure, and assisted the boy to drop
Ihe seed. The rake followed the first lurrow.and
the manure Irom 2i leet of surface was drawn into
it, and Ihe sets dropped at eighi inches distance on
the manure. The plougU Ibilowed, and turned
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thrti- luiiows 111 ihe mean time, the <eed was drop-

neii in th.' first furrow of Ihe s.cond land, to which

thi- plough followed, and in this way they alter-

nated lilfthe planting was complel-d The^ ground

WHS ihen rolled, harrowed as the plants began to

brf;,k the surface, and sub-equently pkuglied he

tween the drills, and h;tnd hoed once. About hall

th>' held was a dry sand knoll, whi.h siiflered se-

V. rely from diGught; and the crop here was but a

)i|i|p"more than fiflv per c nl of the product ot the

oilier half The pVoduct was ascertained by the

aencultiua! committee, and the aggregate embrac

cd the entire acre.

EXPENSE.

Team li days ploughing in seed, . . $1 50

2 men and boy planting, li days, • - 2?
25 loads manure, . • •

IS o
25 bushels seed, 6-5
llolling, harrowing and horse ploughing, 50

Hand hoeing once '5

15 days taking up crop, . • • 7 50

Rent,

PRODUCT.

430 bushels; at 25 cents.

Deduct expense,

PROFIT,

Experiment 2.

Culture, Expense, Product and Profit of an acre of

sand loam.

CiiUure —This crop had been preceded by wheat.

It had -25 loads of long manure spread and ploughed

in. The ground was' then harrowed, furrowed, or

listed, with 2i feet intervals, Ihe seed dropped at 8

inches, covered with the plough, a furrow on each

side, and the ridgelels rolled The after-culture

consisted of two horse and hand hoeings. The crop

was harvest«!d with the plough and potato hooks.

The product determined by the agricultural com-

mittee.
EXPENSE.

One ploughing, . • . • • ^' ??
Manure, 25 loads, - . • . 18 75

Seed, 25 bushels, 6 25

Harrowing, furrowing, rolling and horse hoe-... 1 00
1 25

. 6 00
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(from the Agricallural .Magazine.)

Mtes, Lime, St'-ett Manure, ^-c.

Dear Sir,— In compliance ivilli your request, I

emhrn-ethe Srst leisure moment to answer your

inquiries on the subject of my experience in the,

Us>- ol manures, &.c. &c.
Questinn When ilid you commence the use ol

ash' -? The price given.' The qu.niily used, &c.?

Jlitswcr Tiventy two years since; the qu inlilv

then used, Crom twenty to thirty cart loads, (dI

abiiul sixteen bushels the load,) per acre; piice ai

that time fri)ra 25 to 30 cents the load. For th,

last five years the price has been varied from jjl-lli

to 1 30, at the factory in Philadelphia; lieishi and

Other expenses to be added. When I commenced,
but le>T farmers purchased ashes; they nere gene

rally taken off by New England and Li)ng Islarni

sloops, as return cargoes. At this time thi- demani'

i> so great, but few. if any, are exported; they a^
principally used by the Jersey larniers, (with a fp"

in the county of Bucks, near the Drlaivare ) Thu
appear better adapted to cool Ihe warm lands u

Jirsey, than to warm the cold d.iy l<ind of Penn-
sylvania, where they are but seldom used. A> Ih^.

have ad>anced mucli in price. I now use from ten

to t.velve cartloads per acre, spread eveidy over lln-

ground from a car' or wagon, and harrowed or

pl'iughed immediately in.

In the use of ashes, Ib'ise wishing to have the

full b'"nefit of a first crop of winter grain should put

them on in the month of August, Septemher, or b\

the middle of October. I once sowed part of a firlo

of rye the first week in September; <lisappointmeiil

in g-'lting ashes for the residue prevented my sow
ing until Ihe first week in November; difference

more than three to one in favour uf the first sown
If sown early, the nutritious qualities of the ashes

are imparted to Ihe earth, and from the earth to the

plant. If late sown, Ihe grain receives no benetil

from Ihe ashes until the warm rainn in the spring,

when too late to materially benefit the first crop,

(except when the land is saturated vvilh ashes or

other manure.) I have seen it backen a crop and
create mildew and rust, as is sometimes the case in

sowing plaster on wheat, ;:i the spring keeps it

green nnd prevents it ripening.

Q. Did you purchase horse or stable manure at

the same time, and try the difference with ashes,

and compare prices and results?

A In 1808. 1 had them spread on adjoining lands

in the same field, on different plans. The first crop

of winter grain preferable from Ihe sl.fble maiiur*'.

and every succeeding crop quite defii-ient. Though
seventeen years have elapsi-d, the contrast is still

great The land spread wilb ashes, shows every

spring an abundance of white clover, while on th.it

spread with barn yard and stable manure, theiv i-

but litlle or none lo be sei'o

Q Have you ever tried the street manure of

Philadelphia.' At what time.' The quantity per
acre, price and result?

A I have made use of this manure, occasionally,

for Ihe last ten years; the quantity per acre from
twenty lo twenty five cart loiwis; price about fort\

cents Ihe load in Philadelphia; result more certain

than ashes or stable manure for Ihe first winter

crop; much better for succeeding crops than stalile

manure, thougti quite deficient compared tvilh

ashfs.

Q. Have you ever experienced the use of lime

as a manure, the quantity per acre, price, time you
commenced—and what is the result?

^ I have, though not until within the last five

year>. I was induced to make trial of it from woal
I had seen and heard on my annual excursion of

about a thousand miles over Ihe most fertile, popu-
li'Us and improved land of Pennsylvania, for th<-

last eighteen years. I discorered, in the interior ol

•hat state, land in the highest state of cultivation

liom Ihe use uf lime and plaster. I also discover

I'd that land in a high slale of cultivation a few

> ears past, declining in its fertihly. Upon inquiry

I found that they had abandoned the use of lime,

the most ex(>ensive, and depended upon the least

expensive article, (plaster,) until their lands had
•lecome exhausted, and in some instances worthless

!or farming purposes under the plaster system alone.

.Many, in despair, abandoned the use of plaster,

.iTid commenced liming, and soon restored their

land lo lis former fertility. While oihers, and th.-

uiosl experienced farmers, find liine and plaster in

conjunction possess the most advantageous effect;

liie lime acting as food for the soil, and Ihe plaster

lor the plant; Ihe one lo ameliorate the soil, the

oilier In exciting il to action.

Most ol Ihe extensive farmers of Lancaster and
Chester counties have kilns erected on their farms.

I'ollect and burn the lime stone at the most leisure

season at an expense not exceeding from six to ten

rents Ihe bushel, and put it upon Ihe land at dil-

li-reiit seasons and for different crops, from twenty-

live to a hundred bushels per acre; though upon
worn out land abo'j! thirty bushels appears to be

ihe most approved quantity, i commenced my ex-

periment at thirty bushels per acre, upon a loam
Hdlurally good, though worn out; with twenty carl

loads of stable manure upon adjoinitig land in the

same field and condition, sowed with rye and timo-

liiy seed, second week in September, clover lirst

»eek in .Mar h lolluwiiig Result—crop of rye

from stable manure, twelve busheU per acre; crop
ol rye from limed land, four bushels per acre, nol

ri[)e or cut lor seven days after Ihe stable manure;
Ihe rye injured with mildew and rust, as are most
backc-ned or backivard crops. Grass on the limed
land much the best, both as lo hay and pasture; con
tinued to increase, while that where the stable ma
iiure was put diminished. Expense of each:

Sialile manure, twenty loads to the acre, g20 00
Carting Ij miles, five loads per day—leam

$1.50 per day, or 30 cents the load, 6 00

$-26 00
Thirty bush, of lime from Leheigh or New
Hope, delivered upon the same landing,
at twenty two cents per bushel, j(6 60

Carting one load, ..... 30

$6 90

Difference in the expense per'^acre. $19 10

Thusjou observe the difft-rence in Ihe expense
of transpoitation of one mile and a half, almost
equal to the whole cost of the lime delivered upon
tlie premises.

VVhen manuring with lime, the first cost is in-

curred, and nearly all is said; I am well satisfied

from experience ol 22 years, of a^hes and lime as

manures, and from whil I have seen for the last eigh-

teen years, and experienced for five years, lime to

be much cheaper and more durable for grain or

grass than any manure that I have a knowledge of
i am, however, fully satisfied that il would be better

lo procure either, than to be employed in tilling land
thai gives a crop below profit; that is rather the

amusenienl of folly than food lor tlie purse How
ever, it may be within the means of Ihe farmer to

purchase manure, he must not lorget thai the burn
yard is Im mine, his immure his gold dust! We
•lioiild nol anticipate adiliiional crops wiihout the

improvement ol our soil, and lo do that it is neces-
sary to secure grass and hay; as without stuck no
manure, and tvilhout manure no crop.

The art of raniiiog is not an acquirement of a
day, but of years, or ratber a long life of experience;
that which might be adapted to one farm advanta-
geously, would be improper on an adjoining one,

owing to difference of soil, &c. Book farmers, for

«aiil ol expi lien, e, loo geiniriily lay Ooun one

general rule lo be adhered lo on all occasions. A
physician might as well undertake to restore all his

patients from an invariable course of medicine,

however different their complaints or habit of body,

as all farmers to restore their lands by one given

course, however different might be their soil, cli-

mate, or locality to Ihe different manures and price.

Such manures and crops should be selected as are

best adapted lo the soil and climate, and a mature

Calculation of the expense in the cultivation and

hauling to market, produce the greatest clear profit.

1 am, very respectfully,

Your friend, &c.

B. B. COOPER

(From the Liverpool Albion, Dec. 31.)

COTTON TRADE.
Present State and Future Prospects of the Cotton

Market.

We purpose, according to our annual custom, to

make a feiv brief remarks on the above interesting

commercial topic. The statement of the brokers
will be made up in the course of to-day; and the
announcement of Ihe stock is looked for by holders
and speculators with an anxiety commensurate wilh
the interests which they have at slake. On the fa-

vourable or unf.ivourable character of those state-

ments, much is generally supposed to depend. That
the slock on hand will be found to be unprecedenlly
large, no man, who has noticed Ihe imports of cot-
ion during Ihe present year, and compared them
rtith the outgoings, will feel Ihe least surprised.

But whether that slock, heavy as it undoubtedly is,

will, when oflicially declared, depress or elevate" the
hopes of holders and speculators, depends, in no
inconsiderable degree, on knowledge, the forecast,

the very temperament of the individuals whose at-

tention has been fixed on ihe subject, and who have
made it a matter of minute examination as to the
past, and of probable calculation and reasoning as
lo Ihe future The great, ihe engro-sing question
wilh these persons is— Will (he present holder of
cotton and the future importer realize better prices
during the ensuing year? To enable Ihem to solve
this all important question, the declaration of the
probable stock in the ports is supposed to be indis-
pensabh necessary, although the loose and unsatig-
tactory manner in which that stock is ascertained,
renders the statement scarcely more to be depended
on than the private calculations of individual im-
porters, brokers, and speculators. Still. Ihe decla-
ration of stock has always a powerful effect on the
market, and however its accuracy may be ques-
tioned, its inQuence is universally felt and acknow-
ledged.

On a question whieb commercial men are Ihe
most competent persons lo form a deci-ion. It would
be Ihe height of presumpiiori in us lo hazard an
opinion. We ~hall, Iherelbre. content ourselves
wilh making a few general and desultory observa-
tions on the sulijecl; observations which, whilst
they cannot possibly do harui, may. in simie de-
gree, lend to the elucidation of the interesting I >pic
which will lo-day engage the almost exclusive ,,t-

tion of the mercantile classes of this great commer-
cial town.

In our last article on this important subject, we
stated that Ihe comparatively low prices of col»on
al that period were nol likely to check production:
on the contrary, we anticipated thai they would in-
crease it, because, cotton being, for Ihe most part
the produce of slave labour, Ihe deficiency in price
would, most t)robably, be made up by quantity, (Ihe
season being propitious,) until the cra.k of Ihe
whip had forced from Ihe slave that effort beyond
which his physical strength could realize nothing
more. This position his never been doubted, and
recent experience confirms its correctness. Whe-
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Ibtr Hi.- Mi|i. ..ibund.iiit cioij winch tlie Uriitfd

Slates jielilcd. duiin^ the year 1826 and '27, was
the consequence of such forced labour on the part

of the slaTe, and whether the utniiost has been ex-

tracted from the soil which bis labour can be made
to produce, we have not the means of judging.
\\ e are informed, that in addition to the large plan

tations, it is commcn for even children to clear
strips of land and to sow them with cotton seed;
that they weed the plants and gather the fruit when
there is nothing else to employ their time; and,
such is the accommodating character of these little

crops, that the picking can be put off until all other
necessary labours are at an end. This class of pro-
ducers may have sprung up in consequence of the
high prices of the year 18'i5. But, be that as it

may, the systena continues, and the annual amount
ol the crops, from whatever cause, is greatly aug-
mented This is evident from the crop of cotton,
in the United Slates, during the three preceding
years, for which the returns Were as follows:

Total crop of 1824-5, 569,240 bales.

Do. 1825-6, 720.027
Do. 18J6-7, 957.281

The vast and increasing consumption of cotton,
in the manufacturing stales of Europe, requires, it

is eiideiit, a correspondent augme tation in the pro
duiiion; and allhough prices do not appeal', at

present, to keep pace with the increased consump-
tion, no <ither article of general use can hi- fixed on
which offers greater ioducfaients to speculators
and capithlists ihan the sta[)le. Whether or not
Ihi- prices which have been curienl have reinune
rated Ihe planter, wc know not; but we know, that
too many of the imporlers have lo^t, this year,
nioney on most of Iheir transactions in cotton. And,
if Ihe followiiig statement, which was handed to us
in October by a respectable spinner, be correct, Ihe
m.^nulacluniig department of tbe business has been
equally unprofitable.

A third seventy -four hand loom calico, in Octo-
ber, was selling at 5?. lOd. The price ol cotlon,
boweds, was hid and Pernams. 9id. The propor-
tions of these descriptions lor twist and weft make
an average of 7d. per lb. The calculation, then, is

as follows:

Cotton, 3i lbs. at 7d per lb. . . 2». Sd.
Add one fifth for waste, .... 5
Spinner's wages, 104
Interest ol capital in machinery,}

cards, incidental expenses, &.c J
Weaver's wages I

Carriage to market, expenses of ) «
saie.&c.

I

"

Leaving a loss of 5d. per piece, or 7 per cent.; 1

per cent, more than the duty on Ihe cotlon.
Having made these general observations on the

increased production of cotton, particularly in the
United Stales of America, and shown that some in-

crease was required to supply Ihe augmenting con
sumption of the staple in Europe, we proceed to
slate some facts respecting imports, prices and stock.

The import info the United Kingdom dur-
ing the present year, is . . . 880.000

Stock, 3l3t December, 1826, . . 342,500

Total, 1,222,500
Estimated consumption in Great

Britain, .... 725,000
Kxport, 78,000 803,000

Estimated stock in the kingdom at present 419,500

Prices, last year. Uplands, 6id to 7Sd.
Pernams. 9id to I04d.

Prices, this year, Uplands. 5d to 6id.
Pernams, 8d to Sid. <

The prominent features, in the above statement,
are the great increase of consumption; the heavy
stock remaining; and Ihe great disparity between
Ihe prices at the present and at Ihe correspondent
period of the last year. The consumption of 1826,
was 175,000 b.iles less Ihan during Ihe current year.
This tfreat increase may be partially accounted for,

by supposing, that more than ordinary proportions
of Brazil cottons have been used, which are only
hall Ihe weight of American bales. If this be the
case, Ihe great bulk of the present slock, must be
of the latter description; thus constituting it really
heavier than at first it appears.
The question, however, whether or not cotton

will advance in price, during the ensuing year, re-
quires us to consider Ihe subject on a wider sphere
than that of the British stock and consumption
alone. France and Germany are making rapid
progress in the art of manufacturing cotton goods
The former wants annually a supply of upwards of
300,000 bales. It is estimated, that she consum.'d;
last year. 310.000 bales. The supposed consump
lion of Europe and the United Stiles, is,

Germany, hwilzerland, and the Nelher-
lanils, 100,000

England, 70n,0(i0

France 300.000
America retains for her own use, . . IdO 000

1,230.000
The supplies are supposed to be as follows:

North America, .... 900,000
Brazil, 250,000
East and West Indies, Egypt, 8ic. . 100 000

1,250,000
Those who have watched the market, during Ihe

present ye.-ir, must have observed at different pe-
riods, that a spirit of speculation has occasionally
shown itself; but no sooner had a small advantage
in price been gained, Ihan languor again seized the
dealers, and prices drooped below the currency.
Capitalists were too doubtful, and importers too ne
cessitous; and the improvement was not sustained
It is certain, however, that notwilhstanding the

heavy stocks in Ihe ports, some bold operators en-
tertain a favourable opinion of a speculation in cot-

ton; and. looking at Ihe production and consump-
tion abstractedly, we can readily suppose these per
sons have before them a flattering hypothesis as to

the causes which may tend to increase the value of
the article. The only doubt in our minds on Ihe
subject, originates in the unprofitable character
of trade in general, owing to the action of a
combination of causes, at which we can only glance.
Among these may be enumerated: The great di-

minution of capital by former overtrading Th--
weight of taxation. The multiplicity of commis
sion houses, whose system of advances and accom-
modation to consigners, has inundated all Ihe
known foreign markets with goods to such excess,
that years will be required to run off the slocks,

and to restore prices to a remunerating level. The
increase of foreign manufactures, as shown by the
consumption of cotton in France* and Ihe Nether
lands, Si.c. The present heavy stock. And, lastly,

the system of national legislation, which partially
shuts the English merchant out of the Indian mar
kels, and closes the continent of Eurepe against
our manufactures. But, in spile of all these draw-
backs, there is, we think, from Ihe detail we have
given of the stock, the consumption and the sup-

'We have before us the quantity of cotton taken out
of the Havre market alone for the last ten years.
1817, 6'.', 166 1821, 122,S-J0 1825, liO.l.lS
1818, 90,04D 1822, 129,22! 1826, 180,430.
181(1, 95,321 1823, 112,625 1827, 160,OiiO.

1820, 96,I,S8 3824, 144 9-0 Stock, 60,100.
The quantity taken out at Antwerp, this year, is up-

wards of 60,000 bales.

ply, better ground to expect improvement ihan lo
fear the further decline. A revival in the (oreign
markets is, however, essential to a permanent im-
provement; and we trust that this indispensable
support to the cotton market, will not be long de-
layed.

We anticipate no reduction on imports during
the next year The same sources will, we doubt
not, continue to yield Ihe same supplies. The cot-
ton must come to Europe. It is the chief payment
which the Americans and Brazillians can make to
us; and, if they exported every pound of their wool,
they would still be in debt to the Europeans for
manufactured goods.

VVhatever may be the future prospects of Ihe
cotton market, and he must be a bold man who
will undertake, after the experience of the two last

years, to pronounce a dogmatical opinion on the
subject, one fact is certain, that there will be no
scarcity of cotlon during the coming year. There
will be "enough and to spare." Egypt, as we pre-
dicted twelve months ago, has ceased, for the pre-
sent, to aflSict the holiiers of cotton by sending hi-

ther any ol her plagues in Ihe shape of cjlton; and
the Pacha of that country is too busily engaged in
wnr and politics, to attend to agriculture and n.er-
chandize. But America will continue to pour her
iiiuiads of bales into Europe, and make up, from
her super-abundant stores, for any deficiency in the
imports from the East.

Ill conclusion, it must be expected, that this arti-
cle, like all descriptions of properly, will be sensi-
bly affected in price by the arts of this legislature,

in ihe ensuing session of Parliament. If Ihe gov-
ernmtnt, as at present constituled, would contitiue
lo rule Ihe destinies of England, It is possible, that
the rigid course of legislation adopted last year,
with reference to what the economists term the
monetary system of the country, will, for some lime
at least, remain undisturbed, and that the nominal
value of all commodities will be thus forced dowQ
to a point of unexampled depression If. on Ihe
contrary, any mateiid change of the niinistry
should occur, or any attempt be made, by the pre-
sent cabinet, to soften down that inexorable policy
which limits Ihe small-note circulation to April,
1828, we may look Cor an immediate and a very
perceptible advance in every species of property.
The uncertainly which is felt on this subject, and
the vivid recollection of the ruinous consequences
of frequent changes in the money arrangements of
the kingdom, have, by creating a strong disinclina-
tion in the minds of capitalists, to invest their mo-
ney in articles of commerce, produced an effect
such as might have been expected from any circum-
stances tantamount to Ihe annihilation of half the
unemployed capital of Ihe kingdom The atten-
tion of imporlers and speculators should, therefore,
be strongly directed lo the position which ministers
lake with regard to tliis all-important question; and
abstracting their minds from the more obvious con-
siderations of supply and demand of cotlon, they
ought rather to watch, with an observant eye. those
great public measures which influence the demand
and the supply of money.

SUPERIOUR BEEF.
The curiosity excited by the information that a

bullock, of unusual size, raised and fed in Chester
county, would be exhibited and slaughtered by our
enlerprizing neighbours of Ihe Green Tree, Messrs.
Osborne and Matlack—brought to our borough the
bone and sinew of Chester and Delaware counties.

The ox was killed on Tuesday, Ihe 19th instant,

and wc regret lo state, that in Ihe bustle lo witness
the knock down, of nearly twenty who were crowd-
ed off the bridge leading to the barn-floor, one citi-

zen had his leg severely strained, and shghllv frac-

tured; and another, who bad, in presence of the
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couil, listened to the ar ii(giiuient of iiiiiiy a fellow

ninn, with muih composure, received an injury

^hicb confined bim to the domestic circle for sev

«ral days. Nevertheless, the ox nas slaughtered,

and the following is the weight, carefully ascertain

ed, viz: Ihs.

One fore quarter, .... 5-.i9

Second do 5-26

One hind quarter, .... 39-2

Second do. 405^

Weight of the beef, .... lS52i

R nigh fat, 286
Hide 150

Making a total of ... . 2288i
Bein:; upwards of fifty pounds heavier than the

bullock kilied about two jears >ince, by Joseph
Wallers. And what is equally gratifying to slate,

the tieef was readily sold at a price which will fair-

ly remunerate the proprietor-* lor their expense and

trouble—shewing, that in Cheater county, there is a

disposition to reward those hIih feed, and those

who kill beel—that Delaware, Montgomery, or

Bucks, may beat—if they can!

HEMP—INQUIRY.
Mr. Skinner, Aefaun co. { la.) Feb. 23, 1828

Sii.— I wish to inq'iiie, through the mediuui of

the American Farmer, of some nf iis numerous rea-

der^, the conjparalive meriis and demerits of water
rolled hemp, and that vvhich has been dressed
without being rolled. I have heard it asserted,

thai nicely dressed unrolled hemp is equal, if not

supeiiur, to the best Kus-ian. The manfactureis
of the article can, I presume, best answer the query

A bUBSCKlBEK.

XiVXaS.lVAZi inir&OVBXMIBMT.

BALTIMORE AND OHIO RAIL ROAD.
The house of delegates of Maryland, on the 28ih

ult., passed an act lo subscribe for 5000 shares o(

stock in the Baltimore and Ohio rail-road company,
reserving the risht to subscribe for .is many more,
at any time before the close of the next session of

the legislature. It passed, 45 to 23. This is an
indication of the opinion of the good people of this

state, in regard to internal improvement, that can-
not be mistaken. The liber.ility of the speaker,

Mr. Cha[inian, and of Dr. Semmes, chairman of

the committee of ways and means, and other dis

linguished gentlemen who acted on the broad
ground of public benefit, is deserving of all praise;

being remote from the districts of country which
the proposed road would immedialely benefit One
member from Baltimore county, however, voted

atc^iinst it. The bill has passed the senate, 8 to .-i,

ami is, therefore, a law.

An act has also passed to change the condition of

the subscription of five hundred thousand dollars lo

the stock of the Chesapeake and Ohio canal com
pMoy, by which the money may be applied, though
the United States shall not subscribe to the stock.

HOS.TXCUX1TVKE.

(From the New England I'arraer.)

Recipe lo destroy Iiiseclx — By Ji Parmenlier, propri-

etor iif the HorlievltiiriU Bolanic Garden, Brook
hjn, JVew i'ork.

Three pounds and a half of strong soap; flour of

sulphur, three pounds; mushrooms, of the wild

soil, nvo pounds; or three pounds of tubacco leaves

or stalks; sixty quarts of running water or run wa-

ter. Divide the water into two equal parts—pour

one h.ilf into a small barrel, uhich is to be exclu-

sively used for this purpose—put the soap in and
stir it well, and add the mushrooms, after having

crushed them lightly. Boil the other half of the

Water in a kettle, and put all the sulphur in it, after

havin;; tied it up in a linen bag. to which you will

attach a weight, which will cause it lo descend to

the bottom—let it boil twenty minutes, and stir it

with a slick, so that the water may receive all the

virtue and take the colour of the sulphur. If the

dose of these materials is greater, the power of the

application will be proportionably increased—the
amount stated being the minimum which will an
swer. Pour the boiling water into the barrel, shake
it daily, till it is exceedingly felid and nffensive

—

bung up the barrel afler every slirrins;. and after

jDii make use of a part of the mixiure. Syringe
with this liquor, the plants or parts of a tree infest

ed by insects in a dry morning.
It is a remedy almost or entirely certain against

the aphis, and probably against others.

Persons »vho try it, will be kind enough to make
known to Mr Pirmentie.r their success.

The employment of it has nevei been injurious
to fruits or vegetHbles. Mr. Parnienlier has lasted
even cauliflowers, treated with tlils infnsiun, for the
desiructiun of ateipillars, and never perceived any
ill effect on the flavour.

CH2SAPEAKE AND OHIO CANAL.
The Speaker laid before the House, ihc following

commuuicdlion, winch was read and laid on the table.

Departmlnt of War, )

March lOth, 1828.
J

Sir,— I have the honour to transmit, herewith, a

repiirl of ihe civil cr.ginters, appointed lo make an
estimate ol the CusI of ihe proposed Chesapeake
and Ohiu canal, m obedience to a resoluliun ul the

House ol Representatives of the 2btli ult.

I have Ihe honour to be, &tc.

JAMES BARBOUR
Hon. Anorew Stevewson,

Sftaker of the House of Representatives.

[It appear." liom the general abstract of the esti-

mates ol ihe easiern section of the Chesapeake and
Ohio canal, commencing one mile below Cumber-
i.ind, and teriiiinaling at the tide water at the city

one of Georgetown, made by Messrs Geddes and
Roberts, and which accompanied the above letter,

mat Ihe length of the cmal will be 186 miles, and
1,35J yards, and that the cost of a canal will be as

follows:

40 leet at water line—28 feet at bottom, and 4

feel deep, 84,008.005 28
48 feet at water line

—

3i feet at botioin, and 5

feet deep, ;>4.380,991 of
60 feet wide at water line—45 feet ai boltoin,

and 5 feet deep, Ji4,479.346 93
Including contingencies, superintendence, £tc.]

We learn, from the Trenton True American,
that a bid to construct the Delaware and Raritan

canal, at the expense of Ihe state, which has long

agitated Ihe public mind in that quarter, engrossed
Ihe attention of the legislature, and which has pass

ed the house of assembly, by a vote of 21 lo 19.

has been negatived in cnuncil, there being seve

votes lor, and seven against it.

RAIL-ROADS.
The following article, respecting Ihe advantages

of rail-roads, is copied from Ihe Liverpool Adver-
tiser:

The Liverpool and Manehesler Rail-way—Win
ler lias not much retarded Ihe pmgres.s ol ih^- put)

lie work On that part of tlie line, where the most
inlenuplion was lo baie been e.xpeclid, dnrint, Ihe

almost incessant rains of November and December,

all IS activity; and although Ihe progress now made
on Chatmoss, is not equal to that made in the sum-
mi r months, Ihe work proceeds with spirit and suc-
cess. A temporary rail way has just been laid

over the whole length of ihe Moss, v\hich serves to

bring on the maierials and convey the work people
and superintendanis >Mth great facility. Every
morning and evening, Ihe wagons are seen hurry-
ing along; a single nun will convey by this means,
eisht or ten of his lelluw workmen at the rate of
SIX miles an hour, with ease; and one active fellow,

more swift of foot than his companions, last week
pushed a wai;on, containing ten passengers, across

Ihe ;sloss,a distance of four miles and a half, in

the short period of thirty minutes.

A member of Congress writes thus to the editors
of Ibis paper:

I have just received letters from two of ten or
fifteen other merchants at Wheeling, who state,

thai they alone have forwarded by wagons to Bal-
timore, .in the Cumberland road, during the last

year, 3. .500,000 lb- of country produce, tobacco,
&tc , equ ,1 lo about 1,750 tons; loading, perhaps,
900 to 1,000 Wigf.ns; and one of Ihe gentlemen ex-
presses Ihe confident opinion, that if the cost of
transportation were reduced cme third, or one half,

there would be furwarded from that place alone, and
the neighbourhood, (independent of all Ihe produce
of the rich and productive intermediate country,)
at least 200,000.000 lbs., or 100.000 tons of produce
annually. Su. h has been the eflfects of Ihe Cum-
berland roadyxwi such would be Ihe effects of a rail-

road from Baltimore to the Ohio, at IFIteeling; or
Pittsburg. [JViles' Register.

IiADXXIS' DErAXLTXkXEirT.

(From Hints for Improvement of Early Education and
Nursery Discipline.)

RELIGIOUS HABITS.
(Concludedfromp. 4\'R.)

The Sabbath —As the common business of lifb

is lo be laid aside on Ihe Sunday, so the engage-
ments of this day should be wholly of a different

character from those of Ihe week; and if a practi-

cal regard to the Sabbath, be early established, and
its employnients, which may so easily be done, are
rendered attractive and interesting, chiMren will

enter upon them from choice, and neither expect,
nor wish for any others

The study of Ihe scriptures may be agreeably-
diversified, either by looking out. with the assistance
of marginal references and a concordance, the va-
rious texts on one particular snbject. as, on prayer,
almsgiving, duty to parents, &i- ; or by tracing the
chain of prophecy relating to the Messiah, with cor-
responding passages in the New Testament; by
studying Ihe types which beautifully illustrate his
character and offices: as. Ihe paschal l.mb, the bra-
zen serpent, Ihe scape goat, &c ; or by reading,
with a particular reference to Ihe lives and charac-
ters of eminent individuals, as of .Abraham, Jo>eph,
Moses, David, &.c. The liturgy, as well as the
catechism, will also afford an excellent ground-
woik for scriplural research; and there is no doubt
but that the services of the church might be ren-
dered more beneficial to children, if previously ex-
plained to them, and illustrated by those passages
in Ihe Bible, from which Ihey are derived. Nor is

it necessary lliat children be confined, <m the Sun-
day, to studying the scriptures, catechisms, &c ;

there are many books suitable to Ihe day, which
will afford an agreeable and Useful vaii<-ty, and
which, if laid aside in the week, will be read with
the greater pleasure Hymns, or a portion of scrip-
ture, may also be committed to memory; but care
u'ill be required that these be neither learned as a
common task, nor repeated in a hasty or irreverent
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manner When cliililren iviile vvitli ^ollJe lUoilily.

they will derive pleasure fro-n eopyins: onf hymns;
select passages from the Bible; or the texts they

Lave looked for, on particular subjects, in a book
kept for the purpose. They may, besides, he form-
ed into a class, and questioned, on Sunday, on their

scriptural knowledge; and it will add to the inter

est, if the childrci of more than one family can be
united in this exercise.

\V'hen old enough, they may be permitted to

share in the labours of a Sunday school, or make
choioe of a poor child as a private scholar. Such
objects are valuable, as affordins suitable occupa
tiiiM lor the Sunday; but still more so, as having
the tendency to foster a spirit of active benevo-
lence, and a disposition to promote the interests of
others.

The engiaKements to whirh we have referred,
with an attendance on public worship, and neces-
sary recreation and exercise, will fill up thp Sundiy
usefully and agreeably, [f we enter into the full

meaning of these expression.s—"shiill call the Sab
biilh a cJelia;ht, the holy of the Lord, hopourahle,"
we shall he persuaded, that it is not suificient li> en-
force a strict res;ard to the Sabbath as a law; but
»ve should endeavour to infuse a love lor the day.
as one of peculiar privileges; an. I parents may pro-
mote this feelius; by keepins; in view, that il is to

be a lime of rest, as well as of relij;iaus duly, bv

devi.tiiis themselves mr)re than ordinarily to their
children, and by renderins; the Sunday the season
for Ihe best kind of domestic enjoyment.

Public VVoitsiiip.^Sllence, self subjection, and
a serious deportment, both in family and public
wor-hip, ousht to he strictly enforceil in early life;

and it is better that children should not attend, till

they are capable of behavins in a prciper manner
But a practical respect for the Sabbath, and for the
services of religion, is but an eftVcl of that rever
ence for every thing sacred, which, it is of primary
impi.rlance early to establish, as a habit of mind
No subject connected wilh religion, ought to be
treated lightly in the presence of children If, for
example, we think we may employ the words ol
scripture in a jocose or trilling manner, thai w>-
may make slighting remarks on Ihe sermon of the
day; that we may ridicule the voice and manner of
the preacher; that we may speak contemptuously
of others, because their religious principles or ha
bits differ from our own, without injury to ourselves;
at least we are in danger of leading our children to
view religion through a critical and satirical me
dium; and thus to throw in their way, one of the
greatest hindrances to religious advancement. To
take the name of God in vain, (as by using it in
common conversation, or on every emotion of fear
and surprise,) is an off. nc» so glaring, that a warn
ing against it might be unnecessary, were it not
that some, even well meaning people, almost un-
known to themselves, are apt to fall into it. from
the effect of example, and early habit Such an
use of the Divine name, is not o'nly to be most se
liously prohibited, but those exclamations which,
in fact, convey nearly the same meaning, as, Mer-
cy! Bless me! Good Heavens! Good gracious! &,,

Firmness, and sometimes, resolution and auiho
nty, may he required in Ihe first establishment of
religious habile; and, as far as il is necessary, they
should be exercised, but never in sui h a maimer as
to render Ihe most sacred duties a galling and bur
thensome yoke. An excess of st^iclne^s is inju
rious in the general management of children; bin
IS especially to be avoided in their religious educ i

tion. If, in that, we draw the line too lijht, we
may not only excite a distaste for what is good, but
induce concealment and hypocrisy. In religion,
more than in any other object, it is of the first im
portance to gain over the affeclions; to draw Ihe
hearts of our children by the cords of love; that
they may know, and feel for themselves, that "her

[March 14, IgoS.

»ays. are ways of pleasantness," and that "all he
paths are peace:"

"Mr know we any thing so fair,
As is the smile upon her face."

Care must be taken not to press too closely upon
children, such non-essential points as form the dis-
t nguishing peculiarities of the vari us sects of
christians. It is a qiiesliun worthy nf much serious
consideration, whether such points are of a nature
to be imposed as a law upon those who are placed
under our aulhoriiy; and whether, in doing this,

there may not be a danger of "teaching for doc
Irines the commaudnients of men," and of fettering
the conscience, by false associations of right and
wrong? We are more likely to prepare our chil-
dren far the reception of truth, if secondary dis
tinctions are not brought info prominent view, and
if our efforts are directed to Ihe great object of
leading them to that knowledge of God, and of his
son, Jesus Christ, which alone is life eternal.

If children live under a religious infliience, some
vigilance will be required, lest they should assume
a seriousness which is not real. Every thing unna
lural, every thing bordering on hypocrisy, is to be
most carefully checked; and that 'divine test deep
ly impressed on their hearts, as on our own, "if ye
Live me, keep my commandments." We must not,
Ihereloie, force either thi- leelings or expression;
satisfied that, if ihe true principles of Christianity
have taken possession of the heart, it will, necessa-
rily, manliest itself in something better than in
words or profession.

Children must, besides, be guarded against plac-
ing too much dependence upon external obser
vances. We are to bring them up wilh a reverence
and a value for Ihe ordinances of religion; and to
accustom Ihem to a diligent and persevering atten
dance upon them, as a sacred and important duly.
10 which secondary objects ought always to yield.
But, at the same time, they will be able to under
stand, that these ordinances, ol themselves, are
wholly inMitfirienI; thai he is a christian "who is

one inwardly;" and that our real charactt-r is deter-
mined, not by that which we may appear before
men, but by that which we are io bis sight, who
"looketh on the heart."

spo ft-Tisfe 0£io.

FOX HUNTING.
J. S. Skinner, Esq. Satrm, March 2d, 1828.

Dear Sir.— Ihe Sporting (Jli.) is the first part of
your paper that attracts my n itice. I read every
chase wilh interest, expecting to hear of the .Mary-
land Calver and Jersey K,,lla. Instead of great
feats, I only have seen Kolh coming in one mile
behind;—this, if our Rolla, must be owing to
some accident, or your dpgs must be greyhounds,
and entire open country. VVe have had more and
better hunting here this season than usual We
nave earthed several and bagged four. One of
them holed again, and we spared his life;— the
other three gave handsome chases. About ten
days ago, we found an old times red;—in fact, we

have none other than red; but this winter, they
generally die in two or three hours run We have
none worth telling you of, except the old tiiij« s, or
no tailed fox, as we call him. About five miles
from town, we iinkHnnelled him at sun half an hour
high The day was good, and the dogs at bis he,-ls;
yet he had great confidence in his own abllnv,
keeping in the most open a-id thickly settled part- of
our^ebunty. invariably stopping at every cover un-
til the dogs came up with him—then "mo\ing off
over the fields and mealnws, all in sight and great
style, as though he wished to shew hims-lf; ""run-
ning off about ten miles in a straight line twicp.and
two or ihrep times off from Ihree to five miles. At
no one time wishing to get away—in fact, he liked
the sport as well as we did As he began, so he
continued until sun-set; when a cur was set on in
sight from a farm house, which induced him to
make his escape into a neighbouring swamp Our
dogs, coming up to the track, were displeased and
much distressed, only made a drag, until we caine
up. and we being in Ihe same condition, called off,

and pui up for Ihe night at a friend's near, expecting
Ihe next morning, to find him where we leli him,
and to m.ike an easy prey of him Actordinglv,
as the sun was rising, we had the dugs crying lin

the trail. It appears he had, in Ihe night, left the
swamp, and returned to his former residence, near
Ihree miles The trail was handsome, and Ihfdogs
gelling limber when he was r<ut on foot. Com-
ing out in his former style, under a good go, and
Ihe dogs furious, almost to mailnrss. be icving
that they were just to mouth him, Ihey, and we,
kiio«ing il to be the s.me. by Ihe want ol a tail;

but great was our pleasure, when we found him
with the same confid' nee, spirit and vigour, as the
preceding day. and this day still a gno.l one, of
course the wind some easting in Itj was there but
one point of west in the wind, you would never
catch our no-tailed fox.

This day he ran pretty much over the same
ground, and rqual distance towards the latter part,
making shorter doubles, shewing a longer tongue
aid sorrowful countenance, until half past four,
when he gave up Ihe ghost and died nobly— five
dogs in at the death On examining our lusus
nalura;, we found him marked wilh a crop off the
left ear, and an upper half-penny off the right, and
Ihe tail cut off, leaving but half an inch slump.
As none of the farmers on that side of the creek,
bad that mark, we inquired on the opposite side,
and found thai your friend D. Ware, and his brother,
well recollect to have run a large fox into a hole,
took him out, marked or mutilated him as above,
and h I him go before a pair of pups on sight, ex-
pei ling them to kill in sight, having heard that a
lox could not run without a tail. This was in Ihe
latter pari of summei, about twelve years ago; the
fox then not full grown; his front leelh aie worn
down to the gums This fox was hard run on our
side of the creek, when three years old, by S. Ware
and D. Nicholson— but gave them the bag to hold.

TIMOLEON.
J. S. Skinner, Esa. ^rashville, Feb. 8, 1818.

Sir,—Timoleon is a red sorrel, with a star on his
forehead, and no other mark; V^irginia bred. His
limbs are clean, and hoofs firm and deep He is

very stout and of great length, and remarkable for

the proximity of his hips to the points of his shoul-
ders. The bridge of his nose, though bony, is too
large for elegance; and his ears, when pricked, are
too near a horizontal position, (agreeably lo my
notions of beauty;) but a better mouth, nostril,

throttle or eye, can't be found in any animal of the
species. As a racer, he is of the first celebrity, 'nd
the performances of Sally Walker rank him, as a
tallion. sfcond only lo his sire The mediocrity
of his runners, in the west, has induced some to
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suspect the piiritv of his hlood. Though I admit

there is some difficulty about his pediijiee, yet his

form, his :ippearance, nay, every thing about him.

evince that he is genuine. As advertised, he was

by Sir Archie; his dam, (the dam also of Conslitu

tion.) by imported Saltram, Old Wildair, imported

Fallow, imported Driver, imported Vampire. Dri

ver, according to your notice of him, was brought

over in 1794. 1 rather conjecture he ••hculd follow

Wildair in the certificate. Fallow is not to be

found in any Stud book I have seen, and therefore,

I conclude he was brought over young, and named

in America; or 'hat an error has crept into the

print from an obscure manuscript, and that it should

be read Fellow. The pedigree would then run

thus: Timoleon by Sir Archie; his dam by imported

Saltram, Old Wildair, imported Driver, imported

Fellow, imported Vampire. An authentic account

of the ancestors of this distinguished horse, would

confer a singular favour on the sporting public, and

many breeders. A Breeder.

Obituary of imporUd Stallions.
years old.

Boaster. Davidson CO., Tenn., died, 1819. 24

Cteur de Lion, do. do. (farcy.) fall, 1809, 20

Dragon, do. do. (bro. thigh,) 181i, 23

Plicenix, (^son of Dragon, > Montgomery
county, (as I hear,) ' 1819, 21

R(iyali?t,* Williamson county, spring, 1814, 24

Eagle, (as I learn.) in Kentucky, 18i6, 30

Importation of Stallions.

Silver, to Nurlh Carolina, by I. Drue, of Hali-

fax CO., about 1799

Charriot, do. H. Lyne, Granville co.

Magic, do Gov. Turner, Warren co.

Firelail, do. Cain and Ray, Orange co.

Tru^- Blue and Bryan O'Lin. Gov. Turner, 1803

Phcenix. do. T. B. Hill, Halifax co. 18u3

Citizen,! do. Gen. R. Carney, do. 1803

Clown, do. Cain an'^ Ray.
Strap, do. H Cottcn, Edgecomb co.

Should you think this communication, or any
part thereof, worthy of publication in the American
Farmer, please have it inserted. A full list of ini

portations and deaths, would tend greatly to prevent

spurious pedigrees, and of course to facilitate the

transfer, and enhance the price of blood stock.

Until an American stud book shall issue from the

press, recurrence will be had to your journal for

information on these interesting subjects.

A Breeder.

ZKCISC'BX.IiArfSOUS .

PEDIGREE OF TARTAR.
Tartar foaled in 1801, bred by the late James

Hill, E-q., of Amelia county. Va.; got by the im-
ported horse old Diomed; old Ci ler; imported horse

Bay Richmond; imported horse old Fearnought;
Gold Finder; old Mark Anthony.
The above was furnished me by the late Mr

Hill's son, and taken from his father's books in Sep-
tember last,

4^Wanted—A copy of John Bioren's American
Racing Calendar and Stud book, containing the

pedigrees of all the imported horses and mares;

—

also, celebrated horses and mares of America; for

which five dollars will be paid. This book was
published in 1805, by John Bioren, of Philadelphia.

Your obedient servant,

P. N. E.

• Not in 181 1, as erroneously published in the Ameri-
can I'armcr and General Stud-book. My information
is derived from the very highest source.

t Stated in the late edition of the General Stud-book
to have been sent to the West Indies. Any error reia
tins; to so !ine a hor.se, should be publickly corrected.
The horses in the above list were imported nearly in

the order in which they stand, though I do not recol-
lect the precise date of each arrival.

SUG\R.
The history of sugar appears to be enveloped in

a cloud of considerable obscurity. It was doubt
less a production of the East, aud introduced into

Kurope from Asia at an early period, though the

jirecise time is not accurately ascertained. In our
journal of the 5(h instant, we gave the opinion of
some of the early writers on the introduction of the

irtic'le into Great Britain, where it was decried by
them and represented as the cause of the scurvy,

consumption, &c. Modern experience is so much
in contradiction to these opinions, and the use of

sugar is so great and extensive at the present day,

that it m.iy not he uninteresting to give a more par-

ticular account of it.

The English word sugar, as well as most of the

modern European names, appears to be derived

from the Arabic si<fe/cer, or shuliker- The Persians

and Turks also call it sheker. Hence, we have the

names of the same article, in Italian, Zucchero, in

.Spanish, Azucar, in French, Sucre, in German,
Zucker, in Dutch, Siiycker, in English, Sugar.

The Greeks and Romans knew but little about
sugar, or the sugar-cane, from which it is derived.

The most ancient author among the Greeks, who
Tientions the sugar-cane, is 'Theophrastus. who liv

edSil years before the chri^tian era. He called

ugai meli kalamiiion, the honey ol the reed. Dios-

corides, who wrote anno domini. 64, is the first wri-

ter who mentions the word sukchuron, or sugar, in

his chapter peri sakchuron mHitos. concerning the

honey o( the reed. From him Pliny derives his

name Saccaron, and the l^atins afterwards adopted
the term Saccliarum for sugar, the juice of the

cane. The Latin poet, Lucan, in his Pharsali ,

(book 3d, verse 237.) says, when speaking of the

Indians near the Ganges,

"Qiwqiie bilrunt Icnera diUct^ ah ariuulme succos.^^

"They drink sweet juices from the tender reed."

Pliny, in the 12lh book of his n.itural history,

(chapter 8,) s.iys,"lhat sugar is brought from Ara-
bia, but the best sort from India It is honey col-

lected from canes, like a gum, white, and brittle

bt tween the teeth; the largest is of the size of an
hazle nut; i' is used in medicine only."

Paulus jEgenata, who wrote as late as A. D 670,
calls sugar also Indikos, 'Indian salt, in colour and
form like common salt, but in taste and sweetness
like honey."

Several of the Greek and Roman authors, men-
lion, that sugar came from Arabia as well as India;

but it is certain the sugar described by them to be

white, like salt, ^c, was brought from India into

Arabia. That it was not the produce of Arabia,

we learn from Arecenna, who recommends, "when
the tongue is dry and parched in fevers, to cleanse

it well with oil of almonds and white sugar; and
that the sick should have in his mouth a lump of

the salt that is brought (rom India, which, in co-

lour, is like salt, and in sweetness, like honey."
This can be no other preparaiion than what we

now call white sugar candy, which may be consi-

dered, (says Mosley,) as the real meli kalaminoiials

Indikos, and sakckuron, of the ancients.

China boasts, and not withoot reason, of the an-
tiquity of her arts and policy, over the rest of the

east, as well as over the rest of the world. The
sugarcane is indigenous to China. The climate

and soil in many parts of Benjral and other districts

of the East Indies, are also suitable to the growth
and cultivation of the cane; and sugar is, and we
have reason to suppose, ever has been produced
there. Nevertheless, China is the only country in

tlie East, even now, where sugar-candy is made in

perfection. The bright, transparent sugar-candy,
so beautiful in appearance, and so grateful to the

taste, is a peculiar manufacture, and was originally

invented in China.

But the art of refining sugar, and making what
is called /oa/ sugar, is a modern European inven-

tion, the discovery of a Venetian, about the end of

the fifteenth, or beginning of the sixteenth century;

ind not practised in India until very lately. (Mos-
lei/s treatises on sugar.)

Having thus given some account of the history

of sugar among the ancients, we shall reserve its

more modern history for another time.

[.Yew York Journal of Commerce.

LIVERWORT.
I find it absolutely necessary to resort to this

mrlhod of advising the public not to empliry the
roots of the Liverwort, but the leaves alone, as the
former is nauseating, and otherwise ill adapted to
the end in view. The leaf alone is what I always
intended and meant to recommend; and another
thing which I wish to enforce for the credit and cha-
racter of the remedy, that all other remedies should
be relinquished, and as much as possible avoided
during the use of this article: for how can it have a
fair chance and trial, when it is continually—as [

know it has been in numerous instances—opposed
by the intervention of so many conOicting counter
agents. Such a state of things would defeat the
best and most powerful remedy upon earth.

Anolher thing, a great many cook the prepara-
tion entirely loo much; a simple infusion is all that
IS expedient and necessary.

The applications are so numerous, and the atten-
tion to them so arduous, I shall require ten dollars
in all cases, in the first instance, and twenty if a
correspondence is invited—of course, making the
exceptions which 1 have made, and always intend-
ed to make, in regard to the poor and needy.

T. P. HEREFORD.
Haijmarket, Virginia, Feb. 23, 1833.

ifSii ^A^m2W.,
Baltimore, Friday, March 14, 1828.

3:/-At the last meeting of the Trustees of the

Marylaud Agricultural Society, Thomas Oliver,
Esq. was unanimously elected a member of the

Board, in the place of Col N. M. Bosley, resigned.

f^There will be in the next number, being the
first of the tenth volunie, a well executed engrav-
ing of an Arabian Horse, wilh an interesting essay
on the breeiling and management of that race of
horses. The Title page and Contents of this volume
will be forwarded with the 3d No. of the lOtb vol.

S>-0f those who apprehend that there is a cer-

tain limit to Improvements in agriculture and hor-

ticulture, and that nothing new is to be learned on
ttie subji^ct of rural and domestic economy, we
would ask, why it is, that interesting facts and va-

luable discoveries are not yet to he developed upon
these topicks, as well as in the science of medicine,
mineralogy, natural history, &c.? But what is the ex-
perience ol England, a country so much older in fact

and in science; and so much more populous than ours.'

In that counlry, new and separate publications are

established every year, and well supported, for the

purpose of promulgating discoveries and economi-
cal processes, and inventions on each of the several

topicks that are all embraced in the .American Far-
mer. 'The Gardener's Magazine alone, contains

monthly about 130 pages of matter. We can say,

with confidence, that as far as we can judge from
our extended correspondence, and accumulating
materials, the ensuinp volume of the American Far-
mer will be read with increased interest.
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S>-Soiiic coniplitin Hint too much space is occu-

pipii willi the pedigrees of bred horses. To such

good and respected patrons, an explanalion is due.

ll cannot be denied, that the. value ol' road and

liu'ht harness horses, depends, csscntiallij, on their

degp-e of what is empliatically denoiniiialed blood,

up, at least, to one-baif or three parts bred. I'he

position and corresjiondence of the lidilor, put

bi'ii in the way of knoivini; th<t in diMny parts of the

union, especially in Jersey, Delaware. Maryland,

Piiinsylvania and Ohio; tlie improvement of their

stoi-k of horses, for the uses above mentioned, is

ensta^in^, every day, more and more of the allen-

tion of land-holders;— but how is their object to be

finally and certaiidy secured, if the strictest res;atd

be not paid to the purity of the stock, especially the

sires, to be used in the process of this general and

laudable efl'ort to raise the character of our saddle

and carrias;e horses? VVe have no res;ular stud-

book. We have hoped that a foundation, at least,

would be laid for one. Defects which must appear

in a first attempt, may be corrected, and omissions

supplied in subsequent editions, and from year to

year, or every three years, a supplementary book of

foals, would serve to keep the record of bred slock

complete. We have hoped, and still despair not

of such a publication being put forth by a. gentle-

man of the south, of all others best qualified; but

in the mean time, and until .'^uch a work is issued,

we have offered a few columns o( our agricultural

journal, as a safe and permanent repository for the

many scattered, but well authenticated pedigrees,

that are in danger of being lost amongst the pa
pers of individuals—being once secured in the Far-

mer, they may be afterwards arranged and publish-

ed in the form of a stud- book. By one of the first

amateurs of the blood horse, an "Advocate of the

Turf," in the southern states, we have been pro-

mised all his large collection of pedigrees of dis-

tinguished horses; and it may be, that, from other

quarters, the number will be so much increased,

that we shall publish occasional supiilements to the

.Farmer, so as to keep its regular pages tree. Such
supplements will go, of course, free of charge to

the subscribers to the Farmer.

Mr. P delivers the trees or plants in the cilv free uf
any expense for cartage, transported in his cart, and
carel'ullj- taken out and delivered on the place where
they must immediately be planted.

• 'rderscan also be left with the following agents:
Mr. Newell's agricultural establishment. No. 5k! Market
street, Boston; Mr. K. W. Bull's seed store, Hartford,
Conn.; Mr Lewis F. Allen, Buffalo; Mr. Luther Tucker
& Co Koehester; Mr. Wm. E. Morman, Hudson; Mr
A. B. Allen, Mobile.

EASTMAN'S MANUFACTORY OF AGRICULTURAL
IMPLtMENTS,

JVo. 36, Pratt-strcel, Baltimore.

On hand, a supply of superior cast steel ^xes—also,
Matlock and Grubbing Hoes of cast steel; also, improved
paleal CornsUeUers, that can be recommended, price
§15. .4lso, Brown's vertical Wool Spinners, embracing
every thing desirable in an implement of the kind for
family use. Also, the subscriber's patent cylindrical
Slraw Cullers, which have never been equalled in any
country for chalfing all kinds of long forage with ease
and facility, such as hay, corn stocks, cane lops, Stc. Sic.—the macliinery permanent and not liable to get out of
order; price of small size, including e.ttra knives, <j6o;

the second size, with extra knives, $61. Also, West's
patent spring Waslmtg Macliines, can be highly recom-
mended; price $15. Also, a complete assortment of
Gideon Davis'' highly improved Patenl Ploughs, made of
the best materials; Cultivators, Swingle Trees, double
and single; Shijvels and Spades, &c. tic.

5:^ Ail orders by mail pest paid, >vill receive prompt
attention. JONATHAN S. EASTMAN.

HORilCULTURAL BOTANIC GARDEN.
Mr. Andrew PARMtNTiEH, proprietor of the Horti-

cultural Botanic Garden, Brooklyn, L I., two miles

from New York, offers for sale a very large assortment
of the most approved Pear, Apple Plum, Peach, t' ber-

ry, Apricot, Nectarines, Goosei)erries, &c. &c. ; some of
them very handsome standard trees; some Pear trees

on Quince stock for dwarf, and some Apple trees on
Paradise stock.

Also, Forest Trees of large size, very good for plant-

ing in streets; such as Horse-cliestnut, European Lime
or Linden tree, Weeping Willow, European Birch, Eu-
ropean Laris, European Ash and Kim, Paper iMulherry,

Catalpa, Japan Aylanthus, Laburnum, European White
Poplar, Balsam Poplar, iic. Mr. P. in delivering his

trees, will give directions for planting them.
Also, a very large collection of hardy Rose trees and

Monthly Koses, Hcrbaceoas 1 lants, Shrubs, &.c. and a

fine collection of Green-house Plants. Strawberries of
fine kinds, including the Monthly Ever-bearing without
runners. Very line ilawthurn, three years old, at six
dollars the louo.

Supscriptions for one dozen kinds of select table
Grapes, containing the V\ hite, the Fontainbleau, the
Yellow Thomery, the Golden, the Musk and the Royal
Chapellas; the white, the violet, the black and the grey
Muscat, the large Maroc, and the large Frankenthal

—

for six dollars the dozen, with directions for planting,
cultivating. &e. The vines well packed in moss and
mats, in such a manner as to go several hundred miles
faitherthan New Vork. Mr. P will furnish, in a cer-
tain quantity. Grape Vines at ii cents each root, for
vineyards, warranted to grow.

Provisional catalogues can be had gratis, at Mr. Chas.
Swan's grocery and tea store, No. ib'i Broadway, or at
Messrs. Ihornburn &. Son's, 6 7 Liberty-st. New York,
when- orders can be lell, or directed t»y the post office
tt) his establishment, Brooklyn.

FOR SALE,
The celebrated stallion Tom Jefferson, sired by the

imported Cleveland bay, Exile, out of an Eagle mare.
At two years old, was "recommended to the attention
of the breeders of fine horses," by the Agricultural So-
ciety of Maryland; and before he was three, received a
premium as a stallion "adapted to get horses tor the
gitic*; dral't." (Seel, im. Farmer, ;!.', 90.)

Also, the thorough-bred hunter stallion Sky Lark,
sired by Exile, out of a full-blooded Chance inare,
raised by the late Isaac Duekett. Sky Lark is a nrst-
rate saudle horse, and in point of action, equal to any.
Me received a premium at the last cattle show in Ma-
ryland. (See 9 Am. Farmer, '3^3

)

Also, a full-blooded Mare, and her two full-blooded
filly Colts; one three years old this spring, the other
one year old—she is also in foal by the Jones' .\rabiaij

The pedigree (as set forth,) of tuch of the above ani-

mals, can be most satislacturily establisjied. Apply at

this ofhce.

FOR SALE,
The thorough-bred burse Colombds—he is a beau-

tiful chesnut sorrel, was five years old the iSd of March,
IS. 7, nearly five feet high, and may be called an ele-

gant horse.

Columbus has run but two races, the first in the
spring he was three years old, when in bad urder,
which he lost; the second was the last day's race over
the Norfolk course, tiie fall of i8-6, which he won,
beating the celebrated mare Atalanta, with great ease.

Pedigree.—Columbus was sired by the celebrated
horse Sir Archie, whose great fame as a racer and loal

getter, is too well established to make it neccssarj to

say any thing of his pedigree, for he is justly esteemed
the best horse in America, and, perhaps, in the world.
The dam of Columbus, is an elegant sorrel mare,

called Vixen; she was got by Colonel Lightl'oot's im-
ported horse Jack Andrews, one of the best horses of
his day. Jack Andrews was foaled the property of
Mr. Lord, m England, in ilie year 1794, and got iiy .loe

.Andrews, his dam by HigliHyer, his grandam by Cardi-
nal Pulf, his great grandam by Tatler, his g. g. grandam
by Snip, his g. g. g. grandam by the Godolphin Arai.ian,

out of Frampton's White Neck, by the I'elham burb.
Joe Andrews was bred by Mr. Scale, foaled in 1773,

and got by Eclip=e, out of Amaranda, by Omnium, her
dam. Cloudy, by Blank—Crab, VVidrington mare, by
Partner.

The pedigree of Columbus, can he traced much fur-

ther hack, but enough has been said to shew, that he is

a horse of the first-rate olood.

Enquire at the office of the American Farmer.
JAMES G. GKEEN.

GRAM) HARMONICON,
Or Musical Glasses.

FRANCIS H. S.MITH, respectfully announces, that
ho is now settled in Baltimore and ready to receive
orders for the above Musical Instrument. Being alrea-
dy well known to the public, a particular description is

deemed unnecessary. They are made of various prices,
from 45 to 70 dollars, according to the finish of the
cabinet work. A book of iiistruc'ion, with music to
suit, accompanies each; which alone will enalile any
one soon to perform, music, as a science, being more
simplified on this instrument than any other. But to
those who wish it, Mr. S. will g,ve lessons until ihe
learner can play a dozen tunes by note, to his or her
satisfaction, upun the following terms. To one unac-
quainted with music |I0—but if they play upon any
other instrument by note, $.5. No difficulty arises »ith
those at a distance from breaking a glass, as another
can be forwarded imm.diately by stage or otherwise.
Should six of them be ordered from one place within a
day's journey of Baltimore, Mr S. will, il desired at-
tend and give lessons to the purchasers Any one is at
liberty to return the instrument within ten days, if not
satisfied with the progress they have made.
They may be seen, of various prices, at his residence,

N. W. corner of Pi.t and Front streets, four doors nortli
of Christ Church. JUarch 14.

OVERSEER.
Wants a situation as t)verseer, a man with a small

family; his wife would take charge of a Dairy, l-le

can produce certificates of capability, and give any se-
curity that may be required. !-hould ihe above situa-
tion not offer, he would accept of employment in a
store or commission house. A line addressed to M. L.
and left at this office, will be attended to.

B.A.IiTXIKORB FHIOBS OUABLBXtT.

Corrected for the Jlmeriean Farmer, by Edward I. Willson,
Commission Merchant and Planters' JIgent,

b!o 4, Bojoiy's Tohurf,

Tobacco.—Scrubs, $4,00(1 7.00—ordinary, 3.00 u 4.00
—red, 4.00 a 5.00— fine red, 5.00 a 6.00—wrajiping,
6.00 o 12.00—Ohio yellow and red, 4.00 a 7.00- yellow,
7.00 aiO.OO.
Floor—white wheat family, $6.00 a 6 25—sup. How-

ard-street, 4.87^ a 5.00; city mills, 4.7:i; Susquehan-
na, 4.62i

—

Corn Meal, bl. -.'.jO Grain, bestred wh»at
80 o 8i—best white wheat, .85 a .95—ordiny. to go- id,

7U«.80—CoRN,.3i a.33—KvL,4Sa 50 -Oats, 21 o .23—Beans .So a I.Oi'

—

Peas, 4^. a .5i'

—

Clover seed,
4.75 a 6 OO-TiMOTHT, -".60 u 3 00 — Barlei, .60 a .6:

—

1- laxseed, .75 a .80 - Cotton, \ irginia, .9 a .9^—Loui-
siana, .10 a .13^Alaban)a, 9 a .la— Mississippi, . 10 o
. 13-N. Carolina, .9 „ .lOJ—Georgia, .9 a .10^— Whi8.
KEY, in hhds 1^1 proof, .21— in barrels, 22^

—

Wool,
common, unwashed, .15 a. 16—washed, .18 a. 20—three
quarter, .25 a 30—full do. SO a 35

—

Hemp, Russia,
ton,$J80—Country, dew-rotted, ton, 136 o 140— water-
rotted, 170 a 190

—

Fish, .^had, Susquehanna, No. i, bbl.

6 00 a 6.5'; do. do trimmed, 6 50 a 7.00— rierrings. No.
I, bbl. 2.87i a 3.00; No. 2, 2.62^—Mackerel, No I, 5.75;

No 2, 5 37i, No. 3, 4.50—Bacon, hams. Bait cured, .9;

do Eastern Shore, .12^—hog round, cured, .6 a .7

—

Feathers, .26 a .28—Plaster Paris, cargo price per ton,

$3.00.
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